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.LOWER MARDEN AND MfLEASURE MROUND.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

Trees always give a great value to an estate,

and, as they grow up, not only really add to the

beauty of the place, but much lessen its working

expenses. They also give a little wildness to the

spot, which is in itself a beauty ; for, when we
speak of neatness as essential in a garden, we
mean of course, those parts which one would be

expected to keep neat, and which will look all

the more neat for having a little wildnesg to con-

trast with them.

It is a pleasure to note that the taste for trees

is increasing. They bring us the best form of

beauty, and in a state that does not cost much
to keep. And not trees alone, clumps of shrub-

bery often have a beautiful effect, and, once

planted, require no care for many years. They
may be selected from amongst the Spiraeas, Li-

lacs, Syringas, Mock Orange, Upright Honeysuck-
les, Weigelas, Deutzias, Forsythias, Elaegnuses,

Pyrus japonica, Hypericum, Willows, Almonds,
Calycanthus, Dwarf Horse Chestnuts, Dogwoods,
Purple Hazels, Snowdrop Trees, Bird Cherries,

&c.

Some judgment is required in pruning flower-

ing shrubs, roses, etc., although it is usual' to act

as if it were one of the most common-place opera-

tions. One of the most clumsy of the hands is

commonly set to work with a pair of shears, and
he goes through the whole place, clipping off

everything indiscriminately. Distinction should

be made between those flowering shrubs that

make a vigorous growth, and those which grow
weakly; and between those which flower on the

old wood of last year, and those which flower on
the newy growth of next season, as the effect of

pruning is to force a strong and vigorous growth.

Those specimens that already grow too strong to

flower well, should be only lightly pruned ; and,

in the same individual, the weakest shoots should

be cut in more severely than the stronger ones.

Some things like the Mock Oranges, Lilacs and
others, flower on the wood of last year—to prune
these much now, therefore, destro3^s the flower-

ing ; while such as Altheas, which flower on the

young wood, cannot be too severely cut in, look-

ing to that object alone.

Wherever any part of a tree does not grow,

freely, pruning of such weak growth, at this sea-

son, will induce it to push more freely next year.

All scars made by pruning off large branches,

should be painted or tarred over, to keep out the

rain. Many fruit trees become hollow, or fall

into premature decay, from the rain penetrating

through old saw cuts made in pruning. Also

the branches should be cut close to the trunk, so

that no dead stumps shall be produced on the

tree, and bark will readily grow over. Many
persons cut ofl' branches of trees in midsummer,
in order that the returning sap may speedily

clothe the wound with new bark, but the loss of

much foliage in summer injures the tree, and

besides, painting the scar removes all danger of

rotting at the wound.
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COMMUNICA TIONS.

HARDY RHODODENDRONS.

BY SAMl'KL I'AUSdNS, ri.USII INC, 1,. I.

The remnrks that liavo recently a]»peared in

the Gardener's MoidhUj on the subject of hanly

Rhododendrons have been both interesting and

true. It has seemed, liowever, that certain dis-

tinctions or definitions should be fixed to place

the matter before the general public in just the

practical light intended. It is luuloubtedly true

that a very large variety of Khododendrons may
be enjoyed in America by means of i)rotecting

boughs, nooks of larger trees, and light cellars;

but it is likewise true that the inexperienced

need some explanation as to what varieties con-

stitute the hardy and tender portions of the

series. To express better the character of this

hardiness, all so-called hardy Khododendrons

may be divided into three classes, and, for con-

venience, termed hardy, almost hardy, and tender,

for scarcely any variety remains absolutely unin-

jured under conditions that occur at wide in-

tervals, and all may retain their beauty with

protection throughout the winter.

The first includes such as may be planted in

ordinary positions, excepting bleak, north-west

exposures, and situations close to buildings

where heat and cold are naturally concentrated

by reflection. This class consists of hardly more
than a dozen varieties of the nature of Roseum
Grandiflorum, Bicolor, Everestianum, Purpu-

reum Grandiflorum, Album Elegans, Mrs. Mil-

ner, H. W. Sargent, Caractacus, Charles Bagley,

and Lady Armstrong, and comes almost, if not

entirely, of an improved pure Catawbiense strain.

Peculiar conditions of health, grubs at the root,

(fee, may sometimes induce an apparent delicacy,

in above varieties, that is very delusive.

The second, and almost hardy class, may be

enjoyed very generally by planting in sheltered

corners, and covering loosely, both head and

foot, with boughs and leaves to break the force

of winter winds. The discoloration of the leaves,

that will now and then occur, quickly disappears

with the new growth. As representatives of the

class, may be mentioned Lee's Dark Purple,

Blandyanum, Mrs. McClutton, Scipio, Atrosan-

giiineum, Titian, Minnie, Purity, Stella, Mrs.

Halford.

The third class, containing a number of va-

rieties apparently hardy in England, should

never be trusted out in our winters without

thorough ]»rotcction, and are still safer housed

ill a light cellar during that season. Any attempt

to disobey this rule will only be fraught with

continual dissatisfaction. These kinds include

such varieties as Conccssum, John Waterer, Bar-

clayanum, Sir Robert Peel, MichafI Waterer, and

many other beautiful high-colored sorts. Rho-

dodendrons, even in this class, recjuire the ma-

turing effects of frost, hence the use of a green-

house cannot be advised, for, even unheated, a

certain freedom from frost and induced pre-

cocity exists therein that will probably injure the

after growth. If all amateurs and gardeners will

observe the above distinctions, and treat their

Rhododendrons accordingly, we doubt not that

much of the prejudice, now existing against the

family, will gradually disapjicar. Certainly the

wonderful success of Mr. Hunnewell and others,

in cultivating these kinds, seems almost perfect,

and probably the same judgment in manage-

ment would secure the enjoyment of all recom-

mended by Mr. Anthony Waterer, who undoubt-

edly stands among the first of European growers.

DOUBLE LILIUM AURATUM.

BY M. H. MERRIAM, l.KXINGTON", M.\SS.

In the November number of the Monthly

among tlie new plants noticed is that of a double-

flowered Lilium auratum which had appeared

in France. It may be interesting to know that

about two weeks later, or late in September, I

discovered a similar production on one of the

plants among my own. There was a perfectly

symetrical, well-developed duplicate set of petals,

divided, however, nearly, or quite, to the base.

The plant was carefully watched in the hope that

seed might be secured, but it failed to produce

any.

The l)ulb, however, is labeled, and since learn-

ing from your journal the variety of the phe-

nomena, I shall watch its future flowering with

great interest. Subsequently, another plant

seemed to be repeating the same phenomena,

but on development it proved to be an irregular

malformation.

AMERICAN TUBEROSES.

Having occasion to investigate the compar-

ative value of Italian over American bulbs, as

had been asserted by distinguished horticul-

turists, I made particular enquiry of several

florists in my neighborhood who are in the

practice of forcing for the market, and their tes-
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timony was unanimous in favor of Italian bulbs,

for which they were willing to pay a larger

price, asserting that the yield of flowers was

from 15 to 20 per cent, more from Italian than

American grown bulbs. This did not apply,

however, to Florida grown bulbs, concerning

which I could get no information.

CONSIDER THE FLOWERS OF THE FIELD.

Nothing on earth seems to yield such serene

and enduring content as the acquirement of a

genuine love for plants of all sorts. Is it in part

owing to that annual resurrection which makes

them ever new and attractive, like the presence

of a dear friend after a term of absence ? We
become attached to animated beings, but thej^

die, and we see them no more, and presently we
forget them. But there is something wonder-

fully adherent in the constancy of the lover of

plants, and something incomparably exalting in

their influence upon those who care for them

for their own sakes.

A letter just received from an old friend whom
I knew very long ago as fond of garden recre-

ations and experiments, affords an instance of

this genial influence. He is now on the verge

of 80, yet he is still as fresh and as full of talk

about plants and planting and greenhouse

shelter, aiid apparently as cheerfully occupied

with them as ever. What is the secret that

secures such pleasure even in the very winter of

life? Is there an elixir only, or is there a

religion, a GocVs love, in this caring for the

flowers of the field ? and is it their endless va-

riety that makes these quiet friends never tiring,

or is it the continual change in each one that

keeps contemplation ever fresh like the Vestal

fires? For each one has its own orbit—passing

through the glories of summer, the autumn
decline, the winter sleep, and re-appearing again

and again forever in a vernal resurrection. If

the rainbow is a symbol of God's favor and pro-

tection, are not the bright plants which the

Creator seems to have pressed upon our notice

by causing their presence in every nook, a mani-

festation of His favor, a glimpse of good things

to come? For if the grass does not die, but only

sleeps, much more shall not we, nor our resur-

rection be less gloi'ious.

Those pregnant verses in Genesis which give

so much of the world's vast history condensed in

so few lines— do they, when they describe

Adam''s life and work in a garden—do they mean
that his race owes its superiority over the other

races of men adverted to in the sacred lines be-

cause of having learned to till and keep a

garden, to win the service of animals, and to live

quiet and harmless, yet actively busy and

observant lives?

In the times when strife and ferocity prevailed

more than now, it was said that " Whom the

God's love die young." But there are abundant

cases of God's manifest favor being shed upon

and continued to a far old age, as in the case of

my friend.

Here, theii, is a path safe to walk in. In it are

to be found sweet content and serene happiness,

and this being so, our churches, and yet more

our schools, should guide at an early age the

inclinations of all children to the employments

and the pleasures of the garden, giving practical

lessons in this first of all arts—the one upon

which all the glory and the strength of our race

are founded.

Nothing will do so much to advance universal

comfort and content as thus imparting, uni-

versally, a love for the life-assuring art of making

grass grow and trees bloom. Then, and not till

then, will the implements of war be wrought

over for peaceful uses ; and then, and not till

then, will all men live without dread of penury,

or tyranny, or punishment.

For then they will recover the lost Eden, and

extend over all the earth that Mesopotamian

Paradise in which the race had its germ. They

will understand the dangerous admixture of

good and evil that has kept all the offspring of

Adam in a fever for thousands of years, and re-

jecting the evil, will gradually grow vinder God's

favor into the perfection of humanity.

MOSAICULTURE.

TRANSLATED FROM THE N. Y. COURIER DES ETATS

UNIS.

Mr. Nardy, horticulturist at Hyeres, south of

France, one of the French delegates to the Cen-

tennial Exhibition in Philadelphia, and Presi-

dent of the French Workingmen's Delegation to

this country, has permitted us to look over his

traveling notes, and we extract the following,

showing us the present state of gardening m
France

:

" I have," writes Mr. Nardy," made a grand prom-
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enadc right through France, from the Hduthern-

most const on the Mediterranean to Havre on

the channel, and there are certainly great difler-

encea of soil, climate and habita, and of natu-

ral products, between Provence and Nor-

mandy. One pa.^scs pretty much through the

entire scale of pomology—from the orange,

which ruined Atalanta, to the a])plo that ruined

Mother Eve. Nevertheless, science seemingly

generalizes proceedings and helps nature propa-

gate her products from one zone to the other.

Hence, I hnd the gardens ornamented pretty

much all over with the same plants and on the

same artistic plan. I have started from Nice,

the city of flowers; have psissed through Lyons,

Dijon, Paris, and reached Havre, and have found

everywhere throughout France a kind of com-

paratively recent garden decoration, called Mosai-

culture. The word is new and known only by

specialists and amateurs. It might, however,

be universally adopted, because it tells at once

its meaning, expre-ssing as it does an artistical

disposition of plants, leaves and flowers, of such

shades as will form masses, beds, wreaths—in fact,

all sorts of designs, which are truly vegetable

mosaics. I have seen the most charming speci-

mens, and I will bring here a few of them to

mind.
" In Lyons, the place where art, closely allied

with industry, creates tissues which are the ad-

miration of the world, horticulture stands in high

honor ; and possibly the delicate taste for it enters

far more than we think into the inspiration of the

workingman—artist. Public and private gar-

dens are numerous, rich and well-kept. The

Pare de la TSte d'Or for, instance, with its mag-

nificent shade-trees, its vast lawns, its elegant

greenhouses, showing not only a natural love

for flowers, but also profound notions of the hor-

ticvritural art and science. In this noble park

have I found the best compositions of vegetable

mosaic. Long and wide beds (platebandes) and

immense massed groups present a great variety

of brilliant and select eflects. The divers varie-

ties of Alternanthera and Teilanthera ; of the

various Coleua, of Achyranthus, of Amaranthus

melancholicus ruber, etc; the Mesembryanthe-

mum tricolor, the Sedum carneum, the fine

Centaurea candidissima, the Gnaphalium lana-

bum, the golden-leaved Matricaria, etc., are

planted so as to form initials or words, or to rep-

resent richly shaded elegant ribbons, or com-

plicated arabesque figures, or pretty designs of

marqiceterie, etc.

"Dijon, the capital of Burgundy,—where, al-

niostns soon as you got into it, there rises to your

])alate the flavor of those fine wines, which de-

light the French aa well the inhabitants of this

globe,—Dijon also aspires to a high degree of

floriculture. In the ornamental part of its bo-

tanical garden I saw also very successful mosaic.

There I have 8«en and afterward also found in

Paris—but whatdon'tyou find in Paris of anything

line that has been produced anywhere in the

world?— a happy use in mosaic compositions

and in borders of Alyssum maritimum fol. varie-

gatis; a charming plant, compact, low, almost a

creeper, resembling somewhat Sedum carneum,

but apparently more robust and vigorous.

" Paris has wiped out the traces of vandalism

and has got a new set of jewels in her gardens.

She still, and more than ever, is the capital of

the kingdom of flora, just the same as she is the

capital of France and of civilization. Her Pare

Monceaux is the richest floral gem in the world.

The plan in both its ensemble and its details is

admirable, and it is excellently kept up. From
the mosaic composition in it I quote

:

" ' A mass of Pelargonium zonale with white

spotted leaves mixed with Perilla nankinensis,

with Lobelia erinus—charming effect.

"
' An oval formed of ribbons of Coleus of

well-contrasted shades, bordered with an edge of

Lobelia erinus. Crystal Palace.
"

' A mass of Pel. jonale foliis sanguineis

mixed with Centaurea candidi-ssima, edged all

round with Lobelia erinus and Alternanthera.

" ' A mass very much shaped like a cupola

(bomb§) dominated over by a strong growing

Agave atrovirens, round which there is a beauti-

ful mosaic of Althernanthera, Sedum carneum,

and other low growers.'

"A good many isolated specimen shrubs on

lawns are set in a setting of jjlants of one single

color, and that a brilliant one, of either leaf or

flower; or of a mosaic. These settings look like

flowery nests put in the grass.

"On the sides of a large lawn there rises a

heavy mass of Acer negundo with spotted leaves,

rounded by a double border of Pelargonium zo-

nale, with flowers of a brilliant red and salmon.

The eff'ect of it was both powerful and charming.
" But I would not be able to finish were I to

enumerate all that is seductive in this admirable

park, half mundane, half mysterious; one of

the glories of Paris and yet hardly known to

the multitude.

" Havre calls me, and there, too, I find mosaics
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in full bloom. Havre has superb gardens, nota-

bly the one before the City Hall, which is truly

a little paradise of a garden.
" On a bank leaning against a deep mass of

high shrubs I saw perhaps the most successful

of mosaic compositions ; oblong border of di-

vers kinds of Alternanthera and Teilanthera

in large festoons. On a white centre letters of a

yard length, formed by Mesembryanthemum tri-

color and Alternanthera paronychoides, edged

with Matricaria avirea, compose the words—City

of Havre. The execution is admirable and the

effect of it is striking.

" I would further instance : a round group rep-

resenting the national colors ; another large de-

sign composed in this way: centre-piece, Cinera-

ria purpurea spectabilis ; border, first dwarf

Dahlia, white flower, round which second border

Amaranthus mel. ruber, <fcc. But I must limit

myself, my object being to draw my fellow-hor-

ticulturists in America to this interesting subject

of Europe, whilst in turn I shall borrow some
points from their studies, their works and their

experience."

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Preserving Spikes of Pampas-grass.—Mr.
Henry Vilmorin, of Paris, communicates the fol-

lowing to the London Gardeners Chronicle:—"I
have always found the best plan for preserving

the spikes of Pampas-grass in perfect condition

to be the following :—Cut the stems before the

spikes are half out of the sheaths, store them in

a dry place and leave them undisturbed till en-

tirely dried, then remove the leaf which partly

envelopes the spikes ; the latter will appear per-

fectly bright, and with a silky gloss on them,
only they are rather stiff; then submit them
carefully to a goodly heat, either in a well-heated

oven, or, better still, before a brisk fire, when
each floret will expand, and give the spike the

feather-like appearance so much appreciated.

The spikes prepared by that process will not

drop one of their glossy pistils, and will keep for

any length of time if kept free from the tarnish-

ing effects of dust."

Weeping Sequoia Gigantea.—An illustration

of a beautiful Weeping Sequoia in the London
Gardener's Chronicle, makes us feel a renewed re-

gret that this tree is so utterly a failure in the

Atlantic States.

Beautiful Specimens of Trees.—It would be

a pleasure to record in our pages the heights and
dimensions of rare and favorite trees. These

often get placed on record in other countries,

butwehavelittleof itin our own. The following is

from the London Gardener's Chronicle :
—" It may

be interesting to our readers if we name some of

the fine specimen ornamental trees growing on

their grounds, out of the many hundreds which

are to be seen there. A beautiful tree of Abies

Nordmanniana, 14 feet high (one of the finest of

all evergreens) ; a Cut-leaved Alnus, 25 feet high
;

a Willow-leaved Ash, 20 feet; a Weeping Birch,

30 feet high, wide and spreading ; Purple Beech,

20 feet high ; Cut-leaved Weeping Birch, 50 feet

high ; a Salisburia, 30 feet high ; Oak-leaved

Mountain Ash, the original tree brought to this

country, 20 feet high, the same in diameter of

the head ; and specimens of the following Mag-

nolias prove perfectly hardy, namely, Soulange-

ana conspicua, tripetela, and Norbertiana. M.

macrophylla requires a slight protection in win-

ter, as well as M. Thompsoniana. M. grandiflora

will not succeed out of doors."

And here is an account of another :
—"We learn

from the Gardener that there are two enormous
Irish Yews growing in the kitchen garden at

Netherplace, near Mauchline. The largest is 33

feet in spread of branches, and its height is 29

feet eight inches. Its companion is 32 feet six

inches in spread of branches, and 30 feet in

height. They are dense and in perfect health,

being of a rich dark green. These two trees

stand within a stone's throw of Burns' cottage."

Enonymus radicans variegata.—All lovers of

low growing hardy evergreens, know this plant

by this time, as it has been offered by leading

American nurserymen for some years past. But

it is not known that it has handsome berries.

Of this the London Gardener's Chronicle says :^
" The variety or species radicans, both the green

and variegated states, is very ornamental and
suitable for covering small spaces of wall. Like

the Ivy it emits aerial roots very freely, and at-

taches itself to rocks or walls, and, therefore, re-

quires little or no nailing. The ordinary broad-

leaved variety, latifolius of the nurseries, with

rich, dark green, glos.sy foliage, is certainly one

of the most ornamental of small-growing ever-

green shrubs, and wherever it is hardy, should

be largely planted. Unfortunately, its handsome
fruit is extremely rare in this country. Indeed,

we never saw it on living plants until this season,
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but we have hoard tliiit a plant of it fruited at

Brighton l:ust year. The plant we saw in fruit

wau about '1\ feet high, throwing in a small pot

outside a cottage window between Turiihain

(Jreen and Kcw Bridge. Tlie orinison fruit is

nearly spherical, or more or less Hattened in the

direction of its vertical axis, and from } to 1 inch

in its greatest diameter, and it is more or less dis-

tinctly two or three-lobed, the IoIjcs answering

to its two or three cells. If gardeners could suc-

ceed—and we sec no reason why they should not

—in inducing this tine shrub to llower and fruit

as freely as the Holly or Aucuba, it would add

considerably to its attractions in the autumn.
It is a singular coincidence that the variety of

radicans with white-edgeil leaves has fruited in

France this season. A ligurc of it is given in the

Revue Horticolc, from which it appears that the

fruit is much smaller than that of E. japonicus

latifolius."

Fruiting ok Ciiionanthus Vircin'icus.—The
following is from the Gardener's Chronicle :

—" In

a recent number of the Revue Horticolc, Messrs.

Transon record a curious fact concerning Chion-

anthus virginicus. It is this, that when grafted

on the Ash it never produces any seed, although

it flowers profusely, whereas quite small plants

on their own roots ripen and seed in abundance.

They further recommend gi-afting this handsome
white-flowered shrub on the roots of its own spe-

cies, because when grafted on the Ash it enjoys

only a very short life, and seedlings grow very

slowly during the first few years. This shrub is

not generally planted as it deserves to be, for its

ornamental merits are considerable." It is not

generally known that this plant is polygamous.
Hence, though the imperfect organs may be fully

developed by peculiar modes of culture, it may
be that a barren form was used in the grafting.

NEW PLANTS.

Purple-leaved Daphne. — We noticed this

beautiful plant among the Centennial trees

exhibited by Messrs. S. B. Parsons & Son,

of Flushing, N. Y. By the following we note
that it is also attracting attention in England :

"Those who are fond of ornamental-leaved
hardy shrubs should make a note of Daphne
japonica atropurpurea. The effect which it

produces among low-growing ahrubs is similar

to that of the Copper Beech among trees, and
we have none too many of such things for en-

livening our ahrubltery l»orders. We saw some
Jiice ])lanls of it lately in Mr. Kinghorn's nur-

sery at Richmond."

A Cream-coloked Red Cedar.—Describing
" Juniperus Virginiana elegans," Messrs. Lee

say :
" This very elegant variety of the Red

Cedar was raised from seed in our own grounds

in 18G'.). It is scarcely necessary to remark upon
the hardiness of this plant, but it is due to its

character to state that the elegant cream-colored

variegation with which the whole plant is suf-

fused is perfectly constant, and has never been
injured by frosl or burned in the least degree by
the hottest sunshine, although fully exposed in

the open air. The plant is of neat and free

growth, and received the honor of a First-class

Certificate froni the Floral Conmiittee at South

Kensington, in July, 1875."

New Cornelian Cherry.—Under the simple
and effective name of Cornus mascula aurea ele-

gantissima, Jacobi et Caroli Leei, an advertise-

ment in the Gardener's Chronicle tells us that

"This elegant and lovely hardy shrub was raised

from seed in our Isleworth Nursery, and has

been proved to be perfectly constant in its beau-

tiful variegation. A broad margin of pure gold

surrounding a bright green centre is of itself a

sufficient attraction, but when in July the tips of

the leaves become suffused with the brightest

carmine, it is impossible to give an idea of the

beauty and elegance of the plant, which will bear

a favorable comparison with the best variegated

stove or greenhouse exotics. Suffice it to say,

that it has been seen and admired by many
amateurs and nurserymen, and has been award-

ed a First-Class Certificate at South Kensington.

The habit of the plant is semi-pendulous and
very graceful."

A New Pinus.—The Gardener's Chronicle says :

" A new Pinus, related to P. oricntalis or P. Men-
ziesii, has been discovered in the Balkan penin-

sula by Professor Paneic." If by " Pinus," Abies

oriental is is meant, there is plenty of room for

the new discovery to spread itself in.

Crocus speciosus.—We learn from the Garden-

er's Chronicle that Crocus speciosus is now very

charming, flowering in pots in a cold house as

well as in the open border. Such a welcome
autumnal flower deserves some protection, for
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out-of-doors at this season of the year its flowers

iire but very short-lived. What is now cultivated

as Crocus speciosus is supposed to be a garden

seedling; the flowers are of a deep blue-like

color, brightest on the interior, where it is also

handsomely pencilled with dark lines.

Ampelopsis japonica.—This is a Virginian

creeper that does not creep, and belongs more

properly to the class of furnishing plants than

climbers. Its growth is that of a diffuse wiry

bush, and at any time wnile it is in leaf it is well

adapted for enriching with bright foliage large

vases on terraces and in entrance halls and con-

servatories. At the present time it is in brilliant

color, the prevailing tone being fiery orange-red,

shading one way to yellow and another way to

purple. It is a grand plant for the front line of

the shrubbery, and might even be used in large

beds and borders, for the knife would keep it

within bounds, and it does not run as other spe-

cies of ampelopsis do.

—

Gardener's Magazine.

MoR^A (iris) FiMBRiATA.-^This is a very re-

markable plant, which well deserves to be much
more generally cultivated than it is. Brought

from China to England about the beginning of

the present century, it found its way to Paris,

and was figured in that magnificent work, " Le
Jardin de Cels," in the eighth year of the Repub-
lic; also in Curtis' Botanical Magazine under the

name of Iris chinensis. It was likewise called

Evansia chinensis, in compliment to Mr. Evans,

who introduced it ; it then went out of fashion.

It is found for the last time in Lee's catalogue,in

1830, and we look for it in vain in the French,

Belgian, German, and English catalogues of our

time. Notwithstanding this neglect, it well de-

serves the attention of amateurs for its beauty

and elegance. It difFere from other Irises in

having fringed petals, and might well rival many
of our Orchids in the brilliancy of its colors (pale

blue striped with bright j^ellow), its lovely trusses

of bloom, delicate odor, and the long period of

time during which it is in flower. It succeeds

best when grown in rather small pots ; when the

spring frosts are over these must be plunged into

the ground in a warm situation ; they will re-

quire plenty of water. About the end of October

they should be taken up and placed in a green-

house, or even in a cold frame, care having been

taken to pot off the young shoots. Thus treated,

the Mora^a will bloom for nionths. Peat mould
suits it best, but it will flower and thrive in al-

most any kind of soil.— Garden.

Saxifraga japonica.—There are many hand-

some autumnal flowers, but few excel the Japanese

Saxifrage in beauty and grace. It succeeds best

as a pot plant, left undisturbed for two years. It

has large, glossy, dark green leaves which remind

one of those of Dondia epipactis, out of which

spring many tall and branching stems of feathery

white flowers. The four upper petals are short

and nearly even in length, but the lower one is

lengthened out into a tail-like appendage, which

gives the flowers the appearance of a bird of

paradise in full flight. A pot of it with seven

spikes of bloom has been in great beauty in nij'-

room for the last three weeks.

—

H. Harpur Crewe

in the Garden.

QUERIES.

White Berry Pyracantha.—A correspondent

speaks of failure with this in transplanting.

When set deeper than it grew before, it never

fails. It makes no difference though half the

plant be buried.

Name of Plant.—" Subscriber," Columbus, 0.

—Your plant is Viburnum suspensum. We
should like to know if quite hardj^ with you ?

We suppose not.

Lawn Grass for Oregon.—INI. S. B., Portland,

Oregon, asks : "Would you kindly advise me of

the best grass seed for lawns in Oregon ? climate

quite wet a portion of the year and quite dry in

smnmer. How would Rhode Island Bent grass

do, or would your Pennsylvania grass or Blue

grass be better, in your judgment ?

[As a general thing rye grass does well in Ore-

gon, and makes a splendid lawn grass. Poa

campestris, the Blue grass, also makes a good

lawn grass there. Perhaps on a place "wet in

winter and dry in summer," Bent grass (Agros-

tis) would do better, but this is a matter wholly

for experiment.—Ed. G. M.]

Akebia quinata Seeding.—Mr. Galloway C.

Morris, Philadelphia, writes :

—"I notice in the

November Gardener's Monthly that the Akebia

quinata has fruited for the first time, so far as

you know, with Mr. Wm. Canby this year. I

have had fruit on mine for at least three years.

As the fruit gets a little over ripe it bursts open

showing multitude of seeds in the pulp. I think

that it has no fruit on it this year."
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a KEEN Bouse and Mouse Gardening.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

Roses, when they are forced, do much better

when the pots are phmgod in some damp mate-

rial. When no better plan offers, they may be

set inside of a larger pot, with moss between tlie

space around. All plants that come into flower

through winter should have those positions af-

forded them that have the most sunlight, espe-

cially the early morning light. Care must, how-
ever, be taken that the material about the

plunged pot does not get too cold. For winter

flowering, and Roses especially, the flowering is

best when the earth about the root is a little

warmer than the atmosphere. For watering,

water a little warmed is an advantage.

We were speaking here chiefly of window
plants. The dry air of sitting-rooms is the great

obstacle to the perfection of window plants. The
plants should be sprinkled or syringed with wa-

ter as often as practicable, and the leaves washed
as often as any insects or dust appear on them.
In warm rooms, they should be kept in the cool-

est parts, and as near the light as possible. For
hanging plants chere is now an increasing taste,

as they afford so much scope for arranging the

forms, and for beautifying the windows. Linaria

Cymbalaria or the Kcnilworth Ivy, Variegated

Spider-wort [Tradescantia variegata), Money-wort
[Lysiviachianuminularia), the Creeping Saxifrage

{Sazi/raga sarmentosa), and Common Ivy, are

among the most useful of commoner things.

Then there is the Australian or German Ivy, as

well as the many varieties of the evergreen Ivy,

and many other things of a choicer character, if

gas is not bui-nt in the room.
In the greenhouse, air may be given in fine

weather; but if the temperature is not allowed

to go much above 45°, much will not be required.

Tlie stereotyped advice to give air freely on all

occasions when not actually freezing, is about on
a par with the absurd practice that lays the

foundation of consumption in a child, by turning

it out almost naked in frosty weather to render it

hardy. Many strike their Fuchsias now,from which
they desire to make very fine specimen plants.

All kinds of plants that are required for Spring or

Summer blooming, should be propagated when-
ever the time permits. All growing plants, as

Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Chinese Primrose, Ger-

aniums, and so on, should lie potted as often as

the pots become filled with roots. Plants which

have a growing season, and one of rest, as Rho-
dodendrons, Azaleas, Camellias, &c., should be

potted if they require it, just before they com-
mence to grow, which is usually about the end

of this month. In potting, a well-drained pot is

of great importance. The pots should be near

one-fourth filled with old potsherds, broken

small, and moss placed over to keep out the

soil.

Daphnes like a cool, humid atmosphere, and

are very impatient of heat. The best we ever

saw were grown by a farmer's wife, who had an

old spring-house converted into a greenhouse to

preserve her oranges, oleanders and daphnes

over the winter. The natural heat from the

spring was quite sufficient to keep out frost, and

it was surprising how cliarmingly the plant*

throve in this, to a gardener, rough-looking plant-

case.

It is better to keep in heat in cold weather by

covering, where possible, than to allow it to es-

cape, calculating to make it good by fire-heat,

which is, at best, but a necessary evil. Where
bloom is in demand, nothing less than 55° will

accomplish the object; though much above that

is not desirable, except for tropical hot-house

plants. Where these plants are obliged to be

wintered in a common greenhouse, they should

be kept rather dry, and not be encouraged much
to grow, or they may rot away.

After Cyclamens have done blooming, it is

usual, at this season, to dry them off; but we do

best with them by keeping them growing till

Spring, then turning them out in the open bor-

der, and re-pot in August for winter-flowering.

Mignonette is much improved by occasional

waterings with liquid-manure.

In managing other plants, where there are

several plants or varieties of one species, and

command of different temperatures, it is a com-

mon plan to bring some forward a few weeks
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earlier than others in the higher heat, thus

lenghtening the season of bloom. This ap-

plies particularly to Camellias and Azalias ; the

former are however, not so easily forced as the

latter, being liable to drop their buds, unless care

be taken to regulate the increased temperature

gradually.
-•»•

COMMUNICA TIONS.

VERBENA RUST.

BY CHAS. HENDERSON, JERSEY CITY' HEIGHTS, N. J.

I see there has been some discussion of late

as to what is the cause of the "Verbena rust,"

or whether its ravages are the work of an insect

or a fungus. This is easily determined ; let

any one place an affected leaf under a micro-

scope of ordinary power, say two or three hun-

dred diameters, and the insects (mites?) and

eggs will be seen almost invariably ; while on

leaves that are not affected, neither eggs nor in-

sects will be seen. As far as my observations

have gone, on all leaves affected with that disease

called " verbena rust," insects will be found by

aid of the microscoiDe, varying somewhat in

appearance in the different varieties of plants,

as it is not confined to the verbena by any

means, being found on fuchsias, heliotropes,

petunias, pentstemons, and even on some of our

native plants growing by the roadside. Now as

to the cause of the disease, which is the most
important question to get at, I am led to believe

that it rarely if ever attacks plants unless their

vigor or vitality has been checked by some
cause or other. My reason for this opinion is,

that it is found to attack verbenas, heliotropes,

&c., when the roots become "pot-bound," or

from the opposite condition when "over-potted;"

or, in short, any cause that will arrest the

healthy growth of the plant. This would im-

ply that the insect is the consequence and not

the cause of the disease. Our practice here in

growing verbenas is to take for stock, cuttings

oflf our healthiest plants about the first of March,

and to grow them on without check until May
;

then to plant them out in freshly trenched or

siibsoiled ground which has been heavily dressed

with rotted manure. Plants so treated, I be-

lieve, have never once been affected with rust

in the open ground. I may state, however, that

by mid-summer, that on all plants to be used

for propagation, the flowers are cut to prevent

the plants from weakening by seeding. Thus
treated, by October the plants will have made
the soft, succulent growth necessary for cuttings.

Our propagation of verbenas for our main crop

is begun usually about the middle of October,

and they are rooted slowly without fire-heat.

After being potted they are kept in a tempera-

ture averaging 45° at night. This completes our

whole round of operations in the culture of

verbenas. We are now growing varieties that

were imported twenty years ago, which are as

free from rust as our seedlings of last year.

[We are glad to get these excellent notes.

There is yet much to learn about verbena rust.

What is the insect, for instance, referred to?

Send some specimens to Prof. Riley, at St. Louis

;

Prof. Packard, at Salem, Mass.; or Prof. Eath-

von, at Lancaster, Pa. For our part we do not

know why the insect should wait for sickly

plants before attacking them. No other insect

with which gardeners have to deal are so fas-

tidious. These and other matters still need

investigation.—Ed. G. M.]

VERBENA CULTURE.
BY W. T. BELL, FRANKLIN, PENNA.

Li compliance with your request, that I would

send you an article on " How to grow Verbenas

well," I have hastily prepared the following:

—

As soon as frosts are over in the Spring, select

the youngest and healthiest plants to be had,

being particular to avoid any that are affected

by mildew or rust. The ground where they are

to grow requires no special preparation, but

should be in good condition and dry. Set the

plants in rows, at least two feet apart each way,

stir the surface of the soil frequently, during the

summer, and destroy all weeds ae soon as they

appear. The plants may be allowed to flower,

but should be gone over at least once a week, and

all fading flowers and seed-vessels cut away.

About four or five weeks before frost is ex-

pected in the Fall, all flowers and flower-buds

should be removed, the jjlants cut back, so that

the branches will be about a foot or fifteen

inches in length, and all weak shoots thinned

away from the centre of the plant. The soil

should be forked over about the plants, and if

not already rich, should be made so, by the ap-

plication of decayed manure or fresh soil.

As soon as the prepared plants have made the

proper growth, a few cuttings may be tried,

being careful to use only such shoots as are
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making a stronp growth, and taking notliing but

the tender portion of the shoot.

The benclies in the verbena lionse sliould be

80 arranged that the plants will all bo near the

glass overhead; and the healing-pipes should

have snllic'ient fa])ai.ity to dry oil" the plants

and allow air to be given during the coldest

weather, if necessary. The cutting bench should

be boarded tightly below and have an extra loop

of pipe beneath it to secure a proper under heat.

If the weather becomes warm the first lots of

cuttings will be likely to mildew, and should be

thrown out, even thougli they may have been

potted for weeks.

Endeavor to put in the main crop of cuttings

just before the first severe frost, as the later in

the season they are struck, tlie more healthy the

plants are likely to be. The cutting bench
should be kept constantly moist and shaded
from strong sunlight. The temperature of the

house, while the verbenas are in it, should be
kept as near as possible at from 40^ to 45° at

night, and fifteen or twenty degrees higher dur-
ing the day, giving air whenever possible. The
matter of temperature is very important, and it

is the point where most propagators fail. If

these limits are exceeded for any length of time,

the plants will become unhealthy, even though
they have the best treatment in other respects.

WTien the cuttings have formed soft white
rootlets about half an inch in length, which
should require at least eight days, they should
be potted into thumb pots, using the ordinary

fresh, rich, greenhouse soil. The plants should
never be watered to excess, particularly during
the short, dull days in winter; neither should
they be allowed to become so dry as to cause
the leaves to droop.

"When well established in the pots, and having
made sufficient new growth, a cutting may be
taken from each plant and rooted, thus doub-
ling the stock. Each plant thus topped will

usually start two or three new shoots ; and as

soon as these are an inch or two in length the
plant may be re-potted into a two or a two and
a half inch pot; or the new shoots may again
be taken off to make cuttings and the old plant
thrown away. This is to be continued through
the winter. Whenever there is proper material
to make cuttings from it should be used; and as

soon as the old plants cease to produce strong
shoots, they should be thrown out, and a con-
stant succession of young, vigorous plants kept
on hand. In my own practice I seldom re-pot

the plants during the winter. Two crops of cut-

tings are taken from them, and they are then

thrown away and their places filled with young
plants.

The house should l)e regularly fumigated with

tobacco, at least twice a week, and the plants

moved occasionally to prevent their getting too

close together, or rooting into the sand on the

bencb. If this treatment is followed persistently,

and the two lures, tempers.tare and moisture, are

particularly attended to, the plants will grow in

almost any kind of soil, and will be perfectly

healthy. But there are very few growers who
are Avilling to give their verbenas the unflagging

attention they require; and a large majority of

the houses will still contain their sweltering,

mildewed, sulphur-coated, long-legged, aphis-

covered old plants that are such a disgrace to

the trade.

VERBENA RUST.

BY HOWARD HRINTON, CHKISTIANA, PA.

Some time ago I saw inquiry in the Monthly

in regard to Verbena rust, its causes and result

thereof: In consequence I beg leave to ofTer my
opinion ; of course, like everybody, not without

thinking it is the correct one. It would seem al-

most incredulous with some, after a close exam-

ination, that this disease or rust is caused by an

insect, or rather the larva; of an insect. In warm
sunshiny days, by watching closely in the

neighborhood where the plants appear most af-

fected, a small minute black fly may often be

seen hovering around over them ; sometimes

while watering I have seen them rise in myriads

almost, from the plants where they alight to de-

posit their eggs. The fly itself, I do not think,

injures the plants any, but it is the larvae that is

so destructible. It is impossible to discern them
with the naked eye, but with even a good single

lensed microscope they can be seen in innumer-

able quantities. I do not know of any remedy

that will dislodge or destroy this enemy without

leaving its injurious effect on the plants also.

Tobacco smoke will not answer, as the insect can

imbed itself in the leaves of the plant where it

can remain unharmed by the smoke. The insect

does not confine its attacks to the Verbena alone.

I have seen other plants injured in like manner.

Heliotropes in particular, that had become pot-

bound, I have seen blackened and injured al-

most beyond recovery. The most effectual and

only remedy perhaps, is to encourage a strong,
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healthy growth, selecting the best young shoots

only for propagating. Give the plants a dry airy

atmosphere with plenty of light, in preference to

a very damp, close green or hot-house atmos-

phere.

VERBENA RUST AND VERBENA GROWING.

BY J. M., PHILAd'A.

The two communications in the Monthly with-

in a short time past on the Verbena and the rust

which attacks it, show an unabated interest in

this old and beautiful flower. The rust, for many
years past, has been a serious drawback to its

growth, many florists failing completely to cope

with it, and few indeed are the establishments

where the plant can be seen entirely free from

the obnoxious pest. Mr. Palmer, in the Septem-

ber number, has told us of a simple remedy of

his for the rust, viz., pulverized charcoal applied

to the rust spots, which if found a satisfactory

one by all, will place us under great obligations

to him. Preventives we know are better than

remedies, yet it has never been my fortune to see

them so well applied that there was no rust to

remedy. The Verbena likes nothing better than

good rich soil and a cool atmosphere. It will

not do to starve it in poor soil—or, look out for

the rust. It does not object to a small pot, pro-

vided plenty of good food be supplied, and it be

not checked in any way. I have seen to-day, as

healthy a lot of Verbenas in thumb pots as one
could wish for. They were struck in the end of

August, from plants from which all rusty ones

had been thrown out as they appeared; and pot-

ted iia soil enriched with manure. No rus* has

yet appeared, but it most likely will to a small

extent, as no collection seems for long entirely

free from it. Rust, in my experience, is the con-

sequence of starvation, or of a checked growth
from some other cause. This is shown by the

fact that even rusty plants when bedded out in

Spring, will to a great extent grow out of it, and
make healthy growth ; and it is said, in Califor-

nia where the Verbena stands out winter and
summer, and makes a strong vigorous growth,

the rust is unknown.

THE VERBENA.

BY W. C. L. DREAV, EL DORADO, CAL.

The Verbena is a native of Buenos Ayres, and
was first introduced into England about 1825,

imported into this country about ten years

later, and created quite a sensation among the

florists of those times, maintaining its position

as a first-class flower for florists and amateurs

ever since.

Within the last twelve years the improvement

in this plant, both as regards size and color of

the flower, have been wonderful, but it is one of

the saddest truths of floriculture that this great

improvement in the flower has destroyed the ro-

bust, healthy, and good constitutioned plant of

old, and given us a more magniflcent flowering

plant, with a sickly constitution, liable to the at-

tack of insects and disease. With this plant as

it now is, we must now deal, and though it

seems impossible to restore its former vigor by

any means in our power, yet by careful cultiva-

tion we can have healthy plants, not it is true, as

strong as formerly but still healthy.

First we must have good, young plants, raised

from seed; slips will not do, for I find that plants

raised from slips are more liable to be assailed

by the disease known as rust, and in fact it is al-

ways the case that plants attacked by this disease

are old plants saved over two or more years, or

plants started from slips ;
therefore I advise all

desiring healthy plants to use seedlings.

I sow seed in the Spring as early as possible in

hotbeds, and by the time frost is over we have fine

little plants ; the frames must be opened every

day that they can be open with safety.

Have your bed prepared, good and rich with

well decayed manure; have the soil rather sandy,

but if not naturally so, get sandy soil and mix

with it, and have it in as warm and sunshiny place

as possible ; by the middle of May transplant

your seedlings; doing so on a cloudy but warm
day; see that the soil does not get too dry and I

think you will have no cause to complain. To

avoid root-lice do not plant two years in succes-

sion in the same bed. If you would avoid rust,

use no old plants saved over, or plants raised

from slips ; if a plant gets rusty pull it up and

throw it away ; better lose one plant than a bed.

FLOWERING OF THE EUCHARIS AMAZONICA
UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

BY CIIAS. J. HAETTEL, SAN JOSE, CAL.

After many trials I have at last succeeded in

flowering the Eucharis Amazonica. Last winter

was very hard out here on all kinds of plants

that needed more heat than was afforded by

Nature.

From the middle of January we could make
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no fire on ftccouiit of the water rising to within

six inches of the surface of the ground, so it

dried off the Eueharis enlirel}', and they were

standing from January until April in a cold

moiat temperature, many nights aH low as 40°.

In April I took pans one foot in diameter, well

drained them, and plai\ted six bulbs in each pan,

using soil composed of one part peat, two parts

loam, with a little well decomposed manure and

some leaf mould added. They were then placed

in a close frame, having a strong bottom heat,

maintaining a high temperature, wiiere they

soon commenced to grow. I gave them plenty

of water, both at the root and on the foliage, and
gradually a little air, until the beginning of Au-
gust, when they were taken to a cooler place and
kept more dry until early in September ; they

were then again placed in heat, and well sup-

plied with water at the root and on the leaves.

The first flowers opened the last days of Septem-
ber, which are most beautiful, being large and
pure white, and deliciously fragrant.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Verbena.—If in a multitude of counsel-

lors there is wisdom, Verbena growers will be
happy to-day. It is a Verbena number. But
the Verbena is worthy of all the space the articles

occupy.

MusA ENSETE. — This beautiful ornamental
Banana does not seem to throw up suckers as

other species do, and propagation is slow. This
is why the plants are scarce and dear. One who
could increase it faster than now would find it to

his profit.

Duchess of Edinburg Rose.—Some fear has
been expressed that there may be a spurious va-

riety of this under culture. We do not think
there is—the variations we have seen being not
unusual in cases where the heavy propagation of

a desirable thing is going on. We can say,

however, that a bud from Mr. Chitty, Superin-
tendent of the Bellevue Nursery, Paterson,N. J.,

shows that that firm has the true kind.

Covent Garden Bouquets.—The following
from the Journal of Horticulture tells what the
best bouquets are made of in London : "Some
exceedingly effective bouquets are always to be
found in the Central Avenue of Covent Garden
Market. We noticed one recently which, though

formal, wa.i very striking. A white Camellia

formed the centre, and from this to the outer

edge of the bouquet were six rows at equal dis-

tances apart of single pips of Stephanotis flowera

—six pips in each row—the angles being filled

with Violets, and the whole edged with Maiden-
hair Fern. Other bouquets were made princi-

pally of Camellias. Roses, and Euchariscs, with

sprays of white and scarlet Bouvardias slightly

elevated above the more massive flowers. This

arrangement was ver>' chaste and pleasing."

NEW PLANTS.

DiANELLA aspera.—By the following from the

Gardener's Chronicle this plant must be very or-

namental :
" One of the finest blue-berried plants

with which we are acquainted is Dianella aspera,

and a good example we have recently seen in

the temperate-house at Kew. The panicles are

very compact, in one case 9 inches long with

forty-eight berries, closely arranged on short

branches. The berries equal in size a small

Solanum Capsieastrum. Several of this genus

would be highly ornamental in fruit, but for

their excessively lax habit."

Double Geranium—Bishop Wood.—Mr. Har-

ris sends us a specimen of his new geranium,
" Bishop Wood," and it proves to be an excel-

lent addition to this beautiful class of plants.

The shade of color, which perhaps the ladies

would call cherry rose, is novel in double gera-

niums. The flowers are very large, one in the

truss measuring two inches across. The truss is

rather small, measuring four inches over, but

Mr. Harris says it comes much larger in season.

Sweet-scented Rhododendrons.—A corres-

pondent recently referred to the house culture of

Rhododendrons—an excellent idea. The new
sweet-scented class of hybrids are worth attend-

ing to in this connection. The following new
varieties of this class have recently appeared in

England :

Countess of Derby.—This is the most beautiful

of all half-hardy kinds, being of a compact,bushy

habit, and bearing on even the smallest plants,

trusses of large pure white deliciously fragrant

flowers, a single flower being sufficient to give a

delightful scent to a bouquet. A number of

plants were exhibited at Manchester last year,

and were awarded a First-class Certificate of

Merit.
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Countess of Sefton.—This was raised from the

same parent as the above. The plant is not so

dwarf-growing ; the flower is white, with a band

of rosy-purple on each side of the corolla, which

is beautifully fringed on the margin.

white, with beautifully fringedflower pure

margin.

Mrs. James Shawe.—A pure white cup-shaped

flower, of great substance; the plant of very

bushy habit and profuse bloomer.

PTERODISCUS SPECIOSUS

Lady Skelmersdale diff"ers from the former in

the flower being pure white and more trumpet-

shaped, with beautiful even edge ; the form is

very handsome, the plant bushy and free bloom-

ing.

Duchess of Sutherland—Vlnut of robust habit;

PTERODISCUS SPECIOSUS.—The Gardener's Chrorv-

icle recently gave the following figure and de-

scription of a greenhouse plant with flowers of a

somewhat novel color, introduced by Mr. William

Bull, which will most likely prove of value to our

greenhouse cultivators, and we reproduce it
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liere because we have an idea that it will be

fouiul a very useful out-door ]ilant in our sum-

mer pardenin?.

"A handsome greenhouse perennial, requiring

full exposure to sunlight. It has large globose

tuberous roots, the upper part of which is ele-

vated above the earth, producing from its sum-

mit a stemwhirh divides into several erect thick

branches, reaching 2 feet high, furnished with

opposite sinuate dentate leaves, and bearing

showy flowers in the axils of the leaves. These

fiowers are large, with a funnel-shaped lube, and

a sjircading Hve-lobed limb of a beautiftil lilac

or reddish purple color, rendering the plant well

worthy of cultivation for its ornamental qualities.

It flowers during the early part of the summer.
This Sjtecies has been collected and sent from

South Africa by Mr. Xaylor, an amateur much
interested in horticultural pursuits."

,RUiT AND Vegetable gardening.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

Cabbages and lettuces in frames for protection

through the winter,should have all the air possible

whenever the thermometer is above the freezing

point ; when it is below, they need not be uncov-

ered. They require no light when there is not

heat enough to make them grow. Examine for

mice occasionally. If noticed, soak peas in water

till they swell, then roll in arsenic, and bury in

the soil. They prefer these to lettuce when so

prepared.

The preparing of manure ready for Spring

operations, at every favorable opportunity, should

not be forgotten. Next to draining and subsoil-

ing, nothing is of more importance than this.

Much has been said of guano, phosphates, &c.

—all very well in certain cases—but nothing is

so well adapted to the permanent improvement
of soil as manure composed in the main of de-

composing vegetable matter. It is always light

and porous, thereby allowing air to circulate

freely through the soil ; it absorbs moisture,

which in dry weather is given off to the drier

soil slowly, to the advantage of the plants near
by ; and, what is not a small point in its favor,

it aids in giving a dark black color to the soil,

which renders it so much warmer in early Spring;

and, by so much, better adapted to the early

raising of vegetables. It is also a good rule to

have the manure well decomposed before using
it. There are a few things which do not object

to fresh manure, and a still fewer number that

might, perhaps, prefer it; but the major part do
best in thoroughly fermented material. Leaves,
litter, and refuse vegetable matter of all kinds,

should be got together at every favorable oppor-

tunity, and well mixed in with manure.

In the fruit garden, pruning may be advanced

where needed. We say, where needed, because

much unnecessary, or even injurious work is

done. All weak or imi)erfect shoots may be cut

out, as also all that are likely to interfere by

crossing the paths of others. In weak or stunted

trees pruning may be severe. Top dressing is

best done in the earlj' Fall, but where neglected

may be done now. If orchard trees have not

been indoxed and mai)ped out in a book, it

should be done to secure against loss of labels.

A large wooden pine label, with a notch in the

upper end for stout copper wire, well painted

and the name written while the white paint is

dry, is the best label, and should be attached to

each tree. The stout copper wire can be made
with a large loop so that in ten years or more it

will not need untwisting for the branch to grow.

Use large labels, and write the name full and dis-

tinct so as to be easily seen. Wash the trunks

and branches with linseed oil where insects are

troublesome, and with colored lime-wash if the

bark is scaly and does not seem to fall freely

from the tree.

Grape vines may be pruned when the weather

seems Spring-like. If left late they bleed.

"Whether this is much of an injury, or not, is dis-

puted, but it certainly does no good, and it is as

well to avoid it. Of course this advice is not for

northern vines, which, for some time yet, w'ill be

buried under the earth.

Those who plant orchards this Spring, will

needs be inquiring what kinds to plant. If for

market or profit, it is best to find out what kinds

are popular in the neighborhood. If for one's
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own pleasure chiefly, a good variety will interest.

Even if we were going to plant for profit Ave

should have some variety. If we wanted to set

out. a thousand trees, we might divide, say nine

hundred and fifty between a half dozen of the

well-known kinds in the district, but we should

set out the other fifty trees in fifty kinds, for the

chance that some might be an improvement on

the better known kinds, which could then be top

grafted with them if found desirable.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

SOUTHERN THORNLESS RASPBERRY.

BY MR. W^ FOSTER, LOUISIANA, MO.

I notice under the head of notes on " new
fruits," by Wm. F. Bassett, that he regards the

Southern Thornless as a distinct sort. I have

tried it side by side with Turner's Seedling, and

they are identical—my Southern Thornless from

Indiana, Turner's Seedling from Illinois. They

both prove to be well-flavored, good-sized ber-

ries, too soft for the market, and canes too tender

to stand hard winters here. The Turner is an

old variety here, and the Southern Thornless

was supposed to be new till tested. The Turner

seems to have strayed away, and come back

under a new name.

THE TOMATO SEASON PROLONGED.

BY GEN. W. H. NOBLE, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

The supply of this most healthful and pal-

atable fruit can be extended easily several

months after the frost has cut down the vines.

I find so many ignorant of this fact that I

propose to tell my method.

At the first approach of frost I gather all my
well-grown tomatoes of every variety, in fact all,

which if ripe would be of use. These I place

singly on boards, covering the bottom of any

cold frame, or the frame of a hot-bed, put into

the earth anywhere. Then put over your sash.

Your tomatoes, according to their maturity, will

commence ripening, and with care will keep you
in supply till well into December. Of course, if

one only has sash, he can easily make a frame

in which to ])ut his tomatoes under the glass.

Any one who has not glass can cover such a

frame with an old sheet. Glass is better, because

more translucent and defensive against frost.

Should the thermometer point to a thorough.

deep freeze, cover at night with any old carpet,

weeds, straw, or such like protection.

Any vacant space in a cold grapery or a room

or attic, with good Southern exposure, will work

much in the same way. I have no doubt that if

one would but take the trouble to cut off" all the

leaves from a tomato vine, and then transplant

it into the well-moistened earth, of a glass-cov-

ered space of any kind, that these fruits would

grow and mature long after those out of doors

were ruined by the frost. But the tomatoes

picked from the vines are just as good, more

can be crowded into the same space, and they

can be better gathered for the table. «

Now, I have made this statement so lengthy

because I find so few who at once take up the

idea of this extended season, with all its proper

appliances, on the mere mention of this help in

the gar:len.

If any body has got a better way, let him give

it in the Monthly. If every one only told the new
things he observes, we should all, by and by, get

a good deal wiser in the methods and products

of our gardens.

A GOOD GRAPE MANUAL.
BY W. H. W., READING, AU.SS.

I have just been looking over the " Bushberg

Catalogue " of grapes, and I cannot but think

you may be doing a kindness to some, of your

readers by calling their attention to it. It is not

a mere dry catalogue as its modest name might

lead one to suppose. It is a large pamphlet of

about eighty pages, containing a clear and sim-

ple treatise on the best modes of growing, graft-

ing, pruning the vine, accompanied by de-

scriptions (many of them finely illustrated) of

almost every variety of hardy grape of any value

now in cultivation. It seems to me, considering

the amount and value of its information (es-

pecially about the most recent varieties) and the

exceeding moderateness of its cost, to be the best

treatise for beginners and amateurs with which I

am acquainted. And if any such one wishes for an

admirable guide or for reliable information con-

cerning an)' of the varieties now before the

public, let me advise him to send twenty-five

cents to Messrs. Bush & Son and Meissner,

Busliberg, Missouri, and ask for a copy of their

Illustrated Grape Catalogue.

[We endorse the remarks of our correspondent.

The Bushberg Catlaogue is more than a cata-

logue—it is a valuable contribution to the litera-

ture of the grape.—Ed. G. M.]
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THE BLENHEIM PIPPIN.
]

BY \V., TYKONK, I'A. I

This apple supplies !i nntable proof of the base-

1

leasnessoftheeoininon idea.that an apple orij^ina-

ting in a certain locality, jnust, of course, possess

a constitution specially suited to that locality or

latitude. A second thought ought to disprove

such a notion, for if it had any foundation we

could soon acclimatize Southern grains, &c., by

merely planting; their seeds in Northern soil.

The Blenheim is an English ai)itle. Now, the

sorts of apples grown in England, like the kinds

of wheat, (fee, grown there, are such as will suc-

ceed well in humid, cool air, and with slowly

m^Dving growth. They mostly fail in our climate,

some one or other, or all, of the new conditions

being unfavorable. But the Blenheim is a sort

of such remarkable vigor—so stout in branch

and bark and leaf—that it endures all the trials

that our climate imposes. Mr. Downing says

that Canadian correspondents write to him that

it is most successful there, while here in the

Middle States and through the West, and as far

south P.S Virginia at least, it is constantly re-

ported as admirably fine and fruitful.

All this relates to the true sort, which in Eng-

land brings eleven shillings a bushel when com-

mon apples only bring four. Yet it is most vig-

orous and productive there, as well as here.

There it keeps all winter; here it ripens in the

autumn and keeps till January.

The description of the Blenheim Pippin given

in Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees was taken

from some spurious source. The true sort is

partially described as the Blooming Orange in

the large edition of 1869. Mr. Downing has

since identified this as the true Blenheim.

It is a high-class example of the type of fine

English dessert apples, having the wide-open,

eye, the richly-stained—almost mahogany color,

and the crisp, pungent flesh, which mark their

table-apple. When in perfection, towards holi-

day time, it has an aroma or bouquet which re-

minds one of the subtle flavor which connoiseurs

in wine will smack lips and tongue over, while

they seem to concentrate all powers of sensation

in the palate in order to secure and enjoy it.

This sort is a great bearer, but not an early

one. Like other strong growers, it first makes

a good deal of wood. But when it sets into

bearing it is profuse and unfailing—wonderfully

so, considering the size, weight and perfection of

the fruit. It is now pretty widely distributed

through the States.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Bananas in California.—A correspondent of

the London Gardener's Chronicle says the Banana

hiis been found very profitable in the vicinity of

Santa Barbara, and that acres of them will soon

be growing tliere. It takes four hundred plants

to the acre.

ViCOMTESSE HERICART DE THURY.—With all the

new introductions this continues the most popu-

lar strawberry in England.

Raspberry Culture.—F. M., Cecil Co., Md.,

writes :

—" I send you the enclosed extract from

an ' authority.' It does not agree with my ideas;

what do you say? " "They should never be set

in an orchard beneath the trees. An open, sun-

ny situation ought always to be selected. The

ground, which should be deep and rich, will be

highly benefited by a mulching of long, strawy

manure, both summer and winter; and cleanli-

ness and order must prevail in all their surround-

ings. Raspberries should not be planted deep.

Many a plantation has been lost from this error,

notwithstanding the soil has been in good condi-

tion and the plants entirely sound and healthy.

Give the crown at the apex of the roots a very

slight covering with soil."

[It may be very good advice for a high north-

ern region, but for yours and other central States,

we agree with you, it is very bad advice.—Ed. G.

M.]

A Large Bunch of Grapes.—The Dublin Gar-

dener's Record says :—"At Latimers, Chesham, the

seat of Lord Chesham, Mr. A. Donaldson, the

gardener, has produced, according to the Buck-

inghamshire Advertiser, a monster bunch of Treb-

biano Grapes, measuring two feet across the top,

and about the same measurement from stalk to

point. It is calculated to weigh twenty-four

pounds." Such a statement as this is worth

verifying.

Fall Strawberries.—A strawberry grower in

England is making a fortune by taking plants

that have been used for winter forcing, and en-

couraging them to go on and bear again. They

flower freely in the Fall, and bear full and very

profitable crops. There is the germ of a good

idea here, well worth looking after by our own
market men.

The Ben Davis Apple.—This variety, as we
judged by the frequency of its appearance at the

Centennial, holds its own as a popular western

apple.
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RiHSTON Pippin Apple.—We have been under

the impi'ession that this popular Enghsh apple

was not adaiited to America, and believed it was

now seldom grown, and yet we noticed it in no

less than fifteen different exhibits from the north-

west, and from Canada, and in splendid condition.

Its frequent and superior appearance in this way
must have bothered those who believe in old

varieties wearing out.

The Alexander Apple.—This large, very

showy, and yet comi^aratively poor apple, ap-

peared in many collections at the Centennial.

It goes to show that size and appearance after all

go a good way in the selection of varieties, in

spite of the warning to "plant only the best."

Three Perfect Crops of Pears in One Season.

—A California paper tells us that, " The most

astonishing prolificness of fruit ever witnessed

in this or any other climate, came to our notice

this morning. It is that of a pear tree in the

yard of Hon. Mr. Suverkrup, of this place, just

in front of the Court House. This tree is about

twelve years in bearing. It has as a very com-

mon thing, put in its second fully matured crop

of delicious pears every season, and has done so

this year, and now on this 14th day of October

has on it the third crop, fully one-third grown
;

the season continuing favorable will doubtless

mature the fruit hanging in clusters upon the

tree. We have eaten from the first and second

crops and we shall apply for a share of the third.

This wonderful production will of course be de-

nounced as false and incredulous, but we vouch

for the truth of it, and doubters can have all their

scruples removed by examining for themselves.

Whether it is peculiar to the tree or climate or

both is a question to be determined. Most likely

both. We do not believe the like could be

produced in the northern or eastern States, or

anywhere else."

We saw this year in Germantown two full

crops on a Smoke-house apple., both ripening per-

fectly. The last lot from fiowei's that opened in

June were not as large as those from the early

ones, but still they were perfectly ripened. Cal-

ifornia must look out or her fame will go down.

Hale's Early Peach.—An Editorial note in

the Country Gentleman says:
—"We have adopted

the practice of allowing the trees of this peach to

grow in grass, a cultivated strip at one side, at a

distance of seven feet, imparting more vigor to

the trees than they would have if the roots were

wholly in grass, and giving shoots about ten

inches long. This practice of seeding to grass,

which has proved more or less successful with

other cultivators, together with the precaution of

gathering the peaches when well colored, and
before soft, has saved them generally from the

rot (the season being unusually wet), only a few
partly decayed specimens being found, and these,

so far as exarpined always decayed at a curculio

mark."

We refer to the matter to caution people who
grow peaches in grass not to neglect them, or

they will soon get yellow and bear small and
poor fruit. The trees should be top dressed with

some sort of enriching material at least each al-

ternate year. It must be remembered that the

only merit of growing trees in grass, is that such
trees are healthier because the feeding fibres are

kept nearer the surface. The Hale's Early rots

when by "clean surface culture" the fibres are

injured— but keeps sound where among the grass

the little roots are let alone. But they must have
food; indeed it is the more necessary to look to

this when in grass, because grass and trees are

both looking for something to eat.

Hale's Early Peach in England.—It is a re-

markable fact that while we took in the Early

Beatrice, Early Louise, and such other kinds, to

replace the Early Hale, in England they are

taking up with Hale's Early to supplant the

Dther two. Correspondents of the Gardener's

Chronicle say, that in England Hale's Early is two
weeks ripe before Early Louise. This is forcing-

house experience; perhaps, in the open ground
they behave different.

Peach Plum in Oregon.—We notice in a circu-

lar of Mr. V/alling that he exhibited the Peach
Plum at the Centennial, and that they were so

large and fine that "the committee claimed the

right to alter the name to the G. W. Walling, be-

cause they were so superior in size and quality

to the same variety from other States."

We do not know who may be meant by " the

committee." The writer of this was secretary

to the Group of Judges, and he is sure no such a
joke was perpetrated by him in his weekly re-

ports, and this is all the "Committee" is official-

ly responsible for. There are fruit synonyms
enough now, without adding G. W. Walling to-

the Peach Plum.

The Phylloxera in California.—It was once

an argument against the idea of injury by Phyl-

loxera, why the foreign grape resisted Phylloxera
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in California, and the answer was, because the

insect was not there. The Pacific Rural Press

Bays it has appeared there at last.

TnK CiiAMrioN Wind Engine.—To have water,

when nature docs not favor us, is one of the roads to

fortune. It is surprising that more people do not

guard themselves from injury by contrivances to

secure water, wlien nature is in a wayward mood.

We are thinking of this just now as we read the

circular of the " Champion " engine for pumping

water by wind power. It seems by the descrip-

tion to have many good points.

Pruning for Wood and Pruning for Fruit.

There is a good deal of art in being a good fruit

grower; and we give the following extract from

Karl Koch's lectures to illustrate it. We have

adopted as the heading of our paragraph a well-

known expression of Mr. William Saunders, who

used to dwell so much on the difference in his

earlier writings.

" Nothing is so well suited to give us an insight

into the ways and means of the nutrition

of the fruit tree, and vegetable nutrition

generally, as the practical treatment of the more

delicate kinds of fruit trees in pruning. The

double task of every individual organic being,

animal or vegetable, to take up nourishment,

not alone for its own development, but also for

the production of fruit to propagate its species,

assertsitself as of primary importance in relation

to pruning. The fruit gardener distinguishes

these processes as the formation of wood and

the formation of fruit. He makes it his aim to

maintain the equilibrium of those two forces.

But this view of the condition of things is neither

natural nor right. In our fruit trees—I am
speaking now of the North, for even in the South

of France they behave quite differently—there

is, for reasons which I shall afterwards explain,

a preponderating tendencj' to the formation of

wood. Trees in North Germany grow, on an

average, four times as fast as those in the

warmer, and more particularly those in tropical

regions, and consequently produce four times as

much wood in the same period. Therefore the

fruit gardener in the North has, in respect to

this increased production of wood, a more form-

idable difficulty to encounter than in the South.

In his treatment of a fruit tree his endeavor is to

prevent it from making more wood than is abso-

lutel)' necessary to assimilate in its leaves the

food required, on the one hand for the immediate

growth of new wood—that is to say for just so

much new wood as it wants, and on the other

hand for the next crop of fruit. From the differ-

ence in the growth of trees in diverse climates

—

taking, for examjile, the North of Ciermany and

the South of France— it is clear that the treat-

ment of fruit trees in these two regions should

not be the same. Whereas the Frenchman
prunes for wood, we are often obliged to prune

for fruit. Therefore all translations of even the

best French treatises on pruning, with a view of

carrying into practice here the precepts they

contain, do not possess the slightest value for us.

Indeed, I would warn our gardeners against fol-

lowing out these directions in the North.

The German fruit grower not only carefully

watches growth, even where there is a super-

abundance of nutritive substances present, so as

to limit the production of wood to a certain

quantity, but he also knows how to interrupt the

growth of the young shoots by shortening them
to a given length, thereby diverting the food

stored up to the fruit, and increasing its volume.

But a good fruit gardener does not stop here
;

he likewise reduces the number of fruits in order

to obtain a larger size and better quality; and

by this means he has about the same weight in

liner fruit that he would have gathered from the

more numerous smaller fruit."

NIJW FRUITS.

New Apples.—The list of apples is so long

that for years past we have been able to

note but few new ones that have any claims

to introduction. Unless there is a point of

merit not yet reached by some other, it is rather

an injury to fruit-culture than a benefit to in-

troduce new kinds. We feel this more than ever

since our centennial experience, where nearly

everything of all this great multitude came be-

fore us in one shape or another, and we shall

feel more embarrassed than ever in deciding that

a new seedling is worthy of naming and dissemi-

nation. We have now three excellent kinds be-

fore us from Canada. One is Bradt's Seedling

Russett. It is medium .sized, and as good to say

the least, as any average Russett known, and ap-

pears to have good keeping qualities. We made
a Christmas offering of it, and it then was in such

good trim, that it looked as if it might have been
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kept a year longer. Then there is the Swazie

Pomme Gris, quite as good as its original, and

this is surely saying a good deal. And lastly there

is a seedling from the Spitzenburg, rather round-

er, a little darker and firmer fleshed than its

parent, and may prove superior on the whole.

This is raised by Mr. Ed. Blogdon, East Flam-

boro, Canada, but the specimens were kindly

sent to us by Mr. John Freed, of Hamilton.

St. Augustine Grape.—At the Centennial Ex-

position were some bunches of this variety,about

which the following appears in the Semi-tropical.

There is no doubt about its being a native grape,

in many respects approaching the old Elsinburg,

if the specimens were accurately labeled :

" From Dr. Davis' article on the St. Augustine

Grape, Messrs. Bush, Son & Meissner, of Bush-

berg, Missouri, were led to inquire whether it

might not be identical with the Black Spanish,

which is now in demand for exportation. We
referred the inquiry to Mr. Atwood, of St. Au-

giastine, whose knowledge and experience in

grape culture qualify him to determine, and we
received the following reply :

" 'The St. Augustine and Black Spanish grape

are not identical ; the former is nearly a month
later than the latter and a vastly superior grape;

indeed T doubt if there ever was a finer grape

grown than the St. Augustine; they are truly

bags of wine—the seeds so small and the pulp so

melting that it seems almost like a seedless

grape ; while with the Black Spanish the first

thing one notices in eating it is its preponderance

of seeds in proportion to its pulp. I doubt if the

true origin of either of these grapes is known,

only that tradition says the St. Augustine ' was

brought from Madeira in old Spanish times.' I

have repeatedly thought that I had eaten these

grapes in the island of Madeira and still think

so, though I dare not trust a very positive ex-

pression on this subject, as it was more than

twenty-six years since I was there, and then I

knew very little comparatively about the quality

of the different varieties of what would be called

fine grapes. Since then, however, I have propa-

gated a great many varieties of grapes, and to the

extent of perhaps ten acres, but among all these

and all the grapes produced by others that have

come under my observation, none have equalled

in quality those of the St. Augustine grape.'
"

The James Veitch Strawberry.—A Yorkshire

Cf rrespondent of the Garden, Mr. Lovel, Wea-
^orthorpe, says that among forty varieties of

strawberries which he grew last year, the largest

was James Veitch, eight fruits of w'hich weighed
1 ft). This season it took from seventeen to eigh-

teen to weigh 1 lb., a result partly owing to the

cold, frosty weather which we had in May and
June ; so severe, indeed, was the frost in June,

that all the earliest bloom was destroyed. The
large fruits gathered in 1875 were Cockscomb-
shaped, not those of a globular or conical form,

which is the normal shape of this variety. He
noticed also in these large strawberries a great

tendency to decay if in contact with the damp
soil. He has gathered during the past season

very fine and large fruit from Dr. Hogg, Presi-

dent, and Sir Joseph Paxton, all first season

plants. Many of the finest fruit of these kinds-

weighed nearly 1 oz. each. He considers these

three varieties superior in many respects to

James Veitch, especially as regards quantity and
quality of fruit.

Stump Apple.—At the Horticultural Meeting

held in Rochester, January, 187G, President

Barry said that there is an apple known as the

Stump Apple, that is attracting much attention

—an oblong, brilliantly colored fruit, like the

Chenango Strawberry, very attractive, and sells-

high in market; has been sold as high as $8.00'

per barrel the past season. It ripens in October.

J. S. Stone, of Charlotte, N. Y., in describing the-

tree which he visited says : "The fruit hung in

ropes, and was uniform in size and apparently

free from imperfections. Ten barrels were picked

from the tree which was not a large one."

" Olivet " Cherry.—S. P. W., Dansville, N. Y.,

says : "The 'Olivet' takes a place not occupied up

to the present time among the list of early cher-

ries in central New York. Nearly all of the early

sorts, that we possess, are sweet, amber, or red

varieties with a limited fruiting season. The
'Olivet' Cherry is a large, globular and very shi-

ning deep red sort. The flesh is red, with a rose

colored juice, tender, rich and vinous, with a

sweet sub-acidous flavor. It ripens in the begin-

ning of June and continues till July without

losing its quality. It possesses the fertility of the

best of the ' Duke ' tribe and is perha})S the larg-

est of the class."

QUERIES.

Butter from the Cvponia japonica.—Some
nice fruit of the Japan Quince sent to us from

Tennessee, we handed to Mr. J. O. Schimmel,
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the well-known nian»ifactnrer of this and siinilnr

articles in rhihulelpliia, and wehave the following

about it : "I have made ' Cydonia ' into butter,

and will forward you a sample. Its quality for

jellies, &c., is in my opinion, equal to the bitter

orange. For butter I do not think it could be

used to advantage over orange or lemon. You

will find the .seeds inclosed, perhaps they are of

Bome value to you."

Pear Bi.igiit.—A New Jersey correspondent

Bays: "What do you think of syringing the pear

trees that blight, with carbolic acid or other pre-

paration, and how strong would it do to use it?

Would chloride of lime in water injure trees?

Did any one ever try salt around the trees, and

with what result?"

[Better ])aint the trees with oil—or wash with

lime and sulphiu- in the winter season.—Ed.

G. M.]

HifiiiLANi) IIardv RAsrnKRRY.—A. O. W., St.

Jose])h, Mich., says : "Is the Highland Hardy
Raspberry one of the old varieties re-named, or

is it something new ? It is being largely dissemi-

nated as a new kind, and if it is not, it should be

known."

[The Raspberry has been extensively and very

cheaply advertised; beyond these advertisement*

we know nothing of it.—Ed. G. M.]

lORESTRY.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

LIGNEOUS MARVELS,

Or, The Three Big Trees of Uppa- Sandusky.

BY WM. T. HARDING, C0LUMBU.S, O.

There are no objects more generally useful,

beautiful, or interesting, in the physical geogra-

phy of our country, than the grand indigenous

old trees.

"The forest trees ....
So mossy, vast, yet green in their old age,"

will never fail to attract the attention of every

intelligent being, who finds a companionship in

Nature.

In the neighborhood of Upper Sandusky, Wy-
andot County, Ohio, where I was engaged in lay-

ing out a cemetery, during the Spring and Sum-
mer of 76; and while in search of the beautiful,

under the guidance of a genial friend, I was in-

duced to follow a romantic pathway,which pleas-

antly led us from the bluff above, down easy

verdant slopes, to the river side, where the sil-

very Sanduskj' gently glides on. And oh ! what
a striking picture was there. Prolific scenes of

matchless beauty, spread around us. The native

roses and hawthorns were profusely scattering

their odorous blossoms over the sunny landscape,

so beautifully varied with all the charms which

pretty wild flowers, and irregular low spreading

bushes, springing through luxuriant gra.ss, could

give.

Even the sleek looking cattle seemed as happy

as any well-favored kine could possibly be, as

they quietly cropped the rich verdure around.

All nature seemed to equally share in the pas-

toral scene, so picturesquely unique.

The poetic limning of Burns was only wanting to

invest it with such sylvan charms as " Ye banks

and braes o' bonny Doon." But, from a lack of

fitting language to fully describe its many pleas-

ant features, I am constrained to stop ; and in

lieu, say something about the big button-wood,

near by, and in whose shadow I musingly sat.

The subject under notice is botanically known
as Platanus occidentalis—the western plane-tree

—or more generally called the button-wood—and

often, erroneously, sycamore. That it is no ordi-

nary specimen, the reader will admit, when its

gigantic dimensions are known. Its altitude is

about one hundi-ed and sixty feet.

At four feet from the ground the colossal trunk

measures forty-eight feet in circumference. At

the height of fifteen feet from the base, the mas-

sive trunk ramifies into eight large column-like

shafts, the round measurement of which, is
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from ten to fifteen feet, and above which the

heavy branches spread over an area of seven

hundred feet.

I have seen in my travels many strange trees,

historical, beautiful, magnificent, venerable, gi-

gantic, ancient, and remarkable, to which I have

frequently alluded in the Monthly. Much larger

specimens have often amazed me in other lands,

but, nowhere else in this country have I ever

met with such a ligneous immensity as this.

I will quote from Lovidon, on Recorded Trees,

and than whom, there is no better authority.

" On a little island in the Ohio, fifteen miles

from the mouth of the Muskingum, the elder

Michaux measured a button-wood tree which at

five feet from the ground was forty feet in cir-

cumference. Twenty years before. General

Washington had measured the same tree and

found it to be nearly the same size. In 1802, the

younger Michaux found on the right bank of the

same river, (the Ohio,) about thirty-six miles

from Marietta, a plane-tree, the base of which

was swollen in an extraordinary manner

;

at four feet from the ground, it measured

forty-seven feet in circumference."

Other writers give instances of large planes,

but much less in size than the above mentioned

tree. So I think I am safe in pronouncing the

arboreal Upper Sanduskian, the biggest tree of

its kind on record.

Not far from the huge Platanus, stands an un-

usually fine Robinia pseud-acacia, or locust-tree.

This exceedingly handsome specimen, (which is

not the general character of ihem when aged,)

is a hale, green tree, of about one hundred and
twenty-five feet high. At four feet from the base

the girth of the bole measures sixteen feet ; and
up to thirty feet above, where it first branches

off, maintains nearly the same calibre as below.

A more porth', vigorous, or stately locust-tree is

seldom, if ever, seen. The rich, deep alluvium in

which they are growing, has evidently nourished

them well ; for in truth, they are " burly and
big."

As I looked at the noble old trees, thinking of

the past, a past, so fraught with the history of the

aboriginal race, in the days when the once pow-

erful nation of Wyandot Indians, occupied the

primeval forests around ; I thought on how much
the affairs of life have changed since then. It is not

improbable in the events which then occurred,

that the great Chief Farhee, (the good Indian,)

better known as the "Crane," may many times

have met in solemn council, or noisy pow-wow.

with his swarthy braves, beneath the shady

boughs of the ancient plane.

It was while in the immediate neighborhood

of Upper Sandusky, in the year of grace, 1816,

after seventy-four summers and winters had
come and gone, since the face of the forest child

was first warmed by the western sun, when the

" Great Spirit " called the old Sachem away.

If the long suffering reader is not already

wearied with the tiresome tale of a tree, I will

venture to tax his patience a little longer,

while describing a noted " Indian apple tree."

This famous, and in many respects remark-

able tree, grows on the opposite side of the river,

and about a mile from where stands the locust

and plane. Inasmuch as the circumference of

this " sour apple tree " is considerably more than

my tape-line ever girdled before,namely, at three

feet from the ground, twelve feet six inches ; I

trust I may be pardoned for having mentioned

it. At five feet above the ground, the trunk

branches off into a number of good sized boughs,

and which attain to a height of some sixty feet

above, and spread over a circle of seventy feet.

Undoubtedly, the tree is a very old one, and has

been at some past time, at least, fourteen feet in

circumference. A part of it having been riven

off", branch and stem, some years ago.

The late Mr. Downing thus describes three

enormous sized apple trees: "Among others, we

recollect two in the grounds of Mr. Hall, of

Raynham, Rhode Island, which ten years ago,

were 130 years old ; the trunk of one of these

trees then measured at one foot from the ground

thirteen feet two inches, and the other, twelve

feet two inches. The trees bore that season

thirty or forty bushels; but in the year 1780,

they together bore one hundred and one bushels

of apples. In Duxbury, Plymouth County, Mass.,

is a tree which in its girth measures twelve feet

five inches, and which has yielded in a single

season one hundred and twenty-one and a half

bushels.

Unquestionably, they were three good old trees,

and were no doubt as much valued by the own-

ers, as the aforementioned trees are prized by

the cultivated and intelligent citizens of Upper

Sandusky.

VALUE OF A TREE.

BY W.

Bagot's Park, Staffordshire, is very large and

contains some grand oaks, some of which have
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been noted trees for 6("H") yeai-s nnd are sujiposed

to be 1,(XH) years oKl. Tlie climate of England

favors slow, firm growth, and trees are seldom

injured there by climatic influences. The King

Oak was valued at 2'.)8 pounds; (a Mr. Bullock

ofiered iJOO pounds for the first length ;) and the

Squitch Oak, the largest tree in the park, hut not

quite sound, was valued at 240 pounds 12 shil-

lings, (ahout $1,200). These trees are still increas-

ing in circumference. The Squitch has increased

17 inches in 50 vears.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

TRf:E rL.VNTiNG IN CANADA.—We are glad to

note the encouragement to individual eflbrt,

which we see given in every direction. The
Toronto Globe says:—"The importance of re-

placing by fresh efforts extinct forests, or those

which are in process of gradual removal, is re-

ceiving official consideration. The Act of the

Dominion parliament passed last session, grants

an additional quarter section, on payment of a

trifling fee, to every settler on ])oniinion lands

who plants thirty-two acres in successive annual

instalments."

Address of Burnet Landreth.—The admi-

rable address of Mr. Burnet Landreth, before the

American Foresty Association, has been issued

in pamphlet form.

PiNUS Lambertiana.—The Sugar Pine of Cali-

fornia is said to be equal to the Yellow Pine of

the East for flooring and similar purposes.

The Pitch Pine.—Common names are so

mixed that we hardly know what the person is

talking about who uses them. In pines, for in-

stance, we never know what any writer means
when he sa5's "Yellow Pine." An English

writer says that in America " vessels have been

made for a considerable time past, wholly of

Pitch Pine." We understand by Pitch Pine,

Pinus rigida, and would l)e glad to know whether

vessels are made wholly of it, and if so where?

TORREYA TAXIFOLIA AS DURABLE TiMBER.—The
Semi-Tropical tells us that, "Judge P. W. White,

of Quincy, Florida, is having a fence built, the

posts of which are of (he celebrated Torreya tax-

ifolia trees, and the rest of cypress. Some of the

posts were gotten out of ti-ees blown down in the

terrible storm of 1833, and are perfectly sound

after having lain on the ground 43 years. The
wood while green is very heavy, but when per-

fectly dry is very light. It has a very fine grain,

and is a little more of a dark yellow color than

the white pine."

Commissioner of Forestry.—We have always

ojiposed the effort made in some societies, and
in some quarters, to engage the government in

the Forestry business, because we know, as our

government is constituted, the less it interferes

in what people can do themselves, the better it

is for the people. There is really nothing for a

national forester to do that we know of, but to sit

in Washington and address circular letters to A,

B, C, and D, asking them to give the government

their experience for nothing, and their time in

telling it at the same price ; or in asking news-

papers to advertise for the government free of

all cost, that the government has now a forester,

and the people can now send their contributions

to him instead of to the newspapers. This, we be-

lieve, is all it can do—for it is well-known

that it would not appoint any practical person,

or to undertake to teach practical forestry from

the seed to the saw log. We have always felt, in

short, that a " Bureau of Forestry " simply meant
comfortable quarters at Washington, with com-

fortable clerks at comfortable salaries ; and with

calls on the newspapers or individuals to do all

the practical work.

It seems, however that other people differ from

us, and the efforts of these fellow-citizens have

already been so far successful as to have the

office started. We do not know what the official

title is, but the salary is two thousand dollars

a year, and Dr. Franklin Hough is appointed to

fill the place. We can only say that we oppose

the office on principle, believing it is money
thrown away, and increasing unnecessarily the

deplorable army of office-holders, but if it is to

be as it is, no better person than Dr. Hough
could have been found to fill the place.

Large Oak Trees.—We should like to know
what is the largest American oak, Quorcus alba,

known. So far as the writer's experience goes,

he has seen the largest in the woods of Southern

Ohio, but has no exact figures. We can, perhaps,

hardly hope to equal the following which we find

in an English paper, but should like to know how
near we approach it. "The most magnificent

oak ever known to have grown in England was

that dug out of Hatfield bog; it was 120 feet in

length, 12 feet in diameter at the base, 10 in the
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middle, and 5 at the smaller end, where broken

ofF; so that the butt for 60 feet squared 7 feet of

timber, and 4 for its entire length. £20 were

offered for this tree.

Forests in Europe.—If there is any change in

the climate of Europe, it can hardly be from the

disappearance of foresto. Recent statistics say

that about twenty per cent, of the whole area of

Europe is covered with forest, aggregating 500,-

000,000 acres. We do not, however, regard these

floating figures as always reliable, but give them

as they come to us. There is a great deal of

loose calculation going on in the world.

Alder and Sweet Fern in Tanning.—When
forestry becomes a business, all the minor prod-

ucts will be incidents of profit. The Alnus and

Comptonia seem to have good points about them.

The Ellsworth American says that Captain

Eaton made another shipment of two hundred

barrels of sweet fern extract to the Boston leather

market and with it his first consignment of extract

of alder. This alder extract, like sweet fern ex-

tract, is new to the leather trade of this country.

The tanning properties of these new agents

have been thoroughly tested by practical tanners

of Ellsworth, and found to be equal to, if not

superior to the best tannin material in use in

this country. Calf skins tanned with both the

fern and the alder are as mellow and firm as the

best tanned French calf skins, and much more
beautiful in color.

The Profits of Oak Timber.—We give the

following as we find it in a foreign paper, be-

cause it shows the incidental profits that may be
made in growing oak. We doubt, however,
whether for paper pulp anything will be found
so profitable as poplar. Though nothing can be
made from the bark, it grows into profit so soon :

—

" Dr. Mitscherlich, of Darmstadt, has devised

a method of making paper stock (cellulose)

from wood by a chemical process, which differs

somewhat from those previously in use. The
chief peculiarity of this process, which is in use

already in Prussia and Saxony, says the Hesse

GewerheblaU, consists in this, that the incrusting

substance of the wood is not destroyed, but only

separated from the cellulose, and eventually

rendered soluble.

" In this process, it is not necessary to cut the

wood up very fine, as in the Sinclair process, but

only to split it up like ordinary firewood for a

parlor stove. A chemically prepared solution

of lime is boiled for six hours with the wood
under a pressure of three atmospheres. After

the boiling, a portion of the incrusting material

is found dissolved in the liquor, and part of it in

the pores of the wood, from which it is extracted

by a suitable squeezing apparatus.
" If it is desired to make a very valuable paper

stock, which shall be as white as possible without

bleaching, they only employ white wood as free

from rosin as possible, like poplar, linden, etc.

These kinds of wood are not decolorized any

farther in this process, and the albuminoid and

gummy substances are mostly dissolved. The

success of this process depends less on the pres-

sure during boiling than on the temperature,

which must not exceed 248° Fah.
" The use of oak wood for paper stock offers

one advantage, namely, that the tannin con-

tained in it is obtained as a by-product, and the

solution thus obtained can be very profitably

employed for tanning, as experiments in this

direction have abundantly proved. The solution

which runs off from the wood, or expressed from

it, in this new process, is already so concentrated

that evaporation seems superfluous, and is only

undertaken when a very concentrated solution

of tannic acid is required either for transporta-

tion or for keeping. The other chemicals con-

tained in the lye are in no way a hindrance to

the tanning process, but rather aid it. Experi-

ments show that hides prepared in the usual man-

ner, when simply laid in this liquor, were per-

fectly tanned in ten days."

QUERIES.

Eucalyptus globulus in Vermont.—H. N. R.,

Brandon, Vermont, writes:—"A friend in Italy

has secured for me a few hundred plants of this

wonderful tree, and of which I propose to make
^

a plantation on a piece of land I have. I am
quite elated at the prospect of being the first in

this part of the world to introduce it—at least I

suppose I am, for I can learn of no one who has

planted it hereabouts ; though in the papers I see

they have it growing in California. As I wish it

to do well I wish you to assist me with advice,

as I am informed you are liberal with question-

ers through the Gardener's Monthly. If you are

kind enough to reply to my questions please

send me a copy of the paper containing your
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answer. Wliat I want to know is,—when I eaw

it in Rome it was growing in 8waini»y ground
;

my land is rather dry. It is protected on the

northeast hy a high ridge of hills. 1 was told by

an Italian gardener it might want a little of such

protcctioi\ in the United States. Is it necessary

to bring some mud to put in the holes in such a

situation as this? I am so anxious to be the first

to liave a plantation of tViese wonderful trees in

this part of the world, that I would not mind the

expense of a few barrels of dirt by railroad to add

to the natural soil, if necessary to success.

Should the trees be set deep? How about prun-

ing the roots?
"

[Wc hardly knew what to do with this letter.

We are " liberal " on questions when it concerns

our regular readers, which it seems this gentle-

man is not. We may say that in the soil and
climate of Vermont he need not get any " mud "

or other soil, and it does not matter how deep
they are set. The location, also, is good enough,

and when the "forest" grows up, he will no
doubt get thousands from all parts of the world

to come to look at it, and he himself will go
down to posterity as one of the greatest benefac-

tors of his race.

Tlie conditions are all right, but instead of bring-

ing mud, wc should prefer to lay in a big stock of

cord-wood to keep up a good fire all around the

plantation during the winter season. We think

this is essential. But why does our correspon-

dent want to be so distinguished in the matter of

Eucalyptus? Why not try the cocoa nut? They
grow fast, and then there is the fruit too, which

the Eucalyptus has not; fruit with milk in it,

which will illustrate his human kindness much
better than he can ever hope from the Eucalyp-

tus tree.—Ed. G. IVLJ

Natural Wistory and FfciENCE.

PRAIRIE FLOWERS.

BY EEV. L. J. TICMPLIX, HUTCHINSON, KAN.

iOpunfia Rafinesqii.)

In traveling over the plains about here, it is

not unusual to meet with large specimens of this

thorny cactus. Some places considerable space,

even at times several acres, will be almost com-

pletely covered with them, branching and spread-

ing over the ground in all directions. They are

propagated both by seeds and by the broad, flat-

tened stems coming in contact with the soil and

taking root. And, though I have not tried it, I

believe that cuttings of the stems will take root

and grow if planted in the soil. It is very much
inclined to branch, and it is not unusual to see

a bunch, or a cluster of bunches, four feet in

diameter, all of which have proceeded from the

same root. The stems are from three and one-

half to five inches in length, and from two to

three in width, and from one-fourth to one-third

inch in thickness. The stems are dotted over

with tufts of fine, sharp bristles that are ready

to let go their hold on the plant and adhere to

the hand on the slightest touch. From the base

of these tufts issue a number of sharp, slender

spines, from one-half to one inch in length.

The number of these varies from three to five

or more; the central one is usually the longest.

The general color of the stem is rather a dark

green.

The flower-buds grow on the edge of the stems,

and appear to be distributed without regard to

any law of regularitj'. The flower expands

from three to four inches, and has a very silky

texture and appearance. Tlie color is a beauti-

ful pinkish yellow, running into a dark, velvety

maroon, or jnu-ple, toward the base of the petals.

They bloom quite profusely; a plant that I

transplanted from the town commons to my
yard last April, though only about eighteen

inches across, produced some forty of these

showy flowers. They remain open two or three

days, when they wilt and fall away. The flower
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stem, which is about an inch in length, becomes

the seed pod or berry. This generally attains a

length of about two inches and, when full grown,

is three-quarters of an inch in diameter, at the

largest place. It is pyriform in shape, the small

end being at the base. These, when ripe, are of

a dark purple color, and are filled with small

bony seeds. The contents of one pod of which, I

enclose to your address.

One of the most remarkable things that I have

observed in connection with this plant is its

change of habit on the approach of cold weather.

During the summer the joints of the stems gene-

rally occupy a vertical position, but on the ap-

pearance of cold weather, all of them that are

not hindered by some obstruction, assume a hor-

izontal position, each apparently striving to get

as near to the earth as possible. Another pecu-

liar change that takes place in the stems is in

their form. During the warm season they are

emooth and free from wrinkles on the surflice
;

but when the cold season begins, they shrink up
from one-fourth to one-half their normal size,

becoming very wrinkly or ridgy. This contrac-

tion takes place almost, if not entirely, in the

length of the joint, often reducing it to less than

the width.

This change is probably the result of the larger

portion of the sap withdrawing from the plant.

These changes are probably a provision of na-

ture to enable the plant the more readily, to

endure the rigors of winter—a kind of vegetable

hybernation. Possibly Mr. Darwin might see in

this the prophecy, if not the remote origin, of the

hybernating animal. But be that as it may, it

is worthy of the attention of the curious.

ISEW PLANTS.

LiLiUM HuMBOLDTiANUM.—This splendid spe-

cies is a native of Humboldt County, California.

It is quite hardy and produces large golden

yellow flowers, which are s^Dottcd with puri:)le.

—

William Bull. See cut, page 26.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Pritchardia filifera.—Just as we go to press,

a botanical friend calls our attention to the fact

that the Californian Palm, which Mr. Watson
referred to in our pages as Pritchardia filamen-

tosa, has rigid teeth, and not filaments on the

petiole, and that probably the one we have fig-

ured is another and distinct species.

Under the circumstances it is proper to say

that the copy given to our engraver consisted of

a frond furnished by one of our prominent flor-

ists, and a sketch made from the catalogue of

J. Linden,of Ghent. The frond was not seen by us,

being mailed direct to the office, and the engrav-

ing shows that in the outlines Linden was fol-

lowed. It may therefore still bear the name of

Pritchardia filifera of Linden, leaving it more
than probable that Pritchardia filamentosa of

California, is another thing. It is too late, as we
go to press, to find out which kind is the one in

the hands of our cultivators.

Since writing the above we have from Mr.

John Rock a stereoscope of one growing in Santa

Clara street, San Jose, which is fifteen feet high.

This has no filaments on the peteoles, and those

few on the blades, are simple extensions of the

divisions. The leaf stalks are thickly stvidded

with spring teeth. Linden's plant is either not

accurately drawn, or it is another thing, and may
bear the name of P. filifera, while the true Cali-

fornian will be P. filamentosa.

Variations in Conifers.—How our American

coniferse vary is now well known. It appears

that the Norway Spruce varies in the same way,

and no doubt other species of the order do the

same. The Gardener's Chronicle says :

—"At a late

meeting of the Berlin Botanical Society, Mr.

Braun exhibited and described a series of cones

of wild forms or states of the Spruce found in

Germany. Just below the upper tree limit on

the Brocken a dwarf variety, 8^ to 10 feet high,

grows and bears cones IJ to 2 inches long, not

unlike those of Picea nigra. The longest, on the

other hand, in this collection are from 7^ to 8

inches. There is also an equal diversity in the

length of the leaves, but this exists in no definite

relation to the length of the cones. The seeds

vary from about .40 to .58, in the smallest cones,

to about .75 of an inch in the largest cones."

Wearing out of Varieties.—That a tree is but

an individual, that the grafts and cuttings are

but extending the individual, and that an indi-

vidual must be short-lived, is one of the so-called

scientific "theories " which are often built, and

then facts looked up to sustain them. For this

particular theory facts do not come out very fast.

The Golden Pippin apple, the Ribstone Pippin
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apple, the Rod Dutch Currnnt, and many other
j

" Takin- a broader view of the sul.ject. it must

" individuals," still hold their own, thouj,'h a cen- 1 he patent to those who go about the world with

Lii lUM HUMBOLTIANUM. F"ee page 25.

tury is approaching since they were doomed. A
j

their eyes open, that all those varieties of the ap-

<correspondent of the Gardener's Magazine says : pie and pear which, thirty years ago, were said to
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be nearly worn out, are still to be found as pro-

ductive as ever tbey were. At the present mo-

ment we have in the fruit-room, samples of Rib-

stone Pippin apple as fine as one could wish to

see ; the Golden Pippin apples, from old trees,

are still as satisfactory as ever; the old Forge

apple is another variety which still holds its own

against all comers for productiveness. As these

facts are undisputable, I cannot understand what

sound argviments in favor of the wearing-out

theory can be brought forward."

Absorbtive Power of Clay.—It is now well

known that clay has the power, when dry, of

absorbing ammonia from the atmosphere. It is

the principle of what is known as the earth

closet system. There is no longer any question as

to where the earth gets its nitrogen. Dr. Joseph

Leidy has now made the additional and import-

ant discovery that wet clay as well as dry, has

absorbent powers. In a verbal communication

to the meeting of the Philadelphia Academy of

Natural Sciences Oct. 31st, he detailed some

dredging experiments made below the gas-works

on the Schuylkill river, and found the mud in

the bed of the river highly charged with bitumi-

nous matter, evidently from the gas-works. As

oil floats, of course it became a question how it

got to the bottom, and Dr. Leidy says that the

oil combines with the clayey particles in the

water, and thus both sink together. In this way
he thinks many geological problems may be

solved. The oils of decomposing plants and ani-

mals have no doubt given the bituminous char-

acter to the ancient muds and shoals very often

in a similar way.

QUERIES.

Horticultural Science. — A correspondent

says :
—" Will you please note down some of the

experiments in Horticulture which you think

are most needed, to be tested thoroughly. It

will need some thought, but you can print the

list; then your time will not be wholly lost."

[A very useful experiment would be the bot-

tling, or in some way burying beneath the sur-

face of the earth, seeds of acorns, nuts, or other

seeds, several lots of one kind to be taken up at

different periods, so as to know something about

the vexed question of the vitality of seeds, and

the succession of plants in forests. We want
many more experiments on Graft hybrids, by

splitting scions, or summer buds ; or in uniting

tuberous plants on fibrous ones, or the reverse.

Bulbs placed in the ground several inches deep

and at once encased in frozen soil, have grown to

the surface when the first thaw corner Just

how much they grow when frozen, and their

whole course of growth through the frozen ground

would be interesting. Kerner says, in the Alps,

some Gentians grow and thaw for themselves a

house in the ice, and flower therein—it might

not be impossible to repeat some such experi-

ments, and the result would teach us much about

the internal heat of plants.

Honeyed secretions appear to be given to plants

for the purpose of furnishing a nourishing liquid

to pollen. The surplus—as there always is a

large surplus in all nature does—being freely at

the disposal of the insect world. At any rate the

pollen tube is only emitted when there is a hon-

eyed secretion on the stigma, and it is said that

flowers which do not seed are made to do so by

applying nectar artificially. Experiments would

be useful—as well as many other experiments in

relation to fertilization. Can any one make
Amaryllis fulva, seed?

Whether the same amountof heat is given out

to a greenhouse from a ton of coal, when heated

by hot water, as when heated directly from a

flue—and if not, how much is lost?

These are some of the problems that occur to

us, as we write. There are many more which

might come from reflection, which correspon-

dents might suggest and which we should be

glad to note in these columns.—Ed. G. M.]

Tree Growth.—M. H. D., Detroit, Mich., says:

" In an argument with a friend to-day, we agreed

to leave the following question to you for con-

sideration :
' Do fruit or forest trees grow after

the leaves drop in the Fall, or before the sap

rises in the Spring ?
' My friend says they do, I

say they do not."

[Practically the answer is in the negative. No
one would be able to perceive the slightest dif-

ference in girth, at any time between the peri-

ods named. Yet there may be growth of some

character at such times. Gardeners know that

a " callus," a cell growth, forms on the ends of

cuttings, and often roots of a considerable length,

before any leaves appear; and after the leaves

fall, fibres of trees grow, many believe all through

Avinter, and to some extent even when encased

in frost. In the Spring, when the buds are push-

ing, there is often considerable growth before the
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leaves nre formed. These considenUions, how- 1 iuid \vc should siiy your friend is wrong,

ever, were probably not part of the arginnent,
| G. M.J

-Ed.

O^^ C^o x\

ITERATURE, ^IrAVELS & 0ERSONAL #OTES.
c<^-i

CO31MUNICA TIONS.

HORTENSIA OR HORTENSIS.

The following note explains itself:

My Dear Mr. Meeh.\n-.—Some Aveeks ago, in

a hurried note, I called your attention to the fact

that you had inadvertently called the common
garden Hydrangea, H. hortensis, a very common
error, and one that I was sorry to see in the

Gardener's Monthly. Knowing it to be named

H. Hortensia in honor of some French Madame
Hortense, I wrote it "Queen Hortense," without

stopping to consult the authorties, as I should

have done had I supposed that the note would

be printed. I was wrong as to the particular

Hortense, but right as to the point I wished to

make—that Hortensia is the proper specific name

of the plant, and that Hortensis is wrong.

The Rural New Yorker of Nov. 18th takes up

the matter, and thinks that your critic (meaning

the subscriber) "tumbles into a pit of his own

digging." I will take the measure of that pit

presently, but first let us hear our friend of the

" Rural," who, after giving in substance what I

said in my note, adds, "all of which Mr. Meehan

publishes with thanks to the critic, never so

much as hinting that Hortensis is from Hortus, a

garden ; hence the common name of the species,

notwithstanding the very Frenchy story about

Queen Hortense." In my note I returned the

remark, "But, then, we can't all be perfect"

—

but at the time I did not think of the "Rural,"

although I illustrated its truth in my own case

by mistaking one French dame for another.

"The Rural" reads us the law with much posi-

tiveness, and it may be worth while to see how
the authorities agree with him. If our friend

will refer to any French work on gardening, he

will find that the common name for the Hy-

drangea is Hortensia, and the same name is also

in common use among the Germans. If he will

refer to any botanical work of acknowledged au-

thority, as De Candolle's for Europe, and Gray's

for America, he will lind the botanical name of

the plant given as Hydrangea Hortensia. The
reason for giving this name is told by several

authors, but the story is nowhere more concisely

related than in Loudon's Arboretum el Frniticetum,

vol. 2, p. 99G. As this account will no doubt

interest other readers, while it instructs the

"Rural," I will quote it. After giving the

names for the plant in Chinese and Japanese,

Loudon says :
" In Europe it was named by the

celebrated Commerson, in honor of Madame
Hortense Lapantc, wife of his most particular

friend, M. Lapante, a watchmaker. Commerson
first named it Lapantm, but in order that the

compliment to Madame Lapante might be the

more direct, he changed the name to that of

Hortensia, from her Christian name, Hortense.

The plant was afterwards discovered to be a

species of Hydrangea, a genus previously estab-

lished by Gronovius ; but the name Hortensia

was retained as its specific appellation, and it is

still the common name by which the plant is

known in French gardens."

I have no doubt that the " Rural " can find

some works in which the specific name of this

Hydrangea is given as H. hortensis, the writers

having, like some others, assumed, without in-

vestigation, that the name was from "Hortus, a

garden."

Any rap over the knuckles that yon may feel

from the " Rural's" criticism, I regard with sat-

isfaction as retribution for publishing my private

scribblings.

So far as I am concerned, it is only a case of

mistaken identity. If any of that family of La-

pante are now living, I owe them an apology

for confounding that Hortense with another

Hortense, who though a queen was not an alto-

gether lovely one. Lovers of flowers will be glad
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to know that Hydrangea Hortensia keeps alive

the memory of the wife of a mechanic, rather

than that of a royal example of feminine

profligacy. T.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

"To All Wanting Homes."—The publisher

desires to say, that the advertisement in the last

number under this head, came to him from the

Advertising Agency of Edwin Alden, 174 Elm
Street, Cincinnati, and he never had any reason

to doubt that it was a perfectly reliable firm.

This statement is made in reply to some corres-

pondents who question very much whether they

will get the worth of^their money in the way
proposed.

Fairmount Pakk.—Mr. C. H. Miller, Chief of

the Horticultural Bureau during the Centennial,

and under whose direction the difficult task of

combining the wants of exhibitors with good ar-

tistic taste was so successfully accomplished, has

been appointed consul ting Landscape Gardener to

the Fairmount Park Commission.

The Royal Oak.—The oak in which King

Charles H took refuge from his pursuers after

the defeat at Worcester, by Cromwell, is stated

by a correspondent of the Gardener''s Chronicle to

be of the stalked variety, Quercus pedunculata.

The tree is still living, and is about 11 feet in cir-

cumference.

Nurseries of Hargis & Sommer.—We call at-

tention to an advertisement of this firm in our

present number. We believe this firm to be one

of the most successful in the West. Mr. Hargis

has been now for about five months sick, and

Mr. Sommer not being a nurseryman but in

other business in the town, make good reasons

for wanting to sell.

S. S. Jackson.—The Cincinnati Commercial teWs

us tliat
—"The golden wedding of S. S. Jackson

and wife, on Thursday, November 9th, at the

family residence, in Delhi Township, was the

occasion of a meeting of many of their friends

to congratulate them and to participate in the

enjoyment of a happy afternoon, amidst the nu-

merous flowers which, fresh from the greenhouse,

ornamented in great variety the dwelling." Mr.

Jackson is a Horticulturist cfwhomweare all

proud. If he could see another fifty years in the

same way, there is not one of us but would

rejoice.

Wild Flowers of America.—Illustrations by
I. Sprague; text by Prof. Goodale, Boston. Pub-

lished by H. 0. Houghton & Co. Our botanical

friends at Cambridge are to be congratulated on

the spirit which prompted them to a work like

this ; and in undertaking the publication, the

firm of the Houghtons deserves eveiy encourage-

ment from the press and the public.

It is the design to illustrate and describe all

the more attractive wild plants of America, in

quarterly parts, of four plates each, at $5 per

part. The form is quarto, which gives the op-

portunity to have the figures life size.

The present part has for subjects, Aquilegia

canadensis, Geranium maculatum. Aster undu-

latus, and on the fourth plate two Gerardias, G.

flava and G. tenuifolia.

The text embraces all the popular history of

the plants, including the scientific descriptions

in popular language. Considering the admirable

manner in which the whole work of the artist,

the author, and the publisher is executed, the

price is very low.

Vick's Floral Guide for the present month
has a chapter illustrative of the terms used in

botany to describe the leaves and parts of flow-

ers.

Chicago Botanic Garden.—Prof. Babcock, the

director, has issued a catalogue of all the seeds

they have on hand to exchange for others. It is

a very large list.

Ayer & Son's Manual.—This well known firm

of advertising agents, has removed into the beau-

tiful new building of the Philadelphia Times, and

have issued a large pamphlet with instructions

to their patrons, and Avhich gives many useful

hints to those who may probably become so.

C. C. Bragdon.—The weekly papers have

made most of our readers acquainted with the

death of this gentleman, w'ell known of late years

as one of the editors of the Rural Neiv Yorker.

Though his public labors were more of an agri-

icultural than a horticultural character, his in-

fluence in horticultural matters was considerable.

From the first foundation of the Gardener's

Monthly he took a warm interest in its success,

and to the last was one of its best friends.

Dr. John Skillen Houghton.—Among the

deaths of the month we regret to note that of

Dr. J. S. Houghton, who died of an apoplectic

stroke, on the 11th of December in his 60th year.
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Thoutjh a irrndiiiite of the Medical Department

of the riiivorsity of IVmisylviiiiia, Dr. Hou^^hton

was a native of Now Enuhuui, and in early life

was connected with journalism, which he subse-

quently ahandoned for the medical profession.

He was always fond of Horticulture, especially

fruit growing, and liis farm at Olney, near Phila-

delphia, gave abundant evidence of his taste in

this direction. He was a philosophic thinker,

and was fond of e.xpcrimenting on new ideas and

scientific discoveries in connection with horticul-

ture, with the result very common in such cases,

of benefiting others by his experience, much
more than himself. The early volumes of the

Gardener's Month!;/ are full of his generous wri-

tmgs, freely offering his experience to all, as are

the trasactions of the Pennsylvania Fruit-grow-

ers Society, and of the American Pomological

Society. The Pennsylvania Horticultural So-

ciety especially owes him a debt of gratitude for

years of unselfish work in connection with its

annual exhibitions. His early experience as a

journalist enabled him to address himself suc-

cessfully to the popular heart, andhe was gener-

ally successful in filling the hall with visitors.

His genial good nature never deserted him, and

in this feature alone, his presence among his

horticultural associates will be missed.

QUERIES.

Carnation Pinks.—M. N. Faribault, Minn.,

asks:
—"I see often advertised ' Carnation Pinks.'

What are they? I know Carnations, I think,

and I know Pinks, but what are Carnation

Pinks?" [We hardly know what the growers

mean. In old times there was a distinction

between Carnation, Piccotee, and Pink. This

\v;is in the days when they were what is known
as " Florists' flowers." The names are all so mixed
now by the cut-flower cultivators that one hardly

knows wliich is which, and perhaps " Carnation

Pinks " moans that you can take your choice of

a name. Carnation is however the best name.

—

Ed. G. M.]

Foreign and Amkkican TrBERCSES.—A Buf-

falo, N. Y., correspondent writes :

—
" In the No-

vember number, page 348, you allude to Mr. E. S.

Rand, in connection with a gross misstatement

from the pen of "one of Boston's leading horti-

culturists" without apparently suspecting that

it was made on the antliority of Mr. Rand him-

self. The statement is " that the bulbs (tube-

roses) are im])orted from Italy and France, as

our seasons are not long enough to ripen them."

Now, in E. S. Rand's " Flowers for the Parlor

and Garden," it is said of the Tuberose (which he

prints Tube Rose) that "Our dried roots are

annually imported from Italy, where they ripen

their bulbs in the open air." (p. 199), and again

(p. 202), "Our climate is too uncertain to insure

a i)roper ripening of the bulb."

[It may be that when Mr. Rand was preparing

the MSS. for his work, it was not as well known

as now that American tuberoses were exported

to Europe in immense quantity as well as used

so largely at home as to be almost the only ones

in use. At any rate allowing that the mistake

was originally Mr. Rand's, those who have so

recently used the statement in Boston, ought

to have known better than their teacher by this

time.—Ed. G. M.]

ORTICULTURAL ^§OCIETIES.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Pennsylvania Fruit Growers' Society.—The
annual meeting of this Society will be held

this season at Lancaster, commencing the third

Wednesday in January.

The Western New York Horticultural
Society.—Most of the winter meetings of the

State societies were held in December, but we
received no notice of them till after that number
went to press. We are glad of having an op-

portunity of saying that the W. N. Y. Hort. So-

ciety will be held at Rochester, beginning with

the 27th of January.
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Awards at the Centennial.—We have not

been favored with a list of the awards in the

Horticultural Department, but the following of

the Pomological Department has been kindly-

handed to us for publication. We have omitted

most names which are in countries where the

English Language is not spoken, or our maga-
zine has no circulation.

We may observe that the fact that a person
has an award for any particular object, is, by the

Centennial plan, only a part of the honor. For
instance, we note now that an award is made
for " Apples," but it is what the jndges say of the

apples, their peculiar merit or points of excel-

lence—that is the real honor—and these points

are named in the certificate which accompanies
the medal. It is the certificate, not the medal
that tells the story.

It must be gratifying to the members of the
Pomological group of jurors to know that their

recommendation for awards were adopted by
the Centennial Commission, without a single ex-

ception, nor do we know that any have been
added by the supplementary group, appointed
to revise the work of the other groups.

In addition to the awards, a very large number
of exhibits, though not possessing special excel-

lencies, have yet had complimentary notices in

the regular weekly reports, some of which have,
and probably all of which will or should be pub-
lished by the Centennial Commission.

J. H. Ricketts, Newburgh, N. Y., Wine Grapes.
State of Oregon, Collection of Fruit.

Hampton Kelley, Portland, Oregon, Fruit Butter.

J. M. Humphrey, Plymouth, Mich., Apples.
N. and C. Chilson, Battle Creek, Mich., Apples.
W. J. Weeks, Suffolk Co., N. Y., Cranberries.

E. Bradfield, Ada, Mich., Grapes.
A. H. Richards, Pleasant Mills, N. J., Cranberries.

A. A. Olds, Hamilton, Mich., Apples.
B. Hathaway, Mich., Apples.
H. D. Adams, Salesbury, Mich., Apples and Pears.

Lancaster Co. Horticultural and Agricultural So-
ciety, Lancaster, Pa., Apples.

Province of Nova Scotia, Collection of Fruit.

E. B. Clark, Medford, Ct.. Vegetables and Grains.

S. B. Wakeman, Saugatuck. Conn., Onions.
B. K. Bliss & Son, New York City, Collection

of Winter Roots and Vegetables.
B. K. Bliss & Son, New York City, Potatoes.

F. M. Hexamer, Ivy Hill Nurs., N. Y., Potatoes.
L. J. Clute, Fairfield, Iowa, Potatoes.
State of Iowa, Potatoes and Farm Products.
W. M. Winterbotham, Fort Madison, Iowa, Tim-

othy Grass Seed.
Wm. Jordan, Eldon, Davis Co.. Iowa, Corn.
D. Landreth & Son, Phila., Pa., Cereals of the
Harvest of 1876.

Baron Angelo Pocari, Sicily, Palermo, Peas,
Beans and Legumes.

Society d'Acclimatazione di Sicilia, thirty-nine

kinds of Oranges and Citrons.

Hort.Dept. State Ag. Col., Lansing, Mich., Potat's.

Dutch Ag. So., Netherlands. Leiruminous Seeds.

C. R. Van Der Pool, Neth., Brielle, Green Peas.
August Boileau, New York, Trained Fruit Trees.

P. Van-NeS'Azn, Netherlands, Boskoop, Trained
Fruit Trees.

Charles Pohl, Austria, per Albert Kuhn.Wehaw-
ken, N. Y., Currants and Gooseberries grafted
on Missouri Currant.

C. P. K. Galesloot, Netherlands, Amsterdam,.
Fruit Trees.

Dr. John A. Warder, President of the Ohio State
Horticultural Society, Early Apples.

Iowa State Horticultural Society, Early Apples.
Gibson & Bennett, Woodbury, N.J., Early Apples.
Abm. Barker, Philadelphia, Pa., Pears.

Henry M. Engle, Marietta, Pa., Seedling Peaches.
Dr. N. H. Morange, Florida, Tropical Fruits and
Wine.

^

Fruit Growers' Society of Ontario, Canada, Gen-
eral Collection of Early Berries and Fruits.

Seth Luelling, Milwaukee, Oregon, Cherries.

Kuhn & Co., New York. American Gooseberries.
Joab Teague, Bourbon Co., Kansas, Apples.
Miss Hettie Trimble, West Chester, Pa., Exotic

Grapes, under glass.

John S. Collins, Moorestown, N. J., Blackberries
and Raspberries.

E. W. Durand, Irvington, N. J., Seedling Straw-
berries.

Jas. S. Jones, Germantown, Pa., Strawberries.

Edw. J. Steele, Germantown, Pa. Strawberries.

J. H. Withington, S. Amboy, N. J., Strawberries.

J. H. Parneir, West Point, Ga., Early Peaches.

D. Landreth & Sons, Phila., Pa., Roots for Cattle

Feeding.
Iowa State Horticultural Society, Apples.
N. Hellings & Bro., Battle Creek, Mich., Apples.
Michigan State Horticultural Society, Apples.

Mich. State Pom. Society, Peaches and Prunes.

Mrs. G. W. Carpenter, Germantown, Pa., Peaches.
Daniel Smeych, Lancaster, Pa., Peaches.

Thos. J. Beans, Moorestown, N. J., Peaches.
Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y., Plums.
State of Connecticut, Plums.
Fred. Seitz, Sr., Easton, Pa., Nectarines.

Mass. Hort. Society, Boston Mass., Large Collec-

tion of Apples.
J. W. Manning, Reading, Mass., Apples.

Jos. H. Fenno, Revere, Mass.. Apples.

S. S. West, Columbia, Conn., Apples.

Z. Hollingsworth, Sandusky, Lee Co., Iowa,
Apples.

T. C. Austin, Middletown, Conn., Apples.

Fruit Growers' Asso'n, Ontario, D. W. Beadle,

Sec, St. Catherines, additional Apples.

Ohio Horticultural Society, M. B. Bateham, Sec-
retary, Painesville, Ohio, Apples.

Worcester County Horticultural Society, Mass.,

Apples.
Indiana Horticultural Society, Wm. H. Ragan,

Sec'y, Claymont, Indiann, Apples.

Alfred S. Sheller, Lewisburg, Union Co., Pa.,

Apples.
Samuel Hartwell, Lincoln, Mass., Apples.

Ellwanger & Bnrry, Rochester, N, Y.. Apples.

H. M. Engle & Son, Marietta, Lancaster Co., Pa.,.

Apples.
Chas. Arnold, Ontario, Paris, Apples.

R. S. Willett, Malcom. Iowa, Apples.

E. H. Elkins, Burlington, Iowa, Apples.
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Leiiveinvorth Co., Horticultural Society, Apples.

T. S. Gold, West Cornwall, Conn., Apnies.

V. M. Aujrur, MitlillelieUl. Conn., Apples.

J:xmes Dou-iall, Ontario, Windsor, Apples.

Polk Co., Iowa (ooUectcd by Jas. Smith), Des
Moines, Iowa, Api)le3.

John Cninniings, Wol)urn, Mass., Apples.

Benj. G. Smith, Cambridge, Ma.ss., Apjiles.

Nebraska State Horticultural Society, D. H.
Wiioeler, Sec'y, Plattsmouth, Neb., Apples.

David Williams] East Hartford, Comi., Apples.

li. H. Atwator, Berlin, Conn., Apples.

J. W. Humphrey, Tlymouth, Wayne Co., Mich.,

Apples.
State of Iowa, Apples.
Kansas State Board of Centennial Managers,
Topeka, Kansas, Apples.

Wisconsin Slate Horticultural Society.Wisconsin,

Apples.
W. W. Gearheart, Burlington, Iowa, Apples.

Minnesota Hort. Society, Minnesota, Apples.

David Leonard, Burlington, Iowa, Apples.

State of Connecticut, Apples.
Thos. J. Beans, Moorestown, N. J., Cantaloupe

Melons.
Robert S. Thompson, Jamaica, through the

British Commission, Tropical Fruits.

Seth Luelling, Milwaukee, Oregon, Pears.

H. Lambert, Portland, Oregon, Apples.

Joseph E. Ledlock, Portland, Oregon, Collection

of Prunes.
State of luwa, per Col. G. Brackett, Wax Models

of Fruit.

P. Kieffer, Angora, Phila., Pa., Hybrid Pears.

Wm. Gourney, Hamilton, Ont., Salem Grapes.

W. F. Taylor, Hamilton, Ont., Clinton Grapes.
Mayor Paflford, Niagara, Ont., E.xotid Grapes.
Thomas H. Parker, Woodstock, Ont., Grapes
under Glass.

Chas. Arnold, Ontario, Seedling Grapes.
Donald Smith, per Fruit Growers' Society, Ont.,

Apples.
Hugh Scott, Jr., London, Ontario, Apples.
James M. Stacy, Masonville, Ontario, London

Pippin Apples.
J. Morgan, Jr. Quebec, Collection of Grapes.
J. W. Newman, Lachine, Seedling Apples.
Daniel Smeych, Lancaster, Pa., Apples.
Dr. J. Stayman, Leavenworth, Kan., Pennsylvania

Apples.
Natt Atkinson, Asheville, North Carolina, Apples.
Maine Pomological Society, Apples.
The Worcester Co. Ag. Society, Worcester, Mass.,

Pears.
Charles F. Curtis, Jamaica Plain, Mass., Pears.
Wm. H. Earle, Worcester, Mass., Pears.
Alex. Dickinson, Cambridgeport, Mass., Pears.
Mrs. Geo. A. Chamberlain, Worcester, Mass.,

Pears.
Amos. Bates, Hingham, Mass., Pears.
Hovey & Co., Cambridge, Mass., Pears.
Benj. G. Smith, Cambridge, Mass , Pears.
D. Smeych, Lancaster. Pa., Pears.
Jos. H. Fenno, Revere, Mass., Pears.
Griffin & Dolan, Cambridgeport, Mass., Pears.
Nebra.ska Hort. Society, D. H. Wheeler, Sec'y,

Plattsmouth, Neb., Pears.

John Given, Keokuk, lown. Pears.

L. T. Barney, Ki'okuk, Iowa., Pears.

(i. (). Hilton, Keoknk, Iowa, Pears.

W. T. Smith, Des Moines, Iowa, Pears.

The Indiana Hort Society, W. H. Ragan, Sec'y,

Clayton. Ind.. Pears.

Mas-sachusetts Hort. S(v, Boston, Mass., Pears.

T. S. Gold, West Cornwall, Conn., Pears.

John SmuI, Washington, I). C, Pears.

Iowa Hort. Society, Des Moines, Iowa, Pears.

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, Boston, Ma.ss., Pears.

Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, Pears.

P. D. Stillman, Hartford, Conn., Pears.

Seth Luelling <fe Son, Milwaukee, Oregon, Pears.

John Turner, Norwich, Conn., Pears.

0. B. Hadwen, Wori-estcr, Mass., Pears.

Ellwanger ct Barry, Rochester, N. Y., Pears.

F. and L. Clapp, Dorchester, Ma.ss., Pears.

E. Anderson. Felton, Del., Pears.

The Slate of CJonnecticut, Pears,

(i. B. Brackett, Denmark, Iowa, Pears.

Newell Wood, Millbury, Mass., Pears.

Edward W. Lincoln, Worcester, Mass., Pears.

John ('. Newton, Worcester, Mass., Pears.

Robert Manning, Salem, Mass., Pears.

Daniel Smeych, Lancaster, Pa., Grapes.
Agricultural Society of Egg Harbor City, N. J.,

Grapes.
Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y., Grapes.
Fruit Growers' Association of Canada (Province

of Ontario), Grapes.
1. B. Seely, Vine Valley, N. Y., Grapes.
George W. Campbell, Delaware, Ohio, Grapes.
James H. Rickelts, Newburgh, N. Y., Grapes.
Commissioner of Victoria, Fruit and Fruit Models.
Inspector of Woods and Forests, Philippine

Islands, Pomological Products of the Island.

New Jersey State Hort Society, Fruits.

Samuel Streeper, Broad Axe, Pa., Apples.
Samuel W. Noble, Jenkiiitown, Pa., Apples.
E. N. Wright (Alexander Cox Gardener), Ger-
mantown. Pa., Hot-House Grapes.

James Wardrof), Pittsburgh, Pa., Seckel Pears.

Fruit Growers' Society of Ontario, Collection of
Fruit.

E. Anderson, Felton, Del., Duchesse d'Angou-
leme Pears.

Berks County Ag. Society, Pennsylvania, Apples.
Washington Brookman, Reading (Berks Co.

Agricultural Society Pa.), White Doyenne
or " Butter" Pears.

A. L. Felten, Phila., Collection of VegetaV)les.

Henry Avery, Burlington, Iowa, Apples.
Morgan Brown, Toutogany, Ohio, Collection of

Vegetat)les.

J. M. Nelson, Indian Ruti, Pn., Apples.
Redmond & Co., Pensacoln, Florida, Figs.

D. L. Hoadley, Lawrence, Kansas, Apples.
H. Acosta Kreskorn, Cincinnati, Ohio, Paper

Fruit and Flower Models.
D. Landrcth & Sons, Philadelphia, Winter Veg-

etable Roots.
Dominion of Can.-ida (from the Province of
Manitoba), Esculents.

F. S. Cnry. Hamilton, Ohio, Apples.
Michiiran State Pomological Society, Continuous

exhibits of Fruit.
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SEASONABLE HINTS.

The Spring season is the road season, and how
to make good roads is a matter of first-rate im-

portance. On most places of any size there are

too many roads, and then none are well-cared

for; good roads are expensive to make and costly

to keep in good order, and therefore good judg-

stone will combine by its own angles into a

smooth, solid surface, that cannot be affected by

vicissitudes of weather, or displaced by the ac-

tion of wheels, which will pass over it without a

jolt, and consequently without injury.

" The size of stones for a road should be that

of a hen's egg, or a half a pound weight. It

must be in due proportion to the space occupied

No. 1.

—

MacAdam Road.

raent should be used in laying out and form-

ing them. If well-made there is not much
trouble in keeping them up afterwards.

For good, solid roads, there is nothing yet

known that beats the genuine MacAdam. But

the specimens of work usually called Macadamiz-

ing would not be owned by MacAdam himself. It

will serve a useful purpose to give MacAdam 's

own explanation of his work :

" Every road is to be made of broken stone

without mixture of earth, clay, chalk, or any

other matter that will imbibe water and be af-

fected with frost; nothing is to be laid on the

clean stone on .pretence of binding; broken

by a wheel of ordinary dimensions on a smooth
level surface : this point of contact will be found

to be longitudinally, about an inch ; and every

piece of stone put into a road which exceeds an
inch in any of its dimensions, is mischievous."

A properly made MacAdam road is, however,

the most expensive in its first cost, and a sort of

compromise is effected by the Telford road, in

which large blocks are laid at the bottom, and
only broken stone at the surface. This has be-

come very common, and answers pretty well.

The MacAdam road is made plain by the pre-

ceding illustration.—No. 1.

The Telford road is illustrated by our figure
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No. 2. It is formed l)y lieavv Mocks at the bot

torn will) lirokcn stones iit the top. It is often

used simi)ly for the contre.s of roads, tlie fuitsides

beinjr gravel, as seen in the cut.

Riihhle pavement, a^ we understand it in Phil-

adeli)iiia, consists of heavy stones set a little

edgewise, as in the Telford plan, but coming

quite to the surface. It soon wears into ruts,

and is extremely diflicult to repair when it gets

bad, when made of rather soft stone, such as

the general gneiss rock of this district; and

when of harder stone is extremely rough and un-

pleasant to travel over. Indeed, the Rubble

pavement is merely the Telford in a very incom-

roots at planting. If tliey appear dry, dip them
in a tub of water if small, or 8])riMkle with a

water pot if large, before setting. The soil im-

mediately about the fibres will then adhere to

them, and while the water thus benefits, the soil

is not rendered a mass of mud. If the trees ap-

pear very dry, prune accordingly to the degree

of probable injury. If a tree has a large mass
of fibrous roots, and these not dry, and the top

not very large, no pruning will be necessary. If

the roots are injured, prune them too a little. If

the injury to the root or top be very great, prune
the top severely. No tree or shrub need die of

transplanting, no matter how great the injury,

T:

No. 2,

—

Telford Road.

if/#

plete condition. For the cuts with which we
have illustrated this sketch we are indebted to

the Philadelphia Polytechnic Review.

For small walks around houses and buildings

there is nothing much better than slats. These

may be made of shingle laths, set crosswise on

3x4 sills. They should be set rather close, so

that they do not quite touch one another. Well-

made they look very neat, and are cool in sum-

mer and dry in winter—good points which

roads of stone, gravel, ashes, sand or grass never

entirely possess. Of course this is rather ex-

pensive where lumber is scarce and dear, but it

is the best even in many of these cases.

It may be as well to remind our readers that

the time is approaching when all pruning opera-

tions be ended as soon as possible, lawns rolled

as soon as they can be after the frost leaves them,

and while still wet, in order to fill up the ine-

qualities; apply a top-dressing of bone-dust,

guano, wood ashes, or whatever other " seedless
"

manure may be adopted, before the rolling.

Arrangements should be made also for Spring

planting, by getting good soil hauled near where
it may be wanted, for it is a sad loss of time to

plant in poor ground, and the holes may even
now be dug and the new soil put in. Planting,

however, should not be done until the soil is

quite dry, so that the earth can be crushed finely

in about the roots by the feet, instead of being

pressed closer together. Avoid watering the

unless entirely dead. If there be any life at all

a severe pruning will save it. It is often recom-

mended to bury up entirely in soil for a few days,

plants that become dried somewhat during re-

moval, which usually does pretty well ; but we
would prefer to prune away a portion of the

branches.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

ZELKOVA CRENSTA.

BY HON. ELI K. TRICE, OF FAIRMOUNT PARK COM-

MISSION, philad'a.

Countless are the ideas exchanged at our In-

ternational Centennial Exhibition : I give you a

small but pleasing instance. Mr. Clarence H.

Clark wrote me several weeks since, "A friend of

mine of Boston was spending a few days with

me, and being much interested in trees, I took

him to Bartram's Garden, and to the Wood-
lands ;" and proceeds to say that in the latter he

saw trees, which stand north-eastward and north-

westward of the Mansion, which were a puzzle

to him. That friend was C. S. Sargent, a profes-

sor in the Botanical School attached to Harvard

College. After his return home, Mr. Sargent

solved the puzzle and writes thus to Mr. Clark

on the 27th October, 1876 :
" Perhaps you don't

care to know, but I have cleared up the myste-
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ries of that strange tree in the Woodlands Ceme-
tery ; it is a Zelkova Crensta. The Zelkova is a

native of the shore of the Caspian Sea. It seems

that William Hamilton, who lived at the begin-

ning of this century, was a great lover and culti-

vator of trees. Between 1802 and 1805 he had
for gardener, Frederick Pursh, one of the fathers

of American Botany ; and it is not improbable

that Pursh got these trees from Europe, as he

was a German, and planted them. This would

make them all the more interesting, and I hope,

if occasion offers that you will mention to the

authorities that these trees are of great vak;e and

interest, and must be protected and looked after.

I don't know of any other specimens anywhere
in the United States —certainly there are none in

this part of the country."

These trees will be cared for and preserved in

the Woodlands. What is more important is, that

they should be secured to our country by propa-

gation. If seed should appear next Fa]l,they will

be gathered. In the meantime grafting should

be attempted. Mr. Sargent is trying it at Cam-
bridge, on English elms. I invite gardeners to

get cuttings and try their success. The Wood-
lands Company are attempting nothing in that

way, the lot holders supplying all trees, etc.,

needed ; but in the Fairmount Park I shall ask

Chas. H. Miller and Russell Thayer,officers of the

Commission, to endeavor to grow them in the

Park Gardens, where w'e shall aim to make grow
every tree that will endure our climate, and will

plant with a view both to artistic effect and the

study of botany.

It may be of interest to your readers to be re-

minded that after Bartram's on the Schuylkill,

and Marshall's Garden, at Marshallton, four

miles west ofWest Chester,the Woodlands ranked

third in time of the important gardens of Penn-

sylvania. There are now in it many self-sown

forest trees, and many exotic and American
trees planted by Hamilton. Thirty-five years

ago I bought the remains of Duke's Garden, on

Township Line, consisting of a fine variety of

oaks, besides other trees, and these now afford

me a varied supply of fruit for the Park. These

and the Park, are intended to be a supply of

tree-seeds to nurserymen and others. The Park,

in this way, will fulfil its obligations to the spirit

of the legacies of Michaux and Cresson, as Avell

as by supplying trees within the terms of their

wills.

[This remarkable discovery is, as Mr. Price

says, one of the events of the Centennial year.

It is many years since the writer of this saw the

tree. It was then very large, and, the leaves out

of reach, was taken for some garden variety of

the English elm. In regard to its name, which
was given to it by Spach, we believe the best

European botanists regard it as not distinct

enough from Abelicea which is perhaps the name
to be adopted.—Ed. G. M.]

MAGNOLIAS.

BY PHILADELPHIA.

I have from time to time noticed in the

Monthly and in other magazines, that there seems
a difficulty in successfully transplanting magno-
lias. This arises in many cases from its being

done at the wrong time, which is the Fall months.
Many trees with fleshy roots, the magnolias es-

pecially, should only be transplanted in the

Spring, or there is risk of losing them. At this

time they succeed just as well as any other tree,

and as they have generally a good lot of small

roots, large planters are as successful with them
then as desired. The most common kinds planted

around Philadelphia are the M. tripetala, M.
acuminata, and M. macrophylla, of the larger or

tree kinds. Of the shrub ones we meet the of-

tenest M. purpurea, M. Soulangeana, M. con-

spicua, M. glauca, and M. gracilis. Many
grand old specimens of M. tripetala can be

found on old residences at West Philadelphia

and at Germantown in Philadelphia. It seems
to have been the first kind to be largely planted,

and the fine specimens of younger trees in more
recently laid out places, show it to be as popular

to-day as ever. A few years ago there were
some beautiful specimens at Laurel Hill Ceme-
tery, and no doubt they are there to-day, in com-
pany with the other choice trees to be found in

that favored spot. The M. acuminata seems to

have been overlooked by the early planters, or it

was not so accessible. It grows to a large tree

and is unsuited for many places where the M.
tripetala may be planted. Yet it makes a most
shapely tree, and for shade or ornament, whene
there is room for it, it should be planted. The
M. macrophylla is still more rare, though here

and there a large tree of it is met with. It, like

the last named, grows to a good size, and with its

very large leaves is very ornamental. There are

a few other large growing Magnolias, but I am
writing only of those most common here as old

specimens. The M. conspicua and M. Soulange-

ana take a place between the tree and the shrub
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sorts, growing to twelve feet or more. Tlie spe-

cimens observed seem mostly grown in shrub

form, and when thus grown are more attractive.

It gladdens one in Spring to see them clothed

with their white lli)wers, before even their bright

green leaves have fairly biuldod out. The M.
purpurea is quite <"ommon to Philadelphia gar-

dens; the M. gracilis and M. glaucanotsomuch
«o, but the last named is rapidly becoming bet-

ter known. This one when to its full size is really

a small tree, but as it commences to flower when
but three feet high, it is usually spoken of as a

shrub. It must not be forgotten that the flowers

of the magnolia.s are succeeded by cones of fruit

which turn in the Fall to a beautiful rosy pink

color, making them conspicuous and pleasing

objects on a lawn ; and indeed this is thought by

some to be a greater attraction than the flowers.

RHODODENDRONS.

BY E. MANNING, HARRISHURGH, FRANKLIN CO., O.

In the September number of your valuable

paper I see three Rhododendron articles, one

from C. M. Hovey, one from J. A. Nelson

and one from our good friend S. B. Parsons. In

Mr. Hovey's article, speaking of a writer in Ap-
pleion's Journal who had stated that in the North-

ern United States the R. maximum would alone

endure the winter, he says, " If the writer had

seen or heard of Mr. Hunnewell's fine collection

at Wellesley he must have known the Cataw-

biense endures our winters as well as the maxi-

mum. Such authority is of course not of any
importance to intelligent cultivators, but to those

unacquainted with the plants, it helps to retard

their introduction into our grounds."

Here Mr. Hovey intimates that by intelligence

it is practicable to grow the Rhododendron any-

where.

Mr. Editor, we hear you in the same say,

ignorant Rhododendron culture is a costly thing

in America, but intelligently pursued nothing is

more delightful.

Now, Mr. Editor, I shall certainly take excep-

tions to your remarks and to Mr. Hovey's. I

have tried twice to grow them and have as often

failed. My first attempt was with a moderate
preparation of the soil. I got my plants from
the old firm of Parsons & Co. They had good
balls of roots and were in fine order. They
bloomed well the first year, and made good
growth. The second season, same bloom, but

less growth. The third season no growth or

bloom, and the fourtli sciison all gave up the

ghost. All were heavily mulched with leaves all

the year round. At this stage of affairs I saw

several articles on Rhododendron culture in the

Monthly and in the Ilorlicultnriiit. I sent again to

the Parsons' and got eight more sjjlendid plants;

I planted some in one bed after preparing for

them by digging holes three feet deep, and aa

man}' wide, filling up with the best leaf mould
mixed with decayed sod, with some simd and

pine bru.sh cut up short. I went by the direc-

tions of the Gardenrr'a Monthly and the Messrs.

Parsons. I mulched heavily with leaves. One
plant I planted on the east side of my house,

where it had the full sun till one o'clock. All

grew and bloomed, and were satisfactory the

first season, growing one foot in length. The
second season less growth and less bloom. Some
died at the end of four years. Lee's dark pur-

ple lived the longest, lasting seven years. When
all were dead I found on pulling them up that

the plants had not made any roots, or scarcely

any, having only the balls that came with them.

I now distinctly recollect that Mr. Sargent, of

Wodenethe, once said that if lime or chalk en-

tered into the composition of the soil, it was most
repulsive to the Rhododendron which my expe-

rience fully demonstrates. Here let me say my
soil is a strong limestone; dig where you will,

you will find it at one foot down, or less, and

down to six feet. As my bed was on the side of a

hill, some fifteen feet below the top, on the north

side, I could easily see how failure came. lift

wet times the bed Avould become saturated with

lime water from the hill above.

Nor does Kalmia latifolia or Belgian Azalea

thrive any better here. If you or Mr. Hovey can

show me abed of Rhododendrons growing thrift-

ily for two years on a limestone soil, you can

then talk about intelligent culture. In all laurel

thickets that I have seen, the soil is mostly sand-

stone. The only way to grow these plants here,

is to bring the soil from where they grow, and
elevate the beds.

Reluctantly I must part with the Rhododen-

dron here. I shall have to be content to substi-

tute for them the different varieties of Tree Box,

which does well here if not planted on too low

ground. The Mahonia japonica and M. Bealii,

Retinosporas, Cephalotaxus Fortunii, and Mag-
nolia glauca and its variety longifolia do well

here. Mahonia aquifolia is a wretched-looking

thing with me, worse than any deciduous shrub
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in the Winter or Spring. I have long since dis-

carded it from these grounds.

In conclusion, I hope Mr. Editor, neither you

nor Mr. Hovey will think I wish to discourage

the general culture of the Rhododendron. I only

wish to guard others similarly situated against

the expense, and particularly the mortification

of disappointment.

P. S.—I have here an Ahies Morinda that is

hardy, but is always a wretched-looking thing.

It is on high dry ground. Would it do better on

a lower site? Does it do well anywhere?

[Yes.—Ed. G. M.]

CALIFORNIA AQUILEGIAS.

BY W. C. L. DREW, EL DORADO, CAL.

Of this popular family of plants there are seve-

ral varieties, natives of California. They grow

high up in the Sierra Nevada mountains. Aqui-

legia Californica—this is the finest of our native

varieties, and being the only one that is found

exclusively in California, it well deserves the ap-

pellation of Californica, and although this name
is quite appropriate, it has two others, eximia.

and truncata, so that it is well named. It grows

from two to three feet high, very vigorous

and strong, and makes a noble plant. The

flowers are in shape something similar to A.

Canadensis, though the spurs are longer and

curve in more like those of A. Skinneri, the

stamens also are longer. The flowers are from

one and a half to two and a half inches in diam-

eter; they are of a bright orange scarlet color

throughout; they bloom late in Summer, the

last of August being extremely fine. Like all of

the family it is a perennial. Aquilegia Cana-

densis is also found in California, but as it is so

well known now, it will' not be necessary to de-

scribe it. Both of these varieties are of easy cul-

ture, growing readily from seed and blooming

the second year after sowing. A. Californica has

not been introduced yet, but when it is, it will

find favor with all flower lovers.

[yl. truncata is its proper name.—Ed. G. M.]

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Lily Culture.—The Lily has become so popu-

lar in Europe, that some firms have gone wholly

into the business of Lily growing. A Lily nursery,

a catalogue of which from Belgium is now before

us, grows 75 kinds, by the piece, dozen, hundred,

or thousand. We note, however, that only three

have a place in the thousand column—Colchi-

cum, tigrinum and umbellatum—kinds not hard

to increase.

Acer colchicum rubrum.—The beautiful ma-
ple described under this name in Loudon's Gar-

dener's Magazine, the Gardener's Chronicle says is

identical with Acer laetum of Meyer, and this

again, though from the Caucasus, proves to be

the saine as Acer pictum of Thunberg, described

in 1776, and which by prior right will therefore

be its true name. This species, therefore, grows

from the Caucasus through Persia and Cashmere

to China and Japan. This, about 7,000 miles, is

a very good range for one species.

The Shade Trees of Washington.—We have

before us an admirable report on the shade trees

of Washington, signed by. Wm. R. Smith, (Chair-

man, and Wm. Saunders, Secretary of the Park-

ing Commission.

Among the valuable suggestions is this, that

where pavements are made of concrete or broad

flags, there should be a foot or so of space left

along between them and the curb-stone. We
have known cases where the pavement com-

pletely covers the sidewalk, and the trees become

very sickly for want of air to the roots.

In relation to the loss of street trees by coal

gas at the roots, the subject is so important that

we extract the whole paragraph :

"There is an annual loss of trees, more or less

extensive, from leakage in the gas pipes ; the

escaping gas permeates the soil and destroys the

roots. Perfect immunity from this evil is prob-

ably impracticable, and when detected it may he,

as in most instances in this city it has been,

promptly remedied. The worst feature, how-

ever, is that the evil is not discovered until after

the roots have been destroyed or fatally injured

;

the soil is well saturated before the presence of

escaping gas is detected, and it is then too late

for the application of any effectual remedy. The

best that can be done is to remove the injured

tree and plant a healthy one in its stead, and

even this will not always prove a success, as it is

diflicult to remove all the poisoned earth, and it

usually requires several renewals before a healthy

growth is secured. Gas poisoning is the unsus-

pected cause of many deaths among city trees."

In Philadelphia the loss of street trees by this

cause has been enormous. Why should not the

gas companies be made amenable for these

losses? It ought to be, and it is just as practica-

ble to make a gas pipe, gas-proof underground
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HJi al)i)vi'. Aiiil thoii look at tho enormous loss

to Uic tax-piiyi>rs hy Ioakaj:;e of ^ms in this way.

The wliole report shows tho advantage of hav-

ing practical men ofknown character at the head

of a public work of this charai-ter. Notwith-

staiuhng the idea that everything done by public

bodies, and especially the Government of Wash-

ington,costs much more than it costs individuals,

the shade trees of Washington under the direc-

tion of these gentlemen, have costalmost nothing

in comparison to some others ; and in any com-

parison, we think is the cheapest and best city

planting in the Union.

TnK Pkriwisklks.—The hardy Periwinkles

are invaluable in American gardening, on ac-

count of their growing in deep shady places,

where few other things will. We have three

species under culture. Vinca herbacea, which

flowers very prettily every Spring—but as the

long trailing branches do not root, they all die

back in the Fall, and the plant is really a peren-

nial. Vinca minor, the " Myrtle" of the ceme-

tery people. It i.s a popular plant for covering

graves, and is invaluable for growing under the

shade of Pine trees, or in other shady places. It

makes a thick evergreen mass. Scarcely a " car-

l)et," but the next best thing to it. Then we
have Vinca major—the greater Periwinkle. It is

hirdly as hardy with us as the other two—is

more rampant, and makes less show in out-door

gardening. It is best known by its variegated

and golden veined varieties, which are so useful

in various forms of greenhouse and parlor gar-

dening. There is a fourth species that we ought

to introduce, if not already. The Garden thus

refers to it

:

" The Mauve Periwinkle (Vinca acutiloba).

—

This distinct and elegant Periwinkle is now in

flower in the herbaceous border in Messrs. Back-

house's Nurseries at York. It is valuable from

flowering late in the autumn and in winter, and
also from the delicate mauve color of the blos-

soms. It is not a variety of either of the old and

long-cultivated Vincas, but a newly-introduced

species from the South of Europe. It is particu-

larly suitable for the embellishment of sunny
banks and slopes, and for warm borders."

^EW PLANTS.

PoLEMOXiUM coNFERTUM.—This One of the most
beautiful of the Alpine flowers of the Rocky
Mountains, has been made the subject of a col-

ored plate in a recent number of iho (iardnu It

grows about si.x inches high, and ha.s rather large

blue flowers.

Si>iR.ic.\ PALMATA.—A beautiful colored plate

of this appears in the lirhjian HorticuUural Review.

It is a native of Japan, and very nearly ap-

proaches our Spirioa lobata, which is alsf) worth

more notice than it receives from cultivators.

S. lobata is of a pale rose—by the plate this is a

deep rich rose—and the heads seem larger and

more dense.

PuRi'LE-LEAVED GuAPE ViXE.—The Gardener's

Chronicle says :

—
" We may here mention another

very beautiful vine, seldom seen in gardens, but

one deserving our strongest recommendation.

It is the form known in gardens as the Purple

Vine, which has the advantage that its leaves are

throughout the whole summer (and not in late

autumn merely) of a rioh claret color. The plant

is admirably adapted for walls, rockwork, or

rookeries."

Is this a grape vine, and does any reader know
whether it is in America? By the way, if any one

has a cutting of the old sweet scented (male)

grape we should be obliged. We fancy it has

gone out of cultivation.

The California^ Chestnut.—This beautiful

tree—the Castanopsis chrysophylla—will need a

little protection north of the Potomac. A cor-

respondent of the Rural Press thus speaks of its

appearance in its native haunts:

—

" The title of golden-leaved chestnut—as the

suggestive name implies— is derived from the ob-

servation that when stirred by the breeze, the

otherwise dark, glossy-green, laurel-like leaves

turn their under siu-face to the sun, reflecting

a softened sheen of gold, lighting up its face with

a cheerful smile against the somewhat somber

background of green ; also the young and tender

twigs, with their vernal foliage clad in yellow

velvet, hold the attention effectually and steadily

to its true ideal characteristic feature. This latter

quality, seen from a distance in the Spring sea-

son of the year, awakens a charming illusion as

if the beholder were viewing a magnificent ever-

green tree clad in golden bloom.

AcoNiTUM jAPONicuM.—Most of our Monks-

hoods flower in early Spring or Summer. A Ja-

pan species has been recently introduced into

Engli.sh gardens, of which the Gai-dener gives the

following account:—"This Monkshood ranks as

one of our very best late-blooming, herbaceous

I plants, and it should be extensively grown in all
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gardens where autumn tlowers are wanted, for

it comes into bloom about tiie middle of Septem-

ber in Scotland— it may be earlier, of course, in

theSoutli—and continues to blossom till near the

end of October. As a Monkshood, it is most

distinct from others. When well cultivated it

grows to the height of 4 ft. Its habit is stiff and

erect, so much so that it scarcely requires stak-

ing. It throws up bold stiff spikes of large, very

deep blue flowers of great substance, which with-

stand autumn damp and rains well, and last in

perfection a long time. Its leaves are thick and

palmate, of a dark shining green. For alternat-

ing in rows with Tritoma uvaria, to which in

color and style it forms a complete contrast, it

will be most effective."
j

QUERIES.

Names of Plants.—C. E. P., Queens, Long
Island, N. Y. Both ferns though so different in

appearance, are varieties of Aspidium spinulo-

sum. It is possible the proliferous one has a

garden name; but if so, we have not met with it.

It is worth}' of one.

Injuky to a Linden Tree.—Mj-stic says :
— '• In

the Spring of 1875, I tied two thicknesses of

heavj' cotton cloth closely around two lindens,

(set out the Spring before for shade trees in the

street), to pi-otect them against the bites of

horses. In the Fall of 1876, I took off the cloths

and found three spots of dead bark on one tree,

and one on the other. The spots were from three

to six inches long, about two inches wide, and

all on the south-west side of the trees. Three

spots had evidently died the first season. Trees

from two to three inches in diameter and not

thrifty; soil and seasons dry, and hose applied

several evenings during the Summer, soaking

the cloths as well as the ground with water.

Would the dry cloth kill the bark, or the cloth

wet by the hose or rain, followed by a hot sun ?

[The cloths had probably nothing to do with

the death of the bark, but exactly what caused

the death, could not be given without seeing the

trees, as there are many causes at such work. It

may be remembered that the cells in trees are

the individuals, and that often whole masses of

them will be weakened by various causes. Some
cells and masses of cells get stronger, and some

become weaker just as in ordinary communities.

When the time of trial comes—as in transplant-

ing—and there is a "struggle for life" the

weaker ones die first. It is some such law as

this which most likely operated to produce the

dead spots, and the cloth had nothing to do with

it. The cloth more likely would be an advan-

tage.—Ed. G. M.]

Antigonon leptopus.—C. E. p., Queens, L. I.,

N. Y., saj^s :—" Can you or any of your corres-

pondents tell me to what natural order Antigonon

leptopus belongs ? Is it a free flowering plant ?
"

[It is one of the Buckwheat fiimily, (Polygon-

acete). Properly grown it must be free flowering,

as plants with a profusion of bloom have fre-

quently been exhibited before the Pennsylvania

Horticultural -Society.—Ed. G M.]

The best Sciadopitys verticillata.—A cor-

respondent writes that in Mr. Sargent's grounds,

at Brookline, near Boston, there are several spe-

cimens of the umbrella pine, Sciadopitys verti-

cillata, the largest of which is three feet nine

inches high, the growth of the past season having

been over seven inches. The same correspon-

dent confirms our opinion of the hardiness of

this tree in our northern Atlantic States, in com-

mon with nearly all the other conifers of the

Eastern Asiatic seaboard. Now, that it is pretty

well settled that the California and Oregon coni-

fers will not stand the climate of those States,

planters there will do well to bear this fact in

mind ? If any have a better, let us know.

Variegated Elder.—A New York correspon-

dent asks:
—"Can you inform me whether Sam-

bucus nigra foliis luteiis, is the golden blotched

variety or Sambucus racemosa variegata."

[We believe this to be a variety of the com-

mon English Elder—Sambucus nigra. At least

we know that there is one variety variegated of

this under culture. There may be one of the S.

racemosa also under culture.—Ed. G. M.]

Grafting Magnolias.—G. W. T., New Bruns-

wick, N. J., a«ks :—" What would be the eftect of

grafting M. glauca on the M. acuminata? Is

there sufficient specific affinity to render success

probable? Would not the free growing stock

affect 4he graft so as to give to the glauca, pur-

purea and other slow growing subjects a more

stately habit."

[We know of no cases of M. glauca, being

grafted on the acuminata, but think it would do

well. The purpurea, no doubt would, as that is

closely allied to the conspicua, which does so well

on it.—Ed. G. M.]
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This is tht' jscasoii when ninny things will re-

quire re-potting. Many have a set time and

season to do this; hut some things require re-

potting at various seasons. The best time is just

before they are about to make a new growth.

Camellias, Azaleas, and many plants, for in-

stance, start at this season. It is not necessary

to re-pot so often as some think, especially if

bloom, and not very large specimens, is chiefly

wanted. If the pot is very full of roots, and the

plant growing weak, it may need re-potting.

In potting, see that some provision is made
for allowing the water readily to escape, by put-

ting broken crocks over the hole. Use soil

rather dry, and ram it firmly about the old ball.

Prefer pots only a little larger, to very large

shifts, as less liable to accidents. Trim the

plants in a little, if unshapely, to encourage the

new growth where wanted.

Many who have but small houses and wish to

have a variety, are troubled with valued plants

becoming too large. To keep them low, as soon

as the plant has matured its growth, cut it down
as low as may be desired. As soon as it shows

signs of breaking forth into a new growth, turn

it out of the pot; shake or tear away the old

ball of roots, and put it into as small a pot as it

can be got into; and when it grows again,

and fills the pot with roots, re-pot again as

before.

Sometimes the plants get "sick," which is

known by luihealthy, yellow leaves. This is

usually by over-watering, generating a gas, or.

as gardeners term it, a "sourness," destructive

to the roots. The remedy is to cut the plant

back a little, shake out the soil, and put? the

plant in a small pot with new soil, and place the

plant in a house only moderately warm, and

which is naturally moist—so that the plant can

live for a while without requiring much water.

It will generally recover.

Every one interested in plant growing must

be continually on the watch for small insects,

which destroy more })lants than manj' are aware

of. The little Black Thrip is very troublesome to

Azaleas; the green fly to all scjft-wooded plants;

the scale to Camellias, Oleanders, Cactuses ; and

the mealy hug to almost all hot house plants.

Continual syringings with warm, greasy water, in

which sulphur has been mixed, is the best rem-

edy. Tobacco smoke is still the most ajiproved

mode of destroying green fiy and thrip.

In window culture tobacco smoke cainiot very

well be used in rooms, but plants may be put under

a tub few at at^e, and by the help of fumigators,

now common in most florists' stores, the smoke
may be injected. Some plants are injured by

too heavy doses of smoke. It is better to give a

light dose on two successive niglits. Whenever
fine, warm days occur, the plants, if insect-cov-

ered, may be taken out of the windows, laid on

their sides on the grass, and thoroughly

syringed.

Plants in hanging baskets often suffer from

too much water if in glazed or earthen ware, or

from too little, if the basket be of wire, or some
other open material. There is nothing more
difficult than to tell to another how or when to

water plants. It is a matter that can only be

well learned by experience. We are often asked

for a list of good basket plants. In this part of

the world almost anything that will grow in a

greenhouse is made to do service in baskets.

Those we most commonly meet with now-a-days

are Othonna crassifolia, Ivy-leaf Geranium, vari-

ous varieties of evergreen Ivy, Begonias in nu-

merous varieties; Ice-plants, especially Mesem-
bryanthemum crystallinum, M. cordifolium,

and M. spectabile, Abutilon vexillarium pictum,

Acorns gramineus, Duranta Baumgartneri,

Cuphea platycentra. Cineraria maritima, Cen-

taurea gymnocarpa and ragusina; various dwarf

Palms, such as Palmettos, Cereus speciosissimus,

C. fiagelliformis and C. Jenkinsonii, Ficus stipu-

lata, Gelsemium nitidum (advertised in our

last by Mr. Barker), Muhlenbeckia complanata

and platyphylla, Mahernia odorata, Kcnilworth

Ivy, Money-wort, Wandering saxifrage, Sweet

Alyssum, Mignonette, Petunias, Lobelia, Helio-

trope, Reineckia carnea, Rondoletia anomale,

Peristrophe angustifolia, Pilea muscosa, Pepero-

mia maculosa, Nierembergia gracilis, Oxalis
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floribunda and multillora, Chinese Primrose,

Tradescantias, Santolina incana, Artemisia

stellaris, Torenia Asiatics, Lophospermum scan-

dens. This last is one of the oldest plants we

have under culture, remarkably easy to take

care of, usually very free from insects, and is in

flower almost at any time, when growing,

throughout the year. Yet it is very seldom

seen. In the hope of making it more popular,

we give a representation of it.

POT DRAINAGE.

Probably experience has long since satisfied

most of your readers in regard to this question

which has again been raised in the Monthly. It

cannot be said that all pots must be drained,

though the rule to do so is correct. In many
florists' establishments where such plants as

Verbenas and Geraniums are grown largely, the

pots are not drained, as the growth is rapid from

from cuttings to plants, and the pots will often

fill with roots in a few weeks. If such pots were

drained, the benefits though still attained, would
perhiips be unperceived in such a short time.

But what plants like, is to have the water

drain off" as quickly as possible, and this is what
the crocks in pots are for. Quick drainage is an
essential in plant culture. In the Spring or

Summer time when the sun is hot, plants in

small pots will take up the water in the soil very

quickly, and at such times the crocking may be

omitted. But in regard to collections of plants,

no worse system could be adopted. So liable

are such plants as Camellias and Oranges to be

injured by under drainage, that at all times they

require care to keep them healthy. There is

positive injury to plants whenever water cannot

freely pass away. Drainage enables us to water

with less discrimination, which is quite an object

wheie many thousands have to be done. With
pot-drainage our plants are healthier and safer,

under ordinary circumstances,just as the farmer's

crops are when he drains his land on which water

is apt to lie.

[Sound doctrine.—Ed. G. M.]

"FORCING TENDER ROSES."

BY BENJAMIN GREY, DEDHAM, MA5S.

Under the above heading your corres-

pondent, "W. J.," in the December number
of the Gardener's Monthly, criticises an article

which I had in the August number of that

magazine ; and without wishing to occupy too

much space, I should like to take exception to

some of his remarks.

He seems to think that Roses would be grown

not forced, by the method given ; but well-grown

Roses may be forced at pleasure ; and the method,

which he is pleased to call my method, is also

that of several of the best growers of first-class

Roses around Boston and New York—this I

know from personal observation.

The days being short in December, it requires

double the time to make a given amount of

growth that it does in Spring, and the "commer-

cial men " who wait until a week before Christ-

mas, to produce their Christmas Roses, will

surely have " troubled faces," and I find that

their facial contortions usually result from a

knowledge of the fact that they will have to burn

more coal. The wood intended to produce the

Christmas crop should be grown in October and

November, when a house placed in almost any

position would get sun enough, and the buds

should be set on the bushes by the fore part of

December; the application of a little extra fuel

would then make success reasonably certain, and

give a fine crop of well colored buds.

It is well known that the Safrano, which is the

variety most extensively grown for market,

delights in a temperature of 50 to 55°, rather

than one much higher; and that the Bon Silene,

wnich comes next, loses much of its deep color

under the hot sun of the advancing season, and

it then becomes questionable whether a house

built at "an angle of 55° or more," to catch the

sun rays when there are no sun rays to catch,

and which, construct it as you will must be high

and contain much space difficult to heat, is an

advantage after all. I would recommend 40 or
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45°, not more, and this would be ns ^rciit an

angle as that at which most houses are built.

" W.J." says, " a forcing-house for Roses should

always face south." It would be better to have

it face a little east of south
;
getting the morning

sun, which is generally conceded to be mo.st

beneficial. Antl this is why I consider a house
facing east and we^t belter; pref<^ring to have
the sun early and moderate for eight hours

;

avoiding airing, and dispensing the delightful

growing temperature which such a situation

would give, rather than four or five hours strong,

and necessitating the use of the ventilators.
' W. J." must not suppose that the writer allows

his bushes to get into bad condition, merely for

the pleasure of tying them down ; hut as a prac-

ticing gardener it has been my fortune to take
one or two situations where through neglect the
bushes had got into a bad state ; and, at a season,

November, when to cut them to break the lower
buds, would have been a ruinous proceeding;
and by pegging them down I secured a fine crop
for the Winter, which my employers informed
me excelled any crop the houses had ever given.

It is for such cases, or where bushes get too high
for the low houses in which they are sometimes
planted, that the practice^ becomes particularly

useful, and for such cases the idea was given.
After the buds break, the old parts may be cut
out and tlie pegs removed. To cut the head of
a rose bush—divest it of all its leaves, and expect
it to break strone shoots from half ripened
stumps of canes, is a species of vandalism that

would never be practiced, and an expectation
that would never be entertained by any sound
practical gardener. Plants grown in pots may
have well-ripened wood, and will stand more
severe pruning than those in the border.

The varieties recommended in the former ai-ticle

" may '" and should " be kept in shape by skillful

pruning." As I did not intend giving any full

" method " for " Forcing Roses," but only to offer

a few suggestions, vide opening paragraph of
article in question, I did not particularize on
the treatment suited to the different sorts named.
Marechal Xiel is a strong growing climber, and
does well, tiained near the glass, on a back wall,

or to stakes or trellises across the border, if not
placed so as to give much shade. Safrano, Bon
Silene and Isabella Sprunt may be grown in the
same house

;
but as Bon Silene likes more heat,

it should be placed at the warm end. Yellow-

Tea and Niphitos require more heat than the
above named sorts ; and as they do not grow so

strong, may bo grown on the shelf over the pipes.

Souvenir de la Malmaison, I think gives better

colored buds in Winter when grown in pots,

although it does well when planted as the others.

The buds are im])aticnt of excessive moisture,

which spoils the outer petals in dull weather.

I liave drawn my conclusions after years of

close observation and practice as a Rose Grower
for the Boston and New York markets, where I

have disposed of thousands of buds grown on
my own account, and also as manager for other

commercial e.stal)lisliments.

All due deferencie for the opinions of" W. J.,"

which he has a perfect right to hold and advo-

cate ; and I believe that equally desirable results

may be obtained by different methods, under

proper management.

CULTIVATION OF THE ZONALE GERANIUM
FOR EXHIBITION.

BY H. COKBEXT.

The few remarks I have to set before your

readers concerning the cultivation of this old

favorite plant, may seem simple to some, but

may be of interest to younger readers. Having

grown plants for exhibition in England, and set

the ball rolling on the same style in this country

in the far west of Kansas, I will do my best in

giving my system.

The Geranium is one of our finest bedding

plants, and makes as good a show for Fall in-

door decoration ; so I think a few plants (grown

as plants) some four feet in diameter, are well

worth having. A cutting struck in Fall, can by

the next Fall be grown into a plant, three to

four feet through. Some people may say it is an

easy matter to grow a Geranium ; but to grow

even a Geranium for exhibition, and bring it

to perfection, needs skill and practice. I prefer

one year old, strong, bushy plants. Take them
in February or beginning of March, and shake

off all the old soil, removing a part of the roots;

then pot in good soil, and into as small a pot as

possible, giving no water until all the soil becomes
dry. Then cut your plants close in, so as to

leave about two buds on a shoot. Give them
a good soaking of water, and they will all

break regularlj'. Keep them now in a small

greenhouse, as close to the glass and as cool as

possible, so as not to let them suffer, and by
Spring you may re-pot them to a seven-inch pot,

using equal parts of loam, leaf mould and cow
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manure, with a small portion of sand worked

through. The seven inch pots will be large

enough to grow a fine specimen some four feet

through. Then you can commence to arrange

a trellis by placing a piece of wire around under

the rim of the pots. Then take three sticks,

keeping them trained around. Do not let the

shoots run straight out, as they break so much
better by training them around. Shut up early

of an afternoon, throwing liquid manure water
between the plants, to give the foliage a healthy

appearance. After the pots get full of roots,

placing them at equal distances, laying them flat

across the top of the pot, and then fasten them
to the wire around under the rim to hold them
into position. You may now place them out in

give them liquid manure water every other

watering, and your plants will break regularly

at every eye. Do not stop them while there is

room on the trellis, as I find stopping a bad
a cold frame on the north side of the building, practice. Bring them out gradually to the sun
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about pix wcoks before they are needed, and

then allow the flowci-s to come on, and you will

by 8ix weeks have a line show of tJeraninm

flowers and plants some three feet throuj^h.

Should you think this worthy of a place in your

Monthly, I may give you more of my expericni'o

in stove and greenhouse plants, graperies, &,('.

[We value this article very highly, and should

be much pleased with more of such. Skill in

plant growing, at least the evidences of it has

been very rare of late, and yet there is nothing

which gives so much pleasure as well grown
plants.—Ed. G. M.]

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Orchid Culture.—In our country the culture

of these plants has nc^t extended very much be-

cause of an idea that they require costly houses

and great care. In our experience in various

parts of the country, we have noted that the

most expensive arrangements have generally

been the greatest failures, and in many places a

large number of kinds seem to do with less care

than ordinary greenhouse plants. The flowers

are not merely odd, but generally beautiful, and
mostly emit a delightful fragrance. In a good
collection there are always more or less in

flower, so that an orchid house is always a source

of great delight. Another interesting point is that

in many parts of Europe when an orchid grower
dies his plants always bring more than he paid

for them. They grow in value with age. We
suppose it is not so here yet, because orchid

growers hardly know where to find one another

;

but it will be so one of these days. In the hope
of encouraging their growth we give an engrav-
ing of a beautiful one, for which we are indebted

to Mr. Wm. Bull. See cut p. 43.

Maiden Hair Ferns.—Notwithstanding their

seemingly delicate structure, we have noted lately

that they seem among the most successful of

ferns as window plants. There is a vast variety

among the genus (Adiantum) to choose from.

Gas and Oil Light.—The papers tell us that
sor>ie towns have rebelled against heavy gas bills

and other gas annoyances, and have taken to

using coal oil. Those who think this a misfortune
have at Iciist this consolation, that they can have
flowers of all kinds in oil-lit rooms, when they
can have none, except by special contrivances,
in rooms where coal gas is burned. And then it

is healthier, for if a plant die in a certain atmos-

phere it cannot be good for mankind either.

NEW PLANTS.

Double Poinsetta.—We have from H. A.

Dreer, Phihulcliihia. a head of the Double Poin-

setta, showing how very great is the improve-

ment over the old kind. The " doubleness " con-

sists in a greatly increased number of the scar-

let bracts which, as most of our readers know,

are not the real flowers.

Golden Maiden Hair Fern.— Everybody

knows the beautiful Gymnogrammas, or Golden

Ferns. It is said that a Golden Maiden Hair

Fern has appeared in England, but we suppose

it is with yellowish leaves, and not colored scales,

as in ordinary Golden Ferns.

Winter Flowering Carnations.—It ought

not be forgotten by those who want these fqr

flowering next winter, that the cuttings ought to

be put in now. The plants are grown in the

ground all summer, and have to be lifted in the

Fall carefully to be put into pots.

Fuchsia procumbens.—We were pleased to

note this plant offered by one of our advertisers

last month. We did not know it was in the

country. It is said to be remarkable in having

the flowers erect, wliich is peculiar in a Fuchsia.

Azalea Indica,Empereur du Bresil.—A splen-

did novelty, flowers very large, very double,

quite a perfection of form. The color of the

finest pure rose, each petal bordered with a

broad pure white band, whilst the whole of the

petals are striped lavishly with bright rose and
white. The upper lobe is elegantly blotched

with brownish red. adding a good deal to the

distinction of this really fine new flower. It is

no doubt the finest and most distinct variety

ever sent out since the introduction of the

Azalea Souvenir du Prince Albert, and like that

variety it will be duly appreciated by all lovers

of this splendid tribe of plants. Azalea Empe-
reur du Bresil is a sport of the i\ne double white

Azalea Reine du Portugal, so favorably known
now as a first-rate variety.— Verschaffelt.

Triomphe des Doubles Blancs Azalea.—
This is undoubtedlj' the finest and best double

white Azalea ever sent out. The flowers are

much larger, much finer, more double, and of a

purer white than even in the fine variety Reine
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du Portugal. The petals are large, round to

perfection, slightly undulated, crisped ; the cen-

tre is occupied by a tuft of pseudo-petals of the

purest white. A very free flowering double

white variet}'-, which will be grown by thousands

for the trade, and become a general favorite.

—

Verschaffelt.

QUERIES.

Starting Cyclamens. — C. S. W., Hartford,

Connecticut, writes :

—
" I should be glad if Mr.

Meehan, or some one equally competent,

would contribute to the Monthly a short ar-

ticle setting forth the best way of starting

Cyclamens outside of a greenhouse. It is a plant

that I am quite attached to, but I have always

had to give my bulbs to a florist to start for me,

never having been able to do it myself, and this

I should be very glad to avoid if possible."

[We are always glad to get inquiries like these,

as w^e can help many others who may be under

similar difficulties. There is no more beautiful

window plant than the Cyclamen, and it is well

worthy of any trouble one maj^ take to have it

in perfection. The annexed illustration shows

one fairly grown, and window cultivators may
expect to reach this excellence.

As to starting it, the trouble comes from dry-

ing off too much. There is no reason why they

should be dried at all in window culture. Keep
watering a little all through the season, and they

will start at the proper time. They require some
little warmth, and this can be helped by i>lacing

the bulbs with the pots in a warm [)art of the

room. It does not make much difference if the

part is not very light, so that it is warm ; but as

soon as the young leaves are visible, it must
then be removed to a light place.—Ed. G. M.]

Trees for Protecting Greenhouses.—G. G. S.,

Boston, Mass., writes:
—"Please oblige by letting

me know which kind of fruit trees would be

best to plant to protect my greenhouses from

the cold northwest wind, as I would like them
better than pine, spruce, larch, &c."

[You cannot have the trees too near the green-

houses, or icicles will blow from them in winter

and break the glass. The cherry is one of the

most rapid growing fruit trees, and would soon

make a screen ; but the pear does so well about

Boston that we would be disposed to try them.

The Bartlett would, on the whole, be the beat

variety, as it grows moderately fast in compari-

son with some others. The Clapp's Favorite

and Flemish Beauty are also rapid growers.

—

Ed. G. M.]

Red Spider.— " Florist," Des Moines, Iowa,

says:—"In the December Gardener's Monthly,

speaking of when the red spider becomes an

army with bannei's, more scientific approaches

must be made to give any show of success." Now,

would you please state some of those 'scientific

approaches?' It is a subject ia which I am
somewhat interested, and probably others are,

for in early Spring, when the sun gets hot, and

the greenhouse very warm, it is impossible to

subdue the little insect by any means of ventila-

tion, or sprinkling, showering or squirting of

water through the hose. By all means give us

a chapter on the red spider and how to destroy

him."

[Sulphur used freely is one of the best reme-

dies against red spider. Many good gardeners

wash their flues with sulphur, and the vapor is

quite sufficient to keep the red spider down.

This vapor does not injure the plants. If, how-

ever, the sulphur take fire, sulphuric acid is

formed, which will destroy both animal and veg-

etable life. In some houses it is customary to

have sulphur strewn on sheet iron or tin plates,

exposing it to the full sun, and this makes vapor

enough to keep the red spider down. In the

early stages of their appearance sulphur in the

water used in syringing does good. For, although

the sulphur is not of course dissolved in the

water, yet some of the particles of sulphur get

distributed Avith the water. Linseed oil may be

dissolved in chalk or dry clay and then dissolved

in water. After it has settled it will be found

that oil mixes with water enough to be disa-

greeable, and this water used in syringing provea

very disgusting to the red spider.—Ed. G. M.]
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There is no lon<;er any doubt tliiit one of the

worst foes to gnipc rulturc in tins country has

been the rhylloxera, a minute insect which

feeds on the roots, and thus seriously impairs

the nutritive power of the plant. With its vital

resources obstructed, it falls an easy prey to

fungi and other destructive agencies, whidi are

ever on the look-out for something to prey on

that is weaker than themselves. It is well

known that some seasons are not so favorable

for insect life as others. Either the natural ene-

mies of the insect abound, and keep them down,

or some climatic interference is against them,

and in those seasons the plants get along better.

This seems to have been the case with the grape

the past few years. In spite of the Phylloxera,

and all other enemies, the grape has done re-

markably well the past few years, and we are

coming to look on it as, ascertain a crop, on the

whole, as the average of fruits. A few 5'ears

since, we had to say to our readers that it was

useless to rely on many other kinds but Concord

and Clinton. These grapes have very branching,

fibrous roots, and there are generally enough es-

cape the Phylloxera to keep up a tolerable healthi-

ness. But we can now rely on others tolerably well,

and such well-proved kinds as Delaware, Diana,

Salem, Martha, and others of about the same

historic age, find frequent planters. The new
kinds, such as Brighton, Lady, Elmira, and other

candidates for popular favor, find purchasers in

goodly numbers, and the whole prospect of

grape improvement and progress is encouraging.

It is well to remember that the grape likes a

dryish soil, rich earth, and likes to send its roots

out into cool places when the summer is warm.

The rule, in pruning grape vines, is to shorten

the shoots in proportion to their strength ; but

if the advice we have given in former summer
hints has been attended to, there will be little

disproportion in this matter, as summer pinch-

ing of the strong shoots has equalized the strength

of the vine. Those who are following any par-

ticular system, will, of course, prune according

to the rules comprising such system. As a gen-

eral rule, we can only say, excellent grapes can
j

be had by any system of pruning ; for the only

object of pruning in :iny case is to get strong

shoots to push where they may be desired, or to

increase, with the increased vigor of the shoot,

which pruning sujjposes will follow the act, in-

('roasod size in the fruit it bears.

Of the Fruit Garden for February we may say

in a general way—Raspberries and Blackberries

may be planted towards the end of the month

;

they should be cut down to within a foot of the

groimd at i)lanting; they will of course, not then

bear the next season after plantmg. But this is

a benefit; no fruit tree should be allowed to bear

the same season. In planting these have a care

of deep planting. Even two inches lower than

the roots are, is often fatal. Plant on a dry day,

barely cover the roots ; but beat or press the

soil very hard and firm.

As to the best varieties of fruits to plant, that

is a question which a work, intended as ours is

for the whole United States, cannot answer.

We are continually publishing fruit lists adapted

to the diflerent sections in the body of our work,

and to them we refer.

One of the mo.st interesting parts of a vege-

table garden is a hot-bed for starting seeds early.

The end of the month will be time enough for

those who have not command of a large supply

of stable manure, as the very low temperature

we often get at the end of the month, soon ab-

sorbs all the heat the hot-bed possessed. It is

in any event best to put up the beds in the

warmest and most sheltered spots we can find,

and to keep cold winds from the manure, by

covering it with branches of trees, or mats ; and

the glass should always be covered with mats at

night. Tomatoes, egg-plants, peppers and cu-

cumbers, are the first seeds to be sown this way.

Cooler frames can be got ready for cauliflower,

lettuce, beets, celery and Early York cabbage, a

little of which may be sown about the end of the

month for the earliest crops. The Cauliflower is

a particularly valued vegetable, and no expense

spared to get them in perfection will be regretted

when one's efforts are successful.

Those who have hot-beds will now sow toma-

toes, egg-plants, peppers, and other vegetables

that can be forwarded by this means ; and those

who have not, will sow them in boxes or pans,

and forward them in windows. Every garden
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ought to have at least a few hot-bed sashes to

forward early vegetables ; for if they have no

means of applying artificial heat to them, the

sash will of itself forward some things consider-

ably.

About the middle or end of the month, or still

later at the North—say the middle of March-

celery and late cabbage may be sown. Here we

usually sow the second week in March.

In the anxiety to have early crops, people

often work the ground while it is wet. But

nothing is gained, not until it will powder when

it is dug, is it fit for turning up.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

PLAN FOR A SMALL VEGETABLE HOUSE.
m

BY W. T. BELL, FRANKLIN, PA.

Thinking that my reply to the following letter,

might be of interest to some of your readers, I

send you a copy for publication :

"Dear Sir:—Seeing your article on Green-

house Furnaces, in August nuinber of Recorder,

I take the liberty to ask you a few questions on

the subject.

"I have grown plants for sale, for the last two or

three years, under glass, with good success. I

started tomato plants in the house last season,

and had them quite early for market; but the

little hands are growing, and I am afraid to risk

them there again.

" I purpose to put uid a small greenhouse, and

am ignorant of the best plan to build one; and

would like to ask you if the following plan is a

good one.

"I think about 21 feet by 10 feet, would be

large enough. T purpose to dig it out the

above size, and wall up with boards, about two

feet above the ground; and have the middle of

the roof about two feet higher tlian the sides;

with a cistern for water, about eight feet square,

and three feet deep.
" Now, should the cellar for the furnace be five

or six feet below the floor of the house, or that

depth from the top of the ground? What size

glass is best for the sash ? Is one foot fall enough

for the roof, or would more be better? Would it

do to have a coal-stove in the house, instead of a

furnace? As I wish to grow only vegetables for

early marketing; commencing to fire about

February 1st. Will you give me your idea on the

above, or give me your plan for the purpose?

Yours, etc., ,

, Md."

If I wished to build a vegetable house of the

size you mention, I would make it on the surface

of the ground; boarding up the sides with rough,

cheap lumber, nailed to posts set into the ground,

and bank up with earth nearly to the eaves.

This would make a warm house, and it would

be drier than if excavated. If you have no shed

at the end of your building, and do not need a

cellar in connection with your greenhouse, dig a

pit at one corner of the house, outside, large

enough to give room to work your fire, put a

roof over the pit, and proceed to make your fur-

nace and flue, as mentioned in the article you

refer to.

If you expect to use a fuel that will not choke

the flue, build the flue along one side of the

house, across the end, and return along the other

side, to the chimney. Have door to greenhouse,

in end, directly under the comb of roof; and

benches along each side, with a narrow space at

back of bench, to allow the warm air to pass up

behind the bench. The sash should be made, not

less than IJ inches thick, without cross bars, ex-

cept at top and bottom, and should be painted

before being glazed.

Double-strength glass is the cheapest to use
;

which should be bedded in putty, and securely

fastened with large glazier's tacks. Glass 8x10

inches, is a good size to use, placing the long way

of the glass with the long way of the sash. The

slope of the roof, should be not less than what

carpenters call a quarter pitch, to carry off the

water properly.

If you are well supplied with water, on your

premises, I would not make a cistern in green-

house, as a barrel of water' standing under one

of your benches would last you two or three

days. A coal-stove in your greenhouse would

not prove satisfactory.

I hope the hints I have given above, may be of

service to you, for the sake of the little hands you

mention, if for nothing else.

DECAYING PEAR AND APPLE TREES.

BY GEN. W. H. NOBLE, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Let no one cut down such, as " cumberers of

the ground ;" there is yet wonderful vigor in their

bark and limbs. But they w^ant your " help to

their infirmities." Thereby good kinds will yield
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us lusfious crops fov years, before the younptrec
|

in ita stead, matures into bearing. If tlie fruit of

the old tree is not clioire, graft good kinds into

ita sound shoots and Hnibs. Tliey give return

on such, much sooner than on young trees. Tlic

pear and apple, especially, reward our kindly

help to their waning powei^s.

But do yt)ur work with thoughtful care. A good

deal of chisel and mallet surgery must be used.

The horse-.shoers foot-knife is therefore in parts a

very useful tool. But all your cutting and saw-

ing and cleansing must be followed by the very

choicest culture and tree food, top dressed. The

right method and scope of the work can best be

shown by e.xamidcj.

Twenty-five yrars ago, I came to live on an

ancient homestead, full of old fruit trees. Among
them was a venerable Harvest Pear, Annie Jo-

hannot, going to the bad. Its limbs were de-

cayed and tumbling. One side of its trunk was

gone. The whole heart wood worm-eaten and

rotten. The half shell left of its body had only

about three inches of bark and sound wood. Yet

it was still making vigorous growth of stout

young shoots. With gouge-chisel and mallet, I

dug out all the worm-eaten and decayed wood,

covered the sound wood beneath with thick paint,

and stopped all the holes of ants or borers. All

unthrifty and rotten limbs I lopped ofl'. Then
wide around the tree, with lavish hand, I spread

on the top surface rich manure. The sound
limbs I grafted with choice pears.

Under this thorough surgery, food and nur-

ture, the old thing about to be turned into the

wood pile, has grown and flourished with abun-

dant return for my care. Thus for twenty-five

years, it has been a comfort and most useful test-

place to get quick returns for good fruits, old

or new.

The same regimen will win for the apple

trees like rewards. I never had one quite as bad

off as that old Harvest Pear. But lots of them
with hollow trunks, and great rotted and worm-
eaten limb-holes. The way to serve such, is to

dig and scoup out all the decay. Somehow, get

down to the solid wood ; then fill the holes with

good hydraulic cement, and where very large,

mix and pack into the cement, with an iron rod,

a lot of sharp small st«nes. Fill plump to the

surface. Let the edges of the cavity be brought
close to the bark. It will then gradually curl in

and heal over the edge, and sometimes the whole
wound. You thus shut out moisture, air, and
Jill the nameless things that live and fatten on

decay. An old tree so saved, is worth a half

dozen young fellows, for whose show of fruit you

must wait for years. You will find the process

of waste and rot to stop, and your tree start

ahead with the vigor almost of a renewed

youth. Still "il/atit la jeunesae—a little of that

youth you recall by your care.

DISEASE IN PEARS.

HY lUCUKRK, LOUISIANA, MO.

The writer has been mucVi interested in the

perusal of Prof. Brainard's views on Pear blight,

but more so in examining your comments upon

his theory. If not out of place, you will plcjise

answer the following questions, viz. : Is the

disease called blight, in your section the same

tliat proves so destructive to our trees in the

West? Does- not starvation have something to

do with the disease in the East, as well as in the

West? Every season shows us here that sound

trees of hardy sorts, planted in well-drained soil,

properly cultivated for three years and the sur-

face supplied with proper plant food, do not

blight, or more properly starve. Pear trees die

here, and they usually commence dying at the

extremities, turning black, as death proceeds

downwards. An occasional spot is discovered

on the trunk of a tree which seems to be other-

wise sound. This spot if examined with a lens

when not more than one-quarter of an inch in

diameter, will be found to have a puncture in the

centre, probably made by some misguided insect

which oviposits in a tree that does not furnish

proper food for its young, as no larvse have been

discovered in the aff'ected part in this section.

The poisonous egg dissolves very soon, and ex-

tends rapidly until it becomes too much diluted

to decompose more sap. The dead bark remains

stationary, while the living bark around the poi-

soned spot swells out, leaving a depression. If the

dead portion extends half around the limb or

trunk, it usually kills, with us. It will probably

be objected, that the instinct of injurious insects

is perfect, and that the provident mother never

oviposits in tlic bark of trees that do not furnish

food for the young larva?. To this objection it may
be safely said that instinct in insects, in many in-

stances,-prove3 to be imperfect. The snout beetle

called curculio, will not climb a plum tree, the

limbs of which rub against the side of a build-

ing, or where vibratory sounds are produced by

wires stretched from tree to tree. The sounds
will not injure him, but his imperfect instinct
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admonishes him to keep a safe distance from

such trees. By scarring the sound edges of the

bark around the sunken portion in the month of

June, the diseased spot will soon grow over and

the tree is not apparently injured. When the

limbs of recent growth qommence to turn black

with us, and we remove portions of bark, th»

whole shoot is found to be drying up, and no

slimy, decomposed sap can be found, while all

eastern writers claim that by breaking the bark

a slime or mucilaginous substance will at once

ooze out, and string down to the ground.

These two opposite symptoms would seem to

indicate a different cause of death. Out of several

thousand Pear trees in my own bearing orchard

but one has been killed by spot blight within

the last five years, while seven have starved to

death. Those trees that were sound when
planted, and supplied with plant food in abun-

dance are sound, and even the intense freezing

of 1872, which congealed the mercury here, did

not break down the tissues of the sap vessels of

certain hardy sorts. Forest trees were worse

crippled that winter than Pear trees, so that in

this section the " frozen sap blight " theory won't

do
;

particularly when it is remembered that

the Autumn was warm till quite late, and the

freeze came upon us suddenly. It seems to the

writer not difficult to prove that the main cause

of the destruction of this noble tree in the West
is starvation. The same cause may operate to

some extent in the East. But to handle this

much vexed question with comfort to the reader,

the earthy matter contained in the wood, bark
and fruit, as well as the peculiar appetite of the

tree must be placed before him.

[The Fire Blight in the East, is just the same as

that in the West. Situation makes no difference

—soil makes no difference—system of culture

makes no difference. It comes to any and all

trees, once in a while wholly unexpected, and
leaves the locality often as suddenly as it came.
Trees which die gradually from the tips down-
wards, are not suffering from " Fire blight," but

from some other disease. There are many sourcei?

of disease—many symptoms. Under some cir-

cumstances the sap does freeze, and then "frozen

sap blight " is a reality.—Ed. G. M.]

TWO GOaD PEARS.

BY J. M. H., DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

It is often with fruit growers as with those ol

other occupations, the things that have proved

good, and are really valuable are often overlooked

or crowded aside to make room for some new
claimant for public attention. Often the new
article or fruit takes the lead for a while, but

soon disappears and is wholly lost sight of.

Pear cultivators in this vicinity are apt to set

too many new varieties for profit—those that

have not been fully proved. And I wish to com-
mend to the cultivators of the northern portions

of our country, through the Gardener's Monthly,

two Pears which have been tested and are suited

to the North. These are the Buffum and the

Sheldon, both of them pears of American origin,

and two as good varieties as have been produced

in America. The Buffum, if it were a little

larger, would certainly rank with the bet't of

pears. The tree is a fine grower, forms a regular

head, and is highly ornamental in any orchard.

The Sheldon is a fruit that cannot be surpassed

amongst pears. The tree does not make so regular

and symmetrical a head, yet it is as hardy as th«

Buffum. These two Pears are worthy the atten-

tion of fruit growers, and if more attention were

paid to these, we should not hear so much of

the failure of pears on account of the severe

winter.

EDITORIAL ISOTES.

Fruit Synonyms.—It is time Europe had an
association similar to our American Pomological

Society. For want of such, Europe is bothered

with synonyms. A recent writer tells us that

there the May Duke Cherry has^ sixty-two

different appellations, and Queen Hortense has

thirty-two; Peaches, Grosse Mignonne, fifty-

one; of the Pears, Doyenn6 d'Hiver, fifty-six,

and Catillac, sixty-eight. The two familiar va-

rieties of Grapes, Frankenthal (Black Ham-
burgh), and Chasselas de Fontainebleau (Royal

Muscadine ), have fifty-five and forty-one syn-

onyms respectively.

Thinning Fruit.—We have always contended

that a man w*ho makes fruit growing a business,

and allows his trees to be injured by overbearing

ought to suffer. It has been objected against us

that thinning does not pay,— but A. % Dyck-
man, who has extensive Peach orchards at South
Haven, Mich., gives the Horticultural Society of

that place the following account, in substance, of

his mode of thinning the crop : A part of the

thinning is effected by pruning, when this is

needed. The cost is about five cents per bushel,
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and the mnrket price i-s often doubled by the

operation. The rule is to leave one peach on a

shoot six inches long, and two on a limb a foot

long. Make the .spaces between them a.s even a.s

practicable. For thi.s jnirpose it is often neces-

sary to remove nine-tenths. Finish one branch

at a time ; work from the centre of the tree. It

saves labor at the regular picking, assorting and
packing. Another important advantage is, in

preventing the exhaustion of the trees. The
work is done soon after the fruit seta.

Vegetable E.^tixg.—We often fancy foreign-

ers misrepresent us, but if so, it is no more than

the fate of all nations. We have been reading

recently a report on English Gardening, by Dr.

Mertens to the Belgian Government, in which he

says the English grow "hardly any vegetables

but Rhubarb and Seakale, and these they greedily

devour."

Peach Dlsbase in California.—The yellows

do not appear to be troublesome to a Californian

Peach orchard, but the curl is a fearful pest.

Peach Disease in the South.—A correspon-

dent of Oar Home Journal, writes of a mysterious

disease which attacks the Peach trees down there.

As the lowest temperature is seldom more than
5" bolow freezing point, it cannot be from cold.

He B.ays :

—
" Many of the trees are dead, root and

branch. Some are dead down to the roots, from

which a few suckers are springing up, from each

of which I mean to train up one to see what it

will do. The trees that are not dead have a

sickly and wilted look—scarcely any leaves, and

perhaps half a dozen peaches to the tree.

My orchard is on the warm, southern slope of

a sandy ridge or tongue of high land, projecting

into the salt marsh, with water on both sides,

and sheltered on the north by a heavy growth of

live oak and magnolia. The sap flows earl}% but

I have never known the fruit germs killed by

frost. And this season, as I have said, two-thirds

of my trees have exhibited no signs of life at any
time, and now stand leafless and sapless."

American Blackberries in England.—With
their knowledge limited to the wild fruit of

the hedges, it is no surprise that the Engli.sh,

wonder at the popularity here of our improved
sorts. But one who has tried the Lawton in

England, writes to the London Journal of Horti-

culture, that it is really " delicious."

The Cornish Gilliflower.—Early in December
we saw a barrel of this variety on sale in Phila-

delphia, the first time we had seen it in many
years, and were really surprised to find how
superior was its excellence. The vendor could

give no guess as to the locality it originally

started from.

We are reminded of this sort now by a beauti-

ful engraving in the Garden, which gives the

following accountof its history :

— "As far as I can

remember (says Mr. Boscawen), a certificate was

given to Sir C. Hawkins, of Trewithan, Cornwall,

in the year 1822 or 1823 by the Horticultural

Society of London for fruits of this apple. Sir

C. Hawkins found it in a cottage garden near

Truro. It is my opinion that it is a seedling

from a very old Cornish variety called the Spice

Apple. There are two, if not three seedlings

from it in Cornwall—one at Mr Richard Boli-

tho's, in Penzance, which is earlier than the one

I sent you, but not so good. I have heard of an-

other, but can't say anything about it. The
apples I sent were from a graft of the original

apple at Trewithan, and therefore is the true

Gilliflower, or July Flower, as it is sometimes

called. The name, I believe, was given in conse-

quence of its scent being like that of a Gilli-

flower Carnation. I have found the apple easily

cultivated, not only in Cornwall, but in the Mid-

land Counties. One year when the crop failed

in Cornwall, apples were sent down here from

Berkshire quite as fine, if not finer than those

usually grown in Cornwall. This apple likes an

eastern aspect, and must be pruned carefully, as

the blossom buds are at the ends of the shoots.

It keeps well, and is ripe about the end of

November.

The Baldwin Apple.—The American Cultiva-

tor, says : "The original tree found in a wood, is

still standing on the Baldwin farm, at Woburn,
Mass. Loammi Baldwin was then the proprietor.

Cultivated Pine Apples.— People accustomed
to the miserable stuff sold in the markets for

Pine Apples, have no idea of the delicious char-

acter of cultivated fruit, as grown by gardeners.

And yet because " Pines " can be bought cheaply,

they are seldom grown. At a recent meeting of

the London Horticultural Society there was an
award to Mr. Ross, Welford Park, Newbury, for

four smooth-leaved Cayenne Pine Apples, weigh-

ing respectively 7 lbs. 4J ozs., 8 lbs. 5 ozs., 9 ft»s.

22 ozs., and 10 lbs. 5^ ozs. The suckers which
produced these fruits were potted in 6-inch pots

in June, 1875, and shifted into 11-inch pota in

April, 1876.
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Exquisite Peach.—Mr. Tillery in the FU)rist\

and Pomologist, says :

—
" This American'Pea.ch is a

very noble one." Do any of our readers know
anything about it ? It is described as yellow

fleshed.

Fall Fruiting Strawberries. — How the

forced Strawberries to which we recently re-

ferred, were made to produce in the Fall so

freely, is thus told by the London Journal of

Horticulture .•—" We have to-day,(November 14th)

seen a further supply of Strawberries from

Eabley. The fruit was perfectly ripe, medium-

sized, and well colored. The plants producing

this fruit were forced last year, and afterwards

planted in the open ground : on showing trusses

in the autumn the plants were again potted, and

two hundred of tiiem are now in full bearing,

and very valuable."

Hardiness of Wilson's Early Blackberry.

—The Country Gentleman says that this variety is

not hardy much farther north than Philadelphia.

We had no suspicion of this fact before, and

would like to know if it is the universal experi-

ence. Had we been asked, we should have

said it was as hardy as Lawton or any other

kind.

The Maine Grape.—This, which some years

ago correspondents of the Gardener's Monthly

showed was not different from Concord, is being

pushed again.

The English Walttot.—It would be interest-

ing to know how far north the English Walnut
matures. A correspondent of the Country Gen-

tleman, speaks of its doing verj^ well in Essex

County, New Jersey, ten miles west of New York
City.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—A correspondent of

a London paper wonders that " a plant so pro-

lific as the Jerusalem Artichoke, should receive

80 little attention." We fancy the reason is,

that they who try them find they can do very

well without them. With port wine, drawn

butter, or some addition they make passable

eating, but are but poor at best.

NEW PLANTS.

The Japan Persimmon.—The Diospyros Kaki

has fruited the two past seasons in California.

The James Veitch Stawberry.—A Yorkshire'

correspondent of the Garden, Mr. Lovel, Weaver-

thorpe, saj's, " that among forty varieties of

strawberries which he grew last year, the largest

was James Veitch, eight fruits of which weighed

one pound. This season it took from seventeen

to eighteen to weigh one pound, a result partly

owing to the cold, frosty weather which we had
in May and June ; so severe, indeed, was the

frost in June, that all the earliest bloom was de-

stroyed. The large fruits gathered in 1875 were

Cockscomb-shaped, not those of a globular or

conical form, which is the normal shape of this

variety. He noticed also in these large straw-

berries a great tendency to decay, if in contact

with the damp soil. He has gathered during

the past season very fine and large fruit from
Dr. Hogg, President, and Sir Joseph Paxton, all

first season plants. Many of the finest fruit of

these kinds weighed nearly one ounce each.

He considers these three varieties superior in

many respects to James Veitch, especially as

regards quantity and quality of fruit."

Captain Jack Strawberry.—This variety, in-

troduced by Mr. Samuel Miller, of Bluff"ton, Mo.,

proves of value East. Mr. Parry says it com-
pares favorably with Wilson's Albany in most

respects, and is of better quality.

French Pippin Apple—Under the name of

French Pippin, Mr. Youngken sends us fruit

remarkable for the great weight in proportion to

its size. It is but ten inches round, yet weighs

half a pound. With the exception of its stem,

which is rather longer than the apple and some-
what slender, it has very much the character of

the Fallowater, and Mr. Y. says that it has very

mucli of the wood and growth of that apple.

He thinks it in every way a superior kind to

Fallow^ater. An orchardist obtained a large

number of Fallowaters from a nurseryman named
Lukenbach, and this one appeared among the

number and is supposed to have " come from

France," " whence its name," and to have got

with the others by accident. It is too much like

Fallowater to sustain this view. It is most likely

one of these curious instances with which or-

chardists are now becoming familiar, of sudden
departures from the original type, independent

of seed agency ; but whether in consequence of

some hybrid influence between graft and stock,

or some other law of change, is not well deter-

mined. We should like to know whether any body
lias a ten inch apple that will weigh this much.
It seems to us that if such an apple as this had
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fallen on old Newton's head, ho would never

have been able to tell us of gravitation.

The Swen'ker Apple.—We have from Mr. J.

G. Younken, of Quakertown, Pa., specimens of

this apple. He represents that it is a secdlini,'

ofsome forty years ago, which appeared naturally

on the farm of Geo. Swenker, of Richlandtown.

As a rule we are opposed to any more new ap-

ples, unless thoy seem to have csiiecial points of

merit,which this one ajjpears to have. It is a hand-

somer looking apple than Baldwin,and has a more

crisp and pleasant flavor. Mr. Y. reports that it

will bear bad usage well, and this is one of the

points supposed to belong to Baldwin especially.

The specimen before us is ten inches round, a

little depressed (Di inches), tapering sharply to-

wards the apex, medium slender stem, small

closed calyx in a rather wide, shallow basin, and

of a deep red color, with splashes and stripes.

This is December 12, and it appears as if it

would keep for months yet.

QUERIES.

Grease for Pear Trees. — Mystic asks :

—

" Some say fat will injure pear trees. Will fat,

or grease or dish-water from the sink, incorpor-

ated with the soil, injure trees or vines? If

beneficial in moderate quantities, is there dan-

ger in large quantities?"

[It is no doubt only the salt in the dish-water

that injures the trees.—Ed. G. M.]

The Sicilian Hazelnut.—J. C, Chelsea, Mass.,

writes :
—

" In the December number of the

monthly I hud a communication from E. S. Ma-
son, Detroit, Mich., stating his experience with

the Sicilian nut. Having had an opportunity of

teeing them growing for some years past, in a

garden in this city, I may state that I have had

the general charge of the grounds for many
yeai-s past. The gentlenian purchased one dozen

plants, it may be eight years ago; every one

lived, have grown vigorously, and for several

years back have borne a quantity of fruit, and

we think here that it is a superior nut, many of

them of extra size and quality; many of the

trees are also now of good size. We have pro-

pagated many by suckers, some of them make
wood five feet long in one season."

Strawberries i'OR Market.—J. S., Allegheny

City, Pa.:
—

" I am desirous of planting three

acres of strawberries this Spring for market pur-

poses. I have plants of Wilson's Albany, Mon-
arch of the West and Kentucky. Can I get any

better sorts? I propose to plant three feet by

one. How much bone dust per acre, putting a

little to each plant? Your advice will be prized

by many readers of your valuable magazine."

[You would do better with the rows two feet

apart than three. The best varieties for market

depends very much on the method of culture.

Your old-time neighbor, Knox, found Jucunda
and Triomphe de Gand more profitable than

Wilson's by his system of culture. You
might add Chas. Downing to yov.rgood list. It is

a good "standby."—Ed. G. M.]

Name of Apples.—W. J. E., Indianapolis,

sends some very fine apples for name, the tree

supposed to have been brought from Ireland

originally. Some good judges, to whom we sub-

mitted them, pron it ounce "Ortley," but there

seems to us some points of difference. It is a

better apple than Ortley, as we generally see it.

FORESTRY.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Beech in Indiana.—S. M. Coulter says in

the Botanical Gazette that over one-third of all

the forest vegetation of Jefferson County, Ind.,

is of Fagus ferruginea.

Walnut for Timber.—Californians seem in-

terested in timber culture, like the rest of the

world. The Pacific Rural Press says:—"It has

been discovered by the farmers on the plains in

Solano and Yolo counties, says the Colusa Sun,

that the black walnut, although a native in this

State of the low lands, is better adapted to the

plains tlian any other tree. All residents of the

districts of country at the Earst where the walnut

grows, will remember that a walnut stump is the

very hardest to get rid ctf. It sends down a
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longer tap root than any other tree, and hence

its perfect adaptability to our dry plains. The

walnut should be planted first where it is in-

tended to grow, as any transplanting is apt to

interfere with the proper growth of the tap root.

A large number of these trees have been planted

around Dixon, and from a conversation about it

with a gentleman fully posted, we concluded

that it was the very best thing our farmers could

do. The cost of the trees is almost nothing."

. Foreign Trees.—Mr. Sargent writes to the

Massachusetts Ploughman, that after an experi-

ence in the foreign larches and American raised,

he finds that the home nurseries can supply

them 60 per cent, cheaper. If only our people

would show a disposition to encourage home
nurseries, this experience would be much more
common.

PREMiUArs FOR FoRESTS.—A correspondent of

the Massachusetts Ploughman recommends that

premiums should be given for the " best forests

on the poorest lands, within a specified time from

planting," as a means of finding out the best

trees for such situations.

Wild Cherry Timber.—A Massachusetts cor-

respondent of the P^ow^Aman, referring to Cera-

sus serotina, says :
-" You cannot have for many

purposes a better tree than the wild cherry, and

it is a rapid grower. It is found in all our for-

ests. And what is better or handsomer for the

interior work of houses and for cabinet work
than the wood of the butternut tree, and this, a

rapid grower on rocky soil as well as good, in

any part of our State ?
"

Native Trees for Timber.—A correspondent

of the Massachusetts Ploughman, writing from

Wood's Hole, Mass., says:—"Now while there is

a great value in the Scotch larch, and it is a very

desirable tree to introduce, yet we have many
native trees that for all or most purposes, are

quite as valuable, and some more so. I have

planted some chestnuts (seedlings) and have

been astonished at their rapid growth. Yet this

tree is probably as good for railway cross-ties as

the larch, and for cabinet and some other pur-

poses better. Why not then encourage its re-

production ?"

Sweet Gum as Tan Bark.—One of the most

useless trees of the South, and yet one of the

most abundant, is the beautiful Sweet Gum,
Liquidambar styraciflua. In the last number of

the Monthly, reports of the Department of Agri-

culture, Mr. McMurtrie, the chemist of the de-

partment, says that the bark contains 8.36 per

cent, of tannic acid, which is more than any of

the oaks give, as per the same table which we
give below. The "Quercitron" we suppose is

Quercus tinctona, and not "nigra," as therein

stated

:

Per cent.

Ground sumac, (mixtd,) Winchester, Va 24.18

Sumac. (Rhus cotinus,) Hallsborough, Va 24.08

-uiuac, [Rhus glabra,) Georgetown, J). C 26.1

Leaves of sweet fern, ( Comptonia asplenifolia,) near Boston,
Mass 9.42

Leaves of Polygonum amphihium, Nebraska 11.6

Ephedra antUyphilitica. table-lands of Arizona and Utah.... 11.9

Bark of sweet gum, {Liquidamhar styraciflua,) District of

Columbia 8.36

Bark of red oak, (Quercus rubra.) Canton, 111 5..5.5

Bark of white oak, (Quercus alba,) Canton, III 7.85

Crushed quercitron bark, (Qitercus nigra,) Winchester, Va. 6.47

Bark ot Quercus coccinea, Canton, III 7.78

Bark of Quercns marcrocarjM, Canton, 111 ... 7.85

Bark of hemlock, (Abies canadensis,) Van Ettenville, N. Y 9.5

QUERIES.

Range of the Tulip Tree.—An Ohio corres-

pondent inquires how far north this tree is found.

We believe that both it and its neighbor, the

Magnolia acuminata cross the lakes, and are

found sparingly in Southern Canada.

Eucalyptus in Ohio.—We have now an in-

quiry from a correspondent about making a

plantation of this in Ohio. Is it possible that

after all we have said about this in the Garden-

er's Monthly, there should be any reader of our

magazine who does not know that this tree will

endure no frost ?

Forests and Eain-fall.— " Bois," Wolmrn,

Mass., writes :

—
" I do not want to meddle much

with the controversy on this subject, but every

feather has its weight, and I will throw mine in.

I think there is no doubt that there are many
instances where streams have become dry of late

years—and there seems no reason to doubt that

the seasons are drier—that the rain is not so well

distributed, and that there is less snow. But I

regard it as due to an increase of forests instead

of a clearing ofi" of land. In our State large

tracts have been left to grow up to timber that

was under culture 50 years ago. I am sure from

my own observations that while the forest area

of the State has increased at least twenty per

cent, in a half century, the rain-fall has gradually

diminished—or at least the rain does not fall as

regularly through the season as it used to do."

[Is this a fact that the forest area of Massachu-

setts is greater than it was? What says Prof.

Sargent?—Ed. G. M.]
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MTURAL MiSTORY AND r&CIENCE.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

FACTS RELATIVE TO "RAIN FALL AND THE
LAKES."

BY MR. E. lU'FTKLKN, I.E ROY, GENESEE CO., N. Y.

In the November number of the Gardener's

Monthly, three copies of which have been sent

to me, in two of the same, I find the article

" Rain-fall and the Lakes," marked. It calls for

facts, of which I present a few that are quite

prominent. Western New York is watered by

several large streams, but they are gradually

drying aivay. Many small streams that once

helped to swell them, are not now to be found.

A dry stream-bed which crosses this farm, once

furnished power for a grist-mill. That was

about sixty years ago, when this section of coun-

try was nearly covered with timber. Now the

mill is in ruins and the stream is dry. For

thirty years I have lived by the side of it, and

have seen it diminish in exact proportion as the

timber was cut away around its source. A few

miles west of us is another dry mill, on what

used to be another stream. From a weather

journal I find that the summer showers from

June 1st to September 1st, have fallen off in

number Hi per cent, in thirty years.

" The Falls of Niagara have not decreased in

volume, neither have the waters of the Missis-

sippi diminished in any material degree," though

many of the smaller streams that once fell into

it near its mouth, have disappeared; and al-

though the waters of the upper lakes have not

gone down to a perceptible extent, Ontario,

which receives them all, has in fifty-six years

uncovered 18 7-12 feet of beach, and is still going

down, showing that its own tributaries are con-

stantly diminishing. When the country by

which the upper lakes are surrounded, becomes

as destitute of timber as that by which Ontario

is surrounded, their waters will diminish and
also those of the Mississippi.

Six thousand miles in the saddle, demoKStra-

ted to me that the timber belts were the factories

wherein were made the summer showers. The
Indians understand it, for I said to one of them
that I would not like to live in that country,

because it was so dry ; and his response was,

" Much dry, no big bush, no rain big." This was

in the " far West and South-west," and the same
rule is being developed here.

[We hope peoi)le will plant trees. There is

profit in tree planting, and will be more. So far

as these meteorological matters are concerned,

it is well to remember that not one man in a

million is competent to decide where the " source"

of a stream is. We can tell where the water

issues from the ground—but it often runs hun-

dreds of miles beneath thesurl'ace before we see it.

Cutting away the trees along the banks of a

stream, can therefore have no possible influence

on the water at the " source." Geological rea-

sons have often much to do with a diminished

water supply.—Ed. G. M.]

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Fertilization of Flowers through Insect

Agency.—There are signs that what we have re-

garded as extreme views about this matter, are

weakening. Some two years ago, the general

one was, substantially that of Sprengcl, who
nearly three-quarters of ;i century ago, declared

that nature does not intend any plant to be fer-

tilized by its own pollen. This view has been

held by many of our distinguished botanists.

In the Fall of 1875, Prof. Asa Gray spoke on

the subject at the sixth semi-annual meeting of

the Holyoke Seminary, and is reported by the

Scientific Farmer to have said :

—
"All plants with

showy, fragrant, honey-bearing flowers, are

arranged for cross fertilization. Nature abhors

in-and-in breeding, and like a wise teacher

shuns the practice."

So widely had the idea taken root, that in aU

plants, nature shunned the practice of in-and-

in breeding, that failure to produce seed became
generally attributed to a lack of certain insects;

and, because the first crop of clover in this coun-

try, and all crops of clover in New Zealand were

thought not to produce seed, it was supposed the

lack of insects was to blame. Last year humble-

bees were shipped to New Zealand, because the

tongues of the honey-bees were thought not long

enough to penetrate to the bottom of the red

clover corolla tubes. The writer of this, so far as
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he knows, stood alone in pointing out that many

of the supposed facts were erroneous, and that

the interpretation of the others was doubtful.

In the January number of the American Agri-

culturist, Prof Asa Gray has another paper on

this topic, from which we take the following :

—

" Cross fertilization we may well believe, is the

best thing, but it is risky. Cross fertilization,

tempered with self fertilization— which is the

commoner case—is practically the best under

ordinary cases ; is the compromise between the

two risks, via. : failure of vigorous and fertile

posterity on one hand, and failure of immediate

offspring on the other. Get fertilized, cross-fer-

tilized if you can, close fertilized if you must—is

nature's golden rule for flowers." We see that

Dr. Gray no longer believes that nature "shuns

the practice of self-fertilization," but practices it

(and practices it extensively), when cross-

fertilization fails.

Evolution in Plants.— Evolution, in some

form, is generally accepted by scientific men.

Dr. Hubert Airy, in Proc. Koyal Society for

January, 1873, believes that in phyllotaxis, or the

leaf arrangement of plants, the one-two ar-

rangement (the second leaf being opposite to the

first), is the earliestin point of time, and thatall the

other forms are subsequent to this. Roots, he

Bays are always two ranked, and monocoty-

ledons have the first leaves one-two. In dicoty-

ledons the first leaves have the simplest order of

the whorled type.

Vegetation of Bermuda.—Five hundred spe-

cies of plants have been found on the island.

The Burmuda Red Cedar is the principal tree.

The seeds are supposed to have been originally

brought from America by the Cedar Wax-wing,

% a bird which makes the trip in twenty-four

hours. The island is twenty-five miles long, and

six hundred miles from Cape Hattaras. There

is no brook or stream on the island, and no part

is over two hundred and fifty feet above the level

of the sea. The temperature is about 75° from

May to November. Ihe cool season is in Febru-

ary and March, when the temperature is about

50°, when the flowers are mostly found. There

are no clouds, no rain, from July to September,

and all is parched and bare. Part of the island

has subsided far below the level of the sea.

The trunks of old cedars are found in the marsh
lands. It is during the cool season that the fine

Potatoes are raised that find their way to Phila-

delphia markets in April.

Our Native Lilies.—In another place we
give a note from a correspondent from Califor-

nia in regard to the varieties of the Lilies in that

section. Our own eastern kinds vary also, and

the varieties are well worth looking after. We
have not had the chance of observing how much

the Lilium Philadelphicum, or L. Catesbaei

vary, but L. superbum and L. Canadense have

numbers of beautiful forms. We give an illug-

tration of the Canadian Lily.

Fertilization in Beans.—At the October 3d

meeting of the Philadelphia Academy of Natu-

ral Sciences last Summer, Mr. Meehan observed

that in all the discussions on the injurious effects

of close breeding in flowers, and the consequent

theories of cross-fertilization, nearly all the ar-

guments were drawn from structure. We are

asked to note certain arrangements, and then to

believe that certain results must follow. He
preferred to watch the plants in their actions,

and in the result of their actions, when excluded

from external agencies, believingitthemore prac-

tical way preferable to the theoretical one. One

of his friends who thought he was wrong in lim-

iting insect agency to a few plants, and in ques-

tioning the injury from vegetable close breeding,

had been giving for some months past a series

of articles in proof of his side—the more uni-

versal view. Of course the position of his friend

was entitled to all the benefit to he derived from

structural arrangement, but when he referred to

actual behavior in plants, it came within the

province he had marked out for himself. In the

last paper there was an instance of this kind.

After noting how the flowers of Phaseolus— the

common bean—were formed, and the supposed

impossibility of fertilization by its own pollen,

the paragraph concludes as follows:
— "The

machinery tells its own story plainly. The con-
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firniation is familiar to all who know beans and

their facility of mixinjj, whon (HfTorciit varieties

lire grown together." Mr. M. said he claimed to

" know hcans " for thirty years jjast; had grown
large luimhers of varieties side hy side, saving seed

from them and re sowing, and had never known
a single case of admixture from this close prox-

imity. The various kinds of both Beans and

Peas in cultivation were in all cases evolutions

or as would be commonly said, "sports or acci-

dents," or were the results of actual manipula-

tions by skillful seed raisers. He had no
liesitation in saying that his friend was utterly

wrong in his impression of the fact—that he

did not " know beans."—and the fact that Beans
would not intermix though so close together and
so freely visited by bees, was an excellent argu-

ment against, instead of for, the universal insect

cro8.s-fertilization theory.

Evolution.—Now that it is generally accepted

that plants (and animals) have been not all

formed at once, but that new forms appear in

6u<-cossive periods according to law, there is the

usual search for the author of the theory. Some
go back to the time of Adam and show that

even he was not made directly from nothing, but
was evolved from clay—dust of the earth. But
the more moderate do not go so far. The Scien-

Hji-c American thinks Goethe should have the

cr(<(lit

:

"Goethe also proved that certain differences

between the osseous sj'stems of man and the

lower mammalia, which had been insisted on
before his time, did not exist in the embryos,
and only appeared during and after growth.

" It is evident that what Goethe called mata-
morphosis, is identical with what we call evolu-

tion. Witness the following expression :—' The
triumph of metamorj)hosis is .shown when this

theory teaches how simple organization begets

families, how families split into races, an^ races

into various types, with an infinity of individu-

alities. Nature cannot rest, nor preserve what
she produces, but her actions go on adinfinilum.'

"

The Arxoi.d Arboretum, of which Prof. Sar-

gent is director, makes its annual report on the

condition of the garden :

"One hundred and twenty-eight species of

hardy trees and .shrul)s and many thousand
specimens have been added to the Arnold
Arboretum during the year. To relieve the

over crowded nurseries, 3,181 young forest trees

have been planted out on yarious portions of the

Bussey Estate. The cost of planting these trees,

including digging them from the niirsery rows,

and transporting them on an average half a mile,

was $35.1l>, or one cent and one tenth for each

tree.

" The unprecedented heat and drougth of the

past iSunmier, have been most unfavorable to

these plantations, and barely fifty per cent, of

all the trees planted survive. As an experiment
in sylviculture, the one and two year-old seed-

ling trees, or about two-thirds of the Avhole were
planted by what is known in Europe as the
' notch ' system, that is, they were inserted in

the intersection of two cuts made at right angles

in the sod with a common garden spade, the

ground having received no previous prei)aration.

However successful and economical such a sys-

tem may be in a humid climate like that of

Scotland, it cannot be recommended for the

United States, where a more careful preparation

of the soil seems essential, that the young plant*

may resist the severe ordeal of our usually dry

summers. For the larger specimens of these

plantations, small holes requiring but a few

moments' labor were made ; and, as far as I

have observed, not a single one of the trees so

planted has yet suffered. Various experiments

in forest culture will be continued on a small

scale in the future, as plants accumulate, with a

view of arriving at the best method for New
England planters to ado])t.

"The Trustees of the Massachusetts Society for

Promoting Agriculture (the original founders of

the Botanic Garden) have made me for the third

time a generous annual grant of $1,500, for the

improvement and development of the Garden
;

and it is my duty to call attention to the fact that

their sustained liberality has alone made possible

the increased activity and usefulness of this

department of the University."

PoTATOE Moth.—This insect continues to be

fearfully destructive in Algeria. The larvae bore

into the tubers, and the excrements are so nause

ous that no animal will touch a tuber containing

them. Boisduval calls it Bryotropha solanella.

'— *.»•

QUERIES.

Singular Analogy in Darlingtonia and Sar-

RACENiA.—At p. 293, Vol. 16 of the Gardener's

Monthly. Mr. Canby gives an interesting account

of Darlingtonia in connection with its insect
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catching habits. We have now the following

additional note on the subject:

" Since this article was written I have had an
opportunity to examine some leaves of Sarra-

cenift Psittacina, Michx. In their structure we
may notice a near approach to Darlingtonia, the

upper part of the pitcher being almost as in that

plant. There is the same ventricose expanded
summit, which, if the leaves were erect, would
bring the orifice underneath, and the fold within

the orifice is not only present, but proportionally

many times larger. To be sure, the " fishtail
"

appendage of Darlingtonia is not found here.

But that admirable arrangement for attracting

flying insects is not necessary in this plant,

which has its leaves reclining in a rosulate clus-

ter in such fashion that the orifices are in a ver-

tical instead of a horizontal position ; thus pre-

senting an open doorfor ambulatory insects, easy
of entrance, but extremely difficult of exit. As
a consequence, the prey corresponds to the
structure, being composed principally of ants,

with a proportion of the smaller spiders, beetles,

&c. The hunter or fisher has often occasion to

construct and use traps made on modifications
of the same principle ; but the arrangements of
their mechanisms are poor and inethcient com-
pared with those of these humble plants.

W. M. C."

The Purpose of HoxVeyed Secretions.—We
have the following from a botanical friend:

" • Honeyed secretions appear to be given to plants

for the purpose of furnishing a nourishing liquid

to pollen.' p. 27. May a correspondent ask

what kind of proof there is for this? Also, how
the pollen gets at this secretion in the spurs of

Aquilegia, or of an Orchis, or in a Crown Impe-
rial, or, indeed, in any other flower?

"Also, why should the moisture of the stigma
be called 'a honeyed secretion,' and so be
likened to the nectar of flowers? And how does
the remark that the pollen-tube is emitted only
when there is a honeyed secretion in the stigma,

apply in Asclepias, and in those cleistogamous
flowers in which the pollen emits its tube before
touching the stigma?"

[The quotation from our last numl^er given
above, is in answer to a question of a correspon-
dent who wants to experiment on horticultural
topics in matters not fully proved. When we
suggested this subject as one of them, therefore,

we regarded it as a matter not fully proved, but
only " appears " to be so.

Our ground for this suggestion is the experi-
ments of Dr. Hooibreuk, of the Imperial Botan-
ical Garden of Vienna, published in 1873. He
shows that flowers which could not be fertilized

by their own pollen, or foreign pollen, were suc-

cessfully impregnated when nectar was applied

to the stigma before the application of the

pollen.

Our correspondent is one of those who endorse

Sir John Lubbock's statement, that " the honey

of flowers has been developed by the uncon-

scious agency of insects," in other words, that

sweet secretions were made expressly to entice

insects, which, while visiting, should bring pol-

len at the same time to cross-fertilize, and he

will naturally feel a reluctance to accept the sug-

gestion that possibly the nectar may in some

way directly minister to the plant's own good

;

but those who differ with him may be pardoned

for seeking another use for these secretions.

As to the objections made, we can only say

they are no greater than surround every similar

question ; no greater in this than is the fact of

the existence of cleistogamous flowers from his

own point of view ; for if nature abhors self-fer-

tilization, why should she make such flowers

which, "blooming in secret," must fertilize

themselves! The sweet Hquid in the spurs of

Aquilegia may be waste, as millions on millions

of pollen grains themselves are waste. Again,

the honeyed matter is generally formed in close

vicinity to the gynceicum, and there may be cases

where the pollen-tubes can get along for awhile

without it ; but all this is speculation, and we can

only say that there seems enough in Hooibreuk's

observations to warrant further experiments in

that direction.—Ed. G. M.J

Climate of California.—A San Francisco cor-

respondent, under date of December 28th, says :—

" I see by the papers that you have had very

cold weather in the Eastern States. Here it

has been very delightful. Yesterday, for in-

stance, the thermometer at noon stood at 72°,

and for many weeks it has ranged between 65°

and 74°—occasionally with a light frost at night,

but not strong enough to ' nip ' tomato vines,

or interfere with the out-door growth of flowers.

The day but one before Christmas I took my

children down to see the sights, and the display

of flowers and fruits in the markets was very

fi-ne—all of out-door growth. Strawberries,

grapes, oranges and lemons lay side by side with

apples, pears, &c., &c.. in great variety.

On Christmas day the floral, as well as the

evergreen display in the churches, was a pleas-

ing sight for such a season of the year. We are

all longing, however, for rain ;
and that is the

commencement of winter here. Two months
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ago we had a good general rain throughout the

State, and that gave vegetation an excellent

start, so that all the hills around our city have a

look like Spring. Indeed, we have two Spring

eeiisons in San Francisco—that which conies

after the first good rain, and tliat which follows

the close of the rainy season.

Looking upon the brown hills around us he-

fore the rain, and then after it, the change is

like magic. Sometimes the range of hills on the

eastern side of our beautiful bay becomes swept
by flame, and as the lurid glare leaps and climbs,

one would think tliat desolation, utter and irre-

deemable, would be the result. But no ! These
hills have a fine growth of wild oats, which are

perpetuated most singularly, in this way : The
surface of the earth, after the summer's drouth,

becomes cracked by the sun (being of a clayey

loam), and as the wild oat has two ' legs,' the

moisture of the night contracts, or raises, rather,

these legs, and the warmth of the day straightens

them; the sharp point to each sticks into the

ground, and the straightening process naturally,

then, forces the body of the oat forward. This is

repeated night by night, and day by day, until it

creeps to one of the sun-cracks, and falls mto it.

These, after the first rain, ' stool ' out, and a

beautifully patterned carpet, the shape of the

cracks, becomes at once visible. As the growth
continues, the hills become covered with green.

This is our first Spring.

Mushrooms will soon be come abundant on the

grassy slopes west of the bay."

Aruxdo coxspicua.—H. M. N., Chattanooga,

Tenn., asks:—"What is the Arundo conspicua,

referred to in the February number of the Gar-

dener's Monthly, 1874? Is it known by any other

name?"
[The extract was credited to the Gardener's

Chronicle, and the plant said to have merits su-

perior to Pampas Grass. It ought to be in this

country by this time, but we see it in no lists.

All we can say in addition to what the Chronicle

said, is that it is more correctly Calamagrostia

conspicua, and is a native of New Zealand.— Ed.
G. M.|

California Lilies.—A correspondent justly

complains of "the outrage being deliberately

committed by the collectors of our native lilies;

they are sending them all over the East and
Europe, with half a dozen difierent names for

one lily. There are only half a dozen varieties

of lilies on this coast, but there are lilies sent out

with over twenty names. A collector will write

a wonderful description to a dealer about a new
lily, and to another about another, giving any

name he may chance to come across, and sup-

ply both out of the same case. If asked why
they do this, they will answer you, 'That it is

no difference; the lilies are new, and people

would as soon have them under one name as

another.'"

Name of Plant.—L. H. C, Buffalo, N. Y.

The thorny plant is Pereskia aculeata, a plant of

the cactus family, though apparently so difTer-

ent—and the kind used by English florists to

graft Epiphyllum truncatum on. Another spe-

cies, with much more fleshy stems, in cultiva-

tion, is Pereskia Bleo.

Like Producing Like.—M. B. S., Bloomfield,

Iowa, writes :

—
" In the pictures of beautiful Pan-

sies in Mr. Henderson's advertisement, I see he

speaks of varieties by numbers. I always sup-

posed that when you sowed a package of seeds,

you had all sorts of colors. Is it customary for

these varieties to reproduce in this way ?"

[Careful selection and care will enable a vari-

ety to reproduce with tolerable certainty. The
old idea that a species would reproduce itself

with tolerable accuracy, and a variety would

not, is proved now to be erroneous. Any gar-

den variety reproduces nearly as well as a

species.—Ed. G. M.]

?*
LITERATURE, Ui.RAVELS & aP'ERSONAL

COMMUNTCA TIONS.

HORTICULTURAL PROTECTION.
BY W. H. W., READING, MASS.

In the editorial comments appended to the

article on "Grapes at Boston," in the Gardener's

Monthly for December last. I am asked to

"give the points of novelty claimed for the Sec-

retary grape in such language that a Patent-

office clerk could tell at once whether any other

grapist was infringing on the rights of the Sec-

retary." I am not sufficiently familiar with this
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grape to attempt to comply. I have seen, eaten

and greatly admired it, but I have never studied

it. i have not even fruited it, though I hope to

do so the coming season. I have no interest in

it whatever, save as I am interested in every new

fruit that promises to be an improvement upon

what we have hitherto had, and so a promoter

of the public welfare and enjoyment.

Dropping, therefore, all farther reference to

this or any other particular variety, I will, with

your permission, give some reasons for the view

expressed in the article referred to, on the sub-

ject of "Horticultural Protection." By this

phrase I mean the protection by law of the

originator's right to a new fruit, as our patent

laws now protect an inventor's right to a new

implement.

What is the design of the whole system of patent

laws f—It is to secure to inventors such a com-

pensation for their time, labor and expense in

making valuable improvements in machinery,

<fec., as will encourage others to use their abili-

ties and energies in the same direction. Thus

the public welfare and happiness (at the main-

tenance or promotion of which all legislation

ought to aim) are advanced by constant im-

provements in the arts.

Why should the same principle apply to horticid-

tural improvements as to mechanical, or rather we
may ask. Why shoidd it not?—The burden of

proof does not rest upon the advocates, but upon

the opponents of "horticultural protection."

If (as is generally admitted) the principle upon
which all patent laws are based is sound, then

why should that principle be restricted in its ap-

lication to mechanical improvements? That is

a question which the opponents of horticultural

protection are bound satisfactorily to answer.

If the public good is as truly promoted by the

production of such a grape as the Concord, or

of such a potato as the Early Kose, as it is by

the invention of a new toy ; then why should

our laws give to the inventor of the toy such a

a patent as secures him an abundant compensa-

tion, and at the same time refuse to give Mr.

Bull or Mr. Bresee any protection at all ? There

is the pivot on which this whole question turn.s.

It is a question of justice and right. The origin-

ator of a new and valuable fridt has a right to

the same treatment from the government which

it gives to the inventor of a new machine. If

he has, then the principle of horticidtural profec-

tection is right. If he has not, then it is incum-

bent upon those who say so to show why he has

not. I am aware of the answer that will be

made to this, that "if the principle is right, yet

the appliation of it is impracticable. The at-

tempt, it is claimed, would be met at once with

so many and so serious difficulties that it would

be unwise to make it."

The length of this article forbids my attempt-

ing to state and answer the objections that are

urged by the opponents of horticultural protec-

tion. But if the Editor of the Gardener's Monthly

will state them as clearly and briefly as possible,

I will consider them in another article, and en-

deavor to show that they furnish no adequate

reason for refusing to apply to horticultural im-

provements the same patent-law principle which

ii now applied to mechanical.

[We doubt that our meaning has been made

plain to our correspondent. We do not want

any articles on the justice of protection .
All that

is granted. Of course if anybody denied that

the principle of protection should be applied to

horticultural improvement, the "burden of

proof," would be on them. But it is not denied.

The reason given by our correspondent for not

attempting a patent-office description of the

Secretary is, that he is not sufficiently familiar

with it. Then let him try the Concord. It will

serve our purpose just as well.

What are the especial points in the Concord

not possessed by any other grape, for which Mr.

Bull is to claim a patent right? and so expressed

as to satisfy the Patent Office clerk, who knows

nothing of fruits, but something of language*

that some one was infringing on Mr. Bull's rights?

Mr. Main might, for instance, claim a patent for

the " Main Grape," and the clerk would have to

refer to his books to decide. The exact wording

might not be quite the same. The clerk might

give Mr. Main a " patent," and what is the result?

"Briefly," and we hope " clearly," we say that

language nor drawings can clearly convey to a

Patent Office clerk the special points of novelty

in any new fruit.—Ed. G. M.]

LAND AND GAME BIRDS OF NEW ENGLAND.

By H. D. Minof. Published by the Naturalists'

Agency, Salem, Mass.

BY T. G. G.

A careful examination of Mr. Minot's book on

birds, convinces me that the author has spared

no pains to bring before the public a highly use-

ful, as well as entertaining and instructive vol-
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ume. In viow of the many expensive works

which Imve heen published on ornithology, not

even excei)tiiig the latest additions t(j flie sci-

ence, a book so choaj), and so replete with de-

tails, both of structure and habit, cannot fail to

awaken attention, and receive a cordial wel-

come.

That a work of tliis cliaraoter was badly needed,

particularly in New England, cannot b« denied,

since Samuel's work, which has already passed

through several editions unimproved, has out-

grown its usefulness. To write the bird-l)istory

of New England anew, has been left to the ready

pen of our author. In this task he has succeeded

nobly. With a mind well-stored with the most

interesting particulars of bird-life—the results of

patient and persevering stud}-—he undertook

this labor, which is certainly much in advance

of anything that has come from that quarter.

His language is simple and precise, with enough

of imagery to make it pleasing.

In many places he bears indubitable testi-

mony to the accuracy of former observations.

WliGjre he differs from earlier writers, which he

sometimes does, it is with no intention of under-

valuing their labors, but with a noble purpose of

placing upon record the few truths wiiich he has
been able to glean from nature, as seen from his

standpoint of observation.

The studj' of systematic ornithology certainly

owes to Mr. Minot a deep debt of gratitude, for

the valuable keys which he has ajipended to the

work. The ornithological key will be found an

indispensable aid to the tyro in this department
of science, who will be able to identify by its

help, particular species of av^s, with considerable

ease, and at a great saving of time. The oologi-

cal key will be best appreciated by those who are

not so scientific, and whose tastes are more con-

centred upon the beautiful in nature.

The chapter devoted to the history of our

"Game Birds," will be especially valuable to the

sportsman, who will find in the small space de-

voted to their history, all that is necessary to be
known.

I could not suffer this opportunity to pass

without saying a few words commendatory of

the general appearance of the book. For neat-

ness of arrangement and excellence of typo-

graphy, it cannot be surpassed. Its enterprising

publishers are deserving of unstinted praise for

their part of the work. I hope it will meet with
a sale commensurate with the wishes of both
author and publisher.

RECOLLECTIONS OF AUSTRALIA.

r.V WM. I. lIAUniNG, iQMMHUS, OHIO.

How frequently cireumstantial incidents oc-

cur, which remind us of events, happy or other-

wise, gone by. As an instance, the following re-

marks will suffice to verify the assertion. While
" in meditative mood," the rustling leaves above,

reminded me of an episode in the life of Matthew

Flinders. I had pa.ssed the night beneath the

boughs of a noble specimen of Flindersia Austra-

lis; so named in compliment to that brave old

navigator. The tree is better known among the

colonial carpenters and cabinet-makers as Aus-

tralian mahogany. The wood takes a high pol-

ish, and is u.seful for many purposes. But the

special interest then connected with the tree,

was from the recollections it awoke in memory
of the sad history of the intrepid Flinder«, who,

accompanied by the famous botanist and natu-

ralist, R(jbert Brown, circumnavigated New Hol-

land in the year 1810.

Although we resumed our journey at an early

hour, we appeared to make but little progress.

My fellow-traveler was less cheerful than usual,

and from some cause or other, lingered behind.

He seemed a sadder man, if not a wiser one,

than he was the day before. Our way through

the forest,lay beyond a lofty ridge which stretched

widely before us. The ascent was very fatiguing,

and difficult, but, when we reached the top, I at

least, felt well rewarded for my pains. One of

the wildest, most rugged, and ultra-romantic

scenes I ever saw was before me.

Looking down the precipice, I beheld such a

rockery as few mortals have seen. The rugged

summit was fringed with Flindersias and the

singular Hakea trifurcata, Araucaria Cunning-

hamia, Agnostus sinuatus, and the plume-like

Acacia luphantha, A. spectabilis, and A. pul-

chella. The wierd-like Melaleucas of several

kinds, the strangely formed Spermaxyron stric-

ta, Ficus aspera, Eriocaulon Australis, Cycus an-

gustata, Zanthoxylum Australis; and the orna-

mental Elseodendron Australe, Angophora cor-

difolia, Croton rosmarinifolia, and Buxus Aus-

trale. Winding round the trunks and embracing

the branches, hinig wreaths and garlands of the

beautiful evergreen Billardiera parvifolia and B,

mutabilis; the one spangled with blue, and the

other with crimson florets. Wildly festooning in

heavy drooping masses, were Hardenbergia

Comptoniana—a pretty purple flower; Zichya

sericia, scarlet; and SoUya heterophylla, blue.
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We had left Mount Alexandria, some miles

behind, and turning towards Lake Alexandria,

intending to reach the coast, and from Rivoli

Bay, embark for Port Adelaide, South Australia.

We needed rest, my companion especially, who
complained of indisposition. After a short nap,

leaving him to sleep and recuperate, I started

off to explore the valley. It seemed appalling

to look down from the dizzy height to the yawn-

ing abyss below. It was deep enough to make
a samphire gatherer giddy ; and was as fearful

to peer over as Shakespear's Cliff. Thinking of

it now, I am reminded of the immense mountain

rifts, or canyons, Mr. Meehan so graphically de-

scribes in former "Traveling Recollections." The
declivity, as seen from the higliest point, ap-

peared to be of immeasurable depth—awful in

its unfathomed profundity. Making a consider-

able detour through the bush, and following a

kangaroo track, closely hedged on each side with

the beautiful Epacris splendens, Correa speciosa,

Boronia crenulata, Polygala grandis, Dillwynia

clavica, and Eriostemon pulchellum, made an

easy descent to the bottom of the chasm.

A herd of sleek kangaroos were quietly graz-

ing among the rich and lu:»iriant herbage which

covered the deep alluvial valley. As I watched

the pranks and laughed at the gambols of the

young ones romping and frisking about like play-

ful kittens, I was startled with an immense dia-

mond snake. The devilish stare of its evil eyes

met mine, vis-a-vis. As if meditating mischief,

the Satanic fire of its terribly glaring orbs com-
pletely unnerved me for the moment. The ma-
lignant monster, partly uncoiling its loathsome

carcass,and elevating its head some six feet high,

stood at bay before me. Taking aim, as deliber-

ately as my shaky condition would allow, I fired

a heavy charge of swan-shot at "the enemy of

mankind," and destroyed " the evil one." The
unusual sound of mj' gun alarmed the timid

creatures, who bounded off at a tremendous pace,

along the valley. In their first moments of fright

the older animals stampeded away, forgetting

the little ones, who pitifully bleating, did their

best to keep up with them. Immediately after,

crushing through the bushes with true maternal

affection, the does returned to protect their

young, who thei» scampered off together. The
flyiflg leap of a full grown kangaroo when pur-

sued, will often measure from twenty to twenty-

six feet. Perched among the fronds of a Seafor-

thia elegans, in singiilar contrast to the serpent

beneath, was a flock of the lovely Wonga-Wonga

Pigeons, (Leucosarica picata.) and the graceful

Crested Dove, (Ocephaps lophotes.) There are

upwards of twenty species of the pigeon tribe,

indigenous to Australia, all of which are exceed-

ingly beautiful. The Avifauna of the antipodes

are truly magnificent, and like the Flora, are

marvels of beauty, as they flit among the

flowers and disport their gay plumage in the

trees, and while thus pleasantly engaging our at-

tention, greatly excite our admiration. As I am
unable to do justice to them in my sketches, I

will confine my remarks chiefly to vegetable life;

with which I am more familiar. Not that I love

them any the less, but ray forte, as I previously

stated, is horticulture.

It is not unusual for the observant traveler

when forcing his way through the fastnesses of

the primeval forest, to meet with remarkable in-

stances of plant growth. Many are exceedingly

beautiful, both in form, foliage and flower; while

others are singular oddities, if not marvels; they

are curious and interesting. So anomalous, or

paradoxical are some species, as to excite sur-

prise when we see them, while we pause and
ponder. The writer has frequently alluded to

their peculiarities when describing Antipodean

scenes. Vegetative types, much resembling their

congeners of the fossil flora, are comparatively

common to Australia, and afford subjects of com-
ment to speculative minds.

When meditating on the long-ago, or pre-his-

toric times, a simple looker-on, often feels con-

fased when he sees the relics or remains of that

remote period before him. Thus perplexed, he
naturally asks the geologist for information,

whose comprehensive mind and searching eye,

reads in the fossilized book of nature, "Sermons
in stones," and in the earth's foundations re-

views the chronicles of the past. While referring

to the unnumbered cycles which have gone by

in the rounds of time, and which probably exceed

millions of years, he points to the ancient petri-

fied forms of a past flora, and compares the kin-

dred species of that era with existing alliances of

this. The erudite paleontologist, familiar with

the science of botany, readily deciphers the fossil

paleograph, so indelibly engraved and beautifully

embossed on the carboniferous tablets, and re-

cognizes in their structural impressions, similar

ligneous and herbaceous characteristics of the

present flora. To wit: the Araucaria, Dammara,
Cunninghamia, Casuariim, Phyllocladus, Xan-

thorrhoea, Cycas, Zamia, Macrozamia, B.ambusa,

Palm, Dracaena, Pandanus, Cordylino, &c., with
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many species of ferns, lofty and lowly, which

flourished then a3 now.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Horticulture at the Centennial.—In sum-

ming up the events of the year, the Gardener's

Chroniclf has the following appreciative notice

of the horticulture at the Centennial :

" America has scored a veritable triumph in

the Philadelphia E.Khibition, though horticulture

was, as might have been anticipated, not so well

represented as it is generally in older countries.

Fairmount Park, the locality in which the Exhi-

bition was held, is, like most American things,

large, and though it owes comparatively little to

art, yet in its glades and dells many a wild

flower, such as the pretty Houstonia ccerulea,

was destined not to blush unseen or waste its

sweetness on the desert air, for nearly 10,000,000

of visitors attended the Exhibition.

" The Horticultural Hall, of which we gave

illustrations, was, like most other structures for

plants designed by architects, ill-suited to its

purpose. But it is intended as a permanent

structure, and by a little remodelling, as we are

informed, it can be converted from a place

wherein to kill plants to one wherein they will

grow, provided the remodelling be done

by some one who knows and appreciates the

fact that plants need light and air. Some of the

leading American nurserymen, among whom
we may mention Henderson, Such, Meehan,

Hoopes, Parsons, and Miller of San Francisco,

made displays which would have done credit to

any exhibition ; while the pomological exhibition

wai on a scale not yet attempted here, and car-

ried out in a more instructive manner than we

have yet attained to. The pluck and enter-

prise of our own nurserymen was equal to the

occasion. Mr. Waterer did not shrink from

shipping 'American plants ' to America, to show

the good use which Britons have made of the

talents entrusted to their care. Mr. Williams

heeded not the risks of the long journey and

the trying climate, but boldly sent a large and

select set of stove and greenhouse plants.

Messrs. Veitch likewise contributed their quota,

so that Great Britain was as well represented as

the distance would allow. Among Continental

nurserymen, Vcrdier, of Paris, showed Gladioli

and roses ; Sisley, of Lyons, double Pelargoni-

ums; Leroy, fruit trees ; Krelage, of Haarlem,
bulbous plants. On all sides we hear acknowl-

edgements of the courtesy and hospitality

shown to 'Britishers' by their American cou-

sins, and if the Exhibition has the result of mak-
ing the peoples of two of the great Anglo-Saxon

nations more appreciative of one another's good

qualities, and less disposed to pick holes in what
is amiss, great good will have been done. To the

Americans themselves great benefits will, we be-

lieve, accrue, as tens of thousands saw, says an

American friend, for the first time in their lives

anything like effective gardening."

Loss OF A Subscriber.—A lady from South

Carolina sends the publisher a letter, asking

to have her subscription to the magazine discon-

tinued. She speaks kindly of the work, and
expresses regret at parting with it, but feels

" that as politics are now, they will soon want
all their money for other purposes than horti-

cultural magazines." We were sorry to see such

a letter, especially from a lady, as we look on

gardening as the bestfpossible relief from politi-

cal excitement, whether at the North or South.

During the rebellion the writer of this was on

one of the heaviest battle fields of the war, not

many days after the action. In one part of the

field retreat had been hasty, and the dead but

imperfectly buried. A hastily written line on

a small stick indicated the resting place of" Ser-

geant Ragan, 8rd South Carolina Volunteers."

In the haste the soldier's body from the breast

downwards only had been covered. The eyeless

skull, the fiesh under the great heat almost

disappearing, looked up as if for pity ; but even

in the short time that had elapsed, nature in

mercy had made a flower to grow from out of the

newly filled-in earth, and had nearly hidden the

skull from sight. The little incident made a

deep impression at the time. We gathered a

few of the specimens—they were oi Acetates viri-

diflora—to keep us in mind that there was noth-

ing like fiowers to cover up and to hide the hor-

rors of war. As for politics we would not give

up our love for fiowers for a bushel of them.

The Woes of an Editor.— Nothing worries

an editor more than to have errors appear in

his work; but it is the lot of all. Even after the

most careful " book " reading there is often a

whole page of" errata " at the end. Still, it is to

the credit of magazine and newspaper work that
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though necessariljr hurried, errors are compara-

tively so few. We left a note with the printer about

Pritchardia in our last, with no time for even

the regular proof-reader to see it, supposing that

one little paragraph might go unwatched, and it

appears with "peteoles" and "spring teeth."

Of course the reader knows what was really

written and it is not worth while to make
correction. But it was "maddening" for all.

Then we took up the American Naturalist, and

was told by the " printer " that Thomasia is a

" Buttuereaceous plant; the Bulletin of the Tor-

rey Botanical Club, where we read about " cam-

brinum," and a locality for "Asplenium pinnati-

fidim
;

" then there was the Botanical Gazette,

with its reference to " Tritelia," and finally tak-

ing up Silliman's Journal, we found Prof. Gray

made to say that Aster undulatus meant " many "

leaved aster. We never felt before the sound-

ness of the assertion, that "misery loves com-

pany."

Rambling Widow.—A correspondent of one

of our English contemporaries pokes this conun-

drum at the Editor :
" What is the Rambling

Widow ? " It is hard to solve these deep botani-

cal problems, but as evolution is now a recog-

nized law, and as a rambling widow has a

good chance of turning up as a " Mourning

Bride," we will venture to guess it is the gar-

den Scabious.

Tea in Georgia.—The " Chinese Tea," said to

be so successfully raised in Georgia, proves to be

dried leaves of Sida spinosa, a sort of mallow.

The way in which new "teas" are discovered, is

to fish out a perfect leaf from the teapot of gen-

uine Chinese tea, and then look about you for

some wild leaf of the same size and shape, and

you have American "Chinese '' Tea

!

A Large Plane Tree.—Perhaps the largest

tree in Europe is a Plane tree near Cannosa, in

Dalmatia. It is over thirty feet in circumfer-

ence, three feet from the ground, and covers an

area of 250 square feet.

Jonah's Gourd.—Mr. Leo Grindon is contrib-

uting a series of articles to the London Garden-

er's Chronicle on the classical history of certain

plants. In a recent one of the series he shows
that the Hebrew writer of the account of Jonah
intended the castor oil plant—Ricinus communis
—and not a gourd,as the plant that shaded Jonah.

Origin of the Leek.—Mr. J. G. Baker and
Mr. Bentham, two distinguished English bot-

anists, regard the Leek—Allium Porrum—aa a

cultivated form of Allium Ampeloprasum, a

native of Switzerland and Eastern Europe.

The Eucalyptus in Mexico.—From the city

of Mexico to Chapultepec, a distance of three

miles, is a beautiful drive, lined on each side

with old Eucalyptus trees. It is no new idea

that the odor of the Eucalyptus is a febrifuge.

The Latin races have always thought this of all

odoriferous plants. The ancient Romans used
to make plantations of the Sweet Bay—Laurua
nobilis—for the same purpose. And indeed
trees of any kind in swampy places have al-

ways been found advantageous to human health.

The Dismal Swamp in Virginia is said to be free

from the fevers which abound in open j^laces.

The Woods' Vineyard at Camden.—This
tract of one hwndred and twelve acres, perhaps
the largest vineyard in this part of the world,

and planted in the "best" manner by Mr. Thos.

Woods a few years ago, at the enormous cost of

$55,000, has recently been sold by the sheriff, and
brought $17,000.

The Horse Chestnut.—The native country
of the Horse Chestnut (^sculus Hippocasta-
num) has long been an enigma to botanists. The
enigma has, however, been solved by Professor

Orphanides, of Athens, who, according to a

note in the French translation of Grisebach's

Vegetation du Globe, made by M. de Tchihatchef,

has discovered the tree in a wild state in the

mainland of Greece, thus confirming an opinion

long ago expressed by Decaisne.

—

Gardener's

Chronicle.

Memorial Trees.—The practice of planting

memorial trees, is very common in England.

A writer in the Gardener's Chronicle refers to

trees planted at Inverary Castle to signalize vis-

its of the owner's friends. Here are trees

planted by the Marquis of Lansdowne, Earls

Russell, Livingstone, Gladstone, Guthrie, Mr.

John Bright, Dean Stanley, and others. Last

year Queen Victoria planted a tree on the Lane
estate, on the occasion of her visit there.

Building up Attractive Country Places.—
The Boston, Lowell and Nashua R. R. has given

free passes to seven rich citizens of Wilmington,

Mass., because they built expensive houses.

Those who built houses from $1,000 to $2,000

get a two-year pass, and those of over $2,500,

a three-year pass, and will give similar passes to

all who do likewise. Would it not be as well to
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do a little in the same way for those who beau-

tify grouiuls as well as build houses? Nothing

b more an indicator of a num's prosperity than

his exhibition of his love of art and taste.

People do not want to live where other people

are merely, but near prosperous people. Beauti-

ful, well-kept gardens and grounds show that

people are all right in this respect.

Hox. Marsh.uj. p. Wilder.— By a Boston

paper we note that this good friend of every

American horticulturist, for whose health we

have all been so anxious, presided at the annual

meeting of the Xew England Genealogical So-

ciety on the 3rd of January, and there made

one of his usual eloquent addresses. This indi-

cates that he is much more fully restored to

health than his friends hoped for a little while

ago.

Mr. Parker Earle.—We see it stated in the

papers that this gentleman is eneaged in straw-

berry planting in Southern Mississippi, in addi-

tion to his orcharding at Cobden, 111. MissiS'

sippi is to be congratulated on having so intelli-

gent and experienced a gentleman as Mr. Earle

taking an active interest in her industries.

Report of the U. S. Department of Agri-

cultl'RE for 1875.— This strikes us as one of the

best issues of the Department. It is one of

great value, and if Mr. Watts had never done

anything since his term of office than issue this

volume, it would be w^orth all his Department

has cost. The " Forest aspects " of the United

States is particularly exhaustive, and proves

what we have always contended, that the De-

partment is quite competent to take care of

this subject, without a " Department of Forest-

ry " being independently created.

The Illustrated Annual Register of Rural
Affairs for 1877. Albany : Luther Tucker &
Son

;
price 30 cents,—For some years past " an-

nuals " by newspapers have not been a success;

but Tucker's is now in its twenty-third year, and

prospers. It success is no wonder, for it is a

marvel of interest for the price. The chapter

on ventilation, alone, is worth more than the

cost. It is the most complete and easily under-

standible pajjer on the subject that we ever read.

The Country Gentleman is a good paper, and this

"tender" to it does it credit.

Vick's Flower and Vegetable Garden.—This

is primarily, of course, an assistant to the firm

of "J. Vick, Rochester, N. Y.," but it is, in addi-

tion to this, an extremely useful and beauti-

ful volume, very nuich more so, indeed, than

numy "regular" books on flowers issued by

regular publishing houses.

The American Naturallst.-Now in its eleventh

year, has always done much for science, and

in the hands of the Houghtons, of Boston, is as

actively useful as ever. The January number is

now before us.

The Canada Farmer.—One of the very best

members of the agricultural press, has

been merged with the Toronto Globe. It has

taken all its editors with it, and this is a guaran-

tee that agriculture in Canada will not lose by

the act.

The Raisers of the best Roses.—Mr. H. B,

EUwanger contributes to the Journal of Horti-

culture a list, with the names of raisers and dates

of the introduction of .some of the most popu-

lar. All but three English are French growers.

No American seems distinguished in Roses.

The list is as follows:

Rose.
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SEASONABLE HINTS.

There is nothing of more importance to be

continuallj' remembered than that lavish ex-

penditure on one's grounds or gardens by no

means signifies beauty and taste. There may be

true art in the gardening on a lot of but a hun-

dred feet, and none on a pretentious place of as

many acres. We would particularly recommend

at this season of the year a consultation of works

on taste in landscape gardening with a view to

improvement in this respect. Of these there are

Downing, Kemp, and Scott, within the reach of

every one. A study of these works will not

necessarily lead to expense; indeed, rather the

reverse, for most likely the result will be to show

how expensive has been bad taste, and the good

economy of true beauty.

As for expenditure, and the idea that garden-

ing as an art induces waste, nothing is further

from the fact. True art consists in the knowl-

edge of harmonies, and this knowledge leads us

to do the right thing at the right time. Out-door

gardening especially is cheap,—nature does so

much for us, and asks only the means to do it

with, that costly gardening is rather a burlesque

on her abilities.

There is scarcely a garden of any pretension

that we know of, that could not be cut down
in size, one-half, to great advantage. We know
of some quite large gardens where several men
are kept, as well as many where the owner does

all his own garden work, in which everything is

a drag. There is too much to do. No excellence

can be achieved in anything. Everything is

done out of season and hurriedly. No one can

take any pride in anything. The owner worries

at the cost, and instead of cutting down the work
cuts down the hands, and the remaining worry
and chafe, and things are still more cheerless

than before. There is nothing in gardening like

this, and the Baconian quotation that a "Garden
is the purest of all human pleasure?," never
was intended to apply to such gardens. How
cheap beauty is we have before referred to in

connection with the groimds around the Centen-
nial last year, to be repeated though with some
diversity, on the same grounds, by the same
hands this year ; and we hope the good lesson

will not be lost.

So far as the general hints applicable to the

every year management of the flower garden
department is concerned, the annual pruning
must be got through with as soon as possible.

Many delay pruning shrubbery until after se-

vere weather passes, so as to see what injury

may be done, but with March all should be fin-

ished, taking care not to trim severely such
shrubs as flower out of last year's wood, as for

instance the Wiegelia ; while such as flower from
the Spring growth, as the Althaea, Mock Orange,
&c., are benefitted by cutting back vigorously.

Do not transplant extensively till the ground
is warm and the buds are about to push. Many
things die by exposure to winds for a few weeks
before they have warmth to push roots and
leaves into growth.

The rule for pruning at transplanting is to cut
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in proportion to i\pp:iront injury to roots. If not

much the worse for removal, cut but little o

the top away. Properly pruned, a good g.'irden-

er will not have the worst case of a badly dug

tree to die under his liands. In a nursery, where

these matters are well understood, trees 'never

die."

Box edgings lay well now. Make the ground

firm and level, plant deep, with tops not more

than two inches above ground.

If flowers have been growing in the ground

many years, new soil does wonders. Rich ma-

nure makes flowers grow, but they do not always

flower well with vigorous growth. If new soil

cannot be had, a wheelbarrow of manure to

about every fifty square feet will be enough. If

the garden earth looks gray or yellow, rotten

leaves—quite rotten leaves— will improve it.

If heavy, add sand. If very sandy, add salt

—

about half a pint to fifty square feet. If very

black or rich from previous years' manurings

use a little lime, about a pint, slacked, to fifty

square feet.

If the garden be full of hardy perennial flow-

ers, do not dig it, but use a fork, and that not

deeply.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

MOSAICULTURE.

BY G., NEW YOKK.

In a recent number, you published some notes

made lately by Monsieur Nardy on his route

through France. They were very interesting in

more senses than one. They show, the translation

being evidently rather literal, with what native

delicacy and also precision the French handle

their language in talking about flowers; and

they show how universal this style of gardening

has become in France.

In the regular course of things we may now

expect Mosaiculture to grow epidemic hi this

country. It is the case with all fashions and dis

eases, they must have their run. Take Eastlake

furniture, take Japan and Chinese ware. What
if the former looks as though hewn with a

hatchet by a clever hatchetist, angular, and clum-

sy, and void of embellishment ; what if the latter is

positively ugly, according to all rules of ugliness,

and an utter pervei-sion of the teachings of Mo-
ther Nature ; they are "the go" and the style.

and the grumbling nunority may grumble on
until the fever has died out.

Here Mosaiculture has the advantage over

Eastlake and Satsuma. It does not cost anything

near as much, and the platebandcs and arabes-

ques will one day have disappeared, and the

place where they stood will not know them any

mure, and no great damage done to the purse of

the garden owners either.

Meantime let them come on, these alhambric

designs, these architectonic figures, ribbons,

scrolls, devices ; let art teach nature how to bring

about stupendous eflccts until she own Vierself

beaten in her principles of simplicity, graceful-

ness, sparing contrasts, gentleness, delicacy and

fitness which have heretofore distinguished her.

To the lovers of these effects I would suggest

that there yet remains one great feature, which

tickles mankind and has not yet been used—it

is surprise. For instance, Mr. Nardy found be-

for the City Hall of Havre on the lawn, the

words " City of Havre " in mosaics. Now why
not improve upon it? \^niy not before the door

of your country place have a live green mat with

the name of the owner in mosaics? say, "Mon-

tague B. Smith." After all, even that is not new,

as we have wool mats with " cave canem " or

" welcome " on them. But it would be a sur-

prise, nevertheless, such a rustic doorplate.

It may, however, take several years to bring out

the highest degree of mosaiculture, viz., vege-

table portraits. Human vanity though, may ac-

celerate this otherwise slow and difficult evolu-

tion. To explain this art, let me state that from

the massing of mosaics we may step down to

mere lines, and from these violent contrasts to

delicate shading. Take green—rather an appro-

priate color, this we possess in innumerable

shades, from the glaucescent willow to the atres-

cent yew. The reader will excuse Latin, as there

really would be no spice in our teachings with-

out it; using common nam'fes would really not do
;

the reader would know the thing just as well as

I do. Not only have we the green in its various

shades, but we have every shade in its gradations

from light to dark. And when we look close,

we shall find we possess them all even in low

growing plants. There, take the Ivies and just

nothing else. I would undertake to find all the

kinds of ivies necessary for a vegetable photo-

graph. These found, find your subject. As I

don't want to be personal, say the lately success-

ful candidate for the Presidency. First we want

an oval frame, spaded out of the lawn. Next we
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sketch his profile, for we are not yet bold enough

to attempt full faces. Little pegs we want to

stake it out. Then we plant the dark kinds for

the hair; the less dark for the skin ; the lightest

for the spots where we want the light to strike.

Now we let them grow, thickly too. And now,

in the charming month of May we come, carry-

ing the shears like unto the pencil, and begin to

cut the sketch. There ! the worthy face gradually

appears from under the biting shears, as the por-

trait does under the artist's brush. Our nice eye

(or two of them) calculates growth and waits a

week, and lo ! and behold—it has grown into tlie

very similitude of His Excellency, the head of

our Government, and will please republicans

and democrats alike, if it were done at the time

I write.

Here, the inferior specimens of readers

would think, ends our art, whilst the better ones

know at once that here it but commences, for

it is compai-atively easy to make any figure out

of vegetable material, but difficult to prevent

growth to obliterate it. Hence the daily process

of shaving, in this instance the President, every

other morning and keeping up the likeness. If

the portrait is that of the proprietor, the intelli-

gent gardener has an easier task because he has

the original and can pinch and shave to a nicety,

—I mean not the original, but the counterfeit

presentment in ivy—on daily comparisons.

For shirt collars we suggest Centaurea candi-

dissima ; for stiff whiskers, Pinus pumilio ; for

curly hair, Maidenhair ferns, or perhaps curled

Parsley ; for ladies' diamond broach, a head of

dwarf Chicory salad ; for why, as we go it, ex-

clude from our vegetable workshops the salads,

the cabbages and the vegetables, one and all,

some of them more picturesque in their forms

and shadings than their more aristocratic

brethren in the shrub and flower line.

The reader will from these materials justly

conclude that we work on a large scale; larger

than life, say twice as large, and consequently

twice as natural. The larger the scale, in fact,

the easier the work. It may take a century be-

fore a gardening Mei.ssonnier may appear.

But we must not stumble on this work of art,

or perchance tread, though with unwilling foot,

on the cherished face. How to avoid it ? Why,
let it be at the bottom of a hill, so that we can

look down on it, and fenced in by a frame of

Mosaics. Or, if your^lace is flat and offers no
elevated point whatever, sink this picture a

couple of feet or more, and look down upon it in

that way. The larger it is, in the same ratio

must it be sunk deeper, so that you stand higher

above it, high enough to take it in.

And now let us from the unsteady waves of

nonsense step once more on the firm shore of

sense. The mosaics came to us from the land of

Mr. Nardy, whose artists, in every branch of art,

excel by their talent to invention and novelties,

and consequently, also excel by running into ex-

tremes. The grotesque, the sensational, the in-

decent in French literature and art are but

weeds in their fair garden of general good taste.

So with floriculture. They have along with their

fine inventions in the gardening line, invented

mosaics. Now good taste abhors massing, ab-

hors violent contrasts. No lady wants to dress

loudly; to be loud is to be brassy, impudent,

vulgar. Our mosaic gardens will reflect the

souls of their conceited owners, male or female.

So let fashion progress, give her a lift as she

passes, that she pass all the quicker, that the fol-

ly may fly faster and that we may all the sooner

return to gardens of—American ladies and gen-

tlemen.

NOTES ON RHODODENDRONS AND SOME
EVERGREENS.

BY REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

RHODODENDRONS.

It would be good news if we could confirm Mr.

Parsons' statements, that the Rhododendron can

be cultivated successfully in any good loamy

soil. My experience has not confirmed his state-

ments. For ten years past I have bought of the

Messrs. Parsons fine plants of rhododendrons and

planted them out at Peekskill. For a year or

two they did well, then languished and died oflF-

Several years ago I brought out from England

several hundred, and set them in nursery rows

without peat. They bloomed for two summers,

but were fast failing. Two years ago, I prepared

ground for them with abundant peat. They

soon revived, and this summer they stood forth

in perfect health and luxuriance. I now treat

all my azaleas, rhododendrons, andromedas,

&c., to a full soil of peat. Mr. Waterer last sum-

mer, on inspecting them, declared that nothing

better could be done in England. I am satisfied

that a full peat .soil and mulching, both in Winter

and Summer, but especially in Summer, is the

true plan for satisfactory results in rearing rho-

dodendrons. It is better to have a few fine and
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flourishiiij:;, hy tiikiii-j; iiecessftry lroul)le and ex-

pense for peat, than to have cheaper culture and

poorer plants.

RKTINOSPORA.

I hnve proved all the kinds of retinosporas

cont.ained in the catalogues, in exposed position

and without special protection, I have never lost

one. With me they are as hardy as any plant

out of doors, and are of all evergreens the finest

for planting near the dwelling, and in small

grounds. The filifera and the obtusa seem des-

tined to rapid and large growth. The obtusa

when well grown resembles Lawson's cypress

and excels it, with the advantage of being per-

fectly hardy, which Lawson's is not.

THE PINus EXCELSA.

Very beautiful, shrinks before our fierce sum-

mer 8un, and after a few years, becomes dilapi-

dated. But a comparatively new kind, P. aya-

cahuite, seems likely to equal it in its own line

of beauty, and to be perfectly hardy, aa well.

It deserves to be extensively tried.

LILIUM PARVUM.

BY W. C. L. DREW, EL DORADO, CAL.

Lilium parvum was discovered by Kellogg

some years ago, and has been offered to the

flower loving public for several years. •

It is a small lily, of upright growth, the stem

growing from two to three feet high, and bearing

from two to eight flowers.

The flowers are of a clear yellow color, spotted

with dark red spots, the leaves are borne in

whorls around the stem like those of Humboltii.

The parvum is of very easy culture, any good
garden soil suiting it; the bulbs, though small

should not be planted less than six inches deep;

fresh manure should not be placed in contact

with the bulb.

THE LARGEST UMBRELLA PINE.

BY F. W. KELSEY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Regarding the urging of the Editor of the

Gardener's Monthly in December number as to

the largest specimen of the rare evergreen Scia-

dopytis verticillata, would say that having made
some inquiries for the plant in diflferent sections

of the country, the largest I have been able to

find are two specimens formerly owned by Mr.

C. M. Hovey, of Boston. One of them hav-

I

ing been sold to Mr. Charles .\. Dann, of New
York, quite recently. The other I believe is still

retained by Mr. Hovey, who can give you a

more complete description of the plant. I be-

lieve the one sold to Mr. Dana was about 3 feet.

The price was $25, which was not considered

unrea.sonabie.

I am in correspondence now with more par-

ties, in Europe, in regard to sr)ecimen plants of

this fine tree, and in the event of my getting any

information of general interest will advise.

[We give thanks to our correspondent, and

should be glad to know' where the largest specie

mens of any rare trees are to be found.—Ed. G.

M.l

EDUORIAL NOTES..

Frost and Hardiness.—We have all in Amer-
ica learned the lesson that it is not the degree of

temperature merely that kills plants. Conditions

alter the figures. Some of these are given in the

following paragraph which we find in the Gar-

dener's Chronicle

:

"A writer in the Wiener Gartenfreund, on ' The
Importance of Gardens for Acclimatization,'

gives some interesting particulars respecting the

hardiness of certain plants in Austria, especially

in the neighborhood of Vienna. Pinus Cembra,

which thrives in the botanic garden at Vienna,

is killed by frost at the Imperial villa at Ischl,

unless grafted upon P. Laricio, when it with-

stands the winter without injury. In the same
place, on the other hand, such subjects as P.

Nordmanniana, P. cilicica, P. cephalonica, Bam-
busa nigra and B. argenteo-striata are quite

hardy. Quercus rubra and coccinea are very

fine in the celebrated gardens of Duke Francis,

of Anhalt-Dessau, at Worlitz. Some of them
have trunks from 5 to 6 feet in diameter, and
rise to a height of 60 to 70 feet. Wellingtonia gi-

gantea is said to flourish in the vicinity of War-
saw, where there is often 45° of frost. Acer stri-

atum will not succeed in Vienna on its own
roots, but if grafted on A. Pseudo-Platanus it

does very well. Cupressus Lawsoniana, Pinus

Khutrow, and P. Pinsapo ripen seed in Bohemia.
At Erlacstein, in Syria, in a loamy soil 800 feet

above the sea, Paulownia imperialis, Aralia spi-

nosa, Lagerstroemia indica. Wistaria sinensis, Li-

quidambar styraciflua, and many others flourish

under 30°—34° of frost, whgreas Koelreuteria and
Cercis siliquastrum perish."
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The Gold-veined Honeysuckle.—This, known
to the Englisti catalogues under the terrible

name of Lonicera (caprifolium) brachybotrya

aurea reticulata ! is one of the most useful

plants we have. It is well-known now, and is

common in nurseries. It is not only a beautiful

climber for delicate lattice work, but good use

can be made of its color for bedding combina-

tions. It makes a capital bordering for bed

work. For vases and trellis work it is also ad-

mirable.

General Washington Rose.—Mr. H. B. Ell-

wanger, of Rochester, regards this as one of the

best Hybrid Perpetual Roses for that region.

An Early Flowering Catalpa.—Mr. Suel Fos-

ter says there is a catalj^a from Richmond, Indi-

ana, perhaps the Teas' variety alluded to in our

columns, heretofore, which is much hardier in

Iowa than the common variety, and blooms ten

to fourteen days before the other one.

Gaillardia Ambly'odon—Nat. Ord Compositse
—Linn., Syngenesia Frustranea.—Flowers crim-

son. "A very handsome October-flowering an-

nual, a native of sandy plains in Texas and New
Mexico, where it blossoms from the beginning of

Summer until the Winter's frost cuts it off. The
genus to which it belongs inhabits both temper-

ate North America and extra-tropical South

America, and consists of about eight species.

The present species was discovered by Berlan-

dier in 1827, and collected subsequently by Lind-

heimer in 1844, and by Drummond in 1845."

La France Rose—Last year we noted the fact,

that the leading English Rose-growers regarded

La France as their best Hybrid Perpetual Rose.

Another year has passed, and new ones have made
their assault on the old favorite which, however,

still " holds the fort."

Tritomas.—These beautiful half-hardy herba-

ceous plants—botanically perhaps more correct

as Kniphofias—have had many new species

added to the cultivated list, the past few years,

but the oldest, T. uvaria, is still one of the most
useful. It is planted in the Spring, but flowers

from early Summer till frost.

The Common Silk Weed—Asclepias Cornuti.

—In old times we used to know this as Asclepias

syriaca, but we believe they are regarded now as

distinct. They are alike enough however to

make what is said of one concern the other, and
this is what the Journal of Horticulture says :

"Asclepias syriaca appears to have been im-

ported in 1629, but has not found much favor

amongst us. In its native home it is said to be

very odoriferous, charming the traveler when
passing through the.woods at eventide; it is also

said that it is eaten as a vegetable by the inhabi-

tants. The pods afford cotton, which the na-

tives collect to till their beds with. Parkinson

says, on account of the silkiness of this cotton it

bgars the name of Virginian silk. Asclepias

tuberosa is the most frequently met with in cul-

tivation, but it is by no means a common plant.

There are other kinds enumerated, and which
are worthy of being added to collections of ' old

and rare ' plants."

We all recognize our old friend of our fields

and fences by the above, but there is one point

to Americans not noted in the above. To them
the creeping roots in the Middle and Southern

States are a worse nuisance than the Canada
thistle in the North.

Ivy.—In the garden, Ivy is more extensively

used than formerly—the green free-growing kinds

as edgings to walks ; the closer growing kinds as

coverings for banks, rockeries, and rooteries

;

and the choicer sorts for staircase, hall, corridor,

and even conservatory decoration. For all these

purposes Iv^' is particularly worthy of being em-
ployed, while for covering low walls in almost

all sorts of positions and with all aspects, a col-

lection of the choice variegated kinds are ex-

treniely ornamental.

As pot plants for associating with groups of

flowering plants, well-trained specimens of Ivy

are not only amongst the finest, but are the most
easily preserved and permanent of plants. How
effective are pyramids of Ivy was strikingly ex-

emplified at the great Show at South Kensing-

ton last year, when the nurserymen made the

grand and spontaneous offering of the best of

their collections, producing an exhibition which
has not been equalled in London for many yeai's.

Fine as were all the collections then exhibited

—

rich, valuable, and rare as were many of the

plants composing the groups—yet no bank was
more strikingly ornamental and won higher en-

comiums of praise than the group of specimen

Ivies associated with Lilium auratum from Mr.

Turner of Slough.

Ivies in a small state are also admirable for the

furnishing of window boxes, balconies, hanging

baskets for indoors and out, and the variegated

kinds for lively edgings of flower beds in Winter.

The uses of this plant in its several varieties are

so manifold that there is no wonder that the de-

mand for plants is increasing year by year, and
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very large supplies have to be jirovided to meet

the ovci^growing requirements for this now pop-

ular plant. I was ao struck with the efVect of the

fine plants noted above that T obtained a few,

and nothing in my garden has afVorded me more
pleasure than my collection of Ivies, and few

plants are more admired by my friends and visit-

ors. I have the satisfaction, too, of feeling that

they are so safely established that no weather

will injure them, but that they will improve year

by year with a minimum share of attention being

bestowed on them. Some sorts are slow grow-

ers, but that is an advantage for many purposes

of decoration, admitting the plants to places

where luxuriant growers would be quite unsuit-

able.

—

Jounxtl of norticulturc.

L.vURENTi.v cAHXosi'i..\.—Under this name the

Botanical Maijazine figures a pretty Californian

annual, and gives the following account of it: "A
very elegant little annual, native ofmuddy places

in Sierra and Indian valleys in California, and

thence, north-eastward, to Wyoming Territory

(A. Gray). It is remarkable as being the only

American example of the genus Laurentia, of

which ten species are known, the rest being na-

tives of South Africa and the Mediterranean re-

gion. The cultivated specimens differ widely

from the native in habit and appearance, the

native ones being shorter, with very succulent

and indeed thickened stems, and having flowers

not one-quarter the size of the cultivated ones.

L. carnosula was raised from Californian seed by

Mr. Thompson of Ipswich, who flowered the spe-

cimen here figured in July, 1875."

QUERIES.

Planting Pykacantha.—M. N., Asheville, N.

C. We suppose the Dwarf Pyracantha, or

" White berried " Pyracantha, would live in

your district, though we have no direct knowl-

edge of that fact. It is hard to transplant unlesa

set deeper than before. Then it is very easy.

Orkjin of the Weepin(; Yem.ow, or "Slip-

pery "Ei,m.—F N., Pittsburg, Pa., writes:— Is

this an English variety? Where did it originate?

This is a variety of the American Ulnius fulva.

Our impression is that the grafts were first dis-

tributed by Captain E. Beebe, formerly of Ga-

lena, 111. We are not quite sure, but think we
are indebted to that gentleman for our first

knowledge of it.

ExocHORDA GRANDiFLORA.—W. F., Newark,

N. Y., says :

—
" I would like to ascertain what is

Exochorda grandiflora, but I can find no descrip-

tion of it in the Gardener''a Monthly, nor Loudon,

nor any work I have."

[It is described in the first volume of the Gar-

dener's Monthly, page 55. It was introduced by

Fortune, from China, and was first thought to be

a Spira?a and went sometimes as S. Fortuni and

S. grandiflora. But Hooker saw distinctions in

the fruit, and made a new genus—Exochorda—of

it. It is one of the most beautiful white flowered

shrubs of early Spring.—Ed. G. M.]

A Beautiful Specimen of Euonymus.—A cor-

respondent from Amherst, Va., says :
—

" In the

XA&innmher oiihe Gardener's Monthly is a note

from the Gardener's Chronwle, where is men-

tioned the Euonymus bearing fruit. I have a

large one, 9 or 10 feet high, that has borne seed

profusely, and from which I have succeeded in

raising some new varieties, one especially with a

holly shaped leaf, which is very attractive."

[This is evidently Euonymus Japonica, the

common evergreen Japan Burning Bush—but

still a very good specimen and one of the choice

little items that we like to read.—Ed. G. M.]

KEEN laOUSE AND OUSE GARDENING.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

We must remember that gardening is not

merely the growing of a pretty flower. We
cannot have gardening without flowers, true, but

the taste displayed in the arrangements and sur-

roundings is what constitutes the fine art. A
room or window full of flowers is a beautiful

sight ; but the pleasure is heightened tenfold

when some taste is displayed in the arrangement.
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Of late years this has been more fully recognized

than it once was, and therefore plants with noth-

ing but leaves to recommend them, are often as

popular as those which bear flowers. We
refer to this, here, because when any lists are

sunlight than other plants; and for mak-
ing tasteful masses they are almost indispensa-

ble. The usually graceful forms set off other

heavier things to great advantage. Let any
one take, for instance,the heavier leaved Begoniag

BEGONIA HKX.

given of plants for window culture, leaf plants

merely are seldom seen therein. Palms and

ferns deserve recognition as particularly use-

ful for room work, as they will thrive in less

of the old "Rex" type as in the above illustra-

tion, and no matter how they may be massed or

arranged.they will not look well unless some very

artificial pieces of furniture are arranged or
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grouped around them. But if a few palms or
|

from Mr. William Bull's excellent catalogue, and

ferns be introduced into the company, the re- 1 which will make our meaning plain,

suit is very diilercnt, as the beauty of the Be- 1 There was a time when these plants were^very

gonias is heightened, and the foliage plants are I expensive, especially to Americans, and few

CHAMJEDOREA FORMOSA.

still more brightened. For the purpose of com-

parison, as the reader goes along, we give an

illustration of one of the pinnated South Ameri-

can Palms, Chameedorea foimosa, which we take

would think of them for window or room deco-

ration ; but thanks to the efforts of the many ex-

cellent florists of Boston, New York, Philadel-

phia and Baltimore principally, and of Mr. Geo.
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Such, of South Amboy, particularly, many kinds

have been brought within the reach of almost all.

Setting mere taste aside for the present, how-

ever, and returning to practical matters of de-

tail, we may note the following as among some

of the most pressing duties of the season among

flowers.

Geraniums, Pelargoniums, Cinerarias and Chi-

nese Primroses must be kept as near the glass and

light as possible; they do little good in shady

places. Keep off" the green Aphis—for this on

a small scale there is nothing like hot water; on

a large scale, tobacco smoke in several succes-

sive light doses is still the best remedy.

Fuchsias may now be readily struck from the

young growth from the old plants, which will

make excellent blooming plants for the next

summer season.

Chrj'santhemums should now be raised from

cuttings for Fall flowering. They make better

blooming plants than ofF-sets.

Auriculas, Carnations, Pinks and Polyanthus

—

the prettiest of florists' flowers—must be kept

cool, just free from frost, with plenty of air if the

best results are desired.

Pansies are coming now into flower. They

like an airy frame, where they will not be roasted

at mid-day, nor exposed to drying winds, and yet

have a free circulation of air and plenty of light.

Planted out in such a frame, and the old shoots

cut away as soon as the plant has done flowering,

the plants will keep healthy over till the next

season. Superior varieties can be raised from

seed. Choose those with the roundest petals,

best colors, and the first flowers that open, to

raise seed from.

New Holland and Cape plants, such as Epacris,

Acacia, Heaths, etc., are now the glory of the

greenhouse ; hot bursts of sun on them should

be avoided, as it lays in them the seeds of " con-

sumption," which frequently carries them off"

the following summer.
Azaleas succeed well by grafting with the half

ripe shoots of the present season's growth on

plants raised either by seeds or cuttings. Old

wood does not take readily.

Camellias will require rather more water while

growing than at other times. Just before they

grow, is a good season to graft. Cut down the

stock, cleft graft in the crown, wax, and plunge

in a bottom heat of 70°. A great many kinds

may be had on one plant by the bottle sys-

tem, practiced by the writer's father, thirty

years ago. A shoot about to grow is ob-

tained and attached to the stock as in inarching,

the end of the shoot being put in a small phial

of water suspended beneath it. This plan does

best, however, with the young wood in July.

Look out for a good stock of bedding plants

in time ; by sti-iking cuttings of such things as

grow rapidly and speedily, and sowing seeds of

such annuals as may be advanced to advantage.

Dahlias should now be brought forward. A
good plan is to shorten the extremity of the

roots, put them in six inch pots and place in a

warm greenhouse. In a few weeks they will

sprout, when they should be shaken out, divided

with a piece of root to each sprout and sepa-

rately potted in 4-inch pots.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

LA BELLE CARNATION.

BY E. LOXDSDALK, GERMANTOWN, PA.

When looking over an old Monthly (January,

1875,) recently, I fell across the following, which

is from the pen of Mr. Chitty, of the Bellevue

Nursery Company :

—
" I am delighted with La

Belle; it produces more than twice as many
flowers as Degraw in a given space. I am try-

ing to get up a stock of about 20,000 for my own

planting indoors for next Winter's flowering. It

requires more head room than Degraw, but I

intend building a house specially for it. I am
perfectly satisfied it is the best thing in the way

of a white winter flowering Carnation in the

market."

As a difference of opinion exists about La

Belle for the purpose claimed for it by Mr. C,

it would doubtless interest numerous readers

of the Monthly—myself among the number—to
know what special treatment it requires to pro-

duce such results. Most of the florists I come

in contact with are dissatisfied with it, the com-

plaint being that it fails to flower freely. The

flower itself is the best white we have; large and

well filled up in the centre. For this reason it

will never be entirely discarded ;
but to grow it

to the exclusion of all other whites, I fear will

never be, unless Mr, Chitty will favor us with

the experience on which he based his judgment.

My own experience is that it requires to be

rooted earlier, and not stopped or pinched back

so late as is recommended for other varieties;

but even then, when growing side by side with
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Degraw, Edwardsii, La Purite, and reerlcss, it

fails to produce so many flowers jis any of them.

Does it retiuire more heat? A prominent Car-

nation grower declares there is no diflbrence be-

tween it and Degraw, hut no two Carnations

could be more distinct.

THE VERBENA.

in" .1. W., TOLKDO, OHIO.

In the last number of the Gardencr'x Monthly

I noticed several articles on Verbena culture,

and the rust that affects it. Now, I think " the

rust " is not a rust at all, but is the work of an in-

sect, which can be seen with a good pocket lens;

but in order to make it out clearly it needs a

compound microscope of considerable power.

The said insect is of an oval shape, a little

more tapering towards the head end. It is of a

uniform glossy brown color, and about a hundred
and fiftieth of an inch long. It has four pairs

of legs, the two front pairs stand forward on the

body close on each side of the snout or sucker, the

snout being a little shorter than the front pair.

The front legs are three or four jointed, with

bristles at the joints, and terminate in four sharp

claws, with a sucking disk, which enables the

insect to run quite easily on the under side of a

piece of clean glass. The two pairs behind, are

inserted a little under the end of the body and
pretty close together. They are longer and
more slender than the fore legs ; the last pair

are quite slender and bristle-like, though they

are jointed and terminate in a long bristle, in-

stead of the claws and sucking disk.

The eggs can be seen glued to the leaf; they

open like a clam to let the young escape,

and remain adhering, looking very clear and
silvery. The young insect is light colored at

first, and appears to undergo some slight change
in form. It has no eyes that I can discover, and
I think is a true mite; and may add, mighty
also in its numbers. It seems there is hardly

any plant exempt from its attack. I believe it

to be the cause of the dropping of Camellia

flower buds; it ean always be found in the loose

petals and scales of that flower, when it drops.

Then, when the flower buds are all gone, the in-

sect falls back on the leaf buds, till they are all

destroyed, and the plant dies. What florist is

there who has not watched his handsome plantsof

Camellia or Azalias commence in that way,

and gradually die, in spite of all his care, from

no apparent cause but the blackening, harden-

ing process going on in the buds?

As long as a plant is growing rapidly we do not

see much eff'eet; Itut let anything occur to check

the growth of the plant (j)<)t bound oi drouth)

and we soon see how quickly the disease gains

upon it. No, I do not think the insect waits

for sickly plants; on the contrary, the healthiest

afford it the most nourishment, but the less vig-

orous soon become sickly when the insect once

gains a footing.

There is in my greenhouse a large jjlant of

Begonia Weltoniensis that has lost all its leaves

except at the ends of the main branches, the

strongest growing points. There it contiimes to

produce leaves, and even flowers, but the lateral

leaves all fall off, and the buds in the axils turn

black. The plant is just able to sustain its life

and growth at the strongest points. It illus-

trates well the struggle for life between the

plants and its foes. This insect has dif-

ferent effects on different plants; those with

leaves of a thin texture soon lose all their juices

and become black and shrivelled, as in the He-

liotrope and Verbena. Leaves of a thick, fleshy

substance, as the Cyclamen, become twisted,

distorted, and partially develoi)ed, perhaps only

one lobe. The flowers, too, suffer in the same

way, and show any form but the right one. A
year ago my Cyclamens w^ere so badly infested

with this pest that there was not a perfect leaf

on them. The plants were large, some of the

roots three inches across ; but I was in a mind

once to throw the whole lot away. Towards

Spring, however, I trimmed off every leaf and

gave the roots a good washing with strong to-

bacco water. After a while the young leaves

began to appear, when I frequently applied the

same wash. Now, at the present time, they are

looking pretty well and sending up plenty of

bloom; but still there are traces of the insect in

the deformity of some leaves. This insect seems

to get so deep within the young buds, or buries

itself in the soft pulp, and is further protected

by the fine hairs to beset many kinds of

leaves, that it is difficult to reach it with any

kind of liquid intended to kill it. It is a

low type of insect, perhaps with no regular

breathing apparatus, or a very rudimentary

one. It is not near so highly developed

a creature as the green fly, or perhaps tobacco

smoke would check it some. Red spider being

some such thing as a mite, is able to resist any

fumigation that it is safe to apply. The best
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instrument for applying any kind of wash is the

Bellows Syringe, sold by B. K. Bliss & Sons. It

drives the liquid in such fine spray, and with

force enough to penetrate the fine hairs and

thoroughly wet the plant. I guess the best way
to get rid of the insect is to discard every plant

that shows signs of it. It is worth some sacri-

fice to be rid of this scourge.

IMPROVED SASH FOR THE HOT-BED.

BY B. F. LEEDS, PHILADA.

The improvement consists not in the sash it-

self, but in the attachments to it and the case

below, the intention of which is to hold the sash

tightly over the case, or in an oblique position

at its back. The illustrations accompanying

this article will help to show the manner in

which this is accomplished.

FIc.l.

Fig. 1. is a complete view of case or hot-bed,

with grooved bars at either end and sliding

boards, the angular tongue of latter fitting into

the grooves mentioned, and to back of boards is

attached the sash.

These details are shown more clearly in Fig.

2, which is an upper corner of the case broken
away. An outer view of the side of the case is

Been at a, and an inner view of its back at 6 ;

c, c, grooved l)ars crossing said end of case from
front to back, andrf is the sliding board tongued
into, and moving freely between the bars c, c.

The sash e (glass seen at/) is attached to this

board by hinge shown, and can be kept at anj
angle desired by a block at back of the case.

The distance it would be necessary to move
the sash back from the front before it tipped up
to an oblique position would depend upon the
extent to which it was weighted. A heavy
weight on the rear or upper cross bar of the sash
would raise it when projected back a distance of
six or nine inches, or it could be left to tip up of
its own weight.

The reader will easily see how the sliding

board will act as a fastening to the sash in pre-
venting it being blown off by the wind.

Fig. 3 shows the application of the idea to two
adjoining cases. The ends of the two cases

with glazing are seen, and two sets of grooves

and sliding boards. In this instance I have
placed the bars over a board, running in the

same direction, and have made them fast to it.

This would stiffen the bars and would lessen the
necessary thickness of the outer ones.
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Fig. 4 shows a protector from direct sun's rays

and extreme cold, in the shape of a douhle

frame covered with muslin or muttinj^ and at-

t^iched to the siish. This frame is furnished witli

a spring; hinge (cost 20 cents per jtair, of hrass,)

which would i-ausc it, when the pressure of the

thumb screw, shown enlarged in Fi;/. ri, was re-

moved, to assume the i^osition seen in draw-

ing, or a still more acute-angular one. 01

course, when the sash is tipped up it would

be requisite to fasten the frame down upon

the sash with the thumb screw, the slit for the

passage of which is seen at a, Fig. 4.

There is nothing to prevent the sash being

moved frontwards as well as backwards, so as to

admit of ventilation at the extreme back and

upper part of the case. An opening could be

made at that point equal to a third of the widtli

of the sash.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Double Zonale "Wonderfuj.."—Mr. Chitty,

Bellevue Nursery, writes :—" I send by this mail

a truss of double Zonale Pelargonium 'Wonder-

ful' (Geo. Smith). The truss was cut from a

plant in a five-inch pot, which has now nine

other trusses remaining, equally as large and

fine. The color is magnificent."

[We were glad to see specimens of this beau-

tiful variety.—Ed. G. M.]

Double Cineraries.—The old Cineraria, al-

ways a favorite, has been produced in a double

condition by European florists, and of this we
are reminded now by beautiful colored plates

from Haage & Schmidt, of Erfurt.

Waban Conservatories, Boston, Mass.—En-
terprising florists at this time particularly,

deserve all the encouragement the public

can give them. We are pleased to learn that

the firm whose name heads this paragraph is

prospering. They deserve all the success they

are achieving.

The Victorfa Re(;ia.—We do not know of

any plant of this in the Union now, unless the

one at Nashville is still alive; but by the follow-

ing from the California Jlorliculturist, it may yet

soon be seen in the " Golden StatQ : "—" The pub-

lic are commencing to show a lively taste for

ponds and aquariums, and there are now found

among our chief florists no less than twenty-live

aquatic plants suitable as accessories to the or-

namentation of grounds and rooms. We hope

in a short time to see the Victoria Regia—the

largest Water Lily in the world—a native of the

river Amazon/grown here successfully in a suit-

able tank. One floral firm has already made the

attempt, l)ut the seeds were found defective.

More, however, have been ordered."

QUERIES.

Ferneries.— F. M., Peterboro, Ontario, says:
—" Aside from ferns, what other plants can be

successfully grown in ferneries?"

[Begonias usually do well in ferneries, if there

is some light. Indeed, the whole is a question

of light. If there be little light we can have

nothing but palms and ferns ; but in proportion

as there is light we can grow almost any of the

soft wooded stove plants in them.—Ed. G. M.]

Roses.— Mr. Ottaway, Middleburg, Summit

County, Ohio, says :
—

" I am pleased to see the

rose question again. Our friend last month

don't quite agree with Mr. Grey. After twenty

years experience, I find the common span roof

the best for amateur and novice. As for a practi-

cal man, he will adjust himself to either span

roof or lean-to. The lean-to requires more at-

tention than a span roof."

Sulphur for Red Spider.—G. M. R., Auburn,

Maine, writes :—" Will you please state in the

February number of the Gardener's Monthly the

safest and most effectual way to use sulphur for

the red spider, and also turpentine for scale in

greenhouses, where a general collection of flow

ering plants are grown ?"

[Put sulphur on tin or iron plates and set it in

the sun under the plants.. Turpentine is not as

popular for scale as whale oil soap, or indeed,
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any oily substance. This can be syringed. Tur-

pentine has to be applied with a brush. Ed.

G. M.]

Name of Plant.—J. S., Wilmington, Del.—

This is Iris Chinensis, or as recently stated in

the Gardener's Monthly, now Moraea fimbriata.

Names of Plants.—H. L., Danville, Va.—No. 1.

Not an orchid, but Bryophyllum calycinum.

No. 2. Heterocentron roseum. No. 3. Probably

a Cistus, but should have a flower to decide.

Flowering of Chinese Primrose.— H. L.,

Danville, Va., says:
—

" I should be glad to know

if it is usual for the Cliinese Primrose to flower

in the same manner as the Japan Primrose, that

is in whorls, one truss of flowers above anotlier.

I have a lot of the above raised trom seed sown

last Spring now in full bloom, pyramidally ar-

ranged, from deep rose to pure white. Foliage

from natural green to very dark color, with

flower stems nearly black. Not having seen the

like before, hence my troubling j'ou."

[It is not common, but they sometimes do.

The double Chinese Primrose always does.

There is a tendency in the whole family in this

direction. The common yellow English Prim-

rose generally has but single flowers on stems

springing from the root; but occasional ones

are seen with flowers from one common stem

as the common form of Chinese Primrose, and

there is no reason why under some peculiar cir-

cumstances even another whorl might not be

produced.—Ed. G. M.

RUIT AND MEGETABLE GARDENING.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

This is a busy season south of Pennsylvania

in this department ; here, we must wait till the

end of the month, and northward, still later.

The crops noted will, of course, be dependent

on the arrival of the season, which is rather indi-

cated by the ground becoming warm and dry,

than by the almanac. It is very important to

have crops early ; as soon as the ground is there-

fore in good condition put in the seed. Possibly

a cold rain might come and injure them, and

you may lose and have to make a new sowing.

Even so, it is but the loss of the seed and labor,

while, if the seed do not die, the early crop will

more than repay that risk.

In the hot-bed, Pepper, Egg plant. Tomato and

Cucumbers may be sown, anrt in a cooler hot-bed

frame Early York Cabbage, Cauliflowers and

Celery. Those who have not got a hot-bed can

sow a few pots or boxes, and keep them near the

light in a warm room.

In the open air, peas and potatoes are about

the first crop to be attended to ; of the former,

the varieties have now become so numerous that

even " new grapes " will soon have to give way

in that respect. Of new early Potatoes, we think

Goodrich's Seedling is the best; the best older

variety is perhaps, the Early White Sprout.

Beets, the Early Six Week Turnip-rooted, is per-

haps the earliest. Carrot, the Early Horn Cu-

cumber, the Early White Spine or Early Cluster,

Lettuce, the Silesian, or Early Curled—to cut

before heading; and the Early Butter left to

head, are the first in season. Among the Ra-

dishes, the Old Shor.t-top, and the Red and

White Turnip are still ahead. Spinach, the Old

Round-leaved ; so that on the whole there has

been little advance made on all early kinds of

vegetables.

In addition to sowing of the above. Onions

Leeks, Parsnips and Parsley must be sown at

this season—not for the main crop, but to have

a few in advance of the rest. To keep over the

Winter almost all kinds of root crops become

tough or coarse if sown too soon.

In the open ground Peas and Potatoes receive

the first attention. Then Beets and Carrots.

Then Lettuce, Radish, Spinach, Onions, Leeks

and Parsley. Beyond this, unless in more fav-

ored latitudes than Pennsylvania, little can be

done until the first week in April. There is noth-

ing gained in working soil until it has become

warm and dry.

In regard to fruits, our remarks last month

will be generally in order.
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COMMUNTCA TIONS.

NATURAL PEACH STONES.

HY K. S. XIXON, CHAITANOOOA, TENN.

I feel disposed to reply to B. F. Traiisou's arti-

cle in November number, on the Wild Goose

Plum ; but as you have so frequently requested

your correspondents to let the subject drop, I

feel that it would be out of i)lace; consequently I

will pass it oyer unnoticed. He calls your at-

tention to my answer to your inquiry for informa-

tion as to the uniformity of size of the seeds of

seedling peatlies, as follows:—"We would also

call your attention to the fjict that it is not al-

ways the case that the largest peaches have the

largest seed ; for instance, the Heath Cling is a

very large peach and has a very small seed—less

than many peaches of not half the size." That

is all very true and undisputed ; but it does not

follow that all large peaches have small seed, or

that seeds of all seedling peaches are of a uni-

form size. And I repeat the statement, that

the seeds of some seedlings are large and some
small. In fact, I have seen seeds of some seed-

lings that were larger than the entire fruit of

some others. But enough on that subject.

[The reason we were not disposed to continue

the controversy about the " Wild Goose " Plum
was, that there is no true Wild Goose Plum.

There are many good wild plums under culture

and many poor ones. We want to see a selection

made over again of the bpst, with new names
and new descriptions. Some of those under

culture are about as fit to associate with Wild

Goose as cranberry sauce ; while kinds such as

are grown by Hoopes, Bro. & Thomas ; Hance
& Son ; and others, can well stand without any

goose at all.—Ed. G. M.]

ON SOME OLD FRUITS.

BY T. T. LYON, PRESIDENT OP THE MICHIGAN STATE

POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

In your remarks, on page 17 of the January
number of the Gardener's Monthly, you speak of

an impression that the Ribston Pippin is not

adapted to America; and seem surprised at its

appearance in fine condition at the Centennial.

I take occasion from this to say that I have
grown it in Michigan since 1850, and have found
it uniformly fine and the tree highly satisfactory.

It cannot, however, be set down as a heary

bearer ; and it is my conviction that it is more
at home at the extreme North. Its high,

brisk llavor, also, is against its general popular-

ity among Americans.

On the same page you also speak of the ap-

pearance of the Alexander, in many collections,

at the Centennial ; and characterize it as a " com-
paratively poor apple," planted rather for show.

Please allow me to suggest that, while there may
well be a doubt as to it*» relative profitableness,

I know of no equal to it as a culinary sort, es-

pecially for pies or other similar purposes, for

which it suffices without preliminary cooking,

as its fiesh will become sufficiently cooked in the

process of baking the pies; while it is so acid

that the requisite proportion of sugar will ren-

der it abundantly rich and sprightly. At a ses-

sion of the American Pomological Society, held

in your city, I think in 1862, I proposed that it

be placed upon the rejected list; but I have
since seen occasion to amend my views respect-

ing it.

I may also indulge the statement respecting

Hale's Early Peach, that it stands second to but

fe\v varieties here at the lake shore, where it is

seldom seriously affected by " rot," and every-

thing considered, is esteemed one of our most
profitable sorts. The new early sorts—Amsden,
Alexander, Louise, Rivers, &c., have not yet

fruited here, although expected to do so the

coming season.

PRUNING FULL GROWN FRUIT TREES.

BY (tEN. W. H. noble, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

The portraits of such, both well and ill pruned,

are found in our fruit books. Yet I do not re-

member any which details the right way and
starting place in doing such work. You may
fix in your eye the ideal picture laid down of a

well pruned tree. But without sound sense and
practice, you will find it no easy job to fashion a

neglected, scraggy, tangled-up tree into that

clean cut, shapely comeliness, fit for companion-
ship in a perfect orchard. Yet that right method
follows logically the need of sunlight, showers

and air, to the best estate of both fruit and foli-

age.

The French say "cV.?/ le premier pas qui coute"

which means in pruning, that to have such work
well done, you must begin right. First, then,

never start your job from the ground, or cut
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first the lower limbs. Do not puzzle or torment

your wits by gazing up into that maze of smoth-

ering, cross-riding, gnarled and tangled growths,

but climb up through the centre of the tree to

its top, stopping to cut out only those inward

tending branches that block your way. As you

go up, look studiously out on the work to follow.

When you have reached the top, overlook its

very scalp locks. Begin and cut away around

the circuit of the head every limb that chafes and

smothers its better neighbor beside or below.

To give pathway to the sun and air, take out any

under limb that crow^ding upward or starting

from the same foothold, worries its fellow with

the clutter of dense shade or rubbing in the

wind. As you thus, step by step, make the cir-

cuit of its crowai, a keener and larger sense will

come to you of just what is to be done on your

tree to leaf and bough, to insure you healthy and
useful growth, and perfect fruit.

Next, go down to the second plot of limbs from

top—not that they grow like pines in regular

tiers, but for the purpose of your work you may
so regard them. Thus you will finish as you go
downward the whole circuit of each grade. In

each you will perhaps find limbs which your
work above has opened to the sunshine and the

breeze, or which you found so placed and des-

tined to remain. Don't worry over such, more
than to rid them ofanything molesting their inde-

pendent growth ; but everywheje cut away tan-

gles, cross-riders, and all such limbs as disturb

the vigorous outward stretch of others, or shut

out light, or smother with heavy shade. Strive

to leave each branch chosen to stay, in some
sense, like a miniature tree, bending toward the

open space by itself, and independently. Thus
treated, your fruit trees will become a pride and
pleasure, and most richly repay a work ofttimes

seemingly harsh and puzzling. But if we began

right pruning in the youth of our trees, and fol-

lowed it up year by year, striving for a clean

limbed, open head, we should never need to face

the job which a long neglected tree presents.

Pruning is needed, because a fruit tree is not

grown for fuel or timber, but simply for the

healthful luscious product of its fruit.

THE TOMATO SEASON PROLONGED.

BY H. W. RAVENEL, AIKEN, S. C.

T see an article in your January number from

Gen. \V. H. Noble, of Bridgeport, Conn., giving

his method of keeping tomatoes after frost. I

have been practicing the same method almost
identically for twelve or fifteen years past, and
always successfully, keeping them sometimes aa-

late as February. Our tomatoes begin to ripen

here about the beginning of July ; so we have a
six months season, by laying in a good supply
in November.
In order to insure a good Fall crop, I always

sow a second crop of seed about the end of June.

These will come into bearing (ripening) about
the end of September or early in October. By
frost (say first of November) the vines are full

of fruit in all stages of growth. When a killing

frost is expected, I pick in all the fruit, even
those that are half grown, spread them out care-

fully in some dry place, where they can be used

as they ripen. In our latitude almost any room
in the house will answ'er the purpose. It is only

necessary that the fruit should not freeze. I

kept them many years on the floor of a base-

ment room, where the temperature was always

above the freezing point. Last year I had them
in a cold pit covered with glass, but found that

was too warm, as the fruit ripened too rapidly,

and w-as all done before Christmas.

The full grown fruit will ripen perfectly, of

fine color and good flavor; those only half-

grown will also ripen, but of course are not as

well flavored, nor as richly colored.

Whilst on th.e subject, I will state that the po-

tato fungus (Peronospora infestans) almost in-

variably attacks the leaves of the second crop

of tomatoes, not, however, to injure, materially

the production ; but I have never seen any
trace of the fungus on the first crop of tomatoes

or on the potato leaves in this region.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Fruit of the Black Hills.—A correspondent

of the Louisville Courier-Journal, says, The wild

Strawberries, Kaspberries, Gooseberries and Cur-

rants, are very fine there. The Choke cherry is

the only wild cherry, and though the grape-vine

grows very large, nothing is said of their excel-

lence.

RossiGNOLD—A Good French Apple.—M. Paul

Belleste of Rouen, France, while writing to the

publisher in reference to his subscription to the

Gardener's Monthly, speaks in high praise of the

"Rossignold" apple. He says, "It is magnifi-
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cent, excollcJit, larjjje, brillijint yt^ll.iw, riixMis in

February."

Apples kok Noktm-kastkkn Nkw .iKKriKV.— In

answer to a correspondent lor a selection of six

best apples for this part of the country, he may
take Red Astrachan, Gravenstein, Baldwin, King

of Tompkins County, Rhode Island Greening

and Golden Ru.sset.

New Peaches.—A number of peaches that

Jiave been on probation the past year or two,

ought to be able to give a good account of them-

selves this year or never. Among these may be

named Alexander, Brandywine, Leatherbury's

late, Bilyeu's late, Jarrell, Tuckahoe, Amsden,

Wilkins', Steadley, and Nanticoke.

Apricots i\ Boston.—Among other fruits

named by Mr. Rand, in a letter to the Editor of

the Garden, as being abundant on " our street

stands," Apricots and Nectarii\cs are included.

In Philadelphia last Spring a few apricots ap-

peared from California in one fruiterer's win-

dow ; but the (juality was poor through the

fruit having of necessity to be gathered before

ripening. But the experiment is not likely to

be repeated. The nectarine has not been seen

on a Philadelphia stand for many years, and we
congratulate our Boston friends on their good

fortune in securing so full a supply of these de-

licious fruits.

The Secretary Grape.—This seedling of Mr.

Ricketts, and an excellent kind, has been pur-

chased by Mr. Underbill. It is a hybrid between

the Clinton and some foreign variety, a large

bunch, black, and is a very promising variety in

every way. Messrs. Hance & Son have, also,

some under propagation, but we do not know
which ones.

The Japan Persimmon.—This is said to make
an excellent orchard-house fruit. We ate some
recently, preserved in Japan like figs and

sent here, and they were far superior, in our esti-

mation, to the best figs.

QUERIES.

Mulched Peach Trees.—Medford, Mass.,

writes;
—"Late this Fall, I mulched my peach

trees with straw, in order to retard the growth,

and prevent injury by early frost next Spring.

What will l>e the proper time to remove the

mulching? Not the time with reference to the

calendar, but to the budding or blo.s3oming."

[It is generally atmospheric heat and not the

warmth of the soil, tliat starts peach trees into

l)loom. No rule, tliercfore, can be drawn from

their flowering. We should be disposed to leave

the mulch on till all probability of another freeze

was over—but taking it off as early as possible

consistent with this chance.—Ed. G. M.]

Borers in Peach Trees.— M. says:—"The
l)orers trouble my peach trees. I cut them out

with a pointed knife ; but that produces wounds
and bleeding. What prevention can I apply?

Will a coat of whitewash (lime) prove effica-

cious? One writer recommends making a mound
of wood ashes several inches high around the

trunk of the tree in the Spring, and spreading

them under the tree in June, if my memory
serves me. But my experience shows that the

borers will enter two feet high, and apparently

late in the Summer and in the Fall. Many per-

sons, intelligent in other respects, do not know
that the escape of sap and unsightly bunches of

gum are caused by borers. One of my neigh-

bors bandaged his bleeding tree with cloth as a

remedy; I recommended the knife instead."

[A thick coat of whitewash is a capital thing,

and where the whole stem is so done, right down
to the roots, we doubt whether anything else

would be required. If there be, grease the stem

well down whefe the grubs work. None of these

insects like oily matters.—Ed. G. M.]

Layered Grape Vines.—Mystic, Mass., asks

:

—" I layered some Concord grape vines last

Spring,"three or four inches deep, where I wish

for new vines. Would it be better to let them
remain, or to lift and set them deeper next

Spring? The soil and sub-soil are dry. In that

soil, I have dug large holes a foot deep, planted

vines in the holes in the Spring, covering the

roots about five inches, the next Spring filling

the holes, thereby obtaining another tier of roots

above ; and the vines have done well."

[If the vines are well rooted they need not be

removed, but if they have not made many fibres,

it would be as well to leave them another year

without separating from the parent.—Ed. G. M.]

Pruning Grape Roots.—Mystic writes :
—

" In

setting out grape vines having long roots, is it

best to shorten the roots—the vines, of course,
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being cut down to within one bud ofthe ground?

Is root pruning of old grape vines beneficial ?"

[We should not prune the roots, but leave

them lie along a few inches under the surface, as

far as they will go. There is no good from

pruning roots directly, but some vines may have

diseased roots, and the cutting these away, and

the new soil which the operation involves, is

often the occasion for a new and advantageous

start—Ed. G. M.]

Rotting of Grapes in a Grapery.—J. H.

McH. asks :

—" Can the premature rotting of the

fruit in a cold grapery be properly attributed to

dampness from leakage of rain-water through an

imperfect roof?

[This is one of a class of questions difficult to

answer so as to apply to your special case. From
that point of view it may or may not. A close,

moist atmosphere, brought about by drip, when
at the temperature of the dew point, will often

favor fungoid growths that will end in rot. The
Western grape-growers in the open air, know
how often dew or fog under some circumstances

produces mildews and moulds. But this again

depends for its virulence on the vital powers of

the subject. A cutting of any soft wooded plant

often moulds at the dew point, when a similar

shoot on a growing plant escapes, and from this

we can see that if the vital powers of a grape

vine be already low, the rot producing fungus, in

a dewy atmosphere, would be more active than

if the plant were in a high condition. Then there

are many causes which will produce rot in

grapes besides those arising from the state of the

atmosphere, so that though the dampness you

refer to-viay have caused rot, only an examina-

tion of the vines themselves by one accustomed

to note these things closely, could say whether

it had much to do with your case or not.—Ed.

G. M.]

lORESTRY.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

THE EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS A FAILURE.

BY E. S. NIXON, CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

It will be remembered that in the last few

years considerable interest has been manifested

by a number of people to grow the "Fever Tree "

in this country, and that articles innumerable

have been written by various parties, in which

they thought it would be hardy in the Carolinas,

&c. The Department of Agriculture at Wash-
ington sent out the seed. Enthusiastic gentle-

men sent to California and Australia for it, and

the result is that a great many specimens of from

ten to twenty feet high, and from two to four

inches in diameter, have sprung up in various

places in the South. In the month of December,

before the coldest weather of the season had set

in, I was traveling in Mississippi and Louisiana.

I took particular pains to notice the effect of the

cold weather on them and found that in every

instance, with one exception, they were liilled

outright.

The one referred to was at Port Hudson, La.,

it being planted in the shelter of a high stable.

It was a fine specimen, about twenty feet high

and four inches in diameter, had braved one
Winter with the loss of a few feet of its top. (It

will be remembered that last Winter was the

mildest for years.) The time I saw it, was two
or three days after the cold snap of the 1st and
2d of December. I have no idea that it is living

now. Judging from my observations I do not

think it will prove hardy in anj' part of Louisi-

ana, much less the Carolinas.

[Mr. Berckmans has alreadj'- reported that it

will not live in Georgia, much less in the Caro-

linas. It is barely possible that a few Australian

trees may live in Florida, but every intelligent

gardener could tell any newspaper reporter if he
wanted to know, that no Australian tree will do
in the other Atlantic States.—Ed. G. M.]

EDITOBIAL NOTES.

Cork Trees in California.—The cork tree in-

terest seems gaining ground in California. We
learn from the Santa Barbara Press:—"A tree is

now standing on the lot at the corner of Monte-
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cito ftnd Castillo streets. It is an evergreen oak

about 20 feet high and covers about as much

»rea. At the foot it is 40 inches in circumfer-

ence, and at 6 feet from the ground, where it

begins to branch, it is 30 indies in circumfer-

ence. The leaf is very similar to the California

live-oak, except that the underside is whitish.

The tree, though carefully watched, has never

been known to fruit. As Capt. Trussel does not

permit specimens to be cut, wc had to be satis-

fied with sticking a knife into the bark
;

it pen-

etrated readily through a smooth, good quality

of cork bark to a depth of an inch and a half."

A Large White Oak.—A newspaper para-

graph tells us that, "a white oak tree recently

felled in Michigan, measured twenty feet in cir-

cumference, and revealed three hundred and

eighty rings in the grain ; soit must have started

about the time America was discovered."

Tree Planting in Minnesota.—A Western

paper tells us that over a quarter of a million

timber trees were planted out in the prairie dis-

tricts of Minnesota last year.

The Profit of Timber Planting.—We like to

give both sides of every question. Here is the

black side of timber planting from the Chicago

Journal

:

"Now it is very likely that the supply of lum-

ber will be much diminished during the next

twenty-five years, though it is not true that for-

ests are diminishing as rapidly as many state.

In some sections of the country, forests are in-

creasing very rapidly. To show that it is not

ordinarily profitable to set out and tend trees for

half a life time in order to have some lumber

and wood, we have only to point to the portions

of land in this and other Western States that are

covered with trees, where land can be bought at

a less price than on an open prairie in the vicin-

ity. If there was a prospective speculative

value in forest timber, aside from pine and a few

other varieties, we should see capitalists compe-

ting to buy up all the forests in the countrj'.

The fact is, however, that investments are rarely

ever made in this kind of property. At present,

wood is little used for fuel in the West, and as

improvements are made in the manner of con-

suming soft coal, it will be used less than now.

As the country increases in age and wealth.more

durable material than wood will be used in the

construction of buildings."

Without wishing to prejudice the argument

we might say to this, that if one carries coals to

Newcastle, he would not exi)ect to make much
profit. To plant trees where they arc now an

incumbrance, and likely to be for some years,

would be folly ; but to plant them where their

products would certainly be in demand, is an-

other thing.

Preserving Oak Tim her.—It is said that oak

ties for railroads are made very durable by being

steeped in chloride of zinc or creosote oil.

The Value of Catalpa Timber.—Positive facts

in regard to the durability of Catalpa timber are

scarce. The following is from the Railway Age:

"In the Sf»ring of 1S71, in conversation with

Wm. R. Arthur, formerly .superintendent of the

Illinois Central Railroad, he stated that Catalpa

ties would last forever ; that it wa.s easily culti-

vated, was of rapid growth, and when planted in

groves grew straight and tall as any forest tree

;

that he had several groves then growing on his

farm that had been planted but four years and

were 20 to 30 feet high ; that he had planted

them for fence posts, but had subsequently

learned that they would hold a spike as well as

oak and would not split. Hence their value for

cross-ties.

" Three years ago I cut from a Catalpa tree, that

had been cut down after growing 30 years as a

shade tree, two railroad cros.s-ties, and placed

them in a track over which trains pass every

hour, one under a rail joint. The spikes show
no signs of loosening- The Catalpa does not hold

a spike as well as oak, but sufficiently well for

all practical purposes. It does not split easily-

While not as tough as some woods, it should not

be termed brittle, as stated in Millikin's essay.

I subjected pieces of Catalpa, oak and ash, one

inch square, to a breaking pressure twelve inches

between supports. The Catalpa broke under a

pressure of 703 pounds; ash 890 pounds ; one

piece of oak at 577, one at 709, and one at 1,141

pounds. The Catalpa deflected three times as

much as the oak or ash before breaking."

COMMERCTAL CLASSES OF FOREST TrEES.—At a

recent meeting of a Farmer's association in Con-

necticut, Prof. Brewer of Yale College, gave a

lecture in the evening on " Woods and Wood-
lands" of Connecticut. Great Britain, he said,

has twenty-nine species of indigenous trees,

growing over fifty feet in height; France thirty-

three, and Europe only fifty species. Connecti-

cut has sixty species indigenous to the soil, grow-
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ing to the height of fifty feet and upwards.

Humboldt called America the " leafy continent."

Our government collected and exhibited four

hundred and nineteen species of wood at the

Centennial. He arranged woods in five classes,

as follows : first, woods for fuel and charcoal

;

second, for buildings and ships ; third, for furni-

ture and joiners' work; fourth, for various man-
ufacturers, such as spools, lasts, etc.; fifth, forest

products, such as maple sugar and tan-bark.

The lecture was full of instruction and was at-

tentively listened to.

Sweet Ferx for Tanning.—The paragraph in

our magazine some months ago in regard to this

article, attracted considerable attention. Here
is an additional item about it :

—

"The Ellsworth American says that Capt. Eaton

made another shipment of two hundred barrels

of sweet fern extract to the Boston leather mar-

ket and with it his first consignment of extract

of alder. This alder extract, like sweet fern ex-

tract, is new to the leather trade of this country.

The tanning properties of these new agents have
been thoroughly tested by practical tanners of

Ellsworth, and found to be equal to, if not supe-

rior to the best tannin material in use in this

country. Calfskins tanned with both the fern

and the alder are as mellow and firm as the best

tanned French calfskins, and much more beau-

tiful in color."

Wood Pavements.—These have proved less

durable than their friends imagined. It was
thought at one time that a demand for blocks

would have an influence on forestry, but the

signs of the times, both in this country and Eu-
rope are, that this system of paving will never

come into general use. With all the objection to

stone, its comparative durability gives it an ad-

vantage which will always outweigh numbers of

good points in the wood.

SaTURAL SiSTORY and &IENCE.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

BRODI/EA CALIFORNICA.

W. C. L. DREW, EL DORADO, CAL.

Of the many strange and wonderful growths

found in California, the botanist finds few of a

more peculiar habit, and none that I know of

deserves more attention. No other plant in the

vegetable world acts as does this one.

The Brodifea Californica belongs to the na-

tural order Liliacese, and is known among the

mass of floral.people as the Twining Hyacinth, a

name which it well deserves, as will be seen by

the description given below. It has two near

relations, both natives of California, but of a dif-

ferent habit; they are— B. coccinea, bearing

crimson flowers, and B. grandiflora, bearing

blue flowers, both of which I shall describe at

another time.

The B. Californica starts to grow early in the

Spring, it sends up from two to four leaves, the

latter very seldom, these are of various shades of

green, being very dark where exposed to the

sunlight, and light in the shade; they vary from

one-half to one inch in diameter, and from one
to three feet in length. I have often gathered

them of over a yard in length, but they were al-

ways of plants in the shade, they have a deep
channel running the entire length, and nearly

always lie prostrate on the ground.

The flower- stem starts to grow about the mid-
dle of May ; as soon as it gets to be five or six

inches long, it commences to twine, and twines

itself over any shrub or plant in its vicinity,

whether five or ten feet high, it keeps on twining

until it reaches the top of its support.

It takes it from two to four weeks to reach the

top of its support, and all this time the flower-bud

remains dormant. After reaching the greatest

height it can get, it stops to take a rest for a week
or two. Then occurs the most singular phenom-
enon of all. The stem breaks off" close to the

ground, and keeps no connection whatever with

mother earth, which until this time has given it

nourishment; now the flower-bud begins to ex-

pand, and grows for about two weeks, when lof

the bud opens and exposes to view from six to

sixty other flower-buds, which up to this time

have been safely hidden from view. In about a
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week, or the first to the middle of July, the How-

ers open, and remain from two to six weeks, and

this without any connectiiin with tlie earth what-

ever. ^^'hcthcr it derives nourisliniont from the

shrub supporting it, or the air, 1 am not prepared

to say.

The flowers are of various shades of pink and

pinkish purple; as before stated they are borne

in clusters of from twelve to sixty; they are from

one-half to one inch inch in diameter, and the

clusters from one to six inches in diameter.

The bulbs are of a medium size, and very deep

in the ground, and so entangled with roots of

underbrush that it is almost impossible to get

them.

CULTURE.

To any one who can get them, I would say get

them. Plant about four inches deep, in rather good

rich soil, near some bush or shrub, so as to afford

some support. It will not injure it any way.

Cover in cold climate with suitable covering.

Give no water except what it gets naturally. By
following the above directions, I think you will

have success.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Interpretation of Varying Forms.—At a

-recent meeting of the Philadelphia Academy of

Natural Sciences, Mr. Thos. Meehan said that

William Bartram, in the last century, had found

forms of Liriodendron tulipifera on the Schuyl-

kill River, as he had been informed by his son-

in-law, with entire leaves; but only this year had

he succeeded in re-discovering them. Some of

these leaves he exhibited. He observed that

years ago such discoveries had an interest in

themselves. Now the botanist expected to find

entire leaved forms among kinds usually lobed,

or lobed ones among the entire class. The only

value now in these discoveries was in any lesson

they might teach. As a rule he hesitated to re-

fer to the unpublished observations of others,

preferring that the discoverers should in their

own good time and way, report what they had
found, but hoped to be pardoned on this occa-

sion, for saying that on a recent visit to the

Academy, the distinguished botanist, Dr. Engel-

mann, had pointed out that some oaks had lobed

leaves even in early infancy, while others had
entire leaves ; but that those which had early lobed

leaves assumed more entire leaves when mature,

and those which had entire leaves when young,

had lobed leaves when fully grown. In many
oaks which he had examined, he found Dr. En-

gelmann's observations correct, and that it ex-

tended fo many other plants. The mulberries

generally, had lobed leaves in their younger

years, but when mature, the leaves were uni-

formly entire, and this was especially well known
in the case of the Broussonettia. In young Ja-

pan honeysuckles, the leaves were querciform

or variously lobed, while at maturity the ten-

dency to union was often remarkable. In the

common ivy, the halbert shaped leaves of youth,

always gave place to lobeless forms when of fruit-

ing age. But it was in cruciferous plants that

the differences were best seen. Here lyrate or

pinnatilicd leaves in infancy, often gave place to

entire ones as the plant grew ; while there were

numberless instances in which entire juvenes-

cent leaves gave place to pinna tified ones.

However, the point for the present even-

ing was, that there was often a vast difference

between the leaves of a plant's early life,

and their form in advanced age. In Conif-

erae, he said, this was well known. During the

first few months from seed, many different species

in their several sub-divisions, were so nearly

alike that it was almost impossible to tell any

one apart till a little age had brought divergence

from the original type. He exhibited some
young Thujas to illustrate this. The early Thujas

all had cricoid leaves. In the forms which we
knew as arborvita;s, the conditions with which

we were familiar was the secondary form. In

these the leaves which in juvenescense were free

and heath-like, had become almost wholly uni-

ted with the branches. But there were cases

where the young arborvitses had never had pow-

er to leave their early condition. They were the

analogoucs of what we know in human nature as

imbeciles or feeble-minded ; and of this class

were many so called " Retino-sporas," Biota

Meldensis, and many Junipers and Thujas. He
had known the Thuja ericoides of gardens to re-

main fifteen years in this infantile state, and

then only one of thousands to regain the pure

adolescent or fan-like arborvitas form.

In all these cases it is important to notice that

a comparative feebleness of growth, and an ab-

sence, more or less total, of all disposition to pro-

duce flowers, go with these continuously

juvenescent characters. With the appearance

of sexual characters, there is change of form;

and, in proportion as this change is the more
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marked, is the relative productiveness. The

white oak (Quercus alba) which, during its first

year has entire leaves, has them lobed at matur-

ity; and those which have them the most deeply

lobed are the most productive in acorns.

He found these observations to hold .good in

the entire leaved Liriodendron. During the

first year all tulip trees, had entire leaves, or at

at least more or less so in comparison with those

which they afterwards assume. These large trees

with entire leaves had merely retained their ju-

venescent form. The other attendant characters

ofjuvenescence were also present. The tree from

which the large, entire leaf exhibited was taken,

had no signs of ever having borne seeds. In one

place he found two trees which, from surround-

ing circumstances he should judge, were prob-

ably about the same age, and in every circum-

stance relating to nutrition, equally favored ; one

with very deeply cut leaves, even to the most

feeble branch, was covered with seed cones, and

was thirteen feet in circumference. The other

had leaves almost entire, with but few fruit, and

a trunk of only eight feet round.

The danger was, that in discussing laws of

variation in connection with the origin of species,

we may overlook these sexual and physical

changes. If one never having seen a Baltimore

oriole, should notice particularly the brilliant

plumage of the male bird, and without noticing

the sex, compare it with the very different look-

ing female bird, he would be very apt to think

he had found a " missing link " in a grand evolu-

tionary chain. There were many diflferences in

animals which were recognized as having their

origin in obscure sexual laws, as well as many
more unrecognized, but probable. And he be-

lieved these cases were far more numerous in

vegetation, and which would have to be carefully

eliminated from consideration in any study on
the origin of species or the evolution of form in

relation thereto.

Botanical Garden in Fairmount Park.—For
many years past there has been a desire in

Philadelphia to establish a botanic garden, but

the exact way to bring this about has never

been clear. In a general way the most endur-

ing establishments of this kind grow, and are

not made. As a rule, the majority of the peo-

ple who pay taxes prefer horticulture to mere
botanical science, and therefore, the one should

grow out of the other, if at all. The Kew Gar-

den plan is the best yet worked out, and the

Horticultural Department of the Centennial

may lead to such a garden as Kew. The gardening

about the Hall was so very beautiful, that there

was a general desire by the people to "have it

over again." The City Councils have made an
appropriation for the purpose, and some intelli-

gent citizens, in order to get a good start for an

arboretum, moved in the purchase of the exhi-

itors' collections as a nucleus to start from,

Mr. Eli K. Price has recently made a report to

the American Philosophical Society, from which

we extract as follows :

"Some planting out of the various trees in the
nurser}' had been made in the Park along the
few avenues opened, and 1639 trees have been
planted over the space occupied for the Centen-
nial International Exhibition. The formation
of the grounds within that space by the Board
of Finance of the Exhibition and the planting
therein, are an invaluable acquisition to Fair-

mount Park, as open waste fields have thereby
been converted into beautiful gardens, with ave-

nues, walks and fountains. It is true, that the

garden of the Horticultural Hall was, to a large

extent, planted with trees and flowei's by For-
eign and American exhibitors. James Veitch
& Sons, of Kitjg's Koad, Chelsea, S. W., near
London, presented to the Park Commissioners
their valuable collection of trees and plants,

consisting chiefly of Rhododendrons.
The American exhibitors who bad collected

and planted in the garden of Horticultural Hall
a rare variety of trees and ligneous plants were
Thomes Meehan, of Germantown; Hoopes,
Brother & Thomas, of West Chester, Pa.; S. B.

Parsons & Sons, and R. B. Parsons ct Co., of Flush-

ing, N. Y.; Miller & Hayes, of Mount Airy,

Philadelphia; Mahlon Moon, of Morrisville, Pa.;

and Robert Buist, of Philadelphia. They were
actuated by a liberal desire that their collections

should remain in the Park, and off"ered them at

prices which they esteemed little over half the

cost to them. It was an object to the Commis-
sioners to secure these permanently for our
Park, to be transplanted as thinning out shall be

required for their healthy growth, and they have
been secured by purchase.
The resources for this purchase should be here

stated. They were as follows :

The city's appropriation, by the Park Commission ap-

plied for Nurseries in 1876 81,500 00

Accumulatedlnterest on Elliott Cresson's Legacy 3,000 00
" " Andre F. Michaux's Legacy... 414 60

"Contributions by the following persons of

$100 each, to-wit

:

Wm. L. Schaffer, George C. Thomas, Chas. H. Rogers,

Samuel Jeanes, Joseph Jeanes, Joshua T. Jeanes,

Isaac F.Baker, Eli K. Price 800 00

Moses Brown and J. C. Sirawbridge, each $50 KM) 00

Total 85,814 60

"As the legacies of Elliott Cresson and Andr6
F. Michaux are enduring funds for planting in

the Fairmouut Park and elsewhere, it is proper

here to show what are the trusts of those wills,
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and wlijit are tho ohli^iitimis to tho puMic in-

cuitimI l>y tho Park Clominissioii in executing the
agonc-y coniinitteii to tliem."

After sli()\ving tlio tree planting resources of

the oity as derived from the legacy of Elliott

Cressou, who left $."),C)00, the interest annually to

go to planting shade trees for the citizens, and

of Andr^ F. Afichaux, who left $12,(X)0 to the

Philosophical Society, for "especially the en-

couraireinent of syivaculture," Mr. l*rice says:

"Within the Park the landscape gardener will

exert his skill to hlend in heauty tlie self-sown

forests there growing, with artistic ])lanting, as

the formation of new avenues and fresh grading
will demand; where the new trees will he of
kinds not native to our environs, and show in

contrast the liand of Art ; hut at the same time
greatly add to the variety and novelty of trees

and jilants; so that the trees of the Park shall

become a great Arboretum, and its flower beds
become Botanic Gardens. Thus the landscape
formed to please the taste, and the gardens to

delight the eye, will become schools of science
for all scholars and citizens. For this end, each
section of the Park will be planted with the
largest practicable variety of trees and plants.

" That the variety of these may be greatly in-

creased, we have purchased the trees exhibited
in Horticultural Garden, and the gathering and
planting of acorns and tree seeds have had in

view mainly to increase the number of species,

while providing the necessary stock whence to

transplant trees over our Park of nearly three
thousand acres in extent."

The Eucalyptus in our Climate.—American
nurserymen are " pestered to death " with in-

quiries about Eucalyptus plants for forest grow-

ing, from all sorts of places, from Labrador to

the Potomac. Any man of common sense

knows that one might nearly as well plant the

pine apple or banana as the Eucalyptus ; but

the common newspapers that know little about
these things, or anything but "Democrat" or
" Republican," keep the people in such a state

of excitement over it, that the agricultural press

is a poor off"set to this great power.

It is bad enough to have to be continually on

the strain to counteract the mischief these regu-

lar papers do ; but what shall we say when men
of science join with the newspapers in promul-
gating this nonsense. In the proceedings of the

American Philosophical Society now before us,

a Mr. Davenport is reported as saying at one
of the meetings that "some of the Eucalyptus
of Australia will probably grow in Philadelphia,

and he will be happy to assist in their introduc-

tion."

No doubt they will "grow in Philadelphia"

during the Summer, but what is to become of

them in the Winter, when they don't grow? It

is too bad to have such stulT go out under the

stamj) of this time-honored Society.

RincNiNG OK THE Perbimmon.—A correspondent

of the London Journal of IlorlicuUure says :

—
" In

your journal of November 30th in an article on

Diospyros Kaki you repeat the popular opinion

that the Diospyros virginiana's fniit ' is not

palatable until frozen.' Allow me to say that

this is a fallacy. The Persimmon, as it is known
through the southern half of the United States,

is quite variable in the size, season and quality

of its fruit, and I have no doubt will be ulti-

mately developed by selection into a valuable

species of fruit. I have seen ripe specimens in

this latitude (39° N., about St. Louis) as early as

the end of August, whilst the fruit of some trees

hardly ripens at all, or if so, imperfectly, by the

time cold weather begins. But the ripening and

sweetness seem to depend entirely on the length

and heat of the Summer, and not at all on the

subduing powers of early frosts. Hot Summers
produce early-ripened delicious fruit, cold sea-

sons and high latitudes produce poor fruit.

Arthur Bryant (a brother of the poet Bryant),

living at Princeton, Illinois, about latitude 41

J

N., tells me that in some seasons the Persimmon
with him does not ripen, and he thinks the frost

has nothing to do with its maturing. He has

trees nearly forty years old of his own planting,

and has observed them closely."

We refer to this in order to say that we thought

intelligent persons everywhere now knew that it

was not frost that gave sweetness to the Persim-

mon, though it often helps the cause which does.

The ripening of fruits is a chemical process.

After growtli ceases, decay or chemical action

commences, and what we call "ripening" is

really the first stage of decomposition. Early

ripening kinds will commence this decay with-

out frost ; a late kind will decay if there is no
frost. Frost simply hastens decay. Of course

nature must have done her part before this par-

ticular ripening begins. Frost nor any agent

would give sweetTiess to a half-ripe Persimmon.

The ripening of a Persimmon is just the same
process as the ripening of a medlar, about which

all our foreign friends know.

New United States Plants.—As Western ex-

plorations are pushed, new plants are discovered.

In the Proceedings of the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences, just issued, Prof. Gray de-
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scribes fifty-three new species—a very large num-

ber for one year. Most of these are due to the

indefatigable labors of Dr. C. C. Parry. Many
of these will as usual be of little horticultural

interest; but we think from the descriptions,

there will be many more useful or ornamental

plants than common with new discoveries.

Canbya CANDIDA.—Under this name Prof. Asa

Gray describes a new plant from Southeast Cali-

fornia, in the proceedings of the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences. It was discov-

ered by Dr. Parry, and is dedicated to Mr. W.
M. Canby of Wilmington, Del. The plant is of

the poppy family, but very minute, and will not

perhaps be of much value to florists, but as com-

memorating one of the most worthy of American
botanists, the adoption of the name by Dr. Gray

will be received with pleasure by Mr. Canby's

rpany friends.

Graft Hybrids.—A newspaper paragraph says

that Dr. Hooibreuk has succeeded in producing

new varieties by " crossing the sap," which we
suppose is a form of expressing graft hybrids.

The Drop or Bag Worm.—We have but one
very bad pest of this family in the Eastern States,

but they appear to have others in California.

Dr. Edwards, in a communication to the Acad-
emy of Natural Sciences recently, says :

" The species at present described as natives
of the United States are very few, not more than
five, belonging to perhaps as many genera,
being distinctly known to entomologists. The
most common of these is a species called Thyri-
dopteryx ephemeriformis, which, according to
Dr. Harris, is occasionally abundant in Phila-
delphia and its vicinity, and there popularly
known in its larval state as the drop-worm, or
basket-worm. It is at times very destructive to
the arbor-vita}, larch and hemlock trees. In
California, though none as yet have been de-
scribed, three species are known to me, two of
which belong to the typical genus. Psyche ; the
third, and by far the most interesting, which
has just been discovered by our President, Prof.
Davidson, representing the genus Qi^ceticus. It
is, however, a matter of regret that the cater-
pillar cases of these three species are alone
known, tlie perfect insects as yet evading our
discovery."

GiLiA Parry.,e.—Mr. Lemmon, the enthusias-

tic California botanical discoverer thus tells the

Rural Press how Mrs. Parry received the honor
of having this beautiful new plant named after

Tier

:

"Besides making a large collection of the
Icnown flora of the South, Dr. Parry and I picked

up, it appears, several plants new to science ; the
Doctor a dozen and I half as many. Among
the latter a beautiful little Gilia from the Mo-
have river, with large pink and white blossoms,
very desirable for cultivation. Upon its discov-

ery I studied it and found it different from any
species yet published, so sent the specimens to

Dr. Gray, with the request that he would name
it Gilia Parryse, to honor the noble wife of Dr.

Parry, whose many years of botanical service

entitle her to recognition.

A month or so after. Dr. Palmer, an indefati-

gable collector of that region, also picked up
the plant and forwarded with his collection.

When Dr. Gray came to examine the accumu-
lations of the season, he described the new-

plant and named it Gilia Palmeri. As soon as

I learned the fact I stoutly protested, arguing at

length my priority of discovery, also my deter-

mination, citing Dr. Parry for witness, where-
upon Dr. Gray has just revoked his former ac-

tion and now the beautiful little gem is named
for all time Gilia Parryse, ' dedicated to Mrs.

Dr. Parry,' Dr. Gray adds, ' whose services to

botany well merit this recognition."

Music and Plants.—Some fancyist has written

about the benefits of music on the health of

plants. Of course it is but a seasonable joke;

but many of " the papers " are passing it around

as the best of sense.

The use of Honeyed Secretions.—An es-

teemed correspondent says:
—"Your botanical

friend has still an inquiry or two to make on

honeyed secretions This appears, you now tell

us, because Dr. H., of Vienna, 'shows that flow-

ers which could not be fertilized by their own

pollen, or foreign pollen, were successfully

impregnated when nectar was apphed to the

stigma before the application of the pollen.'

"First, will you give a reference so that one

may see what Dr. H. was driving at, and what

he made out? As he appears to have been

working on some stigma that Avould not act on

the pollen, either of its own or any other flower,

we suspect that he was trying pollen on imma-

ture stigmas, and then finding that if he put on

nectar the pollen tubes would start. So they

might ; for it is well known that they will pro-

trude a little way (and that is all) in any sugary

solution, of a certain density, without any stig-

ma in the case. What your proposition needs

is to bring forward at least one case in which

the secretion of the nectary of a flower gets ap-

plied to a stigma. Can you refer to such a

case ?

"

[We are sorry not to have at hand the details

of Dr. H.'s experiments. All we know is given
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in our last. We had no idea of sufificstinp;

that the "secretion of the nect^iry of a llowi-r

gets applied to a stigma." Wliat is sec-rcted hy

the nectaries we regard as waste, and so expressed

it. But Boussingault shows that sweet matter per-

vades the whole tissue—of the pistil, as well as of

other parts—and it occurred to us in view of this

possibility that the sweet matter might be of

some direct use to the plant in the i)erformance

of its functions, and not merely nothing but a bait

to allure insects. Granting that it may be of some

use directly to the plant, it may be in relation to

pollenization ; and, when deficient in the pistil,

an application to the stigma may supply it. All

this is of course hypothetical, but it is a hypo-

thesis suggested by Dr. Hooibreuk's experiments,

quite independently of any thing which he may
have been trying to prove.

Honey was no doubt made for insects, but in

the same sense as cane sugar and molasses were

made for man. The cane sugar plant has "an
advantage " by man's use of the sweet secretion

;

for it has been petted and fostered so that it has

gained immensely in "the struggle for life."

Thousands' of sugar plants exist that never

would, but for the saccharine element. As far

as it goes it is a fair argument, but who would in-

sist that the sugar was developed for this purpose

and is of no direct use to the plant itself? It

is these considerations which make us hesitate

to believe that before insects Avcre created, sweet

secretions did not exist ; and nothwithstanding

the doubts of our correspondent, we think no

harm will result from the investigations we pro-

posed.—Ed. G. M
]

QUERIES.

Fertilization by Insect Agency.—Prof. Asa

Gray writes:
—"We are not all of us as careful

and exact in our statements as Mr. Darwin is,

and so our language is sometimes misappre-

hended and sometimes needs correction. Dar-

win's summing up in the first edition of his Or-

chid-book, is :
' Nature thus tells us in the most

emphatic manner, that she abhors perpetual

self-fertilization.' In the new edition, issued this

year, we read :
' It is hardly an exaggeration to

say that Nature tells us in the most emphatic

manner, that she abhors perpetual self-fertiliza-

tion. This manifests carefulness to be within

bounds, but does not look like giving up the

jirinciple. Some of us have been less careful to

keep the word ' j)erpotual ' perpetually in view;

but it has generally been implied in the whole

course of statement, which has recognized the

fact that most flowers have a chance, and majiy

a predominant chance, for self-fertilization. Ikit

this does not at all falsify the declaration that

'showy, fragrant, honey-hearing flowers are ar-

ranged for cross-fertilization.' If anybody wants

to see a good demonstration of that, let him read

the second chapter of Darwin's new book on the

effects of close and cross-fertilization in plants,

or a summar}' of it in the March number of the

American A(/ricuUuris(. Here is a plant aljun-

dantly capable of self-fertilization, which close-

fertilizes when covered, but is, in fact, freely

cross-fertilized in nature. Mr. Darwin proves,

by a course of experiments, that the crossing is

a benefit, and a great benefit ; and the inference

is almost unavoidable that these plants could not

go on indefinitely without it.

" It is now clear, however, that there is more
self-fertilization than was at first supposed. H.

Miller has largely shown this, while at the same
time contending for the absolute need of cross-

fertilization
;
just as you yourself, Mr. Editor,

have largely shown it, while contending that

cross-fertilization is of no account. But I think

you will soon agree that cross-fertilization is of

account, and that showy, odorous, nectariferous

flowers are adapted for it, notwithstanding ever

so much self-fertilization."

[In the "Detroit" paper the text taken was

this, "All plants with conspicuously colored

flowers, or powerful odors, or honeyed secretions

are fertilized by insects; therefore, before honey-

feeding insects existed, the vegetation of our

globe could not have been ornamented with

bright colored flowers." This is the point we
ventured to differ from. If the proposition now
made that these flowers are so arranged that

cross-fertilization is possible, and that it occa-

sionally does occur, is not inconsistent with the

point we ventured to question in the above quo-

tation, we have of course nothing further to say.

We have never said cross-fertilization was of no

account, but that we do not regard it as proved,

—Ed. G. M.}

The Verbena Rust.—We have always felt

that the Verbena Rust must be of fungoid origin,

because all the attendant phenomena are fun-

goidal, and there is no character whatever that
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classes it with insect work. Still we know how

easy it is to be mistaken, and have therefore

suggested to those who have faith in the nisect

origin of the disease, to send the specimens to

compelent Entomologists for the insect's identi-

fication. Mr. Chas. Henderson has generously

undertaken this good work, and from two of the

recipients of specimens—Prof. Riley and Mr. J.

StaufFer—we have replies. Mr. StaufFer's views

were directly opposite to Prof. Riley's, so Ave

thought best to send it to Prof. Riley, that he

might review his own if necessary. As thus far,

Mr. Stauffer is the only naturalist that we know
of who takes the insect view, we have thought it

but fair to give him the first hearing, and below

appears Prof. Riley's comment:
" After a close inspection ofthe diseased leaves

left with me, I obtained fresh ones from my neigh-

bor, Mr. Hensel, as in getting rid of the frag-

ments of moss in which the leaves were packed,

I had to disturb the surface more or less of the

leaves. I have also made a close inspection of

the fly—an Aphidian, belonging to Mr. Walsh's

genus, Callipterus. Honey tubes short, subulate,

Antennae long, seven-jointed, discoidals of the

front wings equally thick, carries the wings hori-

zontally folded ; in this latter respect it agrees

with the winged of the Phylloxera (vastatrix,

vitifoliee). These in their larvsel state infest the

root in Winter, and it seems it is proved that

they also infest the leaves in the Summer season.

The Callipterus is certainty the small black-

fly noticed around the Verbenas, and deposits

its eggs, as I captured them from the leaf, Janu-

ary 15, 1877.

" Now, as to the rust. Their larvae when
hatched, (the minute mites mentioned,) deplete

the leaf and empoverish the juices, and cause

the leaf to bliglit, unless the plants are in such

good soil and healthy vigor, as to be able to bear

this depletion, and then no fungus will follow,

and the plant may escape. But when the sto-

mata or bi-eathing pores of the leaf are inter-

fered with and the juices abstracted, the leaf be-

comes depauperated and forms a fit nidus for

the fungus. So Mr. Henderson is wrong to say

that, ' the insect is the consequence, and not the

cause, of the disease.' Mr. Brinton's views are

more accurate. I have found well defined fun-

gus and made accurate drawings of them from

the mildew in its white powdery form, or first

stage, when the leaf is yet green. By compari-

son with quite a number of forms illustrated, it

approaches the mycelium and sporadic branches

of the Cistopus candidus. Figured by Smee, in

his Garden, p. 366, he says many plants are at-

tacked with spots of white rust, on the leaves,

arranged in a circular manner. The mycelium

creeps through the cellular tissue of the plants,

and after a time gives rise to zoospores or moving

bodies to perpetuate the species, adding, ' I be-

lieve that in all these cases the plant is previously

pierced by an Aphis.' One word as to zoospores :

so long as they are free they have indeed a great

likeness to infusoria, but as soon as they have

found a fit resting place all trace of motion

ceases, and their oftspring comforts itself as a

vegetable; this is scientifically demonstrated,

but zoospores never turn to Aphids or the like.

The disease on the Heliotrope differs ;
here the

root of the hair becomes enlarged, and a yel-

lowish matter is secreted; this turns dark, and

then the bulb-like base cracks open and dis-

charges sporules. I first considered the whole as

a fungus, but if mycelium is formed under the

epidermis and enters into the base of the tubu-

lar hairs, and produces its sporules, then, this is-

a fungus of a totally new kind to me, but its

cause may arise from the same source—poverty

or depletion."

Prof. Riley says :—" I have not time now to

further investigate the Verbena rust, but feel

morally sure that it is a fungus disease. The

"black-fly" referred to in my answer to Mr.

Henderson is a Diplosis. There are several

Aphids affecting both leaves and roots of Verbe-

nas, but they have nothing to do with the rust."

Since the above was in type, a note from Prof.

Farlow tells us that the Verbena rust is a fungus,

and that its name is Erysiphe Verbena? of

Schweinitz. It will therefore be an old acquaint-

ance to mycologists.

Zelkova " Crensta."—Prof. Sargent writes :—

"My authority. for Zelkova crenata is Planchon,

in DecandoUes Prodromus, the last botanist who

has worked Ulmacese comprehensively. He does

not even allow Abelicea as a genus, so I suppose

we must retain Zelkova at least until another

volume of the Genera Plantarum appears.

"But what a pity we cannot retain Michaux's

Planera Richardi ; a much pleasanter and more

easily remembered name ; but this does not make

much difference so long as the tree is planted, so.

I hope you will get some of the grafts Mr. Price

so kindly offers, and see what can be done with

them.
" Typographical errors are not very pleasant

for the editor, I will allow, but how about his
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unfortunntc contrihiitors? Notico Crenstii twire

in Mr. rrice's communication, for crcnata, and
one of tliese in hir^^^o IcKcrsivs a heading at that."

[Having boon told that the siihjcct had been
" worked up at Camhrid.u;c," no pains wore talvcn

to hiok up the mutter beyond notieinj; tlie rehi-

tion of the genus to Abohi-ea. "Crensta" wa.s

our correspondent's orthography, and not the

ty[)Ographer'8, and what witii the capital and j)e-

culiar spelling, we took it for an aboriginal pro-

per name. We did not know ui' had our old

friend Tlanera Rii-hardi, to deal with. The Ger-

niantown Nurseries in time i)ast have distributed

this tree i)retty freely, and so we supjtose have
those of Flushing anil elsewhere, and we suspei't

that though the Woodland's tree may be the

finest, it is not by a long way the oidy specimen
in the country. All this trouble comes from so

many synonyms.—Ed. CJ. M.]

Chemic.vl Hygroscope.—F. INI., Ontario, Can-
ada, asks :

—
" What shade of color or number

should the Hygroscoi)e represent in a green-

house or conservatory to keep the plants in

best health, say when thermometer runs from
60° to 05°.

"

[The Hygroscope is such a recent invention

in its cheaper forms, that we can say little of its

application to plant culture, especially :is expe-

rienced gardeners do not find much dilliculty in

regard to the atmospheric moisture. In the use

of the Hygroscope, however, all we can say is

that the bluer the tint the drier the air, while

the deeper the pink the more moisture.—Ed.

G. M.l

Nam>: OK Pi,ANT.—N. says:—"In June Inst

y(>ar, near Mauch Clmnk, Pa., by tlie rail side,

and peeping out of the woods, I came upon a

very pretty shrub. It wjus not (lowers that

pleased, for it was out of bloom ; but iUs berries,

of every shade, from deep red to crimson, seemed
to speak for it a place in the shrubbery. lam
puzzled to identify tlic plant in nursery cata-

logues or books. It was a favorite with all the

pleasure parties which I met. All bore it com-
l)anion to the other woodland flowers of the sea-

son. If I have recalled the plant by the above

traits, you will oblige ni;iny n-aders by giving us

its name."

[Not much to identify a plant by; but proba-

bly the Canadian Holly, Nemopanthes canaden-

sis, and well worthy ol cultivation.—Pxl. G. M.]

Insect on the Grape.—Some time since, a

Wilmington, Del., correspondent wrote about a

peculiar trouble with his grape vines, and which

we suspected was caused by an insect unknown
to us, and advised the sending to Prof. Riley,

which it api)ears he has done, and Prof. 11. kindly

sends us the following response :

—

" From specimens just sent me, the insect in

grapery (G. M., Nov.) at Wilmington, Del, is the

grape leaf-folder (Desmia maculalis). See my
Third Rep., p. Ol. Since that was written, I have

found it worst on Catawba, Goethe, lona, Isa-

bella, Croton,Diana and Creveling—least on Con-

cord, Cynthiana, Louisiana and Martha. Bring

hands quick together and crush worm in fold.

Destroy chrysalides in Fall."

J^

6 L̂iterature, '<^^nRavels & Personal S^tes.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

HORTENSIA OR HORTENSIS.
HV T.

In the Monthly for January last, I endeavored

to show that the correct name for the common
Hydrangea is H. llortensia, and ni support of

my view, cited authorities and gave reasons that

would convince most persons of its accuracy.

The Rural New Yorker, however, still maintains

that the plant should be called H. hortensis, and

on February 17th reproduces my note—which is

very fair—that it may repl}' to it in a manner
which can hardly be characterized as fair. I

cannot ask you to reprint the Rural's remarks,

as it occupies over one and a half of its ample
columns in its attempt to show that others, be-

sides itself, have used an incorrect name ; in-

deed, that journal finds such evident satisfaction

in re-asserting its own way to be the right one,

that I would not disturb it, did it not singularly

misrepresent one of the authorities I cited, and
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go quite out of its way to ascribe unworthy mo-

tives to an eminent botanist not cited, or in any

manner alluded to in my article. As silence

with rej^ard to these may be construed as an

admis.sion on my part of the truth of the Rural's

representations, I ask space for a brief reply,

with which I drop the subject.

In my former note I quoted what Loudon

says (in his "Trees and Shrubs of Britain," Vol.

2, p. 986), in reference to the name Hortensia.

Respecting this the Rural says :
" Now for what

Loudon says in the work quoted. He gives

seven names or synonyms of this plant, and

then tells the story which ' T ' repeats, about how
the name Hortensia came to be one of the num-
ber, and its bec^iiiing common in France; but

he is very careful not to decide which in the correct

one."

The italics are mine ; for so remarkable a

statement defeerves the distinction. The asser-

tion is here distinctly made, tiiat in giving seven

different names for the plant, Loudon does not

indicate which of the seven he prefers, and

adopts as the correct name, but is very careful

not to do so. Those familiar with botanical de-

scriptions know that the author, when there are

several names, places the one he approves and

adopts Hrst, and the others follow as synonyms

;

and that it is further the custom to make the

approved name more conspicuous by putting it in

a different type from the others. Loudon was a
" very careful " man, and in this case he was not

only " very careful " to " decide " which among
several names is the " correct one " by placing it

Jirst, but he further emphasises this decision by

placing H. Hortensia in italics, while all the dis-

carded names are in Roman, or in ordinary

type. The Rural refers me to another work by

Loudon, his "Encyclopaedia of Plants," where it

says " he gives the correct name as hortensis." I

admit that in the " Encyclopaedia," publislied in

1829, he does give the name as " hortensis," but

Loudon's labors extended over many years, and

as he was a man who grew wiser as he grew

older, he did not continue the errors of his ear-

lier works in his later ones. Tiie fact that he

did, in his " Trees and Shrubs," in 1838, discard

" hortensis " and adopt Hortensia, at the same

time giving his reasons for accepting the latter,

indicates a desire to be right, which may be

commended as an example worthy of imitation.

The Rural cites Donn, who, it tells us,

"strangely enough, quotes for liis authority in

retaniing the name hortensis, Augustin Pyramus

De Candolle, who wa.H a celebrated Swiss botan-

ist, and the father of the present Alphonse De
Candolle, referred to above as the man who
tickles French vanity by restoring the name of

Hortensia." This reference " above " to Al-

phonse De Candolle, is perhaps the most re-

markable thing in the Rural's remarkable arti-

cle. It says :
" Prof. De Candolle, the younger,

doubtless in consideration of this universal sen-

timent [admiration for Hortense] of his country-

men, retains this name [Hortensia] in his work,

and Dr. Gray, from a similar consideration for

his friend, De C, follows this great botanical au-

thority: thus an error is perpetuated by these

two authorities, and backed up by ' T ' in the Gar-

dener's Monthly." Our wonder that Alphonse De

Candolle should be charged with being influ-

enced by unworthy motives in adopting a scien-

tific name, is only equalled by that at seeing

Prof. Gray charged with following any one—his

position being usually that of a leader.

This is probably the first time that the scientific

integrity of Ali»h. De. Candolle or Asa Gray was

ever called in question, and the /Jura/, in making

these charges, assumes a position more conspic-

uous than enviable. If any one thing relating

to this charge can be more strange than another,

it is the perfectly gratuitous character of the

attack, for I am quite unable to see why Alph.

De Candolle is cited at all, as I made no refer-

ence to him whatever in my article. It is true

that I did, in support of my position, refer the

Rural to " any botanical work of acknowledged

authority, as De Candolle's for Europe, and

Gray's for America;" had I intended Alph. De

Candolle, I should have said so. The Rural does

not seem to be aware that it is the custom among

botanists to speak of the father simply as De

Candolle, and to abbreviate it as DC; while

they call the son A. or Alph. De Candolle, and

abbreviate his name as A. DC. The work of

De Candolle's I referred to was the " Prodromus,"

which consists of 21 vols., running through half

a century, and which the Rural assumes is all

by the younger De Candolle. If it will turn to

the fourth volume, it will find on the title page,

"Anctore Aug. Pyramo De Candolle," and that

the date is 1830. By turning to p. 15, it will

find H. Hortensia, which, being the work of the

father, leaves the charges against the son with-

out any foundation worth speaking of, and the

Rural's indignation at the desire of the son to

"tickle French vanity," seems like a waste of

powder. If Donn quoted De Candolle as author-
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ity for "liortensis," he evidently ilid not quote

corrertly. In such cases the elianieter and

weight of the aiitliorities are of quite as much
importance as their number, and with most per-

sons the authority of De Candolle and Asa CJray

will outweigh that of Donn, Curtis, and— if I

may be allowed to say it—even that of i\\Q Rural

itself.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Thk Plant Life of Norway.—This is the title

of a beautiful work just issued in German by the

distinguished Danish Botanist, Dr. F. C. Schu-

beler, of Christiana. The many odd shapes which
trees take in that peculiar climate, are beauti-

fully illustrated. For instance, the Norway spruce

in lieavy snow will have its branches pressed to the

ground by tlic weight and then earth will wash
down with some thaw and cover the lowermost.

In such cases, the point of the branch will grow
up, and roots push down, just as in layering, and
in after years a very pretty clump come into

existence as if it were a mother with all her young
children about her. The peculiar climate and
conditions of Norway make these curious ap-

pearances in trees not uncommon. Norway
spruces blow down, and get covered by snow,
and moisture hangs about the prostrate trunk
long enough to encourage sprouts which become
in time trees, and there will often be a half a

dozen good sized trees which have grown out of a

prostrate trunk in this way. The whole book is

full of such interesting information. How slow
trees sometimes grow is well illustrated in the case

of a common Juniper. When sawed off it was
found to have made 297 aimual layers of wood,
and yet was but twelve and a half inches in

diameter.

In regard to the varied character of the growths
of trees in differing circumstances, there is, for in-

stance, a sketch of the Juniper (Juniperus com-
munis). ^Vs we generally see it, it is at best but
a conical, usually a rather cylindrical growing
tree. He figures one which has a head like an
old oak or a chestnut, and describes it as being
twenty-five feet high, with a straight trunk for

six feet up to the branches. This trunk is seven
feet one inch in circumference, and the great
round head of branches, about twenty-five feet

wide—completely round. Americans would give

a good deal to have a specimen of a Juniper
like that.

Dr. Schubeler does not forget the points of in-

terest attractive to the scientific as well as the

mere intelligent reader. He gives a plate of the

variations in the scales of Norway spruce cones,

all taken from the vicinity of Cliristiana, which
those wlio are making so many new species out

of our Californian Conifenc may well profit by,

I). Scliubeler pleasantly remarks, that there

seems to be some priiiciiilcs in human nature of

love ioT beauty antl nice things, in spite of some
other principles which would seem to oppose
them. He instances the use made by the Lap-

landers of the sweet vernal gnxss, Anthoxan-
thum odoratum. He describes them as an in-

describably dirty race; seeming to rejoice and

take pride in filthiness, and yet they make a

sort of plaited collar of this grass, so as to enjoy

its delicately delicious perfume.

All who have a knowledge of the German lan-

guage will enjoy a rich treat in the perusal of

Dr. Schubeler's book.

Burning of Lee's Greenhouses.—We are

sorry to have to write the burning of Lee's Green-

houses at Lake View, near Chicago, on the first

of February.

Proceedings of the Georgia State Hort.

Society.—This is the first issue and contains the

address of the first President, P. J. Berckmans,

and a full list of fruits best adapted to the State.

The Early Nurserymen of Illinois.—Mr. W.
C. Flagg says—Joseph Curtis, John Smith and

W. B. Archer established nurseries about 1818

in Illinois. "Before 1S30, nurseries of more or

less importance had been begun in Adams county

by John Wood (1820); in Edwards, by Sidney

Spring (1825); in Jersey, by Robert Avery (1825);

in Madison, by Masson (1820?); in Perry, by

Joseph Bradshaw (1825?); in St. Clair, by

Wood (1820?), and in Vermillion, by John Canady

(1826). This list is, no doubt, quite incomplete.

Hand-Book of Practical Landscape Garden-

ing, by F. R. Elliott. Published by D. M. Dewey,

Rochester, N. Y. It is gratifying to note the

tendency to an appreciation of beauty and taste

among the farmers and fruit growers of the coun-

try. Those we mean that are outside of the

regular horticultural literature properly so called.

Anything that will he!p*this good tendency is a

great public blessing. For this class this little

book of Mr. Elliott's is just the thing. The more

elaborate works of Downing and Kemp can

never be brought to them. They take too many
bushels of corn to buy, and when bought cannot

be understood. Cheap, and yet attractive volu-
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mes, like this little book, are capable of doing

much better work. The critical reader might

wish that the names of the plants had been more

correctly given by the author in many cases, and

that the proof-reader had been more closely

looked after in others. But these defects will

not in the least detract from the book's practical

value to those for whom it is intended, and we

heartily commend it.

The Bulletin No. 1 of the Illinois Museum

OF Natural History among other interesting

matter has a paper on the Botanical features of

"Trees in Winter," by Dr. Brendel; "Parasatic

Fungi," by Prof. Burrill; and a list of Illinois Or-

thoptera, by Dr. Cyrus Tkomas.

Catalogue of A. M. C. Jongkindt Coninck,

Dedemsvaart, Netherlands.—Mr. C, who has

taken so excellent a part in introducing the Gar-

dener's Monthly in the countries in the north of

Europe, sends us his Catalogue of hardy her-

baceous plants and other things, which we find

very full.

Mr. W. T. Harding.—We are pleased to be

able to say that this gentleman, who is so well-

known to our readers as an agreeable and highly

intelligent correspondent, and whom we know
as one of the best of the many practical gar-

deners in this country, has been elected Super-

intendent of the new Cemetery at Upper San-

dusky, which the citizens were so fortunate as

to engage him to lay out last year.

The Gardener's Monthly.—The publisher

asks us to make a note, thanking the many
friends who have passed good words to him
with their subscriptions, and he hands us the

following as a sample of many. It is from J. C. A.

of Henderson, Kentucky: "Enclosed is renewal

for 1877. Your magazine is indispensable to me,

and supplies valuable information which I could

obtain from no other source. It frequently

occurs that a single number contains Ain<s worth

more to me than a year's subscription."

The Editor appreciates these kind notices as

well as the publisher. He thinks he is doing a

useful as well as an agreeable work in editing

such a magazine. If every subscriber were to

send a new one to the publisher, it would of

course be of no particular interest to the Editor,

except to feel that all were working with him in

the extension of horticultural knowledge.

Waterer's Rhododendrons.—We were as-

tounded to read the following in Mr. Waterer's

Catalogue, just issued :
" Since my return I have

noticed that the Rhododendrons exhibited by

me at Philadelphia have been the subject of

several articles in the American Gardening pub-

lications, the object of the writers being to throw

doubt on the hardiness and fitness for the Ameri-

can climate of the plants grown at this nursery."

We venture to say that Mr. Waterer can

point to no "American Gardening publications or

any leading agricultural paper, if indeed, any

paper at all, in which the writers exhibited any

such "object."

American Gardening publications have made
known that Mr. Waterer's Rhododendrons, ex-

hibited at the Centennial, were hybrids of Rhod.

maximum, R. Catawbiense, R. ponticura and

R. arboreum, that the two last were not hardy

in the Northern States, while the two former

were; and that the varieties which had a pre-

ponderence of these two characters, and of which

Mr. Waterer had many, were not hardy. There

has never been anything said about the "hardi-

ness and fitness of the plants grown in this nur-

sery," but only of some of the varieties. And
this, which was the thing said, is true.

Mr. Waterer was received on this side of the

Atlantic with generous honor. A large house

was built for his Rhododendrons, while no such

privilege was accorded to American growers,

who had collections equal in value to his own, but

which were left to broil in the open, and terribly

hot sun, even for America. No one objected,

but all rejoiced, feeling that the excellent

show the Waterer Rhododendrons made, were

really increasing a taste, and helping themselves.

Under these circumstances the effort of Mr.

Waterer to make the English public believe that

he is badly persecuted by American jealousy, is

unworthy of the proverbial fairness of "John

Bull."

We should hardly have thought Mr. Waterer

capable of such a contemptible trade trick, had

not the writer of this heard him boasting to a

little circle in his tent that he had assisted some

Americans in getting Rhododendrons into this

country free of duty, when the United States

Government expects to get a duty of twenty per

cent, on imported ornamental trees and shrubs.

If Mr. Waterer is not so finely moulded as to

see nothing discreditable in transactions of this

kind that may help his trade, we do not expect

him to be very particular in his references to the

statements of "American Gardening publica-

tions " if he is likely to be the gainer by it.
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QUERIES.

Bkks and Ci.c)Vj:k.
—" Busy Bee," Baltimore,

Md., writes :
" I semi you a slip from the Lou-

don Agricultural Gazette, which contradicts the

position you assume, that clover can be fertilized

without the aid of bees. With two such dis-

tinguished scientists as Mr. Darwin, in England,

and Prof. Gray against you in this country, are

you sure your position is correct? Here ia the

extract

:

" ' Why has there been so little holly berry and
red clover in England the past year? Mr. Dar-

^Yin explains that bees were extraordinarily rare

in tlio early Sprin<r, and that without bees to

carry pollen from the male to the female plant,

neither holly nor clover can be fertilized. The
Spectator goes further. It attributes the inactiv-

ity of the bees to conservative reaction, and sug-

gests that they were exchanging their queen for

an empress, or altering the labor laws to suit

the drones, or honeycombing the hives under
some impulse of sanitary panic, and so the clover

and the holly flowers were sadly neglected.'
"

[In one way we thank our correspondent for

sending us this slip, as an impression is being

created in some quarters that the writer of this,

in his opposition to extreme views of insect

fertilixation, was doing unuecesBary work, as

no such extreme views prevailed. It is now
said that the only point contended for was,

that insects viay "sometimes" cross fertilize

flowers, and that when insects do not come
about, the flowers can and do in moet cases fer-

tilize themselves. We see, however, by the ex-

tract, that this is not the view held by the

Gazette, nor was it the view extensivoly held in

this country prior to Mr. Mcehan's work. What-

ever may be Mr. Darwin's views, our correspon-

dent does not do Dr. Gray justice, for he has

recently explained his view to be that when the

plants are not visited by insects, they are gener-

ally able, as a secondary resort, to fertilize them-

selves. In regard to the clover question, its not

seeding at times is evidently due to impaired

nutrition in the direction of reproduction, as

explained in Mr. Median's Detroit paper.—Ed.

G. M.l

ORTICULTURAL ^SOCIETIES.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

PEAR TREE BLIGHT IN OHIO.

BY M. B. BATEII.VM, PAI.VESVILLE, O.

No question relating to Horticulture or Pom-

ology is of so much practical importance in

Ohio, and the Western States generally, as that

of the cause and prevention of pear tree blight.

Many thousands of dollars are annually expend-

ed in the purchase and planting of pear trees,

only to see them flourish for a few seasons, and

then blacken and die, when they begin to give

promise of fruit.

At the recent annual meeting of the Ohio

State Horticultural Society, it was hoped that

some progress would be made towards solving

this vexed problem. As Secretary of the Society,

and in order to save time in discussion, I gave a

brief survey of what had been developed during

th€ past year or two ; first, reverting to the meet-

ing of last year, when a gentleman named McCall

was present, from Southern Ohio, who claimed

to have discovered the real cause of what is

known as fire blight. He had recently attended

the meeting of the American Pomological So-

ciety at Chicago, and at his request a committee

of that Society had been appointed to investigate

his discovery during the next season, and in du^
time make report. He also wished that a com-
mittee of our State Society should be appointed

for the same purpose—then if the discovery was
found to be real, and of value to the public, the

two Societies might devise some way by which
he should be compensated. This was regarded

as fair and just, and the committee was accord-

ingly appointed. As Secretary of that commit-
tee, after making observations during the Sum-
mer, and consulting several of the other mem-
bers, I was intending to make report at this

meeting, but on writing to Mr. McC, inviting
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him to be present, he informed me that he could

not attend the meeting, and that he would pre-

fer the report should be delayed for another

year, as some gentlemen in his section of the

State had promised to investigate the matter

n(3xt season, and it was presumed that the com-

mittee of the Am. Society would also report at

that time. I therefore consented to defer mak-

ing a report, especially as I did not believe that

the public^would lose much by the delay. In

saying this, however, I.did not wish to be under-

stood as intimating that there was nothing in the

supposed discovery of Mr. McCall—for in my
opinion the commencement of' the blight may
be often traced to the injury or cause assigned by

him ; but in a majority of cases no such cause

can be discovered, at least in Northern Ohio>

where my observations have been made.

I next called attention to the remarks of Mr.

Meehan, of the Gardener's Monthly, at the last

meeting of the Am. Pom. Soc, (see report of

proceedings,) "on Fungi and Fruit Diseases," in

which he says, " That fire blight is of fungoid

origin, is now clear, from the researches of Dr. J.

Gibbons Hunt of Philadelphia. He finds that a

very minute fungus germinates on the outer

bark, enters the structure, destroying the cells as

it goes, till it reaches the alburnum, and then it

penetrates clear to the pith, by way of the me-

dullary rays, totally destroying the branch, from

the centre to the circumference. . . There is

no other conclusion here than that reached by

Dr. H., that, in the true fire blight, fungi are the

cause of the disease."

I remarked that, accepting this conclusion as

we must, the honor of first demonstrating its cor-

rectness belongs to a skilled mycologist of our

own state. Dr. J. H. Salisbury, now of Cleve-

land, whose researches on this subject, made in

1862, are published, with numerous illustrations,

in the Ohio Agricultural Report for 1863. Un-

fortunately the wood-cuts illustrating the essay

of Dr. H., were accidentally burned some years

since, or our Society would have the substance

of it republished. In examining the blighted

branches with a powerful microscope, Dr. S.

found them filled through and through with the

mycelium of a peculiar fungus; the threads

wound around in every direction among the

woody cells. For several inches beyond the

outward appearance of disease, dead lines, the

size of a knitting needle, extended in the soft

cambium, and in these the moniliform threads

could be traced making their way among the

cells. This plant. Dr. S. saj^s, is strictly a para-

sitic fungus that affects organic tissues. It pro-

duces blight in twig of apple and quince, as

well as pear, and often attacks the young fruit

when about the size of a hazel-nut. This fungus

belongs to the group Ascomycetes, to the order

Perenosporiaceffi, and the genus Sphserotheca.

The method of development of the fungus is fully

illustrated by Dr. S. The fertile threads grow

by pullulation (like bud-forming) ; the spores

are produced on threads that rise above the sur-

face. Sporidia and fertile threads were placed

in a solution of sugar, and the next day numer-

ous zoosporoid cells were moving about actively,

and in a little time some of them voided other

cells, all the while continuing a pvilsating or

vibratory motion.

Another and distinct form of fungus was ob-

served and described by Dr. S., as found in the

blighted branches after they had been dead some
time, and along with the one causing the dis-

ease ; but this second kind does not prey upon

living tissue, and is a result, not a cause of dis-

ease. Dr. S. supposes that the sporidia of the

blight fungus are in the circulating juices or sap

of the tree, and under favoring influences of the

weather, and a suitable condition of the cam-

bium, are started into growth. He sviggests, in

the line of preventives, the use of sulphur in

some of its soluble forms applied to the soil

about the roots. But as some experiments of

this kind have not been wholly satisfactory, and

it is probable that the spores enter by the sto-

mata of the leaves, or else vegetate on the out-

side of the bark, and then pass inward, it is sug-

gested that washes containing sulphur, carbolic

acid, or copperas be applied to the trees by

syringing, early in Summer. Let us hear

Mr. Saunders, of Washington, 'and others who
have tried such washes, as to the extent and

manner of their doing it, and the results. It is

my belief that a reliable and cheap preventive

will be found only in this direction.

PROF. BRAINERD ON SOLAR HEAT THEORY.

We also had, at our meeting, the somewhat

remarkable essay on pear blight, read before the

Potomac Fruit Growers' Association last Sep-

tember, by Prof. J. Brainerd, formerly of Cleve-

land, and now of the Patent Office at Washing-

ton, published, with illustrations, in the Ohio

Agricultural Report for 1875-6. The Committee

of our Society were of the same opinion respect-
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ing this essay as was exjirc^soil by Mr. Meehan
in tlio Dci-embor nuniKor of the Gardener's

Month!}/, and that it was not wortli while to oc-

cupy the time of the nieetin<:j hy reatUng or dis-

cussing it—for it was ovitU'nt to us that Prof. B.

liad not specimens of real hlij^ht uiuler exami-
nation at all. He says that uptju tlie closest

scrutiny he could fnid no evidence that the dis-

ease was caused by fun,e;us, or was of a fungoid

nature; l)Ut he goes on to show that blight is a

ruptured conilition of the cells of the alburnum,
which he believes is caused by the extremes of

heat or cold ;
and farther on lie says, what is

known as fire blight is "caused wholly by ex-

cessive solar heat." Some of the alleged facts

given in supi)ort of his theory liy Prof. B. are

remarkably wide of the truth. He says :
" In

the Spring' of 1875, in Ohio, and along the lake

shore fruit region, after the trees had put forth

their leaves, a sudden fall of temijcrature from
summer beat to 12 or 15 degrees below freezing,

killed outright nearly every pear tree in that

extensive district. (?) I examined many trees

soon thereafter, and found the external appear-

ances exactly similar to what is called fire

blight."

As a fruit grower in the lake shore district in

Ohio, I feel called upon to state that no such
general destruction of pear trees occurred in this

region, in that season or any other. It is well

known tiiat the Winter of 1874r-5 caused exten-

sive destruction of peach trees and grape vines,

also of some pear trees, by killing of the roots,

supposed to have been in consequence of severe

drouth after a full crop of fruit, more than by
the severity of the Winter. Many of the trees

thus root-killed in the Winter, leaved out in the

Spring, and of course the tops died soon after-

wards. But I did not see a single pear tree that

died, or had its top killed l)y the late freeze in

the Spring, and the number that were killed in

the manner before stated did not amount to

more than 5 to 10 per cent, in any of the orch-

ards within my knowledge. This is true of my
own orchard of several hundred trees, also the

larger orchard of S. B. Marshall, near West
Cleveland, and the still larger one of Mr. Fahne-
stock, on the lal^e shore, near Toledo. In no
one season has there been a loss of more than
5 to 10 per cent, of trees bj' blight, though a
larger proportion have sometimes died from
overbearing and winter-killing. Again, Prof. B.

says in support of his solar heat theory, that

pear trees standing on a southern exposure are
much more liable to blight than those on a
northern slope. This is also contrary to my ex-

perience and observation, and my orchard slopes

to the south, while several that I know of slope

to the north ; but I do not believe this has any-
thing to do with causing or preventing blight.

Then, if hot weather is the cause, why is there

not more blight in Kentucky and Southern Ohio
than here in the North ; and why was there not
a general visitation of blight last June, when we
had the hottest weather ever known in all this

region ?

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Tun A.MKKK'AN POMOI.OGK-Ar- SoriKTY.—The
biennial meeting of this body, which is always
looked forward to with so much interest by hor-

ticulturists generally, will be held this year in

Baltimore, on the invitation of the Maryland
Horticultural Society. This will have its an-
nual exhibition on the 11th, 12th, 13th and 14th

of Sei)tember, and the Pomological Society will

take the last three days. Col. Wildar has re-

covered his health to a great extent, and will

probabiy j)reside in person. We know the
warmth of Maryland hospitality, and the intelli-

gence of its horticulturists, and feel safe in pre-

dicting the event will be one "long to be re-

membered." Mr. Sands, of the Farmer, is a host
in himself.

Statk Horticultural and Pomological Soci-

eties.—The Winter meetings of the various State

Societies have been more than usually attract-

ive, as we judge from a large number of reports

in the newspapers of the various sections that

have been sent to us, and which we hope to use
as occasion offers. The meetings of the Western
New York Horticultural Society, and Fruit
Growers' Society of Pennsylvania, are particu-

larly well spoken of by the papers, while those

of the Western Societies are very fully reported
in the excellent agricultural papers of that re-

gion. In our present number Mr. Bateham
gives an abstract of some points of particular

interest to our readers, that grew out of the Ohio
meeting. TheGermantown (Philadelphia) Hor-
ticultural Society holds monthly meetings, at

which premiums are awarded for good plants;

remarks on the plants present are made; an
essay is read, and discussions follow. At the
February meeting, Mr. John Savage spoke on
the effects of various temperatures on plants, in

a pleasing and instructive manner, and consid-

erable discussion ensued. Among the plants on
exhibition wei-e several pretty specimens of
Chorozcma varium. Australian plants, as a rule,

are the best of Winter tlowerers, but do not get

through our Summers well. This seems an ex-

ception, and should be in every greenhouse.
There were hundreds of orange and crimson
"butterfly" flowers on these plants. One of the
best grown Callas we ever saw was on exhibition

;

that is to say, the leaves were not drawn up, but
though strong, were as healthy as possible, and
the numerous flowers were of a like character.

There was also on exhibition a double variety of

the "seed strain " of Chinese Primrose, almost
as good as the old-fashioned Double white, which
does not seed, and which no modern kind has
exactly equalled, and the edges were beautifully

fringed. The plants at these monthly exhibi-

tions have no marks on them by which any one
may know who they belong to. This is not any
advantage. Instead of jjreventing dishonest
judging, it favors it by making a cover for the
unfair one.
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SEASONABLE HINTS.

April is a good planting month. There is not

much art in planting trees, though it is often

made a mystery. Not to let the roots dry for

an instant between taking up and planting, every-

body knows, but everybody does not do it; in

fact Everybody deceives himself. We have seen

this distinguished individual leave the tops of

trees exposed to the sun, with a mat or straw

thrown over the roots ; and think all was right,

—or heel in for a day or two, by just throwing a

little dirt over the roots. This is a little good;

but Everybody's fault is, that although this may
be ten minutes of good, he expects to get ten

hours, or even ten days' value out of it, and

thus he suffers more than if he had done noth-

ing, because he forgets that the branches evapo-

rate moisture from the roots in a dry wind, and
the juices go from the roots through the branches

very nearly as well as directly to the air from the

roots themselves. So with heeling in. The soil

is thrown in lightly, or at most just " kicked "

down. " It is only temporary," very few of the

roots come in contact with the soil. They can

draw in no moisture to supply the waste of

evaporation, and thus they stay day after day,

—

Everybody satisfied because he sees the roots

covered, really worse than if they had been ex-

posed. We have no doubt that more trees are

lostfrom imperfect heeling in than from any other

cause whatever. Of course, if the tops be cov-

ered as well as the roots, there is less waste of

moisture and more chance of success.

This hint will help us in planting. That is,

pound the soil in well about the fibres, so that

they may be in close contact with it ; or they can-

not draw in the necessary moisture. Should the

trees appear a little dry, or the roots badly muti-

lated in digging, or have few fibres, cut away the

plant according to the severity of the injury. It

is scarcely necessary to repeat that for this

evaporation reason, it is best to plant trees when
the ground is rather dry, because it then pow-
ders best in pounding, and gets well in about the

roots. Wet ground plasters, and leaves large

hollows in which roots cannot work.

We approve of thick planting. Trees grow
faster for one another's company, and a place

well filled at once, saves many years of time to

see them grow. Those not wanted after the

place has grown some, can be transplanted to

other parts of the ground. How to remove large

trees successfully, we have often explained.

Where thick planting is to be adopted, of course

care must be taken in locating those perma-
nently to remain.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

DECORATION OF GROUNDS. ETC,

BY WM. FLITTON, GAED. TO JNO. LEE CARROLL, ESQ.,

BALTIMORE, MD.

The Salvia spoken of on page 373, December
number of the Monthly, is Salvia splendens, pure

and simple. It would seem hardly possible to

intensify the scarlet of Salvia splendens when in
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good oonilition. Wliy should those imrtii-idar

beds grow so dwarf? To be honest, it is necessary

in this connection to record a faihire.

The beds in cinestion were not intended for

Salvia, and were filled in May with plants of a

widely dirtVrent genus, which however grew so

slowly and became such bald-headed looking spe-

cimens that their presence amongst health and

beauty could not be tolerated. Anticipating this

failure, I propagated suHicient Salvia in April to

replace them. The cuttings were taken from

some large old plants wintered over, and were

planted in the beds early in July. It was a

struggle for life with them, but they held their

own, however, and commenced flowering at the

same time as did those which were well grown

plants when put out. In this instance, that

which was intended merely as a make-shift, hap-

pened to prove a success. I have no desire to

repeat the experiment, however, but " necessity

knows no law," and one never knows how soon

it may be necessary to devise some means of

hiding that which would otherwise prove a

failure.

It is absolutely necessary to grow bedding

plants. A tastefully arranged, well-kept garden,

on what is generally understood as the bedding

system, is most beautiful. We also need flowers

to cut, and bedding plants generally produce

bloom adapted for the purpose. But what valid

reason can be given why this particular mode of

decoration should be adopted to the exclusion of

all others ! Is there no beauty except in masses

of brilliant color ? True, we may arrange them
with artistic taste, may tone down glaring colors,

with neutral tints, so as not to offend the most
fastidious ; but congruity, " the eternal fitness of

things " should not be lost sight of. Few indeed

would place a grand piano-forte in a room with

bare walls and floor, nor a carpet of velvet pile

in a kitchen. Yet it is a fact well known to most
readers of this periodical, that inconsistencies

almost as glaring, are often perpetrated in what
is considered to be the embellishment ofgrounds.

I would be understood here, not as seeking to

depreciate the efforts of the owners of small

country places to make their surroundings more
home-like by planting a few flowers, flowering

and evergreen shrubs, &c. This is as it should
be, only more of it is needed by our rural popu-
hition, and much more migVt be done in that

line at trifling expense.

A short time since, the writer was called to

visit a place where considerable expense had

he<'n incurred in imjjroving the landscape.

There was, previous to the iwpmvnnnil, a (ino lot

of old cedars, every vestige of which had been

removed. The grove had been cleaned up "spic

and span," not an Azalea nor a Kalmia dared

show a spray. The lawn was sharply defined,

the flower-beds far too numerous and too nar-

row. The herbaceous border was entirely ig-

nored, of course, as being too anticjuated for the
" modern style of gardening, you know." Some
Abies excelsa had been planted singly within

six feet of the drive ; and a few other shrubs, &c-,

were dotted about here and there, looking very

much out of place. A great deal had been done,

much of which, however, would have been far

better let alo.ie. In fact, we shall be making
rapid progress towards our next Centennial, be-

fore some of the grand natural objects thus ruth-

lessly torn away can be re-placed in as noble a

form. Yet this estate contains within itself all

the diversity of hill and dale, were it availed of,

to make the scene most beautiful. At theproi^er

distance from the front piazza, where the drive

could have been carried in a bold sweep ai^ound

the brow of a hill, could have been placed some
grand clumps of Geranium argenteum, Erian-

thus Ravenna^, Yucca filamentosa and Y. glori-

osa, Canna, Caladium es-^ulentum. Hollyhock,

&c., &c. In connection with the above, could be

used with charnfing eflect Juniperus, Retino-

spora, Cupressus, Biota, Thuiopsis, &c. Away
beyond these again should have been planted

specimens of fine foliaged, weeping trees, &c.,

carrying the eye over a fine undulating surface

to a higher hill beyond, skirted by a wood on

the northern side, where might have been

planted some fine clumpj of Abies, Pinus, &c.,

perhaps fringed by European Larch; and all

this beauty might have been had for very little

more than it cost to destroy that which pre-

viously existed. As a country, we have some-

thing yet to learn in Landscaping and in For-

estry. Could not the Granges do something to

induce farmers and others to plant a few trees

annually, both for ornament and utility?

Suppose the members of a Grange club unite to-

gether and buy a few tliousands of—say Norway
Spruce, of smallish size, and divide them pro-

portionately. Being of somewhat rapid growth,

if properly planted and attended to, the present

generation would reap the benefit, Avhile those

to come would bless the memory of those who
ha I beautified their surroundings, and at the

same time the country.
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THE WHITE WATER LILY. (Nymphaea Odorata.)

BY B. MANN, RANDOLPH, MASS.

If lovers of flowers only knew how easily the

fragrant White Water Lily could be cultivated,

we are quite sure these Lilies would be grown

far more than many other less fragrant and

beautiful flowers that take more time and

trouble to cultivate. These Lilies once planted

in a pond or small stream (they will bloom more
profusely in shallow water) that does not entirely

dry up in Summer, will need no further care,

and will increase from year to year. People that

have not the facilities for growing them in ponds

and streams, can have their Lily gardens in tubs

and aquariums where they can admire and

gather the most fragrant and beautiful flower

that grows on land or water.

CULTIVATION.

In Tubs.—For a tub, take a strong barrel, free

from tar oil or salt, saw it in two, fill this one-

third full with fine black garden soil, or meadow
mud if handy, plant the roots in this mixture,

covering them two inches deep, add water gently

so as not to disturb the roots until the tub is

full. This is all thecareneeded—always keep the

tub full of water. Set this on a- brick or board

platform in any place you desire. The tubs with

their contents should be placed in a cellar dur-

ing the Winter, kept from frost, and not allowed

to entirely dry up.

For Ponds and Streams—Tie a stone close to

the roots, large enough to sink it, drop this into

the pond or stream where you wish them to

grow.

For Aquariums.—Put in five inches of fine

black loam, cover the roots one inch deep in

this, and sift on fine sand enough to entirely

cover the loam.

MAGNOLIA GLAUCA.

BY SAMUEL PARSONS, KISSENA NURSERIES,

FLUSHING, N. Y.

In the February issue of the Gardener's

Monthly, I notice a very clear and definite an-

swer, in the affirmative, to a query concerning
the possibility of grafting Magnolia glauca on
M. acuminata stock. Your statement is un-
questionably correct, but since you do not seem
to rest your position on positive experience, I

should like to add a testimony that comes from
actual observation.

For years, I have been accustomed to see

M. glauca grafted successfully on both acumin-
ata and tripetela, to the great advantage of

stateliness and general symmetry. Nor is it un-

natural that an alliance should be made with

facility in the case of two American species, when
Japanese and Chinese Magnolias do so well on
the same stock. Allow me to enter a plea for a
wider appreciation of this sweetest, and in some
senses best, of American Magnolias. No planta-

tion of shrubs can afl'ord to be without its fresh

and charming attractions.

MAGNOLIA GLAUCA.

BY T. C. MAXWELL, GENEVA, N. Y.«

In the February number of the Gardener's

Monthly, G. W. T. asks in regard to the M. glauca

worked on M. acuminata, and you answer that

you " know of no cases," " but think it would do
well." Eemembering an article in the American
Journal of Horticulture by Dr. J. P. Kirtland, I

immediately turned to it, volume fix-st, page 177,

and found it so very interesting, I can but think

you will be glad to give it to your readers. Dr. K.
says:

—"A glauca standing in my grounds,

started from a seed in 1842, is now (1S67) seven

feet high. The trunk eighteen inches above the

ground, measures six inches in circumference;

and its top extends into several lateral branches.

A dozen or two of inferior flowers are annually

produced. Its aspect is that of an old and de-

crepit shrub, unworthy of attention.

" In beautiful contrast and contiguous to it,

may be seen another glauca, with a large and
spreading top, more than twenty-one feet high,

with a body thirty-seven inches in circumfer-

ence at its largest expansion. Its leaves and
flowers surpass the others in size, numbers and
perfection. During a period of about six weeks,

in the months of June and July, it puts forth

daily a profusion of pure white blossoms, the

neat and chaste appearance of which by day,

and the agreeable odor at evening, excite ad-

miration. At the approach of night, the per-

fume mingling with the foiling dews, is dissemin-

ated a great distance along a thronged public

thoroughfare, and elicits many exclamations of

wonder and surprise, uttered in as many varied

accents as Avere heard from the readers of the

epitaph of ' Poor Yorick.' This tree is probably

the largest specimen of the glauca in the Union,

certainly in the more northern States; and it
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illustrates both the feasibility mid the advan-

tages of employinjj; the acuminata for the stock

in propagating this species. It originated from

a bud, cut from the seedling glauca just de-

scribed, when that was four years old. The l)ud

was inserted into a yoiuig cucumber tree of a

similar age, in the Summer of 1846, similar soil

and cultivation have been afforded to each. The
one is a mere shrub that has already passed its

maturity ; the other a good-sized tree, vigorous

and healthy, animal ly extending as large a

growth as in its early years."

VARIOUS TOPICS.

BY JOSIAH HOOPES, WEST CHESTER, PA.

I am pleased to hear the Sciadopitys verticil-

lata is succeeding so well in the vicinity of

Boston, thus giving us incontrovertible evidence

of its hardiness at the North. A specimen in

my own collection, some ten years planted, has

never been injured in the least.

The Thuja Standishi, formerly Thuiopsis, is

also equally hardy, and I think will form a very

beautiful tree when well grown.

Whilst on the subject of conifers, allow me
to call the attention of planters to three of the

newer species of Abies or Spruce:—A. Alco-

quiana, A. polita, and A. microsperma, all of

which are from Japan, and appear perfectly

adapted to our climate. In addition to their

hardiness, they are all unexceptionally beautiful

and distinct.

Please say to G. W. T., who inquires about
grafting Magnolia glauca, that it succeeds well

upon the M. acuminata, but is somewhat more
difficult to work than most other species. The
growth is greatly accelerated, and the foliage

increased in size, at least for a few years after

grafting or budding.

The Castanopsis chrysophylla, like almost every
Californian tree or shrub that I have tested, posi-

tively refuses to live here for any length of time.

It literally burns up beneath our hot suns. Even
in the shade, some fungus spreads over the foli-

age, and the shrubs rapidly shrivel up. The
"Winter, however, puts a quietus on all; so it does
not much matter about the Summer ills. I re-

gret that it is so, for a more beautiful foliage I

scared}^ know among our American shrubs.

We have had Fuchsia procumbens for eight-

een months past, but have so far been unable to

bloom it. Perhaps now we may succeed with
the older plants.

NOTES BY CHARLES DOWNING.

A(.iUIl.i;(.IA CAI.IIOK.NICA.

Your correspondent, W. C. L. Drew, says thia

variety has not yet been introduced, but Wm.
Thompson, seedsman, of Ipswidi, England, sent

me seeds of it some twelve years since, which

grew and flowered freely, and is the same as

described by Mr. Drew.

SPIR.EA PALMATA.

I received this of Thomas Hogg, Sr., of New
York, over twentj' years since as Spiraea Ameri-

cana, but soon after when in bloom a botanical

friend, in looking over my collection, pro-

nounced it S. palmata; it grows afoot higher

than S. lobata, the spikes of flowers larger, of a

brighter color, easily cultivated, and worthy of

a place in any collection.

ACOXITUM JAPONICUM.

This is not very new. I grew it many years

since ; it grows to the height of four feet, stiflf

and erect; has palmated shining foliage; blooms

late, and although desirable in a large collection,

is not as showy as some of the earlier varieties.

MAGNOLIA GLAUCA.

G. W. T. asks what would be the effect of

grafting M glauca on M. acuminata. I believe

Dr. Kirtland, of Cleveland, Ohio, was successful

in grafting and budding this and other kinds on

the acuminata stock, and gave an account of

his mode of performing it in the Journal of Hor-

ticulture a few years since. I would recommend
G. W. T., and other planters to obtain M. glauca

longifolia, a seedling of the glauca, but more
vigorous in growth, larger and more glossy foli-

age, and more desirable every way, and should

be more extensively planted as an ornamental

tree.

A LITTLE ALPINE GARDEN.

BY MRS. C. S. JONES, MONROE, MO.

For many years past "rock-work " and "rock-

eries" have become so popular as a means of

embellishing pleasure-grounds, that persons de-

ciding to improve their surroundings, invariably

attempt some arrangement of this kind as

an aid thereto. " Rock . work !

"—"Save the

mark!" Why, almost every absurd conglom-

eration of stones, shells, rocks, burrs, roots, and

(shall we admit it?), masses of crockery, glass,

and china, that we see exposing their dry,

parched sides to view, is dignified by the term;
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whereas nine attempts out of ten are mere abor-

tions, as may be clearly proven, if we will only

examine the subject and ascertain what we

really mean by attempting this class of work.

The object of rock-work certainly is, or should

be, an imitation of nature ; by obtaining with

proper soil and situation, such growth and

exhibition of certain interesting plants, which in

their wild, natural state resort to extremely rocky

and stony places, seeking a subsistence ; where

strong, rampant vegetation would stand no

chance; by cultivating those lovely mountain-

eers, which grow in all their delicate green-

ness and brightness far above the limit of shrub-

by and herbaceous vegetation, in regions where

blasts of cutting wind and intense cold prevent

their tiny heads from rising more than an inch

or two above the earth.

Now, such are the Alpines; and though the

situations in which the Alpine flora luxuriates

can only be copied on a very lilliputian scale in

our American gardens, still the conditions in

which they delight may be imitated to perfec-

tion here, and it is from the fact of succeeding

with a number of this class of plants that I feel

anxious to urge their culture upon our flower

lovers; for never will they find a specialty better

worthy a trial, nor a pet that will repay them
with such constant returns of beauty.

The beds I am about to describe are appropri-

ate alike for the wide area of the country lawn

or the contracted court-yard of the city or

suburban home; in the one case being extended

into wide planes and sheltered nooks, high peaks

and sunny knolls, with here a little bit of water,

and there a rocky pathway, winding in and out

at ''the foot of the mountain." Alpine shrubs

and bushes grouped here and there on the

mountain-tops, the sides and peaks of which

may be " snoiorcapped " with " Spar.," while

tiny Swiss chalets dotted about on the sides, or

grouped together as a hamlet in the valley, may
serve as bee-hives or bird-houses. Here by mak-
ing wide slabs of stone, to overhang some min-

iature lakelet, with sunny banks and shaded,

little valleys, every sort of aspect or nook that

could be desired for a particular plant is at hand,

and thus vegetation of the most diverse charac-

ter is accommodated within a very narrow space

by merely preparing soil adapted to the wants

of special plants. In the other case, a little bed

is dug out to the depth of two feet, with an out-

let from the lowest point to insure perfect

drainage in this cavity. Coarse stones, lime or

rubbish must be placed to a depth of from six

inches to one foot; upon this arrange large

stones, old stumps and trunks of trees, planted

firmly on beds of garden soil or stiff loam.

Leave many hollow spaces for the plants, into

which pack a mixture of leaf-mould, clean sand,

coarse gravel (or crushed stones) and peat (or if

this is not obtainable, cocoa-nut fibre or refuse

will answer), and a little good garden loam, or

soil from an old hot-bed, making a coarse, gritty

mixture, in which Alpines delight to grow. The

requisites of health to these plants are pure air,

bright sun-shine (during a portion of the day at

least), thorough drainage, loose gritty soil and

constant moisture. With these, your plants

will gro-w luxuriantly, excepting during cold

Spring or open Winter weather, when, being de-

prived of their natural covering of snow, with

our thaws and severe frosts, they are greatly

injured ; but this evil may be remedied by fas-

tening a sort of open frame across the bed and

covering with canvas tacked to the top, forming

an artificial snow.

Around the edge of the bed arrange rustic

stones and roots of various sizes, making as

much pleasing diversity as possible, so as to

raise the bed about two feet above the surround-

ing turf. The large stones, slabs, trunks, &c., in

the centre should' crop out from the soil in true

rustic fashion ; of course any regular arrange-

ment would tend to ugliness, as no one spot

should resemble another, and the dip and con-

nection of the stones with the soil should be so

arranged that the soil will not become washed

out with rain or watering. Here Sedums and

Sempervivums, such Saxifragas as coesia Ro-

chelliana, such Dianthuses as alpinus and pe-

trseus, mountain Forget-me-nots, Gentians, little

Spring bulbs, Hepatica triloba and a good, wide

clump of the Iberis. Pinks will thrive here

and do wonderfully well, while the blue tint of

the foliage will form charming contrasts with

the deep green of the " mossy Saxifrage." The

Aubrietias will run up and down the chinks and

form lovely mantles for the jutting rocks over

which they will climb and ramble; Alyssum

saxatile will round into a dense, impenetrable

clump, while Arabis lucida, A. procurrens var.,

and Festuca glauca, with all the Oxalis, silvery

Artemisias, dwarf Gnaphalium, Silene alpestris,

Dianthus petrseus, Achillea tomentosa, Campan-

ulas (dwarf), Erica carnea, Linaria alpina. Phlox

verna, frondosa and stolonifera, Alyssum spino-

sum, Veronica Candida and saxatilis. Cerastium
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tomenlosum, Prinmla veris (cowslip); Bollis per-

eniiis (English Daisy); double white daisy, and

B. Victoria. On dry spots use the Echeverias,

which, being natives of arid countries, will

thrive best if planted in some hot, parched

places, where anything else would fail. E. re-

tusa floribunda, inetallica, glauca, rosacea, se-

cunda splendens, seounda glauca, splendens and

atropurpurea; Koniga (var.) (variegated sweet

Alyssuni), in shaded spots Lysiniachia nuniniu-

laria, Linaria cyinbilaria; ^^yosotis palustris,

p. alba, M. senipcrllorens, M. dissitofolia

;

Nertera depressa, one of the most charming of

Alpine plants. The creeping, thread-like stems

are thrown out in great profusion until a tangled

mat is formed, which is covered with tiny dark

green leaves, forming a dense tuft, on which the

brilliant orange-scarlet berries rest, the rich fruit

forming a striking contra.st to the foliage. Nier-

embergia rivularis, another creeping beauty

with lovely white flowers; N. gracilis; Othon-
na crassifolia, of Sedum-like appearance, has

small, yellow, tassel-like flowers borne in great

profusion. Mikania violacea has striking foli-

age of a purplish-green color and velvet-like

appearance, with lining like crimson satin; a

charming plant, which roots freely. Micromeria
Dou'^lasii, mule pinks of various kinds. Mes-
ein! ryanthemums, which will endure the hottest

sun.shine, and grow in very shallow soil. M. cor-

difolium, M. cordifolium variegatum, M. glau-

cum, M. blandum, M. deltoidum, M. niti-

dum, are all valuable for such beds, and once
obtained, may be easily preserved during the

Winter for use the ensuing season. The Ana-
gallis is one of the most attractive of Alpine
plants, and both grandiflora, coerulea and san-

guinea will form lovely clumps. Calandrina
grandiflora and umbellata will cover hot places

with brilliant pink and crimson carpets, while

the Cerastiums and other silver-leaved plants

will form charming contrasts with Scypanthus
elegans, Tagetes signata pumila, Veronica Sy-

riaca and Euphorbia variegata. Fenzlia, Gram-
manthus gentianoides, Gysophila muralis and
pan icu lata.

Of the Se(luin.s and Sempervivums, our lead-

ing florists have good selections, and the best

way is to procure the entire set for a specified

price. The plants I have named are many of

them not strictly Alpines, but of such character

as to mingle beautifully together, and by exam-
ining such catalogues as are published by our
most reliable florists and seedsmen, it will be

discovered which nuiy be raised reathly from

seed and of which it is best to obtain plants.

With these points carefully considered, the

most charming results will ensue from such

beds as I have here descril)cd; and there are

huniheds and hundreds of dwellings in and
around our cities, from the windows of which

such little Alpine Gardens would appear attract-

ive^and refreshing to an eminent degree.

NOTES ON LITTLE KNOWN PLANTS.

I5Y WM. S. CARPENTER, RYE, N. Y.

I noticed in the December number of your

valuable magazine an inquiry in regard to that

beautiful conifera, Sciadopitj's verticillata. I

imported a specimen of it fifteen years ago, and
regret to say, after a struggle of some three or

four years with our uncongenial wintere, it

died, notwithstanding I had given it some pro-

tection. I have not htd the courage to try it

again. (You might venture again.—Ed.) I do

not think it should be recommended as hardy,

although it may succeed in some favored locali-

ties ; like many other beautiful evergreens that

1 have planted, which have been and are still

recommended as hardy. I regret that I could

not have saved some of the following, whifh

were well cared for, giving the most of them
some protection, but nearly all have dis-

appeared ; some did not survive the first winter,

others struggled on for a few years ; but all must

be rejected for the locality of Eastern New York.

Abies grandis, quite distinct from lasiocarpa,

Parsonsiana, or Lewi—the latter proves hardy^

Abies bracteata, Abies canadensis compacta,

Abies Douglasii, Abies Morinda, Abies Pinsapo.

This last beautiful evergreen I have tried several

times, but shall have to give itjiip. Cedrus At-

lantica, Deodara, Africana and Libani, all tender.

Cephalotaxus drupracea, Fortuni and robusta

—

all dead. Cryptomereas japonica, elegans, For-

tunii and nana—all beautiful, but not hardy. I

imported twelve varieties of Cupressus, not one

of them now alive. I found that by screening this

variety from the sun, through March, I could

preserve them. It is to be regretted this elegant

variety of conifera is not more reliable. C. McNa-
biana is perhaps the most hardy of the Cu-

pressus. Most of the pines that I have tried

prove hardy—the exceptions are, Australis, Tor-

ryana, maritima, insignis, and perhaps tubercu-

lata. Pinus Fremontiana, I regard as the hand-
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somest hardy pine of North America. Next I

would place muricata and Coulteri. We have

now had an opportunity of testing some dozen

varieties of the beautiful Retinospora for a num-

ber of years, and it is most gratifying to be able

to say, that with one or two exceptions, they are

as hardy as an oak ; ericoides needs some pro-

tection when young. Two varieties lately intro-

troduced, Retinospora pisifera lutescens and

R. squarrosa glauca, are the most beautiful I

have yet seen. Another beautiful class of small

evergreens should be planted with caution—the

Taxus. But two, out of some twenty varieties,

which I have tried, can be relied on, Taxus can-

adensis and Washington!—the last named is

tipped with gold, and with me as hardy as an

oak. Several others that are very beautiful,

Taxus baccata aurea, Taxus elegantissima and

Taxus japonica, and we may add cuspidata, with

slight protection ; may be preserved. The Biotas

are so handsome that it pays to give some of

them a slight protection, otherwise most ofthem

will suffer when young. Elegantissimum, I think

the handsomest of all, and perhaps the most

tender. Biota semper aurescens and Zuccarin-

iana are of recent introduction, and with me
nearly hardy, both beautiful and worth try-

ing. Nearly all the Thuya occidentalis, I think

are hardy, if we except the gigantea, which needs

protection when young.

Thuiopsis borealis, variegata and dolabrata

passed through several Winters, and I had great

hopes of these beautiful trees, but had to give

them up. Not one is now left ; the same state-

ment will apply to Libocedrus decurrens. This,

would seem to be the dark side in experimenting

with evergreens ; but I wish to say that there aj

e

two sides to this question, and I propose at a

suitable time to give the other side, which is a

bright side, and fully compensates for all that

would appear to be disappointment in experi-

menting with the beautiful Conifera, now obtain-

able. One woid in regard to Sequoia gigantea

:

it does not give satisfaction ; a beautiful tree

where it does well, but will not flourish here. I

am speaking for Eastern New York, latitude

about 41°.

I notice an enquiry in your last issue in regard

to the Arundo conspicua. I imported this last

year, and think it promises to be valuable

—

quite as handsome as the Gynerium argenteum.

and I think much hardier. I hope to flower the

new Gynerium carmineum Rendatleri, the com-

ing season. This was sent out^ by Van Houtte

two years ago, with a fine description. The pani-

cles measure more than two feet in length, are

of a bright carmine rose color. The flower stems

attain the height often feet, and are described as

making a magnificent show, quite as hardy as

Gynerium argenteum. There is another variety

which I have ordered, described with foliage

completely bordered with gold color. I hope to

report favorably at some future time on this new

Gynerium. Erianthus Ravennse is a very orna-

mental grass, and when well established will, I

think, prove quite hardy.

[Mr. Carpenter's notes of his experience are

valuable and welcome. It shows that people

cannot plant these things under ordinary cir-

cumstances, and yet feel sure of their living. It

must not be forgotten that in a state of nature,

evergreens are gregarious; growing together,

they shelter one another. In the highest north-

ern regions the young of pines spring up under

the protection of other things. If put out in the

open, exposed on all sides to the wind, the sun,

and the weather in general, the hardiest of even

these hardy things have a hard time of it. When
large they can take care of themselves—when

young they cannot. There are scarcely any of

the kinds which failed with Mr. Carpenter, but

which we have seen doing well, not only in his

latitude, but in latitudes much further north. It

is a question not of latitude, nor of temperature,

but of protection from wind when small. By

protection we mean not merely the placing of a

few branches around a weak plant, but the pro-

tection of dense masses of trees and shrubs.

—

Ed. G. M.]

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Pruning Conifer^.—A discussion is going on

in the Belgianjournals, as to whether ornot it will

do to prune coniferse. An affirmative answer

would have been given by any American gar-

dener since the establishment of the Gardener's

Monthly. We remember that an article in regard

to pruning evergreens, in our first number created

marked attention. There is no evergreen but is

freely pruned now.

The Japan Maples.—Mr. S. Parsons speaks

well of the Acer Jap. sanguineum and A Jap.

atropurpureum. Of the last we can say of our

own experience, that it is an excellent addition

to our list of ornamental trees.
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New Rosk, Beauty of Gf^azenwood. — Mr.

Saul has a beautiful rhroino in liis Catal<)jj;uo.

It is a yellow bud striped with criiusou.

The Hepatica.—A remarkably beautiful blue

variety of our uative Hepatica or Liverwort, is

figured iu the Belykin Horticullnral Revieiv. Our
lovers of herbaceous |)hiuts should examine our

woods for new forms,—for there are jjenerally as

good varieties from seeds sown by nature, as by

the gardener, but they get crowded out. There

are under culture, rose colored and white varie-

ties, and double ones of all, though the double

white seem very scarce.

QUERIES.

Magxolias.—W. F. B. says :
—

" I notice in the

Gardener's Monthly for February, an inquiry

about grafting the Magnolia glauca on the M. acu-

minata. If you refer to the Horticulturist for

1857, p. 218, you will find a very interesting arti-

cle from J. P. Kirtland, of Cleveland, Ohio, on

the acuminata as a stock. I believe the article

promised to follow on the methods of grafting,

never appeared."

LiiA' Culture.—We have the following letter

from Messrs. Krelage it Sons, of Haarlem, Hol-
land. As we could not lay our hands on the

lists they refer to, we publish with pleasure their

letter instead.

" In the Febni.uy luuiibcr of your Monthly, at

l)age 37, you give a note on a Belgium Lily cata-

logue (we suppose it is Mr. Fraelmen's) which
contains 75 sorts and three of them ofTered by the

1()(M1. Allow us to observe that we have sent

you this Autumn our special list of Lilies, con-

taining about 250 species and varieties, also

quoted per piece, per dozen, per lUO and per

1000,and among which there are about40 quoted

by the 1000. Our collection of Lilies is cer-

tainly the largest and best assorted nursery col-

lection in Euroi)e if not in the world. We
edited this Autunni in English (with special

American edition), French and German, a pro-

visiona,l descriptive list, and we find that our

notes have already been copied in several other

lists. We sent you a copy of this set of cata-

logues ( 320 a, 321 a, 322 a, 323 a ); perhaps you
will find it useful to give a note of them in your

paper. To the trade we publish separate cata-

logue. Trade prices of Lilies for America are

to be found in 318 a."

pREEN fMoUSE AND MOUSE GARDENING.

COMMUNICA 7JONS.

RHODODENDRON HOUSE.

BY S. B. PAKSOXS, FLUSHING, LONG ISLAND.

Some months since I expressed in your columns

my opinion based upon an experience of some
thirty years, that scarcely a dozen sorts of Rho-
dodendrons could be pronounced absolutely

hardy under all circumstances, and that many
of the high colors exhibited at Philadelphia were

not among those sorts.

To that opinion I still adhere, notwithstanding

an occasional success with highly colored sorts

in ravines and sheltered places. Exceptions do
not prove the rule, and the rule is that those

sorts are not in this country reliable under all

circumstances. My assertion is strengthened by
the utterances and correspondence of friends

in different sections who coincide with me in

this position, and whose history of Rhododen-
dron importations is a history of disappointments.

The few sorts Avhich are perfectly hardy give us

a variety of color and many charms, but we can-

not afford to lose the exquisite tints which
belong to a class formed by Concessum, Album,
Lady Cathcart and others.

I am frequently asked, how then can these be

enjoyed ? Simply by protection in some shape,

and this can be given most satisfactorily by a

cheap house. No artificial heat is required, and
only a protection from exciting sun and cold

wind. I will describe the cheapest form I know;
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those who are willing to erect a more costly

structure can readily do so. I would give such

a house a span roof with a pitch of 30° and

rafters twelve feet long. The sides of the house

should be six feet high and the centre twelve

feet. The ground surface should be twenty feet

wide, outside measurement, and in length fifty

feet or more as desired. The sides can be formed

of locust or cedar posts, set not less than four

feet in the ground and four feet apart. The

centre can be sustained by a ridge pole of planks

or wall strip resting upon jjosts six feet apart.

The rafters can be simple joists four feet apart,

nailed on the ridge pole and on a plate

which is itself spiked into the tops of the side

posts. We thus have the finished skeleton of a

house. It must now be covered in some way
which will enable it to be conveniently stripped.

Tongued and grooved shutters, six by twelve feet,

with battens, can be laid upon the rafters and

kept in place by common hooks and staples. It

would be better i the tops of the rafters could

be ploughed out a little to carry off the water

which would fall between the shutters. The

roof being thus formed, the ends can be covered

in after the same manner in sections. On the

sides, every third space can be covered in with

a glass sash and the remainder with wooden
shutters, it being borne in mind that protection

from the excitement of light is a great aid to

protection from cold. A little salt hay or other

litter could cover the small space between the

shutters and the ground. Every fine, still day

ventilation will be needed, and this can be given

by a door in each end, guarding however

against sudden changes. Through the coldest

Winter a house of this kind will be found

a sufficient protection for all those Rhododen-

drons which so charmed every one by their

colors. In April, when danger from late frosts

is not to be apprehended, the house should be

completely stripped of all shutters and sash and

left a simple skeleton. The plants will thus be

fully exposed to the pleasant sun, and air,

and influences of Spring, and will acquire

strength for their subsequent blooming. Abovit

a month later, when the flower buds are fully

developed and show signs of bursting, the roof

should be covered with shades of lattice work.

The cheapest mode of making these shades is

with furring strips or shingling lathe joining a

frame four by six feet and plastering lath nailed

across an inch apart. Those who wish some-

thing nicer which can be painted, can have simi-

lar strips sawed out at the mill and planed.

This partial shading prolongs the season of

bloom, allows the air and sifted sunlight to enter

freely, and protects equally against the burning

rays of a Summer sun, or the dashing torrents

of a Summer rain, either of which in the open air

Avill destroy the finest bloom in a single day. It is

better than a tent because it is not so close for

the observer, while it affords that subdued light

which in a tent develops flower tints so charm-

ingly. A covering of this kind during bloom

would greatly prolong- the season of even those

sorts which are entirely proof against the se-

verest cold. A day of intense heat or a pouring

rain cannot then destroy the pleasure for which

a whole year has been waiting. When the bloom

has passed, this shading should be removed and

the plant thrown open to the sun,wind and rain.

Without the sun, flower buds would not form

readily, and it is a great mistake to plant Rho-

dodendrons in the shade. If ivy or other fine

climbers have been planted inside the posts at

the side, they can now be twined around them,

and if sufficiently luxuriant can be carried

around the rafters or festooned from them. The

rich, glossy dark green foliage of the Rhododen-

drons will give pleasure during the Summer by

its contrast with other shrubs, and the covering

can be renewed again late in November, after a few

good frosts have matured the wood and hardened

the plants for their Winter's rest.

This house may be varied to suit the taste of

the builder, bearing in mind the three essential

elements :—darkness, and protection for the

dormancy in Winter ; shade for the bloom in

Summer ; and open air and sun for the growth.

A house of this kind can be made available for

other plants.

There are many who are fond of the Lau-

rustinus Portugal Laurel, Araucaria, Evergreen

Magnolias, Holly, and many other broad-leaved

evergreens, which are hardy in England but

tender here, ai.d who keep such in a greenhouse

or cellar, planting them out on the lawn every

year. The subterranean dampness of a cellar is

unnatural and the influence of a greenhouse

exciting. These evils and the frequent trans-

planting are adverse to the production of good

specimens. In a house of this character they

could be allowed to remain, could develop into

luxuriant and beautiful forms, would make a

delightful promenade for all the members of a

family, and charm all beholders by the beauty

of its bloom and the richness of its foliage.
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THE DUCHESS OF EDINBURG ROSE.

1!Y SAMI;KI, S.MIlll, NKWl-OKI', K. I.

I

a ball of eartli witliout a free circulation of air.

I I have rellected a great deal on this subject of

I

late, and have come to this conclusion, that our

I

dry atmosphere is "argument enough " in favor
That tliere is a false Duchess of Ediiiburg

|
of drainage. Plants can be watered freely ; the

Rose in tlie market I have proof, and to show
j

water percolates freely through the soil, the air

you tlie dilTerence in the buds, I enclose you
j

follows and keeps the moisture suspended in the
the true rose, also the false one. Tliese plants ' mass.

were importeil by me from England. I i The above, Mr. Editor, are my views, but if I

got twenty-throe of these in one hundred
I have made any misstatements, I .shall be glad

P^*^"ts. and thankful to be set right; neither am I too
I believe that the false rose is a sport, as I do ' jirejudiced, or adhere too zealously to an old

not know it, Tior can I find any one who does principle or custom to be convinced when a
know it. However this may be, I would advise

all who have the wrong variety, if like mine, to

better one is otfered. I have neither taste nor

talent for recriminating controversies, being con-

preserve it; for when well grown it is a beautiful
j

vinced that those who resort to such quibbles,

rose, as you will see by the bud sent. The
;

manifest a disposition for a controversial tri-

habit and foliage of the plants are very like umph more than for the elucidation of truth,

the true Duchess. It differs only in color.

[Mr. Smith is right, evidently. The one is a
sport of the other, and propagators will have to

watch itjust as they have to watch ColeusCha-! "EATING SMALL VEGETABLE OR GREEN-

meleon and other things.—Ed. G. M.J
HOUSES.

BY AN OHIO LADY.

DRAINAGE.

BY RA.MBLER.

There has been of late some writing, and a

great deal of talking in regard to drainage, and
without attempting to condemn or uphold the

same, permit me to ask—does nature justify

drainage? We are all aware that it is most
essential in artificial culture to follow the exam-
ples of nature, and we are also aware that no
farmer would for a moment think of putting
drainage under the top soil of his fields before
planting grain, though perhaps many a grain-

field would be benefited by judicious drainage.

But, on the other hand, in what conditions do
we find the most luxurious tropical vegetation ?

Is it on hard, parched and half baked earth under
the full rays of the meridian sun of Summer?
No ! In situations moist and shaded, where the

plants spring up annually among the decayed
herbage of the previous season, when the de-

composed mass is free and porous, allowing the

accumulated moisture to pass off in season of

growth. How is it possible for the air to circu-

late if the pores are blocked with water, or

where the ball is as hard as a lump of clay ; be-

sides, the w'ater itself will not circulate through

In the January number of the Gardener's

Monthly I saw a communication in reply to some

one having asked the expediency of warming a

small vegetable-house with a coal stove, in an-

swer to which it was stated, "that it would not

be satisfactory."

I will give a little experience of my own. Like

many others, I long wanted a greenhouse, or more

properly, a conservatory; but the finst obstacle

which always arises is, the difficulty of heating a

small house. With a conservatory attached to

the dwelling there is always more or less dan-

ger from heating by flues, and besides, they are

extremely unsightly things. Heating by steam

is too expensive. More than three years ago

I determined to try one heated by a coal

stove.

My conservatory opens bj' a glass door directly

from the sitting-room. It is a lean-to, 12x20 ft.,

looking toward the south and protected by the

house on the north and most of the west side.

I have wooden shutters made of flooring-boards

to use in extreme weather, and it is heated by a

base-burning soft coal stove. With care, there

is but little dust. I have a cistern in the house,

with a force-pump, hose, and sprinkler, which

is very convenient, and it can all be watered in

two minutes. This has been almost indispensa-

ble hitherto, as I was obliged to depend upon
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sprinkling the floors, &c., for moisture, for of

course the heat would naturally be dry.

Last Fall I tried an experiment of having a

galvanized iron circular tank of about twelve

gallons capacity, placed back of the stove, with

f-inch gas pipe attached to the tank and run-

ning through one of the doors into the fire-pot

of the stove, and with an elbow returning

through the same door and passing under my
little propagating bench six feet, and then com-

ing back and entering the tank above the first

pipe about eight inches. I thus have a body of

water always hot—many times, with a large fire,

nearly reaching the boiling point—which gives

out moisture sufficient to keep the plants in

good health, entirely free from red spider ; and

the circulation in the pipes gives additional heat.

It has given entire satisfaction throughout these

unusually extreme winter nights. At night when
the mercury goes to zero, our man awakens and

stirs out the ashes and re-fills with coal about

one o'clock, but ordinarily it needs only to be at-

tended to late at night and early in the morning,

and it has kept my tenderest plants safely.

The mercury perhaps twice only has gone below

40°, and usually ranges from 40° to 60°. I do not

pretend to keep " stove " plants, but, for miscel-

laneous plants, I have no hesitancy in recom-

mending my plan.

I have now blooming "Passiflora princeps,"

"Thunbergia Harrisi," " Clerodendron Balfouri,"

and others, and I should like a white winter-

blooming vine. Would I succeed with " Stepha-

notis floribunda?" Dreer does not give it as a

"stove," but he does Clerodendron B. Another
experiment I have tried successfully. I take

my little machine oil can and treat the " mealy-

bug" to a drop of coal oil, which is sure, and

so far, harmless ; even the Rex Begonias are

uninjured by it.

[We have great pleasure in giving this letter to

our readers. It is just the sort of practical experi-

ence hundreds want to know about. The success

with the coal stove is particularly encouraging,

as so many can have flowers this way to whom
expensive heating arrangements are out of the

question. Our correspondent, in sending the

article, modestly asks us not to "put her in the

paper," whatever we do with her experience,

and we have respected her wishes accordingly.

Stephanotis floribunda would hardly flower in

Winter in such a house. Rhyncospermum jas-

minoides, as a white climber, would lie better.

—

Ed. G. M.]

LA BELLE CARNATION.

BY H. E. CHITTY, BELLEVUE NURSERIES,

PATERSON, N. J.

In reply to Mr. Lonsdale's reference to my
remarks on this plant, which appeared in the

Gardener s Monthly, January, 1875, I believe I

can truly say that I have no cause to change

or reverse my opinion as then expressed. But

all depends upon the manner in which the plant

is grown—if stopped and pinched back and

otherwise treated as the ordinary American

varieties are managed for Fall and Winter

flowering, it will not flower, but if allowed to

grow its own way with simple training, or pro-

vided with necessary support and ordinary

liberal treatment in regard to soil and pot room,

it will flower early in the season and abundantly,

and when so grown and flowered, I have no

hesitation in saying that it is the most perfect,

largest and purest white Carnation that we have,

and I believe all these good qualities are freely

conceded it in England where it originated, and

where it has prominently figured at exhibitions

during the last two or three years.

During 1875 we grew lai-ge numbers of this

plant in 3, 4; 5, and 6-inch pots, and the plants

of sizes to suit all kinds of trade. The smaller

sizes were freely stopped to keep them within

bounds for shipping purposes, as were also many
of the plants in 6-inch pots. These last named

that were left over with us, flowered sparsely dur-

ing the following Spring, but plants in 6-inch

pots that were not stopped at all, nor had their

growth interfered with in any way, but were sup-

plied with sticks and tied up, commenced to

flower early in September, and flowered through-

out the Fall,Winter and Spring ; they were in fact

in flower long before Degraw as ordinarily treated

commences to flower, and continued to flower

through a period quite as extended.

There exists quite a diversity of opinion

regarding this plant, and as is usual in such cases

those are best pleased who have been most success-

ful with it. Of course a carnation that will not

flower is utterly worthless, but I am fully con-

vinced that if florists will take cuttings of this

variety any time during the Winter and grow

the plants through Spring and Summer in pots,

giving good soil and pots not less than six inches

in diameter and not stop the plants, and during

the Winter keep them in a low temperature, say

40° or 45° as a maximum, they will have but

little cause for complaint. In a high tempera-
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April,

ture this Carnation makes a small, weak, wiry

growth, and jjroduccs small flowers, ami of

those quite few; but iii a low lein|terature as

stated above, the ^rowtii is exceoilingly robust

and short joiuted, the foliaire laru;e, of a rieh

glaucous blue, and the flowers lar^e, perfect, and

of the richest clove fragrance. I have gathered

hundreds of flowers of this variety, each one a

jierfc'ct rosette two and a half or three inches in

diameter, and this, notwithstanding its having

been tlescribed in some catalogues as "a variety

having rather small flowers." As far as my expe-

rience goes I And a high temperature injurious

to the Carnations generally, but more particu-

larly is this the case with the true, or perpetual

flowering varieties, to which class the La Belle

belongs, and I find tVie old variety called "La
Purite," produces flowers of a much richer

color, double the size and double the quantity in

a temperature during Winter of 45° or 50° than

they do in a temperature of 65° or 70°. Carna-

tion growers cannot have failed to observe the

great change which takes place in their planted

out Carnations as soon as the cool dewy nights

of August and September occur; they seem all at

once to assume new life, making vigorous shoots

and in flowering plants the brilliancy and size of

the flowers are greatly increased ; after a while

the plants are lifted and cither potted or planted

out in the houses, and subjected to a high tem-

perature during the coldest part of the year, and
if we find a variety that will not flower freely and
give the very best results under this unnatural

treatment, how ready we are to pronounce it

worthless.

OBSCURED GLASS IN GREENHOUSES.

BY GORDON LEVER, IRVIKGTON'-ON-HUDSON, N. Y.

It may be worth while to say a word or two
about obscured or semi-opaque glass in green-

houses, though there is hardly any wish to stir

up such a controversy among writers as was

raised by the " Wild Goose Plum."—(This in

capital letters, Mr. Printer, as it is going to be a

good year for wild geese, perhaps ! hardy Rho-
dodendrons, and kindred subjects.) It is hard to

tell at present what is hardy among this princely

class of plants, and the man who has capital,

would do a real benefit to horticulture by careful

experiments for a couple years up in this lati-

tude with so-called hardy Rhododendrons, and

give us some day the result of the trial—situa-

tioti and everything else considered. But I am
wandering from the subject, and scribbling over

space may cause the Editor's hair to stand on

end, like plants that don't know what to do with

head-room in a dark corner except to straggle

up to the light. Speaking about obscurity, I

dont know of anything that takes the gloss and
greenness out of bedding stuft" in such an insidi-

ous way as ground glass. Roses sufter a little too,

and their leaves look as if the gardener's unwel-

come pet, the lively red spider, was around and
on the rampage, though the jirevailing moisture

forbids his mischievous inroads. It does very

well over Camellias and hard-leaved stuff", where

they have plenty of air-space and bench-room,

though the rosy tints of some Azalias are

aflected in an unexplainable way by the hazy

light admitted. They grow and flourish cer-

tainly, are seldom drawn, but there is an absence

of that pure, healthy coloring to be found in

pure sun-light and more fiivorable circumstan-

ces. Callas and most white flowering stuff are

not visibly discolored by the light through ground

glass ; on the contrary, their whiteness seems to

be improved; but fine foliage plants, Crotons,

&c., get somewhat seedy in appearance and

the streaks and markings are not so distinct

and vigorous as under clear glass. Ferns, Palms,

Begonias, &c., grow very well under obscured

glass, but there is something unmistakable in

their general appearance which is not favorable

to the use of this kind of glass overhead. If it

could be replaced by transparent glass on dark

days and during the Winter months, the greatest

objection to its use might be overlooked, but as

this is out of the question, I would suggest that

only a couple feet each side of the ridge pole be

glazed with ground glass, the rest to the edges of

the benches clear. This will tone down the

violent mid-day heat of the sun in Summer, and

admit nearly all the sunlight in Winter and

Spring, when it is most needed.

CALLA /ETHIOPICA.

This plant is probably as well known as any
thing that could be mentioned. Though not

belonging to the Lily family proper, it is yet al-

most universally known as the Calla Lily. It is

found in almost every one's house, and is one

of the main things grown by florists for Winter

blooming; its spotless white spatha, or flower as
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commonly called, making it most desirable for

much of the cut flower work. In many parts

of England the Callas are grown in the basins

of fountains, remaining there Winter and Sum-

mer, the water not freezing to the roots. Under

this " take care of themselves " plan the flowers

are unusually fine, and their great beauty and

attractiveness when in flower can readily be

imagined. It is customary here, so far as ob-

served, to force a rest on the plants, by drying

them off after flowering. For those who want

fine large flowers, we think this is wrong, as

larger ones could be had by keeping up a con-

tinuous growth. Florists argue, and correctly,

that they do not want large flowers of it, but

smaller ones rather, as being suited to a greater

variety of work; and so, in their case, the dry-

ing off" is reasonable. But to those who wish to

grow it to perfection, I would advise that they

keep it continually growing.

VERBENA RUST.

BY MR. CHAS. HENDERSON, JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.

I send you to-day specimens of Fuchsia leaves

aff'ected by " Verbena rust." I would have sent

you Verbenas also, but I am glad to say that I

can't find a single plant so affected. If j'ou will

place the leaves under a microscope of any

average power,—say 200 or 300 diameters, you

will see the " mite " or insect. We have exam-

ined scores of different kinds of plants, with the

leaves having this rusty appearance, and have

rarely failed to find the insect. It requires but

little experience to determine at a glance the

difference in the ravages of the "Aphis" or the

"red spider" on plants and the "Verbena
rust," for neither of the former are nearly so

fatal to healthy growth, and are both more under

control ; tobacco in almost any form being fatal

to the "Aphis," while a moist atmosphere charged

with sulphur from the pipes will subdue the

"spider"; but neither of these, or any other

remedy we have yet tried, seems to check the

" rust," if it once gets a foothold. The only

salvation, as far as we know, is prevention by

the means stated in my communication in the

January number of the 3Ionthly. We observed

also in the case of Fuchsias, Penstemons,

Phlox, and plants of a more hardy nature,

that they are more subject to rust when grown

in a high temperature than in a low one. For ex-

ample, in endeavoring to propagate rapidly the

new Fuchsia " Racemosa," it was placed in a

temperature of 65° at night, when it began to

assume the rusted appearance, and an examina-

tion by the microscope showed it to be covered

as was to be expected, by the " mite," similar to

that to be found on Verbenas when rusted
;

but on removal to a cooler house, where the

temperature was 45° at night, in two weeks they

became comparatively free from the disease.

Thus it would seem (though in no way resem-

bling the red spider, either in appearance or in

its ravages,) its ravages like that of the red

spider is lessened when at a low temperature-

This assuming that the mite or insect is the

primary cause of the rust. But this matter

seems not yet finally settled.

[Examining Mr. Henderson's specimens, we

fail to see any connection between the " mite "

and the disease. The parenchymatous masses

are in many cases blackened, apparently by

fungoid action, without any puncture of the

epiderm, which would have been the case if an

insect had operated just there. The appearance

in this Fuchsia case is scarcely the same as in

the Verbena, and we should not be surprised if

it was caused by. another fungus. Only those

skilled in these matters can decide on this

matter, however. Prof. Farlow, of Boston, is the

best investigator we have in this country and it

would be well to send fresh specimens to him.

—

Ed. G. M.]

STREPTOCARPUS RHEXII,

BY BENJ. GREY, DEDHAM, MASS.

A beautiful little Gesneraceous plant from the

Cape of Good Hope, and although not of late

introduction, well deserves general cultivation.

The leaves are radical, a few inches in length,

rough, and of a fresh green color. The flowers,

which are produced singly on stems four or five

inches high, are of a light blue, with stripes of

a deeper shade; each flower forms a twisted

seed vessel, from whence the name, streptos,

twisted, and karpos, fruit. The seed pods are

four or five inches in length, of a brownish

green color, and with the flowers and leaves the

contrast is pretty, and the appearance of the

whole decidedly neat. The plant is herbaceous,

and therefore requires to be grown, and will

flower all the year. It likes heat and moisture,

and should h6 potted in a rich, sandy compost.

Propagated from seed, which it produces in

abundance.
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EDITORIAL NOTES. ipreenhouse. We suppose no one has seen it

Kccd in Amorica. It is a very good late winter-
Amkki.an AM. Italian T.HKRusKS.-A cones- bloon.i.ij; grocnl.ousc clin.l.Vr. Wo have few

pondontoftho(?r.n/<mT'«C7jromo/^8ays he w.l-
j,^,,,, ^.j,,,^, .vhife-Howeml dimhcrs; Stephan-

lingly pays doul.le the pnc-c for Anicncan tidu'-
„(i, iiorihun.la, s,-ld(.n. liowcring l.ofore May.

roses tlirtt he can get Italian roots for.

CAMPPrniPM niJiiFOMUM. See page 111.

Trachelospermum jasminoides.—Tlie Rhyn-
cospormum jasminoides of our ronservatories,

has signified its appreciation of its new name,
as given above, by producing fruit in an English

Chloropiiytum Sternbergianum.—It may be
as well to let our readers know that this very
beautiful basket plant is known in English col-

lections as Cordyline vivipara.
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NEW OR EARE PLANTS.

New Eose—Thomas Meehan.—We take great

pleasure in introducing this fine novelty, having

tested it for five years, and now feel assured it

will prove to be all Ave claim for it. It is a seed-

ling from the beautiful rose, Prince Camilla de

Rohan, but of a more compact and dwarf habit

of growth than its parent

It is an exceedingly free bloomer, the flowers

of fine size, beautifully imbricated, rich deep

crimson color, with a charming velvety appear-

ance, and remarkably fragrant.

—

Hoopes Bro. &
Thomas.

ZoNALE Pelargonium—New Life.—This new
appearance in English gardens is striped " like

a carnation," and will begin a new era among
geraniums.

Campsidium filicifolium.—See cut p. 110.—An
elegant climber of rapid growth, for greenhouse

culture, the leaves of which much resemble the

fronds of a fern, in miniature, giving it an un-

usually graceful appearance. It may be grown

as a pot plant, or trained to the rafters ; very de-

sirable.—Wm. Bull.

New Double Geraniums.—Mr. Kirchner of

Philadelphia sends us a sample of two seedlings.

One is a semi-double scarlet which will probably

seed well, and be of interest to those who would

like to try to raise varieties for themselves. This

is " Conrad Kirchner." The other is a very

double and brilliant scarlet, which he calls

John Baumann. We think we have not seen

quite so brilliant a scarlet among the double

kinds as this.

QUERIES.

Heating a Small Conservatory.—W., Hart-

ford, Conn., writes :

—
" I have for some time past

contemplated building a small conservatory in

which to grow the less common greenhouse

plants. Among other things, I wish to try a few

cool Orchids; but the only place I have that is

available for such a thing is on the east side of

my house, where there is room to build a lean-to

ten feet long and nearly as many wide. I have

hesitated about using this place from fear that it

does not receive sun enough to insure a healthy

growth ofthe plants. On the shortest days in Win-
ter the sun would not strike this place earlier

than 8:30 A. M., and at this season not earlier

than seven o'clock. There would, however, be

nothing to shade the conservatory on its south

side. Now would this be sun enough to make
the growing of the class of plants I have desig-

nated in everyway successful? Where there is a

strong vigorous condition of the plants, the time

given to their culture is production of great en-

joyment, but where, in spite of all one's efforts,

they remain feeble and sickly, the result is the

most unsatisfactory of anything one can do.

And so I do not care to be at the trouble and

expense of a conservatory, if by reason of its lo-

cation the experiment should be a doubtful one

at the outset.

" I would like to inquire the best method of

heating a house of this size. It would seem as

if even the smallest boiler would be too power-

ful. Is a flue any better? I could heat it from my
furnace, and that without any danger of coal

gas, but would not the air then betoo dry for a

healthy condition of the plants?

" Any assistance on these points yovi can ren-

der me through the Gardener's Monthly, will be

thankfully received."

[If the house could be heated from the fur-

nace without any danger of gas escaping to the

house, it would be quite sufficient for the work.

There is no other objection whatever to the

heat from cellar heaters. As an additional pro-

tection, shutters of glass may be used on the out-

side—double glass really; this keeps in a deal

of heat.

The aspect is quite good enough ; it is usual

when we need all the light and sun warmth in

Winter that we can get, to make the pitch of

the roof steeper than when the full light is easy

of command.—Ed. G. M.]

Pelargoniums and Geraniums. — A " Sub-

scriber," Mobile, Ala., asks :
—

" Will you kindly

publish in your next issue of the Gardener's

Monthly the best mode of treating ivy-leaved

and apple-scented Geraniums; also what is

the distinction between Pelargoniums and

Zonale Geraniums?"

[Ivy-leaved Geraniums are always and easily

raised from cuttings. Apple-scented Geraniums
' seed very freely, and are best raised in that way.
' There is botanically no difference between Gera-

nium and Pelargonium, and yet in a popular

way it is a pity there is not, for there is a great
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difference in the nppcarftnce of the division for- 1 Pelargoniums really are, will perhaj)s be bet-

merly known as rolurgoniums, and the Gera- ter explained by an illustration which we
niunis. Our people have got to calling the old give with this. It is of a variety sent out
Pelargonium " Washington Geraniums," deter-

mined to have some distinction between these

by IVfr. Bull, and known as " Beauty of
Oxton." The " Zonalcs " have less twisted

PELARGONIUM "BEAUTY OF OXTON."

and the Zonales, which are those which have a
sort of horse-shoe band on the leaves—the old

tribe of scarlet Geraniums—though some have
leaves that are not so marked, and there are
many shades besides scarlet. What the old

petals.—Ed. G. M.]

Fumigating Greenhouses.—" Smoky " asks :—
" There is a difference of opinion as to the

state plants should be in, at the time of fumiga-
tion. When that plan is resorted to for the pur-
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pose of killing green-fly, some say the plants

liable to be scorched should be sprinkled with

water before it is done, while others equally as

tempted when the foliage is perfectly dry."

Which plan is right ?

[We have never observed any difTerence, and
confident, assert " Fumigation must only be at- :

think there is none.—EJ. G. M.]

IRUIT AND MEGETABLE liARDENING.

GOMMUNICA TIONS.

SEEDLINGS OF HYBRID GRAPES.

BY REV. J. H. CREIGHTON, LANCASTER, OHIO.

I tried an experiment with Rogers' Hybrid

Grape seed that may be interesting to some of

the readers of the Gardener's Monthly. I planted

a long row of the seed Ko. 9, and they gi-ew vig-

orously, but before they were four months old,

I could see that they all went back to the two

parents from which they came. The native

and foreign were as plainly distinguishable as if

they were a year old. So marked was this back-

ward step that I took no pains to grow them any
further. The foreigners were badly mildewed,

and the natives looked strong and healthy, and
made one almost feel that his teeth were on
edge.

[This is a very interesting note. The experi-

ment is worth repeating. Natural varieties, as

distinct from hybrids, reproduce themselves

very well from seed. Our florists' catalogues

are full of such illustrations. If hybrids will

thus go back, and divide in one generation, in

other cases as in this, it might be the means of

distinguishing between natural varieties and
hybrids, which it is now often difficult to do.—
Ed. G. M.]

THE SENER APPLE.

BY MR. J. STAYMAN, LAVENWORTH, KAN.

Dear Sir:—Yours of September 20th, was
received yesterday on my return here, also the

apple, although it was entirely rotten, but in

fair shape, so that I could take a cut and inside

outline of the fruit. I am sorry I did not get it

in time to give a more satisfactory outline and
description. The scions were entirely dried up,

past recovery, which I very much regret, as I

wished to graft them at my home place, Leaven-

worth, Kan. The business at the Centennial con-

tinued to increase in number of varieties so that

I found it impossible to leave until it was over,

and with what I had on hand and some other

business, detained me until the 5th of this month
before I left the city. I send with this the out-

line and description. The color and quality I

had to judge from memory and what you wrote,

which may be both incorrect. If so, please

state in what respect and also add about the

vigor and any other part omitted. I am very

thankful for your kindness in sending the speci-

men and your interesting letter, and am very

sorry that I have been unable to answer sooner.

I took, while at the Centennial, seven hun-
dred and eighty (780) cuts and descriptions of

fruit I had not taken before, making my entire

collection over 1,700. In every respect complete,

and taken by myself, embracing many new and
valuable varieties.

I would be much obliged if it is not too much
trouble to send me a few more scions fit to graft

and direct them to Leavenworth, Kan. Two or

three grafts will be sufficient to test the variety,

as I expect to be there in about ten days and
remain there, from where I should like to hear

from you when convenient.

I think the Sener apple a valuable variety and
worth being more generally cultivated.

Fruit large; form oblate, slightly conic; color

light yellow; dots small, scattered, distinct,

grey; stem medium, rather thick; cavity

wide, deep, green or russeted ; calyx very large,

open ; segments large, reflexed ; basin rather

wide, deep, abrupt, slightly furrowed ; core large,

wide, closed; carpels medium, hollow; seeds

rather large, ovate, angular, light chestnut

brown ; flesh white, tender, juicy, sprightly,

pleasant sub-acid; quality good, excellent for

kitchen ; tree, rather drooping, a regular and

generous bearer. Brought from Germantown
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some fifty yenrs npo. Grown by Mr. Sonor,

Lancaster, Pa.; si)coinien received from Mr. S.

S. Kathvon, Lancaster, Pa.

[This apple havinj^ originated ahout German-
town, Mr. Stayman's paper has been very

kindly placed at our disposal by Prof. Rathvoii,

instead of usiiifj: it in his own Lancasfer Farnu^—
a courtesy we highly appreciate. Wo may take

occasion to say that the Lancaster Farnur, thou<;h

unfortunately with the local name of " Lancas-

ter " appended to it, is not merely a local paper,

but is at least equal in general value to any agri-

cultural paper that comes to our table.—Ed.

G. M.l

THE SICILIAN NUT.

BY MR. T. G. VEOMANS, WALWORTH, N. Y.

Several years since, we imported plants of the

Barcelona or Sicily Filbert, which have fruited

for several years, producing nuts of large size

and good qualify. (We have no plants of it to

sell.) Our experience with the Early Wilson

Blackberry is, that in severe Winters it kills to

the snow, and the crop is a failure for that sea-

son ; while the Kittatinny, in eame field, and

under same circumstances, produces abundant

crops.

EXQUISITE PEACH.

BY P. J. BERCKMANS, AUGUSTA, GA.

This variety which has lately been highly men-

tioned in Encland, was produced by Mr. A.

De Caradeue, of Montmorcnci, S. C, to whom
we are also indebted for that very valuable plum
which bears his name. About l<S58or 1859, 1 sent

trees of many of our best Southern peaches to

Mr. Rivers, and among the nuinber was the Ex-

quisite, which I am pleased to see so much ap-

preciated in England. This peach was doubtless

a seedling of Early Crawford, Mhich it surpasses

in quality. On page G12 of " Downing's Fruits

and Fruit Trees of America," it is fully de-

scribed. In Georgia its period of maturity is

middle of July, a season when we have the

greatest profusion of our best varieties of mid-

season, and as the Exquisite Peach did not pos-

sess extraordinary merits above those of scores

of other varieties maturing with it, it has never

been grown to any extent.

While upon the subject of peaches, I will men-

tion that the mysterious disease which troubled

the trees of the correspondent of Our Home
Journal, was quite general throughout the South,

and was purely owing to climatic influences.

The Winter of 1875-0 was <niusually mild, there

being scarcely sufhcient frost to keep the sap

dormant. Peach trees were making contiinial

efforts to expand their blossoms from December
1st, and their economy was upset. The severe

frost of end of March caught our trees in full

vegetation, and injured many to such an extent

as to cause the effect described. We had the

most extraordinary occurrence here of a num-
ber of trees of Hale's Early, covered with peaches

the size of a walnut, but without a idngle leaf, this

as late as 10th of May, and most singular, per-

fectly matured specimens of'9J inches were

gathered from these trees on June 10th.

At this date, February 12th, my trees of the

Pren To, or flat peach of China, are in full bloom,

and with half-grown leaves. Some of the semi-

double crimson sub-varieties are very beautiful.

Of tliis strain there are some fourteen sub-varie-

ties, some of very dwarf habit of growth quite

similar to the Italian dwarf, but with double

crimson flowers; others attain a growth similar

to our ordinary kinds, some with double, others

with large single flowers. The habit of blooming

in January has so far prevented the maturing of

any of their fruit; it usually drops when half

grown. As described by Downing, the fruit is

perfectly flat. Our friends in Australia, when
sending the pits some years ago, stated that this

strain contained both freestone and cling-stone

varieties, and in the colony of Queensland is

almost an evergreen. In this section it is un-

suited for open ground culture, but well worthy

a trial in orchard houses.

EXQUISITE PEACH.

BY CHARLES DOWNING, NEWBT7RGH, N. Y.

I have not seen the fruit, nor any notice of ita

having fruited in this country ; but Dr. Robert

Hogg, of England, in the new edition of his

"Fruit Manual," 1875, gives a full description of

it, and concludes by saying, " This is a noble

peach, and one of delicious flavor
;

it w!is raised

in Georgia, U. S. A., and introduced to this

Country by Mr. Rivers. It ripens in the middle

of September." This variety was probably sent

to Mr. Rivers by P. J. Berckmans, of Georgia,

and if so, he can give an account of the origin.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

McAfee's Aeration Apparatus.— Processes

for keeping fruits and vegetables on a very expen-

sive scale, are not uncommon. Something to be

within reach of every household has been a de-

sideratum. This, Professor McAfee believes he

has accomplished. The few dollars he asks for

his apparatus, is a low enough price, if the arti-

cle is eflbctual.

Grasshopper Machine.—The suggestion we
made some years ago that grasshoppers might

be caught by machinery, was ridiculed at the

time, but the following from the Greeley Tribune

describes exactly the thing we suggested :

" Mr. J. S. Flory has invented a grasshopper

catcher, which, it may be presumed, is an im-

provement over all the others yet made. Two
devices are provided, one with rollers to crush

and one to gather the insects into a box or vat,

the enemy being brought in by revolving arms
or fans. The machine can be worked by hand
or horse-power, and it may be large or small, so

as to work in a field or garden. When it gets

to work we can tell better as to its merit."

A Hand Plough.—S. L. Allen & Co., whom we
have noted occasionally as the inventors of useful

agricultural and horticultural implements, send

an account of Bateman's Hand Garden Plough.

It seems about as good as such a machine
can be made when one has to walk backwards.

When hand ploughs can be made to be pushed,

they Avill come into more general use.

NEW OR RARE FRUITS.

»•

The L.\te Peach or Walling Plum.— Mr.

Walling, of Oswego, Oregon, writes :
— "If you

look carefully at the wording of Mr. A. J. Du-
fur's letter in our circular regarding the Peach

Plum exhibit at the Centennial, which was pub-

lished in the January number of the Gardener's

Monthly, on page 17, you will observe late at-

tached to the name, which will make quite a

diflerence as it was not the Peach Plum at all,

but a seedling of my own raising from the seed

of the Peach Plum ; and as it resembk^s the

former plum and ripens ten days later, I called

it the Late Peach Plum. Please correct tlie over-

sight in your next issue.

[As we now understand, there is no objection

to the name "Walling," which will be better

than " Late Peach."—Ed. G. M.]

Fox's Seedling Pears.—At the Spring meet-

ing of the Western New York Horticultural

Society, these seedlings heretofore noticed in our

columns were highly praised by many of the

members. The Barry and the Wilder were par-

ticularly spoken well of.

Rogers' Peach.—Origin, Newbury, Mass. Evi-

dently a seedling of early Crawford, which it

very much resembles. As it appears on the

original tree (which is the only one to my know-
ledge that has fruited) it is a little earlier and
sweeter than its parent. It was exhibited at our

county fair in 1874, and there pronounced by

connoisseurs "A, No. 1." Ripe September 15th.

T. a Thurlow.

Downer Peach.—Origin, Newburyport. Pro-

bably a seedling of the " Old Red Rareripe." The
tree has for the last three seasons borne heavy
crops of large red peaches, of good quality.

September 15th. I do not recommend this or

the Rogers—only as they appear upon the origi-

nal trees. Peaches as well as other fruits, are

very apt to be local in their chai'acter, and should

never be planted extensively until tried in sev-

eral localities.

—

T. C. Thurlow.

QUERIES.

Oil for Fruit Trees.— G. A. F., Mass., writes :

—"Will you kindly inform me through the

columns of your Magazine — which I have
taken for many years and find it almost indis-

pensable,—if linseed oil is good as a wash for

fruit trees, to destroy insects, lichens, &c ? Is it

preferable to lye-water? There seems to be a

difference of opinion about linseed oil; some
think its use iujurious."

[The writer of this washed some hundreds of

trees with linseed oil a year ago. It destroyed
all insects, and the trees were all the season and
still are, models of health. It is far preferable

to anything that we know of.—Ed. G. M.]

The New Rochelle R.\spberry.—This is the
name given to the seedling, the extraordinary
growth and productiveness of which we noted
in our volume for 1875. It is said to be a seed-

ling of the Catawissa.
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French PirriN Apple.—Mr. Bnssett, Hum-
montun, N. J , says :

—
" I notice an item about

the French Pippin Apple. We had a French

Pippin in Massachusetts, ripening nearly with

the Porter and similar in shape, but tapering

less toward the blossom. It was an enormous

bearer and a very good apple. I have a tree of

it here just commencing to bear, and it promises

well.

Thrips in a Cold Vinery.—T. S. G.,West Corn-

wall, writes :

—
" For the past two years my vines

have sufTered much from the ravages of a little

lively insect which I suppose to bo Thrips. They
havenotshown themselves much until the latter

part of the season, when the presence of the

fruit forbids the use of anj' poisonous or oflTen-

sivp application. Hoav shall I destroy them ?

Will a safe fumigation with tobacco or sulphur

do it ?

[Tobacco smoke is generally cfTectual. If one

dose is not sufficient repeat it. Sulphur in

"fumigation," is fatal to plants and insecta

alike.—Ed. G. M.]

ATURAL MISTORY AND ffeCIENCE.

COMMUNICA TIO^S.

THE EFFECT OF FROST ON THE FRUIT OF
THE PERSIMMON.

BY W. C. FLAGG, MORO, ILL.

In your ever welcome magazine for March I

find a quotation from a correspondent of the

London Journal of Horticulture, in reference to

the popular belief that the Persimmon is rip-

ened by frost, which you quote, to say that you

thought "intelligent persons everywhere now
kneAv that it was not frost that gave sweetness to

the Persimmon, though it often helps the cause

that does."

In that event I have not so high an opinion

of the knowledge of intelligent persons on the

Persimmon question, as yourself. Looking over

our botanists, they seem to all repeat the error.

Darlington, in his " Weeds and Plants," fays

of it: "Soft and pulpy, after frost; sweet and

luscious after being subjected to the action of

frost." Wood, in his "Class Book of Botany,"

says: "They are rendered sweet and palatable

by the frost." Gray, in his " Field, Garden and

Forest Botany," says :
" Very acerb, but yellow,

sweet and eatable after frost." Fuller, in his

" Forest Trees," comes nearer the facts when he

Bays :
" In its more northern limits it does not

ripen until frost (?) ; farther south it matures

before, consequently, it does not alwaj'S require

cold weather to make it eatable, as is sometimes
asserted." These are all intelligent men, but

most of them believe frost a necessary agent in

ripening, and Mr. Fuller makes only a partial

denial. Bryant, in his "Forest Trees," says:

"The fruit is best if ripened before severe frosts

occur. Freezing removes the astringency, but

is not, as some suppose, necessary for complete

ripening. If the fruit has not reached a certain

stage of maturity before freezing, it is rendered

worthless."

• This fruit appears to be a " huckleberry above

the Persimmon " of our standard botanists at

least, and Mr. Bryant alone to hold the "longest

pole that knocks down the Persimmons." I

think there is no present danger of excess of

information.

I wish to raise the farther question—does frost

have any ameliorating effect, even on nearly

ripened fruit? I am inclined to think not, but

have made no experiments since I was a young-

ster, seeking practical results in eatable Persim-

mons. Judging from my remembrance of them,

frost simply hastened the dessication of tho

fruit, but did not have any other eflect. Per-

haps the ripening process went on to some ex-

tent, but this I should attribute to the heat of

the day, rather than the cold of the night.

Can yourself, or any of your correspondents,

give any new, or 'old, facts as to the outdoor or

under-glass culture of the Japanese Persim-

mons? Can you inform me, also, what is the

edible value of the Diospyrus Texana, or Black

Persimmon of the Southwest?

[Tliere seems to be no difference between our

views and those of the botanists quoted, except

in degree. If they were as good chemists as
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botanists, they might have seen further. To

make our meaning plain, we may say, " a knife

prunes the tree," but it is no more true than

that frost ripens Persimmons. There is a hand,

if not always a mind, behind the knife, and

other things maybe made to do the work as

well as the knife. And so, frost is the instrument

in some cases. The real power is chemical

change, and this can be brought about by other

instruments, as well as by frost.

We know so little from our own experience of

the Japan Persimmon, or the Te.xan Persimmon,

that we should be glad to hear from correspond-

ents who may have had more. It has fruited,

we think, in California.—Ed. G. M.]

ON SELF-FERTILIZATION AND CROSS-FER-
TILIZAriON OF FLOWERS.*

BY THOMAS MEEHAN, GERMANTOWN, PHILA.

The following paper was read at the Buffalo

meeting of the American .dssocia^wn for the Ad-

vancement of Science, in August 1876. Other pa-

pers by the author on the same subject, have

appeared in the Proceedings of the Association.

This will not appear with the others. Being on

a popular subject, it was sought for by some of

the papers, and appeared in one ; but after such

appearance, the Publication Committee is not ex-

pected by the association to issne it in their

volume. Believing, however, that scarcely any

of the members of the association for whom the

Proceedings are issued, will have seen it where

printed, and that it may possibly interest some
of them, particularly at this time, the author

gives it in this form :

—

" At our last meeting I enquired whether in-

sects are any material aid to plants in fertiliza-

tion. After another year of observation I desire

to answer my own question in the negative. In-

sects, sometimes fertilize flowers, and cross-fer-

tilize them ; but I believe these cases are less

frequent than they are supposed to be ; and that

when they do occur, they have no bearing on

the general welfare of the race. In other words,

such fertilization is of no material aid to plants

in the progress of the species. I may repeat the

argument of those who differ from me: All

plants with brilliant colors, with fragrance, or

with honeyed secretions, have these attractions

for the purpose of enticing insects, which un-

» Prof. C V. Riley, after the readinc, expressed doubts as to

whether Yiicea would fertilize by its own pollen in this way and
without insect aid, and a^ked leave to cut open the capsules,

confident, he said, of findinf: larvae. He cut them open in the
presence wf the audience, but fuuud none.

consciously bring pollen at the same time, and

thus cross-fertilize the flower. The proof of this

is thought to be chiefly in the fact that many
plants do not perfect their stamens and pistils

at the same time ; are placed in relative posi-

tions which seem difficult or even impossible

that they should have any influence on each

other; or in some other way present apparent

obstacles to sexual union. From this it is as-

sumed, and not from any actual experiment that

I am aware of, that plants abhor close breeding.

That plants abhor close breeding, is an idea bor-

rowed from a supposed experience in the higher

animals. But the comparison is not fair. In

the higher animals the idea of sex is essential to

the perpetuity of existence; but it is not so in

plants. They reproduce themselves by bulbs,

tubers, suckers, offsets, buds, and in the lowest

organisms by simple cell division. Propagation,

as an idea, is entirely independent of sex in

plants. True, many of our forest trees have none

of these accessories; even the skilful horticultu-

rist can scarcely graft some of them ; and then

there are annuals which depend wholly on

seeds—a product of the sexes—for perpetual

existence. But there is not one that I know of

that a horticulturist would say, could not be re-

produced indefinitely without the aid of seeds.

The Red Dutch Currant is an individual plant

which has been reproduced by cuttings from

long anterior to modern history ; and I believe

the Canada Thistle, Couch Grass, Horse Radish,

and numerous other plants could be continued

for countless ages by their running roots alone.

Now this is a closer kind of breeding than any-

thing that could come through the operation of

separate sexes, and with which no analogy can

be drawn from any experience in the higher

forms of animal life. We can see that seeds in

plants favor the distribution of species, and en-

able them to maintain existence for a longer

period than mere plants could. Sex in plants

may be a factor in the evolution of form ; but

those who have kept pace with botanical know-

ledge, and are familiar with what is known as

bud variation, will not lay much stress on the

absolute necessity of sex to this end, in vegetable

nature. I believe I am safe in saying that there

is nothing whatever known to prove that there

is any physiological benefit to plant races by the

establishment of the sexes. Some have thought

that the varieties of apples wear out in time

;

but even this is being argued on both sides by

the most distinguished horticulturists; and I
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may say that I have seen at the recent Centen-

nial Exhibition, as fine Golden ri{)pin apple?,

the kind used to illustrate the theory, as ever

Mr. T. A. Kuij^ht thought were only seen in his

younger days.

We must then lay aside ail considerations of

the benefits of cross-breeding from analogy or

inference, even though we sliould find that all

plants discarded their own pollen. There may
be some other reason, quite independent of any

sexual consideration ; and it is because I believe

there are otlicr reasons in di(Tocious, mona'cious,

and other cases, that I take the stand I do to-day.

We may note, in the first place, that insects

visit some anemophilous plants as freely as they

do others. They, for instance, abound on the

male flowers of the willow, especially Salix cap-

rea, which have abundant honeyed secretions.

But they avoid the female plants. If honeyed
secretions are for the purpose of enticing insects

for cross-fertilizing purposes, how \a the object

attained here? Later in the season we see the

same thing in Rhus. R. glabra and R. copallinn

as I have shown in a former paper before this

association, are in effect dioecious. The male
flowers have a honeyed secretion peculiarly at-

tractive to innumerable insects. A panicle of

these flowers is a wonderful entomological cabi-

net. I know of nothing like their visits here in

the whole floral world. I have six plants of Rhus
copallina within twelve paces of each other.

Five are males and one is a female. I have never

seen one insect on the female plant, neither does

it seed, neither wind nor insect serves it. Here
are two species with color and honeyed secre-

tions on which insects abound inordinately; and
yet the insects aid in no degree whatever, in fer-

tilization. I ask you whether I may not say

most decisively that whatever may be the pur-

poses of color, fragrance or honeyed secretions,

they are not for the purpose of attracting insects

in the interests of cross-fertilization. Then there

is Yucca, about which so much has been made.
In my grounds. Yucca filamentosa abounds. It

opens its flowers about the 2oth of June. In

1875 a plant of Yucca angustifolia blossomed on
the 5th of June. Though closely watched I found
no Pronubas about them. They produced no
seed. The Y. filamentosa had numbers, and seed

abounded. About the 5th of June this year, the

Y. angxistifolia again opened its flowers. On the

12th, I noticed the Pronuba to abound, and I

hoped for seed. There were from one to five in

each flower. On the 19th, I noticed that the

flowers had almost all fallen fruitless. I then

placed some pollen on four of the flowers, each

pollen from its own flower, and these four cap-

sules which I exhibit, are the results. The only

seeds the i)lant jjrochiced. Even when fertilized

at all by insects. J am sure the fertilization is

from the pollen of tlie same flower. My experi-

ment shows its own pollen is acceptable to

it. It is true it is difficult to understand why the

plant seems unable to fertilize its own self with-

out extraneous aid ; but it is clear that it is not

from any abhorrence of own pollen, or an espe-

cial desire for insect aid ; especially the aid of an

insect whose chief mission seems to be to prey

on the fertilized seed !

(To be continued.)

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Time in Evidence.—Prof. Goodale has been

giving a lecture in Boston on cross-fertilization

in flowers. He is reported in the Masscichuselta

Ploughman as saying, in effect (for we have not

the paper just now before us), that the observa-

tions of a single season ought not to weigh

against the many years of study given the sub-

ject by Mr. Darwin.

It is true that our observation, that clover nill

seed without insect agency, extends only over

two seasons; but there is no evidence that Mr.

Darwin tried the protection of clover from in-

sects but once. This is. the fair contrast—the

clover experiment against the clover experi-

ment, and not the clover experiment, or any

other special point, against the "whole subject"

in that general sweep. It is an ingenious way
of putting down an opponent, but not satisfac-

tory, we think. Even though Mr. Darwin had

tried the clover under " protection " for a num-
ber of years, and it gave no seed, while another

in bvit one season under protection found every

flower seed, why is not that one season enough

to establish the fact that clover will seed without

the Humble Bee ? If Prof. Goodale is correctly

reported, he must surely see the weakness of

such an argument.

ExocHORDA.—Trusting to the memory of the

plate in Hooker's Botanical Magazine, we gave

Hooker the authonship of the name. But it

was Lindlry, and not Hooker, who separated it

from Spiraea, and established the name.

AscLEPiAS CORNUTI.— Referring to our com-

mon silk weed, we wrote as if it was different
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from A.[Syriaca. We forgot, in the haste of

paragraph writing, that Asclepias is confined to

the New World, and that the name was changed

because this plant is not a native of Syria,

though growing wild, abundantly, there. We are

indebted to a friend for suggesting this error

and that of Exochorda to us, such suggestions

being always valued by us.

After all, the error arose from the change of

name, hardly with cause. We have Marilandicas

Carolinianas, Canadensis, and so on, attached

to plants, with little more reason than in this

case. It is probable that Gymnocladus Canaden-

sis is a wanderer from more southern latitudes

into Canada, perhaps by Indians or by some

agency as much artificial as the introduction of

our silk weed near " Jerusalem." No one ex-

pects names to mean just what the words would

mean in general application. Csesar Snowball,

does not apply to the Legislature for a change

of name because he is not white; nor John

Black, because he is white. The result of the

change of name in the Asclepias is, that many
Europeans, as seen by our quotation, seem to

keep to A. Syriaca; while others, and all Ameri-

cans, probably use A. cornuti. But we, who
are horticulturists, must follow the botanists in

these things.

Number of Species of Fuchsia.—Mr. Hemsly,

in the Garden, gives a description of all the

known species of Fuchsia ; the list foots up fifty-

three.

Fungus on Californian Pines.—Dr. W. H.

Harkness says that a fungus, Peridermium Pini,

grows on the stems of Pinus insignis and P.

ponderosa. It germinates beneath the cuticle,

and results in "swellings" or knots on the

branches.

Alg^ in drinking Water.—Vast numbers of

effects of great importance to mankind are

brought about by minute animal and vegetable

organisms, of which until a few years ago, we
were comparatively ignorant. Prof W. G. Far-

low, of the Bussey Institute, at Boston, is mak-
ing these a special study, and no more useful

work could be pursued. Last year the drinking

water of the city of Boston had a peculiar " cu-

cumbery" taste. It was supposed that some
algsean water plant occasioned this, but Prof

Farlow could find no evidence of it. The
examination of the subject, however (reported

in the Bulletin of the Bussey Institute for 1877),

led to other discoveries. There are minute

water plants which produce nauseous odors

when decaying. As a general thing they are

harmless, but when decaying in large quantities

—and there are at times epidemics among plants

as among animals— they may injure water.

Birds or fish are good to keep this matter down.

QUERIES.

Blue Glass.—H. L., Oak Park, 111., asks:

—

"Did you ever have the blue glass disease in

Philadelphia? It has become epidemic in Chi-

cago. Should like to see an article in the Gar-

dener's Monthly on the subject, from some one

that has tried its effects on vegetation. Is it

all humbug? "

[Experiments with colored glass on vegetation

were very carefully made by Prof. Hunt, of the

Royal Institution, over thirty years ago. The

writer of this went over Dr. Hunt's experiments.

Common mustard seed was sown in different

pots, leaving an inch or more of space for the

plants to grow. Flat panes on the pots, and in

some cases colored bell glasses were used. Some

colors certainly seemed to make the seeds sprout

sooner and ihe plants to grow stronger for a

time, but they became weaker in the end, and

generally died first ; some of them died when

very young. It is so easy for any one to try

these things for himself, that we regard a mere

"opinion" by an Editor of a magazine as of

little account. All we can say is, that what-

ever may be the cause. General Pleasanton's

grapery did at one time and we suppose does

still, for we have heard nothing to the contrary,

do him infinite credit.—Editor G. M.]

Climate of Coalville, Utah.—A correspond-

ent from this place writes :—" I am living in an

altitude of about 5600 feet above the altitude of

New York City, and here the mercury runs down

to 25° and 30° below zero, as it did last month.

Nothing in the shape of fruit has been grown

here. I have planted apricots, peaches, apples,

blackberries, currants and raspberries, but all

have been killed in previous Winters."

Poisoning by Rhus.—A. R., N. Y. City, writes:

—"For public benefit add, when your space

admits of it, a remedy against poisoning by

'Rhus toxicodendron:'—Fluid extract of Grin-

delia robusta, 30 to 40 drops in half a tumbler
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of water and apply it to the affected parta, keep- 1 above has helped wonderfully, where other reme-

ing them well wet with it until cured. The I dies worked but slowly."

ITERATURE, ^^^RAVELS & p'ERSONAL ^^OTES.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

GARDENING GOSSIP OF THE OLDEN TIME.

BY A. W. WII>SON.

Your useful and interesting Monthly is, I be-

lieve, well known in Britain, but I, being "off

the track,"—having shunted on a siding many
years since—it had not come much under my
notice previous to tliis, my second visit to Amer-
ica. Being of opinion that it ought to be sup-

ported, I would like to contribute something to

its pages, but m}' acquaintance with professional

gardening is so antiquated, so far behind the age,

that it would be presumptuous in me to pretend

to enlighten your practical readers, and almost

to hope to interest the amateurs of the present

day. I have, however, a lingering love for the

fine old art, and cannot help recalling and cher-

ishing the studies, the laboi\s, and even the

drudgery of forty odd years ago with delight.

The Horticultural Society of London was then

young, vigorous and in full bloom, notwithstand-

ing that its first Secretary, Mr. Joseph Sabine,

with the Council as accessories, allowing their

zeal to outrun their discretion, had involved it

in debt to the tune of $85,000, it was doing good
service, examining and practically testing every

appliance or feasible idea connected with Gar-

dening; collecting the hardy fruits and culinary

and esculent vegetables of the world, cultivating

them in the Gardens at Chiswick, undcrthe skil-

ful superintendence of ^Ir. Robert Thompson,
and with the aid of his keen critical judgment,
comparing, proving and rectifying the nomen-
clature; for many, especially of the older and
more popular sorts of fruits, were received under
a great variety of names. The results were pub-
lished periodically in the Horticultural Trans-
actions, and the best sorts of fruits were beauti-

fully figured and recommended in the Poiiwlogi-

cal Magazine. Tbe adventurous David Douglas,
who ended his days so tragically in what was
then known as Owyhee, had sent home chiefly

from your Western Territories the beautiful

Ciarkias, Q^lnotheras, Lupines, Nemophilas, Clin-

tonias, Gilias, Pentstemons, Mimulus, Bartonia,

Eschscholtzia, Ribes, &c., which are now the

pride and glory of every cottage garden in

Britain, also numerous species of the stately

Pines and other forest trees which clothe your
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Slopes. Plants,

seeds, grafts, cuttings, or other forms of all of

these were as far as practicable distributed

throughout the country and abroad to all eligi-

ble applicants. George Gordon, than whom no

man was more at home amongst trees and shrubs,

and who, about twenty years since, wrote an

exhaustive book on Coniferae, was Superintendent

of the Arboretum. Robert Fortune was in train-

ing at the Edinburgh Botanic Garden and Uni-

versity, to take charge of the Hot-house Depart-

ment, and from thence to proceed on his " wan-

derings in the Northern Provinces of China,"

and in other Eastern countries. He visited Assam
at the instance of the United States Government
with reference to the proposed cultivation of the

Assam tea-plant in the Southern States of the

Union ; and on his first visit to Japan, he pene-

trated the country from on board of an American
ship, access being then denied to the British. It

is scarcely necessary to remind those acquainted

with hardy ornamental plants of recent intro-

duction, for how many of them we are indebted

to my old friend, Robert Fortune. Joseph Pax-

ton had been selected from the rank and file of

the garden hands, by the Duke of Devonshire,

and placed over his princely gardens at Chata-

worth, where the successful erection of a very

large conservatory of iron and glass led to his

undertaking the construction, on the same prin-

ciple, of the London Exhibition Building of 1851,

and the re-erection of it as the Crystal Palace,

with its beautiful grounds laid out by him, at

Sydenham. The President of the Horticultural

Society was Thos. AndrcAv Knight, of Downton
Castle, Hereford, a very successful originator

of new fruits ; he also proved the carnivorous

character of the Venus' fly-trap, long before the
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experiments of Darwin. George Bentham,

nephew of the well-known philosopher, Jeremy

Bentham, and an eminent botanist, was the

secretary de jure, but Dr. Lindley, a still more
eminent botanist, as assistant secretary, was the

main-spring and prime mover in everything

practical relating to the Society and the gardens,

and he was ably aided, especially in the work of

production and distribution by the gardener-in-

chief, Mr. Donald Munro. John Lindley, pro-

fessor of botany in University College and other

institutions in London, was the son of a nursery-

man near Norwich, and father—though he did not

live to see his son's elevation to the " Bench "

—

of the present Sir Nathaniel Lindlej', one of the

judges of the English Court of Queen's Bench, at

$30,000 a year. Before quitting this subject, it

may not be out of place to notice at least four

highly respectable men who graduated in the

H. S. gardens, and have made their mark pro-

fessionally in t*e United States, viz. : John Cad-

ness, at Flushing, L. I.; John Lumsden and

John Ford at Detroit, Mich.; and Robert Car-

michael at Frankfort, Ky., where he was much
honored, and died about eighteen j-ears ago. The
two first-named attended Dr. Lindley's lectures,

so it is not to be wondered at that they are well

" posted " in Botany. " The Royal Botanic Gar-

dens "at Kew were at that time, and had for

many years previously been, "under a clovid,"

or if the sun shone on the collected treasures

and the privileged few who had access to them,

he shed no ray of scientific light or intellectual

enjoyment on the many curious souls outside.

Kew House and Park were an appanage of roy-

aTty, having been taken on a long lease by the

Prince of Wales, father of George IIL His
widow took great interest in forming the Botanic

Garden, consisting at first of 11 acres and laying

out the pleasure grounds extending to about 260

acres more, and her daughter-in-law, Queen
Charlotte, who was a tolerably proficient botanist,

as times went, did much to increase the collec-

tion of exotics; hence Sir Joseph Banks named
the genus Strelitzia, in her honor. In 1759

Wm. Alton, a pupil of Philip Miller, ofdictionary

celebrity, was placed in charge, and in 1789 pro-

duced the " Hortus Kewensis," containing an
account of 5,600 species of exotics found in

British gardens, with many admirable plates.

Mr. Alton was succeeded by his son, W. T. Alton.

and conjointly and in succession they had charge
of the gardens and grounds for eighty-two years,

but after the death of Queen Charlotte and Sir

Joseph Banks, and during the reign of George
IV. and William IV., they were much neglected,

and suffered from want of royal and scientific

encouragement. At length, the popular demand
that they should be thrown open and made use-

ful to the nation, or abolished, reached and waa
listened to by Parliament. Queen Victoria ever

disposed to gratify and benefit her subjects, gra-

ciously relinquished her quasi claim to all ex-

cept a very small and private portion of the

domain. The Botanic Garden proper comprising

25 acres, the Pleasure Grounds or Arboretum of

270 acres, and the Old Deer Park of 400 acres,

were declared open, under certain slight and
necessary restrictions, every day (Sunday in-

cluded) from 1 p. M. till sunset. Sir William G.

Hooker, the distinguished botanist, was called

from his "good fruits " and professional chair at

Glasgow, and " promoted over the trees." Sel-

dom has the change from unprofitable appro-
priation and exclusiveness, to light and liberty,

usefulness and popular enjoyment been more
marked and satisfactory in its results. The num-
ber of visitors which in 1841 (the year of reform)

was 9,174, rose in 1869 to 630,594! The collection

of plants has been immensely increased, numer-
ous houses, some of them very large, have been
erected, a Pinetum as well as a general Arbore-

tum formed, and the planted portion greatly

extended ; special prominence is given to medi-
cinal, economic and curious plants. A former
residence has been devoted to a museum well-

stored with specimens of woods, textile materials

and everything connected with or belonging to

the vegetable world, and in another building

are to be found the herbaria of Bentham, Cun-
ningham, Carey, (American,) Burchell, Lindley's

Orchids, and the largest collection in the world,

that of the late Sir W. G. Hooker with those of

other botanists which have been acquired from
time to time. The whole is under the able

directorship of the eminently liberal and scien-

tific Dr. J. D. Hooker, and no more pleasurable

out or intellectual treat for the lover ofnature or

votary of science can well be imagined than a
visit to Kew Gardens as they are now on a fine

day.

(To be concluded.)

NOTES FROM CALIFORNIA.

BY E. LONSDALE, GERMANTOWN, PHILA.

As much interest is manifested in California

by horticulturists in general, a few extracts from
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a letter just received from my friend, Chas. J.

Hachtel, San Jose, Cal., may not be out of place

in the columns of the Monthly. He says :

" If

you had been out here this season, you would

have seen tiomething to astonish you. On Octo-

ber 28th, 1870, we had three-fourths of an inch

of rain; from that date until about the 20th of

January, 1877, not one drop of rain fell. For

nearly two months we had steady north winds,

with a sharp frost every night. (During a part

of the day—from 10 a. m. until 3 p. m.— it was

calm and warm.) The last frost we had was

very severe, the temperature at 7 o'clock being

down to 20°. ^fany things liitherto hardy here

were killed, but I think the dry weather had the

most to do with it. Altogether, we have had

about three inches of rain this season. We will

need much more than this to insure good crops.

In the southern counties the sheep and cattle

are dying by thousands for Avant of food.

" In the nurseries, nearly all business was at a

stand-still. All the florists in San Francisco dis-

pensed with their help, retaining only.one man.
In San Jose, in the nurseries, all the Chinamen
were discharged, the white men only were

kept on.

" It is now February. If the past is an indica-

tion of what will be sold in the future— to the

end of this season—I am very much afraid nur-

serymen and florists will not make expenses.

"The cut flower trade, you say, has been dull

in the East. It must have been worse in San

Francisco ; many choice flowers even at Christ-

mas had to be thrown away. The prices of

plants have changed since you were here. The
very best Geranium that can be grown in a four-

inch pot, will not bring more than 25 cents, and
often is sold for less. And here in this valley

(Santa Clara), the Verbena never gets killed, but

grows to be a bush, and not a sign of rust is ever

seen. If we sell 50 or 100 plants during a sea-

son, that is all, for a whole neighborhood will

soon be supplied from them.

"Blue Gums (Eucalyptus globulus), which
used to readily sell for 25 cents each, can now
be bought for 10 cents. Acacias sell at the same
price. Indeed, all kinds of trees, shrubs and
plants are down in proportion. The trouble is

out here, California is the only market, and, as

yet, is but sparsely settled, and the climate gen-

erally is too favorable, and when there happens
a dry season like the present, nothing can be

sold.

" I have succeeded in flowering many of the

popular species of Orchids, some of which are

now in bloom. Two plants of Oncidium

Cavendishii, one has thirty flowers open, the

other thirty-six ; the first flowers opened three

weeks ago, and are yet as fresh as they were the

day they lirst opened. Two varieties of Lselia

are just over, L. acuminata and L. autumnalis,

both of which are very fine. A variety of

Odontoglossum pulchellum majus is in flower

now, which would be a grand thing for cut

flowers. The color is pure white, with a little

yellow crest in the centre; its texture is waxy,

and with a fragrance as strong as the Hyacinth,

besides, the flowers last for weeks in perfection.

There are quite a number of Lycaste Skinneri

coming on to flower. I think these would prove

valuable for the florist, as they need but a small

amount of heat to flower them well.

"Two plants of Thunbergia Harisii flowered

with me well last Christmas. They were grown

in eight-inch pots, and had ove# one hundred

flowers on each. One plant sold for six dollars.

The flowers of the other went to waste, as there

was no demand for them. This comes in at a

good time for florists, and if plenty of heat is

at command, there is no trouble about flower-

ing it."

This Thunbergia being a climber or trailer, is

well adapted to train along the rafters of a warm
greenhouse. The flowers are porcelain blue in

color, with yellow throat; in shape somewhat
resembling the Gloxinea.

RECOLLECTIONS OF AUSTRALIA.

BY WM. T. HARDING, UPPER SANDUSKY, OHIO.

(Continued from page 62.)

The living plant links which apparently con-

nect the present with the past, were warmed and

nurtured with the same radiant, life-giving sun,

whose refulgent beams quickened the germs of

embryo vegetation, myriads of ages gone by,

and still gloriously shines on our planet to-day.

If the illustrious Captain Cook had proceeded

thus far, after naming that remarkably beautiful

inlet on the coast, Botany Bay, Avhich so capti-

vated him with its bosky parterres of charming

flowers, he probably might have considered

Botany Vale, or Floral Chasm, proper narnes for

the spot, which my feeble pen attempts to de-

scribe.

The rugged and stupendous rocks before me
were grandly mantled with green ferns—draped
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with creepers, covered with climbers, and mot-

tled with flowers. A mountain stream tumbled

down the rocky scarp with considerable force

and noise

:

" Its bounding crystal frolicked in (he ray,

And gushed from cliff to crag, the pestrly spray."

No hanging gardens of Babylon surpassed

these. Neither Nebuchadnezzar, nor his Medean

queen ; Solomon nor Cyrus, ever looked upon a

lovelier picture. Notwithstanding the halo, real

or imaginary, Avhich has hovered round the Ori-

ent for ages, no ancient Assyrian, Jewish, Per-

sian, Grecian, or Roman potentate, when revel-

ing in the full meridian pomp and splendor of

Eastern magnificence, ever saw so fair a scene.

No one for a moment doubts that the natu-

ral hanging gardens of Australia, antedate those

of Babylonian fame. Although apparently "as

old as the hills"—yet, no historian's pen has re-

corded their wonders, or cast an antediluvian

glamor around them. We may reasonably sup-

pose, that the eyes of pre-historic man have

often scanned the scene many thousands of

years before it met the gaze of the Caucasian.

Those wretched specimens of humanity, the

nomadic savages, who wander through their na-

tive forests in a beastial state of nudity, know
nothing of the past. As with them, so of their

country—there is no written history. Whatever
consequences Adam's fall may have brought

upon the white, it is evident the aboriginal Aus-

tralian did not, as a consequence, fall into the fig

leaf fashion. A couple passed me, (a sight com-
mon enough,) who in one sense, somewhat re-

sembled the condition of Adam and Eve, as de-

scribed in the second chapter of Genesis, " they

were both naked, the man and his wife, and were

not ashamed." If some of the doubting Thomas',

who laugh at the idea of having a monkey for

an ancestor, were to see one of the abject crea-

tures, who seem only to lack a caudal appendage
to make him positively a handsome monkey,
instead of being as he is, absolutely the worst

looking man, I feel convinced they would easily

be converted to Darwinism.

Beast-like as they are, they nevertheless seem
to love or like one another, as the practice of

anthrophophagy proves. Whether their cuisine

is as recherche as the Fejee Islanders celebrated

roasted missionary, or not, I am unable to say. I

am not so positive in my opinion about flesh as

was Paul, who, with his usual acumen, seems to

have had the faculty of a nice discrimination.

See 1 Cor. xv. 30. Eupepsia, as an art, or gas-

I

tronomy, as a science, formed no part of my edu-

cation. No, gentle reader, I am only a very

common man, and am easily satisfied with plain

beef and mutton. I never gave much heed to the

flesh-pots of Egypt, or felt a hankering after tit'

hits, or craving for toothsome dishes, or taste for

game of any kind

—

-mankind especially. So I will

leave the fact for more experienced epicures to

decide.

TO THE FAR WEST.

BY MRS. F. E. B.

So many have described the great "Overland
Route," that it may be superfluous for me to add
anything to their delineations, but I must give

you some of my impressions. Through Nebraska
and the first part of Wyoming there is little to

interest the eye. The land, no doubt, is fertile,

but so flat, mile after mile, hour after hour, a

mere flat, treeless, waterless, desolate waste. The
Platte is the most uninteresting river I ever

saw. It is a wonder it runs at all in that appa-

rently dead level, and thoiigh the few trees on
its banks were all we saw in the State of Ne-

braska, one could hardly wish for more of them,

for more knarled, twisted, desolate looking spe-

cimens I never saw. We hardly get a glimpse

of mountains until we cross the Rockies at Sher-

man. After that we never lose sight of them.

Hour after hour we are in their solemn shadow.

Sometimes they retire for a little space, but only

to close around us again in more awful grandeur.

No graceful crown of trees is theirs', no verdant

robe, no gay garniture of flowers, only the gray

sage bush, and a few stunted pines, and rocks

—

everywhere rocks. Yet the eye never tires, and

the thought crossed my mind that even infinite

ingenuity must have been tasked in devising the

ever varying forms of those rocks. Forts and

castles, and domes and towers, walls, and monu-
ments, graceful peaks and bold overhanging

masses, and strange fanciful animal and human
shapes, all are there. I felt that it would be

good for me to dwell in sight of these mountains,

that nothing low and groveling could live in their

shadow, that they, so steadfast and unmoved,

could ever beckon upward toward a higher and

better life.

On the eighth night out, we crossed the Sierra

Nevadas, and the morning sun showed us a new
land. The mountains were about us still, but

lofty trees and graceful shrubs adorned their

sides, and green valleys found place among thera,
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and we saw fertile fields, and fruitful vineyards

and orchards, and gay gardens, and the tokens

of new industries. We landed at Marysvillc,

December 7th. Geraniums and Oleanders were

common inhahitanta of the gardens, roses were

in bloom, oranges on the trees, and huge Cacti

looked over the fences. In the vegetable gar-

dens young peas and lettuce and radishes were

growing side by side with mature vegetables,

cabbages and beets, &c. One would be puzzled

to decide the season by the eye alone. The dis-

tant hills bore the tints ofAutumn, and the frosty

nights seemed like September or October; the

early vegetables and springing grass looked like

Spring, while the hot mid-day and the gay gar-

dens are like mid-summer. Everything seems

to be done difl'erently here. Instead of the mixed
farming of the East, each farm or " ranch

"

seems to be devoted to some specialty. I saw a

lady at Marysville whose husband owns a wheat
ranch of 1,500 acres. We saw stock farms of

equal and of greater extent, with thousands of

cattle, one " almond ranch," near Marysville, of

about 20,000 trees. The " dairy ranches " are

chiefly among the mountains, for the advantages

of cheap land, and cooler temperature. " Vir-

ginia Ranch," where we stayed four weeks, is a

fruit ranch, an elevated plain among the " foot

hills," as they call the lower tiers of mountains.

These grow nearly all of the fruits that flourish

in this favored land.

HORTICULTURAL PROTECTION.

BY W. II. W., READING, MASS.

In the February number of the Gardener's

Monthly the Editor says :
—

" We do not want any
articles on the justice of (horticultural) protec-

tion. All that is granted. Of course, if anybody
denied that the principle of protection should be

applied to horticultural improvement,the burden
of proof would be on him. But it is not de-

nied."

I am as much surprised as gratified at this

statement. I had supposed that many did deny
" that the principle ot protection should be ap-

plied to horticultural improvements." Mr. P.

Barry saj's \n Vr q Rural New Yorker for Jan. 9,

1869 :
—

" As a horticulturist I protest against

this movement, (to secure legislation in favor of

horticultural protection,) and hope that Congress
will pay no attention to it. The originators of

valuable varieties of fruits, grains or vegetables,

have it in their power, now, to secure ample com-
pensation."

That sounds to me as if Mr. Barry, at lea«t,

was then, if he is not now, opposed to horticul-

tural protection, not merely on tlie ground of its

impracticability, but on the ground of right. He
seems to me to claim that originators of new
fruits have no right to any additional legislation

in their behalf, for they can already secure with-

out it all the compensation for their improve-

ments to which they are fairly entitled. But if

I have misunderstood him and those whom I

had sujiposed to agree with him, I am glad to

know it. Certainly the Editor of the Gardener's

Monthly has had far better opportunities than I,

to learn the opinions of horticulturists upon this

subject, and the grounds on which those opin-

ions rest. And I gladly accept his testimony as

conclusive that " no one denies the justice of

horticultural protection." " No one denies that

the principle of protection should be applied to

horticultural improvements" if it can be.

Thus far then we all stand together upon the

same ground. We are all agreed that the prin-

ciple of horticultural protection is just and right;

that equity requires the application of this prin-

ciple to new fruits as much as to new inventions.

Then 7ve should all unite in an earnest endiavor

to put the principle into law. If it is an equitable

one, one that "should be applied to horticultural

improvements," then every one should favor an

honest attempt to embody the principle in suita-

ble legislation. True, difliculties may appear

and objections may be urged. But is that an

adequate reason for opposing what is acknow-

ledged to be just and right, or even for declining

to make any eflfort to attain what we acknow-

ledge ought to be attained? There are diflficul-

ties in the way of every reform. Objections may
be urged, and commonly are, against every at-

tempt to bring our laws into more complete har-

mony with the principles of equity. But surely

these facts do not justify opposition, or even in-

diff'erence to equitable and desirable progress
;

for if so, what progress would ever be made ? If

the priucij)/e of horticultural protection is right,

then let us all stand together on the side of the

right. 'Let us exert our united influence in favor

of an honest and earnest attempt to make the

right effective ; to surmount the practical diflfi-

culties, aid embody the equitable principle in

appropriate legislation.

But to this it is replied that while in theory the

principle is sound, yet the difficulties in the waj
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of its practical working are so many and so

serious as to forbid any attempt at legislation on

the subject. There is no reasonable ground for

hope that the good sought could be attained.

In reply I have several things to suggest.

1st. This is the standard objection of conserv-

atism to all attempts at progress. Almost every

proposed reform is met by the same criticism :

" The principle is good, but it cannot be carried

out. The movement is impracticable." Some-

times, doubtless, the objection is just. Butwecan
all of us remember more instances than one in

which actual experiment has shown it to have

been groundless. Perhaps, if a fair test should

be made of the practicability of protection, the

objections now so confidently urged against it,

might soon be consigned to the Limbo of Vanity,

as were the arguments that a few years ago used

to prove so conclusively to those who used them,

the impracticability of freeing tlie Southern

slaves. It is usually safer and more desirable

than we are apt to think, to test the practicability

of what is clearly right in principle.

2nd. If some of the objections to protection

are now unanswerable, that does not make its

practical test unwise. And for two reasons : In

the first place, actual experiment might nullify these

objections, as the experiment of freeing the slaves

has nullified the objections that used to be urged

(and some of tliem with great apparent weight)

against sudden manumission. And in the second

place, protection may fail in some respects, and yet

be wise and desirable. It is objected to any legis-

lation on this subject that no such description

can be given of a patented fruit as would enable

a "patent office clerk " to decide whether or not

the patent was infringed. I do not see the ne-

cessity of leaving such a question to a patent

office clerk. A committee of three intelligent

horticulturists could easily be had in Washing-
ton, and they could generally decide such a

question with ease. But grant that they could

not, that this objection is unanswerable, still,

sufficient good could be attained by such legisla-

tion to make it wise. Suppose a patent had been

issued to Mr. Bull for his Concord grape. No one
could have sold vines as Concords witliout his

permission. And the name ani the grape would
have been so connected that the public demand
would have been for Concords; not for some-
thing else, said to be as good, or even for the

same grape if called by another name. In other

words the patent would cover not merely the

fruit, but the name ; and the reputation of the

grape would make the name a scrt of trade-mark.

And that trade-mark would have a pecuniary

value to Mr. Bull, proportionate to the reputa-

tion of his grape. He would virtually have a

monopoly of the market for the sale of Concord

vines. Honorable nurserymen would not sell

them without paying him for the right; and dis-

honorable ones (if there are such) would be de-

barred from selling them by their inability to

offer them under their appropriate and popular

name. And so Mr. B. could reasonably hope to

secure an ample compensation for the good he
has done the nation in originating this valuable

fruit.

But my article is already so long that I must

close with only a brief allusion to some of the

benefits which it seems to me might be secured

by horticultural protection :

1st. It would make our patent law legislation

uniform and self-consistent.

2nd. It would be doing what all acknowledge

to be just and right; or, in other words, what the

originators of new fruits have an equitable right

to demand.
3rd. It would save the community from the

imposition of worthless varieties that could not

secure a patent, and of old varieties sought to be

disseminated under new names.

4th. It would secure to originators of new
fruits a more adequate compensation for the

time, labor and expense involved in their pro-

duction. And in so doing

5th. It would give a new stimulus to the work

of horticultural improvement, and thus bless the

nation with the more valuable fruits and vegeta-

bles Avhich would thus be produced. As our

present patent laws stimulate invention, and

confer upon us improved machinery ; so, similar

legislation, applied to horticulture, would tend

to stimulate the production of new and improved

fruits, and so enrich the nation with more de-

sirable ones than those they noAv possess.

[We must class ourselves with the unlucky

ones. We asked W. H. W. to point out the

novel points in the Secretary Grape, for which

the " protection " is claimed, but he was not

sufficiently familiar with it. We asked iiim then

to take the Concord, which he must know well,

but, instead of responding to this simple request,

he gives us a lecture on " rights," the substance

of which has appeared in our pages over and

over again. We make room for the paper, how-

ever, because it is written in fair and dispassion-

ate style, unlike two other papers we have on
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hand, from other parties, and which would sully

our i)a,i;o3 did ihoy appear. Besides, tlierc is the

apparently novel sn<;y;estion of a "coinniittee

of horliculturists at Wnshin.uton." But where is

the real difference? If the "three" are appointed

by the patent office, they may as well be called

" <-lerks," as a " committee." It is hardly worth

^isputinp; about a name. A lively time these

"clerks"— beg pardon, this "committee" —
would have in deciding on the "novelty" of

beans, peas, cabbages, tomatoes, grapes, rasp-

berries, strawberries, onions, peaches, peai"«,

apples, wheat, rye, potatoes, blackberries, plums,

cherries, and what-nots, pouring in from Oregon

and Maine, and from Florida and California

—

and many arriving a mass of rottenness! No,

friend W. ! we do not think this plan of having

horticultural clerks decide the question of

novelty, with fresh specimens before them, near

as satisfactory as the plan of having the points

of novelty e.vpressed in language. We are in

favor of" protection." Nothing would jjlease us

better than to see the raiser of good fruits, flow-

ers, and vegetables, get well rewarded. We should

be glad to know that every one realized $50,000

by his good luck or good work. We are willing

to give these fortunate raisers the right to make
this, before anybody else gets a penny, if such

right can be secured; but we cannot stultify our-

selves by asking Congress to let us try "some-
thing," when nothing is proposed.

As for Mr. Barry, we are quite sure he is as

anxious to see the raisers of good things secured

in their "right" to make something handsome,

as we are ; we see nothing in his quoted language

to warrant any other construction, and we agree

with him in doubting whether any " law " would

do better for these raisers, than good business

tact will do now.—Ed. G. M.]

EDITORIAL NOTES.

HoRTEXSiA.—A correspondent writes in refer-

ence to the recent discussion:—" De Candolle

says, Commerson named our plants, first, Pe-

autia, in honor of Madame Hortcnse Lepe-

aute, &c. If my souvenim are right, the correct

name was Lepaute, for I think I saw the name
on public clocks in Paris, some fifty years ago,

and I naturally suppose the man knew how to

spell his own name. Now, why that difference

in spelling a name, and a popular one, too?

The fun of it is, that those difTerenccs in spoiling

that name, Lepeaute, Lepaute, Peautia, &c., all

come from French authorities, botanists or

others. That reminds me of the name of a

well known plant dedicated to a French cele-

brity, 'Capt. Bougainville,' which in several

works is spelled in seven different ways, by seven

eminent botanist.s, and not one of them correct,

and yet they were not Frenchy, but of all na-

tions, English, Gernuin, &c. Now, if doctors

disagree, what will students do? gardeners espe-

cially, who generally have not the means to

identify the etymology, cither for want of edu-

cation or books to consult? Perhaps you will

think I carry this digression too far; but if I

insist on this erroneous spelling of authorities,

it is because oftentimes we gardeners are laughed

at for mispelling Latin and Greek names, with

which we are unacquainted. For instance, we
see in the catalogue of plants of leading estab-

lishments in Europe, such names as Imanto-

phyllum, Imatophyllum ; Rhaphis, Rhnpis, Ra-

phis, a sjiecics of palm. How are we to tell

which is which? Your correspondent is mighty

correct when he says : 'We cannot all be per-

fect, yet I should think that school teachers

ought to know how to read.'
"

Plant Patents.—Two articles on this subject

cannot appear in our pnper, for no other reason

than that they are abusive. W. H. W.'s letter is

in striking contrast, and we have pleasure in find-

ing a place for it. Whether our contributors

agree with us or not, we cheerfully make room
for what they have to say, but not if they forget

they are gentlemen.

History of the Jerusalem Artichoke.—It

has puzzled historians to trace the artichoke to

its native home. Palfrey, in his history of New
England, says: "The Indians raised a species of

sunflower whose esculent tuberous root resem-

bled the artichoke in taste." In reply to a note

from Prof. Gray, Mr. Palfrey says he cannot give

just now the authority for this statement. It is

proljably of little moment, for a sunflower with

a root "tasting like artichoke" could be nothing

having reference to the true Jerusalem " arti-

choke," the root of which does not taste at all

like the artichoke.

An Account of Experiments for the Produc-
tion OF Hybrid Grapes. By Mr. Geo. Haskell,

Ipswich, ]\Iass.—Mr. Haskell is one of the most
persevering of experimentors in the improve-
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ment of the grape. In this pamphlet of eight-

een pages he gives a detail of his forty years of

work. He is now offering a large number of

the best kind for sale in order that they may be

tested in other locations He is sending theni

out by numbers, which has been found by ex-

perience to be a great mistake. There is, how-

ever, no mistake in the good quality of some of

his varieties, as we can testify to from personal

experience.

TriE English Winter.—This seems to have

been a rather open one. The Isle of Wight
Observer gives lists of plants blooming all winter,

as among the curiosities of the day.

On Parasitic Fungi. By Prof. T. J. Burrill.

—

There is no more valuable study than that which

relates to microscopic fungi. It is gratifying to

find so many Americans engaged in it. This

little tract is from the Bulletin of the Illinois

Museum of Natural History. It describes and

figures many species found on well known plants.

We congratulate cultivators that so good a sci-

entist as Prof. Burrill is working so well in this

direction.

An Essay on New South Wales, by G. H. Reid

;

Railways of New South Wales, by John Roe.

—

From Wiley, Publisher, New York.— The
Australian colonies did good work for them-

selves by the excellent part they took in our

Centennial. No one in America knew their re-

sources were half so great as they are. The
colonies are following up their advantage by

issuing a series of works on their industrial de-

velopments, of which these are two. Those
who desire to know how much New South Wales,

the "mother colony," has prospered, will do well

to get and study them.

The Nurseryman's Directory and Refer-

ence Book for 1877. By D. Wilmott Scott, Ga-

lena, III.—This, started by Mr. Scott as an expeii-

ment, has become a necessity to every one in

the nursery business. It contains a list of the

leading nurserymen, florists and seedsmen of

the world, with notes of their specialties. The
price is $10, and may be had of the publisher of

the Gardener's Monthly, at this ofiice.

The Industries of Philadelphia. By Lorin

Blodget.~The intimate connection r.f Mr. B. with

the industries of Philadelphia is well known. Few
men have done more for their development, or

to make their prosperous condition known. His
position as Appraiser General of the Custom

House has given him particular opportunities

of knowing whereof he writes. In this all the

different industries of the great city are detailed;

the number of hands employed, value of pro-

ducts, and similar matters of interest being

given. This is the second edition of the work,

which was issued last year.

Catalogue of S. B. Parsons & Co., Flushing,

L. I., N. Y.—An interesting peculiarity of thia

catalogue is the large list of Japan Maples, and
indeed of other rare Jap in plants.

Ellwanger & Barry's new descriptive cata-

logue of roses gives full cultural directions.

Though so old a flower, there is always some-

thing new in rose management, and Ellwanger

& Barry have endeavored to bring the subject

down to the present time.

Catalogue of Hoopes, Bro. & Thomas, West
Chester, Pa.—The number of catalogues that

come to us is so enormous, that reluctantly we
had to abandon "notices" for want of space

—

unless there were some remarkable peculiarity

in it. In this admirable one the interesting

point is the strict accuracy of the names. In

this regard it may be taken for " authority " to

decide disputed points.

The Meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science.—This will

be held this year at Nashville, commencing on

the of August. There are no classes in the

community that take so much interest in sci-

ence as the horticultural class. The meetings

of the Association are always pleasant as well

as intellectually profitable ; and we are glad to

find an increased number of horticulturists

among these pleasant people with each recur-

ring year.

Mr. Wm. Saunders.—We were very much
suri^rised to note by the public papers last Sum-
mer that the salary of this gentleman in connec-

tion with the Department of Agriculture had

been cut down considerabh'. The particular

section with which he is connected is one of the

most valuable to horticulturists in the whole

Department, and Mr. Saunders himself one of

the hardest of enthu-siastic workeis. No man
in the whole series is better known through the

whole country, or his knowledge and services bet-

ter appreciated. During the Centennial he rep-

resented the govcriunent admirably. Never

having so much work to do but that he was
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fouml willini? to try to do a little more, if it

were possible for him to be so useful.

The papers are just now nomiiuxtiiig this and

that one for Commissioner of the Department.

We have not heard that Mr. Watts will resign,

and Mr. Saunders would be sensitive about his

honor in seeking for a higher position unless his

superior were to retire, or there was to be a va-

cancy in some way. We do not know that he

would accept the position even if it were ofl'ered

to him ; but if there is to be a civil service re-

form—a progression of the deserving upwards,

the Pi-esident could not do better than give Mr.

Saunders a chance. His salary should be re-

stored, at least.

Dkatii of L.\dy Smith.—This lady, distin-

tinguished herself as a botanist as Avell as being
the wife ot the great botanist and founder of the

Linnajn Society, Sir James Smith, died recently

at the age of 104, having been a widow for nearly
fifty years.

Ages of Distinguished Men.—The London
Gardeners' Chronicle gives the dates of the death
of eminent Botanists unil Gardeners, from which
we select the following as more or less known
by their works or through their associations to

Americans:—
Charles DarwiD,
H. ti. bausurc,
Decai:>ue,
Acliiile Kichard,
FahreDheil, .

Linuxud,
A. de Kourcrof

,

Sir SV J. Hooker,
Nees Von Esuubeck,
B. de Jussieii,

D. C. M. Ukhard, .

Dutfocliet,
Voa Sclik'cliteudal, .

John Kay,
J. Curiis,

Uedwii;,

G. W. Sfcinner,
Lliiuxus,
J. A. Henierson,
U. Sweet,
Sausisvire,

Miqui-1,
Dr. Falconer,
Theo. llanweg.
Dr. ."cliiiit,

W. Gi iffiih. .

John tvelyn,
Conrad I o'ddiges.

Sir J. E. SmiUi,
Endlieher,
Le Noire,
Wallich,
B. Maund,
Dr. iJirlington,
Louij Van lluulte, .

T. A. Kuigiit,
Dean Herhurt,
K. B. Ward, .

W. G. Mclvor,
Edward Newman, .

William K.jllisou, .

Sir J. Banks,
Allan ( unningham,
A de Jiissieu,

W. CurlU,
Wildenow,
David Doii-^las,

W. Forsyth, .

Wm. Peun,

Born February
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SEASONABLE HINTS.

Of all tlie Spring months May is the best for

transplanting evergreens ; it is the time when
the young shoots are about starting into their

season's growth, and the roots pushing at the

same time, nothing or very little is lost by evap-

oration while waiting for the new fibers to grow.

Evergreen shrubs are not considered generally

successful in our climate ; but this is rather

owing to our perversity in exposing them to the

Winter's sun, or planting them in too dry a soil,

than to any insuperable difficulty of climate.

This is especially the case with the Rhododen-

dron, the culture of which has occupied consid-

erable attention in our pages during the past

year. These may be planted much later than

other evergreens, as the numerous hair-like roots

so bind the soil together that they come up with

a better ball than other plants. When intelli-

gently pursued, the culture of no plant is so easy

as that of the Rhododendron. The intelligence

required in the first place is to avoid lime. They

will not do in limestone soil—no plants hate

lime so intensely. We know of people who ai-e

well aware of this fact, and because they have

no lime in their soil, thoughtlessly put them

near lime cast walls where the rain and the

weather bring lime into the soil. Those who
would cultivate the Rhododendron in limestone

soil should bring a little soil from a distance,

and then the Rhododendron bed should be

elevated a little, so that the drainage of the

limestone ground shall not drain into it. Then
a place must be selected where there will be
no cutting winds. Independently of the lime

objection, the side of a house is generally a

poor place, as the cutting winds of Winter, gen-

erally " whistle " around the walls more keenly

than in the full open ground. And lastly, the

plants must not be set deep. It is better to set

on the surface, bring the soil up around the ball,

and hammer in firmly, than to put the roots much
below the surface.

About the first week in May, residents of the

Middle States commence to set out their bed-

ding plants. The modern style of planting in

masses affords great scope for a tasteful arrange-

ment of colors, either in the same bed or by

arrangement amongst a set of fiowei'-beds. The
ribbon style of flower-gardening beds in long,

narrow, and winding strips and coils, is also

popular for the same purpose. It requires,

liesides, good taste in arranging colors harmo-

niously, judgment to select those kinds that will

continue in bloom the whole season, withstand-

ing well the Summer drouth, and that will

harmonize in habit and growth with one an-

other.

As the plants in the borders grow, those in

masses may be much improved by being pegged

down over the surface. We can then train

shoots where we wish, and thus cover the beds

much sooner. Pegs for this purpose are best

made by getting any straight shoots of trees,

about one-fourth of an inch thick and cut into

four-inch lengths, then splitting them down the
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middle into two. These pieces arc then hent in

the middle hke hair-iuns. I'ieees so split seldom

break in dotihlinjj.

The first week in Miiv is usuallv tlie time to

No. /.

set out Dahlias. They do best in a trenched

soil, say eighteen inches deep at least, and pre-

fer cow manure to any other, when it can be

obtained. If planted on tliin or dry soils, they

Xo. 2.

will not bloom till near the approach of frost.

when the chief enjoyment of the Dahlia i^

lost. It is best, where possible, to plant a dupli-

cate of each kind. The Dahlia has not been as

popular of late years as it used to be, but there

are signs that its value in making a very gay
scene in ihc llower-garden in Kail will l)e again

recognized as it used to be.

Tuberoses should also be planted this month,
but they like a warm, rich, sandy soil ; though,

like the Dahlia, they do not like dry soil. As a

rule. Tuberoses that flowered last Fall will not

do so this, but the offsets will the year

after. Even apparently good bulbs will not

flower unless the " hearts " have been well

ripened. Afany years ago, Wr. Bridgeman
pointed out how good flowering bulbs might be

detected from those that would not flower. As
the secret is still unknown to many, we give

illustrations here. No. 1, is the bulb that will

not flower; No. 2, the one that will.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

NOTES ON TREES, iC.

BY WALTER ELDER.

The Paper Mulberry, or paper-bearing Mul-

berrj' tree, botanicallj' called Broussonetia pa-

pyrifcra, is a native of Japan, and was introduced

into British arboretums in 1751. Like all other

plants with white milky sap, it is said to be

deleterious to animal life, hence, itshould never

be planted as a shade tree, near dwelling houses

or stables. Insects seem to avoid this tree, and

do not eat its leaves as they do that of others.

Many know of the evil effects of the Paper Mul-

berry near dwelling houses. And in cities it has

been generally cut down, and other trees set out

in its stead. Allan thus is also undesirable as a

shade tree, as an offensive odor arises from its

blooms.

Trees with large leaves and of rapid growth

are the best to set near dwellings; such as

Maples, Lindens, Sycamores, Horse Chestnuts,

Oaks, (fcc, also fruit trees. The Eucalyptus

globulus, (Australian blue gum tree,) is now
highly applauded as a health imparting tree;

and it is a valuable timber tree. Being an Aus-

tralian tree it can only be grown in our green-

houses, except in a small portion of the Southern

States where it does not freeze.

Evergreen trees are as beneficial in Winter as

deciduous ones are in Summer, on account of

their beauty and shelter. The odor of coniferous
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trees is very agreeable. When one goes into

a forest of Pine Fir, he perceives a sweet

smell, and a feeling of gladness comes over him.

It was the aim of the all-wise Creator, in making
the herb and tree, to spring out of the ground,

to purify the atmosi^here for man, by the ab-

sorption of carbon and emission of ozone.

All garden plants with sweet-scented blossoms

are health-giving ; so are highly flavored pot-

herbs. Celery grows naturally on marshy sea-

coasts, and keeps off fevers from the inhabitants

living there. A well stocked garden is a panacea

for many human maladies.

English gardeners in the cool, moist climate of

England, any have been induced to make a peat-

bed in a light friable soil, their only remedy is

mulching. Nothing else will save them from
the inevitable result of their error. Our opinions

are based upon an experience of thirty years,

during which we have grrwn many acres of

Rhododendrons without a particle of peat and
in the open sun. We have always considered

the peat and shade fallacies a great bar to suc-

cessful Rhododendron culture. For his own soil

Mr. Beecher's treatment is right ; for many others

it may be very wrong.

PEAT AND RHODODENDRONS.

BY MR. S. B. PARSONS, FLUSHING, N. Y.

The experience of Mr. Beecher as related in

your March issue, is entirely consistent with my
assertion that the Rhododendron will succeed

best in good garden soil. That which we con-

sider a good garden soil on Long Island is a

light, rich, alluvial loam. The soil of Mr.

Beecher's country place we understand to be

heavy clay.

The Rhododendron has a large number of

small fibrous roots which eagerly enter into open

and friable soil and are repelled by a stiff hard

clay. To make the latter resemble the foi'mer,

there must be a mixture with it of some light

material. For this j^urpose peat is good because

it contains some vegetable matter. It is not

surprising that plants taken from the friable

soil of Long Island, or the peat-beds of England,

should languish in clay. Rhododendrons im-

ported from England and sent out with balls of

peat, will not grow even in our Long Island soil

until they have had time to sen 3 out roots into

the good garden ' soil around them. The treat-

ment which Mr. Beecher gave his plants, was the

best under his circumstances. The mulching

was, however, an important element in his suc-

cess. The drought of last Summer would have

told severely upon the peat-bed, except for the

mulching, the benefit of which is well-known.

The sum of the Avhole matter is that for a stiff"

clay soil any lightening material is good, but for

a light friable soil any lightening material is in-

jurious. The sun will pierce and burn it, will

excite the roots as fever excites a sick man, and

will leave the plant to the rigors of a cold Win-
ter in a half sick state, in which it may either

languish or die. If misled by the experience of

RHODODENDRONS.

BY DR. G. CHESTON, BALTIMORE, MD.

I have just read an article in your March num-
ber on the cultivation of Rhododendrons. The
experience of its writer would seem to be con-

clusive, and he evidently so regards it, oi peat

soil being an essential requisite of success. My
experience is not confirmatory of this position,

and lest any of your readers, who desire to grow
Rhododendrons, and cannot command peat,

should be discouraged by this adverse testimony

from so intelligent a source, I venture to send

you this communication. About ten years ago,

I consulted some professional gardeners, whose
answers were :

" however beautiful Rhododen-
drons may be, it is a vain effort to attempt their

cultivation here, as they will neither stand our
Winters nor Summers." I then consulted with

Messrs. Parsons, and accepting their views as

my guide, I at once ordered plants of them. I

had no peat, and following Parsons' assurance

that they could be grown without it, I put them
in beds of good garden soil. They not only

lived, but have grown vigorously, bloomed pro-

fusely, and are of course now large plants. I

have since made repeated additional plantings

with like good success, sometimes obtaining my
plants from Parsons, and sometimes importing
them from Anthony Waterer, England.

The first bed that I prepared was dug out two
feet deep, and filled in with light loam. Since, it

has been my practice to dig them three feet, but
botli have succeeded well. The soil used has

been varied more than once, showing that suc-

cess was not attributable to any peculiarity of

the soil. My observation has led to this conclu-

sion, that pf«< is not at all necessary, but that

good drainage and location are essential condi-
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tions to success. Thoy must, in my opinion, be

screened from the severe north wind in Winter,

and should hare at least partial shelter from the

mid-ilay sun in Summer. Years aj;o I made

trial of one bed, without either of these condi-

tions, and I lost all the plants in it. Most of my
beds liave this protection in both seasons,

BfTorded by elumi»3 of Evergreens. Those tlial

have not. I shelter by simi)ly encircling the beds

through the Winter witli corn stalks set on end.

I mulcti them heavily with leaves through that

«e:vson, and have used on them satisfactorily a

lighter covering of spent tan in Summer. I

liave a few large standard plants that are valua-

ble and growing singly in conspicuous positions.

Lest the foliage of these should be at all singed

by severe frost, I usually put over each of them a

large box made of light boards, partially open

on one side ;
though this house-covering is not

essential to their security, if the plants are of

the mare hardy varieties, as I have proved by

its omission. I do not hesitate to top-dress with

well-rotted cow manure, when it seems to be

needed. The varieties I am growing, embrace

most of the shades of colors, from the Candi-

dissinuim to the Atrosanguineum.

The situation of my grounds is elevated and

cold. Two winters since, the thermometer

reached 15° below zero, though such extreme

cold here is unusual.

Excuse the length of this communication, and

of course you will decline publishing it, if you

do not think further testimony useful on Rho-
dodendron culture.

THE CHINESE AILANTHUS.

BY GEN'. W. H. NOBLK, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

A new use found for an old thing, equals an

invention. Mr. Veitch, of New Haven, does just

this, when he ornaments the border and the

lawn with missed tropical foliage oftheAilan-
thus, and close pruned shoots. It seems a very

eimple thing to do. But through just such
shrewd simplicities, mankind gain their best ad-

vance. Right outside the moments of thought
and daily life, we come on new paths, and find

new uses for things condemned to the rubbish
heap and the dump. To such simple doers as

Mr. Veitch, more than to heroic arms, we owe
our homage, and should lift the histories of our
race.

This use of the Ailanthus hints a like treat-

ment and duty for the Black Walmit, the But-

ternut, the Kentucky Cddee tree, and others of

their fern-like foliage. We may gain another

style in wealth and breadth of vegetation, on

closely cut back shoots of the Catalpa, Paulonia,

and otlier rankly growing, large leaved trees.

St) in herbaceous i)lant« ; tlie rich rank spread

of foliage which we now owe to tender broad

leaved growers from the hot-house or the nur-

sery, we may have from the outcasts along the

wayside and the hedge. Tiiere are lota of com-
mon things, like the Mullein, Elecampane, yea,

even the Burdock, the Thistle,which in oiir rich

borders, will surjjrise us by their stature and ex-

l)anse of leaf.

A doubting smile, if not a sneer, may greet

this mention. But if the Burdock or Elecam-

pane had come from China, the doubters would

buy them at a dollar a root! Now, let no
one with money, neglect the broad and lovely

foliaged plants that multiply so fast, but have

kindly thought for that thrift, which makes
graceful use of common things.

And now that Mr. Veitch's new use for the

Ailanthus bespeaks a respite from its threatened

l)ani.shinent, let's wait a bit. If we po.sscss our

.souls in patience over it's bitter breath and nau-

seous flowers, we may by and by find out for it,

as we slowly do for almost all that grows, new
fitness for human use. The hue and cry of pre-

judice is a blind leader of the blind. If there is

a real Upas tree, well stored with death, and

l)reathing it on the air, I have no thought that

it was made to poison or to taint, any more than

the Ailanthus. Behind such powerful odors,

back in the sources of such sickening breath,

stores of secret virtues await the chemist to be

set apart and revealed to kill when needed, and

to cure with care.

Now the Ailanthus is said, in China, to feed a

silk-worm, only rivalled by that which lives upon
the Mulberry. To be sure, no Yankee worm or

bug was ever known to take the first bite of its

leaf. But doubtless, some one may be evolved,

or immigrate to us from the Heathen Chinee.

Such as relish the leaves of the tobacco, or to-

mato, ought not to go back much on Ailanthus

fodder. Besides, it would not be wonderful, if a

bark or wood so bitter should yet prove a beau-

tiful source of tannin, or of some fel)rifuge as

astringent and curative as quinine. Have pa-

tience with this almost discarded favorite, and
its seeming faults may yet yield large usefulness

to mankind.
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Its wood is said to have a fine satin tinge, and

to make in veneering or inlaid, graceful cabinet-

work. For chests to preserve furs and woolens,

it must rival Cedar or the Camphor wood. I

doubt not it may equal the Palmetto, in resist-

ance to the remorseless worm which honey-

combs timber wherever reached by the ocean's

Baity tide. Let the Ailanthus be well tried in all

these directions, before you take up a howling

Hoodlum's'cry over this other Heathen Chinee.

But beyond this, there is some mystery de-

serving our notice, about the Ailanthus. John-

son says there are two species. The glandulosa

whose flowers are so nauseate to most people, and

whose suckers are so annoying. The other va-

riety is not named or described, and I think it

must be in this country, and bear the character

I am about to give. The glandulosa I have never

known to vary in its tinge of leaf or seed pod
till stricken off by frost. But the other kind is

therein most marked and lovely. There are

trees of this latter Ailanthus hereabouts, bearing

the same style and growth with the glandulosa,

but which, from along in August, and stretching

into frost, gradually take on leaf and seed pod, a

rich tint of gold running into scarlet. Some-
times the shades are richer and more brilliant

than at others
;
perhaps owing to the season,

or the feelings of the tree. The dryness of the

period has possibly something to do with this.

At any rate, in Autumn, they are very marked
ornaments of the landscape, and tower into

grand bouquets. Now, are these two varieties in

this country, and is this one I admire, that

other? 'W\\\i\\Q Monthly, or some one answer,

and tell us its name?

PANSIES.

BY WM. C. L. DREW, EL DORADO, CAL.

The Pansy, though an old favorite, is very sel-

dom met with in flower-gardens as well grown
specimens ; and although you will find what is

styled " pansy plants " in nearly all collections,

they very seldom deserve the name, being long

straggly careless-looking plants with perhaps

half a dozen flowers, whereas, they should be

nice close plants with twenty or thirty fine large

blossoms.

With the Pansy I have had the best of suc-

cess, and as it may interest many of the read-

ers of the Monthly, I shall give my mode of treat-

ment, by following which, any one can have
success, provided they have good seed.

The first of May, or thereabout, I plant my
seed. I always get the best of seed to be had

;

good seed will always cost more than poor seed,

but it is the cheapest in the end. I plant in very

light rich soil, in a warm sheltered place. After

planting I cover with a paper until the seed

comes up, when it must be removed ; when they

have four or five leaves, transplant to the bed
where wanted

; have the soil of this bed rich and
light; in transplanting, disturb the roots a» little

as possible; if a little well decayed manure is put
in each hole it will help wonderfully.

The plants should be kept clean, the bed free

from weeds, and the soil should always be moist,

never dry or very wet ; if green lice get on the

plants, and they sometimes do, make a wash of

stroiig soap suds, and wash the plants with it,

using it when luke warm : one application

will be sufficient; wash both sides of the leaves,

and in a day or two wash off" with clear cold

water.

The plants will usually make a good growth
by September, and many will blossom during
the Summer. In September trim the plants

back close to the root, leaving the branches about
an inch or so long, when in a few weeks they

will all come out nice and close. By this treat-

ment you will have close compact plants, that

will bear the Winter ; for while six plants out of

ten will die if left untrimmed, you will not lose

one in twenty if trimmed, because they are young
and strong, while those not trimmed are weak
from flowering. Trim them every September,

and you will have nice plants next year.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Zanthoceras sorbifolia.—We have given ftill

accounts of this new small tree from English

sources, and the promising accounts of its

beauty from English periodicals. It will be of

additional interest to our readers to know that

Mr. John Saul finds it quite hardy at Wash-
ington.

Effect of Wind on Evergreens.—There was
never a better illustration of a point we are con-

tinually urging—that it is wind much more than

frost that is so destructive to evergreens, and
gives a tender character to many beautiful va-

rieties—than the equinoctial storm of this season

afforded. The thermometer was only ten de-
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greeri holow the freezing i)oint, but the injury to

evergroens was grcjitcr than at any time through

tlie Wintor, wlien the thormomoter was iit zero.

RosK Mm^.na Chauta.—A beautiful oolored

jilate of this rose in the Lonchm FlorUt and

Ponwlogij<t , represents it of a crimson rose color,

and moasuring,^!^ and a half inchex across. It

was raiseil l)y W. Paul & Son.

LoNifKRA FRAGRANTissiMA.— There are few

things more beautiful than the ujiright honey-

auckles, especially the Tartarian. There arc

many varieties, with various shades of color in

the flowers and in the pretty berries which fol-

low. A species allied to these well known kinds

is Lonicera fragrantissima It is not only as

beautiful as any of the others as a bush, but the

flowers are as sweet as jasmine. We saw a fine

plant on the grounds of the late Alfred Cope, a

few years ago, and one in Baltimore, but it

iViust be scarce in the trade.

Early Fi>owkring Plants.—With the return-

ing love for hardy herbaceous plants, it is well

to make notes of those which are the first to

flower. We noted this season that the rare

Fritillaria pudica is only a few days after the

common snowdrop. The Moss Pink, Phlox sub-

ulata, comes out a few days afterwards. Ceras-

tium arvense is but a short time after this, and

then comes Cerastium Biebersteinii. The Gar-

den has the following about Anemone fulgens

:

"This early and brilliant flower has been in

bloom in quantity m M. Henri Vilmorin's gar-

den at N'crriferes, near Paris, for the past five

weeks. It is impossilde to over-estimate the

value of tliis plant as an early Spring, and even

a Winter flower in mild seasons. I have lately

had the opportunity of seeing in Paris some
vases solely filled with the cut flowers of this

Anemone, and the eflect of the flowers by artifi-

cial light was almost as fine as it is in the o]ien

ground in the sunlight."

Lakok Sequoia GUiAXTicA.—IL is provoking to

read of the fine trees of these they have in Eng-

land, when we cainiot grow it here in ita native

country. The Journal of Horticidlure gives the

following account of some in that country :
—

" We are informed that the heioht of Wkl-
LiNGTONiA at Cotlands, Sidmouth, is 42 feet, the

circumference of its stem at its junction with

the ground being 10 feet 4 inches, circumference

of lowest branches 80 feet. The sizes of other

trees which have been forwarded to us are aa

follows :—A tree at Killerton 44 feet high, cir-

cumference of stem 10 feet; at Poltimore a tree

is 1)0 feet high ; a tree in the cemetery at Bath

is 40 feet, and one at Beauport near Battle 40

to 50 feet."

The only place we ever knew it to do well

was at Ellwanger & Barry's, of Rochester, N. Y.

We shall be glad to know whether it still re-

mains satisfactory with them, and whether of

the hundreds that have been planted in the East

during the past twenty years, any one else has a

good specimen.

'reen Mouse and Mouse Gardening.

seasonable: bints.

" L." of Cazenovia, New York, asks how she

shall treat palms that have been growing as

room plants all Winter, and for a list of palms

suited to window culture. As the question is a

seasonable one, we bring it in here. These palnvs

and indeed all leafy plants of a tropical leafy

character, do remakably well turned out of the

pots or tubs, and planted in the open ground

during Summer. A place exposed to the full

gun is the best, a.5 they rather like our Summer

heats, and if a rather damp soil—one that is not

swampy however—can be selected for them, so

much the better. They " lift," as gardeners say,

very well in the Fall, and go on growing almost

as well, as if not taken out of the pots at all.

There is scarcely a hot-house plant of any kind,

that does not enjoy this planting out in the

ground in Summer time, and then they add so

much to the charm of the pleasure ground dur-

ing that season. It is no uncommon sight to see

half a dozen men tugging at a big aloe or some

other thing in a huge tub, and a ton of dirt, when
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the plant itself might be taken out without^much

trouble, planted in the ground for the Summer,
and set in a tub again with new earth in the

Fall.

In regard to a list of palms that thrive well in

rooms, there are indeed but few which will not

•do well. We know a lady who has had for eight

years a Date-Palm which has done duty every

Winter in her parlor. In the room where we
are now writing, in a tub eighteen inches over,

is a Banana which was taken up out of the open
ground, and put into the tub last Fall. It has

been standing in the middle of the room ever

since, and though far from the windows has

made three large new leaves. In a little while

now, it will go out into the open ground again.

Last year it sent out a bunch of flowers, but not

early enough to mature fruit before frost. The
various kinds of bananas we regard as among
the best of window palms, and are admirable for

Summer decoration. All the species of Cha-

mserops, to which our Palmetto belongs—the

Sabals, Latania, Seaforthia, the various kinds of

Areca, Livistonia, several kinds of Thrinax,

the Zamias and Sago Palms, we feel safe in re-

commending. But we are sure there must be

more that would do well as Winter window-

plants, and grow out in the open air in Sum-
mer,and of which our palm-growing friends could

give us a list. Palms, of course, are more ex-

pensive than ordinary plants, but then when one

once has a plant, it never decreases in value,

and will always bring its cost.

While taking this care of the tropical plants,

we must look up different quarters for those

from cool countries. There are the Primulas,

Auriculas, Pansies (if we wish to keep some
tinds over), Cinerarias, Calceolarias, and numer-

ous things which do not like much heat. Many
Australian plants are of this character, as well

as those from Alpine and high northern regions.

It is not so much the heat that worries these

plants in our Summers, as it is the dryness of

"the atmosphere. We may have some day Al-

pine houses for these plants during Summer ; at

present the best quarters for them is a cool

frame.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

NASTY GREENHOUSES.

BY REV. E. P. POWELL, CHICAGO, ILL.

There is no milder word for it. They are su-

perlatively and emphatically nasty. It is im-

possible to remain in them for half an hour
without being poisoned. The air you can de-

termine to be charged with spores that attack

the human as they do the vegetable tissue.

Green mould is thriving on pots and on brick

walls and on partly decayed boards. Pumps
work in sloppy corners and rotten troughs. The
plants are covered with fungi as well as innu-

merable insects. These latter do what they can
to transform vegetable decay into animal life.

The plants strive to use up the surplus of car-

bonic acid. But both work in vain. There is

but one thought in the mind of the owner, to

force the growth of as many plants as possible,

and then send the withered diseased things out
into the pot windows and cases, or conservato-

ries of our homes. The amount of disappoint-

ment that follows is great and shameful. A single

plant from such a carnival of filth, diseases all

one's choice specimens, and the labor of years.

I have no words to condemn the loathsome
stuff that is shipped about every Spring, without

regard to our pleasure or health. It has been a

sore pecuniary loss to me; and a vexation of

soul that nothing could compensate. There are

thousands who give over the culture of plants

"because they cannot make them grow." The
secret of failure lies in thrips, and red spider

and lice of every species. Out on nastj' green-

houses.

CHAM/EDOREA.

BY MANSFIELD MILTON, CLEVELAND, O.

A genus of beautiful slender growing palms

;

natives of tropical America, forming in their

native country masses of underwood. Male and
female flowers are produced on distinct plants.

The undeveloped flower spikes being used by

the natives as a culinary vegetable. Some of the

many species make excellent subjects for dinner-

table decoration, and in Europe are greatly in

demand for this purpose. They are most at

home growing in a well shaded house, their

leaves being very easily injured when exposed

much to the direct rays of the sun. For soil,

they succeed best in peat having a good mixture

of clean river sand; and as they require abun-

dance of water, thorough drainage is indispensa-

ble. During the hot Summer months they thrive

best, standing in a flat filled with water. A few

of the best for general cultivation are the fol-

lowing :

—

C. Ernesti Augusti.—The leaves of this species
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are entire, about a foot broad, and nearly two

long, of a bright dark green color. The flower

spikes of this species greatly enhance the beauty

of the plant, they being of a bright yellow color.

C. elegaiu<.—A most desirable species, elegant

in form, and of a hardy, vigorous constitution.

The pinnate leaves grow about four feet long,

the leaflets about eight inches long and one
broad, and are of a dark green color. The gene-

ral habit of the plant is beautifully pendent, and
altogether a very beautiful jjlant ; native of

Mexico.

C. Arenber(Ja.—One of the most common spe-

cies in cultivation and a very attractive plant.

The stem is slender, the leaves pinnate, about
three feet long, the pinnpe about twelve inches
long and four wide, of a bright green color. This
species is very easily injured in a house where
the bright rays of the sun are allowed to enter
unobstructed

;
it, therefore, should be grown in a

well shaded house.

C. 8candens.—Th\s, is one of the most slender
growing palms, being of a climbing habit, after

it attains the height of si.\ feet. Leaves are pin-
nate, about two feet long, the leaflets about one
foot long and one inch broad, and dark green
in color; the leafstalks are of a glaucous green,
which greatly increases its attractiveness ; native
of Mexico.

C. Sartorii.—A. beautiful plant, having pinnate
leaves about three feet long, the pinn^ being
about ten inches long and two wide, the color is

bright dark green. It makes a fine plant for

table decoration.

C. Wamceidczii.—K slender growing, beautiful
palm, having long pinnate leaves of a light

green color; native of Guatemala.
C graminifolia.—This graceful species deserves

a place in every collection, and whether used as
a decorative plant for the greenhouse, or for the
dinner-table, it is alike beautiful. The leaves are
pinnate, about four feet long, the pinnas about
a foot in length and very narrow ; they are of
glaucous green. Its hardy constitution and
adaptability for bearing with impunity most any
position, make it a very valuable acquisition

;

native of Costa Rica.

NOTES ON A SUMMER TOUR.
BY WM. SUTHERLAKD, PHILADELPHIA.

The seed store of H. A. Dreer,on Chestnut St.,

Phila., is complete in all the regular departments
of the seed trade, and has in addition a green-

I

hou.«e 6(txir) feet wide on the top ; the whole es-

tablislunent being heated by one furnace, in the

interior of which a dense coil of two-inch pipe

is placed, from which hot water is conveyed by
four-inch pij)es through the different stories up
to the greenhouse on the roof and returned in

the same manner. Here every precaution is

taken to guard against fire. A large vat on the

roof is kept constantly filled with water, from
which pipes with hose attached are introduced

to every floor, so that at almost any moment a
supply of water can be obtained sufficient al-

most to deluge the building. An improved ele-

vator carries you up or down to any department
of the establishment you may wish to visit, with-

out the exertion of climbing the stairs.

The seed farm and trial grounds, known as the

Spring Grove Nurseries, are situated at Riverton,

N. J., about eight miles from the seed store al-

ready mentioned, but so pleasant is the trip by

rail or steamboat, that it does not seem half the

distance, and it will amply repay any one inter-

ested in horticulture, to inspect them. Here, at

the time of my visit, we saw a very healthy

stock of fruit, shade and ornamental trees,

shrubs, evergreens, roses, small fruits and escu-

lent roots scattered over some ten acres, while

ten acres more were devoted to raising vegetable

seeds. Nearly eight acres were in Gladiola, Lilies,

Tuberoses and other bulbs, while six acres more

were in flower seeds, of which the verbena beds

occupied nearly one third, embracing one of the

largest and best collections of that useful bed-

ding genus it has been my fortune to behold.

The glass structures consisted of fifteen green-

houses, with 2.5,000 square feet of glass, heated

by Myers' new patent boilers, while at least two

acres were covered by frames and sashes, one-

half of which were occupied with planted out

Crotons, Dracaenas and Marantas, many of which

were of the newest kinds. This system of grow-

ing stove-plants may be new to many of your

readers, and therefore I will describe it in detail.

After the frames are no longer wanted for bed-

ding plants, the soil inside is dug out to the depth

of a foot below the bottom of the frame, and
filled in with a compost of peat soil, sand and

decayed cow manure; the sashes are white-

washed on the inside, and the young Croton.«,

&c., are planted out one foot apart, and kept

well watered. Very little air is given, except in

the middle of the day, and healthier, better col-

ored plants I never saw. These, of course, at

the approach of cold weather, are carefully
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lifted, potted and removed to the greenhouses,

for sale. Among the Dracaenas, I noticed some

fine plants of Imperialis, Hendersoni, Cooperi,

Baptisti, Gilfoylii, Veitchi, Dennisoni, Nigrescens,

and Elegans Rubra—the last named appearing

to be of a very dwarf habit ; of the Marantas

were Barquinii, Fasciata, Vandenheckel, Regalis,

Makoyana, &c. ; the latter seems to be one of the

finest and mostdistinct ofthe genus. While to de-

scribe the numerous varieties of Crotons, would

occupy too much of your valuable space, suffice

it to say that the leaf markings and shades

embrtced everything peculiar to the family.

My attention was next -"ailed to the Pelargonium

beds, which were very fine
;
prominent among

the sorts, being Marshal Mac Mahon and

Black Douglas, two bronzes which to my mind
stand strong sunshine better than any other vari-

egated varieties. Koenig Albert, an ivy-leaved

double, George Sand and the Ghost, the best

double whites yet introduced, and Guillon Man-
gilli, with very large, double violet-crimson flow-

ers, a first-rate sort ; also Peter Grieve, the most
vigorous in growth, and the finest habit amongst
the golden tricolors. I observed a large circu-

lar bed of tropical appearance, planted with

Musaensete in the middle, surrounded by Can-

nas lessening in height towards the sides, and
alternated with Wigandia caracasana. Promi-

nent among the ornamental grasses were numer-
ous specimens of the new rose-colored Pampas
grass, (Gynerium carmineum Rendatleri,) the

flower stalks of which attained the height of

twelve feet or more. Another striking object

which came under my notice was a beautifully

variegated Tobacco.

I found one greenhouse, about 100x25, fully

devoted to Camellias, those in the centre part

planted out with a surrounding table, covered

with smaller ones in pots. Another house was
devoted to the production of rose-buds for bou-

quets, by far the most numerous sort being Jean

Pernet, considered for the purpose superior to

Marechal Niel. There was a house filled with

Begonias in very great variety of species and
coloring, and another of Caladiums, ofwhich the

various and richly-colored foliage was absolutely

gorgeous. In the Palm house were some fine

specimens of Areca aurea, Lutescens, Rubra and
Verschafelti, Chamasrops excelsa, Giesbrechti

and humilis, Livistonia, Hogendorfi and Olivae-

formis. Mr. Dreer, we understand, makes the

production of these a specialty for window and
table ornamentation, and nothing could be bet-

ter. Lygodium scandens, a climbing fern, was
grown in great quantities, intended as a substi-

tute for the " Smilax," (Myrsiphyllum,) which

we think it is likely to supersede. Adjoining the

Palmery, was a fine lot of other ferns, notably

Pteris argyreea, tricolor, nemoralis variegata and
rubro-vena—in this connection I may men-
tion a great variety of very healthy Selaginellas.

An objection is often urged against the interest-

ing and useful Tradescantea repens vittata, that

it so often throws off" its stripes and reverts to its

normal plain green coat. Mr. Dreer has suc-

ceeded to a great extent in obviating this by

growing it in sifted coal ashes, pure and simple.

Many other objects and matters of interest might

be mentioned here, but I fear I have men-

tioned too much already for the pages of the

Monthly, and the patience of its readers. I

cannot, however, conclude without tendering

thanks to Mr. George Gross, the intelligent fore-

man at the Spring Grove Nurseries, for his kind-

ness and attention.

PLANTS WHICH ENDURE DRYNESS.

BY A. G.

Having spent some Winter months in Nice,

France, the plants in the vicinity of which are

subject to long spells of drought, I thought, we,

who cultivate plants, might take a hint from the

mode, and kind of plants cultivated there. Ex-

cepting the moisture from the sea, there was no-

thing to refresh them, but a brief rain-storm, at

long intervals. The sandy soil, however, soon

absorbed all the water that fell in these. The

regular rains come in Fall and Spring, and it is

not unusual for these to vary considerably as to

dviration.

At the head of the list of plants flourishing

under such circumstances, of course, stood the

Cacti and Aloes, which near Nice remain out

during the entire Winter, as the frosts are rare,

and slight. These make surprising growths to

eyes accustomed to the small oval of the Opun-

tias of the greenhouse, or the Aloes kept in

vases. They are often of magnificent propor-

tions, the Aloes very stately, with leaves stand-

ing up five or six feet in height, and the large

Opuntias, (with ovals twelve inches in length,)

still higher. Next to these were the Zonale Ge-

raniums, which reached above the highest fences,

or grew here and there, as hedges, their Winter

appearance not being at all attractive, as their
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limbs wero lonj;, and the leaves far aj)iut, and

flowers none. Long lines, many feet in length,

of a strong-growing Mesenihrvanthemiun, hung
over high walls, and down the sides of vases ; the

stem that issued from the earth having the ap-

pearance of a dry whip-eord. Iris grew in all

the terraced gardens, the large hlue, and the

largo white, serving for borders on the edges of

the terrace, while the small varieties were set

everywhere. On the high dry hills. Mignonette
and Sweet Alyssum blossomed the Winter
through, but both scentless.

Towards Spring, we found on banks by the sea-

shore, single red stock Jillies, also the young
leaves of a wild Gladiolus, and on the hills Wild
Thyme, Rosemary, <fcc., which were so beautiful

in the size and wealth of their flowers, as to be
almost unrecognized. Mallows, a sort of single

Chrysanthemum, resembling an Ox-eye Daisy,

(on a large scale.) and an Echevcria bearing a

plume of yellow starry flf)wers, grew wild among
the rocks. Beside these grew single Anemones,
of various tints of a purple blue, or scarlet,

shading into rose, or pinkish-white. Most of the

Anemones grew on the tops of the highest hills

;

but occasionally they were seen among the grass

of the terraces, which fronted the Mediterranean.
In the valleys, sweet scented blue Violets, Eng-
lish Primroses and Daisies " held sweet riot."

The meadows also were white with Daisies, or

golden with great disks of Dandelions.

Very large-flowered Pansies and Chinese Prim-
roses bloomed beautifully in the gardens; in

March, Acacias, too, in several varieties, hung
out their long drooping clusters of yellow tassels,

which set on the background of their exquisitely

fine and gra(;eful leaves, made them a joy to see,

The Pepper-tree, too, with its fern-like leaves,

six or seven inches long, and its flowers like a
bunch of current-blossoms, made a pretty sight,

but not a pleasant companion for the sunshine,
which caused it to emit a powerful odor of black
pepper. Even the leaves could not be placed in

a warm room without producing a sense of dis-

comfort or suflbcation. Heliotrope bloomed all

Winter, and was injured but temporarily by the
few frosts of the season. Veronicas sent up long
plumes, and took on a grace unknown with us.

Laurustinus also bloomed well. The roses of the
gardens kept dormant till early Spring, when
they were closely trimmed. They soon grew
with great rapidity and sent up long shoots and
a profusion of leaves. They were said to bloom
with great luxuriance, but we were not at Nice

late enough to see it become the "bower of

r>ses." The CJerman Ivy also flourishes so freely

jis to cover arbors with its golden flowers, and
present to the new-comer quite a novel appear-

ance.

On the toj) of a high hill in the vicinity of Nice,

stands a singular old Chateau,approached atone

end by a double flight of steps. These descended

into a garden, so old that the plants seemed
veterans of a by-gone day, and the statuary so

grimy with dust and age, and so buflfeted by

storms, and the lapse of years, that here and

tlicre an open wound disclosed the hollowness

of their classic forms, and rendered the heroic

air and attitude into a burlesque on their ancient

world of pretension, or as ornaments to even

modern eyes. In the rear of the Chateau stood

an out-building, over the plain surface of which

grew a large Bougainvillia, which in the latter

part of December was covered with rosy-lilac

bracts. It was a magnificent sight, and drew

many visitors. It was slightly injured by the

two or three frosts of the severe Winter in 1874.

In front of this Chateau stood the finest Palm of

Nice, laden with long clusters of fruit, resembliiig

in size and appearance, a large Damson Plum,

the color a purple red. The Date-Palm does not

perfect its fruit at Nice, the heat not being suflB-

cient, nor do the leaves grow with much luxuri-

ance, and these palms seem, indeed, what they

are, exiles. Still in all gardens of much preten-

sion aj)pear Palms of this and other varieties.

The gardens of Nice are quite elaborate in plan,

this being as true of small gardens, as of the

large; and give the effect of enlarging the

grounds, instead of diminishing them. They
generally contain a <;overed arbor, a shaded walk

and curious cozy nooks. The walls, which are

high, are covered with trained vines or roses, so

as to be completely hidden. In the garden at-

tached to the chapel erected in memory of the

eldest son of the Czar of Russia, are a series of

green wire arches many feet in height dividing

the grounds from those adjacent. These are cov-

ered with vines, each arch forming a framed pic-

ture of the mountains and hills opposite.

Cacti were used with much effect in the gar-

dens, and were often placed in the point of a bed,

the smallest in the front, and the others accord-

ing to size, till four or five feet in height were

reached. TJie Agave arbre was frequently

planted in rows, in beds approaching the house,

and when its offsets were allowed to increase

about it, and tt^wards Spring its fine plume of
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brilliant scarlet flowers, shot up like a flame, giv-

ing it a gay and unique effect. Chinese Prim-

roses, Auriculas, Pansies, &c., were plunged in

the garden in pots, and removed when the bloom

was over.

We saw but one garden in all Nice which

showed by its shining verdure, that it was regu-

larly watered ; the rest were covered by the con-

stant and daily repeated showers of dust, which

lay ankle deep on all the roads, and seemed

sprinkled on every tree, shrub and flower, and

even to lie inches deep on the landscape, till

"dust we are, and unto dust we shall return,"

became a solid conviction. This state of things

is not wonderful ihowever, when the scarcity of

water is known, and that the washer-women of

Nice are compelled to do the most of their wash-

ing in the waters of the sewers, where they dis-

charge into the sea.

The gardens, as far as we could learn, were

attended by contract, at a certain sum per month.

Blooming plants were supplied and others sub-

stituted when the bloom was over, and the gar-

den cleansed and weeded. The paths were

covered with coarse sand which was raked over

at every period for cleaning. We could never

find a reason for this constant disturbance ofthe

paths which are much pleasanter to use when
firm.

The stock jillies and wall-flowers of Nice were

very fine ; the blossoms being large, and of unu-

sual colors. We saw stock Jillies so dark as to

be a blackish purple, and white ones so large and

so full of blossoms as to excite admiration and
surprise. In the Jardind'Acclimation, near Nice,

we saw fine scarlet wall-flowers. Afterwards, in

Paris in the grounds attachedto the Government
Greenhouses, we saw blue ones. Polyanthus

Narcissus were cultivated in great variety, and
also grew wild.

Among the plants flourishing in this dry and
peculiar climate, I append some not mentioned

above, which are taken from a list in the work
of J. Henry Beimel, M. D., called "Shores of the

Mediterranean as Winter Climates":

—

Maratime Squill, Ranunculus, Lantana.

Cineraria maratima, Ixia, Abutilon.

Carnations, Sparaxis, Datura.

Q. Marguerite, Salvias, Linum trigynuni.

Pelargonium, Lavender, Petunia.

Marigold, Valerian, Cyclamen.
Arabis, Daphne, Camellias.

Silene pendula, Spiraea, Azaleas.

Nemophila, Achillea, Begonias.

Crocus, Erica, Bignonias.

Snow-drops, Nasturtium, Verbena.

Hyacinths, Habrothamnus, Ciestus, &c.

GLADIOLUS AND CANNA.

BY W. C. L. DREW, EL DORADO, CAL.

In the above-named plants we have two of the

finest decorative plants for the flower-garden,

or for a bed cut out in the lawn. As every one
knows that has cultivated the Gladiolus, the

only thing lacking to make it a perfect orna-

ment when grown alone, is a handsome foliage

;

the foliage of the Gladiolus is very meagre and
not at all beautiful ; consequently, to have a fine

bed of these plants is, and always will be,

necessary to grow them among foliage plants,

I have found none better than the Canna.

Among Gladiolus' we have flowers of nearly

every hue, from the pure white to the bright,

dazzling scarlet ; and as there are between two

and three thousand named sorts, varying in

price from ten cents to ten and twenty dollars,

it will be no trouble for all to select kinds

suitable to their circumstances. A few of the

very best are Lord Byron, El Dorado, Heine Vic-

toria, Le Poussin, Imperatrice, La Fiance, John
Bull, Ophir, Berencie and Felicien David.

Gladiolus bulbs should be planted in light, rich

soil, but not in contact with fresh manure: plant

them three inches deep and six inches apart.

They must have full sunshine and plenty of

water when coming into bloom.

Cannas are strictly foliage plants ; the blos-

som is neat, but secondary to the foliage.

We have some two hundred varieties now, the

foliage varying from pure light green to deep

bronze, some varieties having pure and some
variegated foliage ; they can be raised from seed,

or roots can be saved and planted. Seed

should be soaked for an hour in warm water be-

fore planting. Roots are the quickest way of

growing them ; these should be planted as soon

as frost is over, in light, rich soil.

To have a good effect, plant in a circular

bed; plant in the center four Gladiolus bulbs,

high growing varieties ; then a circle of Cannas,

another circle Gladiolus, and so on ; edge

the beds with Coleus and daisies. Plant high

kinds in the centre and dwarf ac the outside.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Paxd.\.xus utilis.—Not only are Aloes (Ag-

aves) often slow in blooming—many of the rare

inhabitants of the greenhouse have a similar
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character. We do not remember seeing Pan-

danus utilis in flower; but one, in Mr. Henry
Sliaw's Missouri But. Ganlcn at St. Louis is

now throwing up a flower spike. It is twenty-

five years old.

TR.\c-HKLosrERMi'M (Rfiyxcospkrmum,) Jasmin-

oiDES.—We recently noted that this was one

of the best of white flowering late Winter

climbers. Confirming our opinion, we find a

magnificent specimen trained along the apex of

the roof of one of Mr. Conrad Kirckner's green-

houses, which was profusely blooming along a

length of fifty feet. As it flowers before Easter,

when sw.eet white flowers are in so much de-

mand, Mr. K. who is a florist, finds profit as

well as pleasure in the flowers.

Improved Cixer.\rias.—On a recent visit to

the nurseries of Miller and Hayes, we were im-

pressed with the great change which has been

made in the Cineraria of late years. Some of

these changes are simply changes— others are

beautiful improvemonts. There are kinds with

a dwarf habit, and with heads so large and flat,

with each flower packed so closely together as

to Jook like the tremendous " bouquets," one
can buy at a street corner for a " quarter." But
the broad, round, ray florets, and the decisive

and boldly-marked colors of many of the forms

can truly be termed beauties. Instead of

these compact bunches of flowers, if improvers

would aim at a little gracefulness of form in the

plant growth, as well as good firm petals and
harmonious coloring, we think this good old

plant would be more popular with tasteful

people.

Flowering of Agave Shawii. — This new
species, named after Mr. Shaw, the well-known
and generous proprietor of the Botanic Gar-

dens of St. Louis, is about to flower there. It is

but floral justice that a plant so named, should
honor the choice by first flowering in these

grounds.

Hyacinth Leaves.—A newspaper paragraph
Bays, that the leaves of the Hyacinth, cut ofl'

near the bulb, will make new bulbs as Gerani-

um leaves do.

QUERIES.

Propagating Hyacinths from Leaves.— A. S.,

Cleveland, Ohio, writes :
—

" I notice in a Cleve-

land paper, that a gardener of Berlin has made
the discovery that Hyacinths may be propagated
by their leaves; in cutting them close to the

bulb, places them in a sauier and covers with

a thin layer of sandy leaf n)ould. The saucer

having been placed in a greenhouse, the extremi-

ties of the leaves will begin to turn dry in about

eight weeks, a sure sign that bulbs are growing

out of them. Will you give us, Mr. Editor,

your opinion about it through the Gardener's

Monthly f
"

[We know of no reason wliy the statement

may not be entirely correct. But it will be of

little practical use to Americans who do not

raise the bulbs for propagation. They increase

by offsets, as fast as any one in this country needs

to raise them.—Ed. G. M.]

Monstrous Abutilon. — H, H. D., Wilkea

Barre, Pa., writes :
—

" I enclose you a flower

taken from an Abutilon. Will you please give

me the variety and state whether it is usual for

them to flower double? "

[Two perfect flowers from one calyx of Abu-

tilon vexillarium. It would be of great interest

did it always come so. But they are of much
the same character as double-yolked eggs.

—

Ed. G. M.]

Flowering of Primula.— S. O. K., Jackson,

Mich., with an interesting specimen, says:
—"In

noticing your reply to inquiries of H. L., Dan-

ville,Va., about Chinese Primroses, I conclude to

send you a flower-stem of a seedling I have,which

has been in bloom about seven months, and the

trusses average from three to five whorls. It is

a very pretty single variety, and I thought per-

haps a curiosity.
"

Salvia marmorata.—G. A., West Chester, Pa.,

writes :

—" I send you a little box with flowera of

the Salvia marmorata nana, it grows only to

about fourteen inches high and is of very free

flowering habit. It has bloomed for me the

whole Winter; comes true from cuttings. I

think it will prove one of our best bedding and

market plants.

[This marbled variety of the Scarlet Sage, is

not uncommon in greenhouses, and makes a

very good variety. It is a sport from the white

variety, which sometimes comes entirely scarlet,

as well as marbled ; the dwarf character may be

new.—Ed. G. M.]
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Beauty of Glazenwood.— Mr. Edwin Lons-

dale, Thorps Lane, Germantovvn, says :—" With
your permission, I would like to ask through the

columns of the Monthly, if the (said-to-be-new)

Japan Rose, Beauty of Glazenwood, has flowered

in this country?

It will be remembered by those who have

seen colored plates and descriptions of it that

it is said to be 'a rose of golden yellow, striped

and flaked with scarlet or vermilion.' What
I am interested in is, whether it is really what

is claimed for it, or is it all ' a fairy tale? ' as re-

ports are here from England to the effect that

Fortune's Yellow Rose and the ' Beauty ' are

identical."

[The Royal Hort. Society's Committee says

they are identical.—Ed. G. M.]

Glass for Horticultural Purposes.—S. 0.

Knapp, Jackson, Mich., writes :

—
" In reading

the account of the late Convention of Window-
glass Manufacturers, held at Pittsburg, it has

occureii to me that there should be some effort

made by the leading horticulturists of the coun-

try to induce that Association to manufacture a

suitable glass for horticultural purposes. You
are aware that the great drawback to horticul-

ture under glass, is the tendency to burn, from

the use of defective or improper glass. And
could this be obviated without materially en-

hancing the price of the same, I think the in-

crease of its use would be very considerable.

The necessity for such an article at the Kew
Gardens, in England, a number of years since,

led to a thorough investigation of the subject by

scientific men, and by the aid of the solar spec-

trum in connection with chemical and hoticul-

tural experiments, I think the desired end was

attained, and by the use of a little oxide of cop-

per in its manufacture, a glass has been produced

preventing the permeation of a portion of that

class of heat-rays so objectionable at the maxi-

mum point of calorific action. It would not be diffi-

cult at the present day to ascertain just what
was needed, and if all did not wish to manufac-

ture the article, they by a system of exchanges

could each supply their own customers. Their

first Vice-President, Mr. F. L. Bodine, I notice

resides in your vicinity. I have only hinted at

this subject, hoping to attract to it the attention

of those capable of treating it more in detail."

The " Ohio Lady's Experience."—L., Cazeno-

via, New York,writes that she has derived much ' wanted.—Ed. G. M.]

encouragement in her efforts at window garden-

ing from the experience of our excellent Ohio
contributor, as have no doubt many of our
readers.

Hot Water Boilers.—One of our most intelli-

gent Maryland contributors, says :
" You submit

to the readers of the Monthly, the question

whether as much heat is obtained from a given

weight of fuel, by hot water heating as by the

flue. I have had considerable experience

with hot water heating, fitting up, &c., and
thought I would give the result of it, but find

that no sort of justice can be done the subject as

I think, except by small pamphlet with draw-

ings, and not being apt at writing and worse

at drawing, have concluded to leave it alone. I

may, however, tell you of an instance in my ex-

perience in which I was easily deceived.

In addition to the glass-house heated, we had

two immense warehouses heated by the saddle-

back boilers. One of them started a leak, and

the manufacturer of the apparatus suggested

putting in a new one, with tubes, in the place of

fire bars, to be filled with water, of course, and

connected at each end with the boiler. I thought

the idea a good one, and assented readily, think-

ing thereby to save fuel and also to get up heat

more quickly— or, perhaps, more correctly,

thought to economize the heat as given out by

the fuel. It was a conclusion easily reached but

proved erroneous. I know from repeated per-

sonal experiments, it ivas of no advantage. If

there was any difference the old fire-bars had

the best of it. The way I account for it is this,

the fire-bars became red hot, and reflected the

heat to the boiler, very little of it escaping from

the ash-jiit door. With the tubular water-bars,

the heat at the bars wa.'j never so intense, and,

except in continuous firing—which by the way

was seldom needed—combustion was not as per-

fect. I am aware how difficult it is to persuade

the casual observer of the truth of such things,

but having satisfied myself by repeated careful

experiments, I must give the result as I find it.

Mere opinion is a small affair in asserting fact.

Having wrought many kinds of boilers, have

found good points in most. A great deal de-

pends on the common sense, care and conscien-

tiousness of the fireman, as to economy, capa-

bility, Sec, of boilers generally.

[The cold bars would no doubt deaden,the fire,

and just at a time when the most heat would be
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SEASONABLE HINTS.

Ainoii}^ the ,i;aiiis of the few past years is the

definite knowledge that the knot on the plum

and cherry is caused by a fungus. It is no longer

feared. If cut out as soon as seen, it is easily

kept down. Years before this was demonstrated,

the Gardener's MonthUj showed from various

analogies that it could be from no other cause—

and, in the same way we urge that the terrible

fire-blight in the pear, and other "blights"

in the pear and apple, the yellows in the peach,

and similar troubles, can only be caused by

fungoid attacks. For these disorders, washing

the trees in Winter with linseed oil or Avhite

wash will no doubt be very serviceable. Most ol

these orchard pests are getting under control

—

the curculio being alone triumphant so far.

Mr. Lawrence KaufFman believes the fumes ol

coal-tar will keep them away from the plum

orchard. If this were some mere " paragra])h
'"

information it might not be worth much atten-

tion, but Mr. KaufFman is a man whose experi-

ence is worth listening to. It may be too much
labor where there are but a few trees. If smok-

ing once or twi(;e in a season would do, it would be

a good discovery, but many would go without

plums than have to do this very often. Of

course, in large orchards, it is another matter.

The jarring practice is still often in use, and this

must be contiiuious the whole season to be very

effective.

For a few trees, the best plan perhaps is to cover

them. Last season we saw some heavy crops of

plums under trees that had been Avrapped around

with mosquito netting, thus fully protecting the

fruit from curculios. If such gauze were steeped

in tan-bark before using, it would probably last a

great many years in good order for use. Trees

might be trained en espalier, on purpose to be the

more readily protectt,d in this way. It is a nice

plan in many respects, as should mildew or in-

sects attaek the fruit tree, or a shade or shelter

be required for any purpose, the tree is the most
perfect shape for operating on to the best advan-

tage. This is the season to commence with

young trees to i)Ut them in shape for thi.-* j)ur-

pose.

Watch all young fruit trees against bearing too

abundantly while yoting, or the first season after

planting. There can be no objection to the

ripening of one or two fruits on a tree the first

season of setting out, in order to test the kind, or

to administer to curiosity, if the tree be other-

wise growing freely. If little growth is making,

no fruit at all should be permitted. It is a better

practice to disbud or take out soon after shoot-

ing, all shoots that are needless to the perfect

shape of the tree, than to wait till Fall or Win-
ter. The pruning knife need then only be used

to shorten a branch into where several branches

are desired to push, or to induce a moi-e vigor-

ous growth from the pruned parts. In the

Gooseberry, Raspberry and Strawberry also, no
more shoots should be suffered to grow than will

be required to bear the next season.

Cabbage, Cauliflower, and Broccoli, are now
set out for Fall crops, and Endive sown for Win-
ter salad. Lettuce also for Summer and Fall

use. This however, must be sown in very rich

soil, and in a partially shaded situation, or it will

go to seed. Peas, Beans, and other crops, should

be sown every two weeks. They do much bet-

ter than when a large crop is sown at one time,

and then have too many on at one time to

waste.

Melons, Cucumbers, Corn, Okras, Squa.sh,

Beans, Sweet Potatoes, Lima Beans, Peppei"S,

Egg Plants, Tomatoes, and other tender vegeta-

bles that do not do well till the sun gets high,

and the ground warm, should go into the soil

without delay.

Bean poles should be set before the beans are

planted; and near cities where they are com-
paratively high priced, their ends should be

charred. This will make them last some years.

Keep weeds of all kinds down from the time

they first show their seed leaves. It not only

saves labor " in the end," but the frequent stir-

ring of the soil vastly serves the crop. Sow a

succession of vegetables every few w'eeks,—some-
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times insects, sometimes frost, or occasionally

other accidents will cut oft" a crop, and then

there is some chance for its successor not

wholly to disappoint.

COMMUNICA 7JONS.

THE STRAWBERRY LEAF-ROLLER,

[Anchylopera fragariee.)

BY C. V. RILEY, STATE ENTOMOLOGIST, ST. LOUIS, MO.

I have just received the following from Mr. J.

R. Gaston, of Normal, 111.

:

"I send you by same mail with this a small
box containing chrysalis and larva of a leaf-

roller that was very destructive on our straw-

berry plants last season, and I find the larvoe

bright and happy now, ready to commence
business as soon as warm weather comes. Do
you know of any remedy? If there is no prac-

tical way of heading them off", we will have to

give up strawberry culture here until they leave.

Would be glad to hear from you when you have
leisure to do so. Very truly yours."

The worm sent is that named in the heading,

and I send you herewith what I wrote about it

nine years ago in my first Report. The fact of

hibernation as larva is new and interesting, but

does not affect the practical recommendations.

Strawberry Leaf-roller.—a, larva, nat. size; 6, head and

thoracic joints of same, d, anal joint; c, moth, enlarged.

The above figure represents an insect which

devours the leaves of our strawberries. A more
perfect picture of the moth is given enlarged at

Plate 2, Figure 26, and of the natural size at

Figure 27. It was first described in the Januaiy

number of the American Entomologht, from

which I take the following account of it.

For nearly two years, we have been acquainted

with a little greenish leaf-roller, measuring about

one-third of an inch (Fig. 80, a), which in cer-*

tain parts of North Illinois and Indiana has

been ruining the strawberry fields in a most

wholesale manner; and which also occurs in

Canada, judging from an account in the Canada
Farmer of August 1, 1867. It crumples and folds

the leaves, feeding on their pulpy substance, and
causing them to appear dry and seared, and
most usually lines the inside of the fold with

silk. There are two broods of this leaf-roller

during the year, and the worms of the first

brood, which appear during the month of June,

change to the pupa state within the rolled-up

leaf, and become minute reddish-brown moths
(Fig. 80, c), during the fore part of July. After

pairing in the usual manner, the females deposit

their eggs on the plants, from which eggs, in

due time, hatches a second brood of worms.
These last come to their growth towards the end
of September, and changing to pupse, pass the

Winter in that state.

We first heard of this leaf-roller in the Sum-
mer of 1866, when it did considerable damage at

Valparaiso, Indiana, and we were informed by
Mr. N. R. Strong, of that place, that in 1867 they

continued their depredations with him, and de-

stroyed ten acres so completely as not to leave

plants enough to set half an acre, and that in

consequence of this little pest, in conjunction

with the White-grub, he has had to abandon
strawberry culture.

When we met the ad interim committee of the

Illinois State Horticultural Society at Lacon, in

the beginning of July, 1868, we received from

these gentlemen a quantity of infested straw-

berry leaves, from which in the course of the

next two or three weeks we bred many of the

moths. These specimens had been collected at

Mr. Bubaugh's place, near Princeton, Illinois,

where they were said to be very abundant, and
to have completely destroyed one strawberry

patch containing several acres.

Subsequently, we received another lot of speci-

mens from Mr. W. E. Lukens, of Sterling,

Whiteside County, Illinois, with the following

remarks upon this very important subject:

"Where these insects are thick I would never

think of raising strawberries. It is strange that

I have not noticed any of their work upon this

side the river; while on the south side for a mile

up and down they are ruining the crops of ber-

ries. Removing the plants does not take with

them the moth nor the eggs, so far as has been

observed. A gentleman by the name of Kimball,

at ProphetstoAvn, had his crop a few years

ago entirely destroyed by this insect, though it

amounted in all to two or three acres, I hear

of a great many men in other places having

their crops burnt up with the sun, and have no

doubt that it was this leaf-roller, and not the
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Bun, that was the real autlior of the (hiniage. As

for myself, I have on this account entirely quit

the hussiness of srowing strawberries."

The only modes of fighting this new and very

destructive foe of the strawberry—which, how-

ever, seems to be confined to northerly regions

—are, first, to plough up either in the S])ring or

in the Fall, such patches as are badly infested by

it, by which means the pupa? will probably be

buried and destroyed; and second, not to pro-

cure any plants from an infested region, so as to

run the risk of introducing the plague upon

your own farm.

We annex brief descriptions of this insect,

both in the perfect and larval states. We are

indebted to the distinguished English Micro-

lepidopterist, H. T. Stainton, for the generic

determination of the species, and for the further

remark that " it is closely allied to the European

Anchylopera comptana (Manual, Vol. II, p. 225),

which feeds on various Rosaceae, such as Pote-

riwn sanguisorba, Potentilla vema, and Dyras

octopetala." [I have since ascertained that it

is identical with comptana, and therefore proba-

bly an importation.]

ANCiiyLOPERA FKAGARi^, new specics—head

and thorax reddish-brown. Palpi and legs paler.

Antennae dusky. Tarsal joints tipped with

dusky. Front wings reddish-brown, streaked

and spotted with black and white, as in the

figure. Hind wings and abdomen dusky. Alar

expanse, 0.40-0.45 inch. Described from nine

specimens.

The larva measures, when full grown, 0.35 of

an inch. Largest on the first segment, tapering

thence very slightly to the last. Color varying

from very light yellowish-brown to dark olive-

green or brown. Body soft, somewhat traaslu-

cent, without polish ; the piliferous spots quite

large, shining, always light in color, contrasting

strongly in the dark spec imcns with the ground

color. Hairs, especially lateral ones, quite stout

and stiff. Spots arranged in the normal form,

segments two and three having none, however,

on their posterior half, as have the rest (see Fig.

80, h). Head horizontal, of a shining fulvous

color, witli a more or less distinct dark eye-spot

and tawny upper lip. Cervical shield of the

same shiny appearance. Anal segment with

two black spots (see Fig. 80, d), at posterior

edge, being confluent, and forming an entire

black edge in some specimens. Legs prolegs,

and venter of the same color as the body
above.

CARBOLIC ACID FOR INSECTS.

RY T. T. SOUTIIWICK, HOrUKSTKlt, N. Y.

The time hsis almost come again when "the

little bu.sy bugs" will open up their Summer
campaign, and dispute with the "lords of crea-

tion" for possession of the "fruits of the earth."

Allow me thus early to call attention to an arti-

cle, the merits of which everybody knows, but

which many dare not use—I refer to carbolic

acid. Prepared as indicated, it cannot, I think,

hurt the most delicate house plants, and it is

sure to kill insect life.

My plan of preparing is as follows:—I obtain

crude carbolic acid ; I use it in this form because

it is stronger and better for the purpose, and

costs but very little (about 25 cts. per gallon, I

think). I pour a quantity of this dark crude

acid into a quantity of good strong domestic

soft soap ; stir well together, and allow to stand

lor a few hours. I then test the compound by

mixing a little of it with soft water. If too

much acid has been added, oily particles of car-

bolic acid will be observed floating on the sur-

face. This shows that more acid has been put

in than the soap will incorporate or "cut," and

more soap should be added to balance the ex-

cess of acid. No more definite rule can be given,

as so much depends on the strength of the soap.

Two or three tablespoons full of the acid to a

quart of soap may be first tried. I prefer to

make as strong with acid as the soap will per-

fectly cut. A very little practice will enable

any one to compound it correctly. The refined

acid may be used when the crude is not at hand.

When prepared as above, make a moderately

strong suds, and apply with syringe or sponge.

In using on very delicate plants, should any fear

be felt for the plants, they can be rinsed off after

a few minutes. My first and eminently success-

ful use of this compound was some years since,

on a block of young cherry trees, some fifty

thousand in number. The black aphis " came
down like the wolf on the fold," only "they

came not as single spies, but in whole battal-

ions." It soon became an interesting question

as to who was the proprietor of this particular

block of trees—myself or the "bug Ethiopian."

A disinterested observer of judicial turn of

mind, judging from the general appearance of

things and the very " at home " air assumed by

the bugs, would have said they had the best case.

He would, at least, have been compelled to admit

they had "nine points of the law" (possession)
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in their favor. I never saw the Hke before.

The trees were alive with aphis. The only

scarce things on the trees were leaves, there

being hardly enough to afford " standing room "

for all the dusky guests. However,not being a con-

vert to the doctrine of " squatter sovereignty," 1

declared war, and failing to decrease the num-
bers by ordinary means, I compounded soft soap

and carbolic acid, and with a single application

exterminated the enemy.

[It has always been a matter of surprise with

us that those Avho suffer froin the ravages of in-

sects do not make more use of carbolic acid.

Though so destructive to the lower forms of in-

sect and plant life, it is innocuous as against the

higher.—Ed. G. M.]

KEEPING TOMATOES.

BY W. F. BASSETT, HAMMONTON, N. J.

The best success I ever had in keeping toma-

toes was by cutting the vines off at the surface

of the ground, or pulling up by the roots and
trimming off" all the foliage and hanging them
up in a light cellar. More of them ripened

than in any other way, and the quality was bet-

ter. This was in Massachusetts, and my cellar

was not near so dry as here. I see no reason,

however, why they should not do equally well

here, but we have had such an abundance and
Tariety of fruit that we care less for tomatoes.

THE MAIN GRAPE.

BY J. M. H., DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

I notice by the Monthly that this grape is

" being pushed again." I have been acquainted

with it from its first introduction to the present

time; have seen it at fairs, exhibited by Mr.

Main himself; have fruited it on the same trellis

with the Concord ; have watched th© growth of

the vine from the starting of the leaves in

Spring until it ripened its purple bunches in

Autumn ; have exhibited it side by side with

Concord, and I have tasted and tested it with fruit-

growers, and fruit committees, and the general

opinion was—that it was a Concord—" only this

and nothing more." I once attended a fair and
exhibited a plate of Main grapes, and beside it a

plate of Concords. I had some conversation

with a gentleman interested in the sale and prop-

agation of the Main grape, in relation to the

identity of the two. I claimed that there was

no perceptible difference, while the only argu-

ment he could bring to bear to prove a differ-

ence was, that the Main had smaller seeds.

Such a slight claim as that would indeed puzzle

the Patent-Office clerk who attempted to dis-

tinguish between ]\[r. Bull's and Mr. Main's

"patent," should they attempt to "throw
around" their grapes "horticultural protection."

[The exposure of this matter was long ago
made by one of the correspondents of the

Gardener's Monthly. Only that so many new
readers have been added of late years, it would
be unnecessary to say anything more.—Ed.G. M.]

PEAR TREE BLIGHT.

BY W. FOSTER, LOUISIANA, MO.

Reading with much interest the communica-
tion of Mr. M. B. Bateham, in the Monthly for

March, and admitting fungi to be present when-
ever blight appears, it would seem that a prima

facie case is made out, viz.:— that fungi are the

caiise of this deadly disease. The expression of

Mr. Meehan, made before the United States

Pomological Society, that " fire-blight is of fun-

goid origin," is certainly high authority, but it

leaves the pear-grower to ask—what causes the

plant growth called fungus? Dr. Salisbury

strikes the key note when he says, that " the

spores of the blight fungus are in the sap of

the tree, and under favorable influence, start

into growth." Now, are these sporidic cells or

germs found in healthy sap ? The microscope

answers, with an unqualified—no ! It is ad-

mitted that two opposing forces exist in all liv-

ing things, chemical and vital. Whenever the

chemical force obtains the mastery over the

vital, the plant or animal dies, and each has its

mode of dying. The circulating fluid deter-

mines the health or disease of plants, as well a*

animals. The food furnished the plant deter-

mines the character of its circulation, as well as

its appetite. That the pear tree has an appetite

which the spongioles are extremely sensitive to, is

no longer matter of speculation, but is as fixed a

fact as any other in horticulture, e. g., remove

the earth under a health ly pear tree in bearing

till fibrous roots are reached ; fill in a little

moist earth to protect them ; then pour in a so-

lution of sulphate of copper, and fill up with

earth. Ten days thereafter test for copper in

the sap, and none will be found. If the tree has

had its tiue appetite previously destroyed by
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etarvntion, the sponpioica will absorb almost any

foreign niuttor i>re.sen(cd to them in solution.

Absolute experiments have sliown this. Again,

try the experiment witli a solution of common
salt, covering the hole with a sheet of tin tightly.

Twenty-four hours thereafter, suddenly remove

the cover, and the distinct smell of chlorine will

be found. This shows that the spongioles not only

have power to select the earihy compounds the

tree and fruit require, but by their "presence ac-

tion " absolutely decompose compounds, and re-

compose them with unerring certainty, so long

as they are in a state of health.

All these experiments upon the fibrous roots

are to be made in the night by the aid of artifi-

cial light, as they do not bear sunlight or dry

air without injury. Apply a solution of com-
mon salt to a non-bearing pear tree, and it will

not be affected by the roots, because there is no
soda either in the wood, bark or leaf. The fruit,

however, contains about 8J per cent, of soda in

its ash. The writer is of opinion that fungus is

not the cause of blight, but one of its effects.

The germ of fungi not being found in healthy

sap, it would not be unreasonable to conclude

that the vital fluid itself is in a partial state of

decomposition before the sporidia can exist.

And then pear trees that have been supplied

with the plant food the tree requires, remain

sound, while those near by, left to exhaust the

soil of necessary earthy matter, exhibit fungoid

blight. It has been a great misfortune to those

actively engaged in growing the pear, that

80 many theories of the diseases incident to the

tree have been advanced, and so few absolute

experiments made to substantiate them. The
pear tree and fruit contain eight compounds,
which are received through the roots. Now,
suppose one or more of these substances are

not in the soil, is it reasonable to suppose that

the circulation of the tree can long remain
healthy ? The cambium is but wood and fruit

in solution, and if it has not all the elements of

wood and fruit, neither can be true wood and
fruit of its kind. Earnest men have often sup-

posed they had placed within reach of the roots

all these substances, and still their trees blighted.

They have planted metallic iron under the tree,

thinking to supply the soluble phosphate of
this metal found in the ash of the fruit. As
well might the physician administer a dose of
lath nails to his patient, with a view of enrich-
ing the blood. They have dosed the tree with
guano and all sorts of famous fertilizers, but it

has starved, nevertheless. Its appetite has be-

come morbid, and disintegration has followed.

It is not the aim of this communication to

give the practice of the writer upon his own
pear trees, several thousand of which are in

bearing, and do not blight. It would require

too much space. It is enough to say that pears

can be grown with great success in any ordinary,

well-drained soil, between the 34th° and 42d° of

N. latitude, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and

that the materials necessary to the successful

fruiting of the tree merely cost the hauling, ex-

cept a little common salt, twenty-five cents

worth of which will last a bearing tree for eight

or ten years, though a whole barrel has been

emptied under a single healthy bearing tree

without injury.

[We know of no experiments whfch show
that the spores of the fungus which causes the

fire-blight exist in the sup of the tree, as drawn
up through the roots.—Ed. G. M.]

EDITORIAL NOTES.

A Good Dwarf Cklery.—We think this is

still to be desired. We have some fair varieties,

but they are often disposed to be branchy, and

to have more leaves and stalks.

Monstrous Asparagus.—Under this caption

we read the following in a German paper : "Take
the strongest, just as they show above the ground,

and put dark green bottles over them. They
must be put vertically, not be more than half an

inch in the ground, and therefore must be sup-

ported by sticks. Deprived of sun and air, the

asparagus now quickly grows to the top of the

bottle, and unable to grow higher, grows now
along the walls of the bottle until the whole

bottle is filled by it, and gets lifted from the

ground. Now is the time to cut your asparagus

and to break the bottle." Asparagus has thus

been grown, weighing twelve ounces, ofdelightful

flavor and very tender. May we add to this Ger-

man precept the German proverb " Wer's glaubt

zahlt einen thaler," " Whoever believes it, pays

one dollar ;
" or translated into American, " You

pays you money, etc., etc."

The Mother Apple.—There were few apples

of more beauty and average merit on exhibition

at the Centennial than the Mother Apple,

but we do not find it in many collections.
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It it a native of Boston, Mass., and is there a late

Fall apple. After all it is the late season, good

keeping Winter apples that are the most profit-

able.

The Alexander Peach.—As vas.ny persons are

anxious to know how this early peach is doing

in various sections, we append the following,

taken from letters handed to us

:

Mr. Chas. Downing says :
" The Amsden's June,

Honeywell, and Alexander were all worked on

the same tree, and though we could see by the

leaves they are distinct kinds, ripened together,

and if the fruits were all placed on a dish, no

one could select one from the other. Early

Beatrice is too small. These are the best early

peaches of fair size."

Dr. Watt, of Niagara, Ontario, reports that in

that high northern region the Alexander ripened

on the 8th of August.

W, P. Robinson, of Atlanta, Georgia, went to

Palmetto, 50 miles, to see it in fruit, and does

not regret the journey.

Peach Culture in the North.—A correspon-

dent of the Country Gentleman has been giving

some interesting information about fruit culture

along the Niagara River, aiid thus speaks of the

Peach :
" Most of the peach orchards in this

region are young and in full vigor. They bore

good crops for the past five years in succession.

This year, from some unknown cause, there a,re

very few. It is estimated that the peach or-

chards of the township of Niagara contain

40,000 trees, and it is likely to become noted as

one of the best peach regions of the State. The
best peach region appears to be confined to a

breadth of a mile or two along the river. Far-

ther inland this crop has not been so successful,

until we reach the neighborhood of Lockport.

A carriage drive from the Falls to Lewiston

showed an improvement in the peach orchards

as we thus neared Lake Ontario.

QUERIES.

The Fruit Crops in Ohio.—J. P., Dayton,

Ohio, writes :

—"The Winter lias been very de-

structive in this locality, killing peaches, and

very materially injuring blossom-buds of Pears."

Black Fungus in a Grapery.—T. E., Bridge-

ton, N. J., writes :

—
" I wish to ask for informa-

tion in regard to a black fungus or mildew that

attacked the leaves in a cold grapery. Last Sum-
mer, after the grapes were a good size, a black

fungus appeared on the leaves, sash and some
of the grapes. The sash was painted white, and
the fungus made them in some places com-
pletely black. You will oblige me very much
by letting me know what is the cause of it, and
what will prevent or remedy it."

[No one knows what are the peculiar circum-

stances which favor the growth of this fungus, but

if the stems of the vines are painted with sul-

phur and soot before the leaves come, the fun-

gus never appears. It is also good against other

fungi, and destroys the eggs of many insects.

—

Ed. G. M.l

The Blenheim Pippin Apple.—S. M., Paines-

ville. Lake Co., 0., writes :

—
" I feel quite inter-

ested in the Blenheim Pippin, described in the

January number, but do not know where to find

it ; I do not see it advertised in any catalogue.

A brief note might direct others who feel as I do
about it."

[The Blenheim Pippin is but little grown in

this part of the world. Any one who can send

us information that will help our correspondent

will receive our thanks.—Ed. G. M.]

The Pear Blight.—A Wateitown, N. Y., cor-

respondent asks, " If fungi are the cause of pear

blight, why did they not act as potently when
the country was first settled as now ? or must we
say it is a new creation—and who will believe

that? " It must be remembered that a fungus is

a plant, and must have seed, or as we say spores,

to start it, quite as much as the Canada thistle.

The Canada thistle was not in Canada when
Canada was first settled. But we are not on that

account forced to believe that the thistle in Can-

ada is a new creation. We do not know where
the pear fungus is, when " at home," but it is not

at all likely that it is a new creation.

The True Wilson's Albany Seedling Straw-
berry.—R. P. H., Erie, Pa., says, that " For
several years he had the Albany Seedling true

on his place, but it does not bear any more."

This is not unusual experience. Sometimes all

the pistils abort, and then there is no fruit—why,

we do not know.

Inarching Grapevines.—A. C. L., Madison,
Ind., writes :

—
" For the past fifteen years I have

been a careful reader of the 'Horticulturist,'' and
ne.ver asked a question. I now ask for some in-

formation, that I have in vain sought for else-
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where. Last Sprinc; I built a new grupory, twenty

Tines (each two years old) were planted. Alonj;-

flide of each vine is planted n one-year-old, of a

different variety, intending to inarch the two this

Summer, and so give the main vines two roots

instead of one. This will give rapid growth at

any rate. Tlie main vines have been cut down

to four feet ; but the onc-yearolds to the ground.

The one-year-olds will come out with new wood,

but the two-year-olds will have the wood of last

year. The question is, can the two be inarched

under the circumstances? The process of this

inarching has one great advantage—you can get

clear of new and, as the case may be, a worthless

variety, simply by the aid of a knife and a gouge,

without replanting. Whoever trusts to your
' fowl ' remedy against the ravages of curculio,

in the plum orchard, will meet with disappoint-

ment."

[Our correspondent is much to blame that he

has not asked a question before. It is not objec-

tionable to us, indeed it is a favor to have the

questions, when they are of a character to give

information to many, as well as to the one. The

young wood will inarch readily with the older

wood, but it may take longer to unite.—Ed.

G. M.]

Stirrikg the Surface Soil of Orchards.— E.,

Vineland, N. J., says :

—
" Some years ago, you

delivered a lecture before our Vineland Agricul-

tural Society on your ' New Method of Orchard

(&c.) Culture,' which created quite an agitation

here. In the light of recent studies of mulch vs.

drouth, and various other matters, I cannot rest

without taking the liberty of requesting you to

put me in a way to get a full view—general and

special, theoretical and practical—of your sys-

tem. I should like to study all the literature ex-

tant of the system, in books, periodicals, &c., 'from

the earliest period to the present time.' Will you
kindly assist me all you can in this matter? I

want to know all about it—its rise, its growth,

B,nd ita success ; and particularly whether it has

been applied to general farm culture, as

well as to orchards and vineyards. I had not

the pleasure of listening to you while lecturing

here, and only saw partial reports, and, I fear,

one-sided critiques of your lecture in our local

papers, and occasionally heard mere common-
sense discussions of your system at our Farmers'

Club, ttc. And besides, my mind was not then

ripe for the full and exhaustive consideration of

your new departure in agriculture. I am fully

ready to study it now, and experiment on it in a

small way.
" Please give me a list of its bibliography.

Among other things where can I see a copy of

the revolutionary lecture which you delivered

here."

[The Editor of the Gardener's Monthly has no

time to write lectures, hence, when he gives ad-

dresses before associations or elsewhere, they arc

always extemporized for the occasion, and as the

reporters, therefore, have not the help of notes

even to make up reports from, people who read

the papers do not always get the right ideas of

the discourse. This is true of the Vineland lec-

ture given there many years ago.

As regards the matter in question, there is no

particular s2/s^'??i about it, for the practice must

vary with the occasion. What the Editor has

taught in this matter he lays no claim to, the

practice was in existence long before he was

born—all he has done is to make the practice

pojnilar by showing its good points.

In the olden times, when people spoke of

"cultivating" an orchard, they meant treating

it according to those rules of garden art, which

resulted in the healthiest trees and full crops of

the best fruits. But in our day the hoe-harrow

was invented, and the makers called them " cul-

tivators," and tlius when any one reads that our

fathers well-cultivated their orchards, they im-

agine it means that they kept these machines

running up and'down among the trees all Sum-
mer. And so firmly was this erroneous notion

imbedded in people's minds, that the Editor of

the Monthly, was charged with advocating ne-

glected " culture " because he contended that this

working of the soil was not "good cultivation."

Most of the misconception of his views aroie

from thif misunderstanding, and even now, those

who fail with grass culture, are generally those

who let the grass starve the trees.

As a general rule a good grass crop is a good

paying crop in any part of th§ country. It will

grow under trees better than cabbage, potatoes,

or any other farm crop. When people grow po-

tatoes, wheat, or any grain or vegetables under

orchard trees, they have to manure them, and

we ask manure for the grass as well ; then you
will have a grass crop that will pay to cut for

hay, and in the most parts of this country hay

always pays for cutting. There is no crop that

you can grow that takes less labor than hay, and

this is important in orchard culture. Then
there is this additional advantage to the trees

—
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the feeding roots are near the surface, and

when this is the case the wood-growth is always

healthy, ripening thoroughly. Even those who
"scarify" the orchard surface, always contend

that they must leave off early in Summer, or the

wood "does not ripen well," and injury follows.

Then you can never injure such trees by over

manuring
;
you may make a manure pile around

a tree whose roots are on the surface, and it will

rather rejoice than pout at your treatment. The
trees do not suffer from heated soil in Summer,
as under grass the earth temperature seldom
rises to more than 85° in the hottest weather.

Now you see these reasons will vary in differ-

ent places. In sandy soils the feeding roots run

deeper, and hence " cultivating," as our friends

of the hoe-harrow call it, is not so injurious. In

the North the hottest Summer sun would not

raise the earth temperature over 85°, and there

would not be the same need of screen from the
sun, but then grass keeps the frost from entering

the ground deeply, and in the North that will be
a blessing. Then some people settle in poor,

very poor places, where manure is not to be had
for love nor money, and then it is far better to

keep down grass with all its advantages, than to

have grass and trees both starving together.

So you see there is no " grass system." We
cannot tell anybody whether he ought to have
grass in his orchard or clean culture, unless we saw
it. All we say is that in regular farming regions,

where people have the ordinary farming conve-

niences, and where the ordinary farming routine

can cover the orchard as well as any other part

of the farm, more money can be made from a

well-managed orchard in grass, than from an or-

chard managed in any other way. It is the cheap-

est and best of all orchard practices.—Ed. G. M.]

Matur ISTORY AND fSClENCE.

ON SELF-FERTILIZATION AND CROSS-FER-
TILIZATION OF FLOWERS.

BY THOMAS MEEHAK, GERMANTOWN, PHILA.

(Continued from page 118.)

The chief arguments for the necessity for in-

sect fertilization are drawn from structure, and
not from fact. For instance, we are told that

Iris, Campanula, Dandelion, Ox-eye Daisy, the

Garden Pea, Lobelia, Clover, and many others,

are so arranged that they cannot fertilize them-

selves without insect aid. I have enclosed flow-

ers of all these named, in fine gauze bags, and
they produced seeds just as well as those ex-

posed. I was somewhat surprised at the two

first, Iris Virginica and Campanula, producing

seeds under these circumstances, as they are

common illustrations of the necessity of insect

fertilization. In short, in all the cases I have

tested in this way, seeds were produced as well

under the gauze as without, except in one in-

stance—Baptisia australis. In most Papiliona-

ceous plants that I examined, in spite of the

suggestions of my friends, I thought the arrange-

ments favored self-fertilization ; not only by the

position of the organs, but from the fact that the

moment anything touched the flower so as to

liberate the pistil or stamens, a cloud of pollen

floated all around like a little cloud; a disper-

sion of pollen, which, by the way, in view of pre-

vailing theories, the class of flowers with " fra-

grance, color, or honeyed secretions," ought not

to make. Genista scoparia will give an excellent

illustration of this. But in Baptisia I did not

notice this little cloud ; and it did seem in the

actual act of collecting honey, the humble bee's

pollen covered abdomen pressed itself closely

down on the stigma. I covered a spike of a

dozen unopened flowers with a gauze bag, and

had only one seed vessel, though in the exposed

spikes nearly every one perfected. This fact may
go for what it is worth; for be it remembered, lam
far from denying that flowers are sometimes ferti-

lized by the aid of insects. It is the extent of these

facts, and the theories to be deduced from them,

that I have to deal. Independently of trials by
gauze bags I have experimented with single

flowers of some species. I take plants of which

there are no others in the vicinity, and pick off

all but a solitaiy flower, not permitting another

to open until the other has faded, and if they

seed, it must be only by own pollen. I was led

to trv this from noting a few first flowers of (Eno-
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thcra serrata, which oi>en about noon and die in

a few hours, seed when I was ahnost sure no in-

sects had visited tlieni. In watchinc: for this

purpose Talinuni teretifoHuin, I found that it

opened always a few minutes before 1 p. m., l)e-

gan closing at three, and by half-past three had

wholly closed. No insect visited them in that

time, but every flower seeded, as did subsequent

experiments with single flowers. An ally, the

common Purslane, remains expanded only

from 8 to 9 A. m., and is, I think, an un-

doubted self-fertilizer, and yet on what theory of

the advantages of cross-fertilization could a plant

make better headway through the world?

It is of course well-known that some flowers

are opening and closing at almost all hours of

the day and night, many remaining open but a

very short time. Can this varying and limited

time have anything to do with insect fertiliza-

tion ? Would not fertilization by insect aid be

more certain if at least a whole day were given

for the chance? In my district the little florets

of the Chicory are all fertilized before 8 o'clock,

and by nine have faded away. This species is an

excellent one for noting how self-fertilization is

eff'ected in composite plants, as the pistils are

blue and the pure white pollen is easily seen.

Soon after daylight, the corolla lengthens. After

a little while it rests, but the stamens and pistil

go on. Then the stamens cease to grow;

but the pistil continues to lengthen, carrying

an immense quantity of pollen with it. Here
is the difliculty which those who difler from

me experience. The pistil has to cleave, and

only on the interior of the clefts seeins to be the

stigmatic surface ; the pollen then must—it is said,

—rest of necessity only on the exterior, where

it cannot operate. But if any one will get up
early and spend a couple of hours in watching

the development of the flower, driving away an

occasional sand wasp that would like to gather

the pollen, he will find there is not a cloven pis-

til that has not some pollen on the interior stig-

matic surfaces. Of what avail are "must he's"

against positive facts like these ? But if he watch

closely he will see that this pollen fiills into the

chasm made by the opening stigmas. In the

language of my friends, it is a "beautiful ar-

rangement" for ensuring self-fertilization. If

further, we allow the sand wasps to work at pol-

len gathering, we find that while clearing the

pistils of pollen, they push quantities into the

clefts, and are, therefore, agents in self-fertiliza-

tion, instead of the reverse. I have observed the

same in Dandelion and the Ox-eye Daisy, Chrys-

anthemum leueanthemum, as well as I am sure

that thousands flower and i)erfect seeds that no
insect visits. Tliere seems to be something yet

inexplicable as to how some flowers become fer-

tilized. In Cirsium (C. Pitcheri) and many others

of that section, what in others is a bifid stigma,

is nearly entire, the stigmatic surfaces being

almost, or perhaps in some cases wholly united

together. Cirsium Pitcheri has very long pistils.

The honey bee seems very fond of the flowers.

It works between the pistils. I have never de-

tected a grain of pollen on the almost entire

apex, though the sides are covered as in other

composites. But it seeds abundantly.

I think the peculiar closings of flowers are as

much designs for effecting self-fertilization, as

for anything else. It does effect it in Ranuncu-
lus, Claytonia, and most likely in the Iris en-

closed in the gauze bag, and perhaps in many
I)lants with flowers that close and twist up in

fading. In Ranunculus, on the first day's open-

ing of the flower, the outer of the numerous rows

of pistils throw their pollen on the glazed petals.

These close at night, and the pollen is dropped

in over the hollow in which are the mass of per-

fect pistils. I refer to R. bulbosus. In Claytonia

(C. Virginica) the same thing occurs with the

early flowers, so far as drawing the stamens up
to the pistils is concerned. In the later flowers

the anthers recurve more, and in the closing at

night are drawn under the pistils, and hence we
find seed here only from the earliest flowers.

These illustrations are not uncommon. Even in

wind fertilizing flowers the times of opening and

closing of certain parts of the flowers, maybe
worth a study. I find Luzula campestris—the

wood form—bursts its anthers about o'clock

A. M. By ten, the pollen is committed to the

atmosphere. As its own pistil has dried up by

this time, having expanded two days before, it

cannot fertilize its own pistil. There is no evi-

dence that it would not be just as well if it could.

This precision and uniformity as to time, shows

that there are other considerations involved in

the acts connected with fertilization, besides

those usually suspected.
(To be continued.)

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Nymph^a lutea.—The yellow water lily that

figured in Audul)on, has been re-discovered in

Florida, by Mrs. Mary Treat.
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HoLLYBERRiES.—In reference to the suggestion

made to us by a correspondent lately in regard

to Mr. Darwin's views on the relation of insects

to the scarcity of Hollyberries, it is but right to

note that Mr. Darwin himself, has since written

a letter to say, that on farther reflection, he

thinks he was wrong.

Seeding of the Horse Radish.—If any one

finds seed on the Horse Radish, some specimens

would be thankfully received by the Editor.

Poisoning by Ampelopsis Yirginica.—The fol-

lowing paragraph is going the rounds of the

papers, and we give it here in order to express

an opinion that it is a case of mistaken identity.

In our own country the Rhus radicans—poi-

son vine—is often taken for the Ampelopsis

—

Virginia creeper,—and it may be so abroad. The
Ampelopsis belongs to the grape vine family,

and closely allied to the grape, and it is scarcely

probable it should be poisonous :

—

" Ttie details of two cases of poisoning by the

well known Virginian creeper or American ivy

(Ampelopsis hederacea) have been communi-
cated to the medical papers by Mr. Bernays, of

Chatham, England. The sufferers were two
children, aged respectively two and a half and
five years, who had chewed some leaves of the

plant, swallowing only the juice. They were
quickly seized with violent vomiting and purg-

ing, with considerable tenesmus, then collapse,

sweating, and faint pulse, followed by deep sleep

for two hours, from which they were aroused by
a retiu'n of the vomiting and purging. Milk,

with some rum mixed in it, was freely adminis-

tered, under which treatment the children soon

recovered ; but four hours after the commence-
ment of the attack there was considerable dila-

tion of the pupil."

Double-headed Calla.—Mr. Fiitton sends us

a very pretty Calla, with two spathes. We have
occasionally seen these double-headed forms, but

never so perfect as this. The first or lowest
" flower " is very fine, 6 inches long by 5 wide.

Then instead of the ordinary spadix (the orange-

colored column) there is a stem of two inches

and then a perfect, but smaller flower.

Such specimens are very interesting to the

students of morphology, as illuetrating by exam-
ple what is usually taught by theory. The solid

stem or flower stalk of a Calla, is formed of a

mass of leaves rolled up, and united together

into a round stalk, and the usual white spathe is

merely the leaf blade verv much reduced. The

spadix is formed of other leaf blades, but so com-
pletely united together and transformed that no
mere observer would suspect it. In the case before

us, the apex of a leaf got free from the consoli-

dating power before the proper time, as the two
inches of flower stalk above shows ; and the same
power that thus favored the leafy character of

the plant in this way enabled it to form another

spathe. How near the lower spathe came to be-

ing a perfect leaf blade is shown by the green tip.

Since the above was written we have a photo-

graph of one, exactly the same, from Mr. Valen-

tine Burgeoin, Kingston, N. Y.

GiLiA Parry^.—A correspondent of the Rural
Press, taking this plant as a text, is exasperated

that botanists should name plants after individ-

uals. He says :

—

" The point I wish to set forth is this : That
the interest of the people, and full as much of

science, would be better served by bestowing

upon new plants (and upon many old ones)»

names derived from some peculiarity in form,

color or habit of the plant. Take, for instance,

theDidiscus ccerulea ; one who has had any ac-

quaintance with Latin at once imagines a blue

flower."

But why should eccndea mean blue flotver,

any more than Virgilia lutea which means yellow

wood. But supposing a botanist should follow

this gentleman's advice, and give the name of

coerulea to the first blue flower of a genus that

he finds, what is he to do when he finds more
blue species? People often complain of bot-

anists and botanical language, as if the object of

a botanist were to make the study as difficult as

possible, when it is just the reverse. Only for

their care it would be impossible to study the

science. People who complain about these

things know nothing about the subject. If their

correspondence were in the shape of inquiries,

instead of complaints, there would be more rea-

son in it. In this very instance, the correspon-

dent would be surprised to learn, that a specific

name which means nothing, is less likely to mis-

lead than one which means something; and it is

no doubt the perception of this that leads to the

growing practice of naming plants after persons

associated with their discovery. Such names
have the advantage of historic value at least.

—

[Ed. G. M.]

Echinocactus Simpsoni.—Magazine work is

not like book-making, and in the necessary haste

involved, mistakes are more likely to occur ; and

when they do occur, are more excusable. W©
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oflFerthis apology in advance for the London Gar-

den, wliich has recently given amongst its col-

ored jilatos a sort of rock-loving i)lant with

pentanicrous floral parts, and gives it as p]clii-

nocactus Sinipsoni I It is seldom that we
notice the errors of our contemporaries, hav-

ing enough to do to look after our own, but

as this one will cause much confusion, we hope
our good neighbor will pardon us for noting it.

QUERIES.

ErcALYPTUS IN Philadelphia.—Letter from

Mr, Price.—Only this morning your short ar-

ticle, "Eucalyptus in our climate," caught my
eye. It strikes me as in a slight degree un-

charitable towards the American Philosophical

Society and Mr. Davenport. The latter in

speaking of the Eucalyptus of Australia that

might grow here, was not speaking of the tropi-

cal kind that has been transplanted into South
California and the North of Africa, but of a

mountain Eucalyptus that grows in South Aus-
tralia, outside the tropics, and several tliou-

sand feet in height. Mr. Davenport was the

very intelligent Commissioner at the Centennial

from South Australia, and only referred to the

Eucalyptus that grew on "Australian Alps and
Pyrenees," as worthy of trial in our climate.

The Society expressed no opinion on the ques-

tion as to whether there can be found a species

that will grow here. If the Society should

commit an error in botany it seems to me that

the blame should fall upon you and several

other botanists who are members, but seldom
attend its meetings, rather than ujion the geolo-

gists, zoologists, chemists, doctors and lawyers,

&c., who do attend. Of this I assure you, that if

Mr. Davenport shall send to me, as he promised
to do, the Mountain Eucalyptus seeds, I will

give them a trial in the Park. It will cost the

city nothing; and if they fail, you are welcome
to say, "I told you so," but if they succeed, I

expect you to be the first to commend the at-

tempt.

Mummy Wheat.—A correspondent sends us

a specimen which proves to be a species of

Sorghum, which he raised from seed " un-

doubtedly " obtained from an "Egyptian mum-
my," and kindly offers to give friends who send

a stamp, some of the precious seeds. Under the

names of Egyptian corn, Dourra corn, and Up-

land Rice, bushels and bushels of it already

exist in this country. It is sometimes grown aa

chicken feed, and is of little value for anything

else. We think our leaders may save their

stamps. We are sorry to be obliged to say to

our correspondent that though to him "un-
doubted," if he will examine closer he will

find he has been cheated by an Egyjjtian. These

people are at least no better than Christians,

and we know even these will inijoose on any

traveler who has a tendency to the marvelous.

No grain has been proved to keep vital any-

where near two thousand years—nor any vege-

table matter. It is surprising that people can

be so easily deceived. The good Lord Lind-

say tells us that, in the course of his wan-

derings amid the pyramids of Eg}-pt, he stumbled

on a mummy, proved, by its hieroglyphics, to be

at least two thousand years of age. On examin-

ing the mummy after it was unwrapped, he found

in one of its closed hands a bulb, which, when
planted in a suitable situation, grew and bloomed

a beautiful Dahlia. The Turk who unwrapt

that mummy must have felt that he had an

extra specimen in the case of his lordship; nnd

evidently made an extra effort to please.

RoTTiN<3 OF Seeds in Spring.—S. S. S., Roches-

ter, writes :—Knowing you to be one of those who
see "sermons in stones" and "good in everything"

(save the U. S. postal laws), I send you an Apple

seed of peculiar formation — think it may
interest you in some way. In eating a Swaar

just now T found this double seed. I think I

never saw seeds grown together before. And I

seldom eat fruit of pear or apple without ex-

amining the seeds in an idle sort of way. I could

almost tell the sort by the seed, so distinct ar*

the seeds of different varieties.

By-the-way, speaking of seeds, will you in a

note in the Monthly tell your readers wliy it is

that if they plant the Squash, Cucumber or Mel-

lon seed a day too early in the Spring, while the

ground is too cold and wet, the seed will rot;

and if this same seed becomes accidentally

covered in the Fall by some earth—as often

hapi)ens when a neglected Squash is buried in

the Fall—this seed comes up promptly in the

Spring. How' does it come that a little lack of

warmth in Spring will rot the seed; and yet it

will lay in the water, frost, &c., for months, and

grow. There must be some principle governing;

what is it? Is the vitality of seed weakened by

drying? Shed the "light of knowledge."
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[The double seed is interesting, as is the in-

quiry about the rotting of seeds. We know that

Pumpkin and Squash will remain out in the

ground and grow in Spring. We have not seen

cases of Melons and Cucumbers, but have no

doubt that they will ; and yet, as S. says, they

rot easily in the ground if planted in Spring

before their time. Guessing at the cause of

this difterence would do little good. It is worthy

ot a patient investigation. Ed. G. M.]

ITERATURE, CjRAVELS & PERSONAL S^TES.

C03IMUNICA TIONS.

GARDENING GOSSIP OF THE OLDEN TIME.

BY A. H. WILSON.

(Concluded from page 121.)

To turn, however, from these establishments

where we have perhaps lingered too long. There

were in that day many men of mark outside,

who w^ere more or less connected with them,

and intimately with the profession. John Clau-

dius Loudon having with his characteristic skill

and unwearied industry compiled his bulky

Encyclojiaedias ofGardening, Agriculture, Plants,

and Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture, was

busily engaged on his last great work, the En-

cyclopaedia of Trees and Shrubs (Arboretum

etFruticetum Britannicum). Having, when a

young man, been seriously injured by machinery

he labored under great physical disadvantages,

but was ably assisted by Messrs. Ranch, Masters,

(now Dr. Masters, the well-known savant,) and

others; but especially by his talented and de-

voted wife, herself an authoress on her own ac-

count, of several novels and /gardening books,

with which lady amateurs, in particular are

familiar, as well as editress of some of her late

husband's works. All who are acquainted with

Loudon's writings—and what professional son of

Adam is not?—will admit that without absolute

prolixity, he is most prolific in ideas and profuse

in illustrations ; his subject grows upon him and

he treats it in every possible aspect. The story

goes that his publishers, Longman & Co., wish-

ing to have an abridgement of " Abercrombie's

Gardener's Manual "—a book which, (if I rightly

remember the title and price,) was sold at about

$2 or $2.50—placed it in Loudon's hands for that

purpose. In an incredibly short time he pro-

duced the sheets of the Encyclopasdia of Garden-

ing, containing at least ten times the amount of

matter, he was commissioned to abridge. Long-

man, of course, rejected them as an abridgement

but Loudon found the means to publish the book,

and as it was selling freely at $12.50, Longman
was glad to secure the copyright after all.

Robert Sweet had then finished his Flower Gar-

den; the Botanical Cabinet wsis then being con-

ducted by Loddiges, the Botanical Magazine by

Hooker, Botanist by Maund, the Magazine of

Botany by Pax ton, the Cfardener's Magazine by

Loudon, the Botanical Register by Lindley, who

in addition to his numerous other botanical

works, started the Gardener's CJironicle a few

years afterwards, and edited it up to the time of

his death.

Of nurserymen, Loddiges of Hackney, had the

finest collection and largest specimens of Palms,

Screw Pines, Tree Ferns and similar plants in

England; in after years, when the lease of the

grounds had expired, and the stock was to be

sold, a glorious opportunity was oflfered to Sir

Joseph Paxton, who purchased and transferred

most of the best to the Crystal Palace then just

erected, where after flourishing for a few years,

they were unfortunately destroyed by fire, and

could not be replaced. Joseph Knight waa

almost as celebrated for new and good things in

his place at Chelsea, as his successors, Veitch &
Son, (formerly of Exeter,) are in the present day

;

Chandler, at Vauxhall, was noted for his vast and

varied collection of Camellias; RoUissons, of

Tooting, were coming to the front with Orchids.

There were the Lees, of long standing, at Ham-
mersmith ; Ronalds at Brentford ; Wheatly at

Fulham ; Lowe at Clapton ; and others of familiar

name and high standing in and about London,

beside provincial celebrities, Lucombe, Exeter
;

Pontey, Plymouth; Skirving, Liverpool; Cree,

Addlestone ; and Dicksons, of note in almost

every large town in Britain. Wilmot was grow-

ing his strawberries and raising new sorts at

Islewort; Chapman, grapes at Vauxhall ; Myatt,

rhubarb at Deptford ; Grayson, cultivating his
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twenty-three acres of asparagus at Mortlake.

T'he Practical Gardener, Charles Mcliitcxh, reig^ned

at Chireiuont, as locum tenens for rrince Leo-

pold, (promoted in 1S3'2 to the throne of Bel-

pium,) himself to be 80on after transferred to

the Duke of Buccleni-h's gardens at Dalkeitli

Tark. Mearns was coiling his vines in pots at

Welbeck, and stirring the hearts of the garden-

ing world by the results which he professed to

have achieved ; Ferguson ruled over the Ducal

gardens at Stowe, once the jinest place in Eng-

land
; Forrest held rule under another Duke (of

the <S/n///Kso?j family) at Syon ; Paxton was the

little duke and adviser in all things at Chats-

worth; Sinclair had quitted the l^ed ford con-

nection with his Gramineum, Salictum and
Ericetum,(WoburMcnse respectively,) to become
partner in the New Cross Nurseries, and been

succeeded by James Forbes, of whom little can

be said, excepting that he was a good practical

gardener, and " boss " for a time, over your re-

spected townsman, the late Chas. E. Sutherland.

It is time, however, that my discursive gossip

ended. Allow me, in closing, to make one re-

mark. Forty years is only a short step in the

world's history, and a short time to look back

upon, but the last forty years have brought won-
derful changes, especially in the advancement
of science and its application to the useful arts.

Gardening was the first of these in point of time,

and having been closely associated with the

wants, the habits and the tastes of mankind in

all generations, has perhaps advanced more
steadily than any other, but it does not appear to

me (and those aside can best mark the speed of

what is passing) that she has not of late years

progressed so rapidly as some others, especially

as her sister, Agriculture, and that gardeners are

scarcely, if at all, better acquainted with botany,

physiology, chemistry, and other matters of sci-

ence connected with their calling, than they

were half a century ago. How olten do we meet
with men fairly schooled in " the three R's," in-

telligent as regards every-day matters and cur-

rent events, by dint of training, observation and
experience, passing muster as good gardenere,

and often achieving wonderful results; familiar

with the name of almost every plant which
passes under their eyes or through their hands,

yet spelling and pronouncing the names of those

plants most barbarously, and are utterly unac-

quainted with the first principles of growth and
development, the structure, terminology, and
affinities or classification of plants or any of the

scientilic aids to intelligent and succescful culti-

vation. Lindley used to say, "As well call the

man a carpcntir who knows the names of the

tools in a curpciiter's chest, as the num who
knows tiie names only of plants, a botanist. Gar-

deners to be successful must be thoughtful, stu-

dious, observant men, and as a class, are much
respected; but even a small amount of culture

and scientific knowledge would increase their

interest in, and simplify the operations they too

often perforin meehanically, while it tended

to their social elevation and their being recog-

nized as men of education and refinement.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
TiiK Centknnial Pomological Judges.—We

find the following in the i)roceedings of the Wor-
cester Co. (Mass.) Horticultural Society:

—

" Upon one feature of this Pomological Exhi-

bition, however, it would be impossible to en-

large in too strong terms of censure. Massachu-

setts, Ohio and New York were wholly

unrepresented upon the Committee of Judges.

The exclusion of their statues from funeral

processions in the decadence of ancient Rome,
but served to recall to mind even more vividly

the patriots Brutus and Cassius. And who of us, in

looking through the roll of those who had been

selected to adjudicate upon " Northern Pomo-
logical Products," could fail to note with amaze-
ment the absence of such names as John A.

Warder, Patrick Barry, Charles Downing, John
J. Thomas, and,

—

clarm et venerabile nomen !—
Marshall V. Wilder. Honesty is an indispen-

sable qualification for a just judge, butshould not

capacity also be deemed essential?"

It is a remarkable commentary on this para-

graph that the utter ignoring of horticulture and

agriculture in the programme of judges, and

through which no judges for these departments

were ajipointed, was the work of a New England

man. The judges who did serve, did so without

any recognition from the Centennial Commis-
sion, and without any arrangement for pay,

while the regular judges had both. They worked

steadily at this for from two to four days a week
for six months, and then were told that as there

was no provision made for Pomological judges,

their services were expected to be gratuitous.

If Downing, Warder, Thomas, Barry, Wilder, or

that other gentleman Clarm E. V. Nomen, of

whom we never heard before, were willing to

undertake this long and weary service out of
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pure desire, as pomologists, to see some justice

done to the great pomological interests, such

knowledge of their disposition never came to

Pliiladelphia:—nor we do not know that either

Brutus or Cassius ever did work like this ; but

if Massachusetts have any of these noble Ro-

mans in these days, she is quite welcome to send

some of them along next time.

While on this unpleasant subject, we may take

the occasion to do justice to three of these judges

—Hoopes, Satterthwaite and Parry. These gen-

tlemen would have been extensive exhibitors

had they not been judges. They would undoubt-

edly have received honors as such, the record of

which they would have been proud to have

handed down to those who would follow them
as memorials of their work in the first one hun-

dred years of American progress ; but all of this

was sacrificed, because they could not as judges

honorably report on their own productions. It

is also but fair to state that while the pomologi-

cal judges from other parts of the country, who
were called in during the heavy week to assist,

by the Commission, were paid $100 for the week's

work, and which they earned much better than

some of the regular judges in other departments,

even this trifle was refused to the Philadelphia

judges for six months work, and it was not until

long after the Exhibition closed, that the more
honorable members of the Commission shamed
their associates into giving them at least enough

to reimburse them for the food they had eaten on

the grounds during the time they were engaged

in the Commission's work.

We make these remarks without the gentle-

men forming that jury knowing anything of

what we write. But it is but simple justice to

them. The Commission would not go behind
the work of the New England gentleman, who
arranged the programme and left out Pomology;
the gentlemen forming the jury knew there was
little chance of their being recognized, yet at

the request of the Chief of the Bureau of Agri-

culture, threw themselves into a great task,

where there was no prospective honor or profit,

solely for the purpose of saving the great Pomo-
logical interests of the country from utter dis-

grace. They did at least expect to get the thanks

of the pomological community for this work;

but so far, nothing whatever has appeared of this

character, but very much of which this extract

is a choice specimen has, and this is their re-

ward !

The Tumble Weed.—Quoting our recent re-

marks, the Prairie Farmer says :
—

" Oh no ! The
tumble bug—which by the way is not a bug

—

could only make use of the weed as a means of

transportation for itself. The difficulty among
the masses is, they have no time to learn scien-

tific names. They leave that for the little circle

of savants who do the christening. The plant

is the white Amaranth, Amaranthus albus, of

the botanists. We think, however, it is not the

introduced variety, but a cousin indigenous to

the West, growing in clearings, in newly-culti-

vated prairie land, and intended, perhaps, for

the express purpose of scaring farmers' teams in

the Autumn when the tumblers are flying about

the roads and fields."

This confirms what Mr. Wier says in regard

to the identity of the weed with its popular

name, though Amaranthus albus does not blow

about in that way, and Mr. Wier is most proba-

bly correct in his name, Cycloloma. Our good

cotemporary evidently thinks botanical names

a humbug—which by the way is not a bug—and

it is pleasant to note that it took the time even

to guess at Amaranthus albus. It is a new idea

that it takes more time to learn an intelligible

name, than one which requires numberless par-

agraphs to find the meaning of. Our friend does

not surely mean that intelligence is only fit for

"l)ig bugs"—which by the way are not bugs,

but "the biggest kind " of beetles !

[Mr. Weir's article on this subject, to which

the Editor refers in this note, has been crowded

out.

—

Proof reader.]

Conservatory of Mr. Henry C. Gibson.—

A

few days ago we enjoyed the favor of inspecting

the beautiful conservator}' attached to the city

residence of Mr. Henry C. Gibson, of Philadel-

phia. The structure is but about 50 feet long,

but is so arranged by paths taken round cir-

cular stands, as to seem double the size. The

chief object of our visit was to see a plant of the

exceedingly rare Vriezia Glazouiana, which is

probably the largest of all the Browaliaceous, or

to speak popularly,pine-apple like plants known.

It was throwing up a flower spike, already three

feet in height, and would probably be in full

bloom in a few weeks. The plant was placed in

a huge vase, with which it was admirably in ac-

cord. We were never so impressed with the

tasteful adaptation of these ordinary stiff" look-

ing plants to high architectural beauty as on this

occasion. The greater part of the collection is

comprised of very rare plants, difficult to pro-

cure. The small size of the structure makes
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these choicer articles purtiouhirly ilcsiniMc, as when thn)\vin<; up their new fronds. We gire

there is no room for all. It is especially among an illu.stration of Macrozamia pluinosa. This is

Palms, Cyoads, Broincliads, Tree-fern.«, and a very rare kind, and still new. What it will be

thin,;^9 like them dinicult of propa^iition or of wlien it has a stem several feet in height, aa

very alow growth, that we have to look for just many of the same order have in this collection,

MACROZAMIA PLUMOSA.

such articles, and thus they constitute the pre- can be imagined, and w'll give an idea of the

vailing features of this beautiful conservatory, prevailing character of the vegetation in Mr.
Just now the various Cycads were particularly Gibson's house,

interesting though being about making their In fact, there is as mu ;h interest in the stems
new growth. Tliey are never so beautiful as of these plants as in the leaves and flowers of
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many others. Here is a Thrinax elegans, and
all round the bases of the fronds, around the

stem is a fold of naturally woven cloth, as if it

were being tenderly wrapped by nature for fear

of its taking cold

!

Perhaps the most singular plant in the whole

house is a specimen of the celebrated Thief-palm

—Phoenicophorium Seychellanum. The leaves

on it being about six feet long, by four wide. It

strikes one at once by the frond being entire,

while most palms have more or less divided

leaves. The fronds are at the same time finely

plaited quite through to the mid-rib, and would
make a complete umbrella in a rain-storm, under

which one could sit in luxury, while it raged

outside.

The Native Country of the Jerusalem Ar-
tichoke.—With the best of opportunities for

judging. Prof. Asa Gray believes this to be an

improved or selected variety of the Helianthus

doronocoides, a wild sunflower of the Missis-

sippi Valley. In relation to its history, he con-

tributes the following to the American Agncul-

turist, which is tracing it pretty closely :

—

" The reference to a statement in ' Palfrey's

History of New England,' made it apparent that

there was evidence upon this point somewhere
in existence; and an enquiry made of our most

learned scholar in Indian lore, Mr. J. H. Trum-
bull, of Hartford, Conn., now brings the facts to

light.

"It appears that Sagard, in his ' History of

Canada,' (1636,) and in his ' Grand Voyage,'

mentions, as among the provisions of the Hu-
rons, ' roots that we call Canadiennes or Pom-
mes de Canada, and that they call Orasquienta,

which are not very common in their country.

They eat them raw as well as cooked,' etc. He
mentions potatoes ('potates') which he had
seen on board an English vessel, and which,

'they say, if cut in pieces and planted in the

earth, in short time grow and multiply, like the

Pommes de Canada.' This seems to show that

the Huron Indians had artichokes in cultiva-

tion. Still earlier, viz., in 1612, Lescarbot, in his

history, mentions roots found in the country of

the Armonchiquois (Canada and Northern New
England), as big as turnips, which were excellent

eating, of a flavor reminding one of Cardoons,

and which, when planted, multiply in a marvel-

lous fashion. Possibly these may be the tubers

of Apios tuberosa, or Ground-nut, but the ac-

count agrees much better with Artichokes. Now

the evidence which the old herbalists furnish,

and which Mr. Trumbull has looked up, make
it clear that Jerusalem Artichokes went from
Canada to Europe within a dozen years after the

first settlement of Canadn, viz., at Quebec. I

cannot here enter into particulars ; but suffice

it to say, that the plant was received in England,
' Anno 1617,' and Italy, early enough to have got

the name 'Jerusalem Artichoke' established at

the date of Johnson's edition of ' Gerald's Herb-
all,' 163.3; for this Jerusalem is doubtless an Eng-
lish corruption of Girasol, sunflower; and the

plant was at a very early date cultivated in the

Farnese Garden."

Irrigation ior the Farm, Garden, or Oe-
CHARD : BY Henry Stewart, New York, Orange,

Judd & Co. It has long been our impression

that systems of irrigation need not necessarily

be confined to those parts of the country where
there is little rain. Farming, and especially

fruit and vegetable gardening, could often be

made very profitable by the adjunct of cheap
watering facilities. We boast of our natural ad-

vantages in the shape of rain, and indeed there

are many natural beauties in those countries

where the watering, though irregular, cornea

from the clouds. But as a mere matter of profit

we have always held that larger and better crops

ought to be had where water was wholly under
human control, than when liable to have too

much or too little at times from nature's hand.

We can give water just when the crops need it,

and stop when they have had enough. We can-

not regulate in nature watered countries the too

much part of these conditions ; but, by some sys-

tem of irrigation, we might be able to make up
for nature's short comings. Generally there is

nothing cheap enough in our Eastern cases to

make it worth while to alopt.

But we think, after reading this book of Mr.

Stewart's, some people at least will think difi"er-

ently. He explains all the ways, big and little,

that are in general use for accomplishing irriga-

tion ; and the person who in the East dreads a

drouth on his crop of strawberries will perhaps

find as much here to comfort him as the inhabi-

tant of Greeley, Col., would, who depends on the

Cache le Poudre for his year's supply; or the

Californian, who looks to his windmill to bring

up from the depths of the earth his daily needs.

Transactions of the Massachusetts Horti-

cultural Society— Part II., 1876. From Mr.
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Roht. Miinninjj, Secretary.—These transactions

are full of interesting facts. Mr. Wilder find.«

that seedling Camellias, by grafting on mature

plants, can be made to flower two years and

eight months from the germination of the seed.

The Society lost a valuable member in October

last, in the death of John Fisk Allen, whose

name is well-known in connection with the

growth of the Victoria regia, after its first intro-

duction by Mr. Caleb Cope. A large number of

new orchids have been exhibited from time to

time by Mr. E. S. Rand, Jr. Hovey ife Co. have

succeeded in raising a dwarf Hybrid Azalea

between A. amoena and A. Indica.

Polyanthus, Amaryllis, and many of the good

old-time flowers seem to have zealous cultiva-

tors about Boston. Rhododendrons are exhibited

freely at the meetings, and a useful guide to the

cultivator is the indication by marks of those

which are hardy there, and those which are too

tender for general open air growth. Indeed the

lists of the best things exhibited and their adap-

tation to general wants, are full in all the de-

partments, and very valuable. The premiums
given to exhibitors are heavy. The six heaviest

recipients in the flower departments have been

as follows :—Hovey & Co., $513; James Comley,

$302; E. S. Rand, Jr., $300; N. Gray, Jr., $200

C. M. Atkinson and J. B. Moore, $179 each. The
names of the gardeners to these gentlemen, and
with whom the credit is generally and properly

divided, are not given. The fruit premiums are

more distributed; the highest amount, $151,

being taken by J. H. Fenno. The library de-

partment shows a strong vitality—a large num-
ber of valuable additions being made during the

year.

Kinsey's Catalogue, Dayton, 0.—The pub-

lisher desires to return thanks to Mr. Kinsey for

a kind reference to the magazine in his cata-

logue. These courtesies work to mutual advan-

tage. The mere horticulture is assisted, the

better for nurserymen, and every effort to help

along a horticultural magazine, helps horticul-

ture.

Messrs. T, T. Southwick & Co., formerly of

Dansville, N. Y., are now permanently located at

Rochester, making another excellent addition to

the already long list of intelligent nurserymen
for which that city is famous.

Music—From F. W. Helmick, Publisher, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. " He holds the Fort of Heaven,"

a "tribute to the memory of P. P. Bliss." The

bust of Mr. Bliss is the central figure in the title

page, and as the writer of this once traveled sev-

eral days in his company, he can testify to the

accuracy of the likeness. Before the burning at

A.shtabula, Mr. Bliss had just set to music some
beautiful verses, the words adopted with but few

alterations, from a piece entitled " Not Know-
ing," written by Mrs. Christian K. Ross, some
eight or nine years ago ; and it is among the most
remarkable of coincidences that the authors of

lines so full of perfect trust in Providence and

resignation to the Divine will, should both bo

called on so soon afterward to put the bitter

chalice to their lips.

QUERIES.

The Thirtieth Verse.—Mr. Harding writes

to correct 30th verse for "39th" at p. 123, in last

Monthly; but we suppose most readers of the New
Testament will have readily detected the error

of Mr. H.'s copy, which a too confiding composi-

tor accepted without reference to the Book for

confirmation.

The Jerusalem Artichoke.—In our last, page

126, we happened to say that the roots of the

Jerusalem Artichoke do not taste at all like

Artichoke. A correspondent sends us a brief

note, referring to this and says, " does it not? it

is at least certain that the old French settlers

thought so,"—referring of course to the settlers

in Canada. But as we read, it was the Indians

who expressed the opinion that they " tasted like

Artichokes," and this would require them to be

acquainted with the taste of the Artichoke, or

they could not know that there was any corres-

pondence between the two tastes. The French-

men could not have communicated orally to

the Indians an idea of what the Artichoke tasted

like, nor could the Indians in the same way let

the Frenchmen know what their "species of

Sunflower roots " tasted like. Tliis sort of

knowledge cannot be taught in this way,— it can

only come from personal experience. As for the

Artichoke itself, it is not as hardy as the Jerusa-

lem Artichoke. We doubt whether the French

ever raised it in Canada. Their knowledge of

the taste must therefore be confined to their

recollection of it as eaten in their native land.

The paragraph, to make any sense at all, must
mean that when the Indians told the Frenchmen
men had Sunflowers with edible roots,the French-

they replied that they must taste like the Arti-
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chokes they had known in France. The para-
graph cannot positively mean that the French-
men saw these roots under culture by the Indians,
because if they had thej'^ would have known at

once that it was the Jerusalem Artichoke, as

both kinds were well known in Europe at that

time. Any Frenchman who knew enough about
vegetables to carry the taste of the common
Artichoke to this country with him, would
surely have some acquaintance with the Jerusa-
lem Artichoke. This is why we thought the
paragraph " of little moment," and it is so plain

that we did not expect it would be necessary for

us to enter into any reason why.
But having been thus led to put our feet into

it, we may as well go right on and give expres-
sion to a long pent up doubt that the Jerusalem
Artichoke ever derived the name from any fan-

cied resemblance to the common Artichoke. In
his younger daj^s it was the writer's privilege to

be where both were often served up at table, and
he could never detect any resemblance, nor
could he ever find any one who could. Old
Parkinson even could see no reason for such a
name, and urged that they be called, instead,
" Potatoes of Canada." It is more likely that
the whole name is a corruption of some other,

as we all admit " Jerusalem " is. The roots were
sent to England from Italy in 1617, but it ap-
pears to have been in the possession of Mr.

Goodyer before this. However, it came to Eng-
land with an Italian name, Girasole articiocco.

From Girasole we have " Jerusalem," and no
doubt articiocco gave artichoke. But what is

articiocco? The nime of the old Artichoke in
Italy is Carciofo, so plainly, the Italians did not
associate the plant with the common Artichoke.
The Greek word artutikos signifies " fit for use
as a seasoner," and if is just as likely that the
roots were at first used as an ingredient in soups,
which is about all they ever were fit for. Even
in 1629, we read that it was thought so poorly of
in England, that even the poor despised it. It

seems never to have been popular as an article

of food. There appears to be no Italian root
from whence to derive the word, Articiocco and
why may it not have been made up from the
Greek, just as such names are made up now?
Any word in a long series of years may become
corrupted. The French artichaut might in time
be made articiocco by a neighboring people.
But this will not do, because the name is too
old for such an explanation.
Now philology is not one of the special

studies the Gardener's Monthly is established to

promote. We venture on it here with some
hesitation, but as the matter has been a puzzle
to us for some thirty years, we thought best to
" out with the Avhole thing " under our good
correspondent's temptation.

fMORTICULTURAL fSOCIETIES.

EDITORIAL NOTES.
American Pomological Society.—The Ameri-

can Pomological Society having accepted the
invitation of the Maryland Horticultural So-
ciety, the undersigned give notice that the Six-

teenth Session of this National Association will

be held in Baltimore, commencing Wednesday,
September 12th, 1877, at 10 o'clock a. m., and
continuing for three days.

All Horticultural, Pomological, Agricultural
and other kindred Associations in the United
States and British Provinces, are invited to send
delegations as large as they may deem expedi-
ent ; and all persons interested in the cultiva-
tion of fruits are invited to be present, and take
seats in the Convention.

It is confidently anticipated that there will be
a full attendance of delegates from all quarters
of our country, thereby stimulating more exten-
sive cultivation by the concentrated information
and experience of cultivators, and aiding the
society in perfecting its catalogue of fruits. This
catalogue includes fifty States and Territories,
most of which have their columns filled with
a great amount of information as to the fruit

adapted for culture in the respective locations.
Many of these are yet incomplete; and it is the
object of the society, from year to year, to fill

the blanks, and bring its catalogue nearer to per-
fection. To accomplish this object as fully as
possible, the Chairman of the General Fruit
Committee, P. Barry, Esq., Rochester, N. Y., will

send out the usual circulars of inquiry; and it

is desirable that these inquiries should be an-
swered at an early day. The various State and
local committees are urged to respond to the
circulars as soon as practicable.

The coming session will derive a special inter-

est from its location in the midst of the great
fruit-growing region of the Atlantic coast, and
also from the fact that it is the first meeting held
since the expiration of the first century of our
national history. It is desired, in this connec-
tion, that the Vice-Presidents of the several

States, Territories, and Provinces, should fur-

nish or procure, as far as possible, short histori-

cal sketches of the rise and progress of fruit-

culture in their respective districts, from their

settlement up to the year 1876, to the end that

the forthcoming report may give a complete
view of the poniological history of the various
parts of the country. State and local Horticul-
tural Societies are respectfully requested to co-

operate and aid in this work.
Arrangements will be made with hotels, and,

as far as possible, with the various railroad lines

terminating in Baltimore, for a reduction of
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fare. Wherever possiblo, it would be best that

Buch urrangeinciits hbnulil be made by the va-

rious delegations with mads in their localities,

!\s rates made by Baltimore roatls will apply
otdy to their lines.

>iembers, ileleii;atos, and societies are re-

quested to contribute collections of the fruits of

their respective di."stricts, and to commimicnfc
in regard to them whatever may aid in promo-
ting the objects of the society and the science of

American pomology. Each contributor is re-

quested to prepare a complete list of his collec-

tion, and to i)resent the same with his fruits,

that a report of all the varieties entered may be
submitted to the meeting as early as practicalile.

By vote of the society, no money premiums
will be ollered ; but a limited lumiber of Wilder
Medals will be awarded to meritorious objects.

At the same time, from Se^jtember 11 to 14

inclusive, the Maryland Horticultural Society

will hold a grand exhibition of fruits, plants,

flowers, and other products of horticulture, by
which an increased interest will be given to the

occiision.

Packages of fruits, with the names of the con-
tributors, may be addressed as follows : "Ameki-
CAN PoMOLOGic.'^L Sof IKTY, carc of William B.

Sands, Baltimore."
All persons desirous of becoming members

can remit the fee to Thomas P. James, Esq.,

Treasurer, Cambridge, Mass. Life-membership,
twenty dollars; biennial, four dollars. Life-

members will be supplied with back numbers of
the proceedings of the society as far as possible.

Marshall P. Wildkr, President,

Boston, Mass.
W. C. Flagg, Secretary, Moro, 111.

The Secretary, for the purpose of securing a
more complete statement of facts, solicits copies
of all publications relating to fruit and fruit-

growing, in all the States, Territories and Pro-
yinces in North America.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION—POMOLOGICAL
SECTION.

FROM REPORT OF BURNET LAKDRETH, BUREAU OF
AGRICULTURE.

The display of fruit commenced upon the IGth
of May and continued without intermission un-
til the close of the Exhibition. Among the first

displays were one hundred varieties of apples
exhibited by the Commissioners from Australia;
fifty varieties exhibited by the Michigan State
Centennial Board ; tropical fruits in large va-
riety from Bermuda and Jamaica, and vegetables
also from Bermuda and of home growth. Dur-
ing the heat of the Summer, the display was
small, but in August it rapidly increased, and
by September 1st had reached proportions so
large as to demand more room than was afforded
by the tables in nave and transept in Agricul-
tural Hall. The Pomological Hall was then oc-
cupied, and for six weeks consecutively. During

the week commencing Se|)tember llth the Na-
tional Pomological Society held is annual ses-

sion in Philadeli>hia, and witnessed a display of
fruits never before approached in quality, va-

riety and quantity. The varictus I'omological
and Horticultural Si)iielies in the United States
and Canada vied with each other on this occa-
sion in the excellence of their displays, which
in the aggregate required 112,00(1 dishes in their
presentation.
The lirst of the following tables gives the

sources of supply during the week commencing
Sejitember lOtli, and the second the result of the
entire season's exhibitions:

Conuecticut
Delaware
District Columbia.
Illinoii

Kansas
Minnesota
Massachusett!'
Maine
Nebraska
New York
Ni w Jersey
North Carolina.. .

.

Nova .Scotia

Ontario
Oregon
Ohio
I'enn.<ylvania
Winconsin
Michigan
Iowa
Ciilil'ornia

Miscellaneous

•a =
;

•- X

."E « ' 'i^
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SEASONABLE HINTS.

Since our first volume, wherein we described

how to prune evergreens, it has become a sort

of mania, and, where the principles are not well

understood, we notice the tree is frequently

spoiled. It should be remembered that when
the sides of an evergreen is pruned to make it

bushy, the leading shoot has to be shortened at

the same time. Shorten this leader to within a

foot ofwhere the shoot pushes, which you would

adopt as the new leader—this will serve as a

stake to tie the new leader to, which should be

drawn as closely to this '' stake," at its junction

with it as possible, so as to leave as little of a
" link " in the mam trunk as we can ; next year

this " stake " can be cut out altogether. It is

always of more benefit to the compact beauty of

an evergreen to cut out the leader, than to

shorten in the side shoots ; and in many cases,

it is all that is required by the new art. No
trees, evergreens especially, should have grass

permitted to grow around the roots for a j'ear or

so after planting. Grass absorbs moisture, and
the tree will probably want all about it for itself.

When well established the luxuriant growth

shades the ground, and grass cannot grow then

very strong, and does little injury.

Evergreen hedges will require attention as

they grow. Where the height desired has been

attained, the top and strong growth should be cut

back while they are still watery. The side shoots

need not be touched till past midsummer. All

wise people now employ the conical shape for

hedges. In cutting back the top growth at this

season, the conical form can still be preserved.

The care of the lawn is always a leading ob-

ject in a well-kept American garden. Mowing
machines are often set too low. It is an injury

to cut grass too close. Better cut often and leave

the grass on the plants near half an inch high.

Next to the lawn, the walks are the most
striking feature of a well-kept garden. Weeds
should be taken in time, and the labor of keep-

ing them down will be very slight. The edges

or " verges " should be trimmed at every mowing
of the grass-bordering; for which purpose a

common sheep-shears, or grass-edging shears,

made specially for the purpose and sold at most

horticultural stores, should be kept on hand.

Washing by heavy rains should be guarded

against; or when so injured, speedily repaired.

After the walks and lawns, the flower-beds

should be a constant source of attention. If the

plants appear to suffer by drouth, there is no

better remedy than to place a fork around the

plant and loosen up the soil deepJy, without dis-

turbing the plant more than can be avoided.

After being thus loosened, it will not dry out

near as much as before. Above all, keep the

surface continually broken by hoeing and raking

fine. Nothing is so sure a preventive of soil

drying as a loose, porous texture.

Another plan with trailing plants, such as ver-

benas and those usually employed in masses, is

to peg them over the surface as fast as they

grow. They thus shade the soil, and so far check

evaporation. The best pegs for this purpose
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are mndc of any stnii.u'ht twip^s nlxnit u quarter

of nn iiuh or less in diiinieter, and split in two,

lengthwise. These will not break when hcnt in

the middle, ns unsplit pieces will. There is a

little art required even in splitting these twigs

properly, so as to got them of equal thickness

throughout. The edge of the knife should he

watched, and when either half is si)litting thin-

ner than the other half, the back of the blade

must be pressed against the thin section, which

will cause the grain of the wood to run in again

toward the pith. And so on, as the splitting

progresses, the alternate action of the back and

edge of the blade will keep the slit straight

through the middle at the pith.

Herbaceous plants, now so popular, should

not be allowed to seed, unless some be desired

for propagation. In that case leave enough for

your wants. It docs not hurt some kinds, but

many are much weakened, and die in the Win-

ter, especially some Pentstemons. Cut to the

ground as soon as the flowers fade. This is true

of other plants not herbaceous. The best rose-

growers cut olfthe blo.ssoms as they fade.

Spring planted trees often show signs of suffer-

ing as the season rolls on. A little pruning is

often the best remedy. If that is not a full suc-

cess, hammer the soil about the roots so as to

pulverize, and press firm, and if this does not do,

give one good thorough watering. Watering

newly planted trees requires much judgment.

There is always danger in it. The roots, already

weak, are liable to rot. If a tree is not growing,

that is in growth, water is of little use to it.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

OLD THINGS BECOME NEW—MAGNOLIAS.
HY F. R. ELLIOTT.

I have just receiyed the April number of the

leading monthly horticultural magazine of the

the United States, if not of the world, but like

all of past time, now and then an old thing be-

comes new. To-day I read communications

from several parties touching the Magnolia

acuminata, as a valuable stock on which to en-

graft or bud other varieties. I make no claim

to knowledge, but thirty years since I propagated

Magnolia glauca, tripetala, macrophylla, con-

spicua, Soulangea and purpurea by both budding

and grafting on acuminata seedlings that I had

grown from seed. At that time there were many
varieties of to-day unknown. The cordata, glauca

longifolia, Thompsoniana and acuminata varic-

gata were unknown. I do not count the " tripe-

tala " as a hardy root stock on which to work. It

is a variety that does well, say in the climate of

l*liiladclj)hia, but rarely at the north, or above

42° of latitude.

It rejoices me to note that Prof. Jared Potter

Kirtland is credited as connected with this sub-

ject ; a man who has grown trees from the

coming of seeds to a perfection of bloom une-

qualled ; and in cherries stands the head light, both

in (his country and abroad, as having i)roduced

varieties that here stand first; and Thos. Rivers,

well known as a fruit man of England, says

there is no equal to " Kirtland's" Early Prolific.

Prof. Kirtland has grown many Magnolias from

seed, and experimented in the art of budding

and grafting one upon another. The comments,

by Maxwell, when he tells of a tree of glauca in

Kirtland's grounds, twenty-one feet high, propa-

gated from a seedling of glauca imbedded in the

acuminata stock, are true and reliable.

Josiah Hoopes, whose word is generally relia-

ble, says, on p. 100 of the April Monthly, that

" the glauca is difficult to work." Has he ever

tried side grafting? Magnolia glauca longifolia

is just as easily put upon acuminata as any

other variety, and to me is one of the most

beautiful in form of growth and foliage.

Not that you do not all know just how to en-

graft one Magnolia upon another, let me ask

you to try side grafting, making your cutting or

graft two weeks before inserting, thus giving

the stock a full circulation of sap ; set the graft

upon stock or limb that can be easily bent over,

just as soon as you note the graft to receive from

its association vitality ; then bend the branch or

stem backwards until the graft is fully united,

when it should be cut away.

VERBENAS AND ROSES IN IOWA.

BV MRS. S. E. N., CORNING, IOWA.

" The Verbena" number of the Monthly must
have been welcomed by those who are troubled

with the lUst, but in southwestern Iowa our

trouble is of a different nature. The Verbe.as

commence l)looming early, and are the finest I

ever saw while they do bloom, or until about the

middle of July, when they grow so very luxu-

riantly and take root at every joint; indeed,
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they cling so close to the ground that the leaves

appear almost as though they were glued down.

After July they scarcely bloom at all. One year

I tried keeping them raised up a little from the

ground ; they bloomed no better. The next

year the bed was prepared a foot in depth,

with half sand, with no better result; and last

year we tied them all up to sticks as they grew

;

they did only a very little better. But this is an

unsatisfactory way, as they grow so very

rapidly. Can you give any light on the subject?

But if our Verbenas annoy us. our Roses are

charming. 1 never saw anything to compare
with them in the Eastern States. The foliage is

remarkably fine ; there are no ugly slugs or

worms, and to those of us who for many years

have fought these pests in the East, the Roses

here are specially enjoyable.

CALIFORNIA PLANTS EAST.

BY W. C. L. DREW, EL DORADO, CAL.

Your correspondent, Mr. Josiah Hoopes, in

the April number, in speaking of a California

plant, says :
" Like almost every Californi^n tree

or shrub that I have tested, positively refuses to

live here for any length of time. It literally

burns up beneath our hot suns." No wonder
this proves to be the case, for they are generally

treated as differently from what they grow in

their native haunts, as it is possible to treat

them.

As a general rule, there are a few plants set

out, either free from all surrounding vegetation

or in tiie shade of trees ; this is wrong, entirely

wrong. In California everything grows in vast

tracts or masses ; in these masses the plants are all

of similar growth, size and height; here and there

a tall pine or oak may tower above them, but

never shades them much ; the result of this mass-
ing is that the roots and lower branches are al-

ways protected from the fierce rays of our broil-

ing hot suns, than which Eastern suns can be no
hotter, and from the cold blasts of Winter, while

the leaves, the flowers and upper parts receive the

full benefit of the su.i's heat and light. This is

the way all our plants grow, and excite the won-
der of the world.

Treat them in Califorjiia as in the East, and
they die as surely. Take our Manzanita, which
is one of our hardiest plants, cut all the sur-

rounding shrubs from around it, and leave it

alone, as a specimen plant, as planted in the

East, and though the roots have not been dis-

turbed, it will in the first season begin to wither,

and in two years die entirely. Again, trim

away all the .surrounding shrubs from a plant

growing under a tree where it is shaded, it will

become a prey to insects, and be covered with

fungus, as in the East.

These are both true cases, and 1 have noticed

it time and again. I have never seen a healthy

specimen of any of our plants where it stands

alone, with two exceptions; they are the oak and
pine, both of which do best as single specimens.

Califovnian plants receive no water from May
to October, everything being dry and hard as ro:'k,

while from October to May the ground is as full

pf water as a sponge just out of a dish of water.

This fact of their being so dry over Summer, lets

the wood get solid (in nearly all our shrubs and

plants, except annuals, the wood is very solid

and hard) ; whereas, if they had been watered,

the wood would have been more or less spongy

and wet, and liable to eff'ects of frost. Treat all

plants nearly like they grow, and you will have

success. In case you have not enough to plant a

large clump, plant among s'milar growing shrubs

or plants, but never under trees.

THE WEIGELAS.

BY GEN. W. H. NOBLE, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

These lovely natives of China, now classed as

Dierv'.lla, are the most charming of modern
shrubs. It is only about thirty years since Mr.

Fortune brought them, in joyous company with

the Forsythias, to gladden us " outside barbar-

ians." They have since, principall}', I suppose,

through crosses of the rosea and amabilis, bred

a wonderful family, of varied growths, and tints

of leaf and bloom. Yet one rarely sees any but

the old Rosea outside the grounds of the rich,

the nursery, or the public jDark. This comes a

good deal from their tame and stingy treatment

in our catalogues, and dearth of efibrt in our sales-

men. The growing taste of our people for flow-

ers, above all, for rich, blooming, hardy shrubs,

is as fat a placer as rose culture for somebody to

strike into. A little more of just and generous

rhetoric would hasten every flower lover in the

land to invite their smile. They are almost all

so hardy, all so quickly root from slips and cut-

tings, and have such rich variety of flower and

leaf tint, and of style, that the routine, which in-

vites and posts tiny rootings of the rose to our
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doorsteps, would soon people every tasteful

homestead with these tasteful Weigelas.

Their need of some brighter tinted word-paint-

ing takes form, when a leading catalogue sets

down the Wdijela nana variegata, the dwarf

striped Weigola, iiutly as "a variety with varie-

gated leaves and pink flowers," and the larger old

variegated with still tamer and more stingy note.

These tintless words but faintly present the maid-

enly grace and purity which robe this Weigela

nana at the season of its bloom. Then its leaf-

lets daintily changed in white and bronze aid
green, from out whose bosom lift gently bln.shing

florets of an airy, evanescent pink, gives it sem-

blance to such a divinely chaste bouquet as might
have fallen from out the garden of the sky. On
leaf, in gentle tint of green, and in its dainty,

rosy bloom, it rivals those limpid, lingering lines

that faintly tinge the far off tloating clouds of

morn or eve. It is cruel to slight such a plant

with word-tinting, either terse or tame.

Again, the Weigela Desboisi, one of our fore-

most catalogues merely notes, as a " deep rose

colored variety." Another of high standing

only tells us of its "immense numbers of very

dark rose colored flowers." Such dim portraiture

brings out but faint likeness of one of the most
brilliant of flowering things. In lavish, lasting,

radiant bloom, it rivals every hardy shrub.

Deep reddish, rosy bells robe its whole spray and
load it into graceful droop. It is a glory in the
noontide radiance. In tlie rich hues of parting

day, it seems ablaze with absorbed brilliancy.

For many years a plant posted well to the front

of my grounds, has won more lingering gaze and
question from flower lovers than any other
bloom. And in those grounds there stands

pretty much every hardy blossoming thing. Yet
this Weigela Desboisi carries ofT the palm. It

counts as warm admirers not only those who
cherish a few choice plants, but those whose
conservatories store the wealth of the floral

world. Such eager look and quest following
this lovely variety, more than hints that a
brighter word-pencilling of the plant might
have made many purchasers of those who thus
admiringly inquire its name and nature.

I shall note only one other of the slighted and
rare visitors of this tribe—the Weigela versicolor.

I find no description of this plant anywhere,
nor its name in any but the Flushing catalogues.
Doubtless, our leading nurserymen know it well,
but that they give no more note or place to a
plant so wonderfully endowed, " passeth all un-

'

derstanding." This Latin name, " Weigela ver-

sicolor," bespeaks almost to the eye of any, aa

in translation, a plant " of chaut/pful hue."

A cluster of its flowers is of itself a bouquet of

divers tinted blos-soms. A branch glories in

blooms of every varying shade, from white to

deep red, and crimson darkening to maroon. Till

tlic flower drops, its tint is ever changing ; a

white to-day, to-morrow shows a pink, or salmon.

A flower blooming out a pink, day by day, deep-

ens into dark crimson. Thus, onward through

an endless maze and interchange of color, cov-

ering pretty much the whole spectrum. A plant

so robed in a coat " of many colors," wearing

flowers of such changeful hue, surely deserves

wide and special note, as one of the wonders of

vegetation.

The aptness of the Weigela to take up on itfl

seedlings a new and better style of growth and

bloom, promises most happy results from judi-

cious crosses, that varieties of such rich tints on

leaf and flower, so diverse therein, and in their

style of growth, have descended from parent*

without such traits, marks a wonderful floral

evolution. It is only rivalled by that tireless

flow^ of rich and lovely blooms, which owe their

parentage to only a few species of the Gladioli.

The Weigelas have already shown floral possi-

bilities, promising a rich future. Some bloom
but once, some twice, some thrice, and some,

like varieties of the rose, are hardly ever without

a show of blossoms. A plant, holding on its

roll such wide-apart colors as the deep, dark

crimson of the floribunda, the white of the

alba, the clear, full belled pink of the amabilis,

the change from white to many shades of pink

as the isoline, and with a quiver full of assorted

tints, like the versicolor, added to the clear yel-

low of the old Diervilla, betokens the likely ad-

vent of still more notable excellence, to come
out of judicious crosses.

I look upon these commingled hues of bloom,

before long to glow^ in endless interchange of

complexion, from tie big, bell-shaped flowers of

their descendants. Fiery scarlet throats sweep-

ing into golden rims ; borders of maroon looking

down into throats of yellow and crimson chenay

;

then, as to the promise of their foliage out of the

nana and others of such divers tinted leaves,

shall come zonales and all the ceaseless round

of variety which skilful florists learn so surely to

evolve. I look to see this journal yet record

double flowered Weigelas of every shade and

commixture of colors; to send out cromoliths of
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new Weigelas, zonaled and chenayed on big leaves

through every shade of green nnd bronze, of

white or golden tinge. Why not? If not in our

time, still it is coming soon. That taste for flow-

ers, that thirst, so readily supplied but never

quenched, by the facilities of the mail ; that joy

in floral home adornment and the gardenesque,

80 indexed by our rich and well thumbed cata-

logues, by paths richly stored with floral wealth

—a joy becoming every day so spoken in a

thousand ways, over the advent of new blooms

and plants of mark— tells me that sure welcome

will beget the coveted advance.

One thing let every lover of the Weigela note.

The bloom of this plant is so profuse, that it

thirsts when in flower for abundant water. Not

only the richness, but the lasting of its bloom,

is wonderfully aided bj"^ a perfect deluge. Not a

pail or two dashed around, but if possible, where

you cannot call on the public water, a barrel full

on end, slowly yielding its supply, and again and

again renewed, will well repay all your trouble.

Around that Desboisi, when in bloom, I soak the

ground wide out from the spread of its limbs.

This is partly the cause of its lasting and brilli-

ant show. Most flowers love abundant moisture,

but the Weigela is a perfect glutton in drink.

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHII.

BY. J. M.

It is only a few days ago that a friend said to

me, that he did not think this Ampelopsis was

hardy, as his plants appeared to have been

injured by the Winter. I have found it to

be perfectly hardy. I have one planted in the

worst possible place for a tender vine— the

Southern side of my house. It has been out

two Winters now. Examining it to-day, I find

it uninjured by the late severe Winter, and it is

pushing from the extreme end of its branches;

and this, too, although the sun has been shining

on it every clear day during the Winter. This

seems to prove its hardiness. I am glad this is

80, for it is certainly one of the best vines we
have. It clings to the wall so closely and so

tenaciously that the fiercest winds do not dis-

lodge it, nor can it be pulled down without

breaking it.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Evergreens at St. Louis.—The various kinds

of arborvitses had much of their foliage injured

by the severity of the last Winter. Retinospora

obtusa and pisifera stood remarkably well.

LiLiUM CATESP.iEi.—This pretty little Southern

lily, Messrs. Krelage say, does not endure out-

door culture in Holland, but is a choice bit for

greenhouse culture. This hint may serve North-

ern gardeners who have mostly failed with it in

the open air.

German Asters.—Queen Margarets, the French

and Germans call them, still undergo improve-

ments. One of the latest is a race which, under

each flower, has the leaves arranged as if they

were the edgings to a bouquet. The whole plant

in blossom looks like an artificially arranged bou-

quet of asters, with the green leaves arranged

through the head. They are called " Bouquet

Asters."

Abies Engelmanni.—We have recently exam-

ined growing plants of Abies Menziesii, from

Colorado, and plants from seed from the Pacific

coast, and there seems to be a diff"erence. We
have also compared a plant of Abies Engelmanni

from a graft cut and worked on the Norway

Spruce, with the " Rocky Mountain Abies Men-

ziesii " of our gardens, and see no difference,

though the one is a small plant and the other

large, and that may be something to be con-

sidered. The Abies Engelmanni we thought

we saw in Boston has been pronounced " to be

Colorado Menziesii " by Dr. C. C. Parry, we un-

derstand—and no one should know better than the

one who first discovered the Engelmann Spruce

—but from the facts we have given, we fear there

must be a mistake somewhere. We will not

say there is, but as there is already so much con-

fusion in coniferous nomenclature, we may at

least invite a " suspension of opinion " for a

little while yet.

NEW OR RARE PLANTS.

LiLiuM HuMBOi.DTii. — This beautiful Califor-

nian Lily has already produced numerous varie-

ties in the hands of the Dutch culturists. Messrs.

Krelage already announce seven named and dis-

tinct varieties.

Leucophyta Brownii.—^ Neiv Silver Bedding

Plant—Mr. W. C. Barry gives the following to the

American Agriculturist

:

—
" Ribbon gardening and carpet bedding have
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of late become so popular, that the advent of a

new plant specially adapted to these purposes,

will no doubt be hulled with delight. But
whether, strictly speaking, this may be called a

new plant, is a question I wish some other than

myself would decide. It certainly is but little

known in this country, and has as yet found its

way into only one or two florists' catalogues. It

would be a satisfaction to learn its history, and
the writer, as well as others no doubt, would ap-

preciate any information which can be given

about it. A year ago, we received a plant from

a friend, who could do no more than give the

name and recommend it. It is of neat, compact
habit, grows about 12 inches high, and has wiry

stems and foliage of a whitish or grayish color.

It will bear clipping or trimming to any extent,

and when used for edgings of beds, produces a

fine effect. Being a slow grower, large plants

should he secured for bedding out. There is only

one thing which may prevent its becoming very
popular, and that is, the liking which birds have
for its foliage for nest-making. At least such
was our experience last Summer, when we
had a number of fine plants destroyed, and
their loss could be accounted for only in this

way. I trust we may hear and learn more
about this Leucophyta.—W. C. B., Mount Hope
Nurseries."

NuTTALLiA CERASiFORMTS.—It is provoking that

we in the East cannot grow well our Californian

plants. Perhaps, as Mr. Drew says, we must
study their special requirements, and then we
may. Every now and then we note that the

rarer ones are blooming in England. The follow-

ing from the Gardener's Chronicle is about one of

them :

—

"Several Spring flowering shrubs are coming
into beauty at Kew. Nuttallia ccrasiformis is

one worth individual mention. It is of small

size, and bears on erect branches a multitude of

depressed racemes of white flowers in company
with young leaves of the freshest green. It is a

native of California, and though introduced long

ago, does not seem common. A nice specimen
may be seen near the Fern-house; and another
near the Temperate-house. The fine example
of Prunus divaricata near the new range is now
in its finest condition."

Golden-leaved Poplar. — Of this already

noticed in the Gardener's Monthly, the Gardener's

Magazine says:— The Golden Poplar {Populus

canadensis aurea van Oeerti) has fully borno out

the description given of it by Mr. C. van Geert,

of Antwerp, who introduced it to commerce in

the early part of last year. Messrs. C. Lee <fc Son,

state that in their luirserics the rich golden col-

oring of its ample leafage w;is retained much
better during the tropical heat of last Summer
than the color of the foliage of the Golden Oak
and Golden Catalpa. This poplar is of large and
rapid growth, and is of much value for producing

distinct efl'ects in park and woodland scenery.

As a general rule golden-leaved varieties do well

in our climate—silver do not.

A New Double White Violet.— This comet
from Ghent, and is appearing in English adver-

tisements. If you order it, you must ask for

Viola odorata alba fragrantissima plena, says the

Gardener's Oironicle.

Styrax Japonica.—A new hardy shrub from

Japan, the flowers of which when the plant is in

full bloom resemble a shower of falling snow
flakes—a valuable acquisition for cemetery pur-

poses.—P. Henderson.

Browallia Roezli.—The Browallias are no^r

among tne best plants we have for bedding pur-

poses, giving, as they do, a constant succession of

bloom throughout the Summer; and this new
variety will no doubt prove a great acquisition,

as the same range of color, blue or pure white,

is here to be found as in the old sorts, while the

flowers are nearly double the size of any of the

other varieties. It makes a compact plant of

about 18 inches in height.

—

B. K. Bliss.

New Japanese Hollyhock.—Entirely distinct,

which was offered last year for the first time we
believe. It difters from the ordinary Holyhock
in its pyramidal form and dwarf growth, growing

only about two feet in height. The flowers are

semi-double, of a bright scarlet crimson ; bloom*

during the Summer months.

—

P. Henderson.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Sternbergia lutea.—A correspondent from

Virginia tell us that this pretty Autumn flovrer-

ing bulb is hardy there. How is it in more
northern parts?

Treatment of Hardy Azaleas.— B. F. L.,

Cincinnati, O., inquires "whether the hardy

Azalea requires the same care to guard against
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lime in the soil that the Rhododendron does ?
"

We cannot say from personal experience, but

from analogy we should say yes. They require

very much the same treatment in every respect

that the Rhododendron does,except that we may
plant them in places more exposed to wind than

we do Rhododendrons—they are a little " hard-

ier "—the word meaning that they will stand a

little more rough usage.

Planting Lilies.— B. F. L., Cincinnati, O.,

says :
—

" I planted several species of Lilies last

Spring, but they have not done as well as I

wished. Our soil is limestone, would that effect

them?" [We do not know that Lilies object to

limestone, though they are not often found wild

in limestone districts. They love rich sand, or

as one might say alluvial soil. Your trouble is

probably from Spring planting. Lilies should

be always set out in Fall.—Ed. G. M.]

KEEN MOUSE AND tMOUSE l^ARDENING.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

There is not much to be done in the green-

house, most plants having been set out under

the shade of trees or arbors last month. Our
Summers are too hot to make greenhouses at

that season enjoyable, but there are generally

some plants under cover that it is not practica-

ble or desirable to put into the open air. The
red spider and other insects are apt to be very

troublesome, and it is best to keep sulphur on

plates set around.

Many plants get too large for small houses,

and it is well to keep young ones propagated and
coming on. But often the old plant is best cut

down and made new. This is particularly the

case with the Geranium, or, as we used to say in

old times, the Cape Pelargonium. These should

be cut back to a few inches of the main stem.

Then leave the plants to grow a little. After

the buds have started into growth a little, shake

out the plant and reduce the roots somewhat
and start again in a smaller pot. The annexed
cut illustrates what we mean
Oranges, Oleanders, and other large plants in

pots or tubs, that are now commencing to grow,

should be shifted into larger or fresh soil if they

require it. This is generally known by the

growth being weak, and the leaves small. Some-
times the plants are sickly through the soil

having become sour, and the roots, in that case,

are rotten. This is usually known by the leaves

of the plant being yellow, and of a very sickly

appearance. The best way is to take out and
wash the roots, just before or as growth is com-
mencing, and repot anew in fresh soil, employing

the smallest pot or tub that the roots can be

well got into. Cuttings of Geraniums or similar

plants, required for flowering in houses next

Winter, should be put in at this season. Ca-

mellias and Azaleas, and other things that it ia

desirable to inarch, may be operated on as soon

as the wood is firm enough; that is, as soon as

it has progressed from the watery to the woodj
state.

C031MUNICA TIONS.

NOTES ON THE ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE
AND DOUBLE PRIMULAS.

BY HENRY CORBETT, COLLEGE HILL, OHIO.

A. Farleyense I think the most magnificent

Fern in cultivation. It was introduced into

England from Barbadoes in 1865.
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Too much praise ommot be given to it; and a

few words mi its cultivation may be of interest

to your readers.

At the Cincinnati Exposition in 1875, a plant

was exhibited some three feet in diameter. This

plant, some fifteen months previous, was grow-

ing in a two and a half inch pot. This will

show how quickly fine specimens can be grown,

under proper treatment. This Fern, unlike

most others, makes a rapid growth through the

Winter. A temperature of 00° must be kept up,

and the plants not allowed to become dry at the

roots or syringed overhead. It requires a com-

post consisting of turfy loam and fibry peat,

broken up roughly, with a little sand and broken

charcoal. It is essential that good drainage be

secured, filling the pots about one-third of their

depth with crocks, with a layer of rough peat

over them. • Keep a liberal supply of tepid water

at the roots. Shade is necessary, and a moist

atmosphere.

The double white Primula at this season of

the 3'ear needs special attention. Where propa-

gation is desired, the general plan is to root and

divide them in September, but plants so propa-

gated are too small to produce many flowers the

coming Winter, so I will give my plan of rooting

them in early Spring:

In February the bare stems of the plants are

carefully cleaned, the stem of all side shoots cut

half way through, down as near the soil as pos-

sible, a layer of moss placed around the edge of

the pots and the centre filled in with sifted leaf

soil and sand, so as to cover the bare stems.

Young roots are soon produced, and by March

16th all the side shoots will be well rooted and

ready for dividing. Through the Summer the

plants are grown in frames facing the north and

placed on ashes, as a security against worms.

The plants are potted in sifted soil, composed

of friable loam and leaf mould in equal pro-

portions, with a liberal allowance of sand. A
porous soil is of the utmost importance, the

delicate, silky roots being unable to penetrate

a clammy compound, let its richness be ever so

inviting.

HOT WATER ON INSECTS.

It may, perhaps, be of some value to say to

your readers, that for a number of years I have

been in the habit of trying various means to kill

insects that I collect for cabinet specimens, and

that the best remedy I have yet tried is hoi water,

or even heated air.

Having the insects confined in a stout glass

collecting bottle, I gradually immerse this in

hot water, or stand it in the oven of a liot stove

on a brick, and I find that life is destroyed

quicker and more effectually in this manner
than by any other means I have yet employed.

True, strychnia or prussic acid might be more

sudden in its effects, but these thines are too

dangerous to handle for common or frequent

usage. The water need not even be hot enough

to scald; and doubtless there are many plants,

shrubs, trees and vines, hardy enough to bear

water hot enough to kill insects, without being

in anywise injured by it themselves.

THE NEW SO-CALLED HYBRID TEA ROSE,

"BEAUTY OF GLAZENWOOD."

Who would have suspected that the above

great novelty in the Rose line, which has been

advertised in English catalogues and horticul-

tural publications in such glowing terras, would

turn out now to be nothing less than our old

acquaintance, "Fortune's double yellow," but so,

I see, have the Judges of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society in London just decided. Indeed,

it has been somewhat foreshadowed; Eugene

Verdier in his last Fall Trade Circular of new

Roses, expresses his opinion, already, that it was

a deception. Having grown the Fortune's dou-

ble yellow Rose now for about eighteen yeai-s, I

append below a description for the benefit of

your readers, who are unacquainted with it.

Introduced by Robert Fortune from China

twenty or more years ago, it attracted at first

considerable attention by its rich yellow color,

tinge:! with carmine (but not striped scarlet).

Flowers large, semi-double, of strong climbing

proclivities, but only an annual bloomer, and

not very hardy in the Middle or Northern States.

It is now but rarely demanded.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Clematis calycina.—One of the most ex-

quisite plants for wreaths or for adorning dresses

is, undoubtedly, Clematis calycina. Its tufts of
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bronzy, deeply divided leaves, from the centre

of which hangs the whitish bell-like flowers,

render it one of the most elegant plants we

know of. It is not often that we see it "in full

bloom," but this Winter with us it has been ex-

ceptionally full of bloom. Talking of wreaths

reminds us of the grotesque abominations which

one sees now and then on the heads of ladies or

in the shop-windows of fashionable milliners

and artificial flower-makers. In a window of

one of the most celebrated of these establish-

ments at the West-end we lately saw wreaths of

Daffodils and of Polyanthus Narcissus, not mixed

in with, but bearing pinnate leaves like those of

Mahonia. After this we were not surprised to

see large yellow Calceolarias treated as climljing

plants; while Hops of bright gamboge and of

clear magenta, excited no particular astonish-

ment. In these days, when knowledge and

taste are supposed to be so much more widely

diffused than heretofore, it seems a pity that

artificial florists either do not copy Nature more
accurately, or ceasing to copy servilely, profit by

her teachings, and adapt in a suitable and be-

coming manner the means to the end required.

Pure conventionalism is far better than hideous

or grotesque caricatures.

—

Gar. Chron.

Improving old Favorites.—In the anxiety

to get new flowers, some florists do not forget

the improvement of old ones. Mr. Cannell, of

London, has taken the old French Marigold,

Sweet William and the Polyanthus, and has

made real beauties out of very common things.

Roof Gardens.—We have a pleasant recol-

lection of roof gardens in Louisville of some
years standing, and have often wondered why
there was not more effort by city people in that

direction. They are not only a source of pleas-

ure, but would be a source of health.

Dr. Eichardson in a health lecture in London
last Summer puts this last point strongly. He
says: At the top of the house I would have, on
a firm, almost level asphalted roof, a brick and
glass-covered garden, equal in extent to the area

of the house. Into this the stair-shaft would
finally enter, and any emanations from the

lower part of the house would be eaten up
wholesomely by the living vegetation. Heated
readily from the kitchen, which should be on

the third floor, this garden might have at all

times a Summer temperature, m which children

could engage in luxurious and healthful play;

ladies would find occupation in it, in the culti-

vation of flowers and evergreens, and in it the

sterner sex might spend those hours which are

now found so unspeakably dull, owing to the

monotony of one or two rooms. In this garden,

with the pleasant, the natural, and the beautiful,

health would be trained, and happiness, her de-

pendent sister, novirished.

NEW OR RARE PLANTS.

CuPHEA RiLLFiELDiANA.—This resembles in

general style and habit of growth C. platycen-

tra, with small bright glossy green leaves, and

a profusion of trumpet-shaped flowers an inch

in length, the upper half of the tube of which

is bright crimson, the imder half white, and the

end violet purple. This is one of the best

pot plants for house culture, being almost

always in bloom, and very bright and attractive,

but the peculiar markings of the flower in this

variety attract special attention.

—

Henderson.

Lygodium scandens.—Japanese Climbing Fern.

A Climbing Fern from the East Indies. 'A most

graceful plant, growing from one to fifty feet, as

desired. Quite as easy of culture as the Smilax,

and will no doubt be used as extensively for

similar uses in decorating; although climbing,

when supported by strings or wires, it can be

used, with equal advantage, as a drooping plant,

for baskets or vases; as a house plant for parlor

culture nothing is more easy.

—

Henderson.

Sarracenia Mooreana.—A hybrid plant of

no ordinary interest, and exhibited for the first

time at the International Exhibition held at

Florence in May, 1874, by Dr. Moore, the Direc-

tor of the Botanic Garden at Glasnevin, by whom
it was raised.

In a paper read before the Congress held

during the Exhibition, Dr. Moore thus referred

to this hybrid :
" It is supposed to be the first hy-

brid Sarracenia which has ever yet flowered. It

is the offspring of S. flava fertilized with pollen

of S. Drummondi. The plant is as nearly inter-

mediate with these two noble species of this

curious genus as it well can be; and no hybrid

which has hitherto come under my notice proves

more decidedly the marked influence of the

pollen of one plant applied to the stigma of

another than this does. It makes its winter

growth of pitchers similarly as S. Drummondi,
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ami they are nearly as well marked with purple

and white coloi-s, but they decay much sooner

in Spriiiji, and in this way they resoniblo those

of the female parent, S. tlava."— Vritch.

A PuRPLE-LKAVKO IvY.—During tlie last few

years I have been cultivating and increasing a

bear.tiful purple-leaved Ivy, which I discovered

a few years ago, and which is considered by those

who have seen it, to be the best of all the Ivies.

Imagine a wall all through the dreary Winter
covered with large leathery leaves of a deep
bronze or dark purple color, and you will be

able to form' some idea of the appearance of

this Ivy. I should be pleased to show it to any
one who may feel interested in such matters

;

all I wish is that the plant was somewhere where
it would be more appreciated, for it is growing
on an old brick wall ill adapted for showing off

its rich color to advantage; but if grown on a

light stone terrace wall or a similar position, or

in light-colored vases, or even as an edging
near white or light gravel, it would form one of
the most attractive creepers known.— T. Williams,

Ormskirk, in Garden.

Scented Geranium, "Mrs. Taylor."—Scarlet
flowered Rose. A distinct variety of the scented
Geranium, with a strong rose fragrance, and
large, deep scarlet flowers of the Hybrid Perpet-
ual class. Combining, as it does, free flowering

qualities with fragrant foliage, it is very useful

for Summer cut flowers, and as a pot plant for

Winter cannot be surpassed.—ifent^er8o?t.

Antigoxon hEPTOPUS.—a beautiful plant, of
climbing habit, with numerous racemes of rose-

colored flowers, showing a still richer tint in the
centre. The profusion of its bloom is such as

to give the resemblance of Roses at a distance
;

hence one of the Me-xican name is "Rom de

Montana," or Mountain Rose. Described by its

discoverer as the most beautiful climber he had
ever beheld.

—

John Saul.

Tabernamontana Camassa.—Growers of flow-

ers for market should cultivate a house of this

plant alone. A very desirable and newly intro-

duced evergreen stove shrub of a neat compact
dwarf habit, with medium small glossy bright

green laurel-like leaves, and terminal axillary

cymose racemes of double white flowers of Gar-
denia-like outline and fragrance which are pro-

duced on the point of every shoot. From
Gardenia it differs in its easier growth, and in

requiring a much less stimulating atmosphere

to produce its bloom ; the usual temperature of

a hot-house with less luimidity, will produce
blooms more freely and longer in succeaaiou.

The petals of the flowers are lighter and mora
elegantly arranged than the Gardenia, and not

(juite so large; small plants in OU pots will pro-

duce flowers freely.

—

John Said.

SCBAPS AND QUERIES.

Culture of the Calla Lily.—Miss H. R. B,

(somewhere in Penna., but post-mark indistinct),

asks whether the suckers or side plants on a

Calla will injure the main plant, if plenty of pot

room be allowed? It is best not to allow too

many to grow. Sometimes this plant shows a

disposition to throw up a great number of little

sprouts. These are best taken off, leaving from

four to si.x strong ones, according to the size of

the pot; six would be enough for an eight-inch

pot.

Job's Teaks.—Miss B. writes: "I once had

a very pretty little grass called "Job's Tears,"

but lost it, and have been anxious to get it again

as it grew very well in ray garden. But I can-

not find it under this name in any garden book

I have. Can you recognize it by the enclosed

sketch and give me its proper name?" [This is

the Coix lachryma. It is often in catalogues

under the name of Job's Tears. The seeds have

an ovoid, long drawn out, tear-like form. It is

hardly a "little ".grass, however. It generally

grows about two feet high, and is rather coarse

in expression.—Ed. G. M.]

Heating Greenhousp;s by a Coal Stove.—We
have an excellent paper by G. A. H., on hand on

this very interesting topic, which will appear

shortly.
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Flowering of Ficus elastica.—A correspon-

dent writes that he has a plant of Ficus elastica,

which is making "abortive attempts to fruit."

We believe this to be very rare.

Culture of the Antholyza.—Miss H. R. B.

asks, what is the best way to manage this plant?

It is one of the Cape bulbs, and they generally

grow in what is our Winter. They do not like

much heat, however ; a cool greenhouse, or even
a room window would bring them on very well.

They are kept a little dry during Summer,
giving them water when there are appearances
of sprouting in Fall.

IrUIT and IfEGETABLE BaRDENING.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

Grapes coming into bearing should not be per-

mitted to perfect large crops of fruit while

young. It is excusable to fruit a bunch or so on

a young vine, "just to test the kind," but no
more should be permitted till the vine has age

and strength. Vigorous growth, and great pro-

ductiveness, are the antipodes of the vegetable

world. Encourage as much foliage as possible

on the vines, and aim to have as strong shoots

at the base as at the top of the cane ; this can

be done by pinching out the points of the strong

shoots after they have made a growth of five or

six leaves. This will make the weak ones grow
stronger. Young vines grow much faster over a

twiggy branch, stuck in for support, than over a

straight stick as a trellis, and generally do better

every way. When extra fine bunches of grapes

are desired, pinch back the shoots bearing it to

about four or five leaves above the bunch. This

should not be done indiscriminately with all the

bunches. Too much pinching and stopping in-

jures the production of good wood for next sea-

son. These hints are for amateurs, who have a

few vines on trellises; for large vineyard cul-

ture, though the same principles hold good so

far as they go, they will vary in their applica-

tion.

Gooseberries should have the soil, and even
the plants, if it were practicable, shaded a little.

Dry air about them is one great cause of mildew,

and hot ground is greater than all.

Currants are so easily grown as to require few

hints for their management. If they throw up
many suckers, take out a portion now, instead of

waiting till Winter to cut them away. The Cur-

rant borer is a great pest, eating out the pith of

the young shoots, and causing them to grow

poorly, and bear but small fruit next year.

Gummy " fly paper " is, we think, the best thing

to catch them.

Blackberries are not ripe when they are black.

Leave them on till they part readily from their

stalks.

The directions and hints we gave last month
are still applicable, especially those relating to

disbudding and pinching back of strong shoots,

checking the flow of sap through excessively

luxuriant channels, and directing the flow

through weaker ones, equalizing and striking a
balance between all parts of the tree. As the

weather becomes dryer, and the growth still con-

tinues, young and free-growing trees of choice

varieties would be much benefited by occa-

sional syringings from a powerful garden engine,

which should be found in all gardens with any
pretension to completeness and excellence. Be-

sides the cleanliness so conducive to health this

ablutory process achieves, the moist atmosphere
and check to excessive evaporation that result

from this practice, is one of the greatest safe-

guards against many bad diseases.

Grapes in cold vineries will now be of a size fit

for thinning, In those cases where the bunches
are intended to hang long on the vines, they

should be thinned out more severely than those

expected to be cut early. A close, compact
bunch flavors mildew and early decay.

Fine, rich color is always esteemed as one of

the criterions whereby to judge of the excellence

of a fruit. Sun-light is of first importance ; but

it is not generally known that this is injurious

when in excess. In a dry atmosphere, with

great sun-heat, where the evaporating process

goes on fiister than the secretive principle, what
should become a rich rosy blush in a fruit is

changed to a sickly yellow, and the rich jet black
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of a grape becomes a foxy red. Some grape-

growers of emiiieiu-e, in view of tlicse facts,

shade their vineries during the coloring process
;

but others, instead, keep the atmosphere as close

and moist as possible. The latter course de-

tracts from tlie flavor of the fruit. The best plan

is that which cunibines both practices.

In summer-pruning grapes, care must bo

taken that the leaves from the stopped laterals

do notover-crowd or smother the larger leaves of

the original cane, on which all your hopes of

good sound wood for next season depend. All

the use for the leaves on the laterals is to afford

outlets for superabundant sap, which otherwise

would cause the next season's fruiting buds to

burst now. Always carefully guard the first

leaves.

At the end of June some celery may be set out

for early crops, though for the main crop a

month later will be quite time enough. It was

once customary to plant in trenches dug six or

more inches below the surface ; but the poverty

of the soil usually at this depth more than de-

creases the balance of good points in its favor.

Some of our best growers now plant entirely on

the surface, and depend on drawing up the soil,

or the employment of boards or other artificial

methods of blanching.

Cabbage and Brocoli may still be set out for

Fall crops, also requiring an abundance of man-

ure to insure much success. Lettuce, where

salads are in much request, may yet be sown.

The Curled Indian is a favorite Summer kind :

but the varieties of Cos, or Plain-leaved kinds,

are good. They take more trouble, having to be

tied up to blanch well. Many should not be

sown at a time, as they soon run to seed in hot

weather.

Beans produce enormous crops in deeply

trenched soils, and are improved as much as

any crop by surface manuring. We hope this

method of fertilizing the soil will be extensively

adopted far garden crops this season. Those

who have not yet tried it will be surprised at

the economy and beneficial results of the prac-

tice.

Peas for a Fall crop may be sown. It is, how-

ever, useless to try them, unless in a deeply-

trenched soil, and one that is comparatively cool

in the hottest weather overhead, or they will cer-

tainly mildew and prove worthless. In England,

where the atmosphere is much more humid than

ours, they nevertheless, have great difficulty in

getting Fall peas to get through free from mil-

dew ; and to obviate these drying and mildewing

producing inlluenccs, they often plant them in

deep trenches, made as for celery, and are then

much more successful with them.

Cucumbers for pickling may be sown lhi.s

month, and endive for Fall salad set out. Par-

sley for Winter use may be sown now in boxes

of rich soil, and set in a cool, .shady place till it

germinates.

Asparagus-beds should not be cut off after the

stalks seem to come up weak, or there will be

but a poor crop the next season, and the beds

will " run out " in a few years.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

FRUIT AT THE NORTH.

BY iXS. M. HAYES, DOVER, N. H.

The season of 1875 can be classed as one of

the poorest in many respects for fruit north of

the 43d parallel of latitude. Frost continued

late in Spring, until May 18th, and in Autumn
the first was September 11th ; so with only 115

days without frost, much fruit failed to mature.

The temperature during the whole Summer was

low, only one day during the Summer (June 24)

did the thermometer get above 90°. Thus it will

be seen that the season in New Hampshire was

uiuisually cold, and yet roots of all kinds were

good. Corn ripened well, but alas for our

grapes, the biting frosts ruined them. The whole

season, from the first, the vines gave abundant

promise of a rich harvest in Autumn, and we

New Hampshire fruit growers felt encouraged,

thinking that for one year at least, our grapes

would be a paying crop, but an "Arctic wave "

swept over us, and Jack Frost in a single night

upset our calculations. Not even those early va-

rieties which come to us with such glowing rec-

ommendations of earliness " combined with har-

diness and productiveness, as just the grape any-

where south of Canada for the vineyardist,"

ripened a single grape. None of those far-

famed varieties from Iowa Island seemed to do

much better than the old and tried kinds, Hart-

ford, Delaware and Concord. Neither did the

"American raisin grape,"—the Walter—mature.

Thus far, after ten years' experience, I have

found nothing better than the Concord, and if

called to vote upon the best variety for general

cultivation, I should unhesitatingly vote with

the " Tribune philosopher," for the Concord, as the
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grape for the million. It must be admitted that

this grape is not so early as some others, but its

hardiness and vigorous habit, its large bunch and

berry have rendered it a general favorite. What
we need at the North, is a grape as early as the

Hartford, as good as the Delaware, and as vigor-

ous and productive as the Concord. When such

a grape appears, then will northern fruit-growers

be ready to invest largely in it for profit, and

then our tables and the market will be supplied

with better fruit. We are anxiously waiting for

the appearance of such a grape, and we expect it

will some day make its advent, for great has been

the improvement from the native grape to the

delicious Delaware ; and why may we not expect

still greater improvement, and that in time a

grape will be produced that will ripen at the

North even in such frosty and unfavorabl e seasons

as 1875.

APRICOTS IN BOSTON.

BY J. C, CHELSEA, MASS.

In an Editorial in a late number of the

Monthly, it was stated on the authority of E. S.

Rand, Esq., that among other fruits in our mar-
kets, there were Apricots in abundance last sea-

son. I am safe in saying that few of New Eng-
land growth has been shown on the tables of the

Mass. Hort. Society, except by myself two years

ago—the mistake being that the great abundance
was from California, and good for little when they

arrived here. We cannot brag of large quanti-

ties of that fine fruit here.

THE BIRKETT PEAR.

BY W.

This variety comes from a little scion produced

from an unknown source by the late John Bir-

kett, and grafted in an apple root the Spring of

1826, in Peoria, 111. The original tree still lives

at the old Birkett homestead, and has borne im-

mense quantities of pears during the last forty

years, never missing a season.

It has never shown the least indication of

blights of any kind, and has withstood all the

severe Winters since the country was settled.

Young trees of it, one to three years old, with-

stood the severe Winter of 1872 and 1873 per-

fectly, or as well as the hardiest of the Siberian

Crabs, and all the old trees bore a fine crop of

fruit the succeeding Summer. There are two

trees, propagated from the old tree, growing near

Washington, Tazewell Co., 111., now forty years

old. The largest of these two trees, belonging to

Wm. Birkett, is one of the finest specimens of

tree growth in the West. Mr. Birkett says

of it :—
" My tree of the Birkett Pear has always been

free from blight, and has never been injured by
cold. It is six feet and three inches in circum-
ference two feet from the ground, thirty-nine feet

in height, with forty feet spread of branches.

The fruit is of medium size, of fair quality, and
excellent for baking, canning, and preserving.

My books show that I have sold from this one
tree, in Peoria market, along with my dairy

products, at wholesale during the last eight

years, an average of $45 per year, besides what
was used at home. I have lio Birkett trees for

sale, and have sold all my scions to the Lacon
Nursery for the next five years.

" William Birkett."

Mr. Birkett has a thorough personal know-
ledge of the three original trees, and so have we,

and we have no hesitancy in recommending it

to the people of the Northwest as a pear that

will grow in every reasonable situation, remain
healthy, and bear pears. It will prove of the

very greatest value for top-grafting some of our
hardiest, healthiest and choicest pears upon.
Give the pear one more trial by planting this

" iron-clad " variety. It will also be found of

great value to plant for purposes that shade and
ornamental trees are planted for. Its great vigor

and complete health, even without taking into

consideration its fruit, makes it one of the most
valuable of trees, and at the end we have a tim-

ber of the most valuable qualities for many pur-

poses

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Trained fruit trees.—In small gardens the

training of fruit trees after the fashion so com-
mon in Europe, might surely be adopted with

advantage. The espalier system, especially, is a

good one for this purpose. The trees are kept

about as high as an average man, and the

branches led out horizontally on each side. The
trees make capital " fences" to keep people from
running across lawns or grass-plats, and, besides,

protect the flower borders that may be in front

of them.

The fruit from these trees is generally much
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•uperior to (lie .nvcrago of fruit from other trees.

Mr. Boileau, of New York, h:ul nice sperimens

of tniining on the Centenniiil grounds.

Illustk.vtions ok Fuuit. —A fow years ago

there was quite a rage for ilhistrating fruits hy

outline drawings, or other forms of wood-cut*,

but these " new fruits" hecanie so lunnerous that

when one wanted to illustrate a new grape,

apple, strawberry or some other thing, a search

among the old cuts would be sure to find just

the old follow required to till the new place.

To such an extent has this been carried that

few intelligent editors care to waste si)ace by

these sort of illustrations—at least we do not.

Sometimes the editors do not always hit the

right cut in the "adaptations" of the old to the

new ; of this we saw a laughable instance in a

coteniporary recently, ^^'e were struck with the

appearance of our old friend the cut of the

" Brown's Wonder" strawberry, which we gave

to show how fearfully exaggerated a thing

could be made. " It is not possible," thought

we, " that this fraud is being pushed again." But

under the plate we read " Wilson's Albany seed-

ling strawberry !

"

Packing Pears.—The pear is difhcult of trans-

portation. It rots easily by the slightest bruise.

This has been against its success as a market

fruit. But there are, no doubt, some pears as well

as some apples, that will transport better than

others, and it is worth while to look them up.

It was at one time thought that apples would

not travel well, but it was found that by tigliihj

pressing them in barrels they did well. It is not

so much a bruise that hurts an apple, but the

air that operates on the bruised parts. If the

parts pressed continue prcHaed no damage is done.

Perhaps when this is generally understood, there

will be no more diflBculty in transporting pears

than there now is w'ith apples or grapes.

Long'Continuous Bearing.—The Country Gen-

tleman tells us that near Niagara, Mr. Burdett has

an orchard (apple we suppose) of 2,000 ti*ees that

has been in continuous bearing for twenty years,

and that the sales have been as much as $6,000

in a single season.

A White Dewberry is among the horticultu-

rists of Texas ; white Blackberries of the upright

or " high bush " kind, have frequently appeared

and have been named and distributed, but have

generally soon disappeared. The flavor is gener-

ally more agreeable in these whites than in the

<lark kinds, but the faults have been that the

whites were smaller fruited, shy bearers and
more liable to winter kill. The Dewberry
has not been yet brought under culture, unlesa

we guess that the Wilson's Early is from this

species, but it is a good one to look after.

Gary's " Hold on " Peach.— This very late

variety seems to be gaining in popularity in

Maryland.

A Horse-power Vinevakd.—Mr. Smythe of

Burlington N. J., has a vineyard of two thousand

vines of the Concord grape. He buys old

horses, cuts them up, and gives a chunk to each

vine; and it is said the product is both prodig-

ous and profitable.

Japaj^ Persimmon.—Mr. Henry Loomis of San

Francisco, tells us that this is found to thrive re-

markably well in California and is destined to

become one of their standard fruits. It hiis al-

ready grown large enough to fruit in some few

places in the State.

Fertilizing Figs in Smyrna.— A correspon-

dent writes to the Pacific Rural Press:—" About

the end of July the first figs come to maturity.

The fig harvest lasts about six weeks. When the

fig is ripe, it will of its own accord fall from the

tree, only partly cured. Women and children

are employed to pick up the fruit into small

baskets, to be conveyed to a place in the garden

well exposed to the sun, where they are spread

on a bed of dry grass or matting, singly— that is

to say, not one on top of another—and are

turned every day, so as to get every side of the

fig exposed to the sun. After a few days expos-

ure to the sun, those figs which are considered

sufficiently dry are selected from the mass and

divided into first, second and third quality. Care

must be taken not to dry them too much. When
properly cured, the .skin ought to feel dry, but

the inside soft. Practice alone can teach to

what extent the drying ought to take place. The

grower then sends the figs to Smyrna, where

they are re-sorted and packed for shipment.
" The male fruit about the middle of June con-

tains a large number of small flies, and is thrown

on the female trees ; these flies then get distrib-

uted over the fruit and convey the necessary

amount of pollen. The system is as follows :

" When the female fig (first crop) is about the

size of a hazel nut, five or six of the male figs
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are strung on to a piece of string, and one or

two of these bunches are thrown upon the

female tree, according to its size and amount of

fruit. Repeat this operation when the second

crop is about the same size. As the tree grows

larger year by year,increase the number ofstrings

;

but never put more than six strings (say about

30 male figs) over the largest tree at one time.

These strings are put on the tree about one hour

before sunrise, and care must be taken that the

weather is fine and no wind blowing. I may
mention that if the male fig is not applied the

crop will not set, but the fruit will fall off; and if

too many are applied the fruit will likewise fall,

or become very small or inferior."

Conover's Colossal Asparagus.—The London

Gardener's Magazine complains that in England

they have found this the same as ordinary As-

paragus, and would like to know what any one

has found " to justify the character Americans

have given it." We do not know why "Ameri-

cans" should be thus boldly challenged. Certainly

the Gardener's Monthly long ago showed our " Eng-

lish " friends that there could be no separate va-

riety of Asparagus capable of reproducing itself,

because the plant is dioecious, or with separate

sexes on distinct plants. Mr. Conover's growth

was, however, so superior that it was quite par-

donable in those who saw it to suppose it was a

distinct kind, for at that time the discovery of the

dioecious character of the Asparagus in this

coiuitry had not been made.

Tomatoes.—Much as our readers know of the

general use of Tomatoes, we doubt whether they

have any idea of how immense the culture is.

Every one who has a garden, no matter how
small, has tomatoes, though he may have noth-

ing else, and yet thousands of acres are covered

for market purposes. A Southern paper tells us

of a Tomato Growing Company, in King

William's Co., Virginia, that will plant this

Spring seven hundred acres. The seeds at the

time of writing were sprouting under six hun-

dred hot-bed sashes. The yield is about a peck

to the hill.* Droves of turkeys keep the plants

clear of the tobacco worm, which in Virginia is

a great pest to the Tomato.

To Cook Jerusalem Artichokes.— So much
has appeared of lare about the native country

and general history of the Jerusalem Artichoke,

that it will be timely to supplement this by more

substantial remarks about them. Unless nicely

cooked the Artichoke is poor stuff. By high

culinary art they are not altogether despicable.

The Gardener's Magazine says that they can be

rendered fair eating by attention to the following

details :

—
" The waste occasioned in the prepa-

ration of Jerusalem Artichokes for cooking

ought not to trouble anybody, for the poultry

will eat uj) every scrap, and it is really a treat

for the poultry yard when we send out our pan-

full of parings. This point seems to be worth

mentioning, because many a one experiences a

pang at the immense waste of the roots that in-

evitably result from their ungainly forms. But

as the poultry will eat up every scrap, the waste

is kept in the family, and there is nothing lost.

Amongst the various modes of cooking these

wholesome and nutritious roots, I much prefer

the one I shall describe first, for it is extremely

simple, decidedly elegant, and the result is a

delicious dish that everybody can eat, and that

agrees perfectly with the most delicate stomach.

"Artichokes Fried.—Prepare by washing and

paring in the usual way, taking care not to make
them ready until they are to be cooked, as they

should not, for frying, be put into water. Cut

into very thin slices, and put them in a pan with

plenty of boiling fat or butter, and shake and

turn them about frequently. When fried a nice

brown, heap them on a hot dish, with a very

slight sprinkling of salt.

"Artichokes Steived.—Prepare by washing and

paring in theusual way, and shape the roots like

a peg top or pear, with the broad end cut flat off,

and as each is made ready put it into cold milk

in a porcelain-lined saucepan. There should be

just enough milk to cover them, and a dozen

roots will make a nice dish. Stew them in the

milk slowly, adding a little water if needful as

the milk evaporates, but taking care to cook

them in a small quantity of liquid. When
nearly tender draw them from the fire, and add

a teaspoonful of minced shallots, a little nutmeg

and an ounce of butter ; and let them simmer

again for about five minutes. Then take them

out, put them in a hot dish, and cover with a

cloth. To a little cold milk add a dessert spoon-

ful of flour, and beat it smooth. Strain the

liquor in which the roots were cooked and add

to it the milk and flour, and an ounce of butter.

Boil it up", carefully straining the while, and pour

over the Artichokes. Put round the dish a bor-

der of mashed potatoes, or a few nicely cooked

Brussles sprouts of a bright green color."
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FORESTRY.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

THE EUCALYPTUS IN CALIFORNIA.

Ill several numbers of the Monthly I have no-

ticed articles relating tn the Eucalyptus. In

aome parts of California this tree grows well

;

there are some within twenty miles of here

thirty to forty feet high. I have some from seed

planted last May, about four feet high. I do

not like them. There are many finer trees na-

tives of our State. The railroad intends to set

out 800,000 of them along the road, from Sacra-

mento down. They have procured 40,000, and

intend to get others as soon as possible.

I think it a poor investment. Our native

walnut makes a magnificent shade tree. We
have six in front of our dwelling that are as fine

as any one could desire. They are hardier than

the English walnut, and are very seldom injured.

They grow readily from seed. The leaves are

not much over one-quarter as large as the Eng-

lish ; are of a darker green color, and more
thickly set on the tree ; in fact, they are so thick

the sun can hardly stray through them. Would
vou like a few seeds of them ?

TIMBER NOTES FROM CALIFORNIA.

BY J. M. HUTCHINGS.

The Pinus Lanibertiana, or sugar pine, is the

best pine we have for finishing purposes, and

frequently attains a diameter of from 8 to 10

feet, and an altitude of 250 feet. It is often 120

feet to the first limb, and " straight as an arrow."

The Pinus ponderosa is more durable exposed,

and has a much greater strength for heavy tim-

bers, floors, joists, &c. The wood of Red Wood
(Sequoia sempervirens) is in every respect like the

wood of the Big Tree (Sequoia gigantea), and is

second only in size to the latter. Both are in-

valuable for lumber, and exceedingly durable.

As an instance of the latter quality, I will men-
tion one example I found in the Frezno Grove.

A tree about twenty-six feet in diameter lay pros-

trate ; another of the same species had grown
up beside it, but as it was unable to push the

prostrate monarch out of its way, it had (jrown

over it six feel and eight inches; and although it

had probably been there hundreds of years, was

quite sound when I saw its thrifty young scion

growing over it. The timber in the " mi.ssion
"

buildings of California is mostly Red Wood

;

yet, although nearly one hundred years have

rolled away since they were built, the timber is

perfectly sound. Then, in specific gravity, it ia

lightest of all. Its value, however, would be

mainly for finishing purposes, as the yellow

pine would bear a tension of three to one where

strength was needed. It splits easily either way
of the grain. Owing to this latter, and other

qualities, it has become almost indispensable for

fence posts and railroad ties, &c. The sugar

pine is easily riven, and it forms the staple tim-

ber tor " stakes " and " shingles." These trees

do not command the attention their invaluable

qualities would invite and justify.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Tar, Rosin and Turpentine.—These still con-

tinue among the leading exports from Wilming-

ton, North Carolina. Of pine tar, no less than

18,201 barrels more were shipped than the year

before. The price there is about $1.60 per bar-

rel. Of turpentine there was the enormous in-

crease of 5G,793 barrels—33 per cent, over the

previous year; price $2.25 per barrel. In rosin

there has been a decrease of 17,829 barrels. The
ruling price is $1.75 per barrel. The Wilmington

Review, from which we take these figures, adds

:

" There are vast forests of virgin pine in this

section of the State, untouched. They are far

from a market and hence are not worked, having

never been touched, either for turpentine or

timber. These forests are to be fouml at the in-

tersection of the three counties of Pender, Dup-

lin and Onslow, and this is the country that the

people of Wilmington are interested in opening

up now to a market."
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Forests of Massachusetts.—New forests are

said to be growing up in the western part of

Massachusetts faster than the old ones are cut

oflf. Especially in the hill towns is this the case.

Many a locality that was impoverished as farm

land some twenty and thirty years ago, is now

covered with a vigorous growth of young forests,

the rapid increase in the population of the out-

lying agricultural districts having rendered such

a thing inevitable.

—

Cultivator.

Trees for Colorado.—The Greeley Tribune,

after recounting a long list of trees that have

been tried, and so far failed in the Colony, says

the Cottonwood, Box Elder, and Silver Maple do

admirably there. Evergreens have so far proved

failures.

Large Chestnut Trees.—These often grow to

an immense size, and we should like to know
just how large the largest are. Mr. D. Wyatt

Aiken tells us of some fine ones in North Caro-

lina, but we think there may be larger ones than

even these. He says of his :
—

" There have re-

cently been discovered some trees in North Caro-

lina that are ' no sardines.' In surveying the

routeof the Spartanburg and Asheville Railroad,

the engineers encountered some chestnuts that

seemed to nestle their burs in the upper firma-

ment. A contractor had to eradicate one of

these, as it stood directly in the way of the track

of the Road, and it measured ten feet three inches

across the stump, and was solid to the centre."

The Ash as A Tlmber Tree.—Prof. Sargent,

who more than any other man deserves well of

his country for the interest he is exciting in

timber culture, contributes a paper on the Ash,

to the April Arfriculturist, showing how the tree

may be made profitable within ten years from

planting. The rows need not be more than four

feet apart, with a view to thinning out the young

plants, until only the right number are left to

develope into large trees. The thinnings from

an acre of White Ash, planted in this way, would,

at present prices, sell for at least four hundred

dollars for hoop-poles, while subsequent thin-

nings would be of still greater value ; and these

thinnings, it must be remembered, are made,

not at the expense of the future plantation, but

to benefit and improve it. The White Ash
should be more generally employed as a road-

side or avenue tree. Indeed, in view of its many
qualifications, the Sugar Maple alone, among
our native trees, surpasses it for this purpose.

It is many years since the White Ash was first

introduced into Europe, and the fine specimens

which are occasionally met with, both in Great

Britain and on the Continent, sufficiently prove

that its general cultivation in Northern and

Central Europe would make a valuable addition

to the forest products of those countries.

The Eucalyptus ix South Carolina. — Mr.

Chisholm, of Beaufort, tells the American Far-

yner

:

—" I had one Eucalyptus globulus about 15

feet high, and quite a number of small ones

in a box, all of which were killed by the late

cold spell, while small orange trees in another

box alongside were not at all hurt, which proves

that the Eucalyptus globulus is more tender than

the sweet orange. I have one tree of another

variety of Eucalyptus, name unknown, which

does not appear to be injured any more than to

have all its leaves killed."

The Yellow or Short-leaved Pine.—Prof.

Sargent says, in a recent paper, that this is the

Pinus mitis, and this we believe is the accepted

belief of the authorities. We have an idea,

however, that all the Yellow Pine that comes to

the Philadelphia market is from Pinus palustris

.

We are not sure of this, and should be glad of

correct information from any botanist who may
have personal experience in the " Yellow " Pine

region. Pinus mitis was at one time very abund-

ant in places where it is now nearly extermi-

nated. We know of but one old tree, and the

top of it is so flat and thick one can almost walk,

over it.

Wood Preservatives.— A^ccording to observa-

tions made on a railroad in Germany, the pro-

portion of renewals was, with oak sleepers (not,

treated) after 12 years of service, 74-48 per cent.

;

with oak sleepers, treated with chloride of zinc,

after 7 years, 3-29 per cent.; with oak sleepers,

impregnated with creosote oil, after 6 years, 0-09

per cent. ; with pine sleepers, impregnated with

chloride of zinc, after 7 years of service, 4-46 per

cent. The practice of this railroad, since the

year 1870, has been to employ only oak for

sleepers, which are impregnated either with

chloride of zinc or with creosote oW.—ScientifiG

American.

The Lumber Resources op Tulare, Califor-

nia.—There are in Tulare County some fifty or

sixty townships of our unsurveyed public lands

that lay within the pine belt. Not less than 400

square miles of these lands are covered by a
heavy pine forest. It is a mountainous region

and abounds in unappropriated water power.
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We know of (ino |)lace wlicre n mill r<nil(l l)C lo-

cated within oifiht miles of the valley, and be in

the heart of a forest of a hundred square miles.

A road on a prade of one foot to the rod would

reach it within the distance named. Another

large f<irost stand.s within five miles of a traveled

road. At Dillon's mill, lumber has been delivered,

during the hu^t year, over a wooden railroad which

has a grade of 1000 feet to the mile. The cars

run down loaded, by their own weight, and are

drawn hafk by a mule. Mr. Dillon has found

that his system of brake will stop a car on a

grade of live feet to the rod. A singular fact in

his experience is, that a loaded car will mind the

brakes when an einpty one will slide with all

wheels locked. This seems owing to. the fact

that the face of the wooden rail gives under a

load. As to whether this plan of delivering lum-

ber will prove as satisfactory as the V flume,

time will determine; but, doubtless, either will

prove greatly superior to the teaming S3'stem,

and probably would suflBce to stop the carriage

of lumber through our valley.— Vhalia Iron Age.

The Preservation of Timber.—Buried in the

earth or exposed to the air, timber rapidly dete-

riorates, and undergoes the species of decompo-

sition known as dry rot. This decomposition

may be retarded by the application of a coat of

paint to the timber exposed to the air, or by car-

bonizing the surface of that which is intended to

be sunk in the ground.

During the last twenty years, several methods

have been tried for making timber more durable,

the principle of which consists in expelling the

sap remaining in the ligneous fibres, in order to

replace it by chemical solutions, such as sulphate

of copper and creosote ; but these processes,

comparatively costly, and only partially success-

ful, do not entirely accomplish their object.

Starting from the fact that oak, chestnut, and

certain American trees resist the action of air

and damp, better than others, and that they owe

this property to the tannin which they contain,

a chemist proposes to tan the timber by substitu-

ting for the sulphate of copper and creosote a

compound of tannic acid and iron. The abject

of injecting various substances into wood is to

poison them, so that germs and microscopic

growths may no longer live and propagate either

on the surface or in the interior. Now tannin is

one of the most active and certain destroyers /of

germs both vegetable and animal, which fact ac-

counts for its preservative agency. Besides, it is

to tannin that irt due the almost indefniite pres-

ervation of leather. One peculiarity to be noticed

in this process is, that timber treated with thia

compound of tannin and iron, that is to say a com-

jiosition similar to ordinary writing ink, is turned

black.

The process of injecting timber with tannate

of protoxide of iron is due to M llatzfeld; the

Eastern Railway Company of France has ex-

perimented with it on some sleepers, and the

Telegraphic Department on some posts.

M. Boucherie has denied in a note to the

"Academic," the efficacy of this process, con-

tending that the attempts already made to pre-

serve timber from dry-rot by injecting it with

iron salts have yielded only partially successful

results, while sleepers treated by sulphate of cop-

per have lasted twenty five years and more.

Reply is made to these objections by quoting

—

not the experiments of the laboratory or the

workshop, but those made by time itself. It is

not a rare circumstance to encounter in earth of

a ferruginous nature the trunks of very old oaks,

blackened and very perfectly preserved ; at

Rouen, in 1^30, some old oak paling was discov-

ered as black as ebony, and dating back to the

Middle Age.s. Not very long ago, too, a Norman
vessel built of oak was discovered in an almost

perfect state of preservation in the neighborhood

of an iron mine in Norway. It is more than

probable that the preservation of the oak under

these circumstances is due to the tannin con-

tained in the wood ; it follows, therefore, that by

introducing a substance rich in tannin into tim-

ber that does not naturally possess it, its resist-

ance to decay is increased.

—

Journal of the Society

of Arts.

Selecting Timber.—In selecting timber, the

surveyor's attention will naturally be given to an

examination of the butt or root end, which should

be close, solid, and sound ; and if satisfied in this

respect, the top should next be inspected, to see

that it corresponds with the butt-end. Afterwards

be will glance over the exposed sides in search of

defects, carefully examining the knots, if any, to

see that they are solid. He will, of course, avoid

any piece that has either heart, cup, or star-shake,

or sponginess near the pith at the butt, discolored

wood at the top, splits along the sides, rind-gall,

worm holes, or hollow or decayed knots. In

dealing with spar-timber, he will select the

straightest pieces ; they should be free from all

the defects before mentioned, upsets, i. e., fibres
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crippled bj' compression, large knots, and even

those of moderate size if they are numerous or

situate ring-like round the stick. Spar-timber

should be straight-grained. As planks, deals,

&c., depend for their usefulness upon both quali-

ty and manufiicture, the surveyor will not only

see that they are free from excess of sap, knots,

shakes, and shellines? upon their sides, but also

that they are evenly cut and fit for use of their

thickness. Bright looking timber is better in

quality than dull, and that which is smooth in

the working, better than the rough or woolly-sur-

faced. The heart of trees having the most sap-

wood is generally stronger and better in quality

than the heart of trees of the same species that

has little sap-wood.

—

LasIeU's Timber and Timber

Trees.

A Tree Planting L.\w in California.—By a

law of California, approved March 30, 1868, the

Board of Supervisors in each county are em-
powered to authorize owners of lands to plant

and cultivate, along the public highways, shade

and fruit tree3,specif3ang thespecies to be planted,

at what age, at what distance from each other

and from the road-bed, and making the necessary

rules for their protection, &c. Four years after

the planting, upon receiving a duly certified

statement of the number then in a thrifty con-

dition, the Board is directed to pay to the cul-

tivator $1 for each such tree. In October, 1872,

the State Board of Agriculture called attention

of County Supervisors to this Act, and urged

them to do what is in their power to encourage

a compliance with its provisions. They advised

that the age be fixed from three to eight years

from the seed, and the minimum distance be.

tween tree and tree at twelve feet, and recom-

mended the planting of the following varieties :

Black and honey Locusts ; black, white and fruit-

ing Mulberries ; Osage Orange, native and east-

ern black Walnut; American Chestnut ; Amer-
ican, European, and Cork-bark Elm ; the differ-

ent varieties of Maple ; Tulip tree ; Carolina,

Lombardy, and silver-leaf Poplars; the different

varieties of Ash ; Apple, Pear, Plum, Cherry, Al-

mond, and Fig trees ; the Eucalyptus or Aus-

tralian Blue and Red Gum tree ; Monterey, Su-

gar, Yellow, Spruce, and Scotch Pines; Norway
Spruce, Balsam fir, European Larch, Monterey

and Italian Ci'press, and California Laurel ; and

Redwood.

Japan Paper.—The Scientific American saj^s :

—

"Japanese paper is usually made from the inner

bark of the paper mulberry (Broussonetia papy-

rifera), which is grown and cultivated for the

purpose. The bark of the Passerina Gampi, and

of the Edgeworthia papyrifera, are also said to

be used.

"Japanese paper is always made by hand, and

is thei'efore of a necessity made in small sheets;

the more common size known as kanshi, being

about nine and a half by twelve and a half

inches, though both larger and smaller sizes are

used to a limited extent."

The Timber Line in the various Mountains.

—In the Himalayas, trees grow up to a height of

11,800 feet, and there are often forests just below

this line. In the Andes the growth of trees ends

at 12,130 feet; in the Alps it ends on an average

at 6,400 feet, but it is stated that specimens of

trees are found above 7,000 feet, but the pasture

grounds in Thibet are known to extend over an

elevation of from 15,000 to 16,350 feet.

Natural Sistory and Science.

GOMMUNICA TIONS.

TUMBLE WEED.

BY D. B. WIER, LACON, MARSHALL CO., ILL.

I have to thank you for the only real good

hearty laugh I have had in a long time. Hav-

ing read the Gardener's Monthly from beginning

to end this evening (I devour in one evening

what it takes you a long, weary month to get

up), the next to the last paragraph unset me
completely. Being a native of Illinois, I can

appreciate both Tumble Bugs and Tumble

Weeds, and we certainly would not have to in-

troduce the former to destroy the latter, as tve

have both bad already, though the " tumble weed "

is not near so common in this neighborhood as
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formerly. It—the weed—appears to be from

its geiiorul chiinicteristies (I hiive not studied it)

one of the Chonopoiliaocne, probably Cycloloma

platypliyihuu. It atlocta rich, clean soil, especi-

ally early broken prairie sod. In growth it is very

branching, and in Autumn it becomes the whole

plant, completely globular, when it,s root rots

off, and the Autumn wind set.s it to "tunibling"

and away it goes across the prairie, scattering

its seeds as it goes. It travels onward, literally,

with the speed of the wind, until it lodges

against some obstruction, where it frettingly re-

mains until the wind changes, when away it

goes where the winds listeth. It is a very curi-

ous sight to see a high fence on the prairies with

tens of thousands of these weeds banked up on
the south side of it, struck by a sudden gust of

wind from the north, when away they go over

the level field like a drove of deer or wolves, as

they are often two and a half feet in diameter,

they can be seen a long distance. As a weed,

we never considered them troublesome, but they

are exceedingly objectionable to skittish horses,

when they are in motion, and many a bad run-

away hiis been caused by the industrious " tum-
ble weed."

But here, I have been writing about what I

know as the tumble weed ; how do I know that

your other Illinois correspondent means the

same thing or not? He may have tumbled to

this name for an entirely different weed. Some
years ago, while riding with five intelligent gen-

tlemen from different parts of this State, we
were talking of this common name business.

Some of them thought that there was no need of

technical names. We halted, and each was re-

quested to give the name of one of our most
common weeds, as known in his neighborhood,

and every one gave different names, while it is

known here under three difierent names.
Another thing in this connection. Not one in

fifty, and probably not one in a hundred, of

our plants in the West have any common Eng-
lish name at all ; but the few that have been

loosely named have been, as a rule, given very

good descriptive names. With many thanks for

the good, old-fiishioned laugh, I am yours truly.

[We are very much obliged to Mr. Wier for

the information, all new to us. We did not

know the Cycloloma was so abundant in Illinois,

or that it had such rolling habits. The name is

characteristic, and whether there are others

with the name or not, it will be well to retain it

for this.—Ed. G. M.l

FERflLIZATION OF CLOVER BLOSSOMS.

I!V llOniCRT DOUr.L.VS, WAi:KK(iAN, ILL.

' In the Monthly for March, page 94, is an

article entitled ' Bees and Clover,' which is likely

to give a wrong impression. The writer quotes

Mr. Darwin as saying, that the failure of red

clover in England the past season is owing to the

scarcity of bees. Had the writer signed the arti-

cle ' Bumble Bee ' instead of ' Busy Bee,' it would

explain itself. Mr. Darwin must have meant the

humble bee, for the honey bee does not feed

on red clover, and for the same reason that the

fox in the fable did not feed on the grapes—he

could not reach them—neither can the honey

bee reach the sweets in the red clover ; while the

bumble bee feeds freely on that plant. There

are so few of them either in England or in

this country, that it does not seem probable that

tliey would have much effect on large fields of

red clover. The partial failure of the seed crop

is no doubt very often caused by cold drenching

rains at the time the plants are in blossom."

[Mr. Douglas is no doubt correct that when
failure to jDroduce seed in the red clover occurs,

it is from some defect in the plant's nutritive

powers, as influenced by climatal or other cir-

cumstances. The first crop of clover rarely seeds

in these parts, but last year being warmer and

dryer than usual, the first crop had seeds in as

great abundance as any second crop ever had.

The trouble in all these questions is that peo-

ple do not always stop to weigh the value of lan-

guage. For instance, there is some discussion

just now, in regard to the value of blue glass.

General Pleasanton believes that blue glass gives

great vital power, and to prove, gives in the lan-

guage of a contemporary, the following experi-

ment :—" On the 3d of November, A.D., 1869,

he imprisoned three sows and a barrow pig, all

weighing 203 lbs., in a common sty ; and on the

same day, three other sows and a barrow pig, all

weighing liSll lbs., in a blue glass sty. On the

4th day of March, 1870, the animals were

weighed, and it was found that the common sty

pigs weighed 537 lbs., the blue glass pigs 522} lbs.

Allowing for the original difference in weight,

thisshowed a gain for the blue glass pigs of 21 lbs.,

or 5| lbs. each pig, in four months' time. From
these and other comparisons, the General infers

that ' it seems obvious that the influence of the

violet-colored glass was much marked.' He,

however, states that the barrow pig in the com-
mon pen increa.sed 151 lbs., while the barrow pig
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in the blue glass pen onlj' increased 124i lbs. Here

is a gain of263 lbs. in a single animal in a common
sty over a single animal confined in a blue glass

Bty. The General explains this by saying that

the common sty pig was a strong fellow who
stole more food from his companions, than well-

behaved swine are expected to take
"

Now if we substitute Petunias and Morning

Glories for pigs, and cross fertilization for blue

glass, and turn to Mr. Darwin's recent work, the

two read very much alike. The cross-fertilized

grew a few inches more and weighed heavier

in the same time. But the critics just now are

asking General Pleasanton what fatness and

weight have to do with vital power. The fat man
and the fat pigs will get sick and die as easih' as

the lean one ; and the medium sized plant will

work its way through the world as well as the

over-grown one.

The focts which our friends bring up are all

interesting enough, and whether they be Mr.

Darwin's on fertilization, or General Pleasan-

ton's on blue-glassed pigs, they are all worth a

good deal. It is only that we should be careful

how we apply the facts, for we are so liable to be

deceived by the imperfect use of language.

—

Ed. G. M.l
'

SCIENTIFIC THEORIES.

BY N. F. F.

It is with a great deal of satisfaction one notes

the growing disposition of our scientists to inves-

tigate things closely, and to trace out the why
they are thus and so, and in this pursuit go over

again and again the ground of theories, though

advanced by very distinguished men.
"Nature al)hn]'s self-fertilization," as advanced

by some, is opi)(»sed to the experience of every

plant grower who takes delight in observation
;

but on the other side, to say that fertilizing

plants with their own pollen which do not natu-

rally fertilize themselves, is equal for re-i)roduction

to cross-fertilization,would be an error also. As to

" natural selection," is it not absolutely essen-

tial to the preservation of a species, that the

strongest should survive ? But can a higher order

of life result from natural selection ? Could it be

so, it would be subversive of order, the essence

of confusion. Does nature propagate and pre-

serve sports, bud variations, &c? Is there any
well established instance of a true vegetable hy-

brid? Is it not extremely doubtful whether a

true hybrid exists in the whole vegetable world,

except as the result of man's interference? Apart

from the controlling power of man, how long

would any hybrid continue in existence? It

would of course be absurd to seek proof that the

great First Cause could not evolve man from

an atom, just as readily as create man as

we know h im . Admitting evolution to have been

the way in which man came into existencc.what

cause, good or otherAvise, can be served by mak-
ing the oftspring of the most exalted creature on
earth, so utterly helpless for so long a time after

birth, over and above that of every other

species of animal ; and this too, no matter

whether savage or civil, crude or refined, all of

the genus homo must pass this state of utter

helplessness.

The writer has no wish to cavil at the result of

scientific research, but unless scientists can give

us—the great unlearned—something more solid

than they have yet done in this connection, they

must pardon us for adhering to the plain asser-

tion of Holy Writ," jnale and female created He
them."

"Has science in her lofty pride,

Some better, holier truth supplied?"

ON SELF-FERTILIZATION AND CROSS-FERTI-
LIZATION OF FLOWERS.

BY THOMAS MEEHAN, GERMANTGWT^, PHII^.

(Concluded from page 150 )

This brings us to the question of dichogamy
as an agent in this question. Much stress is

laid on the fact that in many flowers the pistil

is mature before or after the stamens ; and
this is interpreted as an especial arrangement

for cross-fertilization. I pointed out, last year,

that this difterence in time varied with the

season in many species. But the diflerence is

striking in some closely allied species. Bar-

barea prsecox and B. vulgaris, two cruciferous

plants, are so nearly related that the difference

can scarcely be defined. The former, however,

has its pistil of about equal length with the sta-

mens ; all included in the petals. The stigma

certainly receives own pollen simultaneously

with the expansion of the petals. But in B. vul-

garis the pistil protrudes beyond the closed

petals, and is in perfect condition to be fertilized

by extraneous pollen before it can be served by

its own. But both species make their way
equally well through the world. I think no bet-

ter illustration could be offered of the fact that a
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tlichofjninoiis plftnt liiis no ailvantngc in the

struggle for life. Tliis fact inuy, however, be il-

lustrated in various ways. Supposing the Iris

could not self-fertilize, its next of kin Sisyrin-

chiuni is certrtinly a .self-fertilizer, and who will

say that it lias not made its way proudly ! Iris

Virginica is comparatively local ; but any stu-

dent ean get a specimen of Sisyrinchium Ber-

mudianum on a few hours notice. You can lind

flowers which seem to forbid self-fertilization, it

is true ; but let us not close our eyes to those so

constructed as to render insect aid impossible.

There are some scrophulariaceous plants which

have the pistil arranged above the stamens, so

as to seem placed there in order that a visiting

insect may rub its pollen covered back against

the pistil on entering ; but many Pent.stemons

(P. grandifiorus, P. cobcea), incline the pistil

downwards, impossible for any such insect-fer-

tilization, yet every flower perfects seeds. Bro-

wallia (B. elata) has a hairy cap over the sta-

mens, and an insect would only aid in self-fer-

tilization. But when Browallia is not visited by

insects it }'et seeds abundantly ; and, it might
be argued, because it has no fragrance. But
there are some Garden Verbenas which have
fragrance as well as color. No insect visits them
on my grounds, as far as I can find, but both

kinds seed equally well.

In fact, this idea that color and fragrance are

necessary to attract insects, and are given to

plants for that purpose, does not accord with the

fact that flowers with neither, are thronged with

insect patrons. But I have taken especial pains

to note Rubus occidentalis, our native Black
Cap Riuspberry. It has not the faintest trace of

odor. Its small, greenish white petals are so in-

conspicuous that it might as well be apetalous.

But nothing can exceed the fondness of the
honey bee for it. They abound in my vicinity

;

and from sun-rise till far into the twilight of

evening, the honey bee crowds on them. They
neglect every flower, even white clover, for them
as long as they last. Surely, there should be a

necessity for insect-fertilization in cases where
insects are so assiduous ! I have had this point

suggested to me. Will it not surprise you, my
fi-iends, when I tell you that a gauze bag thrown
over a cluster of flowers, yet resulted in a perfect

fruit to every blossom, as also had all the ne-

glected clover flowers as well.

As to clover flowers, I will refer you to what I

eaid of it last year. Since then, so great is the

faith in the necessity for insect-fertilization that

humble bees have been sent from England to

New Zealand, to help the clover along. Since

last season, I have discovered that our humble
bees do not enter the mouth of the Red Clover,

care nothing for the elaborate arrangements for

cross-fertilization, but slit the tube and get at the

honey from the outside ! And yet the clover

sccils abundantly. So far as I could see, every

llower in the held where I .saw the bees behaving

so outrageously, l)ore its seed. Many flowers are

served in this way, and unless one looks closely

he may be deceived. In the Persian Lilac, if

we follow the course of our friends of the insect-

fcrtilizatioii school, we see the stamens arranged

above the pistil, and as the pollen bursts simul-

taneously with the opening of the corolla, it

ought to fall on the pistil, and the entrance of

an insect would only aid this self-fertilization.

But, with us, it never yields a solitary seed, and

we may be asked to " behold the results of self-

pollenization !
" But we see exactly the same ar-

rangement in the common Lilac; and thatseeds

abundantly. In both cases the humble bee slita

the tube, and the honey bee follows in the slita

made by its stronger friends, or else makes slita

for itself—a point I was unable, positively, to

determine. Indeed one of the points I wish to

insist on most strongly is, that the facts in the

question have been but imperfectly observed,

and then erroneously construed, and of this I

will otfer but one more illustration. It relates to

dimorphous flowers, those with the pistils long

in some flowers, and short in others, as in Epi-

giea, Mitchella, Houstonia and others. When
we look at the allies of these plants, we notice

that this behaviour is exceptional. It may be

assumed that they have wandered from a condi-

tion, when the separate sexual organs were

nearer to a perfectly hermaphrodite condition,

and it is a.ssumed that this wandering is in order

to derive some benefit from cros.s-fertilization,

through insect agency. I have endeavoured to

test this assumption in Houstonia ccerulea. I

selected a number of plants of both forms, and

marked them when in flower. In some clusters

aggregating about lifty flowers of the short styled

plants, and which, I have no doubt, were self-

fertilized, forty-two perfected seed. Of fifty with

long styles, and which would necessarily have

more difficulty of availing themselves of own
pollen, only five matured seed. Thus we «ee that

the self-fertilizer has at least the advantage of

numbers, and in a battle for life, or for any pur-

pose, that is surely an advantage ofno mean im
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portance. I believe I have shown that the facts are

not wholly as represented, and that the facts, even

when they may exist as represented, do not pro-

duce results according to the deductions drawn

from them.

Let me now show the danger of attempts

to read the purposes of nature from her direct

acts. If we examine swamp vegetation, we find

Magnolias, Willows, White Cedars, Eed Maples,

Cypresses and numerous others growing therein.

We at once conclude that they grow there be-

cause these trees prefer the wet to the dx-yer land.

But a wider acquaintance with trees will show

that all of them do better when, as we often find

them, growing in dryer places. A suspicion then

arises that there is something wrong with our

reasoning, and we find at last that nature has a

deeper purpose than merely an individual regard

for these trees. Their seeds will only grow in

wet soil ; and of necessity, and not for individual

benefit have these trees to remain there. Again

I think there is nothing more certain than that

effects will continue long after the causes which

produced them have ceased to exist; so that ac-

tions which \ >'i see, may be associated with de-

gradation, iuMuad of evolution ; may be the last

flickering of a dying light, and not an Aurora

indicating the birth of a new da}'. In the pres-

ent question, our reason will tell us that the phe-

nomena we see may bear this interpretation as

well as those given to them by our friends.

In Europe, for instance, the common Straw-

berry is almost universally hermaphrodite ; but

in this countiy the tendency to dioecism is well-

known. We know also that those parts of the

world in which dioecism prevails is not as favor-

able to the existence of the Strawberry as the

other, and we may safely conclude that dioecism

—a form of dimorphism—has no relation to any

advantage to be derived through the sexes ; but

is an actual result of degrading conditions.

Then, physiologically, what good can result?

It is asserted by those who difl"er from me that

probably most of the large order of composites

are cross-fertilized ; the flower in one head re-

ceiving the pollen of another flower in the same

head, by the aid of insects. This they contend

after an examination of the structure. After

noting the behavior of the parts, and in the

absence of insects, I contend they are self-

fertilizers. But supposing they were all that is

aeked for them ! Compare one with an ordinary

polypetalous flower — say Ranuncuhis— and

where is the gain ? The floral parts are all on the

same common peduncle in both cases, and the

stamens and pistils are as widely—nay wider

separated in a Ranunculus than in a Dandelion.

Practically, there is a wider separation of the

sexes in the Ranunculus than the Dandelion,

granting even all or more than is asked for as

cross-fertilization in composites. Physiological

disturbances that aid the vital principle in the

pistils, and interfere with that of the stamens,

of course weaken the vital power of the pollen.

In such cases foreign pollen—pollen from flowers

free from these disturbances, or where the dis-

turbances favor the stamens instead of the pis-

tils, would have more potency. It is therefore

not surprising that some cases should offer prov-

ing foreign pollen better than own pollen. It

would be more surprising if there were none ; for

in every direction we find nature with overflowing

abundance, pushing beyond what we regard as the

necessary mark. As the boy, who to jump across

the stream first goes back, and when he lands on

the other side goes further than he wants to; so

does nature in all things, or I have not read her

story right. I can refer in a brief paper like

this, to but a few observations I have made, nor

do I think it necessary. I will now submit these

propositions :

—

1st. That cross-fertilization by insect agency

does not exist to near the extent claimed for it.

2nd. Where it does exist there is no evidence

that it is of any material benefit to the race—on

the contrary.

3rd. Difficulties in self-fertihzation result from

physiological disturbances that have no relation

to the general welfare of plants as species.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Bo'iWNicAL Against Common Names.—The Gar-

dener's Chronicle has the following :—" The report

of the United States Commissioner for Agricul-

ture for 1875, contains a catalogue of upwards of

400 species of forest trees, including, however,

such plants as Yuccas. The same volume con-

tains an elaborate and exhaustive account of the

forests of the several States. For the benefit of

those who rail at Latin names of plants we give

the popular names of Abies Douglasii, which it

appears is known as ' Douglas Fir, Red Fir, Black

Fir, Douglas Spruce, Red Spruce, Black Spruce,

Hemlock, Oregon Pine, Western Pitch, Bear

River Pine, Swamp Pine, and perhaps others.

Moreover, nearly all of the names are also ap-
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plied to other species.' " Like the Chrouu-h' we

do not see how we could ^et nlonj; without ho-

tnnicnl names, hnid iis some of them :uc. We
do all we can to show this, hut wc must make it

ns easy ns we can ; and wc cn)i at least do with-

out the long Latin names for garden varieties.

Very Latk Black hkukiks.—The Placer Herald

Bays, " that high up in the mountains, near the

settlement of 'Yankee Pines,' there is a s))ecics

of black herry that ri]iens very late. We had good

fruit gathered in these hills on Christmas day.

The elevation is oiXM) feet."

LEMMOiNiA Camkoknica is the name of a new
genus of plants, discovered by that excellent

working botanist, J. G. Lemmon. Dr. Gray will

80on publish the description.

FinRE Plants.—The San Francisco Herald

says:
—"The maiiufacture of two new kinds of

elastic fibrous materials for upholsterers' use has

lately been commenced in California—one at An-
tioch from Tule, and the other at Los Angeles

from Cactus—the former the product of the

Bwamp and the latter of the desert. Mean-
time, the dried and twisted fibre of the Amole or

Soap root keeps its place in the market as one
of the best substitutes for hair, which continues

to be preferred as the best stuffing for mat-

tresses." The Soap root is perhaps the Chloro-

galum.

The Use of Feathered Aavns to Some Seeds.

—One of Mr. Darwin's sons has, during the past

two years, contributed some very interesting

articles to scientific serials on the uses of feath-

ered and twisted awns to some seeds. He thinks

that the feathered portion helps to keep the

points of the seeds downwards, and that the

twisting helps to screw them into the soil, as it

were. The late Charles J. Wister, of German-

town, told the writer of this that he had experi-

mented carefully with the Slipa pennata or fea-

ther gra.ss, (see <'Ut,) and that unless the point in

some way got pressed perpendicularly into the

earth, they would not germinate. Seeds laid

horizontally, and covered with earth as in ordi-

nary seed sowing, would not grow. The subject

will be interesting to plant lovers, and we call

attention to it now that seeds of this character

may be saved to e.\i)eriment with.

Fleshy Fri'its.—The flesh of the fruit of most

of our cultivated fruit trees is analogous to the

enlarged roots of the Turnip and Beet, and sim-

ilar plants, and is simply the product of cultiva-

tion, which is much sooner lost again under

neglected circumstances than it was originally

artificially produced. One of the inost able

French botanists. Professor Lecoq, of Clermont-

Ferrand, who died only some few years ago, in-

stituted numerous experiments with various

wild plants to induce them to form fleshy roots,

and he was almost invariably successful. Just

as it is the task of the agriculturist to increase

the volume of his roots, so it should be the aim

of the fruit gardener to increase the flesh of pome,

stone, and berry fruits, and the substance stored

up in the cotyledons of nut fruit.

—

Karl Koch.

Descending Sap.—It is not affirmed by any

one that we know of, that the elaborated sap

does not descend. The modern notion is simply

that it may, and does ascend—go horizontally,

or in any other direction, as well as descend, ac-

cording to time, circumstances, and the need of

the plant. Suppose, for instance, starch is to be

stored in a potato tuber, or wood to be formed

in a vine rod; the matter out of which that

starch or that wood is formed must in great

measure pass through the leaves, and, therefore,

it must descend to reach its destination. But

starch is likewise stored up in the grain of

wheat. In this case, then, it is obvious that

the nutrient and store-containing or store-form-

ing sap must ascend from the leaves; and the

same holds true of fruits and stones (seeds)

placed above the leaves.

—

Gardener's Chronicle.

Light and Vegetation.—In observing the in-

fluence upon vegetation of the long duration of

light during the Summer months in high lati-

tudes. Dr. Muller foiuid that at seventy degrees

north latitude, pears grew at the rate of three

and a half inches in twenty-four h.'urs for many
days during the season, and that certain cereal*
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grew at the rate of two and a half inches in the

same specified time. He also noted that the

constant presence of light increased those secre-

tions in plants which are due to the influence of

actinic force on the leaves. The coloring matter

and pigment cells were in much greater amount,

and the tints of the colored parts were conse-

quently deeper. The same effect was produced

upon the secretions which give flavor and odor,

so that the fruits of Northern Norway, though

less sweet, are more savory than those grown in

the South.

New Classification of Monocotyledons.—At

the recent meeting of the Linnaean Society,

Mr. Bentham, F. E. S., presented a long paper on

the classification and nomenclature of monoco-

tyledons. In the brief account he gave of the

contents of his paper he urged that, in describing

plants, care should be taken to employ terms

that state facts and do not involve a theory as to

what the parts described represent in other

plants. He complained of the carelessness with

which many writers indiscriminately employ

terms. His new classification involves great

changes. It was es])ecially pointed out that ex-

ternal appearance is often misleading, and, for

example, the Iris and the Lily in the new scheme

are widely separated, the Liliaca? being brought

into close proximity with the Smilacse. Enough

was said of the paper to show that when pub-

lished it will arouse an unusual amount of inter-

est among botan'sts.

—

Gardener's Magazine.

SCEAFS AND QUERIES.

The Double-headed Callas.—We have had

numerous specimens sent to us since our last ap-

peared, and have seen many growing. They
must have been unusually numerous the past

season. No doubt the peculiar arrestation of

bud growth necessary to form the embrj'onic

flower last Fall, was imperfect. It grew a little

after having started to form the flower-bud, and

then was again speedily arrested. It is like the

rebounding of a stone on the water when thrown

at an angle. It does not immediately sink as

when it fi\lls more in right line. The peculiar

season was no doubt connected with this pecu-

liar disturbance.

Variations in Fecan Nuts.—G. F. N. writes:

" Please find herewith two nuts. No. 1 (the

smaller), is sold in our fruit stores as the ' Texas

Pecan.' In appearance it differs from the ordi-

nary pecan. On cracking it you will find less of

the bitter lining of that nut, and the meat

plumper and sweeter.

" The other is said to be a cross between the

Hickory and Pecan. A few were given to me

;

I think they come from Tennessee. My family

cracked one of them, and found it had a thicker

shell and a smaller meat than the Pecan. I wish

you would plant this, and should extra assort-

ment be necessary, please inform me."

[We have little faith in what " is said to be "

about hybrids in nature. They probably rarely

occur, and we know of no direct proof in any

one case instanced. It is forgotten how great is

a plant's own innate power of variation. At the

late Centennial Exhibition, the Spanish collec-

tion contained a wonderful variety of the com-

mon European walnut—Madeira nuts—many

of them more distinct in appearance from one

another than these Pecan nuts appear ;
but they

are not hybrids, for there is no other species but

the one—Juglans regia—nothing to hybridize

with.

The whole race of Shellbarks and Pecans are

worth looking after in the wild woods ; and when

any are found first-rate select them, and grc^

them. It is a slow and uncertain method to go

onby seed.— Ed. G. M.]

Freezing of Sap.—A Galena friend says :—

" The opinion that sap freezes is a very common,

though it may be a very erroneous one. Not

long since we were talking with one of our fore-

most nurserymen, a man of ripe experience and

enviable success, who stated incidentally that trees

frozen solid in transportation may be thawed out

by immersion in water or by being buried ia

damp earth (the whole tree, roots and branches

being covered), and the tree will sustain no in-

jury by the frost. Now query if the sap may be

thus frozen out of the ground and thawed again

without injuring the vitality of the trees, why not

in the ground as well ?"

[This is a correct observation. A tree which

may have its roots wholly encased in frost under

ground, escapes ; the same tree, its roots exposed

to the atmosphere, dies. If it has not been long

or severely frozen, it may be recovered by im-

mersing in cold water.

In like manner tender roses or similar half-

hardy plants, kept in a close greenhouse where
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the iiir is nuiist, will endure a tenipcniture of

^ero all Winter witluiut injury ; but if expo-scd to

the open iiir, are l<il!ecl by luilf that amount

of frost. The general impression, and we think

the correct one is, that the juices are dried out

by evaporation, frost ixa. well as heat being an

evaporator.—Ed. G. M.)

i'liKi.LOOKNDKON.—F., Baltimore, Md., writes:

—" I have haul thePhilodendron growing in past

times, and know it as a very tender hot-house

plant, with leaves having holes as if torn through

theui, and it beai-s a fruit that is tolerably good

to eat. I see that you report a new one that is a

tree, and hardy. Will it bear fruit like the other

one, and is it not uncommon to have such hardy

plants and stove-plantsin the same family?"

[Our correspondent misapprehends. It is Phel-

lodendron, not Philodendron. It is the ditlerence

between a " friend '' or " lover," and " cork." Bo-

tanists seldom tell why they name trees. They

take it for granted that those who are interested

enough in the meanings know Latin or Greek,

and can find out for themselves. Mr. Sargent

uays the bark of this tree is very corky, and we

suppose on this account it must have suggested

the name Phellodendron. The Philodendron

merely "loves trees. ' It is an arum that roams

and rambles over trees. By the way, why the

willow oak was named Quercus phelloswe never

knew, unless from some distant resemblance of

the leaves to those of the cork oak. Perhapa

some of our botanical linguists can tell Of Phi-

lodendron we give an illustration herewith.

JTERATURE, SrAVELS & pERSONAL MoTES.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

"PATENTED" FRUITS.

BY X. B. MIN£R, LINDEN, N. J.

There is but one feature of this proposed pro-

tection to originators of new varieties of fruits,

in my opinion, that is practical—patenting the

name—and this would be a great advance in the

ease sis it now stands. For instance, I have

spent twenty years in growing seedling grapes,

and have expended a great deal of money in my
experiments, and at last I claim to have origina-

ted the best varieties of white grapes, of purely

native origin, in the United States. But to ask

a patent on the fruit itself I consider of no use

or benefit, because it would be impossible, in

case of infringement on such patent, to prove that

it existed. My grapes may be grown by others

under a new name, and it would be out of my
power to prevent it, because no description of

the vines, fruits, quality, &c., can be embraced in

a claim for a patent, that would enable any per-

son or persons to select my vines from others

when not in bearing; and when the fruit \a

mature the quality would be so various in difi'er-

ent places, owing to a difference in soil, climate,
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&c., that it would then be impossible to indentify

the vines. So it would be with every new variety

of fruit; all one would have to do would be to

change the yiame, and then sell all he desired.

Take strawberries; for instance, the "Great

American," the foliage being identical with a

score of other varieties, and the fruit changeable

in size and flavor in different localities, how
could it be patented? I consider such a thing

so preposterously absurd that it is a waste of

time to argue the question. But if the rtame

were secured to the originator, so that no one

could sell " Great American " strawberries with-

out purchasing a " right," the originator would

be partially protected. It is true, that they

could be sold under another name, but it takes

several years to establish the character of a new
variety of fruit, by advertising it, and having it

tested in ditierent parts of the country; and

those persons who sell it under a new name
would have to do their own advertising and

build up a reputation for it at their own expense,

which is something worth trying to secure.

Suppose, as the case now stands, that I adver-

tise my new grapes extensively, and pay out

thousands of dollars, and establish their character

all over the United States ; well,various enterpri-

sing nurserymen buy from fifty to one hundred

vines each, and in three or four years thev are

able to supply the entire demand for these vines,

and will do it on the strength of my previous

advertising ! That is wrong, and it tends to

discourage producers of new varieties of fruits.

Let us, then, try to secure our right to the name

we give our fruit, and not to ask anythhig more,

as we shall not obtain more if we ask it till

doomsday. I offer no grape vines for sale at

present.

RECOLLECTIONS OF AUSTRALIA.

BY WM. T. HARDING, UPPER SANDUSKY, OHIO.

(Concluded from page 123.)

The wild romance of nature was as perfect

and as charming as could possibly be found in

the sublunary world. In the small lagoons, or

pools, through which the water flowed, grew

Nelumbium Leichardtianum, a most magnifi-

cent ofimson water lily, with immense leaves

rising four or five feet above the water; among
which floated the beautiful blue Nymphea gi-

gantea. Among masses of water plants and

large tussocks of Xyrus, especially, several pairs

of the odd-looking mained geese had formed

their nests. Quietly swimming about, were

several sleeply-looking pied geese, and so

stupidly goosy as to allow me to ca(ch them.

Nothing surprised me more than the discovery

of a bed of water cress, the true Nasturtium offi-

cinalis, with which both the London and New
York markets are supplied. What memories

seemed to cluster round the little herb of other

lands, the sight of which awakened happy recol-

lections of friends, in "the fast anchored isle."

The rhizomes of Davallia pyxidata, and D.

flaccida hung in lengthened masses, like twisted

and tangled ropes, from the projecting crags,

some forty feet long. The Stag's Horn Fern,

Platycerum alcicorne, was indeed a curious sight

to behold. Like a parisite, it seemed to live upon

anything, moist or dry, and grew equally as well

on the tops of the trees as on the soil beneath.

A Loranthus, or mistletoe, a true parasite, was

growing upon ail Acacia platyphylla, near by.

A splendid specimen of what I supposed to be

a Macrozamea cylindrica, was perched high up

on the edge of a projecting rock. On such an

elevated vantage-ground, its peculiarity seemed

more strange and conspicuous.

Many were the species of beautiful ferns, of

which the anne.\ed are but a few:—Polypodium

Billardieri, Niphobolus rupcstris, Zyphopteris

hetrophylla, Blechnum Isevigatum, Adiantum

formosum, A. deltoideum, A. concinnum, Asplen-

ium flabellifolium, A. obtusatum, Botrychium

australe, Aspidium munitum, A. decompositum,

Pteris falcata, P. esculenta, Dictyopteris pteroi-

des, D. macrodonta, Microlepis rhomboidea,

Ophioglossum gramineuni, Lindsaea linearis, Ne-

ottopteris Austral asica, Cyathea medularis, Also-

phila Australis, and Cybotium Billiardieri—

splendid specimens, averaging from twenty to

sixty feet high. A tall and slender stemmed

Alsophila Liechardtiana was one of the grandest

of tree ferns I ever saw.

Hibiscus multifidus, a comely blue flowering

shrub, was abundant. As a tree of mark, the

very singular evergreen, Carpodonta lucida,

ha<l a striking appearance; its glossy foliage

seemed to be dripping wet, as it glistened and

waved in the sun.

Among a mass of detached rocks sprung the

corrugated shaft of fine Xanthorrhoea, or grass

tree. From the apex of its grass-like crown

waved a beautiful flossy wand, or floral plume,

several feet above. Pretty bushes of Prostan-

thera violacea, mingled with Chorozema
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vnrium, Grovillca ^Innglosii, Cass'mcn den-

ticulntrt, Zcfia revoluta, Trichilia gluntlulosa,

Rucllin Austrnlis, nncl Pimclia liiiifoliii.

Not more than a 1>o\y slint from where I stood

I observed a eircle of long lanees, standing

above tlie low shrubs and ferns. Every moment
I cxj)ected to see tlie savage owners start up or

make some movement; but not a sound or mo-
tion broke the silence. Imitating their usual

C4ill, with a loud co-oc-er,

" I li£tpned for a footfall, ami waited for a word,

But the beating of my own heart, was (he only sound I heard."

I cautiously advanced among the bushes, to re-

connoitre, when, lo and behold! was a sight, at

which I stood aghast. Before me lay the skele-

ton forms of nine human beings. In grim

ghastliness, the bony structures lay bleaching in

the wind and sun. No anatomical operation

could have been more skillfully performed by

the professional anatomist, than had been done
by a fierce army of ant.s. Their sharp and ac-

tive mandibles soon dissect a carcass. Springing

from between the ulna and radius bones of the

fore arm of a skeleton, was a thrifty looking

plant of Trichomanes venosa, a very graceful lit-

tle fern. Its clinging rhizomes were gradually

creeping round the bones, and had firmly at-

tached its clasping roots thereto. Its beautiful

pinnules so extremely slender, and resting on
such fragile stipes, seemed to be more airy and
gauze-like in their delicate green, which much
resembled hair-lined etchings on ivory. The
poor wretches had evidently come to an un-

timely end. Scattered around lay the wom-
meras, waddies, boomerangs, spears and shields

—all wooden weapons, of the most primitive

kind.

In the centre of an exceedingly fine specimen
of Neottopteris Austrahusica, or Bird's Nest Fern,

rested a fleshless skull, around which the long,

undivided fronds radiated, after the manner of an
Elizabethan frill or ruffled collar, and much like

the stiff muslin chevaux defrise, with wliich the

artist usually surrounds the face of "good Queen
Bess." The forbidding grimace of death's head

shocked me, as its eyeless socl<ets seemed to fix

me with a horrid stare. With a shudder, I

turned from " those holes where eyes did once
inhabit," and leaving the sickening scene, re-

traced my steps along the solitary wild, and was
soon again by the side of Patrick, my invalid

companion. To my inquiries regarding his

health, he astonished me by saying, "he never

felt better in all his born days whenever ho

faced Mt. Alexandria, l)Ut whenever his face wan

towards it, he felt as if he was kilt, intirely."

Abernethy, in his ever prompt and peculiar

way, would have treated such a case heroically,

no doubt. But as he had gone to the shades long

ago, it remained for the writer to assume the

role of Escidapius for once, and from his own
vade mecum prescribe for his suflering compan-
ion. The diagnostic symptoms, evidently, indi-

cated a ver}' severe attack of gold/ever. As our

stock of drugs was small, and my allopathic

knowledge still smaller, I concluded a ki Hahney

mann, to prescribe siinilia similihus curantur.

Reluctantly, I, with my fever-stricken friend,

turned again towards the gold fields. When in

sight of a miner's hut, we halted beneath a

]\Iimusops cyanocarpus, a very curious tree.

The wonderful "cow tree," M. eliator, of the

Amazons, so frequently described by travelers,

is a congener, which, with M. dissecta, when

once seen, are trees ever to be remembered.

The flowers bear a striking resemblance to a

monkey's face. Feeling more sick and sorrow-

ful than my friend Patrick after a long parley,

I clasped his honest hand for the last time, and

bidding him God-speed, separated forever.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Ruined by his Greenhouses.—The Boston

folks should look afte^ the agent of the Asso-

ciated Press of their city. While sending an

account to every leading paper in the country of

the failure of one of their citizens, lie coupled it

with his "opinion" that tlie trouble was caused

by "inordinate expenditures on greenhouses."

The Associated Press pays for news and not for

opinions, especially opinions that are founded

on mere guesses. We venture to say that no

amateur's greenhouses in the United States cost

as much as the horses and carriages, or as

much as the Winter parties and other extrava-

gances; and though it might be contended

that horses save car fare and railroad rides, the

fruits, vegetables and flowers used in a family

surely save as much t\s horse-keeping does. In

this particular case we feel especially sifre that

"inordinate expenses on greenhouses" would

not have amounted to anything like $3000 a year,

which would hardly involve a man to the extent

of perhaps a hundred thousand dollars.
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Those Rascally Seedsmen.—We find the fol-

lowing letter from a sufferer in the Gander-

mvamp (0.) Slatesman. We understand that the

gentleman, who was so fearfully swindled, en-

couraged by recent legal decisions in New
Jersey and elsewhere, does not intend to suffer

the matter to rest here, but has engaged our

horticultural friend Judge Frank of Dayton,

to see him righted in the matter. We may look

for lively times.

Mr. Editor:—I bought from Mr. the

finest and rarest varieties of flower seeds I found

described in his catalogue.

I made a hot-bed four feet thick of fresh, loose

manure, placed fine earth over it, composed

mostly of decayed cowdung and chicken manure.

It was black and rich, and seed having any vi-

tality at all would surely germinate in such soil.

I sowed my seed in this bed and covered it about

four inches deep with a composition made of

one-third of the fine earth aforesaid, one-third of

bone-dust and one-third of Peruvian guano.

The heat of my hot-bed was splendid—hot

enough to boil water.

I saturated thoroughly three times each d&y to

encourage the seeds to do well. You say seeds

should never be allowed to become dry after

they are sown. I watched my hot-beds very

attentively daily, anxiously looking for the seeds

to come up in luxuriant growth. I was already

seeing them in imagination at my dooryard,

blooming in a sea of glory next Stimmer.

I really thought my heart would break when,

after long days and weary weeks of watching,

not a flower seed came up. At the same time

when I sowed my flower seed I also sow^ed some

cabbage seed into my hot-bed. The cabbage

seed sprouted a few days after it was sowed, but

it grew up at the rate of two-forty, spindling like

a darning needle. The plants could not stand up

straight. They gracefully hung their heads down

to the ground like stalks of Indian corn in Sum-

mer after a severe storm, showing that the cab-

bage seed must have been sickly when I got it,

and that the flower seed was as dead as a door-

nail before it was sent to me.

Oh, for a modern Attila, who would be a

scourge of nurserymen and seedsmen, who would

kill all the swindling nurserymen and seedsmen,

together with their families, and their relatives

to the fifteenth degree.

I do not believe that a drop of honest blood

would be harmed if all the nurserymen and

seedsmen and all their friends and relations were

indiscriminately slaughtered, and their heads

used to build pyramids in Tamerlane's fashion

of old, as a terrible and lasting warning to all

rascals.

You may say that I am excited; that I am
mad. I say, yes; I am excited; I am mad; and

I have every reason to be so. It is well for

these villians that I am not in possession of witch-

craft, for woe be unto them if I were. I do think

it is too provoking to be swindled and victimized

year after year by a set of thieves and plunder-

ers. But enough of this sad chapter. I do

neither ask nor expect any advice from you in

this matter, because there is none to give; but it

relieves my bleeding heart, and throbbing, aching

temples to know that you share my grief by

knowing of it. This world would be a paradise

to us if we were spared the agonies given us by

dishonest nurserymen and seedsmen. As it is, it

is " a vale of tears—dead."

ToRNiLLA.—In the published reports of the

meeting of the Linnsen Society of London it is

said the Strombocarpus pubescens of New
Mexico is called, by the natives, Retorquilla, it

should be Tornilla, we think.

A Dahlia Catalogue.—It puts us in mind of

some thirty years ago, to see a beautifully gotten

up catalogue wholly on Dahlias! It is from Mr.

Max Deegan Junior the second, and from Kos-

tritz in Thuringia, and we really think the

Dahlia deserves more than the cool treatment it

has had of late years. Mr. Deegan grows only

Dahlias, having given up all other branches of

the floral business for them. Such devotion

deserves reward.

How TO Raise Fruit.—A hand-book of fruit

culture, by Thomas Gregg, New York, S. R

.

Wells & Co., from J. B. Lippincott & Co., Phila -

delphia. Every year there are large numbers of

little books issued from the pi-ess on this and

kindred subjects, which are evidently not intend-

ed for those who have made much advance in

horticultural knowledge, and which are aimed at,

and really do reach many who rarely or neve r

see more advanced publications. It would

hardly be fair to apply the same rules of criti-

cism to these as to more pretentious works. They

do a great deal of good in their way, and we
were glad to see that there is a demand and a

good use for them. Mr. Greeg's book is quite as
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good as a Inrj^o number of this dnss, ami far

superior to many that have had higher aims.

We are not sure but wc might take exceptions

to some of tho statements of facts. For instance,

we read that "Tliomas ^loohan, the intelligent

Editor of the Gardnirr'K Monthbi of I'hilndolj^hia,

recommends the growing of pears in a grass sod,

ns a preventative of blight." The part we have

italicized is incorrect. We have never had any

evidence that pears in sod are exempt from the

fire blight, nor ever have so stated.

The On-ion Smut. By Prof. W. (J. Farlow.—

To the obligations practical horticulturists all

over the country are under to the Botanists of

Cambridge we have now added this labor of

Prof. Farlow on the Onion Smut, which is a fear-

ful pest to the onion crops of Massachusetts and

Connecticut. Prof. Farlow does not know that

it has been noticed elsewhere. It is caused by a

fungus nearly allied to the rj'e smut. It is named
by Prof. Farlow, Urocystis Cepulaj; the spores

enter the plant with the sap, from the ground.

It is not safe to plant onions in infested ground

for three or four years.

Hatching Eggs and Raising Poultry by

Means of Horse Manure. By A. Corbett, New
York, Orange, Judd & Co.—For manj% many
years there have been numerous promising in-

ventions for raising chicks without a mother,

but all have been abandoned after a year or so

of trial. We do not think the author knows
why all these have failed. Whether his own
plan will share a similar fate when it gets into

other hands or not remains to be seen. Whether
or not, there is quite enough of information

about chickens in health and chickens sick to

make the cheap little book well worth the money,
though the buyer never sees an "artificial"

chick.

Mkijiournk, Australia, Botanic Garoen An-
nual Heport kor 1876. By W. R. Guilfoyle,

Esq., Director.—This is very pleasant reading,

showing how a garden can be made a place of

pleasure to the whole people who support it, and

yet not neglect the higher aims of science, which
indirectly serve the whole jjcopje's good. These
gardens are among the few very successful enter-

prises rif the kind.

Western New York Horticultural Society,

Proceedings 01=^220 Annual Meeting at R<x;h-

ester, 1877. From P. C. Reynolds, Rochester,

Secretary.—This excellent Society exists wholly

by membership and contributions, yet publi.shes

a good volume, and does good work. In this

volume are excellent essays by J. J. Thomas
on Native Fruits; Hugh T. Brooks, on Insect

Enemies; Geo. Ellwanger, on Ornamental Trees;

W. C. Barry, on Botany; Mr. Hooker, on the

Apple Crop; M. B. Bateham, on Storing Winier

Fruits; Prof. Conistock, on Entomology ; Eugene
Glen, on Copyrights to Originators of Horticultural

Novelties; Dr. G. Ware Sylvester, on Phylloxera;

besides full reports of the discussions. The ar-

ticle on "copyrights," by Mr. Glen, is especially

interesting in view of the recent discussions in

this respect, and is one of the most ably reasoned

arguments in favor of a "copyrighted name"
to a fruit, that we have seen, and deserves to be

studied by all interested in the production of

new fruits, seeds or flowers, and who really de-

sire to see discoveries well rewarded, according

to their worth. Mr. Glen has, by no means, per-

ceived all the objections to copyrighted names.

Some of the worst objections are among these

that are overlooked, but this we leave to others

to look after. We can only say that, at this

meeting, Mr. Glen's well-reasoned remarks do

not appear to have met with opposition at the

meeting.

IMORTICULTURAL ^SOCIETIES.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The International Exhibition Company.—
The immense structure known as the " Majn
Building," of the Centennial Exposition, the

largest single hall, perhaps, ever built in the world,

has been purchased, most of our readers know,

by a private company for the purpose of holding

a perpetual exhibition of the products of science

and art. Horticulture and agriculture in any
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of the features that will admit of permanent ex-

hibition have not been overlooked by the man-

agement, and any one interested in these depart-

ments will find a day spent in this wonderful

building very far from being lost.

NewYork Horticultural Society.—Schedule

of Premiu ms for 1877.—Thi.s new society appears

to be in a flourishing condition. Mr. John Hen-

derson is President, and Mr.W. J. Davidson, box

191, Brooklyn, N. Y., Recording Secretary, from

whom the schedules can be obtained. The Fall

exhibition will be held on the 22d, 23d, and 24th

of September. From New York papers we learn

that there is a gratifying increase in the number
of amateur visitors to the meetings of the So-

ciety, which are regarded as in every way a

great success.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.—
Schedule of premiums for 1877.—Competition

open to all. $6,100 are offered for premiums.

Among the matters of general interest are the

following offers for essays : For the best Essay

upon the Culture and Varieties of Roses, $25;

Culture of Flowers and Foliage for Winter Dec-

oration and the Market, with a list of the most

desirable varieties, $2.5 ; Ripening and Market-

ing of Pears, $25 ; Garden Irrigation—its Advan-

tages and Limits, $25 ; Bottom Heat—its Bene-

fits and Methods, $25; Chickweed—its Effects

and how to Eradicate it, $25.

The Essays to be directed to "Robert Manning,

Secretary of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, Horticultural Hall, Boston; for the

Committee on Publication and Discussion," so

as to be received by the first of November, in

sealed envelopes, unsigned, but accompanied by

the name of the writer in a separate sealed en-

velope. Notice will be given to successful com-

petitors of the time for reading their Essays.

All the Society 's prizes are open to general com-
petition. William C. Strong is the Chairman of

Com. on Publication and Discussion.

Germantown (Pa.) Horticultural Society.—
In looking through the pretty little exhibition

during its April show, we noted a few items

which may interest the general reader.

In the collection of Thomas Hendricks, gar-

dener to Mr. John Jay Smith, there was a speci-

men of the new Hydrangea, Thomas Hogg. It

is more distinct than one would suppose from

the description, for the flowers are not only larger

and of a pure white, but have an angular out-

line which strikes the reader at once as novel.

Mr. Hendricks had also a stand of remarkably
fine Marshall Niel roses, the result of a graft on
the Banksian stock. We have before noted how
very well roses under glass culture do when grafted

on the Banksian, and was glad to be again re-

minded of it in this pleasant way. It is a pleas-

ure to see people trying to make handsome things

of old fashioned plants, as occurred to us as we
saw Mr. David Hunter's specimen of the cut-

leaved variety of the rose geranium. It was
about four feet over. It might have been im-

proved by a little guidance in growing it, but

still it was impressive from its size. Mr. H. had
also a plant of Abutilon vexillarium, grafted on
a straight stem about three feet high, which
mode of growth suits the drooping flowers very

well. He had also some well-grown pansies, the

flowers of which were two and a half inches

across. Mr. James Ritchie of Philadelphia, had
a remarkable collection of imported azaleas, re-

markable not only for the beauty of the flowers,

biit for the skill in training, as in form they were
all made to appear as bouquets, each of the ex-

act size of the other. As to varieties the Coun-
tess of Kerchove was particularly beautiful. It

was of a semi-double white with bright carmine
stripes. Alex. Newett, gardener to Mr. H. Pratt

McKean, always attracts close attention to his

plants from the orchids which he generally haa

in bloom. Here was a hanging basket with nu-

merous pendent clusters of- vErides odoratum
;

the deliciously scented but not showy Maxilla-

ria Deppei, and a few others. A very delicate

and beautiful palm in the same collection, is

Sabal tomentosa. It was as graceful as some
ferns. The old fishioned flowers were worthily

represented by Matthew McClearj', gardener to

Miss Dorsey who had a plant of Epiphyllum speci-

osum—an old cactus but seldom seen—with sev-

enty-eight blossoms on it! And by Mrs. Dunton
with her wall-flowers, which for richness of per-

fume by those who do not get intoxicated by full

draughts of sweet odors, is particularly welcome.

Mr. R. J. Siddall had a large quantity of the new
"calla"Richardia maculata. For flowers it is not of

course as desirable as the old Richardia ethio-

pica, but the spotted leaves are of such a healthy

appearance, that its position as a good window-
plant is near the top of the list. We mean that

it harmonizes well with works of art. Mr. E.

Lonsdale had a very fine plant of a Mule Pink.

These are hj^brids between the common "Carna-
tion " Pink and the Chinese Pink, and we are
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movetl to say not dmIv tiiat this particular vari-

ety was good, but tliat tlic whole race deserves

more extended culture. The rresident, Mr. Gal-

loway C. Morris, had a large number of beautiful

plants—among others an Azalea mollis, very

•triking by its orange oblique llowei-s, and an

Indian Azalea, " Beauty of Surry,' also attractive

by reason of the pure velvety texture of th»^

petals.

American Pomologicai, Socikty.— In adilition

to the programme as noted in our last, in-

vitations have been accepted by the follow-

ing-named gentlemen to prepare papers :
—

Prof. W. J. Beal, of the Agricultural College,

Lansing, >[ichigan, will prepare a paper on

" The Classilication of Apples ;
" Prof. A. N.

Prentiss, of Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.,

will prepare a paper on " The Pathology of Cul-

tivated Plants." It is expected that other gen-

tlemen of experience and skill will present pa-

pers on practical or historical subjects con-

nected with fruit-culture, such as " The Species

of the Apple," "The Bitter Rot of the Apple,"

etc.

Horticultural Pioneers in the West.—The

Chicago Tribune names as among the early hor-

ticultural pioneers of Illinois, Samuel Edwards,

Mr. Harkness, Mr. Overman, John B. Tull, Mr.

Shepherd, Tyler McWhorter, Mr. Hunt, Mr.

Kinney, Mr. Mann and S. G. Winkler—of the

good works of the rnpst of which we also can

attest as being well merited.

SCEAPS AND QUERIES.

The Centennial Exhibition—A Letter fro.m

President Wilder.—Mr. Editor:—In running

through your last Monthly, I am pleased to see

that the same nerve guides the editorial pen

with usual vigor. Your article on "Self and

Cross-Fertilization " pleases me. You are well

posted—go on, and you will be able to make
clear many mysteries in that science. This " lit-

tle cloud of pollen " floats in the air as the fra-

grance of flowers permeates it, and alchough

invisible to the naked eye, impregnates every

pistil within its reach. These fertilizing grains,

by the aid of the microscope, may be seen on

shaking the flower, to rise like dust in the air,

eager to light upon their companions for the

procreation of their species. Your experiments

are very ingenious and instructive, and agree

with my own experience in regard to the diffu-

sion of i)ollen anil its subtle circct. One in-

stance in proof—the Wilder strawberry is a pis-

tillate i)lant, and its foliage is so tall that it cov-

ers almost completely iUs blossoms, and yet they

are fully impregnated by a bed of Staminate, if

in the vicinity, and produce large crops of fruit.

I have been much interested in your article on

"The Centennial Pomological Judges," and the

frank and honest explanations you have made
on the subject. As one of the Advisory Com-
mittee of the Bureau of Agriculture, I did what

I could to impress on the Commissioners the

great importance of American Pomology, which

should have astonished the world by its exhibi-

tion. Considering the disposition to almost ignore

it, the wonder is that during the week in Sep-

tember there should have been more than

twelve thousand dishes of fruits on the tables.

And let it not be forgotten how much the pub-

lic owes to you and other judges who, without

compensation, served for months in the Horticul-

tural and Pomological Department. I thank

Mr. Lincoln for his recognition of those worthy

compeers to which he alludes by name, all of

which are better entitled to the " Clarem el ven-

erahile nomen" than the other person designated.

Notes on the Centennial Pomoixkjical Ex-

hibit—Letter from Mr. Burnet Landreth.—
Mr. Editor :—Permit me to correct a typographi-

cal error in the extract from my official report

upon Pomology, at the International Exhibition.

The last passage, as printed in your May num-
ber, reads, " The Pomological Judges examined

patiently and critically two thousand distinct

dishes of fruit." The reference to two thousand

applies, not to dishes, but to distinct exhibits, many
of them comprising three or four hundred dishes

each, as in the aggregate the judges passed upon

Gl,391 dishes.

Exactly four-fifths of the examinations were

n^de solely by the resident Pomological Judges,

who did half the work in the remaining fifth.

For six months they twice and thrice a week de-

voted both mornings and afternoons to patient

investigation, and developed high technical

qualifications, the i"ange of species and varieties

exhibited, exceeding anything in the history of

pomology. For this labor, our pomological

friends received the munificent (!) compensation,

grudgingly awarded, referred to in your last

edition.
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SEASONABLE HINTS.

The many who admired the massing of the

leaf plants in the bedding at the Centennial

grounds last year, and have endeavored to imi-

tate it this, will do well to remember, that just

now much pinching in of the young shoots

has to be done. It is the new growth made this

month that gives the best colors in August

and September, and this reminds us the Salvias

were also pinched in ; but where a fine early

bloom of scarlet sage is desired, they should

have no pinching back.

All who have given attention- to hardy shrubs

know how unsightly the prevailing fashion of

winter shearing— for we cannot dignify the

practice by calling it pruning— renders the

bushes ; and yet all feel the want of some meth-

od of keeping them within bounds, and in a

somewhat cultivated form. If the strong shoots

are thinned out now, all this trouble is obviated.

The same remarks apply to street trees, and all

others that it is desired to keep low and bushy
to the base.

Hedges must be served in the same way. Trim
off—regarding a due conical shape—all strong

top shoots, and suffer the weaker and lower ones

to grow as widely and freely as they will.

In many gardens there will be roses of poor

and inferior kinds, or of good ones that the

owner may desire superseded by better ones.

This may readily be accomplished by budding or

inoculating, and now and next month is the sea-

son to operate.

In almost all works on budding it is recom-

mended to take the wood out of the bud to be

inserted. This is necessary in the English cli-

mate, but unnecessary here, and never followed

by practiced hands.

Amateurs may have some rare or choice shrub

they may desire to increase. They may now be

propagated by layers. This is done by taking a

strong and vigorous shoot of the present season's

growth, slitting the shoot a few inches from its

base, and burying it a few inches under the soil,

or into a pot of soil provided for the purpose.

Anything can be propagated by layers ; and it

is an excellent mode of raising rare things that

can be but with difficult}' increased by any other.

The raising of new varieties of florists' flowers

is an interesting occupation to the amateur. The
process of hybridization, applies to all plants as

well as to grapes ; but good improved kinds of

some things may be obtained from chance

seedlings. The finest and doublest of Roses,

Petunias, Dahlias, Carnations, etc., should be se-

lected, and as soon as the petals fade, they should

be carefully removed, or they will cause the deli-

cate organs of reproduction to decay before

maturity. A flower may be so very double as

not to bear seed at all, as in the case of the

Gillyflower or Stock ; but if the pistil remains

perfect, as it usually does, seed will ensue.

Dahlia seed may be preserved till the Spring.

Antirrhinum, Rose, Carnation, and such hardy

perennials, should be sown soon after ripening.
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COMMUNICA TIONS.

THE AILANTHUS.

I«Y MK. A. VKirciI, Xi;\V HAVEN, CONN.

I notice in May ininiber of Monihhj that Gen.

W. H. Ndblc, Bridp;eport, Conn., in speaking of

the Aihinthus, is inclined to believe there are

more than one species in cultivation, which be-

lief seems to rest upon the fact that there is

great diversity of color in the ripening foliage

of different trees. This difference we have of-

ten noticed, but it is not sufficient to constitute

a species in this case, any more than in the Ma-

ple or the Beech. In the Beech, or Fagus syl-

vatica, there are several well marked varieties

in cultivation, chiefly distinguishable by the

color of their leaves, and are known by such

names as F. sylvatica atrorubens, cuprea, fol.

variegata, fol. aureus, &c. And we may yet

hope, when the Ailanthus receives the attention

it deserves, such varieties as Gen. Noble speaks

of will be sought after with as much avidity as

some novelties now are, and their fitness for or-

namental purposes fully appreciated.

It seems more than likely A. glandulosa is the

only one grown in the Northern United States.

The other species, A. excelsa, according to Lou-

don, is an evergreen tree, fifty feet in height ; a

native ofthe East Indies, and requires greenhouse

protection ; was introduced into Britain in 1800;

leaves abruptly pinnated ; leaflets serrated. The
leaves of glandulosa are pinnated with an odd

one; leaflets toothed at the base; teeth glandular.

CULTURE OF HARDY RHODODENDRONS.

BY WALTER ELDER, PHILADELPHIA.

The conflicting statements of your corres-

pondents in regard to Rhododendron culture are,

I think, calculated to deter others from making

the attempt. But, that hereabouts, at least,

they can be grown with very little extra care,

there are many cases to prove. At the home of

David Landreth, at Bloomsdale, they have been

successfully cultivated for over a quarter of a

century. The first lot set out was alongside of

a building with eastern exposure. Others were

set out in different exposures as time w'ent on,

and now all flourish and bloom profusely every

May. No other preparations were made for

them than digging holes, pulverizing the soil,

and putting the surface turf in the bottom of

the holes, gras.sy side undermost. They were at

first mulched with saw dust. The soil is light

loam, the land n(>arly fiat. I have observed that

the plants set near to tree-stems and those

exposed to sunshine from 4 p. M. to sunset, are

of loan growth
;

yet they bloom well. Those

set well off from the trees, but yet partially

shaded by their branches after mid-afternoon,

arc very hemispherical bushes, their foliage

wholly hiding their wood: and they blossom

j^rofusoly, annually. I advise all who can, to

visit Bloomsdale in May and see the plants in

bloom.

Twelve years ago I purchased in Robt. Buist's

nursery some Rhododendrons which were grow-

ing in a heavy loam, and were fully exposed to

Summer sunshine and Winter storm. I plant-

ed them upon a bed of garden soil, enriched for

previous crops. They all fiourished and bloomed

profusely. Seven years afterwards when I vis-

ited the place, they were still doing finely. I

have planted for many others around Philadel-

phia, and they universally do well. There may
be latitudes, altitudes, localities and exposures,

that may not suit the culture of hardy Rhodo-
dendrons, but I think the extravagant prepara-

tions of rich composts, three feet deep, prevent

success. The extraordinary protection some-

times given in Winter may also injure them.

Mr. Robert Buist once stated in your columns

that the Ponticum and its sub-varieties were

tender. I have found them as hardy as others

here. Their leaves are long and narrow, much
reflected, and of a dull green color, and are

very smooth. Most of their blooms are tinged

with lilac.

BEAUTY OF GLAZENWOOD ROSE.

Allow me, please, to say a word about this

rose, about which so much has been recently

said in regard to its being the same as Fortune's

Yellow Rose, and the cry that has been made
about " fraud " and " humbug " in connection

therewith. There are so many people in the

world who love to believe that every thing in-

troduced is a fraud and a sham, that nothing

gives them so much pleasure as to believe they

have " found a skunk " which they can prove to

the world is really and truly one. These people

never allow that there is any room for an hon-
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est mistake, or that there is full value given,

though it may not be just as was intended. It

is "a fraud" and nothing less, and " they told

you so."

Now, here is a rose which has been intro-

duced by Mr. Bull, Mr. Saul, and many other

men whose honor stands as high as any one's in

any walk of life, and who have issued colored

plates, showing that a rose like " Madam Falcot

"

in golden color, had also the addition of crim-

son flakes. It is now said this rose is nothing

but the old Fortune's Yellow. It is some years

since I saw Fortune's Yellow. I never saw it

with crimson flakes, but it would often have a

coppery sort of tint not usual in its general

style of flowering. This Beauty of Glazenwood

is striped. I do not know the origin of the rose,

but I strongly suspect that a branch of Fortune's

Yellow produced striped flowers, and that this

branch was cut off", propagated, and the plant

named accordingly. In such cases, it is not im-

possible that it would run back to the original,

and thus it would be perfectly right to say it

" was nothing but Fortune's Yellow Rose; " but

this would not make it less just to name as dis-

tinct the striped form, so long as it proved dis-

tinct and permanent. The climbing Devonien-

sis was raised in just this same way. The origi-

nal Devoniensis is a low-growing rose. A shoot

pushed out of immense length, and propagated,

it has retained its character, and is kept as dis-

tinct. If it had run back it would have been a

misfortune—but would it have proved fraud in

the original raiser? Our Isabella Sprunt is a

sport from Saffrano in just the same way. It

has proved constant, but there is nothing im-

possible in a variety so raised running back.

If it did, would the good Methodist preacher

who raised this good rose be a fraud ? Varie-

gated leaved plants and striped flowers of all

kinds have a regular habit of running back—as

every cultivator knows who buys them—and he

buys knowing he will have to watch for the green

sprouts and take them off".

Fortune's Yellow is a good rose, and ought to

be more grown. Though so many years intro-

duced, few have it. If one buy a Beauty of Gla-

zenwood, and it turns out to be Fortune's Yel-

low, the purchaser will not be badly hurt.

Mr. Editor, I am a lover of roses, and I sell

roses. It so happens that I am not yet the pos-

sessor of a Beauty of Glazenwood. But I love

justice, and the management of the Gardener's

Monthly shows you do ; and I have thought that

these pickings from rose history would not be

inopportune at this time.

GAS LIME.

BY GEN. W. H. NOBLE, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

One of your correspondents recently noted

and queried about some uses of gas lime. The

material certainly gives promise of many ; but

no one has yet devised enough to save the most

of it from the dump. If any one knows just

how and what to do with the thing, he ought to

tell us. By-and-by, I doubt not, somebody will

find the way to rescue from waste a product so

stored with elements valuable to the arts and

common life.

The lime used to cleanse our public gas, from

things hurtful to its light, comes out of the

vats loaded with a host of those wonderful pro-

ducts, which distilled coal and coal oil have

yielded to the skill of modern chemistry. Let's

see—there is in gasoline carbolic acid; some

free and some gone with the lime into carbolate

of lime. Then there is some free sulphur and

sulphur acids, and sulphate of lime ; some phos-

phate of lime, I believe, lurks in the mass. Some
coal oil hangs around, and some ammonia, too,

is under bondage in the heap. Doubtless many
others of that " innumerable caravan," which

chemical witchery has summoned out of the

products of coal, slumber in the dull green pile.

Now, one would think that such a team of

elements would ere this have been harnessed

and broke to useful work. Why ! what power-

ful disinfectants are those compounds of carbon

and sulphur—how destructive to insect life their

odor or touch. How nutritive, or absorbent of

vegetable stimulants, are ammonia or the sul-

phuric combinations. The trouble is, the dose

of each is too big. There is altogether too much
cure. It is allopathic with a vengeance. So far

as help in horticulture is concerned, we need a

new Hahneman, to give us a homeopathic regi-

men for gas lime virtues.

For instance, when coal tar paint burns our

plants, who is ready to say that a little in the

mixture which we use would not help, while a

good deal hurts ? "Who has tried a sprinkling of

gas lime in the greenhouse, to squelch the fungi

or drive off" the insect pests ?

Now, take note, I am not instructing or saying

this or that about gas lime, for sure. I only sug-

gest the likelihood of good to come from trial. It

is by trial, when there is a likely lead, that pre-
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cious mines are reached. Just so it is in matters

and places-liorticultural. So,I suRgest trial of gas

lime. How about gas lime for the Thylloxera.

or the root fungus on the peach ? I tried it on

a peach stricken with the yellows, laying near

the roots, sprinkling over the gas lime, and then

covering with earth. The jaundixe changed to

a rich green, and tlie spindling shoots gave place

praise of all its niemhers would require several

nunil)ers of the Monthly. I wish only to speak

of Dianthus lacinatus and Heddwigii, two of

the handsomest flowering memhers, and which

are far too scarce. Both of these are natives of

Japan, from where they were introduced several

years ago. The flowers of lacinatus have the

edges cut and laced in the most picturesque

to those of stouter and healthy growth.

After lying a year or two in a heap, as exposed

to the air, the strong smell and acrid, caustic

touch of the gas lime is gone. I know not

whether its virtues go, too. Doubtless, however,

much goodness still lingers in the pile. Now,

let some one else tell us " what he knows, or has

done, about " gas lime.

DIANTHUS.

BY W. C. L. DREW, EL DORADO, CAL.

This is one of the handsomest families of

plants known to gardeners, and to^tell of the

manner, resembling the finest lace. (See cut.)

Those of Heddwigii have very full petals, only

very slightly notched.

Of both varieties there are single and double

flowering kinds, and both single and double are

fine. Both varieties bear very large flowers, of-
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ten measuring three inches in diameter. In

color tliey vary from pure white to deep blood-

red ; many have flowers marbled in most

curious and striking manners, some resembling

mosaic work in their marblings. They are very

easy of cvilture; seed sown in a hot-bed in Feb-

ruary will flower in June, and remain in flower,

if seed pods are removed, until frost.

I find them unrivalled for bouquet work, and

it was to recommend them for this work I

undertook to write this article. If every gar-

dener would buy a package of seed and try

them, they would never do without them again.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Sweet William.— This old fashioned

flower seems to be again attracting the notice of

the florists ; and some remarkably pretty kinds

are announced among the latest English novel-

ties.

"Fragaria arborea."—A correspondent sends

a leaf of a tree for name. The tree was bought

by a neighbor for %'), " at the French store on

Chestnut street," as "Fragaria arborea." The

leaf is of some species of Eaonymus, we do not

recognize which.

To Moisten Dusty Roads.— It is said that

" trials have been made in Rome of a solution

of chloride of calcium as a substitvite for water

in laying dust in streets, and the results are

said to have been highly satisfactory. The

dampness communicated to the road remains

for a whole week. The road remains damp
without being muddy, presenting a hard sur-

face, on which neither the wind nor the passing

of pedestrians or horses has any effect."

Deterioration of Grasses on a Lawn.—
W. N., Boston, says, that his " lawn has got an-

nually worse and worse, until now there is little

grass, and nearly all weeds. What shall I do to

restore my lawn ? I have no very large tract,

but take much pride in it."

[This is, no doubt, a case of " lawn mower,"

about which we have often written. Grass can-

not grow without leaves any more than other

plants, and if kept cropped too close it will

surely die. Then, creeping weeds which escape

the mower blades, take its place. There is

nothing to be done but to cut higher in future.

Under no circumstances go lower than half an

inch from the ground.—Ed. G. M.]

The Erythronium, or Dog's-tooth Violet.—
There are few of our people who have gathered

w'ild flowers, bv;t who know the Yellow Dog's-

tooth Violet. Why it has received the name of

Dog's-tooth Violet may not be well known to

our readers, and the following little bit of his-

tory from the Garden will be of service. The

botanical name, Erythronium, is said to be de-

rived from a Greek word, " signifying red," " the

color of some of the species," but this seems to

be a very poor reason :
—

" This obtains the name
of Dog's-tooth Violet because of the long fang-

like tuberous roots that are white in color like

a tooth. Apart from the lovely flowers the plant

produces, the leaves of the red variety especially,

are very handsomely marked. As soon as the

ice and Snow which hold the earth in bondage

in February are dispersed by the warm breath of

Spring, it issues forth, first unfolding its hand-

somely marked leaves, and then its charming

flowers, borne singly on stems four inches to six

inches high, and drooping gracefully. The

flower is surpassingly lovely, and it comes into

bloom with the Snowdrop, Hepatica, and Spring

flowers. A moist
.
peaty soil, with which has

been mingled a good deal of sand, appears to

to suit the Dog's-tooth Violet as well as any.

Shady spots are generally recommended for its

culture, but it is frequently met wdth in positions

fully exposed to the sun, and doing well. In

some localities it appears difl&cult of cultivation,

mainly from the unsuitability of the soil ; in

others just the opposite results— it flourishes

with all the vigor of a native plant. In the mid-

land districts, where there is more humidity per-

vading the atmosphere than in the South, it

scarcely fails to do well. In addition to the im-

ported species, Avhich bears rosy purple or lilac

flowers, there are also varieties of it, such as Al-

bum, white; Purpureum, purple; and Roseum,

rosy. These have been selected, because show-

ing a certain distinctness of color, and have

been found to retain it when in cultivation.

There is a distinct large-flow^ering type of the

original species, known as Major, in which the

leaves and flowers arc both larger than is usu-

ally seen. The purple-flowering varieties have

the green leaves handsomely marked with red-

dish-brown, and when at their best are more at-

tractive than those of some handsome-foliaged

plants that are sold at a high price. The white-

flowering variety has the leaves blotched with a

kind of whitey-brown color. There is also an

American species, E. Americanum, which bears
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yellow flowers, and blooms a little later in the

reason. A variety of this is also obtainable,

having' brown sjiots at the base of the flowers.

It is recommended that every third or fourth

year the bulbs be lifted, separated,, and re-

planted."

The Tri.ir Trkk.—A Vineland correspondent

of the Conntni Grnllomin has the following good

words for this very beautiful ornamental tree.

The practical experience detailed will be of great

value to those who have not succeeded with it.

We may add that no tree relishes more being

pruned at tran.splanting :
—"In 1870 I bought

twenty, about four feet high, of a dealer here,

and gave them good clean culture two years,

when I had them transplanted and set on my
roadside as shade trees— to comply with the

Vineland shade tree law. They had a perfect

mass of fibrous roots, several times more, in-

deed, than seemed necessary. Not one of them
died ; all are alive now, growing finely, and are

about fifteen feet in height, and give every

promise of making a magnificent row of trees.

But I keep them cultivated and intend to do so

several years yet, as I have not much faith in

growing trees in grass.

" I saj' then, to those who desire this splendid

flowering tree, and must buy them, to buy them
small and cultivate for a few years. Some may
die in transit, but the loss in cost will be insig-

nificant compared with the loss in trees from

six to eight feet high. In a wholesale price list

before me, I see that plants one foot high are

furnished at $3 per 100, while those from six to

eight feet high cost $60 per hundred ; or ten of

the first will be sent for fifty cents, and ten of

the latter for $7.50. The 'immediate effect' of

ordering the last size for long distances will af-

fect the purse more than the lawn or the road-

side. Buy small ; cultivate ; transplant at your

leisure, and then you can plant trees of uniform

height, and can count on their living. In plant-

ing, pare the mangled ends of the roots, and
from all those of any size, a half dozen or more
new branches will put out. A few shovelfulls of

pulverized muck, worked in among the roots,

will aid to retain moisture, and do something to

insure growth.
" All that Mr. Bacon says in praise of this tree

is just; only he has not said all he might. Its

foliage, its flowers, its shape and its wood, are all

unsurpassed, while a crowning negative merit is,

that it has, as yet, no insect enemies. Most

shade trees have these in certain sea-sons, but the

tulip, so far a.s I ever observed, or road of, or

heard of, is exempt. It is, too, a ra])itl grower;

nothing desirable equals it here in growth except

the soft maple, and it is becoming par excelUmce,

the standard tree of Vineland. More trees of

this variety have been planted during the last

three or four years than all other kinds put to-

gether. At seven or eight years after permanent

transplanting the blossoms appear, and they are

almost as beautiful and fragrant as a water lily.

A few of the ' pioneers ' are beginning to blos-

som here, and every year will increase the

number."

NEW OR RARE PLANTS.

Pyrus Maulei.—This desirable new fruit has

been introduced into England from Japan ; ii is al-

lied to the Japan Quince. The fruit is the size of a

moderate Quince, of a bright apricot-color, and

makes a rich conserve. The flowers, which are

produced in great profusion, are of a most bril-

liant orange scarlet color. It is one of the most

beautiful flowering trees of recent introduction,

as well as a valuable fruit.

—

John Saul.

Phellodendron amurense. — A very hardy

ornamental tree, flowered last season at the

Cambridge Bot. Garden. It has been there

fifteen years, so is quite hardy. The plant is

dioecious and a native of Maudchuria. It grows

in its native places fifty feet high, and has a

trunk one foot thick, with a corky bark. It is

allied to Ptelea and Xanthoxylum, Prof. Sar-

gent contributes a fuller note on the subject to

the April American Naturalist.

New Magnolias.—We have from Mr. R. B. Par-

sons & Son, flowers of Magnolia Lenn6, M.Thur-

beri and M. Halleana. These are varieties—the

first of purpurea, and the other two of the Chi-

nese. The Lenne differs from the M. purpurea

in having very broad petals. Halleana has nu-

merous narrow, white petals— is in fact semi-

double, and Thurberi is a fine petaled variety,

more on the cream. In I'eference to these we
have the following note :

—
" I sent you yester-

day by mail, a box containing flowers of Mag-

nolia Thurberi, as we named it long ago. Since

sending it, Mr. T. Hogg tells mc he is under

the imjiression that he bloomed it some time ago

under the name of M. stellata. We have grown
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it about twelve years, and these are the first

flowers we have had. It is good as a variety, but

not equal to Magnolia Halleana, which with its

dwarf haibit, small flowers and fragrance is a

great acquisition. This, M. Halleana, we have

bloomed a number of years. These Magnolias,

with Retinosporas and other things, we received

from Dr. Hall, who was then in business in

Japan, and very fond of plants. I hope you will

be able to form some idea of the character of the

flower."

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Fine Sciadopitys.— Mr. John Mugford, New
Haven, Conn., kindly furnishes the following

note :

—
" Seeing an article in the Monthly about

the Sciadopitys verticillata, I wish to say that

in Prof. Salisbury's garden there is one that has

stood two Winters with but slight protection and
now stands four feet high."

Weeds in Lawns.—E. W. G., North Easton,

Mass., writes :

—" I send you by this mail a box
containing samples of two difierent plants or

weeds that have come up over my lawn. Sam-
ple No. 1, which I have noticed for the last two

years, has not been very plenty until this

year ; it is all over my lawn in spots, all sizes up
to one foot square or more

;
grows so thick that it

kills all the grass where it grows. I am afraid

that it will spoil my lawn in a year or two. Can
you tell me what it is, or in what way I can get

clear of it? I never saw any of it until about
two years ago. I also find that one of my
friends has the same in his lawn, spots ten feet

square. Is it a plant that grows the whole
season or only in the Spring of the year ? Can
you tell me if it is likely to continue to increase

and spoil my lawn ? Sample No. 2, seems to be
an equally fast grower, but does not injure the

looks of my lawn so much ; never noticed this

until this year. Can you tell me anything

about it?"

[The weeds were a small Veronica, and the

Mouse-ear chickweed. This is another case of

injury from close mowing whereby the grass is

enfeebled and these little weeds are able to thrive.

The grass must be left longer at mowing and it

will keep down these little pests without much
trouble.—Ed. G. M.]

—Dividing Herbaceous Plants.— E. D. C,
Providence, R. I., asks :— " Would you inform

me through your paper the best way to divide

such roots as Aquilegia chrysantha and Aquile-

gia coerula. I have not been successful in

dividing them."

[These and all similar herbaceous plants are

best divided in very early Spring, before the

leaves have fairly pushed. Some woody-rooted

things like Aquilegia are best divided with a

piece of the old root, split down through its

length for the purpose.—Ed. G. M.]

^^^REEN mOUSE AND mOUSE GARDENING.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

House gardening is nearly at rest just now.

The flowers for Winter use are mostly in pots

out of doors.

Most of the plants are set out for the Sum-
mer, as formerly recommended—little care will

be required beyond seeing that they are not

over or under watered. Some will be yet grow-

ing, and may be full of roots. If growth will

probably continue for a while longer, pots a size

larger may be fin-nished such. Whenever a

shoot appears to grow stronger than the rest, so

as to endanger compactness or any desired

shape, pinch it back, and any climbing vijies

should receive due regulation as they grow over

the trellis, or they will speedily become naked

below. A good stiff" trellis is a desideratum hard

to be obtained by the uninitiated.

An important point just now is to prepare

Winter-flowering plants. Cinerarias, Chinese

Primrose, and Calceolarias should be sown about

the end of the month; and cuttings made of

most kinds of plants that are desirable. It is a

great mistake, often made, to store up and

treasure year after year, old and even grown
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sptH'iniciis. when younger ones would Mooni
i

more vigorously, and give better satisfaction.

Propagation of plants will go on. It is one of

the pleaijures of the gardening art ; and wliere

old treasures are prized, the greenhouse soon

beeonu\>< a crowded niatis of ugliness, with credit

to neither gardener nor owner.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

ABOUT GREENHOUSES.

BY W. T. BELL, FR.\NKLIN, PA.

Rev. Mr. Powell, in May nnniher, makes an

intemperate charge against " Nasty Green-

houses," and, as there is nothing in the article

implying otherwise, the charge seems to be a

general one. This is as unfair as to denounce
all clergymen as hypocritical scoundrels, be-

cause a few among the number prove to be so.

There are too many nasty greenhouses ; but

there are others, and I hope a large majority of I

them, in which there is nothing to oflfend the

sight, or sense of smell, of the most fastidious.
|

There are filthy, ignorant and boorish men en-
j

gaged in the business, as well as men who are

cultivated, intelligent and gentlemanly.

Forcing plants into a sickly growth, of which

the writer complains, is to a great extent the

fault of the plant buyers. Florists endeavor to

grow what will sell best ; and, if buyers Foolishly

require that every plant they get shall have
flowers on it at the time, no matter what its

size, or what the season may be, they .should not

complain if its vitality is impaired, by crowding
it into such a condition.

But all florists do not grow plants thus. Many
of them in all parts of the country are content

to keep their plants under conditions suited to

their healthy growth, and would scorn to send
away, even if they had them, such plants as

caused the writer " vexation of soul." Let Mr. P.

find such a man—and I have no doubt he can do
so in his own neighborhood—and trust him to

select such plants as will answer the purpose for

which they are wanted. Then, if he have any
skill or judgment in the management of plants,

qualities which florists do not claim to furnish

-with their stock, the result will be such as to

convince him how unkind and uncalled for, was
the article which provoked this reply.

HEATING SMALL GREENHOUSES BY A COAL
STOVE.

I?Y ('.. A. II.

Perhaps my experience of the p:i8t Winter in

heating a greenhouse by means of an ordinary

coal stove, may not be valueless when added to

that of your Ohio correspondent in the April

number. The greenhouse in question is about

12x24, and is built against the west side of the

kitchen. A bonch runs along the whole front

except at the end where the stove stands, tlie

rest of the house being given up mainly to large

plants standing on the floor or ground.

Not wishing to be at the expense of a boiler,

and having a stove and plenty of pipe, I set the

stove (a small base burner), in the northwest

corner, at the end of the bench, digging down
about eighteen inches to bring the flue at a

proper height. The stove has four doors, with

mica panels just above the fire pot. I took off

the rear door and had one of sheet iron put in

its place, with a hole and collar for smoke pipe.

The stove then had two flue holes, with a piece

of pipe about ten inches long projecting from

each, the upper one having a damper. I then

carried the smoke pipe from the lower flue hole

along under the bench, and returned it to the

stove, connecting it with the upper flue hole,

and thence carrying it straight outside to the

galvanized iron chimney pipe. The damper in

the upper flue is left open till the fire is well

kindled, when it is closed, so that the draught is

then through the whole length of pipe. I have

had no smoke or gas but once, when the outside

pipe became choked by soot. This could have

been prevented had I supposed it ever likely to

occur. Last year (1875-^) the greenhouse was

about half its present size, and I used the same

stove, with a single line of pipe running the

length of the bench, and out at the other end.

In either case it is satisfactory, though of course

the heat is not so steady as with a boiler.

This greenhouse faces west, and has no pro-

tection on the north (about as bad a position as

can be, except due north), and a part of the

main house projects on the south, keeping oflf

the sun in the shortest days till after one o'clock.

With no care between 10 p. m. and 6 A. M., the

i

temperature at night has ranged from 42° to 48°

I

at the coldest end. On two or three occasions it

fell to 38°. The greenhouse was built mainly

I
for ferns and palms used out of doors in Sum-

' mer, and requiring cool treatment. Of these
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one can make an admirable selection, and I have

been very successful in growing them. Of

course the selection of blooming plants is quite

restricted, but the lack of bloom may in some
measure be made up by Draca3nas and other

ornamental-leaved plants. I have as fine Prim-

roses and Cinerarias as any one, while Carna-

tions, Chorozema, Begonia incarnata and Yellow

Oxalis are unfailing; and among the less com-
mon plants are Cypripediuminsigne and the Fall

blooming Epiphyllums. The list might be ex-

tended, but these, with Winter blooming bulbs,

are the chief dependence till April brings the

Cactuses and Azaleas.

FLOWERING OF FUCHSIA PROCUMBENS.

BY W\ T. BELL, FRANKLIN, PA,

Josiah Hoopes, in April number, states that

they have been unable to flower this plant.

I have a plant of it in a four-inch pot, that is

now in bloom, and I must say that I am disap-

pointed in the flower, which is quite inconspicu-

ous. The tube is light greenish yellow. Sepals

green, shaded with brown. Corolla none. Sta-

mens, eight in number, with red filaments, and
violet-colored anthers. The calyx has a ringent

appearance, one limb turning back flat on the

tube. The flower is curious, at all events ; and
the plant has a very pretty habit of growth, pro-

pagates readily, and is easily grown.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Panicum plicatum variegatum.—It is sur-

prising that this, the most beautiful of all

variegated grasses, does not enter oftener into

ornamental garden work. It does well in partial

shade, where few things will, and is excellent

for vases or baskets under trees, or in piazzas for

Summer adornment. It bears room culture

verj' well nlso, and comos in well for Winter
window work.

Button-hole Eoses.—The Journal of Horticul-

ture tells us that in England "the most favorite

of flowers for button-holes are tea-scented Roses,

and one of the best of them for this purpose is

Isabella Sprunt. We observed some charming
buds of this the other day in the gardens at

Wimbledon House, and we were informed by
Mr. Ollerhead that it is regarded as the beat of

all roses for button-hole bouquets. The flowers

are small and perfectly formed, the colors

merging from white to creamy buflF. As grown
in pots at Wimbledpn, this rose blooms pro-

fusely. Another favorite variety in the rose

house at Wimbledon is Madame Trifle. It \s

trained up one of the rafters. It has the free-

growing and flowering properties of Gloire de

Dijon, and is considered an improvement on

that good old rose; no small recommendation."

Flo^vering Cyclamens.—We like to make note

of good specimens of culture. It would be

pleasant to know that some of our readers could

beat the following, from the London Journal of

Horticulture: "Mr. Eichard Maries, nurseryman,

Lytham, has sent us a photograph of a plant of

Cyclamen persicum. The plant, which is in a

7-inch pot, has more than a hvmdred flowers,

and is similar to the plants usually exhibited at

the London shows. The plant has never been

allowed to become too dry when at rest. Mr.

Maries considers over-drying the cause of much
injury in Cyclamen culture. The variety sub-

mitted is pure white, and evidently belongs to a

good strain."

Permanent Ivy for Bouquet Vases.—A pretty

fashion is coming into existence of having orna-

mental flower pots made like bouquet stands,

and planting ivy therein. In an ordinary

bouquet stand ivy would not grow, as there must

be a hole somewhere to let the water out, or the

'vy or any other plant will not grow; but a

smaller inside glass is used to hold the water for

the cut flowers, and around this is the earth for

the ivy to grow in. The effect of the growing

border of ivy round the cut flowers is very pretty

indeed.

Plumbago rosea.—This old-fashioned warm
greenhouse plant is one of that kind which is

very hard to kill. We have noticed it to hold

its own for years, when men have been em-

ployed who should know their business, but

under whose hands half one's stock would dis-

appear in half a dozen years. Not only for this, •

but for a persevering, free-blooming character is

it desirable. As fast as one spike is out, another

bud pushes to take its place. A Garden corres-

pondent finds the following successful culture

:

"Though much has been written against the use

of this plai\t for furnishing cut flowere, there can

be but one opinir'u amongst those who know it

well as to its general decorative properties at

this season of the year—whether associated with

fine-foliaged or with flowering plants—its light
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and praeelul habit nuiking it speciiilly suitable

for that purpose. We have some plaut^s of it

here in 3li-sized pots raised from cuttin^^s put in

last spring, and each plant is now a nuvss of

briglit pinkish-salmon-colored inHorescence,

borne on live or six main stems which branch

ami ramify in all directions. These plants were

potted in a mixture of loam and leaf-mould, t'>

which was added a sprinkling of silver sand, and

they were kept in the stove for a short time after

they were potted. As the season advanced tliey

were moved to the front shelf of a late vinery,

and after being there for a time they were again

moved to a small span-roofed house, in which

no fire-heat was used. Here they received all

the light and air possible, and remained till cold

weather set in, when they were removed to the

top shelf in the stove, and at once commenced
to throw up their flower stems. The shoots were

stopped several times during the Summer. After

they were taken out of the stove, they would
have done equally well in an ordinary frame,

provided they had been gradually hardened by

exposure to the air. It is, of course, easy to

grow much larger specimens if required, but I

find these young plants much more handy and
compact for general purposes than older plants

cut back and grown on again in Spring. I may
add that if the old flower-spikes be left undis-

turbed after blooming, their points will continue

to lengthen and produce a second crop of flow-

ers early in the Spring; but, of course, these will

not be so fine as on the first occasion. A little

weak manure-water given occasionally will assist

them."

The Beauty of the Eucalyptus.—Some of the

Eucalyptus have beauty as well as fragrance.

The annual report of the Director of the Mel-

bourne Botanic Garden, in referring to improve-

ments in portions of the grounds, says that sev-

eral specimens of the gorgeous scarlet-flowering

Eucalyptus ficifolia are there planted, and then

adds: "This magnificent plant, from Broken
Inlet, Western Australia, produces its flowers at

a much earlier stage of growth than any other

species of the genus with which I am acquainted.

Its bloom resembles a ball of fire more than

anything else to which I could compare it. I

have seen the Flame Tree of Illawarra, and the

brilliant scarlet masses of Erythrina laurifolia

on the banks of Rewa in Fiji, but neither sur-

passes the effect produced by the floral display

of this Eucalyptus."

Buri.inotonia FKA<iUAN8.—Not only are orchidH

valued for their rare and singular l)eauty, but

many of them have a delightful fragrance. Aa
the London Journal of HorticuUure says: "One
of the sweetest of orcliids is Burlingtonia fragrans

;

its perfume may be described as that of May
blossom intensified. This plant wjis recently

flowering—indeed, itaj)pears tobe almost always

in flower—in the collection of Mr. Bull at

Chelsea. The plant is growing on a block, and
its pendulous racemes of delicate blush-tinted

flowers are very attractive. It is a most enjoy-

able orchid, and worthy of a place in all collec-

tions of stove plants."

A Fine Head of Thomas Hogg Hydrangea.—
The following letter has been addressed to Mr.

Robert Buist on account of a very remarkable

specimen of "Thomas Hogg":
Philadelphia, May 17th, 1877.

Robert Buist, Esq.

:

—At the stated meeting of

this Society, held on Tuesday evening last, it

was, on motion of the undersigned,
Resolved, That the thanks of this Society be

presented to Mr. Robert Buist for the truly

superb specimen of Hydrangea, "Thomas
Hogg," presented this evening, containing six

trusses of snow white blossoms, the largest of

which measured 16 inches in diameter.
Very respectfully,

A. W. Harrison, Reconling Secretary.

Maiden Hair Fern for Bouquets. — The

Garden says : "Some idea of the extent to which

Maiden Hair Fern is used in Covent Garden for

bouquet making may be gleaned from the fact

that Mr. Rochford, of Tottenham, has several

large, span-roofed houses entirely devoted to its

culture for furnishing fronds in a cut state. The
plants are grown in 12-inch pots, and in order

to keep up a regular succession, only a portion

of them is cut at a time, those which furnish

such fronds being subjected to a lower tempera-

ture than the rest, by which means the fronds

assume a deeper green color, and last longer

after being cut than they otherwise would do."

The kind employed is not specified. In this

part of the world the common Maiden Hair,

Adiantum capillis veneris, is used to some de-

gree, though not to the extent indicated in the

above extract, as in England. But it might be

more generally employed than it is. By the

way, this is one of the best of ferns to use as a

window plant.

Falling of Flower Buds in the Camellia.—
Among the peculiar experiences of the year in

English gardens, is a remarkable dropping of
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the flower buds of Camellias, and the papers are

busy in discussing the cause. Amongst other

papers is an interesting one in the Gardener's

Magazine. After showing that neglect the Sum-

mer before will operate injuriouslj^ the Winter

following, it says :
" It does not follow, however,

that the case now^ before us is to be explained in

this way, and we incline to the belief that very

many of the collections that have of late disap-

pointed their owners had the best possible atten-

tion in the Summer of last year. Why, then,

should they behave so differently to their wont?

Can it be that defect of solar light is the cause

of the disaster ? We incline to the belief that

herein is a sufl&cient explanation. The later

days of the Autumn and the whole of the Win-

ter, thus far, have been characterized by the

prevalence of rain clouds; and it is scarcely ex-

aggerating the case to say that in London w'e

have had but three bright days during the pact

three months. Light is the life of flowers,

although all flowers do not require equal de-

gi-ees of light for their full development. The
Camellia indeed is a shade-loving tree, and we
occasionally meet with surprisingly large,

healthy and productive Camellias in old houses

that have by long neglect become grass green

above, and muddy below, and rickety every-

where. The coating of moss and confervse on

the glass, and even the black bars formed by

the absorption of dirt in the laps, may be bene-

ficial to the trees in Summer, as affording a little

shade, and giving the light the greenish tinge it

has in the shade of large trees, where Camellias

grow naturally. We should like to know how
Camellias have flowered in dirty old houses in

the past season, and probably gome of our cor-

respondents can inform us. If deficiency of

light is the cause of the failure we now deplore

the old houses should be in the worst plight, and

the newer houses should present a marked con-

trast in favor of large glass and good carpentry.

To know the cause of a disease is said to be half

a cure; we cannot dispel the rain cloud, we
cannot produce artificial sunshine; but we may
reasonably inquire if, in the case of Camellias,

there is this season any difference in the flower-

ing of those that are in light and airy houses,

and those that are "boxed up " in tumble-down

houses where the woodwork is heavy, the squares

small, and the glass more or less coated with

black soot or green vegetation. While we in-

cline to the belief that lack of light is the prin-

cipal cause of the falling of Camellia buds, we

do not claim that we have disposed of the ques-

tion. We prefer to place it before our readers,

asking them to assist in its solution. It is more

than a horticultural question ; it is one of con-

siderable commercial importance."

BouvARDiA JASMINIFLORA.—This white Winter

flowering Bouvardia has not yet displaced the

Vreelandi, or Davidsoni in our Winter gardens,

but judging by the following from the Garden,

it must be growing in estimation in England

:

"A house in Messrs. Low's nursery, containing

many thousands of plants of Bouvardia jasmini-

flora, will soon be a sight w^orth seeing. Many
of the blossoms have already expanded, and

multitudes more are fast opening. These plants

w^ere struck from cuttings obtained when the

last ofthe Autumn flowering plants were stopped

;

they were inserted in three-inch pots, and when

well rooted were shifted into five-inch and six-

inch ones, in w'hich they are allowed to flower.

Their shoots were stopped four times during the

Autumn and Winter, and plants treated in this

manner become dwarf and bushy, and bear

abundance of healthy bright green leaves and a

profusion of fragrant blossoms that forcibly re-

mind one of those of the white Jasmine.—C.

Portable Hot Water Boiler.—Good, porta-

ble hot water boilers, ones that can be eixsily

shifted about from place to place, have not

been common. We note that one exhibited at

the Centennial by Smith & Lynch, of Boston,

received from the judges the following award,

which is highly creditable :

1. Saddle shaped boiler with good sized fire

box, the interior surface of which is furnished

with a series of deep, narrow water cells, project-

ing towards the fire, giving large amount of fire

surface, insuring prompt and efficient action and

consequent rapid circulation of water. Con-

struction simple, strong and portable; amply

supplied with fittings which are readily adjusted

;

an excellent heater. 2. Adaptability to secure a

combination of hot water, and flue heating,

thereby economizing the products of combustion.

W. D. Brackcnridge, Signature of the Judge.

Approval of Group Judges.—George Thurber,

William Saunders, F. Pentland.

Francis A. Walker, Chief of the Bureau of

Awards.

I Given by authority of the United States Cen-

tennial Commission. A. T. Goshorn, Director

General. J. R. Hawley, President. J. L. Camp-

bell, Secretary.
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Wo give in this instance a copy of the award,

with the manner of making it, as an illustration

of the vast superiority of the American system

of judging, as inaugurated at the Centennial,

over all plans in previous existence. Under the

old style all we should have known would he

that Smith & Lynch " took the gold medal," or

"the $100 premium." But here we know just

whii it was given, and we fancy S. & L. would

not sell that award foi' a hundred gold medals.

NIJW OR HARE PLANTS.

New Rose, Queen of BEDnER.s.—A good hed-

ding rose should, ahove all other good charac-

ters, bloom freely. Mr. Noble, of England, in

fche above variety, thinks he has just the thing.

He says: "Its inflorescence may be imagined

when it is stated that a plant 18 inches high had

84 buds and expanded roses upon it on the 6th of

September, 1876, and flowered continuously from

June vmtil November, on the 20th of which

month (1876) it was still in bloom."

Hydrangea Thomas Hogg.—We have from

Mr. John Cadness, Flushing, a specimen of this

new variety of the Chinese Hydrangea, which

was a foot across. It is not only a white var-

iety, but is every way superior to the old one.

P1.ATYCERIDM WiLLiNCKii.—We reproduce, in

an abbreviated form, from the Gardener^s Chron-

ich of March 6th, 1875, Mr. Moore's description

of this new Fern :
" This fine and very distinct

species of Stag's-horn Fern is a native of Java,

whence it was introduced by M. Willinck, of

Amsterdam. Like its cogeners it is epiphytal,

and protects its rootstalk by the broad, roundish

imbricating bases of its sterile fronds, vvhich in

good specimons are six inches acro88. The

sterile fronds are erect and slightly spreading,

the fertile ones, which are produced in threes,

fall straight down to a length of two and a half

feet, arc quite narrow in all their parts, and

forked. The froinls appear to be. less coriaceous

than those of the other species known in gar-

dens. As a species this plant is thoroughly dis-

tinct from any of those at present known. With

regard to its general habit, it groups with

r. grande, P. Wallichii, P. biforme, in having

long, pendent fertile fronds cut into many nar-

row furcate divisions, and very broad, erect,

sessile barren fronds, with a lobate margin ;
but

it differs entirely in its fructification. This nov-

elty will prove a welcome addition to the few

well-mai-ked and very ornamental species of

Stag's-horn Fern already familiar in our hot-

houses." It received a Certificate of Merit from

the Royal Botanic Society, June 16th, 1875, and

a First-class Certificate from the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on August 4th following.

—

Veitch.

A Double White Bedding Lobelia has origin-

ated in Prussia, and is now being offered under

the designation of Lobelia erinus erecta fi. albo

plena. It is said to range from three to four

inches in height, to be dense in habit, and to

flower abundantly in the open ground; but as

yet no opportunity has been afforded for deter-

mining its value for bedding purposes in English

gardens. As all the white flowered lobelias that

have been introduced up to the present moment
have proved worthless, some amount of caution

should be exercised in planting this new comer,

until it has been subjected to a careful trial

;

more especially; as the double form with blue

flowers is of no value whatever in the flower

garden.

Iruit and Megetable gardening.

SEASONABLE HINTS,

Raspberries and blackberries should have
their suckers thinned out, as weeds, as they

grow, permitting only those to remain that will

be wanted next year.

Strawberries should be assisted to make strong-

rooted runners—good and loose soil placed near

where the runners are, and if these are slightly

covered, all the better.

Where new strawberry beds are required to

be made that will bear well the next season, the

very first runners of the season should be se-

lected, and layered into small pots. In about

three weeks they should be cut from the parent
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stem, and left to a separate and independent ex-

istence for a few days. After preparing the

ground properly for their reception, the pots

should be well watered and the plants turned

out into the spots designed for them. They will

then grow finely the present season, and bear

surprising crops of fine fruit the next Spring.

A warm sandy loam is the best for a straw-

berry bed. A low and damp one is of all the

most objectionable. Though warm and dry in

one sense, it should be rendered capable of re-

taining moisture in the dryest weather, and this

can only be perfectly accomplished by draining

and subsoiling. If the latter is done three feet

deep, all the better.

Unless in very sandy soil, a very heavy dress-

ing of stable manure is objectionable. Wood
ashes, ground bones, and matters of a mineral

nature are more advantageous.

Of late j^ears there does not seem the same at-

tention to fruit there once was. The " canning

system " has had much to do with this. But no

system of preserving strawberries is equal to the

natural fruit. We are pleased to find that many
who can afford it are again raising them under

glass.

Strawberries for forcing are treated in pots, as

we have already described; but instead of being

transferred to the open ground, when well rooted

in the small pots, are re-potted into five or six-

inch pots, and these latter plunged in the ground

to their rims in a spot the most favorable to

strawberry growth.

After having grown well, and when they show
signs of having formed a good strong crown,

they are to be taken out of the open ground and

gradually ripened by withholding water,—taking

care that it is not done so suddenly as to make
the plants wither, or they will suff"er much. To-

wards the Winter they can be set ia a cold

frame and covered with dry leaves for a slight

protection from the frost till wanted. Many
commence to force at the beginning of the new
year, when they are brought into the greenhouse

and must be set near the glass. A high tem-

perature is fatal. 45° to 50° is sufficient for a

few weeks, and 55° to 60° when the fruit is fairly

set. They love to be frequently syringed, and
guarded against Red Spider, which is their

greatest pest. Where there is not the conveni-

ence of a greenhouse to force strawberries, they

may be had a few weeks earlier than usual by

making a piece of ground slope to the south-east,

planting out as already described for garden cul-

ture, and then setting a glass frame over them.

The nearer the frame and glass can be brought to

the soil, the better and earlier will the crop be.

Protecting from frost in Winter also adds to the

earliness of the crop. The earliest variety to be

had in the locality should be employed.

Our hints for the last month will, in a great

measure, bear a re-perusal at the commence-
ment of this.

Sow Endive, and towards fhe end of the month
transplant in rows. They should be set out in

rows eighteen inches apart, and one foot from

each other. The soil can scarcely be too rich

for them. Seed may yet be sown for a later

crop.

If Brocoli is a desirable vegetable, it may be

had all through the Winter by being sown now.

In about four weeks plant out into rich garden

soil. On the approach of frost, take up the

plants, with a portion of soil adhering, and pack

them closely in a warm and somewhat damp
cellar. They will continue to grow, and pro-

duce nice heads.

Beans may be sown up to the end of the

month. For winter use, the White Kidney is

very popular, although other kinds are very ex-

tensively grown for the same purpose.

In some families large, full-grown Carrots are

objectionable. Seeds of the Long Orange sown

now on rich sandy soils, form neat and desirable

roots before Winter. The same may be said of

beets.

Cucumbers for pickles are also sown about

this time. They usually produce a greater

number, and consequently smaller fruit, than

when sown earlier. The Short Prickly is the kind

to employ.

The main crop of winter Cabbage is often

planted the first or second week in July. In

planting, if the weather be dry, it is a good plan

to make the holes before planting and fill up
with water ; after soaking away, the plants may
be set in, and they seldom wither afterwards,

though without rain for a month. Another and

more expeditious plan is to have the plants

ready with their roots in a pan of water. They

are then set into the hole at the time it is made.

The water adhering to the roots then gives to

the set out i')lants the advantages of puddling.

Celery we have spoken of last month. The
remarks are yet applicable. See Communica-

tions on Celery, page 70, Vol. II., and page 356,

Vol. III. They will be found of much value to

the amateur.
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COM31UNICA TTONS.

THE BLENHEIM PIPPIN APPLE.

BY CHARLES DOAVNING.

The Blenheim Pippin enquired ahont in the

May number of the Gardener's Monthhj, by S. M.,

is a well-known English apple, and valuable

where it succeeds, which it does in this latitude

and farther North ; the tree is a vigorous growei-,

and forms a very large spreading head ; it is not

an early bearer, but when established, bears

abundantly alternate years, and often a mode-

rate crop the intervening years; the fruit is

large to very large, roundish oblate in form
;

color deep orange, covered over half or more of

the surface with rich l)rownish red, often mixed

with russet; flesh whitish, a little coarse, tender,

juicy, rather acid at first, but when in perfection

has a rich vinous flavor slightly aromatic ; it is

an excellent cooking apple, and a good market

variety; it ripens from November to February.

There was a mistake as to this variety and the

Blooming Orange being distinct, in Downing's

second revised edition of 1869, which was cor-

rected in the first appendix to that edition in

1872. It can be had of most of the leading fruit

nurseries.

THE BLENHEIM PIPPIN.

BY T. T. LYOX, SOUTH HAVEN, MICH.

In reply to the query of S. M., of Painesville,

O., in the May number, respecting this apple, I

will state that what is now known as Blenheim
Pippin, and described as such, in the appendix

to the latest revision of Downing's work on

fruits, is identical with that described in his ear-

lier editions as Dutch Mignonne. I received

cions of it from Mr. Downing about 1850, which
have now been many years in fruit. I esteem it

highly as a large and beautiful culinary fruit fOr

late Autumn and early Winter ; but rather

coarse and acid for the dessert. The tree is very

vigorous and reasonably productive ; but bears

rather lightly while young. It cannot be said to

be an early bearer, but the fruit is uniformly

large and perfect, never becoming small from
over-productiveness.

The article in the January number is not now
accessible, and I am not sure, from recollection,

as to the tenor of the description referred to.

THE BLENHEIM PIPPIN APPLE.

BY (;. W. THOMPSON, STH.TON NURSERIES, N. J.

It gives me pleasure^present and proBpective

—to reply to S. M., Painesville, Lake Co., 0.,

—

present, because a recent inquiry of mine found

such prompt replies; also, the pleasure of help-

ing to sustain the usefulness of our good Gar-

dener's Monthly, and the prospect of receiving the

thanks of the Ed. G. M.—why that fills the bill.

I have had the Blenheim Pippin some time,

chiefly in nursery row, and have put it upon

trial in specimen ground and hope to be able to

report its behaviour.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Preserving Fruit Trees from Grasshoppers.

—We note that a correspondent of a Western

pa))er says that if turpentine be mixed with

whitewash and put on the stems of trees in the

Fall, there will be odor enough to last all Sum-
mer, and that this odor will drive ofi" the grass-

hopper. There are so many poor recipes for all

sorts of insectifuges, going round the papers, that

one is never sure how much there may be of

value in any of them, but in this case the white-

wash will certainly do some good to the tree

whether the turpentine disgusts the grasshopper

or not.

Apricots in California.—Apricots have been

the special pride of the Golden State, but for

some reason are said to be very scarce there this

year. It would be interesting to know whether

the curculio has found its way there yet. We
suppose it will get there one of these days.

Strawberries from Seed.—As showing how
easy it is to raise good seedling strawberries, we

may say that Mr. Durand, whose name is con-

nected with good varieties, has now in bearing

three thousand varieties, which he regards as dis-

tinct—but which we should think the " protec-

tive committee " at Washington would be hard

put to describe explicitly so that any one might

know whether he was infringing on a patent

right or not—and any one of which would be

good enough for ordinary mortals. Such facts

as these, make the propriety of going into ecsta-

cies over a new and promising variety, very

doubtful. If good kinds can be produced in such

numbers, we shall soon be in the condition of
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the new potato men. They raised new kinds for

us by the hundred—all of them so good—that

there was no great use in selecting any one, and

then they took to advertising the seed, so that

every one could raise his own best variety. Will

it soon be thus with the strawberry ?

By the way, we notice that Mr. Durand adver-

tises that he received the " First Premium " at

the Centennial Exhibition, but he has been led

into error. There were no premiums awarded

at the Centennial for strawberries. Mr. Durand's

fruit received very high credit, more so, indeed,

than any " premium " would give him, but then

other strawberry exhibitors received quite as

high awards as his—saj^ for instance, his fellow-

citizen, J. H. Withington, of South Amboy.
There was honor—high honor to manj'—but
" first " to none.

Apples for England.—So late as the 4th of

May, the " Indiana," of the American Line of

Steamers, from Philadelphia to Liverpool, took

out 1,500 barrels of apples. Some of these were
of the celebrated Pennsylvania variety, " Smoke
House," which is said to be highly appreciated

in England. In past times they seem to have
known nothing ofAmerican apples except "New-
town Pippin," and seem to be astonished at the

superiority of other kinds.

The Northern Spy Apple in the West.—It

is said that the Northern Spy is fast outrunning

all other kinds in popularity in low^a and Michi-

gan. It is longer in coming into bearing than

most kinds, but generally brings more in market
than the others, and this perhaps, may help

balance accounts.

Best Stock for the Early Richmond Cherry.
—The Western Farmer says the Early Richmond
in Iowa bears most heavily and earlier on its

own or Morello stock, but ultimately most fruit

on the Mahaleb. This is good rule for Iowa,

where the Mazzard does not do well. Wherever
the Mazzard thrives, it is by far the best stock

for the Early Richmond.

The Gros Colman Grape.—This variety has

never achieved great popularity with American
hot-house grape-growers, but we note that in the

December reports of Covent Garden (London)

Market, it seems to be the general favorite, and
to bring higher prices than all the varieties of

that season. What say Mr. Huidekoper and our

other friends who are interested in experimental

vinery culture ?

Size of Pot-raised Pears.—In England the

Dwarf Pear is not uncommon as an orchard-

house fruit. Of some remarkable fruit the Lon-

don Journal of Horticulture has this to say:—
" Mr. Hawkins, gardener, Ewenny Abbey, Bridg-

end, Glamorganshire, tells us that he grew last

year in pots Pitmaston Duchesse Pears weighing

27 ozs., Durandeau 21 ozs., and Doyenne du
Comice 17 and 18 ozs., that fruit being of excel-

lent flavor. He wishes to know if other garden-

ers have obtained fruits as fine or finer."

Sending Peaches to Ireland. — Mr. J. H.
Parnell, of Alabama, who did himself so much
credit in the exhibition of the very large peaches

of the Early Beatrice variety, at the Centennial

last year, has astonished the residents in " Great

Britain and Ireland " by sending peaches from
Alabama to Ireland in first-rate condition. The
Irish Farmer's Gazette says thej'' were in just as

good condition as if pulled fresh from the tree.

Mr. Parnell brought them in a box, which is

thus described :
—

" The contrivance consisted of

a large, square bin or deep wooden chest, strongly

put together, and lined with zinc ; within this

was another large chest similarly lined, a space

of some 8 or 9 inches intervening between the

inner and outer chest, which was filled with ice.

In the inner chest the peaches were stored, not

in separate trays, layers, or anything of the kind,

but heaped as you would stow potatoes in a pit

;

and there they lay, a rosy and happy looking

mass, in the best possible condition."

Importing Early Vegetables.—We have our
" South " to keep us in early vegetables. Eng-

land is finding one in Algiers. The Garden

says :

—
" Large quantities of Green Peas are.now

being received in Covent Garden from the warm
and sheltered parts of France, and also from

Algeria, whence they are consigned by way of

Paris; and during the past week we have noted

gangs of Pea-shellers almost as busily engaged

in that work as in the Summer time, when Eng-

lish-grown Peas are abundant. It is, too, a no-

ticeable fact that the French Peas are far supe-

rior to those that come from the warmer climate

of Algeria. The succulent Long White Turnip

of the Paris market gardens, together with salad

vegetables, is also now being sold by auction,

daily, in large quantities. French and Channel

Islands Asparagus is abundant, and comes packed
in flat lath boxes 2 ft. wide, 15 in. deep, and
about 3 ft. in length. A few Globe Artichokes

and Cardoons come from Marseilles, and now
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and then a batch of fresh, thnuf^h :xs yot palo-

colori'd, Tomatoes."

The Oyster Plant. — Mr. Worthington G.

Smith is not .satisfied that our Salsify should rob

one of his dearly beloved funguses of the name
" Oyster Plant," and tliis is what he says to the

Gardener )i Matjminc nhowi it:—"In your article

on 'Tap-rooted Vegetables' (]). 155), you de-

scribe two ' vegetable oysters,' one the Salsify,

' sometimes ' termed the oyster ; the other the

Scolymus, which you term the ' true vegetable

oyster.' You have therefore 'two Richards in

the field,' and allow me to say both counterfeit.

The only old, original, and true 'buttery bi-

valve,' or * vegetable oyster,' is the ancient and

time-honored mushroom, Agaricus ostreatus, a

melting and delicious edible fungus found on

rotten elm stumps in November. Whatever the

flavor of your two plants may be, the tap-root in

Salsify and Scolynius would suggest the more
appropriate names, at present unoccupied, of the

' vegetable periwinkle ' and the ' vegetable

whelk.' The true ' vegetable oyster,' Agaricus

ostreatus, has no tap-root or stem ; it is all flat,

as it should be." After all, there are a good

many kinds of animal oysters, and why may
there not be of vegetable as well. Epicureans

say the English oyster is a coppery sort of thing,

and pronounce the American the oyster. So it

comes down to but one oyster after idl, and so

may our oj'ster plant follow the same verdict.

Forcing Asparagu.s.—The poor stuff called

canned vegetables, will never compete with nice

fresh ones, just cut fresh from the plant, and

particularly is this so with Asparagus; and then

it forces so easily. A correspondent of the Gar-

den gives his experience, which we give on the

principle that what a man says he has done, is

worth a whole chapter of " how you may do it
:"

—"Asparagus may be obtained a month before

it is ready out-of-doors as follows :—About the

middle of February place some movable wooden
frames over a permanent bed of it, and with a

few barrow-loads of warm manure and leaves,

make up a lining all round the bed, and cover

its surface with dr}' hay. Then put on thelight.s

and keep them closed for three weeks, when the

heads will begin to appear. The hay should

then be cleared off, and a little air given on

every favorable opportunity. Under this treat-

ment I cut my first Asparagus on March 20, and

since that date I have cut several hundreds of

beautiful heads, and still they promise to be suf-

ficiently abundant to keep up a good supply

until the outdoor crop is ready. By this i)lan the

bod, which does not experience any disturbance,

will last a great number of years, provided its

produce is not cut too late. Cutting should cease

and the glass be removed directly the out-door

crop is readj'."

FoRCKi) Fruits and Vec.etablks.—On the 20th

of May we received a pair of cucumbers twenty-

one inches long, and a few tomatoes eleven inches

round ; the -former so tender and crisp that we
were tempted to send one to the venerable

author of " Buist's Kitchen Garden Directory,"

t(» test the sincerity of his receipt for cucumbers,

"Slice, pepper, salt and throw out of the win-

dow !
" but our appetite saved us from this great

sin. The tomatoes were so solid and delicious

that we do not wonder the London papers say,

" the skill of our best gardeners in forcing fruits

and vegetables has beaten the canned articles

which are falling into disrepute."

Mr. Paget, the excellent gardener to Hon. J.

D. Cameron, of Harrisburg, who sends these,

also writes :

—" I have not cut less than two per

day, since the 20th of November. I picked

twenty-five ripe peaches on the 17th inst. ; more
ready now. There is no peach like Hale's Early

in my estimation ; but I must include Old Mixon,

Mountain Rose and several others, for good

forcing habits. I have picked one basket of

strawberries every two or three days since March
18th. Downing's and Triomphe de Gand are the

kinds."

senAPS AND QUERIES.

Stock for the Cherry.—S. says :
—

" What is

the hardiest stock to work the cherry on ? Can

I work the cherry on stocks that will make them
dwarf, and still have them hardy ?

"

[The hardiest stock is believed to be the Mor-

ello, and it dwarfs somewhat. The Mahaleb is

also considered hardier than the Morello, but it

grows the grafted plant nearly as strong jia the

Mazzard for all practical purposes. When grown

in clover, we have seen the Mazzard stock pretty

successful, even in the cold Northwestern States.

It is quite likely some of our native cherries

would make good hardy dwarf stocks, but we
know of no reliable experiments.—Ed. G. M.]

Gooseberry Worm.—J. W. M. Exeter, N. H.,

writes :

—
" I have some nice plants of the Down-
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ing Gooseberry, which have promised fruit two

or three years, but the worms have spoiled every

berry. Can you give me a remedy through the

June number of the Gardener's Monthly, and

oblige a subscriber?"

[We know of no insect that injures the fruit of

tlie gooseberry hereabouts, to any material ex-

tent—though occasionally a "stui.g" fruit may
be noticed. If any have had this unfortunate

experience, and will give us something definite, it

would be very acceptable. We should suppose

gathering the berries infested with the egg, and

destroying them would keep the insect down.

—

Ed. G. M.]

Trees Injured by Oil.—We have the follow-

ing very important communication from Mr. G.

R. Dykeman, Shippensburg, Pa. :
—

" Last Fall I

painted with linseed oil, all my tree-bodies in one

field— say 600 peach, 200 apple, some pear,

cherry, plum, and 100 quince. To my surprise,

I find I have killed all the large peach trees,

five years planted ; as far as I have exaniined,

not one escaping that was painted ; the other

trees look all O K. Some peach trees in other

places, were painted with refuse lard and linseed

oil ; they are all dead, as far as examined—say

about two hundred more. I set out this Spring,

300 peach, 100 plum on peach, and painted from

root to above bud with lard and linseed oil

;

have gone over them with soap, and scoured it

off; will pass over them again to-morrow. Can

I do any better? I notice on the apjDle, where a

side limb was taken off, the bark is killed back

from the cut, about half an inch all around. Had
I better take the oil off the apple, cherry, plum
and quince ? I enclose directed envelope

;
please

reply and inform, and if possible, afford some re-

lief to me.
" P. S.—I suppose I did not state the reasons

for greasing the trees. It was to keep the rab-

bits off, as well as to kill any bugs that happen

to be around. Will you please make enquiry in

the next Monthly for similar cases. I will write

again, later in the season."

[We know uf no experiments with peach trees,

or stone fruits, as it is rare that the white scale

infests them, which is the enemy sought to be

destroyed by the experiments with linseed oil,

we have noted in our magazine. In those cases,

hundreds of apple and pear trees were painted

in March, now over two Summers ago, and it is

impossible to find healthier trees than they are

to-day. The precise reason, therefore, why

Mr. Dykeman's trees were injured, requires very

close examination.—Ed. G. M.]

May Beetles on the Raspberry.—F. P. W.,

Passaic, N. J., writes :
—

" I send you herewith

some specimens of a beetle which has appeared

in this locality in large numbers, and is making
sad havoc with the raspberries ofall kinds. Some
of my Doolittle's are under bare-poles, they hav-

ing stripped them of leaves and fruitjust formed,

thus destroying the crop for this year. As they

have only just appeared, we may be able to

check their ravages in some measure, before they

have destroyed everything. They stick so tightly

that they cannot be shaken off, and they fly and

make a noise similar to a June bug. We have

put sulphur upon the bushes, with apparent suc-

cess, but do not know how it will be in the end.

I thought best to inform you, as you will proba-

bly know what the pest is, and be able to pub-

lish the best method for its prevention and

destruction, and thus give a timely warning to

those whom it has not yet troubled. Any in-

formation on the subject would be thankfully

received by mj'self."

[These are Lachnosterna tristis, a near relative

of the L. quercina, or common May Beetle. A
drove of turkeys let through the raspberry

plantation, would help to keep them down, and

the next be^t thing is hand-picking by children.

With all this, they will no doubt ravage faster

than the remedy will follow, but it is the best we
know.—Ed. G. M.]

The Prickly Comfrey.—E., South Lexington,

Mass., writes :
—

" I have purchased a thousand

sets of the Prickly Comfrey roots, and as I see

your name connected with it in the public pa-

pers, I should be very much favored if you will

tell me whether it has any great value?"

[As a matter of opinion, it would perhaps

have been wise to have been satisfied of its

value before purchasing; but perhaps it is best

to first secure the hare, as the famous cook-wo-

man says, before you cook him. In regard to

our experience with it, it is correct as stated in

public papers, that the writer of this has had it

growing in his flower border for a nuhiber of

years, and though we can say that it is pretty,

we think there are other things more beautiful;

and if our correspondent had bought a thousand

Geraniums—say of the General Grant—or even

a thousand Petunias, we think he would have

had a better show for his money than the Prick-

ly Comfrey will make.—Ed. G. M.]
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iORESTRY.

COMMUNICA TIONiS.

EXPERIMENTS IN TIMBER RAISING IN KANSAS.

BY RKV. L. .1. TKiMI'LIX, HUTCHINSON, KAN.

The rpgion of country lyinp^ between the Mis-

souri River and the Rocky Mountains is gene-

rally a vast, treeless plain. It was formerly

known as " The Great American Desert," but is

now more properly called "The Plains." So far

from being a " desert," it is one of the most fer-

tile portions of the continent, and it is rapidly

filling up with an intelligent and industrious

population, who are literally making it " rejoice

and blossom as the rose." One of the great

drawbacks to the settlement of this country is

the great scarcity of timber. While, so far as

subduing the country and bringing it into culti-

vation is concerned, it is far preferable to have no
timber, than to have the land encumbered with

it, as much of the e;istern portion of the United
States was. Still every man who comes here to

live, feels the need of more timber. The ques-

tions th.at face the immigrant at the outset are,

can timber be raised, and if so, have the people
the enterprise and patience to plant and culti-

vate? These questions are being rapidly an-

swered in the affirmative. Most kinds of timber
adapted tn this climate grow with a rapidity that

is astonishing to an Eastern man. But in the

beginning all was in doubt as to what would suc-

ceed and what fail. All planting was, tiiereforc,

largely an experiment. But such experiment.s

are often costly and tedious, and if every man
has to make them for himself, the tendency is to

discourage and hinder the work to a consider-

able degree. In order to aid in this matter, some
of the railroad companies that had large land

grants to dispose of, have undertaken the woik
of testing the various kinds of timber as to its

adaptation to the soil and climate of this region.

For this purpose, experimental nurseries have
been planted at various points along the routes

and in the different kinds of soil. The A. T. &
S. F. R. R. Co. established four of these experi-

mental stations, as follows : at Hutchinson, 180

miles west of the State line and 1,.')00 feet above

the level of the sea; second, at Ellenwood, 215

miles west of the State line and 1,700 feet alti-

tude; third, at Larned, 24G mile^ west and 2,035

feet elevation; and fourth atSi)earvilIe,on " Drj
Ridge," 283 miles west and 2,478 feet altitude.

This enterprise was begun four years ago, thia

Spring, on freshly broken sod. I am not able to

give any report of results at any of the statioiiB,

except the one at thi.s place—Hutchinson.

The experiments at this place have produced

important results. There have been failures and
partial failures, as well as successes; but the

failures are as important in the information

elicited, as the successes. The past year haa

been the most trying on arboreous vegetation

that has ever been experienced since settlements

began. The locusts came down on us about the

first of September, destroying a large portion of

the foliage of young trees. This was followed

by a very warm, pleasant Fall ; a new growth of

leaves was the result. These were caught by a

freeze of unusual severity for the season, about

the first of November, and as might be expected

a great many trees were killed and othei"s in-

jured. The amount of injury or exemption from

it was not in every case an indication of the

hardiness or otherwise of the tree, but rather of

the amount of damage they had sustained from

the insect depredators. Looking through the

experimental grounds, a few days ago, I made
the following estimates of losses:—Cottonwood,

Black Walnut, Negundo and Soft Maple, unin-

jured; Osage Orange, one-quarter killed to the

ground; Honey Locust, one-half killed to the

ground ; Catalpa, Ailanthus and Peach, three-

quarters killed back ; Elm and Ash uninjured.

These are the principal kinds under cultivation.

The Chestnut and China tree have been dis-

carded, as also the Black Locust, as unworthy

of further trial. ISIany fruit trees and small frui's

were killed or seriously injured by the unfavor-

able circumstances.

Thanks to whom thanks arc due, for the privi-

lege of reading the Monthly—I feel like saying

the '"Prince of Montiilies"—this year. Will

tiy to make return in 8 »mc "notes" during
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the busy season. We have had a backward

Spring, but rye has been in head for two weeks,

and wheat is now heading out. The locusts,

which hatched out in vast numbers have nearly

all disappeared. Prospects are flattering for a

splendid crop.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Yellow Pines.—The investigations of

Prof. Sargent show that in all the large lumber

centres—Wilmington, Baltimore, Philadelphia,

New York and Boston—" Yellow Pine " is exclu-

sively applied to the timber of Pinus australis

(Pinus palustris of Lambert). Muv-h of the con-

fusion in "Yellow," perhaps, arises from the

fjict, that the prevailing " Yellow Pine " of old

lumbermen, was P. mitis, which is now rarely

(if ever) in market.

Forestry in Massachusetts.— Some of the

Western States encourage planting by legisla-

tion. Nebraska has its " Arbor Day," when pre-

miums are given to those who plant out the most

trees. But Massachusetts is planting by indi-

vidual exertion, and among these public spirited

individuals, few have done more to encourage

the practice successfully, than Prof. Sargent and

Mr. C. S. Hopkins.

The great difficulty has been in getting native

trees for planting. The habit of ruiniing to

Europe for everything, gave American nursery-

men no chance. If a nurseryman raised a hun-

dred thousand trees, the chances were that lie

would sell but five or ten thousand. The rest

having to be thrown away, the prices had to rule

high; with anything like a certainty of selling

regularly, the prices would rule considerably

lower. American planters are beginning to feel

the force of this, and by ordering beforehand,

inquiring, and other symptoms of encourage-

ment, find that they can be well served by their

neighbors around them.

Mr. Hopkins, in a recent letter in the Rrgistcr,

on New England Forest Planting, has this en-

couraging sentence:—"We count our acres in

these young trees by thousands. Tiie few plan-

tations on the Cape containing a good variety of

young trees, depended mainly upon importa-

tions from England for seed and seedlings. For-

tunately at the present time, by the foresight

and energy of our native nurseries during the

past few years, it is no longer necessary to cross

the Atlantic to secure at low prices the basis of

our future forests, and as a consequence, it ia

hardly possible for the most sanguine to overes-

timate the great improvement by tree planting,

that is sure to occur on the Cape within the next

ten years. Our people generally, are alive to the

fact that whether they own one, or one hundred

acres of land, a few years will double its value

by planting half in trees.".

Paper from Cactus.—The Greeley 7Vz6une tells

us that the manufacture of paper of excellent

quality from the species of Cactus growing in

great abundance in the Mojave Desert, has re-

cently been tested at the Lick paper mill, at San

Jose, by parties interested, who propose, if pos-

sible, to obtain control of all the paper-mills on

the coast, and set them in operation on this ma-
terial exclusively. The Cactus paper is said to

be very strong, and the supply of material un-

limited.

Pear Timber.—We learn from the Derby Mer-

cury that during the late storm, a large Pear tree

in the orchard of Mr. Robert Hay, Chase Farm,
Ambergate, was blown down. Mr. Hay says

that when his great-grandfather took possession

ofthe place in 1750, or 127 years ago, it was a

much larger tree than when he (Mr. Hay) was

born, in 1800; and since then it has lost several

large linibs in exceptionally high winds. Mr.

Hay believes it to be considerably over 300 years

old, and the dimensions taken to-day, as below,

will to some extent bear out his assertions. The
tree has been a great favorite with the old gen-

tleman, and last year it bore a large crop of very

good fruit. It had two trunks, dividing about

3 ft. from the ground line. The measurements are

—Circumference at ground, 9 ft. 6 in.; at 3 ft.

above ground, 11 ft.; of largest trunk, 6 ft. above

ground, G ft. G in.; of smaller trunk, 6 ft. above

ground, 5 ft. G in.; of largest bough, 4 ft. 6 in.

;

next largest bough, 4 ft.; height from ground to

top, 45 ft.

[The above is from the Gardener's Record. In

the vicinity of Philadelphia, Pear timber is in

great request by mill-wrights.—Ed. G. M.]

Timber Conifers in Massachusetts.—We give

below, the following letter of Mr. J. W. Manning,

to the Ploughmnn, because of the implied value

ofthe Scotch Pine as a timber tree in Massachu-

setts. We su]>pose there must have been sulli-

cient observation of its growth in Massachusetts

to warrant what is said of it there, but it is pro-

per to say that in many other parts of the Union
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wht'if it liit.s licen tiictl, it is liy no inoiuis popu-

lar. But wo can endorse all that is said of the

White Pine. We are not sure, hut tlie Larch is

nearly as uncertain as the Sootcli Tine. In many
places the wood seems to he e.xcollent, but there

are othera where it ia nearly worthless:—
"The premium offered by the Massachusetts

Society for Promoting Agriculture, for forest

planting, seems to stimulate the inquiry where

the Scotch Larch and Scotch Pine can he pro-

cured. Abundant information is offered in the

advertising columns of the press, so that none

need he at a loss where to procure it.

" Xo more evidence is required as to the adapt-

ability of the Scotch Larch as a forest tree. Spe-

<;imens of this tree are to be seen in nearly every

town in the State. We fully believe that 50

cords or more of fuel may be grown in 25 years

from the seed of this tree, per acre, on good land;

as it is easy to prove that that rate of growth has

been made on poor land. It is literally Ji tree

adapted to poor soils.

" A similar remark applies also to the Scotch

Pine, for .specimens in full vigor are not rare

even on very barren soils. We would also urge

the claims of the White Pine, for it is growing

in luxuriance on so many dry and barren places.

It grows fieely in gravel pits, where nothing

called soil remains.

"These three Conifers make a complete list of

all that are desirable to be used for planting in

the forest soils of Massachusetts. Other varieties

may be good, l)ut none are better. Let these be

planted by the million, for twenty years will pass

just as quickly as though they were not planted,

and if planted, there will be a handsome return

to show for the expenditure in our advancing

years, when we seek some memorial of early

labors.

" Growing specimens may be seen from the

railways and highways of the country, and the

success of transplanted evergreen and deciduous

trees, can readily be ascertained, and thereby

each for himself can, from the growth of the

past, calculate upon the growth of the future.

" We trust that our few remarks may serve to

stimulate some to attempt tree planting, and we
hope that the planting of trees on lands adapted

for their growth, will pass through the land as

one form of a revival from the past season of

depression."

Forest Seedlings.—The causes that have con-

tributed to the loss of evergreens directly from

tiie forest are the lack of root lilicrs, which are

naturally few in many species of ('oniferoua

seedlings, especially ajiperlaining to those that

are forest grown. The.se roots are more or less

mutilated or left in the soil when the plants are

jnilled, as they usually are, instead of being dug,

and with more or less exposure to the sun or

drying winds, after being taken out of the

gromid, and before packing.

These forest-grown seedlings, as slated in the

article referred to, require shade, and with this

and other necessary precautions, the loss of

plants is generally so great as to deter profes-

sional nurserymen from planting this class of

evergreen very largely for a series of years.

Nursery -grown evergreens should not be

classed in the same category as forest-grown

seedlings, from the fiict that the care and culti-

vation given to nursery-grown seedlings, induce

a better root growth, and these roots are mostly

preserved by being dug, instead of being pulled

out of the ground. Hence, these nursery-

grown seedlings, after an exposure cf one or

two years to the sun, before being taken out of

the seed-beds, may be safely transplanted into

beds or nursery row« without shade.

—

Prairie

Farmer.

The Value of Timber in the Scotch High-
lands.—A recent English journal says :

—" An
illustration of the value of timber on waste

lands in the Highlands is afforded by a sale of

wood which took place on the estate of the Earl

of Cawdor, in Nairnshire, the other day. In

1820, two hills on the Cawdor property, of about

800 acres in extent, and of almost no agricul-

tural value, were planted with fir and other

trees, and after successive thinnings, the sale of

which realized large sums, the remainder of the

wood has just been sold off for the sum of £16,-

000 ($80,000). The sums realized for the wood
on this waste land during the fifty years is stated

to be equal per acre to the return for the best

arable land in the country."

The Nettle Tree, Celtis austbalis, although

of moderate dimensions, furnishes a timber of

great commercial value, and the slender, flexi-

ble branches are in great request in many parts

of Europe for whip stocks. In the neighbor-

hood of Udine, according to the German papers,

large plantations are now cultivated, actually

tilled, and manured. The trees are planted

about six feet apart, the lower branches being

trained off, and in ten years the trunks attain a
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diameter of six to eight inches. The wood from

these plantations is fine-grained, is easily cleft,

and, being of a beautiful yellow color, fetches a

higher price than the ordinary quality. In Is-

tria this tree is commonly planted iii the squares

and near churches. In Moschenizza tliere is a

tree with a trunk five feet in diameter at the

base; and in' Gemino there is one six feet in

diameter, supposed to be a thousand years old.

—

Gard. Chronicle.

Forests of Sweden.—The principal part of

the timber of the Swedish forests, according to

the Chronique de la Societe d'Acdimatation, is fur-

nished by the Scotch Pine and Norway Spruce

Fir. The White Birch is also widely diffused

and abundant in that kingdom. The Aspen and

the Alder, the Elm and the Lime are also com-

mon, and attain large dimensions in some dis-

tricts. The timber of the Spruce and Silver

Fir is used in the construction of houses, ships,

<&c.; moreover, they furnish tar, and the wood
reduced to a pulp is employed in the manufac-

ture of paper. Balks and planks of these two

kinds of timber are largely exported. Birch-

wood is chiefly consumed as fuel, supplying

nearly all the coasting vessels in the Baltic. As

an example of the extent of trade in this arti-

cle, we may mention that no less than 25,488,678

cubic feet of Birch-wood for fuel, were shipped

from a single port in 1872. The wood of the

Aspen is used in the manufacture of matches,

one of the most flourishing industries of Sweden.

The European Walnut.—It is well known
that Walnut trees sometimes attain prodigious

size and great age. An Italian architect men-
tions having seen at St. Nicholas, in Lorraine, a

single plank of the wood of the Walnut, 25 feet

wide, upon which the Emperor Frederick III.

had given a sumptuous banquet. In the Baidar

Valley, near Balaclava, in the Crimea, stands a

Walnut tree at least 1000 years old. It yields

annually from 80,000 to 100,000 nuts, and belongs

to five Tartar families, who share its produce

equally.— Gardeners Chronicle.

Growing Wood for Fuel.—A Canadian farm-

er, about twelve years ago, planted six American
cottoHwood trees, and one silver Abele poplar,

on seven square rods. Lately cutting them
down and preparing them for fuel, he realized

four cords of nice wood. An acre at the same
rate would have yielded eighty cords.

IaTURAL filSTORY AND %IENCE.

GOMMUNICA TIONS.

NOTES FROM YUBA COUNTY, CAL.

HY MR.S. F. E. l\.

Since my last letter, the season has advanced

vcrj' much. At the present writing, May 7th,

the Honey Locusts are shedding their fragrant

snow, and the figs are swelling on the trees under

my window. Where there is irrigation, every-

thing is very promising, but the rains were so

scanty that the hills are already becoming brown
and parched. Haying and harvesting are al-

ready in progress, but the crop is short. People

are predicting an unusually hot Summer on ac-

count of the early ceasing of the rains, and the

small snow-fall in the mountains. I took a little

ride in the hills last week. The scenery, after

crossing the little plain, Avas wild and grand, the

way rough and steep. Flowers, many of them
new, all the way. Those i)retty little yellow tu-

lips were as plenty as dandelions in the Eastern

States, and I discovered, high up among the

hills, the beautiful white tulip. There are innu-

merable small delicate flowers, in patches by the

way, as well as some showy si)ecie8. We came
on a little brown house high among the hilla.

Beautiful roses and passion- flowera were bloom-
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ing all over it, ami its little flower-ganlcn was

arranged to be easily watered. Geraniums and

roses bloomed in profusion on the wide cool

porch. Afterwards we climbed the little ridge

that shieUled the house on the northeast, and

saw the long range of the Nevadiis
— "whiter

than snow." I saw that day Vick's "Climbing

Hyacinth," and two small species, blue and

white; his " Ithuriel's Spear," in the shades of

blue he describes, and also white and straw

color. Lilies in abundance, not yet in bloom
;

the white and yellow tulips; Crassula.-^, with

orange and scarlet flowers, and some beautiful

bhie and purple of the Labiata? and Boragin-

aoffi.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Magnificent Collection of Fungi and the
Lower Cryptogams.—Mr. H. W. Rjivenel, of

Aiken, South Carolina, who ranks among the

first cryptogamic botanists of the world, is natu-

rally anxious th.at the labors of a long life should

be placed where they will do good long after he

passes away. The collection could not be made
for some thousands of dollar.s, but we learn that

if they could be purchased and placed in some
public institution, where the world may get the

worth of them, Mr. R. would let them go on very

liberal terms. It is because of this public spir-

ited offer that we refer to the matter hero. The
following abstract shows how rich the collection

is:

—

Fhingi.—In Herbarium proper, about 3,000

species. Of these, upwards of 700 new American
species of Berkley and Curti.s, and Berkley and

Ravenel. The balance made up of American
species, collected by myself and furnished by

correspondents, and of European species sent by

Berkley, Broome, Desmaziers and others. All in

43 vols., 6.\9_inchcs; also in separate volumes:
" Fendler's Venezuelan Fungi," 2 vols., 120 spe-

cies; " Frogg's Swiss Fungi," 2 vols., 137 species.

In addition to above, a large box, 9 duplicates,

useful for exchanges.

Hepaticx.—One vol., 12x9, containing 80 spe-

cies, consisting of American and European spe-

cies.

Musci.— Three vols., 12.\9 ; containing, of

American and European, about 500 species;

California Mosses, G4 species; Hampe's Grenada

Mo.tse.-^, 78 species. Among these are many new
America)! species of Sullivant, Lesqucroaux, Aus-

tin, ».tc.

Lichrnti.— Seven vols., 12x9; ci)iitaining. of

American and European species, about GOO. All

the new Southern species of Tachenen are here

represented.

Alg.r.—Two vols., 12x9; containing, of Ameri-

can and foreign, about 3C() species. The new
Southern species of Wood and of Wolle arc here

represented.

Blue Glass. — A wealthy gentlemen, Mr.

Spencc, of Dundee, was a " disbeliever in blue

glass," but noticing that it seemed to have the

sanction of Mr. Buist, of Philadelphia, ho de-

cided to try it. He happened to have two houses

just alike in every respect, and in one he took

out the alternate strips, putting blue glass in the

place. His gardener, Mr. Lawrie, thus writes

about the results, on ap]ilication of the Editor of

the Gardtn:—" It is as yet premature to speak

definitely as to the results likely to be arrived at

as regards this experiment, for these reasons:

Ih'st, because the Vines were only struck from

eyes about a year ago; and secondly, out of the

eight weeks since I commenced to force, we have

only had a fortnight of sunshine, and from ob-

servations made, it is evident that the whole of

the success lies in having an abundant supply of

the blue sunray. In the first place, I shall say a

word or two about the Vines. We took two

Vineries of equal size in every respect, filled

them with the proper soil for vine-growing, got

good, healthy plants from Mr. Thomson, of Clo-

venfords, planted both houses the same day

(January 13), pruned them and allowed them to

settle in the soil till February 8, on which data

they Avere watered and a gentle heat of 45^ ap-

plied. As I have just stated, the two houses are

of equal size, and both have the same advan-

tage as regards sunlight, and the temperature

of both strictly the same, the only ditrercncc be-

tween the two being that the one is furnished

Avilh strips of blue glass and the other is glazed

with ordinary white gla.ss,only. Now for the re-

sults, so far as the experiment has gone. At the

end of the first four weeks, that is on March 8,

the Vines had made 16 in. of growth under the

blue, and only 4 in. under the white glass. On
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the 9th of April, the Vines under the blue glass

measured 3 ft. 4 in., and under the white 2 ft. 4

in., the two being equal in strength, but showing

that the absence of the sun had retarded the

progress of those under the blue glass to a greater

extent than it had done those under the white

glass. All the plants, such as Camellias and

Fuchsias, are vigorous and healthy, although

Bomeofthem were rather sickly when the ex-

periment was commenced. Wishing also to test

the effect of blue light upon vegetables, we
planted a few early Potatoes in each house.

They were planted on the same date as the

Vines, and without any other heat than the at-

mospheric heat of the houses, the result to-day

(April 10) is six of the Potatoes from under the

blue glass weighed 11 oz., and six from under the

white weighed only 5 oz."

This somewhat accords with the experience

with Mustard, of thirty years ago, which we re-

cently referrc. i lo in our pages—the early growth

was accelerated by blue glass. Ultimately, how-

ever, the white glass beat. So far as Mr. Spence's

experiment has gone, we see the same result.

Though there was a gain of three-fourths at the

fii"st measurement, it was reduced to less than

one-half in time.

We are glad to see practical gardeners taking

in hand to try this matter in this way. There is

a great deal of " science " brought to bear against

General Pleasanton, which is all very well from

the scientific stand-point. The ridicule and

pleasantry, of course. General Pleasanton can

stand. On the other hand, many of the good

things claimed for the blue glass, it is more than

likely, are to be referred to other influences than

the mere blue glass, but, if under any circum-

stances, blue glass will favor the growth of any

particular part, even though it be at the expense

of some other part, it is to the advantage of gar-

dening that we know it. The gourmand, who
feasts on pate defoie gras is quite satisfied to get

that glout morceau, without caring much for the

health of goose that produced it. It is thus

in many of our gardening operations.

The Sleep of Plants. —Referring to the pe-

cuhar times of opening and closing of various

flowers, a writer, quoting from the Proceedings of

the Philadelphia Academy of Aatural Sciences, says

:

—' Mr. Meehan says the popular impression uf

light and moisture as agents in their behavior,

had seemed to receive a tacit scientific assent.

It was clear, he thought, there was a more

poAverful agency underlying them, and it was
perhaps a gain to science to be able to see this,

though in so dim a light."

In regard to this, a valued correspondent

writes to us :
—

" Who are the scientific men de-

serving of the name, who hold any such belief?"

Recently the Scientific Farmer has had an inter-

esting chapter on " Light and Vegetation," in

which occurs the following, from which it would
appear that Mr. Meehan is not alone in suppo-

sing that the presence or absence of light was
closely connected by intelligent persons with

these diurnal openings :
—"The so-called 'Sleep

of Plants,' i. e., the change in position which
plants make from day to night is due to the

presence and absence of light. The questions

which naturally arise concerning the time of day

or night, when certain species of plants open
their flowei-s, giving rise to what are styled floral

clocks, are interesting, but at the same time dif-

ficult to explain. That the modest Night-bloom-

ing Cereus prefers the night to the day for the

unfolding of its large and showy flowers is curi-

ous. Why should the Mirabilis consider that

time in the afternoon, from which it gets its

name of ' Four o'clock ' as the best hour to

bloom ? But we must not ask hard questions.

Doubtlesst, he sunlight plays an important part

in all these individual peculiarities.

"The sensitive plant is fast gaining the repu-

tation of being an organization endowed with

sensation and voluntary motion. If an active

plant of this nature be placed in darkness for a

length of time it loses this sensibility, or at least

its susceptibility to shocks, and remains rigid

until it has been again exposed for a considera^

ble time to the action of the sunlight."

Northern LL^aTS of Animal and Vegetable

Life.—The memoirs of the Nare's Arctic E.xpe-

dition are full of interest to the lovers of nature.

"As they made their way further north than

any of their predecessors, so they experienced

intenser cold and more protracted darkness.

The lowest temperature registered was 104° be-

low freezing point, Fahrenheit ; the mean tem-

perature of 13 consecutive days was 59° below

zero, and the mercury was frozen 47 days during

the Winter. Although we hear much of snow-

storms and fogs in those remote regions, it is re-

corded that a chronometer found in one of the

Cairns that remain as records of the Expedition

of the Polans proved to be in perfect working

onler aftei' an exposure of four Winters. A
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quantity of wheat similarly exposed for tliesanie

lenj^tli of time way found to be still unimpaired

as regards it.s vitality, and readily germinated

when placed uniler favorable conditions. Attho

latitude where the Discovenf wintered, Sl° 44^ N.,

animal life was comparatively plentiful; but

this may be reckoned as nearly marking its ex-

treme limit, for the sledging i)arties found no

game and were prostrated by scurvy through the

want of fresh meat. The musk ox was the main-

stay of the crews as regards fresh meat, but hares

and nniny kinds of birds were obtained, a bear

was seen, and in Lieutenant Parr's desperate ad-

venture—walking alone over thrty-five miles of

soft snow to obtain help from the A!erl—he was

guided by the fre.sh track of a roaming wolf.

One of the prevailing birds is the Knot, Tringa

canutus, a near relation of our sandpipers and

plovers; ashore haunting bird, the nest of which

is rarely seen in this country, even in districts

where the birds abound, and of which it is re-

ported that in the far north neither nests nor

eggs were found, although the young in all stages

of growth were plentiful.

" It njay be assumed that latitude 83^ N. is

about the limit of life of all kinds—-animal and
vegetable—at all events, in the regions reached

by way of the west coast of Greenland. Remains
of Eskimo were found on the west side of Smith

Sound in latitude 81° 52^, which we may regard

as the highest point reached by these strange

wanderers, who, being largely dependent on the

chase for subsistence, cannot proceed far beyond
the limits of game, even had they such motives

of curiosity as impel Arctic exj>lorers. In due
time we shall hear something of the vegetation

of these regions, but it is not likely that there is

much to be said on that subject; first, because

there is not much vegetation, and secondly, be-

cause there were not many opportunities for

botanical explorations; larger work consuming
the time and strength of even the most leisurely

of the party.

"Nevertheless, about fifty species of plants

were discovered on the hills, prominent among
them being the Arctic willows and saxifrages

;

and the lakes were found to be in many instances

well stocked with salmon and trout, and their

recesses were tenanted by vast flocks of brent

geese."

The Shape of the Earth.—A Kansas cor-

respondent of the Sd^mtific Ameiiean thinks it

no proof that the earth was once an impalpable

ma^js, that it is round now. He says:
—

" I hold

that its shape proves nothing as to its origin, or

(ho present condition of its interior. I think the

earth could not retain any shape very difTerent

from the present one, even if it were composed

of solid iron. It is known by all architects and

engineers that there is a limit to the size of

arches, depending on tlie strength of the mate-

rial used. An arch spanning several inches can

be made of soft putty. Many feet can l)e spanned

by an arch of brick, and hundreds of feet are

spanned by steel in bridges. But no one believes

that an arch over Lake Erie, or over the Straits

of Dover, would sustain itself, no matter what

material was used. So that there is a limit to

the size of any large body, beyond which gravi-

tation exceeds cohesion. The most minute par-

ticle of water assumes a globular form when not

in contact with other matter. Putty or jelly

would act like water, but would require a larger

quantity to overcome the cohesion of the parti-

cles. A body the size of the earth, if not revolv-

ing on its axis, would be spherical, or very nearly

so, even if composed of steel.- But let it revolve

on its axis, and it will be an oblate spheroid. A
very small planet, like some of the smaller aster-

oids, or a meteoric rock, might retain perma-

nently any given shape."

Hkkbarium Specimens.—Mr. A. H. Curtiss, of

Jacksonville, Fla., (formerly of Virginia,) has for

many years made a specialty of preparing herb-

aria of United States plants ; and will at any

time supply sets, accurately labeled and system-

atized, at the rate of $S per 100 species, or in ex-

change for desirable additions to his museum,
library or garden. Packages sent pre-paid by

mail, or l)y express, as far as New York.

Origin oy the Phylloxera. — The London

Journal of Horticulture says:
— "The President

of the Vine-growing Society of the Pyrenees

Orientales has, says Nature, sent a document to

Paris Academy of Sciences, afTirming that 'it is

the American plants which have brought the

Phylloxera into France, and that each planta-

tion of them is the signal for a fresh invasion.'

This statement directly controverts the theory

which has been more than once propounded,

that American Vines are phylloxera-proof. Per-

haps our American friends will embrace the op-

portunity of ' commenting on ' the bold assertion

of the Frenchman."
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Well, we say that no one has denied it. There

is little doubt, but the Phylloxera first appeared

in the vicinity of Bordeaux, and was introduced

hy American Vines. We do not know who made
the statement that American Vines are " Phyl-

loxera-proof," but suppose the idea originated

with a class of writers who imagined that because

American Vines were recommended -for stocks,

therefore, they were Phylloxera-proof. No Amer-
ican grape is free from the attack of Phylloxera

—they abound in any kind when they can get

the chance. The writer of this assisted Prof.

Planchon in digging up Clinton Vines which

were covered with the insect, and the fact is duly

recorded in Prof. Planchon's Report to the

French Government; but Prof. P. discovered that

some American grapes liad a sort of contempt

for the Phylloxera. While some—and nil Euro-

pean grapes—had their fibres injured by the in-

sect, they gave up at once, Jis if asking, what's

the use of resistance? But the Concord, Clinton,

Norton's Virginia, and one or two others, set to

work and made more young roots at once, beat-

ing the Phylloxera by sheer perseverance, and
not by any immunity from attack. We have

stated this before in the Gardeneys Monthly, but

it will do no harm to repeat it again.

Paraffin Oil.—Les Mondes informs us that

M. Jordery renders paraffin oil as thick as honey,

by means of a vegetable powder (Saponaria), and
thus prevents the liability of its causing fire,

without, in any way, interfering with its proper-

ties, as it can be rendered fluid by the addition

of a few drops of strong acetic acid. This is good
news for people Avho employ it inter alia, for

keeping frost out of small greenhouses.

Exposure of Sekds to Cold.— At a recent

meeting of the Linnaian Society, a memento of

the Polaris Expedition was exhibited by Mr. R. I.

Lynch. This consisted of a pot of growing
wheat, which had been sown and raised from the

grain left in Polaris Bay, 81° 38^ N., by the Amer-
ican Expedition. Capt. (Sir G.) Nares, in a letter

to Dr. Hooker, states that the grain had been

exposed to the Winter's frost, 1872-6 ; but, not-

withstanding the intense cold it had been sub-

jected to, the above sample, grown at Kew, gave

sixty-four per cent, as capable of germination.

A grain of maize among the wheat, which also

sprouted, possessed even greater interest, being

a truly tropical plant.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Freezing of the Sap in* Plants.—W. C. saya

:

—" I send you enclosed an extract from one of

our papers, and should be glad if you can tell us

in the Gardener's Monthly how this can be. How
can sap come up lo the leaves when the sap in

the roots and in the stems is frozen solid ? It

seems so impossible that only for the names and
circumstances in the extract being given, I

should have thought it a waste of time to trouble

you:"—"At a recent meeting of the Elmira

Farmer's Club, at the close of the discussion, Mr.

Compton exhibited a pear twig with luxuri-

antly developed leaves, produced by a singular

process. Early last February a letter from I. P.

Schenck, of Ohio, was i-ead to the Club narrating

an experiment made by one of his neighbors,

who introduced a branch of climbing rose into

his conservatory, while the root, upon which it

depended for support, was frozen up in the

ground without. Under the genial influence of

the heated air within, the branch put forth blos-

soms in mid-winter. Acting upon this hint,

Mr. Compton, last February, brought the limb

of an adjacent pear tree through a convenient

aperture into his conservatory—hence the fully

developed foliage. It would seem from his suc-

cess, and that reported by Mr. Schenck, that

abundant bloom may be had in the dark days of

Winter without the trouble of nursing plants in

pots, for in the case of roses, at least, it would be

necessary only to pass the vine into the living

room of an ordinary dwelling kept at a temper-

ature always above freezing."

[Our correspondent can scarcely be a close

reader of our magazine, or he would know by

this time that the sap does not freeze in plants in

the Winter time. The absurdity is rather in

supposing that it can and does freeze, and yet

the structure retain life. As for the fact that

leaves, flowers and fruit can come from plants

wlien the I'oots and stems ai'e constantly sub-

jected to frost and a very low temperature, it is

well-known to every practical gardener who haa

had a wide range of experience. Tiie writer of

this referred to it, and explained it many yeara

ago at the annual meeting of the Illinois Horti-

cultural Society at Ottawa, 111., as Mr. P. Barry will

remember, jxs he took part in the discussion on
the same subject.—Ed. G. M.]
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LETTER FROM CALIFORNIA.

RY G.

San Francisco, May 13tli, 1877.

I know you will be interested to hear that

Mr. called upon me at the hotel ; invited

me to breakfast ; that I went and had a most

courteous reception, and a charming time. The
boat was crowded going over to Oakland ; as

San Francisco is such a cosmopolitan city the

the people turn out strong to excursions. Besides

regular passengers, 9000 excursion tickets were

sold up to two o'clock. A short horse-car trip

brought mc to a line laying piece of ground on

the route—the long avenue bordered with Aca-

cia trees in full bloom. The house, like all in

California, is built of red-wood, but in elegant

style. I was ushered into the library where Mr.

and Mrs. , Mrs. and Mrs. , his

nieces, of Philadelphia, awaited mo.

After a cheerful half hour of talk we went to

breakfast. A course of omelette Avas succeeded

by beefsteak ; that by birds, and that again by

tomatoes and artichokes ; then hot cakes and

some genuine moliisses, which he had secured in

Honolulu.

Mr. and Mrs. then took me round" her"

splendidly planted grounds. There was a Deo-

dar Cedar 20 feet high ; Norfolk Island Pine

;

Cedar of Lebanon; Pinus Pin oa, a Portugese tree

25 feet high ; Eucalyptus, 2^ feet diameter; grass

lawns of great extent; shrubs and plants in the

greatest profusion, luxuriance, bewildering nov-

elty and variety. All this had grown up within

twelve years, and been created on a spot as un-

tamed, when they came in possession, as any

in the world. As there was no railroad then

and but few florists, each tree has a personal

history which added to its interest : this one hav-

ing been brought by such a friend " by hand all

the way." Of course in the piece-meal creation

of such a place many must have been sacrificed,

and yet it is a superb collection for any place,

and is the largest in variety and extent of any
on the coast. At great expense a rockery was

hauled by ox teams to the grounds after being

selected by Mrs. , in the mountains, and

arranged under her supervision. An artificial

stream plays over the rocks and a pond for gold fish

of some extent, receives the water. There were

glades and clumps of wild .shrubbery, rural walks

and rustic bridges and seats and arbors
;
fuschias

climbing (or trained) up to the second-story;

flower-beds in mathematical shapes, and rosea by

the thousands. Box trees, hollies, cork trees, and

an infinite variety of familiar and unfamiliar

plants that would fill a gardener's catalogue to

enumerate. We then went to the Fernery; and

here in a damp atmosphere and under shaded

light, with water trickling down a rockery over-

grown with ferns, were big ferns and little ferns

—maiden hair and club ferns—green, parti-

colored, delicate and grass. The Elk-horn fern

was hanging up over the entrance, a bunch
about as big as a large hornet's nest, with leaves

just in shape like an elk horn stretching out.

Then we went in the parlor, and met the young

ladies who with their children are occupying a

cottage in the grounds.

Then Mr. and I got into the buggy

which had been waiting for us, and behind a

$3,000 pair of magnificent black horses we trot-

ted around the vicinity and through Oakland.

The drive was perfectly charming. From near

Mr. 's, we look right out over San Francisco

Bay through the Golden Gate, with numerous

islands and San Rafael and San Quentin in view.

The Coast Range are but a short distance away
and add a charm to the scenery. Oakland is a

large city of elegant residences and more modest

country homes.

[For the above interesting sketch of California

home life, we are indebted to a Philadelphia

friend to whom the letter was addi-essed.

—

Ed. G. M.]
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ENCOURAGEMENT TO THE PRODUCTION

OF NOVELTIES.

BY EUGENE GLEN, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

I notice in your last issue, that although you

apeak in very complimentary terms of an essay

fiworing horticultural copyrights, read by me
before the Western New York Horticultural So-

ciety, at its meeting held in Rochester, N. Y.,

last Winter, you state that the plan is open to

some quite serious objections which I have

omitted to notice. I am sorry that you do not

particularize these objections. Believing that

the subject is worthy of an intelligent discussion

I hope you or your correspondents will not fail

to give to the public through your columns,

whatever of specific objection not founded in

prejudice there may be to the positions assumed

by me. No scheme which will not bear up under

the freest adverse criticism, should tind any en-

couragement in the legislation of the country.

The title of the essay as designated by me,

was, " Encouragement to the introduction of

new varieties in horticulture, and prevention of

frauds in the dissemination of the same ;" and I

feel confident that that feature of the measure
which is indicated by the last clause of this title,

will prove not less important and desirable than

the other.

It is, doubtless, true that any legislation upon
this subject will be attended with some difficul-

ties and annoyances, but with my present light

I feel very confident that the good resulting from

the adoption of the measure I have favored,

would far outweigh the evil. Of course I may be

mistaken in this conclusioi, and having written

the essay witliout any personal interest to sub-

eerve, if objections can be presented which can-

not be fairly met, or overborne by prospective

good, I will promptly join the opposition.

To facilitate discussion, favorable or unfavora-

ble to tlie proposed measure, I will, so long as I

have copies left, send a copy of the essay i\s pub-

lished, to any gentleman interested in the sub-

ject who may write me for it.

[We have no disposition to take this matter

out of the liands of our correspondents. Our
position is, that the raisers or introducers of new
and valuable things should make much more
than they generally do. Any plan tiat would
do this, and not bring with it greater evils than

those it attempts to cure, will have our approval.

We have no room for very long essays, and have

in the past had to decline diffusive papers on the

subject,—but concise, well reasoned articles, such

as Mr. Glen could write, would surely find place.

—Ed. G. M.]

RHYMES, AND RECOLLECTIONS OF A CACTUS
MAN.

BY WM, T. HARDING, SUPT. OAK HILI^ CEMETERY^

UPPER SANDUSKY, OHIO.

Ye, wbo in gardens doth take delight,

Read, and observe these rhymes aright;

There's divers things in Dame Nature's range.

Of wondrous growth, surpassing strange.

Good garden folk, right well I ween,

Cactuses, doth most curious seem
;

Some goodly grow, bedeck'd with posies,

Whilst some more sweet doth smell than roses.

Some there be of most uncomely mein,

Arm'f". cap a-pe, with drawn weapons keen
;

Yet some I trow, are wondro.us fair,

With a winsome look, right pleasant are.

When sights like these arrests men's eyes,

They marvel sore, and with much surprise,

Exelaimeth lh>is, in language loude.

Forsooth ! ye are a motley crowde

!

Indeed they are, good reader, and more espe-

cially so, when associated with their alliances,

are "Of wondrous growth, surpassing strange."

And yet, notwithstanding their multiform and

often grotesque features, they stand unsurpassed

in the front line of loveliness, and floral beauty.

Nature, has to a large extent, made ample

amends for their curious and bizarre appear-

ance, and richly compensated them for any lack

of vegetal graces, with which other plants may
be clothed.

Of cacti, some are known as hedge-hog kinds,

while the term 'porcupine, would be equally

expressive of others. The remainder, might

very properly be designated urbanes, and superbs.

Euphorbias, so variformcd, would come under

such appellations as pachyderms, chevaux-de-frise,

blands and brillianU.

The writer's desire, is to create an interest in

their behalf, whicli undoubtedly, they so well

deserve. To see them in the front again, would

not only be a satisfaction to him, but would

prove a source of wonder, and agreeable sur-

prise, to the intelligent plant-loving people.

They would, he feels assured, appreciate them.

In Eiu'opc, they are popular favorites, and

will he trusts, become so in this country ere long;

and receive the proper recognition and admira-

tion so justly their due.
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The celebrated Kew Gardena of London, pos-

8088 in nil probability the beat, and most ex-

tensive collection of any j)ublic or private place

in the world. While Mr. I'eacock, an enthu.sias-

tic cultivator in the suburbs, rejoices in havinp the

most complete i)rivate collection, under the

charge of the clever Mr. Croucher.

A well tilled Succulent-house, would not be

costly to keep, or care for. Neither would such

an astounding plant mehnujr, have any resem-

blance to an "old curiosity .shop"; crammed
with inert trash, and musty rubbish. Where
there is life, there are hopes of happiness, j^rcs-

ent and to come. Although they are tlie oddest

of all odd tilings, and the most "wonderful won-

ders " in the vegetable kingdom, they are a.s in-

tensd}! interesting, as extremely curious. To us,

it really seems as if The Author of all good,

had some strange device in view, when fashion-

ing their fantastic forms, many of which are

ultra-grotesque, while others, are unrivalled in

beauty. I have often noticed, both with ama-

teurs and professionals, a strong desire to linger

around them, longer than with many other

things, more gaudy and gay, bloomed they

never so grandly.

The miscellaneous subjects under notice^

chiefly belong to eight remarkable Families—or

Natural Orders; to wit:—Cactaceae, Ficoidcfc,

Crassulacete, Hemerocallidese, Portulacacea;, Eu-

phorbiacese, Bromeliaceae, and Liliaceae. Queer

things with queer names ; as in the natural fit-

ness of things, they should be. As the writer

has hitherto said but little about Succulents, he

now courteously bows to all " good garden folk,"

and while describing them, will " a tale unfold,"

which, is no fiction.

He almost fancies there ia still the fragrance of

a night blooming cereus, or Cereus grandifiorus
;

pervading the room in which this is penned.

The flower is visible in the mind's eye now, the

first one lie saw in bloom. Although its gran-

•deur was so evanescent then, it has, like an ever-

lasting, retained all its pristine beauty, and in

recollection, is still freslilj* blooming. Well do I

remember the time and ])lace, when, and where

it occurred; (;f wliich, more anon. I was then,

I trust, a diligent pupil of a good man, and an

excellent Gardener, whom I shall call Mr. Pot-

marjoram ; simply, because that was not his

name. The estate, on wliich he lived, was old,

extensive and entailed. The orchards, kitchen

gardens, and forcing houses, were noted for the

abundance of good things they produced ; wliile

the park, and pleasure grounda, were as pictur-

esque, and gardenesque, as Nature and art oom-

bincd, could make them. Taking it altogether,

it was as great and grand a j)lace, as could well

be found in the United Kingdom. A specialty,

of this famous place, was Succulents, or dry

stove plants, as they were then generally called.

Mesembryanthcniuqis, at that time, were

much admired; and let me add — they are

equally admirable now. They are as well known
for their beautiful flowers, many of which are

conspicuously high colored, as for their very cu-

rious habit. The genus, to which they belong,

is one of the most numerous known. For pecu-

liar effect, they are indispensable, either in pots

or beds. They are excellent plants to put out

on warm sunny borders, during the Summer
months. They delight to bask on a hot, dry

bank, and in such a situation, will flourish and

flower, where many other things would fail.

They are also useful as vase, or rustic basket

plants, the sides of which they drape charming-

ly. There is a variegated kind, doing good ser-

vice, in that way. M. edule. is the Hottentot fig,

and is edible, as its name indicates. The sable epi-

cures of South Africa, seem to prize it highly.

Probably, the most generally known kind, is the

popular annual, M. crystallinum, or ice plant, a

native of Greece. M. calamiforme, and multi-

forme, are remarkable kinds.

Little did the writer then dream that he would

afterwards see them in myriad masses, creeping

up the side of Table Mountain, or spreading

wildly over the sandy plains, at the Cape of

Good Hope ; with other jilants he has yet to

mention.

Well, let the supposition with the reader be,

that at a certain time, and place, before al-

luded to, the writer is potterivc/ among them and

their curious congeners, where they most do

congregate. As he saw them at that time, in

the Succulent-house, so will he speak of them

now.

There stood the big American Aloes, Agave

Americana, or Century plants, so-called. They

were quietly biding their time, as ancient aloes

do. The stolid, sturdy centenarians, were prob-

ably the two oldest inhabitants of the antiquated

community, of which they had long been hon-

ored members. While slowly accumulating

years, they had gathered strength and stabiUty.

And what a glorious end awaited them. To
raise a lofty floriferous monument before passfng

away, and then to repose calmly beneath,
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wrapped in a shroud of their own flowers. Thus,

terminates such a2;ave existence; in fructilication

and death. A. vivipara, A. lurida, A. yucesefoUa,

and A. flaccida, were the magnates, grandees,

and distinguished plant nobles, which composed
the Agave assembly. Fourcroya gigantea,

was a real Goliath in stature, with F. rigida, as

armor-bearer, in front. They each had a stern,

time-defying look, as if good for a thousand

years. Adjacent, like its illustrious namesake,

Buonaparte, stood Buonaparteajuncea; as firm

and inflexible, as becomes one with such a

name.
(To be continued.)

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Grape Culture in England.—England was

at one time Aimous for its vineyards and its

wines. The great battle of Hastings, which de-

termined the conquest by the Normans, was

fought in a vineyard. When France was invaded

by England, the superior article of Continental

Europe, put down English made "wine, and not

any peculiar change of climate. The Marquis

of Bute, in Glamorganshire, is now growing

grapes as formerly.

A poet, in the days of Elizabeth, tells us

—

Every man eat in safety,

Under his own Vine, wliat he planted;

And sang the merry songs of peace

To all his neighbours.

Royal Patronage of Horticulture.—Alluding

to the fact that for the first time in many years

the exhibition of the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety was a great success, an English cotempo-

rary, (name lost,) says :

—
" The Scientific Com-

mittee was specially honored—its President,

Dr. Hooker, who is also the President of the

Royal Society, accompanying the Royal party

and explaining the more noteworthy objects ex-

hibited. The Queen on leaving, expressed her

pleasure at her visit, and we dg not think these

were mere words of courtesy, for Her Majesty

looked pleased; and undoubtedly the horticul-

turists, who yield to no class of Her Majesty's

subjects in their loyalty, were delighted to see

among them once more their Queen, and to feel

that their efforts to diffuse a knowledge of the

glories and wonders of creation, and to con-

tribute to the material and mental welfare of

mankind, are still sanctioned and appreciated

as they were in the days when the broad-minded

Prince Consort had the sagacity to include Hor-
ticulture among those arts and sciences which,
in the interests of the nation at large, he did so

much to promote."

We copy this for the sentiments it expresses

in regard to social leadership in good enter-

prises. We are apt to laugh at the idea that the

smile or the frown of any one human being

should make all the difference between success

or failure in a horticultural or any other exposi-

tion ; but we must not forget that there is some-
thing in the average human mind that longs for

a leader. So long as it is satisfied that the lead-

er ought or deserves to be in power, it loves to

follow. The average of human beings are really

too languid to think deeply for themselves about

everyday affi\irs, and though they read regularly

the news, turn with relief to the "editorial,"

for the comments on which they ought to be
able to have as good ideas for themselves.

So, in all these good works some one must
lead, and it will be to the everlasting honor of

Prince Albert that he set this good example.

We have no social aristocratic classes here, but

everybody acknowledges and worships the aris-

tocracy of intelligence, and it does not take long

for this to be acknowledged, and for the pos-

sessor to be in some sort made to know that he
fills this elevated seat in public estimation.

When to this is added material power, no false

delicacy should prevent its possessor from " lead-

ing off."

Horticulture in America is just now, especi-

ally, suffering from the want of leaders among
those who worthily possess influence, if they

would only use it.

Letter from Mr. Jacob Moore.—
"Wichita, Kansas, May 11, 1877.

"Mr. Editor:—So you don't like the tone of
my last communication, on the subject of patent-
ing new ])lants. You must remember that there
are occasions when it is right and proper to give
vent to a righteous indignation, and when it is

wrong to gloss over evil-doing with euphemistic
ph raises. Such an occasion is presented by the
position taken by the editors of many of the
principal horticultural and agricultural papers
on this subject. Pretending to desire advance-
ment in horticulture, thej'^ oppose the very
means of making such advancement—by deny-
ing the plant originator the right to the legal

protection necessary to enable him to secure
compensation. Therefore, I have written you
and other editors, and I hope not in vain.

" With regard to the practicability of the pro-

tective measures proposed, you will remember
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that I onco sont you a paper showint^ pin inly

their practicability, and you refused to puhlisli

it. Also, you refused to publish my rejily to

Jacob Staufl'er, the solicitor of jjatents, who op-

posed the ]>roposed protection in the Monthhj.

Therefore, I am led to doubt that you desire

to show lair jilay to both parties. If, by the

word j)racticability, you mean the framini; of a

law wliich no one cm break, of course the case

is pranted, as there never was a law made yet,

which was not trans;Aressed by some one. But

the majority of people abide by the laws, and

tlicrc is just as much reason to suppose that tin;

majority of pcojile would rej;ard the proposed
enactment as any other protection.

"Jacob Mooue."

[Mr. Jacob Moore writes occasionally as if we

had some special ill-will against him, but he is

much mistaken. Some time since he wrote that

he had " now done with us and our likes for

ever," and we were therefore surprised at receiv-

ing this letter from him. As, however, it is a

sign of returning good sense, and not very long,

we let Mr. Moore be heard, merely taking out a

paragraph referring to another magazine, with

which we have nothing to do. In future, how-

ever, we shall prefer if Mr. Moore will choose

other channels as vent holes for his righteous

indignation. The Gardener's Monthhj has no

taste for that class of literature, "righteous" or

otherwise.—Ed. G. M.]

OuiGiN OF THE Name " Waln'jt."—Walnut, a

name that occurs with little variation in the

German and Swedish dialects, is from the "An-
glo-Saxon " wealh-knut'" the foreign nut;

"wealh " was a term our rude forefathers ap-

plied to anything foreign, hence "wealh-men,"

(Welshmen) the Celtic race formerly inhabiting

this country, but driven by them into the fast-

nesses of the Welsh mountains. The etymology

of this word implies that the same people were

acquainted with this fruit long before the tree

was introduced. Like many other fruit-bearing

trees, it is supposed to have been introduced by

the Romans, but to have been lost through the

neglect they received after the departure of these

warlike people, and to have been re-introduccd

by the monks of the middle ages, who were

great gardeners and cultivators.— Gardener's

Chronicle.

The Age of Orange TuEra.—The Paris jour-

nals announce the death of a famous orange

tree in its 455th year, known under the name o!

Grand Bourbon or Grand Connfetable. In the

year 1421 the Queen of Navarre gave her gar-

dener the seed at Pampcluna. Tltence sprang

the j)1ant, which was subseciuently transported

to Chantilly. In 15(}2, however, the Constable

of Bourbon (I.,ord of Chantilly) having sided

witli Charles V. against Francis I., his goods

were confiscated, and along with them the or-

ange tree, which was duly sent to Fontainebleau,

whence, in 1GS4, Lottis XIV. transferred it to

Versailles, where it remained the largest, finest,

and most fertile member of the orangery, it«

head being fifteen metres round, and the trunk

seven metres high.

—

Journal of Horticulture.

Repton's Tomb.— Humphrey Repton, the

writer on landscape gardening, was buried at

Aylsham, in Norfolk, and the following is hia

epitaph, inserted in the wall of the church close

to the chancel door:—
"Not, like t'gypliaii tyrants, consecrate,

Unmixed witli oilicrs, shall my dust remain;

Kut blending, mould'rinR, sinking into earth,

Mine shall give form aud colour to the Rose;

And while its vivid blossoms cheer mankind,

Its fragrant odurs shall ascend to heaven !"

A small railed-in garden is in front of the tab-

let, and this garden is always kept bright and

orderly by cousins of Mr. Repton, who live in

Aylsham.

—

Journal of Horticulture.

ExGLisn National Emblematic Plants.—
Some notes on these were in this Journal a few

weeks since, and I hoped to see others, but as

they have not appeared, I copy the following

from a MS. volume. Many centuries before the

wars which
" Sent between the red Rose and the white,

A thousand souls to death and deadly night,''

the flower had been famous in our island, and

its emblem was and is the Rosa anglia alba, the

white English Rose. Some writers have thought

that the name Albion was applied to our island

on account of the white roses it produced.

The Thistle is the emblem plant of Scotland,

and if the tradition was founded on fact it is the

Stemless Thistle, Cnicus acaulis. According to

that tradition the Norsemen would have sur-

prised the Scotch clans in a night attack if one of

their spies had not uttered a loud imprecation

upon trending barefooted upon one of these This-

tles. The clans dubbed the i)lant "The Scotch

Thistle," and it was accepted as a representative

plant, and the appropriate complimentary motto

attached, Nemo me impiine lacesset—No one in-

jures me with impunit}'.

It is doubtful what plant was first adopted for
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Ireland's national plant. Shamrock is a corrup-

tion of the Irish ' Seamrog," which is applied to

many plants, as the Wood Sorrel, Purple Clover,

Speedwell and Pimpernel.

The Irish are said to have adopted the Sham-

rock as a badge when converted to Christianity

in the year 433 by St. Patrick. They adopted

it because he used the three-leafleted plant as an

illustration of the Trinity.

St. Patrick probably held up O.xalis acetosella.

Clover was not introduced into Ireland until cen-

turies after him, and the plant he held up was

eaten by the Irish, which points to the Oxalis.

Why or when the Welsh adopted the Leek as

their national emblem is not known. None of

their early bards mention it.

The Tudor colors were green and white, and

these were well represented by the Welshmen of

Henry VII. 's body guard wearing a Leek in their

caps at tne battle of Bosworth . There is inWales a

tradition that the Saxons attacked the Britons on

St. David's-day and put Leeks in their caps as a

distinguishing badge, but the Britons proving vic-

torious transferred the Leeks into their own caps

from the caps of those they had slain and taken

prisoners. Among the Harleian MSS. is a poem
referring to this event, and adding

—

" Next to the lion and the unicorn

The Leek'ijthe fairest emblem that is worn."

Some authorities state that the Leek has be-

come the national plant of Wales because its

farmers from time immemorial, when they aid

each other in plowing, according to a custom

termed Cymbortha, bring nothing but leeks for

their sustenance, all other requirements being

supplied by the farmer they are helping.

—

G.in

Journal of Horticulture.

The Name "Elm."— Elm, from the Anglo-

Saxon " elm " " ellm," or " ulmo," and the Dutch

"olm." This name occurs with slight variations

in all the Celtic dialects. From the fact that the

Elm rarely ripens its fruit in this countrj-,

coupled with the resemblance of its name to the

classic ulnius, it is looked upon as a doubtful

native. The term " Wych Ehn " is su[)posed to

refer to its ancient use for water-pipes, especially

in connection with salt-springs, erroneously

.supposed to have been cnlled " wyes " and " wics,"

as in Nantwich, &c. The writer is of opinion

that the term " wych," also referable to the Hazel

and the Mountain Ash, is merely a varied form

of "withe "—a lithe or pliant rod or twig.

—

Gar-

d<fner's Chronicle.

The Evergreen.—This is the title of a new
horticultural magazine just started in Holland.

We commend the example to those who may
want to try their luck at new magazines in this

country. It has been the practice in p.'tst times

to take some popular English magazine and
stick "American" on to the title. This at once
stamped the experiment as lacking in original-

ity, and predicted failure from the onset. We
have never felt free to say this on the appear-

ance of these ventures, as it might expose us to

the charge of "malice aforethought." As there

are now none in the field, we may rather claim
generosity in offering this advice to the next
comer.

State Entomologist of Missouri.—In 1868

this office was established, and Mr. C. V. Riley

appointed as Professor. We see it stated that

the Legislature has discontinued the office. It

is strange that the Legislature did this thing.

The labors of Prof. Riley have not only been of

immense value to the agriculture of the State

in itself, but they have tended to make the State

better known than anything which could be
done. Even as an advertisement it was one of

the best investments the State ever made. There
must be a great dearth of intelligent men in the

Legislature of any influence, or some one of

them would surely have been able to show this

fact to the others. Let us hope that the next

Legislature will see their error and retrieve the

blunder they have no doubt unwittingly made.

Proceedings of the New Jersey State Hort.
Society. From Mr. E. Williams Montclair,

Sec'y.—This is the record of the second annual
meeting, and shows prosperity. We have been
anxious to know what has been the experience

of people with whitewashed trees in relation to

the fire blight in the pear, but no one has re-

sponded. In this volume we note that "Mr.
Collins had blight on whitewashed trees two
years in succession." It would be very interest-

ing to have further particulars. We do not

know that whitewash is any good in such
cases; but if the disease comes from the spores

of fungi, working from outwards, inwardly,

whitewash viight help in destroying these spores.

Details of these observations would help to set-

tle this point. What kind of " blight," had Mr.
Collins, and how much of the tree was white-

washed? A full account of Mr. C.'s experience

would bo thankfully received by us.
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The o.ssMvs and discussion as reported took n

wid(> rantje, and the subjects are, in fact, as well as

rmme, truly liorticultural. Prof. Thurl)er worthily

fills the Presidential chair.

Nkw Professoks.—J. L. Budd luis been select-

ed ivs professor of horticulture in the place va-

cated by Prof. Macafee, in Iowa Agricultural

College. Prof. J. T. Rothrock, well known as

the botanist of the Wheeler e.\i)edition, has been

selected for the chair of botany in the Pennsyl-

vania University. Prof. Rothrock is doing his

best to make botany popular among the masses

of the people, by giving free lectures on bot-

any in the Horticultural Hall, Fairmount Park,

which are highly appreciated. Dr. J. Gibbons

Hunt, eminent as a botanist, especially in con-

nection with microscopic work, has been elected

to the newly founded chair of histology and mi-

croscopic technology in the Philadelphia Acade-

my of Natural Sciences. In the newly formed

State Board of Agriculture f;.r Pennsylvania,

Mr. Thomas Meehan has been elected professor

of botany, and Mr. Josiah Hoopes professor of

Horticulture. Mr. Hoopes has beeji one of the

most vigorous Presidents of the State Pomologi-

cal Society, which practically takes under its

protection all the more solid branches of Horti-

culture, and is well known in connection with

valuable horticultural services, and we are pleased

to record this tribute to his good work.

History of the United St.\tes. By Josiah

W. Leeds. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott & Co.

—Friend Leeds is well known to our readers, as

a contributor to the pages of the magazine.

Like Mr. Parkman and other of our friends to

whom Horticulture is a pleasant pastime, he

loves literary work; and is a close student in

all intelligent pursuits.

In regard to histories, it makes little differ-

ence how impartial an author may be by na-

ture, it is almost impossible for him to write

except from a particular standpoint, and hence

the truths of history can only be evolved when
writers of ditVerent dispositions take to writing

of the same thing. Almost all histories show

the progress which nations make as the result

of the wars they have gone through. Josiah

Leeds, belonging to the Society of Friends, and

a "man of peace," rather loves to show what

has resulted from art and industry as applied to

peaceful pursuits; and, perhaps, what has been

retarded by war. This is not a line conscious,

perhaps, to his own mind, but it is not difficult

to trace through these pages the; influence of

the jieaco principle.

Well, Horticulture is especially a child of

Peace, and we may welcome all that helps to de-

velope and strengthen its relations ; and we hope
Friend Leeds' book will have a wide sale. We
usually leave prices to the advertisei"s, but in

view of our obligations to the author's excellent

communications to our pages, may be pardoned

for saying that this volume costs $1.75.

A Dahlia Catalogue.—Many of our florists

devote themselves to specialties—here is a very

full catalogue wholly devoted to Dahlias, from

Samuel G. Stone, of Charlestown, Mass.

A Hardy, Herbaceous Catalogue.—Messrs.

Woolson & Co. will devote themselves wholly to

hardy, herbaceous plants. This catalogue ia one

of the few which is minute in its accuracy. Mr.

G. C. Woolson was formerly associate editor of

the American Agriculturist, and is a botanist of

high character.

The London Garden.—It has been said in

some quarters that gardening is not as flourish-

ing in England as it was a quarter of a century

ago, but by the magnificent success of the Lon-

don Garden, now in its tenth year, there can be

no falling off in the lovers of "the garden,"

whatever there may be of gardening. We have

before us a bound volume from the publisher,

for which we are indebted to Mr. W. Falconer, of

the Cambridge Botanical Garden, to whom we
have already been under obligations for some of

the best contributions to oiir magazine.

Durand's Strawberry Culture.— Mr. Du-

rand is one of the most successful of living

strawberry cultivators, and in this little tract he

gives the full details of his successful practice.

The pamphlet has no price or place of publica-

tion attached to it, so we suppose it is intended

for free distribution among Mr. Durand's cus-

tomers.

SCBAFS AND QUERIES.

Tumble Weed.—Mr. Sereno Wat.son, the dis-

tinguished botanist of Clarence King's expedi-

tion, kindly furnishes the following note:

—

"As to the ' tumble weed,' your correspondent,

Mr. Wier, describes the habit of the thing very

well ; but it is the common Amarantus albus, L."
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SEASONABLE HINTS.

It is no wonder the Pampas grass increases in

popularity— there is scarcely anything more

charming in an American garden than a rich

stock of Pampas at this season. Then the flowers

come in so well for pai-lor decoration in Winter.

For this purpose they should be cut before they

are quite mature, and rolled in paper till wanted.

The Tritoma and the Gladiolus are the gems of

the garden at this season. It is hard to tell

what we should do without them— nothing

but fall back on the leaf plants. But those who
have been cultivating herbaceous plants will

soon be about rewarded, for large numbers of

Autumn blooming kinds are starting to flower

now.

^ Towards the end of the month, and in Sep-

ftember, evergreen hedges should receive their

ilast pruning till the next Summer. Last Spring,

I
and in the Summer when a strong growth re-

I quired it, the hedge has been severely pruned

towards the apex of the cone-like form in which

it has been trained, and the base has been suf-

fered to grow any way it pleases. Now that, in

turn, has come under the shears so far as to get

it into regular shape and form. It will not be

/forgotten that, to be very successful with ever-

I green hedges, they ousht to have a growth at the

' base of at least fjur feet in diameter.

Transplanting evergreens in August and Sep-

tember, cannot well be done in any case where
the trees have to be packed in boxes or bales to

reach their destination ; as the chances of dry-

ing up in such hot weather as we usually get in

these months overbalances the advantages of the

rapid push of new fibres by the trees at this sea-

son ; but where the trees are at hand, and can

be taken from one place at once and put into

another, all in the same day, they do remark-

ably well; but very much of the success will

depend on how the trees are dug and re-planted.

In digging up trees great improvements have

been made over former years. The great

anxiety to save a "ball of earth " has given way
to great care to save all the roots. All the use

there can be to a " ball of earth " is to keep the

roots moist during removal ; but in most cases

—

indeed in all except very small specimens—it is

found in practice that the preservation of young

roots in the ball, is at the expense of the numer-

ous fine fibrous roots necessarily left outside.

The digging-fork is now the chief tool used in

digging up trees ; and the distance from the

trunk at which the digging up is commenced is

much farther off". After a circle two feet deep is

dug around a tree, a few thrusts of the digging-

fork under the ball lifts the whole mass over, and

the soil can then be entirel}' shaken away.

In re-planting, it is desirable to use soil for

filing in that is nearly dry, and will crush to a

jfine powder; it will then fall in all around the

root spaces, and the harder it is tramped or

crushed in, the finer it will break and cover up

the young rootlets. If the ground or weather be

very dry, water may be poured in heavily, to

assist in packing the soil well about the roots,
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letting it soak away well before filling in

the remaining soil—and putting in this soil very

loosely, and without pressure, according to

directions we have so often given in these pages.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

THE AILANTHUS.

BY J. STALIFKR, 1-ANCASTKU, PA.

I always admire charity, long-suffering and

kindness, even should I, like many others, some-

times come short in the observance. Gen. W. H.

Noble, of Bridgeport, Conn., in the last (May)

number of the Gardener's Monildy, on page 132,

speaks a kind word for the abused Ailanthus.

To this I do not object; but to answer a question

regarding the two species of Ailanthus, about

which he seems mystified, he s;iys: "Johnson

says there are two species, the glandulosa, the

other variety is not named ordescribed," adding,

"And I think it must be in this country, and

bear the character I am about to give." Which
see. In Johnson's Gardener's Diciionary (Lon-

don, 1870), I find this brief statement: "Aihm-

thus from ailanto, tree of heaven ; referiing to

its lofty growth. Nat. Ord. Xanihoxyls [Xmt-

ihorylacex) I^inn. 23 Polygamia, 11 Dioccia. De-

ciduous trees, cuttings of the roots; sandy loam

and peat. Ailanthus excelsa (lofty, 50, Green,

E. Indies, 1800. Stove. Ailanthus glandulosa,

(glandulous),20. Green, China, 1751. Hardy." I

copy the record as I find it, as the late edition i.s

in few hands. I will add from other sources

that in the A. excelsa, or E Indian, the leaves

are abruptly pinnated, leaflets serrated; while

in the glandulosa the leaves are pinnated, with

an odd one terminal, leaflets toothed at base,

teeth glandular. It should properly be called

"Ailantus," derived from Ailanto, the name of

one species in the Moloccas ; hence it would

seem writing it Ailanthus is not correct. The

A. glandulosa is very common in Lancaster

county, and looks like a gigantic Stag's-hom

Sumach, its very long leaves, from one to two

feet, unequally pinnated, and its terminating

pedicel of numerous flowers, which exhale a dis

agreeable odor, are conspicuous. Dr. Darlington

says of this Oriental stranger: "It is a real

nuisance, and was appropriately named 'Caco-

dendron' (evil or pernicious tree), by an eminent

botanist," and he, Dr. D., condemns its odor and

tendency to send out suckers brond-ca-st, and ad-

vises it to be cut down near dwellingB. He
admits its rapid growth and good (jiiality in

making of timber.

The tree grows fast in any soil, however poor,

especially if it be calcareous. Ibe wood is hard,

heavy, glossy like satin, and susceptible of a

very fine po!i.sh. It is said in " France it hiiB

produced both male and female flowers, and

fruit twice in ten years." It strikes me that

there is fruit as well as flowers with us, on ma-
tured trees every year. How is that?

I do not think we have the two species. The
excelsa is too tender for our climate. There

may be a variety of the glandulosa, but the mere
change of color in the leaf hardly warrants such

a suj)position. The General will excuse me by

quoting his concluding remark, as an apology

for this article. He says : "At any rate, in

Autumn they are very marked ornaments of the

landscape, and tower into grand bouquets. Now,

arc these two varieties in this country, and is

this one I admire, that other? Will the Monthly,

or some one answer, and tell us its name?" As
that some one— one who has given the subject of

botany some attention—I have given the name
and distinction of the two species. I take it for

granted that the General cannot mistake a Stag-

horn Sumach for that other variety, the "Rhus

typhina," L., the fine purple cluster of fruit on

the fertile plant of which renders it quite orna-

mental. The tree attains 20 feet and has 20

pairs of lance oblong leaflets two to four inches

in length, common petiole one to two feet long,

flowers yellowish green, in thyrsoid panicles.

Perhaps a closer inspection will determine the

matter, as there is a general resemblance to a

casual observer.

RHODODENDRON CALIFORNICUM.

BY AV. C. L. DREW, EL DORADO, CAL.

Among the many plants of California, there

are none more deserving of cultivation than

Rhododendron Californicum. It is a shrub,

growing from three to eight feet high, according

to situation; in general outline it resembles the

well known Eastern Rhododendron, Cataw-

biense. The leaves are about, when full grown,

five inches long, in shape broadly lanceolate, or

oblong; in color they are a bright, shiny green.

The flowers, like those of all Rhododendrons,

are very handsome. They are borne in umbels.
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The florets (or separate flowers), are about two

inches in diameter. The flowers in shape arc

broadly canipanulate, the lobes or divisions

being undulate; in color they are of a rosy pur-

ple, to a clear, almost violet purple; they vary

with age; the upper lobes are yellowish, or

cream color, spotted within. The stamens are

shorter than the corolla, the filament being in-

curved.

Rhododendron Californicum is only found in

the northern part of the State. It has one near

relation in California, R. Occidentale, which I

shall describe at another time. How it will do

in cultivation I cannot say, but will be a valu-

able acquisition, undoubtedly.

CERCIS JAPONICA.—JAPAN JUDAS TREE.

BY W, H. MOON, MORRISVILLE, BUCKS CO., PA.

The Japan Judas is one of the most beautiful

and attractive of tlie early flowermg shrubs, and

deserves a much more general appreciation and

use than it has received. It is a bush of slow

growth, attaining a height of from eight to ten

feet in as many years; very symmetrical and

compact in habit, which makes it valuable as a

decorative plant for small yards, and does lessen

its value as an ornament for large lawns or

parks. It differs greatly from the old and Avell

known American Judas Tree, and is vastly supe-

rior to it in being dwarf and compact in habit of

growth. The flowers are larger, more thickly set

on the stem, and of a much brighter and pret-

tier color. Tlie foliage is larger, darker green,

and much more abundant.

The flowers open about the first of the Fifth

month, and are in perfection before the fifteenth.

They are small, with stems so short as to be

Bcarcely visible, and borne in clusters or knots

all along the branches, looking as though they

had burst forth from the hard, apparently lifeless

wood. Every limb and twig on the whole plant,

from the ground to the top of the tallest branches,

is then clothed with a dense mass of bloom of

the brightest shade of rosy pink, before the leaves

appear. When planted amidst evergreens or

early starting shrubbery to supply a green back-

ground, when in full bloom, it is certainly one
of the most attractive and gorgeous sights to be

found among blooming shrubs. The leaves

which appear soon after the flowers are faded

are particularly pretty, being nearly round in

ehape, four to six iaches in diameter, thick and

^eathery, of a rich, dark green color, and pro-

duced in such abundance that the bush appears

to be a solid mass of verdure, making it an espe-

cially attractive shrub during the Summer, when
not in bloom.

It appears to be generally hardy in the lati-

tude of Philadelphia, though the flower buds are

occasionally injured by very severe Winters.

To guard against this, a situation protected

from cutting winds, and where water w'll not lie

around the tree, is desirable.

It has been in this country at least twenty

years, but the difficulty of propagating it is such

that the market has never yet been supplied.

LAURUS SASSAFRAS.

BY PHILADELPHIA.

There was a request made in the Monthly a

short time ago for information in regard to any
fine specimens of trees. I recently met with a

very large Laurus sassafras. It is growing on a

farm rented by John Gaul, on Cox's Lane, near

the Island Road, in the lower part of Philadel-

phia. The circumference of the trunk at three

feet from the ground is over twelve feet. The
tree itself is about fifty to sixty feet in height.

The first branches are about twelve feet from

the ground, and where they leave the trunk are

curiously flattened, being about nine inches

thick to two feet wide.

There are a great many fine old trees in that

section of Philadelphia, and some day I may
give you particulars of more of them.

NOTES ON RARE PLANTS OF SOUTHERM
UTAH.

BY A. L. SILER, RANCH, UTAH.

You were pleased to publish some notes in the

June number of last year on plants of Southern

Utah, from my pen. I will try again.

Spirxa csespitosa is a low growing shrub,

found in tlie South-eastern part of Nevada on

Hmestonc rocks, in Southern Utah and Northern

Arizona on sandstone, and about Mt. Nebo, in

the northern part of Utah, on limestone ledges.

It is perfectly hardy, evererreen, growing to the

height of two inches, hugging the face of the

rock. It throws up flower stems four to five

inches high, with very small white flowers.
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This shrnh often covers seven feet square from a

single root.

Chilianthus Calijoniicus. — I found a single

plant of this growing on a ledge of limestone in

the Beaver Dam Mountains, S. E. Nevada, two
years ago Inst month. It was then in full leaf

In Soiitoniher following I found the same hush
in flower, and sent you flowers off it. I have
since found it growing amongst the rocks on the

Saven river, ahout forty miles from its source.

Its fine cut foliage and hardiness will make it a

desirahle shrub, if not already introduced. As it

seeds abundantl}', it will he easily dissemin-

ated. At the same time that I found the above
shrub in fiower, September, 1875, I found in a

wash leading north from the Rio Virgin, Chil-

opsis linearis in full bloom, and they were truly

very pretty. On the same day I found a Nail

Keg Cactus, Cerpiis Le Contei, about two feet

high and 16 inches in diameter, in full flower.

These usually grow in sheltered situations, where
the north wind does not strike them with its full

force, and it is interesting to see a hundred or

more of them ranged along in regular order just

under a ledge where they can have the warm
sun, as they face to the south. They are found
all sizes, from the size of a tea cup to four feet

high, and as large as a flour barrel. Owing to

the spines retaining their pinkish red color, and
being so firmly attached to the base, they make
very pretty mantel ornaments. I know a lady
who has two of them in use, and has had for

over a year, and she tells me that when they
begin to lose their color, she sprinkles them
with water, and they are as fresh and brilliant as
ever. Since I have wandered off from the shrubs
to the Cactus (well, these are my delight), I will

speak kindly of a few more of these sharp fel-

lows. Cereus Engelmannii is almost hardy,
grows to the height of 12 to 20 inches, often
eight or ten leaves from root. Some have black,
others cream colored spines, with scarlet flowers
about three and a half inches in length. The
petals are very pretty, looking like the feathers
of a Yellow-hammer's tail. They have edible
fruit, cool and refreshing, with a strawberry
flavor.

Echinocactus Johnsonii is found only in the
Beaver Dam Mountains, and south-west of them
they grow on flat limestone rocks. Wherever a
handful of dirt can lodge you find one of these.
They grow to be six to eight inches high, with a
diameter at the base of about half that; spines
red or yellow. They are very ornamental. I

have never found one of them in flower. It is

only very recently that these have been sent

out.

Opuntia rutila, with very long, hairy-like white

spines, bearing a pinki.sh purple flower as large

as a large rose. This is probably the only Opun-
tia of any value in this locality, and it is a

beauty when in flower.

We have a Cactus that grows in masses of from

three to five hundred, each leaf resembling the

cone of a pine tree; hence it is called the Thou-
sand flowering Cone Cactus. It is perfectly har-

dy, with dark, blood-red flowers, which are borne

in great profusion. I have not been able to get

it named yet.

SEDUM QLAUCUM.

This is a beautiful little carpeting or rock gar-

den plant, some two inches high, of very dense

and rapid growth, and almost but not quite

hardy. It maybe wintered like Othonna, under

stages or out-of-the-way places, a^yay from froat.

Every little bit grows, and as it withstands

drouths unflinchingly, it is an oversight to omit

a panel of this stone crop in the succulent beds

that are now becoming so fashionable. AlS a

carpet under isolated Agaves in little beds, it is

very applicable, as it covers the ground quite

neatly, and never deigns to raise its head intru-

sively amongst the massive leaves of its fleshy

companion.

A COUPLE OF CALIFORNIA FRITILLARIAS
OR RICE ROOTS.

BY H., SAN JUAN, CAL.

F. lanceolata is one of the stateliest of its class,

and I think the most beautiful. Though found

frequently on dry hill-tops, it luxuriates in warm
slopes of rich, well-drained soil. There seems to

be two varieties as to ground color; one a yel-

low, the other a purple, with a plum-like bloom.

In other respects they are similar, having the

orthodox, dice-box shaped flower, from one to

one and a half inches deep, and one and a half to

two inches in width. The mottling is various, in

some appearing perfectly checkered, and the

edges of the leaves of the perianth are crimped

and scalloped. The flower stem rises frequently

to the height of three and a half feet, and bears

one or more whorls of brightly shining, lanceo-
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late leaflets, with similar leaflets scattered up the

Btem till they run into flower bracts, from each

of which hangs a blossom. I have counted

nineteen blossoms on a single stem, and one

remarkable group I found, consisted of more

than 100 plants, waving and glittering in the

sunlight most beautifully.

The plant of F. parviflora is similar to

F. lanceolata, but not so tall, and prefers moist,

shady hill-sides ; its flowers are saucer shaped,

or rather wheel shaped, sometimes one and a

half inches in diameter. The stalks seldom bear

more than ten flowers. The bulbs of each are of

a waxy-white appearance, of conical shape, with

a flange-like base, and bear on their sides numer-

ous bulblets from the size of a grain of.rice to a

pea. Those of F. lanceolata frequently are an-

gled and compressed curiously by the coarse

gravel found where they grow. The bulbs are

sometimes two inches in diameter, though of-

tener one.

THE VIBURNUM PLICATUM.

BY GEN. W. H. NOBLE.

I see that nurserymen say this plant (the new
Snowball), is very difl&cult to propagate. I have

not found it so. I raised three fine plants from

one small layer. But I think it was a two year

old shoot which I laid down, and my impression

is that no shoots came up till the second year.

I think if two year old shoots are laid down, or

if any shoot remains layered two years, well

formed roots will result. A nurseryman here

tells me he has had like experience.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Honey Locust in Canada.—This is said

by the Toronto Globe to be rather too tender in

their severe Winters to make a good hedge plant

in Canada.

Abij:s Engelmannii.—The English papers con-

tinue to discuss th^ differences between Abies

Engelmannii and Abies Menziesii. Some say

that " because it pushes out earlier than Abies

Menziesii, A. Engelmanii is unfitted anywhere

for the north of Europe." We know of a speci-

men which is undoubtedly A. Engehnannii, be-

cause it was taken from an altitude of some two

miles up the mountain, where A. Menziesii

does not grow, and which we examined in com-

pany with Dr. Parry himself recently, and which

we are satisfied is hardy enough for any part of

Europe.

The Daffodil.—The old folks around Phila-

delphia call this "butter and eggs," chiefly in

connection with the double kinds. There is,

after all, very little beauty in a double daff"odil.

In some flowers the florists have added beauty

by "doubling" them up. But the single daffodil

is much handsomer than its progeny.

A Large Collection of Gladiolus.—We have

a beautiful colored plate of Gladiolus from

Messrs. Vilmorin, of Paris. This firm exhibited

twelve hundred spikes, ten of a kind, at one of

the London shows last year.

Double Blossom Peaches.—We saw a group

this Spring formed of four ornamental peaches,

and nothing could be more beautiful. It had

the blood-leaved and double crimson for oppo-

sites, and the double rose and double white to

cross hands. These beautiful plants deserve

wider encouragement.

The Japan Judas Tree.—This, introduced a

few years ago, is becoming common in oyr gar-

dens. It does not grow so strong as the Ameri-

can or European species, but is more floriferous,

and is much brighter in color. The leaves are

more " artistic."

Hardy Ericas.—Amongst hardy ericaceous

plants, we have no prettier or more floriferous

representative than this European Heath. Its

flowers are rosy, most profusely borne, and ap-

pearing in April, last through May. It loves

partial shade, and is grateful for a peaty soil,

but neither is imperative, particularly the latter,

for it grows well in friable loam, and it needs no

covering in Winter. Its beauty and hardihood

should increase its patronage. E. vagans and

E. (Calluna) vulgaris also stands well, but a box

or frame around it, with a few dry leaves thrown

in, helps it to keep a good appearance till the

Spring comes.

Rhododendrons at Boston.—We understand

that the Rhododendrons and Azaleas of Mr.

Hunnewell were particularly fine in flower this

season. Mr. H. has done more than any one in

America to show how to make these beautiful

native flowers successful in cultivation.

Ornamental Hawthorns.—Iowa possesses se-

veral varieties of native Hawthorns, or Thorn-
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apples, all of which are handsome, and well

worth cultivnlinjj, not only for tlicir clusters of

eweet Howers in Spring, but as well also for their

bright red and truly ornamental fruits. The

trees themselves may, if cared for, be made to

take on highly ornamental forms, lit to occupy a

place in any nian's door-yard. One growing on

the grounds of the Agricultural College, planted

five or si.x years ago, is now an object of admira-

tion to all. Its straight trunk rises for c'ght feet

without a branch, and then a beautiful top

spreads suddenly out in an umbrella-like form,

reminding one of some of the trees which grow

in far-away lands, and with whose forms most of

us are familiar only in pictures. But beauty is

not the only value of these trees. Their fruits

are valuable, and under proper treatment, they

might be made much more so. If cultivated,

these little apples are much larger than in the

wild state. We have some in our collection

which are fully three-fourths of an inch in di-

ameter. In taste they are variable, and some
trees, even of the same variety are variable in

this respect. In general they are considered too

small !ind too seedy for use, but from a very con-

siderable personal examination, we are con-

vincctl, that in these neglected fruits we have the

wild form from which, eventually, we siiall de-

rive something of value. We shall have some of

them tested.

—

From the "Producer"— Horticulture

conducted by Prof. Bessey.

Darlixgtonia Californica.—The finest speci-

men of this singular plant in Britain is, doubtless,

that [at Glasnevin, whose flowering for the first

time we had occasion to notice somewhere about

this time last year; it is just now showing flower

again. It was this plant which furnished the

splendidly developed pitchers with which the

President of the Royal Society illustrated his lec-

ture, delivered before the British Association last

Autuma at Belfast. Their dimensions will be

probably considerably increased this season, as

the plant has been transferred from the pot in

which it was growing to a pan of large dimen-

sions, where it will have a larger feeding ground

for its roots.

—

Irish Farmers' Gazette.

Hydrangea paniculata.—This Hydrangea,

says a correspondent of the Gardener's Magazine,

has not had the advantage of much puffing, and
perhaps is none the better for that reason ; but

if we take it on its merits, it will puff itself, for

assuredly it is one of the finest plants of its class

introduced for many years ptist. In growth and

readiness to flower it is a perfect model; it is an

acconuiiodating plant to fijrce, and it may bo

flowered very late in the year when good things

are rather scarce—that is to say, at a time when
first-class forced flowers are not up to the mark.

It is a somewhat curious plant, though a genuine

Hydrangea. The leaves arc like those of a do-

citluous Viburnum, or perhaps still more like those

of Deutziascabra. The flowers come in great pani-

cles, green at first, afterwards white. If well

grown, the panicles are of enormous size, and

last a long time pure and fresh, and look aa

mui'h like freshly and exijuisitely made wax

flowers as can be imagined. I have been

fortunate enough to secure a good stock of this

fine plant, but I really wish I had ten times aa

many.

Californ'iak Conifers.—We were at the height

of about 5000 feet above the sea, in the finest

zone of the grandest Conifers in the world.

There were the Pitch Pine, or Pinus ponderosa,

the Sugar Pine (P. Lambertiana), the white

Cedar (Libocedrus decurrens), and the Abies

Douglasii, the famous Douglas Fir. The Sugar

Pine is remarkable for the size of its cones, which

I have i)icked up more than 16 inches in length,

and which may be well described as hanging

like ornamental tassels from the ends of the

branches. The timber of this tree is said, upon

good authority, to be the best in California, and

its size gigantic, being not unfrequently 800 feet

high, and from 7 to 10 feet m diameter.
—

" Over

the Sea and Far Away," by T. W. Hinchliff, M. A.,

F. R. G. S.

Propagation of Exochorda grandiflora.—It

may interest some of your readers who are fond

of beautiful flowering shrubs to learn that the

difficulty hitherto existing in the propagation of

that most graceful growing and ornamental

flowering shrub, Exochorda or Spirtea grandi-

flora, lias at last been almost overcome by a

French horticulturist. Monsieur J. Goujnn, who
writes to one of the French horticultural papers

to say that the only way satisfactorily to propa-

gate this beautiful, hardy shrub, which is not

near as often seen in coflection as it should be, ia

by grafting bits of it on pieces of its own roots aa

in the case of Tecomas, Glycines, &c. The end of

winter or commencement of Spring seems to

Monsieur Goujon the most suitable time for put-

ting in the grafts.

—

Gardener's Record.
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NEW OR RARE PLANTS.

CORNUS MASCUL.\ AUREA ELEGANTISSIMA.—We
have already noted a beautiful colored plate is

given in the Flond and Pomologist. The leaves

are scarlet, gold and green, and if it will always

come like this, will be one of the most beautiful

things grown.

The Yellow Winter Aconite.—Those who

can get a few roots of this interesting little plant,

will find it a treasure if kept in a somewhat

Bheltered place. Long before the snow-drop

comes they are in flower. We have seen them

in gardens in bloom in February.

Iris Iberica.—Most of the Iris are Summer
flowers, and very pretty Summer flowers they

are; but the Spanish Iris, Iris Iberica, comes in

with the Lilac. It is a dwarf kind, and though

not so bright in color as some others, will bear

inspection.

Ajuga reptans.—It is not many plants that

will thrive well under the deep shade of trees.

The Vinca minor is one of the best. This is the

common " Myrtle Periwinkle." The Lysimachia

nummularia does very well if the ground is not

too dry. This is known as " Moneywort," a

name for which either the round leaves or

golden flowers well fit it. Another good thing

not so well known is the Ajuga reptans. It

thrives admirably in our American climate

under the shade of trees, and the pretty blue

flowers in May add to its interest.

ExocHORDA grandiflora.—We have given an

occasional notice of this shrub, and as some
interest has been excited by recent inquiries, we
give the following account, which recently ap-

peared in the Garden, on the occasion of a pretty

colored plate. The flowers are white, and though

we have many white blooming hardy shrubs in

May, this has a character peculiarly its own.

It seems to thrive very well in our climate

:

"Although this hadsome hardy deciduous shrub

has been in cultivation in this country for nearly

a quarter of a century, it has not received the

attention it deserves, and is still very rarely seen

in our gardens. It. is one of the numerous or-

namental shrubs introduced from China by

Mr. Fortune, who first found it in North China

in 1845, and in the following year he collected

fruiting specimens of it in the Che-Kiang hills

Mr. Fortune took it to be a species of Amelan-

chier, and sent seeds of it to Messrs. Standish

and Noble, of the Bagshot Nurseries, under the

name of A. racemosa. It certainly bears a gen-

eral resemblance to the genus in question, espe-

cially in its flowers, but it differs widely in the

structure of the latter. The exact date of its

introduction I have not been able to ascertain,

but it appears to have been first exhibited in

1854, and the same year it was figured in the

Botanical Magazine, under the name of Spiraea

grandiflora. But the general aspect of this

shrub is so different from most of the Spiraeas,

and the flowers so much larger, that, indepen-

dently of less obvious characters, it possesses

some claims to generic rank. It was Dr. Lind-

ley [Gardener's Chronicle, 1858, p. 925), who gave

it the name which it now bears ; and writing at

that date, he speaks highly of its merits. One

character, which specially recommends this

shrub, is its early and long-flowering season,

from early in April, onwards. It is a very dis-

tinct shrub, and perfectly hardy in the neighbor-

hood of London, flowering profusely on warm
soils with gravelly bottoms. Like some of the

shrubby Spiraeas it requires a little pruning and

trimming to keep it neat. It is of bushy habit,

and grows to a height of 8 or 9 feet, and proba-

bly higher under favorable conditions. There is

a plant of it in the collection of shrubby Rosa-

ce£e in the pleasure grounds at Kew, the main

branches of which are from 2 in. to 3 in. in

diameter at the base. Its botanical affinities are

with the genera Stephanandra, Kerria, and Rho-

dotypus, all natives of the same region."

Triteleia uniflora.—Our Californian bulbs

seem to be entering gaily into the pleasures of

English gardening. This is what the Journal of

Horticulture says of one of them : "Some of the

most striking beds of Spring flowers in Mr. Barr'a

gardens at Tooting are those planted with Trite-

leia uniflora. This bulbous plant is perfectly

hardy, and for several weeks during the Spring

produces a mass of flowers which cannot fail

to be admired. Where the bulbs are planted

closely together after the manner of Crocuses, a

perfectly level and dense mass of flowers is pro-

duced, which resists the effects of inclement

weather. When thus grown, and when the

beds are seen from a distance, their appearance

is white—almost like a covering of snow. A
distant variety of this plant is T. uniflora lila-

cina, which is highly attractive when cultivated

in pots."
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Japanesk Birches.—Mr. Maule of the Bristol

Nurseries, has been good enough to send us for de-

termination specimens of two Jiipanese Hirches,

which from their large (male) catkins and hand-

some appearance are worthy attention. One, an

upright grower, with the young shoots brownish

and dotted with resinous dots, with glabrous

ovate leaves gradually tapering to a long point

or acumen, with rather closely set prominent

nerves, and irregularly serrated leaves, and with

male catkins 2i inches long, is, we believe, the

B. utilis of Don, or rather that form of it which

Kegel calls B. Bhajapaltra, Wall., var.subcordata.

We prefer to use the name utilis because it is the

earlier name, and one not f^o uncouth to English

ears. For garden purposes the varietal name,

B. subcordata, would perhaps be the most con-

venient. The second is a weeping form,with the

young shoots brownish, sprinkled with resinous

dots. The young leaves are obliquely ovate cor-

date, rather shortly acuminate, serrate, thinly

beset with pale appressed hairs, especially along

the nerves, and covered on the lower surface

with small circular glandular scales. The male

catkins are nearly 3 inches long. This second

form we refer to B. ulmifolia, var. costata,which

might for garden purposes be called simply

B. costata.

—

Gardener's Chronicle.

OxALis ENNEAPHYLLA. Nat ord., Geraniaccse.

— In the "Flora Antarctica" Dr. Hooker des-

cribes this plant as the pride of the Falkland Is-

lands, where it grows in such profusion at Berke-

ley Sound, on banks overhanging the sea, as to

cover them with a mantle of snowy white in the

spring month of November; adding that it is an

excellent antiscorbutic and agreeable pot herb,

though too acid to be used except in tarts and

puddings. When the above was written, this

plant was supposed to be confined to the Falk-

land Islands ; it was, however, found in the

Straits of Magellan by D'Urville's expedition, and

by Lecher at Cape Negro, also in the Straits."

—

Bot. Mag.

Pyrethrum aureum laciniatum.—A most dis-

tinct and beautifully cut-leaved form of the

"Golden Feather." Perfectly hardy, and in

color perhaps more golden than the old "Golden

Feather," and ofadwarfer and more spreading

habit.— IF. Bull.

Blumenbachia coronata.—This very pretty

plant is a native of Peru. It is a dwarf, shrubby-

growing annual, forming handsome tufts about IJ

feethigh byl foot through. The flowers, which are

bfirne in great profusion, are of a striking orange

red color, coronal-shaped, and are about J of an

inch deep by li inches in diameter.

—

Garden.

New Hardy Evergreen Flowerin<; Shrcb,

Jfi/pericum paluhun {Thunb).—This magnificent

shrub is a grand ac<iuisition to our scanty list of

hardy flowering species. Its individual flowers,

which are produced in bunches, are pale yellow

in color and of great substance, resembling much
in appearance the beautiful Gardenia javanica of

our stoves. It continues long in perfection, com-

mencing to flower in June, and has been in fine

perfection till the first week in November. We
can endorse all M. Carriere says of it in the Re-

vue Horticole of May 1st, 1875 (it is also figured

there): " This is a species we feel convinced is

destined to create a sensation in the horticultu-

ral world. It seems, in fact, to unite all the

qualities desirable in a plant—hardiness, vigor,

fine evergreen foliage, flowers large and numer-

ous, a free-flowering habit, prolonged from June

without interruption till the frost comes."

—

Vietch

.

. SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Double and Single Tuberoses.—V. asks

:

"Will double tuberoses turn to single ones?

Though I 'weed' mine every year, there are

always some come. I thought at first they were

mixed, but now I think they run back."

[Yes, in this climate there is a great tendency

in the double thberose to return to its original

single condition. Some seasons this is much
more the case than in others. The season of

187G was very favorable to single flowers.—Ed.

G. M.]

Xanthoceras sorbifolia.—Mr. Saul writes :

" I forward to your address by mail a few blooms

of the beautiful Xanthoceras sorbifolia. My
specimen plant, which has stood out uninjured the

past three Winters without the slightest protec-

tion, is coverel all over from the centre stem to

tips of the branches with racemes of its lovely

flowers. It is unquestionably one of the finest

hardy shrubs which have been introduced for

years."

[We quite agree with Mr. Saul in the estima-

tion he places on it.—Ed. G. M.]

Propagation of Evergreens by Soft Wood
Cuttings.—A subscriber from Kentucky writes :
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" I should be glad to see a practical article in

your excellent joiirnal on the propagation of

such evergreens as Arborvitses, Junipers, Retin-

osporas, &c., by soft wood cuttings, time the

cuttings should be made, the degree of heat to

be used, and the amount of air and sun's rays,

each to be treated. Also treatment for the first

year."

[Where but a few hundred each are required,

the cutj^gs may be put into shallow boxes of

<^and in September, October, or November, and

kept through the Winter in a greenhouse, or

similar place where a temperature of about 65°

is maintained. They will be rooted sufficiently

to plant out under a slight shade the next Spring.

If put in later, or kept under a lower tempera-

ture, they root more slowly, and the boxes of

cuttings are best left undisturbed for a year. On
a larger scale, the cuttings are put directly in

sand on the tables, instead of in boxes.—Ed.

G. M.]

Plant in an Ant Hill.—A. L. S., Utah, asks,

but we cannot tell, " Why is it that CEnothera

cespitosa will grow luxuriantly around and on
ant hills, while every other kind of vegetation is

killed out for many feet from the hill ?"

^REEN MOUSE AND M OUSE GARDENING

SEASONABLE HINTS.

It is yet too soon to think much about house-

plants, which are still in pots in the open air,

or growing in the open ground, preparatory to

being plated next month. But it is well, if the

pots are standing on the earth, to lift the pots

once in awhile, or twist them round, so as to

check the roots which may be running through

the bottoms of the pots. Early flowering things

not yet potted, such as Violets and Primroses,

may be put at once in pots, so as to be well es-

tablished before housing time comes.

Seeds of many things may also be sown for

winter and spring blooming.particularly Cinera-

ria, Calceolaria, Pansy, Daisy, Chinese Primrose,

and some of the annuals. Great care is neces-

sary with the Calceolaria. The seed is so small,

that it rebels at the smallest covering of soil.

The best way is to sow it on the surface, water

well, and then cover with a pane of glass until

fairly germinated ; this will prevent evaporation

and consequent drying of the seed. Almost all

kind of seeds germinate most readily in partial

shade: but as soon as possible after germination,

they should be inured to as much light as they

will bear.

Preparations must now be made with a view

to stocking the houses for the next Winter and
Spring's use. Geraniums of all kinds may now

be readily struck. A frame in a shady place,

set on some light sandy soil in the open air,

afl'ords one of the best places possible for striking

all kinds of half-ripened wood. A partial shade

is at all times best for cuttings at the start, though

the sooner they can be made to accustom them-

selves safely to the full light, the better they

usually do.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

CAMELLIAS IN COLD FRAMES.

BY W. FALCONER.

We have here a few single-flowered Camellias,

which on account of our crowd of tropical plants

are denied greenhouse space ;
hence we winter

them in a deeply sunk cold frame, which has no

covering in Winter beyond single sashes and

single wooden shutters. These plants are not in

pots or tubs, but each one has amassed a ball of

roots. Late in April, or early in May, they are

planted out, and on the approach of Winter are

lifted and heeled in the frame. As might be ex-

pected, they live unscathed, but this year each

Camellia was as full of blooms as any specimen

in Hovey's Conservatory, and too, these blooms

expanded fully, and were large and bright, and

at their best in early May. Not a bud dropped.
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IMPROVED CINERARIAS.

BY 1'., UOSTON, MASS.

At p. 140 of the May Monthly you refer to the

recent cl)ivn<;c in Cinerarias, and mention flie

dwarf-iiabited sorts with large ilat heads of bloom

and closely packed flowers. Mr. Paterson, of

Oakley, Mass., surpasses anything in the way of

Cineraria growing, I have seen in this country

or any other, and although for years I attended

every London flower-show, I never saw anything

to equal Mr. P.'s plants as regards size, health

and multitude of flowers. James of Isleworth

and a few others who reduce Cineraria excel-

lence to the florist's nicety of bloom, might not

countenance the varieties, but as a batch of

seedlings, the majority of the plants had a size,

purity, brilliance and symmetry of bloom that

were quite remarkable, and plainly showed the

result of carefully selected home-saved seeds.

The flower-heads of Mr. P.'s plants averaged

from 18 inches to 3 feet in diameter, and as dense
as ever blooms were on an Azalea.

Incited by glowing descriptions of the im-
proved dwarf strain, Mr. P. imported seeds, and
raised therefrom a set of plants in every way
treated alike with his own strain. The result

was disappointment. The plants were stocky with
dense flower-heads, but the blooms were small,

washy and of great sameness in coloring; be-

sides, for conservatory decoration or for cut
flowers, they were inferior to his own old kind.

ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE AS A ROOM PLANT.

BY MRS. C. E. M.

I notice that one of your contributors writes

of this as not doing well e.Kcef)t in a greenhouse
atmosphere, and where a temperature of 65° is

maintained. This may be so where very fine

specimens are desired, such as we see now and
then at the Horticultural exhibits, but I find

that it does quite well enough to satisfy any lady
gardener who has no greenhouse, as a common
window plant. Last winter a year, a kind friend

in Xew Orleans gave me a nice plant as a me-
mento. It was in a five-inch pot, and I brought
it North with me in my trunk. Coming from a

hot-house, the leaves were much injured by a
week's confinement, but it" soon put out new
ones. Several florists who saw the plant told me
that as I had no greenhouse, I could not raise it,

and begged me to give it to them. But it is now,

after eighteen months, better than when I

brought it. I treat it just na the other window
flowers. It is set out under the shade of the

shrubbery in Summer, and in Winter stands

with Fuchsias, Geraniums, and such like. The
room is often below 45° at night. I am quite

delighted with my .success with it, after the flor-

ists predicting failure.

BOUGAINVILL/EA SPECTABILIS.

liY W. FAI.CONEK.

Although a native of tropical South America,

this gorgeous climbing shrub feels quite at home
with us in our Acacia house, which is an airy

house with a Winter night temperature of 38° to

42°. It is growing in a shallow tub, in a compost

of turfy loam with a little peat and leaf soil, and

is trained up a pillar, thence along the top of the

house. In Summer we give it lots of water, but

in Winter keep it as dry as a Cactus. About the

10th of April its paniculate inflorescence and

wealth of showy rose-colored bracts become con-

spicuous and last all through May.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

PiiYSiANTiius ALBENS.— Prof. Thurbcr says the

prior name, and therefore the one to be adopted

as the correct name of this pretty greenhouse

plant, and excellent Summer border flower, is

Arauja. This makes the third name in Horti-

cultural history—Schubertia and Physianthus

being the old ones.

The Artillery Plant for Window Gardens.

—A lady friend of ours has a large specimen of

this curious plant, which she has grown since

last Fall, in her kitchen window, and it has

given her more satisfaction than all her other

window inmates. It kept constantly green and
growing, and as sunlight increased, its mantle of

miniature muskets thickened, till now it repre-

sents a model umbrageous tree, with boughs so

sncculent and heavy, that a rough shake or

breath would seem to shatter them. Associated

with Oxalises, Mahernia verticillata. Petunias,

and a few others, it made January look like May.

A great addition to this kitchen window in mid-

winter was the festooned drapery of the Madeira

vine.
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Sericographis GniEyBREGHTiANA.— Where
Winter flowers are in demand, this Acanthad

should not be omitted. It is a neglected, but

serviceable species, freely producing elegant

racemes of pretty bright red flowers that in a

cut state or on the plant keep in good condition

for a long time. It is a stove or warm green-

house, softwooded plant, that grows freely from

cuttings. To have good plants for next season's

use they should have been propagated from the

young shoots that immediately succeed the flow-

ers, but we are not too late yet.

A Conservatory on the Roof of a Hotel.—
That excellent plan which we have so often ad-

vocated, of turning the tops of houses in cities

into gardens, has been carried out by the Palmer

House in Chicago; and a portion of the roof of

that hotel is now covered with a magnificent

conservatory. The structure is entirely of glass

and iron ; and as it is built on an extension, its

location is such that it opens directly out of the

fifth floor corridor of the main edifice, which

rises some two stories above. A fine collection

of tropical and rare plants has been provided,

and the regular heating apparatus of the house

supplies ample warmth. The conservatory is

open to guests of the hotel, and fui'nishes a de-

lightful resort.

—

Scientific American.

White Bouquet Flower.s.—A cheap method
of obtaining these at this season is to pot up
some small plants of Laurustinus, or, better

still, to have them established in pots ready for

introduction to the forcing-house. Some grow
Laurustinuses as standards for purposes of in-

door decoration as well as for cut flowers, and

under glass the blossoms come pure white, and

look so different from those of Laurustinus not

so treated that when arranged in bouquets, the

flowers might readily be mistaken for something

less common.— W. W. H.in Garden.

Kennedya rubicunda. — As a greenhouse

climber, this old favorite still maintains a front

position, as it grows so thriftily, blooms so pro-

fusely and persistently, and adapts itself to the

coolest treatment; that is, keeping away from

frost. Its pea-flowers are of a dark red color

and produced in axillary racemes. It is a good
subject for amateurs, requiring but little care,

and blooming from January onwards, through-

out the Summer, providing a little thinning is

observed and the seed-pods are picked off" as

they appear.

Culture OF RicHARDiA (Calla) ^thiopica.—
Visitors to Covent Garden Market are often

struck with the luxuriance of growth and the

fine flowers seen on the examples ofRichardia

iEthiopica (Arum Lily) brought there by those

who grow these plants for market. They are

grown in 48 and 32 pots, and the fine develop-

ment of the plants seen in the smaller size con-

stitutes a remarkable example of successful cul-

ture. The Richardia is propagated by means of

the young offshoots thrown up from the root-

stocks. They are taken off" at any time when
they can be had, and put into pots and boxes,

and grown on into size. Those strong enough to

make flo^vering plants in Autumn are potted

into 48 or 32 pots according to their size, and
they are then stood out-of-doors, and covered

with a bed of rotten dung to the depth of4 inches

above the pots. The plants have plenty of water

in Summer, and in very hot weather good sup-

plies are given as often as three times a day.

Plants treated in this way are taken into warm
plant-houses in October and November, where
they throw up their flowers at Christmas. The
number grown varies according to the space at

service. Mr. John Reeves, of Acton, usually

markets from 2,000 to 3,000 plants each year.

—

Gardener's Chronicle.

NlEREMBERGL^ GRACILIS AS A WiNDOW-PlANT.—
A lady of our acquaintance grows this plant in

her window-garden with good results. Towards

Winter it is laid aside where frost cannot reach

it, and though getting occasional dribblings, it

is considerably neglected. Towards Spring it is

promoted to the kitchen window, and gets more
liberal libations. B\' mid-April blooms appear,

till its straggling branches, which are supported

on a light wooden trellis, become mantled with

bluish flowers that continue coming, more or

less, according to treatment, till next Winter.

The Ivy-Leaved Geranium.—The Ivy-leaved

Geranium (P. peltatum), "Geranium Ivy," or

" Flowering Ivy " as it is often called by cot-

tagers, with whom it is a special favorite as a

window climber, was raised in the Duchess of

Beaufort's garden in 1701 from seeds brought

from the Cape. It spreads very rapidly in Eng-

lish gardens. Petiver, in the Philosophical Trans-

actions for 171S, writes of it as follows:—"This

is a spreading low plant, with shining, thick,

juicy, tart, round, umbrella leaves; those to-

wards the flowers are angular and pointed : its

tassel flowers are large, of a blush color ; the
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petals are (»f tlie same size, :iiul the two upper-

most streak'd with red. It flourishes most part

of the year at Chelsea, Fulham, En field, &c. It

grows wild in the ilistricts of llaycoon at the

Cape of Good Hope."

—

Qardener's Magazine.

To Prki'ake Vec.ktable Moulu Quickly.—As
early in November as the leaves of trees can be

collected, let them be brought in a considerable

quantity, into a close place, and dressed up there

in the form of a hot-bed. Let this be well satu-

rated with the draiiiiiigs from the dung-heap,

with suds from the wasli-house, with urine from

the stable and cow-house,where this latter article

can be procured. Let this bed or heap be cov-

ered and lined with fresh stable dung, to make it

heat. When the heat is sufficiently subsided, let

the leaves be uncovered and turned over, to mix
the dry and the wet well together, and if moisture

be required, let them have it of the same descrip-

tion,repeating the process till all be reduced to fine

mould. This will be ready for use in two months
from the time of collecting the leaves, and to pre-

vent any waste of the liquid recommended, a layer

of maiden earth, of two feet thick, should be made
the substratum, which would receive any of the

valuable liquid that would otherwise run to

waste. Leaves of slow decomposition should be

avoided, as those of the oak, &c., which, how-
ever, are the best for retaining heat in hot-beds

and pits. The leaves of Fir should also be

avoided, but those of the Sycamore, Elm, Alder,

Maple, and all the soft kinds are better suited for

the purpose. This compost should be kept dry,

in an airy place, and ridged up, so that the rain

cannot wash out the salts with which it abounds.
—Gardener's Record.

SoLANUMS.—The berry-bearing Solanum capsi-

castrum and S. Pseudo-capsicum have a very
much better appearance when grown in the open
ground and transferred to pots in the Autumn
than when grown all through the Summer under
glass, as outside they assume a much closer

habit, and the foliage becomes more dense and
better in color, than it can be liad in pots, even
with the best attention. Under pot culture if

ever the plants be allowed to suffer from want of

water the leaves always turn to a yellow, sickly

color ; besides there is invariably a difficulty in

keeping down red spider; under open ground
cultivation it is essential to plant them out early

if their bei-ries be required in a ripe state early

in the Autumn. Solanums are much hardier

tlian they are generally supposed to be ; K»° or

12' of frost will not seriously injure them. Plants

that have been used through the Winter should

be cut back, reducing them to one-third their

size, turned out of the pots (removing most of

the soil without breaking the roots more than

can be avoided), and at once planted IS in. apart

in a sheltered situation fully exposed to the sun.

If the soil be not of a loose, open nature, it must

be made so by the addition of sand or vegetable

mould of some kind, for if the material in which

they are grown be of an adhesive character,

when they are taken up for potting, the roots will

get broken to an extent that will seriously injure

them. Young plants of these Solanums struck

from cuttings and raised from seeds some weeks

back may be planted out in a similar manner,

but previously they must be sufficiently hard-

ened oflf.

—

Garden.

Leaves for Garnishing Fruit.— Some kinds

of leaves are more suitable than others for this

purpose. Strawberries for instance, look best

associated with their own foliage ; Grapes may be

laid on their own leaves, but there are others

which suit them quite as well. One of the best

plants for furnishing leaves for garnishing all

kinds of fruit is the Curled Mallow, an annual

of which I make three sowings in a year in rich

soil—the first early in April, the second about

the beginning of May, and the third about the

same time in June. The leaves are about the

size of small vine leaves, and beautifully frilled.

Wherever fruit has to be garnished, this plant

should always be grown. The Ice-plant also fur-

nishes good leaves for Summer garnishing, its

glistening, icy appearance having a cool and

pretty effi^ct on the table. It should be sown in

a pan or box, in heat, in the first or second week

in April, and planted out in the open border in

May. These are the only plants which I grow
for garnishing fruit in Summer and Autumn. In

Winter and until this time variegated Kale and

Bay leaves answer the purpose. Bay leaves are

rather siiff" for Grapes, but for Oranges, Apples,

&c.,they may always be used with good eflFect.

—

A
Northern Gardener, in Garden.

To Preserve the Natural Colors of Dried
Plants.—The following method of doing this is

given in a German pharmaceutical journal, and

will interest botanists and others : Dissolve one

part of salicylic acid in 600 parts of alcohol, heat

the solution to boiling in an evaporating-dish,

and draw the whole plant slowly through it,

—

prolonged exposure discolors violet flowers

j
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shake off any excegs of liquid, dry between blot-

ting paper, and press in the usual manner. A
frequent renewal of dry blotting pads, particu-

larly at first, is desirable. Thus treated, plants

are said to dry rapidly, furnishing beautiful

specimens, which retain their natural colors in

greater perfection than by any other process.

Bouquet Flowers.—Amongst other blooms at

present obtainable for bouquet making may be

enumerated the following, viz.: Azaleas, Bouvar-

dias, Camellias, Carnations, Cinerarias, Cycla-

mens, Deutzias, Ericas, Eucharis, Euphorbias,

Fuchsias, Gardenias, Heliotrope, Hyacinths,

Heaths, Lily of the Valley, Mignonette, Narcis-

sus, Pelargoniums, Primulas, Roses, Snowdrops,

Spiraeas, Stephanotis, Violets, and white Lilac.

Button-hole bouquets consist generally of a Rose-

bud, a half-blown Camellia or Gardenia, and

some other smaller flowers. A pretty flower for

these miniature bouquets is the blue Forget-me-

not, obtained by lifting a few clumps of it from

the open ground, potting them, and placing them

in a warm house, where they speedily open their

blooms and afford a stock to cut from. If placed

with a Gardenia, the blue Forget-me-not forms

an effective contrast; but, with such a selection

as I have enumerated above, both hand and but-

ton-hole bouquets may be made to suit all tastes.

—A. Hassard, Upper Nonvood.

Best Tea Rose.—Probably no plants are more

attractive at this period of the year than Tea-

scented Roses. Amongst a large collection now
flowering in Mr. Merryweather's nurseries at

Southwell the following varieties are particularly

beautiful : Aline Sisley, Catherine Mermet, Climb-

ing Devoniensis, Devoniensis, Gloire de Dijon, lia

Boule d'Or, Madame Bravy, Madame Willermoz,

Letty Coles, Louise de Savoie, Marie Van Houtte

(very beautiful), Marie Guillot, Niphetos, Presi-

dent, Souvenir d'Elise, Souvenir d'un Ami, Sou-

venir de Paul Neron, and Marechal Niel. The

new Hybrid Perpetuals Comtesse de Serenye and

Duchess de Vallombrosa are proving valuable

for forcing.

—

Journal of Horticulture.

NEW OR RARE PLANTS.

Improved'Petunias.—The latest novelty in Pe-

tunias is "fimbriated," or, in plain English,

fringed double ones. We have not yet seen

living representatives, but by pictures they seem

a decided advance in beauty.

New Fuchsia—Earl of Beaconsfield.—As a use-

ful, early, free flowering and handsome Fuchsia,

we can strongly recommend Mr. John Laing's

valuable hybrid, the Earl of Beaconsfield. We
saw in the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens

at Chiswick, the other day, some plants which,

after being cut back, broke into flower almost at

once, while other varieties were, comparatively

speaking, at a standstill. This is a valuable

character, and should increase its popularity.

—

Gardener's Chronicle.

Lygodium scandens [Japanese Climbing Fern).

—A most graceful climbing plant, growing from

one to fifty feet as desired. It is quite as easy of

culture as the Smilax, and will no doubt be

largely used for similar purposes in decorating.

Although a climbing plant when supported by

strings or wire, it can be used with equal advan-

tage as a drooping plant for baskets or vases.

—

P. Henderson.

The Brisbane Lily.—The beautiful amaryllid

Eurycles australasica, which has recently been

exhibited by Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, is of un-

questionable value for furnishing cut flowers at

this season of the year, and as it becomes better

known it will doubtless be highly appreciated.

It is not, strictly speaking, new, for it was known
to science in 1821, but it has for a very longtime

been so rare that very few cultivators ofthe pres-

ent day are acquainted with it. The flowers,

which are of the purest white, may, when neatly

mounted, be employed to wonderful advantage

in the formation of hand bouquets. As in the

case of many other bulbous plants, a succession

of bloom extending over a considerable period

may be had by starting the bulbs at intervals of

a fortnight or so. This species, as indicated by

its name, is a native of Australia, and is some-

times known as the Brisbane Lily.

—

Gardener's

Magazine.

Improved Begonias.—In the early history of

improved flowers, the best are selected and

named. This was once the case with Pansies,

Cinerarias, and other things, long lists of the

names of which appear in the gardening publi-

cations of thirty years ago. After awhile, they

become so numerous that any one can raise

good kinds from seed, without the trouble of
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keepinjr over old iiliints, nml thou pood seed only

is looked for. The tuberous Begonias arc now

going through this ordeal. The varieties are so

numerous, growers cannot keep up with them,

D^cMONOKoi's PALEMnANicirs.— One of tlie most

elegant of Palms, and, together with D. periacan-

ihus, exceedingly ai)proi)riatc for tabic decora-

tion and other ornamental purposes. The leaves

d;emonorops palembanicus.

nor newspapers make records of their appear-

ance. Cannell, the great improver of florist's

fiowers, is now advertising " choice seeds," and

this foreshadows the fate of named varieties.

are broadly ovate, pinnate, consisting of numer-

ous narrow elongated segments, and they are

supported by leaf-stalks bearing numerous de-

flexed spines, which latter are thickened at the
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base. The young leaves are of a bright cinna-

mon brown, and the contrast between this warm
color and the deep green of the matured leaves

renders the plants exceedinglj- beautiful at the

time they are in course of development. It is a

native of Java.— William Bull.

Centaurea RUTiEFOLiA.—This new and distinct

species will probably find a home in our flower

gardens. It is a native of the Balkan region, and

is said to form a hand.some silvery pyramid when
in flower. It will probably prove har.ly in dry

soils in Winter. It has, I -believe, been sent out

by Messrs. Froeble, of Zurich.

—

J. G., in Garden.

New Double Ivy-leaved Pelargonium— /^Ting'

Albert.—This originated as a chance seedling in

the garden of Herr Oscar Liebmann, of Dresden.

It has the semi-succulent glossy foliage peculiar

to the single flowering forms of this class, but the

clusters of flowers are much larger, and the indi-

vidual flowers being very large and double, re-

main perfect a long time. The color is purplish

lilac, striped and feathered with crimson.

Akthurium Crystallinum.— This beautiful

species is certainly one of the finest introduc-

tions of late years. It produces large, cordate,

acute leaves, of a leathery consistence. The
emerald green refulgent leaves are spotted all

over with a brighter shade, and bordered by a

broad silvery or rather crystal band, which

surrounds the intramarginal and four secondarj'

nerves. These dazzling white zones are so dis-

tinct and regular that they resemble a border of

incrusted silver around the sections of the blade

of the leaf. The eflfect of this highly ornamental

plant is most striking. The young leaves are of

a violet purple, forming a marked contrast with

the older, deep green leaves, dividetl into squares

by silvery bands as we have just described.

—

John Saul.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

TABERN.flSMONTANAS.—" One interested " writes

:

—
" What is meant in Mr. Saul's description of

Tabern£emont:uia cama.s.sa by 'small plants in

60 pots will produce flowers freely ?' Is si.\ty a
lucky number? Also, would Mr. Said or some
other practical man, describe the difference be-

tween T. camassa and T. coronaria flore plena;

as the description of the former variety depicts

exactly a plant I had under the latter name,
planted in mj- front yard last Summer, which

had iipon it, in various stages of development,

upwards of 1,000 buds and flowers, but owing to

some cfluse, not more than twenty-five flowers

opened perfectl}^—the balance dropi^ed prema-

turely. The hot and dry weather, no doubt, had
something to do with it, but the plant showed
no other signs of distress, as it made a good

growth, and wore a healthy appearance, gene-

rally. A few hints on the successful culture of

Tabernsemontanas in general, would, I think,

interest others. My plant is about two feet high,

and eighteen inches through."

,RUIT AND IeGETABLE GARDENING.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

August is the commencement of the real

American fruit season. The "small" fruits,

from strawberries to currants, have kept us going

pretty well, but we are now to enter on apples,

pears, plums, peaches, grapes, and others all in

good earnest.

Still, we must not forget our old friends in the

small fruit line. S(rawberriesmustbe kept clear

of weeds, and useless runners cut away
;
goose-

berries must have the soil kept cool about the

roots by mulches of one kind or another; black-

berries should have their useless suckers kept

down, and as soon as the raspberry crop is over,

the shoots that bore the fruit shoidd at once be

cut out, and all the suckers not wanted for fruit

the next season thinned out and taken away.

These two points are very important in rasp-

berry culture. When rightly managed in this

respect, very few crops are more reliable or more

satisfactory to the grower than this. Though

useless shoots should be cut out, the ground
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should be disturbed between raspberries and

blackberries as little as possible. Their little

roots are all on the surface. They have no deep

roots, and so are very liable to injury by the

process erroneously termed "cultivating." Every

one will tell you that the raspberry soon " runs

out;" nobody knows the rea.son. The new seed-

ling comes out, and it is hartly enough. But in

a few years it gets leaf blight, and then Winter

kills. It is the injury to the roots that brings

about all this.

In earlier hints for this department we have

written of the importance of pinching off any

strong shoots that may appear at the top of

3'oung fruit trees, and which if left would render

the weaker ones at the base still weaker. Since

that early i)inching, in very vigorous trees,

a new crop of strong young shoots may have ap-

peared at the top of the tree, which should again

be taken off, and the lower branches will be

much benefited thereby.

This matter of pinching out strong growing

shoots to strengthen those which we wish to be-

come strong, is an essential point with those

who require handsome shaped trees, and is of

course applied in the infancy of the trees, when
many hundreds may be gone over in a day. It

would be a great expense, besides unnecessary

with these objects in view, to go over a large

orchard and pinch out the shoots. These re-

marks apply to the grape vine, as well as to the

pear, and indeed, to all kinds of fruit trees.

In the vinery many parties commence to force

gi-apes at the end of this month, but those who
attempt this branch of the gardening art are

already so well skilled in its details as to derive

little advantage from any hints we could offer

here. In the cold vinery, the vines will now be
ripening their crops, and will require little atten-

tion beyond stopping laterals, and as much as

possible destroying insects that may endanger
the health of the foliage.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Wearing out of Varieties of Apples.—The
Apple does not seem inclined to run out, not-

withstanding the prophecies made about varie-

ties fifty years ago. An English clergyman of

Herefordshire says :—" One of the earliest his-

toric Apples is the Pomeroy or King's Apple.

This Apple is of extreme antiquity, very little be-

ing known of its early history. In Hogg's ' Fruit

Manual ' (a work most judiciously added by Dr.

Bull to the Free Library), and from whose de-

scriptions I have largely borrowed, two distinct

varieties are mentioned in use nearly at the

same time, but differing altogether in shape, fla-

vor, quality, and color of flesh. I take particu-

lar interest in this old and highly valuable va-

riety, because in my parish we have three or

more very old trees still flourishing, and I was

glad to see this Apple shown from many parts

at our late exhibition."

Scion and Stock.—At a recent meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society, Mr. Worthington

G. Smith exhibited a drawing of a singular

grafted cherry tree, now growing near Harpen-
den. The point of attachment between the stock

and scion is seven feet from the ground line. The
smooth stock (wild cherry) is upwards of three

feet in circumference, whilst the gnarled and

rugged scion is more than six feet in circumfer-

ence. The sudden disparity in size of the stem

gives the tree an extraordinary appearance.

War on the Insects.—An " Insect Society " is

said to exist at Grand Traverse, to encourage

people to destroy insects. It is said that whereas

not five per cent, of the fruit matured,before the

Society went into operation, over seventy-five

per cent, is now the crop.

Bearing Age of Pear Tree,s.—There is an

impression that it is an " endless " time to look

for, before the pear tree, set out, bears ; but a

beginning is generally made with fruit in three

or four years from planting a grafted tree.

Even a seedling tree is not as long in coming
up to the work, as people often think. In this

connection we may give the following from a

Western paper :
—

" Thirty-five years ago M. A.

Wilkinson planted a pear seed, which is a tree

now, on a farm owned by Dennis Nelson, near

Dunlap, Peoria Co., 111. This tree is of course a

seedling, and bore thirty bushels of pears in 1875,

which sold at the rate of four dollars per bushel.

The product for 1876 was forty bushels and sold

for about three dollars per bushel. Total result

in two years $250. Who can beat this ? The
tree is said to have proven as hardy as an oak.

Mr. Nelson says he has owned the farm for twelve

j-ears and has not failed in this time to get a fair

crop. Its keeping qualities are good. Will

keep until Spring ; like a Winter apple."
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Packing American Apples.—A Dublin corres-

pondent of an English Horticultural jourijal is

astonished that American ajy^les get there with-

out any packing material, nothing but the ap-

ples." Brother Jonathan has learnt that an

apple tightly packed cannot bruise, and packing

material is only 'of use to avoid bruising. We
must apply this to the pear, and then, perhaps,

can get a European trade in them also. With
some air-tight material around such fruit, pres-

sure will not perhaps rot them.

Origin of the Los Angeles or Mission Grape.

—As our readers know, our people found the

grape quite at home in California when the

country became a State in our Union. The
grape is of the European species—Vitis vinifera

—and to-day all kinds of foreign grapes do just

as well as American kinds do here. There need

be no mystery about the origin of the grapes at

Los Angeles, for a " missionary," or uny other

person, had only to sow some seeds of a raisin to

get them; but, as the following is getting exten-

sive circulation, and may mislead those inter-

ested in grape history on this continent, we give

it in order to say that the Vitis vinifera is not a

native of Mexico :
—

" Le Roy Gomez writes from

the Sandwich Islands to the Bulletin concerning

the origin of the Mission grape as follows :

—

Universal tradition among a people, if not his-

tory itself, must be accepted as the basis of his-

tory, and a residence of many years in Mexico,

and a thorough inquiry relative to the origin of

the grape in that republic, has resulted in the

conviction that the Mission grape is indigenous

and originated in the wild grape of northern

Mexico.

"The colonial policy of Spain prohibited the

cultivation of the grape and the manufacture of

wine in all of her American possessions. The
vine was never introduced into Mexico during

the colonial dependency, from any part of Eu-

rope. Its cultivation was contraband, and the

little that was carried on was done clandes-

tinely by the priests in the more northern mis-

sions.

"Alter the expedition of Coronado had awak-

ened the spirit of adventure toward New Mexi-

co, various military expeditions were sent out in

that direction. One of these expeditions in tra-

versing the vast region known as the Balson de

Mapemi, discovered among the hills in which

arise the springs that form the stream flowing

into the Laguna de Los Parras, a quantity of de-

licious grapes growing wild. From the trailing

of the vines over the rocks and trees, they called

the place Parras. On their march northward
they came to the source of the Rio Concha,
which flows into the Rio Grande del Norte.

There they also found grapes of the same vari-

ety growing wild,and they called the place Parral,

a name also significant of the trailing of the

vines.

" From these two sources spring all the grapes
in Mexico, including the Mission grapes, which,

according to tradition, were brought overland

from El Paso del Norte to California."

Hardiness of the Japan Persimmon. — We
shall be glad to have any information about the

hardiness of the Diospyros kaki in the Eastern

States. About four Winters ago, some six rather

strong plants in the possession of a friend of the

writer's, were killed ; but as the roots of young
native Persimmons, Walnuts, Liquidambars,

Silver Thorns, and many kinds of plants usually

hardy, were also killed, it was thought to be ex-

ceptional. The past Winter has not been re-

garded as exceptionally severe on deciduous

trees, but a plant of the Japan Persimmon has

been killed to the ground. But it was not a

strong plant. How is it elsewhere?

The Apple State.—The celebrated Thomas
Andrew Knight once said of England's famous
Apple district, " Plerefordshire is not so much
indebted to its soil as to some valuable varie-

ties." This is probably true of many of our own
celebrated spots. New York has had the repu-

tation of being the great American apple State,

but how much of this was due to its Newtown
Pippins (now failing) and to the fine Baldwins

and Greenings which it produces? When other

States take so much pains to find out just what
are best suited to themselves, instead of follow-

ing up the experiences of orchardists elsewhere,

we may have a great many great Apple States.

The Wilder Pear.—The California Farmer

speaks in high praise of this variety. In com-

parison with Glout Morceau and other well-

known very late kinds, it is far superior. The
Farmer, by the way, gives an excellent jiortrait

of Col. Wilder, with its account of the Wilder

Pear, thus giving those of its readers who may
not be able to attend the next meeting of the Am.
Pomological Society at Baltimore, a chance at

least to see what their President looks like.

Popular English Apples.—Fruit shows are
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much more popular in England than they used

to be. It is interesting to note that the Ribston

Pippin and Blenheim Pippin seem to be in every

collection, no matter what other kinds maybe
absent. They must be widely grown there.

Bii.LYEu's Late OcronER Pe.xch, [Syn. Billyeu's

Comet).—A correspondent ofthe J mmcan Fanner

Bays this promises to be a very valuable late

freestone Peach. We have given ita history in

our volume for 1S76.

Early Beatrice ano Early Rivers Peaches.

—A correspondent of the American Farmer from

the Eastern shore of Maryland, says these varie-

ties have " seen their best days with him."

The Turner Raspberry.—This seems to be

the next best variety when the Philadelphia

fails. Mr. Galusha tells the Western Rural:—" I

have between three and four acres of raspberries,

consisting of Turner, Philadelphia, Mammoth
Cluster, Doolittle and Davison's Thornless ; all

of which, except Turner, were killed to the

ground by the extreme and sudden cold in De-

cember. The Turner is all right. Last year my
plantation of Turners averaged one hundred and

twenty-eight quarts per row, of twenty rods long,

on or over one hundred bushels per acre, while

neither of the other sorts produced more than

half that quantity. The Philadelphia, will, of

course, produce more than the Turner when not

injured, but I have had only one full crop from

it in four years. The suckers are numerous, to

be sure, but they are as easily destroyed, while

young, as ordinary weeds ; indeed, if the plants

are cultivated in continuous rows, no more
work is requisite to produce a full crop than

farmers ordinarily give to the same quantity of

ground planted to corn."

Grape Forcing.—This interesting department

of the art of gardening is not often met with in

America—most grape-growers depending on the

natural results of the cold grapery. They are,

however, among the easiest of fruits to force and
it is a matter of surprise that those who can af-

ford it, do not oftener indulge in the luxury.

New White Grapes.—Well-grown clusters of

t'.ie late Mr. Pearson's seedling Grapes, Golden

Queen and Mrs. Pearson, were exhibited last

Wednesday at South Kensington, where they

were much appreciated for their handsome ap-

pearance and good flavor. As a golden-skinned

variety for market purposes,Golden Queen is like

ly to be valuable. Mrs. Pearson, although less

showy, is delicious in flavor, and should hence-

forth find a place in every Vinery.

—

Garden.

Gros Colman Grape.—Of this fuie grapehouse

variety, the Journal of Horticulture says :

—
" In

one or two of the principal fruiterers' windows

in Covent Garden Market may now be seen

some magnificent examples of Gros Colman
Grapes, each bunch of which cannot weigh less

than from 2 tti. to 3 tb., and the berries are the

largest and the finest we ever saw. These, we
are informed, have been grown at the Tweedside

Vineyard by Mr. W. Thomson, and most cer-

tainly they are wonderful examples of skilful

modern grape culture."

The Sabre Pea.—The Sabre—so called from

the form of its pods, Messrs. Vilmorin, Andrieux

& Co. tell us—is the most highly estimated

for its earliness and productiveness, of all grown

by the market gardeners near Paris. We

V
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have not seen it in our country, but here, where

earliness is so much prized, it would be well to

give it a trial.

Dandelion Salad.—It is a wonder that some

attention is not given to improving this, so as to

make it a standard garden vegetable. In this

part of Pennsylvania the fields and fence rows

have numerous dandelion gatherers about them

in early Spring, and the salad bowl they prepare

is welcomed by the whole family. We have

known roots to be dug in Fall, and to be set

thick under a hot-bed sash, with a mat thrown

over as they grow, to blanche them, and think

the product much superior to Lettuce or Endive.

Celery Fly.—The larvae of the Celery Fly

(
Tephrites onopordinis) in soiue seasons do much
mischief to the Celery crops, and as yet no effec-

tual remedy has been discovered. When celery

is infested with the larvfe the leaves become
blistered and turn yellow, and as the grubs are

underneath the blisters, they maj^ be crushed

between the finger and thumb. The grubs,

when full-grown, descend into the earth, and re-

main in the chrysalis state until the following

Spring, when they give birth to the fly, which in

due course deposits the eggs on the leaves.

Therefore, to prevent the attack of the pest the

next year, leaves badly infested should be re-

moved and burnt, to prevent the grubs attaining

their full development.

—

Gardener's Magazine.

Carrots.—One of the most delicious of vegeta-

bles at this season ofthe year is the Early French

Short Horn Carrot, sown in July. The French

cooks are fond of these little Carrots for culinary

purposes, and in large establishments it is usual

to sow a good breadth of them in Summer. The
ground needs to be deeply dug, and be light and
rich on the surface. The best plan is to sow in

drills, somewhat thinly, and then no thinning-

out is required, as^iris the practice to pull the

Carrots when about the size of a man's forefin-

ger, and the strongest plants soon reach that

stage. In France the custom appears to be to

sow in September to get an early crop in May,
but by sowing in July a crop is had in October

and onwards ; and by giving the lines of plants

some shelter during frosty weather, after a little

soil has been thrown upon them, a supply of de-

licious little Carrots is had all the Winter. The
French Short Horn Carrot is distinguished from

the ordinary Early Horn by its shorter but equal-

ly plump handsome root, and is much more de-

serving of out-door culture during Summer than

the measure of approval usually accorded to it

would indicate. It is an early and most profit-

able crop, making but a spare upward growth,

and therefore it can be grown more closely to-

gether than is usual with Carrots. The fact that

it is beginning to be found on the exhibition table

in the case of early shows, may be accepted as a

proof that its good qualities are being more

largely recognized.

—

Gardener's Chronicle,

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

A Water Barrow.—F. N., Asheville, N. C,

writes: "I have some trouble with the Black

Aphis on young cherry trees, and have kept

them down somewhat by a hand syringe and

water-pot. Can you tell me whether there is any

combined syringe and water barrow that would

enable us to get over such work more rapidly?

Every garden ought to have something of the

kind." Most of our dealers' catalogues contain

descriptions of useful wheel engines. One of

the best so far is the one Ave gave in an early

number of our work, and which we here repro-

duce.—Ed. G. M.

Cranberries in Southern Utah.—A. L. S.,

Ranch, Utah, writes: "Lying near my fiirm is a

lake or pond of several acres. It is surrounded
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by lime-stone hills and clay soil. The surround-

ing jjrowth is Pine and Abies. The water of the

lake dries away during the Summer, as it is fed

by SHOWS. The growth in the lake is gniss and

cat tail flag, ^^'hen it is dry it is loose, and very

porous, like ashes, and the soil is fdlod with

minute shells. I can with small expense cut a

ditch and put in a gate, so as to draw the water

otrof the pond early in the Spring, and leave

it dry. During the Summer it gets very dry, but

not dry enough to kill out the grass and flag

roots. There is no chance to flood the land

when once dry, without waiting for Winter rains

and snows to do it. What I want to inquire is,

will it do to break this lake up in the Summer
time, so as to kill the present vegetation, and
then plant cranberries on it. Can I be certain

of a crop by so doing. I see that there are upland
cranberries advertised (I have little faith in

them), will you tell me whether that variety

would succeed any better than the swamp vari-

ety? Can I grow apples, pears, cherries, phimg,

and small fruita on level clay loam that is not

too wet? The top soil for eight or ten inches is

loamy clay, below that is a kind of yellow or

raw clay; and has the appearance of being

washed from the surrounding mountains. I

have just received some very fine Geranium,

Pelargonium and Fuchsia plants from Mr. John
Saul of Washington. How shall I manage them
so !is to have them bloom next Winter?"

[The development of cranberry culture in

this part of our country' is an important matter.

We at this distance hardly feel competent to ad-

vise. The impression is, that they could be made
to do well there ; but the matter is one wholly

for careful observation and experiment. We
should recommend a perusal of Orange Judd &
Co.'s publication on "Cranberry Culture," and
then an application as near as possible of what

they say to the circumstances and situation.

—

Ed. G. M.]

JoRESTRY.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

ToRRKYA TAXiFOLiA.—We learn that our friend,

P. J. Berckmans, of Augusta, Ga., is making a spe-

cialty of propagating this beautiful tree, and
which, besides, will always be interesting as com-
memorating in its name one of the best and
most beloved of American botanists.

Large White Oak in Michigan.—Mr. Dow
Lyon, of St. Johns, Mich., says he has a white
oak growing which at three feet from the ground
measures seventeen and a half feet in circum-
ference, and he judges that the first large limb
is sixty-five feet from the ground. It is very
symmetrical for the first forty feet or so.

Growing Chestnuts from Seed.— Mr. J. S.

Budd thus gives his experience to the Western
Bural: "In 1871 I grew about 3,000 trees from
seed procured the previous Fall, perfectly fresh
in their burr. As soon as received I hulled
them and placed them in a common dry-goods
box in my cellar, with alternate layers of moss,
such as is used for packing plants for shipment,
scattering the chestnuts on the moss so as not

to come in contact with each other. The moss
should be but slightly damp, and if the surface

becomes very dry during the Winter, it may be

.sprinkled, but the moss need not be disturbed

until planting time in the Spring, say the 10th

or loth of April. The nuts by this time have

nicely sprouted. Long roots will be attached to

the moss and adhering firmly to the fibers.

This should be allowed to remain and be planted

with them, and should the season be dry, the

moss will be rather a benefit than otherwise, by

retaining moisture about the root. From nuts

treated in this way I grew more trees than I

planted nuts, as some have double kernels, and

produce two trees.

" I planted in drills, four inches apart in the

drills, and sufficient space between the drills to

use a small garden hoe, the whole occupying

less than one square rod, affording a good profit

at an average price of $3 per hundred, when
sold in the Fall. I have trees eight years old,

grown from seed in the above manner, that bore

nuts at the age of five years, and at eight years

produced a peck of hulled nuts.

" The soil and situation in which to grow the
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chestnut is all-important. They flourish best on

high, dry situations, or on rolling, well-drained

silicious soils, but are impatient of much wet, or

low, tenacious localities."

The White Ash in New England.—In a note

to the Massachusetts Ploughman, Prof. Sargent

says: "An intelligent correspondent much in-

terested in the subject of tree planting, writes us

from the central portion of the State as follows

:

'I am fully convinced that those who plant and

care for the ash are sure of their reward. I am
informed by experts that the ash is in more de-

mand, and commands a higher price, than any

other wood that is indigenous; that the fibre of

the ash grown in the New England States is

tougher and has more substance than ash grown

elsewhere, and that the demand is constantly

increasing. During the Centennial Exhibition

our woods were closely examined by foreigners,

and now foreign orders are rapidly coming in,

and every vessel leaving Boston for a foreign port

is taking out large quantities of ash and walnut.'

The attention of New England land owners

should certainly bo directed to the profits which

the careful and general cultivation of this tree

will give, and to the fact, that, at no distant day,

the money value of White Ash will be greatly

enhanced, the ever increasing demand for it

having already rendered this tree compai-atively

rare in the Eastern States."

Forest-planting in France.—The past Spring

has been very favorable to the large areas in

France lately planted in forests. It is stated that

5,000,000 hectares, or 12,350,000 acres—about
half the area of Ohio—have become unproduc-

tive as agricultural lands. Pine trees, without

any cultivation, and a very inexpensive super-

vision, can be made to grow upon these barren

acres, netting about $2.50 per acre of annual

profit. This would add to the productive capa-

city of these lands about $30,000,000 per annum.
Other trees have been planted with similar

economic results, and now landed proprietors

are looking to tree-planting as a means of util-

izing their unproductive acres.

—

Department of

Agriculture.

A new Product from the Pine.—Vanillin ex-

ists in the sap of the Pine (Pinus sylvestris) and

of the Larch. For the purpose of procuring it

the trees are felled during the period when vege-

tation is most active, and are stripped of their

bark. They are then immediately scraped, and
the product collected in vessels of tinned iron, is

immediately heated on the spot to prevent fer-

mentation, filtered, concentrated and allowed to

cool and settle. A substance is thus obtained

which resembles powdered sugar, and which is

known as coniferin. This is a stable compound,
and is sent in barrels to Paris, where the vanillin

is extracted. The process of extracting the van-

illin is an expensive one, but the product is pro-

cured at a less cost than the natural vanilla of

commerce can be purchased at. The difficulties

in the way are principally in procuring the sup-

ply of sap.

—

Scientific American.

Prizes for Arboriculture offered by the

Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agricul-

ture.—The following prizes which are open to all

land-owners in Massachusetts, will be awarded
in 1888, the trustees reserving the right to with-

hold one or all of them, if, in the opinion of the

judges, none of the competing plantations are

considered worthy of award : For the best 5000

White Ash trees, $250.00; next best 5000 White
Ash trees, $100.00. For the best 1000 White Ash
trees, $100.00 ; next best 1000 White Ash trees,

$75.00.

Trees intending to contend for these prizes

may be either planted in groves or scattered, as

the nature of the soil may require; provided,

however, that the plantation does not extend be-

yond the farm or estate of the competitor

:

For the best five acres of White Pine, raised from

seed planted by the competitor, $250.00 ; next

best five acres of White Pine, raised from seed

planted by the competitor, $100.00. For the best

acre of White Pine, $100.00 ; next best acre of

White Pine, $75,000. For the best acre of Scotch

Pine (P. sylvestris), raised from seed planted by

the competitor, $100.00; next best acre of Scotch

Pine (P. sylvestris), raised from seed planted by

the competitor, $75.00. For the best acre of

European Larch, containing not less than 2000

trees, $100.00 ; next best acre of European Larch,

containing not less than 2000 trees, $75.00. All

entries for these prizes must be made on or be-

fore March 1, 1878, to Mr. Francis Skinner, Brook-

line, Mass.

Mr. Skinner has consented to act as the agent for

the trustees in all matters relating to these

prizes, and will furnish all information in regard

to them. Competitors may order their seeds

and trees through Mr. Skinner, who will arrange

with the principal tree and seed dealers and nur-

serymen in the United States and Europe for the

lowest possible rates, but as his services are en-
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tirely gratuitous he can in no way he held re-

sponsihle.

All competitors will be expected to keep as ac-

curate accounts as possible of the cost of forming

and maintaining their plantations, and to furnish

the trustees, from time to time,with such informa-

tion in regard to them as they may require.

Thomas Motley, Jamaica Plain ; Leverett Sal-

tonstall, Newton ; Ed. N. Perkins, Jamaica Plain
;

Theodore Lyman, Brookline ;
Henry Saltonstall,

Boston; William R. Robeson, Lenox; John G.

Gushing, Beverly ; Charles S.Sargent, Brookline
;

E. F. Bowditch, Framingham ; Henry S.Russell,

Milton; John Lowell, Newton; John Quincy

Adams, Quincy.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

The Pecan Nut.— M., Lincoln, Nebraska,

writes :
" Can I hope to raise Pecan nuts so far

north as this ?"

[There is no doubt the nuts "can be raised"

—

that is, they will grow, and make trees—but we
doubt whether the trees would perfect nuts so

far north. But if the trees are wanted for tim-

ber in Nebraska, we believe they would do ; but

we have no actual experience. It is the most

rapid growing of all hickories. We shall be glad

to know how far north our friends know of

trees, either wild or cultivated. About Phila-

delphia there are several fine trees.— Ed. G. M.]

Sowing Walnuts and Hickories.—M., Lin-

coln, Nebraska :
" I sowed a quantity of walnuts

and hickories last May, but none of them grew.

Is there any special knowledge required to raise

these nuts ?"

[None that we know of. But the kernels of

these nuts soon become rancid, and they rarely

recover from a good drying. They will grow in

Spring, if they have not been kept too warm or

too dry since gathering the previous Fall. The
best success follows Fall sowing.—Ed. G. M.]

Growing the Eucalyptus in the North.—

.

M. B., Philadel|)hia, says: "I note your occa-

sional remarks on this tree, and think you are

scarcely right in your efforts to discourage ex-

periments with it. In view of the wonderful

results that have followed its growth elsewhere,

why should not people be permitted to try it if

so disposed? If they fail, it is little loss; if

they succeed, it will be a glorious achievement.

Do you know from actual experiment that the

Eucalyptus will not do in the Northern States?"

[Our correspondent surely misunderstands us.

We have no objection whatever to any one's

trying it. As Mr. Price said recently, the cost of

the experiments are not ours, and so far as this

is concerned, it is none of our business.

But when people ask us whether the Euca-

lyptus, the Cocoa Nut, the Banana, or the Pine

Apple will grow in the far North, we have to say

no ! And we say this, though we have made no

actual experiment with them, nor do we know
of any.

All plants and families of plants have certain

geographical centres, with which botanists are

tolerably well acquainted, and this knowledge is

mostlysufficient to decide such questions as these.

The Eucalyptus belongs to the order Myrtacese, and

from what a geographical botanist knows of the

home centre (so to speak) of the order, he feels

quite safe in saying that none of that family will

endure the Winters of any but the extreme

south of the United States.

But Ave only give this opinion to those who
want it. We have no wish to prevent experi-

ments—nay, sliall be glad if some one will do so,

and we will cheerfully find a place for the re-

sult.—Ed. G. M.]

Natural Mistory and Science.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

TUMBLE WEED AGAIN.

BY C. E. BESSEY, AMES, IOWA.

Mr. Wier, in June Monthly, describes most ex-

cellently the Tumble Weed, but I am sorry he

did not study it before guessing at its name. It

is Amarantus albus, thoroughly Westernized.

With you, as you Mr. Editor well know, it does

not roll itself up antj^hen get itself tumbled

around, so as to scatter its seed. It couldn't roll

far, even if it wanted to, with you; but with us

it may roll miles upon miles. Some people even
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to-day say that we cannot lay our hands upon a

species which has spontaneously changed its

structure and habits. The Tumble Weed, how-

ever, on the prairies, is a very different looking

and acting thing from what it is in the East. It

is a Tumble Weed where " it pays " it to be one;

but where it cannot tumble fiir, it does not at-

tempt to do so at all.

This is how it probably becomes a Tumble

Weed : The prairie climate, which is excessively

dry, and again excessively wet, with a most de-

cided preponderance of the former condition,

produces a short, spreading growth, instead of

the taller or more " drawn " growth of the moister

regions; the stems and brandies are harder for

the same reason. Upon tlie approach of Winter

the plants die, and the hard branches dry and

curl up. The heavy winds now soon break off

the root, and the plant is hurled and tumbled

away. Send me seeds of Amarantus albus from

the East, and I venture to say tliat the plants

growing from them will be veritable Tumble
Weeds, although they may be the offspring of

the soberest and steadiest of Pigweeds. If you,

Mr. Editor, want to try the converse, I'll send

you Tumble Weed seeds ; but you need not hope
to see any lofty tumbling from the plants you
grow.

EDUORIAL NOTES.

Fleshy Fruits.—Before concluding this lec-

ture, I feel myself called upon to say a word or

two respecting the importance of cultivated

fruits, because gardeners and pomologists still

entertain some erroneous views relating to them.

Thus, for instance, it is very generally suxjposed

that the flesh of the fruit provides the first food

for the germinating plants of its seeds. Such,

however, is not the case, for liere, as in other

cases, the first nourishment is drawn from the

seed alone. The flesh of the fruit bears no rela-

tion to the embryo ; it is a kind of outcast sub-

stance or excretion of the plant. In most of our

cultivated fruit trees, too, the great mass of this

flesh is the result of cultivation. Thus the wild

Cherries of our woods possess so little flesh that

they do not repay the trouble of plucking. In

the mountains of Pontus I found Grapes so small

that they were not worth eating ; and Pallas in-

forms us that the wild Apricot, and often like-

wise the wild or escaped Peach, possess no flesh

at all, the former, indeed, being like a leathery

two-valved capsule.

—

Karl Koch.

FiRE-PROOP Wood.—One of the results of the

Brooklyn Theatre fire is the discovery and appli-

cation of what is called " Tungstate of Soda " to

tlie scenery used on the stage. An experiment

was made lately in the presence of the promi-

nent managers of New York and Brooklyn the-

atres, and the result seems to indicate perfect

success. A tongue of jet equal to 150 ordinary

gas jets was applied to a scene for two minutes

and the canvas did not blaze or smoke. A coil

of rope having been saturated with the solution,

was submitted to tlie fire test with no effect

whatever.

According to a certain Dr. Beaupre (cited in

the Journal de la Societe Centrale a'Horticulture de

France), a Lilac after flowering profusely, as it

does every year, this season threw up afterwards

two or three suckers, which bore enormous

trusses of flowers, although they only appeared

between 2 and 3 inches above the surface of the

ground. The editor of the Revae Horticole re-

cords a similar occurrence in Aralia spinosa and

A. hybrida, and we have seen a similar case in

Ailantus glandulosa.

Soaking Seeds in Boiling Water.—Surprise

is often expressed that hard shelled seeds can be

made to grow after boiling water has been poured

on them, but there is no doubt of the fact. Yet

one need not try it, for in practice a few days'

soaking in cold water answers as well.

The Blue Glass Controversy.—All over the

world General Pleasanton has raised a talk. In

Europe it is perliaps louder than here. As our

readers know, we are by no means satisfied that

the great success of General Pleasanton is due to

his blue glass. But if we were to feel sure that

General Pleasanton's arguments were weak, we
should have to grant that many of the argu-

ments brought against him were weaker. We
quote for example the following, from a leading

English magaziiiC

:

" The effects of colored light on plants have

been carefully inquired into, and those who are

interested in the subject will find, on referring

back, that we have reported on numerous ex-

periments, and made public a variety of facts

and opinions. All inquiries into the ways of

nature, and especially as to the relations that

subsist between the inorganic and organic crea-

tions, are to be treated with respect ; for knowl-
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edge is, for the mo.sl part, obtained in iliiMets,

and is the reward usually of inquirinjj; spirits

that enter upon the apreeable task of interroga-

ting nature, Imving detinite ends in view. It is

not for us, therefore, to speak slightingly of the

many experiments that have been made on the

effects of variously-colored light on the growth

of plants. It is proper, however, to ask what is

the sum-total of results? What remains to be

discovered none can predict; but of what has

been done the sum is amusingly small, and one

general restilt is peculiarly interesting. The
• general result is that the common daylight suits

plants better than any modification of it that we
can obtain by chemical or optical agencies. If

the philosophers could have discovered a better

sort of light they would frankly have told us;

but thus far, at all events, it appears that the

arrangements of nature are not susceptible of

improvement by the aid of art. Any one who
will take the pains to collect and read the many
elaborate essays on the subject tnat have been
published, will at least earn a surprise in the re-

flection that will come at last on the immense
pains taken by man to satisfj'' his mind that the

Almighty has not made a mistake in adapting

the imponderable forces of the universe to the

necessities of the organisms with which the

planet is beautified. From this general result

we turn to a particular result, which we may
speak of ixa having a " practical " value. It is

quite certain that many plants thrive more thor-

oughly when exposed to light in which there is

a distinct preponderance of green color, than in

the full blaze of common daylight. The fern

houses at Kew are all roofed with green glass,

and in many instances it has been found that a

thin coat of green paini, or of less permanent
green coloring, on the roof of an ordinary plant

house, affords a more salutary shade than the

grey canvas or stippling of lime customarily em-
ployed. The green light thus produced does not

suit all plants alike, for this particular conclu-

sion is but a part of the general conclusion, that

the arrangements of nature cannot be improved
upon by art. The fact is, in the use of green

glass we are in some degree—perhaps in a very

feeble degree—imitating the light received by
plants that commonly grow under the shade of

trees. Hitherto we have seen the best results of

the employment of green glass in the cultiva-

tion of Ferns and Camellias; but it cannot be

doubted that very many families of plants would
enjoy a tint of green similar to that produced by

the passage of white light through a screen of

grocn leaves. We have prol)ably much to learn

in adapting the circumstances of plants under
cultivation to the kind of light that prevails in

their native habitats."

The American gardener knows well that there

are large numbers of plants that " common day-

light " does not suit. The argument that "the
Almighty knows what is best for us," is all very

well. He knows what is best for his own good
and wise purposes, but we have a suspicion that

he leaves a good deal of what is best for us to

be found out by the industrious human brain.

It would have been just as good for our great-

grandfathers as for us to have found out how to

cross the great ocean in ten days, as we do. And
they could have found out, if any of them had
had the sense to study little things, as Watt and
Fulton did. Any one who knows the difference

between a wild Crab and a Baldwin, will doubt

whether nature alwaj's knows just what is best

for us.

It is just so with blue glass. We feel sure it is

not all that is claimed for it. On the other hand,

we are sure that there may be much more made
of blue glass in our horticultural operations than

has been made.—Ed. G. M.

Internal Heat of Plants.—By accounts in

the English papers, we note that an observer

has been experimenting with leaves and stems,

to ascertain the diflerence, in their temperatures

at different times of the day, as compared with

that of the atmosphere. He found they were
about two degrees lower before noon, but several

higher from that till night. He seems to have con-

fined his observations to beet leaves and sun flow-

ers. We should like to see other plants tried,

especiallj' the ice plants. They take their name
from the ice-like crystals on the leaves; but,

whether it is imagination or not, we cannot say,

there is always a cold feel to the leaves as well.

The American Association.— The meeting

this year is to be held at Nashville, on the 29th

of August. It is expected to be a very interest-

ing one.

Double Flowers.—Almost, perhaps all the

double forms of herbaceous flowers have been

found wild, and taken to our gardens. Collect-

ors frequently find them, and more could if they

would look shai-p. In an earl}^ number of the

American Naturalist, Mr. Thomas Meehan record-

ed the finding of Saxifraga Virginiensis with

double flovvers on the Wissahickon, and Dr. Asa
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Gray, in a recent number, reports one as having

been recently found near Boston. Prof. Porter

sends to the Bulletin a note on finding a double

Rue anemone.

Varying Results of Climate.—The New York

Tribune discontinued its exchange Avith the

Gardener's Monthly last Spring, and we were glad

to understand by this that it stood in no need of

any further horticultural information. By an

extract which we have recently seen in another

paper, Ave are pleased to note that it is still wise

enough to retain the services of Mr. Josiah

Hoopes, whose intelligent notes we were always

glad to read. In the extract referred to we see

that Mr. Hoopes has been giving his experience

with the Winter and Evergreens. The Lawson
Cypress suffered more than the Lihocedrus, though

both were partially protected by evergreen

boughs. It is singular that here—some twenty

miles from Mr. Hoopes—the experience was just

the opposite. No Lawson Cypress was injured,

though numbers of Libocedrus were. In other

years, however, the experience was the reverse.

One singular observation was, that many Libo-

cedrus were injured, while others, though within

a few feet, were unhurt. Wind and cold have

much to do with the tenderness of evergreens,

but it is evident, as we understand by the extract,

Mr. Hoopes suggests in his original paper, that

there are some innate constitutional powers of

resisting cold, that are not yet made quite clear

to us.

Insect Feetilization.— It is a well-known fact

that insects fertilize flowers, and, therefore, flor

ists do all they can to keep Pelargoniums and
other choice productions free from their depre-

dations, for V)y assisting fertilisation they cause

the petals to drop sooner than they otherwise

would do. Of this we had numerous examples

during the late dry season, when seed-bearing

was the rule with almost all the occupants of the

flower garden rather than the exception. Among
plants requiring artificial fertilization, Mr.

Meehan incjudes Orchids, and certainly that

queen of Orchids, Phaljenopsis amabilis will

remain in good condition from a month to six

weeks if not fertilized artificially; but if operated

upon by its own pollen, or that of another vari-

ety, the flowers fade within a day or two, and

the seed-pod elongates rapidly. Therefore, ex-

cept in cases in which improved varieties are

wanted, and hybridization is intentionally

resorted to, it is desirable that fertilization

should not take place at least, where the primary

object is the preservation of the flowers. As

regards Pelargoniums, we know that kinds that

are sterile retain their flowers longer than such

as are fertile. Pink Christine, for example,

seeds so freely that, if not counteracted by means

of frequent hand picking, it becomes entirely

exhausted, while other varieties, under exactly

similar circumstances, scarcely produce a seed-

pod. From my own observation, I should feel

inclined to agree in all respects with Mr. Mee-

han's views, as I believe the question of nutrition

as affecting fertilization, to which he refers, de-

serves more general attention than it receives.

—

James Groom, Henham Hall, Wang/ord, in Garden.

Pf^
ITERATURE, ^^RAVELS & pERSONAL ^OTES.

COMMUNICA 7JONS.

CYCAS REVOLUTA NOT THE SAGO PALM.

BY ROBERT J. SIDDALL, GERMANTOWN, PIIILA.

Many of the catalogues mention this plant as

the Sago Palm, and Louden speaking of the Cycas,

says it produces the granulated powder called

Sago, "from Sagu, the name of a sort of bread

made from the pith of the trunk." and that the

pith, after undergoing certain preparations "con-

stitutes Sago." It would appear from this that

the catalogues may be correct, but under the head

of Sagus, which he calls the Sago Palm, Louden

says, " from this palm is produced the Sago of

the shops." And again he says, "the trunk of
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Oycfts contains a great quantity of fecula, which

is manufactured into a kind of spurious sago."

From tliis mixture by one author it seems that

"the granulated powder called Sago" is a "spu-

rious " article. Dr. Wood says that " the farina-

ceous product of the diflcrent species of Cycas,
|

sometimes called Japan Sago does not enter into

general commerce. i

As the Cycas revoluta is not a true palm and
j

does not furnish the Sago of commerce, (which i

is a product of Sagus Rumphii, Sagus lavis, and

Sagueris Rumphii,) it is rather a misnomer to

call it the Sago Palm, a name rightfully belong-

ing to Sagus Rumphii, though Webster gives it

Rhapis tlabelliformis.

RHYMES AND RECOLLECTIONS OF A CACTUS
MAN.

BY WM. T. HARDING, SUPT. OAK HILL CEMETERY,

UPPER SANDUSKY, OHIO.

(Continued from page 221 )

Near by, the venerable and hoary headed old

man cactus, Pilocereus senilis, looked serious

and sedate ; the very picture of an aged cactus

sire. The succulent sage, claimed all the honor

and respect due to a long and well spent life.

The old fellow had grown gray in the service,

and seemed, as he leaned on his staff, to have

long passed the allotted period of three-score

years and ten. Like a weary cactus pilgrim, he

was evidently nearing the end which awaited

him, and the rest of his ancient race.

"There were giants in those days," among the

succulent tribes. Cereus regalis—regal indeed,

in portly form, stood some twelve feet above

C. gibbosus ; while C. hexagonus, with an alti-

tude of thirty feet, towered above them all. The
admirable raHatY Cactus, C. flagelliformis, worked

at intervals up the stem of a tall Pereskia, was

really a superb specimen, and one of the won-
ders of the house.

There were several p/e^/ionc specimens of the

Melon Thistle kinds, or Melocactuses. M. com-
munis is perhaps the most commOn, having

been in cultivation since 1688. However com-
mon it has been since then, it nevertheless, still

remains an uncommonly queer looking plant.

Cactaceous obesity, is one of the characteristics

of this curious genus. M. pyramidalis, is an old

vegetal pyramid, and if not so massive as Cheops,

is more ancient, no doubt. M. amoenus, is a

beauty, if not the belle of the family. M. exca-

vatus, is so much excavated, as to look as if "Old

Time " had been diligently digging at it for cen-

turies; and ere this, has i)robably caved in, as

all things will. M. polyacantiius, or many
.spined, is something like M. macrantha, with

longer spines, of the touch-me-not order.

Their curious compeere, are Cactuses. C. de-

pressus, is much depressed, though not in the

least distressed. C. foliosus, is more leafy than

umbrageous. C. rcductus, C. intortus, and C. cor-

rugatus, are singular examples of Cacti. The fea-

tures of the last named, were deeply furrowed :

looked old, and stricken in years. C. intortus,

was as twisted and contorted as a cactus could

be, and would puzzle a geometrician to describe

its form.

Not to be forgotten, are the broad and burly

Opuntias, or Indian figs, standing defiantly

—

armed to the teeth—among the little cactus kin,

less pretentious, though much more beautiful.

O. spinosis.sima, is well-named, if not well-man-

nered. The merciless character of the phlebot-

omizer is well-known
;

yet, is harmless enough,

if let alone. A lawyer, would undoubtedly de-

cide that it belonged to the Lex talionis class.

And the same might be said of 0. ferox. 0. mi-

crodasys, and O. polyantha, both belong to the

queer order of O's. Their lancets are not so long

—but are short, sharp, and decisive. Perhaps,

the most useful kind, is 0. coccinellifera, from

which the cochineal insects are gathered, and

w'hich give the red tincture used for dyeing pur-

poses.

In South America, the writer has seen Cereus

repandus, C. triangularis, Opuntia maxima,

O. decumana, and 0. spinosissima, used as hedge

plants, to fence the Cocoa-nut plantations. Ban-

ana groves, and Pine-apple fields. They are of

such a formidable and rei^ellent nature, as to de-

ter any living thing from attempting to get

through. Neither hog, dog, or devil, would face

them, he is certain.

Formed in various groups, were the more com-

pact little curiosities of the Genus Mammillaria,

Echinocactus, Echinopsis, &c., &c. ; which with

the more flexible and slender growing Rhipsa-

lises, made the curious contrast still more strange.

The above-named little pets, are both elegant

and interesting, and may be classed as bijou

cacti. No conchological collection, however

well selected, could possibly surpass, either in

beauty or value, an equal number of these minor

marvels.

Connected with Manmiill arias, are many
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happy recollections. They always remind the

writer of brighter days gone by, and on that ac-

count, will ever be kindly remembered. They

are a most (if not the most) beautiful and curious

genus of succulents known. Whatever has pre-

viously been said of a pleasant nature concern-

ing others, or which may follow, in the way of

admiration of the remainder, specially applies

to them. If they are a diminutive race, their

charms are by no means curtailed, or their beau-

ties in the least abridged, in consequence. These

pretty cactacean Liliputs are very attractive, and

are altogether lovely. There is a long list of

them, too long to give, so I will single out but a

few, viz. : M. conica, M. simplex, M. lanifera,

M. longimamma, M. ambigua, M. quadrata,

M. caudata, M. erecta, M. grandis, M. pulcherri-

ma, M. pyramidalis, M. coronata, M. columna-

ris, M. magnimamma, M. nivosa, M. tenuis, and

M. stellata, " the star, of the goodly company."

Of the fiat smooth-stemmed Epiphyllums,

were such favorites as E. crenatum, E. spectabile,

E. elegans, E. speciosum, E. Akermanii, and

fulgens. The well-known lobster's claw cactus,

E. truncatum, is one of them. Worked on to up-

right stocks of Pereskia aculeata, or Cereus tri-

queter, they form exceedingly handsome speci-

mens. They are very profuse bloomers during

the winter months. One very remarkable plant,

especially, seems in ideality, to be within reach

of the writer; and its very odd companion, Tes-

tudinaria Elephantipes, or elephant's foot. The
last named, was an enormous sized specimen,

and looked much like a huge tortoise, or turtle,

squatting on the top of a tub. Although not

considered a succulent proper, as it belongs to

the Dioscorea, or Yam family, it was, neverthe-

less, appropriate enough for the company it

kept. The abnormal appearance of the yamy
monstrosity was weird in the extreme. Its age,

might be dated from a " time whereof the mem-
ory of man runneth not to the contrary."

Less peculiar, though much more beautiful,

were the Crassulas, Rocheas, and Kalosanthuses,

which are first-rate flowering plants, and were

real greenhouse glories of the olden time.

Echeveria gibbiflora, E. coccinea, E. lurida,

and E. coespitosa, were the only ones I remem-
ber there. The more modern kinds, such as

E. agavoides, E. glauca, E. farinosa, E. metallica,

E. lucida, E. pulverulenta, &c.., were then un-

known. They need no praising, as all plant

lovers know how beautiful they are. Their effect

i« very striking as now used in the decoration of

the flower garden ; and especially is their beauty

enhanced,when judiciously combined with Aloes,

and Sempervivums, of which some excellent

kinds are ofTered.

Sempervivum, to live forever, as its name im-

plies. What a train of reflections seems to start

up, at the mention of the name. Under the un-

assuming name of house-leek, S. tectorum is well-

known. It is often seen flourishing on the cot-

tage-roofs of the industrious,though poor people, n
of Great Britain. The simple-minded, yet, good

housewife, regards it as a plant of considerable

importance ; and well she may, when she knows
it is so lucky, to have one. A few old stagers

I will mention, for instance, S. tabulseforme, or

table formed, is very much like a round table

and would be, I should think, just such a one as

any little fairy would select, to furnish a ferny

bower S. arachnoideum, is a little gray colored

curio, and will bear a close inspection, as it ap-

pears to be covered with cobwebs. S. tortuosum, is

ofthe grotesque order; while S. arboreum,and its

variegated mate, are of the shrubby, or tree type.

S. barbatum, if not quite as hairy as Esau, is

stout and " bearded like the pard." These very

pretty, tidy, rosette-like plants, were as much ad-

mired then as ry)w.

There is a legion of such varied singularities as

Anacampseros, Cotyledon, Anhalonium, Anigos-

anthus, Phyllocactus, Apicra, Lepismium, Ma-

lacocarpus, Xananthos, Stapelia, Pelecephom,

Pedilanthus, Leuchtenbergia, Haworthias, Gas-

terias, &c., to which I can but briefly allude.

There is also a long list of names in the Euphor-

bia family, many of which are very beautiful,

and decidedly rank among the chieftains of the

succulent house. Some of them are of most ec-

centric growth, and are altogether as multiform

and abnormal, as any others previously men-

tioned. With the inspissated juice of E. hcpta-

gona, the ^Ethiopians are said to poison their

arrows. While E. balsamifera is as wholesome

and palatable as new milk. E. squamosa, E. cere-

iformis, and E. trigona, are of the heavy calibre,

or ponderous types of the genus. E. antiquorum,

had a very antiquated look. Its appearance

was sober and solid ; one of the oddities of a very

odd order, and seemed as if it might be one of

the survivors of Noachian times. It produces

the drug known as Euphorbia. E. Caput-Medu-

sse, or Medusae's head, was a droll-looking char-

acter; having far more heads than Janus had

faces. It was well it had no poll-tax to pay. It

confronted the visitor at the door, and never
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failed " to aatonish the Browns." It was a very

conspicuous figure among its fellows, with a

sombre, if not sinister, cast of countenance. And
yet, it was not such a frightful Gorgon, a.s to pet-

rify people who looked at it; as a myth of that

name is reported to have done. Their flowers

are remarkably vivid, and are hichjy prized for

their splendor, and general usefulness. E. Poin-

settia, E. fulgens, E. splcndens, and E. jacquinias-

flora, are universally known and admired. Re-

luctantly 1 leave them, to discuss the virtues of

bitter Aloes.

In contradistinction to Agaves, or American

Aloes, so-called, are the African Aloes, proper.

From A. soccotrina, is produced the nauseous

drug, of nasty notoriety. The thick juicy green

leaves are equally as unpalatable, as are the

abominable dry pellets, ycleped pills. A. dicho-

toma, A. Commelyni, A. echinata, A. aristata,

A. frutescens, and A. lineata, belong to the sin-

gular section. A. serrulata, A. albispina, A. ar-

borescens, A. elatior, A. distans, and A. purpu-

rascens, are of the stout and sturdy style; and

averaged from six to fifteen feet high. The slen-

der, graceful, variegated, obscure, big-toothed,

noble, reflexed, and proliferous, had each a rep-

resentative. They, are embraced in what may
be designated a " motley crowde."

(To be concluded.)

BURDETT'S ISLAND AND ORCHARD IN THE
NIAGARA RIVER.

BY S., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A paragraph in the Gardener's Monthly for

June, at page 174, in reference to Mr. Burdett's

orchard, on the Niagara River, near Niagara

Falls, though of no great intrinsic importance,

may perhaps bear correction, and in doing so, I

wish to add a few words respecting it. It is not

an apple orchard, but one of peaches. The
number of trees stated is probably correct. This

orchard is situated on an island, near the Ameri-
can side of the river, and is a curiosity in its

way. I saw it several times a few years since,

and suppose it to be flourishing yet. Many of

the trees are large, old ones, but continue

healthy and productive. The even temperature

produced by the open river always preserves the

fruit buds from theWinter's cold, and Mr. Burdett

obtains a fine crop ofpeaches every year. His con-

veniences for marketi ig the crop are peculiar. As
the fruit ripens it is not gathered until perfectly

mature, and in the best possible state to be enjoyed

in eating. The ripe peaches are taken from the

trees only as they become fully so ; are placed

in baskets and loaded into a barge which lies by

a dock close by the orchard, the work being

done during the day. In the evening a steam

tug arrives from Buffalo, and the barge is towed

to that city which it reaches at four o'clock in

the morning. The fruit is then distributed

through the city, and only those who know what

a luscious thing a rij^e peach is, right from the

tree, can form an opinion of the character of the

fruit thus delivered. The estimate put upon Mr.

Burdett's crop, of $6,000, has doubtless been re-

alized, although not always amounting to so

large a sum. Mr. Burdett's facilities for peach

growing and for marketing can hardly be ex-

ceeded, although a narrow strip of land along

the river is well adapted to apples, pears, quinces

and peaches as well as the smaller fruits. Bur-

dett's Island furnishes a very choice and favora-

ble location for the business its proprietor is in
;

but his example might be imitated in a few simi-

lar situations in that vicinity, though I believe

not to the same extent.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Plural of Botanical Names.—Itisdiflfi-

cult to understand what rule our English cotem-

poraries have in their plural orthographies.

Speaking in the plural of Brodiaea, it has no

hesitation in saying " Brodiaeas." Yet in the

same paper it does not say Calochortuses, but
" Calochorti." For our part, we think, and have

before expressed the opinion, that when we
adopt a word as an English word, and in the con-

struction of an English sentence, the words

should follow English rules. We can see no

more reason why we should hesitate to say

Calochortuses than Verbenas, Fuchsias or Dah-

lias. Botany already seems to the masses as

loaded with unnecessary terms, and we see no use

in bringing in what must appear a mere affec-

tation of correctness, when there is not only no

occasion for it, but when those who affect it con-

tinually violate their own ideal.

Lemmonia Californica.—This new genus es-

tablished recently by Dr. Gray, " to commemo-
rate the services of a most ardent and successful

explorer of the Sierra Nevadas," and to which

we recently referred, as we see by the last issue
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of the Proceedings of the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences, is a Hj'drophjilaceous plant

of which the well-known Phacelia is an example.

The new genus will be precious to botanists from

its association, but so for as we can gather from

Professor Gray's description, it will have few

charms for the lovers of gay flowers.

Grasshopper Machines.—As we have recently

stated, the amusement which our suggestion of

some years since, that machines could be easily

invented to work successfully against grass-

hoppers, afTorded some of our Western friends,

leads us particularly to note how progress in that

line is advancing. We give this from the Boul-

der (Colorado) News:—Benj. Long has contrived

the simplest, least expensive and best grasshop-

per machine we have yet seen. It is aV shaped
pan about six feet apart at the points, the pan
being two inches deep, with little partitions a

foot apart. In the centre w'here the pans come
together is the axle, upon which the machine is

supported by two wheels, say two feet in diame-

ter. To keep the pan from fouling, a little ele-

vator skims from the surface of the oil and
water the dead 'hoppers and deposits them on
the groimd behind. The machine is pushed
from beliind, is nicely balanced and easily run

over rocks and rough ground. At the back of

the pans, extending upward, is a wire screen

about eighteen inches high, to prevent the 'hop-

pers from hopping over. This is all there is of

it, any boy can run it and its cost will not exceed

$20. Mr. Long has applied for a patent for the

machine, and will furnish them in any quantity

at $20 each. Persons interested can see at this

office, a full half-bushel of 'hoppers caught in

four hours' work, on about a half-acre of ground,

at Mr. L's. place, north of town. The lot'

weighed 35 pounds, or about 70 pounds to the

bushel. If the celebrated grasshopper commis-
sion would spend a little of their funds as bounty

money, many ingenious minds would be at

work, devising means for the extermination of

the pests.

The Satin Flower.—Referring to the pretty

Californian bulb, Brodiaea coccinea. The Garden

uses " Satin Flower " for its common name.

The Cactus in Upholstery.— The writer has

a distinctly unpleasant recollection of Cactuses

as " pillows " in past times, when unsought, they

were found beneath his head. But by the fol-

lowing from a California paper, it would seem as

if they were now to find a legitimate use, if in-

deed Yuccas are not intended :

—"An excellent

article of upholstery padding has been manufac-
tured by Mr. J. W. Findley from the bayonet
cactus. It is designed to take the place of curled

hair, and is far superior to the Eureka and other

filTngs. The process of manufactvire is very

simple and easy. Mr. Findley has applied for a

patent on his discovery, and with his partner,

Mr. C. F. Holman, will soon commence to make
up the material for market. Upholsterers of our

city who have examined Mr. Findley's specimen

pronounce it a first-class article, and have off'ered

from 10 to 15 cents per pound for it in quan-
tities."

A New Forage Plant — Cynoglossum Mor-
risoni.—A formidable antagonist has been found

for " Prickly Comfrey," in the common Beggar
Ticks. Says Mr. S.W. Brooks, of Brooks county.

South Carolina :

—
" The yield of this plant is very

great. It may be cut three times in a season,

growing up repeatedly from the old stumps, and
yields many hundreds of pounds to the acre at

each cutting." The samples which Mr. Brooks

carried to Gainesville were of the second cutting

of this year, and he will certainly get one, and,

perhaps, two more cuttings. It is not a peren-

nial, but the seed must be planted each year. It

produces well on poor lands, but, of course, does

better on rich soils. Horses, mules and cattle

will eat it up clean, stalks and all, and thrive on

it. It is botanically allied to the Symphytum,
and we do not see w^hy it should not do just as

well. The only objection we see likely to be

made by those who have money to spend is that

it is not a "furriner."

Bothered by the English Name.—The Gar-

dener's Chronicle gives it up. It says :

—
''A cor-

respondent asks us to tell him of any means of

destroying the Wild Lily on a gi-avel path. We
know, or think we do, a Lily when we see one,

and are not altogether ignorant of the nature of

a gravel path, but a wild Lily on a gravel path is

indeed a puzzle to us. We may say at once that

a wild Lily, truly so called, on a gravel path, is a

myth of the Mrs. 'Arris description ; but, still,

what is meant by the word Lily? This is only

another illustration of the worthlessness of popu-

lar names. Speak to a botanist of a Lilium or a

Lily in its proper signification, and he knows

what you mean, but in popular parlance there

are African Lilies, Atamasco Lilies. Barbadoes

Lilies, Belladonna Lilies, Blackberry Lilies, Bris-
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bane Lilies ; other " Lilies," called Cape Const,

Corfu, Cuban, Day, Fire, Flax, Lycoris, (Juernsey,

Ixia, Jacobean, Knight's Star, Lent, Mexican,

Persian, Pond, Prairie, Kock, Rookwood, St. Bru-

no's Scarborough, Superb, Swamp, Trumpet,

Whitsun, to say nothing of Water Lilies, Lilies

of the Valley, and Lily of the Valley Tree, and

perhaps more. Now not one of these has any

claim whatever to be called a Lily ; moreover,

we do not think any one of them is likely to be

wild on a gravel path."

[It so hapi)ens that we can help our friend

though three thousand miles away from the home
of the inquiry. The " Lily " in the gravel path

is the Convolvulus arvensis, or field Bindweed.

We know of a " Hampshire Boy " who never

heard this plant by any other name,—and of peo-

ple who were badly bothered with them in gravel

walks, and they are getting troublesome here

too. Acids will destroy them.—Ed. G. M.]

A Prosperous Illinois Nursery.— Spalding

<fc Co., of Springfield, commenced the business

there in 1858 on 24 acres, which location was

given up in 1861 for railroad purposes, when

they rented three other tracts amounting to 62

acres, on which they carried on their business

until 1866, when they purchased their present

site of 80 acres near Eiverton, six miles east of

Springfield. The soil was from timber land, a

strong, clayey loam, subsoil reddish clay. They

at once commenced underdraining with tile, and

now the whole is thoroughly underdrained every

30 feet with two, three, and four inch tile, laid

3 to 42 feet deep. In 1874 they added ninety

acres of land adjoining, and have nearly all

well filled with stock.

History of the Golden Pippin Apple.—says

an English writer :—The Golden Pippin, although

of the greatest antiquity, has very little early his-

tory. It is not the golden Pippin of John Park-

inson, because he speaks of it as a large variety.

Evelyn, in his Pomona, states that Lord Claren-

don had in his time at his estate in Berkshire an

orchard of a thousand Golden and other cider

Pippins, but no allusion is made to it as a dessert

Apple.

Origin of Some Old Apple Names. — The
Rev. C. H. Bulwer, an English clergyman, says:

" The etymology of the Joannetting or Jui.eat-

ing Apple is so singular and decides the names
of so many other Apples and Pears, that I shall

not apologize for selecting it. It is one of the

oldest and earliest bearing Apples, hence the

mistake about its name being Juncating, in allu-

sion to its maturity at the end of June or July.

Dr. Hogg traces it« name to Joannetting, be-

cause its Apples ripened about St. John's day

;

and fur a similar reason, the next apple I men-
tion, the Margaret Apple, derives its name from

St. Margaret's day, the 20th of July, when this

Apple would be in season. The Costard is one

of the oldest of our English Apples. This variety

is actually mentioned by name in a fruiterer's

bill in Edward I.'s reign in 1292, as previously

alluded to; and although now almost extinct,

still used to be so common that retailers of it

(even the very price mentioned at 1^. per 100)

were called costard mongers, a name in popular

use no\V in the word costermonger. Some ety-

mologists, including the great Dr. Johnson, con-

sider the name Costard to be derived from cost,

a head, but how it is hard to say, or rather to see.

Dr. Hogg traces the name to costatus, anglice

costate or ribbed, on account of the prominent

ribs on its sides. The Quoining or Queening

Apple is an old Apple, of which we have many
varieties in Herefordshire (notably the Cowarne
Quoining, a most valuable Apple) which were

excellently and numerously shown at our pomo-
logical exhibition. The name Quoining may be

traced bj' the angularity of the shape of the

Apple, similarly as in the Costard, from the word

quoin or coin, the corner-stone ofa building. The
Catshead is another very old Apple still grown

amongst us, but chiefly I have noticed in cot-

tagers' gardens, where it is gradually giving way
to the Hawthornden and Lord Suffield especi-

ally in Hertfordshire. Phillips sings its praises

thus
—

" The Catshead's weighty orb, enormous

in its growth." The Old or Winter Pearmain

lyust by no means be omitted. It is the very

oldest historic variety we have. In Bloom-

field's history of Norfolk, as quoted by Hogg,

there is curious mention made of a tenure in that

county by petty sergeantry and the payment of

two hundred Pearmains and four hogsheads of

ciderof Permains into the Excliequeratthe Feast

of St. Michael. The origin of the name is equally

curious. In early histoi'ical works of the same
period Charlemange is written Charlemaine, the

last syllable as Pearmaine; and as Charlemange

was derived from Carolus magnus, so Permaine

is derived from Pyrus magnus, the Great Pear

Apple, in allusion to its pyriform shape.

The Tree of the Blessed Virgin near
Cairo.—There is an old Sycamore tree at the
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village of Metarich, a few miles distant from

Cairo, and in the immediate neighborhood of the

ancient Heliopolis, whose site is now occupied

by a few scattered ruins and a picturesque

monolith of over 50 yards high. Near this

monolith is the present village of Metarich, an

old heap of houses in a state of ruin, presenting

a most wretched appearance, but surrounded,

however, by large and well-cultivated gardens,

in the center of which rises,with an imposing ap-

pearance, the large tree of the Blessed Virgin

(Segar el Marium), under whose shade tradition

has it that the Holy Family reposed at the time

of their flight into Egypt. This Sycamore is very

large ; seven men with extended arms could

hardly encircle it. Its age is unknown, but by

the concentric circle which a section of one of

its largest branches, which has been detached

from the trunk for some years past, presents, we
may conclude that it has withstood the storms

of several centuries. The present Viceroy of

Egypt, at the time of the inauguration of the

Suez Canal, presented this Sycamore to France,

in accordance with the desire expressed by the

Empress Eugenie, who went to see it. She had

it surrounded with an elegant railing, and ap-

pointed two guardians to protect it and take

care of the Lilies and Geraniums which she

caused to be planted around it; these guardians

are still paid by France. This tree is held in

great veneration not only by the Christians, but

even by the Arabs. Natives and foreigners

gather its leaves, to which they attribute thera-

peutic virtues.

[This is a kind of fig—the Ficus Sycamorus,

which is the Sycamore of the Scriptures. The
English Sycamore (Acer pseudo platanus) or

Sycamore Maple, no doubt derives its name from

a somewhat similar leaf, and the American Syca-

more (Platanus Occidentalis) from the resem-

blance of the leaf to the Sycamore Maple.—Ed.

G. M.]

Dartmouth College has conferred the degree

of Ph. D. on Marshall x*. Wilder of Boston and
John E-. Eastman of Washington ; the degree of

D. D. on President Buckham of Vermont Uni-

versity, and LL. D. on Edward F. Noyes, U. S.

Minister to France.

ROBERT B. Parsons.—In acknowledging the

receipt of three new varieties of Magnolias in the

July number, page 198, an error made us say
" R. B. Parsons & Son." There is no such firm.

We owe the attention to the personal kindness

of the above-named gentleman, who is the head
of the well-known firm of R. B. Parsons & Co.

Obituary.—R. Robinson Scott, formerly of

Philadelphia, died at Harrisburg, Pa., on the

24th day of June, in his 51st year.

American Pomological Society.—We would

again strongly urge the State Societies to send full

and representative delegations to hospitable Bal-

timore, at its Sixteenth session, commencing
Wednesday, September 12, 1877, at 10 o'clock

A. m., and continuing three days. See previous

announcement. May number, page 159.

All Horticultural, Pomological, Agricultural

and other kindred Associations in the United

States and British Provinces, are invited to send

delegations as large as they may deem expedient

;

and all persons interested in the cultivation of

fruits are invited to be present, and take seats in

the Convention.

The coming Session is expected to be unusu-

ally interesting from its location in the great

fruit-growing region of the Atlantic coast, and

from the experiences of the century embodied in

the reports of the State and local Horticultural

Societies.

Arrangements will be made with hotels, and,

as far as possible with the various railroad lines

terminating in Baltimore for a reduction of fare.

Rates made by Baltimore roads will apply only to

their lines. It is hoped that arrangements have

been, or will be made by the various delegations

with the roads in their own localities.

At the same time, from September 11th to 14th

inclusive, the Maryland Horticultural Society

will hold a gi-and exhibition of fruits, plants,

flowers and other products of Horticulture, by

which an increased interest will be given to the

occasion.

Packages of fruits with names of contributors,

may be addressed as follows:
—"American Po-

mological Society, care of Wm. B. Sands, Balti-

more, Md."
Massachusetts already announces, in numbers

and statistics, a strong delegation, which, lieaded

by the honored President of the National Society,

will make her a host. Will not the other States

do as well, or possibly better?

Dick's Garden Hand-books.— The Vegetable

Garden, by James Hogg. NewYork, Dick & Fitz-

gerald. This is a little book, but is rare to find

one so well condensed. It is an epitome of vege-

table garden work for the whole season and for

every kind of crop. Mr. Hogg writes from ex-
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perioiue, and no one has experience of a better

quality. We have also from the same publishers

ft hand-book of Recitations and Readings.

First Annuai, Rkik^rt ok the Ohio Fish

Commissioners, from J. H. Klippart, Secretary, is

received.

SCBAP^ AND QUERIES.

Damages for Del.vy.—A. L. asks :

—
" When a

nurseryman ships plants by railroad or steam-

boat and they are delayed an unreasonable time,

80 as to spoil on the way, can the railroad or

steamboat come back on the shipper for freight

;

or are they as common carriers liable for damage

to the plants of the shipper ?
"

[Properly speaking, the goods belong to the

consignee, as soon as they are placed in the

hands of the company. But in perishable arti-

cles the consignee often says, " he did not order

goods," or questions the reasonableness of what

he regards as "delay," or neglects to come for

them till they are spoiled, and the railroad peo-

ple cannot realize their expenses by the sale of

spoiled goods. They often pay connecting roads

large sums of money as " back charges," all of

which they lose under these refusals. Under

these circumstances the leading roads refuse to

take perishable freight unless the rates are paid

in advance by the shipper, or the shipper guar-

antees that the freight shall be paid. It is often

a great annoyance to the shipper to have to come

under these rules, but we can see that while peo-

ple are made as they are, the railroad people

will naturally try to protect themselves. The

shipper must protect himself by being sure that

the person he sends to is a reasonable person,

before he undertakes to guarantee for him.

But there will be times when there really is

"unreasonable" delay by the railroad people.

Most railroad people that we have had dealings

with, promptly settle when this is made clear,

but there are some like some people who act on

the principle that when there is a loss let some

one else bear it. There is no remedy then but a

lawsuit, and this as a general thing, besides

being expensive, is little more than a game of

" toss penny." The wisest thing in these mat-

ters is so to pack that things will not suflfer by a

little delay. If a shipment will probably take a

week, pack so that evea a month on the road

will not hurt them. The customer is generally

expected to pay for packing, and as thi.s is usu-

ally expressed and understood, he has the right

to look for a good job. If men in business un-

derstand their business properly, and charge

enough for good packing, and the customer wil-

lingly pays it, these railroad disputes would sel-

dom occur.—Ed. G. M.]

Amateur Marketing.—"A Cabbage," Balti-

more, Md., writes :
—

" I engaged in this place as

gardener, and it suited very well for a year, but

the master wishes me to sell the surplus fruita,

flowers and vegetables to help pay the garden

expenses, I do not think it is right for a gentle-

man to engage in this business, and wish you

would say so in the Gardener's Monthly. Doesn't

it hurt the trade?"

[This is a question which the Gardener's

Monthly cannot decide. Every gentleman must

decide this for himself. Amateur gardeners, of

course, follow gardening for pleasure, and when
you engaged with him it was to administer to

this gardening pleasure, and it may not be quite

fiiir to you to be called on to undertake com-

mercial affairs without your entire consent. So

far we think you are right. Perhaps also the

"trade" may not feel kindly toward one who
sells as he does. He sells for fifty cents what

cost him a dollar to raise, simply because " he

has to keep a gardener anyhow," and he " may
as well get some of it back again," and yet when

the " trade " offers its dollar's worth, he is told it

can be "had for half that," and he has to sell at

a loss. But having admitted all this, we still

cannot see why a gentleman has not a perfect

right to do it. Suppose he finds it costly to keep

a carriage and pair of horses, why not hire it out

to carry pjissengers to and from the depot at odd

times ? He could afford to do it for half the price

of the regular " cabby," as profit is not in ques-

tion, so much as the " bringing of a little in." Or

if he choose to hire out his piano for public con-

certs at half the price of the music stores ; his

pictures at a small percentage, to help a show

;

or even get his cook to bake a few pies and cakes

at odd times, and dispose of them to the confec-

tionery stores for what they will bring, in order

to help pay the servants' wages. We know of no

reason at all beyond what every one can decide

for himself why he has not a right to do so. It

is a matter of taste.—Ed. G. M.]

Grapes Under Glass.—G. E. S., Boston, Mass.

Chorlton's Grape-growers Guide will suit you.
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SEASONABLE HINTS.

The arrangement of colored leaved plants into

masses, so as to look like carpets and ribbands, is

still popular, and is likely to keep its hold on us

for several years yet, especiallj' as we have not

near reached the perfection the art has been

raised to in Europe. It is best to get the

designs colored out now, so that we can tell

exactly what plants to prepare for the work
another season. We have a larger number of

plants to work with than Europeans have, and
some unique designs could be worked out. The
commonest jjlants, even weeds can often be used

to gi-eat effect, not only for this but for other

work.

At this season of the year, people think of

making cuttings of bedding and other plants, in

order for another year. The best way to propa-

gate all the common kinds of bedding plants is

to take a frame or hand-glass and set it on a bed

of very sandy soil made in a shady place in the

open air. The sand should be fine and sharp,

and there is, perhaps, nothing better than river

sand for this purpose. The glass may be white-

washed on the inside, so as to afford additional

security against injury from the sun's rays.

Into this bed of sand, cuttings of half ripened

wood of the desirable plants may be set, and

after putting in, slightly watered. Even very

rare plants often do better this way than when
under treatment in a regular propagating house.

In making cuttings, it is best to cut the shoots

just under a bud—they root better, and are not
so likely to rot off and decay. A cutting of

about three eyes is long enough for most strong
growing things, such as Geraniums, Fuchsias,
&c.

In many parts of the Northern States the
leaves will have changed color previous to the
incoming of Winter, and the planting of trees

and shrubs will commence as soon as the first

Fall showers shall have cooled the atmosphere
and moistened the soil. Further south, where
the season will still remain "Summer" a while
longer, the soil may, at any rate, be prepared,

that all may be in readiness when the right sea-

son does come. What leaves remain on should
be stripped off, and the main shoots shortened.

They will then do better than if planted very
late. In fact, if planting cannot be finished

before the beginning of November in the North-
ern and Middle States, it is better, as a rule,

deferred till Spring. In those States where little

frost occurs, this rule will not apply. The roots

of plants grow all Winter, and a plant set out in

the Fall has the advantage over spring set trees;

that its roots in Spring are in a position to sup-

ply the tree at once with food. This is, indeed,

the theory fall planters rely on ; but in practice

it is found that severe cold dries up the wood,
and the frost draws out the roots, and thus more
than counterbalances any advantage from the

f)ushing of new roots. Very small plants are,

therefore, best left till Spring for their final

planting. It is, however, an excellent plan to

get young things on hand in Fall, and bury them
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enh'rrh/ u-ith earth, until wanted in Spring. Surli

things niako a stnMiger growtli the next season,

tlian if just dug hefore transplanting.

As soon as Dutch hulbs can be obtained, they

should be at once i)lanted. Of all fertilizers, well-

rotted cow-manure has been found best for them,

and especially if nii.xed with a portion of fine

sand. They should be set about four inches

beneath the surface of the ground, and a little

sand put about the root when being planted.

A very wet soil usually rots the roots, and a dry

one detracts from the size of the blooms. A soil

in which the generality of garden vegetables do
well, is one of the best for these plants,

Tliose who have no greenhouse, and yet are

desirous of preserving many half-hardy plants

through the Winter, employ cold pits. Choose

the dryest situation in the garden, and sink

about five feet in depth. It is important that no
water can be retained at the bottom. The pit

may be of any length required, and about five

feet wide, so as to accommodate six feet sash.

The inside of the pit may be built up of boards,

or, if something more durable and substantial is

required, brick or stone. The body of the frame

may be built up a few feet above the level of the

surrounding soil, and the earth which comes from
the pit be employed in banking up to the upper
level of the frame. Shelving should be made for

the inside so as to extend from the base of the front

to nearly the top of the back, on wliich to place

the plants in pots. In the space which will then

be under the staging, hard wooded and decidu-

ous plants, as lemon verbena, fuchsias, etc., may
be safely stored, while the more succulent kinds

are shelved overhead. The )>lants to be pre-

served in such a pit should be potted early, and
be well established and healthly before being

pitted ; much of success depends on this. The
less water they can be made to live on without

withering through the Winter the better they will

keep. Straw mats must be employed to cover

the glass when freezing time commences, and
when the thermometer is likely to fall below 20°,

straw or litter should be thrown over. Board
shutters are also excellent, as it keeps the snow
out from the straws and litter, which sometimes
makes the mats very awkward to uncover when
we would like to give air. Very little light or

air will be required through the Winter, when
the plants are not growing. If a good fall of

snow cover the pit, it may lie on undisturbed for

two weeks or more without injury. When a

warm, dry day offers, the sashes may be raised if

convenient, to dry up the damp. Many kinds

of border i)lantH can be kept over Winter this

way with little trouble.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

DIPLACUS GLUTINOSUS.

BY WILLIAM FAI/'ONKR.

This is a remarkably pretty shrubby Mimu-
lus, a native of California, not hardy here, but

an excellent subject for greenhouse decoration

in Spring, and the flower garden in Summer, Its

blooms are comparatively large, orange butT,

axillary, and profusely borne on the short-

jointed stems and branches. It roots readily

from cuttings, and the smallest plants bloom.

Out of doors it is said to prefer a moist or

swampy soil, but judging from our own plants

—

some growing by a water Spring and others in

common garden soil and location—I cannot

perceive a preference, for in both cases the plants

are thrifty and heavily bloomed.

LILIUM HUMBOLTII.

BY W. C. L. DREW, EL DORADO, CALIFORNIA.

Lilium Humboltii is a native of California, it

is found along the foothills of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains and in the northern part of the State.

This plant was first discovered by Roezl, who
named it after Baron Humbolt, Humboltii; a

short time afterwards it was again discovered by

another eminent botanist. Dr. Kellogg, who
named it Bloonieranium, after Bloomer, a noted

Car foi'nia botanist. Which name is the proper

one, it would be hard to say, it is offered in the

market under both names, some dealers not

thinking two names were enough, have gave it

several others, such as Californicum, and I see

by the January Gardener's Monthly it is sold in

Europe under the name Humboltianum, not

much different from Humboltii, but enough to

cause confusion, and disappoint many who buy
under one name and then under the other.

The flowers are of a golden yellow color,

spotted; the spots on first opening of the flower

are of a purple shade, but change to brown in a

few days^

The flowers are about six to eight inches in

diameter ; the petals turning backwards almost

touch the flower stem, forming the flower into a
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ball which gives it the appearance of being a

golden ball.

CULTURE.

In its native places it grows in rather dry,

light soil ; the bulbs which are very large, often

weighing three quarters of a pound, are always

found deep in the ground; never less than nine

inches, and oftener a foot or more.

such yards and lawns where large trees would

be unbecoming. For cemeteries and small yards

in towns and cities it can hardly be excelled.

Its growth is compact, the leaves are small and
glossy, giving it a refined appearance, and in the

Spring it is literally covered with flowers. It

also bears a light crop of red sour cherries. (The

cut below represents the tree in bloom.)

j^^^^

In planting them, select a high, dry ^lace, in

the full sunshine. The soil should be light and

rich, but no fresh manure must be allowed.

Get good healthy bulbs, plant them not less

than nine inches, and give them no water except

what they get naturally, and you must succeed.

I had one last Summer that bore fifty flowers,

thirty of which were open at once.

THE WEEPING CHERRY.

BY GEO. ACHELIS, WEST CHESTER, PA.

It is really surprising how little this really

beautiful little tree is known, even among many
nurserymen and tree dealers. It deserves to be

introduced everywhere, as it is perfectly hardy

and highly ornamental, besides being suitable in

[We quite agree with Mr. Achelis that few

trees deserve more attention. It is far superior

to many small weepers that are in more common
use.—Ed. G. M.]

THE NORWAY SPRUCE.

BY GEN. W. H. NOBLE, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

A while since, I earnestly plead in this Journal

the cheap deserts of our native trees and shrubs,

for rural decoration. With taste and home-bred

liking, I claimed, even neglected New England

Cedars, and outcast Jersey Pines, as possible

" ministers of grace," in the hands of a deft and

thrifty taste. But for this rank and cheap heresy

against the canons of the orthodox and costly

gardenesque, your very able President, J. J. S.,
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doomed nie to their drear and luislied conipaii-

ionship. The decree welcomed me to "ways of

pleasantness, and paths of peace." Besides tlie

sandy sameness and outcast fellowship of those

pitch f)ines, in our late " unpleasantness," I had
tramped "on many weary marches," all the way
down to flowery Florida. Ere long, " in the

spirit" or in the flesh, I hope, with that same
Horticultural judge and Daimio, to skirt along

those dreamy pine wood glades till, "away down
in Dixie," we look on sunny pictures framed

therewith, and draped with the silvery sheen of

moss. Oh ! the glory of those pitch-pine woods,

their stretching glades, their palm-tuft ham-
mocks, with orange groves atween.

Awaiting, in pen or person, a glimpse of those

quiet " scenes to memory dear," I offer rescue

from a worse doom than mine, to one of those

foreign evergreens, around which hang the

glamour and loveliness of cost. Banishment
awaits the Norway Spruce, unless a way is shown
to mend its failings. In its youth, and some
what into the cone-bearing age, it wears thrift

and comeliness and shelter, in its quick, dense
growth, but no sooner has it towered up to the

stature, and graceful sweep and droop of limb, so

coveted by Downing, than our tearing wintry
wind takes it in hand. Year by year, a seared

and shrunken foliage gives it the shrivel of " the
lean and slippered pantaloon." It loses that

well-filled-out and robust li.ok, without which,
the evergreens, unlike deciduous trees, hang
gaunt and skeleton. This painful aspect of pre-

mature old age'(more than rivals even the bereft

and waning form of a venerable New England
Cedar. The Cedar, stark and partly stripped

of foliage, never forgets its attitude of the pic-

turesque, but an old worn Spruce has a distressed

look in its scant and shrunken toggery. The
feeling bids us almost say "why cumbereth it

the ground ?
"

Again, the young Norway Spruce has a thick
growth and bulky spread, whose untutored form
soon crowds and cramps a small homestead.
The very'vigor of the tree stretches too much
over the^Bward. It clutters the space due to

other plants. The little, comely cone-shapes,
which the nursery sends us, in such varied style,

quickly outstrip the purpose of their planting,
and task us to limit both their tower and spread.
Most people solve the puzzle somewhat as did
those who shortened the dog's tail, close behind
his ears. Some waste the growth of years and
cut clean out the cluttering torment, whether

young or old. Others lop ofl" the lower limbs,

till the tree i)uts on, instead of grace, the ungain-

liness of a giant toadstool, or an upset top. I

confess rooting clean out suits me better than

such shaping of a Norway Spruce, or any other

evergreen, into a clownish, spooky scarecrow.

Now, there is no need of putting this ungainli-

ncss on nature's forms. Instead of such brain-

less, tasteless makeshifts, there is a cheap and
easy way to fashion the Norway Spruce, at

almost any stage of its natural growth, into

graceful fitness for our need. It comes out of

that reaction and severed vitality of the tree,

following sharp and strong, the bold surgery of

knife and saw upon its limbs. The work needs

sense and the skill begot of brains or trial, but

it suits the Spruce at every age. It will not

rebel at any lopping which does not come pretty

close to what most people would like to see the

Spitz tails get. Until the tree has lost its robust

form, you may fashion it at will. Sheared into

a cone, either stout or slim, it will bristle with

verdure. Cut out on a young tree, alternate,

whole or parts of limbs, and a heavy burst of

foliage will load the rest into the graceful droop

of vigorous maturity. When one full-grown has

shifted its dense inner drai>ery and sheltering

verdure to its outer tassel tips, the same reactive

surgery will robe on its gaunt unseemliness the

stout garment which its youth wears against the

searching gird of the wintry wind.

Now, I cannot better set out the way to do

such work, than my usual one of an example.

Some years since, in my ground, a Norway
Spruce towered up to forty feet or more of grace-

ful vigor; the earth, dry deep down, after along

drouth, had frozen away down beneath the sur-

face; then came along that tearing, scathing,

freezing wind, which many evergreens will never

forget. The dry breath of the wintry blast

seared and tore out with its frosty fingers, worse

than the scorch of Summer's sun or drouth.

Everywhere death and blight reached our ever,

greens; big gashes of verdure were gouged out

of kindly protecting hedges; here some single

gladdener of the lawn, there, out of a group,

some stout, full-clad favorite felt the death

shiver of this blast to its very marrow.

That same thirsty, tearing wind struck my
big Norway Spruce. It did not show many
marks of the shock till Spring, then its full

drape and droop of frond and foliage took on a

shrunken feebleness. From a most robust and

stalwart specimen, the icy breeze had withered
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it to a shriveled, lank-limbed uncomeliness. I

endured the torment of its stricken form, and

struggled for recovery for a year. The next

Spring made trial of my surgery. I stood below

and engineered the work, so that I might save

the just proportions of the tree. Now mark,

the exact method, graded as to size somewhat,

will suit trees of any stature.

First, about eight feet of the spire was lopped

down to some dormant buds and little tassels,

just above a tier of smallish limbs. Then those

limbs were cut back to the last stout top tassel,

or little side shoots next the trunk. Then on
the next plateau beneath, each branch Avas

shortened to the first tassel and side limbs, out-

skle the ends of those above. Thus adown the

tree to the circuit of branches that swept the

ground, leaving each curved whorl of limbs a

little longer than the last above, the same
regimen was kept up. If, by chance, some limb

could be taken, with benefit to those around, it

was cut clean out. The aim was to give the

renewed tree, as near as could be, the likeness

and proportions of its best estate.

The hoped for result was reached. The very

season after this method was tried, my Spruce

healed well over and hid the stumps where cut.

The little tassels swelled out and stretched over

the scars in vigorous stoutness and graceful

droop. The end tassels and side limbs, and

those further in, all took up the same strong

growth, and a little outward and more downward
weeping. Little spires shot up from the trunk

top, thei#e onward, all over the tree, graceful

droop of verdure, robust vigor and dense foliage

have prevailed. The color holds rich, bright

and lasting. Hardly one single limb was lost.

When such was cut out, the new growth hung
down and spread out to fill the space.

Thirty or more feet beyond mine, a neighbor's

younger Spruce, sheltered by his house escaped

the scathe of mine. Since, no such frosty wind

and dried up soil have joined hands to ruin them,

yet they have not gained in comeliness with the

years since passed. Gradually they are taking

on a form bereft of that inside trunk and limb-

sheltering verdure which my big tree ha.s gained

and keeps. It has no rival hereabouts in health

and vigor, and in rich, dark verdure held

throughout the year. Everywhere around us

I see this Spruce, after a few years, abandcming

the style and bearing of its earlier life, or taking

on that same sparse foliage, lank, uncomfortalle

look. It's evident to me there is no way given

to restore and keep this tree in its best estate

and form but just that method which has

brought mine so marked success.

It seems to me very fortunate that this Spruce
is so endowed with reactive force. Few places

in this country are large enough, or if they start

so, few will long hold breadth enough to endure

the improving stature and spread of our biggest

evergreens. A little place soon looks swallowed

up and smothered, by stalwart Pines and Spruces.

Great specimens of such are well enough for

public parks, but there are few broad acre pri-

vate grounds to which a generation gone does

not bring " subtraction or division," along with

the "silence " of their owners graves. Yet, kept

gracefully within bounds, and close-draped with

thick foliage, under my regimen, the Norway
Spruce will snugly shelter a'U by its screen, and

yield its comely cheer and presence in Summer's
sun and wintry gloom.

AN EVERGREEN PLANTATION.

BY W. T. BELL, FRANKLIN, PA.

I have a narrow, good-for-nothing strip of

ground, about ten rods from my house, its

nearest boundary being a small, winding stream,

while the other side reaches to a dividing fence.

It is so rocky that it is almost useless for tillage,

and I concluded that the best use I could make •

of it was to plant it with evergreens. It was

thinly covered with small chestnuts, oaks,

maples, etc., and any that were likely to injure

the future occupants of the ground, by falling

on them, were cut down; the brush was gathered

and burned, and without further preparation

my site was ready for planting. I had a quantity

of shrubs and trees on hand, consequently there

was little selection of kinds to be made.

The front of the strip, next the stream and

the house, was set with American Arborvitae,

varied occasionally with Hemlock Spruce

(which, by the way, is one of the finest, hardy

evergreens grown, when properly treated), and

American Rose Bay (Rhododendron maxi-

mum), Avhile at suitable places, at the extreme

margin, a few plants of the Dwarf Yew, or

Ground Hemlock (Taxus Canadensis), were

placed.

The background was filled mainly with Nor-

way Spruce, sjxaringly interspersed with Beech,

to be still further relieved by a few White

Stemmed Birch and a specimen or two of the
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rurple-lcavod Boccli. The Arborvita- wore sot

ahout eight feet aj)art niul the largor-growiiig

treoa at proportionate distanoos, not in straight

rows, like an orchard, but imitating the irregu-

larity of nature. The phinting was quickly done
in this way :

Small holes were dug with a mattock, and the

trees (already trimmed, and which had been

several times transplanted) were taken up, with

nearly all their roots and a mass of soil adhering

to them, and placed in the holes ; the loose sur-

face soil was drawn about the roots and well

worked in with a sharp-pointed stick. As soon

as the roots were thus covered, the soil was
stamped down all around, as firmly as possible,

by the feet; more soil was drawn in, stamped
again, the tree straightened up, the surface

finally filled in and covered with a good coat

of leaves and small brush. No water was used,

and, although some of the trees were four or

five feet high, I would not give any one four

cents to warrant the whole lot to grow. My
little plantation, or copse, is already quite a

noticeable feature in our landscape, and will

become more so every year ; its never-failing

green forming a point that the eye is glad to

rest upon.

EDITORIAL NOTES

Omphalodes verna.—This is a charming pe-

rennial, some six inches high, with creeping

shoots and a/Aire blue Forget-me-not like flowers,

and is as hardy as' a Moneywort. It blooms late

in April and through May, and feels at home
in the flower border, the rockery, or naturalized

in half-wild shady places. It can be increased

very readily by dividing the plants when they

have done blooming, and, if need be, these

divisions may be again divided in August, if a

moist, shady frame, or nook, be granted them,
and all will be strong })lants to stand the Winter.

The Polyanthus.—What can give us more
satisfaction, in the way of flowers, than a cold

frame full of these? They are old-fashioned,

pretty, most floriferous, and no plants are easier

managed. A good strain is everything. Large,

brilliantly colored flowers, with symmetrically
round corollas and distinct gold lacings, are

what we want, and by care and selection can
easily have. They produce and grow from seeds

very readily, and by dividing the finer sorts after

bl()t)ming, and discarding the jtoorer, we can

increase and improve our stock. They like to

bo planted out in Summer in a somewhat moist,

shady nook, and thence transposed to the frame

on the approach of Winter. From April till

June they are aglow.

AcALYIMIA TRICOLOK IN THE Fl.OWER GARDEN.

—This crimson-copper leaved Euphorbia was

used last year as a bedding plant in the Botanic

(iardens, Washington, with striking results. In-

termixed with green-leaved tropicals, it had
almost as telling an effect as scarlet flowers

have on Zonal Pelargoniums, and the substan-

tiality, size and brilliant coloring of the leaves

far exceeded that of the same kind of plants

grown indoors. This Acalypha propagates

readily from cuttings of the young wood, in a

brisk heat, with, or without bottom heat.

Azalea calendulacea.—This is the chief

parent of our improved hardy Azalea, and

Mr. Van Buren, of Clarksville, Ga., gives the

following interesting account of their behavior

in their native woods to the Country Gentlptnan:

"The class A. calendulacea grow here to the

height of from ten to fifteen feet, and are of

every conceivable shade and color, from the

palest yellow up through golden to orange, and

thence on to scarlet and crimson and variegated.

They frequently cross with A. nudiflora, having

some of the petals of a pink or rose color, and

the others of some shade of orange, yello\^ or red.

We have one growing by the side of the porch of

our house, some fifteen feet high and ten feet or

more in diameter, which annually has myriads

of flowers. It is now in all its glory. I send

you one of tlie fluwers ; one petal yellow, and

four of a shade of scarlet. The scarlet and

crimson varieties are probablj^ the most beauti-

ful, as the colors are very brilliant. It is rjither

a difficult matter to transplant them success-

fully, as they have in their wild state very large

uncouth roots, caused by the annual burning

of the woods, which kills the tops down to the

ground. This does not injure the roots, which

continue to grow and send up new shoots ; but

the roots have very few fibi-es. I have hunted

a great deal to find young seedlings, but have

never succeeded in finding one, nor have I ever

known any one else to find any. They produce

an abundance of very fine dust-like seeds, but

I have never tried sowing the seeds."
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NEW OR BARE PLANTS.

Ipomcea LEPTOPHYLLA.—This is a hardy her-

baceous Morning Glorj'—not a climber or trailer!

It is a native of the plains of Nebraska and

Wyoming, to Texas and New Mexico. It has

massive fleshy roots, that work deeply into the

earth, ascending stems—sometimes procumbent

with erect laterals—two to five feet long, small

linear leaves three to four inches long, by one-

fourth inch or less in breadth, and rosy-purple,

funnel-shaped flowers some three inches long.

Our specimen is growing in the sunny face of a

rockery, and is very thrifty and floriferous. It

is June before its stems venture above ground,

but then it grows rapidly, and is in bloom by

the 20th of July. Mr Hovey, of Cambridgeport,

speaks discouragingly of it, in so far as all his

attempts to get it to flower, fail. Our specimen,

being well established, gets no care, and, so far

as we know, needs none.— W. Falconer.

SoLANUM ToRREYi.—A perfectly hardy and

very showy perennial species, a native of the

prairies of Kansas and Texas. From mid-July

till Fall it bears, quite freely, corymbs of pur-

plish-violet flowers that are from one to one and

a half inches across. The leaves are many,

moderately ample, hispid, five to seven lobed,

bright green, with a rusty violet suffusion along

the edges and petioles of those at the end of the

branches, also on the growing points. There

are a few small green prickles along the midrib,

and sparingly on the larger veins, on the back

of the leaf The cord-like underground stems

penetrate deeply, and from pieces of them
young plants are raised. Last year we had but

one specimen, which, on account of alterations

being made where it grew, we were obliged to

remove, and not being aware of its life-tenacity,

we were particular to lift it with all the roots

possible, and dug three feet deep to effect our

purpose. Some broken roots were scattered

about the hole, and now, where we had but one

plant last year, we have a dozen unlooked f )r

plants to-day. It enjoys the sun, and seems to

bear our drouths unflinchingly.— W. Falconer.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Variations in Junipers.—J. G. R. R. writes as

follows :
—

" I send herewith a twig of what I

have for the Irish Juniper. It grows branchy,

and the leaves fall apart. I see it at other places

growing so compact and smooth. Can it be that

it is the soil I have it growing in causes this

habit, or have I the wrong thing? My other

evergreens behave somewhat in the same way,

particularly the Arborvitses. Now, if I have the

true variety, will the trees, when transplanted

into other soil, assume their natural or ordinary

shape? If an answer to this would be in place

in the columns of the Monthly, it will oblige a

constant reader and subscriber."

[The Irish Juniper is one of many varieties

of the common Juniper (Juniperus communis),

and differs only from it in growing very upright

and compact, instead of bushy. This being the

only diff'erence, a twig such as is sent is not

sufficient to determine it. It looks like the Irish

Juniper. We have never heard of soil making

any material change in its character. The

character of these varieties, such as the stiff

upright growth of the Irish and the yellower

tint of the Swedish, cannot be maintained in

seedlings; but has to be kept up by propagating

the plants from cuttings.—Ed. G. M.]

Dahlias in California.—A correspondent in

Cal. writes as follows :

—
" Our gardens are doing

very well ; but of one thing I have to complain,

and that is the Dahlias. I planted as usual, but

they were in too big a hurry ; they are now in

full bloom, some of them six feet high ; they

never bore such large flowers since I had them.

With a little water, plants in California grow

monsters. I had Digitalis this Spring nine feet

high. Is it any wonder we have large trees ?"

Damage by a Beetle.—Eastern-shore-man,

Maryland, writes :—" Having noticed in July

number of Monthly the complaint of a New
Jersey correspondent, in regard to the " May
Beetle" in Raspberry plants, I am induced

thereby to appeal to you for information. If in

your possession, how to prevent the ravages of a

beetle of the same kind,which through the months

of May and June, and during the night, preys

upon the foliage of certain kinds of fruit and

shade trees—Heart Cherries, more particularly

among fruits, and Kilmarnock Willow, Mountain

Ash, Purple-leaved Beech and Cut-leaved Bi-ch,

among shade trees. Sometimes the Carolina

Poplar is included in this list, but Maples, Alders,

Magnolias and many others, are never troubled.

I have been trying, for the past three years, to

hit upon something that would drive them, but

I
to no purpose as yet; and as I am not yet willing
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to unconditionally surrender to tlieir use trees

above nanieil, my liojies centre ui>on the assist-

ance oi' a more scientilic student.

1 have dusted the foliage of the trees with

sulphur (when the leaves were damp); have
sprinkled with water strongly impregnated with

gas-tar ; also water with t'oal oil, but all to no
purjiose, as nightly the leaves continue to dis-

appear. Have you ever been similarly pestered ?

If so, will you be good enough to enlighten me
as to how I can preserve the foliage of my
"pets," and with it their lives? If the beetles

were day-workers I would hnve revenge, but, as

it is, they have a two-fold advantage."

[So far as we can understand, this must be the

common "May Beetle," or one of its allies.

They are never very destructive where crows
abound ; they afford a very delicious morsel to

these much-abused birds. They used to be com-
mon on the trees of the public squares of Philadel-

phia, but the sparrows keep them wholly down.
We saw half a dozen birds in a fight over an

unlucky one that had strayed into Logan Square,

a few days ago. The encouragjnent of insectivo-

rous birds is tbe best antidote to these beetles.

—Ed. G. M.]

Our Contributors.—K. says :—" I hardly like

to write when you have already such an admir-

able corps of contributors,, who make the maga-
zine, I think, the best in the world !

" [But we
beg to say that, though we highly appreciate the

compliment to the many good writers who so

kindly help us, we have always room for a few

more. We do not ask for long articles, which
take valuable time to write, but prefer the brief

notes of thought or experience, dashed off on the

spur of the occasion.—Ed. G. M.]

GARDfiN Flowers in California.—The increas-

ing taste for gardening in California is well

attested by the numerous notes we receive from
correspondents, as to what they are doing there,

and wliich it always gives us pleasure to receive.

Here is what one writes to us about some well-

known flowers:
—"You say you like to hear of

fine plants, shall I tell you of some of mine?
I have a fine Fuchsia, 'Brilliant' by name; it

was in the mail bag in May, 1870; it commenced
flowering in September, and from that day to

this it has not been without flowers. It had
ninety odd flowers on it at one time; it now has
three pairs of twins, that is, two flowers the tubes

of which are unitetl, while the corolhis are

distinct. Again, I have a foliage Begonia, with

leaves over a fof»t across, and twice as long.

Another, a Perennial Phlo.x, with a head on

lifteen inches across. Once more, a Tiger Lily,

with a flower eleven and a half inches from tip

to tip of opposite petal. I don't think you will

believe half of this, but it is all true."

Asm.KNirM TuKHOMANKS.—A. C. Tuttle, Bara-

boo, Wis., sends us, for name, the above very

pretty fern, which he says is (luite abundant at

Devil's Lake, near him.

Cfirvsantiiemum FOC.NiruLATfM.—G., Louis-

ville, Ky., sends us, for name, the above, which
he says he has had several years, and always

attracts attention in his garden by its prettj'

foliage. The flower itself is white, like the com-
mon Ox ej'e Daisy, but the glaucous, fennel-like

leaves are beautiful.

Convolvulus arvensis.—W. P. P., Onargo, 111.,

writes:
—"I send you inclosed a vine that is fast

taking possession of a corner of my grounds.

The tenacity with which it holds on to life, and

its wonderful capacity for extending itself over,

are alarming me. It sends its main root down
pftrpendicularly, I do not know how far. The
one I send you is nearly three feet long, and

where it was cut off" it is about as large aa it is

at or near the surface of the ground. It has a

small white blossom, probably about half the

size of the common Morning Glory. Can you

tell me what it is, and the best method,of subdu-

ing it? Cultivation seems to have no effect

upon it, except to check its growth for the time

being. I have covered it up, several feet deep,

with mulch, and yet it forces its vfny up through.

Please respond, and greatly oblige one of your

subscribers."

[This is that identical " Lily " about which we
made a note from an English paper recently.

Its " proper " common name is the " Field Bind-

weed," and its botanical name Convolvulus

arvensis. Perseverance in digging it out caro-

fullj', every time you see a green leaf, is the

only remedy, and it is effectual.—Ed. G. M.]

Pruning Evergreens.—Mary S., writes : "Can
you tell me how I can make a Norway Spruce

get back again the beauty of its early years. I

suppose you will say 'plant another;' but if

there is any way to mend it I would prefer."

[" Plant another !
" No,—rather we say read

Gen. Noble's paper in this number.—Ed. G. M.]
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REEN tiLOUSE AND MOUSE GARDENING.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

Those who wish to have rooms or green-

houses gay through the Winter, must soon

gardeners say, about the end of- the month, and
put into pots for the purpose. In lifting these,

it is best to choose a dull day for it, if possible,

and when potted they should be thoroughly

begin to think of it now. There may be many
things growing in the open ground that would

look well in pots, and these may be "lifted," as

soaked with water and placed in a shed, or soire

other cool shady spot, for a few days, or the

leaves will wither and fall, and of course mate-
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rially dotrnct from the beauty of tlie i)laiit.

Other httlo things in pots may also he potted

into a trifle larger pots, if they show signs of

growing freely, though care must he taken not

to have the pots too large. Large pots are objec-

tionable in window gardening, llnnging baskets

may also be got ready now, so that the jjlants in

them may grow and get well established before

the Winter sets in. Many pretty ornamental

designs, out of very common things, may be

applied to pot culture for rooms, and often with

very good etVect. All that is essential to be

be rememberod is, that whatever is done or

employed, whether shells, old crockery, Avood-

work or wire, some provision must always be

made for the rai)id draining away of water.

This is what the holes are for in the bottom of

flower pots, and all substitutes must have some
such way for water to escape.

In our gardens we have now many hardy

bulbs which are well looked after, but we have

rather neglected bulb culture in rooms, and yet

there is nothing easier, and few things more
interesting. Last season we saw in several

rooms good plants of the Amaryllis Johnsoni, and

the whole tribe of Amaryllis is, indeed, among the

best of bulbs for this purj)ose. We do not know
any American nurseryman who makes a

specialty of them, but a few years ago Mr. John
Sherwood, of Bristol, Pa., had a good collection.

The nuniber of varieties (by hybridization) and

species (by importations), haveso much increased

in Europe, that now they have some kinds

that will bloom—one or another—all the year

through. For the benefit of those who may not

know what are Amaryllises, we give a cut on the

preceding page of a new kind, introduced by Mr.

Wm.Bull,fro)n Lima, in Peru (A. VittataHarriso-

niae), and which he thus describes :

—"A remarka-
bly distinct and effective variety of Amaryllis. It

has a stout glaucous green scape, bearing a two-

valved spathe, from which issue several (about

five) pedicellate flowers, which are remarkable

for their long narrow tube, fully three and a half

inches in length, the segments of which are

slightly spreading at the tip, opaque waxy white,

and marked on each of the six segments with

two broad deep crimson lines, running a con-

siderable distance down the tube. The flowers

are sweet-scented, with a faint order of Daphne."
They are so easy of culture that we have known
some to flower year after year in the same pot,

and under neglect that would destroy most
o'rdinarj' plants.

Those who have greenliouses, pita or frames,

will now see to having any necessary repairs

attended to. White-washing annually is service-

able, destroying innumerable eggs of insects, in

the war against which the gardener should take

the initiative; sulphur mixed with the white-

wash is also serviceable. Powerful syringing Ls

a great help to keei»ing plants clean, and should

be rrc(iuently resorted to.

It is a very good time to look around for

soil for potting purposes. The surface soil of

an old pasture forms the best basis, which can

afterwards be lightened with sand, or manured
with any special ingredients to suit sjjccial cases,

as required. The turfy or peaty surfaces of old

wood or bogs also come very " handy." A stock

of moss should also be on hand for those who
crock pots, in order to cover the potsherd; moss

also comes in useful for many purposes con-

nected with gardening, and should be always on

hand.

Ornamental annuals for winter-flowering

should be at once sown, not forgetting Mignon-

ette, to be without which will be an unpardon-

able sin. Chinese Primroses, Cinerarias, Calceo-

larias, Pansies, Polyanthus, etc., should be sown.

Winter-blooming Carnations and Violets should

not be forgotten. They are now essentials in all

good greenhouse collections. The Calla Ethio-

pica, old as it is, is a universal favorite, and

should now be repotted, when it will flower

through the Winter finely. Oxalis, Sparaxis,

Cyclamens, and such Cape bulbs that flower

through the Winter, should be replotted now.

C0M31UNICA TIONS.

TABERN/EMONTANA CORONARIA FLORE-
PLENO.

BY EDWIN LONSDALE, GERMANTOWN, PA.

Knowing your just appreciation of the good

and the beautiful, I send flowers for your gratifi-

cation that were taken from a plant I liave here

under the above name. No flowering plant is

worthy of more praise than this one. In color,

elegance in the arrangement of the petals,

delicacy in fragrance, freedom of bloom, it has

few equals and no superior. The color is pure

white ; the petals are elegantly crimped at the

edges, and there is less formality in the make-up

of the flower than any other with which I am
acquainted.
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The plant from which the flowers were taken

is planted out in a prepared bed in a rose house,

where it is a mass of healthy foliage, flowers

and buds. I have estimated there are upwards

of two thousand flowers and buds, in various

stages of development, on it at the present time.

It is about three feet high, and two and a half

feet through ; of compact growth, making a

handsome show.

By the casual observer it is generally taken

for a Gardenia, but it differs from that well-

known genus in its producing its flowers in

cymes. As a flowering shrub it is more useful

than strikingly ornamental, for the flowers are

generally found nestled amongst the foliage

;

this is owing to the plant throwing out two

shoots—one on each side of the cyme—before

any of the flowers have expanded. It answers

very well to the description given to T. caiiiassa

in the Monthly for June. If the new comer
proves superior, in any one particular, to the

subject of this sketch, there is no doubt about

its being a very valuable acquisition.

WINTERING EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS.

BY WM. FALCONER, CAMBRIDGE BOT. GARDEN.

Last year we planted out a six-foot high plant

of the Bkie Gum tree, and lifted it an eleven-foot

specimen. Having been previously grown in a

pot it lifted with a ball, and we tied up its

branches loosely, and planted, or rather " heeled

in," the tree, in a sloping position, in a six feet

deep cold frame, which was ventilated on every

favorable occasion, throughout the Winter. It

wintered first-rate, without the loss of a leaf,

and now again it is out, a big and thrifty tree.

A NEW USE FOR THE LADY BUG.

BY C. J. H., CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

While we have been looking for some safe,

sure and cheap remedy for the green fly as it

attacks our plants in the dwelling house where
tobacco smoke cannot be easily used, lo! a

panacea, in the shape of our lady bugs, is at

hand, and answers the purpose precisely. A
gentleman of our city, having a vine which was

covered with the pests (green flies), took up a

handful of the lady bugs, and placed them on

the plant one evening. The next mornmg not

a green fly was to be seen. All were devoured,

and so perfect was the work done that not one
has been seen since. Cannot we make still more
use of them ?

REMEDY FOR SLUGS.

BY MR. J. M. JORDAN, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Permit me to say to florists, who are troubled

with slugs destroying plants, that they can be
easily caught by spreading leaves of lettuce on
the benches, or among the plants. They eat

it in preference to any other plant, and it seems
to stupify them so that they can be caught in

the morning.

NOTE ON THE NIGHT-BLOOMING CEREUS.

BY' J. J. N.

The Night-blooming Cereus isn't always "night

blooming," in the common acceptation of the

term. A variety (most probable the eredus)

blossomed this year on June 5th, and at nine

o'clock the next morning they were fully ex-

panded, though they withered soon after. It

gave a second course of blooms June 30th, and
they were open at seven o'clock p. m., and re-

mained till eight A. M. the next day. Was it not

due to the low temperature of the house, it not

being more than 60°?

REINWARDTIA TRIGYNA.

BY F.

One of the brightest and best of winter-bloom-

ing plants, a native of the mountains of India.

It will thrive in our coolest greenhouses, but to

enhance its merit and secure its worth, warmer
Winter quarters is desirable. Its flowers are

bright yellow, fully an inch and a half across,

and are profusely borne on old plants, and even

three months' cuttings bloom freely. Now is

the time to prepare for Winter. A stubby

growth in Summer, and a 50° to 55° in Winter

suits them admirably, and, as they finish bloom-

ing, they may be transmitted to a colder place.

A succession may be had by timely introducing

from a cooler temperature to a higher. They

are not particular as to soil, but frequent syring-

ings are beneficial.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Plumbago Larpent.ti:.—We are pleased to ob-

serve that this herbaceous perennial is receiving

extended attention. The intense blueness of its

flowers can hardly be surpassed, and then it

blooms so freely in late Summer and Fall after
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the majority of hardy plants have censed for a

season, and it.-* compact hiibit, surely should
o.onimaiid respect. It is a native of Northern
China, but not quite liardy in our Northern
States, thotii^h a well-covered cold frame, or any
odd corner in a cool greenhouse, is good enough
Winter quartere for it. It has a mass of " roots,"

or underground stems, which, if divided in

February, or before active growth begins, yield a
great increase of stock.

FucHSi.v rnocuMBEXS.—Mr. Lcjnsdale sends us

a plant of this with a few open flowers on it.

They arc small, of a brownish tint, and with the

recurved sepals purple. It is not a showy plant,

by any means, but when closely examined, is

pretty. It is so very distinct from Fuchsias as

generally seen, that it will always interest one
to look at it, and perhaps when covered with
flowers may be more showy than in this condi-

tion it promises to be.

Tropical Pitcher Plants.—Those interested

in Nepenthes generally, should make a point
of seeing the collection of Mr. Such, at South
Amboy, N. J., where are most luxurious plants,

festooned with pitchers—large, perfect, and in-

tensely colored. Almost every species and
variety in cultivation, from the tiny Cephalotus,

of Australia, to the N. phyllamphora and Ratfle-

siana, of the Indian Archipelago, are there,

growing to perfection. Mr. Taplin, the talented

manager of Mr. Such's establishment, has suc-

ceeded in raising a number of seedlings, many
of which are of sterling merit, and present char-

acters of distinction apart from anything at

present in our gardens.

Forcing the Lily of the Valley.—A writer

in the Homhurger Gartemeitung gives some par-

ticulars of the raising and forcing of the Lily

of the Valley in the establishment of E. C.

Harmsen, of Hamburg, where it forms one of

the principal objects of culture. It is in this

and other nurseries in Holstein, not far distant

from Hamburg, that the Lily of the Valley is

cultivated in vast quantities for export. Millions

of crowns, it is stated, are annually sent out
from the one establishment named. The soil in

which it is growm is a sandy loam. In Autumn,
the ground is prepared by trenching to a good
depth, and liberal manuring with rotten stable

dung. It is then laid out in beds about four feet

wide, with intersecting paths a foot wide. Six

rows of plants are put in these beds, in furrows

three to four inches deep, or so deep that the

l)ed.s are covered with at least an inch of soil.

When time i.s of importance, or the soil is of a

wetter nature, it is customary to take out the

soil from the first bed to the required depth and
wheel it to the side of the one to be planted

last. The plantlets are then scattered over the

surface and the soil from the next bed thrown
over them, and so on to the end. After the first

frost has set in sufficiently hard to facilitate the

operation, the beds are thoroughly mulched
with rotten dung, from spent hotbeds by prefer-

ence. A thick layer of this serves not only to

nourish the plants when growth commences in

Spring, but it also acts as a protector from frost

during the Winter; moreover, during the suc-

ceeding season it prevents annual weeds from
getting the upper-hand. This is all there is to

be done the first season, and nothing but weed-
ing the second and third year is necessary till

about the middle of October of the third season,

when the plants are ready to lift. The labor

of lifting and sorting the flowering-roots from

the others is quickly performed. The former

are stored away in a cold house after shortening

the roots, and the latter ranged in layers and

.

tan-pits. For early forcing, the strongest and
ripest sets are selected. The bed of a propaga-

ting-house with bottom-heat has a layer four

inches thick of sand, into which the roots,

wrapped in moss, are plunged. With a bottom

heat of 65° to 75° at the beginning, the watering

is liberal, and after three days the heat is in-

creased from 88° to IOC, and maintained at this

until the appearance of the shoots above ground.

It is better to cover the beds with sashes, and
shade in sunny weather. To have the Lily of

the Valley in flower by Christmas it is only

necessary to commence about November 23d or

24th, and carry out the preceding instructions.

The great bottom-heat is especially necessary

for ver}' early forcing.

—

Gardener's Chronicle.

SCBAPS AND QUERIES.

Double White Oleander.— E. inquires

whether there is really a double white Oleander

in cultivation here? This we cannot say, but

there is no reason why there may not be. The
writer of this recently saw plenty of them for

sale,in the Paris flower markets. So far all that

he has seen in this country, in flower, were single

white.
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Calla jEthiopica.—D.W., Denver, Col., writes:

" Why is there so little said about this general

favorite? I have two hundred planted out in

the garden, which seem to be doing splendidly,

but what to do with them, as cold weather

approaches, is the question. Should they be

taken up, potted, and kept growing, or would it

do to take them up, let them dry off in a cellar,

and then pot them from time to time, as they

are wanted for sale, or for flowers ?
"

[Florists who grow the Calla, or Richardia

^thiopica, for its flowers, require them to be in

bloom between Christmas and Easter, and even

those who want them for window culture, desire

to have them through the Winter. For these

purposes they rest them somewhat during Sum-

mer by keeping dry, and about the middle of

August, or September, pot and water them. If

they are kept dry till later, they will, of course,

bloom later, and then it becomes a question

whether later flowers are desirable.—Ed. G. M.]

Purple-leaved Ivy.— A coi-respondent in-

quires whether this plant referred to in a notice

from Garden in a recent paragraph, is yet in this

country. We have looked through several cata-

logues, but do not see it. If any one has it,

send word to Mr. T. S. Strickler, West Troy, N, Y.

Culture of Hedychium Gardnerianum.—
Mrs. R. B. E., writes :

—
" Will you please inform

me through the Monthly what treatment is

necessary for Hedychium Gardnerianum. I

have one that grows luxuriantly, but, though

three years old, gives no hint of blooming.

What is its season of bloom? And does it re-

quire rest from growth ? And, finally, is it worth

growing at all ?

[It is decidedly worth growing. The yellow,

sweet flowers open in Winter. The beet way to

grow it, is to plant it out in the open border

in Summer. In Fall lift it carefully, ami put in

a pot or tub, and keep it growing in a moder-
ately warm greenhouse, and flowers will come
from the top of the stems before Spring.—
Ed. G. M.]

Culture op Cactus.—A subscriber. Mount
Pleasant, Iowa, writes:—"Sometime at your
convenience, if you will have the kindness to

give one article in Gardener's Monthly to cultiva-

tion of Cactus, varieties, soil, and any treatment
necessary to successful growth, it will gratify a

number of your subscribers."

[The various kinds of Cactuses love our Sum-
mer heat so well, that we might say in general,

plant them out in the full sun in Summer, and
then take up, and re-pot in Fall. This is the
way they are done in Mr. Shaw's Missouri

Botanical Gardens, at St. Louis, and we never
saw more healthy or beautiful plants. When
they become large they are awkward handling,

on account of their spines, and then they are

best grown in tubs, and the tubs set out in the

full sun during Summer.
But there are some leafy kinds of Cactuses

which we believe thrive better in partial shade
;

of these are the Epiphyllums, though these like

the heat. The best and most generally known
of these are the E. Jenkinsoni, E. speciosup,

E. speciosissimus, E. Ackermanii, and E. trun-

catum and varieties. There is E. latifolius, and
E. Crenatus, often grown, which thrive in full

sun, as the other named ones do, but they are

not so showy in flower. They are often grafted

on more woody Cactuses, and in this way do
very well. The E. truncatum is grafted on

Pereskia aculeata, and thrives well on it. Any
kind of soil suits the Cactus family.—Ed. G. M.]

Mruit and 'Vegetable Gardening.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

So far as fruit growing for market is concerned,

we hear on all sides that the season has been

unprofitable, and that there will be no encour-

agement to plant new orchards. The talk is as

if fruit growing for market was overdone. But

this has always been the talk ever since any one
can recollect. Everything will be overdone
sometimes. No one knows when he plants just

how heavy the crop will be, or just how many
persons will want his crop. This uncertainly

must result sometimes in less than people want,

in which case those who pay the most get it; or

in too much, when the grower is glad to get
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what he can, which often means growth at a

loss. These laws are often apgnivated by sea-

sons of general loss, and i-onsetiuent inability to

buy by those who are usually customers. Still,

in these cases, it is the weakest which are

ruined. The strong grower stands the loss and

keeps on with his business, keeping it up to the

staidard. The good times come, and he fills his

pockets rapidly. These laws have been so uni-

versal, and will prevail .so surely to the end of

the world, that we would not be surprised to

find very extensive planting going on by the

prudent and flir seeing, instead of the little which

some people anticipate.

At any rate the j)lanting for one's own u?e

will go on as heretofore, and this, perhaps, to an

extent hardly ever known before, for with little

money to buy, people find out tiie advantage of

growing as much as possible for themselve?.

September is, of course, rather early to plant

fruit trees of any kind, but it is a capital month
to send for catalogues and study the varieties

offered, and then to look around and find out

how such kinds succeed in your own vicinity.

bush is perfectly hardy, and the sprouta kill aa

easily as any weeds by cultivation. With Black

Caps I have seen nothing to surpass the Seneca

in hardiness, size or fiavor, and with me it is

more prolilic than Mammoth Cluster. The
bush is more like a blackberry, rampant and

thorny, and the berry has the flavor of a black-

berry, sweet and luscious. The Davidson's

Thornless did well for a few years, but a kind of

aphis, or bark louse, attacked it last year, and
now there is scarcely a vine in this vicinity. It

is evident that for advice in raising fruit one

must not go far from home, for if I should fol-

low the advice of Coleman, in the Christian

Vnion, and plant the Davidson's Thornless for a

single variety, I should never have any l>erries.

and very likely the Elm City may not be worth

cultivation in the East.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

WHICH IS, THE BEST RASPBERRY?

BY MR. G. WRIGHT, ROCK FALL.^, ILL.

Mr. Galusha lives at Normal, in the centre of

this State, and says all varieties except Turner

were killed by the cold of last Winter. I live in

the northern part of Illinois, and never saw the

Philadelphia winter-killed when planted on

poor ground, but on low or rich ground I could

never get but one crop, whether the Winters

were mild or severe. They invariably were

killed nearly to the ground, while a few bushes

on a dry, sandy knoll have borne abundantly

without fail for nine j'ears. So I planted a row

near a row of Lombardy Poplars, which have ex-

hausted the soil of moisture and fertility until

nothing else will grow, and the Philadelphias

have borne for three years such crops as I never

saw in any other berry, and this season they

seemed to surpass themselves. But for all that,

I can make more money from the Elm City

than from Philadelphia, for the reason that Elm
City ripens immediately after strawberries, and

is gone before the Philadelphia is ripe. Besides,

it is a better flavored berry, and is as firm as any
Black Cap, either for canning or shipping. The

FRUCTIFICATION OF THE FIG.

BY EMMA C. BREWSTER, KIXGSrON, MASS.

In a recent issue of the Monthly, I saw an ac-

count of the " Fructification of Figs in Smj'rna,''

upon which I wish to say a few words. The
writer stated that in order to make the fruit set,

strings of figs were taken from a pistillate tree and

hung across a staminate tree, that the flies which

are within pistillate figs might carry the pollen

from them to the staininate ones. Otherwise,

tlie fruit would drop off. Now, in my Massa-

chusetts home we have raised figs in the open

ground for more than twenty years. Father

began with one tree, and increased his stock by

off"-sets until they numbered fifty trees. Then
we sold $20 worth, and this year have again sold

as many. We have no more to sell n(»w—so

this is not an advertisement. I make this state-

ment only to show that I have had considerable

experience in raising figs ; and although we
have several crops of the delicious fruit every

Summer, we have never hung a chain of figs

across the branches. Are all our trees pistillate?

Nor are they infested by any fly or other insect,

and I hope they never will be. The fig tree does
" cast her untimely figs when shaken by the

east wind," to prevent which the trees are set

upon the west side of the house in dry sea-

sons ; wherefore the figgery is near the kitchen,

that all the waste water may be bestowed upon

it— much more effectual preventives than string-

ing fruit across their branches. Had the writer

stated that this course was pursued to impreg-

nate the seed when it was desired to raise new
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Tarieties, it would have sounded more plausible;

yet even then I should have doubted, and I can

make you doubt. Figs come out all over the

tree in clusters, without previous flowers. There

are always three crops upon a tree at once. The

ripening fruit, the blossoming figs, and the newly

appearing buds. In a good season, with proper

care, all these crops may be ripened, and as the

first one begins to drop, a fourth appears, which

keeps on the trees (without any aid of flies),

while they are packed away for Winter, and

ripen the next Sijring. When a fig is half

grown it is in bloom, then if you pull open the

hard, green case, the beautiful, rose-colored in-

terior will rival any flower in the garden. This

is the only time when the flies—which infest the

Smyrna fig crop to such a degree as to fill the

hold of every home-returning Smyrnaite with

their larvae crawling from the drums—can fruc-

tify the figs. Now the worm within the ripened

fruit must have become a chrysalis, which has

worked its way clean through the skin, for a fly

would have no power to do this. Then the fly

emerges from the chrysalis, flies to a blossoming

fig; but how is she going to enter it? The blos-

som is so firmly encased in tough, leathery en-

velopes, as to defy the entrance of any insect

whatever. The fly must pierce the skin and lay

her egg in the outer green envelope. Now, how
can the larva which will hatch from this egg,

laid by a fly which emerged from a chr^'salis

formed in another fig, have any effect upon the

blossom within this one, when he finally reaches

it? A Professor of Natural History once told his

class that the pea was formed by the weevil, and
that if, when the peas were planted, the farmers

saw a goodly number of weevils running in the

furrows, they rejoiced, for they knew the crop

would set. He could not explain how the

weevils underground, could have any effect upon
the fruit in the blossom which was yet to come.
Nor can I. Still, peas form where there are no
weevils, and figs where there are no flies.

GAS LIME.

BY J. O. RANSOM, HA MMONTON, N. J.

Gas lime has been extensively used in this

place, and generally good results have been ob-

tained by spreading 25 to 50 bushels per acre

broad-cast on the surface in Fall or Winter, that

the atmosphere may modify its acrid character,

and ploughing it under in the Spring for corn, or

in the Fall for wheat and rye. It is especially use-

ful in subduing the wild grass and bushes on new
land, and aids materially in preparing the coarse

vegetable fibre in the ground for a good crop, if

used as above. It will often destroy a crop if

spread once in its raw state.

It is also useful in renovating old orchards in

grass by ploughing it under. On old land to be

seeded with grass, indicating the want of lime,

it is generally believed here that shell or stone

lime is safest and best, but on raw, wild soil, gas

lime is best and cheapest for this locality, where

it has been used. No benefit has been discovered

from the use of any kind of lime on small fruit

crops.

OIL FOR FRUIT TREES.

BY CHARLES FREMD, RYE, N. Y.

In the early part of March I painted, with lin-

seed oil about a dozen of apple, cherry and other

trees. Some were vigorous and healthy, others

were not. One of the apple trees was covered

with the. white scale. The trees were from one

and a half to two inches in diameter, but it

killed three out of six, all of them with a tender

bark, such as the Sweet Bough, &.c. On these the

oil penetrated the bark clean through, also at

fresh cuts from pruning, it dyed and blackened

both bark and wood. In one instance it encir-

cled the whole tree. Trees with a thicker bark,

like a Greening, are doing well. I killed one

cherry tree out of three, and I nearly killed a

Magnolia Soulangeana with it.

I have certainly no reason to complain of the

trees which survived the treatment, but the loss

is far greater than the benefit.

A neighbor of mine told me, a few days ago,

that he greased some apple trees with lard oil

over fifteen years ago, and killed and injured

many very fine trees. Ever since he uses a solu-

tion of potash.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

A Grapery and Sanatorium.—Some time since

our esteemed correspondent, Mr. W. T. Hard-

ing, gave a plan whereby chickens and grapes

might be managed together. We do not know
why the idea may not be extended. It is not

likely that railroad depots with glass roofs can

be turned to a grape growing experience, to the

disgust of thousands of passengers, to whom the

fruit would be out of reach ! But surely there

are occasions that might be made available to
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grnpo growiiifr, if (he proper intelligence could

be found to direct the experiment. The greut

trouliic with most extensive horticultural experi-

ments that have been started by capitalists in

this country, is that they have made the selec-

tion of quacks to manage them. There are

plenty of excellent gardeners in this country,

but somehow tliose who need good skill seldom

have the knack of fuiding it when wanted.

The Pevt)np()rt (England) Indepmdcnt gives

the following account of a monster grapery built

in connection with a " Health Lift " establish-

lishmcnt, or " Sanatorium "
:

"The 'Sanatorium' at Sallash, near Ply-

mouth, which was erected about seven years

since, is an extensive greenhouse, built at great

expense and labor, for the production of grapes

and other fruit. It is situated on the southern

side of a hill, in a sheltered valley, at the west-

ern end of the Port View Estate, audits immense
area of glass might be seen from various points

in the neighborhood. The vinery is 450 feet

long by 80 feet broad, and it will help the reader

to perceive the extent of it when we state that

the glass covering it weighs upward of 20 tons.

It contains more than 500 vines, the majority

being in bearing condition, though not yet fully

grown. These include fifty varieties of grapes,

the whole of them having been personallj' se-

lected from the south of France while in fruit.

In situation and arrangement, the place is well

laid out, and what is of great importance, it is

abundantly supplied with water, which is carried

over the entire building and distributed in an

efficient manner. The vineyard—which we pre-

fer to call it— is pleasingly arranged in tiers, and
divided into several compartments, with walks

passing through them. In every respect the

capacity of the place to produce grapes equal to

any grown on the Continent has been proved.

The sight of the vineyard at this moment is re-

markable. Above, around, in every part of it,

immense bunches of grapes are ripening in

countless profusion. The vista of every path-

way in each of the compartments, and of every

line of sight, turn in what direction one may,
shows overhanging canopies of grapes, prodigal

in their luxviriance. Many of the bunches are

large, being more than 6 inches by 15 inches.

Even yet, however, the full resources of the

place have not been reached, either in amount
o: earhness of fruit. It is certainly not more
than three-fourths covered with the vines ; and,

consequently, every year the produce is rapidly

increasing. Last year H,t)O0 lbs. of grapes were

obtained ; nearly double that amount will be

gathered this year. The full bearing capacity,

which it is expected will be reached in about

three years' time, has been estimated at 10,000

lbs., atul that estimate is considered within the

mark. It is a very important fact, also in the

value and success of the undertaking, that the

luxuriance of growth and the abundance of fruit

are scarcely less striking than the freedom of the

vines and gra2)cs from disease. We may add

that peaches are also grown in the Sanatorium.

A crop of potatoes of a lyghly remunerative

earliness was likewise obtained this season from

the giound between the rows of vines. In testi-

mony of the safety and security of the structure

itself, and in falsification of any forebodings that

might have been made of the precariousness of

the erection, it should be stated that during the

whole seven years of its existence, scarcely any

damage has been inHicted either by wind or

water. The place has not yet been heated, but

a considerable outlay is about to be made in this

direction to secure early ripening, by which it is

hoped to gather the crops in July, instead of, as

at present, in September. There are some acres

of surrounding land of an analogous character

to which the vinery may be extended, the site

commanding a southern view."

Grape Culture under Glass.—We have had

of late few contributions from our own cultiva-

tors on this very interesting branch of gardening.

Yet it is one on which there is a great deal yet

to learn. As glass culture is very much the

same all over the world, it may serve a Uieful

purpose to give the following practical paper

from the London Journal of Horticulture :

" Knowing that your space is valuable, I do

not propiose writing a long history of where the

vine comes from, under what conditions it thrives

best naturally, how it has been treated in this

country in past ages, or the position it is likely

to occupy in time to come; but I particularly

wish to give a few practical suggestions on vine-

growing which may be of service to those who
are desirous of securing a good crop of grapes.

To make what I have to say as easily understood

as possible, I will arrange my remarks under

separate headings, beginning with

—

''Thinning the Shoots.—It is said that a prevail-

ing error amongst amateur gardeners is an aver-

sion to pruning trees and plants so closely as

they should be pruned, and if this be true in cut-
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ting-in the dormant wood, it is none the less so

in thinning growing shoots. In pruning vines

it is a common practice to leave two, and some-

times three eyes to each spur. Good grape

growers do this, but they are very particular in

removing all the buds, when they do start, ex-

cepting one—the strongest and most fruitful.

Many, however, allow every bud to grow into a

shoot for the season, as may often be seen by two

or three shoots clustering together. I can at-

tribute this to nothing else but fear of doing

harm by removing any of them, whereas the

greatest harm occurs in allowing them to re-

main. It is a simple matter to prove this, and I

would advise those who think differently to try

it. One good shoot from each spur will produce

more and better fruit than three or four shoots

from the same base. It is well known that the

greatest harm that can be done to any fruit tree

is crowding the wood, and it is quite impossible

to grow three or four shoots from one vine bud

without injuriously crowding them. Fine crops

can only be secured by thoroughly ripening the

wood; and although vine wood may become

brown in color, it will not ripen thoroughly

under a mass of leaves. I have a house full of old

Black Hamburghs which I intend to make youth-

fully vigorous this season. They are showing

from two to six buds from each spur. As soon

as J can see which bud has the finest promise of

a bunch, all the others will be removed, and if

the single shoot does not become very thick this

year, it will be sure to ripen well, and that will

be worth a great deal next season.

" Stopping the Shoots.—This is another matter

which should never be neglected. It is a bad

plan even when the shoots are well thinned to

allow many of them to run many feet before

they are stopped. This is just another way of

overcrowding ; but it is worse than that, because

the shoots must be stopped some time, and when
yards in length are removed from them at a

time, the consequence in loss of sap is serious.

My plan—and one I find answers well— is to

pinch every shoot two joints beyond the bunch,

and this is done as soon as the shoot is suffi-

ciently long to admit of doing this. The point

thus early taken away is no thicker than a small

in the Journal, and it is impossible for this to

have any checking tendency. Those shoots

bearing no fruit are stopped three or four joints

from the main rod, and they are not allowed to

grow further than this the whole season, as it

serves no good purpose to let them do so.

" Tying the Shoots.—I have seen many shoots

not tied until they were breaking their points

against the glass, and others again are in too

great haste to train them into their permanent

places, and break them in consequence. There

is no difficulty in tying shoots which grow in a

right direction from the first, but those which go

the opposite way from the wires have to be care-

fully dealt with, such shoots must be tied two or

three times. At the first tying only incline

them out of the direction they are going, next

time bring them half way to the wires, and

finally at the third time fix them in the position

they are to occupy.
" Thinning the Bunches.—All vines in a healthy

condition always produce many more bunches

than are sufficient for a crop. Many shoots pro-

duce two bunches; the larger one is generally next

the rod, and the smaller one nearer the point.

This small one should always be removed first,

and this must be done all over the house, and if

there are still too many, cut away the poorest

of those which remain. Vines of different

strength will bear different crops in weight, but

in the generality of cases it is safe to leave a

bunch to every alternate shoot. Amateurs, as a

rule, err in allowing too many bunches to remain

on, and in nine cases out of ten this is the sole

cause of the grapes failing to come to perfection.

" Syringing.—This is an operation which most

amateurs like to try their hand at; but squirting

morning, noon and night keeps the leaves and
surface of the border in an overdamp state, and
nothing will produce mildew quicker than this.

Syringe thoroughly, and have done with it for

days or weeks together, if no insects appear.

"Watering the Roots.—Without abundance of

moisture at the root, no good will ever result

from any amount of attention to every other par-

ticular. Some recommend about three water-

ings in the season where the border is well

drained, but this is not nearly sufficient. Once

a fortnight is not too often to saturate the roots

when the grapes are green, and watering should

not be discontinued until the fruit is more than

half ripe.

NEW OB RARE FRUITS.

Hames' Seedling Apple.—We have received

from M. Cole, of Atlanta, Ga., specimens of

Hames' Seedling Apple. The specimens were
sent us June 25th, and in the letter accompany-
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ing them Mr. Colo says the two sent are fair

flpecimens of a hit received from the original

tree. They were very large, the best one meas-

uring Hi in., in circumference and weighing

10} oz. Considering everything, wo should say

it is superior to tlie Kod A.straclian, one of our

earliest.

The MussER Peach.—On the ITili July wc re-

ceived from H. M. Engle, Marietta, Pa., some

ripe Mnssor Peaches. Tliey measured G inches

in circumforonce, wore very juicy, swoct.and of

a good color, and were decidedly thehest of any

received so far this season.

Bower.*' E.^rly Pe.xch.—Messrs. Manis &
Miller Frederick, Md. writes :

—
" We send you

to-day by express another specimen of our

new seedling peach ( Bowers' Earl}' as we
have named it) the same as was sent you

last year. You will notice that it is not as

large as those a year ago, the fruit was

not thinned out and the tree had too many
on it to bring to perfection. It is also seven days

later than last year, the first ripening on the 11th

and last year on the 4th of July. Our Ams-
den fruited for us this season and will be ripe in

about two days; Beatrice, Louise and Alexan-

der have not fruited for us this season. Hales'

Early is not coloring yet, when it ripens, the

time will be noted. We should liked to have

exhibited Bowers' Early at the exhibition of the

American Pomological Society in Baltimore in

September, but knowing of no way of keeping

. it until that time, have sent specimens of it to

the following gentlemen, M. P. -Wilder, P. Barry,

H. M. Engle, Josiah Hoopes, John Saul, and
Samuel Sands & Son of the American Farmer
and would esteem it a favor if you would com-
pare notes with them (if convenient) as to its

merits ttc."

[It is not possible to speak of the full merits of

a peach by its fruit alone. The nature of a vari

ety is to be judged in the orchard. We can only

say that this measured 6J inches round, was of

excellent flavor, and we consider it fairly within

.the field of competition wiih other first-class

nearly varieties.—Ed. G. M.]

The Forest Rose—Is the rather fanciful name
of a magnificent new Strawberry that originated

on the sandstone outlyers Avhich constitute the

elevated back-grounds to the town of Lancaster,

Fairfield Co., Ohio. Mr. J. A. Fetters the proprie-

tor has been rather fortunate as a fruit-grower,

having originated a superior peach, which has

boon favorably roi>ortcd on by the State Horti-

cultural Society. When walking in his vineyard

some years ago he observed a strawberry plant,

which i>lea.sod him by if.s thriftincss ; in due time

lliis produced fruit which was so attractive that

the ruiuiors were set out in a bod by thomselvea.

This plantation is still produ(;tive after having

yielded \\\'Q successive crops of fruit, and run-

nel's enough to plant a large sjiace. The origin

of the plant is unknown, but Mr. Fetters thinks

it an accidental seedling from one of the three

varieties he had been cultivating, the Wilson,

Russell and Brooklyn Scarlet.

Description.—The plant is vigorous and pro-

ductive, foliage good, trusses tall and having

from eight to ten perfect flowers that are followed

by handsome berries. These are large and

heavy, and sufficiently firm to bear transporta-

tion ; form obtuse—conical, regular, sometimes

coxcombed, often two inches across; surface

somewhat pitted and having a bright crimson

hue, similar to that of the Jucunda; flesh solid,

ripening evenl}', reddish to near the centre which

is paler; flavor agreeably acid but not sour, and

when fully exposed and well ripened it is quite

rich. A committee of the Ohio Horticultural

Society when visiting the plantation, pronounced

this a decided acquisition, and declared them-

selves highly pleased with the variety. The

Forest Rose has been pronounced, by those who
have seen it in bearing, "one of the best straw-

berries they have seen."

Late Cone Strawberries.—Mr. Chas. Black,

Hightstown, N. J., writes:
—"I send you to-day

a few Late Cone Strawberries for you to

test if you do not know it. It was sent to

me from Ohio, and recommended as the best

late Strawberry known there ; and after two

years trial with a large number of our best

varieties I have concluded that I never saw

its equal as a late variety, it is just now (June

21st), in its prime, and those sent are about an

average as it grows in field culture. In good

heavy soil it is a good grower and very produc-

tive, about ten days later than Wilson, has a

nice bright appearance after picking, very firm

and grows to a good size." [This proved to be

a fair sized conical berry, of good appearance

and flavor.—Ed. G. M.]

Roe's Seedling Gooseberry.—Mr. E. P. Roe,

Cornwall-on-the-Hudson writes :—" I send you a

few specimens of '• Roe's Seedling " Gooseberry.

During the present season when nearly every-
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thing has mildewed in our locality, this variety

has suffered very little, and the only bushes that

were affected stood on a high dry knoll where by

mismanagement their roots were disturbed in

cultivation during the hot period of drought in

May. Hot dry ground around the bushes is the

chief cause of mildew (see Gardener's Monthly for

June), and where these unfavorable conditions

were absent there was no rust worth naming.

This is the first instance for seventeen years that

it has shown any such tendency, but m accord-

ance with my rule to state the truth and the

whole truth about my fruits, I frankly say that

two or three quarts out of a large yield have

been touched with mildew. At the same time I

must say that the Downing gooseberry on my
place has suffered more, losing in some instances

its foliage, and foreign gooseberries in this local-

ity are covered with mildew. The large old

bushes in its original home at Newburgh were

loaded down with fruit and not a trace of mil-

dew. I do not think there is an American variety

that will suffer less except, perhaps, the Hough-
ton, but that is too small to be of much value.

In regard to size and appearance the enclosed

specimens speak for themselves. In productive-

ness it is unsurpassed. Will you please send me
your opinion, and if you notice it in your paper

I will esteem it a favor if you will send me a

marked copy."

[All experience has shown that the race of

European gooseberries is much more liable to

mildew than the native kind; about this there is

no question. This mildew is accelerated, if ixi-

deed it is not wholly caused by over-heated

ground—that is over-heated as far as the goose-

berry is concerned—and with care in keeping

roots cool, the foreign kinds can be grown with

fair success. Within a hundred yards of where
we write is an English gooseberr}^ an imported

plant, that has been there to our knowledge

more than a dozen years. It is in the full sun, and
has never mildewed in all that time, but then

the original owner, in picking stones from his

garden, piled them under his gooseberry bushes,

and in this way the roots are kept cool. It is

a mystery to most people why this English

gooseberry plant never mildews, but it is no mys-

tery to us. It is these and similar |experiences

which make us hesitate about regarding any

English gooseberry as wholly mildew proof At
the same time we see no reason why such care

should not be given to these very fine kinds, as

to keep the mildew off them. For these reasons

we are very glad that Mr. Roe has taken up their

improvement. Some kinds will no doubt be

better able to resist mildew producing influences

than others, and in this direction Mr. Roe's

effort ought to be appreciated. The present va-

riety is very good, though we think not equal to

the best English kinds.—Ed. G. M.]

Late Emerald Gooseberry.—Mr. E. P. Roe,

writesunderdateof July 26th:—"Enclosed please

find a few specimens of a late seedling goose-

berry which I have named the Late Emerald.

It keeps its bright gi'een color until it drops off

from ripeness and does not turn red when fully

ripe like " Roe's Seedling." In the size and
abundance of the fruit, in its comparative free-

dom from mildew, and in the vigor of the plants,

I think it is quite equal to the early seedling

which was fully ripe some three weeks since."

[This is one of the English race of goose-

berries. We do not know how far these will be

able to come into competition with the native

kinds, but Mr. Roe deserves great credit for

these promising attempts.—Ed. G. M.]

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Oil on Peach Trees.—E. W. A., Montgomery
County, Pa., writes :

—
" We are regretting the

condition of two peach trees, now, I think, in

the fourth season of their growth. They have

been thrifty, and last year gave us samples of

fruit sufficient to show the excellence. We have

prized them greatly. Early this Spring I used

your plan in washing all the fruit trees with

linseed oil, and I am curious to know whether

this could have been injurious to the peach

trees, as they suddenly became sickly, dropped

fruit buds and leaves. One, I think, will die.

I heard of similar complaints through the

country, but do not feel satisfied without inquir-

ing of you."

[The plan of using linseed oil as a remedy

against scale, is really not ours. As already

stated, it was given to us by a Southern friend,

whom we know truthfully told us of its perfect

success in destroying the insects, and helping

the trees. Knowing this to be a fact, and suffer-

ing terribly from scale, we washed a large

number of Apple and Pear trees with it, as

already stated in our columns, and the trees

themselves are living witnesses of the perfect
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Buc'cess of the oil wash. It is clear, however,

that others have now used linseed oil with

injurious results. Why it should be harmless

in some cases, and destructive in others, is past

our comprehension. It is a matter which de-

eerves further investigation.—Ed. G. M.]

Thk rest Earia' Peaches.—W. P. R., Atlanta,

Ga., says:—" I should be much pleased if you

would revise your last year's list of early

Peaches, after this season's experience with

them. We, in Georgia, are much interested in

early Peaches, and want to know which of the

new ones are the best. Where can trees or buds

of the Musser Peach be had. I have not been

able to find the oricinator's address. Can you

tell me?"
[The opportunities aftbrded by the Centennial

Exhibition were unusual—we do not expect the

eame cha.ice again. All the knowledge we can

gather, so far, we have given from time to time

in (.ur pages. We have not had the chance to

see all together from about the same places, as

we had last year. So far as we know, the

Musser is not offered for sale. We have no

doubt when it is, it will be found in our adver-

tising pages. So far as it has gone, it proves

itself to be a first-class variety.—Ed. G. M.|

Early Peaches.—Mr. G. D. Ledway, writes

from Jackson, Miss., that the Alexander Peaches

were ripe there May 31st, whilst Beatrice had

not, at that date, commenced to ripen. He
thinks the Alexander the largest early Peach

they have there.

Mr. D. S. Myer, of Bridgeville, Del., also sent

us samples of Amsden's June, Alexander, and

Beatrice. He says the Amsdens and Alexanders

were the last of the picking, the Beatrice the

first, and he considers the two former fully five

days earlier than the Beatrice. The Amsden
and Alexander were very much alike, in every

respect, but the Beatrice has a flattish appear-

ance. In regard to the quality, we thought the

Alexander best, Amsden next, then Beatrice.

Early Peachks.—Mr. C. W. Westbrook, Wil-

son, N. C, under date of June 2r)th, sends us the

following:
—"I mail you to-day some specimens

of Amsden's June and Beatrice Peaches picked

from healthy trees. Both picked on the green

order. I picked ripe Peaches of Amsdens the

12th inst., from healthy trees, and also imperfect

ones of Beatrice on the loth, from worm-eaten

trees. Beatrice are rotting a great deal. No

sign of rot on the Amsden, although we have

had an extreme spell of wet weather. I had a

few Alexanders. They ripen with Amsden, and

are very fine."

[The fruit arrived in good condition ; there

wore i\\'c of each kind. The largest Amsden
measured nine anJ a quarter inches in circum-

ference, the smallest, five and three-quarter

inches. The largest Beatrice wa.s five and a half,

and the smallest, four and a half inches. The
Amsden is a rounder fruit than the Beatrice.

In flavor, Amsden's June was far superior; this

may have been partly due to the Beatrice

having been gathered before being fully ripe,

which we thought its appearance seemed to

indicate, though, doubtless, Amsden is the better

kind.—Ed. G. M.]

Early Peaches in Georgia.—P. J. Berckmans,

writing from Augusta, Ga., thus speaks of the

new Peaches:—On May 2oth I gathered our first

ripe Amsden and Alexander, which I sent to

friends in New York. Am much pleased with

these new varieties, of which I had quite a

quantity of fruit. Amsden, I think averages

better in size, and may be a shade better in

quality, than Alexander. Both are, however, so

much alike as to puzzle me to tell them apart.;

they are fully two weeks ahead of Beatrice,

and this year three weeks ahead of Hale's.

Brigg's May was ripe June 1st., a nice-flavored

Peach, quite similar to Amsden, but with serrate

leaves.

Seedling Peach.—Mr. A. Pullen, Milford, Del.,

July 19th, writes :

—
" By mail of to-day I send you

two Peaches as samples. Were grown in a garden

here from a natural tree four years from the

seed. The fruit ripened 10th of this month;

tree had on it about half a bushel. Those I

forward were remainder taken from the tree this

date. The flavor of the ripened fruit seems

excellent, but deficient in color. It does not

seem to resemble anything I am familiar with

of early Peaches. The owner of the tree (W. P.

Corsa, of this place), wished me to send it to you
and have your judgment upon it."

[As Mr. Pullen remarks, it appears distinct

from any other early Peach. It is a half free-

stone, six inches round, of good flavor, but not

attractive in appearance.—Ed. G. M.]

Fruit of Passiflora edulis.—Gceth & Wern-
hold, Los Angeles, Cal., with some excellent

fruit, writes :
—

" We take the great pleasure of
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sending you two fruits of Passiflora edulis by

sanaple post. We have got two plants in the

open air full in bloom and fruits, the first time

in this part of the globe, as we are informed.

The taste of the fruit ia like Gooseberry,

perhaps still more delicate. As soon as P. Gran-

adilla is ripe, we shall take the liberty of

sending you a sample."

BlORESTRY.

GOMMUNICA TIONS.

YELLOW PINE.

BY H. W. RAVENEL, AIKEN, S. C.

In an editorial note in June number, p. 177,

you refer to the " Yellow Pine" so called, in con-

nection with Prof. Sargent's reference of that

name to Pinus mitis; and express a belief that

the Pine lumber which comes to the Philadelphia

market is from Pinus australis. If your lumber

comes from a Southern market you are probably

right. The timber of Pinus australis (long-leaved

Pine) is known universally through the timber

region as " Yellow Pine." Elliott, in his Botany

of the State, says the same name was known in

his day.

There is, however, a great difference in the

quality of the timber, tliough all derived from

the same species, dependent mostly on the soil,

and manner and growth of the trees. Along the

damp, rich soils of the sea-board, it grows more
luxuriantly, and attains greater height. As you

go into the interior, and more especially towards

the lighter and dryer soils, the growth is less

luxuriant, and the annual increase more slow.

In consequence of this, the grain of the sea-board

Pine is coarser as the annual deposits are thicker
;

whilst the best lumber trees are found in the

upper country, and especially in the sandy re-

gion. This I know to be the case in this State,

and I presume it is so in Georgia and other

Southern States.

Along the sea-board, an axeman will go into

the woods and select his trees, calling the fine

grain trees " Yellow Pine," and the coarse grain

" Pitch Pine," though both taken from the same
grove. He examines the top of the tree, and if

he finds it scraggy and deficient in foliage, he

knows the grain is close and compact; on the

contrary, if the top is full, with large limbs and

plenty of leaves, indicating great luxuriance, he
knows the grain is coarse. The best " Yellow

Pine " used for lumber and for export is obtained

in this State, and mostly along the sandy region

of the middle country, about the head waters of

the Edisto River. Saw-mills prepare a large

quantity for local use and for shipment, and

rafts of logs are taken down the stream to

Charleston for market and export.

The timber of our other Pines is inferior, and

is never used when the long-leaved Pine can be

had.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Growth of Oak.—On the 6th of August the

writer measured a large number of Oak growths,

which were over four feet, and still growing.

The variety was Quercus robur. The Oak does

not grow near as slow as many suppose. Mr.

Hoopes, of West Chester has one—a variety of

Quercus macrocarpa that is only twelve years

old, and is now 17 feet high and 17 inches in cir-

cumference.

Forests of Europe.—At the recent meeting of

the American Nurserymen's Association a me-

morial to Congress, praying for a commi.ssion to

examine the forests of Europe, was adopted.

Rapid Growth of Hickory.—We measured a

plant of a Hickory—Carya sulcata—this Summer
whicli in three years from the seed, had made a

growth of 3^ feet. On the grounds of Hoopes,

Bro., & Thomas, at West Chester, is a tree of the

same kind of hickory 12 years old, which is 16

feet high and 15 inches in circumference; and

yet we hear sometimes that hickory is slow tim-

ber to grow.
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COMMUNICA TIONS.

PRAIRIE FLOWERS.

15Y I.. J. TKM rUN.

Sensitive rose {Schrankia uncinata).

Among the many floral treasures that hedeck

the plains and valleys of this land of floral

richness, there are none that possess more
unique beauty and delicacy than the "Sensitive

Rose." It grows in profusion in this valley

;

being so thick in places as to form almost a

continuous carpet of bloom, of considerable

extent during the blooming season. It is a

perennial, forming a cluster of long, slender,

and very tough roots. The stems start, in con-

siderable numbers, from the crown of the root,

and radiate in all directions, lying prostrate on

the ground. They grow to the length of three

or four feet at times, but always die back to the

roots in the Fall. The stem is ridged or striate,

with numerous short, sharp, recurved prickles.

The leaves are compound ; having from twelve

to twenty, or more, leaflets. They are sensitive

to the touch, folding up under rough handling,

similar to the real Sensitive plant (Mimosa).

The flowers are borne on axillary peduncles

from one to four or five inches in length. The
flowers are quite small, growing in a head one-

fourth to one-third inch in diameter. But this

is not what is seen when one looks at one of

these heads of bloom, for from this there stand

out, in every direction, a thick cluster of thread-

like filaments about one-third of an inch long.

These form a ball, almost perfectly globular in

form, three-fourths to one inch in diameter, and of

a rich rose-color. On the end of each of these

filaments is a minute, gold-colored anther, that

gives it a very unique, but delicately beautiful

appearance. The seeds grow in a striate silicle,

or pod, one and a half to two and a half inches

in length. I have not tried transplanting this

plant, but those who have tried it about here

have, so far as I have been able to learn,

invariably failed. Why this should be the case

I cannot tell, for I frequently see it growing in

grounds that have been in cultivation for two

or three years. It can, doubtless, l)e readily

propagated from seed, of which it produces

abundance, and it is not very difficult to gather.

I do not know how this plant would succeed at

the East, but if furnished with a rich, moist,

sandy loam, 1 know no reason why it may not

thrive there as well as here; and if it did,

there is nothing more attractive to the lovers

of the delicate and refined among floral produc-

tions, as it is not excelled in these qualities by

any of the hundreds of beautiful flowers that

adorn these lovely plains.

ABIES ENGELMANNI AND A. MENZIESII.

BY R. DOUGLAS, WAUKEGAN, ILL.

I infer from your remarks on page 165 June

number of Gardener's Monthly, that you are

inclined to think that A. Engelmanni, and

A Menziesii of Colorado, are identical. I pro-

cured the seeds collected by Dr. Parry, crop

of 1874. We sowed the two above-named, side

by side; the A. Menziesii grew well ; a few seeds

of Engelmanni germinated, but we could not

carry one plant of the latter through the first

Summer, but this does not prove anything, for

Dr. Parry wrote us that he gathered them at

such an elevation that, although early in the

Fall, there was a severe frost at the time, so you

see that, even if they were A. Menziesii, the

seeds would not be matured so as to grow as

well as the same kind gathered at a lower

elevation. Now, if you botanists cannot find

any distinctive feature in which they diflfer,

except in the length and size of the leaves and

cones, I think they will turn out to be one and

the same thing. The diff'erence of 2000 or 3000

feet of altitude will not only make a difference

in the size of the cones and leaves, but also in

the general appearance of the tree.

That noble group of Spruces you and ladmired

so much up in the P. flexilis and aristata region,

according to elevation, must have been Engel-

manni, and yet they hugged the water-course,

just like Menziesii, had the same glaucous hue,

and the same general form and outline. I in-

ferred, from some descriptions, that the Engel-
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manni was not glaucous, but you wrote that

those you saw on Gray's Peak were very much
so ; therefore, you will have to assure me that

there is a difference in the construction of the

cone, or that you have climbed a sapling twenty

feet high without gloves ! If you can perform

the latter feat, I will be ready to make affadavit

that it is not a Menzies' Spruce.

[What Mr. Douglas writes about the confu-

sion between the A. Engelmanni and A. Men-
ziesii applies to plants in cultivation. The English

nurserymen, with their usual luck when they

touch an American conifer, have mixed their

seed so that now they do not know " 'tother from

which," and it is about their confusion that we
write.

In nature there is no confusion. Abies Engel-

manni, in Colorado, is wholly another thing

from A. Menziesii in Colorado, as Mr. Douglas,

who has been there and seen, truly says

No one who knows the trees will confuse them
for an instant. The smallest twig of A. Engel-

manni is sufficient to decide it at once if

you know it is IVodi Colorado. It is more
nearly allied to the Norway Spruce than to the

Abies Menziesii. The letters in the English

papers about their identity cannot come from

any who know about what they are writing.

All of this discussion arises from a small

error, and it is a new illustraiion of how there

may be a great war about little things. It is this :

There were some fine specimens about Boston

from, or supposed to be from. Dr. Parry's early

seed. We all thought they were A. Engelmanni.

There was some mistake, perhaps, in the gar-

dener's labelling of the seed as the plants grew
;

such mistakes are made. Prof. Sargent, at length,

with Dr. Parry's aid, noticed these were not

A. Engelmanni, but A. Menziesii. They were

however, much more beautiful than the A. Men-
ziesii, of California, and this beauty deceived us

in the young plants.

Now let us summarize the facts, so that there

shall be no mistake about them :—There are two

good varieties of Abies Menziesit; one inhabiting

the Pacific coast, the other, and the best for

horticultural purposes, Colorado ; but these are

in no way allied to Abies Engelmanni.—Ed.

G. M.]

senAPS AND QUERIES.

Triteleia uniflora.—Some of this genus is

found in California, but not this species, as

stated in our last. It is a native of South

America.

Seeds of the Persian Lilac.—An old sub-

scriber, Beverly, N. J., writes :

—
"I see, by the last

number- of the Gardener's Monthly, that you have

never known the Persian Lilac to bear seed.

Enclosed you will find a sprig taken from a bush

of mine, which has borne seed for several years.

The branches bearing seed-pods, this season,

are chiefly low down, but last year they were

mostly near the top, and some of them still

remain on the bush, although, of course, they

have long since burst and shed their seed,"

[It was a rare treat to examine these seeds.

—

Ed. G. M.]

EcHiNOCACTUS SiMPSONi.—Mr. Robinson, of the

Garden, writes:
—"Echinocactus Simpsoni. This

colored plate (see No. 281, April 7th, 1877) was

drawn for us by Mr. Noel Humphreys (an old

friend of Loudon's and a long-experienced and

excellent artist), in Messrs. Backhouse's nurse-

ries, at York. We had no opportunity of com-

paring the plate with the living plant, but all

colored drawings of many other rock plants

made for us in the same garden, have been

greatly admired for their artistic beauty and

truth. Mr. Noel Humphreys being now abroad,

we cannot refer to him about the matter, all we
know is, it was drawn from nature for us, in the

only place where we knew it to grow at the

time."

[There is no question of Mr. Humphreys
accuracy. The plant he so faithfully drew is

not Echinocactus Simpsoni, and the real ques-

tion is, what is the plant? Mr. Backhouse can,

perhaps, tell.—Ed. G. M.]

AiLANTHUS.—R. B. H., Wilmington, Del., says :

—" I was looking over the last Monthly in which

the Ailanthus is alluded to, and some .doubt

expressed about there being two species in this

country. The staminate and pistillate trees of

the Ailanthus glandulos are growing at Forest

Hill, in West Chester. The pistillate bearing

profusely every year huge bunches of winged

fruit, that are quite ornamental. The female

tree has not the disagreeably odor of the stami-

nate one, and it does not grow so lofty, being

weighed down with its fruit. Perhaps Gen. W. H.

Noble alludes to the pistillate tree, when he

says, 'that in Autumn they tower into grand

bouquets.'"

[Our correspondent mistakes sexes for species.
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As she justly save, both sexes exist in this

country in the common Ailnnthus, hut nre

there two species, each with its two distinct

sexes?—Ed. CM.]

Bees and Clover.—M. N. B., Chicago, 111.,

writes :

—
" I have been very much interested in

your paper on fertilization by insect agency, and

yet I think you put the matter too strong, for

I have just been reading Mr. Darwin's recent

work, and I see he does not regard insects

generally as essential, but that cross fertilization

is useful in the long run. My impression, after

reading this note is, that you have misunder-

stood Mr. Darwin. His position seems to be

that, when insects do not visit plants, the fiowers

fertilize themselves."

[We will briefly say to this that, if we have

misunderstood Mr. Darwin, we are by no means

alone in our misapprehension. We give below

an abstract from the American Agriculturist,

whose editor, Prof. Thurber, is not one to mistake

the meaning of language. The only remark

we would make is, that Mr. Darwin does not

say " bumble," but humble bees :

" It is one of the most important late dis-

coveries, that the yield of red clover seed

depends upon the bumble bees. These insects

fertilize the bloswoins, conveying the pollen from

one blossom to another by means of their long

proboscis, and no other is known to do this

necessary work. Without the bumble bees

we can have no clover seed. The natural ene-

my of the bumble bee is the farmer's boy, who,

when he tunjblcs over a nest, and geta stung,

never forgives or forgets it, but becomes a life-

long enemy to this busy bee. Give these in-

sects a wide berth, and let them live to increase

the yield and to reduce the price of clover seed,

which is getting higher every year."

We are not sure that this note is from Prof.

Thurber's pen, but it passes without comment,

and is in accordance with nmch that has

appeared under distinguished names there, and

shows a popular apprehension of Mr. Darwin's

meaning, in accordance with our own. iSee also

the following from the Scientific Farmer: ' In New
Zealand and Australia, the common English clo-

ver, which has been introduced, has not produced

seeds in proper quantity, due, as is supposed,

to the fact that there were no insects there

which performed the duty of fertilization. In

1875, Mr. Frank Buckland successfully trans-

mitted two nests of bumble bees, the insect

supposed to perform this duty for the English

fiirmer.'—Ed. G. M.]

ITERATURE, ^^RAVELS & ^ERSONAL ^ffOTES.

PROTECTION FOR NEW VARIETIES.

BY EUGENE GLEX, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Eesponding to your courteous invitation to

write more on the subject of horticultural copy-

righted names, I will at this time trespass upon

your columns only to say, that when writing my
recent essay, I endeavored to have it appear

plainly that an extension of patents to horticul-

ture (using the term patents in its commonly re-

ceived sense) is unpracticable; that it would be

attended with evils greater than any benefits that

could result from it and that I am opposed to

such extension under whatever name or form it

may be presented. But recent correspondence

satisfies me that my ideas have been misappre-

hended by some, and that by such I am believed

to be advocating patents under another name.
The only way in which I can account for this

mistake is, that I proposed that certificates of

protection should be issued through the Com-
missioner of Patents. I will therefore explain

that under existing laws, in addition to granting

patents for inventions, this officer is charged with

the registration of all trade marks, and copyrights

other than those relating to literature and the

fine arts. To protect the public from duplication

of names from different varieties of the same spe-

cies, and from merely ad captandum or otherwise

improper names, it would be important that ap-

plication for protection should be passed upon
by some officer before they are granted. Mani-

festly an examiner of the Patent Office delegated

for the work would be a proper person to make
these examinations.

A patent creates, during its existence, a mo-
nopoly in the production, sale and use of any
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article to which it is apphed. A copyright upon

a name for a variety in horticulture would not

secure to its owner even for one day a monopoly

In the production or sale of the variety. It would

simply give to him for a time, as the best meas-

ure of protection the nature of the article to be

protected will admit of, the exclusive control of

the name he may have originally adopted to in-

dicate that variety, and hence the benefit of the

reputation he may create for it under that name.

In other words, it would prevent the public from

taking frorn him the benefit of his own advertising,

and exhibiting of his oivn production—nothing

more. Surely this could not work injustice, nor

could it create gigantic monopolies of which

many stand in fear.

Having presented through the essay referred

to an "opening" argument in favor of horticul-

tural copyrights, and having offered to send a

copy of it to any of your correspondents who feel

sufficiently interested in the subject to engage in

its discussion, it seems to me to be the simpler

method, and I would much prefer that those

who may be opposed to the measure should

point out specifically the objections to which it

seems open. Then, if others more competent

should not take up the work, or the opponents

of the measure should not present overwhelming
arguments, I will be happy to make such reply

as circumstances will permit, or to admit that

my ground is untenable if such should be shown
to be the case; or, if there be those who think

the plan open to insuperable objections, and yet

have not sufficient confidence in the validity of

these objections to state them publicly, if they

will communicate with me I will endeavor to

answer their objections through your columns.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

European N~otes by the Editor.—Now nearly

forty years ago, and though but a boy entering on

his teens, the writer of this was a careful experi-

menter and observer in horticulture, and was,

moreover, a subscriber to, and careful reader of

Harrison's Floral Magazine (now Shirley Hib-

berd's Gardener's Mar/azine), and in this he read

with deep interest of the labors of a Mr. Buist, of

Philadelphia, in introducing the Verbena. Ver-

bena Buistii was figured, and accounts of V. Hen-
dersoni, and some others by the same grower,

given. How far this may in after years have

induced the young lad to come to America, we

cannot now say, but it was the primary cause of

his settling in Philadelphia. Many a time

during the thirty years that have elapsed, he
felt a strong desire to visit the land of his birth,

but the desire to see and to know first his adop-

ted country, was always one strong reason for

deferring that pleasant time. Having at length

had the chance of visiting four-fifths of all the

States in the American Union, and obtained a

good general idea of its wealth and condition, he

felt that he might venture to go back and tell

his people of the sights and experiences of his

new found land.

So, one Thursday morning in June he packed

up his little trunk, and took passage on the

steamer Pennsylvania, from Philadelphia to Liv-

erpool, for old England. These steamers—the

only American line of mail steamers in this

country—are not as large as those sailing from

some other ports; but for the sake of society

this was found to be perhaps an advantage, for

in a large lot of saloon passengers they break up

into little knots or circles, each as exclusive as

we often find them in ordinary society life. Our

lot of seventy-five soon became acquainted with

each other, and in this way found out many
whom it will be a pleasure long to remember,

and whom we should have never known in the

"select set" system of larger bodies. As Arch-

bishop Wood, one of our return passengers,

sagely says :
" It is best to learn who our neigh-

bors are, and to think well of them from the

first, for it is easier to think bad of a man after

believing him good, than to correct an evil im-

pression when once unjustly formed." A short

run of nine days and a half puts us on shore

again, and we fall to at once and go on with our

work.

What a little place England is, and yet how
powerful! This was my first day's reflection.

We were all on the Pennsylvania in the Mersey

early on one morning—almost in the north of

England—and yet I took tea the same day at

Ryde—about its most southern point. It was

not as fiir as from Philadel])hia to Pittsburgh,

and yet we had already divided England in two!

It did not seem much to be even the Queen of

such a delicate little i)iece of ground, but when

I roniembered how the wide world looked when-

ever the British lion roared, I saw that it was

brain, and not merely muscle that sent the world

rolling solidly along. I think this impression of

diminutiveness prevailed through almost all my
experience, and yet there was an amount of
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Btrength coupled with all this littleness that gave

great weight io everything. First, the streets

were generally narrower than I thought they

were, na were also the country roads. I remem-

bered how good the roads were, and I had

so often read of them as models for us to

imitate, that I was half ashamed of what I

had said when I saw them. In a very large

number of cases it is barely possible for two

carriages to pass. But the road surface is

always, so far as I saw, very good. But sili-

cious stone (Hint) is to be had everywhere cheap,

and they have no severe frosts to heave up the

road-bed, and road labor is comparatively low-

priced. Why should they not have good roads?

Our roads are not, as a rule, as good as those of

Europe, and yet I really think we get more for

our money than they do. In some counties

there are no toll-gates. I thought it was uni-

versal, and remarked on that blessing to a friend

while driving out in Wiltshire. " These roads are

repaired by a regular parish rate. Wait," said

he, " till you get into some other counties." So,

when I "took a fly" from Nottingham to go to

Newsted Abbey, some nine miles, I was soon

met with a request for " thrippence, sir;" and
before the portmonnaie was hardly closed, for

" thrippence " more. I thought this was grow-
ing interesting enough as it was, but when I was
soon after asked for a whole "sixpence," I had
to think of my Wiltshire friend. Iwenty-tive

cents for a nine miles' ride is almost equal to my
Rocky Mountain experiences, and on which
friend A. S. Fuller so loves to dwell. In these

thickly settled districts it would be a disgrace if

such prices did not result in good roads.

Then the native trees are smaller than I

thought they were; and they are smaller, on the

average, than our own forest trees. They spread

out, dividing themselves into huge main
branches, and have no inclination to make large,

tall trunks, as ours have. But the distance

round of some of these short, dumpty trunks is

wonderful, and they would put many of our for-

est trees to shame. Stems fifteen to eighteen

feet round are common, and I measured some of

twenty. The commonest of all trees in England
is the Elm, though, perhaps, in the forests the

Oak is more common, and then, perhaps, the

Ash is more commonly seen. Occasionally,

only, come Beech and Linden. All these trees

have shorter and stouter trunks, and more
spreading heads than ours. Some of their

smaller trees grow larger than their allies with

us. For instance, while our common Aspen
Toplar rarely grows more than forty feet, theirs

would be often sixty. So would be their Alder,

while ours is a mere bush; and in Richmond
Park, near London, I saw Hornbeams that must
be at least sixty feet high, and with trunks as

large as our ordinary apple trees. Wagons and

coaches were solid and strong, but there was lit-

tle room in them, and one-horse' carta might be

.•^een everywhere hauling in hay. Ploughs were

strong, but it was quite common to see them

drawn by four horses, with a boy driving the

beasts ! The cixstles and mansions of the nobility

and gentry were not as large as I thought they

were, nor were the gardens and grounds of the

extent I supposed. There are, of course, some

places of great magnificence, but on the whole I

W51S deceived, and I make this honest confession

of my weakness because it is quite common for

us all to think that things passed are better than

they really were, or something different from the

actual fact. I did once think we do not have

the big Baldwin apples we had when we were

boys, and many more things of that sort, but I

am v^ured of it now. I can now understand how
it was that Knight, in his old days, came to be-

lieve that varieties " ran out ;" and when I hear

some good old son of a foreign soil declare that

there is nothing in America like the grand things

he left behind "at home," I may sympathize

with his feelings, though I may not believe his

tale.

England looks beautiful to a stranger, and yet it

is surprising, on analysis, to find how few are the

materials that go to make v;p its beauty. There

are few forests, but most of the hedge rows have

limber in them. The trees do not seem to rob the

ground on each side, as ours do, and the hedge

grows good and perfect quite up to the bole,

which ours will not do. We cannot have such

fence row timber. Then there are the hedges

themselves, mostly of Hawthorn when cared for

;

but of Elm, Sloe, Dog Rose and Blackberries

when neglected. There is the Ivy which covers

the trees, and makes even the saddest ruins look

glad, and there is the Holly, that prince of trees,

which justly claims a regal admiration. There

is its glorious Golden Furze in Spring, and a little

later the Golden Broom, and, aa the Summer ad-

vances, delicately beautiful Heaths; gay Fox

Gloves and gaudy Poppies, and there may be a

few other simples to give a charm to field and

forest; but how much is left after these? The

great beauty consists in its art. In gardening it
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is the Rhododendron and other contributions

from America, the various Laurels and Bays of

Southern Europe, the Roses of Persia, or the

Conifera from Japan or our Western shores, that

outline the pretty picture; and the tilUng in, by

the way of beautiful flowers, has been gathered

together from every quarter of the globe. I am
anxious to impress this on the reader because

there is an impression here that England owes

much of its just supremacy in gardening matters

to a natural fitness of things, when really nature

has done but little. It is the genius of selection,

the art to collect and the taste to arrange, the

tact to suit foreign matters to native circum-

stances, that has given England the gardening

fame which she everywhere enjoys. I see clearly

that our weakness has been a close copying of

other nations. The weakness is only natural, as

our literature and all our associations are founded

on theirs. We cannot have just what they have,

but if we look at our own climate and condi-

tions, and select from our materials at home and

from abroad just what is adapted to us, I am
satisfied that we may have gardening in as great

perfection as in any country in the world.

In the first place our ideas of a garden are too

large. The best gardens here are not the large

ones. Places of ten to twenty acres, where be-

sides the head gardener three to six men are

kept, are very abundant, and as a rule, more
artistically beautiful than the larger ones. Of

course I am speaking of the rule, as I saw some
large places of very great beauty. I am credibly

informed that the larger places are by no means
increasing, and any one looking at gardening from

the grandiose point would suppose it to be de-

clining; but I am told that these smaller places

are increasing rapidly, and that not because

there is any decrease in wealth, but because true

gardening is more beautiful on the small than on

the large scale. There were three places of this

character that I visited on the Isle of Wight, all

less than twenty acres, probably, and yet perfect

pictures of beauty. These were St. Johns, the

residence of Mr. Gasson ; Appley, Mr. Clayton's;

and St. Clare, the marine residence of Colonel

Harcourt, of Buxted Park, Sussex. I visited also

Osborne House, the marine residence of Queen
Victoria, and though the grounds are on a rather

larger scale than the three I have named, they

come under the petite class I refer to.

Mr. Clayton's garden is tinder the charge of

Mr. Smith, besides whom about six hands are

employed. A good part of the property is cut

from the main garden by a neat iron fence, and

left to grow for hay, and yet the appearance of a

park is given to it by trees, singly and in clumps,

scattered over the surface. Thus the grass not

only helps to keep down the cost of the garden,

but is just the thing, to give a country idea to the

place. Only just immediately about the house

is mowed, the unmowed parts being kept out of

sight from the windows so far as the ground sur-

face is concerned, but the view not in the least

being checked by the design. Near the house^

in its front, a steep bank suddenly descends, and

below are planted numerous Oak trees, but

these, when they reach the ground level, are cut

off to that line, and in this way there is a long

level of green leaves, adding by so much to the

apparent extent of the flat surface in the front of

the house. I never saw so pretty an effect ob-

tained in this way. The huge, spreading Elms

give of themselves a charm to the place, and a

shady retreat in the hottest day. They are about

seventy feet high, and are from twelve to thirteen

feet in circumference. Many choice trees are

scattered about, until we suddenly find ourselves

in the garden proper, on which the chief art has

been employed. I suggested to Mr. Smith that

it was ])robably not over two acres, and was sur-

prised to be told that it was barely over half an

acre. All of this eflfect is obtained by throwing

up the earth in some places and lowering it in

others, and by judiciously carrying walks and

paths around the well-planted mounds, banks

and depressions. It is so arranged that every

fifty feet square is totally different from the rest,

and in this way there is no end to the variety

but the boundary of the whole. Of course no

one who is his own gardener could design or

execute a piece of work like this. He might as

well attempt to make his own Sunday clothes.

Even the best practical gardeners, such as Mr.

Smith here is, would think it beyond their prov-

ince. Mil nor, one of the best landscape garden-

ers in England, was employed especially for the

work.

On Mr. Gasson's place is just such another

beautiful piece of work, but of a totally diff'erent

kind. It was said to be designed by a Mr. Black,

of Fulham, near London, and took a long time

to execute. I should not think it much over an

acre; but here the artist had the advantage of a

little water to work with, and he planned out a

sort of rock garden. There are jets, cascades,

ponds, mounds, gullies, caves, arches, arbors

above ground, and cool seats below, and all so
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interwoven witli plaiiLs and Mowers sulapted to

each successional scene, as to appear a part each

of the other, and it atlords no end of enjoyment.

It seemed ahnost incredihle that so inucli could

be crowded into so small a apace. How well

this little place illustrated the progre.^is of Eng-

lish gardening! When I knew it forty years

ago, it was famous for its large Silver Firs, going

on to a hundred foet high, as I thought then,

but their nearly dead trunks now show they

could have been barely seventy, (again the decep-

tive past!) and there were its fine Horse Chest-

nuts, and Portugal Laurels, Rhododendrons, and
nice, shaded walks through them. There were
flower beds, with box edgings and gravel walks

about them, and all flowers such as these were in

those days. But a garden like this ! Who would
have dreamed of it!

St. Clare is one of those lovely little gems
which once seen, is never forgotten, and this I

say not because five or six years of my own boy-

ish life was spent on it, or because my own
father, a hale, hearty man of eighty, has still

charge of it, but because I know that any one
who sees it will say 'tis true. Of course the

climate helps it. The Winter is seldom worse
than at New Orleans in our own country, while

the air in Summer i.s always moist, and the tem-
perature generally steady at about 70°. What
plant would not enjoy a life like this? Well,

there are a few dissatisfied even here, as even
Lucifer tired of the jo3's of heaven, and there

were Paulownias and others like them, still

doing something, but evidently wishing for the

Summer heats of the United States. 1 never saw
Roses do anywhere, in any part of the world,

like they do here, and it is not to be wondered
at that year after year, in spite of the severest

competition, the first premium was taken with

them at the Island show. The proprietor sec-

onds the generosity of the soil and culture, and
every year new roses are added to the list. The
best roses always come from the plants budded
on briar stocks. Most of them are budded about
on a level with the eye, giving an excellent

chance to easily examine and smell them. Some
of them are very old—thirty and forty years, I

know—and yet are as healthy and yield as fine

roses as if planted but half a dozen years ago. I

measured one of these old plants. It was the

Duchesse de Berri. The stem of the briar stock

was six inches round. The plant had been bud-

ded about four feet from the ground about

twenty-five years since. The head was four feet

in diameter, though prniiod back every year,

and I counted Ktr fiumlnd (lowers on it. Of
course in a climate like this (here are Myrtles,

Fuchsias, New Holland Acacias, Camellias, and
many other things, generally greenhouse plants,

here in the open air, but few would expect to

see them of such gigantic size. Fuchsia longi-

flora, which, with F. fulgens for the other i)arent,

gave the birth to the present race of Hybrid
Fuchsias in the person of F.St. Clare,—the original

plant of F. longiflora of this hybrid, is still in the

open air in the same spot it was thirty-five years

or more ago, and as healthy as a willow tree.

Though in a climate so favorable one might
expect to find things ranked as greenhouse plants

with us in the open ground here, one can hardly

avoid surprise at the grand specimens of some
things. Imagine a Portugal Laurel with branches

spreading over a surface one hundred feet

round, and covered with millions of spikes of

blossoms ; a bush of the New Zealand Flax, which

lias been here nearly forty years, and is now astock

six feet across ; a Rose with a stem eight inches

round; a Hawthorne with a trunk five feet in

girth ; the rare Ilex latifolia (grafted on some
other stock), twenty-five feet high, and covered

with berries just turning red ; a New Holland

Acacia four feet round, and especially remark-

able, a Yucca gloriosa with a trunk four and a

half feet round, and with twelve huge arms, each

branching into numerous small ones. These are

of immense weight, and each arm has to be sup-

ported by an iron buttress, or it would split and
fall away by its own weight alone. Here is, j>er-

haps, one of the best specimens of that beautiful

Californian pine, Pinus insignis, in cultivation.

I had no means just then of getting its exact

height, but it is certainly fifty feet, while it

measured eight feet round the trunk a foot or so

from the ground. It is a good illustration of the

fact often mentioned in the Gardener\'( Monthly,

that trees grow much more rapidly than people

generally suppose. As a boy I assisted at the

planting of this tree, then in a six-inch flower

j)0t, ju.-5t thirty-four years ago the past Spring.

Here are also other evidences that plants do not

take long to grow. There is a Blood Beech over

forty feet, Cedars of Lebanon fifty feet, and many
other things about these heights, and all planted

within thirty years. The chief attraction in

these beautiful grounds is the continuously vary-

ing sets of flower gardens, all so differently ar-

ranged, and each among such differing sur-

roundings, that continuous variety is well
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provided for. Over thirty thousand plants for

bedding purposes have to be propagated each

year, yet by judiciously employing frames as the

stocks are rooted, it is not so hard a task as it

seems.

Fairmount Park, Philadelphia.—A hasty

drive through this park in the middle of August

showed that this public garden was improving

rapidly on the past. Of course much that was

done in the building of Horticultural Hall, and

in the arrangements for the collections of ex-

hibitors, could not be done in accordance with

the strictness of gardening. The building, for

instance, had to be very ornate in order to

attract for the special occasion, and to be so

arranged as to accommodate huge crowds of

people rather than to make room for crowds of

plants ; so with beds and walks. It is cheaper

to retain these and to build up from what has

been done, than to start wholly anew, and those

of us who are disposed to criticize according to

standard rules of taste, must remember these

things. Then we must not forget how many
masters there are to please in an American pub-

lic park, and just what sort of masters many of

these are.

Knowing the difficulties of the situation'

all must award great praise to Mr. C. H.
Miller, who for the past year has had the direc-

tion of the ornamentation of the park. He may
in time be able to satisfy a critical taste ; for the

present he has undoubtedly gained the good will

of the mass of the people who have in thousands

enjoyed the gorgeous display during the season,

and who are made to feel that in these public

expenditures they are getting a fair return, and
which they have rarely had before.

The Nursery Business.—The nursery trade is

said to be somewhat depressed over the United

States, but judging by the beautiful set of des-

criptive catalogues now before us, issued by Ell-

wanger & Barry, of Rochester, they are encour-

aged to push business, and this is a good sign.

We have little doubt but the worst is over for

the nursery trade, and that good times will soon

come again. i

Floral Decorations at Parties ix France.—
While in Paris recently, the wife of the French

President gave a party, in which the floral fea-

tures were literally grand. In a newspaper para-

graph the next day we noted that nearly five

thousand pot plants had been used by the dec-

orator. The grounds of the Palais d'Elysee form

an oblong square, surrounded by a wall so high,

and with an iron railing on top, that they are

strictly private, even in this public city ; but the

rich ivy which flows over, and the magnificent

trees which will not stay " private," show that

there is some garden love behind the walls.

Swindles in Horticulture.—The Prairie Far-

mer observes: "The persons generally gulled by
swindling advertisements, however, are those

who seldom read newspapers of any kind ; or, if

so, only those of the trashy sort. This class is

easily fooled by the special circulars, sent out by
swindling firms." We like this, because it has

always been our answer to correspondents who
urge us to "go for" this or that. When a man
buys a " strawberry " which is to grow as big as

an apple tree, and to require ladders to pick the

fruit, it is surely a waste of space and time to any
of our readers to say that such things are not to be.

If there be any of our readers Avho for themselves

desire such information, we will always cheer-

fully attend to such queries in our regular de-

partments.

^scuLus Californica.—Bullion, in his admir-

able Didionare de Botanique, of which parts to

the letter C have now been published, says that

the Californian Horse Chestnut constitutes the

chief part of the approvisionnements of the Sioux

Indians. It may be of some tribes, but scarcely

of the Sioux. Can any of our readers tell us

whether this species extends into the Sioux ter-

ritory. It seems to be too tender for this part of

the United States (Philadelphia).

The Horse Chestnut for Rheumatism.—Last

year we met an American-born fellow-citizen

with Horse Chestnuts in his pocket, which he said

he carried as a safeguard against rheumatism !

We had not known of such a reputation before,

and supposed the idea originated on this conti-

nent. But Bullion says that the oil from the

nuts is used with advantage against gout and

rheumatism, which shows the same idea preva-

lent in France. We further find that in China

the seeds of their species (jEscuIus turhinata), is

used to prevent muscular contraction in severe

cases of rheumatism. If all these experiences

come from distinct observations, and each with-

out any knowledge of what the other has found,

it may be that there may be more than mere
imagination in the chestnut being a rheumatic

cure. Have any of our readers had any reliable

experience with it? For we suppose the knowl-

edge of its powers must be wider than we knew.
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Marent.o (Ili-S.) Nurserymkn.—The Commer-

cial Adrertim^ spoaks well of the prosperity of the

Maroiigo nurserymen, and names Messrs. Peck,

Woodard, Roi;ers, Gilkerson, and Prescott, and

Norris it Vasey as especially entitled to praise.

R. R. Scott.—The death of R. Robinson Scott,

briefly referred to in our last, deserves more than

a passing notice. He was a native of Belfast, in

the north of Ireland, and he numbers among his

relatives and kinsfolk some of the leading citi-

zens of that city. He received a lirst-class edu-

cation, and in the knowledge of ancient and

modern languages he particularly excelled. In-

deed, in every branch of learning he had few

superiors. He was in very early life fond of

flowers, and he determined to devote his life to

botany and horticulture. He went through a

course of studies in these branches at the Botanic

Garden of Glasneven, near Dublin, from whence,

under the patronage of Dr. Mitten, a celebrated

Irish botanist, he was advanced to Kew, in Eng-

land. Before he had been there many months,

he was acquainted with every plant in that large

collection, and the botanical relations of en-

tirely unknown plants would be at once recog-

nized by him. Those who knew him well,

looked forward to a career for him of the highest

usefulness to his fellows. Unfortunately, amidst

all this brilliant promise, there was a sort of

chlvalric recklessness, which indicated an un-

balanced mind, and which was deemed eccen-

tric, and interfered with the efforts of his friends

for his advancement. On the breaking out of

Smith O'Brien's rebellion, he abandoned all his

botanical studies, and took an active part in the

struggle. An oration on "What has England

done for Ireland," delivered to an excited throng

of some thousands, and in the poetic language

of which he was so complete a master, was pro-

nounced one of the most wonderful pieces of

oratory of the time. It was the more remark-

able as coming from one hardly out of his teens,

and of so small a stature and juvenile appear-

ance as to appear much younger than he really

was. On the conclusion of the rebellion he

came to Philadelphia, and resumed the profes-

sion of horticulture, and in spite of his numerous

eccentricities, made many friends by his won-

derful knowledge, his industry and energy, and

indeed by his many virtues, for his faults were

always on the side of what he imagined to be

duty and right. He discovered and described a

new American Fern, Asplenium ehenoides, which

is yet a source of great interest to botanists. In

keeping with his other eccentricities, to the sur-

prise of all his friends, who knew he had not

one dollar in his pocket, and no prospects of

getting one, he started the Floritt, a monthly

magazine with very expensive colored jjlates,

the first number of which appeared on the 1st of

of Maj', 1852. It was a greater surprise how
near that venture became a complete success.

Eventually the eccentricities made enemies

faster than friends; the mind which guided it, in

some respects iiaturally weak, gave way under

its labors; and he had to take refuge in an asy-

lum. The Philadelphia Florist lived three years,

and any one can see by a reference to its pages,

that had its editor been as gifted physically as

he was mentally—had intellect and body been

better matched—there would never have been

occasion for any other horticultural paper in

America to this day. The later years of his life

fluctuated between his malady and occasional

periods when he could work at his profession.

His death at Harrisburg has been already re-

corded. It is often said there is but a hair

between life and death; and one may as truly say

there is as narrow a line between a fame almost

undying, and an utter blank. This much must

be said for our friend, that if he failed to make
his mark on humanity's illustrated page, it was

by no fault of his own. What faculties his

Maker gave him, he used to the fullest extent

that he knew how, and in very many instances

to the pleasure and profit of his fellow-men.

He leaves a wife and two children—a son and

daughter.

Death of T. T. Mather.—A Montgomery Co.,

Pa., correspondent sends us the following extract

from his local paper: "On Thursday morning

last, Thomas T. Mather died at his residence in

Cheltenham. He had been suffering from can-

cer of the throat for several months, but was

well enough to be about and attend to his busi-

ness. The immediate cause of his death was

hemorrhage. He was a director of the Jenkin-

town National Bank, and was an upright, pub-

lic-spirited man. He died in the 64th year of

his age,"—and very justly adds: "Mr. Mather

was well known for his endeavors to advance

fruit culture. He was always an exhibitor at all

shows within reach, never repining, indeed he

probably never thought that he may not some-

times have had justice done him. He was working

for the public good, and not merely in justice to

self. The Mather Pear is named for him."
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Music.—From S. Brainerd & Sons, Cleveland,

Ohio, we have a selection of sacred songs selected

from Bliss, Murray and others, arranged in one
volume, entitled " Heavenward."

Mr. Roderick Campbeix.^—We are pleased to

notice by an Utica paper, that so well pleased

were the trustees of Forest Hill Cemetery with

the horticultural services of Mr. Roderick Camp-
bell, that in addition to his salary, they pre-

sented him with a check for $200.

Mr. a. M. Engle on Early Peaches.—Mr.
Engle writes us that he is overburdened with
correspondence about his early peaches. To save
this correspondence, he has sent us " all he
knows," and we shall have pleasure in publish-

ing the statement next month.

SCRAPS AISfD QUERIES.

"60" Sized Pots.—Mr. E. Lonsdale, German-
town, Pa., writes: "'One interested' will find

the answer to his question (see page 239 August
number), relative to "60 pots," in the Garden,

page 52, No. 295, Vol. XII, by Mr. John Saul
himself, where he has written on the same sub-

ject, as noted in the Monthly, viz : Tabernpemon-
tana camassa, in which he says, ' Small plants in

^-inch pots will produce flowers freely.' It seems
strange he should be so explicit where it is less

necessary, lor in England pots are frequently
called 60, 48 and 32 sized pots, and so on, as the
case may be. It is an absurd practice in any
country, for it seems much ea^jier, and certainly

more proper, to designate a flower pot in inches,

when it is readily understood by whomsoever
reads."

Mr. Darwin's Family.—A correspondent sends
us the following piece of harmless gossip, which
he says he found in a London paper :

" Mr. Dar-

win has, during his whole life, been in easy cir-

cumstances, above the toil of earning an income.
Unlike many philosophers, he has not had the
mortification of spending his best hours in the
drudgery of official routine, or the hardly less

wearisome task of teaching. He has been ena-
bled to devote his entire time to his favorite

pursuits, and since his marriage with his cousin,
Miss Emma Wedgwood, has resided at Down,
amid the rich and varied scenery of one of the
prettiest parts of Kent. As his numerous family
has grown up around him he has been relieved

of all the cares which distract the scientific

worker in the heat and turmoil of active life. He
leads a truly calm and philosophic existence,

unvexed by the contemplation of weekly bills

and the signing of cliecks. In his wife and
family he is especially happy, being spared the
pain of degenerate offspring. His eldest son,

Mr. William Darwin, is a banker at Southamp-
ton ; the second, George, took liigh honors at

Cambridge, and is now a Fellow of Trinity ; the
third, Frank, who has inherited his father's ill

health, acts as his secretary ; the fourth, Leonard,
is an officer in the artillery, and distinguished

himself as one of the scientific corps sent to ob-

serve the transit of Venus; the fifth, Horace, is

an excellent mathematician. One married and
one unmarried daughter complete a family
whose constant care is to relieve its head of all

possible trouble or anxiety."

Prices of Nursery Plants and Flowers.—

A

correspondent calls attention to a paper by Mr.
Henderson, in which he shows that except in a
few standai'd stocks, the prices of trees and
plants rule lower in America than they do in

Europe. Mr. H.'s letter has been republished in

so many places, that most of our readers have
probably seen it, and we need not quote ; but we
may say that we endorse all he says.

Horticultural ffociETiES.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

KANSAS STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
BY H. E. VAN DEMAN, GENEVA, KAN.

' At Abilene, on the Smoky Hill River, on the
6th and 7th of June, 1877, this Society met for

the pleasure and instruction of its members, and
of the community. This is a live institution. It

would be entirely out of place here to repeat
much of what was said, but may be some of the
readers of the Monthly would like to hear from
us. Verbal reports from delegates from different

parts of the State were encouraging as to the
fruit crop. Hedges and stone fences are fast

superseding the rail and board fence. Thou-
sands of miles of Osage Orange hedge are set

every year, and on tlie increase. Shelter belts

and groves or forests are also increasing. The
tree act of Congress, I am happy to say in con-
tradiction of what I reported two years ago, is

proving of great benefit to the settler and the

State. Any one who will plant 40 acres of

forest trees 12 feet apart, within four years on the

vacant Government land, can have 160 acres.

Many are availing themselves of the privilege.

The kinds set are principally elm, ash, box elder,

honey locust, soft maple, black walnut, cotton-

wood and osage orange. This last named tree, who-
ever has control does not permit as lawful upon a
timber claim. It is one of the most durable of

woods, and the restrictions are greatly regretted by
the settlers. We have found that shelter belts

should be upon ihe.south of the orchards to ob-

struct the sweep of the Summer winds instead of

north, as first planted, to ward off" the Winter
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winds. These do not prove damnginf; us sup-
posed, except to live stock. The wind upon the
pniirie wliips iuul hruises the foliiige of tender
shriihs, trees mid smaller plants. Any fa.stgrow-
ing annual like hemp or castor hean, or even
corn, is a great help until more durahle protec-
tion can be grown.
The whole matter of a recommended fruit list

was referred to tlie f^.xperimental Committee of
the Society, of which I may some time tell you.
This old fajsliion of grinding over and over and
out a fruit list in the meetings we have aban-
doned in disgust. It takes too much time, and
is too unreliable. There is a better way.
The wild trees, shrubs, and flowers of Kansas

were talked about. We liave a rich supply of
such kinds as deserve cultivation. Among the
smaller ones are the Verbena, several species of
Violet, Anemone, Tradescantia, and Mimosa.
The wild prairie rose, the Cephalanthus or but-
ton busli, are two very good native plants. Our
Elms and Box Elder or Negundo are better than
the far-fetched exotics.

The ladies attend our meetings too. We were
highly entertained by an essay on " Woman's
Work in Horticulture," by Miss Mary L. Macy,
of Hannibal, Mo., the essence of which is "plain
living and high culture." The next meeting of
the Society will be held at Parsons, in the Neosho
Valley, in December next. All are invited, wel-
comed, and freely entertained.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Nurskryman's Protective Association.—
This organization, which has been in existence
several years, has increased its area for member-
ships, now embracing the whole country. Started
at first as a Western organization, its growth has
been more rapid than anticipated, tdl now it

throws its protecting arms over all, and its mem-
berships embrace the leading men in the trade
throughout the North, besides a number ofmem-
berships in the South. It aims to do no man an
injury, but simply to point out the rocks and
shoals in the great business sea, to associate
members, that they may steer clear and profit by
the experience of others. Character is worth
something to all men, in whatever business call-

ing, and to none is it worth more than to the
nurseryman and dealer; but many there are,
all over the land, who, regardless of the injury
done, will take advantage of both buyer and sel-

ler for pecuniary gain when they can, and from
the depredations of this class, all in the trade
must more or less share their blame. To protect
one another, as the name indicates, is the object
of the Association

; and so long as the same vigi-

lance over memberships is exercised in the
future, as has been in the past, so long will mem-
bers regard the Association and its Reports, as
now, a most valuable assistance in their trade.

—

Industrial Gazette.

The American Association op Nurserymen.—
The leading object of this Association, to wit :

"The purchase and sale of surplus stock," is not
sliown in the book of its published transactions.
Unlike otlier associations of horticulturista, the
Aiuiual Meeting is .esi)ecially a "Trade Sale"
meeting, where buyer and seller meet to com-
pare views, and make their engagements for the
demands of their trade. Started only two years
ago, it has already held two meetings in the
West, with uiialjated interest, and next year it

will hold its annual meeting in Rochester, N. Y.,
when it is hojted its memberships will be largely
increased. All in the trade, whether nursery-
men, florists or dealers, should avnil themselves
of the advantages ati'orded at these annual gath-
erings. In addition to the buying and selling of
stock, there are the questions of freight, grading
of stock, methods of packing, <fec., &c., to be dis-

cussed, and great good \vll flow to all in the
trade. —Industrial Gazette.

The Work of Group xx.xvi. of the Centenni-
al Jury.—Tliis group embraced fruits, fruit trees,

fruit models, legumes, vegetables, and allied

matters. As already stated, the work of this

jury was continuous from May to November, al-

ways taking two and generally four tiays a week.
Many ^/iowsanf/s of exhibits were examined—the
legumes alone being over a thousand—and reports
on the actual merits of each in most cases, made
to the commissioners. Wherever special merit
was found awards were made, and the particular
points of special merit stated in the award. The
Centennial Commission intends to publish these
awards, and as the reasons will thus be given to

the world, much more honor will accrue to the
individuals who receive them, than the mere
announcement would as under the old system,
that "so and so " was "awarded a medal," with-

out any special reason being given. The proof
sheets of these awards have recently come under
the eye of the writer, and it appears that 216
persons received awards for special excellencies.

As this is perhaps not ten per cent, of the
exhibits made, those who receive the awards
may well be proud of their honors.

SCBAFS AND QUERIES.

Music at Horticultural Exhibitions.—

A

correspondent refers to the annoyance from
music at some shows—interfering with the con-
versation and study of the articles on exhibition.

We think the majority of people like the music;
and we are sorry to say, many horticulturists do
not take as much interest in these exhibits as

they ought to do. It is possible to so have an
exhibition that the public shall be entirely satis-

fied with the horticultural products alone; but
when not, the managers must be excused if they
look to other arts besides that of gardening, to

give the public the full worth of their money.
Nothing would gratify us more than to see horti-

culture alone command entire attention, and we
hope that day will come.
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SEASONABLE HINTS.

Flower Garden and Pleasure Ground.—
Again we may call attention to the necessity of

having colored maps for the bedding plants of

next year, so that due preparation of the plants

during Winter may be made. In our country

we may use many hardy things very effectually

which will not make so much demand on green-

house and greenhouse care during Winter.

Very beautiful effects may be made by massing

shrubs, and these will not cost much. The
defect in most of our gardening experiences is

that the cost exceeds anticipation. Many of our

gardens are too large. See at this season how
the garden may be cut down so as to make the

balance more beautiful.

One great want of American gardening is

good roads in Winter. It is next to impossible

to have them of gravel or other niaterial without

great expense. In many surburban places it is

now customary not to spend much on foot

paths, filling up with sand or any light material

which will make good walking for ordinary

weather ; and to depend on board walks, or

permanent paved ways for wet times.

In few things in American gardening has

there been so much improvement as in lawn-

making. Sodding or laying turf is now only

used for bordering or where an immediate effect

is wanted. Sowing is generally practiced. The
grass seed may be sown in October. Green
grass (Blue of Kentucky) is the best. A little

rye may be sown with it in Fall, but not in

Spring. Its use is to make a little shade to keep
the young plants from thawing out. It can be

mowed at once next year, but must not be
mowed close, one inch the first year is enough.

Weeds are often troublesome in a newly seeded

lawn, but if the green grass is not cut too close,

in two or three years it will crowd out most of

the weeds.

There is probably no branch of gardening

more pleasing than that which embraces hardy

bulbs. They come into flower so early, and
grow with so little care, that every one may
grow them at a small cost. Of those which
may be planted this month are Hyacinths,

Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Japan Lilies, Ane-
mones. Ranunculus, Crown Imperials, Snowdrops
—among tiie better known varieties. All of

these prefer a soil that is rich and not dry, but

by no means a wet soil. The Tulip, Anemone
and Ranunculus will do better in a dryer soil

than the others ; but the two last do not do well

where the sun will shine directly on them when
in flower. In planting these in the flower beds,

it is well to set them so that Spring planted

flowers for- Summer bedding can go between

them. Where some loose litter can be had, it

may be used to cover the bulb-ground with. It

prevents thawing of the soil till the warm Spring

rain comes ; and we presume our readers know
that it i.s the repeated thawings which " draw "

the roots of things out in the late Winter
months, and leave them bare to the sun, and to

their great injury.

Many kinds of hardy annuals flower much
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better next Spring, when sown at tliis season of

the year. A warm, rii-li border should be chosen,

and the seed put in at once. Early in Spring

they must be transplanted to the desired position

in the flower bed.

Many i)ersons complain that tlioy cannot get

the Pansy to produce flowers as handsome as

they see them represented in seedmen's plates;

but it is because they are not sown early enough.

If not already done, sow them at once,— if they

can have the protection of a cold frame all the

better. These cold frames are very useful in

small flower gardens. There are many little

things pretty hardy, but which are much better

with this protection. Many peoj)le have much
difficulty in keeping over choice kinds of roses,

such as Teas, Chinas and Bourbons. But if

these are lifted from the ground early in October
and set thickly in a cold frame, they can
generally be kept very well. It is not so much
the degree of frost which injures them, as it \»

the drying influence of the frost; and the frame
aids in the prevention of evaporation. We know
of a rose-grower who keeps the tenderest of roses

in pots in a house without any fire, though the

temperature outside goes beloiv zero, and the

roses are frozen solid most of the Winter. But
he waters as regularly as through the Summer,
as the frost dries so. He finds even the tenderest

to get through the Winter in this house as well

as if there were no frost.

Summer flower bulbs must be taken up at

once for Winter protection. A cellar, secure

from frost, is the best place. Here Caladiums,
Tuberoses, Gladiolus, Tritomas, Dahlias, Tigri-

dias and similar things, which do not like frost,

may be preserved. The Pampas grass may also

be kept in a cellar, if fitted into a tub or large

pot, and not kept too warm or wet. Usually

they will keep out of doors if dry leaves be put

thickly over them, and a box put over to keep
ihe leaves dry; but many were lost in this way
last Winter.

We cannot have the English Ivy to any great

extent in the Northern States, but the Japan
creeping Euonymus is a good substitute. It

creeps over walls, trees and fences just as ivy

does, and seems hardy very far north. We give

an illustrati'.'n of it in Science Department of

this number. The kind in culture is chiefly

variegated with white; hut for those who prefer

the full green, it very often kindly throws out

the original green-leaved condition.

^

COMMUNICA TIONS.

NEW TUBEROUS BEGONIAS.

MY DA.VIKI- HAUKKK, .NORFOLK, VA.

This new and beautiful race of Begonias is

destined to occupy a very prominent place in

ornamental gardening (by what we may judge

of the plants set out in some of our city

gardens) as much so as theZonale (Jeraniums at

the present day. We find some of them eminently

adapted for planting out in a partially shaded

place, and for the decoration of the greenhouse,

conservatory or parlor windows, as when cultiva-

ted in pots they make .superb specimens, it

being not unusual to have single plants from two

to three feet through and three feet high covered

with blossoms, which they produce in extrava-

gant profusion throughout the Summer and

Autumn months.

The following new and beautiful varieties,

with their profuse flowering quality and magni-

ficent foliage, are selected from a large collection

raised at our establishment this season :

The Bride.—A magnificent variety, flowers

opening a pure white, foliage a dark velvety

green, very efTectual.

No. 2. Large flowers of a beautiful bright

canary-yellow foliage, finely variegated, a charm-

ing variety.

No. 3. Foliage beautifully mottled with dark

green, producing flowers of a rich salmon tint,

which are produced in extravagant profusion, a

beautiful v.iriety.

No. 4. A supt'rl) variety, producing, in the

greatest profusion, flowers of a rich deep ma-

genta, extremely showy.

No. 5. Intfinse orange-scarlet flowers, very

elegant and distinct.

No. G. A very attractive variety, flowers large,

of a beautiful rosy salmon which are produced

in the greatest profusion, a charming variety.

A NEW LATE FLOWERING MAGNOLIA.

BY SAMUEL PARSONS, FLUSHING, N. Y.

In the Gardener's Monthly for July, an interest-

ing notice was given of Magnolia Halleana and

Thurberi, comparatively new varieties that were

brought from Japan fifteen years since by Dr.

Hall, propagated by Parsons & Co., and thus

inherited by the present firms of kindred names.

The hardiness of these Magnolias is unquestion-
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able and unsurpassed, having been tested these

many years by the various nurseries of Fkishing,

and by hundreds of persons in all parts of the

country to whom they have been sold. It is

gratifying to learn that so valuable a variety as

Magnolia Thurberi can bloom, since never

before, to our knowledge, has a single flower

appeared in America. In all probability, ma-
ture age is necessary, in this case, to produce

wood suitable for flowering.

My main object, however, is to call attention

to another variety, or perhaps, species, Magnolia

Hypoleuca, which deserves consideration, not

only for beauty, but extreme rarity, never

having been ofiered for sale in America, nor as

far as I know, in Europe. The merit of this

variety lies chiefly in the great beauty of its

milk-white flowers, which resemble those of

Conspicua, and possess a delicious banana-like

odor, surpassing that of any other hardy

Magnolia. Bright and attractive in foliage, the

under side of the leaf is greenish-white, whence
the name. . Hj-poleuca is quite hardy, having

been grown a dozen years or more in New York
City by Mr. Thomas Hogg. The bloom appears

about the middle of June. Specimens of the

flowers were exhibited by Mr. Hogg at the June

exhibition of the New York Horticultural

Society. The firm of S. B. Parsons & Sons are

in exclusive possession of a considerable stock of

this variety and will soon offer it for sale. They
have other new and valuable Magnolias from

Japan, obtained through the enterprise of Mr.

Hogg, which they propose, as soon as propaga-

ted in sufficient quantities, to describe and offer

to the trade. All Magnolias are so beautiful and

valuable, that any real addition to the list of

good kinds should be very interesting to the

horticultural public.

P/EONIA BROWNII.

BY W. C. L. DREW, EL DORADO, CAL.

One of the most strikingly handsome plants

growing in California in a wild state, is the one

whose name heads this article.

I saw it for the first time this Spring, and was

immediately taken with its great beauty, and

have no doubt that when brought into market

it will be found one of the most desirable of

novelties.

Poeonia Brownii is, like all other Pseonies, a

perennial, the top dying down in Winter and

new shoots coming up from the root every

Spring. It grows about one foot high.

The one to two ternately compound leaves are

of a very thick, leathery nature, the leaflets are

ternately and pinnately lobed or divided. The
leaves are glaucous beneath, and either glaucous

or glabrous above.

The petals of the flower are from five to ten

in number, they vary in size, in color they are a
dark red, the centre of each petal being almost
black, the edges shading clearer red; they are

very thick. The sepals are about the same size

as the petals and vary from a pure green to a

bronze green in color.

The 'flowers are from one to two inches in

diameter, and are always found drooping down-
wards.

The follicles or seed-pods are very large, often

an inch anil over long, of a green color

and from two to five in^number; these, surround-

ed as they are by the numerous yellow stamens,

give an additional beauty to the flower.

Pseonia Brownii, though enduring a great

range of station and climate, is never met with

in large numbers, a dozen, perhaps, will be found

together, and then you might go for fifty miles

and not find another. That it will do well in

any locality is evident from how it grows wild,

being found on the hot plains of Los Angeles

and San Diego, and also near the limits of per-

petual snow on the Sierra Nevadas. It shows

no preference for wet or dry soil, blooming

eq'ually well in both.

One of our rarest natives, and one which

cultivation will change wonderfully.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

New Cemetery at Toledo, O.—One hundred

and sixty acres near this beautiful city has been

secured for a cemetery on the "lawn plan," that

is, no fences or divisions between lots but survey-

ors' marks. The plan adopted has been drawn
by Swagerl & Co., of Philadelphia, one of the

members of which is Mr. H. J. Swartznian, well-

known in connectioti with Fairmount Park and

the Horticultural Hall of the Centennial Ex-

hibition,

Roses in Winter.—The Tea and China roses

are too tender for some parts of the Union to

leave out unprotected in the Winter season.
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Perhaps the best way to preserve them is to lift

them out before tlie Winter seta in, cut away the

unripe parts, set them all in thickly on the side

of a sloping piece of ground, where the water

will run away, and cover with earth all the plant,

root and branch. If one has not a sloping piece

of ground, make a little hillock so that the water

will drain away. This refers to any half hardy

plant that has moderately firm wood, pome-
granates or crape myrtles for instance.

The Mocassin Flower.—They say in England
that we shall soon have none of this beautiful

flower in our woods. Some vandal has been
scouring the country and seu'Ung roots there by
the wagon load, selling them by auction for

"what they will fetch," which was about a

\penny apiece, hardly enough to pay freight.

Perhaps such vandalism will cure itself.

Mademoiselle Marie Finger Rose.—This was
noticed favorably in our columns last year. It

lias been thought identical with Mademoiselle
Eugenie Verdier, but it is now said to be a
darker Rose, and may be distinguished by being
more spiny than Miss Verdier.

Hardy Bulbs.—The following are very beau-
tiful, yet seldom met with :

Allium molle, Anthericum Liliago, Arum
Dracunculus, Bulbocodium vernum, Fritillaria

Meleagris, Leucojum sestivum, Scilla amana,
Scilla campanulata, Scilla Frazeri, Triteleia uni-

•jlora, Tulipa sylvestris.

Distinct Phloxes.—So many of the new ones
resemble the old, that it is difficult to name
distinct kinds. But, on a recent visit to Miller &
Hayes, August Riviere and Eugene Verdier
were really novel in shade and beautiful, and
will please all lovers of hardy Phloxes who may
not already have them.

'. The^M>baDO Menzies SPRtTCE.—It has been

suggested by English nurserymen that the fine

form of Abies Menziesii which grows in Col-

orado, should be called Abies Menziesii Parry-

ana. We do not see the necessity of these long

Latin names for mere varieties, and should

think that Colorado Menzies Spruce would be

quite sufficient, and certainly more expressive.

This is what Mr. Sargent called it, who was the

first to point out in public the diflference, and

should by all horticultural courtesy be allowed

to give his own name, without having it burden-

ed with hosts of synonyms..

NEW OR RARE PLANTS.

Improved Fox Glove.—The Fox Glove, after

having bloomed and kept itself true in English
woods and fence corners for thousands of years,

has been "broken" by the florists into innu-
merable varieties. At St. Clare the writer of this

saw many of these new forms. Mr. Vietch reports

that there are even hybrids said to be raised

between it and the Gloxinia, but this report may
have arisen because of one variety having been
named " Gloxiniseflora."

Callirrhoe Macrorrhize.—The Callirrhoes

are among the most beautiful of our hardy wild

flowers, and are much appreciated in English

gardens. They belong to the Mallow family,

and have flowers of various vermilion shades.

A white variety of the one above noted has

appeared in English gardens, of which Mr.

Thompson thus speaks in the London Garden:-

No white form of any species of this favorite

genus of Malvaceoas plants has hitherto been

discovered; the present introduction has, there-

fore, some claim to nctice on the score of novelty,

apart from its intrinsic merits, which are con-

siderable. It is of very neat habit of growth,

prod'acing from a tap 'root, which ultimately

attains some size, an erect stem from IJ ft. to

2j ft. h^h, which bears a corymbose raceme of

pure w^bite flowers, on long, naked foot-stalks,

articulated near the summit, the corolla being

rather more than an inch across, and the calyx

without the involucral leafliets, which occur in

some other species of this genus. The foliage,

mostly radical, is cordate in form, with crenate

margins and long-stalked. The plant appears

to occur in several shades of color, varying from

rosy-purple ti» pale rose and white. Sown early,

it will bloom the first year. It is a native of

the Southwestern United States.

Hybrid Aquilegia Chrysantha.—When the

Yellow Colambine was first introduced, we ad-

vised our readers to take it in hand and hybridize

it with the older races, and thus introduce a new

breed. We have not heard that any one has

adopted this suggestion, but an English gentle-

man has, and raised some beautiful things.

He will, probably, get "lots of money." It is

strange that the proverbial sharp "Yankee"

lets these chances slip.

Idesia polycarpa.—We have before spoken

of this new Japan tree. A plant was imported

for the Centennial collection in Fairmount Park»
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for the completion of which no expense was

spared, but it arrived dead. It may, perhaps, be

in the collections of other enterprising American

tree lovers, but we have not heard of it. To
draw attention again to it, we give the following,

which has recently appeared in the Garden:

We have received from Mr. John Luscombe,

of Combe Royal, South Devon, a very beautiful

specimen of a tree which is likely to prove a

very desirable addition to our gardens. This is

Idesia polycarpa, a Japanese tree, which was

not known to science until 1866, when it was

described by the Russian botanist Maximowicz,

who met with it in cultivation at Nipon and

Yedo, in Japan, and ascertained that it was a

native of the island Kiusiu, at the foot of a

mountain called Hikosan. Mr. Luscombe des-

cribes it as a handsome tree-like spreading

shrub, with fine foliage; but, according to Pro-

fessor Maximowicz, it attained in Japan the

dimensions of a large tree. The leaves in the

specimen before us are irregularly serrate, acu-

minate, very slightly cordate at the base, the

larger ones abovit 6 in. across, bright green

above, whitish or almost glaucous beneath,

with five prominent branching nerves, which

are reddish towards the base; the leaves are

borne on red petioles about their own length.

The flowers are dioecious; the males, which Mr.

Luscombe has sent us, have from four to six

yellowish-green spreading sepals, and an indefi-

nite number of pale green filaments with

orange anthers. Each blossom is about i in.

across; they form long, gracefully-drooping,

branched racemes, springing from the axils of

the vipper leaves. The female flowers are

similar in appearance, but are succeeded by

very numerous orange berries, which appear,

from dried specimens communicated by the

discoverer to the British Museum Herbarium,

to be about as large as a small Cherry. The
flowers are deliciously fragrant, their odor re-

sembling that of a Vanda; and although their

coloring is not brilliant, their effect, combined
with the red leaf-stalks, the varying green of the

leaves, and their elegant drooping habit is ex-

tremely pleasing. The tree belongs to the Order
Bixinefe (or Flacourtiacese), to which our gar-

dens have not hitherto been largely indebted.

It was named by M. Maximowicz in commem-
oration of a Dutch traveler named Ides, who
was sent to China by Peter the Great at the

beginning of the last century, and who subse-

quently published an account of his travels.

PiXUS OmORIKA—A NEW CONIFER^. — The
discovery of a new Conifer in Europe is as

interesting as unexpected. It inhabits the

mountains of those "unhappy" countries, Ser-

via, Bosnia, and Montenegro, and Dr. Paucie is

the botanist who, after much consideration and

research, and after taking the opinion of the

late A. Braun, K. Koch, and others, has descri-

bed it as a new species under the name of Pinus

Omorika. It belongs to the Abies section, and

is most nearly allied to P. orientalis. Omorika

is the Servian name of this tree, which Dr.

Paucie describes as being of gigantic stature,

equalling, if not exceeding, the loftiest of its

European congeners. It is of slender habit,

with relatively short branches forming a pyra-

midal crown ; bark of the trunk brown-red,

peeling off", the fragments often heaped up in

great quantity around the base of the trunk.

The lower branches pendent, with the extremi-

ties only directed upwards. Needles (leaves)

of a silver-gray hue, small and short (about 5

lines long), usually obtuse; cones oval-oblong, 2

inches long, at first erect, gradually assuming a

horizontal position, and finally pendent; when
young of a beautiful violet color, when mature

reddish-brown, with an intermixture of ash-gray.

Scales of a roundish shape, faintly striated, and

equally toothed in the upper part. The forego-

ing particulars are from a lengthy article by

Carl Bolle, in the Berlin Horticultural Society's

Journal. Dr. Reichenbach contributes some
notes on the same subject to the Botanische Zei-

iung, n. s., 1877, from which it appears this tree

—" whether species, variety, or climatic form "

—

is known by the name Omorika from the Adri-

atic to the Danube; audit is supposed that it

was formerly more widely dispersed than ap-

pears to be the case at present. This is founded

on the assumption that, because the name is so

widely understood, the tree yields a valuable

timber. Grisebach regards it as a variety of P.

orientalis, but, whether distinct or not, it is none

the less interesting, and another illustration of

the distribution of Coniferses as exemplified by

the cedars, &c.

—

Gar. Chronicle.

Ceanothus integerrimus.—The mountains

about the Yosemite,abound in this beautiful lilac-

looking shrub. Imagine, if possible, dear read-

er, that you are on a road cut in the mountain

side, with a thousand feet of the mountain

below, and quite as much above you, and all

this, as far as the eye can reach, almost literally
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covered with white lilac buslies, and all in full

bloom, and you will have something of an idea

of what we saw and enjoyed one day, when to

relieve the tired and over-burdened horses, we
climbed four miles of mountain road. Dr.

Kellogg writes us of this beautiful plant: "The
young twigs have the odor and flavor of the

8])icy black Birch of the Eastern States. One
acre of upland well stocked with the Birch is

sought after bj' shrewd dairymen as equal to

three of common lowland for the cattle to

browse on when the low pasture dries up.

Though it does not increase the quantity of

milk, it adds 10 to 16 per cent, to the butter-
most invaluable for stock when a very dry sea-

son occurs, or during severe Winters. The bark

of the root is becoming celebrated for various

diseases, chronic derangement of tlie liver from
miasma, obstinate diarrhiva, etc. The Mountain
Birch abounds in the Yosemite and many or most
parts of the middle Sierra Nevada Mountains."
—James Vick.

LiLiuM Thunbergi.\num v.vx Houttei.—The
most brilliant of all the dark colored varieties of

Thunbergianum. This very new variety, intro-

duced from Japan last Spring for the first time,

belongs to the finest of this class and is undoul)t-

edly the pearl of the dark colored sorts. In

every respect it is worthy of the name of the

celebrated horticulturist, whose death is mourned
by the whole horticultural world. The flowers

are very large and of good form, bright dark
browMi, the veins still darker shaded, and with

blackish dots. It is fully surpassing the much-
esteemed Atrosanguineum grandiflorum and
Atrosanguineum maculatum.by its better shaped
flowers of brighter color and its more vigorous

growth. The plant reaches 0,3 meter in height

and bears two or three flowers. ProVjably it

will flower more abiuidantly when it become*
acclimated in these regions. Without being

injured by it the flowers endure the strongest

sunbeams. We may with full confidence recom-
mend this magnificent Lily to every amateur of

flowers.

—

Krelage.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Hardy Yellow Rose.—" Hardy Rose," De-

troit, Mich., asks :

—"Is there such a thing as a

perfectly hardy Yellow Rose? I am told that in

some Eastern gardens there is such a plant.

Would it be hardy here? You see my doubt is

as to a Yellow Rose hardy enough for our cold

Winters." [This, no doubt, refers to the Yellow

Briar. It is a golden yellow, with leaves some-

what of the form of the Sweet Briar. It is per-

fectly hardy, and is one of the most desirable of

flowering shrubs-—Ed. G. M.]

Propagating Tree PyEONYS.—A. F. B.,Tarboro,

Mass. These are grafted on the roots of the

herbaceous ones. Half ripe wood of the tree

Pseony is used, and after grafting on the roots,

are put into a slight bottom heat. If the wood
is not too mature, they unite readily.

Silver Thorx.—This (Elscagnus parvifolius)

has been tried extensively as a hedge plant by a

correspondent who dates from Hagerstown, and

who writes enthusiastically of the results of his

experiment.

pREEN Souse and Mouse Gardening.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

We hope that those who want window plants

that will grow easily, will not forget what we
recently said about Amaryllis. As we are

writing this, a lady sends us a plant for name
that "blooms in her Avindow, without any
trouble, every year," and it proves to be the

Vallota purpurea, which is the next thing to an

Amaryllis. Then for Spring there is the

Amaryllis formosissima, which can be had

easily at any bulb store, and should be planted

now. See cut on page 295.

Lily bulbs are generally planted in the open

ground, but bulbs for flowering in pots should

be placed at once. Four or five-inch pots are

suitable. One Hyacinth and about three Tulips
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are sufficient for each. After potting, plunge

the pots over their rims in sand under the

greenhouse stage, letting them remain there

until the pots have become well filled with rQots,

before bringing them on to the shelves to force.

AMARYLLIS FORMOSISSIMA.

The taste for cut flowers is considerably in-

creasing, and one of the greatest demands on a

greenhouse in Whiter, is from the better half of

the head of the household for room and table

decorations. Beautiful specimen plants are not

so highly valued as those which will afford

plenty of bloom for cutting. The various kinds

of Zonale Geraniums are very good for this pur-

pose. The following also comprise very useful

plants for this purpose : Bouvardia leiantha,

Calla Ethiopica, Oestrum aurantiacum, Habro-

thamnus elegans, Chorozema varium, Chinese

Primroses, especially the double white, Daphne
Indica, Poinsetta pulcherrima, Euphorbia splen-

dens. Heliotrope, Mignonette, Sweet allyssum,

Catalonian Jasmine, Yellow Jasmine, Mahernia

odorata, Stevia serrata, Violets, Roses, Cinerarias,

and Brompton stocks. Tuberoses that flower

late may be carefully taken up and potted, and

will last till over Christmas ; and many things

may be taken out of the ground and slightly

forced. The common white Lily is good for this

purpose; also Deutzias, Philadelphuses, and

Tamarix. The common green Euonymus ja-

ponicus, is also worth potting to make a lively

green for mixing with other things.

There are but few things in the greenhouse

that will require special treatment at this time.

Camellias and Azaleas, as they cease to grow,

will require less water; but it is now so well

known that moisture is favorable to growth, and

comparative dryness favorable to flowering, that

we need do no more than refer to the fact.

The various kinds of Begonias have either

been of late years added to by importations of

new species, or improved by hybridization, that

they make excellent winter-flnwering green-

house plants. The new tuberous rooted ones,

however, of which the old Evansiana is a well-

known type, are Summer flowerers, and will

come in wonderfully for bedding, we believe.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

GYMNOSTACHYUM VERSCHAFFELTI.

BY MANSFIELD MILTON, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

A South American Acanthad with leaves of

great beauty. The stems and leaf-stalks are of

a reddish color ; the leaves opposite, about four

inches long and two in breadth. The upper

surface of the leaves is smooth, of a fine soft

green ; the midrib and veinlets of a deep crim-

son, giving it a beautiful and attractive appear-

ance. The plant is of a dwarf trailing habit,

of easy culture, requiring a good strong heat

to produce its true colorings. A light, leafy soil

is the most suitable, and is best shown when

grown in flat pans or baskets ; it requires abun-

dance of moisture when growing. During

Summer, it should have an airy place to grow

where a high temperature cannot be aff'orded it

during Winter, by making it hardier and better

able to endure the cool temperature. It is well

adapted for culture in fern cases, and looks well

associated with such plants as ferns. It is often

seen under the name of Fittonia Verschaffelti,

MEDINILLA MAGNIFICA.

BY MR. W^M. FALCONER, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

This is a candidate with the Bougainvillaeas

for being the most gorgeous of our cultivated

tropical plants. It has very large shining deep

green opposite leaves that, of themselves, are

quite ornamental, and a wealth of pendulous

racemes of showy pink inflorescence, these

racemes often being thirty inches long. It likes

heat, moisture, a little shade, and a place near

the glass. It blooms from the previous year's

wood, every joint and end of shoot yielding a

raceme. We have a plant here some six feet

through, that had forty-two racemes this year,

twenty-three of which were in full bloom at

once, last March. It commenced blooming in
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February, and continued in beauty till early in

May. Last year this same plant began blooniiu}:

in March and continued, more or less, in flower

till November, which prolongation of season was

caused by the jirevious year's irregularly ripened

•wood; therefore wlien the wood is thoroughly

ripened we get a jnagnificent show concentrated,

which is the preferable waj'. We grow our

Medinillas in turfy loam and a little peat leaf

soil and rough sand, and water them heavily in

Summer, and moderately in Winter. Thrips

are fond of the leaves, and mealy bugs are per-

sistently partial to the flowers, and without a

rigid riddance of these pests satisfiiction cannot

be had.

MAIDEN HAIR FERN FOR BOUQUETS.

BY MR. E. LOXSDALE, GERMANTOWN, PHILA.

Referring to the extract from the Garden on

this subject, and your remarks thereon in the

July number of the Monthly, I would say that

the Adiantum cuneatum is the kind mostly

grown forbouquets,and not the A. capillis veneris.

The former kind has an arched and graceful

frond, and is a much better kind for the purpose

than the latter, besides producing fronds in

greater profusion.

The reason why ferns are not so much used

here as in Europe is, because Smilax, though

perhaps not quite so prettj', answers the purpose

very well, and is much more easily and cheaply

grown.

A SUMMER GARDEN BOUQUET.

BY W. E. M., GERMANTOWN, PHILA.

A very pretty and tasty bouquet for Summer
time may be made of scarlet Geranium, Bego-

nia Weltoniensis, or some other pink flower,

Catalonian Jasmine, Browallia elata, blue, and a

few fern leaves. Ttie first two varieties should

be used for "base flowers," the next two for

" projecting " and the ferns for " edging."

In making the bouquet, alternate the scarlet

Geranium and Begonia. It is immaterial that

these flowers be packed together, ns the Browallia

and Catalonian Jasmine will make the bouquet

light and graceful. These two should be cut

from the plants with long stems, as the buds are

almost as pretty as the flowers. They should be

projected about three inches above the other

blos.soms. There should be about twice as much
Jasmine as Browallia, as a very little blue will

make a much greater effect than the same
(|uantity of white.

Edge the bouquet with some light and graceful

fern leaves, and a gratifying result will follow.

A round top nosegay is preferable to any
other style, when made as above described,

because the projecting flowers show with greater

effect.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Roof Gardening in Chicago.—Potter Palmer'*

hotel, in Chicago, is said to have a beautiful

roof garden. It is to be hoped the exami)le will

prove "catching." We have urged, for years,

the extension of this excellent practice.

The Old Double Chinese Primrose.—In spite

of the double kinds, which late years have

brought for us from seed, there are none so

double, or in every way so good, as the old

double white kind, which has to be propagated

by a division of the stock. The florists all rejoice

in it. It requires a cool place to be kept over

the Summer in. About this time it commences

to grow, and should be gently re-potted. It is

one of those things that likes to be kept high in

the pot, and then frequently watered. When
there is room for a great deal of water, by being

set deep in the pot there is great danger of its

getting too much ; then the leaves turn yellow,

or the plant dies.

The Papyrus as a Garden Plant.—The Egyp-

tian Papyrus, the plant from which the ancients

made their paper, is a kind of sedge grass, and

grows naturally in the Nile regions. In our

earlier gardening days we grew it in tul)S of

water in greenhouses; and it grew very well.

Recently, in a visit to the pretty nurseries of

Miller & Hayes, of Germantown, we saw it

growing beautifully as a dry border plant—a new
illustration of a fact pointed out by ourselves

some time ago, that it is not because plants love

water, that nature often makes them grow

therein.

Artificial Colored Flowers.—These are now
common in cemetery and parlor work. It is
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said in English papers that some of the powders

in use are poisonous, and that the bunches

should be delicately handled.

Preserve Old Geraniums.—The old plants of

moisture enough in the succulent stems to keep

them alive, unless the cellar is very dry indeed-

No doubt many of the hardier half succulent

plants might be kept in this way. Nor must

the cellar be too warm, or the plants will sprouts

IXORA REGINA.

Geraniums growing in flower beds are often left

out to die, young cuttings being taken for the

beds for next year. But old plants make very

fine objects. If taken up, tied in bunches with

a little moss in about the roots, and hung in a

cellar, they will live over Winter. There is

The Ixora.—While in England, recently, the

writer was struck with the value set on the Ixora

as a pot plant. They formed specimens of great

beauty. Williams, of Holloway, depended largely

on them for show plants, and had numerous
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bc.iutifnl varieties. So at Mr. Bull's were many
beautiful ones, some of thorn quite new. We
arc indebted to liiin for tlie plate on the pre-

codinp I»^se, whii-h we found one of the best in

hi.-! collection ; it is called Ixora Rey;ina. The
color is a violet salmon. I.xora crocata is one
of the oldest and best known.

CuRiou.s Effects of Gii.xFTiXG Coleuses.—Late

last Summer I grafted certain kinds of Coleus^

the most remarkable of which is Duchess of

Edinburgh, grafted with Brilliant de Vaise and
Oolden Gem. I kept them during the Winter
partially at rest, and in February I potted them
and started them into growth on a gentle bottom
he;it. As soon as they had made fresh leaves

I found that Brilliant de Vaise had inoculated

the stock, the leaves on one shoot above and one
below the graft having become spotted and
mottled with dull yellow and reddish brown,
with an occasional flake or two of the magenta
rose-color of Duchess of Edinburgh, while Golden
Gem, on the same plant, remains unafiected.

Some time back I removed the top of the stock

which grew very vigorously, some leaves being

wholly green, others dark velvety erimson edged
with green, and mottled and blotched with

yellow and dull reddish-brown. Up to the

present time this plant has not altered. Of the

next two breaks which I took oft" and struck as

one would cuttings, one is almost the same as

Duchess of Edinburgh, with spots of yellow

here and there, and some of the leaves are very

beautiful, being pink, cream-color, and light

green
; this is the prettiest shoot, but the slowest

grower. The other is dark crimson edged with
green, and very much mottled with amber; this

is now becoming very attractive. I also grafted
j

C. Brilliant de Vaise on C. elegans, which has a

yellowish-green ground heavily netted and
veined with bluish-crimson. This was also

inoculated, the leaves of the stock turning quite

green. I also grafted others, on one of which
I put five varieties, using C. Emile Chat6 for the

stock, and the following for grafts, viz. :—C Mer-
rimac, Lady Burrel, Duchess of Edinburgh,

'

ruber, and Beauty of Widmore, but as yet no
change has taken place

; they all exhibit equal

strength except the last, and that is on the

centre shoot of the stock. I find that Duchess
of Edinburgh, with its many and varied hues

'

of color, comes much brighter, and retains its

leaves much longer if grafted upon C. Souvenir

de Lierval.

—

R. H. B., in Gardener's Magazine.

NEW OR BARE PLANTS.

Doi'HLK Fi.owKKKi) Ci.VKKAiUAS.—After many
attempts, extending over almost half a century,

the well-known Cineraria has been produced
double. They were not very fine, however, in

the estimation of some cultivators, but we hear

that iin])rovement8 have been made which an-

other season will leave little to be desired by the

most fastidious.

New VioLFrr

—

Belle de Chatenay.—This is the

latest novelty in Violets. It is not here yet, but

was raised in France, and has been advertised in

England. It is said to be sweet, pure white,

double, and to measure one inch across.

ToRENiA FouRNERi.—Mr. Buist sends us a

plant in bloom of this beautiful new Torenia.

The old T. Asiatica has been popular and long

will continue to be, but this will divide the hon-

ors. The light portion is pure white in this, and

there is besides an orange spot.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Propagating the Calla Lily.— Miss M.,

Brooklyn, desires " to know whether there is not

some more rapid way of increasing Callas than

by dividing the plant. In three years I have

onh^ been able to divide it twice, and I want

more to give to some friends." [When dried in

the Summer, as nurserymen dry them, in order

to get them to flower in the Winter, a large num-
ber of very small bulblets are produced, and in

this way a hundred may be had in three years.

—

Ed. G. M.]

Convolvulus Mauritanicus.—Mrs. J., Monroe,

Mo., sends this for name with the following

note :

—
" Can the Gardener's Monthly tell me the

name of the enclosed ? A spray from a trailer

that has sprung up in a hanging-basket, con-

taining Lysimachia nummularia and a lilac

Maurandia. It has leaves like the former, in

shape, but woolly and of a bluer green ; the

flower a silvery lavender color, and like a minia-

ture Convolvulus. Grows prolifically."

Tabern^emontana.—Mrs. B. B. E. will find an

article on its culture from one of our corres-

pondents. If any further information is desired,

please send us another line.
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:RUIT and vegetable ItARDENING.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

Lettuces sown last month will now be large

enough to set out for permanent growth. A
common hot-bed frame, set on a bed of leaves or

spent stable manure, will enable one to enjoy

delicious salad all through the latter part of

Winter, where sufficient protection against se-

vere frosts can be secured. In this division of

our hints, it is more of an object to preserve

them through the Winter for the purpose of set-

ting out in the open air in Spring. In the States

this can be readily effected by their being set

out in the open ground in a sheltered place. Here
in Pennsylvania they often do very well by hav-

ing the ground thrown into ridges about six

inches deep, running east and west, and the

plants set out on the northern sides. They have

a little straw thrown over them in severe

weather, and get through the Winter admirably,

heading early in Spring. The Early York Calj-

bage is extensively grown the same way. Where
the climate is too severe to allow of this, they

must be put under cover of shutters, as before

described in our hints.

Cabbages can be preserved in such a cellar,

though most prefer them in the open air. One
way is to pack them closely together with their

roots uppermost, and then cover them with soil,

on which straw or litter is thrown to keep them
from freezing. By being packed this way, the

water cannot get into the hearts, which is one of

the chief causes of their rotting. Where plenty

of boards can be had, they may be packed with

their heads uppermost, and the rain kept off by

the material.

Brocoli and Endive may be taken up with

balls of earth, and set in cool cellars closely to-

gether, and they will grow sufficiently—the for-

mer to produce good head, and the latter to

blanch beautifully all through the Winter.

Asparagus beds should be cleaned, by having

the old stems cut off and the soils from the alley-

ways dug out and thrown over beds. It keeps

the frost from the roots, and thus permits them
to grow and lay up matter all Winter for next

Spring's growth. Very early in Spring the soil

should be raked back into the alleys, so as to leave

the roots but a few inches under the soil, as the

nearer they are then to the sun's rays the earlier

will the crop be.

Celery must have continued attention to pre-

vent the soil from entering the heart. Where
very fine results are desired, the plants should

be protected from early severe frosts, so as to

enable the plants to grow without injury as long

as possible.

Roots of most kinds, such as Carrots, Beets,

etc., shouli! be taken up before the frost is severe.

They all keep best packed in sand in the opjen

air, but it is too inconvenient to get at them in

Winter; hence cellars are employed to preserve

them in. Cellars for this purpose should be cool,

say with a temperature of about 45°, and not all

dry. It is not meant that it should be damp,
as the roots will become rotten, but it must be

moist enough to prevent shriveling.

However, if any protection can be given so as

to enable one to get at the pit in frosty weather,

most things keep better so than in any other way.

Celery keeps very well packed in earth, so that

the frost does not get at it; but it must be laid

with the tops sloping, so that the water may be

kept out of the heart.

Apples and Pears do well planted in Fall. In

our colder climates the stone fruits do best in

Sjjring ; but if the young twigs are cut back almost

anything may be set out now. In cutting back

shorten the weak shoots, not the strong ones.

Trees will do very well in any good garden or

field ground, without very expensive subsoiling

or great preparations, provided they are well sur-

face manured, and rank weeds are kept cut

down and not allowed to grow among or near

the trees.

In gathering fruits they must of course not be

bruised, or they will rot ; and for the same rea-

son any worm-injured fruits should be separated

from the sound ones.

In keeping fruit one must be governed by his

conveniences as to how best to do. He has only

to remember that if the place where they are
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placed is warm, they will not keep well, and if too

ci)ld the flavor is injured. If too dry the fruit

witliors; if too damp they rot. With this in

mind, he will only have to experiment a little to

see what is his best place to keep fruits.

COMMUNTCA TIONS.

THE NEW EARLY PEACHES.

HY H. M. EXGLE, MARIETTA, PA.

It is not a great while since the Early York
was the principal early Peach. From the advent

of Hale's Early dates a new era in peach culture.

Ripening two weeks in advance of Early York,

equal in quality, and nearly so in size, it was

rapidly disseminated, and for a time was one

of the leading market peaches. No sooner was
it fairly introduced than it showed a tendency

almost everywhere to rot on the tree, and now is

almost entirely discarded.

The Early Beatrice, a .seedling originated by

Thomas Rivers, of England, made the next sen-

sation among peach growers, as it ripens about

two weeks m advance of Hale's. It was quite

extensively planted in Delaware, and in the

South. New varieties of more recent introduc-

tion, however, have cast it into the shade, as

they appear to be fully as early, of larger size

and better quality. These embrace Alexander,

Amsden, Downing, Saunders, Wilder, Musser,

Cumberland, Honeywell, and one from Freder-

ick, Md., and another from Gettysburg, Pa., both

the latter being not yet named. These are, no
doubt, all seedlings of Hale's, and except Wilder,

I will predict will not vary much in time of

ripening when fairly tested. We may also rea-

sonably expect that other new seedlings of the

same class will follow.

With all this array of new candidates for first

honors, the time has gone by for five dollar

early peach trees, or even three dollars, unless

this new generation of early kinds will produce

seedlings that will make another leap of two
weeks in advance of their parents. Such a re-

sult may not be impossible, but there must be a

limit somewhere. All these new kinds, I be-

lieve, are accidental seedlings, except Wilder,

Saunders, and Downing. These I raised from

seeds, the peaches of which I fruited under glass,

and fertilized them with pollen of Apricot, with

the expectation of producing hybrids that would

1)6 earlier than any peaches. The result is,

peaches as early, if not earlier than any now in-

troduced.

Having seen or tasted the new kinds all but a

few, I am satisfied that in ai)pearance and quali-

ty they will ])rove juj near identical as in time of

ripening, and that none are superior in quality

to well-ripened Hale's.

I am well aware of the freaks that peaches

ofttimes make. That the time of rijjcning of

difiercnt kinds in different sections, soils or lati-

tudes, is sometimes reversed. Therefore, in

order to be positive, they must be tested in dif-

ferent sections of countr}'.

The results of my observations may help to

decide this apparently knotty question. We
have now all the above kinds growing except

the unnamed ones. Downing, Saunders, Cum-
berland, and Musser, have not fruited except

on the original trees. Wilder fruited last sea-

son under glass side by side with Alexander, and
ripened two to three days later. This season

the}' fruited side by side in open ground, and
Wilder ripened a few days earlier. These were

on young trees planted at the same time, and
was their first fruiting. Downing, on the original

tree, ripened a week earlier. Musser bore its

first fruit last season, was shown at the Centen-

nial, and received the credit as best of eight

early kinds. This season it ripened its fruit

within a few days of Downing. Cumberland
ripened its first fruit two years ago, and one

specimen measured 7^ inches in circumference.

Last season it bore a full crop, but in size rang-

ing with Alexander and Saunders, but ripened

its first specimens about three days before

Downing. It was not reported at the Centennial

in consequence of delay. I am of the opinion

that the Cumberland will prove one of the very

earliest of the new early kinds. This season it

had no fruit, the buds being winter-killed. I

have my ai^prehensions that some, at least, of

these new early peaches, may incline to rot like

Hale's, although mine have thus far shown no
unusual rot. Alexander, Amsden, Musser, Cum-
berland, and Honeywell show in foliage and
habit of growth a similarity to Hale's. Wilder

is one of the strongest growers on our grounds,

and resembles Hale's less than those just named.
Downing and Saunders show some mildew on
the foliage in nursery rows, but as they get age

they show verj' little—some seasons none. I

exj^ect, in a year or two, to report fully how all

these varieties behave side by side on our own
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grounds, which I hope will be of interest to

peach growers generally. What is now wanted
is a reliable peach to fill the gap which Hale's

leaves open. The Wilder, I expect, to fill it par-

tially, being a week earlier than Hale's.

NOTES ON EARLY AND OTHER FRUITS.

BY J. J. BLACKWELL, TITUSVILLE, N. J.

The Alexander Peach, &c. We have an Alex-

ander peach tree third Summer from the bud,

two years transplanted next Spring, that has

ripened five pe:iches fully ripe the twentieth of

Julj'; fruit medium-sized, well colored, and ad-

heres to the stone. This is a promising variety here

for the amateur, and possibly for the orchardist,

if it will ripen before the Mountain Hose gets in

market from Delaware. It is useless to grow any

other variety here to go in market with the

Mountain Rose. Last year this peach sold in

Trenton market for one dollar and a half per

basket, while Troth's Early were a drug at fifty

cents.

Early Louise I think a very fine peach for the

amateur; good bearer and extra quality, but too

small to compete in the market. Early Rivers

is a poor bearer, and rots badly. We have one

tree in verj' rich ground, and think it not worth

growing here unless there is much improvement
in it. Early Beatrice ripened earlier than Alex-

ander, but may not on trees of the same age.

The Primate Apple is now the most promising

variety of early apples that we have. I saw
specimens of the Hoover Apple at the Centenni-

al Exhibition, and should be pleased to know if

it is worthy of cultivation, and if so, where it can

be obtained.

PEEN-TO, OR FLAT PEACH OF CHINA.

BY MR. P. J. BERKMANS, AUGUSTA, GA.

In the April number of the Gardener's Monthly

I referred to this peculiar variety, wh'ch, although

in my collection for a number of years, had
heretofore failed to produce fruit. Some two
years ago I gave a friend residing in Pensacola,

Florida, trees of the most promising of my varie-

ties, and to-day, June 23d, he sends me a box of

the fruit with the following note

:

" At the time we received the trees you stated

that they would not answer for Georgia. I can
assure you that here they are a perfect success,

and just the Peach for this climate. The sam-

ples I send you were taken from one tree, from
which we have plucked twelve hundred peaches."
As this is the first instance of the Peach hav-

ing fruited in the United States, it may be inter-

esting to California and Florida fruit growers to
know more about it. I add the description of
the fruit. Size, from 2 to 2^ inches in diameter

;

shape, irregularly round, and very much flat-

tened
;

1^- inches thick on one side and 1 inch on
the other

; a deep furrow starts on the thin-
nest side from the stem and ends on the apex,
where a deep hollow is formed, having in the
centre a deep, narrow calycinal cavity; skin green-
ish yellow washed with carmine, and a deeper
cheek on one side; flesh white, exceedingly fine

in texture, juicy and melting, and with a delicate
almond flavor; clingstone; quality very good;
pit quite flat ; tree a very rapid grower, of open
habit; holds its leaves later than any other
variety.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Best Apple in the World.—A writer in
the London Gardener's Magazine thus boldly ad-
vances to battle :—" Cox's Orange Pippin is the
finest Apple in the world. This declaration is

made in full conviction both of the responsibility

it carries, and of its value to all who are inter-

ested in the subject of apple culture. Fortu-
nately the variety is neither scarce nor dear.
Its merits are well-known, and indeed they are
so conspicuous that, in common with other good
things, it is always speaking for itself, and hence
it is everywhere largely propagated and exten-
sively planted, and is on the way to take the
lead in the apple garden, and prove to all that
our declaration in its favor is warranted by the
facts. It is one of the best paying Apples in

Kent, and it is one of the few that may be trusted

for a crop in those damp alluvial valleys or 'bot-

toms,' where Spring frosts make the most havoc,
and fruit growing is a precarious business."

Now we have no sort of objection to this if the
" world " intended is the little English world

;

but if he intends to challenge the great Ameri-
can continent he had better beware. Have we
no friends in Israel to come out and fight this

Philistine ?

The Reliance Raspberry.— During the Cen-
tennial Exhibition, Mr. A. L. Felten exhibited a
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THE RELIANCE RASPBERRY.
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Seedling Raspberry which seemed to have some

good points, and received therefor, commenda-

tion in the Centennial weekly reports. It is some-

what like the Philadelphia. There have been

many raised of this character, but none so far

have equalled their parent. The full value of

this variety can only be known by seeing it as it

grows in the field or garden, and what it is really

worth will have to be spoken of in that connect-

ion. But so far as any one can judge from the

fruit, it will probably be a good competi-

tior with that well-known variety. For the

illustration we are indebted to Messrs. Gibson &
Bennett, of Woodbury, N. J.

Tea in California.—The newspapers are try-

ing to induce attempts at Tea culture in Califor-

nia. It is found by experience that Asiatic trees

do not do so well on the Pacific as on the Atlan-

tic coast of our country. It does very well in the

older Southern States, but they cannot compete

with low Chinese labor. We fear that until the

wages of the Chinese tea laborer in China is

nearly equal to the wages of the American farm

laborer, we shall have little success in American

tea raising.

Smith's Improved Gooseberry.—This variety

of the native race, which we noted several years

ago in our pages, is not yet much known, but is

growing in favor with Western growers.

The Liberian Coffee.—This, so superior in

size and quality to the kinds now grown, and

thought to be free from disease, has given up the

last claim, according to recent English papers.

Killing Grasshoppers.—A. G. Chandler, of

Leavenworth, Kansas, says that grasshoppers

can be kept under pVetty well by driving them
into ditches and destroying them, but that it is

too expensive. It takes twenty-five men for

every five acres, to do it eff'ectually.

Alexander,Honeywell and Amsden Peaches,

—Mr. Charles Downing in Caiman's Rural World,

corrects a misapprehension that he said these

were the same. He says they are all different,

but that they are for practical purposes very

nearly alike. It is an important distinction, as

they may not always come so nearly alike as

they did on his grounds; different circumstances

of soil, seasons or climate, often operate on one

variety in one place, when another will be still

constant.

The Concord Grape.—Concord grapes weigh-

ing two pounds, are not to be despised. Mr. N.

Blanchard of Stoughton, New Hampshire, has

no difficulty in producing them. There has been

some curiosity to get his manner of treatment,

and, according to the Massachusetts Ploughman,

this is it:
—

" On a favorable soil, but in an ex-

posed locality, he has ripened, year after year,

on each of his well grown vines, from twenty to

twenty-five pounds of grapes, in clusters weigh-

ing from sixteen to thirty ounces each. He
grows no small clusters, and using only ground
bone, ashes, and plaster of Paris, as fertilizers,

spread broadcast on his land, his vines continue

perfectly healthy. His success depends upon no
local advantages which may not be found in

almost every garden or farm. His method is as

simple as it is successful. His ground was
prepared as if for corn. In rows running

north and south, good layers are set eight

feet apart. The roots are carefully covered

about four inches deep ; the surface of the ground

kept level and free from weeds by a light culti-

vator, or otherwise. The work of the first two

3'ears is to grow good strong, healthy roots. To
this end, a single cane is grown and tied to a

stake, pinching off the end if it grows too tall

and slim. After the leaves fall, cut this to the

ground, leaving only one or two buds, from the

better of which to grow a similar one the second

year. This is to be treated in the same manner,

except that in the Fall it is to be cut eighteen

inches from the ground.
" The third year, a trellis running north and

south, should be erected, the lower rail or wire

twenty inches from the ground, with two above,

nine inches apart. No. 15 galvanized wire is the

best for this. From the two upper buds on the

cane,grow two shoots in opposite directions on the

lower Avire, pinching off the ends when they have

grown four feet. These are to be permanent

arms, never allowed to grow longer; but on

these arms allow laterals to grow ten or twelve

inches apart; tying them to the upper wires but

pinching them back occasionally to make them

grow stout. They should not grow much above

the upper wire. If shoots should come out of

these, they should be pinched off in the same

way. At the end of the season there will be two

strong arms, each four feet long, with eight or

ten laterals bearing good strong fruit buds. After

the leaves fall, prune the laterals, leaving only-

two buds on each, with the auxiliary or arm bud

at the junction.

" In the Spring, when the buds start, save the

arm bud and the better one, on each lateral, rub-
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bing off the other. Let the arm bud bear only

one cluster of prapea, the other two. When these

shoots have made three leaves beyond the 1)1oh-

soms, pinch o\\ the last leaf and the blossoms,

except the three clusters above nameil, always

saving the best clusters. They should now be

tied to the second wire. When three more
leaves are pushed out, pinch ofT two of them

;

do the same if shoots come out of those.

" This is to be continued through the season,

allowing the laterals to grow to the upper wire.

Pinch out everything else that starts from the

vine. In the Fall there will be two laterals and

three good clusters of grapes at each joint of the

arms. The vines should always be kept in this

shape, with no longer arms, no more laterals,

and no more clusters of grapes. It is all the

roots will bear and continue healthy."

Thwack and Turner Raspberries.—At a re-

cent meeting of the Pike County (Mo.) Horticul-

tural Society, these two Raspberries were in

competition, and the Society decided in favor of

the former.

The Thwack has proved to be a favorite with

the large growers in Ohio this year.

A Worm in a Cucumber.—The papers are

prophesying that the " days of the Cucumber
are over," because Professor Leidy of the Acade-
my of Natural Sciences found a bad intestinal

worm in one of these. For the same reason one
might not eat apples, or many other things, for

similar things have been found in all. People
must " look before they eat " in every thing.

The Montmorenci Cherry.—Mr. Mumma, of

Dayton, says the large Montmorenci in that

vicinity proves to be sixty days earlier than

Early Richmond.

A Kansas Vineyard.—F. M. Fleischer, of To-

peka, has a vineyard of 20,000 plants in bearing.

The steel blue bud borer is his worst enemy.
They work when the vines are pushing. He
goes over each vine, and with a sudden jar, they

fall into sheets as in curculio catching.

The Shropshire Damsox Plu.m.—This is said

to be quite popular in Central and Southern Ohio,

and to be in some respects superior to the com-
mon Damson. In the Cincinnati markets there

are few plums but Damsons to be seen, but these

are abundant.

Salad for Early Spring.— There are few
things more desirable in early Spring than Let-

tuce. It likes cool weather, and does not mind

it quite cold if it is not too much exposed to

light in the Winter seivson. Frames with board

shutters make capital places to shelter them.

The frames need be but a few inches high. Every

little garden might at least have a few square

feet so covered. The cabbage lettuces are con-

sidered good for Winter work, and September a

good month to sow, or even October in warmer
regions.

Mushroom Growing.—We hope those of our

readers who have cellars or places where a tem-

perature of about 60° may be regularly main-

tained during Winter, will not neglect to try to

raise Mushrooms, for the culture of which our

back volumes contain complete instruction.

Now is the time to think about preparing the

beds or boxes if there is no room for complete

beds. In this connection the following hint of

information from the Gardeners' Record, will be

valuable:
" It may interest those of our readers who cul-

tivate Mushrooms artificially, to learn that they

may increase the size of these much esteemed

edible fungi without in any way deteriorating

their quality by watering their beds from time

to time with a solution of saltpetre, beds thus

treated having produced Mushrooms weighing

as much as seven pounds ten oz. each."

Whole or Cut Sets in Potato Planting.—
Discussions still go on in the agricultural pa-

pers as to the relative advantage of whole or

cut sets. It is not a question of sets. It is one

of the eye. A strong eye is better than a weak

eye. It does not matter whether the eye is on

a cut set or a whole potato. A weak eye makes

a weak plant, a strong eye a strong one.

Steeping Seeds in Chlorine and Camphor-

ated Water.—Experiments at Cornell are report-

ed as showing, beet seeds so steeped showed the

line in three days, those not steeped did not

appear till some time after. The result is pro-

posed to show the value of chlorine as a steep.

But we think it likely that a soak in pure water

would have hastened the germination just as

well.
_

NEW FRUITS,

Captain Jack Strawberry.—This variety,

raised by Mr. Samuel Miller, of Missouri, we
hear well spoken of everywhere. It is said to be

near Albanj- Seedling in many of its good quali-

ties, with some superior advantages.
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Gregg Raspberry.—This is a new Black Cap,

"which excited attention at the Centennial exhi-

bition last year. Mr. N. Ohnier, of Dayton,

excellent authority, believes it will supersede the

Mammoth Cluster, which so far has been the

leading Black Cap.

Lee's Black Currant.—A Toronto paper

says :
—

" Messrs. Leslie & Son have sent us a fruit-

ing branch of this new and from all appearan-

ces valuable variety of fruit. The branch

throughout its entire length is thickly hung with

currants that will average half an inch in di-

ameter, Man}' of the finest of them are three-

quarters of an inch through. The flavor is

excellent and the skin of the fruit remarkably

thin." The Black Currant has not been popular

in the United States ; if it were, the fine black

Utah varieties would be in demand. They are

larger and yet quite as good in flavor as the

European Black Currants. They are varieties

of the "Missouri" Currant.

The Pioneer Strawberry is a new variety,

and said to be peculiarly an early oie.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

A Good Early Pear.—A Penn, correspondent

writes that for three years past he has had the

Julienne and the Manning's Elizabeth growing

side by side, and that the former proves slightly

astringent. It is not so good a Pear as the latter,

but a few days earlier.

Early Peaches in Texas.—A correspondent,

from Austin, writes:— This year the Early

Beatrice first ripened on the 26th of May, and
the Early Louise and Rivers a few days later

;

some ofboth being mature before the last to ripen

of the Early Beatrice. Here the Early Rivers

is a very fine peach, large and delicious. We
had a wet spell about the time of the ripening

of Hale's Early, and they rotted mostly, so much
so that if I did not think the trees would do
better next year I would cut them all down. In

my orchard I have a succession of ripe peaches

from the last of May to the middle and last of

November. I generally eat freely of peaches,

cream and sugar, twice a day and find them re-

markably healthy. Our Apricots and Nectarines

are also very fine, the curculio not having found

my orchard.

What is a Fruit?~A correspondent inquires

whether in an agricultural exhibition a Tomato
would be classed among fruits or vegetables?

Botanically of course a Tomato is a fruit, but

in horticulture we class those things as "fruits"

only, which secrete sugar when ripe. The To-

mato must go with vegetables.

Natural J[istory and Science.

COMMUNICA 7IONS.

TUMBLE WEED.

BY MR. E. hall, prof. BEAL AND REV. L. J.

TEMPLIN.

Mr. Hall says :—" Seeing by the July Monthly

that the botanists are getting involved in the

Tumble Weed controversy (as per S. Watson),

you may say to your readers that Mr. Weir's

Tumble Weed is the Cycloloma platyphyllum,

Moq., and behaves just as he so graphically de-

scribes in the June number, in the Sandy River

counties of this State, growing abundantly in the

farmers' fields in those sections.

" Amaranthus albus is also a splendid tumbler

and is known to all prairie men, but seldom

growing so abundantly in any one locality as to

fill all the fence corners, and then go on tum-

bling over them as the Cycloloma does.

" Artemisia dracunculoides, D. C, is also

a good Tumble Weed in Southern Missouri and

Kansas, as per a shop-keeper in Humboldt,

Kan., to whom I applied for information aa to

the plant when it was new to me,—'Tumble

Weed ! ! curious anybody don't know Tumble

Weed.' And there are others."
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Rev. L. J. Tomplin says :
—

" I see several sug-

gestions in the Gardnier's Monthly as to the real

name of the Tumble Weed ; some of them may
be correct and some are certainly wrong. We
have two species here, of which I hope to send

you specimens as soon as they bloom."

Prof. Bcal writes :
—

" You speak of Tumble

Weed. Amaranthus albus, does sometimes tum-

ble in sonie parts of this State, when grown on

early dry land. At least I think it is the species.

Prof. Bessey, of Ames, Iowa, of the Agricultural

College, says, their Tumble Weed is Amaranthus

albus. Weeds as well as many other plants, and

animals often behave quite differently in remote

countries. I never saw this weed rolling about

in Massachusetts or New York, but I have seen

small specimens drifting for some
Southern Michigan, never, however

a year. This was in Battle Creek."

And somebody from Rockford, without signa-

ture, says :

—
" Amaranthus albus is the common

'Tumble Weed 'of Illinois! Cycloloma shares

the name, but is comparatively rare, being con-

fined to the sandy banks of rivers.

As there are so many "Tumble Weeds,"

would it not be well to provide each with adjec-

tives, and avoid the trouble that will otherwise

occur ?

distance in

until within

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Geogr.\phy of the Colorado Potato Beetle.

—While the writer of this was in England, hope
was expressed by English farmers that their

country would not be warm enough in Summer
to encourage the beetle. But on the contrary.

Prof. C. V. Riley has recently stated that it does

not like high Summer heats, and that the South-

ern States of our own country will for that rea-

son never be overburdened with the pest. Un-
fortunately the potato does best in the temperate

regions, where the Colorado beetle doth best love

to feed.

EuoNYMUs RADiCANS.—In our last year's vol-

ume Mr. Boehmer contributed a highly interest-

ing paper on the Flora of Japan, and our
readei-s may remember that a reference was
made to the Euonymus radicans as being one
of ihe most remarkable features of forest scenery;

clinging to the trees and covering them with

verdure, as the ivy does the walls and trees of

old England. We have had the variegated

variety of this under culture for a year or two.

but had noticed no disposition to send out roots

in this way, and feared the wrong species waa

being grown. But we placed one against a

tree to test it and find it does run in tliat way
when it can get anything to cling to, and is

undoubtedly the kind referred to l»y our friend

in his Japan forest sketches. As the English ivy

is not generally hardy in our country, and this

so far proves to stand any of our severe Winters,

we think it likely to be of immense value in

American gardening. It will grow as a bush if

desired, when it does not root out as when it

EUONYMUS RADICANS.

finds something to cling to, and it makes admir-

able edgings for flower beds, or it can be used in

the place of box and trimmed in close. Consider-

ing the time it has been in American nurseries,

it is surprising that no one has made a point of

calling public attention to its manifold uses in

American gardening. It will be a fit companion
to the beautiful Ampelopsis Vietchii also from

Japan, with the additional advantage of being

evergreen.

Wearing out of Varieties.—In recent discus-

sions on this subject, it was contended that

varieties do not wear out, but that they disap-

pear or get feeble in time fi-om disease following

the grafts or cuttings from which the plants are

made. But to the practical gardener this is the

same thing. If the variety die out in time, it is

not of much consequence, whether it is from
disease, or from a constitutional giving out, for

disease is natvire's plan for destroying constitu-

tions.

Spontaneous Generation.—Prof. Tyndall, on

being asked, recently, whether he thought the
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lowest forrriB of animal or vegetable life could be

"spontaneously " generated from inorganic mat-

ter, said he had not made up his mind whether

it could be or not. He was simply waiting for

the proof that it could, before believing in it.

Eeproduction in Plants.—Mr. Byron G. Hal-

sted contributes a good paper to the Scientific

Farmer, showing the difference between sexual

(seeds) and asexual (cuttings, etc.) reproduc-

tion. He takes the ground that the latter is de-

fective because it cannot secure cross-fertiliza-

tion, i. e., " varieties will run out."

Trees will not last forever.—The preserva-

tion of our forests is a good idea, yet it must not

be forgotten that trees will not last forever, and

American trees do not last as long as trees grow-

ing in Europe. It is far more important to look

after the planting of new forests. The New Eng-

land Homestead notices that the famous great

elm of West Springfield, which Dr. Holland in

his history of Massachusetts, says is one of the

largest in New England, is destined to go the way
of all things very soon. About one-third of it

broke off last week, and shows that the whole is

much decayed.

Heating Cities by Steam.—A very novel and

at the same time interesting experiment, ac-

cording to the Lockport (N. Y.) papers, is soon

to be attempted in that city by Mr. Holly, the

successful water-works pump inventor. This

experiment is to heat the whole city with steam,

after the same manner as it is lighted with gas.

Unfortunately, the entire programme is not pub-

lished, as it would no doubt be interesting read-

ing. It is not thought feasible to have one boiler

do the job, but the city is to be divided into dis-

tricts, and each district is to have its separate

boiler. Mains from each boiler are to run to the

different houses, and all the occupant has to do

is to turn on a faucet and obtain all the heat he

wants.

Preparing Vegetable Tissue.— Hansteim's

method of rendering vegetable tissues transpar-

ent as described in his Botanische Ahhandlungen,

heft i., p. 5., is very simple. He employed it

especially in his investigations on the develop-

ment of the embryo of phanerogamous plants.

To release the embryo from the seed a dilute

solution of caustic potash was used, and this ren-

dered the embryo transparent. Very young em-

bryos required only a few seconds' immersion in

the solution, and afterwards placing in glycerine

to make them transparent, and preserve them

in that state. The glycerine was diluted with

water and alcohol. Older embryos required

longer treatment with the potash solution, and
subsequent washing in acetic acid. Sometimes
it happens that the preparation is too transpa-

rent, and the cell-walls are no longer distinguish-

able; but this is easily remedied by immersing
it in a dilute solution of alum, when the walls

become distinctly visible.— Gar. Chronicle.

Growth of a Bamboo.—At a meeting of the

Societe Centrale d' Hortietdture, M. A. Riviere

exhibited specimens of several different spe-

cies of Bambusa from the botanic garden of

Hamma, Algeria. Stems of B. nigra upwards
of 16 feet long sprang up in six weeks,

whilst those of B. viridi-glaucescens attained an

even greater height during the same period.

B. Quilioyi is regarded as one of the most orna-

mental, it is quite hardj'^ in the climate of Paris.

B. mitis grows from 35 to 50 feet high in the

South of France, and is sufficiently hardy to be

very useful. Bamboo stems make excellent

vine props, supports for flowers, &c., and seve-

ral persons are engaged in growing them. It is

reported that Bamboo culture in the South of

France is likely to develope into a remunerative

industry. M. Riviere affirms that he has dis-

covered good specific characters in the bracts

covering the young buds. He adds, spring-

growing Bamboos will bear without injury from
18° to 25° of frost.— Gar. Chronicle.

Danger of Fire from Steam-Heating.—It is

a question whether steam-pipes in connection

with wood are dangerous ; not because the heat

of saturated steam is capable of directly exciting

combustion, but because the conditions under

which wood, so placed, is liable to ignite, may be

produced by the continued high temperature to

which it is exposed. The marine inspection law

of the United States recognizes this danger when
it prohibits the use of steam-pipes in conjunction

with wood upon vessels. A contemporary speaks

thus :
" Just what these conditions are, and the

peculiar combination of circumstances under

which they are most readily developed, are not

now known, so that until they have been deter-

mined by a careful and exhaustive investigation

of the whole subject—which task, we trust, some
able scientist will soon undertake—it is by far the

wisest plan to avoid all possibility of inducing a

conflagration by taking the precaution to ascer-

tain that heat-conveying pipes at no point come
in contact with inflammable material."
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To this it may be answered that wood in it?

natural conchtion cannot be ignited by the tem-

ficrature over attained by any of the steam-heat-

ing apparatus in use. In this city tlie steam-

pipes are often in direct contact with tlie wood
;

and this is the case with tlie building in which

our journal is published, and even in the room in

which we write, but we apprehend no danger as

long as no other cause of heat development

comes to the aid of the heat produced by the

steam. Such causes are animal or vegetable oils

and fats, especially drying oils and varnishes.

Almost everybody knows the effect when saw-

dust or rags are saturated with such oil—sponta-

neous combustion may be the result, by reason

of the access of air to the interior of the highly

porous mass which constitutes a heap of sawdust

or rags. Oil on a wooden board will not produce

spontaneous combustion, as from want of poro-

sity the air has not sufficient access to the inte-

i-ior to produce enough simultaneous oxidation

to raise the temperature to the point of ignition ;

but if steam-heat comes to the aid of the oil-

soaked wood, it may supply the function of the

oxidizing air penetrating the interior, and raise

the temperature to the point of ignition, and we
are perfectly satisfied that if the rare cases of ig-

nition of wood by steam-heat were investigated,

it would be found that a secondary cause was

added to the heat produced by the steam, or by

its condensation in the pipes ; such secondary

causes being wasted oil or the throwing away of

a burning match, which would not set fire to

cold wood, but might do so to wood thoroughly

heated and dried. Even matches laying about

and carelessly treated may ignite by steam-heat

and set fire to papers, or the wood itself. But if

such secondary causes are only guarded against,

steam-heat maybe considered as the safest mode
of heating buildings—uniformly safer than cur-

rents of hot air, which may carry sparks along

and fan an incipient fire rapidly into a blaze. In

fact, the causes of fire from steam-heat are com-

paratively rare, while those from hot-air furnaces

are very common.

—

Manufacturer and Builder.

Abies Fraseri.—At a recent meeting of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,

Dr. Engelmann, of St. Louis, spoke about Abies

Fraseri, the very local species of the highest

mountains of North Carolina, which he had just

visited, together with several botanical friends,

members of this Society. This is the tree which

caused these mountains to be designated the

Black Mountains, giving their summits thaf

sombre hue for which they are known ; they

seem to grow nowhere but on these mountains,

and only on those that reach up to or above
(),0()0 feet altitude. The northern localities

claimed for the species rest on confusion with

forms of Abies balsamea, the common northern

Balsam, of which our tree may be claimed to be

the southern representative. A. balsamea does

not seem to extend southward further than the

Virginian mountain region, and it would be in-

teresting to ascertain how near both species ap-

proach each other. Besides the well-known

characters of the cones and their cusps, excel-

lent distinctions are found in the structure of the

leaves of both species. It may not be generally

known, though it is a fact to which, since seve-

ral 3'ears, some European botanists have called

attention, that the anatomical structure of the

leaves of these species, as well as of Conifers in

general, is extremely various, and that this struc-

ture well characterizes many species, and is one

of the safest means to arrange them in natural

groups. Abies Fraseri and balsamea are so

nearly allied, that without fruit they are con-

stantly confounded, but the structure of the

leaves will always distinguish them so well that

a single leaf, or even a fragment of one, will in-

variably solve all difliculty. The leaves of Abies

have under the epidermis, and between it and

the cells of the parenchyma, which are full of

chlorophyll, an arrangement of cells of thick

walls, elongate form, and destitute ofchlorophyll,

analagous to bast cells, Avhich have been called

hypodermic cells ; we find them in all species of

Abies on the edges and on the keel, where they

strengthen the leaf, but their distribution under

the epidermis of the upper side of the leaf is very

different in different species—they may be want-

ing there altogether, or may be differently

grouped, or may extend over the whole upper

surface; now in all forms of A. balsamea they

are there almost entirely absent, even in those

of the highest New England mountains, while

A. Fraseri exhibits under the microscope a con-

tinuous hypodermic stratum of them.

Insects and Fertilization.—Pretty flowers are

thought to have been so made in order to attract

insects, and thus gain an advantage in cross-fer-

tilization. There is no good without its evil, and

thus we have pretty maidens to pull the pretty

flowers, and ardent botanists to pull out and dry

them before the insect-fertilized flower has a
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chance to seed, and of these last especially, a

modem poet discourseth thus :

—

"
' Full many a flower is born to blush unseen.
And waste its sweetness on the desert air,'

But where a British botanist has been,
In his collections you must seek it there.

"Were it the sweetest plant that ever bloomed,
If it were rare, and he found out the spot,

He'd make it rarer—nay, it would be doomed

;

His spud would soon eradicate the lot."

<2i?

Literature, ^j1|Ravels & Personal ^otes.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

AN APRIL DAY IN THE FOOT-HILLS OF
CALIFORNIA.

BY MRS. FANNIE E. BRIOGS.

We set out one bright day for a little excur-

sion in the " hills." For the first mile, our way
lay across a fertile plain, green with waving

grain and grass, and gay with flowers. Here,

the Poppies (Ei^choltzias) made ground-sun-

shine; there, the Nemophilas had taken posses-

sion, and it looked as if the sky had fallen on

the fertile acres. Such of these valleys as can-

not be irrigated, are sown with a mixture of

wheat and oats, in the Fall, which is nourished

by the Winter rains, and cut before entirely ripe,

for hay. Everything has a flavor of novelty.

We have to " turn out " for a mule-team, but

its ten mules have each an iron frame above the

shoulders, with five bells suspended from it,

w^hich tinkle merrily, and the driver rides one

of them, and manages the brakes to the two

huge wagons with a strap. This use of bells is

a relic of Spanish customs.

When we leave the plain, the waj' sometimes

crosses the dry rocky beds of what were roaring

torrents in the rainy season; sometimes crosses

little patches of fine mountain gra.ss, emerald

green, and enameled with tiny flowers, and

anon climbing steep, rocky hills, on whose

rugged sides only hardy pines and ferns can

find foot-hold.

Far up the hills, waving above the rugged

rocks, I saw a new flower with the general

aspect of a Cypripedium. Of course I soon had

it in my possession, but it proved to be a T-.ilip.

The stem was slender, branching and leafy; the

three sepals, small and spreading; the three

petals an inch long, delicate, pearly-white, revo-

lute, and curiously over-lapping each other in a

way that entirely hid the interior, which is

fringed, and tinted like some ocean shell.

Well, this discovery was glory enough for one
day, but on we went, and soon reached our

destination. "Beautiful for situation," a fertile

valley far up among the highest range of hills,

sheltered on the north-west by a rocky ridge,

and commanding a broad view of lower ranges

of hills and their intervening vales.

It humbles, yet exalts the soul to survey such

scenes ; to feel its own littleness among these

stupendous works of the Creator, yet to feel that

our Father made them all, and gave them to us

richly to enjoy.

We gathered flowers and ferns for memorials,

took a long look at the broad prospect, and the

far-oflf mountains, and slowly descended, to

drive home in the warm sunshine, laden with

Passion Flowers and Roses.

I notice a query about " Tumble-weed " in

the magazine. Every one who has lived in the

West knows "Tumble-weed." I examined it

when I first came to Iowa, and think it is a

Chenopod, but am not sure, for it is many years

ago. The plant grows strong, and branches all

the way from the ground, forming a dense

globular mass. In the Fall it gets dry, and the

wind breaks off" the stem close to the ground,

and then it rolls over and over, till something

stops its course. I have seen dozens of them
"tumbling " across a field at a time, and some-

times they pile up by the fences to such a

height, that belated specimens go "tumbling"

over to the other side.

NOTES FROM DALLAS, TEXAS.

BY AMMON BURR.

As many people from the States are looking

to Texas for a new home, and as all horticulturists

naturally feel an interest in what is doing

abroad, I drop you these rough notes.
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The American locust, or iirasshopjier, fell upon

us unusually early last Fall, say latter part of

September, and stripped every shrub and vege-

table, and all nursery stock, bare of foliagiv

We usually liave a good Fall garden, but tlie

earth and air were alive with this pest, and noth-

ing was raised. They seemed particularly fond

of Chrysanthemums and Verbenas, and in a half

day from the time the first cloud fell, all tlieso

were destroyed. I saved the wood of young

apple and pear trees only by washing, or rather,

smearing with a batter of clay. The rative red

cedar, and the Libocedrus decurrens, were en-

tirely exempt from their attacks; but all the

forms of the Chinese arbovitte suffered very

severely—our nursery of these was ate down to

the ground. Olive, Jasmines, Gardenia, Euony-

mus, in fact, everything seemed })alatable to

them. Ibis is the third time they have visited

us since 1873, but only once or twice before, in

the last twenty years, have they hatched out in

sufficient numbers in the Spring, to do any mis-

chief. Their ravages this Spring were very

serious, and discouraged the great mass of our

people from making horticultural improve-

ments. In a few places the crops were almost

entirely destroyed ; but, as a general thing, crop

prospects with us were never better. Of course

they did not affect our cotton and sweet potatoes,

as these are planted after the locusts have gone.

The fruit on tall trees, and grapes on high

arbors, were not reached by the young hopper

;

and just as soon as their Avings were sufficient

to bear their weight, they began to leave us—the

oldest about 5th or 8th of May, and the last, or

youngest, in two or three weeks afterwards.

Even before leaving, they moved in a living

stream in a north-west direction. Lime and
Paris green did little or no good in destroying

them. One man saved his wheat field by attach-

ing a broad, net-like cloth in front of a two-

wheeled cultivator, in which he caught and
destroyed them. Another man paid children

five cents per pound for all caught with a hand-

net in his orchard. Others smeared pine tar,

twice a week, on the bodies of fruit trees, over

which they would not pass. But this killed

some j'oung peach trees, while those with old,

hardened bark were unhurt.

The experience of Rev. L. .7. Templin, in

Kansas, is very nearlj' our experience with some
thiogs, sv;ch as Tea, China, and Noisette Roses,

Japan Honeysuckles, Deutzia, Forsythia, Weige-

la, etc., viz: After being denuded early in

Fall, they attempted an early Winter growtli,

and were destroyed by severe freezes. All of

the Roses appeared alive and healthy in tl e

Sjiring, in fact, were sf)ld from the nursery

believing all would grow, when, to our astonish-

ment, nearly every one died. In the extreme

southern portion of this big State I have had
the English Laurel to be winter-killed.

The hop])ers left me only two peaches pn

Alexander's Early, one of which ripened last

of May (the other fell off), when the Beatrice

was coloring well. This last, and its sister, the

E. Louise, are much larger and finer with us

than your cliromo represented, and stand Spring

frosts better than most varieties. They were

well ripe when Hale's Early was coloring. This

last is our best and finest early poach. It never

rots, and is always large and handsome, but it

does not ripen its crops altogether, as the

Beatrice, but keeps the orchardists picking fruit

for five or six weeks. The Tillotson, though

voiy good, in nearly superseded by Hale's.

Next on market is Fleitas' St. John, large and

very showy, and ripening with Hale's, and gone

some time before it is. Then comes the Carolina

Amelia, largest and prettiest of early peaches,

but too delicate for carriage. The Mountain

Rose is just being tested by several, and bids

fair to be a profitable market fruit, as it is quite

firm, almost hard, some time after being well

colored. With it, ripens Crawford's Early, and
then comes Crawford's Late, Susquehanna (a

better peach), Cliinese Cling (the prince of

peaches), and Old Mixon Free. Old Mixon
Cling is a partial failure. After these comes a

trio of good Clings, the Indian, Yellow Pine-

apple, and White Pineapple, the latter a little

coarse. These ripen August 15th. After these,

say September 1st, come in White English and

Picquett's Late, followed by Goodes' October.

These are our very best peaches, so far as tried

in tnis section.

RHYMES AND RECOLLECTIONS OF A CACTUS
MAN.

BV WM. T. HARniNG, SUPT. O.VK HILL CEMETERY,
UPPER SANDUSKY, OHIO.

(Concluded from page 2.~)2).

The genus Gasteria, may be described as a

comely, fair featured family. These very desir-

able succulents, may be handled with impunity,

as they are good natured plants, in whom there

is no guile. Of the first G, fair pulchella, is her

name. And the second G, soft mollis. Then,
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picta, all painted and gay ; with shining nitida,

beautiful formosa, lovely venusta, and the many
dotted pluri-punctata, and poor warty verrucosa.

The few named, will give an idea of the many
left unmentioned.

The genus Haworthia, is cousin-german to the

Aloes and Gasterias, and their beauty is at par,

with any previously quoted. They are a safe

investment, which will always realize their full

face value. Such stock, though often watered,

never depreciates. Tney are worth just as much
to-day, as they were when H. retusa, and H. mu-
tica, were first in the market, in 1720. H. albi-

cans, H. margaritifera, H. mirabilis, H. toi'tella,

H. venosa, H. Isevis, H. cordata, and H. translu-

cens, were at the time of which I write, inmates

of all good greenhouses.

The little Apicra coterie is not so numerous,

but, is nevertheless, a very select and pleasant

company. They are prim, precise, and peculiar.

A. pentagona, A. aspera, A. spiralis, A. nigra,

and A. imbricata, are fair specimens of the set.

Kalanchoe, is the name of a small, but very

handsome genus ; but seldom seen now-a-days.

K. acutiflora, K. rotundifolia, and K. negyptica,

are the most remarkable kinds of the antique

group.

Cotyledons seem to belong to the arabesque

style of plants. C. clavica, C. spinosa, C. caespi-

tosa, and 0. cristata, will serve as examples.

As the wi'iter looks back along the vistas of

time, and sees within the old dry stove, their

quaint forms, still unchanged, the scenes of

other days, and their pleasant memories, come
up again with all the freshness of youth.

Of the Cereus grandiflorus, or night-blooming

Cereus, to which previous allusion is made, there

still remains much to say. A large specimen,

which had frequently bloomed before the writer's

time, was about to bloom again. For some time

he had watched the embryo flowers from their

first appearance, as day by day, thej' gradu-

ally increased in size ; until one day late in the

leafy month of June, they gave unmistakable

indications of soon expanding. My kind pre-

ceptor was a sort of garden prophet, whose
opinions in matters Floricultural, or Horticul-

tural, no one doubted. No word, or warning,

from Delphic oracle of old, was ever more em-
phatic than his; and as he prognosticated, so

had the flowers progressed. Well, this very

June morning, he informed the writer that one

of the blooms would assuredly open during the

coming night; and it was unanimouslj' agreed

that himself, wife, and daughter, should keep a

becoming vigil, at the floral shrine of the night-

blooming beauty. I, of course, being equally

interested, was to be one of the watchers,

and was specially charged to keep a sharp

lookout for the coming event.

The evening was as calm and serene as could

be desired, while, in anxious expectation, the

hours passed slowly by. During this time, I

had frequently gone to and from th^ succulent

house to report progress at the gardener's cottage.

At about eight o'clock, I perceived the floral

globe was gradually enlarging, and from thence

continued to visibly change until eleven. All

of which was duly reported at the cottage. In

all haste, pretty Rose and I started to take

another look at the remarkable flower, so fast

unfolding.

The glorious disk, or star-like flowers, with its

glistening whity-yellow petals, so precisely laid,

and evenly arranged around a lustrous profusion

of long, silky stamens, gracefully drooping from

the centre, was in the highest degree of translu-

cent splendor. Emitting the most delightful

and exquisite odor possible, it eminently merited

the designation of grandiflora. Like many a

beautiful flower, and pleasant hour, it soon

passed away. But the remembrance of it, and

the evening's associations, never will ; until all

things earthly are forgotten, and the writer too,

passes away.

There is still much left unsaid about succulent

plants; but how to grow them must not be

omitted. Pot culture has many advantages, and

will continue to be the one most generally

adopted. Yet, a properly constructed house, in

which they could be planted out, in the more

natural way, would be the most appropriate.

Having constructed Fern houses, with miniature

mountains, rocks and ravines, so, would I sug-

gest the formation of a succulent house. Any
good friable loam, with a fiiir portion of sand

ar.d crushed charcoal, will grow them. With

proper drainage, and careful watering, tliey will

grow in any ordinary greenhouse; if the tem-

perature, during the Winter months, can be

maintained at about 60°. While in the Summer
season, they will derive heat enough from Old

Sol. There is danger of the broad-leaved kinds

blistering in bright, hot, sunny weather, unless

the glass is made slightly obscure. Nothing can

be better adapted than they for the dwelling;

house windows. A light room, or bay-window,

would suit them exactly. If a rustic stand, of a
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rather solid kind, on castors, was made for the

hall, corridor, or room, where sufficient light

could be hiul, with lieut, of course, nothing could

be more suitable for their reception. It occurs

to me, if the rough outside bark of the cork

tree, Quercus suber, such as they are using in

Europe for rustic work, could be had, being so

light, yet tough and durable, it would be excel-

lent material with which to build a light succu-

lent mountain, for either plant-house or parlor.

And if the i)ots are hidden in dry sphagnum
moss, the illusion would be perfect. And what
a delightful time there would be if a night-

blooming Cereus could be coaxed into bloom,

and with social friends awaiting for just the

time and "just the hour

When pleasure, like the midnight flower.

That scorns the eye of vulgar light.

Begins to bloom fjr sons of night.

And maids who love the moon."

NURSERY CREDITS.

BY J. M. JORDAN, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Every one is supposed to understand why we
have hard times, and has a remedy for curing

them. I may be, therefore, excused if I say
that with nurserymen and florists, the trouble is

credit. People cannot pay their debts, and yet

there would be no debts if no one gave credit.

Under this system those who pay, have to be
charged for those who do not, and when there

is a large portion who do not pay, those who
give credit, as well as the borrower, go down. It

is seldom of use for the lender to push for his

own, as nursery stock does not realize ten cents

on the dollar at a forced sale, as I know from
personal knowledge. Stop the credit business.

Let those do business only, who can pay, then it

will make no difference in what shape the bal-

ance of trade is settled, or the sort of currency
used to accomplish it.

[Mr. Jordan, of course, refers to the reckless

use of credit. Nurserymen and florists often

have stock which no one wants in the regular

way, and they think it is just as well, at least, to

sell it on time to a doubtful customer, as to

burn it. The doubtful customer does not pay,

but he becomes owner of thousands of trees

which, perhaps, cost a dollar to raise,—for noth-
ing!

But he sells them for a quarter or a half

dollar, while the original raiser is still

selling for a dollar. The one cannot really sell,

to make money, for less than a dollar, but

doubtful customer, getting them for nothing,

does well at half the price. So, in order to sell

at all, he has to come down to the prices of

doubtful customer, and, in the end, he cannot
|)ay either. Such, and similar credits, come
fairly under Mr. Jordan's denunciations.

But fair, legitimate credit is a good thing, and
there are few nurserymen, or florists, in the trade

now, who have not, at some time or another,

profited by it.—Ed. G. M.]

A KANSAS LETTER.

BY H. E. VAN DEMAN, GENEVA, KAN.

This State has been called " drouthy Kansas,"

but it does not seem so to me. Six years expe-

rience in the State proves that we have no more
drouths here than elsewhere. This present

season has, so far, been very rainy. The streams

have overflowed their banks, and damage has

been done to some farms. However, crops of

all kinds promise well. The fruit crop is good.

On the 5th of May last, a sharp frost thinned

the fruit that was set, on the cherry, peach and
pear trees, and blasted many of the apple

blooms. However, there is an abundance of all

kinds left for home use, at least. We did not

suffer near so much as the States east of us.

One thing I would like explained : The frost

caused the peach leaves, that were out on the

poorer seedlings at the time of the frost, to curl,

and the fruit on these trees to nearly all drop,

within a few weeks, while the better kinds, such

as were thought good enough to bud, were

almost entirely exempt. The leaves did not

curl, and tho fruit remains healthy. Why the

better kinds, that we generally thought to be

tender, escaped injury that the hardier ones did

not escape, is a mystery to us. Some one please

give scientific reasons, and state whether there

are other like examples. We had a like occur-

rence here two years ago.

The horticulturists in this new State are being

more and more encouraged as time and experi-

ence develope their resources. It has become a

settled fact that our apples cannot be excelled.

The show of samples at the Centennial from

Kansas cannot be gainsayed. We now know
what will suoceed here, and if new comers will

examine and plant by the recommended lists of

our State and Local Horticultural Societies, and
throw aside their old Eastern notions, they will

save themselves many disappointments. We
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kave found that the old reliable R. I. Greening,

Roxberry Russet and Baldwin, are almost worth-

less here. We can, and do, grow finer specimens

of these varieties, than ever grew in New Eng-

land, but, at the same time, they are not profit-

able bearers here. We have others that are

excellent substitutes. The locust, or grass-

hopper, has been, and is, a fruitful source of talk

and annoyance, yet we have abundant crops of

all kinds, and there is more scare than real

damage.

To any who think of coming here to locate I

say come and see our country for yourselves.

The three great thoroughfares, along which the

best farming and fruit lands lie, are the M. K. &
T. R. R., through the Neosho Valley, the A. T. &
Santa Ffi, coursing the great Arkansas River and

the K. P., along the Kanses River, and its

branches, the Smoky Hill and Republican. It

takes grit, patience, energy and some money, to

warrant success. In the poorest shanties and

dug-outs on the frontier may be found as refined

and courteous people, as through the boulevards

of your own Quaker City. Do not think that

rough, ignorant society is the chief element

here. The Indian's scalping knife, and the

Texas drover's pistol, are of the past. We have

far less of the tramp and the beggar than you,

and vicious poverty is almost unknown.
The church bell breaks the silence of a peace-

ful Sabbath. School-houses, factories and taste-

ful residences, are multiplying on every hand.

Orchards, groves and parks, are growing larger

and more numerous upon the treeless prairies.

We are trying, by legislation, to protect what

birds we have, and encourage others to make
their homes with us. The Southern mocking-

bird spends his Summers with us, and yearly

increases as our groves afford more attractive-

ness.

But do not think that we have no drawbacks.

The locust visits us occasionally ; the plum cur-

culio is a nuisance; the currant, and the sweet

varieties of the cherry, do not succeed in our

climate ; the arborvitse and the firs are

grown with gi-eat difficulty. But we can, and

do, have plenty of easily-grown trees and

flowers. "Timeproveth all things."

EDITORIAL NOTES.

European Notes by the Editor.—I have men-

tioned the Queen's private residence at Osborne

House in the Isle of Wight, as one of the small

but beautiful gardens with which England
abounds. It was to me especially interesting as

showing how rapidly trees could be made to

grow into beauty, or even utility if one were dis-

posed to look on planting as a money invest-

ment alone. There are, of course, many trees

now which were growing on the estate when it

belonged to Lady Isabella Blatchford, of whom
Queen Victoria purchased it; but the major part

of the trees now growing here, were planted by

Prince Albert, or since his time, and numberi
are over fifty feet high and six feet in circumfer-

ence. Cedar of Lebanon, which we may with

justice call a slow growing tree, are many of

them here over forty feet high. A large number
of our Californian Coniferse, of which Prince Al-

bert was very fond, are also of about the same
height, and many of them I saw in great beauty

for the first time. The Cupressus niacrocarpa,

for instance, here about thirty feet high, forms

one of the most beautiful sights that a human
eye could desire to look upon, and there are

some very fine specimens of Libocedrus decur-

rens, which, I may say here, I find, all through

England, " Thuja gigantea," though the error

has been shown over and over again in Ameri-

can literature, and though any one can see by

the very look of the plant, if they were disposed

to be inquisitive, that it is not a Thuja at all. If

you ask them for Libocedrus decurrens, they

" don't know such a plant." The real Thuja

gigantea they call Thuja Craigiana.

A very large number of the trees—enough to

make quite an arboretum by themselves—have

been planted at different times by celebrated or

distinguished persons, as memorials of their visit

to Osborne, or as commemorative of the birth-

days of members of the Queen's family. The
names of the planters and the occasions are

neatly painted on " labels " at the foot of each

tree. Some of these, like Sv)me of the planters

have had misfortunes in their career, and looked

unhappy; but the majority were doing very well

and must be a great source of pleasure. I envied

especially the Princess Helena, who on May 25,

1855, planted an Abies bracteata which was now
thirty feet high. The branchcH lay flat on the

ground, and the tree made a regular cone. These

branches on the ground measured fifty-five feet

round. The general appearance of the tree at a

little distance reminded me of some of the beau-

tiful Douglas' Spruces I had seen in their native

places of growth, but the leaves are very long,
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and I should judtje a Torrcya wlien old would

look s<miotluiig like this. I wondered when I

saw it whetlior in our own t-ountry wc had in

cultivation so jtretty a specimen of our own na-

tive tree. The jiart where these trees are mostly

growing is separated from the other parts of the

ground by a dense hedge of Laurels and Laurus-

tinus; and this makes a shelter from the stifl'

sea breeze, very favorable to evergreen conifer-

ous trees brought from our Pacific shores, though

the hedge itself was planted to give a good land-

scape gardening effect to the grounds. There,

are some pretty specimens of our mammoth
tree, Sequoia gigantea, on the grounds, and some

that have suffered from the same disease which

has not left u.s one good si)ecinien, in the East-

ern Atlantic States, indeed hardly a specimen of

any kind at all. Whenever I would ask the tree

growers of England or France about this disease

they would answer that they knevv nothing of it,

and yet I saw traces of it everywhere in both

countries. It is probably a species of yEcidium,

a small parasitic fungus. It attacks the lowest

and weakest branches first, and thrives best

when the weather is warm. In our country with

so much Summer heat, it progresses upwards

rai)idly enough to destroy the whole plant before

Winter sets in ; but in these European instances

it only browns some of the lowest branches

though in a few cases I saw half the tree de-

stroyed. When I would call attention to it, I

would be told it was " only something in the

soil," although a close neighbor a little more
shaded perhaps, in the same "jsoil " would look

quite sound.

There is a long avenue to the main road,

planted by Prince Albert, with a double row of

trees. The first is of Araucaria imbricata, the

Chili pine, alternating with evergreen Oaks, and

the back row of Cedars of Lebanon and evergreen

Oaks. There was thus three chances of some
one doing well, so that the other two could be

cut away in time. All have done well, and there

has been nothing cut away yet. Our readers, of

whom only a few have seen the Araucaria in

greenhouses, can have no idea of the peculiar

effect this tree has on the English landscape. It

is quite hardy in that country, and we meet with

it everywhere. Every garden has its beauty

spots formed by some combinations or other;

but I do not know that I saw a more beautiful

piece of garden art in England, than was here

with an Araucaria for the chief centre. It was

on a mound a few feet high, and behind the

Araucaria were two beautiful specimens of the

Californian Cuprcssus macrocarpa, tlie dark and

feathery edge of which, seen on eai-b side of the

Araucaria made a sort of perspective shadow to

it, rounding it oil", as it were, in a most benutiful

manner. In the foreground of the mound, and

in front of the Araucaria, were pieces of fossil

wood and rock, and in amo.ig them our Yucca
jjjloriosa. Around the base of the little evergreen

crowned mound, a narrow gravel walk sweeped,

and on the other side of the walk, on each side,

masses of Yucca filamentosa. The Araucaria

itself has, as those who know it recognize, a sort

of fossil-like look, and the Yuccas are scarcely

less geological in their expression. The whole

made a happy union and harmony such as we
rarely see in Landscape Gardening. A seat was

arranged where one could sit and enjoy this very

pretty feature, as I did for some time. Those

who know Queen Victoria tell me that she has a

keen relish for natural beauty, such as this. We
often see trees, especially evergreens, clipped

and sheared into many strange, if not really hid-

eous, forms ; but there is no tree-shearing on

these gro«nds, except where some ol)ject is to be

gained by it, beyond the mere manufacture of a

monstrosity. One of these usefully sheared

plants is a Myrtle against a wall. This Myrtle

covered the whole surface of the wall except the

coping, and was sheared so close and regular

that one might almost imagine a painter had

wholly covered a board with green foliage. The
whole was regularly about eight inches deep.

In many parts of England the Pyracantha and

Cotoneaster are grown against walls in the same
way, and when kept thus neatly sheared are re-

markably prettj'—quite as much, if not often

prettier, than Ivy. On a large heavy wall here

our Magnolia grandifiora is grown, and neatly

trained. Of course, this tree is " hardy " in Eng-

land, but it misses our Summer heats, and this

wall treatment supplies some of this. Here, with

its very sweet white flowers and fine evergreen

leaves, it was very highly prized.

One of the matters with which I have been

struck everywhere in England, and which I find

to prevail even here in this royal place, is the

simplicity of the materials out of which

the best garden effects are made. In front of

some of the Queen's rooms, is an extensive ge-

ometrical flower-garden, made up of numerous

beds for flowers in masses, with gravel walks be-

tween. In many of these gardens the borders

may be of box ; but here a narrow edge of what
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appeared to be costly stone, surrounded each

bed. The effect was very pretty ; but a close ex-

amination showed the stone to be only painted

wood. Near by is a very beautiful garden, made
up in the grandest style, for in the centre is the

celebrated Greek slave, which, as a work of art,

drew so much attention at the first and great

World's Fair. The fountain basin is of polished

granite ; but soon after, we pass out into real

nature under an arbor of roses and vines. At a

little distance is an Alcove, made in a terrace

wall, and we are struck with the apparent

richness of the work, and the general choice

appearance of everything in it. But as we
get closer we see that the pretty flowers and

foliage apparently carved out are only sea-

shells fastened on the wall in that way, and

the whole washed with stone-colored cement,

and the massive ebony work is but polished coal.

About these very artificial garden parts are, in

excellent taste, the more artificial-looking plants,

and the different kinds of Palm enter largely

into the beautiful effects. Some of these Palms

must be very valuable from their great size.

Here, for instance, is a Chtem crops* himulis,

about ten feet high, and with numerous young
ones about it, so as to make a complete mass of

palm leaves. Though even the Orange grows

here so well, that there were some fruiting on the

garden walls, it is thought best to protect the

palm in Winter a little, and it is boarded over.

As I have said, the Queen prefers natural

beauty to sheared trees, except when such shear-

ing harmonizes with artificial work, and in the

square in which is one of the geometrical gar-

dens, are four sheared Bay trees in each of the

four corners. They are of huge size, and here

their effect is good. Leading down to the sea is

also a wide gravel walk on each side of whicli are

sheared Portugal Laurels, which also have a

good effect. Around tlie palaces in Paris are

huge Orange trees which have been kept in large

square tubs for many years. They are all sheared,

or rather trimmed with knives, so as to be all

exactly of one size. If one could look along the

top of a hundred of them in a line, no one would

show a quarter of an inch higher than tlie others.

These, during the Summer, in France, are set

out in their tubs alongside the walks at equal

distances. But they cannot well have oranges

at Osborne: but they have Portugal Laurels in

huge tubs, looking for all the world like these

French Orange trees, as they are treated and

placed in the same manner. But they appear

grander, for the tubs in which they are growing
are very much greater, and the trees are larger

in every respect. But the secret is explained

when the reader learns that the tubs are never

moved. The tree being hardy, remains there Win-
ter and Summer, indeed the tubs have probably

no bottom, and the Laurels are really growing
in the ground. Yet these neatly painted -tubs

with globes on the four upper corners, give

all the grandeur of the Ver-sailles Orange trees ,

•

and what is of more consequence to an Ameri-
can and an Englishman, at very little cost for all!

The piece of landscape gardening connected

with this tub-laurel-lined avenue is a master-

piece of good art. There appears to be only two
or three acres on each side of the avenue, but

while one is kept flat and smooth, and relieved

only by the groups of Conifers and other artistic

trees, the other side lias a rolling contour of

surface, and has massive groups of decidu-

ous trees to match with the heavy swells of

ground surface. Yet so well is the long straight

walk carried through, that no incongruity be-

tween the scenery on his right and his left

strikes even the most critical.

Here, as everywhere, the aim in bedding is to

have some carpeting unique, and not a copy of

some one else's work. One might write a vol-

ume of what he sees in this respect, but it would

be out of date by another j'ear, as the object is

to have new styles, as our ladies have new bon-

nets. In these grounds, coming to a place where

some roads cross, there are beds in the angles in

which the plants are arranged as playing cards.

The hearts, clubs and diamonds are outlined

chiefly with a sort of golden Stellaria, or perhaps,

it may be a Cerastium and Alternantheras. I

remember, however, that the diamond was made
of Echeveria for the outline of the character, and

the filling in wasof gqlden Pyrethrum.

The vegetable garden is not large, the Queen

having most of the kitchen wants supplied from

Windsor. What is grown, however, has to be of

the very best character, and everything did look

well. Those who think that pruning injures

trees, would especially be struck by the healthy

appearance of the wall fruits, which are here of

immense age, having been growing here before

the Queen bought the place. A pruned plant, of

course, never has a large stem. The Osage Or-

ange in our country, unpruned, makes a large

stout tree in a few years—in hedges, cut back, in

twenty years is no stouter than one's wrist. So

here in this garden we have Pear trees trained to
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t le walls and pruned annually, that were yet of

very large size. I measured a Glout Morceau

which nipaaured three feet nine inches round.

One of the pleasiintcst features of my visit to

Oshorne was the acqiuiintance of Mr. Todinan,

the uardener. When I left my native land

Mr. Winchester was gardener here. Like so

many scores of those I left hehind me, he had

died hefore my return. With my card of ad-

mission I had to search for the gardener, and I

found him stripped to his shirt, on the top of a

ladder, training the trees himself to the wall.

The geneml impression we have of men in these

high positions is that they have "gloves on their

hands and nothing to do." I was pleased to find

Mr. Todman a worker as well as an intelligent

well-informed gentleman—^just the sort of man,

I thought, we like to have in America.

But I must stop here, much as there was that

I think it would interest my readers to tell.

There is much I would like to say of England

and France which will take years to recount. I

must from month to month say just a little of

some things, and let the rest dwell only in my
own remembrance.

The G.\rden of America.—Friend Chalkley

Gillingham claims the Susquehanna and Poto-

mac regions as the garden of America, and in

confirmation thereof gives the following figures:
—"The mean temperature of this region for the

last seven years was : for the Winter months,
33° 29\ Spring. 50° 47\ Summer, 76° 30' ; Au-
tumn, 55° 47\ The mean rain-fall for the U. S.

for the year ending June 30, 1876, was 45.18; for

Washington, D. C, it was 48.01. 'Thus we are

between the extremes of heat and cold, and con-

sequently we have the best fruit region in the

world.'

"

Horticulture in Kentucky and Tennessee.—
We had a chance to spend' a few weeks in this

region the past month, with Nashville for head-

quarters, and were delighted to find much more
Horticultural improvement than we expected.

The nursery business, as conducted by Messrs.

Truett's Sons and Morgan, Underbill & Newsom,
and Mclntyre, seemed very prosperous. Mr. Lishy

also, we were informed was doing well, but hap-

pened unfortunately to be out of our line of

travel. We had the chance to see the beautiful

private places of Dr. Cheatham, Mrs. A.V. Brown,
Mrs. Polk, the grounds of the Insane Asylum,

the Vanderbilt University and many others. At
this season an Editor can do little more than

wander about and take notes for future use, but

the treatment accorded to the writer by his

Southern Horticultural friends was so kind and

cordial that we must make place for this note.

The Christ's Thorn.—It is of course not

possible to tell exactly what plant it was of

which tradition says the crown of thorns was

made Rubens in his picture seems to have a

Glcditschia (our Honey Locust). Other writers

think it is the Ziziphus communis, the Jujube;

but the weight of opinion seems to settle on the

Paliurus aculeatus, which is a low-growing

thorny shrub, hardy in the Middle States of the

Union, except in very severe Winters. The Zizi-

phus is hardier than the Paliurus.

An Enemy of the Potato Beetle.—It is stated

in the Field and Forest that the pld potato beetle,

Lema trilineata, and comparatively harmless,

feeds on the larvae of the Colorado Beetle. It is

worth confirming, as it is unusual for a herbiver-

ous insect to turn carniverous, though it is be-

lieved by some good entomologists that some of

the Lady Bug family, now carniverous, in past

ages fed on herbs.

Transactions of the Wisconsin State Horti-

cultural Society, Vol. VII., from F. W. Case,

Sec, Madison.—An excellent volume,—excellent

because it does not confine itself to the cultiva-

tion of a single branch of Horticultural art, but

encourages all. There are essays—excellent ones

—on every department of gardening, and none

the worse for being generally short and to the

point.

Tenth Annual Report of the Secretary of

the Connecticut Board of Agriculture. Print-

ed by the Legislature. From T. S. Gold, Secre-

tary, West Cornwall, Conn. Besides many
matters of interest, special fertilizers, manures,

and woods and woodlands have a conspicuous

place among the subjects treated of in this vol-

ume.

Transactions of the Massachusetts Hort.

Society, Part I. From Robert Manning, Sec'y-

This admirable serial does honor to the Horti-

cultural literature of our country. The leading

essays and discussions in this number are on

road making, self and cross-fertilization, fertil-

izers, and squash and melon culture—the latter

Q,specially exhaustive of the subject.

Orchid Grower's Manual. By B. S. Williams,

of Victoria Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London.

Fifth Edition. We are very glad to see a new
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edition, and so far on as the fifth edition of a

work like this, because it shows that there is a

much deeper interest taken in the culture of

these plants than many people suppose. When
some years ago we were favored by a series of

articles from the pen of that admirable orchid-

grower, Mr. Taplin, some would ask us why take

up room with instruction on plants that no one

grew ? but that was just the reason we valued

Mr. Taplin's papers. People take Horticultural

papers for the reason that they need instruction,

and they wish to know what they ought to do in

order to get as much pleasure as possible from

gardening. Orchid-growing is one of these special-

ties which always gives pleasure. It was at one

time thought to be very expensive to care for

these plants, and to require great skill in their

management; but thanks to writers like Mr. Tap-

lin, and especially to the labors of Mr. Williams,

whose " Manual " is now before us, the work of

growing them has been much simplified. Of

course if one desires to excel in orchid-culture as

in anything else, the more knowledge and expe-

rience the better. To all, whether novices or

experienced hands, Mr. Williams' book will be

welcome, but we need hardly say this of a book

in its fifth edition. This speaks for itself as to

how useful it is found to be.

The Cabbage Family. By David Landreth &
Sons, Phila. This gives the history of the Cab-

bage, from its wild to its improved condition, and

an account of the leading popular varieties of

the day.

The Locust Plague. By C. V. Riley. As most

of our readers know. Prof. Riley more perhaps

than any other man, has made the locusts a

study ; and his position as Chief of the United

States Entomological Commission on the Grass-

hopper gave him unusual facilities for studying

them. This little book contains all that Mr. Riley

knows about them, and there is no one likely to

suffer from this insect, but will find profit from
reading it.

Fruit AND Bread. Translated from the Ger-

man of Gustav Schlickeysen by Dr. Holbrook,
New York. Published by M. L. Holbrook & Co.

This is an attempt to prove that man was des-

tined to eat only fruit and bread, and drink only
water,—that he has wandered from this original

design of nature,—and that the consequence is the

numerous diseases by which he is afflicted, and
that it would be better for him if he should re-

turn to his primitive food. How he came to

wander so far away while other animals have re-

mained true to their original instincts, is not
shown

;
but the work on the whole may be re-

garded as the best exposition of vegetarian views

that has yet appeared.

Swine Husbandry. By F. D. Coburn, New
York. Orange Judd & Co. Harris on the Pig, is

a well-known work by the same publishers, and
one might suppose from this fact that another

one on the same subject, by the firm, would be

of a totally different character. A comparison

with that work shows that there is room for

both. Orange Judd & Co. seem to be taking the

lead as publishers of standard agricultural books

in this country.

The Floral Gazette.—This was once Park's

Floral Gazette and as such is now in its eleventh

j'ear. Mr. Park now publishes it at Mt. Vernon,

Ohio. It is an unpretentious little monthly, of

sixteen pages, devoted wholly to flowers ; but in

its way does a great deal of good.

The Florist and Pomologist. Edited by
Mr. Thomas Moore. We have before us the

numbers for June, July and August, each with

colored plates of some new fruits and plants.

The price is only one shilling a part, which, con-

sidering the excellence of the plates is cheap

indeed. It is one of our most welcome English

exchanges.

.MORTICULTURAL r^OCIETlES.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Display of Cut Flowers at the Permanent
International Exhibition.—In order to adorn

the building on the " Governor's Day," in Phila-

delphia, premiums were offered by the manage-

ment for floral displays, and which brought (,ut

considerable competition. We seldom admit

into our columns anything of purely local inter-

est, but as these exhibits will be continued as

occasion offers, and are intended as the Exhibi-

tion itself is to be, a whole world affair, we give
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this award in full, as a piece of general informa-

tion :

—

Mr. John S. Mitfton, Prisidftit of lltr Intmmtional
Exhibition Compun;/ :

Tlio C()niinitt(V on F'loral Dosijins and Flowers
bej; leave to reconinuMul the award of the fol-

lowin.i^ premiums for di"si':;ns of four feet and
over at the base: Ft)r the finest design by a flor-

ist, for a chaste and l)eautiful anchor resting on
a handsome base, inscril)ed with the word
" Hope," hrst ])remium of $">(). to Craig & Bro.,

of Philadelphia ; for a beautiful design formed
of a series of light and graceful arches rising to

about the height of seven feet, second premium
of $25, to Pennock Bros., Philadelphia; for a

well-executed design of an American flag sur-

rounded l)y a handsome frame comjjosed of

flowers, special premium, S25, to Joseph Kift &
Son, Philadelphia; for a well -designed plan of a

lighthouse formed of fine flowers surmounted by

a glass dome, a special premium of $25 to No. 3
;

for designs less than four feet at base : for an ex-

quisite frame formed of fine cut flowers, with a

medallion of Washington in centre, surrounded
by a beautiful wreath, and resting on a bed of

ivy leaves, the whole forming a chaste and beau-
tit'ul design, florists' first premium of $25, to C. L.

Allen tt Co., of Queen's, Long Island; a table

formed of variegated leaves, with a beautiful

glass vase in centre, the amateur's premium of

^25 to Charity L. IMabbett, Vineland, N. J. We
also recommend the following sj)ecial premiums :

For designs in good taste and formed of fine

flowers : For a harp well formed, $10 to Frank
Keefe, Philadel])hia; for a well formed pyramid,
$10 t(0 Pennock Bros., Philadelphia; for a beau-
tiful design, $10 to Thomas Meehan, German-
town ; for a stand very fancifully arranged, $10
to John Plender, Philadelphia; tor a cross of

white and red flowei's, to No. 23 ; for a beautiful

va.se of white flowers, $8 to Jas. Ritchie, Phila.;

for an anchor, red, white and blue, $8 to James
Ritchie, Phila.; for a beautiful design formed of

baskets, to No. 10; for a large and beautiful

stand, $8 to Pennock Bros., Phila.; for a large

stand and table, $8 to John Dick, Phila.; for a

plateau of flowers, $8 to W. H. Westcott, Phila.;

for a pyramid, $5 to James Kent, West Phila.;

for a plateau, $5 to same ; for a very beautiful

cross, $.5 to Isele, Phila.; for a small stand, $5 to

W. Faust, Phila. ; for a beautiful basket, $3 to

James Kent, Phila.; for a wreath, $3 to Isele

Bros. ; for a plateau, $3 to same.
Your committee congratulate the Exposition

Company on the variety and beauty of the de-

signs shown, all of which were in good taste, and
evinced a commendable degree of public spirit

on the part of our florists in competing for the

moderate premiums ofl'ered. All of which re-

port is respectfully submitted by
Yours respectfully,

R. BuiST, Chairman,
James Ritchie,
J. E. Mitchell,
G. H. North,
Isaac C. Price.

New York Horticultur.xl Socihrrv.—Only re-

cently lias a newspaper slip giving an account of

the New York Horticultural Society's Spring Ex.
hibition, come before us. We are ))lcHi8ed to

gather from it, that it was a complete success,

both in the attendance and in the general excel-

lence of the articles exhibited. Mr. Taplin, Su-

perintendent of Mr. Such's establishment, had
many rare plants, and took the premium for the

best new or rare plant exhibited, which proved

to be Artocarpus Cannoni, the leaves of which
were a reddish-brown. The second ))remium in

this class was taken by Mr. Buchanan, with

Pinguicula orchoides.

The new white Hydrangea, Thomas Hogg—

a

group of 130 plants—formed one of the showiest

groujis in the exhibition. It came from Mr. John
Cadness. A Japanese Magnolia named M. Hy-
poleuca, from Thomas Hogg, " promised to be a

great acquisition." Messrs. Bliss & Son, Potato

"Snowflake " attracted special notice by its fine

white appearance, good shape, and excellent

keeping and cooking qualities. Among the ex-

hibitors who obtained honor for their products,

we note the names of Charles Zeller, Flatbush
;

Edward Symes, gardener to Mrs. Mitchell, Tarry-

town ; John Henderson, Flushing; Peter Hen-
derson, Jersey City; H. Reynolds, Flatbush;

W. C. Wilson, Astoria ; William Ball, Spuyten

Duy vil ; Walter Reid, Broadway ; S. B. Parsons

& Son and R. B. Parsons & Co., Flushing; Wm.
Bennett, Flatbush ; John Bush, Tremont; James
Bush, gardener to Wm. Elisha Brooks, Norwood,

N. Y.; F. Roenbeck, Bayonne, N. J.; W. A. Bur-

gess, Glen-Cove; Fred. Gordon, Broad St.,N. Y.

;

A. McConnell, Sixth Ave., N. Y.; J. G. Bes-

champs & Sons, New York ; Mrs. W. J. David-

son, Brooklyn; J. Finn, Tremont; John Eagan,

gardener to Mr. Gurnee, Irvington; Ed.Huckins,

West Mount Vernon ; and S. Henshaw, of New
Brighton.

Georgia State Horticultural Society.—Hor-

ticulture, under the lead of Mr. Berckmans,

J. S. Newman and H. J. Peter, is looking up in

Georgia. The second annnal meeting, held on

the 1st of August at Macon, as we judge from the

local pajiers, was a great success.

Pennsylvania Hort. Society.—The aimual

exhibition of this Society is being held just as we
go to press, and promises to be one of the most

successful held for many years. Mr. Hugh
Graham, one of Philadelphia's most esteemed

florists, is the Chairman of the Committees this
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season, and has used untiring efforts to make it

the success it promises to be.

Maryland Hort. Society.—During the week
of th'e meeting of the American Pomological

Society, the Maryland Horticultural Society held

its annual E.\hibition. It was a remarkably

creditable one in every respect, and we have

not for a long time felt so much encour-

aged in regard to the future progress and posi-

tion of Horticulture in our country as after see-

ing this beautiful show. The plants were not

only of new or rare kinds in numerous cases, but

had a' large number of well-grown specimens. It

has often been said in regard to American ex-

hibits of plants that they seldom were more than

the sweepings of greenhouses, showing no evi-

dence whatever of any gardening skill in their

growth. The exhibits of most shows unfortu-

nately compel us to say honestly that this is the

truth, and it is therefore with the more pleasure

that we record the fact that on this occasion

there was a better average of plants, healthy and

well-grown—we do not mean overgrown—than

we have seen brought together for a long time. An-

other feature which impressed itself strongly on

us was the cordial co-operation which seemed to

exist between all the gardening fraternity of Bal-

timore in one good result. As human nature is

what it is, w^e always expect some dissatisfied

persons, sometimes with and sometimes without

good reason, and who cannot therefore work
well together. If there be any of this here, we
did not find them, and all this is in favor of a

vigorous long life to the infant societ}'. It

also has the advantage of amateurs of taste and

culture, who, without wishing to appear promi

nent, yet do not shrink from leading off when
they feel they can be useful. The President of

the Society is Mr. W. H. Perot, a Baltimore

merchant, whose country seat of forty acres is in

many respects not inferior to the celebrated one

of Mr. Hunnewell at Boston. The Secretary

—

Mr. W. B. Sands—is the editor of the American

Farmer, and one of the best workingmen in the

line of tact and talent that any Society could

have. A large number of others outside of the

trade take an active pride in the success of the

Society, and we shall not be at all surprised if,

before long, this young Society does not press

the older ones of Pennsylvania and Massachu-
setts pretty hard for pre-eminence.

A large number of the plants on exhibition had
no exhibitor's names attached to them. This is

supposed to insure a more impartial decision by
the jurors, but it is doubtful. On the other hand
it robs the exhibitor of half his honors. We were
enabled to ascertain only the following from an
inspection of the plants on exhibition : Mr. Wm.
T. Walters, Alex. Frazer, gardener, Patterson

Park, Mr. Frazer, Supt., Sam. Feast & Son, Eobt.

Buist, W. H. Wehrhaus, John Saul, Joseph Kift

& Sons, W D. Breckenridge, U. S. Bot. garden,

W. R. Smith curator, Robt. Halliday, Cromwell
& Congdon, James Pentland, Mr. Black, Thomas
Farley. The fruit department was chiefly in

connection with the American Pomological So-

ciety's exhibit, and we were notable in our short

examination to do credit to the Maryland show-

separately from that. We have only time and
space at this late period of the month to say that

all in all this exhibit of the Maryland Society in

itself, and in all its associations, was one which
all will long remember who took part in it.

The American Pomological Society.—We
have only time to say, as we go to press, that

the biennial meeting of this excellent body was
held in Baltimore according to an announce-

ment, and was one of the most pleasant and
profitable it has ever held. At the last moment
it was found tliat tlie venerable and esteemed

President, Col. Wilder, could not be present, not

being quite as well as it was expected he would be,

and the Treasurer, Mr. Thos. P. James, was

absent for the same reason. Mr. James is one

of the most unselfish workers in the body, and
his absence was very much regretted. In Col.

Wilder's absence, Mr. Hovey presided, and

Mr. B. Smith, of Boston, acted as Treasurer.

Excellent essays were jiresented, and which will

appear in the transactions. The fruit list was
revised, and such additions and corrections
made as seemed warranted by circumstances.
There were few discussions, wherein were much
difference of opinion, except on Pear blight and
Early Peaches. In the latter case it was quite
evident, from the experience given in, that while
there was a very close resemblance of one of the
popular peaches to the other, there were other
cases where the same kinds exhibited differ-

ences enough to make distinction inii)ort;int.

By special vote of the Society, Thomas Mechan
was invited to address the body on Pear bHght,
but he had nothing new to otl'er beyond ^\hat

is contained in his remarks at Chicago, as re-

ported in the Society's proceedings of that year.

Mr. Transou, of Tennessee, moved that the next
session (1879) be held at Nashville, otlurs
moved fur Rochester, and i'cn- New York city,

Mr. Quiiui making a warm speech in favor of

the latter. But nearly the whole of a full meet-
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inp voted for Nrtshvillo. nnd on the subsequent
motion of Mr. Qiiiiin liiuiself tlio motion was
maili- and carriod " uiiaiuniously " to Niushville.

A [jartii'ularly at,'reealtle incident of tlie mecl-

wa« a trip up (lie Cliestor Itivcr to Riverside, the

residence, and peach aiul jiear orc-hards of

Col. Wilkins. Few of the memhers ever had s(»

much in.strnction in tlie culture of these fruits

on a tremendous scale as this visit aMorded, an<l

many were the praises hestowcil on the Col. for

this jjenerous treat. Some two hundred and
eighty mend)ers went up. To help the Society,

the Maryland Horticultural Society spent several

thousands of dollars in erecting temporary ac-

commodations for the fruits of the Association,

placing the Pomological Society under lasting

obligations to them.
Qo\. Wilder's address was regarded as emi-

nently practical, and one of Ids best elforts, and
we need ask no pardon from our readers, on
account of its length, for giving it in full in our
pages.

ADDRESS OF MARSHALL P. WILDER.

Gentlemen of the American Pomological Society

:

—
This is the sixteenth session of our Associa-

tion. We meet here by the invitation of the

Maryland Horticultural Society, throush whose
courtesy and liberality we have been provided

with most ample accommodations for the occa-

sion.

Most heartily do I rejoice in the privilege and
pleasure of taking by the hand so many with

whom I have associated in the past for tlie pro-

motion of the objects of this Association, and
from whom I have received so many expressions

of confidence, and so much assistance in the dis-

charge of my duties.

Once more, through the loving kindness of

Him who hath again restored my healtl), I rise

to perform a service which the Constitution of

our Society devolves upon me. Almost a gen-

eration of men have passed from the stage of

action since its formation, but, thanks to a mer-
ciful Providence, some still live who assisted in

its organization, and are here to-day. To these

and all who have come here to co-operate with

us I extend a most hearty welcome.
Amidst the strides of scientific research and

a higher state of civilization, which has distin-

guished the present century, in nothing is

progress more apparent than in the advance-
ment of pomological knowledge on this conti-

nent. I have spoken of this on former occa-

sions, but now, as we are entering on the second
century in the history of our republic, I have
thought that a review of what has been accom-
plished, even at the expense of repeating some-
thing which I may have uttered before, would
be both interesting and instructive.

THE GROWTH, EXPANSION AND INFLUENCE OF THE
AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY, AND

KINDRED ASSOCIATIONS.

Frequent allusion has been made to the

remarkable growth and influence of our Asso-
ciation.

At the first meeting of the Society, in the year
1S4S, there were but twelve States represented
l)y delegates, while at our last session in Chicago,
ill lS7r), there were, as may l)e seen by tne
Rejtort on Credentials, twenty-eight States, Ter-
ritories and Provinces represented in person,

and nine by letters rjf correspcjndence, making a
grand total of thirty seven. In 1.S48 the attend-

ance was limited by the number of delegates
present from these twelve States, and the juris-

diction of tlie Society by the area which they
represented. Xow we have on our roll the
nanies of three hundred and thirty-eight mem-
l)ers,anil its field covers the entire territory from
Canada to Te.vas—from Nova Scotia to Califor-

nia. From nearly all of these States and dis-

tricts reports are regularly re<'eived of the
progress and culiure therein, with fruits for

iilentification and comparison, and with lists of
those adapted to their several localities. And
here let us acknowledge with gratitude the noble
and generous manner in which the various State
Societies and Fruit Growers' Associations have
co-operated with our institution to bring about
the grand results which we have witnessed.

With the close of the present session the
Society will have held sixteen conventions, and
will have entered on the thirtieth year of its

existence. Three sessions of the Society have
been held in the citj' of New York, three in

Philadelphia, three in Boston, two in Rochester,
N. Y., one each in the cities of Cincinnati,

St. Louis, Richmond and Chicago, to which will

soon be added the city of Baltimore. These
sessions have been marked by evidently rapid
and most gratifying progress, both as regards
the information acquired and disseminated, as

well as by the improved workings of the Society,

and the character and usefulness of its publica-

tions. This progress has been essentially pro-

moted by the holding of its meetings in distant

cities of the United States.

From this fact the Society has been called a
national institution. But it is more than
national. It is continental, embracing within its

fold not oniy the States of the Union, but the

British Provinces on our borders. Its latitude

extends over twenty-five degrees, aiid its longi-

tude the entire breadth of this continent. Its

area embraces almost every variety of soil and
temperature, where almost all of the fruits of

the various zones may be grown, from the

apples of Canada, and the oranges, figs and
bananas of Florida, Louisiana and California.

It is, therefore, properly styled an American
Society. Its field is not merely the American
Union, it is our continent. Its men and means
have been more effective than were ever before

used for the promotion of Pomology. The
capabilities and probabilities of its field for

progress were never surpassed by any country,

affording, as it does, ample scope for testing

the fruits adapted to the various climates, tem-
peratures and soils of our widely extended
domain.

(To be continued in our next.)
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Slower Sarden and Pleasure Pround.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

As we take up the pen to offer a few November
hints, the sun is setting in the west, and the

whole sky is suflfused with orange and crimson,

and blue, which alone would make this a world

of beauty. But in addition to this profusion of

charming interest, the trees begin to vie with the

sky above them. On the Sumach there is already

a crimson blush. The Dogwood, usually of so

bright a green, shows signs of ripeness ; and the

Kentucky Coffee has actually fallen into its sere

and yellow leaf. The Golden Rods and Asters

light up the meadows with a red and yellow

light, and the azure of the eastern part of the

firmament is just dark enough to give the re-

quired shade to brilliant beauty. By the time

these lines come before our readers' eyes we
shall be in the midst of America's most glorious

season, and in the midst of a natural enjoyment
unknown to the people of any other part of the

globe. We, as a whole, hardly appreciate this

wonderful beauty. We admire the length of an
English Summer's day, and appreciate the re-

gretful manner in which the sun goes down.
There is scarcely a lovelier scene in the Old

World than the lingering sunset of a Summer
evening. But the set of Summer itself with us is

still more gradual, and as a month is to a day, so

in proportion is the enjoyment of an American
Autumn over anything English gardening or

European scenery can provide us with. We
should not forget this in our efiforts at distinc-

tive American gardening. We have scarcely

any Spring, for Summer is often on us before

Winter has gone, yet we work away at Spring

gardening. We envy and strive to imitate the

Summer bedding of the English in spite of the

fact that the heat of our climate drives us to the

mountains, and our flower-beds are scorched up
or dried out while we are away. Why not take

especially to September, October and Novem-
ber, as characteristically^ our American garden-

ing months, and arrange our work especially

to horticultural enjoyment then. A place how-
ever small might have a few colored leaved Fall

plants, and in larger places, the most beautiful

effects could be made by a judicious grouping of

these Fall coloring things. Talk of the perfec-

tion to which the English have brought our

Rhododendron ! Let some one take in hand the

artistic ajyangement of our Autumn leaves, not

on card-board by ladies in scrap-books, or draw-

ing-rooms, but as nature would have them on

our lawns and gardens, and we can let the Rho-

dodendron stay. Not stay from out of our gar-

dens by any means, but as the one great glory

in English landscape gardening.

But to more practical matters. These leaves

have to be gathered up. They are excellent to

mix with hot bed material, and where practica-

ble, should be saved for this purpose. They do

not heat so rapidly as stable manure, and in this

have an advantage as tempering its violence,

making it last longer, and maintaining a more
regular heat. They are excellent material to put

round cold frames to protect half hardy plants.
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A bourd is put up tliclioight of the frame boanls,

!Viul about a foot or more from tliem, and the

leaves lilled in hetweeti. If the plants arc some-

what tender, the bottom of the frames may be

filled in a few feet with the leaves. Much heat

is thrown oil' during the decomposition of the

leaves, which though not enough to keep out

severe frost, yet modifies somewhat the tempera-

ture. These leaves, after they have been two or

three years decaying, make admirable stuff for

potting and flowers in general.

As soon as the ground gets caked with the first

real frost, herbaceous plants should be protected.

Though hardy, they will repay this extra care,

—

mostly natives of woods or grassy places in their

native state, they expect a covering of leaves or

dry grass. We find dry leaves the best material

for the purpose, a few inches is a sufficient depth,

a little soil being thrown on to prevent the

leaves blowing away. Where such material is

not at hand, the common garden soil may be

drawn over them, as before recommended in

these pages.

One of the last thought of things, too fre-

quently, is to apply manure to fiower beds. But

it is scarcely less essential to a fine Summer dis-

play, than it is to the production of fine vegeta-

bles ; and certainly as necessary as to trees, or

the lawn. Still it should be applied with cau-

tion. While a poor soil will only grow plants to

a diminutive miniature size, — which, though

clothed with a profusion ofsmall, starved-looking

blossoms, make no show,—a soil over rich will

cause too great a luxuriance of foliage, which is

always opposed to an abundance of bloom. In

most cases we prefer half-decayed leaves ; where

these could not be had we would use stable man-

ure. The former spread over the soil two inches

thick, or the latter one inch, would forrri a dress-

ing which, in ordinary cases, should last two or

three years. It is difficult to get flowers to do

well in even the most favorable soil, if it is liable

to hold water to stagnation in Winter. Where
flower-gardens or beds exist under such circum-

stances, advantage should be taken of the pres-

ent season to have it thoroughly underdrained.

It will be more beneficial in the end than the

most judicious manuring; it is indeed in itself a

powerful means of fertilizing the soil.

The planting of trees will still continue to en-

gage our attention at every favorable opportu-

nity. Many prefer at this season to remove

trees in the Winter by the " frozen ball " system.

There is nothing gained by this practice. To

those unacquainted with this mode of planting,

we may as well describe it. Just before frost is

expected, a trench is dug around a tree a few

feet from its ba.se, leaving the tree, so that with a

rope at the top, it can be easily drawn over. A
hole is then dug for it in the situation desired.

When the " ball " has become frozen through

around the tree, it is removed to the prepared

hole ; and, when a thaw comes, the soil is filled

in around it. We have said there is nothing

gained by it, and there are many disadvantages.

If the tree has been removed a "time or two"

before, as most nurserj' trees have, it will have

an abundance of fibres near the stem, and can

be successfully removed without much regard to

the "ball of earth," either in Fall or Spring. If

it has never been removed before, that is a tree

growing naturally, it will have no fibres at its

base, and so no " ball of earth " can preserve

them ; so that a tree which can be moved suc-

cessfully on this freezing system, can be as suc-

cessfully done without it. The disadvantages of

it are that it exposes the injured roots for a long

time to the injurious action of the frost and the

elements, besides the frequency of the operation

being improperly done by several attempts being

made at its completion. We have given the

system a fair trial, and have done with it. The

main object should be to joreserve all the roots

possible with the tree, keep them moist and pre-

serve from injury, then go ahead and don't wait

for frost.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

SOME JULY FLOWERING SHRUBS.

BY J. M., PHILA.

To those about to plant shrubs, there is always

more or less difficulty in deciding what to plant.

The aim usually is to have an assortment to

flower one after another throughout the season.

There is little trouble to have some to flower in

the early months, as the most of the shrubs

flower then. At the present time—July—the

early kinds of Spirteas arc over, and so are the

Weigelas, Philadelphus, and many other com-

mon kinds on which we depend for the early

adornment of our grounds. But there are yet a

goodly number which flower now, enough indeed

to make our grounds as attractive as in the

Spring months. Amongst these still in bloom,

but which are past their best, are the Magnolia
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glauca, Azalea viscosa, and Itea Virginica. The

Magnolia blooms for a long while, one bud suc-

ceeding the other, until a month or more has

passed. Much more might be said for this fra-

grant shrub, but that recent writers in the

Monthly have so fully described it. The Azalea

is our native one of the woods, and its waxy-

white flowers must have been gathered by many
of the young folks in their rambles. But the

Itea is not near so well known as it should be,

for when covered with its spikes of white flowers

it is so beautiful and uncommon as to at once

attract the eye.

But to come to those which may be called

strictly July flowering shrubs, it will be found

the list, though not extensive, is ample. There

are quite a lot of Spiraeas, the best of the older

ones being Billardii with pink flowers in panicles;

callosa, pink, and callosa, white, with flowers in a

flat head ; salicifolia, white, with pink tint, and

flowers in long panicles; and paniculata, pink,

with flowers in a more bunchy head than Billar-

dii. Then there is the tomentosa, with its ligjfit

purple flowers, which does not flower until the

end of the month or August. We have, too, for

July display, the Colutea arborescens, Weigela

hortensis nivea, Yucca filamentosa, Hydrangea
quercifolia and paniculata grandiflora, Eubus
ordoratus, Cornus sericea, Potentilla fruticosa

and Vitex agnus castis. The Colutea has nearly

done flowering by July, but its bladder-like seed,

pods, with their claret- colored tint, make as

much display as do its preceding flowers. It is

not generally known that the Weigela above

named, flowers through the Summer; but they

may be cut from it all the season, and very beau-

tiful they are too. The Yucca or Adam's Needle

is so common that it seems known to every one.

Its long scape, thickly set with white lily-like

flowers, makes it a conspicuous object wherever

planted. The Hydrangea quercifolia and pani-

culata grandiflora are both white, the former not

so clear as the latter. The quercifolia, flowers in

the early part of the month, the paniculata

grandiflora not until the latter part. The last

named, though but a few years since much
known here, has taken a front place in gardens,

its beautiful flowers, together with the immense
size of the panicles, entitling it to the place it has

received. And then it is so hardy and such a

strong grower that it cannot be done without.

The Rubus odoratus, with its pur})lish pink blos-

soms, is very showy. Like other Rubus, it will

throw up suckers, and in some places this would

be objectionable. Cornus sericea has large flat

heads of white flowers, and contrasting with the

other shrubs is very nice. The Potentilla fruti-

cosa is yellow, and flowering when this color is

scarce in shrubbery, would make it valuable

even though it were not the pretty thing it is.

It flowers very abundantly, and forms a bushy
shrub. The last on the list is the Vitex. This

flowers at the latter part of July aud through

August. Its prettily divided leaves and panicles

of pale lilac flowers claim for it a good position

amongst the others. This list is meant as giving

some of our July flowering shrubs such as are to

be obtained at most nurseries.

EVENING PRIMROSES.

BY WILLIAM FALCONER, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

These are amongst the most gaudy floriferous

and thrifty of late Summer blooming plants, and

surely about the easiest grown. I admit that

from June onwards they are in their glory, but

many sioecies and varieties in late Summer, from

increased growth, of necessity become more glori-

ous. Amongst them we have tall growing sorts

like b. Lamarckiana and fragrans, and decum-

bent carpets as in trichocalyx and csespitosa;

white flowers as in the last named two, corono-

pifolia and speciosa, often changing with age to

pink or rose ; and few plants have more bril-

liant yellow blooms than those of Missouriensia

and Lamarckiana, besides they are so big—4 to

6 inches across. Nearly all are more or less

fragrant, fragrans, csespitosa, marginata, and

eximia, being particulaxly odoriferous. As a

truly hardy and neat perennial,fruticosa var. line-

aris is one of the best, as little bright yellow

flowers being profusely borne all Summer, most

lavishly in June and July. All are not equally

fond of the night as their name might suggest,

for many species are open by day, as, for in-

stance, f. linearis, speciosa, taraxicifolia, and tri-

chocalyx.

Many of our finest Evening Primroses are na-

tives of west of the Mississippi States, as Califor-

nia, Utah, Missouri, and Texas, and consequently

several are not reliably hardy. It is advisable to

winter the more tender sorts—biennials or per-

ennials in frames, and where practicable, save

seeds and raise seedlings annually. So far as I am
acquainted they all bloom the first season from

early seedlings. Some of the true perennials,

and particularly the prostrate-growing ones, are

shy seeding in our garden, but the tall growers
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seed freely. Missouricnsis, linearis, fragrans,

Laniari'kiana, aiul biennis, witlistood last Winter

(40° below zero) unprotected in the open garden,

unscathed; cospitosa survived under some leaves

and n wooden shutter, but alongside of it tricho-

calyx perished. The rest of our sorts are last

Spring's seedings.

EDirORIAL NOTES.

DRAcocErHALUM.—In old times we used to

grow in our beds of hardy lierbaceous plants

Dracocephalum Virginiana, and thought it the

gem of the collection. Going through Ohio this

Summer we saw occasional patches still more

beautiful than we had ever seen it under culture,

and we wondered more why it is not universal-

ly grown. We have two varieties in those

gardens which have it at all, one known as D.

Virginiana and the other as D. denticulata,

which is a much larger growing kind, tliough

botanists generally regard them as but forms of

one species. Strictly speaking we should say

these have been removed from the old genus Dra-

cocephalum, and are now Physostegia. When
in Europe last Summer, we noted a pretty one

being grown as D. Moldavica, introduced chiefly

look. It is a rounder headed tree than the Caro-

lina Poplar, which is the Populus monolifera.

Our Western friends will do miscliief by con-

founding these two.

Abies Ekgelmanni.—A writer in the Gardener's

Chronicle signing tlie letter " II," and dating from

Salt Lake City, speaks of liaving visited Colora-

do, and of finding Abies Engelmanni and A.

Menziesii, " varieties of the same thing." It is

a great pity such errors should continue to be

piopagated, for, as we have recently stated, there

is no close aflinity between the two.

Crown Imperials.—These are very showy, and

favorite early Spring flowers, blooming in April.

Tliey throw up strong stems to the height of two

feet, which are encircled at the summit with

large pendent bell-shaped flowers, crowned with

a tuft of glossy green leaves, rendering them

very conspicuous and ornamental. The bulbs

should be planted five or six inches deep, in any

good garden soil. It is best to let them remain

undisturbed for several years : Aurora, orange

red; Crown on Crown, red ; Large Single Red;

Large Double Red; Lai-ge Single Yellow;

Large Double Yellow; Single Red, with gold

striped foliage; Single, mixed.

—

C. M. Hovey.

by M. Vilmorin, of Paris. The accompanying

little cut will give some idea of its manner oi

growth.

The Carolina Poplar.—A Western paper says

that Dr. Furnas, of Danville, is propagating the

Carolina Poplar, " Populus angulata." Here is a

case where the benefit of a botanical name comes

in. The Populus angulata would make a good

shade tree if it were not susceptible to a rust in

early Fall, which gives the tree a disagreeable

NEW OB RARE PLANTS.

Clematis Davidiana.—This is a sterling horti-

cultural acquisition, quite "new," a native of

Northern China, from whence it was recently

introduced into France, and thence dissemi-

nated, and this year bloomed with us for the

first time, so far as I am aware, in New England.

The stems are erect, 2 to 3 feet high, slightly

branched, somewhat woody at the base, but the

rest herbaceous. The leaves are in opposite

pairs, on long petioles, and trifoliate; the two

lower leaflets are broadl}' lanceolate, 4 to 5

inches long by 2 to 2| inches broad, and the in-

termediate one wedge-shaped, with a much
hmger petiole, and an expansion some 5J inches

long by 82 inches wide, and all of them deeply

toothed to slightly lobed, reticulated on the

upper surface and prominently veined on the

under. The flowers are \ to 1% inches across,

pale bluish purple, reflexed, but with a tube

J inch long, and very sweet scented; in fact, in

color and form they much resemble common
I blue Hyacinths. They are produced most freely
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in dense terminal and axillary heads and corymbs

at every joint from the ground upwards, in one

crowded terminal head. Alone I counted 137

flowers, expanded blooms and unopened buds.

The lateral branches, mostly in pairs, are often

but long-jointed flower-stems, the blooms being

gracefully disposed in whorls around the joints,

which are closer near the end ; and these branch-

lets are admirably suited as cut flowers. Its

blooming period lasts from the end of July till

about the 20th of August. We regard it as one

of, if not the very best hardy herbaceous orna-

mental plant of its season. It seems to be con-

stitutionally strong and vigorous.— W. F.

Clematis tubulosa.—This species has been in

cultivation for upwards of thirty years, never-

theless it is very rarely met with. It is a native

of Northern China, 2 to 3 feet high, herbaceous,

or nearly so, quite hardy, a good grower, profuse

bloomer, and withal a commendable garden

flower. Its blooming season is from about the

20th of August till the 10th or middle of Sep-

tember. It has erect, slightly branched stems
;

opposite, long-petioled, trisected leaves, the leaf-

lots rhombeo-ovate, fiiintly lobed and toothed.

The flowers are bluish-purple, with narrow re-

flexed sepals, 1 to IJ inches across, and produced

in loose, terminal and axillary cluster-corymbs.

— W. F.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Gas-killed Trees.—I have, unfortunately, lost

two fine trees in consequence of the esca^je of

gas in the street ; and in regulating my front

pavement, have had to cut down three others.

Speaking with Mr. Paul, a short time since, he

stated that there was a species of Poplar tree,

—

he could not give me the name, but the kind of

tree could be seen growing on the corner of a

small street running north from Vine, be-

tween Eighth and Ninth streets,—which he
understood the gas would not affect. I think he

said you were aware of it; and my object in

writing is to inquire if you could furnish me
with its proper name, or the name of any tree

the gas will not kill.

[Ihe roots of any tree whatever, will be killed

by the gas escaping from the mains. It is no use

to plant anything where trees have been thus

killed, till the leak has been stopped. Notify

the gas company of the leak, and they will stop

it. Then plant. In equity the gas corporation

should be held responsible for damages. There
is little excuse for these leaks. It is' as possible

to make a pipe tight below as above ground.

—

Ed. G. M.]

Night Blooming Cereus.—Mrs. Harriet Beech-
er Scoville, Norwich, Chenango county, N. Y.,

writes: — Reading, this evening, an article or

note in the September number of Gardener's

Monthly on Night Blooming Cereus, alluding

to it not always being night-blooming, I am
tempted to give my experience on the same
topic. I have a large plant of the flat thornless-

leaved variety. I know' no name for it. But it has

a large white exquisitely fragrant and beautiful

blossom. Mine flowered this season for the third

time or year. The first in June, it had three

large blossoms open at one time. The flower

began to open before dark, was wide open before

10 o'clock P. M., and was wide open in the

morning. I cut two flowers and sent out, and
heard that they did not close until full noon, the

third I kept on the plant, and it also remained
open until between 12 and 12.30 midday, when I

removed it from my greenhouse, facing south,

into my darkened dining-room, thinking to keep
it longer, but it closed directly after. A friend has

one of the same variety, which once opened

during her absence at church one Sabbath morn-

ing, and I believe remained open all that day and
I think closed at night,—of that I cannot speak

with certainty. There are a number of the

plants in our town, and there are generally a

dozen or more blossoms seen each Summer.
One friend had ten open at once. Some time I

may be tempted to give an account of my green-

house, which I heat bj'^ a coal base-burning stove

in the greenhouse, unless this is so long that you

are wearied.

[Cereus crenatus, C. latifrons, and C. triangu-

laris, as well as the night-blooming Cereus, C.

grandiflorus, open at night, and some, especially

the last, continue to about noon next day. The
true night-blooming Cereus has round, rope-like

stems ; C. triangularis is three cornered ; C. cre-

natus has flat stems with pretty notched edges,

and latifrons has stems so thin that they seem

like leaves. We should very much value the

experience on heating the small greenhouse. It

is a subject of interest to a large number of our

readers.—Ed. G. M.]

Irish Junipers, &c.—W. W., Hillsboro, Md.,

writes : — Although not a subscriber to the
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Gnrdener's Monihhi I rtm a constant reader of it,

as my eniployoi-s luivc always taken it. In the

la«t number, a correspondent inquired as to soil

causing Irish Junipers to change their habits.

You say you do not know that soil makes any

diflerenco in tlie compactness of their growtli,

but I am fully convinced it does. Bef<ire I came
to this place, in Caroline county, Md., I worked

for R. Peters, at Wilmington, Del. He had

Junipers of very compact growth, and all his

grew in this way. A lot of young plants raised

from them and sent to us here have made trees

of spreading habits, so much so as to be more
like Swedish Junipers in this respect than like

the Irish. The soil here is a light loam. It is

not uncommon for the Irish .Juniper to lose its

compact growth when transplanted into other

soils. Your notes on Early Peaches were very

interesting to me. Every section of the country

seems to have a candidate for the position of the

earliest. There will be one from our town, of

course, when the time comes, as we must not be

behind the age. Williams' Early is its name.

Preserving Roses in Winter.—L. F., Belle-

ville, Illinois, writes :—My last year's query of

protection of Tea Roses—to cover such with coal

ashes—I have tested, and the result has proved

satisfiictory. All tender Roses, Pampas Grass,

Oleanders and Tritomas I bent to the ground
and covered entirely with coal ashes. With the

exception of a few very small Tea Roses, they

stand the Winter very well. Coldest day, 0°

below zero.

Standing Cypress.—A. G., a lady amateur,

says that unless this Cypress is wintered in com-
pact soil it will freeze out ; or that having a loose

soil in her garden, she was not able to keep

hor plant.-^ during their first Winter. Early in

March, when sowing seeds in advance for her

garden, she mistook the Seed of Standing Cypress

for those of another plant, and sowed them.

She soon discovered her mistake, but saved the

plants, and in due time transferred them to the

garden, where, to her .surprise, they grew quite

tall and bloomed finely the same Summer (this

1877), and when the writer saw them in August
they were nearly or quite three feet in height.

As it is, in some situations, exceedingly difficult

to keep them through the first Winter, would it

not be well to try the plan, accidentally discover-

ed, which assures success?

Cut-leaved Grape.—A Denison, Texas, cor-

respondent writes :—I send enclosed a leaf to

know if it is that of Ampelopsis incisa, true.

Parties are selling it for that here. The leaf

does not seem to me so thick as one would ex-

pect from your description in the Gardener's

Monthly.

[The leaf sent appeared at first like the Am-
pelopsis bipinnata, but it is really a cut-leaved

variety of the European grape, and not Ampe-
lopsis incisa.—Ed.]

"^ar w
^REEN MOUSE AND MOUSE GARDENING.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

The greenhouse will now begin to look more na-

tural, after having had the stock housed last

month. With many plants having probably been

taken up out of the open ground, many dead

leaves will daily appear, requiring frequent remo-

val; neatness is one of the chief beauties of a

greenhouse. Acacias, and Australian plants gen-

erally, with hard wood and delicate^roots, should

be placed at the coolest end of the house, where
little water will be required. These plants

should not be watered often ; but when they are,

it should be thorough. Frequent waterings soon

render the roots of these plants unhealthy, when
it is very difficult to restore them to vigor.

Whenever the foliage becomes of sickly yellow

hue, the best plan is to plunge the plant in a

larger pot, filling the space with moss,—and

when the plant requires water, give it only

through the moss, unless the plant seem to be-

come so dry as to suffer, when it should receive

one thorough watering. Very little fire should be

applied to a greenhouse,—just sufficient to keep

it about 45°. Unless very far north, but little

fire-heat will be required this month.

Window plants should not be kept very warm
at this season. They should have all the sun
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and air, and as little of the artificial heat of the

room as possible. These remarks apply espe-

cially to Mignonette, which is very impatient of

in-door confinement. Succulents, such as Cacti,

are excellent window plants in this respect, as

the dry air does not affect them. To keep the

air about the plants moist, is one of the secrets

of window culture. Some who have very fine

windows well stocked with fine plants, make
glazed cases with folding doors of them, by

which, when the room is highly heated and very

dry, they can be enclosed in an atmosphere of

their own. Where it is not convenient to have

the window enclosed from the room by a folding

door, much benefit has been found by using a

simple curtain. This will prevent injury from

the coal or illuminating gas, which is often as

destructive as the dry atmosphere.

Aquariums are now so well understood, as to

be in a fair way to become essentials in the room-

gardening of all persons of taste. Growing
plants, fishes and water reptiles are placed in

the same globe or tank of water, and the gases

which the fish reject are the food of the plants;

while the plants, on the other hand, prepare the

elements necessarj' for the health of the fish.

By this beautiful principle of reciprocity, both

plants and animals remain in perfect health,

without the water scarcely ever being changed.

A tank for plants and animals might form the

base of a pretty parlor ornament, a central por-

tion consisting of a case for ferns and similar

plants, and a cage for birds on the top.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

TUBEROUS ROOTED BEGONIAS, CYCLAMEN
PERSICUM, &c.

BY W., NORFOLK, VA,

Stepping into the small greenhouse of David

Barker the other day I was astonished at his

magnificent display of new tuberous-rooted

Begonias with handsome foliage and in full

flower. They are chiefly from choice hj'bridized

seed ; of great variety in color, from pure white

to deepest scarlet, many salmon and orange

tinted, with occasionally a strong tendency to

produce double flowers. I doubt if such another

collection of this charming novelty is to be

found in this county. When better known,
they must become as popular here as in Europe.

As far as tested they are most suitable for bed-

ding plants, surpassing the Geranium in their

beautiful foliage and large flowers of richest

hues, and will soon become a great acquisition

to the garden and lawn. In England, they have

already superseded it to a great extent, being

more vigorous and floriferous.

Mr. Barker has been fortunate in saving a

fair quantity of seed, carefully hybridized, from

his best siDecimens, which he will offer this sea-

son, and when it is borne in mind that large

flowering plants are grown from seed in a few

months, the value of the tuberous-rooted Be-

goina cannot be too highly appreciated.

Mr. B. has also devoted rtiuch time and atten-

tion to the Persian Cyclamen, of late more
generally cultivated in this country. His bulbs,

from the best strains of European seed, already

show foliage of immense size and exquisite beau-

ty, a foretaste of the rich display of bloom so

soon to follow.

I cannot omit the bare mention of his choice

Gloxinias and hybrid Petunias, the latter superb,

often five feet in height, and of every conceiva-

ble shade and variety of marking.

This choice collection of these and other

novelties his little greenhouse affords, will well

repay a call from those who are favored with ac-

cess to more pretentious establishments.

ALOCASIA LOWII.

BY MAN-SFIELD MILTON, CLEVELAND, O.

One of the grandest, beautiful leaved plants in

cultivation. There are some very beautiful

species in this genera of plants, but this stands

pre-eminent. The upper surface of the leaf is a

deep green, the mid-rib and secondary ribs an

ivory white, the under side a soft dark purple.

It is a native of Borneo, and therefore requires a

high, moist temperature to fully develop its dis-

tinct markings. It requires for soil, lumps of

peat, charcoal, fibrous loam and pieces of sand

stone; during its growing season abundance of

water, and when at rest it should be kept just

moist enough to retain its foliage. It is not so

easily grown as most of the Alocasias in cultiva-

tion, but when convenience is afforded a plant

of it should be seen. In a dry atmosphere the

red spider is a deadly enemy to it, often doing

considerable damage before its presence is ob-

served ; frequent spongings will keep the plant

healthy and free from insects.
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BRUGMANSIA SUAVEOLENS IN THE FLOWER
GARDEN.

nv \V. I AI.CONKU, CAMHUIIXiK, MASS.

At Mv. Mtitloy's, at Jamaica Plains, I lately

saw this line old favorite in good condition.

The plant is four years old and flowering in a

sub-tropical Hower border, crowded on every side

by neighboi-s—Ficuses, Cannas, Solanums, ttc.

Mr. M. informs me, however, that during the

Summer time he saw as many as one hundred

expanded blooms on it at one time; and when
I was there (September -4th), in addition to the

flowers and buds on the plant, I saw a dozen of

immense white trumpets that had just been cut

from it.

The plant is lifted on the approach of frost,

cut back and potted, and wintered in some out-

of-the-way corner in a greenhouse, where it can

be kept nearly dry.

DOUBLE GERANIUM, "BISHOP WOOD."

BY GEO. S. WOODRUFF, MOUNT AIRY, TIIILA.

I have grown this new Geranium side by side

with another from Veitch's collection, called

Guillon Mangilli, and have been unable to find

any difference between them. Others who have

grown both give the same testimony, and I sus-

pect that by the time a few enterprising florists

have "substitued," a few times, the one for the

other, the purchaser will not be able to tell

which he has. As Mr. Harris is above suspicion,

and doubtless obtained his Bishop Wood from

seed, we have here an interesting instance of

independent workers arriving at the same result

about the same time, as has often happened to

inventors and discoverers.

But another interesting thing is, that I have
obtained seed from these and some other new
doubles, all similar to Asa Gray in their dwarf
habit and semi-double flower, the latter, however,

being much larger than those of Asa Gray. Of
these "Auguste Willaume" is of a very peculiar

shade of red, nearly vermilion, and "Edward
Lequin " somewhat like it. "Asteroid " is a rich

crimson scarlet. A splendid pink one, "Noe-
mie" (namy), also seeded, as did Eugene Band-
ouin, but the seed did not mature, owing to

excessive rains. The same thing happened with

George Sand and Wilfred, both improvements
on Aline Sisly.

I think that with more uniform moisture

ripened seed might be had from all these.

The whole series is so much superior in habit

to the rank-growing doubles to which most peo-

ple are accustomed that they desire mention.

Another of similar habit, " Meteor Flagg," (!)

has flowers as perfect as roses, somewhat like

" Le Negre," but uiili/ce that, perfect in form and
produced freely all Summer.
Now that I have. made this article so much

like a catalogue, I might as well mention that
" Happy Thought " seems happy in either wet
or dry weather.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Taste in Farm Houses.—An exchange tells

us that Colonel IngersoU wants to see farmers'

wives dress with more care and better taste,

which would cost no more than their present

style, and above all, he wants to see them pitch

their miserable little cook stoves out of the

window and get a decent range, over which they

can cook without cooking themselves. We
should like if he had added a word on the floral

surroundings. No one knows how a neat little

garden adds to the pleasures of life. But we
hardly know whether it is right to address this

counsel to women. If they are careless or

slovenly it is too often the men's own fault. A
woman when married usually becomes what her

husband makes her. If what she does seems

not to interest him, it is natural that she become
indiflcrent. If husbands—young husbands es-

pecially—took more interest in their Avives' dress

and neat appearance, the cook stove or the

flower garden, we will guarantee there would be

less " farmers' wives " of the class Col. IngersoU

refers to.

Preserving Flowers Fresh.—The Worcester

Spy says :
—"A friend of ours received a day or

two ago through the post-office, from Olympia,

Washington Territory, a roundish, irregular pack-

age, which on examination proved to contain a

large potato. Further investigation showed that

the potato had been cut in two and the inside

scooped out, and in the cavity were found flow-

ers and leaves, which, as he learned by a note

previously received, had been picked in a garden

in the open air on the 26th day of December.

The flowers,—pansies, geraniums, and others,

—

were as fresh and bright as if they had been

gathered within an hour, though their journey

across the continent had occupied fifteen days.
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Olympia is in about the latitude of Quebec,

though its Winter climate is not more severe

than that of Memphis." We refer to this because

a correspondent of the far west sent us some

flowers for name in this way, and they came

in as good condition as if fresh gathered. As

we had not the material for full investigation

just at hand it was left for a week, when the

flowers were still found fresh and good. There

is just moisture enough and no more in a hol-

low potato to keep flowers well.

The Richardia jEthiopica.—This is gen-

erally known with us as the Calla Lily, the plant

in former times being regarded as a true Calla.

The common name in English works is "Trum-
pet Lily."

Grafting Chrysanthemums.—A correspond-

ent of the Garden says :

—"At the Royal Nurser-

ies, Slough, I observed the other day what to me
seemed to be a novelty in Chrysanthemum
growing, viz. : over 200 fine plants worked as

standards on three-feet stems, several sorts which

bloom simultaneously being grafted into one

head. Only one plant was grown in this way
last year, but the effect which it produced was

so striking as to induce Mr. Turner to cultivate

Chrysanthemums largely in that manner." The
stems of the Chrj'santhemum dying after flower-

ing would seem to make this plan a great deal

of trouble for a short gratification, and then we
should think as good an eftect could be had by

growing several kinds in one pot.

Rose Blooms.—Rose "buds," as our florists

call them, are advertised in the London papers

at $2 per one hundred.

Lord's Greenhouses.—At several places, re-

cently, we have seen greenhouses by Mr. Lord

being erected, and they seem to give entire satis-

faction in quality and price to the owner who
pays for them, and in adaptation to plant and

fruit growing by the gardener who has to work
them. The peculiarity of ^iv. Lord's work is

that the parts are all made at his factory, and
the house is speedily put together by Mr, Lord's

own men. Many persons would have green-

houses but for the difficulty of getting local

builders to understand the wants of plant grow-

ing. This enterprise of Mr. Lord's, therefore,

we regard as a public benefit, deserving of all

the encouragement which those who wish well

to horticulture can give it.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Disease on the Marechal Neil Rose.—S. S. P.,

Philadelphia, writes :—I am a very constant

reader of the Monthly, and on the look-out for

any new diseases that affect plants, but thus far

do not notice that any of your correspondents

make complaints of any insect or disease that

attacks " Marechal Neii Rose." I have now
been fighting it ever since that glorious rose has

been out, but do not meet with the least success

in checking it, notwithstanding I have tried

turpentine, petroleum and linseed oil. It makes
its appearance in the shape of knotty excrescen-

ces, which extend below the bark, and in the

course of time kill the plant. It does not seem

to affect other varieties of roses, as I have tried

budding it, and the trouble continues, but

always on the Neil, the stock not being in any

way touched, and generally prefer old and well-

established plants. I have one plant now cover-

ing a space of fifty or sixty feet, that last Spring

bloomed four or five hundred roses, and it is

going like all others, without the least ability to

save it. I have heard lately that the trouble-

some customer is the same insect that attacks

the grape vine in France. Have you heard

anything of it ?

[We have never heard of this before. Have

any of our readers had a similar experience?—

Ed. G. M.]

Antipodal Hyacinths. —A correspondent

asks about the antipodal Hyacinth vases, in

which one Hyacinth is represented as growing

down into the water, and another above it

grows right up into the air. We have not seen

these, but the fact is vouched for by those whose

evidence we consider as good as our own. But

if any one can tell us something of his own

knowledge, we should be glad to know of it.

Heating a Small Greenhouse.—G. W. H.,

Belvidere, N. J., writes:—As a subscriber to the

Monthhj, I take the liberty of asking you for ad-

vice in regard to the best plan for heating a

small greenhouse which I wish to build. I pro-

pose building it about fifteen feet long by ten

feet wide; location, dry gravelly soil, lean-to

only two feet above ground in front. Exposure

south or a little east of south. Object, to keep

plants in a liealthy growing condition over Winter

and for propagating in Spring for bedding out.

How would a brick furnace and flue, with a

cylinder for a base-burning stove inserted in the
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top of furnufe answer to keep up a steady hcftt?

Would terra ootta pipe answer for the flue?

Would it be best to carry flue around the house,

having the chimney over the furnace, and a

direct draft for use in starting fire? What should

be the rise of the flue per foot of height? I

have had and used a furnace in a greenhouse,

burning soft coal, but have no experience with

hard coal.

[There is less danger from hard coal than soft

coal. Tlie gas may escape from the base-burner

NEW OR RARE PLANTS.

Pklarooniu.m—Ni:w Like.—We are indebted

to Mr. Chitty for the use of the following engrav-

ing of this interesting new Geranium, an accoimt

of which from an English paper, we have already

given.

Tuberous Begonias.—Mr. D. Barker, Norfolk,

Va., writes :—I have this day mailed to your

PELARGONIUM

in the house. It would be best, if possible, to

have the furnace-door on the outside. It is a

good idea to have the chimney return and go up

over the furnace; it helps the draft. When one

has experience in terra cotta fUies they do very

well, but those who are not experienced complain.

In our houses we have had these pipes for fifteen

years, and would have no other ; but for those

who are not experienced in management, a

brick flue is best. It may run on a level, if the

draft is made good; try running the chimney

over the furnace.

U
'new life."

address a box of the "tuberous-rooted Bego-

nias," which I hope will reach you in safety.

[These were beautiful, warranting all we said

of them in our last. It is so seldom that our

own people take in hand improvements, that

when we find one going along and keeping pace

with Europeans in floral culture, we are glad to

give every encouragement. We noted several

collections of improved tuberous Begonias in

England last year that were considered " extra

strokes of luck," but these of Mr. Barker's were

the equal of any.—Ed. G. M.]
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;RUIT and IEGETABLE mRDENING.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

So much has been said in this journal on the

proper preparation of the soil for orchards, that

it need not now be repeated. We should only

say, that a light drjdsh soil is the best to choose

for the peach. The pear does best on a strong

loamy soil. Plums much the same as the last.

The apple prefers a heavy loam, if on limestone

so much the better. The cherry does well in

soil adapted to the peach.

If, however, a fruit orchard is dry and proper-

ly top dressed annually, there is not much differ-

ence in the value of soils for fruit orchard.

With rich decaying vegetable matter abundantly

supplied to the treses, they will do well enough in

most kinds of soil.

Whatever pruning trees may require, is best

done early if one have the time. On this ac-

count, however, it is generally deferred to to-

wards Spring when there is more leisure.

Probably most of our fruits do best in partial

shade. The gooseberry and currant certainly do.

The former must have shade; and if on the

moist northern aspect of a wall, so much the

better. The raspberry prefers a rather moist

floil, and partial shade.

Where currants, gooseberries and raspberries

are not to be disturbed, old low stalks thrown

thickly in about the plants and allowed to

remain and rot away, keep the roots cool, and

make a condition of things in which these three

kinds of fruit luxuriate.

In cultivating raspberries on a large scale

they do best in hills, as the cultivator keeps

them from crowding each other so much. For

garden culture they are better in rows, the

suckers to be kept hoed out occasionally as thej''

grow ; enough only being left that will be re-

quired for fruiting next year. Where canes are

required for new plantations, of course a portion

of the crop must be sacrificed to the suckers.

In choosing pears, select those that have been

budded close to the ground, as when they are re-

planted the stocks should be buried an inch

below the pear scion, which prevents the attacks

of the quince borer. If a long stem has to be

buried, the usual consequences of deep planting

result, and do as much injury as the quince

borer. Also in choosing, select, if possible)

plants that have been raised from cuttings ; for

layered stocks have almost always a long, deep

tap looking root, on which dwarf pears do not

do well. If we have to use such dwarf pear trees,

better shorten some of this long trunk root

before planting. Never plant what appears to

be the stem of a tree far beneath the surface,

under any circumstances, for disease will be

most probably an ultimate consequence.

In making new vegetable gardens, a south-

east aspect should be chosen, as far as practica-

ble. Earliness in the crops is a very great de-

sideratum, and such an aspect favors this point

materially. Too great a slope is objectionable,

as inducing to a great run of water in heavy

rains. The plots for the crops should be laid off

in squares or parallelograms, for convenience in

digging, and the edges of !he walks set with box

edging. If water can be introduced, it is a great

convenience.

Sometimes broccoli does not head before there

is danger of frosts, especially if growing vigor-

ously. If taken up with small balls of earth,

and set in a damp cellar, they will still perfect

themselves.

Asparagus beds, after the tops have been

cleared off, are better covered with litter or sta-

ble manure. The plants shoot easier for it next

season.

When the ground becomes frozen, or no other

work offers, preparation can always be made for

advancing prospective work when it arrives.

Bean-poles may be made ; and if the ends are

charred, and then dipped in coal tar, the com-

monest material will be rendered nearly equal to

the best cedar.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

WHITEWASHED PEAR TREES.

BY J. S. COLUNS, MOORESTOWX, N. J.

The whitewashed pear trees referred to in are-

cent issue of the Monthly under the head of

" Proceedings of the New Jersey State Horticul-
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turnl Society," were not whitewashed with a

view of preventing blight, but to clean the burk,

it acting apparently on the same principle, and

perliaps nearly as well, as a wash of soap and

water. The whitewash was applied early in

Spring eaih year on the trunks and large

branches with a coninion whitewash brush, and

I do not consider it had any eflect on the trees

blighting, either one way or another. Some
Lawrence trees that had formerly been entirely

exempt from blight, were attacked and ruined in

1870, the year of second application.

THE NORTHERN RANGE OF WALNUT
GROWING.

BY MR. ROBT. COIT, XKW LONDON, CONN.

In a late number of the Gardener's Monthly

some one inquires how far north the English

"Walnut will mature its fruit. I have this tree in

my garden here, which bears and ripens nuts

every year. This year the crop is larger than

ever before, amounting, I should think, to 1| or

2 pecks. The tree is at least twenty-five years

old, and has been in bearing some eight years.

It is sheltered on the north and west by build-

ings. But in the garden adjoining mine is

another English Walihut tree, exposed in all di-

rections. It is an older tree than mine, and has
ripened crops of nuts, more or less sparsely, for

twenty years. The latitude of New London is

47° 21^ north.

APRICOTS IN CALIFORNIA.

BY " BERYL,'" SAN DIEGO, CAL.

In the Gardener's Monthly for July, 1877, I see

a short article—" Apricots in California"

—

speaking of the failure of said fruit there this

year, which suggests, the " curculio " as being the

possible cause of the failure.

I have been over eight years hi the nursery
business in this State, and have never seen or

heard of said pest yet.

Peaches and apricots are almost a total failure

south of San Francisco this year, and although
many seem in doubt as to the cause, I have but
little doubt that the unusual hot weather in Janu-
ary was the v?ause of it, the thermometer stand-

ing at 80° to 87° in the shade for a good part of

three or four days. The bloom-buds on my
peach trees swelled as though they were going to

bloom, and the chilly weather afterwards stop-

ping the flow of the sap killed the fruit, I believe.

Most of the peach trees remained dormant from
the middle until the last of June. Many of the

limbs have died about half back, but now the

new growths are (luite vigorous in most of the

trees, but some of the trees that are leaving out

are dried on one side as though scorchetl by fire.

What do you think is the cause of failure, if I

am wrong?

Some five years ago I had an orange tree com-
pletely girdled by cut worms, which grew more
than two feet afterwards, but withered as though

it had been cut off" as soon as the upward flow of

sap ceased. The puzzle to me is how the thing

could grow after being girdled.

[A layer of wood is formed annually. The
new wood each year is generated from the wood
of the last. These annual layers are alive for

seveial years, varying according to the kind.

Sometimes the act of girdling kills these usually

living layers at once—the trees die ; but some-

times they live, and their crude sap will be

drawn up for several years—as long as they live

—enabling all above the girdled part to keep in

growth for that time.—Ed. G. M.]

GRAPE CULTURE UNDER GLASS.

BY JOHN DONN, FOREMAN TO P. HENDERSON,

JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.

I read your paper, one copied from the London
Jonrnal of Horticulture. The writer's practical

suggestion holds good in some points ; in others

my experience differs. I will therefore reply to

the remarks as arranged, which begin—Thin-

ning the^shoots : I disbud when the eyes have

pushed about an inch, and remove all but one,

the strongest. I infer that if it don't produce a

bunch the weaker ones will not. Crowding the

wood in fruit trees is injurious, equally so is

thinning, to the same extent as practiced in

Great Britain. Sun and light is stronger, and

more foliage is required to keep from scorching.

I find no difficulty in thoroughly ripening the

wood in a cold grapery, as far north as New
York. Stopping the shoots : My plan, and one

I also find answers well, is to pinch every shoot,

sometimes three or four eyes above the bunch

and even more if tliere is any show for the leaf

to develop without overcrowding. Also, in pinch-

ing the lateral shoots, I leave two or three eyes

instead of one, but am always careful toward the

middle of October to thin out gradually as the
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days get shorter. I never allow shoots to get

stronger than I can pinch them off with thumb

nail and forefinger. I find no ill effects from

leaving the leading shoot grow till it reaches the

top of the house, then turn it down to ramble at

its will. In a span-roofed grapery under my
charge the shoots have reached the floor, and

are growing up again. The eff'ect is pleasing,

and I think it has a tendency to keep the roots

in a healthy growing state. Tying the shoots :

I concur in the method of tying, but would here

remark that the wires should be at least twenty

Inches from the glass. Thinning the bunches :

The remarks are in accordance with my practice

;

the only exception is with such varieties as

white Muscadine and the Frontignaus. I leave

one bunch on each shoot without bad effects

;

they are smaller kinds and the latter at least is a

strong grower. Syringing: Squirting with a

hand-syringe is laborious where grapes are ex-

tensively grown. I find a portable garden en-

gine the most eff"ective. When washing the foli-

age is required I like to take the advantage of a

gust for the operation, when plenty of rain-water

can be had. Hydrant or spring water leaves a

mark on the bloom of the fruit, more or less.

In the grapery above mentioned, there has been

no water used on the foliage prior to blooming,

and the foliage is perfectly free from all insects.

Water can be used more freely on the surface

inside than in the United Kingdom. Watering:

Where borders are inside entirely, which is best

in this country north of Baltimore, if ripe grapes

are wanted by second week in May, abundance

must be given as recommended. Where parties

are satisfied with ripe grapes by middle of July,

outside borders answer the purpose. My expe-

rience is, the roots will seek out where they can

get ; they might work inside where they get en-

couragement to do so. Practical men in private

situations, " as a rule here," don't get the assist-

ance that is given in Great Britain, #nd there

are many points in grape-growing they cannot

do justice to for want of help, etc. Yet there are

a good many operations done in connection

with grape-growing there, could be done without,

or in a great measure simplified, considering the

extreme changes of climate and too often the

want of necessary help. Methinks not a few who
follow the profession will think with me, that

cultivating the grape-vine under glass in Great

Britain is one thing, and in America another.

Still I will not say, but there nre advantages here,

as well as disadvantages ; with the exception of

giving the outside borders a slight watering with

manure water, say twice in the season, is all the

attention I have been able to give in that way,

yet have had good crops of grapes. There is yet

a great deal to learn, and more points to be ob-

served than have been discussed in those papers

—I mean in regard to this country. " If you de-

sire," I will relate several points commendable,
which experience has taught me, in another

paper. [Please do.—Ed. G. M.]

A PROMISING ORCHARD.

BY MR. A. C. FOWLER, PAN-HANDLE, W. VA.

I see by a late Monthly a notice of trees being

killed by applying oil to prevent rabbits from
injuring them. I had a lot of apple trees greased

with lard to keep rabbits from them, and the

bark came off where they were greased, and new
bark came on a part of them. A neighbor

rubbed carbon oil on a fine lot of trees to keep

the rabbits from them and the next Summer the

trees were as dead as if they had been kept in a

barn. I have planted thousands of trees, and

seldom fail to have them grow finely. If I want

to have a tree make a fine growth, I tie hay or

straw from the branches to the ground. I have

saved some valuable trees in that way that I do

not think could have been saved any other way.

I am experimenting with about two thousand

pear trees, planted in different soils, exposures,

and planted different depths; also, am doing

what I can to stop the blight, and think I am
succeeding. This will be my third year, and if

I lose as few trees this year, I will give you my
way of prevention.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Fruit-growing as a Business.—The Country

Gentleman reports some interesting discussions

at the New York State Fair on these subjects.

Mr. Hooker thinks there are four and a half mil-

lions of acres in fruit in the Union, and the pro-

duct equal to half the value of an average crop

of wheat. Like every other business, however,

it required hard work and intelligent business

habits to make it a success.

The Phylloxera in Europe.—They have an

International Phylloxera Congress in Europe,

and it sat recently in Susanne. It has no light

task before it. Apropos of Phylloxera, an asso-
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elated press dispatch carried the news to the

morning papers that the authorities at Washing-

ton believed that the grapes in New Jersey were

really infested by Phylloxera, and that the gov-

ernment would probably take steps to look into

it. Similar ridiculous dispatches as to what the

government proposed to do in agricultural mat-

ters, have been given to the public of late. It is

not fiiir to hold the Department of Agriculture

responsible for newspaper dispatches. No doubt

wliat the Department has done, or will do, in

these matters has been misunderstood by the

newspaper men. A very slight change in phra-

seology will often make a sensible thing seem

absurd ; and the Department at Washington

must have known from the labors of Riley and

others, that the Phylloxera was a very bad thing.

There is, no doubt, some injustice done the De-

partment in these dispatches.

La Versailles Currant.
— "John," Poughkeepsie,

N. Y., writes ;
—"Anxious to

plant only a few of the best

Currants, I inquired of a

friend who replies, ' set out

only the Red Dutch.' An-

other recommends the Ver-

sailles, and a third the

Cherry, while an agent from

Rochester tells me the last

are both the same thing.

What do you say ?
"

[Taking all in all we
should plant the Red Dutch
in preference to all others.

Tlie Versailles is a very nice

fruit, with a long bunch and
large berries, but hardly so

good in flavor as the Red
Dutch. The Cherry is a

short bunch, with large and
few berries, and with a very

acid juice. We give an il-

lusti'ation of the Versailles,

by which you will readily

see the distinctness from the

Cherry.—Ed. G. M.]

Utah Hybrid Cherry.—E. Y. Teas,in Country

Gentleman, has a good word for the Utah Hybrid

Cherry. It is a mistake to call it a hybrid. There

is no evidence that any such hybridization was
attempted. It is simply a natural improvement
on the Sand Cherry, Cerasus pumila, and was

found in Utah by Mr. J. E. Johnson, though not

recorded in any botany of the territory. It is a

much stronger grower than the normal Sand
Cherry, and Mr. Johnson may well be pardoned
for considering it a hybrid, and giving it out as

such.

I\Ir. Teas justly remarks that it has suffered

through the over-zeal of agents, and the high

wrought comparisons with other fruits. Wliile
" some like apples " and " some like oysters,"

there is no reason why some will not like the

Utah Cherry on its own merits.

Linseed Oil on Pear Trees.—A. C. L., Madi-

son, Ind., writes:—"I recently killed two fine

pear trees with an application of linseed oil."

As we know of many trees that have been bene-

fited instead of injured, it is an interesting ques-

tion why these varied results. We have made,
therefore, special inquiry into the oil question

by one in the secrets thereof, and we find that

there are three kinds of linseed oil in the mar-
ket—one, the pure extract of flaxseed, the other

halfpetroleum, and the third our informant could

not tell exactly what. But the petroleum ex-

plains. Such oil as that would certainly kill the

trees.

Profitable Cherries.—Near all our large

cities the large sweet cherries are very profitable.

Very little really nice fruit comes to market
—when it does, it brings good figures. But taking

all things together, the Early Richmond is the

most profitable variety. It is more certain to

yield a full crop than any other kind, suffering

less from the curculio and diseases than the

others. The black knot is its greatest enemy,

—

but this is easily kept down by continual watch-

fulness Avith the pruning knife in hand.

Locality for Orchards.—In almost all cases

it is the universal experience that orchards are

more certain to do well where the spot chosen is

somewhat higher than the surrounding land.

Often enough the fruit will be killed by Spring

frosts, when those on land fifty feet higher will

escape. The cold air always sinks, and if there

is any low spot for it to sink in, the higher of

course escapes. Often trees on river-banks es-

cape, when others are injured, and people think

it is the contiguity to water, when it is really the

elevation—the cooler air being drawn to the

river-bed.

The Dwarf Service Berry.—A correspondent

inquires what is this plant? We do not know
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certainly, but suppose it is what is known in the

East as June Berry, Shad Berry and Indian

Cherry, and the botanical name of which is

Amelanchier Botryapium. If we are wrong we

shall be glad to be informed by those who know.

How MANY Peach Buds a Day.—It has often

been said that workmen in the North do a great

deal more work than do those of the South, and

the following advertisement in the Home Journal

of New Orleans strikingly illustrates the truth of

the assertion :
—

" Wanted, a good nurseryman to

bud four thousand peach trees by the day, month
or by the job, etc." We fancy there are plenty

of men here who would be glad to have four days

given them to do the budding in, instead of a

month or more, as proposed by the advertiser.

Caroline and Belle Strawberries. — We
noted the fact some time since that the Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society had praised these

seedlings of Mr. Moore, of Concord, Mass. The

Massachusetts papers speak highly of their be-

haviour this year. They say they are not only

of large size and abundant bearers, but are also

of very superior flavor.

Grape Rot in Missouri.—Isidor Bush, writing

from Missouri, says :

—
" Taylor and Herbemont

Grapes failed almost totally this season again

from rot—in fact nearly all varieties—and unless

a remedy or preventative against this serious

evil is discovered, or that it disappears, grape-

growing here has seen its last days."

Bradt Seedling Russet Apple.—At a recent

meetine of the Toronto Fruit Growers' Associa-

tion, with a large number of good seedling

apples before their eyes, highly endorse this, and

ask for its dissemination. This is high praise.

Indian Fruit and Nut Culture.—A notable

feature of a recent meeting of the Toronto Fruit

Growers' Association was the presence of one of

the chiefs of the Tuscarora Indians. He has en-

tered largely into the culture of nut-bearing

trees, and gave an interesting account of his suc-

cess to the meeting.

A Texan Peach Grower.—Dr. Smith,of Pales-

tine, Texas, is said to be not only a great peach

grower, but to be a raiser of great peaches, and

also to have demonstrated that Texas is one of

the best peach-raising States in the Union.

Crawford's Early Peach in England.—We
find in the London Journal of Horticulture the

following tribute to this popular American vari-

ety. New Jersey ought to be proud of the world-

wide reputation of her famous seedling:—"Two
cultivators from different districts inform us that

Crawford's Early Peach has resisted the inclem-

•ent weather of the past Spring better than most
other varieties, and that this handsome looking

American sort is bearing good crops on the open
wall."

Increasing the Size of Mushrooms.—Not long

since we noted the fact that nitrate of potash

was said to increase the size of Mushrooms. How
large, we now learn from the following in the

Record :^' We learn from the Garden that at a

recent meeting of the Horticultural Society of

France an enormous Mushroom was exhibited

by M. Courcier, who took occasion to point out

that equally remarkable results can often be ob-

tained by watering the beds on which these fungi

are grown with a solution of nitrate of potass.

Under this treatment a bed usually producing

Mushrooms of but very small size will fx*equently

bear specimens upwards of twenty centimetres

in diameter in an incredibly short space of time.

Occasionallj' they attain really gigantic propor-

tions, and Mushrooms weighing as much as

seven pounds each have been grown in ordinary

beds by the aid of such solutions. Nor is this

increase in size attended with any loss of quality,

the monstrous specimens thus obtained being

equally palatable witli* those of more moderate

dimensions. The simplicity of the plan is not

the least of its recommendations, since any
Mushroom grower possessed of a handful of salt-

petre can test it for himself without either trou-

ble or expense."

Best Maine Apples.—Rhode Island Greening

and Tallman's Sweet are regarded as the best

Maine' apples by the Maine Pomological Society.

Peaches in California.—Messrs. Shinn & Co.,

the eminent nurserymen, have demonstrated

that in Alameda it is not essential to irrigate

peach orchards in order to insure regular and

full crops.

The Scuppernong Grape.—Mr. Transou in-

forms us that this variety is popular in the South

for the table as well* as for wine; and that im-

proved kinds occasionally appear.

Nectarines.—We believe the Nectarine does

not succeed anywhere in our country except

when raised under glass. They rot more easily,

or else are greater favorites with the curculio

than is its brother, the peach. For house-culture,-
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however, they are more popular than the peach

in many instances. Thos. Rivers still pays at-

tention to new nectarines. Lord Naj)ier i.s one

of his latest.

roisoNOUS Mushrooms.—"The neighborhood of

Agen has," says a correspondent of the Garden,
" been placed in a state of consternation by the

<lealh of eight members of the same family

through eating Mushrooms. This fatal example

is a warning for those who persist in the use of

Mushrooms of doubtful qualit}'." A nuich larger

number of species of Mushrooms are edible than

people imagine, but unfortunately few are intel-

ligent enough to distinguish them. Our friend,

John Haines, assures us that the common large

puff ball is wholesome as well as delicious, in the

form in which he cooks it.

Destruction of the Potato Beetle.—The Gar-

dener's Monthly Avas the first to recommend the

use of Paris green for the destruction of the po-

tato beetle, and naturally takes an interest in

anything that will be an improvement on it. The
following we find in the Boston Journal of Chem-

istry, and we shall be glad if any of our corres-

pondents will report next year what success they

may have with it :
—

" Good authorities condemn
the use of the poisonous Paris green for the de-

struction of potato bugs, and suggest carbolate of

lime instead. They say that the latter is equally

fatal to the bugs, while ft is harmless in other

respects. Farmers will do well to give it a trial."

NEW OR BARE FRUITS.

Mr. Eicketts' Grapes.—The seedlings of Mr.

J. H. Ricketts have been exhibited at many
places this season, and always receiving high

praise for their fine appearance and delicious

flavor.

The Lady Washington Grape.—By kindness

of Mr. J. E. Mitchell, we have on our table a

bunch of Mr. Ricketts' new seedling grape,

'"Lady Washington." Though it had been

several days on the tables of the Permanent
Exhibition, it weighed nearly a pound. It is a

white grape, with a slight amber tint, and of

excellent flavor.

Marshall Pear.—This fine new American
pear originated in Washington county, New
York, and is now [1876], being propagated and
for sale by P. H, Foster, at the Babylon Nursery.

And the following is Mr. Foster's description

:

"Tree moderately vigorous; very productive; fruit

rather large ; bell shape
;

greenish russet, be-

coming yellowish when ripe; thin skin ; flesh

white, juicy, buttery; flavor neither sweet nor

sour; ten days after the Bartlctt, as good a

bearer and better fruit ; smooth; does not crack

nor canker; is always much admired while

growing and when ripe."

Some fruit came to hand a few weeks ago,

and we can truly say that few pears will excel it

in flavor. We regard it as a very valuable ac-

quisition, and we say this knowing full well that

the list of pears "recommended for culiivation
"

is already too large.

Early Dawn Grape.—At the recent annual

meeting of the Newbury Bay Horticultural

Society the premium for the best seedling grape

grown in the open air, worthy of cultivation,

and to which no premium has been before

awarded, was given to Dr. William A. M. Cul-

bert's "Early Dawn."

Brighton Grape.— Mr. T. T. Southwick,

Rochester, N. Y., writes :
—

" I do not believe I

can serve my friends better than to recommend
them to try this new grape. The more I see of

it the better I am pleased. The growth is almost

as strong as Concord, and so far as I can see the

foliage is free from all fault. The fruit is, in the

highest sense, excellent. Last season I tested it

by eating Brighton from one hand and from the

other my favorite lona, and it stood this severe

test. Both bunch and berry are large, and what
is more important, it is among the very first to

ripen. Taken all in all I consider this one of

my best grapes yet brought out. Allow me to

add I have no vines for sale, or any interest

whatever in this vine, save as a lover of fine

fruit."

[We have had opportunities of testing this

grape this season and can say that in all that

refers to the good quality of bunch and berry

we can endorse all Mr. Southwick says of it.

—

Ed. G. M.]

Freeman's Late Peach.—We have from Col.

Freeman, of Alto Pass, Illinois, samples of this

beautiful peach, reaching us on the 27th of

September. Some measured ten inches in cir-

cumference and weighed seven ounces. It is a

yellow fleshed freestone, and in quality equal to

Crawford's Late. Following that excellent va-

riety in order of ripening, it ought to be a very

valuable addition to our list.
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Forrest Rose Strawberry.—I have seen

this new berry in its bearing state growing along-

side of the most noted sorts. I looked through

two acres of it and have no hesitancy in saying

that it is the largest of all, plant and berry, and

of unsurpassed quality. A bright color and of

solid texture, with a kind of toughness that will

make it desirable for market. The owner and

discoverer, Mr. J. Fetters, of Lancaster, 0., con-

tents himself with sending large quantities to

market and out-selling everybody, and won't

Bell plants.—J. H. C. •

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

The Early Peaches in California.— Mr.

Robert Strong, Westminster, Cal., writes:
—"I

have been disappointed in finding no notes in

the Monthly on the three new peaches competing

for the prize of best early, viz. : Alexander, Ams-

den and Briggs' Red May, with comparisons on

Early Beatrice. The peculiar season in Califor-

nia has affected our peach crop, and here in

Southern California no peach trees are bearing

this year, except seedlings. All these varieties

should have fruited with me, side by side, as I

expect them to do next year. Can any of your

readers give us notes from experience as to

their comparative value. Early Beatrice has

fruited here for two years, ripening about June

20th, a valuable peach, but too nearly a cling

and too small, though of very fine flavor. All

nursery stock looks well. I can show apricot on

peach eight feet high, from the bud this season
;

and plum on peach nine feet, and peach on

peach seven feet, with good stout stems and

branches, and still growing. We expect, how-

ever, to do in one year, in our long seaxsons,

what it takes two years to do in the East."

A Good Early Pear.—A Pennsylvania corres-

pondent writes that for three years past he has

had the Julienne and the Manning's Elizabeth

growing side by side, and that the former proves

slightly astringent. It is not so good a pear as

the latter, but a few days earlier.

Improved Siberian Crab.—Mr. Joseph Liggett,

Lowellville, Ohio, writes:
—"I send you two

Siberian crabs, please let us know how they

compare with other varieties that have come to

your knowledge. It was raised from the seed of

what is known among nurserymen as the large

red Siberian crab. This is the first year it has

fruited. Both specimens are from the same

tree."

[We have seen a large number of the seedling

improved crabs from Canada and Michigan dur-

the last two years. These improvements have

not been reduced to any system yet, so that the

comparative merit may be noted. We can only

say that this one is at least as good in quality aa

any we have seen.—Ed. G. M.]

Kinney's Cider Crab Apple.—J. T., Quincy,

Ky., says :

—
" I send you to-day by mail a speci-

men of Kinney's cider crab, a seedling of the

Wells ; originated with Henry Kinney, Esq.,

near Portsmouth, Scioto county, Ohio. It is an

early and profuse bearer, and fruit hangs well on

the tree. Please give us your opinion of it in

the Gardener's Monthly—a magazine I could not

live without."

[This is a small apple, about the sizfe of the

larger improved Siberian crab, but evidently not

belonging to that section. If it is a "crab" at

all it certainly is not one of the " austere" kind

about which political fiirmers love to refer to in

their " orations " at agricultural fairs, but a nice

little juicy thing.—Ed. G. M.]

Care in Varieties.—A. C. L., Madison, In-

diana, writes :

—"A word of new fruits and plants.

It is the custom of horticulturists and florists to

send out new fruits and plants with the high-

sounding names attached (and above all high

prices) of the originators, and if either prove to

be worthless, attach the blame t) the propaga-

tor. This is poor consolation to the purchaser.

It is the duty of every disseminator to test every-

thing that passes through his hands, and if it

prove a failure reject it, and if a success declare

it so from his own knowledge; but a course

directly the opposite of this is pursued. Should

I send a bad twenty dollar greenback to a florist

he would lose no time in returning it, no matter

how innocent I may have been in receiving it

myself."

HoosAC Thornless Blackberry.—T. G., Ham-
ilton, Illinois, writes :—" Will some one who has

had experience with this new berry give the re-

sult to the readers of the Gardener's Monthly f

It seems to be hardy and a good grower, and is

certainly quite free from thorns, and if its fruit

will compare favorably with other sorts, may be

a great acquisition. The writer has a quantity

of young plants (and others are, doubtless, simi-

larly situated) but docs not wish to set them
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without knowing more of tlio chnractcr of the

fruit. Arc tliey of good quality? are thoy pro-

lific? aiul how do they compare in size with

Kittiitimiy or other sort*!? Will some one not

having an 'axe to grind' i)lcase answer?"

LiMK ON Clover Sod.—G. W. N., Silcott's

Springs, Va., writes :

—
" Recognizing as I do the

high authority of the Gardeyier's Monihhj, I come

to you for advice. I have a clover .sod that I

wish to plough for peach trees, and intend to

apply fifty bushels of lime to the acre. How
and when would you apply it?

"

[We would lime and plough at once, and pliint

the trees early in Spring.—Ed. G. M.]

Bassett's American Plitm.—Mr. B. writes:

—

" I have a half peck of my new Plums on exhi-

bition. Please examine and see if it keeps up

the good character j'ou once gave of it." But

the plums had disappeared. At all exhibitions

we have attended this season we have noticed an

enormous amount of fruit and even flower pil-

fering going on, not by "poor" people, but by

the " well-dressed," and their " di'ess " generally

keeps them from anything more than a "remon-

stranee." We think it due to exhibitors that a

better example should be made of these gentry.

Fine Late Peaches.—J. K., Springfield, Mis-

souri, under date of October 4th, sends us tho

following note:—' 'I sent this day a small box of

a seedling peach, which I hope will arrive in

good condition. It ripens the first of tliis month.

Three yeara ago it was fully two weeks later. I

planted the seeds eleven years ago. Had it

bearing in 1872, first; then 1874, and this season

the trees were very full. Would like your

opinion on it. I have no trees for sale, as I am
not in the nursery business, but am a reader of

your most valuable Gardener'^ Monthly since the

first number in 1860. Some of these days will

let you hear of fruits in this part of the world."

[Beautiful and good, and then twelve inches

round ! They arrived in good condition after

their long journey, which shows them to be a

good traveler. It is certainly one of the best

white fleshed clings we know.—Ed. G. M.]

Fruit from the Grand Traverse Region,

Michigan.—Mr. A. Hoppe calls our attention to

some remarkably fine apples grown by Mr. Geo.

Parmlce of this region, but we already know, and

we think our readers do, that there is no better

fruit district in the Union than this, and possibly

no better fruit-grower than Mr. Parmlee.

3M0RESTRY.

C0M3IUNICA TIONS.

GROWTH OF THE HICKORY.

BY MR. GEO. CRUIKSHANKS, WHITINSVILLE, MASS.

In the Monthly for this month (September) you
give some account of the rapid growth of some
Hickory trees in your favored State. Hear a re-

port from the old Bay State. In June, 1858, I

found a fcAV Hickory (Carya alba) shellbark

nuts among a lot of moist wood-shavings. They
had started to grow. I planted three of them

;

two of them grew ; one of them I cut out, and
it continued to grow. Thirteen years from plant-

ing, the tree bore nuts. On account of exten-

sive improvements in the garden and grounds,

the tree had to be lowered two and a half feet,

which I did successfully last April, when the

free was 36J inches in circumference, and over

30 feet high. The tree is in good foliage, and

bids fair to do as well in the future as it has in

the past.

A LARGE HORSE CHESTNUT TREE.

BY W. G. B., GLENN MILLS, PA.

It is with great interest I always read notices

of trees of unusual size. One which I think well

worthy of publicity has lately come under my
notice. It is a Horse Chestnut close by the resi-

dence of the late Mr. Borden, about two miles

soutli of Media, Delaware County, Pa. Measured

three feet from the ground it is just fourteen feet

in circumference. If measured two feet higher,

the girth would be a foot or two greater. The

height of the tree and the amount of branches

correspond well with the enormous body, and it

is in all respects a most majestic tree, and well

worthy a visit.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

Forestry on Unproductive Lands.—We have

thousands on thousands of rock covered acres

on our American hills not well fitted for agricul-

tural purposes, but just suited to timber culture,

that are well worth looking after in this connec-

tion.

Scarcity of Dog-wood.—Says the Boston Jour-

nal of Chemistry :
" It is a curious fact that the

bellicose condition of England has so largely in-

creased the manufacture of gunpowder that the

supply ofdog-wood (Rhamnus frangula) has fallen

short, and a supply is obtained in Germany and

other parts of the Continent. The government

formula for gunpowder calls for charcoal made
from dog-wood, and hence the demand. Other

kinds of charcoal would unquestionably serve

just as good a purpose, but official commands

must be exactly met. A state of war in any

civilized country does not usually increase the

use of gunpowder. The arts of peace demand
the largest employment of the explosive, and

when men are drawn away from the mines and

the quarries to enter armies, the consumption of

gunpowder is arrested."

If this is really intended for Rhamnus frangu-

la, our country could probably find in the Caro-

lina Buckthorn a very good substitute. The

writer of this saw it this Summer growing very

abundantly in the woods of Kentucky and Ten-

nessee. We have never heard of R. frangula

before, however, in any special connection with

gunpowder, nor that it bore the common name
of dog-wood in Europe. Its berries are highly

valued there in dyeing, and it might be worth the

while of our Tennessee friends, whom we recent-

ly found very intent on developing their home
industries, to look after the Carolina Buckthorn

in this connection.

IfATURAL SlSTORY AND ffeClENCE.

EDITOBIAL NOTES.

QuERCUS HETEROPHYLLA.—This, which in Mi-

chaux's time was thought to be confined to a sin-

gle tree near Philadelphia, and was called the

Bartram Oak, proves to be widely scattered

through Delaware and New Jersey. The botan-

ists near Philadelphia are continually' finding

trees, notably Messrs. Canby, Commons, Bui'k,

and Martindale. We are still of the opinion,

offered some time ago, that it is but a Northern

form of the Southern Water Oak, though we
have to confess that the leaf stalks are longer

than we have seen in the Water Oak South.

Helping Botanical Studies.—Managers of

newspapers generally underrate the intelligence

of their readers. There are innumerable people

interested in something more than mere gossip

and tittle tattle than might be supposed from the

material served up to them. Last year the

Philadelphia Public Ledger gave continuous arti-

cles on the botany of Fairmount Park with

popular notes on the plants, by Mr. Isaac Burk,

of the Philadelphia Academy, and they were im-

mensely popular.

Restoring Dead Seeds.—We see some state-

ments apparently with scientific endorsement,

from time to time in the papers, which need

further explanation. See, for instance, the fol-

lowing, which is going the rounds of the papers :

"Professor Lazenby, of Cornell, tried many ex-
periments with steeps on seeds kept at an
average temperature of G5°. The best effects on
cruciferous seeds appear to have been with
chlorine, and with camphorated water. Turnip
seeds, so old that hardly a tenth would germi-
nate under ordinary treatment, were treated

with camphorated water and then dried by
rolling in plaster. These germinated freely.

The difference was striking. This treatment is

easily given, and the experiment is worth
remembering and repeating. In other instances,

seeds which would germinate, when moistened
with pure water, in forty-eight hours, required
only from thirty to thirty-six hours when moist-

ened with bromide water, and twenty-four hours
with iodine water."
When old turnip seed does not grow, the

supposed reason is that their vitality is gone

—

really they are dead. Are we to understand

from these experiments that 90 per cent, of dead

seed among a hundred good ones are brought to

life by camphorated water ? Of course this can-

not be the meaning, but what is it then ?
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Mountain Ash Bkkhiics Poisonous.—An Eng-

lish paper sjiys :

—"A girl, four years old, named
Campbell, has died at Grennock from the effoots

of having eaten a (juantity of Kowans or Mount-

ain Ash tree berries."

When the writer of this was in England re-

cently, there was much excitement over a

supposed case of death from eating ice cream
;

and people have died from eating oysters and

other things. But there is a prevalent belief

that no rosaceous plant is poisonous, and we
very much doubt whether the Mountain Ash is

an exception to this rule.

The Poisonous Yew.—It has long been a

belief that yew berries are poisonous. The pulp

around the berries certainly is not. There is a

discussion going on in England, that the seeds

neither are poisonous, but we should not be

disposed to risk them.

A New Destructive Beetle.—Dr. Horn has

named a new beetle after Mr. A. S. Fuller—
Araniigus Fulleri. It is a brown, warty-coated

insect, about the size of a pea, and is a voracious

leaf-feeder. It does not seem to be particular

what plant it feeds on. It is not found in any

great numbers, but makes up for this in its im-

mense apjietite. It takes to New Jersey chiefly.

A Curious Fact for Darwin.—Under this

head, a paper from which we might expect bet-

ter things, has the following:

—

" In a garden at Billancourt maybe seen af

the present moment an apple tree loaded with
fruit. There is nothing extraordinary in thi.s,

but the stock of the tree is cherry, on which has
been grafted (he apple, a species of goklcn pip-
pin. Tlie fruit precisely rescmi)!es cherries —
the same stem, the same size, the same form,
and nearly the same color ; but its taste is that
of an apple, and it contains pips instead of
stones. Specimens of this botanic jihenomenon
were recently submitted to our inspection. Jt

must be a real curiosity, for it is generally
thought impossible to graft a pip-bearing fruit

on the stock of a tree bearing stone fruit."

In a public garden of some pretension, where

the trees are grouped scientifically, we saw the
" Mountain Ash," which is not an Ash planted

with the true Ashes. It would be just as reason-

able to call this a "fact for Mr. Darwin." No
doubt the "garden at Billancourt" has here

an "Indian cherry," which is not a cherry, but

nearer to an apple. There is much misconcep-

tion in the public mind as to the work of Mr. Dar-

win, and all sorts of absurdities are passed off

under his name. People may honestly differ from

Mr. Darwin in some of his conclusions, but few

men have appeared who have done so much for

true science as he.

The "Tumble Weed."—In Mr. Hall's note
(see p. 30o) last month, " Artemisia dracuncu-
loides" should read Amphj/dchiris dracun(hiloides.

The error was ours—not Mr. Hall's. It is a yel-

low flowered composite plant—or as we may say
in popular language, of the Aster family.

The Andromeda arborea.—The Garden cred-

its the American Agriculturist with saying that

this tree " is valuable for its fruit which hangs on
all Winter, and that it is a native of Pennsyl-

vania and southwards." There must be an error

somewhere. The fruit is dry and valueless, but

it is well worthy of culture for its graceful habit

of flowering, and its pretty Fall colored foliage.

The Flavor of American and E.nglish

Peaches.—The following letter is given just as

received :

—

" Mr. Editor: You live near by one of the best
peach regions in the United States, or at least of
the Northern States. You have just passed a
Summer in England, and you may fairly be sup-
posed to know as much about fruit as anybody I

could refer to. Pray allow me then to ask you
what you think about peaches? The point is

this: My English friends and acquaintances
when they come over here praise our pears, but
declare that our peaches are not good. On the
other hand, I believe that our people who cross

the Atlantic think that English peaches, how-
ever fair to the eye and exalted in price, are de-
ficient in flavor. My own experience accords
with theirs, but it is very limited as respects the
English fruit, and I have eaten delicious peaches
on the continent. I lately had the question of
the relative gitodne.ss of English and American
peaches put to four ladies of undoubted taste and
judgment, two of whom had resided for some
years in England, and the other two had passed
more than one season there, while all had the
means of indulging in good fruit and the oppor-
tunity of tasting it at the tables of well to-do peo-
ple. The answer was essentially unanimous,
that EiigMsh i)eaches were not to be mentioned
in the same day with ours, that they were sweet
and juicy, but comparatively insipid. I suppose
that the standard is diflerent in the two coun-
tries; for our English friends say that our peaches
are acid, and need to l)e eaten with sugar. But
I remark that this does not apply to other fruits;

for our friends say that in our apples thej' miss
the 'agreeable tartness' of the English article.

'• N(j\v please give us the benefit of your large

experience on bcjth sides of the water, and oblige

your constant reader, Persicus."

[This is one of those happy cases in which

both sides are right. The Editor had boasted of
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the superiority of English peaches to his Ameri-
can traveling companion, and was a little taken

aback when he could not find one in Covent
Garden market fit for her to eat—from an Amer-
ican point of taste. If anj' of these came to the

tables of well-to-do people, when American
friends were entertained, the verdict would cer-

tainly favor American peaches. These were (in

July) evidently glass-house fruit. But when the

peaches are from health}' trees, trained on south

walls, in the open air, and allowed to mature

only what the trees can well take care of, Eng-
lish peaches are delicious.

On the other hand, Europeans judging of Am-
erican peaches by the average of our market
fruits, much from unhealthy and overladen

trees, are at a disadvantage.

The e.xact state of the case is that there is very

little difference between the best specimens of

English peach growing and the best of Ameri-
can—that little difference we believe to be in

fiivor of American fruit.—Ed. G. M.]

ITERATURE, ^IraVELS & PERSONAL ^MOTES.

COMMUNICA TIONS.

SIX MONTHS IN THE FOOT-HILLS.

BY .MRS. FAXNIE E. BRIGGS.

For a few months it has been my privilege to

Btudy the flora of a little nook up among the

California hills, but even this little space afforded

some choice treasures.

The flowers of the Manzanita were the first.

This beautiful shrub was blooming in December,

and in May its flowers might be found in some
localities. It is an Ericaceae, with strong resem-

blances to other members of the famil}^ has

light green, leathery leaves, and clusters of flow-

ers with the shape of the flower of the common
Wintergreen, the hue of the Arbutus, and the

odor of fresh honey.

There were other handsome shrubs, including

an Azalea with large white flowers just tinged

with pink ; but the shrub that I should think

would be the greatest acquisition to the flower-

garden is a species of Rhamnaceae, of close, com-

pact habit, small dark green leaves, and clusters

of fine bright blue flowers. [Ceanothus thyrsi-

florus.—Ed.]

There were a great many miniature plants

that were very interesting. There is a little

plant of the Pink family that whitens acres with

its minute stars, and sweetens the air with the

odor of Violets. The whole plant, including the

root, measures less than three inches. Scarcely

larger are three other little plants, nearly related

to the Mimulus, consisting of a little woody root,

a cluster of leaves, and a flower which constituted

nearly half the length of the plant, and were
crimson, pink, and yellow. I thought I dis-

covered one of nature's secrets. Many of these

little plants were provided with a cluster of thick,

juicy leaves, set closely about the flower, which
retained their freshness when the stem and root

seemed entirely dry, and I think furnished nutri-

ment to the flowers. [This Mimulus is Eunanus
Douglasii.—Ed. G. M.]

In that dry climate it would be natural to look

for many bulbous-rooted flowers, and I found

them in great abundance. The Climbing Hya-
cinth is one of the prettiest. Vick gives the bo-

tanical name as " Brodia^a Californica." It re-

sembles the common Hyacinth somewhat, but is

smaller, and has but three perfect stamens alter-

nating with three imperfect ones. Assuming
that this is the generic distinction, there are

several members of the family who are near

neighbors. These vary in color—white, pink,

and several shades of blue ; in shape from almost

tubular to broadly campanulate ; in size, from

little over half an inch to nearly two inches ; and

in height, from the little early blue Hyacinth,

four or five inches high, to the climber, as many
feet; but all having the three imperfect stamens,

long, narrow, fleshy leaves, and involucrate um-
bels of flowers.

These false stamens in all are larger than the

true, and nearly conceal them, but difler much
in size and shape, being broad, and curved so as

to be almost tubular in some ; long, narrow, and

straight in others; and in others still, long, but

broad and spreading.
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TheTritelciiis, of whirli there nro three species,

yellow, white, niul blue, are nearly related to the

Brodiira, but Imve six perfect stamens. The
dried-nj) beds of the little mountain streams are

full of little Alliums bearing little clusters of

pearly white blossoms.

I looked vainly for Vick's " Calochortus cairu-

lea," but found a beautiful bright yellow species

exactly resembling it in shape. The species

which he calls the " Mariposa Tulip," was|]very

abundant, and is known as the "Butterfly

Tulip," a name which is very well chosen,

for the i)ale yellow petals variegated with

rings and spots of rich velvety brown, ex-

actly resemble some butterflies' wings. [A. Fri-

tillaria.—Ed.J But the pearl of all these flowers

I think is the White Tulip. The most rocky
hillsides seem to be its chosen abode, as if con-

scious that its delicate beauty and grace were
enhanced by the contrast. It is a slender and
leafy plant, in general appearance resembling a

Cypripedium, but more delicate and graceful,

the flowers pearly-white, the petals overlapping

in a way that hides the interior, which is slightly

fringed and faintly tinted with rose like an oeean-

shell.

I saw none of the most beautiful California

Lilies, and found only two species. One was the

Bloomerianum of the florists ; the other I know
no distinctive name for. It bloomed in April

and May, the flowers rather small, reddish-yel-

low, and curiously checked or barred rather

than spotted, with brown. I looked vainly for

any Cactii in the hills, but found two species of

Crassulse. One of these was quite large, growing
solitary in clefts of the rocks, and bearing
bright orange-scarlet flowers ; the other was
small and spreading, growing in the moss that

covered the rocks on the banks of streams.

I should have mentioned the "Soap Root"
among the bulbs. It is said that the Indian? use
it for soap, but I made many inquiries as to the

mode of preparation, without obtaining any in-

formation. The bulb is very large in good soil,

and covered with a thick fibrous envelope which
is used for mattresses. The stem is tall, branch-

ing, and bears great numbers of pale-blue flow-

ers. [Chlorogalum poweridianum.—Ed.]

PROTECTION TO PLANTS.
BY EUGENE GLEN, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

A prominent nursery firm, in a recent letter to

me, while conceding the importance of some
measure of protection, have brought to my atten-

tion a single question regarding the practical

working of horticultural coi)yright.s. As the

.same question may have arisen in the minds of

some of our readers, I will attempt a solution of

it through your columns. They say in sub-

stance :
" Suppose one hold a copyright upon the

name of a valuable grape, what is to prevent a

purchaser of a quantity of the vine from us,

propagating others therefrom, and selling out

those propagated by him under color of selling

those originally purchased from us." To this I

replj' : So long as the purchaser from you sells

the vines propagated bj' him under some name
other than that secured to you—that is so long

as he does not attempt to steal in part the repu-

tation for the grape which you will have created

—you will have no reason to complain, but your

rights under the law will not be easily evaded.

The law would give to new varieties in horticul-

ture, precisely the same degree of protection that

is now secured by trade marks to manufacturers

of any kind of mei'chandise, and I believe that it

cannot be shown that there will be one difficulty

attending its execution that is not equally appli-

cable to trade marks upon other merchandise,

and especially to the names of so-called patent

medicines. To illustrate : Mr. Ayer operates

under the same law that governs brands of flour,

or any other commodity. He has no patent upon
or exclusive right of property in the formula

from which his pills are made. He simply holds

the right to the exclusive use of the name
"Ayer's Pills." There is.no practical difficulty

to prevent any druggist from making a quantity

of pills resembling Ayer's, putting them up in

packages similar to those containing the latter,

and, under cover of the purchase of an invoice of

the genuine, selling out those made by him. But
experience shows that druggists do not do this, and

that Mr. Ayer and other manufacturers of trade

mark goods, do not suffer in any considerable

degree from piracy upon cheir rights. The rea-

sons of this are these. Before a druggist could

work up a trade in his make of pills sufficient to

render their manufacture remunerative, the at-

tention of Mr. Ayer would be called to the fact

that the former could not afford to make the

outlay or pay the attention he is showing to the

trade in " Ayer's Pills," simply to sell out those

purchased. The moment that Mr. Ayer's suspi-

cions are thus aroused, he could file a bill in

equity against the druggist, make him produce

his books and papers, and show under oath just

how many boxes of so-called "Ayer's Pills" he
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had sold. If, as a result of the examination, it

appeared that Mr. Ayer's rights had been in-

fringed, he would recover judgment against the

druggist for the damages he had sustained, with

costs, and an injunction against future violations

of his rights. The chance of having to pay the

costs of both parties, if actions are not main-

tained, would deter Mr. Aycr and others from

commencing prosecutions without having well-

grounded reasons for believing that their rights

were being invaded.

So, too, if you should sell another nursery-

man one dozen or one hundred of your copy-

righted grape vines, and he should put the name
secured to you in his catalogues and circulars,

and press the sale of vines under that name,

without making further purchases from you,

your suspicions that your rights were being in-

fringed would be aroused. Under the proposed

law you would have all the remedies now given

for violation of trade marks, with the added ad-

vantage that while the latter, being common law

remedies, are limited to actual damage, if one

could recover, in addition to actual damage, the

entire profits realized by the infringement.

The fact that they cannot thereby make any

considerable sum without subjecting themselves

to the consequences of prosecution, has been

found quite sufficient to deter most evil disposed

persons from infringing upon trade marks of

those who are here to look after them. With

no greater difficulties to encounter, and with the

added penalty named, there can be no doubt

that the law would give you substantial protec-

tion in the enjoyment of your copyright.

In another communication I will present

some of the reasons for adopting this law as a

means of lessening the sale of fraudulently

labeled trees and plants.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

European Notes by the Editor.— In going

through the world we meet with two sets of trav-

elers. The one stands watch in hand, counting

the mile-posts as the cars rush by, and rejoices

when he discovers that he has made forty miles

an hour. The other looks out on the hills and

vales and streams, the green fields and bright

flowers, the works of nature and the works of

art, and would almost be thankful for a slight

accident which would detain the locomotive that

he might get out and admire. Steam is too fast

for him
;
yet he feels that he must go on. In

spite of himself, he has to go. And thus it is

through all life, and especially through my short

life in Europe. I see things every moment I

know it would interest my friends at home to

hear about. This little Isle of Wight containing

not three hundred square miles is full of them,

but I have other things to say, so we must "get

on." Yet I must linger a while to take another

last look at it.

Here is the town of Ryde, which, when I

was brought into it a child of five years old,

had about one hundred old-fashioned houses,

is now a fashionable town of some thirty thou-

sand inhabitants. I look around for some old

landmark to remind me of my youthful days,

but the proverbial cat in a strange garret might

feel more at home than I. Doubtfully I go

from house to house to inquire for old friends,

but it is generally the same answer: "Dead,

dead, long since dead and gone." Here is the

pretty " Swan's Nest Cottage," and my escort

whispers " Surely you knew Captain Masters ?

his son still lives there." And I must venture

in at least and ask for the boys. It seemed

scarcely possible that one should be Masters of

Nebraska,whom I had known for the past twenty

years, and yet had never recognized as the play-

mate of my school-boy days! I wandered

around to my old haunts, but all were changed.

Surely, I thought, the! graves of the dead in Eng-

land at least are sacred. They do not rise and

follow their descendants into distant lands. So I

started for the spot where the six hundred

drowned sailors of the " Royal George " were

buried, and where the only known locality for

the " Proliferous Pink " made the spot equally

venerable to the botanist; but these also had

been swept away, and very fashionable houses,

with " apartments to let " swinging from the

windows, occupied the site. Right thi'ough this

grassy meadow where I had often watched the

king-fisher spread its beautiful blue wings, the

water-rat paddle in perfect security, and once

had the rare privilege of seeing the ignis faiuus

float across its marshy surface—the locomotive

now coursed, a stern reality, and all the poetry

had vanished away.

Rip Van Winkle's experience seemed less real

than mine. It was not without some satisfac-

tion that I found the old school-house where I

and some hundred other boys were taught, still

just the same. In the days of which I speak

,

those who could not go many miles away.
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luid fo take such ctlucalion as they could

get. The Lankasterian school wa3 the only

chance for me. It did not take long to go

through the course in those days, and at twelve

years old I was a "monitor " over a dozen boys,

on a salary of one penny a week, and the privi-

lege of attending on some extra branches of edu-

cation on Saturday morning, which the zealous

master voluntarily gave us besides the duties he

was engaged to perform. I can hardly express

the feelings with which I stood on the only spot

in all this great town I recognized, and where

forty years before I was the centre of a half

circle with a dozen boys toeing the chalk-line

around me. One by one I endeavored to recall

their faces, but it was a hard task. I wandered

into the little " dissenting" chapel near by and

which had started that school, hut it was not the

church I knew. Nothing was left of its former

simplicity. " Where " I asked the sexton, brush-

ing up for the morrow's Sunday service, " is the

old minister Guyer?" "Dead. Wc were not

allowed to bury a Calvinist in the church -yard

of the town, so we put him in there in front of

the pulpit." "And where " I asked " is Mr. Par-

rish who taught in that school ? " " He went as

missionary to Burmah, and took the fever and

died there." It was the same story all the while-

Ryde was indeed an American town to me. It

is ever on the improve, and it drives out the past

even worse I think than we do. It has im-

proved itself to death. When it built a pier,

and established a steamboat line to the main-

land seven miles away, it was a lovely rural

spot for the tired Londoner to approach and en-

joy for a few days. But it has been " esplanaded "

and walled in all round about in various wa3's

until there is little left to enjoy but a sight of

the sea from your bed-room window, so that

now when the visitor comes he mounts the cars

at once, and goes for the back of the island, or

some place. Our prosperous towns may take a

lesson from this : Improve and beautify—but lose

not sight of natural advantages.

Was there to be nothmg but this little school

and its dream of the past left of the old long

ago? We took the cars to wander about the

island which was once known as the garden of

England, in hopes to find something of the olden

time. The hedge-fences purple with the glowing
foxglove, and the hundreds of mollusks with

their beautifully colored shells which abound
among the vegetation of this favored clime ; the

red tiled or straw thatched houses seemed about

as they once looked ; hut it was not until wo
came on the ivy-covered ruins of Cariabrooke

Castle, we felt entirely at home. There is a well

here near three hundred feet deep, sunk they

say in the time of King Stephen, to keep the be-

sieged in drink, and the waters of which are

drawn by a donkey, which stands, or rather

walks in the inside of an immense wheel. The
donkey of our time had passed away ; his suc-

cessor st.od in the green " parade ground " in-

side the CiV-stle, listless to all around, and waiting

for his time to come; and the third generation

was now at the wheel. But the crumbling old

battlements were still about the same. We
walked still over the parapets from whence the

famous bow-and-arrow men picked off their

enemies. We looked through the rooms where

the prisoner King Charles was confined, and the

chamber where the Princess Elizabeth died ; and

the ivy still clung lovingly around the bars of

the window through which the King escaped,

once more to be restored to his royal seat. These

venei'able ruins may probably be

" The Ivy's food at last,"

but the famous old plant is a long time over its

meal. Huge trees grow out of the ruins,

and .you walk in and out of what were once

upper chambers, with branches of trees them-

selves perhaps a century old at j'our very feet.

Dust has blown into crevices on the heights of

the walls, and the moss has grown and died in it,

and made soil ; and in this again the birds have

built their nests, bringing seeds of plants in the

materia], till the whole of these old walls have

become a botanic garden—wall-flowers, Canter-

bury bells, stone-cups and wild thyme. One
could soon fill a good sized herbarium from this

little world which has been wholly created since

the hand of man put this vast pile of mortar

and stone together here. But how long it was

since this was done no one knows.

Right in the valley, at the foot of the hill, has

recently been dug out from beneath the surface

the remains of a cottage of immense size. It is

only the floors and partition walls at the base,

but it must have been an elaborate aff"air. The
floors are made of half-inch squares of stone or

tile, and worked in Mosaic style to represent as

many beautiful patterns as a modern carpet.

But what interested us most was the remains of

the bath-room. These baths are of thin stone,

rather shallow, and lined with Roman cement
and were warmed bj' hot-air flues which are car-

ried under them. It is no doubt the remains of
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a-Eoman villa, and perhaps two thousand

well, I have assisted at the opening of Mound
Builders' graves, but it never seemed to me that

they were as old as these. We have to go among

these evidences of time in the Old World before

we can fully realize the fact that in the order of

Providence a thousand years is but as a day.

But we must let the past go. How is horticul-

ture in these present times ? The best we could

do was to select types of various branches of

garden art and garden trade, and let these give

us an idea of wliole.

The Eose trade has always been an important

one, and after a hasty run through Portsmouth,

Chichester, Brighton, and other interesting spots

along the south coast, and of which we know
we shall not have time to speak, I found myself

in the famous old stand of the Woods of Mares-

field in Sussex, and of whom all at least who
have admired the beautifiul Madame Charles

Wood—still one of the best hybrid perpetuals

—

will love to know about.

Eain !—well, of course in England; but we
took temporary refuge vinder a beautiful tulip

tree and I felt at once at home. But remember-

ing that I really was in England, I took out tape-

line and measured five feet round. This is not

bad for only thirty years, and yet nobody could

tell me whj' American trees were so scarce in

England. In our own country we find most of

our garden pets foreign born ; but the bulk of

English planting, except with Conifera, is of their

own native trees. Then we were introduced to

the packing sheds for shelter, and were kindly

permitted to exaniine the details for transporta-

tion. Boxes are seldom used. The pots are

stood upright in stout shallow willow baskets

with a handle in each side. Light poles are

stuck in the edges of the basket, and then tied,

tent-like, at the top, and a "Eussianmat"
turned round the whole. These three feet over

baskets are charged to the purchaser at about

seventy-five cents. Nothing shows so much the

differences in the horticultural conditions of the

two countries. With us these " hampers " would

dry out " in less than no time," and the express

companies would growl because they could
" pack nothing on top " and raise the rates on

us. Basket making, by the way, is mostly in the

hands of the blind in England.

Of course the most sti*iking thing of note in

an English Eose nursery is the quantitj^ that is

grafted on stems several feet high ; these are the

standard or tree-roses. There is this advantage,

that the flower is then brought near to the eye

for examination, and for the nose to enjoy the

rose's delicious scent. We cannot have these in

our severe cliniate as all experience proves.

Here tliere were about an acre of them, and all

in full bloom. The stocks are simply of the

Wild Dog Eose—Eosa canina, and are gathered

by men who make a business of scouring the

woods for them, and sell them to the nursery-

men for about forty shillings a thousand, or one

cent a piece of our money. These are set out in

nursery rows and budded, and there is as much
rivalry among young English gardeners as to

who can bud the most roses, and do the rose-

work best, as there is among us to bud Peach

trees. Our climate brings the rose-flower to

early maturity, and almost annihilates the vari-

ous delicate tints and shades which characterize

varieties in England. If the following hybrid

perpetuals do as well Avith us as I saw them

here, they would prove among the best of their

colors :—Whitish pink or flesh color Baronness

Eothschild; Avhite clustered and Noisette-like

Boule de Neige; Louis Van Houtte, crimson;

Eliza Boyle, large blush white; Comptesse de

Maroonaise, of very pure white douVjle perpet-

ual moss ; Olga Marie, a very beautiful blush
;
a

very pretty Noisette is Creme D'or—pretty for its

delicate brown tinted young foliage. .Of course

there is "any quantity" of Dwarf Eoses, and

there is the same rage to have them grafted on

the Mannetti stock that there was here thirty

years ago. It will probably not last. There is a

large number of glass houses here, and mostly

in connection with rose growing. Teas, Chinas,

and other of the more tender kinds, are grown

in pots in large quantities. It is strange that so

much care can be given to Eoses as are given

here, and yet the business be made to pay. The

best houses were of two-year plants, and all

models of health, and perfectly clear of insects.

Men are kept constantly going over the plants,

sponging the leaves with " Fowler's In-recticide."

After all, it does not take as much time to give

proper attention to things " in the bud," as it does

when we let work get the upper hand of us.

Besides the acres of roses, there is a fine col-

lection of fruit and ornamentnl trees as part of

the trade. The Hawthorne, or " Quick," is still

the hedge-plant of England and sells for about

ten dollars a thousand. It was a surprise to my
English friends to be told that hedge-plants sold

in America for the half or three-fourths less

than this.
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The Norway Sjinn'cs I s:iw licro \von> ninoiig

the best I fouiul in En;j:IaiHl, iiiui I tnkotho occa-

sion to say thatl rarely find this or innst of tlie

Conifcra do as well in England as in America.

Aa coniparcd with our trees, I can scarcely say I

saw one beautiful Norway Spruce in all Eng-
land. When we come to the kinds from our

Pacific coast, they have much the advantage of

us, and here let me say that I think if we, east of

the Rocky Mountains, would grow these Pacific

trees at all well, we must plant them in shel-

tered woods and half-shady places. I know
I shall be told they grow in the open in their

own country, but I do not care about that.

The Senior Wood was away to the Alexandra

Rose Show, and I found that most of the lead-

ing nurserymen of England took great interestin

all these public exhibitions. But I was happy in

finding the young scions from the old tree,

quite as likely to bring forth as good horticultu-

ral fruit as their time-honored parent, and they

were very kind to me. There are other interest-

ing nurseries and gardens in the vicinity on
which I may remark another time, but I must
8 '.op now.

Gardening around Nashville, Tennessee.—
In August we had the chance (5f a run through

Kentucky and Tennessee, and were much grati-

fied by various signs of revival in gardening.

Before the war the great bulk of the readers of

the Gardener's Monthly were in the South, and
we could still find remains of our old time work.

The American Association was in session at

Nashville, and a paper read by Miss Ingram, of

Edgefield, reminded one of the opinion of

Major Hardee, of Florida, that insects could be
destroyed in orchards by firing ofl" guns. The
lady is sure that disease germs can be destroyed

by concussion, and an explosion of gun-powder
will destroy insects. The idea may not be of

great value to fruit growers, but certainly there

is a germ of truth in it, and how ftir it may be

practically effective is for experiment to deter-

mine. Nashville is a beautiful town. It is

a continuous succession of hill and dale. The
prevailing street tree is Paper Mulberry, and
they are numerously planted. Once in a while

there are a few Silver Maples. The Black Sugar
Maple thrives well, but the northern species

does not. Gardening is not of course what it

was before the war. In the older places we
can see how well it was patronized; but

though many of the old roads and walks in gar-

dens are now so grass-grown that we can hardly

see them, the grand old trees grouped with great

artistic efi'ect show what the art has been.

There are many smaller and newer j^laces, how-
over, that show considerable taste both in i)lant-

ing and fioral adornment. One of the prettiest

and best kept grounds I saw was the State Hos-
pital for the Insane. The original laying out of

the grounds was very fine, and the spirit of it all

has been preserved. It is too often the fault to

add without judgment until the original design

is lost. The plant-houses had many nice plants,

healthy and well grown ; but the Victoria Regia,

so long the only one in the country, perished

last Winter. The Winter was one of unusual

severity for these parts, killing even the English

Ivy on the walls ; and the new experience proved

fatal to the Royal Water Plant. But the

house is here, and no doubt a new plant will be

started next year. A beautiful sight was the

Cissus discolor, growing on the wall resigned by

the Ivy. Of course it is only a summer beauty.

Wh}' do we not oftener employ it this way in the

North ? It would make an admirable edging to

a flower bed. Dr. Callender, who has charge of

the Institution, has excellent horticultural taste.

The Vanderbilt University has for its gardener

Mr. Douglas, an excellent selection, as he is one

of the intelligent class that it is alwaj-s a pleas-

ure to meet. The planting had been very suc-

cessful indeed. The dead and half dead sticks

we so often meet with in public grounds near

home, being entirely wanting; and this is the

more remarkable, as of the many thousand trees

planted here by Mr. Douglas, they were all from

the woods. It is a case of skill against great dis-

advantages. The trees are planted promiscu-

ously everywhere about the grounds : and this

will give a good chance to some future landscape

gardener to cut out Secundum artem, which, by a

reference to a dictionary of Latin quotations, we
find means " according to the rules of art." As

it is now the custom to use French and Latin

phrases instead of the good old Saxon words in

English composition, we may as well be in the

fashion for just this once! The gardens around

the dwellings of the professors were gay with

flowers, and the grass and walks kept up in right

good taste. The location is beautiful, and we
have no doubt good gardening will grow on it

with the years that are to come.

Dr. Cheatham's beautiful grounds at Belmont,

so famous before the war, are beautiful still, and

with characteristic liberality the proprietor
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opens them freely to the public to enjoy every

day but Sunday. There are many fine speci-

mens of Evergreens here one does not see North,

and the numerous varieties of Cucurbits ram-

bling over trellisses and arbor in a kind of negli-

gent, or perhaps we might say unconscious love-

liness, gave a peculiar character to the grounds.

The excellent health of the plants in the conser-

vatories showed that they were in the care of a

good gardener. The distant scenery from these

grounds is particularly impressive, and I shall

long remember the very short and pleasant visit

I made to Belmont.

Melrose, the residence of Mrs. Governor

Brown, is farther away from Nashville. The
house is also beautifully situated to take advan-

tage of delightful distant views. The grounds

are extensive and pai*k-like, and the disposition

of the grand old trees is such, and the roads led

around the knolls and up the glades in such a

delightfully enticing way that a master hand

must have been employed in the original ar-

rangement. The Scotch Pine, for so far south

was doing wonderfully well here.

Truett Sons & Morgan are out on the Edge-

field Road across the Cumberland River, through

a district abounding with improved gardens and

tasteful dwellings, and occupy in their nurseries

some five hundred acres. Of course most of the

stock is of fruit trees, the apple and peach

predominating. The more tasteful departments

of gardening are, ho^?ever, beginning to be

sought after ; and they feel very much encour-

aged with the future of horticulture South in

every way. The firm is an excellent one in every

respect, and we can all rejoice in the abounding
evidences of their prosperity.

The grape seems to be the most popular fruit

about Nashville. The kind mostly grown is the

Ives, and it was strange to find a kind we think

so little of so delicious down here. Thus doth

climate modify all our kinds.

Our notes must of necessity be brief; but we
must not omit one on Mr. Mclntyre's nursery.

It, like its owner, is still young ; but if the re-

ports we everywhere heard of his industry and
integrity mean anything, we may regard him as

one of the rising firms. His grounds are full of

beautiful specimens of Magnolia grandiflora,

which is commonly planted South as a Norway
Spruce is with us. He has a pure white sport

from that f^ood old rose Bougere, which has

proved constant for several years, and which he
thinks, and we think with good reason, will

prove a little fortune for him. We hope so, for

he deserves it.

For the first time we saw in flower the " Hen-
na " plant of the ancient Egyptians. It was
their royal plant, yielding a juice which bright-

ened their skin, and an odor which might set

the Mignonette wild with envy. It is Lawsonia

alba.

"How Not to Do It."— The Editor of this

Magazine has been careful not to refer to^ any

matter of business that may relate to himself

personally in these pages, as he might be charged

with using his position for personal ends. Hence
the collection of 720 kinds of trees of which his

arboretum was formed at the Centennial, received

no notice here. But a matter has grown out of

this in connection with the Paris Exposition

which seems to be of public interest enough to

warrant ade^^arture from this rule.

As usually seen at exhibitions, trees are taken

up and set in the »ame season, and thus look

shabby, and are no credit to the exhibitor or the

exhibition. Therefore, the ivhole of these 720 trees

were grown in boxes a year beforehand, and

thus were turned out on the Exhibition ground

with balls, and the testimony of the Judges on

the " growth " of these plants, as given in the

award made on them, shows how well this plan

worked. This collection, though bosting $3000

(including the commercial value of the trees) to

place on the grounds, received comparatively no

attention from Americans, but was very appre-

ciativelj' noticed by foreign papers, and the

owner therefore determined to make a similar

exhibit in Paris. Our people knowing how easy

it was to overcome difficulties of planting by

growing a year in tubs, had no restrictions on

time; but, in the French rules, we were met at

the outset with the regulation that " trees must

be in the ground one year beforehand." Suppos-

ing, however, that this would not be insisted on

after we explained our method, we had near a

thousand boxes made, and wrote to see what
could be done, but no answer was vouchsafed.

Fearing we might have addressed the wrong

party, we addressed two others in high connec-

tion with the Commission, but still not even the

poor courtesy of a reply ! Then we made a per-

sonal visit to Par's, and were told that they had
nothing to do with us—that an American must
apply for space through the American Commis-
sion ; and that in regard to the year-a-head rule

—

rules were made to be observed. We pointed
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out that in regard to the American Commission,

we had no disrespect to the French people, but

the hist Congress had quite enough to do to settle

our own presidential question ; that in any case

our Government was not a paternal hut a filial

one ; that we did not propose to send our trees

over at the exi)ense of the Government, in a

Governnientship, but at our own sole, individual

expense and risk. Give us 15,000 square feet of

ground, and we would plant our trees without

thanks t • anybody, sending them over this

coming Fall, and having everything in readiness

when the Exhibition opened. But the only ans-

wer was :

—"You must ask through the American

Commission." We returned to America satisfied

that we could make no exhibit there.

However, in correspondence with a distin-

guished French nobleman, we gave a statement

of our difficulties, who kindly replied, " I am
sorry to see that though you could not exhibit in

a national capacity, you could not either arrange

for a private exhibition of your hardy trees at

the great exliibition of Paris next year. As the

Due d'AudiftVet Pasquier, President of the Com-
mission liappens to be staying with me, I gave

him an extract from your letter, and he will see

whether it is still possible to arrange the matter

to your mind."

The Duke kindly interested himself as prom-

ised, and the following letter is the result :

Paris, le 28, Aoui, 1877.

Monsieur le President et Cher Collegue :

Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis n'a pas encore
accept^ nfficiellement I'invitation de participeo A
I'Exposition de 1878. II n'a point non plus nom-
m6 on design^ officieusement les Commissaires
chargfes de de*igne representer les interets de
ses nationaux. Nous n'avons pu, par conse-
quent, prendre aucun engagement vis-a-vis des
exposants Amercains qui se sont addresses a
nous ; le Reglement general nous interdisant
tons rapports avec les exposants etrangers.
Meanmoins, d'apres les assurances donii6es an

Gouvernement. je suis fond6 a conserver I'espoir

de voir les Etats-Unis representes a Paris en
1878. Un espace est tenu en reserve pour
la Section Americaine, mais seule la Commission
quand elle sera nonimec aura qualite pour re-

pariir cet espace entre ses nationaux. C'est a
elle, on a sou defaut an Gouvernement Federal
lui-m&me que M. Meehan doit faire parvenir sa
demande et ses reclamations.
Ogreez, Monsieur le President et chev Collegue

I'assurance de ma haute et respectueuse consid-
ation.

B. Krantz,

Le Senateur, Commissionaire General.

Monsieur le Due D'AuDIFFR^r^ Pasquier, Presi-

dent du Senat et de la Commission Superieure

de I'Exposition Universelle (i Sany par Morhie.

The plain English of this is that we must apply

to a Commission that does not exist, and which

if it did exist, would still be too late to come
within the "year-planted " rule. "How Not to

Do It," was never better illustrated than now.

We are quite sure that such a case never could

occur in our country.

We refer to the subject here because there is

a general impression that the nursery trade of

America is far behind tliat of Europe; that we

must send to Europe if we want to get com-

plete collections. It is a misapprehension of our

own people, for we have found Europeans always

ready to do us justice when the facts were fairly

before them. In the present case, it was our de-

sire to carrj^ the facts there in so far as one firm

could do it ; and it is as well to show that the

failure arises from our French friends not being

able to find any way but the one way, and a

way wliich, by their own regulations they insist

on effectually blocking up. >

The Gardener's Moxtiily for 1878. — The

recent meeting of the American Pomological

Society reminds us that nearly twenty years ago

the Editor was asked to write a "specimen num-
ber" of a cheap horticultural paper, for distribu-

tion at the pomological meeting then being held,

so as to see whether such a paper would be sus-

tained. It was a large newspaper sheet, the idea

being to decide after people had seen and ap-

proved tlie matter and style, what ultimate form

it should take with the beginning of the year.

It owed its origin to the horticultural enthu-

siasm of D. Rodney King, one of Philadelphia's

most enthusiastic merchants, who fathered all

the expenses of the venture.

The little venture w'as approved, and it is with

pleasure that the writer of this remembers the

kind letters he received expressing this friendly

approval. He remembers especially, a pleasant

one from Mr. Barry, in which he thought this new
pomological product might be " placed on the list

promising well."

Now entering on the twentieth volume, the

Editor cannot but pause at the prospect before

him, and look back as well. Many of his early

friends have gone, but he is yet spared for the

work. He has been through sad times for Horti-

culture, but he has been able to carry the work
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with him, and now that our art promises to re-

vive and assume somewhat of its ante bellum

greatness, he feels a renewed spirit in the task.

Never has there been so much interest felt in

the work as during the past year, as our numer-

ous and widely distributed list of con-espondents

show. The Editor has no cause to complain of

the support given him in his department. It is

magnificent. He may be pardoned for hoping

that at this season the publisher will be as well

remembered.

Every year young people are taking the

place of older horticulturists, and the ranks

in various ways are being filled by new re-

cruits. These will take it as a favor if made ac-

quainted with the existence of the Gardener's

Monthly, and many may be able to send on a new
subscription with their own.

It may be as well to state that the Gardener's

Monthly stands alone in its aim and objects in

the literature of this country. It takes up hor-

ticulture where agriculture drops it, and there-

fore every person wdio takes but one agricultural

paper and is fond of gardening, will need the

Gardener's Monthly as a supplement. We do

not aim to fill the Magazine with matter that the

bulk of the readers already know, or that they

could easily find in their regular agricultural or

family paper, but write for those who want to

read something about trees, plants, fruits and

flowers, which will add to their general intelli-

gence as members of cultivated societj', and

which will redound eventually to their pleasure

and profit. There never was a time when peo-

ple revolted more at the superficial education of

the present day, and the shallow pursuits in

which so many are engaged ; and in the efforts

which are being made to direct the attention of

the people to natural beauty, and to an intelli-

gent knowledge of all that is about them; we are

proud to know that the Gardener's Monthly oc-

cupies no mean place. As the season for re-

newed subscriptions is at hand, we may be par-

doned for indulging in a word of this kind.

The Lilies of Utah.—Mr. John Muir thus

closes an article on the Lilies of Utah, which has

appeared in a California paper:
" Liliaceous women and girls are rare among

the Mormons. They have seen too much iiard

expressive toil to admit of the development of
lily beauty eith.er in form or color. In general,
thoy are thick set, with large feet and hand.s,

and with sun-browned faces, often curiously
freckled, like the petals of Frilillaria atropurpu-
rea. They are fruit rather than flower—loaves

of good brown bread. But down in the San
Pitch Valley at Gunnison I discovered a genuine
lily, happily named Lily Young. She is a grand-
daughter of Brigham Young, slender and grace-
ful, with lily-white cheeks, tinted with clear
rose. She was brought up in the old Salt Lake
Lion House, but by some strange chance has
been transplanted to this wilderness, where she
blooms alone, the " Lily of San Pitch." Pitch is

an old Indian, who, I suppose, pitched into the
settlers, and thus acquired fame enough to give
name to the valley. Here I feel uneasy about
the name of this Lily, for the compositors liave

a perverse trick of making me say all kinds of
absurd things wholly unwarranted by plain
copy, and I fear that'" The Lily of San Pilch"
will appear in print as the widow of Sam. Patch.
But, however this may be, among my memo-
ries of this fair, far land, that Oquirrh Moun-
tain, with its golden Lilies, will ever rise

in clear relief, and associated with them will al-

wavG be Lily Young, the prettiest lily lass in
Utah."

Bequest for Tree Planting.— A gentleman

of Philadelphia, named Neil, recently deceased,

provided in his will $50,000, for the purpose of
" tree planting in Fairmount Park."

The Hashish of the Egyptians.— The Gar-

dener's Magazine tells us about this famous
article :

—

"An odoriferous resin much used in Eg)'pt,

is Hashish, which is prepared from the tops of
hemp, which has degenerated as a textile plant.

The rtowers contain a resin,which is extracted by
boiling the tops in alcohol and afterwards preci-
pitating the resin with water. This preparation
possesses all the narcotic properties of the plant
in a high degree. The Arab preparations of
hashish have all a greasy base, being prepared by
boiling resin with butter. From these various elec-

tuaries are prepared with the addition of sugar,
honey, almond, dillerent scents, &c. These are
made up into little cakes, or into a syrup which
is concentrated into a jelly by cooling. The
abuse of these preparations, which with impress-
ionable subjects produce ecstacy or extravagant
hilarity has led to the suppression of their sale.

The elfects of hashish have long been known.
The plant forms the principal ingredient in a
species of diink which has often been used by
iinposters for fanatical ends and the working of
protended miracles. With it, Hassan Saba,
Prince of the Assassins, better known as the Old
Man of the Mountain, was wont to plunge his

fanatic disciples into extravagant c.xtacics, re-

quiring them ill return for the ephemeral pleas-

ure to sacrifice their lives wherever his hates or
cupidity called for it."

Express Charges.— People who send us fruit

or other things for name or examination, always

pay the freight and generally mark it " paiil" on

the box. A few years ago we had to tell our
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friends to mark it " paid through," otherwise the

company insists that it is only partlif paid, and

we have often had to pay the whole freight

charges over again. For awhile our friendu le-

nienibered this, but some recent very expensive

experiences make it necessary t(» renew the ad-

vice.

The Illinois Thistle Law.— Mr. Edgar San-

ders says, that so far as he knows, there has not

been a single prosecution under the thistle law,

tliough thistles abound.

Buffalo Park Commission—Sixth Annual
REroRT.—We learn from this that $132,420 were

expended on this public work last year. It is

part of their policy to endeavor to lind work for

unemployed labor at a season of the year when
other work is stopped, and hence $30,000 of this

was spent in the Winter in quarrying and break-

ing stone for the roads. In this way 480,000

square feet of carriage way was completed last

year. The city getting the benefit of the good

drives, and the laborers finding work when none

else was to be had. The cost of these stoned

roads is $15,000 per mile. The influence which

the park has on the general culture of the citi-

zens, and the welfare of all classes, is well shown
in this report. The park embraces 600 acres,

and is managed with such excellent taste, judg-

ment and economy, that it is a model in every

respect. Olmsted and Vaux are the landscape

gardeners and architects, and Mr. Wm. McMillan

the general superintendent.

Drs. Hooker and Gray.—On the 29th of Au-
gust a special meeting of the California Academy
of Sciences was held to do honor to these distin-

guished botanists who have done so much for

the science all over the world. Prof. Davidson

made an admirable speech of welcome, in which
he spoke of the valuable work of Dr. Hooker,

Dr. Gray.'and Prof. Hayden, by whose kindness

the two botanists have been able to see so much
of our country. Prof. Hayden made some brief

remarks in'reply. Dr. Hooker—or more proper-

ly now Sir Joseph Hooker— returned thanks for

his welcome, and said that his visit had been the

means of adding immensely to his utock of

knowledge. Dr. Gray, in acknowledging the

kindness of his reception, took occasion to refer

to the work of Menzies in connection with the

botany of California, and the pleasure it gave
him to walk in his footsteps. Altogether the oc-

casion was one long to be remembered by the

botanists of California. Dr. Hooker has since

returned to England, and with Dr. Gray will con-

tribute to Hayden's report.

B. M. Watson.—A son of this well-known and

esteemed nurseryman, of Plymouth, Mass., is

said to be Professor of Horticulture in the Bussey

Institute of Cambridge, Mass.

Proceedings of the Indiana Horticultural

Society for 1877. From W. H. Rogan, Secretary.

— Besides the usual full reports of progress in

fruit culture and other incidents of horticulture,

it contains a very able essay on " Forestry " by

Prof. J. Hussey. Pie concludes that only capital-

ists or governments can plant. He will not have

the support of every one to this view. Our idea

is that it is to individual interests to plant trees,

and that those societies will do the most good

which show how individuals may profitably

plant trees. But those who differ from Prof.

Hussey will at least give to his views every

respect, as they are ably stated.

Transactions of the Michigan State Pomo-

LOGiCAL Society. From Chas. W. Garfield, Esq.,

Secretary, Lansing, Michigan.—Among many
items of information, we find that in 1875 an

Act was passed by the Legislature of the State

for preventing the yellows in the peach and

allied fruits. Persons, who after the order tQ cut

infected trees away allow them to stand, are

liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred dol-

lars and costs, besides the expenses of having

such trees cut out by the commissioner. As
Jack Bunsby says, " it is in the application

that proof of wisdom comes." It would be very

interesting to know whether this law has proved

a sufficient terror to cause the owners of infected

trees to uproot them; whether any waited to be

forced to do it; how many fines liave been

collected, and whether there is as much of the

disease now as there was two years ago. If this

cure has proved effectual it may be worth while

carrying it to other States. If not, save burdens

on the statute books.

Tenth Annual Report of the Ohio Horti-

cultural Society.—We do not know when we
have read a report so full of matters of practical

value as this, and congratulate the members of

the Society in getting the full value of their an-

nual subscriptions in so substantial a way. Mr.

Bateham recounts the trouble he had in getting

together the beautiful Centennial exhibit from

Ohio. Though the State made a handsome ap-

propriation to exhibit its products at the Centen-
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nial, the money went "somewhere," and none
came to these workers. The Ohio Society had
to stand the brunt of the cost.

As a practical item, we select the following re-

marks of Mr. P. Barry on orchard culture, and
we do so because we once had to endure so

much contumely for expressing nearly the same
views. It is peculiarly gratifying to us that

teaching, in which we stood wholly alone at one
time, is now generally accepted as the sound
doctrine by fruit cultivators.

" In the earlier years of an orchard, nothing
but good culture and plenty of manure will

answer, but when an orchard comes into bear-

ing, rapid growth of wood is not calculated to

produce the finest fruit. Fruitfulness is promo-
ted by seeding down and checking the growth.
Pasturing with sheep is an easy practical way of

taking care of an orchard, but manure must be
used to keep up the fruitfulness. Starving trees

,
on grass is the extreme of grass culture. He
would not assert but what greater burdens of

fruit could be produced by 'high culture,' but
coat must be considered. He has as good quality

of fruit in grass as in clean culture, but cannot
have fine fruit in a crow'ded orchard."

Transactions of the Nebraska State Hort.
Society for 1877. — From Dan'l K. Wheeler,
Plattsmouth. Beautiful plates of scenery in

various parts of Nebraska adorn the volume,
which gives also much valuable information as

to the fruits best suited to that distant region.

The Microscopist's Companion.— By John
Phin. Second edition. New York Industrial Com-
pany. This is but a small book—but as a micros-
cope is now a part of the complement of every
intelligent household, it will be of great value to

many, Mr. Phin, the author, is a .j^ains-taking

and conscientious naturalist, and whatever comes
from his pen is sure to be reliable. He is alreadj'

known to our readers by one of the best works
on wine making. We are glad to see the present
little work in the form of a second edition,which
shows that the public has appreciated his work
as w'ell as we.

Music.—'' Dear Old Homestead."— Song and
Music for the Piano. From F. W. Helmich,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

A Good Michigan Nursery.—It is always a
good sign to be spoken well of by one's neigh-
bors, and this is Avhat has been done by the
Michigan Farmer for Bragg & Stearns of Kalama-
zoo.

Journal of Forestry.—We have before us the
first number of this new English candidate for

public favor, and considering the increasing in-

terest in the subject of Forestry, have no doubt
there is room for its success. If there be such
a field, the present venture promises to fill it

very creditably. The only suggestion we would
make is, that there is a little too nuich of de-
pendence on Loudon and older writers, when
modern ones have contributed better material.
It would be astonishing if these good friends had

exhausted all knowledge, or made no mistakes.
In an editorial here, Loudon is quoted as au-
thority that the " Black Italian Poplar" is

Populus monilifera. We all thought so in
Loudon's time, and he was excusable, but no
authority thinks so now. Populus nigra is the
Black Italian Poplar—a European kind.

Pretty Feathers make Pretty Birds.—The
Poultry World sends us copies of the chromos
they intend to give as premiums next year, and
we must say that they are very nicely gotten up,
and will, no doubt, be an acceptable gift to bird
fanciers.

L. B. Case, Richmond, Ind., sends us his green-
house catalogue, which is worthy of special
notice for the great amount of useful informa-
tion it gives about the plants offered for sale.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Fruiting op Akebia quinata.—A number of
correspondents send us fruit this season. It

must be a rare season for it. One suggests that
probably insects have been more abundant or
active in cross fertilizing, but we prefer to believe
it is a question of nutrition.

A Twin Apple.—B. F. L. sends us an apple
with a small one growing out of it near the base.
It is useful as showing by how many ways nature
will bring out similar experiences. In the apple
and the pear, orange and other things, the branch
which normally is arrested in its growth when it

is turned into a fruit, still retains a little of its

original elongating power. In this case the twin
is formed by the development of two branch
buds from near one base. It is not easy to
explain these things in a few words, unless the
reader has already some idea of vegetable
morphology.

Twin Peach.—A South Carolina correspon-
dent sends us a sketch of a twin peach. This is

another illustration of similar effects from differ-

ent physiological law. In the apple we have five

divisions in the core, and each of these divisions
(carpels) is formed of an original single leaf.

There is no other reason why the peach has not
five peaches side by side arranged somewhat as
the apple core is, except abortion. In the case
of this twin peach two have been produced, and
wc have seen as many as three together, and
would not be surprised some day to see five
together, but should be to find more than this.

The LCentucky Coffee as a Fly Poison.—
Miss A. says :

—
" When in Virginia last year the

negroes told me that the Kentucky " locust," as
they called it—Gymnocladus Canadensis—was
boiled, and the juice mixed with molasses and
set for Hies to drink, by which they were poison-
ed. It is the great fly poison with them."

Fertile Hydrangea.—S. sends a head of
hydrangea in which the flowers are very nearly
ail fertile. We may explain that the large rosy
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flowers which commonly form the head of hy-

drani;e;i lilosnoins arc male or neutral, the female

or fertile ilowersheins: very small and not seen un-

less they are searched for. These fertile flowers

vary in numher with every head, and in this in-

stance have assumed uinisually lars^e propor-

tions. The laws which govern these varyin;:

proportions are in some way connected with nu-

trition, but the exact way in which they operate

has not yet been discovered.

Bkcgau Tick.s vs. Beggar Lice.—l^Ir. Geortje

Woodrulf, Mount Airy, riiihulelphia, writes:
" Apropos of the discussion on Tumble Weed,
wliich shows how beautifully 'common' names
don't identify plants, I notice that in the August
number you speak ol the Cynoglossum as a forage

plant, aiul cull it 'the common Beggar Ticks.'

Now, I had known a certain weed as ' Beggar's

Lice' since I could remember, and 'guessed'

that wjis it. Turning to Gray, I found not only

that he used the two names for dillerent jilants,

but that he applied the name B. Lice instead of

B. Ticks to Cynoglossum using ' B. Ticks ' for

Bidens, which is the weed I know. As both are
' vile weeds,' I don't think many people will

wish to sow cither; but we again see tiio diHi-

culty of identilying plants by 'common names,'

even when they are as ' nice' as the foregoing."

[In justice to Prof. Gray, it should be stated

that in the use of popular names he scarcely

"applies" them, but records the name as gene-

rally api)lied by otliers. It is almost impossible

to follow up ])opular names, and it is this fact

which makes botanical names so necessary, hard

though, confessedly, they often be. We were

asked the other dav for some information about

the " McDermott 'Weed." We had to waste

time in sending for a specimen, and received

our old friend from Mexico— Ga//«.sw;oa parviflo-

f-a—with the information that it " first appeared

on the ground of a Mr. McDermott." Now we
know that it has been abundant around that

very spot for thirty years, and how much longer

we do not know, so that popular names, even

when they are supposed to help popular history

are of no Value at all.—Ed. G. M.]

HORTICULTURAL fSoCIETlES.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

The Nashville Meeting of the American
PoMoi.OGiCAL Society in 1879.—J., Harvest
Home, Tenn., writes :

"The Editor hardly does justice to himself in

his note on the meeting in Baltimore. It was
evident that only for the warm terms in which

he spoke of the Southern people and the pros-

pects of Southern Pomology and Horticulture,

would the meeting have so unanimously agreed

to go there, and I am sure in this you will have
earned the grateful regards of the whole Southern
people."
The Editor deserves no special credit for his

speech on that occasion. It was only that he
had a recent experience, and gave that ex-

perience to the members. Much more credit is

due to those who in such numbers voted for it:

because they had to take on faith what the
" Editor " told them, and in this sacrificed their

own feelings as to Avhere they would like to have
the next meeting held, solely beciuise they

believed their Southern friends wished to have
the meeting South. Some friends think we have
staked a great deal in promising a good meeting
at Nashville, but we are well assured they will

not be ashamed of Avhat the South will do on

that occasion.

The Paris Exposition.—Though nurserymen
cannot exhibit trees at this exhibition,there is time

if Congress act, for other departments of nursery
or seed business. The impression that we are
behind other countries in these branches is, in

many respects, a mistaken one, and we hope a.s

much will be done as possible to set the world
right. The American Legation at Paris, will see
that any American who may w-ant to exhibit,

has justice done him—in case Congress in Octo-
ber appoint a Commission. Applications may
go through Salmon & de Stnckle, 23 Park Place,

iS^ew York, or Ostheimer Bros., Bank Street,

Philadelphia.

City Plant Grooving.—A hoy takes the Silrer

Medal.—The London Journal of Horticulture, tells

us that the Seventh Annual Exhibition of Win-
dow Plants grown within the city was held on
the 13th in.«*t. in the gardens, Finsbury Circus.

The Duchess of Teck, who wa-s announced to

distribute the prizes, arrived early in the after-

noon. A sjjlendid bouquet was presented to the

Duchess by Miss Davies. The Duke of Teck,
replying to tome observations of the Lord
Mayor, observed that the difficulties of cultiva-

tion were great, particularly in a place where
bricks and stone had almost banished every
vestige of vegetation. Hero it was that the

influence of Howers was most felt. They all

knew their tendency to brighten the home and
cheer the sick. The Royal Horticultural Socie-

ty's silver medal was awarded to a youth named
Jarvis for the best plant.
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.LOWER GARDEN AND MfLEASURE I^ROUND.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

There is not much to be done in this depart-

ment during December, especially in the North

where the Winters are severe. When the

weather is fine, pruning of such things as require

it may be effected. Street trees are often cut

back. They look badly afterwards, and are

offensive to good taste. And yet it is often a ne-

cessity from our first choice. We want shade to

our front doors and piazzas, but we choose tall-

growing and fast-growing trees, and before we
hardly know it, all the shade is to the chimney-

top. There is then no remedy but to cut back

the tree to near the main trunk, if we would
have the shade near the ground. Then some
pruning may be done in the way of thinning

out. Trees are generally and properly set

thickly at first, both for shelter to one another

and immediate effect. At this season some of

the least needed may be cut away. In some
wild part of the gi'ound a well constructed rock-

ery would not be out of place but look well, and

material may be gathered together for the pur-

pose. If there be handy men about to be kept

in employ, rustic baskets, vases and frames may
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be made of tree pruninp:s nnd other waste

materials. Many of our books on garden embel-

lishments are full of tliese, and we give several

herewith but rustic work, generally, is best when

original, and not made after copy, but the de-

sign should rather be suited to the material on
hand.

GOMMUNICA TIONS.

HOW BEDDING PLANTS MIGHT BE ARRANGED.

BY C. G. BJORKLUND, NATIONAL SOLDIEKS' HOME,
NORFOLK, VA.

Great attention is at present devoted to grow-
ing and arranging bedding plants, due not only
to the times, but partly, I believe, to some rival-

ism between cultivators since public parks were
established in several of the large cities, where
one rightly endeavors to excel another in tasteful

arrangements, etc.

Not pretending to know better than all, but
having devoted much of my time to this branch
of Horticulture, and studied the dilTerent and
popular modes of arrangements in several of the
European countries, at the acknowledged best
places, I wish, as taking a great interest in the
matter myself, to give an account of my experi-
ences regarding arrangement of bedding plants.

SPRING BEDS.

The practice of planting certain beds in the
Autumn with bulbs, such as Tazettes, Tulips,
Hyacinths, Narcissus, and Crocus, to produce
flowers in early Spring, is so general and well
known, that of this there is hardly anything to
say; but there arejmany other plants suitable

for the same purpose, such as Aubriclia pur-

purea, and several other species; Myosotis dissiti-

flora, Hepatica triloba, Convallaria majalis (Lily

of the valley). Campanula pumila, Bcllis aucubse-

folia. Primulas, WiiUiiowers, etc. These will

do well mixed with the bulbs for decorating beds

intended for tender plants that cannot be put
out until considerably later. In regard to the

cultivation of said plants, it may differ in

different localities. Some of them could certain-

ly be planted in the beds m the Fall, and covered

there ; but it will be found safest to keep them in

pots in a cold frame during Winter, and early in

the Spring to induce growth, and plunge in the

beds.

ROCKAVORK.

Alpine plants may appear insignificant to the

ignorant and uninterested, but have attractions

indeed. They are often used for rockwork, or

rather rockwork for them. This should be con-

structed wheresoever there is a chance. They
not only grow better there, but appear to more
advantage, and a rockwork is a good contrast to

flower-beds and shrubberies. But to erect a

regular pyramid, as we sometimes see on a level

lawn, is not good taste. As the landscape gar-

dener in most cases places a group of shrubs or

trees at the bending of a walk, to make an ap-

parent reason for the bending, so even here

everything should be done to make it look as

natural as possible. The top and sides of a cave

is a gf)od spot. If there is no hilly spot on the

ground to improve for the purpose, it might be

put up against a stone wall in lieu of a better

situation.

Of Alpine plants, we have in the first place the

Saxifragas, of which there are about one hundred

and seventy-five varieties in cultivation. The
following are very striking: affinis, Aizoon

minor, Aizoides, circinata, crustata, cochlearis,

geranioides, incrustata, intacta, longifolia, l.mar-

ginata, notata, pectinata, sarmentosa, flaves-

cens, and umbrosa fol. variegata. Next in or-

der comes the Sedums and Sempervivums.

The best varieties of the latter are arachnoi-

deum, arenarium, Brauni, calcaratum, cornutum,

Delassiaji, globiferum, hirtum, hispidulum, La-

mottei, Pamelli, and tectorum. But there are

hundreds of others that will do well on rock-

work; any low-growing herbaceous plant that

will stand a dry situation will also do.

Those having had the opportunity of seeing

the rockwork in the Botanical Garden of Edin-

burgh, Scotland, will never forget the sight there
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afforded. The extent there is ahout one half

acre of ground, the steps and walks in it being

what some would call " labyrinthish." The rocks

used are themselves a curiosity, gathered from

all formations. Roll-stones, old logs and fossiled

wood in the most artful way arranged, in great

contrast, as well as harmony.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS IN GENERAL.

If there should be any borders in a flower gar-

den these plants are best suited for them ; but in

my individual opinion, borders should be avoided

as much as possible. There are certainlj'- in-

stances when a border is better than anything

else, such as on the sides of an entrance walk

where they should be backed by a hedge, along

a wall, or at the foot of a slope ; but where there

is no real necessity for regular borders, so called

" semi-borders," to lay on the lawns five to ten

feet from the walk, will be found preferable.

Fig. 1, gives an idea of such a combination.

This, as it will be seen, has two rounded projec-

tions, which make it look as much of a bed as a

border, and may be filled with shrubs, Cannas or

ver}'^ desirable. If this section be concentrated

into a collection of beds as Fig. 2 indicates, it

will prove to make a fine display. The scale for

this is five feet to one-eighth inch, but can be on
any scale as well as number of beds. It is sup-

posed to be situated in front of a pavilion or a

gate. If the ground slopes gently towards the

main walk, or if there be a shrubbery a short

distance behind the group, it will gain greatly in

appearance. Suppose we decorate the designed

beds with the following sorts. They are of the

best annuals in cultivation : 1. Lobelia speciosa;

2. Antirrhinum Tom Thumb; 3. Portulaca gran-

diflora; 4. Phlox Drummondii; 5. Tagetes patu-

la nana parviflora; 6. Petunia hybrida; 7. He-
lichryum monstrosum nanum ; 8. Verbena
(scarlet); 9. Ageratum Mexicanum nanum ; 10.

Aster Victoria (white); 11. Scabiosa nana fl. pi.;

12. Zinnia elegans fl. pL; 13. Gaillardia coccinea

nana ; 14. Gomphrena globosa (purple); and

15. Dianthus chinensis.

The other half may be planted similarly, but

in different colors. The seed should be cut away

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

other tall-growing foliage plants. Besides the

general perennials. Tuberoses, Lilies, Gladiolus,

Hollyhocks, and ornamental grasses, etc., can be

put on this border, and any old plant can be

brought to fill occasional gaps here during the

Summer. The plants should be planted in rows,

with each patch of one kind as far from

another as convenient, only taking the height

of growth into consideration, so that the tallest

be placed on the back row.

ANNUAL PLANTS.

Although these are partly neglected since the

introduction of so many foliace plants, yet, as

the latter become rather expensive to use at

large, the annuals will keep their hold, at least

in the private gardens ; and an assorted collec-

tion of those that endure the Summer heat is

at least once a week, as this gives more strength

to the flowers.

A NEW METHOD OF PROPAGATING EXO-
CHORDA GRANDIFLORA.

BY SAMUEL PARSONS, FLUSHING, L. I., N. Y.

It is not often that Americans claim to vie

with the skill of French horticulturists, but we
think it only fair to state the fact that Mr. Trum-

py, of S. B. Parsons & Sons, Flushing, L. I., has

long successfully root-grafted Exochorda grandi-

flora, which we now hear from English and

French authorities, through the Gardener's

Monthly of August, has been first employed by

Monsieur J. Goujon. That others in various

parts may have done the same, I do not ques-
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tion, only whtMi our French brethren uiKlertake

to sound tlieir trumpets over some feat at Inst

accompHsliod, it may be gratifying to learn that

America h»A long been doing the same thing

quite successfully. We do not wish to depreciate

the value of the achievement, for it is undoubt-

e<lly the best method of proi)agating Exochorda

granditlora. All ilifliculties will not, however,

vanish on (his discovery, for much skill and

judgment are required to select the proper

roots and grafts to ensure success. In fact, it

will probably long remain a plant somewhat dif-

ficult to propagate. This beautiful hardy shrub

should receive more attention, and perhaps,with

increased demand, improved methods of propa-

gation may be devised.

IDESIA POLYCARPA.

BY MR. J. SAUL, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Tree lovers will be pleased to know that this

beautiful tree is quite hardy. My specimen plant

has been out three Winters uninjured. The
past Winter a lot of young plants were left out

without the slightest protection, and they came
through uninjured. This tree, when better

known, will be largely planted. It is of rapid

growth, with clean, shining, green foliage, which

stands our hot Summers, without burning or

being in the least injured—a point of great im-

portance in foreign trees—and so far no insect

has touched its foliage.

MY GARDEN.

BY ETHEL ALLEN.

my bonny, bonny garden !

Dearer to me from this hour
;

For my true love he doth covet,

From thy beds a flower.

Shall it be a white rose, dainty,

Gracious queen of all her kind ?

No, I'll have thee not, because thou

Sadness means I find.

Crimson roses, why so eager,

When their merits I discuss?

Could I choose them when they to him
Say, " Love's dangerous !

"

Nodding harebells, blue and fragrant,

Will they come to my relief?

But, alas ! their pale sweet blossoms.

Do but breathe of grief.

Evening primrose tliat so softly

Opens ijuick this world to see,

Thou art lovely, but would wliisper

Of inconstancy.

0, blue violets, meek and lowly,

How their presence now I bless

!

For in confidence they'll tell him
Of my faithfulness.

DOUBLE CHINESE PRIMROSES.

BY F. W. WOODWARD, EAU~CLAIRE, WIS.

In your editorial notes for October you speak

of there being none so good as the old double

white kind. You cannot have seen the seedling

raised by John Saul, of Washington, D. C, called

Mrs. John Saul. I have grown this for several

years, and find it much superior to the old white.

The flowers are larger, more double, beautifully

fringed ; they open pure white, changing to a

delicate rose color with age. Mr. Saul has two

new seedlings which are described as having

flowers as large as a Carnation, and perfectly

double. These I will be able to report upon

when they bloom. All my primroses, double and

single, have been out of doors all Summer, on

the north side of a building, getting the sun for

a couple of hours, morning and evening. They

have made a wonderful growth, and promise

abundant bloom. In Wi iter I keep them in a

cold house, with a temperature of not over 45°

at night, and frequently down to 35°. If taken

to a warm greenhouse the blooms dwindle in

size, and the plants suffer in health.

EDITOBIAL NOTES.

ViTis HETEROPHYLLA (See froiitispiece).—Un-

der the name of " Variegated Grape," this has

been known for some time in American gardens.

We have chosen it for a frontispiece to our vol-

ume because its great merit in ornamental gar-

dening is not near as well known as it ought to

be. The leaves are first green, but when the

plant has something to run on, and grows vigor-

ously they are prettily feathered with white.

The deep, sky-blue berries towards Fall, give it

additional attractions. It grows with great

rapidity, very soon covering an arbor or trellis.

It is a native of the north of China and Japan,

and is perfectly hardy here.
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According to authors it varies very much in

different districts as our grape vines do here, and

hence there are many synonyms, authors hav-

ing supposed they had distinct species. In such

cases the rule is to take the oldest name, and

drop the rest. It is being advertised in England

as Vitis humulifolia; but as Thunberg's name
of V. heterophylla, is the oldest, it is the one we

must adopt. It so happens that the name of

heterophylla or various leaved, is quite appro-

priate, as our native-leaved Vitis indivisa is

nearly allied to it, and never has variously

divided, but always entire leaves.

Our Autumns.—In England, a frost on the

24th of August, destroyed Dahlias and similar

things. Here, as we write on the 5th of Novem-

ber, we have Dahlias, Honeysuckles, Scarlet

Sage, Geraniums, in full bloom, and bright-

leaved Coleuses, and other things still giving a

charm to the garden. There are many beautiful

features in English gardening which make an

American's heart pine with envy, and our object

in making this comparison is to show that we
have some good things also. There are few

more enjoyable things in the world than an

Anierican garden in Autumn.

Fall Colored Bedding.— One of the most

beautiful plants I' >r massing for Fall colors is the

common Dogwood, cut down and kept j)inched

low. It has a far more beautiful color than

when it grows up in the natural way. The deli-

cate wine color is quite equal to the dark blood-

colored Japan Maple. We are writing of the

Cornus florida.

BioAUTY BY Moonlight. — The Gardener''

s

Chronicle says that one of the most beautiful

eights among trees, is a fine specimen of our va-

riegated Box Elder (Negundo), seen by moon-
light.

Anemone japonica.—On the grounds of Mr.

Sam'l Chew, of Germantown, the*'e is a bed of

Khododendrons, and among them is planted the

rose colored Anemonejaponica From the public

road the effect is just as if the Rhododendrons

w^ere in bloom. On the grounds of Miller &
Hayes there is a white variety also in bloom. It

is one of our best October flowers.

The Crimson Boursault Rose.—We have oc-

casionally noted how well this variety is adapted

to the American climate. There is no more
beautiful sight than a wall of Boursault Roses in

June. Of course it is not an e > er-blooming rose.

or it would not flower so abundantly when in

bloom. But it is entirely hardy in these parts,

and besides its vigorous growth has a fine green

foliage.

Growing the Victoria Lily in the Open

Air.—Mr. E. D. Sturtevant of Bordentown, N. J.,

grew a plant of this celebrity in the open air this

season, in a tank of brick 20x30 feet. He had
leaves over three feet in diameter. He proposes

to try to winter it without an expensive house for

the purpose. The experiment will be watched

with much interest, and its success earnestly

hoped for.

. Wistaria Sinensis.—A correspondent of the

Gardener's Chronicle, says the Chinese Wistaria is

really indigenous to Japan, and not introduced

there as formerly supposed. It seeds freely in a

wild state.

NEW OR RARE PLANTS.

Mentha Gibraltica. — This is the newest
" massing " plant of the season in England. It

is a pale green, and has some resemblance in

odor to oin- native " Pennyroyal."

New Weeping Oak.—A new weeping variety

of the Turkey Oak is -recorded as" one of the

latest valuable novelties among trees in the Eng-

lish gardens.

Golden Tulip Tree.—The Golden Tulip tree

of Van Houtte has green leaves, but margined

with golden yellow.

Pachystima myrsinites.—The writer of this

found the above-named plant growing luxuri-

antly in the mountains of Utah, but doubted

whether it would prove adapted to culture in the

Eastern States, and so made no special effort to

introduce it ; but we see that it extends far up into

British America, and so should do well with us.

It is a pretty dwarf evergreen, of the Celastracese,

of which our Euonymus or Burning Bush is a

familiar representative.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

The Ivy.—J. J. S. writes :
— " Incidentally,

Mr. Editor, I notice it is generally conceded that

the Ivy proper is not exactly hardy in our Phil-

adelphia latitude. Permit me to say that my
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experience confirms this; but after forty years

porsovoraiice, the hardiness dopentls on p:ivin.u;

the root suflicient space, manure and support.

By phmting a few feet from the tree or verandah

deaijjned to he covered, I find a marked im-

proved liardiness."

(Tliis \n an excellent hint and ai)plicahle to all

trees. A half starved plant of any kind always

Buffers more from untoward circumstances than

one well fed. Tlie most losses in transplanting

trees are from those that are taken from poor

ground.—Ed. G. M.]

EXOCHORDA GRANDIFLORA.—Mr. E. F. Luck-

hurst, foreman to A. Hance & Son, Red Bank,

New Jersey, writes :
—

" I noticed an article

iu your Monthly of August last, an account

of propagation of E.Kocliorda grandillora by a

French horticulturist. He says the end of Win-

ter or commencement of Spring is the mostsuit-

able time for putting in the grafts. All I have

to say is, I grafted, two yeai's ago last January,

several hundred, and raised about eightj'' per

cent, of them."

Flow^ering of Old Hyacinth Bulbs.—Mrs.R.,

Springfield, Ills., asks;
—"I am told that Hya-

cinths, after blooming in bottles, are no use any

more, and have always tloj'own them away. But
I do so dislike it. Is there no way to save them
and make them flower again ?

"

[In the hands of those w'ho understand it, they

could be made to do quite well ; but it is hardly

worth your while to try. Not even as a matter

of trade have Americans been able to beat the

the Dutch—(hough there were hopes of it some
years ago in New Jersey. If you would like to

try your hand, as a matter of horticultural exer-

cise, plant the bulb in a pot of earth as soon as

it has done flowering, and keep it growing aa

long as you can. Next year take an oflset and
grow it in as good earth ixa you can get, and so

keep on next year, and do not lot the offset

flower till it makes a good strong bulb. In a few

years you would get it as good as a Dutch root.

—Ed. G. M.]

Peristrophe angustifolia.— B. says:— "If

you will plciise inform me in the Monthly of the

name of the plant of which I enclose a piece, I

will be very much obliged. It is of a low spread-

ing habit, having blue flowers somewhat like the

Lobelia."

[This is Peristrophe angustifolia—a plant of

the Acanthus order, with variegated leaves, and

a capital thing for bedding, where few other

things will stand the sun.—Ed. G. M.]

The Sexes of Salisburia.—Prof. Sargent com-

municates the following :
—

" One of the Salia-

burias, planted some twenty years ago in the

grounds of the Kentucky Military Institute at

Farmdale, Ky., and now thirty feet high, proves

to be a female, and has fruited this year for the

first time. I am not aware that this interesting

tree has fruited before in the United States, while

iu Europe specimens known to be female are

still very rare. Through the kindness of Prof.

R. H. Wildberger, specimens of the ripe fruit are

before me. Its fleshy outer covering exhales an

extremely disagreeable smell of rancid butter,

but the kernel is excellent with the flavor of Fil-

berts, although more delicate. In Japan the

kernels have reputed digestive qualities, and are

very generally served at dessert. The cultivation

of the ' Ginjko ' for its fruit is one of the possibil-

ities of American Horticulture, and is, perhaps

worth consideration."

^REEN House and House Gardening.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

It is too soon for window plants to get into

trouble yet. They generally look well till after

New Year, after being brought in during

October. But soon, over-wateriug, or under-

watering, or the effects of minute insects, or

waste gas from the burners, or sulphurous gaa

from the heaters or stoves will begin to tell, and

there will be trouble. As these are about all the

difficulties in window-plant culture, one soon

learns to avoid them, and indeed nothing but a

veal love of window-plant culture will enable

anyone to learn. It is what the best of maga»-

zines, with the smartest of editors cannot teach.
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It is a good season to watch for coming troubles.

As soon as the slightest thing seems wrong,

search at once for the cause of the trouble.

They are often but small, and easily remedied at

the outset.

There is not much requiring special care in the

greenhouse. The Camellia is very apt to drop its

buds if the atmosphere is too dry ; but generally

dropping follows any check to the roots by which

the regular flow of moisture to the bud is stopped.

This may be either too little or too much water;

if too little, of course there is not enough moist-

ure ; if too much, the fibers are liable to have their

points injured, and thus are unable to di'aw

moisture to the bud. Usually the last bad re-

sults follow from over potting. With a large

mass of soil, water is apt to not pass readily

away, when the soil " sours," as it is termed. A.

pot full of roots Avill seldom drop the Camellia

buds for any other cause than too little water.

A great enemy of the Camellia is the Red Spi-

der. The leaves indicate its presence generally

by a brown tinge, when the pocket lens, which

every gardener of course carries, readily detects.

All plants are more or less liable to these insects,

as well as the green fly, mealy bug. and scale.

The best way to keep them down is by a free use

of the syringe in fine days, using water in which

some sulphur has been strewn. Tobacco smoke
is still the best cure for aphis. Scale is a very

troublesome pest ; water heated to 130° is still

the best. This injures very tender leaves, but

the scale is rarely on such, it usually keeps to the

branches or in thick leathery leaves.

Tree Carnations,—these are now indispensa-

ble winter flowering plants, want a very light

place to do well. They do not generally care

about very large pots— about five or six inches

—

but they are very much benefited by rich ma-
nure water.

The Calla Lily is now extremely popular.

This also loves light. It must have a good sup-

ply of water, and good soil to flower well.

Towards Spring the Cineraria comes in re-

markably well for cutting. This is a " queer "

plant. It is one of the easiest to suff'er from

frost, and yet will not do well in high tempera-

ture. It also requires much light, and to be

very near the glass. So also of the Pansy and
Violet, although some frost will not hurt these.

If Pelargoniums are wanted to flower well next

May and June, they should be attended to, and
grow well through the winter. They want a

rather warm house to keep them growing, and

should be pinched back as they grow, to keep
them bushy.

A good supply of young Fuchsias should be

coming on now ; re-pot as their roots fill each

pot, let them not want moisture or light; do
not pinch off" their tops, but let them grow rap-

idly. The temperature in which they are grown
should not exceed 55°. A turfy loam, moder-
ately enriched with well decayed manure, and
well drained with charcoal, suits them admir-

ably.

GOMMUNICA TIONS.

PROPAGATION OF RICHARDIA /tTHIOPICA—
THE CALLA LILY.

BY W. M. MARSH-\LL, MOBILE, ALA.

Seeing an article in your last edition on the

propagation of Callas, I thought I would let you

know of my success. I had but one Richardia

maculata last year ; it bloomed and produced

seed, a few of which I planted this Spring, having

first soaked them in boiling water. Twenty
came up, and I planted them in a shady, damp
spot. They are all doing beautifully, and have

produced such large bulbs that I think they will

bloom next Spring. This is a much faster way
of propagating them than that which you gave.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Price of Flowers in America.—We are con-

tinually reading the most astounding things of

American habits, customs and things, in Euro-

pean palmers, and as none of us can see the beams
in our own eyes, wonder whether American pa-

pers are as inaccurate when treating of things

European. Here is Mr. H. J. Van Hulle, in

UHorticulture Beige, who says the Ajnerican cares

very little for growing plants, which, as com-
pared with European taste, we may pass as not

far wrong. Then, he says, they have an intense

passion for cut flowers, and arranging them irx

some fashion or another. He names Philadel-

phia, New York, Boston and Washington, in

which this extravagant taste was found to exist.

$5,000 was paid at the marriage of a rich heiress

for bouquets and other floral decorations. To-

wards Christmas and New Year's the cut flower

trade reaches its height [atteint son apogee). The
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enialk'st bouquet oost.s $0, aud $L'r» for a little

bouquet is not rare. Plateaus of flowers bring

$120 to lloO, and $250 for Mowers to decorate a

grave.

During the Winter, for a single rose-bud, with

a dozen vit>lels, a piece of Mignonette and Helio-

trope, you pay one dollar. The cut flower busi-

ness of New York florists alone, in a single year,

amounts to twelve million dollars.

It would not be fair to say that such prices

never were paid in the four cities named ; but

we arc sure they were quite exceptional, and

only paid under some peculiar stress of circum-

stances, but it is not true of the average prices of

cut flowers, and it gives an exaggerated view of

the whole business. We much doubt whether

the receipts for cut flowers in New York reach

one million dollars a year, to say nothing of

twelve! If any one who knows, will give us in

detail the figures, we shall gladly stand cor-

rected.

Pampas Grass.—We note that there is an in-

creasing demand for the spikes of PAinpas Grass

for decorating. First-class spikes, properly dried,

are worth about $25 per 100, but they have to be

truly first-class to bring these prices.

Thomas Hogg Hydrangea.—This is already

getting so abundant as to find its way to the auc-

tion block. 1,000 went ofl" this way recently in

New Y''ork.

Curious Effects of Grafting Coleuses.—The

novel and interesting paper on this subject, on

page 298, was credited to R. H. B., in Gardener's

Magazine. As a stray disease will strike the

healthiest, so these troubles will now and then

fall on the most wide-awake editor. In this in-

stance the Garden should have had the credit.

Popular A.ppreciation of Cheap Flowers.—
The Jownal of Horticulture tells us Dahlias have

been sold in the streets of London in immense
quantities within the past few weeks. The
costers' barrows, heaped with them, have made
an unwonted display of color in the streets, and

the low price charged for them has caused a

quick distribution of the bunches to windows

and sideboards.

The Tritoma in Decoration.—A friend in-

forms us that the Hall in which a recent confer-

ence of Unitarians was held in, at Springfield,

Mass., was decorated wholly with flowers of Tri-

toma uvaria, and that the effect was unique and

pleasing. She also asks for the meaiing of Tri-

toma. Tnc word is from the Greek, and is eup-

]iosed to have reference to the three edged upper
portion of the leaves.

Si'RiNc Bulbs.—Among the bulbs we note as

offered by the dealers this year at rather lower

prices—which show they are getting commoner
than they were—are Pancratium Illyricum and

Scilla Peruviana. They are hardly hardy enough
for out-door work, but are fine cool greenhouse

things.

Flower of Fourcroya.—Under the name of

Fourcroya cubensc, Mr. Chas. P. Hayes, of Mil-

ler & Hayes, places on our table a few very in-

teresting flowers. The sharply three-angled ova-

rium and the thick bases of the stamens will

interest those who like to look into structure,

and even those who can see no beauty in a

green flower, will be pleased with the delicate

fragrance. The plant does not flower often, re-

sembling in this the Century plant, and probably

as in the case of the Century plant, will die down

after flowering.

NEW OR RARE PLANTS.

Stenocarpus Cunningham!.—This beautiful

exotic is now in bloom in the greenhouses of

F. L. Ames, Esq., at North Easton, Mass. It be-

longs to Proteaceaj, is a native of New Holland,

and after it attains a considerable age, bears

candelabrum-like umbels of orange-scarlet flow-

ers that are vividly colored, curiously shaped,

and very pretty. The leaves are leathery, ever-

green, entire or sinuate, quite ornamental, and
*

somewhat resemble those of an oak. In 1828,

this species w^as discovered b}' the late Allan

Cunningham, on the banks of Brisbane River,

Moreton Bay, and who, without seeing the flow-

ers, describes it thus: "A slender tree of most

remarkable habit, with large leaves from the ex-

tremities of the branches, glossy and lobed, or

laciniated." More recent travelers describe it aa

a lofty tree bearing terminal and axillary um-

bels of deep orange flowers.

It is, however, seldom met with in cultivation,

and much less frequently seen in blossom in

greenliouses, owing no doubt to the fact that the

trees must attain a goodly age and size before

they blossom.

A few days ago Mr. Alfred J. Edmonds, Mr.

Ames' gardener, sent to us an umbel and leaves
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for identification, and afterwards at our request

for some particulars regarding their plant,

obligingly sent the following :

" The flower and leaves that I sent to you

came from Mr. Menand at Albanj', but since

then Mr. Ames has bought the plant. It is quite

large—about seven feet high by four feet through,

and has a good head. The stem at the base is

eight and a half inches around ; at two feet from

the ground it begins to branch, the branches be-

ing more inclined to grow upwards than horizon-

tally outwards, but if they were trained they

would make a fine head. Mr. Menand says it

keeps flowering all Winter, the blossoms being

produced on the old wood, five or six clusters on

a stem. Just now they are growing on the two-

year old wood, and one cluster on the three-year

old wood. You say it is of slender habit; but

our plant is just the reverse, the wood being

very strong and shrubbj', and the two and three

year old wood is furnished with leaves, say twelve

or fifteen inches down the stem."

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Cure for Mealy Bug.—"Reader" writes:

—

"Is there any cure for mealy bug? I have a

fine lot of Bouvardias that are badly infested by

these pests. I am using whale oil soap. Is

there anything better? Please advise in your

next Monthly and oblige.

[We must say that w'e have never had a

remedy for mealy bug that was entirely satisfac-

tory. If taken in time they may be easily kept

down ; but when they once get possession they

hold it pretty well. Diluted spirits of wine is fair.

If any of our readers have a really good reme-

dy, easy to apply, we shall be glad to know.—Ed.

G. M.
I

>RUIT AND MEGETABLE GARDENING.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

Where fruit tr^es are grown among vegetable

or farm crops, they will generally take care of

themselves, and seize on some of the food in-

tended for the crops ; where nothing else but

trees are grown they should be top-dressed occa-

sionally. It pays to feed orchards as well as

other things. The season of leisure is a good one

to do it in. The best kind of manure for the

purpose is that which can be had the easiest.

Where no crop whatever is taken off", coal ashes

are good. It is said there is no fertilizing mate-

rial in coal ashes, but somehow trees grow won-

derfully when top-dressed with them.

Young growing trees are very much benefited

bj' having their bark slit by running the knife

up and down freely, they must not be cut

cross-wise or horizontally ; also they are much
benefited by having their trunks and main
branches washed with whitewash, sulphur and
soot. These are " old fogy notions," but try

them and blame us if they prove wrong. Where
branches have grown too thick, cut out the sur-

plus ones. If this happens to be a large branch

paint the scar to keep it from rotting till the

wound heals over. If the trees are large, and

the old bearing wood seems weak, cut some of it

away and encourage young vigorous branches

from the interior to take their place. If you

have a large orchard of plum trees it may pay to

keep a person in early Summer jarring the trees.

If you have but a few trees, it is better to invest

fifty cents in mosquito netting to cover each

tree with, and you may now keep this in view

in pruning time, and cut your tree so as to best

suit your net. Look after the labels. Much of

the interest in an amateur's orchard is in know-

ing the names. After years of observation and

experiment we have found no fanc^' labelling so

gr)od as a good piece of pine wood, about six

inches long, one inch wide and the eighth of an

inch thick, the name written when fresh painted

with white lead, and a piece of very thick copper

wire ran through the end. It should be hung

around the trunk over a fork, and with a loop

many inches round, so as to give room for many
years increase in the diameter of the stem. On
this the names may be written so large that he
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who runs may read, and if well done such a label

will remain good for ton years at least.

Very little can he done in the vegetable gar-

den.

Manure can be placed on the ground wherever

if the temperature be kept at 45°. When it goes

above that, the sashes should be lifted entirely

o(T.

The same remarks apply to the Potato and
the Early Horn Carrot.

required, and Asparagus beds, if not already

done, should have a slight covering of it. Bean

poles. Pea-brush, and stakes of all kind should

be got now, the tool house gone over and put in

order, and everything kept in good order and

studiously in its place. When the season of

operation commences, there will then be no-

thing to hold back the attention.

Where there can be heat of 60° commanded,
Bush Beans can be usually grown in pots, and

can be gathered in two months from time of

sowing.

If there is abundance of leaves or manure at

command, and small frames, beds may be put

up for early Spring salads, at the end of the

month.
Eadishes and Lettuces are, however, very im-

patient of too much heat; they will come on well

Cauliflowers in frames require all the air pos-

sible. Never allow them to become dry ; this is

the cause of many failures by way of " buttoi>

ing off."

COMMUNICA TIONS.

THE DIOSPYRUS KAKI, OR JAPANESE PEB-

SIMMON, IN CALIFORNIA.

BY MR. C. H. SHINN.

I send you outline drawings of the five best

varieties of this new fruit. They are fac-simile

reproductions from the original Japanese draw-

ings on the seed bags of our last importation.

No. 1, Hachia, is soft when ripe; No. 2, Emong,

has fruited in several places, and is the largest

variety ; Nos. 3 and 5 are chiefly used dried, or,
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as our Japanese correspondent expresses it,

" Much for dry ;" No. 4 is the best flavored.

We have been growing the first two of the

above-named varieties for five years past, and

last year imported also the seedless variety,

which is propagated only by buds and grafts.

Our experience so far has been that the persim-

mon requires no more careful cultivation than

an apple, but must have good management
when transplanted. The future of this fruit will

depend upon whether the American palate ad-

mires its flavor; but on this point Commissioner

Capron writes that " It is the best fruit Japan

has, and is well worthy of introduction."

The persimmon has also shown itself to be a

beautiful ornamental tree, with dark glossy

leaves, and upright, graceful growth. It attracts

instant attention from every visitor.

NOTES FROM KENTUCKY.

BY MR. C. P. HALE, CALHOON, MC LEAN COUNTY.

It has been a long time since I have written

you on any subject, so I concluded to write you
a few lines on one in which I am interested

and wish to see others interested—that is fruit-

growing. Now you may think I am making a

heavy call on the Gardener's Monthly, but I have

been postponing it so long that I cannot desist

now. You know that almost every fruit-grower

in the whole country wishes to know what
every other one is doing, his prospects in

early season and his success in late season. Now
how are we to get this information unless the

Gardener's Monthly (being a national paper) col-

lects reports from all sections or all of the States

of the Union, and publishes them for us. Spring

and Fall, if not oftener. Now, is this asking too

much? Can it be done? If so, I think it will be

of great interest to your readers, especially those

interested in growing fruits. I will giVe you my
report, which is limited to a very small section.

The apple crop was large in early Summer,
but has decayed and wasted away from the heat

and moisture of Summer and early Fall. Peach
trees full in just a few sections on high lands : in

all others killed in bud. Grapes killed in bud in

many places; crop small and inferior. Some
varieties of pear trees were quite full, and of

very good quality ; crop under average of good
seasons.

Now let me change subjects and brag a little,

and I will quit. Can you beat it? Last Spring

I started a Caladium root about two inches in di-

ameter in a six-inch pot, in a sweet potato hot-

bed. I let it remain until it made five shoota

about three inches long. I then transplanted it

in a bed of old leaf muck about five feet square

and ten inches deep. Now after having lost

several leaves, it has twenty-three large leaves

and stems, and several small ones. The longest

stem is over 61 inches, or 5 feet 1 inch long. The
longest leaves are 41 inches, or 3 feet 5 inches

long, and 30 inches; or 2 feet 6 inches wide, by

the English rule.

OHIO NOTES.

BY M. B. B.

Pardon me for saying I think there are three

mistakes on page 304 of Monthly (for October).

I have traveled much in Ohio this Summer, and

the only man I have seen or heard of as fruiting

the Thwack Raspberry (Frank Ford, of Raven-

na), says it is too poor in quality even for market,

and such was certainlj- my own impression of

the few late berries that I tasted there.

2d. Montmorency Cherry certainly is not "sixty

days" earlier than the Early May, as the latter

ripens in Southern Ohio the 1st of June. It may
possibly be six days, but of that I have doubts.

3d. I have seen and eaten Mushrooms in vari-

ous countries, cultivated and wild, and the

weight quoted from the English paper must cer-

tainl}^ have been intended for ounces instead of

" pounds."

I think you must have meant to say the Gregg

Raspberry was approved by Ohio growers, which

is true.

FRUIT CULTURE AMONG FARMERS.

BY JAS. M. HAYES, DOVEK, N. H.

As I have attended the agricultural fairs this

Fall, I could but notice the wonderful improve-

ments that have been made in a score of years by

our farmers in fruit culture. It seems but a short

time since, that the only apple cultivated was

the wild native Crab, whose only use was the

manufacture of cider to be guzzled down by the

farmer and his neighbors around the kitchen

fire on Winter evenings. Now our farmers drink

less cider and raise more fine apples. Almost

every farm has its orchard of apples,—Baldwins,

Greenings and Portei's being as common as the

natives a few years ago. Of pears there has also

been a noticeable improvement. Formerly the
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Perry Pear wits the only variety raised ; now we
often hoar our farmers talking of their Duchess

and Liniise Bonnes, Hke veterati pomologista.

Tiien the only grapes we had were those that

grew wild around our rivers, worthless and foxy;

while now almost all our farmers have vines of

such improved varieties as Concord, Hartford

and Delaware ; and many of them are well

versed in pruning and the care of vines. All

this goes to show that there is intelligence

among our rural population, that they read and

study. It is further proof that the work of our

horticultural and jjomological societies for the

past few years is having its effect upon the farm.

Well ma}' our leading fruit growers feel encour-

aged to labor on in the good cause, wheti they

see upon every hand the results of their efforts."

[Does our correspondent mean that the "wild

native Crab " was " cultivated " by Maine farm-

el's? or should it read inferior varieties of the

cultivated kinds ?—Ed. G. M.]

NOTES ON THE SEASON.

BY A. HUIDEKOPEU, MEADVILLE, PA.

The year 1877 has witnessed in this region as

little grumbling about the weather, and things

dependent on the weather, as any season we
have ever known. The field crops have been
sound and abundant; potatoes of the best

quality, despite the Colorado beetle, selling at

twenty-five and thirty cents per bushel in the

market; and the supply of all fruits, with

the 'exception of apples, has been better than

usual. Although the nights have been cool, and
the Summer temperature below what it was last

year, fruits have ripened this Fall from a week to

ten days earlier than they did in 1870.

I give brief notes on some fruits on my own
grounds. Readers will bear in mind that local

results are only partial tests :

—

Pears—Bnerre Giffard.—Good bearer; fruit

fair; early; medium sized; moderately good;
juicy.

Tyson.—Good yield ; fruit hanging in clusters
;

medium sized ; sweet ; handsome ; very good.

Seckel.—Good crop; good size for the variety;
juicy, sweet and high flavored ; very fine. This
variety often suffers for want of thinning out the
f . uit.

Bloodgood.—Not so good as it was years ago.

JBToHie//.—Handsome in shape, but about as
astringent as the Onondaga.

Ihichfsse d^Angcmlhne,—Good ^crop ; fruit large,

juicy, sweet; very tine.

Oairgrau.— Good bearer ; large fruit, but rather
ilry for one reputed juicy ; second rate.

Columbia.—Slow to bear; smooth, green-col-
ored fruit. A few specimens showing the histo-

rical tendency to large cracks.

Lnwrrncc.—Early bearer; fair, medium sized

fruit, not mature enough yet k) judge of quality.

Nclis.— Generally a shy bearer though pro-

fuse in flowf^ing. This year shows a heavy crop.

iSize medium, juicy, sweet, high-flavored. Though
labelled Wmtcr, I suppose I must have the Au-
tumn Nelis, as the fruit matures fully in October
and November. I place this fruit where Downing
puts it, " as the Seckel of the late varieties."

Strawberries.—Magnificent seems the proper
term for the huge and long-continuing crop of
this fruit placed in the market here this season.

Wilson's Albany waged an unequal contest with
Monarch of the West, and other giant novelties

of late introduction.

Grapes.—Delaware takes the lead for quality of

all the out-door varieties. Gof)d culture, cutting

out all the old wood and nnich of the new ; and
thinning out the clusters will increase the size of

this fruit one half. Experiments with seedlings

ought soon to give us a fruit of the same excel-

lence and double the size, as a substitute.

Christine {or Tele^mph)

.

—This variety is pro-

ductive but sets too thickly, and drops off like

the Hartford. It may be good for wine, but is

not good for eating here.

lona.—Colored well ; wns good sized and good
looking, but is a thin grape lacking character.

Underhill's Seedling.—This variety is hardy and
productive ; fruit a cloudy red color, and being
very spicy or aromatic has too much taste to be
agreeable as a table grape.

Xs-raeZ/a.—Bears well, and ripens well, but has
not much character to it.

Rebecca.—Is a poor bearer ; late in ripening
;

was eatable this season, though never before for

some half dozen years tliat it has fruited here.

Hartford Prolific.— Worthless; dropping its

worthless fruit as soon as well colored.

Crevclling.—Set better than usual, and ripened
well ; moderately good ; does not keep well.

Herbert (Rogers' 44).— Ripened well; open
bunches ;

fair fruit Avitli a bloom on it; tolerably

good.

Ontario.—Very large bunches and fruit ripened

pretty well. Better in character than many
other of the fox grapes, but only so, so.

Concord.—Though coarse, this still appears to

be the grape most generally cultivated. If the
juice be separated from the skins as soon as the
grapes are mashed, it makes a brilliant white

wine that will keep, though to many tastes it

would be improved b}' the addition of sugar,

which is only supplementingnature, and not adul-

teration.
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Rose Chasselas.—Though a foreign variety, this

will ripen out of doors, and have a higher color

than when grown under glass ; but it has not

much flavor grown in a vinery, and has still less

if fruited outof doors. Under glass it is a very

beautiful rose-colored fruit, refreshing to be eaten

on a journey; and if supplemented by a bunch
of real black Hamburgs with a blue bloom, and a

bunch of amber-tinted Buckland Sweetwater
grapes, artistically gotten up with green fol'age,

serves to make a nice fruit bouquet to offer to a

young lady on the occasion of her wedding.

The September number of the Gardener's

Monthly contains a very sensible article on grape

culture under glass. Severe thinning (a very

good fault), being perhaps carried to its ultima-

tum.

With regard to your inquiry about the Gros

Colman grape, I think Mr. Saunders who has it

in his collection can answer better than I.

Something (not now recollected) that I heard

about it prevented my getting it.

The results with it in England, reported at page

242 of your August number have been surpassed

in this State, probably.—See Gardener's Monthly

for 1866, p. 122, for specimens presented to editor

by Mr. Zug, of Pittsburg. With its extra size to

command it, it must have some drawback, or it

would be more commonly grown.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Twig Blight on the Apple Tree.—It is sin-

gular how regularly this disease has spread from

the West to the East. About twelve years ago

we first saw it in Missouri and Illinois, and
though we looked carefully through orchards

east of the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers, could

see no trace of it. Some six years later we noted

it, but not common in Ohio; more recently very

badly in Michigan ; two years ago badly in

Maryland ; and now it is not uncommon in Penn-
sylvania. We should be glad to know if it is

much further north than this yet. The whole
appearance is similar to that of the fire blight in

Pear, and we have no doubt "a closely allied fun-

gus is at the bottom of the disease. The differ-

ence is that so far as we know, it seldom destroys

more than two year old branches, generally only

one year old, while the Pear fungus destroys

branches of several years old. Besides the twig

blight, the Apple has a spur blight, in which the

spurs are destroyed, but this we believe to be the

work of a minute insect, which deposits its eggs

in the angles. We are not sure either, but some-
times the death of annual twigs in the Apple
tree is caused by the boring of an insect. The
branches die, and the appearances of course are

just the same as in the fungus -killed cases, for a

branch suddenly killed when growing looks the

same, no matter what may be the destroying

cause.

The matter is exciting some attention among
Eastern apple orchardists, and needs more than

mere cursory discussion.

American Blackberries in England.—Though
" only Blackberries," our native improvements
are slowly gaining ground in English favor. The
Gardener's Chronicle says of Mr. Parker's Tooting

Nurserj' :
—

" We also remarked here several va-

rieties of the American Blackberries, which de-

serve much more attention than they get at pres-

ent. One of the best of all is the Lawton, a most
prolific bearer of large, jet black and finely-fla-

vored berries. The black fruits of the Kittatinny

are also of fine quality, and as large as Mulber-

ries. The Dorchester variety may also be men-
tioned as being amongst the best."

Peaches in Texas.—A Southern paper tells us

that a peach grower in Washington Co., Texas,
" realized " $6,000 from twenty acres of Peaches.

The Catawissa Raspberry.—Mr. J. H. Pierce,

of Dayton, Ohio, has a good word for the Cata-

wissa Raspberry. He gathers them all Fall up
to November. He thinks they will yield 1,700

quarts to the acre, and would all sell in their

market, and at twenty-five cents per quart.

Rot in Grapes.—Mr. Ohmer thinks this trou-

blesome disease is rather on the increase in

Montgomery Co., Ohio.

Eating the Best.—The Rural New Yorker tells

of a friend who " only planted one kind of Pear,"

because, said he, " when you have got the best,

what more do you want? " He is the same old

gentleman who studied a week over Thorburn's

Seed Catalogue, and, making up his mind that

onions were the best of all vegetables, had his

garden wholly planted therewith, and had them
to eat three times a day,three hundred and sixty-

five days, and three hundred and sixty-six in

leap year. Only for the fact that he gave this

lucid reason for planting one kind, we should

suppose he was the same man who claimed so

much more ^visdom than his fellows, because he
" always went through the world with his mouth
shut."
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Late Gkates.—One of the most strikinjj; fon-

tiires in the way of fruit nt South Kensington

the other day was n splendid collection of Griipes

from Mr. Wildsmith, gardener to Lord Eversley

nt Heckfield, who has exceUent clusters of Ali-

cante, perfect in berry and bloom, and Lady
Downes Seedling, also well finished. Trebbiano

and Burchardt's Prince were likewise represented

by large bunches, as were I\Irs. Pince's Black

Muscat, Muscat of Alexandria, and Raisin de

Calabre; and there were enormous clusters of

Barbarossa (well colored), White Nice, and the

best Gros Colman we have ever seen, the ber-

ries being mostly over 1 in. in diametef. Mr.

Wildsmith likewise showed excellent bunches of

White Tokaj', each bunch being almost faultless,

as were also Bowood Muscat—in all, thirteen

sorts ; and it would have been difficult to have

found at this season finer bunches than those

shown of Gros Colman, Alicante, and Barba-

rossa.

—

Garden.

NoMEROus Varieties of Apples.— Mr. Bate-

ham says in Country Gentleman:— "I am often

asked to give an assortment of apples for a

family orchard, and on doing so, the remark is

almost invariably made :
' What is the use of so

many kinds?' Then comes the old complaint,

that nurserymen are fond of multiplying names
of fruits, so as to make a great show in their

catalogues. But, as an ex-member of the pro-

fession, I assert this is mere slander ; for no in-

telligent nurseyman wishes to grow more varie-

ties than he believes will be useful to, or desired

by his customers.

Will it Pay to Thin the Fruit ?—That
this severe thinning will change the bearing
year there is sufficient testimony, but there is one
point on which we lack evidence—will it pay? If

any of our friends have tried thinning to induce
annual bearing, or to reverse the bearing year on
full grown treeSjWeask in behalfofmany inquirers

that they will give their results. With young or-

chards, just coming into bearing, the case is very
diflferent, and whoever will take the pains and give

the young trees the needed care, can make their

orchard bear annually. The education of the trees

must begin with their first fruiting, as the first ex-

cessive crop, though small in itself,starls the tree

on the wrong track. When the trees are young,
the quantity of fruit to be removed is small, and
all within reach. Of course the cultivation of the

soil must not be neglected, but a healthy growth
maintained. Whoever will start right with his or-

chard, and treat it fairly, will have no reason to

com])lain. Among the varieties of apples that

are naturally annual bearers, though they may be

starved into bearing biennially, or not at all, are

Vandevere; Sops of Wine; Grimes' Golden, a

comparatively new ap]ile of great excellence;

^lilani; Minklers'; Rawles' Janet, for the south;

Benoni ; Hubbardston Nonsuch ; Domine;
Iligby Sweet and English Sweet (Ramsdell's

Sweet at the south). If any of our fruit growers

can add to this list of annual bearers, we hope
they will do so.

—

American Agriculturist.

Nut Farming in California.—Experienced

horticulturists of this State say the cultivation of

the almond and English walnut is extensively

profitable. Some of them aver that an almond
orchard fourteen years old and Avell cared for

will average a production worth $250 per acre a

year, Avith an increasing tendency of fifteen per

cent, for seven or eight years. The cost of plant-

ing and tending for half a dozen years will

hardly exceed the cost of planting an equal

number of acres of wheat. The cost of gather-

ing the crop will not exceed twenty per cent, of

its gross market value. The net return of an

average acre of four-year-old almond trees

would at this rate be equal to the average twelve

or fifteen acres of wheat. Moreover, the nut

crop does not depend on the home market. It

is as portable as wheat or flour, and the East-

ern States would take all we could produce. The
same may be said of the English walnut, save

that the tree requires a longer time to mature

than the almond tree. Both do well almost any-

where ten miles from the harsh sea winds and

below an altitude of 2,500 feet. Los Angeles

and Santa Barbara counties have achieved the

best reputations in this branch of farming, so far,

only because they have paid more attention to

it. San Joaquin, Sacramento, Solano, Yolo,

Sutter, Butte, Colusa, Tehama, and all the lower

foothill region, where water for irrigation can be

obtained, are as well adapted by soil and climate

to the almond and walnut as Los Angeles.

—

San
Francisco Chronicle.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

How TO Make a Grape Border.—Amateur,

Hazleton, Pa., says :

—
" Can you give some direc-

tions for making a grape border? My house will

only be fifty feet long, as at present advised I

shall only set out the Black Hamburg kind."
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[It must be remembered that the grape-vine

does not like to have its roots down in deep cold

soil, but in warm ground near the surface. Under

these circumstances any good garden ground

made rich by stable manure, will grow good

grapes. The border is best made outside and the

grape-vines taken inside from the out. Most

grape borders are made so that water drains into

them, instead of draining out. This is not much
to say, but it is about all the secret there is in

making a successful vine border.—Ed. G. M.]

Persimmons.—J. H., Moundsville, W. Va.,

writes :

—"I wish some information on sprouting

Persimmon seed,and growing the seedlings ; also

the best mode of working the#Japanese Persim-

mon. Will I graft, or bud, or any other mode ?
"

[Persimmon seed should be kept till Spring.

They sprout a few weeks after sowing. We have

no personal experience, but have no doubt what-

ever that the Japan kinds will either graft or bud

freely on them.—Ed. G. M.]

The Climate and the Foreign Grape.—
"Warning," Cincinnati, 0., writes :

—"Is it not

time that some word of warning is given against

the attempts being made to introduce seedling

grapes that are hybrids of Vitis vinifera ? We
know by experience, dear bought, years ago, at

least in these parts, that the foreign grape is ut-

terly unsuited to the American climate, and any

infusion of that blood to our own native kinds

can 0nly lead to degeneration, and not to im-

provement, however sweet the flesh of the hy-

brids may be."

[Our correspondents remarks deserve great

consideration. Yet he is both right and wrong.

He is right when he says that experiments with

the foreign grape have mostly been failures

—

wrong when he says, as a matter of ascertained

fact, that tlie failure was wholly due to climate, for

it is well-known that in cases of experiment with

foreign grapes, they generally did well for a few

years. Indeed, we now know that it was not al-

ways the climate, but sometimes the insect called

Phylloxera, which brought about the failure,

and that many undoubted native kinds failed

as badly as the foreign ones. So clearly

is this now made to intelligent men, that

they sit and listen with wonderment to dis-

cussions about " varieties," adapted to various

localities in conventions. All that is neces-

sary to one who has kept pace with intelligence,

is a look at the roots. If these are strong, active

in making fibres, and quick to make new ones,

when they have been injured by Phylloxera

or anything else, it makes little difference to him
whether it has foreign " blood " or not. He will

know at once whether it is " adapted to the cli-

mate," and act accordingly.—Ed. G. M.]

Discussion on Pear Blight.—M., Bucks Co.,

Pa., writes :
—

" Will the discussion in regard to

Apple and Pear blight, which took place on the

excursion down the Chesapeake, appear in an
early number of the Gardener's Monthly? I am
asked very frequently in regard thereto, and I

should be pleased to see that discussion in print.

It is a subject that is of great interest to the fruit-

growers of this section."

[We had no idea of publishing the discussion

because it brought out nothing new. The cause

of the fire blight in the Pear is well understood

by all readers of the magazine who have followed

the mycologists through our pages. If we can

now come on a good preventative of this fungoid

disease, we should be glad to find a place for it.

—Ed. G. M.]

,ORESTRY.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Cryptomeria japonica grows larger in Japan

than any other forest tree ; 35 feet in circumfer-

ence is not unusual.

Pine Tree Oil.—Between Bordeaux and Bay-

onne there is a large stretch of sandy desert.

whereon there is little vegetation save here and
there patches of Pine trees. Ffom these trees,

says the Garden, there runs a resinous matter

which is collected and sold by the inhabitants of

the region. The substance has recently been
studied by M. Guillemare, and he has now an-

nounced to the French Academy of Science that'

he has produced three kinds of oil from the ma-
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teriiil, all rich in carbon, containing respectively

80, 90 and 92 per cent, of that element. The

lic:ht yielded on burning the oils ia remarkable

for its whiteness and steadiness, and i.s said to be

suitable for lighthouse illumination.

We call attention to this because we believe

there are many dry sections or sandy sections of

our country which people think worthless, that

might be profitably planted with some kinds of

Pine trees. Some species send numerous roots

deep down into the ground, which enables them

to hold on well in the dryest seasons. Thirty

years ago most of the land between London and

Southampton, in England, was a barren heath,

and regarded as utterly unfit for any cultural

purposes. Since then it has been sown with

Scotch Pine, and as the writer of this has re-

cently seen, with great success. No doubt much
of our Colorado barren lands could be success-

fully stocked with forests of some deep-rooting

Pine trees. We should not be surprised to

learn that Pinus pungens would thrive very well

there, as we have seen it do well in some re-

markably dry spots.

The Cork Tree in California. — Cork trees

at Sonoma, from seed twenty years ago, and now
twenty-five feet high, and a sheet of cork an

inch and a quarter thick was taken from it last

year. It will not stand the winters of Pennsyl-

vania.

American Gum Arabic.—At a recent meeting

of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Scien-

ces, some gum from the Pi'osopis glandulosa, or

Mesquite, was presented by Mr.W. H. Dougherty,

and seems to justify the following which we
find in the Journal of Microscopy :

" It is said that the mesquite gum of Western
Texas is almost identical with gum Arabic, and
during the past year, has become an article of
export, some twelve thousand pounds having
been gathered in Bexar county, and as much
more between that and the coast. This gum
exudes from the stem and branches of the mes-
quite, a mimosa, several species of which grow
in Texas, New Mexico and Arizona.

Growth of the Pecan-nut Hickory.— Our
experience in Pennsylvania with the Pecan-nut

Hickory, led us to believe that this would be one

of the most ra]1id growing and profitable timber

trees to plant, and that it would be well worth
the attention of planters. For the nuts, it would

be worthless north of the Potomac in the Atlan-

tic States, but for timber it would no doubt do

well even in New England. The following from

a Mr. Harrison, a correspon(ient of the Prairie

Farnm confirms this view :

"The Cottonwood Wiis hardy and of rapid

growth, but worthless as a timber tree and very
inferior a.s fuel. The Locust would sprout from
the root so iis to become a nuisance, and the

borers ruined the groves. The Gray Willow did

not realize the anticijiation formed of it even as

a fencing material. The Soft Majile was valua-

ble for wind-breaks and for fuel, but was not a

timber tree. At this point I thought of the Pe-

can (Carya oliviformis), a si>ecies of Hickory, a
native of the Illinois and Mississippi valleys. I

satisfied myself, by experiment and investiga-

tion, of its value as a timber tree—wagon and
carriage-makers, wherever they had used it, tes-

tifiying to its value, as being equal to the best

of White Ash for all purposes of buggy or car-

riage manufacture, possessing equal durability

and greater strength and elasticity. At various
points on the Mis.sissippi river, steamboat car-

penters who have used it, find it valuable timber
in boat building. As a fuel it has no superior.

But would it grow and thrive on our prairies ?

To test this, in the Fall of 1871 I dug up in

the bottom land along the Illinois river a dozen
or two young trees, heeled them in my garden
for the Winter, and in the Spring removed them
to my farm on the prairie. The Summer of 1872
was hot and dry ; but all the trees grew and did
finely. Next year I increased my plantir.g, and
thus far have three different settings of trees. I

find it as easily transplanted as any tree I have
ever handled, having never lost a tree of vigor-

ous growth, clean and healthy. By my advice,

several of my friends have procured and planted
this tree, and I have five hundred more which I

intend to plant the coming Spring. The Pecan
tree ordinarily commences bearing about eight

years of age. It bears one of the finest nuts,

wliich sold in the Cincinnati market for the past
six years, at an average price of $5 per bushel.

A gentleman in the southern part of the State,

who has a Pecan orchard, partly natural, which
he has increased by further planting, says it is of
more value to him yearly than his apple orchard.
The Pecan tree is grown readily from the nut,

if it is not allowed to become dry before plant-

ing.

Sicilian Sumach.—It is said that besides the

Rhus coriaria, our common garden mist tree

—

R. cotinus—enters largely into Sicilian Sumach.

The L.\.cquer Tree.—Some interest was re-

cently created in Philadelphia by a letter to the

Public Ledger, by a Japanese gentleman who
came here to the Centennial, offering to intro-

duce the Lacquer tree and the Lacquer business to

Philadelphia. It does not seem well known that

our Rhus venenata is so nearly alike botanically

to the Lacquer tree of Japan, and its resinous

product so similar to that, that it would be worth

while to experiment with that before spending
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money in importing extensively the Japan form.

Of this Lacquer tree in Japan, a correspondent

of the Gardener's Chronicle says :

" Six species of Rhus have been observed in

Japan, though two of them, R. succedana and
R. venicifera, are only cultivated, and originally

introduced from China. The cultivation of R.
vernicifera and the collection of the Lacquer is

one of the principal industi'ies of Japan. Some
of the villages are completely surrounded by
forests of this small tree. Like R. Toxicoden-
dron and some other species, this is venomous
to some, in fact, to most persons on first touch-
ing it; but it is averred that the same person
suffers only once. Contact with the plant, or the
Lacquer it produces, or even inhalation of the
vapor, causes the softer parts of the hands be-
tween the fingers, the tips of the ears, margins
of the eyes, cheeks, scrotum, (fee, to swell and
inflame, and during four or five days the effects

are very painful."

Aralia papyrifera, which is now being used

80 freely in our country for ornamental pur-

poses, is the tree from which in the island of

Formosa only, the Chinese make a choiGe kind
of paper. The most common tree for paper-

making is the Paper Mulberry, so common in

many Southern towns, Nashville especially, as a

shade tree. All American trees have been appar-

ently raised from one separate tree, as they are

all male plants. In France the writer of this

saw female trees covered with immature fruit,

and thousands of seedlings are annually raised

in the nurseries.

A Valuable Oak.—The Monarch Oak, the

largest in Herefordshire, was sold the other day
by auction. The reason for cutting down this king

of the forest was because it has been three times

struck by lightning within the last seven years,

but though these repeated attacks have shattered

a great part of its top, it still contains upwards of

1,000 cubic feet of timber, and its girth is 66 feet.

With this tree two smaller Oaks were included

(one of them a dead tree), and the three together

realized the reserve price of £200.

MatuRAL MiSTORY AND fSCIENCE.

C0M31UNICA TIONS.

RESTORING DEAD SEEDS.

BY SEEDSMAN.

What is dead is dead, and cannot be restored

by any human power. Many seeds fail to grow
that are really good. The shell or outer cover-

ing of the seed becomes so hard, that ordinary

influences fail to break it. In the meantime the

seed itself rots, by the very influence that should

make it grow. Whereas, if artificial influence

can be brought to bear to break the shell, in time

to allow the germ to shoot forth, the seed will

grow.

It sometimes happens with new seeds in ripen-

ing, the shell may become so hard as to prevent

growth without artificial aid. In the case of

Osage Orange seed, it is questionable, if under

favorable circumstances, they ever lose their

vitality. Yet it is frequently necessary to soak

the seed in warm water, or mix it with sand satu-

rated with warm water, to make it grow. To
seedsmen there is nothing new developed by the

experiments of Professor Lazenby.

NOTES SUGGESTED BY THE "TUMBLE WEED."

BY MR. VLADIMER DE NIEDMAN, 53d AND
DARBY ROAD, PHILADELPHIA.

Having noticed several queries about "Tumble

Weed " in the Monthly, and taking the queries as

a common rule for a sign of people interested in

the subject, I offer a few words in general about

plants of the same genus. It may be of interest

to some.

Tumble Weed, as already rightly remarked by

a California lady, is a Chenopodese, where

nearly all other " Tumble Weeds," and the Cyclo-

loma platyphylla and Amarantus albus belong

also. The representatives of this large fixmily,

shrubby or herbaceous, are, as a rule, only of the

intermediate zone of the northern hemisphere.

In tropical countries they are replaced by

the Amaranthacete, of which the Amarantus

caudatus, Celosia cristata (the so-called Cocks-

comb), Gomphrena globosa, and many others,

are found in our gardens as ornamental planta.

The Chenopodese, preferring a ground rich in salt,

—a nutritious substance,—to any other, will be

found growing chiefly in the Western prairies,
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and ft good mftny in the Utah Tcrritorj'. In

Europe, nt the south-western salt region in Rus-

sia; and also in Central Asia some of them grow

along the seashores, as Salsala Kali, Salicornia

hcrhacea, and Halogcton sativiis, and contain a

good deal of soda; the latter is grown in Spain

in quantities for this purpose. Also a few her-

baceous ones, mostly annuals, are pululating

near by liabitated places, along ths roads, on

rubbish, half rotten humus, and vital remnants;

in fact always there, where the ground contains

some sal-ammoniac or azotic particles. All

parts of the plants are of an offensive smell, and

often used in medicines, as Chenopodium oli-

dum and Chenop. atriplex.

There are also among the representatives of

this family some positively useful to the human
race, and they are cultivated with much caro,

skill, and on a large scale. As for instance : Out

of the Cycloloma, the Beta vulgaris, commonly
known as sugar beet, of which principally

the white and yellow varieties are extensively

cultivated in Southern Russia for extraction of

the finest quality of sugar. (The process of pro-

duction of the beet-sugar was discovered in 1747

by the German chemist Markgraff, but the ex-

tensive production of it commenced only since

1872.)

Spinacia olcracea, our common Spinage,

was at first introduced by the Arabs in Spain
;

and now it is ncarl}' in everj' vegetable garden.

In France the Spinage is replaced by Atriplex

hortensis, and in England by the Chenopodi-

um bonus Henricus, both of them serving well

the purpose. In Peru tlie Chenopodium qui-

noa is cultivated as a grain, and often, even to

the height of 13,000^, are immense fields sown of

it. The seed is very oily, contains a considerable

quantity of starch, and is relishoblc and nourish-

ing. The green parts of the plant are also used

as a vegetable.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

Our "Finger Grass" in Europe.—This—
Panicum digitaria—and which is well known to

American lawns and gardens from its amazing
and coarse growth in the Fall of the year, was
noticed in France about 1826, and has since

spread through the country like wildfire. Serves

them right. They should spread information
among cultivators as to what are likely to be
noxious, 60 that people could recognize and de-

stroy them on their first appearance. They
have done this with the Colorado potato

beetle, simply because their entomologists bring

their studies home practically to the people.

Colorado potato bugs are not near the evil that

noxious weeds are.

Aiding Pollkn in FERTn^izATiON.—In regard to

a matter which some months ago excited some
attention from correspondents, we give the fol-

lowing from the Gardener's Clironide:

"To those who devote attention to hybridiza-
tion we suggest the possibility, that if mucus
from the stigma of the intended pollen parent is

applied to the stigmas of the plant desired to be
fertilized, many difficult crosses might be effected.

This, of course, depends on the supposition that
if the pollen tubes are emitted they may pene-
trate the stylo, and that the foreign mucus is not
always congenial for the commencement of
growth. Some hybridists may liave experi-
mented on this point, and, if so, it would be in-

teresting to know with what result. This idea
has frequently presented itself to our mind, and
we are induced to express it from having re-

cently road an observation by Mr. James O'Brien
in the Garden of August 19th, that to get pollen
tubes for the microscope it is only necessary to

place a sufficient quantity of mucus on the slide

and applj' the pollen. He saj-s that one or two
drops of nectar are taken from Lilium speciosum
or L. auratum, and not more than a dozen grains
of pollen applied, that in half an hour the tubes
will begin to appear and grow for from one to

two hours, when they will resemble long snake*?.

The nectar Avill soon harden, and being perfectly

transparent, a permanent object is secured by
laying on a thin glass and pressing out air bub-
bles before hardening takes place."

About Spruces and Firs.—A California botanist,

who accompanied Professors Hooker and Gray

through parts of their excursions in California,

and the ring of whose pen has a strong Lemmo-
nian sound, in writing of some of their views and

experiences of things, gives great credit to

Dr. Engelmann for insisting that the spruces and

firs shall be kept as botanically distinct as they

are practically, and should have their right

names. Those which have cones erect, and

which crumble in the hand when mature, like

our common Balsam Fir, are the Abien—those

which have pendant, permanent cones are Picea.

Of late years the English botanists have called

them all Abies, and when they did divide them,

called the Firs Picea, and the Spruces Abies.

Americans have hesitated to insist on the correct

names, believing it would be proper for Euro-

peans who made the error to correct it. But as

no effort of this kind is made, we propose to fol-
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low the right course as indicated by Engelmann,

hereafter.

A New Ejtemy to the Pixe Tree.—The impor-

tance of the subject leads us to give entire the

following paper read by Professor Aug. T. Grote,

before the recent meeting of the American Asso-

ciation :

" In the months of June and July the Red Pine

(Pinus resinosa), and the White Pine (Pinus stro-

bus), show by the exuding pitch that they are

suffering from the attacks of an insect.
_
The

wounds occur on the main stem below the inser-

tion of the main branch. On cutting into the

bark the injury is found to be caused by a small

larva which, when full grown, measures sixteen

to eighteen millimeters. The head is shining

chesttiut brown with black mandibles. The body
is livid or blackish green, naked, with series of

black dots, each dot giving rise to a single rather

stout bristle. The protharasic is blackish. The
larva has three pair of thorasic, or true jointed

feet, and four abdominal or false feet, besides

anal elaspcrs. This larva, eating on the inner

side of the bark, and making furrows in the

wood, causes the bleeding which, when the de-

pletion is excessive or continuous, and especially

m the case of young trees, has proved fatal. In
July the worm spins a whitish thin paper cocoon
in the mass of exuding pitch, which seems to

act as a protection to both larva and chrysalis.

The chrysalis contained in the cocoon is cylindri-

cal, smooth, narrow, blackish brown about 16

millimeters in length. The head is pointed,

there being a pronounced clypeal protuberance,
the segments are unarmed, and the anal plate is

provided with a row of four spines, and two
more slender, on either sidi^ of the mesial line,

below the first. It gives the moth in ten to four-

teen days. Tiie perfect insect expands on an
average 30 millimetres. An examination of the

veins of the wing shows that vein 7 of the prima-
ries is wanting, while vein 6 is simple. On the

hind wings the cell is closed or very nearly so.

It belongs thus to the Phycida?, a sub-family of

the Pyraledte. The male antenna? are bent a lit-

tle at the base, the joints inconspicuous; the
maxillary pulpi in the same sex are not brush-

like, and the hind wings are 8 and not 7 veined.

We may refer the moth then to the genus Ne-
phopterix. Veins 3, 4 and 5 spring nearly to-

getlier from the outer extremity of the cell of the

hind wings (though 5 seems to be nearly indepen-
dent while running close to 4) ; vein 2 is not far

removed from 3. On the primaries, veins 4 and 5

spring from a common stalk, so that we must
refer the moth to the sul) genus Diosyctria of

Zeller. In color the moth is blackish gray,

shaded with reddish on the basal and terminal
fields of the forewings. Tiiere arc patches or

lines of raised scales on the basal field and on the
anterior and darker portion of the median space.

The medium lines are prominent, consisting of

double black lines enclosing pale bands. The
inner line at basal third is perpendicular, W
shaped, or dentate. The outer line at apical

fourth/ is once more strongly indented below
costa. The black component lines do not seem
to be more distinct on one side than on the
other of the pale included bands or spaces. The
median field is blackish, becoming pale towards
the outer line ; it shows a pale, sometimes whit-
ish, cellular spot, surmounted with raised scales.

It can be seen that these raised scales (easily lost

in setting the insect) accompany the median
lines as well as forming the discal mark and the
linear patch on the basal field. The terminal
edge of the wing is again pale or ruddy before
the terminal black line. The fringes are black-
ish. The hind wings are pale, yellowish white,

shaded with fuscous on cortal region and more
or less terminally before the blackish terminal
line ; the fringes are dusk}'. Beneath the fore-

wings are blackish marked with pale on corta;

hind wings as on upper surface. Body blackish
gray, with often a reddish cast on the thorax
above and on the vertex. The eyes are naked,
the labrial pulpi long ascending, with moderate
terminal joint. Tongue rather long. The gray
abdomen is annulated with dirty white, the legs

are pale dotted. The species differs from the
European alietella by raised scale tufts on the

wings, and Prof. P. C. Zeller, who has kindly
compared examples for me, declares it to be
quite distinct from any European species. The
pupa seems to differ from that of alietella by the

elypeal prominence which appears entirely ab-

sent in the European species judging from
Ratzburg's excellent figures. The larva is found
to attack also various imported conifers; for this

reason I suppose it might be an imported para-

site. It lias been noticed on the Scotch, Austrian

and Russian pine, and it will be found, I fear, a

grave enemy to the cultivation of this genus of

plants.

Since the insect is not noticed yet in any scien-

tific publication, I propose to name it Nephopte-
rix (Diosyctria) Zimmermani, after Charles D.
Zimmerman, of Bufiixlo, who has made many ex-

cellent observations on our noxious insects, and
to whom I am greatly indebted for help in get-

ting all the facts with relation to the present spe-

cies. He has kindly spent much time in climb-

ing large trees and cutting out pupte and larvse,

and rearing the perfect insect.

The larva of alietella is described byBatzburg
as living in the cones chieOy of various species

of Pinus. Nevertheless, he speaks of one instance

in which ii Avas found inulcr similar circum-
stances to those which are usual with Zimmer-
mani, which latter I have not yet noticed attack-

ing the fruit. The European species is said to

winter in the pupse state. In the vicinity of

Buffalo our species seems to be single brooded.

I have not yet ascertained the winter- state.

Batzburg recommends cutting off infected

branches, but, especially on small trees I find

the larva of Zimmermani usually infesting the

main stem at the insertion of the branches.

From the fact that the pitch of the trees offers a
protection, I do not think that any washes
would reach the insect. The knife, then, seems
the only remedy.
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Our species liius a natural enemy in a small

hymenopterous parasite with which I have found

certnin of the chrysalids to be filled."

Respiratiox and Assimilatiox IX Plants.—

Corenwinder h!\s recently published an elaborate

paper detailing what appears to have been long

and careful experiments on the respiration of

plants. Protoplasm (the matter out of which

cells are made) and chlorophyl (the green color-

ing matter in the cell), he finds, have distinct

powers. Protoplasm absorbs oxygen and exhales

carbonic acid, just as animals do, day and night.

In the early stage of plant growth, before much
green coloring matter is formed, the plant does

little else than exhale. But as soon as chloro-

phyl is formed this throws off oxygen and retains

the carbon, out of which structure and material

for future use is formed. As already known, it

can only do this under light. This difference is

important, and, while it explains much that has

been an enigma, may lead to practical results.

Potatoes and other vegetables, sprouting in dark

cellars, grow very well, as such a blanched

growth grows; but the growth must die, because

there is no chlorophyl to manufacture future

material. Then we learn why cellars with vege-

table growths in them are unhealthy. Plants,

as we generally see them, purify the atmosphere.

They decompose carbonic acid, appropriating

the carbon and expiring the oxj^gen; but in

these cases of blanched vegetation the case is re-

versed and the oxygen is the element absorbed.

There are few papers appearing in scientific

journals from which we can learn so much as

from this of Corenwinder's.

—

Independent.

Artificial Ivory.—The new process for the

manufacture of this material have just been

brought out in France. The first consists in dis-

solving two parts of pure India rubber in thirty-

six parts of chloroform, and saturating the solu-

tion with pure ammoniacal gas. The chloroform

is then distilled at a temperature of 165 degrees

Fah., and the residue, mixed with phosphate of

lime or carbonate of zinc, is pressed into moulds

and dried. When phosphate of lime is used, the

product is said to possess in a remarkable degree

the peculiar composition of natural ivory. The
second process involves the use of paper mache
and gelatine combined. Billiard balls of this

substance cost about one-third of the price of

genuine ivory balls, and are claimed to be quite

as hard and elastic as the latter. They may be

thrown from high elevations upon pavement

without injury, and will withstand heavy blows

with the hammer. The composition is known
as Paris marble, and may be used for raised or-

namentation on ceilings or prepared so as to

imitate fine varieties of marble.

—

Gardener'$

Record.

SCRAPS AND QUERIES.

Burying Roots. — E. K., Brattleboro, Vt.,

says :

—
" Last Spring I had my grounds graded,

and about two feet of soil was heaped around a

fine larch tree. It has so far not shown any

sign of hurt. Fearing, nevertheless, that in might

get injured, I beg to ask your kind advice. Tak-

ing the soil away to any extent round it, would

make a basin into which the water would run

from all sides, the tree standing unfortunately in

the centre, and is the lowest spot of the ground."

[Very often trees die after being buried up
;

but then again they sometimes live. The chances

arc that they will die. They want air—and it

may be that in some of the fortunate cases, some

of the roots find the way to get air in spite of the

covering. In some cases a small walled up well-

like circle is made around the trunk of the tree,

through which water goes and air follows. This

often saves the tree. It is not the filling up of

the stem that causes the tree to die, but the suf-

focation of the fibrous roots.—Ed. G. M.]

Freezing of the Sap of Plants.—A Boston

correspondent says :

—
" In the July number of

the Gardener's Monthly, page 217, you say ' the sap

does not freeze in plants in the winter time,'

which seems to me to be a contradiction of what

you say upon this matter in the June number of

the Gardener's Monthly, page 185, where you say :

' If it has not been long or severely frozen,' re-

ferring to a plant, ' it may be recovered by immer-

sion in cold water.' If I am in error in regard

to this matter will you be so good as to point it

out to me as briefly as you please, and at the

same time state what it is that injures plants in

the winter season, if it is not the freezing and

thawing of the sap."

[Our correspondent has the idea exactly in

one way by putting it conversely, " Freezing and

thawing of the sap in Winter injures plants."

Therefore we say when they are not injured

the sap has not been frozen.

But our correspondent must not forget that

plants may die in the Winter from either of two
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causes : 1st, They may die from rupture of the

cells when they expand from the freezing; or,

2d, they may die from the evaporation of their

juices, as they often will in severe weather. Tech-

nically no distinction is made. In both cases it

is customary to say the plant was killed by frost.

When we say " If the plant has not been long

or severely frozen," syringing with water will

bring it to—we are referring to plants under

the second condition. When a plant in a green-

house is first touched with " frost " it wilts ; its

juices evaporate rapidly, and this is why it wilts.

After a time the sap vessels will freeze, and burst!

If we help the plant to regain its losses before

the interior freezes, that is a gain ; but if the

juices in the cells once freeze, the geranium, or

whatever it be, is gone surely.—Ed. G. M.]

Wearing Out of Vakieties.— E. J. S., Phila-

delphia, says :

—"As I see the subject of wearing

out of varieties continues to receive attention,

is it not a proof in the common Butter Pear,

which, during recent years has degenerated

surely. How do you explain this ?

"

[What does our correspondent mean by ' recent

years?'' This pear is no worse about Philadel-

phia than it was a hundred years ago, as we have

indisputable evidence. It is no worse now than

it Avas then ; it has not "degenerated " in a hun-

dred years. The Butter Pear is just the same as

it was a hundred years ago. Therefore, we say

it is no nearer " wearing out " than it was then.

—Ed. G. M.]

Different Degrees of Thickness in the
Annual Wood Circles of Trees.—J. S., Mt.

Carmel, 111., writes :— " In connection Avith the

subject on 'Excrescences and Eccentric Wood
Growth,' it may be interesting to state a fact that

I have often noticed, viz.: That the annular

rings of many trees that I have counted, show a

very irregular growth. The rings representing

eighty to one hundred j'ears back, are crowded

into much less space than those found before or

since. I know of no way of accounting for

this, except it be that the corresponding years

were very dry."

ITERATURE, ^RAVELS & PERSONAL WOTES.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

European Notes by the Editor, IS o. 4.—To
describe in detail all the novel points of our

little trip, would fill a volume. 1 shall have to

omit much, and simply take special topics, nur-

series, large estates, public grounds, markets,

antiquities, and so forth, as they impressed them-

selves on my memory, "jumping" about from

place to place, in order to select our types. As
we left off in our last with a typical Rose nur-

sery, we may as well continue the subject of

nurseries in this present note.

For a nursery where fine specimen trees and
shrubs are the leading features, I saw no one
that better pleased me than that of Jas. Mitchell

A Son, of Pilltown, near Uckfield, in Sussex.

The nursery does not count its acres by the

scores, but the number of beautiful specimens

was very great. A smooth gravel road, with

neat box-edgings, extends around the grounds.

and the borders on both sides are filled with spe-

cimens of trees and shrubs of every variety, set

out with no particular regard to kinds, but just

as they would look best. These are all cared for

and made to look nice. The prices paid for these

pretty specimens would "scare" an American
accustomed to look at $5 for a " tree," as a " big

thing," so I will say nothing about that here.

Some of these specimens I had never seen so

large and fine. Imagine golden Arborvitaes per-

fect globes of six feet over ! Taxus adpressa globes

of eight feet over! what would its lover, Hoopes
of West Chester, say to a few score like that?

Berberis Darwini about four by four feet. Libo-

cedrus decurrens—" beg j^ardon, Thuja gigantea"

—twenty feet, and as regularly conical as a child's

green moss tree! Our Shepherdia Canadensis,

beautiful globes of six feet over, and hosts of

similar wonderfully grown things. As soon as

one thing is sold another takes its place, so that

there is a constant succession of transplanted
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stock almost sure to ^row, though of any size.

Of course I ask myself why cannot wo have such

thinj::s? Why cannot a man or woman incur
country plant a place at once like a perfect pic-

ture, instead of waiting until the clay they die to

know the trees have grown, and these only to be

cut away by the next inheritor, who sees only
" vahiable building lots " at hand? Only because

nurserymen here cannot afford to treat the plants

suitably at ruling prices. A long avenue of Arau-

caria imbricata here is worth any one's going to

see. One which I measured was 70 feet round in

the spread of it^ branches, and eight feet and a half

in the circumference of its beautiful straight

trunk. If my memory is true, it is but about 13

years old. The large pine-applc-like cones on
the bearing trees, add much to their striking

effect.

I was anxious to see a trade nurser}-. Be it

known that London is in a measure all England.

If a person in any part of the little island wants

anything whatever, the first thought is to "send

to London for it." And so orders for trees and
flowers of any kind whatever, go to London.

Now one cannot have nurseries or greenhouses

to any great extent in a crowded place like that,

in which there are more people than in all Penn-

sylvania ! So those who sell have persons in the

suburbs who supply their needs on short no-

tice. These places are called nurseries which

"grow stock for the London trade." One of the

best known of these is, pei'haps, Cutbush's of

Barnet. The great especial feature is the Holly,

of which an enormous quantity in endless

variety are grown. Of course I admired their

beauty in a general way, but as we cannot have

these beautiful things in our countr}', I showed

I fear, little interest in the " Microphylla gran-

dens," the " Purpurea feroxes " and the " Angu-
loruni foliolorums " on which my guide so fondly

dwelt ; and it was not till I found myself among
the pretty Heaths, Epacrises, Acacias and other

beauties of New Holland, of which hundreds of

thousands are here raised and sold, that I seemed

to regain a reputation as a person ofordinary in-

telligence. Most of the things grown of this char-

acter are still the Boronias, Dracophyllums, and
similar old stagers, which were popular when us

gray beards were 'prentice boys—Genitjdis tulipi-

fera being one of the few favorites grown in im-

mense quantity, that were not much about in the

olden time. To grow grapes in pots—hot-house

grapes as we may say—for the London trade, is

also a specialty here. They know how to grow

them—ten feet of good strong wood in a season.

This is the way all do in this business. They
grow only a few articles that they have learned

to grow well.

We will now miss a few days' work, and take

an omnibus ride from Charing Cress to what wo
understood everybody to say the Bulingate,

which translated, means "Bull and Gale." It

must, no doubt, have been a fearful gate in old

Bovine times; but it has probably been all car-

ried off by the relic hunters, for when the gentle-

manly guard informed us that we were at " the

gate," I failed to find a solitary splinter even of

its post. But I took a " tramway " from there,

and about noon came on the famous "show"
nursery of the Williams' at Upper Holloway.

The main feature is stove and greenhouse plants,

and the aim is not only to have everything new
to be found in the trade, but everything new and

good before any one else, if possible. When
Mr. Williams, Sen., began, he found little trade,

because people did not know what good things

were, so he determined to grow them to perfec-

tion, and exhibit them through the world. Hia

beautiful collection at our Centennial was a great

feat. He could not, of course, trust his best spe-

cimens so fiir, but it was wonderful that he did

so well as he did. His son had just returned

from Portugal as I was there, with the grand

medal of honor for his exhibit at their great

show at Oporto. Young Mr. Williams left a good

opinion of his gentlemanly character and busi-

ness intelligence behind him in America, and it

was a pleasure to me to find him everywhere

highly spoken of in his own country. Few peo-

ple who are ftxmiliar only with plants as seen at

our American exhibitions, can have any idea of

plants as they are when grown as Mr. Williams

grows them. Azaleas four to six feet high, and

so perfect that not a leaf is misplaced ; but in

these we are not so far behind, as a visit to

Mr. Sargent's in Brookline in March, at least will

show. Croton Johannis six feet high ; Ixoras with

flower heads six inches over; Adiantum Farley-

ense, solid globes, three feet through ; Draco-

phyllum gracile with two hundred heads of

flowers ; Ericas about six feet high by four wide,

with thousands of flowers; A Draccena rubra,

with fifty perfect leaves; Statice Holfordi four

feet' by two; an orchid Sobralia macrantha, with

forty open flowers; Cypripedium barbatum, in

an eighteen-inch pan, Avith thirty-five flowers

;

a Dicksonia sixteen feet high and four feet round.

These are but faint samples of hundreds of other
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things in the forty beautiful greenhouses which

comprise the establisliment. Mr. Williams tliinlvs

a good share of liis success has been the persist-

ent exhibiting ofgood specimens, by wliich people

eould see for themselves how fine plants might

be made by growth and sk\\\.

Hai'dy hei'baceous plants are becoming exten-

sively patronized in England, and there are now
numerous nurseries engaged in growing tliese

alone. One of the best of these is, perliaps, Ware's

of Tottenham. I do not know of anything which

gave me so much pleasure as the day I spent

here. A single plant, as we see them in our gar-

dens, is pretty enougli, many would say ; but here

with liundreds of a kind in beds, tlie eff'ect is

beautiful in the extreme. For Alpine plants,

rocks are arranged on elevations, and swamp
plants are grown in kegs of water, sunk in the

ground. The water is very slow in evaporating

under these circumstances, and is just the thing

for these plants. For Cypripediums and plants

that need shelter from wind and sun, hedges of

Privet and Arborvitse are made ; and for bog

plants peat beds are formed. With this little

care I had the satisfaction of seeing many of our

own native plants, far more beautiful than I had
ever seen them at liome. At Parker's at Toot-

ing, and Barr & Sugdens at Fulham, herba-

ceous plants are specialties—the last chiefly in

bulbs—the former especially rich in aquatics,

from having a stream by an artesian well.

In the matter of new and rare kinds, as a

matter of course, the inquirer takes his steps to

Chelsea, where Bull and Vietch, neighbors, have
wonderful establishments, and whose proprietors

ransack the whole world for whatever may in-

terest the lovers of trees and plants. A day at

Mr. Bull's was entirely too short to take in all

the treasures of this immense establishment.

The entrance is through a large palm and
tree fern house, which is shaded by training

grape-vines under the glass. Orchids are grown
in immense quantities, and some of the more
common kinds are now thought cheap at from

one to three dollars each—small plants of course.

The rarer ones, however, bring high prices.

Odontoglossum vexillarium brings about $15

each. Mr. Bull states that it cost him over

$15,000 to get his stock of this plant. Some of

these Odontoglossums bring $50 each, with the

demand often beyond the supply. In Dracaenas

and leaf plants, generally, there were a great

number of good things. Dracaena Gokliana par-

ticularly attracted us. So many new Dracsanaa

are hardly different from the old ones; but the

white feathery painting of this made it very dis-

tinct, and as beautiful as it was novel. Mr. B.

was paying great attention to economic plants,

and the new Cotton, new Liberian Coffee, and a

species of Eucalyptus, with leaves as sweet as the

Lemon Verbena, had a good share of his atten-

tion. New Arums, new Palms, new Ferns, new
Lilies, new Zamias, new Orchids, new well,

one would hardly think there were so many new
things in the world to find, and there would not

be, but for the wonderful enterprise of men like

these. A pretty improvement is in the old Pelar-

goniums. They are crumpled and increased in

petals, and yet have a beautiful regularity amidst

all their seeming confusion. Some of the earlier

kinds having been named after Royal person-

ages, the whole race has been called " Regal

Pelargoniums."

At Veitch's the entrance, as at Bull's, is par-

ticularly imposing ; when you get through to the

houses, you are not apt to feel the establishment

particularly impressive; but as you go from

house to house—there are one hundred and four

of them—and you proceed to the rarer and more
valuable plants, the riches and vastness of the

collection are almost overwhelming. Great at-

tention was being paid to getting new races of

plants by hybridization. Mr. Domine, who first

made hybrid Orchids an actual and a profitable

fact, is with them, living in a house on the

grounds most beautifully covered with Ampelop-
sis Veitchii. They have improved the tuberous

rooted Begonias to a wonderful extent, a fact of

much interest to Americans, in whose land they

will make admirable bedding plants. There ia

in hand a new race of hybrid Rhododendrons.

Fuchsias and Geraniums were also under the

improver's hand, and the Gloxinia had been put

under training for still more beautiful varieties

than it has yet given us. Mr. Veitch told me the

Gloxinia had even been made to cross with the

Foxglove, but whether he said he had this in

hand, or it was only talked of in England, I do

not now quite remember. There is a beautiful

Camellia house here, one hundred feet long, the

plants growing in the open ground; and an in-

teresting point to me was the shading efiectedby

coarse netting.

Wonderful attention is bestowed on the Orchid

family, no less than twenty-four houses or one-

fourth the whole establishments, being devoted

to them. The Hydrangea was being improved,

the aim being to get a fixed rosy red color, and
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considerable sm-ccss had attended their cfForts.

New Egyptian Cotton, new Cinnamon from Ja-

pan, that would be half hardy if not more than

half, new Nepentheses or Bornean pitcher plants,

and the Darlington pitcher plants from Ctilifor-

nia; these will give an idea of the scope of this

immense establishment.

It was my aim to take this day also to examine

a type of a hardy tree nursery, but the day is

gone at this immense place, and I must leave

this for another one, and take the omnibus back

to London.
" You're a furrincr, I see," said the kind-

hearted guard, " and I suppose like to see all the

interesting things?" It always surprised me how
a man in his own born country should be taken

for a "furriner," but I admitted that it was just

80. "Well," said he, "there is a curiosity you

will hardly meet with in any part of the world.

A church wedged in between two of the gayest

kind of taverns." " But," said I, " tell us about

these gardens, whose they are, and anything you

know about them." And it is wonderful, as Sir

Walter Scott once said, how much there often is

under a tarpaulin hat or fustian jacket.

Arboretum Segrezianum —An enumeration

of the trees and shrubs cultivated at Segrez,

Seine et vise, by Alphons6 Lavallee.—Mr. Lav-

allee is a wealthy young gentleman. President

of the leading Horticultural Society of France,

and who takes a great interest in every-

thing that pertains to Horticulture, and espe-

cially the Arboricultural branch ; and he has

collected together over four thousand species or

marked varieties of ligneous plants, and which

form, perhaps, the finest arboretum in the world.

There is a collection of over one thousand in

Germantown, out of which seven hundred and

fifty were exhibited at the Centennial, and this

is thought to be pretty full, and one may judge

from this how superior is this one of Monsieur

Lavallee. The great value of this "enumera-
tion" is in the care with which the correct name
is raked out from the mass of synonyms, and the

authorities given for the names. If they have

been figured, references are made, and the na-

tive country of each is appended. It is a work
that will be of great service to any one interested

in tree culture.

It is possible that a little more acquaintance

with American literature Avould have prevented

some errors. Our old friend, the Heath-leaved

Arborvitje, and which everv American who has

ever watclied the growth of a lot of seedlings,

knows is but an Arborvitic that has retained

through life its juvenescent character, is now
carried out of " Retinospora," where Carricre

placed it, into Cupressus, and actually reduced

to the same thing as " C. (Ret.) squarrosa." And
our other friend, " Tom Thumb," which in our

country grows out of its juvenescence after a half

dozen years or so, and assumes its hitherto de-

layed full Arborvitae character, is also made a

Cupressus — C. squarrosa Elwangeriana. The
further error is made of giving Mr. Barry as the

author of the name "Retinospora lOlwangeri-

ana," which we all know he is not. The way in

which foreign botanists worry and fuss over these

simple things, is very amusing to Americans.

The work can be had of Bailliere et Fils, Paris

or London.

Corrections.—A friend well-informed on Cali-

fornia botany, kindly suggests that Mrs. Briggs'

" Butterfly Tulip " is a Calochortus, and that the

" White Tulip " is a Cyclobothra. " Poweridia-

num " is of course a misprint for pomeridianum.

So in Mr. Falconer's article, p. 324, speaking of

the hardihood of Evening Primroses, it should

be 4°, not 40° below zero. And in addition we
have the following, although the printer insists

that in these cases the fault is in the " copy,"

and is none of his.

"New London, Conn., November 6th, 1877.

"Mr. Editor:—You make me say in Novem-
ber number of the Monthly, p. 332, that the lati-

tude of New London is 47° 2V N. What I

wrote was 41° 21^ N. I would hardly warrant

the English "^alnut to bear fruit at Quebec,

which is about 47° N. Yours truly,

"Robert Coit."

"Rochester, N. Y.

"Mr. Editor:—In printing my last communi-

cation, p. 343, the substitution of the words ' if

one' for 'if any,' you do such extreme violence

to the sense that I am tempted to call attention

to the mistake. Eugene Glen."

Guano.—It takes a long while for the world to

find out the value of things. Guano and its good

qualities is mentioned by a Spaniard, Alonsa

Barbade Potosi, in 1640, translated into English

by the Earl of Sandwich in 1670.

The Soldiers' Home at Dayton, Ohio.—These

grounds, under the management of Mr. Beck,

are said to be models of good taste, and they have
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had a marked effect on the garden culture of the

Daytonians.

Business Enterprise.—It was remarkable that

in the same number that we noticed the beauti-

ful new Violet, Belle de Chatenay, and remarked
that it was probably not yet in our country, it

Tradescantia Virginica are perhaps the best

known by it Though we cannot decide which
our correspondent means (if either), we may
say that both are " cultivated in this coun-

try," where, if they must have " popular names,"

they are tolerably well known as " Spiderwort

"

and " Foxglove." The former he can find wild

DOUBLE WHITE VIOLET, " BELLE DE CHATENAY."

should be advertised in that very number by

H. A. Dreer. We herewith give an illustration

of it.

Thomas S. Kennedy, op Louisville.—A Louis-

ville paper before us speaks complimentarily of

the appointment of this gentleman as one of the

Vice Presidents of the American Pomological

Society. It is always a sign of worth when one's

neighbors praise.

SCRAFS AND QUERIEiS.

Ephemeron Flower.—"Classic" asks us if the

plant known as " Ephemeron flower " is in cul-

tivation in this country ? As we have repeatedly

said it is little use in bothering with the "popu-

lar " names of plants, unless like Mignonette and

Pansy they have become " household words."

There are at least half a dozen kinds of things

which have had the name of "Ephemeron"
given to it, of which the Digitalis purpurea and

in the meadows from near which he hails (St.

Paul).

Napoleon's Willow. — F., Boston, Mass.,

writes :

—
" Excuse a question which may seem

a simple one to you, but happened to arise, and
prove an unsettled dispute in a little circle. It is,

is the common Weeping Willow of our gardens

the same as the one growing over Napoleon's

tomb at St. Helena?"
[It is the same, and tradition says all our Wil-

lows sprung from a cutting of that one, having

been brought over by Captain Jacob Smith of

Rhode Island. Perhaps our old correspondent,

A. Smith of Providence, (if still living, for we have

not heard of him for some years,) could give us

the exact date of the intro Auction, as we have an

impression Capt. Smith was one of his ancestors.

—Ed. G. M.]

Sending Stamps for Answers.—A few people

—we are glad to say not many—forget to send

stamps when a reply is required on their own
business. There are others who are over thought-

ful, and who send cards or envelopes already

stamped and addressed. A man with a score or

two of letters coming to his table, does not an-
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Bwer each one as ho roads it, leaving all the rest

unopened till he linishcs tho answer to that one,

but ho opens all lirst. When ho comes to the

letter that had a stamped and directed envelope,

it is a rare chance if among so many ho remem-
bers about it—at least we cannot. The scores of

addressed stamped envelopes and cards lying

about on our table is a nuisance. We shall be

perfectly satisfied with the "stamp enclosed."

Some think that as an addressed card cannot be

used for anything else, it forces an answer they

would not otherwise receive, but this is a mistake

—in our case at least.

Rules for Judges.—An Ohio corre.«ipondent

writes :
—

" In our State Fair and some of tho

Horticultural Premium Catalogues, under the

class of greenhouse plants, is this rule, ' All

plants must be grown in the pots in which they

are exhibited.' Is there any rule by which to

decide how long tho plant must have boon in the

pot, to come under this rule, if the plant is dug
up out of the ground and potted?"

[We must never forget that language is used

to express one's moaning, and in any doubtful

case, what ideas it was the evident intention to

express, should have the benefit of any doubt
that may arise. In the present case it was clearly

the intention to encourage the pot-culture of

flowers, and it would be no such encouragement
if plants could be first grown in the ground, and
then just lifted and put into a pot for the purpose

of exhibiting them. Butui the present case there

is not even this doubt, for the language is not

"growing in a pot," hut grown in a pot; and we
should say that if the best part of the plant or

more than one-half of it, had been grown in a

pot, and only the minor part of it originally in

the ground, it ought not to be disqualified.—Ed.

G. M.]

^HORTICULTURAL ^OCIETIES.

The Pennsylvania Fruit Growers' Society.

—We should gladly notice the proposed meet-

ings of all our Horticultural Societies, if they

came to us in time ; but very few notes come to

hand until a few days before the time. Just as

we go to press we have the following from one
of the officers of the Pennsylvania Society :

—

"The next meeting of the Pennsylvania Fruit

Growers' Society is to be held in Williamsport,

on the third Wednesday of January next, and
that the officers are using every endeavor to

make it an unusually interesting time. They
are now engaged in collating matter for the new
report, which will contain, among other good

features, some superb full-page illustrations of

our little known seedling Pennsylvania fruits.

The several committees are at work, and appear

desirous of keeping up the reputation of the

Society, as a means of diffusing information upon
general Horticulture throughout the State. Dele-

gates and visitors from other States will be

heartily welcomed."

Organizations for Town Embellishments.—
Mr. Steele, of Dayton, Ohio, recently read before

the Montgomery Co. (O.) Horticultural Society,

a very interesting paper on this subject. He
quotes the following from the pen of Geo. E.

Waring, in Scribner's Monthly :—
" The Laurel Hill Association takes its name

from a wooded knoll in the center of the village,

which had been dedicated to public use. The
first object of the association was to convert this

knoll into a village park. Then they took in
hand the village burial ground, which was put in
proper condition and suitably surrounded with
hedge and railing. Then the broad village street

was properly graded and drained and agreeable
walks were made at its sides. Incidental to this

the people living along both sides of the streets

were encouraged to do what they could to give
it an appropriate setting hy putting their own
premises into tasteful condition and maintaining
them so. The organization worked well and
accomplished good results. The Rev. N. P.

Eggleston, formerly of Stockbridge, in a paper
on village improvements, written for the New
York Tribune, thus describes the collateral work
and influences of tho Laurel Hill Association :

"Next followed the planting of trees by the
roadside, wherever trees were lacking. The
children, sometimes disposed in their thoughtless-

ness to treat young trees too rudeh', were brought
in as helpers of the association, while at the same
time put under a beneficial cultui'o themselves.
Anybody who would undertake to watch and
care for a particular tree for two years was re-
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warded by having the tree called by his name.
Other children were paid for all the loose papers
and other unsightly things which they would
pick up and remove from the street. Gradually
the work of the association extended. It soon
took in hand the streets connected with the
main street. Year by year it pushed out walks
from the center of the village towards its outer
borders. Year by year it extended its line of

trees in the same manner ; and year by year
there has been a marked improvement in the

aspect of the village. Little by little, and in

many nameless ways, the houses and barns, the
door—yards and farms, have come to wear a

look of neatness and intelligent, tasteful care
makes the Stockbridge of to-day quite different

from the Stockbridge of twenty years ago. Trav-
elers passing through it are apt to speak of it

with admiration as a finished place ; and, com-
pared with most of our New England villages, it

has such a look ; but the Laurel Hill Association
does not consider its home finished nor its own
work completed. Still the work goes on. Com-
mittees are even now conning plans for further
improvements. The association fosters libraries,

reading rooms and other places of resort, where
innocent and healthful games, music and conver-
sation, will tend to promote the social feeling

and lessen vice by removing some of its causes."

ADDRESS OF MARSHALL P. WILDER.
(Continued from page 320.)

THE EXTENSION OF FRUIT CULTURE, AND THE
IMMENSE CROPS OF OUR COUNTRY,

As the source of light and heat travels from
the East, completing its daily circuit on our
Western shore, there to rejoice in all his strength,

so fruit culture has crossed our continent to the
Pacific slope, there to produce almost all the
fruits of the habitable globe, and finally to per-
meate, enrich and adorn our whole land.

At the time of the organization of our Society,

the cultivation of fruits for the market, or for

exportation, was limited to a few of the older
States. In Mr. Coxe's opinion the fine apple
growing section was bounded by the Mohawk
river in the North, and the James river in the
South. Fruit growing in this section was con-
fined principally to apples and peaches ; but
very few of the latter found their way to the
markets of the North, while strawbei'ries and
other small fruits were scarcely to be seen, except
in the locality where they Avere raised.

But now, almost every steamer from New
York for Liverpool or London, in the Fall and
Winter montlis takes appjes varying from five

hundred to three thousand barrels. Shipments
have been made from other ports, and as late

as last May there were fifteen hundred barrels

sent to England from Philadelphia. In Decem-
ber last, ninety thousand barrels of American
apples were landed at Liverpool. Very little

difficulty is experienced in the winter months,
but arrangements have been made to ship in

warm weather by vessels with refrigerator
compartments.
As the refrigerating process becomes more

and more perfect it will aid largely the exporta-
tion, not only of apples, but of more delicate
fruits. Pears, peaches and grapes have been sent
to England in good order, and it is confidently
expected that American peaches will soon be
well known in the markets of England.
But what shall we say of Canada, Iowa, Wis-

consin, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, California,

Oregon and other sections, and other new States
and Territories, where the cultivation of fruits

had scarcely commenced when this Society was
established ! Who that witnessed the exhibitions
of fruit from the States first mentioned at our
various sessions in Richmond, Boston, Chicago,
and at the Centennial in Philadelphia, has not
been surprised at the progress already made.
At the time this Society was formed, the area

of fruit culture and the value of our fruits was so
limited that it was not thought worth while to

collect the statistics. Then many States, Canada
and Nova Scotia, had given but little attention to

fruit culture, except that of apples. These and
other sections were deemed too far North for

successful fruit cultivation. Now they produce
large quantities of fine fruits, the Nova Scotia

Society having received four medals from the

Royal Horticultural Society of London, and the
Ontario Society, at the Quarter Centennial ses-

sion in Boston in 1873, the Wilder Medal, for the

best collection.

The estimate by the Government for the Cen-
tennial, last year, furnished the following statistics

(soon to be published), of the fruit culture of our
country

:

The number of acres under cultivation, in

orchards, vines and small fruits, is estimated at

4,500,000. The number of trees is estimated as

follows: apples, 112,000,000; pears, 28,260,000

peaches, 112,270,000; grapes, 141,260,000; total

393,790,000. The estimated value of fruit pro
ducts is: apples. $50,400,000; pears, $14,130,000

peaches, $56,135,000
;

grapes, $2,118,900 ; straw,

berries, $5,000,000; other fruits, $10,432,800
_

making a grand total of $138,216,700 ; or, nearly

equal to one-half of the value of our average

wheat crop. California, to say nothing of figs,

oranges, olives and almonds, has nearly one-

third of the whole grape area, sixty thousand
acres of vineyards, and forty-three millions of

vines, yielding annually, besides grapes and
raisins "for the market, ten millions of gallons of

wines, to which may be added the wines
_
of

Missouri, Ohio and other States, the whole wine

product being fifteen millions of gallons, as the

annual crop.

The following are a few illustrations of the

immense quantities of fruits which are sent to

market in addition to what is consumed at

home.
Of strawberries, there were received in one

day, in the New York market at the height of

the season, from all sources, 7,000 crates, averag-

ing at least a bushel and a half each—more than

10,000 bushels. The crop of peaches raised in

this country is so enormous that we hardly dare

state the quantity. The largest crop was in 1875,

and on the peninsula of Delaware and Maryland
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alone was estimated at between 7,000,000 and
8,000,000 baskets.
From California, according to the statement

furnished nio by Mr. E. J. Hooper, editor of tlio

Cahfornia lIorticuHurist, there wore sent Ea.st
in 1870, three hundred and thirty-four car loads
of fruit, of four hundred bushels each ; an
increase of more than one hundred per cent,
over the previous year, one lirm having sent
seven hinulred tons*; and of the strawberry, it is

estimated that from San Jose and vicinity, some
days there were sent for homo consumption forty
tons of this fruit, and in a circuit of about five
miles there are more tlian a thousand acres of
this fruit under cultivation. Dr. Strentzel, our
Chairman of the Fruit Committee for California,
writes, that, at short notice, that State can furnish
the whole continent with an overllowing supply
of fruit.

From Virginia, Mr. Leighton, our Vice-Fresi-
dent, writes, that the increase of strawberry
culture in the vicinity of Norfolk, is astonisliing,
completely heading the page of horticultural
progress, and that it seems wonderful how the
demand keeps pace so closely with the supply.
The shipments this year have been over three
millions of quarts. There were nearly 10,000
pickers in the lield in one day. One grower had
185 acres. To Boston alone there have been
shipped this year 11,.547 crates, of 45 quarts each,
or more than 10,000 bushels.

In Illinois very little fruit was raised, except
for home use, until 1840, when, according to Mr.
Flagg's interesting historical address before the
State Horticultural Society, a new era in fruit
culture commenced. Now there are 320,000
acres of orchards in that State. Mr. Parker Earle
informs me that in a good season there have been
sent from his station alone (Cobden) twenty-five
car loads of fruit daily. Of strawberries, where
scarcely any were raised sixteen years ago for
exportation, within six or seven years the culti-
vation has increased at Cobden and vicinity to
over one thousand acres, so that five or six car-
loads daily are dispatched to the various
markets.
From Georgia, Mr. Berckmans, President of

the State Horticultural Society, writes as follows
of the late exhibition of his Society :

"Many of our people of intelligence were
amazed at our progress. The exhibition of fruits
was grand. I am safe in saying that the display
of peaches was never surpassed, if equalled, in
any place in the past. I had fifty-six varieties of
peaches, all ripe and in perfection ; others had
collections almost equal in number, and several
surpassing in size. Many had peaches measuring
twelve and one-halfinches in circumference. The
grape show was almost equal to the peach
exhibi_t. Upwards of fifty varieties were exhibi-
ted. Some wonderfully fine Concords were
shown, which weighed one pound to the bunch.
Pears were fine, but not numerous as to varie-
ties." He had forty varieties in eating condition,
which, together with the balance of his collec-
tion, made nearly two hundred varieties of fruits.
The increase in the crops of apples, in New

York, Michigan, and the more Western States,
is wonderful.
From New York, it is estimated that in abun-

dant years, one and a half millions of barrels, are
exported in addition to those consumed at home,
a single firm at Boston receiving from that State
from 30,000 to 40,0(H) barrels of apples per year.
In the best seasons, Monroe, Niagara and Orleans
counties produce more than one million barrels
of ai)ples, and the value in one county is stated
to be a million of dollars.

Michigan is a great fruit producing State, and
many parts of it fully up to New York. The
crop of apples in this State, is estimated by Vice-
President LycMi, at $2,000,000 in value; peaches,
$1,000,000, and other fruits, $1,000,000, or a total

of $4,000,000.

TROPICAL FRUITS.
The reports of Mr. Bi-shop, Chairman of the

Fruit Committee for Florida, and of Mr. Red-
mond, Vice President for Mississippi, give pro-
mise of a great increase in the cultivation of
tropical fruit. This, says Mr. Berckmans, has
revolutionized the State of Florida within the
past ten years. It has long been known that the
climate of Florida was well suited to the culti-

vation of the orange, but is is Avithin the last few
years that it has been practically demonstrated
that this, as well as many other tropical fruits

could be grown with profitable results. Florida
oranges were, until within a few years, seldom
seen in our northern cities ; now the bulk of the
consumption is derived from the flowery State.

In this, as in many other fruits in other sections

of the continent, there has been great improve-
ment ; by selecting the best varieties for propa-
gation, until the standard of quality of the orange
in California is based upon that of Florida
oranges. The lower portions of Mississippi and
Louisiana produce large quantities of oranges,
but they are seldom shipped to the northern
cities. New Orleans consuming all that are pro-
duced in the surrounding parishes. Bananas
are being extensively grown in lower Florida,

and find ready sale at remunerative prices.

Limes, shaddocks and lemons have received in-

creased attention, while pineapples have been
found to bo very successful in the southern por-

tion of Florida. The date begins to thrive suc-
cessfully on the coast of lower Georgia and will,

doubtless, ere long be extensively cultivated.

California now raises seven millions of oranges
annually, and it appears probable that this State,

with the Gulf States, can furnish all the tropical

fruits required for the consumption of the whole
country.
The immense collection of fruit shown at the

Centennial Exposition last year, surpassing even
the great exhibitions of this Society at Boston
and Chicago, deserves mention here. Mr. Pai'ker

Earle, one of the Judges, writes me, " I know
that the Judges examined over twelve thousand
dishes of fruit during the week, commencing the
10th of September, and I have no doubt the en-
tire exhibition during the season, reached the
grand number of over sixty thousand dishes,

and over four huncb'ed thousand specimens."
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68. 76, 79, 81. 84, 92. 96. 103,
110, 115, 118, 126. 133, 1.39,

146, 150, 1.54, 1.59, 165, 1G8,

173. 176, 183, 18S, 190, 197,

201,206, 211, 214, 221, 229,

234, 240, 244, 247, 252, 262.

267, 271, 281, 283, 291, 296,
.301,306,313, 317, 324, .328.

333, 339, UZ, 352, 355, 359,
365, 367, .370, 372

Effect of Frost on Persimmon
I'ruit. 116

Elder, Variegated, 89
Ela;agnus parvitolius, 294
Kim. The Name, 223
luniiiematic Plants, English

National, 222
Enemr of the Potato Beetle,

310
England, American Blackber-

berries in, 50, 3G5
" Apples for, 207
" Crawford's Early

Peach in, 335
" Culture of the Grape

in, 220
" Hale's Early Peach,

in, 17 1

English Name, Bothered bv I

the, 2.53
I

" National Emblematic
i

Plants, 222 i

" Poi)ular Apples, 241 I

" Walnut, 51
" Wiuter,The, 127

Ephemeron Flower, 376
Ericas, Hardy, 229
Erythronium-Dog's-tooth Vio-

let, 197
Eucalpyius, Beauty of the, 202

" globulus a failure,

81
" " in Ver-

mont, 23
" " Watering

267
" in California, 176
" " Mexico, 63
" " Ohio, 53
" " Our Climate, 86
" " Philada., 1-52
" " South Carolina,

177
Eucharis Ama/onica, Flower-

ing under Difficulties. 11

Euonymus, A Beautilul Speci-
men of, 70

" radicans, 3'j6
" " variegata,5

European Notes by the Editor,
281, 313, 343. 372

" Walnut, The, 213
Europe, Finger Grass in, (Jur,

370
" Forests in, 23, 277
" Phylloxera in, 333

Evening Primroses, 323
Evergreen Plantation, An, 201

The, 223
Evergreens at St. Louis, 165

Effects of Wind on.
133

" Notes on, and some
Rhododend rous,67

" Propagation ol by
Soft 'iVood Cut-
tings, 232

" Pruning, 264
Evidence, Time in, 18
Evolution, 56

" in Plants, 55

Facts Relative to Rainfall and
the Lakes, 54

Failure, Eucalyptus globulus, a,

81
Fairmount Part, 29, 2S5

" " Botanical Gar-
den in. 85

Fall Colored Bedding, 357
" Fruiting Strawberries. 16,

51

Falling of Flower Buds in the
Camellia, 202

Farmers, Fruit Culture Among
363

Farm Houses, Taste in, 328
l""ar West. To the, 123
Feathered Awns, U.seofto.some

Seeds, 184
Ferneries, 76
Fern, Jananese Climbing, Ly.

godiuni scandens, l(i9, 237
" Maiden Hairior Bouquets

202, 296
" Sweet, for Tanning, 83

Ferns, Maiden Hair, 44
" ' ". Golden, 44

FertUe Hydrangea, 351

Fertilization, Aiding Pollen in,

370
" by Insect Agencv,

88,219,308
" in Beans, 55
" of Clover Blos-

soms, 180
" of Flowers thro'

Insect Agency, 64
Fertilizing Figs in .Smyrna, 174
I'ibre Plants, 184

Ficus elastxa, Flowering of.

171

Fig, Fructification of, 270
Figs, Fertilizing in Smyrna,

174
Fine Late Peaches. 338

Fine Sciadopitys, 199
Finger Grass, Our, in Europe,

370
Fire from Steam-heating, Dan-

ger of, 307
" Proof Wood, 247

Firs and Spruces, About, .370

Flavor o! American and Eng-
glisli Peaches, 340

Fleshv Fruits, 184, 247
Fly, Celery, 243
Floral Decorations at Parties

in France, 285
" Gazette, 317

Florist and Pomologist, 317
Flower-buds in the Camellia,

Falling of, 202
Flower Ephemeron, 376

" Garden, Acalypha tri-

color in the, 62
'• " and Pleasure

Ground, 33,

65, 97, 129,

161, 193, 225,

257, 289, 321,

353
" Brugmansia sua-

veoleus in the
328

" Mocassin, 292
' of Pourcroya, 360
" SatUi, 2.53

Flowerin^; Cyclamens, 201
Plants, Early, 1.34

" of Agave .5bawii, 140
"

o! Chinese Primrose
77

" of Eucharis Ama-
zonica under Dif-
ficulties, 11

" of Ficus el.astica,171
" of Fuchsia procum-

bens. 201
" of Primula, 140

Flowers and Plants, Prices of,

287
" Artificial Colored, 296
" Bouquet, 237
" Chean.PopularAppre

ciation of, 380
" Double, 248
" Fertilization of Thro'

Insect Agency, 54
" in America. Price of

,

359
" of the Field, Consider,

3
" Prairi.', CI, 278
" Preserving Fresh, 328
" Self-fertilization and

Cross-fertilization of
117, 149. 181

" White Bouquet, 235
Foot-hills, Six Months in the.

•:a\

Forced Fruits and Vegetables.
208

Forcing Asparasus, 208
Grape, 242
Lily of the Valley, 2f.«

" Tender Koses, 41
Foreign Grape, Climate and

the, .3'^7

• Trees, .53

Forest Planting in Prance, 245
•' Dos.' Strawberry, 274
" Seedlings, 212
': Trees.Commercial Class-

es of, 82
Forestrv, 20, .52,81 . 176, 210, 2)4,

277, .338, 357
" Commissioner of, 22
'• in Massachusetts, 21)
•' on Unproductive

Lands, 339
Forests and Rainfall,.53

" in Ell rope, 23, 277
•' of Ma>5achii;eits, 177
" ofSnf-den,213
" Premiums for, .53

Foitrcroya, Flower of, 360
Fi'x Glove, Improved, 292
Fo.x's Seedling Pears, 115
Fragraria arborea, 197

France, Forest-planting in, 245
Freeman's Late Peach. 336
Freezing of Sap, 185, 217, 372
French i-'ippin Apple, 51, 116
Frittiilarias or Rice Roots, 228
Frost and Hardiness, 68
" on Persimmon Fruit,

Effects of 116
Fructification of the Fig, 270
Fruit and Bread, 317
" •' Nut Culture, Indian

335
" " Vegetable Garden-

ing, 14, 46 77, 113,

142, 171, 204, 239,
2'i9, 299, 331, 358

" at the North, 172
" Crops in Ohio, 147
" Culture Among the Farm-

ers, 363
" from Grand Traverse Re-

gion, Michigan, 338
" Garnishing, Leaves for,

236
" Growing as a Business,

333
" How to Raise, 189
" Illustrations of, 174
" of Passiflora edulis, 276
" of the Black Hills, 79
" PruniuiC tor, 18
" Synonyms, 49
" Thinning, 49
" Trees, Oil for, 115, 271" " Preserving from

Grasshoppers, 206
" " Pruu'g Full-grown,

78
" Trained, 173

" What is a, 305
" AVill it Pay toThin,366

Fruiting of Akehiaquiaata, 351
' Chionanthus Vir-

giuicus, 6
Fruits and Vegetables, Forced.

208
" Early and Other, Notes

on, 301
" Fleshy, 184, 247
" Patented, 186
" Some Old, 78

Fuchsia, New, 237
" Numbe - of Species of,

119
'' procumbons, 44, 268
" " Flower-

ing of
201

Fuel, Growing Wood for, 213
E'ungi and the Lower Crypto-

gams, Magnificent Collec-

tion of, 214
" Parasitic, 127

Fungus, Black, in a Graperv,
147

" on Calilornia Pines,
119

(larden, A Little Alpine, 100
" Flowers in California,

2G4
My, 356

" of America, The, 316
" Plant, Pajiyrus as a,

296
• hardener's Montlily, Contribu-

tions to
the, 128

" " for 1878,
348

" " The, 93
Gardening Around Na,shville,

Tenne.ospe, .346

" Gossip of the Oldiru
Time, 120, 153

Gardens, Roof, 109
(iary's Hold-ou Peach, 174
Gas and Oil Light, 44
" Killed Trees, 325
'• Lime, 195, 271

Gen. Washington Rose, 69
Generation, Spontaneous, 306
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Georgia, Early Peaches In, 276
•'^ Ti-ain.GS
•« State Hort. Society,

92, 318
Gerantuni. Dmililo, IMshop

Wood. 1-2,323

Itv-I.'.iv. d, 2;«
" Mf«.TuvIor,Sconfpd

170
" Zonalp, for Exliilil-

tioD. CullivatiDii
of, 42

Geranhinifi. I'rt'Sfrve Old, 297
German Ail its. IG5

Geruuatitiiwn, Phila. Hort. So-
ck tv, 191

Gibson, I IfuryC.iConscrTatory
of, ISo

Onillnrilia Anililyodon, C9
Giliiflowor, Cornish, 50
Gillviil'arryw, 87, 151

Gladiolus and Cannn, 139
" Lur^e Collection of,

2:9
Glass, Blue, 119,214

" " Controversy, 247
" Grape Culture Under,

272, 332
" Grapes Culture Under,

2dG
Golden-leaved Poplar, IGG

" Pippin Aj>ples, History
ol, 254

" Tulip Tree, 357
Gold-Tpimd Hunevsuckle, 69
Good Early Pear, 337

" Grai>c Manual, 15
Gkwseberry, Late Emerald, 275

" Rue's S' caliiij,'. -'<
*' Smith's Improveil,

303
Graft Hybrids. 87
Grafting Cli rysanthemiinia, 329

" Coliuses, Curious Ef-
fects of, 2lt8, SCO

" Ma^nilias, ;i9

Grape Border, How to Make a,

3G6
" Brighton, 336
" Concord, 303
" Culture in England, 221
" " Under Ulas3,272

332
" Cut leaved, 326
" Early Dawn, 336
" Foreign, Cliujate and the

367
" Forcing, 242
" Grus Colinan, 207. 242
" Insect on the, 90
" Lady Washington, 3*^6

" Los Angeles or Mission,
Origin of. 241

" Maine, 51, 145
" Manuel, A Good, 15
" Iloois, Pruninir, 80
" P.ot in Missouri, 335
" Seuppernong, a35
" Secretary, 80
" Vine, Purple-leavod, 33
" Viurs, Inarching, 147

Grapery and SanatDiiain, i;71
•' Black Fun c us in a,

147
Grapes, 3G4

' A Large Punch of, 16
" Hybrid, 128
" " Experiments for

Production of,

12G
•• " Setdlings of, 113
•' Late, 3GG
•• Kew AVhite, 242
" P.ickett's, 336
" Uotin,3G5
" Koiiing of, in a Grape-

ry. 81
" Under Glass, 255

Greenhouseand ilo!i.<e (harden-
ing. 8, 40, 70, 104,

134, 107, 199, 233,

265, 3J6, 361
" Heating a Small,

3:9

Greenhouses, About, 200
'• Hrating a Small

Veg.'tableor.l'iO
" Lee's, Burning of,

92
Lonl'd, 329
Nasty, l:(5

" Obscured Glass In
liiH

" Ruined hyhls, 188
*' bninll.HcatinKhy

aCoalf^t.ivc'iOi)
" Trees l»r Protect-

ing, 45
Gras!<es on a Lawn, Deteriora-

tion of, 197
Grnsshepper Machines, 115,253
Grasshoppers,Killing, 303

" Preserving Fruit
Trees from, 206

Grass, .Tob'a Tears, 170
" Pampas, 3G0

Gray, Dr., 350
Grease for Pear Trees, 52
Gregg Ilaspberrv, 305
Gros Colman (Jntpe, 207, 242
<}roiiiid!<. Decoration of, 99
Growing Chestnuts from Seed,

244
" Mu.sliroom, 304
" Wciod for Fuel, 213

Growth of Hickory, Rapid, 277,

338
" Oak, 277
" Pecan Nut Hickorv

363
" Tree, 27

Guano, 376
GiiMi Aral)io, American, 368
Gyiunocladus Canadensis as a

Fly Poihon, 'i-'tl

Gyujuoslacbyum Verschaffelti,
295

H
Hale's Early Peach, 17

" " in England
17

names' Seedling Apple, 273

Hand Book of Practical Land-
scape Gardouiug, 92

" Plough, 115,

Hardiness, Frost and, 68
" of Japan Persim-

mon, 241
«' of Wilson's Early

Black berrv, 51
Harding, W. T., 93
Hardy Azaleas, Treatment of.

IGG
" B'llbs, 292
«' ]^ii(-as,229
" Evorgreen Flowering

Shrub, Hypericum
pat Ilium. New, 2:^2

" Herbaceous Catalogue,
224

" Rhododendrons, 2
'• " Culture

of, 194
Hashish of the Egyptians, 3J)

Hati-hing Eggs and Raising
Poultry by Hor.se Manun',

19iJ

Hawthorns, Ornamental, 229
Hazi-1-nul, Sicilian, 52

Healing a Small Greenhousr>,
3_'9

" Cities by Steam, 307
" Small Greenhouses hv

a Coal Stove, 200
" " Vegetable or

Greenhousps,106
" Steam, Danger ol I-'irc

from, 307
7T<=at, Internal, of Plants. 2JS

Hedychiuiu GardaeriaQum,2'i9
Helping Botanical Studies, 339
Hppatica, The. 104, 214

Herbaceous Plants, Dividins,
199

" " In General, 355

Horbarlmn Speclmen.i, !iI6

Hickories and Waluut-n, !?ow-
Ing, •-•Ifi

Hickory, Rapid Growth of,'277,

838
" Pecan Nut, Growth

of, 3GS
Highland Hardv Raspberry. 20
Hints, .Seasonable, 1, 8. 14, H3,

40. 4f>, 05, 70, 77, 97, 129,

134, 14'2. 162. 107,171, VJi,

199, 204, 225, 233, 2.-19, 257,

2G.5, 269, 289, '294, 299, 321
826, 353, :i58, 361

History of the (iolden Pippin
Appl.', 2'.4

" " Jerusalenj Arti-
choke, 126

'• " United States
Le:d,s' 224

Hollyberries. 151
Hollyhock, New Japanese, 166
Honeyed Secretions, The Pur-

pose or Use of, 57, 87
Honey Locust in Canada, 229
Honeysuckle, Gold-veined, 09
Honeywell Peach, 303
Honor to Drs. Hooker & Grav,

350
Hooker, Dr., 350
Hoopes Bro. & Thomas, Cata-

logue of, 127
Hoosac Thornless Blackberrr,

337
Horse Chestnut, 63

" " for Rheuma-
tism, 285

" " Tree, A Large
338

" Power Vineyard, 174
" Radish, Seedling of, 151

Hortensia, 12G
" or Hortensis, 2?. 90

Horticultural Exhibitions, Mu-
sic at, '288

" Pioneers at the
West, 192

" Protection, 68,
124

" Purposes, Glass
lor, 141

" Science, 27
" Societies, 30, 94,

159, I'JO, 287,

317, 352
" Societies, State,

and Pomologi-
cal,96

" Society, Georgia
State, 92, 318

" Society ,Gcrman-
town, Plula-
delphia, 191

" Society.Indiana,
3i0

" Society, Kansas,
State, 2.'57

" Soeietv, Mary-
land", 319

" Society, Ma.ssa-
chusetts, 157,

191,316
** Society, Nebras-

ka, State, 350
" Soeietv, N. Jer-

sey, State, 223
" Society, N.York,

191.318
" Soeiety,Ohio,3.50
" Society, Penna.

313
" Society,Wesferu

N. Y'., SO. 190
" Society Wiscon-

sin s'tate,316

Horticulture at the Centennial
62

" in Kentucky and
Tennessee, 310

" Royal Patronage
of, 221

" Swindles in, 235

Hot-bed, Improved Sash for, 75
Hot Water Boiler, Portable, 203

Hot Water Boilers, 141
" " on Insccta, 168

Houghton, Dr. J. 8.. Death of,

29
House Rhododendron, 104
How Bedding Plants Might bo

Arraiii-ed, 3>4
" Not lo Do It. 347
" to Make a Grape Border,

306
Hyacinth Bulbs. Old, Forcing

01, 3-.8

" Leaves, 140
Hyacinths, Antipodal, .329

" Propagiiirig from
Leaves, 140

Hybrid Aquiiegia chrvsantha,
292

" Cherry, Utah, 334
" Grapes, 128
" " E.Ti>er[ments

for Produc-
tion of, 120

" " Seedlings of,

113
" Tea Rose (so calied;

Beauty of Glazeu-
wood, 168

Hybrids, Gralt, 87
Hydrangea, Fertile, ii51

" paniculata, 230
" Thos. Hogg, 204,

360
Hygroscope, Chemical, 90
Hypericum patulum. New

Hardy Evergreen, Flower-
ing Shrub, 232

Idesia polycarpa, 292, 3-56

Illinois, Early Nurserymen of,

92
" Museum Nat. History,

Bulletin, 93
" Nursery, A Prosper-

ous, '254

" Thistle Law. 3iO
Illustrations ol'l''ruit, 174
Importing Eaily Vegetables, 207
Improved Begonias, 237

Cinerarias, HO, 2.34

" Fox Glove. 292
" Petunias, 237

Improving Old Favorites, 169
Inarcliing Grape Vines, 147
Increasing the Size of Mush-

room>, 335
Indiana, Beech in, 52

" Hort. Society, 350
Indian Fruit and Nut Culture,

3'..=

Industries of Philadelphia, 127
Injury to a Linden Tree, 39
Insect Agency, Fertilization

by, 54, 88
" Fertilization, 249
" on the ti rape, 90

Insects and Fertilization, 308
'• Carbolic Acid lor, 144

Hot Water on, 240
" War on the, 240

International Exhibition Com-
pany, 190

Interpretation of Varying
Forms, 84

Iowa, Roses and Verbenas in,

162

Iporaoea leptophylla. 263
Ireland, Sending Peaches to,

207

Irish Junipers, 325

Iris Iberica. 231

Irrigation for Farm, Garden or

Orchard, 157

Italian and American Tubf^-

ro.s-s, 112
Ivy,ti9,:i")7

Ivy-li;aved Geranium, 2r;5

Ivy; Permanent, for Bouquel
Vas. s, 201

" Purple-leav.^, 170, 269

Ixora Regina, 297
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Jackson, S. S., Wedding of, 29
lauies Veiuh 6i raw t>-rry,19,51
Japiiiicsu IJircbi's, 232

•' Ciimt)ii!g Fern, Lvfeo-
diuui icaude s, Kii),

237
Hollyhock, New, 166

" I'ersiiiiiuou, Diospy-
).i:,Kaki,362

Japan Judas Tree. Cercis Ja-
poniea, 226. 22D
Maples, Tlje, 103
Paper, 179

" Persimmon, 51, 80, 174
" ' Hardiness of,241

Jerusalem Ariiclioke, 51, 15S
" "Uist..ryoi,126
" " K a t i V e

Count ry
ol', 157

" " To Cook, 175
Job's Tears, Coix lachryma, 170
Jonah's Gourd, 63
Journal of Forestry, 351

Judas Tree, Japan, 22'5, 229
Judges, KuIps for, 376
July l-'lowering Shrubs, 322
Junipers, Irisli, 325

" Variations in 263

Kansas, Experiments in Tim-
ber Raising in, 210

Letter, a. 312
Stale Hort. Society,287

" Vineyard, 304
Keeping Tunatoes, 145
Kenedya rubicuada, 235
Keunedv, Thos. S, of Louis-

ville, Ky., 376
Kentucky Cotf'ee as a Fly Poi-

son, 351
" Horticulture in, 316
" Notes from, 363

Killing Grasshoppers, 303
Kinney's Cider Crab, 337
Kinsey's Catalogue, 158

La Belle Carnation, 73, 107
Lacquer Tree, 36S
Lady Hu.', New Use for, 267

" Wasiniigiou Grape, 336
La France llose, 69
Laiidrelh, K , L' Iter from, 192
Land and (iauie Birds of New

Kuijlaud, 59
Large Bunch of Grapes, 16

•' Chestnut Trtes, 177
" Collection of Gladiolus,

229
" Horse Chestnut Tree,33S
'* Oak Trees, 22
" Se^ioia gii^antea, 134
" White Oak iu Michigan,

244
Largest Umbrella Pine, 68
Late Blackberries, Very, 184
" Cone Strawberries, 274
" Emerald Gooseberry, 275
" Grapes, 306
" Peach or Walling Plum,

115
Laurentia carnosula, 70
Laurus Sassafras. 227
La Versailles Currant, 334
Lawn, Deterioration of Grasses

on a, 197
" Grass for Oregon, 7

T/awn», Weeds in. 199
Liyered Grape Vines, 80
Leaf-roller, Strawb-rry, 143
1 leaves for Garnishing Fruit,

236
" Hyacinth, 140
" Propagating Hyacinths

from, 140
Leek, Origin of the, 63

Lee's lilack Currant, 305
Lumiiionia Calitbrnita, 184, 252
Letter iroiM California, 218

" Kansas, A, 312
Leucopliyta Browuii, 165
Libeiian Coflee, 303
Lichens, 214
l^igut-ous Marvels, 20
Light and Vegetation, 184
Litie Producing Like, 58
Lilac, Persian, Seeds of, 279
Lilies, Calilbruia. 58

01 Utah, .349
' Our Native. 55
" Planting, 167

Lilium Auratuni, Double, 2
" Catosbiei, 105
" Huml)oldtiauiim, 25
" Huaibuldtii, 165, 258
" jiarvum, 68
" Tliunljergianum Van

Houtei, 294
Lily, Brisbane, 237
" Calla. Propagating, 298
" Culture, 37, 104
" of Valley, Forcing, 268
" Victoria. Growing iu the

Open Air, 357
" White Water, 99

Lime, Gas, 195, 271
Linden Tree, Injury to a, 39
Linseed Oil on Pear Trees, 334
Literature, Travels and Per

sonal Notes, 26, 58, 90, 120,

153, 186, 218, 249, 280, 309,

341,372
Lobelia, Double White Bed-

dinsT, 204
" erinus erecta fl. albo

plena, 204
Locality of Orchards, 334
Locust Plague. 317
London Garden, The, 224
Long Continuous BL-aring, 174
Loiiicera fragraulis.-jnia, 134
Loid's (greenhouses 329
Los Augeies or Mission Grape,

Origin of, 241
Loss of a Subscriber, 62
Lumber liesourees of Tulare,

Cal., 177
Lygodium scandens, Japanese

Climbing Fern, 189,237

Machines. Grasshopper, 1 15,253
Macrozaniia plumosa, 156
Mademoiselle Marie Finger

Ei.-e, 292
Magnilicent Collection of Fun-

gi and the Lower Crypto-
gams, 214

Magna Charta Rose, 134
Magnolia glauca, 99, 100

" New Late Flowering,
290

Magnolias, 35, 104, 162
" Grafting, 39

New. 198
Maiden Hair Fern for Bou-

quets, 202, 296
" " Fern§, 44
" " " Golden,44

Maine Apples, Best, 335
" Grape, 51, 145

Maples, Japan, The, 103
Marschal Neil Rose, Disease

of, 329
Marketing, Amateur, 256
Market, Strawberries for, 52
Marshall Pear, 336
Marvels, Lis;neous, 20
Maryland Uort. Society, 31b
Massachusetts, P'orcstry in, 211

" Forestsof 177
" Hort. Society,

157,191,316
» Conifers In, 211

Mather, T.T.. Denth of, 286

May Beetles on Raspberry, 209
McAfee's Aeration Apparatus,

115

Mealy Bug, Cure for, 301
Meuiuilla magnifica. 295
Molb.urae, Ausiralia, Butanic

(Jaruea Report, ISJO

Jfemo-ial iTCtS 63
Mentha Gibraitica, 357
Menzies Spruce, Colorade. 292
Ml-x'co, Eucalyptus in, 63
Michigan, Fruit froiu Graud

Traverse Region,
338

" Large White Oak in
2!4

" Nursery, A Good,
351

'* State Pomological
Society, 3i0

Microscopisl's (Companion, 351

Minnesota, Treejilaulin? in, 82
Mission, or Los Angeles Grajje,

Origin of, 241
Missouri, Grape Rot in, 335

" State Entomologist, 223
Mocassin Flower, 292
Monocotyledons, New Classifi-

cation of, IS'.

Monstrous Abutilon, 140
" Asparagus, 146

Montmorenci Cherry, 304
AiODuligbt, Beauty by, 357

Mureatli>s; timbriata, 7

Mosaiculture, o 66
Mul her Apple, 146
Moth, Potato, 56
Mountain Ash Berries Poison-

ous, 340
Mountains, Timber Line in, 179
Mulched Peach Trees, 80
Mummy Wheat, 152
Musa eiisete, 12
Musci, 214
Mushroom Growing, 304
Mushrooms, Increasing the

Size of, 335
" Poisonous, 336

Music, 158, 287, 351
" and Plants, 87
" at HorticnlluralExhibi-

tions, '288

Musser Peach, 274
Name, Elm, The, 223

" English, Bothered by
the, 253

" Walnut, Origin of, 222
Names, Anplc, Origin of Some

Old, 254
" Bota nical Again st Com-

mon, 183
" " Plural of, 252
" of Apples, 52
" of Plants, 7, 39, 58, 77,90

Napoleon's "illow, 376
Nashville, Tenn., Gardening

Around, 346

Nasty Greenhouses, 135

Native Lilies, Our, 55
" Trees for Timber. 52

Natural History and Science,
21, 54. 83, 116. 1J9.

179, 213, 246, 278,
305. 339, 369

" Peach Stones, 78
Nebraska State Hort. Soc.,351

Nectarines, 335 ».

Nettle Tree, Celtis Australis,
212

New Apples, 19
" Cemetery at Toledo.O.,291
" Cla'-sificatiou of Monoco-

tyledons, 185
" Couilerse, PinusOmorika.

293
" Cornelian Cherry. 6
" Destructive Beetle, 340
" Double Ivy-leaved Pelar-

gonium. 239
White Violet, 166

" Eatly Peaches, 300
" Enemy to the Pine Tree,

370
" England, Land and Game

Birds of, 59
- - White Ash in, 24S

Now Forafre Plant, 253
" Fuchsia, 237
" Hardy Evergreen Flower-

ing Shrub, Hypericum
patuluio, 232

" Japanese Hollyhock, 166
' Jersey, Norlh-iastern Ap-

ples for. 80
" " State Hort. So. 223
'• Late-flowering Magnolia,

290
'' Life Pelargonium, 330
' Magnolias, 198
" Method of Propagating

Exorchorda grand iflora,

355
" Old Things Become, 162
" or Eiare Fruils, 18, 115,

273, 304. 336, 360
" or Rare Plants, 6, 12, 25,

38. 44. 51, 111, 165, l(i9,

198, 204, 231, 237. 263,
2>j2, 29S, 324. 330,357,359

" Peaches, 80
" Pinus,
" Product from *he Pine,248
" Professors, 224
" Roclielle Raspberry 5, 115
" Rose, Beauty of Glazen-

wood, 104
" " Queen of Bedders,204
" (so called) Hybrid Tea

Rose, Beauty of Glazen-
wood, l*i8

" South Wales, Essay on,127
" Tuoerous Bf^gouias, 29''

" United States Plants, 86
" Use for the Ladj Bug. 267
" Varieties, Protection for,

280
" Violet, Belle de Chatenay,

298
" Weeping C)ak, 357
" White Grapes, 242
" Y..rk Hort. So., 191, 318

Niereiuliergia gracilis as a
Window Plant, 235

Nigbt-blooniingCereus, 267,325
Northern Limits of Aiinial and

Vegetable Life, 215
" Range of Walnut

Growing, 332
" Spy Apple in the

West, 207
-North, Fruit au the. 172

" Peach Culturein lhe,147
Norway, Plant Life of, 92

•' Spruce, 259
Notes by Chas. Downing, 100

" European, by the Editor,
281, 313,343,372

" from (^olitornia, 121
" " Dallas, Texas, 309
" " Kentucky, 363

" Yuba Co., Cal., 213
" Ohio, 3U3
" on Adiantum Farleyense

and Double Primulas,
167

" " a Summer Tour, 136
" " Centennial Pomologi-

cal Exhibit, 192
" " Early and other Fruits

301
" " Little Known Plants,

102
" " Rare Plants ofSouth-

ern Utah, 227
" " Rhododendrons and

som ; Evergreen8,67
" " The Season, 354
«« " Irces 130
" Suggested by Tumble

Weed, 309

Novelties, Production of and
Encouragement to, 219

Nurseries of Uargis & Souimer.
2»

Nursery Business, 285
" Credits, 312

^'urserymou, American Asso-
ciation of, 288

Early Ulinoia, 93
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Narnerymen,Marengo, Ills. 28(>

Nanerymen's Directory, l-'7
•' Protective As-^o-

cintion, 2S8

Nut Famiinif in California, :U)6

'• Pecan, 216
" Sicilian, lit

Nuttalia ccrasiforiuis, 1<'>6

Oak, tirowlh of. JTT
'• New Woepinfr, SoT
•• Royal, Thf, 29
'• Timber, Preserving. M'
" " Profits of, 'j:;

" Trees, Large. '-'i

" White, Large, S-'
'• '• '• in Michi-

can, 'J 14

obituary, •-'9, l-'S, 215, 2S6
Obscured Glass in (ireenhouses.

108

Odontoglosstiu plialsenopsis, X-'-

Ohio, Eucalyptus in. -"i:!

" Fish ("oniniission Report
of, 2.-16

" Fruit Crops in, 147
" Horticultural Society, :>jO

" Notes, 363
•' Pear Tree Blight. in, 94

Oil and Gas Light, 44
" for Fruit Trees, \\n, 271
' Linseed on Pear Trees, '.VM.

" on Peach Trees, 27">

" Parrafin. 217
" Pine Tree, 267
" Trees Injured by, 209
Olden Time, Gardening Gossip

of, 120. M3
Old Favorites, Improving. 160
" Things Become New. 162

Oleander, Double White, 26.s

Olivet Cherry, 19

Oraphalodes verna. 262

Onion Siiuit. 100

Orange Trees, Age of, 222

Orchard. A Promising. 333
" Locality for, 3.;4

Orchards, Stirring Surface Soil

of, 14K

Orchid Culture, 44
'• Growers' Manual, 316

Oregon, Lawn Grass for, 7
" Peach Plum in, 17

Origin of the Naino, Walnut, 222
" " Phylloxera, 216

Our Contributors, 264
Oxalis enneaphylla, 232

Oyster Plant,'208

Pseonia Brownii, 291

Pseouies.Trees, Propagating,294
Pachystoma myrsinites, 357
Packing American Apples, 241

" Pears, 174
Palm, >-ago, Cycas revoluta Not

the, 249
Pampas Grass. 360

" " Preserving Spikes
of,

Pandanus utilis. 139

Panicum plicatum variegatum,
201

Pansies, 133
Paper from Cactus, 211

" Japan, 179
Papyrus as a Garden Plant, 296
Parasitic Fungi, 127

Paris ICxposition, 352
Park, Fairmount, 29
Parrafin Oil, 217

Parsons, R. B., 255
S. B. &Co.. 127

Passiflora edulis, Fruit of, 276
Patented Fruits, 186
Patents, Plant, 126
Pavements, Wood, 83

Pea, Sabre, 242

Peach, Alexander, 147, 303
" Amsden,303
" Billyeu'8 Late Oct., 242
' Bowers' Knrly, 274
'* Buds, How Many a Dav,

3:1.'.

" Comot.242
•' Crawford's Early in Eng-

land, .".3-

•• Culture in the North, 147
" Disease in (\ilifornia, 50

" in the South, 50
" Downer, 115
" Exquisite, 51, 114
" Freeman's Late. 3:16

" Gary's Hold-on, 174
" Grower. A Texan, 3:15

" Hale's Early, 17
" " "in England,

17
" Honeywell, 303
" Late 'or Walling Plum.

115
" Musser, 74
" Peen-to,orFlat, ofChimi

:'.C)1

" Plum in Oregon, 17
" Rogers, 115
" Sei'dliug, 276
" Stones. Natural. 78
" Trees, Borers in, 80
" " " Mulched. 80
" " " Oil on. 275
" Twin, 351

Peaches, Alexander, Honey-
well, and Amsden.303
Best Early, 276

" Double Blossom) '229

" Early, 276
" '' Beatrice and

Rivers, 242
" " in Georgia, 276
" '• in Texas, 305

Mr. H. M. En-
gle on, 287

Five Late, 3.38

" Flavor of American
and English, 340

" in California, 335
Early, 337

" Texas, 365
" New, SO
" " Early. 300
" Sendin£;,tolreland,207

Pear and Apple Trees, Decaying
47

" Birkett. 173
" Blitrht, Discussion on, 367
" Good Earlv, 305. 337
" Marshall. 33.';

" Timber, 211
•• Tree Blight, 20, 145, 147
" " " in Ohio, 94
" Trees, Bearing Age of, 241

" Grease for. 52
Linseed Oil on, 334

" AVhitewashed,331
" Wilder, 241

Pears, 364
" Disease in. 48
'' Fox's Seedling, 115
" Packing, 174
" Pot-raised, .Size of. 207
" Three Perfect Crops in

One Season, 17
" Two Good, 19

Peat and Rhododendrons, 131

Pecan Nut, 246
' Nuts, Variations in. 18.5

Pelargonium, New Double Ivy-
leaved, 239
New Life, .330

Penna. Hort. Society. 318,
Peristrophe antjustiflora, 358
Periwinkles, The, .38

Permanent International Ex-
hibition Cut-flowers at, 317

Persimmon,Diospyrus kaki.:',(Vj
"'

Eft'ec-t of Frost on
the fruit, 116

" Hardiness of, 241
.Tapan.51,80, 174

' Ripening of, 86
Persimmons, 367

Petunias, Improved, 237 1

Phellodeudron,186
" amu rente, 198

Philadi-phia, EucalyptuH In, 152
" Fairmount Park,

28.5

Industries of, 127
Pbilodendron, ISO
I'hio.xcs, Disiicet, 292
Phyllo.xera, in California. 17

" " Europe, 333
" Origin of the, 21'>

Physlnthus, albens, 234
Pine Apples, Cultivated, SO

" New Product Irora the, 245
" Pitch, 22
" I'lubrclla, the largest. 68
" Tree, New Enemy to, 370

" 011.367
Piue8,California,Fungus on, 119
" Yellow or Short-leavetl,

177,211, 277
PinK, Sweet William. 197

Pinks, Carnation, 30
Pinus, a New, 6

" excclsa, lis

" Lambert iana. 31
" Omorika, A NewConife-

rse, 293
Pioneer Strawberrv, 305
Pitcher Plants, Tropical, '268

Pitch Pine, 22
Pippin, Blenheim, 16

Plane Tree, A large, 63
Plan for a Small Vegetable

House, 47
Plantation, An Evergreen, 261
Planting Lilies, 167

" Pyrancantha, 70
Potato, AVholc or Cut

Sets in 304
Plant, Forage, A new, 253

" Growing, City, 352
" in an Ant Hill, 233
" Life of Norway, 92
" Oyster, 208
•' Patents, 126

|

Plants and Flowers, Prices of.

287
1

" Annual, 355 1

" California, East, 163
'

" Early Flowering. i:'.4

" Evolutions of, 55
" l:,nglish National Em-

blematic, 222
I

Fibre. 184
'

" Freezing of Sap iii, 185,

217, 372
" Herbaceous, Dividing,

199
" " in General. 355

Internal Heat of, 24H
" Little Known, Notes on,

102
" Music and, 87
'

' Names of 7 , 39 , 58, 77,90
" New Double, U. S., 86
" Protection to, 342
' Reproduction in, 307

>leep of, 215
Southern Utah, Notes

on. 2'27

" which Endure Dryness,
137

Platycerium Wiliinckii, 204
Plough, Hand, 115

Plumbago Larpeutse, 267
" rosea, 201

Plum, Ba^seti's American, .338

" ^hrorshire Damson. 304
" Walling, or Late Pcyeh.

115
Plural of Botanical Names, 2.52

Poinsetta. Double, 45

Poisoning by Ami elopsia Vir-
ginica. 151

Rhus, 119

Poisonous Mountain Ash Ber-
ries, 310

" Mushrooms, 336
•' Yew, 340

Polemoiiiura confertum. 38

Pollen in Fertilizing, Aiding,
370

Fomological Judges, Centen-
nial. 154

"
.Section, f'enten-

Dial, ICO
"

."societies State
and Hort. ,96

Soeietv. Atn , 96.

i.-'iO. rj2.'2.-.5.3iy.:i.52

Society, Miehigan
Slate. .'{.50

Poplar, < arolina, 324
GoldenleHVed, 106

Popular Appri'ciation of Cheap
Flowers, 360

English Apples. 241

Portable Hoi-water Holler, '203

Potato Beetle. Eaeuiy of the,

316
" " Geography of,306

Moth. .56

Planting. Whole or Cut
Sets, 304

Pot Drainage, 41
•' liaised Pears, Size of, '207

Pots," 60-sized," 207
Prairii- Flowers. '24. ZIH
Premiums for Forests, .53

Preservation of Timber, 178
Preservatives. Wooil. 177

Preserve Old Geraniums. 297
I're.serving Flowers Fresh, 328

" Fruit Trees from
Grasshoppers,206

Oak Timber, 82
•' Roses in Winter,326
" Spikes of Pampas

Grass, 5

Pretty Feathers Make Prettv
Birds, 351

Price of Flowers in AiBerica.35(i

Prices of Nursery Plants and
Flowers. 287

Prickly Comfrey. 209
Primrese, ^ hinese.Old Do.ib'c,

296
" " Flower i n g

of. 77, 140

Priinros' s. Double Chinese, 3-56

1

" Evening. 3.'3

I Primvilas. Double and .\dian-

;

turn Farli-yense, 167
Pritchardia lilifera, 25

. Prizes for Arboriculture, 245

I
Production of .Novelties. En-

I

couragemeiit to the, 219
Professors, New. 224

I

Profitable Cherries, ZA4
1 Profit of Timber Planting, 82
' Profits of Oak Timber, 23
Propagating ('alia Lily. 298

I

'• Exocborda gran-
fliQora. New

I Method, 3.55

!

" Hyacinths from
Leaves, 140

" Tree Poeouys, 294
Propagation of Evergreens by

Soft Wood Cut-
ting* 232

" " Exnchorda gran-
di(|..ra,230

• Ricbardia .(Ethi-

opici—(^alla Lily,:>59

Protection f> r New Varieties,

280
Hort, .58, 124

" to Plants. 342
Protective Associanon, Nur-

seryman's. 288
Pruning Conilerie, 103

Evergreens, 264
" for Wood and Fruit,l«
" Full (irown Fruit

Trees, 78
" Grape Roots, 80

Pterodiscus speciosus, 13
Purple-leaved Daphne, 6

" Grap»-vine..38
Ivy, 170. -269

Pyracantha Planting. 70
" While Berry, 7

Pyrethrumaureumlaciuiatum.
232

Pyrus Maulei, 198
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Queen of Bedders.New Bose,204
Quercus pedunculata, 29

" heterophylla, 339

K
Rain-fall and the Lakes, Facts

Relative to, o4
Forests and, 53

Raisers of the Best Roses, 64
Rambling Widow, 63
Raiige of the Tulip Tree, 53
Rascally Seedsmen, 189
Raspberry, Catawissa, 365

Culture, 16
Gregg, 305
Highland Hardy ,20

" May Beetles ou, 209
" New Rocbelle, 115
" Reliance, 301
" Southern Thorn-

less, 15
" . Thwack and Tur-

ner, 304
Turner, 242
Which is the Best,

270
Recollections of Australia, 60,

122, 187
Red Cedar, Cream-colored, 6

' .Spider, 45
Reinwardtia trigynia, 267
Reliance Raspberry. 301
Remedy for Slugs, 267
Report, U. S. Dep't Agr'l, 64
Reproduction in Plants, 307
Repton's Tomb, 222
Restoring Dead Seeds, 339, 369
Retinospora, 68
RVieumatism, Horse Chestnut

for. 285
Rhododendron Californicum,

226
House, 104

Rhododendrons, 36, 131
" and Some Ever-

greens, Notes
on, 67

" at Boston, 229
" Hardy, 2
" " Culture

of, 194
" Peat and. 131
" Waterer's, 93

Rhus, Poisoning by, 119
Rhymes and Recollections of a

Cactus Man, 29, 250, 310
Ribstou Pippin Ai)ple, 17

Riehardia (Calla)^thiopica.329
" " •' Culture

of, 235
u u u Propaga-

tion of, 359
Ricinus communis, Jonah's

Gourd, 63
Ricketi's Grapes, 336
Ripening of the Persimmon, 86
Roads, Dusty, To Moisten, 197
Rockwork, 354
Roe's Seedling Gooseberry, 274
Roger's Peach, 115
Roof Gardens, 169
" Gardening in Cbicago,296
" of a Hotel, Conservatory

on, 235
Room Plant, Adiantum Far-

leyense as a, 2'!4

Roots, Burying, 371
Rose, Beauty of Glazenwood,

104, 141. 168, 194
" Best Tea, 237
" Blooms, 329
" Crimson Boursalt, 357
'• Duchess of Edinburg, 12,

106
" Gen'l W-i-shiiigton, 69
" Hardy Yellow, 294
" La France, 09
" Mademoiselle Marie Fin-

ger, 292
' Magna Cb*rt», 134

Rose,Marechal Neil, Disease of,

329
" Queen of Bedders,New,204

• " Sensitive—Schrankia un-
ci nata, 278

Rosas, 76
" andVerbenas in Iowa. 162
" Button-hole, 201
" Raisers of the Best, 64
" Tender, Forcing, 41

Winter, 291
'• " Preserving, 326

Rosin, Tar and Turpentine.176
Rossingold Apple, A Good

French, 79
Rot in Grapes, SI, 365

Rotting 01 Seeds in Spring, 152

Royal Patronage of Hort., 221

Ruined by his Greenhou8es,188
Rules for Judges, 376

Rust, Verbena, 9, 10,.ll, 88, 109

Sabre Pea, 242
Sago Palm. Cycas revoluta not

the, 249
Salad, Dandelion, 243

for Early Spring, 304
Salisburia. Sexes of, 358
Salvia marmorata, 140
Sap, Descending, 1S4
• Freezing oJ, in Plants. 185,

217, 372
Sarracenia and Darlingtonia,

Singular Analogy in, 56
" Mooreana, 169

Sash for Hot bed, Improved, 75
Sassalras. Laurus, 227
Satin Flower, 253
Saundais, Wm., 127
Saxifraga japonica, 7

Scarcity of Dog-wood. 339
Scented Geranium, Mrs. Tay-

lor, 170
Schrankia unciuata, 278
Sciadoptiys, Fiiie.199

verticillata, Best, 39

Science, Amer. Ass'n for Ad-
vancement of, 127

" Horticultural, 27
Scientific Theories. 181

Scion and Stock, 240
Scotch Highlands, Value of

Timber in, 212
Scott, R. Robinson, Death of,

255, 286
Scraps and Queries, 7,19, 23, 27,

30, .39,45, 52, 53, .56, 70, 76,

8U, 88, 94. 104, 111, 115, 119,

128, 140, 147, 152, 158, 166,

170, 18.5, 192, 199, 208, 217,

224, 232, 239, 24:?, 246, 256,

263, 268, 275, 279, 287, 288,

294, 298, 305, 325, 329, 337,
:i51, 357, 361, 371. 376

Scuppernong Grape, 335
Season, Notes on, 364
Secretary Grape, 80
Secretions, Honeyed, the Use

of, 57, 87
Seduni glaucum, 228
Seed, Chestnuts from,Growing,

244
" Strawberries from, 206

Seeding Akebia Qui nata, 7
" of Horse Radish, 151

Seedling Peach, 276

Seedlings Forest, 212
Hybrid Grape, 113

Seeds, E.xposure to Cold, 217
Persian Lilac, 279

" Rcitoring Dead, 339, 369
'• Rottingof in Spring, 1.52

" Soaking in BoiliugWater,
247

" Steeping in Chlorine or
Camphorated Water, 304

" U.ie of Feathersd Awns
to some, 184

Selecting Timber, 178
Self-fertilization and Cross-fer-

tiUjWtion, 117, 149, 181

Sending Peaches to Ireland,207
" Stamps for Answers,

376
Sener Apple, 113
Sequoia gigantea, Large, 134

" Weeping, 5

Sericographis Ghiesbreghtiana,
235

Service Berry, Dwarf, 334
Sexes of Salisburia. 358
Shade Trees, Washington, 37

Shape of the Earth, 216
Sbort-leavedorYellow Pine.177
Shropshire Damson Plum, 304

Shrubs, July floweiing. Save.
:j22

Siberian Crab, Improvsd, 337

Sicilian Hazel Nut, 52, 114
" Sumach. 368

Silk Weed, The Common, 69

Silver Thorn, 294
Six Months in the Foot-hills 341

Size of Pot-raised Pears, 207

Sleep of Plants, 215
Slippery Elm, Origin of, 70

Slugs, Remedy for, 287

Smith, Lady, Death of. 128

Smith's Improved Gooseb'y, 303

Smut, Onion, 190
Smyrna, Fertilizing Fiirs in,174

Soaking Seeds in Boiling Wa-
ter, 247

Soft Wood Cuttings of Ever-
greens, Propagation by ,232

Soil, Stirring in Orchards, 148

Solan urns, 236

Solanum Torreyi. 263

Solar Heat, Theory, 95

Some Old Fruits. 78

South Carolina, Eucalyptus in,

177
" Peach Disease in the, 50

Southern Thornless Raspb'y,15

Southwick, T. T., & Co., 158

Sowing Walnuts and Hickories,
246

Species of Fuchsia, Number of,

119

Specimens, Herbarium, 216

Spider, Red, 45

Spirea palmata, 38, 100

Spontaneous Generation, 306

Spring Beds, 354
" Bulbs, 360
" Rotting of Seeds in, 152

Spruce, Colorado Menzies, 29

J

" Norway, 259

Spruces and Firs, 370

Stamps for Answers, Sending,
376

Standing Cypress, 326

Starting Cyclamens, 45

Steam, Heating Cities by. 307
" Danger of Fire

from, 307

Stenocarpus Cunninghami, 360

Sternberg! 1 lutea, 166

Stirring Surface Soil of Or-
chards, 148

St. Louis. Evergreens at, 16o

Stock for Cherry. 208

Scion and, 240

Strawberries, 364
" Caroline and Belle.

335

Fall Fruiting. 16,51

for Market, 52
from Seed. 206

" Late Cone, 274

Strawberry, Capt. Jack, 51, 304
" Forest Rose, 274

James Veitch,19,52
" Leaf-roller, 143
" Pioneer, 305
" Vicomtesse heri-

cart do thury, 16
" Wilson's Albany

Seedliug,True,147
Streptocarpus rhexil, 109

Stump Apple, 19

Stvra.x Japonica, 166

Subscriber, Loss of a, 62

Sulphur for Ked Spider, 76

Sumach , Sicilian , 368

Summer Garden Bouquet, 296
•' Tour, Notes on, 136

Sweden, Forests of, 213
Sweet Fern and Alder for Tan-

ning, 23. 83
'• Gum as a Tan Bark, 53

Sweet-scented Rhododendrons,
12

Sweet William. 197
Swenker Apple. 52
Swindles in Horticulture, 285
Swiue Husbandry. 317

Tabernsemontana camassa, 170
" coronaria flore-

pleno, 2C.6

Tabernfemoutauas, 239, 298

Tan Bark, Sweet Gum as a, 53
Tanning. Alder and Sweet Fern

for, 23, 83
Tar, Rosin aLdTurpeBtine,176
Taste in Farm Houses, 328

Tea in California, 303
" in Georgia, 63
" Rose, Best, 2:!7

Tender Roses, Koicing, 41

Tennessee, Horticulture iii,316

Texan Peach Grower, 335

Texas, Dallas. Notes from, 309

Early Peaches in, 305
" Peaches in, 365

Theories, Scientific, 181

Thinning Fruit, 49

Thin the Fruit,Will it pay, 366

Thirtieth Ver.-^e. The, 158

Thistle Law, Illinois, 350

Thomas Hogg, Hydrangea,204,
360

Thorn, Christ's, 316

Silver, 294

Three Perfect Crops Pears in

One Season. 17

Thrips in a Cjld Vinery, 116

Timber Catalpa. Value of. 82
" Conifers in Massachu-

setts, 211
" Durable Torreya tax-

i folia, 22
" line in the various

Mountains, 17b
" Native Trees for, 53
" Notes from California,

176
" Oak, Preserving. 82
" " Profits of, 23

Pear, 211
" Planting, profit of, 82
" Preservation of, 178
" Raising ill Kansas.Ex-

periments in, 210
Selecting, 178

" Value of in the Scotch
Highlands, 212

" Walnut for, 52
Wild Cherry, 53

Time in Evidence, 118

Tissue, Preparing Vegetable,
307

To all Wanting Homes, 29

Toledo,Ohio.New Cemetery,291

Tomatoes, 175
" Keeping, 145

Tomato Season Pr<)longed,15,79

Tomb, Repton's, 222

Torrenia Fourneri, 298

Tornilla, 189

Torreya taxi folia, 244
" " as durable
timber, 22

Trachelospermum (Rhyncos-
permum) jaBminoides,110,
140

Trained Fruit Trees, 173

Transactions, Mass. Hort. So-
ciety, 157

Treatment of Hardy Azaleas,
166

Tree Growth. 27
Lacquer, .368

of Blessed Virgin near
C^iro, 254
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Tree, Plane, a Lnrge, 63
" Planting, Biqiii-Bl for,

349
'• " in C'iina(la,'J2
" " in Minni iiota.S'^
" " Law, California.

179
" Timber. Ash as a, 177

Tulip. 19S
•' Value of a, 21

Trees, Reautifiil Spfciini'n'<of,5
" Chestiiut, Large, 177
" Uiffcrenoe in Annual

Wood Circles, :!72

" for Colorado, 177
" for Protecting Green-

houses, •l.'i

" Foreign, 5:t

" Forest, Coiumercial
Classes of, S2

Gas-killed, 325
Injured by Oil, 2(i9

*' Memorial, i'.:!

" Notes oil, 130
" Oak, Large. 22
" Orange. Age of, 222
'• Shade, Washington, 37
" will not last Forever,.'107

Trietelia uniflora, 2:il , 279
Tritoma in Decoration, :!i>0

Tritoraas, C9
Tropical Pitcher Plants, 26S
Tuberoses, American, 2

" " tt Foreign. SO
" " &. Italian 112
" Double«nd.single.2;S2

Tuberous-rooted Begonias, 290,

327, 330
Tulare, Cal., Lumber resources

of, 177
Tulip Tree, 198

" Golden, 357
" " Range of the, ,53

Tumble Weed, 12'*, 155, 179,224.
246, 305, 340, .369

Turner Raspberry. 242. "04
Turpentine, Rosin and Tar. 176
Twig Blight on Apple Trees,365
Twin Apple, 351

" Peach. 351
Two Good Pears, 49

U

United States Plants, New, 86
Unproductive Lands, Forestry

on, :K9
Upholstery, Cactus in, 2';3

Utah Hybrid Cherry, 334
" Lilies of, 349

Ut«h,8outtaeni, Cranberries in,

213
*' •' Notes on Rare

Plants, 227

Value of a Tree, 21
" Catalpa Timber, 82
" Timber in Scotch

Highlands, 212
Variations in ('<>nirerie,25

" " Junipers, 'lf>'A

" " Pecan Nut.s, 185
Variegated Elder, 39
Varieties, Care in, 337

ofApples, Numerous,
3li0

Weari n g
out of, 240

" Wearing out of, 26,
3O0, :i72

Various Topics, 100

Varving Korins, Interpretation
of, 81

Results of Climate, 24!i

Vegetable and Animal Lite,

Northern Limits, 215
" E iliiig, 50
" House. Plan for

Small, 47
Mould, To Prepare

Quickly, 230
" or Ureeuhouse, Heat-

ing Small, 1116
" Tissue, Preparing.307

Vegetables and Fruit, Forced,
208

" Early,Importing,207
Vegetation, Light and, 184

" of Bermuda, .55

Verbena, 11, 12, 74
Culture, 9

Rust, 9, 10, 88, 109
" " and Verbena

Growing, 11

Verbenas and Roses in Iowa, 162
Vermont, Eucalyptus globulus

in, 23
Viburnum plicatum, 229
Vick's (ruiile and Flower and

Vegetable Garden. 29, 64
Vicointesse hericart de thury

Strawberry, 16

Victoria Lily in Open Air,
Growing, 357

Regia, 76
Vinca aoutiioba—Mauve Per-

winkle, 38
Vinery, Cold, Thrips in, 116

Vineyard, norse-power, 174
Kansas. .HOI

" Tlios. Wood at Cam-
den, G.3

Violet—IWlo de Cliatenay, 298
377

" Dog's-tooth or Erythri-
num, 197

" NewDouble Wliite, 1G6
Vitis hutrrophylla, li-'iO

W
Waban Conservatories, Boston,

76
Walling Plum or Late Peach,

115
Walnut, English, 51

European, 213
" Growing, Northern

liange of, 332
for Timber, 58

" Origin of Name, 222
Walnuts and Hickories, Sow-

ing, 24()

War on the Insects, 240
Wasliington Shade Trees, 37
Water Barrow, 243

" Lily, White, 99
Waterer's Rhododendrons, 93
WatsoT, B,M., 3.50

Wearing nut of Varieties, 25,

2-10, 306
Weeds in Lawns, 199

Weed, Tumble, 128, 1.5,5, 179,

224, 246. 30,5, 340. 369
Weeping Cherry, 239

'• Oak, New, 3-57

Seq uoia gigan tea, 5
" yellow or Slippery
Kim, Origin. 70

Weigelas, 163
Western N. Y. Hort .Soc. .30,190

West, Far, To th»', 123
" Horticultural Pioneers at

the, 192
What is a Fruit, 30.5

Wheat, Mummy, 152

White Ash in New England,245
Berry Pyracantha,7

" Bouquet Flowers, 235
" Dewberry, 174
" (i rapes. New. 242
" Oak. Large, 82, 244
" Water Lily. 99

Wliitewa>-hed Pear Trees, 331

Widow, Rambling, 63
Wild Cherry Timber, 53

" B'lowers of America, 29

Wilder Pear, 241
" Marshall P., 64

Wilder, Marshall P,,Addr«>M of.

320,879
" " Letter from

192
Willow. Napoleon's, 376
Wilson's Albany Seedling

Strawberry, True. 147
" Early Blackberry Har-

diness of, 51

Wind Engi^ne, Champion, 18
" on Evergreens, Effect of

133
Window Garden, Artillery

Plant for, 234
" Plant, Nierembergia

gracilis. 2.35

Winter, English, 127
" FloweringCarnations,

44
Roses In. 291, 326

Wintering Eucalyptus global us,

267
Wisconsin State Hort. Soc., 316
Wistaria sinenslb, 357
Woes of an Editor, 62
Wonderful, Double Zonale,7fl
Wood Circles of Trees, Differ-

ent Thickness. 372
" Fire-proof, 247
*' for Fuel, Growing, 213
" Pavements, 83
" Preservatives 177
" Pruning for, 18

Work of Centennial Jury,
Group x.\.\vi 288

Worm, Cucumber, 304
" Gooseberry, 208

Xantboceras sorbifolia, 133, 2S2

Yello » Pine. 277
" " orSbort-leaved,17
•• Piiiis, The, 211
" Rose, Hardy, 294
" Winter Aconite, 231

Yew, Poisonous, 340

Zelkova crei.sta, 34, 89
Zonalc Geranium, Cultivation

for Exhibition, 42
" (ieranium,Wonderful,76
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The Gardener's Monthly
AND HORTICULTURIST.

EDITED BY THOMAS MEEHAN,
Assisted by an able Corps of AMERICAN and FOUEIGN CORRESPONDENTS.

It 18 i)iil.li,slK'a oil the fir.'^t of every month, at tlio office, No. 814 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA-
DELPHIA, where nil Bit.sinr>vS conimutiicatioiis should ho adtlrcssed.

Comiminioationt? for the PMitor should he addressed: Thomas Mkkiiax, Ger.mantown, Philada.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Postage paid, $2.10.

TERMS OF



CHOICE SEEDS
OF FINEST VARIETY AND CHOICEST QUALITY

OF THIS YEAR'S GROWTH,
FROM BEST EUROPEAN GROWERS.

FLOWEE SEEDS A SPECULTT

SELECT STOOIC OIN" HI^IDTr)

BY

32 READE ST., NEW YORK.
P. O. BOX 899.

WHOLESALE DEALERS ONLY.

CATALOGUES MAILED ON APPLICATION.

We also offer to the trade from stock on h.niul, Pine Lily of the Valley Pips, Convallaria

majalis alba, the best kind for early forcing; also a limited supply of Dutch Hyacinths, Crocusses»

Narcissus, Lilies, Spirea and Jonquils; also Lyons Moss Roses, the so-called Old English. Orders

promptly attended to. A full line of

FLORISTS' SUPPLIES CONSTANTLY ON JHAND.



Fall of 1876 and Spring- of 1877.

One old and one new stibscriber for $J.20 the tzuo,

or two 7ieiv subscribers for $J.20 the tzuo.

ALL our SUBSCRIBERS who can HONESTLY RECOMMEND THIS
MAGAZINE, from their own experience, are kindly requested

to INVITE THEIR FRIFNDS to

Plfllf
Edited By THOMAS MBEHAN.

F O lE^ T lEi IB AMATEUR, CULTIVATOR, BOTANIST,
NATURALIST, and the LOVER of the
COUNTRY.

IP O 'Sj T ~SL IE FLORIST, POMOLOGIST, ARBORICUL-
TURIST, NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN &
DEALER.

IFOI^ THIE LANDSCAPE GARDENER, GENTLE-
MAN'S GARDENER, MARKET GAR-
DENER, COLLECTOR and EXHIBITOR
of FLOWERS and FRUITS.

MAN, WOMAN or CHILD, who loves to
GROW a TREE, or watch a PET

PLANT in a WINDOW.

SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.10 PER ANNUM,
$1.05 for 6 months; 70 cts. for 4 months; 53 cts.<for 3 months.

Send us ONE NEW NAME, if you can, WITH YOUR OWN, and a Draft or
Money Order of $3.20 FOR THE TWO.

Also any subscriber who has already renewed his subscription and paid, at $2.10 may ordfir a NEW
subscriber by reinitting thp balance or his own and new one at same rate, and oblige, with thanks for past

favors and efforts, respectfully,

CHARLES H. MABOT, Publisher,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

^r SEE FIRST PAGE, FACING COVER



TEE HOB TIGULTUBAL ADVEBTISEB.

WE INVITE ATTENTION TO OUR

COLORED PLATE of PANSIES
On opposite page. Every variety there represented was taken from our own grounds in June of

1876, and is as exact a counterpart of the natural flower both in size, shape and coloring as well

can be. The seeds we ofier will vary a little in some of the varieties, but we are certain that they

will be at least equal to the types of each color shown in the plate.

The seeds may be sown any time from September to March, though our experience leads us to

know that those Spring sown, that is, during January, February or March, bloom better during the

hot, dry weather in summer than those that have been sown in September and " wintered over "

in cold pots or frames—these bloom earlier, but get exhausted before the hot, dry weather of sum-
mer sets in. We prefer to sow in shallow boxes (two or three inches deep) in light soil, merely
covering the seed and pressing the covering slightly with a smooth board. The best temperature

for Pansy seeds to germinate in is from fifty to sixty degrees. As soon as the plants are well up,

we plant them at an inch or so apart in shallow boxes similar to those used for sowing the seed.

A cool greenhouse, or to those who have not that convenience, a cool sitting room will answer to

keep them in until the ground becomes warm enough for garden operations in Spring, when they

may then be planted out in the open ground at once.

This strain of Pansy will be valuable to Florists for Stock.

In ordering please designate by number the variety desired.

PRICES BY MAIL.
Buyer's Selection of any Single Packet (by number), - - - $0 20

Six Packets ( " ), -
- - - 1 00

The entire Collection of Twelve Packets, as shown on Plate, - - 1 60

Or Mixed Varieties of above, same quality, $5 per quarter-ounce.

STRONG PANSY PLANTS, 30c. each; $3 for Full Collection.

Peter Hender:>on & Co.,

35 CORTLANDT ST., N. Y.
'

Our Combined CATALOGUE for 1877, of
"

EVERYTHING FOR THE GARDEN,
Numbering 175 pages, with Colored Plate,

SENT FREE
To our customers of past year^a, and to all purchasers of our books, either " Gardening for Pro-
fit," "Practical Floriculture," or "Gardening for Pleasure," (Price $1.50 each, prepaid,

by mail.) To others on receipt of 25c.

Plain Plant or Seed Catalogue.s, without plate, free to all.

SEEDSMEN, MARKET GARDENERS AND FLORISTS,

35 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERT IbEH.

ONE MILLION ROSES FOR FLORISTS!
ONE MILLION ROSES FOR FLORISTS!

ONE MILLION ROSES FOR FLORISTS!
PRICES TO FLORISTS GREATLY REDUCED.
PRICES TO FLORISTS GREATLY REDUCED.
PRICES TO FLORISTS GREATLY REDUCED.

OUR ROSES ARE UNSURPASSED FOR HEALTH AND VIGOR.
OUR ROSES ARE UNSURPASSED FOR HEALTH AND VIGOR.
OUR ROSES ARE UNSURPASSED FOR HEALTH AND VIGOR.

STRONG, WELL ESTABLISHED PLANTS FROM 3 in- POTS.
STRONG, WELL ESTABLISHED PLANTS FROM 3 in. POTS.
STRONG, WELL ESTABLISHED PLANTS FROM 3 in. POTS.

Price $7 per Hundred, $60 per Thousand.
Price $7 per Hundred, $60 per Thousand.
Price $7 per Hundred, $60 per Thousand.

When sent to distant Points by mail, Post Paid 40c per hund. 3.00 per m, additional.

Our stock is so large we can generally give Purchasers their choice
ofvarieties, except in very special cases,

AT THESE PRICES. AT THESE PRICES. AT THESE PRICES.

Let us know what you want and we will endeavor to accommodate.

Let us know what you want and we will endeavor to accommodate.

Let us know ivhat you want and ice will endeavor to accommodate.

We give full value and Uive the largest stock in America to select from.

We givefull value and have the largest stock in America to select from.

We give full value and have the largest stock in America to selectfrom.

We mean to sell and make it a rule to -please every customer.

We mean to sell and make it a rule to please every customer.

We mean to sell and make it a rule to -please every customer.

We are strong on varieties named below and ^00 others.

We are strong on varieties named below and 200 others.

We are strong on varieties named below and WO others.

See the varieties named herewith and choose for yourself.

See the varieties named herewith and choose for yourself

See the varieties named herewith and choose for yourself

Mad. Margottin—La Pactole—Hermosa—LuculluB—Marie Guillot—Brabant—Aline Sisltfy—Bfcvoulensis—Cbroniatella (True).

Agrippina Safrano, Jean d'arc —Boubon Queen—Aurora—Isabella TSprunt— Bon Sil'ne—Mad Damazine—Mad'lle Rachel-
Marie Sisley, Reine de Portugal, Malniaisou, Enip. Russia, Regalis, Bougere, Mad. Falcot—Arch Duke Charles, Bella, Belle—
Fleur d'Arzens—Souv'r d'un Amie, Mad. Bravy—La France, Perle de Lyon, Ac, Ac.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTITE LIST. FREE TO ALL "WHO APPLY.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LIST, FREE TO ALL WHO APPLY.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LIST, FREE TO ALL WHO APPLY.

NO CHARGE EOR BOXES OR PACKING, SAFE CARRIAGE GUARANTEED.
NO CHARGE FOR BOXES OR PACKING. SAFE CARRIAGE GUARANTEED.
NO CHARGE FOR BOXES OR PACKING, SAFE CARRIAGE GUARANTEED.

Roses Shipped Safely by Express at all time?, no clanger from Frost or Heat.
Roses Shipped Safely by Express at all times, no danger from Frost or Heat.
Roses Shipped Safely by Express at all times, no danger from Frost or Heat.

ORDERS SOLICITED. ORDERS SOLICITED. ORDERS SOLICITED.
ADDRESS THK

DINQEE & CONARD CO.,
ROSE GROWERS,

J»* WEST GROVE, CHESTER CO., PA.
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THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISER.

NEW DOUBLE GERANIUM DOUBLE TUBEROSE BULBS.
BISHOP WOOD,

ITie upper petals carmine scarlcl. lower pcials violet rose—a new
•olor in double Geruniuin^; habit is dwarf and compact ; small
foliage; truss is large, borne in great profusion, well above the foliage.
Now ready and for sale by the grower. Price, f i each

; JI9 per doz.;

ts P"' % dozen.

WM. K. HARRIS.
Idecs SffOl Darby Koad, Philadelphia, Pa.

' My annual Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seed for 1877 will.

V»0 ready by January, and sent free to all who apply. Customers
of last season need not write for it. I offer one of the largest collec-

tions of vegetable seed ever sent out by any seed house in America,
a large portion of which were grown on my six seed farms. Printed
directioHj for cultivation on evtry packare. All seed sold from
ly establishmetlt warranted to be both fresh and true to name ; so
lar, that should it prove otherwise I will refiU the order gratis. As
the original introducer of the Hubbard and Marblehead Squashes,
the Marblehead Cabbages, and a score of other new vegstables, I
invite the patronage of all who are anxious to have their seed
frttk. true, and 0/ the very best strain. New Vegetables a
Specialty.

decs JAMK8 J. H. GREGOBT, Marblehead, Alass.

100,000 very fine, well grown, thrifty Apple Trees, comprising all

the leading varieties ; Cheap.
Send for New Trade List.

HOOPES, BRO. Si THOMAS,
Cherry Hill Nurseries. sep6 West Chester, Pa.

Cherry \\{ other Stocks
FOR SPRING PLANTING.
We have on hand a few thousand of first-class

Mazzard Cherry Stocks-
A limited quantity of Mahaleb Cherry

Stocks, and a few thousand Apple Stocks, first-

class. Also, first-class Osage Orange plants.

Prices low according to quantity, in order to

close out for the season. Also, a few bushels of
Mazzard Cherry Stoi.cs. in first-class condition for

growing, at $H per bushel.

THOMAS MEEHAN,
Jan.

3

Germautown, Pa.

Grown Especially for the Trade and lanters, in Quantity.

Concord, Martha, Delaware, Ives, Hartford Prolific,
Salem, Wilder, Agawani, etc., etc. Also a large assortment
of Ne'W varieties.

A. HANCB & SON,
•cttf NURSERYMEN ANU FLORISTS, RED BANK, N.J.

Very superior in rjualily. Doi.
First Quality Large Flowering Hullv(, t .75
Second Quality FTowcrinu ItuTbs, .50
A few hundred EXTRA Large Hulbs, i.oo
Dwarf Pearl, ist quality Flowering Bulbs, 1.50

If sent by Mail 35 cents per du?en Extpa.
MILLER & HAYES,

toct6 5774 Gcrniantown Avenue, Philadelphia,

TOO



RUBAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (and any others in the market not on this V^t) wifl

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., -'hilada.

Allen's, R. L., Diseases of Domestic Animal? Jl 00
Allen's, L. F., Rural Architecture 1 60

Allen's, L. F., American Cattle 2 50

Allen's, R. L. & L. F. Kew American Farm Book 2 50
American Architect 7 00

American Bird Fancier, (Brown's) ... . 30

American Farmer's Encyclopedia 6 00
American Horticultural Annual, paper 50 Cts., cloth 75
American Weeds and Useful Plaits 1 75

Apple Culturist, S E. Todd 1 50
Art of Saw Filing 75

Architecture.Modern American, Cuuimings & Miller 10 00
** Principles and Practice of, By Loring & Jenning 12 00

Baker's Fruit Culture 4 00

Bassett on Cranherry Culture 30

Barry's Fruit Garden 2 50

Bell's Carpentry made easy 5 00
Bcment's Poulterer's C mpanion 2 00
Bement's Rabbit Fancier 30
Beet Root Sugar 1 50
Bicknell's Village Builder, 77 plates 12 00
Bommer's Method ot Mating Manures 25
Boussingault's, J. B., Rural Economy 1 GO
Browne's Trees of America 6 00
Breck's New Book of Flowers 1 75
Bridgeman's American Gardener's Assistant 2 50
Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual 1 00
Bridgeman's Kitcheu Gardener's Instructor 1 00
Buist's, Robert. Am. Flower Garden Directory 1 50
Buist's, Robert, Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Burr's Field and Garden Vegetables of America .,..

."> 00
Carpenter and Joiner (R. Riddell) 7 00
Carpenter and Joiners Hand Book, (Holly) 75
Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide 75
Chemistry of the Farm, (Nichols) 1 25
Cleveland's Villas and Cottages 4 00
Cobbett's American Gardener.... 75
Cole's, S. W., American Fruit Book 75
Cole's American Veterinarian 75
Cooper's Rural Hours 2 00
CopeJand's Country Life 5 00
Dadd's, Geo. H., American Cattle Doctor 1 50
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1 50
Dana's, Samuel H., Muck Manual 1 25
Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, (2 vols) 6 00
D.<irwin's I nsectiverous Plants 7 00
DeVoe's Market Assistant 2 50
Downing's, A. J., Landscape Gardening 6 50
Downing's Cottage Residences 3 ^0
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, 5 00
Downing's Rural Essa\s 3 50
Downing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden 2 00
DuBreuil's Vineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden) 2 00
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Cranberry 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees 1 50
Elliott's Fruit Growers' Hand Book, paper, 60 cents, cloth 1 00
Farm Talk, (Brackett) 1 00
Farming for Boys 1 50
Field's, Thomas W., Pear Culture 1 25
Five Acres too Much, (illustratid) 1 ,50

Flagg's European Vineyards 1 '^0

Flax Culture 50
Flint, Chas.L.on Grasses 2 50
Flint's Milch Cows 2 50
Fowler's Homes for All 1 50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fi.shiug, 8 vo. 100 engravings.. 3 50
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen, 8 vo 3 00
French's Farm Drainage • 1 50
Fuller's Grape Culturist 1 50
Fuller's Small Fruit Culture „ 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 25
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist 1 50
Fulton on Peach Culture 1 50
Gentry's Lite Histories of Birds, Ist vol 2 00
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 25
Gray's Manual of Botany 2 25
Gray's Manual, Botany and Lesions, in one vol 4 00
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 2 FO
Green on Trout Culture 1 00
Gregory on Squa.shes, paper 30
Guemon on Milch ('ows 75
Guide to Fortune 1 00
Harazthv's Grape Culture and AVino Making 5 00
Harris' lusocts Injurious to Vegetation, clo. S4 ; col. eng's.. 6 50
Harris on the Pig 1 so
Hatfield's American House Carpenter 8 50
Henderson's Practical Floriculture 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Profit 1 50
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75
Hoopes on Evergreens 3 00
Hooper's Dog and Gun, paper 30 cents, cloth 60
Hop-culture 40
How to Buy a Farm, and Where to Find One 1 76

How to Manage a Building Association 82 W)
How to Paint 1 00
Hunter and Trapper ( 1 00
Hussman's Grapes and Wines 1 60
Jacques' JIanual of the House 1 60
Jacques' Manuel of the Garden 1 75
Jennings' Cattle Doctor 1 75
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases 1 75
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poul ry 1 75
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary 3 60
Johnson's How Crops Feed 2 00
Johnson's How Crops Grow 2 00
Johnson's Peat and its uses 1 26
Johnston's Elements of Ag. Chemistry and Geology 1 50
Johnston's, J. S. W., Agricultural Chemistry 1 T5
Kemp's Landscape Gardening 2 60
Klippart's Farm Drainage 1 76
Langstroth, Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee 2 00
Leuchars' How to Build Hot-houses 1 60
Leibig's, Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry 76
Loudeu's Encylopajdia of Plants 20 00
Lyman's Cotton-culture 1 60
McMahon's American Gardener 2 26
Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmers 90
Mechanics' Companien (Nicholson) 3 00
Meehan's Ornamental "Trees 76
Mileson the Horse's Foot 75
Miner's, T. B., Bee-keeper's Manual 1 25
Mohronthe Grape-vine... 1 00
Money in the Garden 1 60
My Vineyard at Lak'view 1 26
My Farm of Edgewood 1 76
My Ten-rod Farm 60
North AmerieanSylva, 5 vols., 156 col; ilates, in 30 parts, *

" " unbound 60 00
Half Turkey Antique, gilt 70 OC
full " •' 75 00

Nichol's Chemistry of the Farm and Sea 1 26
Norton's, Ji hn P., Elements of Scientific Agriculture 75
Norris' Fish-culture 1 76
Onion-eulture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres 1 26
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects cloth 6 00
Paul's Book of Roses 60
Paul's Rose Garden 3 00
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary 16 00
Pardee on Strawberry-culture 75
Pa^rkmau's Book of Roses 1 50
Parsons, Samuel B., on the Rose 1 50
Peat and its Uses 1 26
Pear-culture, Fields 1 26
Pedder's, .lames, Farmer's Land-measurer 60
Pereherou Horse 1 00
Peterson's Preserving, Pickling and Canning Fruit 60
Phin's Open-air Grape Culture, and Wine Making 1 60
Quinn's Pear-culture for Profit 1 Ofi

Quinby's Mysteries of Bee-keeping Explained 1 BO
Randall's Sheep Husbandry 1 50
Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00
Rand's Bulbs 3 00
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden 3 00
Rand's Popular Flowers and how to Cultivate them 2 00
Rand's Flower Garden 8 00
Rand's Orchid Culture 3 60
Riddeirs Architect 16 00
Rupp's Commercial Calculator, cloth SI, Morocco Tuck 2 00
Rose Culturist paper 30
Robbins', R , Produce and Ready Reckoner 76
Saunders' I)omeslie Poultry, paper 40 clolh 76
Saxton's Hand Books, in fourserics, each 1 60
Pchenck's Gardener's Text-book 75
Scribner's Ready Reckoner and Log-beok 30
Strong's Cultivation of the Gr.ipe 8 00
Ten Acres Enough 1 60
Thomas, .1. .1., Farm Implements 1 60
Thomas, J. J., Fiuit-culturist; old ed 83 00; new edition, 3 75
Ville's Chemical Manures 1 26
Warder's American Pomology 3 00

" Hedges and Evergreens 166
Waring's Drainage for Profit and Health 1 60

" Elements of Agriculture 1 00
" Earth Closets 60

Webster's Dictionary, Unabridged 12 00
Well's Every Man his own Lawyer 2 00
Williams, B. S., on Stove & Greenhouse Plants, 2 vols., Ill'd 6 00
Williams, B. S., on Select Ferns and Lycopods 2 60

Williams, B. S., Orchid Grower's Manual 2 60
Window Gardening 1 60
White's Gardening for the South 2 00

" Cranberry Culture 1 26
Wood's Class Book of Botany 3 50
Workinguian's Way to Wealth 75
Wright's Practieal Poultry Keeper 2 00
Youatt on the Horse 1 76

Youman'g Household Science ...• ... 2 00
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FOR SALE.
A RARE CHANCE TO GET INTO A GOOD

PAYING BUSINESS AT ONCE.
On account of ..ii entire fiiliirc of the health of our managing

partner, wc feel c<'iiipellc<l to olTcr our entire Nursery for sale. We
nave a laree ORtabliNliod trade, all over the Wctt, Ncrth and
South, and the ' Star Nurseries" are well and favorably known all

OTcr the Unitc<l States. Sixty acres closely planted with choice
itock, within the limits of Quincy, 111., a live city of 15,000 inhab-
itam.s. IxKraiion and shipping facilities unsurpassed fiast or We,it.
Twenty thousand dollars worth of salable stock now ready for the
Spring trade, ami a m.itket for all of it.

For further parti, id irs address the proprietors,

HARGIS & SOMMER,
jan3 Star Nurseries, Quincy. 111.

JOHN DICK'S PATENT BOILER

Economy, Simplicity and Durability. The Prize Medal of the
Centennial Con)mi>*ion was awarded for thii Boiler. Send to us for
Testimonials from those who use it.

Jang
JOHN DICK, Florist,

53d and Darby Road, Phila., Pa.

Andre Leroy's

NURSERIES,
AT

Angers, France.
The largest in Europe and the richest in collections of Fruit and
Omamentid Trees, Shrubs, Coniferae, Camellias, Rhododendrons
Ro«es, Fruit Tree Stocks, &c.. &c.

CULTURE of SEEDS.
Catalogues can be had on .ipplicatiop, from

Mr. 0. RAOUX,
76 PARK PLACE,

P. 0. Box 2956. New York City.

FIFTEEN MONTHS FOR $4.
Srribiior's Monthly for Uoceuiber bngiD«

1)U. HOLLAND'S TsEW NOVEL,
"NICHOLAS MINTURN,"

Which promises to be even more entertaining than the story of
"Sevenoaks." 1 he hero is a youi e man who has been always
" tifd to a luontan' s apron strings, xnA everybody is curious to
see " "what ht luiil do next."
New subscribers may begin with the Magnipicbnt Midsummer

Holiday Numiirr {the fintst number of anv Magazine rt'er

issued), containing the opening chaptcn ol another splendid serial,
'• That Lass o' Lhwrik's," by Mrs. Hodgson Burnett, and so get
fifteen numbers for 84, ending with October, 1877.
Sckibnkk's Monthly is the best of all the Magazines; haying

finer illustrations and a greater variety in its contents. Subscribe
nojv, with the nearest bookseller (*4 a year), or send check or
P. O order to Sckihnbr ic Co., 743 Broadway, N. Y.

PUN FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
Christmas Stories, Christmas Pictures, Christmas Plays, and

Christmas Songs, with Rev. Dr. Ecgleston's "Christmas Fairy
Show," for the home or Sunday school, besides other good things.
Nearly 100 pages and more than 80 illustrations in the

HOLIDAY NUMBER OF ST. NICHOLAS.
Price, only 25 cents.

St. Nicholas is " The king of all publications issued/or th4
young ott either side 0/ the Atlantic."—English paper. For sale

everywhere, and sent, postage paid ($3 a year\ oy
janz ScRiBNBR & Co., 743 Broadway, N, Y.

f^^iJ^^M^iS;r^1^. ?L

DYERTISIKC AGENTS.
:,^e

— ESTIMATES
FURNISHeO FREE.

3^- 0INCiMlNlNATI ©
SEND FOR OUR

MANUAL.-

Rear of 428 Walnut Street, Philada.

Manufacturer of Plain and Fancy "Wire-work, for Floiisto;
Wreaths, Crosses, Stars, Crowns, Hearts, Anchors, Birds, Lambs,
Gipsy Baskets, Hanging Baskets, Flower Stands, &c.

aug6&END FOR PRICE LIST.

Smilax Plants.
Fine, Strong plants, S6.00 pir 100, »60 per 1,000.

A. HANC£ & SON.

Nurserymen and Florists, Red Bank, N. J.

Cut Flowers to the Trade
ROSES A SPECIALTY.

Carnations, Lilies, Violetg, Bouvardia, Lily of
the Valley, Heliotrope, &c.

Parties requiring a REGULAR SUPPLY,
will find it to their advantage to correspond.

EXPRESS SIX TIMES A DAY.
Orders by Telegraph promptly attended to.

JAMES HAGGERTY,
jan4 POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
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CIRCULAR.
the: iXEW

Japanese White Flowering
htdmang-ea,

" THOMAS HOGG."
We have great pleasure in announcing to the Horticultural world, that the distribution of this fine plant, the most superb norelty in

plants ever introduced into this country, will commence on October 1st, 1876. It has received the unqualified admiration of all Amer-
ican and European Florists and Nurserymen who have seen it in flower.

Orders will be received at the following rates :

One Plant $5. Where liS Plants are taken, 2 additional sent.
26 " " " 5 " "
50 «' " " 18
100 " " " 25

This, the finest of all Hydrangeias, was sent to the United States by Mr. Thomas Hogg, from Japan. It has been exhibited in flow
er at the Massachusetts Horticultural Society weekly meeting in Boston, where it took the Society's silver medal for new plants ; and
also, at the New York Horticultural Society's monthly meeting in May. In the reporf of that meeting to the " American Agriculturist,"
by Mr. Peter Henderson, he says :

—" We think it safe to say, that no ornamental plant ever introduced exceeds this in value."

It belongs to the Hortensia section of the family, but is a far more free and abundant bloomer than any other, for the Florist, and for
tUl decorative purposes it will be invaluable ; the flowers are of the purest white, of very firm texture, and continues in flower for a great
length of time. It will no doubt prove quite as hardy as the old Hortensias.

All ordering 12 plants, or more, will get a large plant Cincluded in the number, at regular rates,) suitable for exhibition next spring.

All orders must be sent toJOHN CADNESS, Flushing, L. I., N. Y.

Cash must accompany the order, and all remittances by Draft or Post Office Order, or Bank Cheque, as we cannot be recponsible fo(

the safety ofgreenbacks by mail.

JOHN CADNESS.
Flushing, Long Island, N. Y., Sept. 1st, 1876. toctia
'

P. & E. TRANSON.

NURSERIES,
ORLEANS, FRANCE,

Beg to inform their friends and customers generally that their

NEW LIST FOR 1876 AND 1877,
Is now ready, and may be had on application to

MESSRS. KNAUTH, NACHOD & KUHNE,

113 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
This Catalogue contains Prices of all the FRUIT TREE STOCKS; an extensive list of FRUIT

TREES, New and Hardy ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, CLIMBERS, the Hardiest and Best CONI-
FERS, ROSES on their own rootu. Also, SMALL CONIFERS, DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN
ORNAMENTAL TREES, one or two years' Seedlings, most useful for Nurserymen.

W&°^. B.—The greatest attention given to packing. oct5
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LARCHES, EVERGREENS!
LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

BOTH SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED TREES.
All grown frim jceJ on our own grounds, and better and cheaper than imported stock.

EUROPEAN LARCH AND EVERGREEN TREE SEEDS,
by tke otmce, pound and loo pounds. Send f«r Catalogue.

ROBERT DOUGLAS & SONS,
t>cp9 Waukegan, HI.

Double Zonal Pelargonium Wonderful, (Geo. Smith.)

The finest Orange Scarlet in cultivation. A fine stock, Ji.oo each, J900 per doz A splendid stock of the best double and single Zonal
Pelargoniums. Verbenas, Stock Plants I4.00 per hundred, Verbenas, rooted cuttings |i.so per hundred, $10.00 per thousand.
Send for wholesale Price List to the

H. E. CHITTY, Supt.
BELLEVUE NURSERY COMPANY, Peterson, New Jersey.

GRAPE VINES.
Also GRAPE WOOD and CUTTINGS. LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

All leading Tarieties in large supply. Extra Quality. True to name. Special rates to Agents, Dealers and Nurserymen. Our
llat of customers now embraces nearly all the leading nurserymen in the country, to whom we would refer those not acquainted
with our stock. Descriptive Catalogue and Price List Free. T. S. HUBBARD, Fredonla, N. T. anglO

-i- 2Doaooo#

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES^

Sent free on application.

A. H. HBWS d^ GO.^

*IN STOCK^i;-
'/^^

Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States,

No, Cambridge^ Mass.

M. M. BAVERSDORFER & CO.,

Importers of Every description of

BOUQUET PAPERS.
Plain White Satin (or Bridal Bouquets. Faaoy Lace for Weddings, Recep-

tions, Parties. Italiens, Pasted Cartons, Immortelle* in gr.^at varieties ; Green
Moss, French Dried Grasses and Flowers. Tin Foil. Prize Medal of Cincinnati
Industrial Exposition of 1873 awarded to us for the best display of Bouquet
Papers. Illustrated Catalogue furnished on applicition.

feb 56 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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ELLIS' B,
ApMTMr FOR WARMING "^^^^iS^.^SS^
U K IN 1 IN Vj- Heating Water for Public Baths, Baptisteries, Ac, by Hot

' Q J L, ]£ J^
Water or by Steam.

Estimates and Circulars furnished, t.sep.12. 182 CENTRE STREET, NEW YORK.

Cascade Rose Nursery
NOW READY a fine lot of young Tea, Bourbon, China and Noisette Roses at 86 per loo ; 15° V^

looo. H. P. ROSES will be ready in large quantity early in 1877. Prairie Queen, i year, extra $t-y>

per doz ; Jio per 100; $90 per 1000.
New Double and Single GERANIUMS, the Superb Novelties of 1876, 82 per doz.; 814 per 100.

Double and Sinprle GERANIUMS, Standard Sorts, 3 inch pots, 81.25 per doz.; |8 per 100, in One
Hundred sorts if desired.

Cascade Set of New VERBENAS for 1877, 23 truly Superior Sorts {2.50 per set. VERBENAS,
General Collection, a splendid lot in perfect health, 84 per 100; J30 per lOoo.

Aristolochia, or Dutchman's Pipe-vine, J2 per doz. ; 812 per 100.

TUBEROSES, Double Italian, blooming bulbs, 83.50 per doz,; J25 per 1000.

tdecl2 A. K. WILLIAMS, Richmond, Ind.

FLOWER POTS BY THE MILLION

!

The BEST, CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE FLOWER
POTS in the MARKET.

Also a full line of

Vases, Fancj Flowei Pots, Hanging Baskets, &c„

At the

NEW BRIGHTON

flowei Pot and Tefia-Cotta

WORKS.
" Illustrated Catalogue on appli-

cation.

Address, ELVERSON & SHERWOOD, New Brighton, Pa,8ep3

VilLUABLE PLANTS.
We offer TO THE TRADE .ind others in large or small quantities, Camelias (full flowering buds), Azaleas, Eucharis Amazonica,

Bletias.TankerviUias and Sh^roerdiis Cypripedium, insignis, Dracenas (varieties) Guzminia picta, Yucca quadricolor, Daphue Indi-

ca, Phormium Tenax (var.) Crinum amabilii, Strelitzia Regina, Pine Apples, Quadricolor, and others, I mantophyllums, Marantas,
&c. We have a large stock of valuable plants and can always send out FINE PLANTS at low rates. Send address for Catalogue.

tnov6 JOHN SHERWOOD & SON, Bristol, Pa.

GELSEMINUM NITIDUM,
(Carolina Jasmine)

Plants of this lovely sweet-scented shrub by mail at 30c. each.

DANIEL BARKER,
(Late Supt. Oak Hill Cemetery, Georgetown, D. C.)

dec2 150 GRANBY ST., Norfolk, Va.

ChamsBrops, Latanias^
and CYCAS REVOLUTA ; Ferns, Agaves, Yuccas, Magnolia*.

Gardenias, Callas, and all kinds of

SEMI-TROPICAL PLANTS,
Greenhouse Plants, Roses, Tuberoses, and a great collection of Bed-
ding Plants. Address,

A. HENRY & C. HUGO JAQUOT, .

dec3 Jacksonville, Florida.

Concord, Hartford, Ives and Catawba, very low by the
quanUty

;
quality extra- Q. & S. BOALT,

OCU Kerwalk, Ohio.

"WALTER ELDER,
Landscape and Jobbing Gardener,

1231 Rodman Street, PhikuUpMo^

AttMt^ to all branthcB of fate bnsineas on rcasooable tauM.
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I KKOTIl SEVEN FKKT.

Jordan's Patent Wrought Iron Water Healer.
A NEW PRINCIPLE.

The lioilors are coiistnu-ted of liuri/.uiital j.ipos of tlio same inside diameter u« those that fonn
the heatini,' \n\^o», thereby produciiij,' ii very rapid ciroiilation of the water.

DESCRIPTION.
No. 1 shows a si(h> view of ono-lialf scftion, with U steam

propeller. Also shows sections of chimney, ash-pit, and brick
arch around the boiler, with downward draft to chimney.
No. 2 shows end view, with rear end closed with pipes ; ash-

pit below and brick arch above.

No. 3 shows boiler before it is set in the brick, with a few
pipes broken away, to show the steam generator.

The improvements claimed are: a larger heating surface,
as compared to the amount of water in the boiler; a more
rapid circulation ofwaterbythe use of steam generator to

move the water ; a larger fire-hole, so that soft coal #an be
used and not obstruct the draft; and cheapness.

Extracts from the Patent, No. 173,300, Dated

February 8th, 1876.

By making the pipes tliroughout the whole length of the
boiler and heater of the same interior diameter there is an
even flow through the pipe at all parts, and no shoulders in

the pipe to cause any check to the flow.

It is obvious that the boiler-pipes being exactly the same
interior size as the radiator and connecting-pipes, a new and
quite valuable result is obtained, as the simultaneous move-
ment of the water is insured through the whole series of

pipes at the same speed, thus preventing any eddy and dead
water.

The U-formed steam water propeller, by descending into

the furnace and entering the water-pipe at an inclination,

causes a circulation in the water-pipes almost immediately
the fire is lighted, and l)efore the water has time to become

heated in the water-pipes. The end bends of the water-pipes, which close partially the back of the
fire-space, receive the full blast of the products of consumption.

TRUTHS TO BE CONSIDERED.
If water moves rapidly into and out of the furnace it must carry off the heat rapidly into the

room to be heated, thereby saving the fuel. The front is of iron and can be easily removed to

clean out dust, &c.

SETTING THE BOILER.
Build foundation wall 12 inches wide, so the pipes will set about 1^ inches inside the walls, and

S inches above the grate bars ; let the boiler rest on one fire brick at front and one at rear. Let
the rear bridge wall for the grate bars he heavy and raise above the grate bars about 10 inches to

one foot, and of fire brick. The Chimney should be started from the bottom of the furnace, and
be at least 25 feet high, and an opening at least one foot sqare.

PRICE OF BOILERS (of wrought ikon, with iron front and grate bars.)

Bmall boilers without grate bars or iron front ... }2.'5 to S50 each. I No. 4 to heat 1900 to 2000 feet of pipe $175.00 each
No. 1 to heat 500 to 750 leet of pipe '. $75 00 " "5" " 2000 " 3000 " " " 225.00 "
" 2 " 750 " 1000 " " " 100.00 " "6 " " 3000 " 5000 " " " 300.00 "
" 3 " 1000 " 1500 " " " 125.00 " | Valves for 4 inch pipe 10.00 "

Large boilers made to order. Where no iron front or grate bars are wanted, 10 per cent, de-
ducted.

Water-pipe and all kinds of fittings at present 30 per cent, off the card prices.

Men furnished to put up the furnace and contracts taken to heat any building, and can be placed
where hot air furnace has been used.
We have had seventeen years experience in handling water heaters, and can guarantee our work.

JORDAN & BRO.,

may.12 612 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
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SIX GREENHOUSES
ON 8 YEARS' LEASE.

Owing to failing health, I will dispose of my good will and interest

in the above : situated on one of the leading avenues in the city. I

have made the cut tiower department a specialty. The Trade is

8Tire and constaut. To an active enterprising man this opportun-
ity offers inducements seldom met with. For particulars apply to

T. FOWLER GERRARD,
tnoV3 877 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.

Will he
ailed

lUurpH-
s on ve-

?ipt of 25cts.
is is one iti the

„estCATAL0GCK8
piibli.«hed, contains

il'out 2.'>0 pages, oviT
_ fine engravings, two

'hgant colored plates, and
Ives full de.soriptioiis, prices

_ ...id directions for planting
_ over 12riCi varieties of Vegetable
and Flower Seeds, Bedding I'lants,

l^)^('s, (fee, and is invaluable to

rnier. Gardener & Florist, .\ddress,

D.M. FEREY & CO., Detroit, Mich.

""Our Abridged Priced Catalogue FREE to all Applicants.

Decorative Plants.
Send for our New Trade List of Paltus, Ferns, and other

Greenhouse and Stove Plants. We offer a large assortment
at low rates.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS,
Cherry Hill Nurseries. sep6 West Chester, Pa.

TO

Gardeners ?ncl Orchardmen.
The LAYTONIA I.AND COMPANY will offsr extraordin-

ary inducements to Market Gardeners and Fruit raisers who will

engage in the business at Laytonia. For particulars address

WM. L. LAY, Pres.,

Laytonia Land Co.,

decs LAYTONIA, BRAZORIA CO., TEXAS.

Named Hyacinths,
CLOSING OUT AT VERY LOW PRICES.

We beg to offer the Trade the choice varieties of Named
Hyacinths imported expressly for my retail sales in separate
colors, Red, White, Blue and Yellow; Double or Single, at $8.00
per 100. Late Double, Early Double and L^te Single Tulips, at
§1.50 per 100, principally named varieties The roots are in
ery good order and will force readily for the Cut-flower Trade
during E^ter.

HENRY A. DREER, Seedsman and Florist,

janl 714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

lt®ffi®l

COMMUNICATIONS
are invited from FIRST-CLASS GARDENERS to take charge
of next Spring and work on shares a large

VEGETABLE GARDEN,
with FORCING HOUSES and GRAPERY, gardener's house and
stable, and to keep in order the Conservatory and Grounds at-

tached to a Private Rcsidence, near Baltimore City.

Address " SUDBROOK,"
tnovtf Pikesville P. O., Baltimore Co., Md.

Gray, Dry Faded i Falling

HA-IR.
Is now restored to its natural condition by the use of

WOOD'S IMPROVED HAIR RESTORATIVE.

The IMPROVED ARTICLE is now taking the lead over all

others, leaving the hair clean, soft and glossy C. A. COOK St

CO., Chicago Sole Agents for the United States and Canada.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere. Trade supplied by J. F.

HENRY, CURRAN Sz: CO , New York. octs

Plants [or Wiuler-FlowerlnE anJ Florists' StocL
PER 10 PER I03

Abutilon "Boule de neige," pure white, free blooming i 50

Begonias for Winter flowering, 4 varieties

Bouvardia Humboldii corymbiflora .

(Special rates per 1000.)

Cinerarias, choice strain

1.00
2.00

1.50

2 00
1 00
1.50

1.00
2.50

75
2 50
I 50

Euphorbia Jacquiniflora

Fuchsia procumbeus (trailing Fuchsia)
Geranium " Gen'l Grant," best scarlet for massing 75 6.03

Geranium " Madeloni," new and beautiful 250 20.00

Lagerstroemia Indica(niw crimson crape myrtle)

Nertera depressa (scarlet berried plant, used during
the past season in the London Parks as a carpet

bedding plant) .... 150
Primula sinensis, red and white . . . 1.50

Verbenas, strong plants, perfectly free from disease,

25 plants in 25 varieties for $1.50 . . A 00

Address EDWIN LONSDALE, Florist,
decg Germantown) Phila.

New PEACHES.
Alexander's Early, Amsden's June, Steadly, Leather-
bury's Late, Tuckahoe Late, Bilyeu's Late October
(Bilyeu's Comet), Brandywine and twenty other new varieties

of merit.

A. HANCE & SON.,
octtf NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS, RED BANK, N. J

mClENT HOeilCOLTUeHL EST|1BLIS1[IIT,

VICTOR VERDIER, Sr.,

CHAS. VERDIEE, Jr., Successor,
Rue Bandricourt, Paris, France.

Roses, Paeonies, Gladioli
are grown in very large quantities. Catalogues gratis and franco oa
application. dec3

Kept in cool-shed all winter, and from healthy
regnon. Ix)W for quantities.

THOMAS MEEHAN,
J&n2 Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

200 BUSH. PEACH PITS,
FRESH, and saved with special care for

OUR OWN USE,
Having more than we need we offer the above lot on reasonable

terms.

dec2 WM. CORSE & SON,
Baltimore, Md.
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PUIiL-ISIiEKSS' OA»r>.
THE

NURSERYMAN'S DIRECTORY.
I he undersiKued have In preparatiou VOLUMK II ol tbo NURSKRYMAN'S DIRECTOUY, pml.racliiK a list of the N

RYMKN, Florists, Skedsmk.n and Tkkk Dkai.krs, of the Unit<d StaU's. Th»- work will be sold wholly by subscription,
ice of which will be TKN DOLLARS per copy and will be issued January Ist 1877.

MtTB-
the

A limited space will ho jfivcn to Advertisements, at llie following' Low R.-ites:

FuU Page, . . . $35 00 1 One-Third Page, . . $15 00
Half Page, . . . . 20 00

' One-Fourth Page, . . 10 OO
One-Sixth Page, . . $8 00

For further information, address_

o^'t D. ^W. SCOTT & CO., Printers and Publishers, Galena, Illinois.
49- Subscriptions received for above work by CHAS. H. MAllOT, office of Gardeuer'» Monthly.

BOTANIC GARDENS,
TreiEont, New York City.

NEW AND RARE

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, PALMS AND FCRNS.

CATALOGUES sent FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN S. BUSH. dec I

(Late of the Firm of Nimmo & Scollay.^t

NEWLY IMPROVED HOT WATER BOILER,

Wells Drove, Pumps of all kinds, Hydraulic Rams, &c., Garden Sun-DiaK
Agent for Joseph Kelly's Never Drj' Vapor Pans, for all kinds of Hot Air Fumacas, Baltimore Heaters, &c.

CHEAPEST AND BEST BOILER, &c., IN THE MARKET.
^^iPleace send for Circular for explanation, etc., before yo« male <up your mind to purchase elsewhere.

'•ep-12 '«::;;=3 v^^g 335 Adams Street, Brooklyn, "^N. Y
p. S.—Be sure you get the right muinber. "

''fl
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WABAN

DOUBLE IVY GERANIUM " KING ALBERT."
Of this splendid novelty in Ivy-leaved Geraniums we have a large stock, and are offering it at a greatly reduced price. Th»

flowers are very double, color violet pink, leaves deep glossy green, and iavaluable as a basket or hanging plant.

PELARGONIUM REGAL " QUEEN VICTORIA."
This is one of the most marvelously beautiful novelties ever offered. Color rich vermilion, margined with fine white, and

apper petals blotched with deep purple maroon, The flower has thick, crispy petals, which give it the appearance of being double.

It 18 a remarkable and striking improvement in Pelargoniums.

PELARGONIUM REGAL " BEAUTY OF OXTON."
Similar in form to the above, but quite distinct in color, which is upper petals rich maroon; centre rose ; all the petals belnf

margined with pure white; flowers large and full, having the appearance of being semi-double, and a most beautiful and extraor-

dinary novelty.

BRONZE ZONALE GERANIUM '• EARL ROSLYN."
Unquestionably the best bronze and gold bedding Geranium yet produced, superior to the acknowledged favorites, Marshall

MacMahon and Black Douglass.

DOUBLE ZONALE PELARGONIUMS.
The following are selected from our general catalogue as six of the most distinei. and beautiful : P. Buck—Violet salmon.

J. C. Rodbard—Deep salmon red. Madame Thibaut—Rose petals, marked with white at base. C. H. Wagner—Purpliflh

carmine, mixed with violet. Folle d' Honneur—flesh white. Sylpbide—delicate rose tinged with lilac.

NEW SINGLE PELARGONIUMS.
John Salter -Color rose, striped and flamed with orange. M. L.udwig—Leaves dark green, distinctly striped with

yellowish green ; flowers scarlet red, very novel.

NEW NOSEGAY PELARGONIUMS.
Admiranda— Remarkably distinct; color blush; base of the petals, salmon scarlet with a white centre. Tano—Color ro«e

shaded with violet. Thaphto—Rich deep magenta.

NEW HYBRID BEGONIAS.
Of these we have a fine stock of the finest varieties.

CHOICE CLEMATIS.
A large collection of the most popular sorts.

NEW DWARF ABUTLIONS.
The peculiarly prolific quality, the dwarf habit, and novel color of these render them of much value. Le Ijilipnt, mauve

rose; L,e Nain, clear mauve; Perle d' or, canary yellow; Simon Deleaut, chamois shaded purple with many other

novelties, descriptive catalogue of which will be published early in the Spring.

CARNATION " WELLESLEY BEAUTY."
Color soft fine cinnamon, beautifully striped and spotted with carmine rose ; habit, fiee compact an' vigorous. A valuable

acquisition. 75c. each.

CUT FLOWERS.
Our stock of Tea Roses, Marechal Neil, General Jacqulmenot are in unusally fine condition ;

also of Carnations and other small

flowers—Smilax, Ferns, Froiids, Ac, and we have proved the popsibilitv of s-hipping them to the most distant points in perfect

safety. We have a large quantity of Tea Roses, M. Neil, Bon Silene, Isabella Sprunt and Safrauo, which we offer at low rates.

We beg to call attention to our announcement as to New Roses next month.

We are making the importation of Rhoaodendrons and Clematis a specialty.

Orders promptly executed. Send for Circular.

febia EDMUND M. WOOD & CO.
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WALLACE'S MONTHLY.
THE only Illustrated Magazine devoted

to Domestic Animals.

The recognized AUTUOKITY on the HORSE and the Organ
of American Breeders.

Un«oinproiniiiing Hostility to Oambiing and Fraud of

every Description.

Thorough in the investigation and exposure of fraudulent

pedigrees and all shams.

Able and fearless in d scussion, and the contributions of the best

writers in the land are to be found in its columns.

Not a "Sporting Paper," but complbtb in its reports and indexes

of all perfoimances.

Evtry Farmer who loves a good horse aiuifair dealing should

hop* it.

The Cheapest of its Class in the World.
Three Dollars a year, in AdTance.

WALLACE'S MONTHLY,
^0^3 170 Fulton St., New York City.

DELAWARE
New, large and very fine; also

B KANDYWINE vTrue), HIGHtAKD HAKDY, OAK-
ARGUA, THWACK

and Dther

RASPBERRY PLANTS,
In large supply.

A. HANCE & SON., Nurserymen and Florista,

octtf RED BANK, N. J

msma
iLORALireUlDE

CoctainB over 1,200 vari.tiea VeeT^table aud

Mower Seeds. COI.ORED PLATKS. Klegtuit

vpod-cut8 of vpjptMblpa and flowers. Ilanflxomettt

Ouide Published! ft«-6tud for it.

DETROIT SEED CO., Detroit, Iticli*

A beautiful Quarterly Journal, finely dliLsirated, aad cuntaioing an
elegant colored Flower /'late with the first number. I'rice only as
cents fLT the year. The first No. for 1877 just issued in German
and Eniilish.

Vlck's Flower Si Veifotable Garden, in paper 50 cents

;

with cIcKant cloth covers f.i.w.

Vlck's Catalogue—joo Illustrations, only a cenL>>.

"^"^^ Add ress, JA.MES VICK, Rochester, N. Y.

ATTENTION, ' -T

FARMERS AND STOCKMEN!
Send f^r a Specimen espy of th'

Practical Farmer
(Established 1855.)

The Oldest, Largest, Most Enterprising, Interesting,
Instructire and Valuable Farm, Stock and

Family Journal of America. *

TTIS A64-COLUMN WEEKLY PAPER, furnishing every
J. week more valuable informatiom in all the different department*
of Agriculture than any other papsr of the kind in the country, and
a Family Department unequ.iled for interest and value for the
household.

Single Subscirptions (52 issues) $2 00
In clubs of ten or over, only 1 75

PA YABLE INVARIABL Y IN ADVANCE.
The most liberal I*remiiims or Cash Commissions

ever given by any tirst-class paper, are otiered to Club
Agents. Send for specimen copies an<l premium list,

free. Address,

PRACTICAL FARMER,
janz 518 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Fa.

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS.
Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberrits, Currants, Grapes, As-

paragus Roots, &c. Prices low. Send for Circular.

JOHN S. COLLINS,
^ttf MOORESTOWN, N. J.

aTvan geert,
Nurseryman,

O-HZEHsTT. BEXjO-ITJIM:
Begs to inform his numerous American patrons, that his

NEW GENERAL CATALOGUE
has just been issued It will be mailed free to all intended pur-

chasers. Orders for exportation, packed on the most approved

prineiple, insuring perfect success. ^""^^
Agents, Messrs. A Rolker & Sons, 33 Reade St., N. Y. City.

HARDY ROSES
25,000 Strong Dormant Plants one and two years' growth.
AL.L. upon their own roots.

NONE budded or grafted.

We succeed perfectly in growing the following classes of Roses
from cuttings , and offer large healthy and vigorous bushes at prices

which defy competition.

Hybrid Perpetuals, Mosses, Climbers,
ALSO A (iOOD STUCK OK

BOURBON, CHINA, NOISETTE AND TEA ROSES
OF \.\KIOUS SUES IN POTS.

H. E. HOOKER & BRO., \
jan.2 Hooker Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

Dec. 15th, 1876

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.
I r n rivalled for the tol-

'' t iind thebiith. No
nilUclal and deccp-
;.! udors ti) CO vur
•irimon and deletcr-
11.1 hm'rcdicnts. Af-
iji'iirs of scientific

iKppriinpnt tlio man-
ufurtunrofB.T. Bab-
bitt's Best Soap l.as

perfected and now
offers to tlio public

The Finest ToUet Soap in the World.
Onlu the purest regrtabte oil.i UKCdtn iu manvfactvre.

For tJ»e In I he Nursery It ha« No Equal.
Worth ten times It? oust to every mother and family m Christ-

endom. Sample box eontfilnin^ 3 cakes of oza. each, sent free

toanv address on reecipt of 75 cents.
Address B. T. Kahbltt. "Sew York City.

•^For Sale by all I>rugEl8t8..fi» -
-
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AND OTHER

FRUIT SEEDS.
Notwithstanding the general scarcity of Fruit Seeds this sea-

son we expect to furnish our customers with full supplies at our
usual low prices ; but solicit

EARLY ORDERS.

THOMAS MEEHAN,
tsep GERMANTOWN, PHILA.

Black Naples.
LA VERSAILLES, CHERRY, WHITE GRAPE,

and RED DUTCH

Currant Buslies.
Of fine quality and low in i>rice.

A. HANCE & SON,
Octtf Nurserymen and Florists, Red Bank. N. J.

TOBACCO STEMS,
For Fumigating purposes, for sale in bales of about 400 fts.,

free on boat or cars at 85 per bale, or three bales for 812 on one
order.

STRAITON & STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

aagl2 New York City.

FOR SALE.
A farm of 60 acres, 35 miles from Philadelphia, on Camden &

Atlantic R. R„ ]^ mile from Magnolia Station: well adapted to

cultivation of Fruit Trees, Small Fruits and Vegetables.

Large section of it Cedar Swamp and Natural Cranberry
Ground. 4 acres in Cranberries under cultivation, 140 Fruit

Trees, Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum, &c.,just coming into

bearing. House and barn. Water excellent and abundant. Lo
cation healthy. Will be sold at reasonable price and terms to

close an estate ; or will be exchanged for city property. Philadel-

phia or Reading preferred.

Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
septf. 814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

The Nurseryman's Directory
of 1876.

A reference book of the Nurserymen, Florists, Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, &c., for the United States. Alphabetically arranged by
States and Post Offices. 242 pages, 8vo. Price $$. Mailed, post-
paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CH.\S. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila

THE ABBOTT

Pocket Microscope
Is an ...nstrument of great
practical usefulness to
Teachers, Farmers,

Merchants, Me-
chanics, Physi-

' ciaiis, Botaui>>ts,
Miners, and many
others. Icis the best

ln^^llUlUlnl ever invented fir examinint; Flow-
ers, Seeds, Plants, Minerals,
Engravings, Bank Notes, Fabrics,
Etc. By means of a cage, accompanying each In-
strument, one can examine all kinds of |n~
sects or Worms alive. The

EYE OF A FLY,
or other insect of like t-ize, can be readily seen.
It is simple in construction and ea.'y ro operate.
One of these interesting Instruments onght to
be in every family. We have made arrangements
to furnish the Pocket Microscope at the
manufacturer's price, $1.50. Ic will be sent, post-
paid, to any reader of this Paper desiring it, on
receipt of price, or m y be had al this office.

Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

For Sale-S Greenhouses
And a well-selected stock of

:pi_.j^:n"ts.
LOW RENT AND LEASE GIVEN.

Situated in Philadelphia; horse cars pass the door both ways ; every
convenience, Hydrants in all the houses, and stock fuhy up to the
highest standard ; both a local and Catalogue trade. Apply in the
first instance to CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

LIFE HISTORIES OF BIRDS
Of Eastern Pennsylvania. First vol. By Thomas G. Gen-
try. From observations of facts carried through a period of six

years in the field, and elaborate examinations in the studio. With
alphabetical indices of scientific and common names. 400 pages,
i2mo, cloth. Price $2. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Fhlla.

Fruit Growers* Hand-Book.
By F. R. Elliott, author of "Western Fruit Growers' Guide,"
(one of thf best posted men on the subject in the United States),
(^ontains the practice on all subjects connected with fruitgrow-
ing. The book is made for those who grow fruit for their own
use. Al.'io an Appendix, containing matter relating to the se-

lection and culture of Ornamental Trees, Ruses, Plants, &c.
Illustrated with 45 wood-cuts, 130 pages, 16mo cloth, IBI; pa-

per, 60 cts. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address C. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

A Hygroscope for 50 cents.

THE CHEMICAL HYGROSCOPE.
This indicator of atmospheric moisture is as accurate as the

costly ones. Rooms heated by furnaces or stoves are almost in-

variably so dry as to be damaging not only to health but to fur-

niture. Some people take the consequences others keep water
on the heater. The Hygroscope bhows at a glance whetuer the
air is too dry or not.

Sent by mail for 50 cents. Address,

febtf CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
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WEATHERED & CHEREVOY'S

Patent Boilers

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

HOT WATER APPARATUS,
No. 46 Marion Street, between Spring and Prince, New York.

(TWO BLOCKS EAST OF BROADWAY.)

For Warming and Ventilating Public Buildings. Private Dwellings, Greenhouses,
1^ Graperies, Forcing Pits, Drying Rooms, and Heating Water for Public Baths.

Fig. 1 is an outside view. Fig. 2 is a vertical section through the centre. --

The following are a few navies of Oentlemen who have our Boiler in use:

Thos. Drake, Esq., Germantown, Pa.
Simon Cameron, Esq. Harrisburg, Pa.

J. D. Cameron, &q.. Harrisburg, Pa.
Thos. Carter, Esq., Raleigh, N. C.

J. H. Dunham, Esq., Chicago, 111.

Ja«. B. Waller, Esq.,

W. J. Gordon, Esq., Cleveland, Ohio.
Geo. Stanley, Esq., " "

Harris Jaynes, Esq., " "

Geo. W. Cuyler, Esq., Palmyra, N. Y.
D. M. Osborn, Esq., Auburn, N. Y.
John B. Dutcher. Esq., Pawling, N. Y.
A. M. Allerton, Esq., Bronxville, N. Y.
Robert Hoe, Esq., Tarrytown,N. Y.
Peter Hoe, Es(v, " "

George Lewis, Esq., " "

Wm. H. Drew,Croton Falls,

Hon. James Y. Smith, Providence, E. I.

Philip Caswell, Esq., Newport, R. I.

Alfred Smith, E-sq.,
'' "

Wm. Findlay, Esq., " "

E. Learned, Esq , Pittsfield, Mass.
D. O. Mills, Esq., ,San Francisco, Cal.

W. L. Ferrjs, Esq., Westchester, N. T.
D. H. Haight, Esq., Goshen. N. Y
F. Newbold, Esq., Newark, N. Ji

James T. Closson, Esq., Plainfield N. J.

Daniel W. Coit, Esq., Norwich, Conn.
J. F. Slater, Esq

,

" "

H. W. Collender, Esq., Darien, "

Chaa. P. Palmer, Esq., Stoninglon, "

Wm. D. Black, Es<r, New Milford, Conn.
Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, Irvington, N. Y.
H. F. Spaulding. Esq., Riverdale, "

S. D. Babcock, Esq.,
" "

Percy R. Pyne, " "

Elisha Brooks, Esq., Inwood, "

Camille Marie, Esq., •'
"

A. F. Smith, Esq., Fort Washington, "

E. M. Olyphant, Esq., Dobb's Ferry, "

Clarkson N. I'otter, Eso. New Rochelle, "

Chas. D. Dickey, Esq.. West Farms, "

Wm. Matthews, Esq., Harrison, "

William Chorlton, Esq , New Brighton, 8. L
F. H. Wolcott, Esq , Astoria, L. 1.

Bailev Leach, Esq., " "

Hon.'W. B. Ogden, H-gh Bridge, N. Y.
Peter Moller, i^q., 295 Fifth Ave., New York City.
Wm. Mollcr, Esq.,6 West20th St., " "

John Moller, Esq., 127 East .54th St., " "

John Moller, Esq.. 8 East .37th St.,
" "

Ch. Moller, K.sq., 426 Washington St., " "

Henry B. Laidlaw, Esq., 33 Pine St , " "
George W. Lane, Esq.. 93 Front St., " "

J. P. Robinson, Esq., 14 Coenties Slip, " "

J. B. Colfiate, Esq., 47 Wall St.,
" '*

John B. Trevor, Esq., 47 Wall St.,
" *•

Charles Butler. Esq., 12 " " "

Richard Arnold, Esq., 309 Canal St., New York Cl'f.
Jas M. Constable, Esq., 309 Canal St.,

" "

W. T. Garner, Esq. 61 Worth St., N. Y. City.

Please send for Circular with list of Peferences and Reduced Prices to

THOMAS W. WEATHERED, 46 Marion Street N. Y
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CLUB PAPERS AT NET PRICES,
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

TO EEMIT IN CLUBBING nnv of tlic fdlluwini;- list with tlie

Gardener's Monthly sulect .such

aji you wish, foot uj) llic luiccs amicxcd and add TWO DOLLARS
for the MONTHLY to the total.

American Agriculturist SI 20
" Fanner 1 'AiS

" Artisan 1 GU
" Builder 2 fin
" Naturalist 3 2.5
" Odd Fellow 1 CO

Appleton's Journal 3 60
Arthur's Home Magazine 2 '^5

Atlantic Monthly 3 4.5

Boston Cultivator 2 60
Building As.«ociation Journal 75

Societies Gazette, London, Encland 1 35
Bucks County Intelligencer, old Subscribers 82 GO, new 2 10
California Horticulturist, 2 75
Central Union Agriculturist and Chromo 1 70
Children's Friend 1 35

Hour 1 10
Colman's Rural World 1 85
Country Gentleman 2 10
Demorest's Magazine 2 GO
Eclectic Magazine 4 60
Every Saturday 4 GO
Farmer's Home Journal 2 GO
Frank Leslie's Ladies' Magazine 3 10

" Review 2 10
Galaxy 3 45
Germantown Telegraph, old subscribers 82 50, new 2 20
Godey's Ladv's Book 2 75
Hall's Journal of Health 1 .50

Harper's Bazar 3 45
" Magazine 3 45
" Weekly 3 45

Hearth and Home 2 00
Herald of Health 1 GO
Household 85
Iowa Homesitad 1 GO
Journal of Chemistry 1 10

" of the Farm 85
Journal of Materia Medica 1 10
Kan.sas Farmer 1 .35

Lady's Floral Cabinet, with Chrorao 1 10
Ladies' Repository 3 35
Leslie's Lady's Journal 3 GO
Lippincott's Magazine 3 25
Littell's Living Age 7 60
London Garden

, 8 75
London Gardener's Chronicle 7 50

Maine Fanner 82 Ifl

MaimfacturiT and Builder 1 85
Maryland Farmer „ 1 35
.Ma^.sachusetts Ploughman 2 60
M-tropolltan 1 85
iMilling Journal 1 85
Moore^s Rural New Yorker 2 85
Nation 4 75
National Baptist 2 36
New England Farmer 2 35

" •' Homestead 2 10

New York Evangelist 2 GO

New York Meth'dist 2 iO
" Post, Weekly, Si. .50; Semi-Weekly 2 60
" Times, Weekly, Sl.50; St-mi-Weeklv 2 60
" Tribune, Weekly, 81.50; .Senii-Wee'klv 2 60

" " World, Weekly; $1-50; Semi-Weekly.' 2 60
North-Western Farmer 1 10
Nursery 1 20
Ohio Farmer 1 85
(lid and New 3 60
Our Home journal 2 25
Park's Floral Gazette 70

l\'uu Monthly 2 10

Peter's Musical Monthly 2 60

Peterson's Magazine 1 70
Philadelphia Weekly Press 1 60
Phrenological Journal 2 35
Poultry World , 1 10

Popular Science Monthly 4 60
Practical Farmer, (Weekly) 2 CO
Prairie Farmer 1 66
Piuflv's Small Fruit Recorder 85
Saint Nicholas 2 60
Saturday Evening Post 2 10
Scientific American 2 75
Scientific Farmer 85

Scribner's Monthly 3 45
Southern Cultivator 1 85
Southern I^lanter and Farmer 1 85
Waverly Magazine 4 60
Western Agriculturist 85

Western Farmer 1 85

Rural 1 85
Wood's Household Magazine 85

'^ withChromo 100
Working Farmer 1 10
Youth's Companion..new subscribers 81.40; old subscribers.. 1 76

The above includes postage under the new U. S. Law requiring prepayment of postage before mailing.

After subscription to a club paper through this agency, report non-receipt of your numbers
and other causes of dissatisfaction, irregularities of mails or changes of residences, only to naid

paper direct {not to this ofl&ce).

Remit by P. O. Order, Draft or Registered Letter. Currency is at risk of mails.

If you wish a receipt or reply, enclose postage stamp for that purpose, otherwise the club papers will be considered a suffi-

cient receipt.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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HOW PLANTS GROW.
By Asa Gray, M. D.

A simple Introduction to Structural Botany, with a Popular
Flora, or an airangeinent pncl descriptioa ol' Commrn Plants,

both wild aod cultivated. Illustrated with 500 wood engravings.

•233 pages, large ]6mo, half-ai-abesque, paper sides. Price gl 25.

Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
Sli Che=tnut St., Phila.

CLASS BOOK OF BOTANY.
By Alphonso Wood, A. M.

Being outlines of the Structure, Physiology and Classification of

Plants ; with a Flora of the United States and (.Canada. 832 pages,

8 vo, hajf arabesque cloth sides. Price, J$3.5o. Sent by mail post-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.
By Geo. W. Johnson, Editor of " Cottage Gardener."

Describing the Plants, Fruits and Vegetables desirable f jr the

Garden, and explaining the terms and i^perations employed in

iheir cultivation. New Edition, with a fu plement, including the

new plants and varieties. 910 pages, r.:m'\ cloth, fine print. Price,

{^3.50. Sent by mail post-paid on r^itipt ol price.

Address, CHAS. li. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Ihiladelphia.

ORNAMENTAL TREES.
By Tho^ias Meelian.

An American Hand-Book, containing the personal observa-
tions of the author. 257 pages, 24mo, cloth. Price 75 cts. Sent
by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

BOOK OF EVERGREENS.
By Josiali Hooi>es.

A practical treatise on tay Conileio; or Cone-bearing plants.
Handsomely illustrated, io'i pages, 12mo, cloth. Price ^'i.(>^

Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chesi.Dut St., Phila.

LAWN AND SHADE TREES.
By F. R. Elliott.

Deciduous and Evergreen Trees and Shrubs, for planting in

Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries, &c., &c. Illustrated. 125 pages,

i2mo, cloth. Price,
J5 1. 50. Sent by mail, .post-paid, on receipt of

price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
BY PETKR HENPHRSON.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of the

MARKET AND FAMILY GARDEN.
New and enlarged edition. Illustrated. 276 Pages, 12mo, cloth.
Price, $1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., PhOa.

iowlbPaiii

GARDENING FOR PLEASURE.
BY PETER HENDERSON. A

A guide to the \rrateur in the

FRUIT, VEGETABLE and FLOWER GARDEN.
With full directions for the

Greenhouse, Conservatory and 'Window-Qarden.
Illustrated. 2.50 Pages, 12mo, cloth. Price $1..50. Sent by

mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

A New Work by a Practical Painter, design

ed for the use of Tradesmen, ITIeclianlcH,

Morcliants. Farmers, and as a Guide to Pro-
fesHional Painters. Containing a Plain <,'om-

mon-Sense Statement of the Methods employed by

Painters to produce satisfactory results in Plain
and Fancy Paintinjr of every description, iuclud

ing Formulas for Mixing: Paint in Oil or

Water, Tools required, etc. This is just the Book
needed by any person having anything to paint, and
makes

"Every Mar His Own Painter."
Full Directions fc Jsing White Licad—L.ainp-

Black—Greer' - Yello^v— Brown— AVliit-

iiijS—-Glue- Pumice Stone — Spirits ol

Turpentirxj — Oils — Tarnishes — Furni-
ture Varnisli — ITlilk Paint— Preparins
Kalsomine, etc.

Paint for Outbuildings
— W^hitewash—Paste for Paper-Hanjiina:-
fTangin;; Paper—Graininji in Oak, ITIaple,

Rosetvood, Black Walnut— StainiUK—
Decalcomania—ITIakins Rustic Pictures
— Painting Flower-Stands — Rosewood
Polish — Varnishinsr Furniture— ^Vax-
ing Furniture—Cleaning Paint—

Paint for Farming Tools
-for Machinery—Household Fixtures, etc

To Paint a Farm Wagon
—to Re-Varnlsh a Carriage—to make Pln»-

ter Casts. The work i.s neatly printed, with illu!«-

trations wherever they can serve to make the subject

plainer, and it will save many times its cost

yearly. Every family should possess a copy. Price

By mall, post-paid, $1.

CHARLES H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa

Manual of Botany of Itie Nortliern Ilnitefl Stales.

By A.sA Gray.
Including the district east of tlic Mississippi and north of Carolina

anil Tennessee. Arranged according to the Natural System: Illus-

trated with 20 plates of Sedges, Gra-ses, Ferns, &c. 703 pages,

8vo, half-arabesque cloth sides. Priee, $2.25. Sent by mail pest-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

FLORA OF THE SOUTHERN STATES.
By a. W. Chapjian, M.D.

Containing abridged descriptions of the Flowering Plants and
Fekns of Tennessee, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Ala-

bama, Mississippi and Florida, arranged according to the Natural

system. 621 pages, 8vo, cloth. Price, $3.60. Sent by mail post-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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Index to Advertisements.

Advertisers nre requested lo fiai-e ontirs in hnud as Kaki.v as

POSSIBLE. Cbpy received afler the 2'ir4 of each inoiUh cannot be

INSURKD inseriiun in the ntzl issue.

Babbit B. T., Now York 14

Barker l>aiuul, Norfolk, Va i)

Baycrsdurler M. M. <t Vo., Philadelphia 8
Bu'llcvuo Niir»trv I'o., Paterson, N. J 8
BurgiTC. F., Phila 20
Btiiisoii A l>uri)ee, I'hila , Pa 20
Bliss B. K A Sons. New York city cover
Boall U. A S., Norwalk, O a
Bush Julm S., New York City 12
Caduess Johu, Flushing, L. 1., New York 7

Collius, Johu sS. Mooresiown.N. J 14

Corse Wiu. & Son, Haltiinore, Md 11

Detroit Seed Co., Deti (lit,.Mich 14
Dewey D. M., Rochester, N. Y 4
Diik John, Phila (i

Dingee & Conard Co , West Grove, Pa 2
Douglas Robert & 8ons, Waukegan, 111 «

Dreer Henry A., Philadelphia 4, 11

tlder Walter, PhiUidelphia y
Ellis Chas. H, New York city U
Elverson & Sherwood, New Brighton, Pa 'j

Ferry D. M. i Co. .Detroit, Mic-h 11

Freshman E. N. i Bro., Cincinnati, O ij

Gerrard T. Fowler, Cleveland, 11

Gregory James J. H , Marblehead, Mass 4
Hargis A S )uinier, Quincy, 111 C
Harris Wm. K., Philadelpliia, Pa 4
Haggerty James, Pougbkeepsie, N. Y 6
Huuce A. A Sou, Red Bauk.N. J 4, 6, 14, 15
Henderson Peter A Co., New York 1

Henry J. F. Curran A Co., New York 11
Hews A. H. A Co., No. Cambridge, Mass 8
Uitcbings A Co., New York city 3
Hooker E. II. &. Bro , Rochester, N. Y 14
Hoopes Bro. & Thomas, West Chester, Pa 4, 11

Hubbard V. S., Fredonia, N. Y. 8
Jaquol A. Henry & C. Hugo, Jacksonville, Fla 9
Jordan, J. M. & Bro., St. Louis, Mo 10
Knauth, Nachod A Kuhne, New York 7

Lay Wm. L , Laytonia, Texas .., 11
Luike Adolph, Rochester, N. Y 20
Lon.sdale lulwin, Gerniantown, Pa 11
Lord's Hortlculiural Works, Irvington, New York cover
Lyue.t Richard, Philadelphia 6
Marot Chas. H., Phila 4, 5, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20
Meehan Thomas. Germautown, Philadelphia 4, 11, 15, cover
Miller A Hayes, Phila., Pa 4, 5
Nimmo Alexander, Brooklyn, New York 12
Parsons, R. B. & Co., Flushing, N. Y 20
Parsons S. B. A Sons. F'lushing, New York cover
Practical Farmer, Philadelphia 14
Raoux C, New York City 6
Rolker A. & Sons, New York city Fly-leaf
Scribneri Co., New York city 6
ScoUay John A., Brooklyn, N. Y cover
Scott D. W &Co., Galena, [11 12
Sherwood John & Son, Bristol, Pa 9
Stelfens N., New York city 4
Straiton &.Storm, New York city 15
Sudbrook, Pikesville, Md .'.

11
Thornburn J. M. & Co., New York City cover
Transon P & E., Orleans, France, 7
VanGeert, Ghent, Belgium ; 14
Verdier Chas. Jr., Rue Bandricourt, Paris, France 11
Vick James, Rochester, N. Y 14
Wallace's Monthly, New York City 14
Weathered A Che'revoy, N. Y. City ."

iti

Whitman & Lang, Philadelphia cover
Williams A. K., Richmond, Ind 9
Wood Edmund M., Boston, Massachusetts 13

Situation Waiitod
By a FIRS r CLASS crARDKNER, at cither commercial or pri-

vate establishment ; has had a lung experience at different places in

this Country and Germany. Would be willing to take charge of any
cst.iblishmcnt xs Foreman and Propagator. Best references given.

tdeci

ADOLPH LUIKB,
No. 4 Clarissa St., Ilochester, N. Y.

GAKDENtNG TOR THE SOUTH, or HOW TO GROW
VEGETABLES AJfD FRUITS.

By Wm. N. White.

Containing in.structions and hints in formation and management
of Gardens, Soils and improvement, manures and their sources, ro-
tation, hot-beds, cold frames, pits, propagation, budding and graft-
mg, pruning and training, transplanting, mulching, shading and
watenng, protection, garden implements, insects and vermin, Vege-
tables, FruiLs, description, varieties and culture. Illustrated, 444
pages, i2mo. Cloth. Price J2.00. Sent by mail, post-paid, on re
oeipt of price. Address, CHAS. H. MARtJT,

814 Chestnut St., PhUa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

A Situation as clerk in a Seed Store; has had many years ex-
perience, and can produce first class testimonials. Ad-

dress S, care 01 John Plender, 10 N. 12tli St., Philadelphia.

BY a young man of good habits and strictly temperate, as
superintendent or propogator, in a jfood ffreenhoitse estab-

llshmenl, where a general shipping business Is carried on; is

iweuiy-two years of ago; has had eijiht years e.xperienee in some
of the largest establishments both Ea^t and WesI ; is now em-
j)loyed in a large western house, but w .uld like to make a
eliaiige. Can give best of references from piesenl and former
employers. Addr.ss F. WELLINGTON BEACH, 1013 Norili

McLean St., Bioomiugton, 111. uovtf

BYan Englishniiu,5 years in the United States ; experienced
in growing all sorts of greenhou.'^e plants, orchids, Ac.

Recomineiided as being sober and honest. Address P. M.
CARLISLE, care Mr. Louis Gorth, Passaic, N. J.

WANTED, a situation as Supt.i.f Cemetery, by a Scotchman,
a gardener of long practical experience. For the last

.seven years associatid with Mr. Slraueb in laying out and im-
proving public grounds. The best of references. Apply to

ADOLPH STRAUCH, Esq., Supt. Spring Grove Cemetery,
Cincinnati, Ohi j.

BY a first-class Gardener who thoroughly understands the
business in all its branche^nd would like to change his

situation. Those in want of such a man, or intending 10 make
a change, can obtain particulars by applying lo GARDENER,
care of Geo. H. Miller, 17 Exchange St., Boston.

BY a practical Gardener, married, no children, 50 years of age!
English by birth, 26 years in this country, competent to take

charge of any first-class place, where there are hot and cold graper-

ies, greenhouses, forcing and propagating pits and the general care

of a gentleman's place; best of references given. Address J J.,
No. 4 Alley St , Lynn, Mass. dect

R. B. PARSONS & CO.,
Bowne Avenue, Flushing, N. Y.,

OFFER THEIR

RARETREES& SHRUBS
as well as the well known sorts, and invite the special attention 0/

LARGE BUYERS
To (heir Stock of Rliododcndrons, Azaleas—Chinese and

Ghent— Camellia.^, Clematiss, Hydrangeas, Majpaolias
Roses by the l.OOO.

RARE EVERGREENS,
are well known to be cultivated in large variety by them.
For Catalogues address

Box 99, Flushing, N. Y.
feb.l2

Yorkshire, Berkshire. Essex, Poland China, and Chester
WHITE SWINE, of unsurpassed excellence. Alderney, Ayr-
shire and Shorthorn Cattle, Southdown and Cotswold SHEEP.
Imported and Prize POULTRY, and PIGEONS bred on 3

FARMS. DOGS, Ac. New docriptive circular free. Elegant
new Catalogue with cuts from life of our stock, 20c. Sekds,
Trees, Plants, Fertilizers, Implemets, Ac. 6 PACKAGES
seeJs, free, as samples, for two 3c siamps. Benson A Burpee,
snfcessors to W. Atlee Burpee, Seed Warehouse, 223 Church
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ocll2

FLORIST BUSINESS FOR SALE.

Two Greenhouses, Hot Be s, Fixtures. Good-will and Stock,
consistin" of '20,000 Pots Business established. Location splen-
did for Jobbing. Rem cheai) and lease long. Applv to CHAS.
F. BURGER, 39th and Lancaster Ave., West Philadelphia.



SEED WAREHOUSE
15 JToliii ^tr-eet, IVew TTorlc.

NEW PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES OF

VEGETABLE & AGRICULTURAL SBiEDS,
ALSO NEW FLOWER SEED CATALOGUE

IFOK- 1877
Ready for mailing free to all applicants. tjanS

ROWLAND WHITMAN. HARRY LANG

WHITMAN & lANG,
IMPORTERS OF

DRIED FLOWERS. IMMORTELLES, TIN FOIL &C.

augtf. No. 126 N. 4th St., Philadelphia.

GERMANTOWN NURSERIES,
PHILADELPHIA.

GORGAS LANE STATION, CHEST^fUT HELL RAILROAD. Less than One Hour from the Centre of Philadelphia.

Those who desire to purchase largely, either for their own planting or to sell again, are invited to examine the extenaive
stock of

FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS,
Grown at the Germantown Nurseries. And those who need but A FEW ARTICLES, will find all ages and sizta to select txora.

A special feature of the business, is the raising of

Nursery Stock and Seedling Forest Trees
FOR DISTANT SHIPMENT. Many of these can be supplied by the millions at very low rates. Address, for CATALOGUES or
information,

THOMAS MEEHAN, Germantown Nurseries, Phlla.

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

JFor Warming and Ventilating Dwellings, Greenhouses^ Graperies, Forcing

Pits, Drying Rooms, Heating Water for Public Baths, ^e.

This Boiler is perfectly self-cleaning, simple, economical fnd powerful, having more effective surface into less space than any Boiler in

the market. Scollay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, &c., to do obtained of all Seedsmen, Florists, &c.
Send f»r Circular and References, nov.is

351 Adams Street, Brooklyn, New York.



S. B PARSONS & SONS,

Have rcieivfd two Awards from tho U. S. Centennial ComnDission, for "Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs," nnd for " Ferns." This is ii rec-o^niiion of tlifir extensive collceiion of

I'laiits of ovcrv doscriptioii for ornaiiiontiiip lioiifc or <.>roiiiuls. Groat ]>aiiis are taken to obtain

cverytliini: i.f valui' fttr tliis inirposc to Im- li nnd in the World, and they are prepared to gay that

for completeness, rareness and beauty this collection is seldf)in excelled.

Of those i>lants a certain nunihor, not hardy in this climate, are ko])t in Groonhonsoi^ and

may he sent out at auy tirpe durinp tlie winter. The following; are a few to which we would

particnlarly call the attention of i-urcha.'ors, both wholesale and retail.

Camellia japonica. An extensive collection of all sizes in very largo assortment and

splendid lioaith.

Chinese Azaleas. A large stock of all kinds and sizes in fine heaUh and well set with buds.

Hoses of certain of the best Ever-blooming sorts selected and potted for this purpose.

Ferns. A large assortment of the V)est kinds including some very rare and beautiful.

Citrus, grafted plants of nearly 100 varieties of Oranges, Lemons, &c.

Aucubas, Gardenias in variety, Magnolias of the best evergreen kinds, Palms and many
others which we have not room to name here, but refer for further information to our Catalogues,

sent by mail gratis on application.

We are now prepared to ofier the rare and beautiful Japanese Maples, at greatly reduced

prices, and will furnish next Spring good plants from $1.50 to $5.00 each, according to the kind.

Those who wish to visit the Nurseries will always find either one of the proprietors, or J. R. Trumpy, the well-known

propagator of the old estahlishment. They can take the ferries at 34th Street or Jaii;es' Slip, which connect with the railroad,

leaving the first a quarter of an hour, and the lat-t half an hour before the denarliire of trains, which make the transit In

half an hour. The Nursery may be reached from the stations by carriages free of charge.

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their Construction a Specialty. Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY, t^" Send for Catalogue. Addreas,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
janei2 Irvington-on-Hudson, New York.
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The Gardener's Monthly
AND HORTICULTURIST.

EDITED BY THOMAS MEEHAN,
Assisted by a u :ibl.; ".'orps of .XMKRK AN atul roKKKiS ( ORRESI'ONDKNTS.

It is pul.li.shoa on the fir.st of every month, attlic office, No. 814 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA-
DELPHIA, where all Bllsinixs communication.s .should be adclres.sed.

Communications for the Etlitor should be addre.ssed : Thomas Mekhax, Germantown, Philada.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Postage paid, $2.10.

TERMS OF



CHOICE SEEDS
OF FINEST VARIETY AND CHOICEST QUALITY

OF THIS YEAR'S GROWTH,
FROM BEST EUROPEAN GROWERS.

FLOWEE SEEDS A SPECULTV

SELECT STOCIC OnST H-AJtriD

BY

£W&Wi
32 READE ST., NEW YORK.

P. O. BOX 899.

WHOLESALE DEALERS ONLY.

CATAl^OGUES MAILED ON APPLICATION.

We also offer to the trade from stock on hand, Pine Lily of the Valley Pips, Convallaria

majalis alba, the best kind for early forcing; also a limited supply of Dutch Hyacinths, Grocusscs,

Narcissus, Lilies, Spirea and Jonquils; also Lyons Moss Roses, the so-called Old English. Orders

promptly attended to. A full line of

FLORISTS' SUPPLIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.



Fall of 1876 and Spring- of 1877.

One old and one nczu stcbscriher for $J.20 the hvo,

or two new snhscfibers for $J.20 the two.

ALL our SUBSCRIBERS who can HONESTLY RECOMMEND THIS
MAGAZINE, from their own experience, are kindly requested

to INVITE THEIR FRIENDS to

Edited By THOMAS MEEHAN.

IF" O K* T in. IE AMATEUR, CULTIVATOR, BOTANIST,
NATURALIST, and the LOVER of the
COUNTRY.

F O "Sj T IE3I IB FLORIST, POMOLOGIST, ARBORICUL-
TURIST, NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN &
DEALER.

IP O lE^ T IE3I IB LANDSCAPE GARDENER, GENTLE-
MAN'S GARDENER, MARKET GAR-
DENER, COLLECTOR and EXHIBITOR
of FLOWERS and FRUITS.

MAN, WOMAN or CHILD, who loves to
GROW a TREE, or watch a PET

PLANT in a WINDOW.

SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.10 PER ANNUM,
SI.05 for 6 luonihs; 70 cts. for 4 months; 53 cts. for 3 months.

Send us ONE NEW NAME, if you can, WITH YOUR OWN, and a Draft or
Money Order of $3.20 FOR THE TWO.

Aho any SUBSCRIBER''who has already renewed hh subscription and paid, at $2.10 may order a NEW
subscriber, at the rate of $3.20 for the tivo by remitting the additional |1.10 to balance, and oblige, tinth

thanks for past favors and efforts, respectfully,

CHARLBS H. MAROT, Publisher,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

t^" SEE FIRST PAGE, PACING COVER



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISER.

ft Ptolsis (& arlet iapiemsri
We ofler the fol]o-\ving extract from our Retail and Wholesale lists of

SEUDS, PI^AMTS,
AND FLORISTS' REQUISITES.

NEW OR SCARCE FLOWER SEEDS.

Twelve packets Pansy Seeds, as shown
in colored plate in the January number
of Gardener^a Monthly, per set . $1.50

Begonia. Tuherous rooted, a pkt. 1.00

Petunia, Double, " .50
" new fringed, a pkt. 1.00

Centaurea, Candida and Gymno-
carpa, a pkt. . . .25

Cineraria, New Double, a pkt. 1.00

Primula Chenensis, " " .75

NEW VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Crawford's Half-dwarf Celery, a pkt. .50 1 Tomato, "Little Gem,"
Henderson's Summer Cabbage, " .50 1 Cucumber, Russian Netted,

NEW OR SCARCE PLANTS.
Carnation, " Snow White," each, 50 to 75c

Verbena, from our own collection, a pkt. $ .25

Coleus, " " " " " .25

Ivy-leaved Geranium, " " .25

Zonal " " .25

Apple-scented " " .25

Balsam, extra double white, " .25

Climbing Pern, " .25

Assorted ' " .25

Cyclamen Persicum giganteum, "
1.00

Primula Chenensis, single in var. " .30

a pkt.

.25

Eulalia japonica zebrina.
Hydrangea, '• Tl.os. Hogg,"

Fuchsia racemosa, each |1 to $2
$1 to ;?3 Forcing Pink, "Lord Lyons,"" 50c

Scarlet flowered Rose Geranium, each, 50c

PLANTS IN QUANTITY.
$ 6 per 100
12 " "

Smilax, fine plants $4 per 100
Verbenas. Named in GO varieties,

$3 per set, 5 " "
" To special name or spe-

cial color, 5 " "
" In twelve best market

sorts, 4 " "
" Mixed without name or

color, 3 " "

roots

Coleus, 25 best sorts,

Bualia japonica variegata.
Fuchsias, 12 market sorts, . 6

Geranium, "Happy Thought," 10

Geraniums, Scented, Ivy-leaved
Zonal, double, gold. Silver,
Bronze, &c., all at .

Roses, monthly, 50 leading sorfs,

according to size, from $6 to $25

VEGETABLE PLANTS
Cold Frame Early Cabbage
and Lettuce jjlants $7.50 per 1000

Early Erfut Cauliflower cold
frame, $20.00 " "

Combined Wholesale Lists from which the ;ibove is an extract mailed free on application to

Florists, Market Gardeners or Dealers
Our Combined Catalogue for 1877, of Everything for the GARDEN, numbering 175 pages,

with Colored Plate sent Free to all our customers of past j'ears, or to purchasers of our books,
either " Gardening for Profit," "Practical Floriculture," or "Gerdening for Pleasure,"
(Price $1.50 each, sent free, by mail), to others on receipt of 25c.

'^/I-

L i n n se u s Rhubarb,
strong, $12.00 per 100

SEEDSMEN, MARKET GARDENERS AND FLORISTS,

35 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.



THE HOB TICUL TUBAL AD VER 1 1SEB.

ONE MILLION ROSES FOR FLORISTS!
ONE MILLION ROSES FOR FLORISTS!

ONE MILLION ROSES FOR FLORISTS!
PRICES TO FLORISTS GREATLY REDUCED.
PRICES TO FLORISTS GREATLY REDUCED.
PRICES TO FLORISTS GREATLY REDUCED.

OUR ROSES ARE UNSURPASSED FOR HEALTH AND VIGOR.
OUR ROSES ARE UNSURPASSED FOR HEALTH AND VIGOR.
OUR ROSES ARE UNSURPASSED FOR HEALTH AND VIGOR.

STRONG, "WELL ESTABLISHED PLANTS FROM 3 in- POTS.
STRONG, WELL ESTABLISHED PLANTS FROM 3 in. POTS.
STRONG, WELL ESTABLISHED PLANTS PROM 3 in. POTS.

Price $7 per Hundred, $60 per Thousand.
Price $7 per Hundred, $60 per Thousand.
Price $7 per Hundred, $60 per Thousand.

When sent to distant Points by mail, Post Paid 40c per hund. 3.00 per m, additional.

Our stock is so large we can generally give Purchasers their choice
ofvarieties, except in very special cases,

AT THESE PRICES. AT THESE PRICES. AT THESE PRICES.

Let us know what you want and we will endeavor to accommodate.

Let us know what you want and we will endeavor to accommodate.

Let us know what you want and we will endeavor to accommodate.

We give full value and have the largest stock in America to selectfrom.

We givefull value and have the largest stock in America to select fi^om.

We give full value and have the largest stock in America to selectfrom.

We mean to sell and make it a rule to please every customer.

We mean to sell and make it a rule to please every customer.

We meaii to sell and make it a rule to please every customer.

We are strong on varieties named below and ^00 others.

We are strong on varieties named below arid WO others.

We are strong on varieties named below and 200 others.

ISee the varieties named herewith and choose for yourself.

See the varieties named herewith and choose for yourself.

See i/ie varieties named herewith and choose for yourself.

Mad Margottin—La Pactole—Hermosa—Lucullufe—MarieGuillot—Brabant—Aline Sisley—Bfcvonlensis—Chroniatella (True).

Aerippina Safrano Jean d'arc —Boubon Queen—Aurora—Isabella ISprunt—Bon Silene—Mad Damazine—Mad'lle Rachel-
Marie SiBl'ey, Reine'de Portugal, Malmaison, Einp. llussia, Kegalis, Bougere, Mad. Falcot—Arch Duke Charles, Bella, Belle—

Fleur d'Arze'ns—Souv'r d'un Amie, Mad. Bravy—La France, Perle de Lyon, <tc., <tc.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTITE LIST. FREE TO ALL WHO APPLY.
BEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LIST, FREE TO ALL WHO APPLY.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISt! FREE TO ALL WHO APPLY.

NO CHARGE EOR BOXES OR PACKING, SAFE CARRIAGE GUARANTEED.
NO CHARGE FOR BOXES OR PACKING. SAFE CARRIAGE GUARANTEED.
NO CHARGE FOR BOXES OR PACKING, SAFE CARRIAGE GUARANTEED.

Rosea Shipped Safely by Express at all times, no danger from Frost or Heat.
Roses Shipped Safely by Express at all times, no danger from Frost or Heat.
Roses Shipped Safely by Express at all times, no danger from Frost or Heat.

ORDERS SOLICITED. ORDERS SOLICITED. ORDERS SOLICITED.
ADDRESS THE

DINGEE & CONARD CO.,
ROSE GROWERS,

i- WEST GROVE, CHESTER CO., PA,
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THE nun TIL L'L TinA L AD VER TIS Ell,

NEW DOUBLE GERANIUM
BISHOP WOOD.

The upper prulk iMrinine sc.irlct. lower poi.iK violcl rose—a new
color in ilouble Gcr.iniiiiiis; habit ij dwarf and compact ; small

foKagc; truss is large, borne i* great profusion, well above the foliage.

Now re.iily and for sale by the grower. Price, $i each
; I9 per doz.;

tj per J-4 doien.

WM. K. HARRIS,
tdec5 5501 Darby K<>it<l, I'iiiladelphia, Ta.

' My annual Catalogue of Veget.ible and Flower Seed for 1877 will,

be ready by January, and sent free to all who apply. Customers

of last season need not write for it. I offer onr of the largest collec-

tions of vegetable seed ever sent out by any seed house in America,

• large portion of which were grown on my six seed (arms. Printed
tUrectiom for cultivation on fvery package. All seed sold from

jy establishment warranted to be both fresh and true to name ; so

h»r, that should it prove otherwise I will refiU the order gratis. As
the original introdvicer of the Hubbard and Marblehead Squashes.

tke Marblehead Cabbages, and a score of other new vegetables, I

Invite the patronage of all who an anxious to have their seed

frtsk. true, and 0/ the very best strain. New Vegetables a
Specialty.

decs JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Macs.

100,000 very fine, well grown, thrifty Apple Tre<s, comprising all

the leading varieties ; Cheap.
Send for New Trade List.

HOOrES, BRO. & THOMAS,
CUerry Hill Nurseries. sep6 West Chester, Pa.

Cherry mi oilsr Stocks
FOR SPRING PLANTING.
We have on hand a few thousand of first-class

Mazzard Cherry Stocks-

A limited quantity of Mahaleb Cherry
Stocks, and a few thousand Apple Stocks, first-

class. Also, first-class Osa^e Orange plants.

Prices low according to quantity, in order to

close out for the season. Also, a few bushels of

Mazzard Cherry Stoi.cs, in first-class condition for

growing, at $8 per bu.shel.

THOMAS MEEHAN,
Gertaantown, Pa.

m
Grown Especially for the Trade and ' lanters, in Quantity.

Concord, Martha, Dela^vare, Ives, Hartford Prolific,

Salem, Wilder, Agawam, etc., etc. Also a large assortment
of New varieties.

A. HANCE & SON,
OcttJf NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS, RED bANK, N.J.

DOUBLE TUBEROSE BULBS.

« -75 $4.00
3.00
5.00
6.00

1000

I30.00
30.00

Very «iil'eriiir in qu.ility

First Quality Large Klowcnng Hulhs,
Second Quality I'lowering Itulbs, .50

A f. w hundred FXTRA Large Hulhs. i.oo

Dwarf I'earl. ist quality Flowering Kulhs, 1.50

II sent by Mail 25 cents per dozen Extra.
MILLER & HAYES,

toct6 5774 Germantown Avenue, Philadelphia,

1877 1877

DREER'S GARDEN CALENDER,
Contains descriptive and price list of Vegetable, Hower and

Oniss Seeds, Plants, Bulbs. Novelties, and every GARDEN RE-
QUISITE. Reautifully illustrated

HENRY A. DREER, 714 Chestnut St., Phila.

N. STEP? EN'S WIRE WORKS,
385 E. 21st St. New York.

Manuftcturer of «iU denigns for FLORISTS. Wreaths, CroMM,
Crowns, Hearts, Anchors, Pillars, Columns, Monument*, Bella,

Composure, Faith, Hope and Charity, Harp* and Lyret, Ac.

Leaning and Upright

Send for Price List. jao 8.

THE

HAND-BOOK

BY

F. R. ELLIOTT.

I^K^ICE S1.50.
Designed for city and suburban residences, containing designs for

Lots and Grounds from 30 x lOO feet to a 40 acre plot. Each plan is

drawn to a scale with schedule to each, showing where each Tree,
Shrub. &c., should be planted : complete instructions for Landscape
Gardening; illustrated by over 20 wood cuts. Will be ready to

mail early in December. Sent post-paid on receipt of price.
Nurserymen and Trpc Dealers will find this work valuable in the
sale of C)rnamental Stock.

.0j)"Elliott'8 Hand Book for Fruit Growers, now ready.
Po\ind $1, paper 6oc.

.^«The Agent's Private Guide. Paper 25*., pocket-book
morocco Ji.

.ftS-Send for DcTvey's Catalogne of our 2000 Colored Fruit

Plates.

ffg^The new Medium-size Cheap Fruit Plate Books now ready.

N. B.—Colored Fru't Plate Books—always on hand, at prices

from $3 to 825 each. Send for Catalogues.

Downing's Fruits of America. Illustrated ed., 2 vols., loo
cr.lored illustratians; bcund in J^ Turkey morocco, price J35.

Agents wanted to sell above books. Address,

D. M. DEWEY,
HORTICULTURAL BOOKSELLER,

dec3 Rochester, N. Y.

LONDON GARDENERS CHRONICLE
Will be furnished, post-paid, direct to subscribers in the U. S. for

"S7 60 per year. Spec-mfn Nos. 3 cent stamp. Apply to

novtf CHAS. H. MAROT, Agent, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISER.

W ^ L
Manufacturers of Patent Improved

m mt
AND

PATEIT PORTABLE CELLTJLAE EIRE BOX

BASE BURNER BOILER
Greenhouses, Graperies, Conservatories, Propagating Houses, Forcing Pits, Public and Private

Buildings, Schools, Drying Rooms and Heating Water for Baths.

ALSO KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND
Expansion Tanks, Evaporating Pans, Stop Valves, Cast-iron Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Branches, Pipe

Chairs, and everything necessary, of the best material, for Greenhouse Heating.

Smith & Lynch's Improved Ventilating Apparatus, for opening and closing ventilating Sash,

on roof or sides of greenhouses and graperies.

Descriptive illustrated circular, with reference, and price list furnished on application to

17 BO"Vs7"K:EI^ sti^eet,
febl2 BOSTON, MASS.



'niE iwR TIC UL runA l ad veh tiser.

FOR SALE.
A RARE CHANCE TO GET INTO A GOOD

PAYING BUSINESS AT ONCE.
On acooiiiit of r.n .ii'.iri- failiue of Ihc healtli of our ni.-ina;;in;;

partner, wc ff<:\ compc-lUci to ilTer our ciuire Nursery for sale. Wc
have a large fstablisheil trade, all over tlieWcst. Ncrth ami
South, ami the ' Star Nurseries" arc wtU and favorably known all
over the Unitetl Stales. Sixty acres closely planted with chi^ire
stock, within the limits of Quincy. III., a live city of 35,000 inhab-
itant.^. Location and shipping facilities unsurpassed East or We«t
Twenty thousand Jullars worth of salable stock now ready for the
Spring trade, and a market for all of it.

For further particulars address the proprietors,

HARGIS & SOMMER,
jan3 Star Nurseries, Quincy. 111.

JOHN DICK'S PATENT BOILER

Economy, Simplicity and Duralnlity. The Prize Medal of t"ie
Centennial Commission was awarded fi r this Boibr. Send to us for
Testimonials from those who use it.

lanp
JOHN DICK, Florist,

53cl and Darby Road, Phila., Pa.

IE¥ YORK CITY,
P. 0. Box 2956,

REPRESENTS IN THE UNITED STATES:
Messrs E. II. KRELAGE & SON, Nerserymen, Seedsmen and

Florists, Haarlem, Holland
Messrs. .JOHN STEWART & SONS, Nurserymen, Seedsmen and

Florists, Dundee, Scotland
Messrs PETER S. ROBERTSON & CO., Nurserymen, Seedsmen
and Florists, Edinburch, Scotland

Messrs. LEVAVASSEUR & FILS, Nurserymen and Florists,
Ussy, France.

Mr. ANDRE LEROY, Nurser>-man, Seedsman and Florist, An-
gers, France.

Mr. GRANGER, Rose Grower. Suisnes, France.
Mr. EUGENE VERDIER FILS AINE. Florist; New Gladiolu-

ses, Koses. Psennias, etc , a specialty, Paris. France.
Mr. V. LEMOINE, Florist; new varieties of Plants a specialty,
Nancy, France.

Mr. ALEGATIERE, Florist; new varieties of Plants a specialty,
Lyon, France.

Messrs. C. PLATZ & SON, Seedsmen. Erfurt, Prussia.
Mr. WILHELM BUECHNER, Seed Grower, Erfurt, Prussia.

And many other European Nursarymen, Seedsmen and Florist.^,

•whose Catalogues will be sent to all applicants, free of expense.

Pear Seed Crop, 1876, For Sale.

$150.00 per 100 lbs.

$1.75 per lb.

RO-S'^-S
By m»ll, po^t pnid, (nn own rootn) 26 ccnlB apieoo, $2.00

per do7.cn. Lnricx plnntn (Imddid or on own rootm by
I'lpri'HH lit imrcluiHcrB <»|i('iis(i .Ml ccntH apicco, f4.liO per
t\>i7.i-n. Tlic iiMtsi Ncli-i'i <-<>Il<'<'l iiiii ill Aiiifrit'ii.

ErLWANGER & BARRY. Roche.,er,N.y..

FIFTEEN MONTHS FOR $4.
S«;ril)n«'r'» ^lonllily for Uecoinbcr bcj^ins

DR. HOLLAND'S jNLW i\OVEL,
"NICHOLAS MINTURN,"

Which promises to be even more entertaining than the story of
" Scvenoaks " The hero is a yourg man who has been always
" tifii to a ivottian's apron sirin£^s," and everybody is curious to

see " 7vhat he tviil do next."
New subscribers may begin with the Macnipicbnt Midsi'MMBR

Holiday Number [the finest number of any Magazine crer
/ji'/rr/;, containing the opening chapters ol another splendid serial,
'• That Lass o' LowRih's," by Mrs. ilodgson Burnett, and so get
fifteen numbers for 84, ending with October, 1877.

S( KiuNKu's Monthly is the best of all the Magazines; having
finer illustrations and a greater variety in its contents. Subscribe
no'H', with the nearest bookseller ($4 a year), or send check or
P. O order to ScuinNHR ti Co

, 743 Broadway, N. Y.

FUN FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
Christmas Stories, Christmas Pictures, Christmas Plays, and

Christmas Songs, with Rev. Dr. Ec.glestom's "Christmas Fairy
Show," for the home or Sunday-school, besides other good things.

Nearly 100 pages and more than 80 illu.strations in the

HOLIDAY NUMBER OF ST. NICHOLAS.
Price, only 25 cents.

St. Nicholas is " The king oj all publications issuedfor tht
young on either side 0/ the Atlantic"— English paper, tor sale

everywhere, and sent, postage paid ($3 a year', by
jan2 ScRiiiNKR & Co

, 743 Broadway, N, Y.

Rear of 428 Walnut Street, Philada.

Manufacturer of Plain and Fancy "Wire-'work, for FlorintB;
Wreaths, Crosses, Stars, Crowns, Hearts, Anchors, Birds, Lambs,
Gipsy Baskets, Hanging Baskets, Flower Stands, &c.

9END FOR PRICE LIST. aug6

Smilax Plants.
Fine, Strong plants, »6.00 per 100, *50 per 1,000.

A. HANCE Si SON,

oct.tf Nurserymen and Florists, Red Bank, N. J.

Cut Flowers to the Trade
ROSES A SPECIALTY.

Carnations, Lilies, Violets, Bouvardia, Lily of
the Valley, Heliotrope, <fcc.

Parties requiriiifi a REGULAR SUPPLY,
will find it to their advantage to correspond.

EXPRESS SIX TIMES A DAY.
Orders by Telegraph promptly attended to.

JAMES HAGGERTY,
jan4 POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
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CIRCULAR.
t-he: ]xe:w^

Japanese White Flowering
HTDAANGEA,

4( THOMAS HOGG."
We have great pleasure in announcing to the Horticultural world, that the distribution of this fine plant, the most superb'novelty'in

plants ever introduced into this country, will commence on October 1st, 1876. It has received the unqualified admiration of all Amer-
ican and European Florists and Nurserymen who have seen it in flower.

Orders will be received at the following rates :

% additional sent.
5 " •«

13
35

One Plant Where 12 Plants are taken,
35
50
100

This, the finest of all Hydrangeias, was sent to the United States by Mr. Thomas Hogg, from Japan. It has been exhibited in flow

er at the Massachusetts Horticultural Society weekly meeting in Boston, where it took the Societ-y's silver medal for new plants ; and
also, at the New York Horticultural Society's monthly meeting in May. In the reporfof that meeting to the "American Agriculturist,"

by Mr. Peter Henderson, he says :

—'" We think it safe to say, that no ornamental plant ever introduced exceeds this in value."

It belongs to the Hortensia section of the family, but is a far more free and abundant bloomer than any other, for the Florist, and for

all decorative purposes it will be invaluable; the flowers are of the purest white, of very firm te.xture, and continues in flower for a great

length of time. It will no doubt prove quite as hardy as the old Hortensias.

All ordering 12 plants, or more, will get a large plant (included in the number, at regular rates,) suitable for exhibition next spring.

All orders must be sent toJOHN CADNESS, Flushing, L. I., N. Y.

Cash must accompany the order, and all remittances by Draft or Post Office Order, or Bank Cheque, as we cannot be respontible lor

the safety ofgreenbacks by mail.

Flushing, Long Island, N. Y., Sept. 1st, 1876.
JOHN CADNESS.

tOCtI2

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their Construction a Specialty. Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. IW Send for Catalogue. Address,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
junei2 Irvington-on-Hudson, New York.
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LARCHES, EVERGREENS!
LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

BOTH SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED TREES,
All grown Irom leed on our own grouiid-i, ami better and cheaper than iinpnrted stock.

EUROPEAN LARCH AND EVERGREEN TREE SEEDS.
bjr tke ounce, pound .tnd loo pounds. Send for Catalogue.

ROBERT DOUGLAS & SONS,
tsep9 WaukeKan, 111.

Double Zonal Pelargonium Wonderful, (Geo. Smith.)

The finest Orange Scarlet in cultivation. A fine stock, $i .00 each, |qoo per doz. A splendid stock of the best double and single Zonal
Pelargoniums. Verbenas, Stock I'lants ^4.00 per hundred, Verbenas, rooted cuttings fi.50 per hundred, |io.oo per tkousaad.
Send for wholesale I'ricc List to the

H. E. CHITTY, Supt.
BELLEVUE NURSERY COMPANY, Paterson, New Jersey.

GRAPE VINES.
Also GRAPE WOOD and CUTTINGS. LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

All leading Tarieties in large su|)ply. Extra Quality. True to name. Special rates to Agents, Dealers and Nurseryiueu. Our
list of customers now erabiflces nearly ail the leaHing nnrseryrnen iu the country, to whom we would refer those not acquainted
with our stock. Descriptive Catalogue and Price List JBVee. X. S. HUBBARD, Fredonia, N. T. augiO

^1
^zmmmm

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Sent free on application.

0" "^a^e

i-zeJ

^INSTG^K*^
liP-

Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States,

A..H. BKW^S i&. GO.^ No. Cambridge^ Mass.

M. M. BAYERSDORFER & CO.

Importers of Every description of

BOUQUET PAPERS.
Plain White Satin for Bridal Bouquets. Faacy Lace for Weddings, Recep-

tions. Parties. Ilaliens, Pasted ("artons, Iminorteilei in great varietie* ; (Jreeii

Moss, French Dried Gra»ses and Flowers. Tin Foil. Prize Medal of Cincinnati
Induilriel Kxposition of 1873 awarded to u.i for the best display of Bouquat
Payers. Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application.

/

V feb 56 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Cascade Rose Nursery. *

TOUNG ROSES, in the very choicest varieties, fine healthy plants rooted last Summer : price, t6.50 per

100,860 per looo. Gl. de Dijon, Devoniensis, Marie Guillot, Aline Sisley Shirley Hibberd, Souv'r d'un

Ami, Safrano, Bon Silene, Luxembourg, Countess Labarthe, M. Neil, Mad. Cecil Berthod, A. Aubert,
Hermoia. Malmaison. &c , &c.NKW KOSES of 1876. Abel Carriere, Duchesse de Vallambrosa. Dingee Conard, Mad. F. Jamin,
Mad. P. Lineier M ss Has^ard. Rev J. B. M Cam n, &c.. &::. Prices low.

NEW GERANIUMS of 1877. Lemoines, Alegatiere's and those of other Continental raisers—new
styles, new colors, great improvements.

NEW GERANIUMS of 1876. Superb Novelties, dwarf, bushy, short-jointed, with large pips in

immense trusses, combining all the requisites for first-class market plants. 81.50 per duz., $10.00 per 100.

Trv them !

VERBENAS! VERBENAS! VERBENAS! in immense quantities, fine, healthy, luxuriant plants.

Trade List to B'lorists and Descriptive A.. BE. 'WXLIL.X A-TOTJ*,
Catalogue to all on application. tdeci* Richmond, Ind..

LARGE AND SELECT LIST OF ROSES
We offer fine plants comprising over 500 of the latest and choicest KINDS, grown on their OWN ROOTS
and now ready for delivery, i year, fine plants, grown in 4 and 5 inch pots.

Hy. Perp. and Noisettes, Sl.OO per doz., !S25.00 per 100
Teas and Cliiiia, 3.00 " " 20.00 " •'

We can also supply all the NEW and BEST VARIETIES of

Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Evergreen and Deciduous,
For planting in Lawns, Yards, etc

ROSE and PLANT CATALOGUES sent on receipt of 3ct postage stamp.

tfebS MILLER & HAYES, Mt. Airy Nurseries, Philadelphia.

ELLIS' B
ASE
URNING
OILER.

Estimates and Circulars furnished, t.sep.12. 182

XrnD "\XrADMTMr Dwemngs, Gre«ah0TMe«, Orsiiiw

r Ui\ YY ArVlYliiN U lei, Forcing PUs, Drying Roodm
He«ting W»ter for Public Baths, Baptisteriei, &e., by Hot

Water or by Ste»m.

CENTRE STREST, NEW YORK

VALUABLE PLANTS.
We offer TO THE TRADE and others in large or small quantities, Camclias (full flowering buds), Azaleas, Eucharis Amazonica,

Blctias,Tank-jrvi lias and Sa^roerdias Cyprlpedum. iniignis. Dracenas (varieties) Gazm.inia picta, Yucca quadricolor. Daphue Indi-

ea, Ph)rmium Tenax (var.) Crinum amabilii, Strelitzia Regina, Pine Apples, Quadricolor, and others, Imantophyllums, Marantas,
&c. We have a large stock of valuable plants and can always send out FINE PLANTS at low rates. Send address for Catalogue.

tnov6 JOHN SHERWOOD & SON, Bristol, Pa.

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

For Warming and Ventilating Divellings, Greenhouses, Graperies, Forcing

Fits, Drying Rooms, Heating Water for Public Baths, ^c.

This Boiler is perfectly self-cleaning, simple, economical pnd powerful, having more effective surface into less space than any Boiler in

the market. Scollay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, &c., to do obtained of all Seedsmen, Florists, &c.

Send f»r Circular and References. nov.12

351 Adams Street, Brooklyn, New York.

Kept in cool-shed all winter, and from healthy
region. Low for quantities.

THOMAS MEEHAN,
jan2 G-yrmantown, I'liiladelpbia, Pa.

Chamserops, Latanias,
and CYCAS REVOLUTA; Ferns, Agaves, Yuccas, Magnolias,

Gardenias, Callas, and all kinds of

SEMI-TROPICAL PLANTS,
Greenhouse Plants. Roses, Tubjrobcs, and a great collection of lied-

ding Plants. .Vddixss,

A. HENRY «& C. HUGO JAQUOT,
deco Jacksonville, Florida.
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Jordan's Patent Wrought Iron Water Heater.
A NB^W PRINCIPLE.

The boil ei-s nre cnnstrncted of horizontal piiios of the same inside diameter as those that form
the heating pipes, therehy ])rodiK'in<; a very rajjid liirulation of the water.

LKNOTll SKVKN FEKT. DESCRIPTION.
No. 1 shows a side view of one-half section, with U steam

propeller. Also shows sections of chimney, ash-pit, and brick
arch around the boiler, with downward draft to chimney.

No. 2 shows end view, with rear end closed with pipes ; ash-
pit below and brick arch above.

No. 3 shows boiler before it is set in the brick, with a few
pipes broken away, to show the steam generator.

The improvements claimed are: a larger heating surfixce,

as compared to the amount of water in the boiler ; a more
rapid circulation of water by the use of steam generator to
move the water ; a larger fire-hole, so that soft coal can be
used and not obstruct the draft; and clieapness.

Extracts from the Patent, No. 173,300, Dated

February 8th, 1876.

By making the pipes throughout the whole length of the
boiler and heater of the same interior diameter there is an
even flow through the pipe at all parts, and no shoulders in

the pipe to cause any check to the flow.

It is obvious that the boiler-pipes being exactly the same
interior size as the radiator and connecting-pipes, a new and
quite valuable result is obtained, as the simultaneous move-
ment of the water is insured through the whole series of
pipes at the same speed, thus preventing any eddy and dead
water.

The U-formcd steam water propeller, by descending into

the furnace and entering the water-pipe at an inclination,

causes a circulation in the water-pipes almost immediately
the fire is lighted, and before the water has time to become

heated in the water-pipes. The end bends of the water-pipes, which close partially the back of the
fire-space, receive the full blast of the products of consumption.

TRUTHS TO BE CONSIDERED.
If water moves rapidly into and out of the furnace it must carry off the heat rapidly into the

room to be heated, thereby saving the fuel. The front is of iron and can be easily removed to

clean out dust, &c.
SETTING THE BOILER.

Build foundation wall 12 inches wide, so the pipes will set about 1^ inches inside the walls, and
3 inches above the grate bars ; let the boiler rest on one fire brick at front and one at rear. Let
the rear bridge wall for the grate bars he heavy and raise above the grate bars about 10 inches to

one foot, and of fire brick. The Chimney should be started from the bottom of the furnace, and
be at least 25 feet high, and an opening at least one foot sqare.

PRICE OF BOILERS (of wrought iron, with iron front and gratb bars.)

Smftll boilers without grate bars or iron Iront ... 825 to SoO each.
No. 1 to heat 500 to 750 leet of pipe '.

8 75 00 "
" 2 •' 750 " 1000 • 100.00 "
" 3 " 1000 • 1500 " " " 125.00 "

No. 4 to heat 1900 to '2000 feet of pipe $175.00 each
" 5 " " 2000 " 3000 " " •• 225.00 "
" 6 " " .3000 " 5000 " " " 300.00 "
Valves for 4 inch pipe 10.00 "

Large boilers made to order. Where no iron front or grate bars are wanted, 10 per cent, de-
ducted.
Water-pipe and all kinds of fittings at present 30 per cent, off the card prices.

Men furnished to put up the furnace and contracts taken to heat any building, and can be placed
where hot air furnace has been used.
We have had seventeen years experience in handling water heaters, and can guarantee our work.

mav.12

JORDAN & BRO.,

612 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
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Gray, Dry, Faded I Falling

HA-IF^Catalogite of New, Rare
AND

BEAUTIFUL PLANTS, wood's improved hair restorative.

Is now restored to its natural condition by the use of

will be ready in February wiih a colored plate of the

NEW STRIPED ROSE,
BEAUTY OF GLAZBNWOOD.

A HYBRID TEA, one of a most distinct and novel kind. The
ground tint is a lovely golden yellow, darker than, but after the

style of. Madame Falcot, each petal being distinctly striped, and
flaked with a bright carmine, as often seen in the coloration of some
Tulips, the buds, before expanding, being boldly and beautifully

marked with crimson. It is impossible to convey by description the
marking and beauty of this charming Rose; but it is, without doubt,
the most striking novelty introduced for years.

"A Rose of golden-yellow, s'riped and flaked with scarlet
or vermlion sou.ids like a dream or a fairy tale ; it is,

nevertheless, a reality."—H. Curtis, in The Garden.

New Roses—The finest new French and English Varieties.

Ne'w Double Poinsettia—A superb plant.
New Hydrangea, " Thomas Hogg "

New^ Tuberous Rooted Begonias—From Lemoine, Van
Houtte. &c.

New^ and Beautiful Pelargoniums.
With an immense stock of new and beautiful plants well grown

— all of which are offered at low rates.

Catalogues and plate free to Customers—to others lo cents—or

a plain copy to all applicants free.

ROSES.
An immense stock of all the standard varieties grown in pots.

CHEAP.

NEWFRUITS.
New Pears, Peaches, Strawberries, &c.
New Shrubs and Ornamental Trees, with a large general

Nursery Stock— Fruit Trees, Evergreen*, &c , Norway Spruce,
Austrian Pine, Silver Fir. and other Small Evergreens, Fruit Tree
Stocks, &c,. suitable for Nurserymen.

CATALOGUES mailed to applicants.

JOHN SAUL,
feb3 WASHINGTON, D. C.

Will bp
II i I o d
Uappli-

intrt on re-

ipt of 25ct8.
s \^. one of the

largest CATlLOGtKS
published, contains
bout 2.')n rnefs, ov( r

cncrnvins'. two
Ifgant colored plates, atjil

vi\< full ilescriptioiis. prices

1 (lirertions for planliiis

liver 1200 varieties! of Vetret;iMe

1(1 Flower Seeds, Bedding riant.",

-e^, &c., and 13 invaluable to

er, Gardener <t Florist. .Addiess

D. M. FEREY 5: CO., Detroit, Mich.
K:

Our .\bri(l:rHl PricNl ratiilofuc FREE to all Applicants.

WALTER ELDER,
Landscape and Jobbing Gardener,

12:51 Rodman Street, Philadelphia

Attends lo a!! branches of his business ou reasonable terms.

The IMPROVED ARTICLE is now taking the lead over all

others, leaving the hair clean, soft and glossy C. A. COOK. &
CO., Chicago Sole Agents for the United States and Canada.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere. Trade supplied by J. F.
HENRY, CURKAN & CO , New York. octs

Allen's Planet Jr.

SILVER

MEDAL'
Hand Seed Drills and AVTieel Hoes, have also

received the Centennial Medal, and the Krftxrt
Medal, Germany; in addition to very nnmerous
first prizes at Slate and County Fairs. Our machines
are still further improved for 1877. Send for full

Descriptive Price-list, contniniug also our Keio Horse
Hoe, "Iron Aije" CnUivatnr, Wood frame CuUivotor,

Hand Garden Plow, Paris Green Duster, Transplantinij

Hoes, etc. Every Farmer should have a copy, and we
want a live agent in every town. .If your dealers do not

keep our goods send for new terms to ar/rnts and clubs.

S. L. Allen & Co., 119 S. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Special Ctieai) Offer. Florists' Stock to tlie TraJe.
PER lO PER loa

Abutilon "Boule de neige," pure white, free blooming i oo
150
2.00

2.00

1.50
Begonias for Winter flowering, 4 varieties

Bouvardia Humboldtii corymbiflora

(Special rates per 1000.)

Echeveria secunda glauca . . . 8.00

Fuchsia procumbens 1 trailing Fuchsia) . 2.50
" all the leading early dowering kinds, fine

plants ...... 3.00

Geranium " Gen'l Grant," best scarlet for m.issing 6.0J
" * " assorted, 870 per i.ooo . 8 00
" "Madelire,"new and beautiful strong plants 2 50 »o.oo
" " extra strong. 50 c. each.

Heliotrope " Juliette," the very best market variety 8.o»

Lagerstroemia Indica(n< w crimson crape myrtle) i.oo

Nertera depressa (scarlet berried plant, used during

the past season in the London Parks as a carpet

bedding plant) .... 1.50

Primula sinensis, red and white . . . 1.50

Verbenas, fine plants, perfectly free from disease,

25 plants in 2S varieties for $i.=;o 3.00

Address EDWIN I.ONSDAI.E, Florist,
decg Germantown) Fhila.

New PEACHES.
Alexander's Early, Amsden's June, Steadly, Leatlier-
bury's Late, Tuckahoe I^ate, IJilyeu's Late October
(Bilyeu's Comet), Krandy^vinfe and twenty other new varieties

of merit.

A. HANCE & SON.,
octtf NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS, RED BANK,N. J

lilENT HOfiTICyLTOeftL estaolisifnt,
VICTOR VERDIER, Sr.,

CHAS. VERDIEE, Jr., Successor
Rue Bandricourt, Paris, France.

Roses, Paeonies, Gladioli
are grown in very Isrge quantities. Catalogues gratis and franco on
application. dec3
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THK

NURSERYMAN'S DIRECTORY.
ITie undersiKiud have in preparation VOLUME 11 ol the NUIi-SKUYMANS IilUKCTOUY, eiiil>ratiiiK a li.it of the NuR-

KKYMEN, Fi.OKisTS, Sekdsmkn 811(1 Tkkk Dkai.khm, ol' tli<? Uiiiii'il Stales. The work will be auld wholly by lubicriptioD, the
price of wliicli will be TKN DULLAItS per copy and will W issued .laiiuary l.sl, 1877.

A limited space will be gireu to Advertisoiueuts, at tin- fulloiviiij^ Low itale.-':

Full Page, . . . $35 00
j

One-Third Page, . . $15 00
Half Page, . . . . 20 00 1 One-Fourth Page, . . 10 00

One-Sixth Page, , . $8 00
For further iuforniatioti, address

Oct D. W. SCOTT & CO., Printers and Publishers, Galena, Illinois.
4^Sabscriptiuas received for above work by CHAS. U. MAKOT, office of Gardeiior'K Monthly.

GERMANTOWN NURSERIES,
PHILADELPHIA.

GOROAS LAXE STATION, CHESTNUT HILL RAILROAD. Less than Oue Hour froia the Centre of Philadelphia.

Those who desire to purchase largely, either for their own planting or to .sell again, are invited to examine the axtensrv*
stock of

FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS,
Grown at the Geriuantown Nurseries. And those who need but A FlCW Ali rU'LF.S, will find all ages and sizes to select froin.

A special feature of the business, is the raising of

Nursery Stock and Seedling Forest Trees
FOR DISTANT SHIPMENT. Many of these can be supplied by the millions at very low rates. Address, for CATALOGUES ©r
Information,

THOMAS MEEHAN, Germantown Nurseries, Phila.

(Late of the Firm of Nimmo & SeoUay.)

NEWLY IMPROVED HOT WATER BOILER,

Wells Drove, Pumps of all kinds. Hydraulic Rams, &c., Garden Sun-Dials.

Agent tor Joseph Kelly's Never Dry Vapor Pans, for all kinds of Hot Air Furnacw, lialtim ire Heaters, &c.

CHEAPEST AND BEST BOILER. &c., IN THE MARKET.
>8S* Please send for Circular for explanation, etc., before you mak tup your mind to purchase elsewhere.

Sep 12 335 Adams Street, Brooklyn, N. Y
p. S.—Be sure yuu gci mc rigni^n iniber.
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IVABAIW CONSERVATORIES.

SPRING—1877.
The Proprietors call special attention to their extensive and well-grown stock of Plants for

the present season, among whi(!h they particularly note the following :

Ne-w Dwarf free-blooming Abutilons in variety. New Tuberous rooted Bego-
nias, Carnation "Wellesley Beauty, Bronze and Gold Bedding Zonale Pelargo-
nium EARL ROSLYN. which proved during the last unusually dry summer the best of
its class, the brilliancy and distinct outlines of its colors increasing with the intensity of the

sun-light, and appearing to be more fully developed thereby. Of this superb variety we hold the

largest stock in the United States, and otfer it at very moderate price for so choice a novelty.

Double Dwarf Zonale Pelargoniums. The importations of last season have proved for

their prolific blooming qualities, dwarf compact habit of growth and peculiarly attractive and novel

colors, of the highest merit, and we are now able to offer them at greatly reduced rates.

DOUBLE IVY-LEAVED GERANIUM, King Albert. This remarkable novelty is a

free-growing, ivy-leaved Geranium, with double fiowers of a purplish rose or mauve color, very
distinct and desirable as a basket or vase i)lant.

Pelargonium Queen Victoria. PELARGONIUM BEAUTY OP OXTON. This is

the latest addition to the new class of Eegal Pelargoniums. Upper petals rich maroon
;
centre

rose; all the petals being margined with pure white; flowers large and full, having the appearance
of being semi-double, and a most beautiful and extraordinary novelty, far surpassing all the showy
and fancy varieties at present in cultivation, both as regards its elegance and lasting quality

of its blossoms.

ROSES. Our stock of Roses in pots, including many of the choicest novelties is larger than
ever before, and of the leading popular sorts we have many thousands in 2 and 4-inch pots

which we sell to the Trade in quantities at very low prices.

CLEMATIS. Of these elegant climbers so fast coming into public favor, we have a large

collection of the finest varieties; good sized plants for immediate blooming.

RHODODENDRONS.
We are reoeJTing a large importation from the unrivalled colhction of Wm. A. Waterer, whosp exhibition of them at

the Centennial caused so muoh sensation. Our knowledge of the hatiits and peculiarities of these now popular flowering
skrubs will render it, safe for purchasers to leave the selection of rarities to our judgment, merily ^tatuig the purpose and
situation for which they are required.

CUT FLOWERS.
Bon Silene,Safrano, Isabella Sprunt. Marechal Neil, General .Jacquimenot, and other Rofe Buds ; together with Carnations!

Violets. Sniilax and Kerns, shipped to all the New England, Middle and Western States, and Canada.
OUR METHOD OF PACKING enaldes us to puarnnt< e their safe arrival in Summer and Winter. We nialv-e the growth

of Koses lor their Buds a specially, and by studious otiservatien in our practical experience we have lieen enabled to perfect our-

selves in their growth, lorcing and management, so as to produce flowers with long stems, covered with line clean loliage, with

buds of superior color and texture. Wc furnished the leading florists of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, during the recent

hoiidavs, with the greater part of all the Marechal Neil Roses used by them.
Descriptions of the ahove and many other desirable plants, will be found in the new edition of our Catalogue which may be

bad on application.

EDMUND M. WOOD & CO.
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Is the most beautiful work of the kiiul in ilic worlJ. It contains

nearly 150 pages, hundrcils of fine illustrations, and six Chromo
Plates of FUnvers, beauiilully Jrawn and colored from nature.

Prjce 50 cents in paptr covers; Ji.oo in elegant cloth. Printed in

German and tnglish

Vick'8 Floral Guide, Quarterly, 25 cents a year.

Vick's Catalogue —300 illustrations, only 3 cents.

dec4 Address. JAMEa VICK, Uochester, N. Y.

A FIFTY-PAGE CATALOGUE^
WHAT and HOW to PLAINT

;

describing all the v.ilu^ble new early and late PEACHES, and new
long-keeping Winter Apples, Pears, Quinces, Grapes, Small Fruits,

Evergreens. Ornamental Trees and Shrubbery. A large stock of all

items usually found in a FIRST-CLASS NURSERY, all of which
will be sold for less than half the usual retail price. Catalogue

mailed gratis to all applicants

Apple and Peach Trees by 3IaiI— 75 varieties of apples to

select from, including my popular list of long keepers No charge

for packing or postage. See Catalogue.

RANDOLPH PETERS,
feb3 Great Northern and Southern Nurseries, Wilmington, Del.

The folio A-ing Stjck at low prices. Send for tr.ide list with special

rates.

100.000 No. 1 and No. 2 Peaches, Choice Kind.
40,000 Irish Juniper, 4 inches to 6 feet.

20,000 Norway Spruce, 2 to 6 feet.

10,000 Carolina Poplar, 4 to 5 feet.

5,000 " *' 8 to 10 feet.
10,000 Silver Maple. 8 to 10 feet.

100,0 Brandywme Raspberry.
150,000 Wilson's Albany Strawberry.
300,000 C mover's Colossal Asparagus, 2 years.
4,000 Early Richmond Cherry, 2 years, No. 1.

3,000 " " " lyear. No. 1.

160,000 No. 1 Osnge Oranee. extra large.
feb3 RANDOLPH PETERS . Wilmingtjn. Delaware.

Best SEEDS Ever
^r<i\vii. I licaicbt or will

reiuiid. Warranted true
& fresh & sent e.xiire.ss

paid or liv mail. Send for
Beautiful free lUuslra-
tcd Seed Catalofrue and
Garden Guide <fe uflmire

..undreds of nice enirra^ ings.

Address, R. H. SHUMWAY
BOCKFOHl>, ILLINOIS.

Never 1!

rooH s

DELAWAR 9

New, large and very fine; also

rtBAND¥WtNE ^True), HIGHLAND HARDY, GAN-
ARGUA, THWACK

and other

RASPBERRY PLANTS,
In large supply.

A» HANCE & SON., Nurserymen and Florists,

octd- RED BANK, N.J

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS.
Strawberries, Raspberries. Elackberrits, Currants, grapes, As-

paragus Roots, &c. Prices low. Send for Circular.

JOHN S. COLLINS,
octtf MOGRESTQWN, N. J.

ATTENTION,

FARMERS AND STOCKMEN !

Send fjr a Specimen capy of the

Practical Farmer
lEsiablishcd 1855.)

The Ohiest, I.,arf;eHt, MoHt KiiterpriKint;. liitereintlin;.
Instructive uikI Valuable tanii. Stuck and

Family Journal of America.

TTIS A64-C0LU.MN WEEKLY PAPER, furnishing every
X week more valuable intormatiom in all the different department*
of Agriculture than any other paper of the kind in the country, and
a Family Department unequalcd for interest and value for the
household.

TEFtlMES,
Single Subscirptioiis (52 issues) |2 00
In clubs of ten or over, only 1 75

PA YABLE INVARIABL Y IN ADVANCE.
The most liberal Premiums or Cash Commissions

ever ^iveu by any lirst-class paper, are ottered to Club
Agents. Send fur specimen copies and premium list,

free. Address,

PRACTICAL FARMER.
jana 518 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

^BBnga
EORAIIfgUIDE

Loiilaius over 1,200 vari<'tie.s VeKetuble aud
Mower Seeds. COL.ORED B»L,ATKS. Klegant
vr(>ofi-cut9 of vc'i^etnMes and flowers. lffund»OEllc«t
Cuide Published! BUjr Scud for it.

DETROIT SEED CO., Detroit, nich.

HARDY ROSES
2i;.ooo Strong Dormant Plants one and two years' growth.
AI,L, upon their own roots.

NONE bucided or gr.,fied.

We succeed perfectly in growing the following classes of Roses
from cuttings, and offer large lieallhy and vigorous bushes at prices
which defy competition.

Hybrid Perpetuals, Mosses, Climbers,
.M.so A (,i)iji) srocK OF

BOURBON, CHINA, NOISETTE AND TEA ROSES
111' VAKlUUS ^IZl;S IN I'OTS

H. E. HOOKER Bz BRO..
Jan.

2

Hooker Nurseries, Ilochester, N. Y.
Dec 15th, 1876

BABBITT'S TOILET SOAP.
Unrivalled lorthe Ul-
kt and tllo bath. No
artificial and decep-
tive odur8 to co\ t-r
^:omn)Oii and deleter-
ious Insredients. Af-
ter years of sclentllic
experiment the m .n-

ufaeturcrol I!.T. Bab-
bitt's Best Soap l.as

perfected and n o v,'

ofTers to the r<>'-'---

The Kiiieit ToUet Soap in the W^rli!.
Onfj/ the purest vegetable oils tincd in its manv/arturc.

For U-se In the IVornery It ha« Xo K<iaa!.
Worth ten tlme.s its cost to every mother and family in Chnst-
cadoin. Sample box contain In? 3 cakes of 6 ozs. each, sent free

to av.y addri'"8 on rce.dpt of?.', cents.
Address 15. T. B.i'W.tM, Xew York City.

ifcj-For Sale by all Dnii'i-ist9..£a
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We offer from our list comprising over 500 varieties, 10,000 well-
rooted young Roses ready forSpring planting.

Our Selection, $1.50 per Doz. ; $8 00 per 100.
Buyers " 2.00 " " 10.00 " *'

If ordered by the 100, must be sent by express or freight; too
heavy for mailing. Catalogues ^ent on receipt of 3 cent
postage stamp. MILLEK & HAYES,
tfebs Mount Airy, PhiladeJpnia, Pa.

• WANTED TO EXCHANGE
Balsam Fir i ft., Irish Juniper, 3 ft., nice stock, for one and two
year first-class Osage Orange plants. Price list and discriptive cata-
logue free. Address Octoraro Nursery, Oxford, Chester Co.,
Pa., box 30. febi

$
one: doi«i^ja.fi

$
Spooner's Gardening Guide for 1877,
And Spooner's special collection. 30 varieties choice Flower
Seeds, or 25 varieties selected Vegetable Seeds, mailed to
any address on receipt of 8i oo ; or the guide free to applicants.

WM. H. SPOONER, Boston, Mass.

Black Naples.
liA VERSAXLLES, CHERRY, AVHITE GRAPE,

and RED DUTCH

Currant Bushes,
Of fine quality and lo^v iu price.

A. HANCB & SON,
Ucttf Nurserymen and Florists, Red Bank. N, J.

TOBACCO STEMS,
For Fumigating purpi^ses, for sale in balfts of about 400 8)3.,

freeou boal or cars at 55 per bale, or three bales for 812 ou one
order.

STRAITON & STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

augl2 New York City.

Decorative Plants.
Send for our New Trade List of Palms, Ferns, and other

Greenhouse and Stove Plants. We offer a large assortment
at low rates.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS,
Cherry Hill Nurseries. sep6 West Chester, Pa.

A>'D OTHKK

FRUIT SEEDS.
Notwithstaudiug the general scarcity of Fruit Seeds this sea-

son we exiiect to luruish our (uitomers with full supplies at our
usual low (.rices ; but solicit

EARLY ORDERS.

THOMAS MEEHAN,
Sep GERMANTOWN, PHILA.

PROTECT YOUR BUILDINGS.
Which may be done with one fourth the usual

expense, by using our

PATENT SLATE PAINT
(Fifteen Years Established.)

MIXED READY FOR USE.

Fire-proof, Water-proof, Durable,
Econoraical and Ornamental.

A roof may be covered with a verj- cheap shingle, and by appli-
cation of this slate be made to last from 20 to 25 years. Did
roofs can be patched and coated, looking much better and lasting
longer than new shingles without the slate, for

One-third the Co.st of Re-shingling.
The expense of slating new shingles is only about the cost of

simply laying them. The paint is fireproof against sparks or
flying embers, as may be easily tested by any one.

IT STOPS EVEKY LEAK,
and for tin or iron has no equal, as it expands by heat, contracts by
cold, and never cracks nor scales. Roofs covered with Tar
Sheathing Felt can be made water-tight at a small expense, and
preserved for many years.

This Slate Paint is

EXTBEMEIiY CHEAP.
Two gallons will cover a nundred square feet of shingle roof, while
on tin, iron, felt, matched boards, or any smooth surface, from two
quarts to one gallon are required to 100 square feet ot surface, and
although the paint has a heavy body it is easily applied with a brush.

No Tar is used in this Composition,
therefore it neitker cracks in Winter, nor runs in Summer.
On decayed shingles, it fills up the holes and pores, and gives a

new substantial roof that will last for years. Curled or
WARPED shingles it brings to their places, and keeps them there. It

fills up all holes in felt roofs, stops the leaks—and although a
slowdryer, rain does not aflfect it a few hours afttr applying. As
nearly all paints that are black contain tar, be sure you obtain our
genuine article, which (for shingle roofs) is

CHOCOLATE COLOK,
when first applied, changing in about a month to a unifoim slate

color, and is, to all intents and purposes slate. On
TIN KOOFS

our red color is usually preferred, as one coat is equal to five of

any ordinary paint. For
BKICK STALLS

Our bRiGHT red is the only reliable Slate Paint ever introduced
that will effectually prevent dampness from penetrating and discolor-

ing the plaster.

These paints are also largely used on cut houses and fences, or as

a priming coat on fine buildings.

Our only colors are Chocolate, Red, Bright Red, and
Orange. ,

NEW YORK CASH PRICE LIST.
1 Gallon, can and box Ji 50
2

" "
2 35

5 "
'

S 50
10 " keg. 9 50
20 " half barrel 16 so
40 " one barrel 30 00
10 lbs. , cement for bad leaks i 25
We have in stock of our own manufacture, roofing materials, etc ,

at the following low prices :

1000 rolls extra Rubber Roofing, at 3 cents per square foot. (Or
we will furnish Rubber Roofing, Nails, Caps, ard Slate Paint
for an entire new roof, at 4j^ cents per .square foot.)

2000 rolls 2-ply Tarrtd Rocfing Felt, at 1% cents per square foct.

3000 rolls 3-ply Tarred Rocfing Felt, at 2)^ cents per square foct.

200 rolls Tarred Sheathing, at J5 cent per square foot.

500 gallons fine Enamel Haint, mixed ready for use, on inside or
outside work, at 82 per gallon, all shades.
1000 Bbis Slate Flour per bbl. J3 00
1000 " Soap; tone Flour " 300
isoo " Grafton Mineral " 3 00
1000 " Melallic Paint, dry " 3 00

Special prices per ton or car-load lots.

All orders must be accompanied with the money, or subject to 30
days draft on well known parties.

N. Y. SLATE PAINT COMPANY,
102 & 104 Maiden Lane, New York

feb3
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WEATHERED & CHEREVOY'S

Patent Boilers
^

\
\

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

HOT WATER APPARATUS,
No, 46 Marion Street, between Spring and Prince, New York.

(TWO BLOCKS EAST OF liROADWAY.)

For Warming and Ventilating Public Buildings, Private Dwellings, Greenhouses,
Graperies, Forcing Pits, Drying Rooms, and Heating Water for Public Baths.

Fig. 1 is an outside view. Fig. 2 is a vertical section through the centre.

The following are a few names of Oentlemen who have our Boiler in use:

Thos. Drake, Esq., Germantown, Pa.
Simon Cameron, Esq., Ilarrisburg, Pa.
J. D. Cameron, Esq.. Harrisbur>;, Pa.
Thos. Carter, Esq., Raleigh, N. C.

J. H. Dunham, Esq., Chicago, 111.

Ja«. B. Waller, Eeq., " "

W. J. Oordon, Esq., Cleveland, Ohio.
Geo. Stanley, Esq., " "

Harris .Javnes, E.sq., " "

Geo. W. C'uyler, Esq., Palmyra, N. Y.
D. M. Osborn. Esq., Auburn, N. Y.
John B. Dutcher. Esq., Pawling, N. Y.
A. M. AUerton, Esq., Bronxville, N. Y.
Robert Hoe, Esq., Tarrytown, N. Y.
Peter Hoe, Esq.,

"' "

George Lewis, Esq., " "

Wm. H. Drew.Croton Falls, "

Hon. James Y. Smith, Providence. R. L
Philip Caswell, Esq.. Newport, R. I.

Alfred Smith, Esq., " "

Wm. Findlay. IDsq.,
" "

E. Learned, Esq , Pittsfield, Mass.
D. O. Mills, Esq., San Francisco, Gal.

W. L. Ferrps, Knq., Westchester, N. Y.
D. H. Hai^ht, Esq., Goshen. N. Y
F. Newbold, Esq., Newark, N. Ji

.Tames T. Closson, Esq.. Plainfield N. J.

Daniel W. Coit, Esq., Norwich, Conn.
J. F. Slater, Esq

,

H. W. Collender, Esq., Darien, "

Chas. P. Palmer, Esq., Stonington, "

Wm. D. Black, Esq , New Miiford, Conn.
Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, Irvington, N. Y.
H. F. Spaulding, Esq., Riverdale, "

S. D. Babcock, Esq.,
" "

Percy R. Pync, " "

Elisha Brooks, Esq., Inwood, "

Camille Marie, E.sq., "
'*

A. F. Smith, lisq., Fort Washington, "

B. M. Olyphant, Esq., Dobb's I'^erry,
"

Clarkson N. Potter, Esq., New Rochelle,
"

Chas. D. Dickey, Esq., West Farms, "

Wm. Matthews, Esq., Harrison, "

William Chorlton, Esq., New Brighton, S. L
F. H. Wolcott, Esq , Astoria, L. L
Bailey Leach, Esq., " "

Hon. W. B. Ogden, H'gh Bridge, N. Y.
Peter Moller, Esq., M.t Fifth Ave., New York City.

Wm. Moller, Esq ,
West 2()th St.,

John Moller, Esq., 127 East .';4th St., " "

.John Moller, Esq. 8 East 37th St.,
" "

Ch. Moller, Esq., 426 Washington St., " "

Henrv B. Laidlaw, Esq.,.33 Pine St., " "

Georg'e W. Lane, Esq.. 93 Front St., " "

J. P. Robinson, Esq., 14 Coenties Slip,
" "

J. B. Colgate, Esq., 47 Wall St.,
" ''

John B. Trevor, Esq., 47 Wall St.,
" "

Charles Butler. Esq., 12 " " "

Richard Arnold. Esq., 309 Canal St., New York Cl'y.

Jas. M. Constable, Esq., 309 Canal St.,
" "

W. T. Garner, Esq. Gl Worth St., N. Y. City.

Please send for Circular with list of References and Reduced Prices to

THOMAS W. WEATHERED, 46 Marion Street, N. Y,
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J

S
THE SUBSCRIBERS OFFER

EASONABLE SEEDS
FOR

HOT-BED SOWING,

Especial attentiou is invited to two varieties of Cabbage, recently introduced

by them, viz

:

BLOOMSDALE EARLY MARKET,
(Maturing in July), and

BLOOMSDALE EARLY DRUMHEAD.
(Maturing in August).

A single trial of these will establish their worth for market purposes and family

use. A paper of each will be mailed FOR TRIAL on receipt of TWENJ'Y
CENTS, and in addition, WITHOUT CHA HGE, a smaller paper of the

BLOOMSDALE BRUNSWICK CABBAGE,
(maturing in July)—the latter not yet offered for sale. Seed of the

BLOOMSDALE BULLOCK HEART,
a first early sort, of surpassing excellence, not yet offered, will be ready in August^,

Market Gardeners will please make a note of it.

'9

PHILADELPHIA.
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N. W. Ayer $( Son,

ADVERTISING AGENTS,
HAVE REMOVED

—

T'l Til I
—

Times Building, Chestnut and Eightli Sts., Philadelphia.

Commencing business early in 1869, we first Incated at 530 Arch street, as the rcpresentatlvea
of the Philadelphia Kt.'lif,'iuus Weelclics, which up to tluil lime wire coini)aratively unknown

y.la.adyecU£er^ Our nniicij>atiun.s did not then rxtcnd beyond u eunifurtable bubinou un the
efrven i^persjcomprisinj,' onrflrst Ustj l>ut in the lull of the s^anio year, so enc.ounif,'in(,' hud
fbfp" QJW?succ^*s, that we doternilnod to extend the sfihere of our operations to include the
^<]iers'piiblirfcd in the vicinity of I'liihulelphia. unci in order to secure a more central location
roinoved to "tX'i Sansoni street. Here our bu.sincss continued to develop very stitisfactorily. In
JmiuiTy. 187i:-Tr'e leased the premises No. 703 Snnsnm street, thereby securing verj- commodious
rooms, the number and size of wiiich wen- pra<lu;illy extended as prowth of business demanded
enlarged accommodations, until we finally occuiiicd more than half of the entire building, and
had our employees seattcre<loverthreeilil"tercnt floors. Learning the intention of the tmblishers
of The Times to erect their i)rcsent building, we at once commenced with them the negotiations
which resulted in such changes of their i)lans and si)ecifications as were needed to make for us
the most commodious acconunodalions. We are now locate<i at the intersection (i^'tiie two lead-
ing busiijes^ thoruughfaretiuf i liila<lt;lj)hia. in one of the most prominent and attractive buildings
in the cjty, having a frouiage of fil'ty feet on Clie-tnut street, and eighty-four on Houth Eighth
street. Tho entire second floor and a part of the third have been specially constructed to suit our
want.?, and with their elab<nMte fittings make the most elegant and convenient othccs that have
ever been arranged for the advertising business. We are thus enabled to bring the dilTerent
departments of our business into immediate connection, and thereby concentrate *jur working
force, so that we now possess all the accommodations which experience has shown to be
reqlii&ite or desirable, uur em)iloyees number twenty; and we frequently find this force
scarcely adequate to accomplish llie work.

This brief sketch will sufliee to show that from a A'cry small beginning our agency hat
rapidly groivn to be one of the larjg^est of its Kind In the COUNTRY.

Our entire business is thoroughly systematized, and our facilities for its tran.saction are
unsurpassed. We keep the leading papers of the country constantly on file; and our special
contracts with them are so numerous and favorable that we can ofl'er the very lowest prices for
advertising, and to responsible parties the most advantageous terms of settlement. He have no
canvassfrs' conunUsiou^ t^u pay, but euii>loy our men entirely on salary, giving at oiu'c to the adver-
tiser all the discount that can be afl'orded. AVe are at all times j)leascd to furnish promptly and
without chaijgc. estimates showing the cost of ailvertising in any paper or list of papers, and
guarantee 'the !»tr1ct fulfillment of all orders entrusted to our care. Jt costs nntUing to get our
figures; and it will pay every advertiser to do so before contracting for any newspaper advertising.

AYER & SON'S MANUAL
For AdTcrtlsers, nn elegantly printed book of I'is royal octavo pages, is sent po.stpald, upon
application, to all wlio eontemplate advertising. It cimtains carefully prepared lists of leading
daily, weekly, arid monthlv newspapers in the 1 nited i^tates and Canada, with valuable
information regarding circulation and advertising rates, so arranged and classified as to enable
an advertiser to select without difficulty the mediums best suited to any particular purpose, it

tells how, when, and where to advertise wisely and cheaply, and will enable you to secure the
largest amount of advertising for the least amount of money. Send, for It. We also publish

THE ADVERTISER'S GUIDE,
A Quarterly Mag^aziiie, devoted to the InterostH of Advertisers and Ne'wspaper

PubliMber.s. Fifty Cents per Year, postpaid.
Each number is well filled willi interesting and instructive reading matter, together

with valuable information regarding newspapers. Our aim is to disseminate a more general
knowledge of newspaper advertising and the advantages to be gained by it. We therefore make
the following oft'er: to all persons advertising through this agency to the amount of FIVE
DOLLARS, wo will send the Advertiser's Guide, postpaid, without further charge.

OUR PRINTING OFFICE.
We have our own printing-office, well filled with type peculiarly adapted to the proper

display of advertisements, and keep three men cmjiloyed" exclusively on the work arising from
our advertising business. We arc thus enabled to furnish, without expense to the advertiser, a
proof showing just how the copy desired will look in type. Our compositors having for years
made this branch of typo-setting a study, know how to reduce an advertisement into the small-
est compass con-sistent with its proper display, and thus enable us to secure to an advertiser the
laijjest amount of publicity in the least possible space, and consequently for the smallest expen-
diture of money. All these advantages we ofier free of charge, to those who avail themselves
of our unsurpassed facilities, and shall be glad to correspond with all who contemplate the
expenditure of any money in newspaper advertising.

Our offices arc at all times open for inspection, and we take pleasure in showing their inside
workings to any who may call. In conclusion allow us to ask that you

riFT nilR FQTIMATF before making anyvuELi ^urvtoiiiviniii advertising contracts.

Advertising Agents,

Times Building. Chestnnt and Eighth Streets. Philadelphia.
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FLOWER POTS BY THE MILLION

!

The BEST, CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE FLOWER
POTS in tlie MARKET.

Also a full line of

Vases, Fancj Flower Pots, Hanging Baskets, 4c.

At the

iir \NEW BRIGHTON

flower Pot and lena-Cotta

WORKS.
Illustrated Catalogue on appli-

cation.
"^^

febtf Addrees, ELVERSON & SHERWOOD, New Brigh on, Pa.

HOVEY & GO'S.

Iklrald ^uiduni Gatalo^^^

And VEGETABLE SEEDS,

And HORTIOULTUEAL EEQUISITES,

And NOVELTIES in SEEDS,

For 1877, now ready, gratis, and sent free on
application.

HOVEY & CO.,
No. 53 North Market Street, Boston.

febi

VERBENAS.
We oflfer to the trade 100,000 Verbenas,

fine and vigorous, and entirely free from

Rust or Mildew.

Fine stocky plants grown in

21 in. Pots, $3 per 100, $25 per 1,000

3 " " $4 " " $35 "

Packing free. Terms cash. Address,

BENJ. A. ELLIOTT & CO.,

febi 114 Market St., Pittsburg, Pa.

INIy Annual Priced Catalogues are now ready
and mailed free to all applicants. They contain

all the leading and most popular sorts of

VEGETABLE, FIELD,

including all the most desirable novelties of the

past season.

ALFRED BRIDGEMAN.
feb4 876 Broadway, near 18th St., N. Y.

OUR new" catalogues
OF

Oil

AND PLANTS,
Will be mailed free on application to

JOHN R. (Si A. MURDOCH,
Nurserymen, Florists and Seedsmen,

febi PITTSBURGH, PA.

!

<hCn /TA Agents' Profits Per week.—Will prove it or for. I

\P9 / OU feit $500. New articles just patented. Samples
sent free to all. Address W. H CHIDESTER, ii8 Fulton St.,N.Y. I febi2

Choice Selected Field. Flower, Tree, Grass, Herb
Vegetable and Honey Plants. Clarden and Apiarian Imple-

ments and Supplies. Agricultural Boolis, &c. Our new Descrip-

tive Catalogue sent free lor ten cents.

Price Lists free to all applicants. Address carefully,

C. F. LANE'S
N-W-Apiary and Seed Warehouse,

Koslifconong, Wis*
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HENRY MICHEL & CO.,

Seedsoieii and Florists

107 N. FIFTH ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

BUI-BS-TUBEROSE, DABTLIAS, AMARYIXIS,
CALADIVMS, &G.
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1. New, best, earliest Giants, @ 50 francs, gold per kilo.

2. Early seed of Neapolitan Giants, @ 40 francs, gold per kilo.

3. Half^late seed of " " @ 35 " " " "

I. Marzaiola.White, early, very small (Nocera)7frs. gold per kilo.

«. Maggiaiola, " (May), small, " " "
3. Aostegra, " (August) very large

,

" " "

4. Delia BOCCS, Red, late, (Salerno) " " "
5. Sanguigna, Blood-red, latest, " " "

I would also beg to call the attention of the trade to the ORANGE
TB££S, which I export: height of trunk, i}^ to 2 metres ; di-

ameter of trunk, 4 to 6 centimetres. Price, 10 francs each, package
extra.

VINCESLAO KREUPPER, Horticulteur,

Exporter of Seeds and Plants, at Naples, Italy.
tfeb6

VERBENAS, 30 VARIETIES.
Free from Rust, Greenhouse and Bedding Plants, Cut
Flowers, for the Trade. Orrlers by mail or tet^graph. Address

SAMUEL, DICKEY, Oxford, Pa.
tfebs Phila. & Bait. C. R. R

10,000 VERBENAS,
EXTRA STRONG PLANTS,

S4.00 PER HUNDRED.
1000 Prime Roses and Cinerarias,

»15.00 PER HUNDRED.
A. B. ROMMEL & CO., Florists,

Pittston, L/Uzerne County, Pa.

P£:.a.c;k[ trees.
One year. 4 to 6 ft. stocky, general assortment. NOR-

WAY, SUGAR and SLLVER MAPLES, all sizes. APRI-
COTS, one and two vears.CHERRY. two years, ; to q ft RED
DUTCH CURRANTS. ARBORVIT.ES, AMERICAN,
SIBERIAN, and HOVEY'S GOLDEN, all sizes. IRISH
JUNIPERS. J to 5 ft HEMLOCKS, bushy, 2 ft. slock of best
quality, and offered low.

P. S.—A Post Office is now established at Malvern, P. R. R.,
adjoining the Nursery, which is our P. C, Express, and Freight
Station. Paoli the former office being one mile awav. [febtf

JOSIAH A. ROBERTS, Malvern, Chester Co., Pa.

ti

From propagating beds, Plants perfectly healthy.

Send for Wholesale Price List, free.

W. C. SMITH,
Suffield, Conn.

January 1st, 1877.

FREE TO ALL.
Our Illustrated Catalogue of Plants,

Seeds, Bulbs, Shrubs, Trees, &c., with fine

Colored Plate, rrices low and satisfaction

guaranteed. Address.

NANZ, NBUNER & CO.,
feb2 Louisville, Ky.

30 Grreenhouses
100,000 FEET OF GLASS.

TO THE TRADE.
My Price List of Pbnts is now ready and will be forwarded free

OD application. Address,

JOHN DICK,
Helendale Nursery,

iieba 53d and Darby Road, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bedding Plants.
A large stock of the newer Eoses, Geraniums, Petunias,

Dahlias, &c. VERBENAS a SPECIALTY. First

premiums awarded wherever exhibited. My Spring Catalogue and
Wholesale Price List sent free to all applicants.

tfebi2

JOHN WHITE, Florist,

Communapaw Ave., Jersey City. N. J.

PREPARED
Water Proof Paper,

used by Nurserymen and Florists in mailing and packing
Plants and for air-tight covering; also, Impervious Paper,
used in medical and surgical practice, in place of oiled silk, and
is unequalled where oiled silk is applicable, at as small cost. Sent by
mail, one sheet locts., ten sheets 75 cts. Prepared and sold by

F. TROWBRIDGE,
febi Milford, Conn.

POIVIONA NURSERY a^5^^^^
Jack and Great American, the best Strawberries. Ten acres
of Brandyivine (Susqueco) Raspberries, yielded last summer
$4,338. Send for Catalogue. WM. PARRY, Cinnaminson, N.J.
feb3

Two Medals Awarded,
By the Centennial Report of Committee.

" ROSES—SELECT COLLECTION, containing
some of the best and newest varieties in the various classes. FINENEW KOSES, in good condition of growth."

"Ft.ANTS— An EXHIBIT OF CHOICE.HARDY ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, of evergreen,
deciduous and herbaceous kinds in fine condition of growth "

My entire exhibit was so much admired that it was sold on the
spot for a very satisfactory cash price.

Send for my new Rose Catalogue.

R. BXJISX,
febl Woodland Ave., Philadelphia.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY.

ROPP'S EASY CALCULATOR
Is a new publication that must prove of incalculable benefit to
Farmers, Mechanics and Business men. It is so ra/ia" and cr/^Wii/
as to startle the most scholarly , and yet so siiuple-AwApractic4tl\\\3X
the most illiterate in figures can instatitaneously become his own
accountant. It enables thousands to accoiitpliiji ia a minute what
they they could not learn to c.dculate in many months.
1 he first part containing an entirely new system of Tables which

shows at aglance the exact values of all kinds of Grain, Stock, Hay,
Coal, Lumber Merchandise, etc.. fromt^^^/o/^nrfup to a car load,ind
for any price which the market is likely to reach; the Interest on
any sum for any time at 6, 7, 8, and 10 p r cent. ; concct measure-
ment of all klr.ds of Lumber, Saw Logs, Cisterns.'Tanks, Granaiies,
Bins, Wagon Beds, Corn Cribs; a Time, Wages, and many other
va'uable tibles.

The Second part \9,^ practical K^ilhrneUc, and embodies a simple
mathematical principle which enables rt«_y ove familiar with the fun-
damental lules to become a lightiiing calculator : and by which
over /Ti'i? /A/Vo'j of the figures and labor required by the ordinary
meihods, ^nA/ractionswxX)^ their intricacies, arc entirely avoided.
The work is nicely printed on fine tinted paper, is well and ele-

pantly b jund in p(icket-book shape and is accompanied by a Silicate
Slai»,Memonindum and Pocket f r papers It is by f..r tl e most com-
plete, mmnrcb'-n^ivc and convcnieni pnrkft niar.u.-i1 ever published.
PRICKS: Boiniil in Russia Leather, Gilded, S2.00;

Morocco, »1.50; F.iie English Cloth, Sl.OO.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.
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C. F. A. HINRICHS,
29, 31 and 33 Park Place, New York City,

HYACINTH AND BULB GLASSES.
DlXOUATKl)

FLO^WER POTS,

LAVA, MAJOLICA, &c.,&c. Vaie«,

Iron Sections for Flower Beds. Lawn,

Fish and Flower Stands. Floating Ani-

mals for Aquaria. Botton liole Boiiquel

Holders. Only and Original GERMAN
STUIjENT lamp for Conservatories.

Send for Prices to above address. dec6eom

IMPORTANT TO

NURSEEYMEN,
Gentlemen :—I beg leave to state that I cffcr for Spring trade the

most extensive stock of Standard and Dwarf Apple, Standard and

Dwarf Pear, Plum, Ch( rry and Peach Trees ever offered in this

market. Also Small Fruits and F"ruit-tree Seedlings and Stocks, at

prices that challenge competition for the same quality of Stock. I

would respectfully ask particular attention to my extensive and
complete stock of Standard Pear trees.

Digging and Packing done ir» the best possible manner. No pains

will DC spared to insure satisfaction. Correspondence solicited.

Please address,

JOHN MURPHY,
febi DANSV^LLE, tlV. CO., N. Y.

A
For PI

\

aU Garden Eequisites,\Of aU Garden
Seeds, Implements, Fertilizers, &c,

For PRIVATE or MARKET GARDENS, FLORISTS
and FARMERS.

FREE ON APPLICATION.
JAMES FLEMING,

67 Nassau St., New York, /
50.000 Strong, Healthy Verbenas,

AT VERY LOW RATES.

Our facilities for erowine BEDDING PLANTS in laree

quantities for THE TRADE are unsurpassed in THE "WEST.
Send for Price List.

MILLER & HUNT,
febl Wright's Grove, Chicago, 111.

TEN FINE

POT GROWN ROSES
(my selection) mailed for one dollar. Each lot \vi;l have • ne plant

ef CRANSTON'S new hardy CRIM30N BEDDER.
R. BUIST, Nurseryman,

WOODLAND AVE., PHILA.

Mill Of Siall Frflit Ciltnre,
By E. P. ROE,

(" The chapter on picking and marketing is eminently practical

and sensible."

—

Amt'ican Agriculturist )

How to raise and market Strawberries, Raspberries, Currants,

Gooseberries, Blackbenies, &c. 82 pages, 8 vo., paper, price 50

cents. Mailed post paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

FOR EXCHANGE.
We offer IRISH JUNIPEKS, 4 to 5 feet, very handsome at

lowest prices lor NL'RSERV STOCK. Correspondence solic-

ited.

WM. H. MOON,
HorrlavUle. Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

AS Propagator of Greenhouse Plants in variety. Shrubs, Roses,
and Evergreens. Also iindcrstHnds the management of Win-

ter flowering plants. Address PROPAGATOR, Gardentr'

t

.Monthly Office.

BY a Practical Gardener, married, German, to take charge of a
gentleman's first-class place ; understandt Greenhouses, Grap-

eries, and the general care of a genllenian's place, wants a situation

by March ist. Address G DEULiERER, 31st and Westmoreland
Sis., Philadc phia.

BY a first-class Gardener, in a private or commercial establish-

ment : best references ; would take a traveling agency for a
first-class Nursery house. Florist or Seed house; acquainted with
the whole business. Will give bonds if required. Address J. S.,

Bo.x 986, Springfield, Mass

BY a German Gardener, single, of 7 years' experience, five in

Germany, and three in the United States ; is thoroughly com-
petent In Flower and Vegetablegardening, &c.; has good relerences,

which he begs to have an opportunity to submit. Address JOHN
WASATKO, 453 N. 3rd St., Philadelphia.

BY a single man, with first-class references; wants to take charge
of Greenhouse, Vegetable Garden, and make himself generally

useful. Address MICHAEf- KEEP, 4424 Seneca St., West Phila.

BY a Foreman, or Foreman and Propagator, married ; has had
considerable experience in the propagation and gr iwing of

plants generally, both for wholesale and retail and shipping trade,

and extensively tor the cut Flower market ; can be well recom-
mended Address N. T , care of Chicag > Floral Co., 38th St. and
Grand Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

BY a \ lorist, married, without children ; German Protestant ; a
situation as Foreman or to take charge of a gentleman's place;

has 14 years -xperience in the business. Can give the best refer-

ences Address R BARBECK, Florist, Harrowgate Lane, 25th

Ward, Philadelphia.

BY a Thorough Practical Gardener, Scotchman, married, under-

stands the cultivation of Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables,

Greenhouses, Hot and Cold Graperies, Fruit Houses, &c , twenty

years experience in this country and Europe, having lived in one

first-class place 11 years. Undoubted reference. Address R. G.,
Newcastle Post Office, Lawrence Co., Pa.

BY a married man, no children, with satisfactory reference as

Gardener of experience and ability in all branches of in and
out-door gardening for pleasure and profit, forcing plants and fruits,

laying out grounds tastefully, managing place given to hi.s charge ;

is strictly sober, industrious and honest. H. L M. Fifth Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

AS Propagator to the Trade, or Gardener in a fiist- class private

place; has had over 25 years experience, including several

years in the London, England, Nurseries, and leading private

places in that country ; ten years experience in the United States ;

feels certain of giving satisfaction in all branches. Address E. B.,

care of Eber & Wallis, Seedsmen, Quincy, 111.

BY a competent Vegetable, Greenhouse and Flower Gardener

and Grapist ; understands trimming and training shrubbery ;

wants to make himself generally useful ;
understands horse and

cow and attending to carriage and harness ; has had six years ex-

pt^-rience in Denmark and four years in the United States, and can
give good reference from fjrmer employers. AddressJOHN JOHN-
SON, care or John D. Detlesson. Livingston Mills, Bristol, Pa.

AS Gardener, by an Englishman aged 30, with wife and child;

understands stove Greenhouses, forcing and propagating pits ;

also, Kitchen and Hower Gardens; best references given. Address

H. S., 1238 Hampshiie St., Quincy, 111.

BY a young man. single, sober and energetic. Ten years' practical

experience, well versed in all branches of the business and

upon most approved principles. Will accept a situation in any de-

partment—managen.ent of a Commercial establishment preferred.

Will be disengaged by the ist of March. Distance no object. Ad-
dress F. nAlMB.\CH, care Harrington & Goodman, 619 Chestnut

St , Philadelphia.

AS Gardener, private or commercial ; understands the business in

every department : hard and soft wood plants, Orchidea, &c.,

&c. Single ; twelve years' practical experience ; sixth year in

America. Address R. E. B., care of Peter Henderson & Co., 35

Courtlandt St., N Y.

BY a first-class Gardener who thoroughly understands the

business in all its branches and would like to change his

situation. Those in want of such a man, or intending to make
a change, can obtain particulars by applying to GARDENER,
care of Geo. H. Miller, 13 Exchange St., Boston.
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GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.
By Geo. W. Johnson, IvJilor of " Cottage Gardener."

Describing the Pl.-ints, Fniiis and Veget.-il les desirable fur tli

G«rdcn, and explaining the terms and < pcr.ilions employed :

their cultivation. New Edition, with a su picmcnl, mcluding ll

new plants .ind varieties. 910 pages, i:m<\ cloth, fine print. Pric

fj 50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address. CHAS. H. MAROT.
S14 Clicslnui Street, I hilaUilphia.

rose"garden^
By AVm. Paul, V. B. H. S.

Embracing History of the Roso ; format ion oi Rosarium ;
detail-

ed account of pr.tctice for successful cultivation ;
arraiieeraeut in

natural groups of most estoein^il varietic.>«, EnRlish and Foreign.

in the most eminent Hardens ; with full description and remarks

on origin an < mode of culture. Numerous illustrations. 2ii.

pages, Royal 8vo, cloth. Price $3.00. Sent by mail post-paid

on receipt of price. Address CHAS. H. MARtjT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE.
By Wm. Paul, F.R.H.S.

The rationale of Rose cultivation in a nut-shell. Intended to

place within a small compass all that is necessary for the successful

cultivation of the " Quc.n of Flowers." 83 pages, izmo, paper-

boards. Price, 60 ci.nts. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of

orice. Address,^ CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CHOICE STOVE M mwm. PLIINTS,
By Benj. S. WiUiams, T. R. H. S.

With descriptions of upwards of eleven hundred species and
Tarieties. Instructions for thtir cultivation and modi' of manage

-

ment. Illustrated with colored frontispiece and numerous
splendid Illustrations. 68G pages, 2 vols., 12mo, cloth. Price
$5.00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. JIAROT.
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ORCHID GROWER'S MANUAL
'"

By Bunjamim S. Williams, F.R.H.S.
Containing brief descriptions of over 800 species and varietic

with notices of times of flowering, approved modes of trcatmc

and practical instructions on general culture. Remarks on he:

moisture, soil, seasons of growth and rest suited to the several specii

Enlarged edition with illustrations. 300 pages,^i2mo, cloth. Prii

*2.,50 ^)ent by mail pet-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, I'hil.idelphia.

SELECT FERNS AND LYCOPODS.
By Benj.\min S. Williams, F.R U.S.

Comprising descriptions of 950 choice species and vurieties, Bi

tsh and Exotic, with directions for their management in the Tropic

Temperate and Hardy Fernery, with numerous beautiful full-pr

illustrations. 353 pages, lamo, cloth. Price, ^2.50. Sent by m
poBt-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Mannal of Botany of llie Hortlierii United State

By Asa Gray.
Including the district east of the Mississippi and north of Caroli

and Tennessee. Arranged according to the Natural System. Ill;

trated with 20 plates of Sedges, Gni-ses, Ferns, S.C yc-i, pagt
8vo, half-arabesque cloth sides. Price, ^2.25. Sent by mail po!

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

FLORA OF THE SOUTHERN STATES.
By A. W. Chapman, M.D.

Containing abridged descriptions of the Flowering Plants ar.

Ferns of Tennessee. North and South Carclina, Georgia, A'
bajna, Mississippi and Florida, arranged according to the Natu
system. 621 pages, 8vo, cloth. Price, J3.60. Sent by mail po>.

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
S14 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

B TJ L B S,
By Edward Si-raguk Rand, Jk.

A treatise on Hardy and Tender Bulbs and Tub<.i-s. 357 pages,
ismo, cloth. Price, ^1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt
of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

HowTo Paint!
A Now Work by a Practical Painter, design

ed for tho aee of TradoMnioii, iricrliaiilcs^

.TlercIiaiitN. Farinem, and as a Guide to Pro*
resMional Painters. Couluinin-; a Plain Com-
mon-Sonse Statement of the Molho.ls employed bjr

PainterB to produce satiefacfory reHiilts In Plain
and Fancy Paiiitlii'jor every description, iuclad

Ing Formiilns for ITIIxin^ PaWit in OH or

Water, TooIp required, etc. This ie Just the Book
needed by any person having anythint; to paint, and
(nakea

"Every Mar His Own Painter."
Full Directions fc Jelng White Lead -Lamp*

Black—Greer -Yellow^— Brown— Whit-
ing— Glue- Pnmlce Stone- .Spirit* of
Turpeiitlnts — Oils — Varnislie* Furui-
tare Varulali — mik Paint— Preparlas
Kalsomlne, etc.

Faint for Outbuildings
— Whltewasli-Paste for Paper-Hanylng-
Hanging Paper-Gralulng in Oak, iTlnpl«,

Rosewood, Black Walnut— Staining

-

Decalcomanla—ITIakIng Rustic I'Ictures
— Painting Floivcr-Stands — Rosewood
Pollsli — Varnishing Furniture— Wax-
ing !• uriilture—rieaeiing Paint—

Paint for Farming Tools
-for IT!achlnery-HoHsehold Fixtures, etc.

To Paint a Farm Wagon
—to Re-Varnlsh a Carriage—to make Plas-

ter Casts. The work is neatly printed, with illus-

trations wherever they can serve to make the subject

plainer, and it will save many times its cost

fsarly. Every family should possess a copy. Price

oy itiftU, post-paid, $1.

CHARLES H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa

AMERICAN FLOWER GARDEN DIRECTORY.
By Robert Buist.

With practical directions for the Culture of Plants in Flower-
Garden, Hot-H<>use, Green-House, Rooms, or Parlor Windows,
for ever7 month of the year. Instructions for erecting Hot-
house, Green-house, and laying out a Flower garden. Instruc-
tion for cultivating, propagating, jiruning and training the
Grapj vine and description of best sorts for the open air. 342
pages, 12mo, cloth. PriceSl 00. Sent by mail post paid on receipt
of price. CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut St. Phila.
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STOGK-VERBENAS,
FINE HEALTHY PLANTS in 2-in. Pots.

Entirely Free from RUST, MILDEW or INSECTS.

$5 per 100 ; $40 per 1000.
Package free. Catalogue free.

febl

C A. NORDYKE,
RICHMOND, IND,

BACK VOLUMES
OF THE

Gardener's Monthly
Can still be had in numbers, per year
Bound in neat cloth cases, including numbers,
" " Roan " "

$2 ID

3 0°
3-15

Delivered postage free.

Or mail us your own numbers, and have them bound in cloth cases

for 90 cents. Returned to you bound postage free. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street,

Fhiladelpliia.

The Gardener's Monthly.
THE FOLLOWING

BACK NUMBEES
WANTED, IN

GOOD CONDITION.
April, 1860. October, 1870. August,

December, "
January, 1873.
January, 1874.

January, 1870
March, •'

July, "

1874,
December, •'

January, 1875*
December, "
January, 1870*

Receivable in exchange on Subscription account, or exchangeable
for other ni:mbers not in above list. Send numbers prepaid by
mail and advise the publisher Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut, St., Fhila.

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
FACSIMILE LITHOGRAPHED in the handwriting of
THOMAS JEFFERSON, with the interlined corrections
and erasures as made by JOHN ADAMS ai d Dr. FRANK-
LIN, ii. 1776. Pamphlet form, (7 pages,) on extra heavy, highly
calendered, and tinted paper, with a beautiful cover, in four
colors, embellished with the National Emblems,

OLD INDEPENDENCE HALL,
(As it appeared in 1776.)

THF4 "OLD LIBERTY BELL"
which rang out 'he Li-erty we now enjoy to all the people,
etc., etc. To which is added the names of the signers in their own
handwriting, making one of the most ornate, unique, and inter-
esting centennial memorials of the "time that tried men's
souls," that could possibly be imagined. Should be placed on
the centre table of every American citizen.
Price 50 cents each, postage paid. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Fhila.

THE ABBOTT

Fruit Gr wers' Hand-Book.
By F. R. Elliott, author of "Western Fruit Growers' Guide,''

(one of the best posted men on the subject in the United States).

Contains the practice on all subjects connected with fruitgrow-
ing. The book is made for those who grow fruit for their own
use. Also an Appendix, containing matter relating to the se-

lection and culture of Ornamental Trees, Roses, Plants, Ac.
Illustrated with 45 wood-cuts, 130 pages, IGmo cloth, $1; pa-

per, 60 cts. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address C. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Fhila.

A Hygroscope for 50 cents.

THE CHEMICAL HYGROSCOPE.
This indicator of atmospheric moisture is as accurate as thi-

costly ones. Rooms heated by furnaces or stoves are almost in-

Yariably sodry as to be damaging not only to health but to fur-
niture. Some people take the consequences others keep water
on the heater. The Hygroscope bhows at a glance whether thf
air is too dry or not.
Sent by mail for 50 cents. Address,

febtf CHAS. H. MAROT. 814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Pocket Microscope
Is an ..Dstrumeni of great
practical usefulness to
Teachers, Farmers,

Merchants, Me-
rlianics, Physi-

' ciaiis, Botanists,
Miners, and manv
others. Itisthebe^t

lueliuiiienl ever invented for examining FIOW~
ers, Seeds, Plants, IVlinerals,
Engravings, Bank Notes, Fabrics,
Etc. By means of a caje, accompanying each In-
strument, one can examine all kinds of |n~
sects or Worms alive. The

EYE OF A FLY,
or other insect of like size, can be readily seen.
It is simple in construction and ea,«y to operate.
One of these interesting Instruments ought to

be in every family. We have made avr.vigements
to furnish the JPocket Microscope at the
manufacturer's price, $1..W. It will be i-ent, post-
paid, t<> any reader of this Paper desiring it, on
receipt of price, or m y be had al this office.

Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

The Nurseryman's Directory
of 1876.

A reference book of the Nurserymen, Florists, Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, &.C., for the United States. Alphabetically arranged by
States and Post Offices. 242 pages, 8vo. Price $$. Mailed, post-

paid, on receipt of price.

Addre«', CHAS. H. MAROT,
S14 Chestnut St., Phita
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CLUB PAPERS AT NET PRICES,
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

TO REMIT IN CLUBBING any of thfi following; list with the
Gardener's Monthly select auch

as you wisli, foot up the prices anut^xcnl and add TWO DOLLARS
for the MONTHLY to tlie total.

American Agriciiluirist $1 20
" FariniT 1 'ih
" Artisan. ..V 1 GO
" Builder 2 6i)
"

Naturalist 3 25
"

0(1(1 Fellow 1 60
Appletou's Journal 2 50
Arthur's Home Magazine 2 85
Atlantic Monthly 3 45
Boston Cultivato'r 2 60
Building Association Journal 75

" Societies Gazette, London, Kngland 1 35
Bucks County IntelliRonccr, old Subscribers $2 60, new 2 10
California Horticulturist, 2 75
Central I'nion Agriculturist and Chrome 1 70
Children's Friend 1 35

" Hour 1 10
Oolman's Rural World 1 85
Country Gentleman 2 10
Demorest's Magazine 2 60
Eclectic Magazine 4 60
Every Saturday 4 60
Farmer's Home Journal 2 60
Frank Lsslie's Ladies' Magazine 3 10

" Review 2 10
Galaxy 3 45
Gerniantown Telegraph, old subscribers 82 50, new 2 20
Godey's Lady's Book 2 25
'raphic, (Daily), |)er vtar U 50
Hall's Journal of Health 1 50
Harper's B-.iiar 3 45

" Magazine 3 45
" Weekly 3 =1.5

Hearth and Home 2 00
Herald of Health 1 60
Household 85
Iowa Horaesuad 1 60
Journal of Chemistry 1 10

" of ihe Farm 85
Journal of Materia Medica 1 10
Kansas Farmer 1 35
Lady's Floral Cabinet, with Chrome 1 10
Ladies' Repository 3 35
Lesll.-'s Lady's Journal 3 60
Lippincott'j* Magazine 3 25
Littell's Living Age 7 60
London Garden 8 75
London Gardener's Chronicle 7 50

Maine Farmer $2 !•
Manufacturer and Builder 1 8J
Marylami Farmer „ 1 35
Massachusetts Ploughman 2 60
Metropolitan 1 86
Milling Journal 1 86
Moore's Rural New Yorker 2 3S
Nation 4 75
National Baptist 2 35
New England Farmer 2 35

" " Homestead i 10

New York Evang<'Iist 2 60
New York Methodist 3 20

" Post, Weekly, $1. 50; Semi-Weekly 2 60
" Times, Weekly, 81.50; Semi-Weekly 2 60

' " Tribune, Weekly, 81.50 ; Semi-Weekly 2 60
" World, Weekly; 81-50; Semi-Weekly 2 60

Northwestern Farmer 1 10
Nursery 1 20
Ohio Farmer 1 85
Old and New 3 60
Our Home Journal 2 25
Park's Floral Gazette 70
Penn Monthly 2 10
Peter's Musical Monthly 2 60
Peterson's Magazine 1 70
Philadelphia Weekly Press 1 60
Phrenological Journal 2 35
Poultry World 1 10

Popular Science Monthly 4 60
Practical Farmer, (Weekly) 1 60
Prairie Farmer 1 60
Purdy's Small Fruit Recorder 85
Saint Nicholas 2 60
Saturday Evening Post 1 75
Scientific American 2 75
Scientifle Farmer 85
Scribner's Monthly 3 45
Southern Cultivator , 1 85
Southern Planter and Farmer 1 85
Waverly Magazine , 4 60
Western Agriculturist 85
Western Farmer 1 85

Rural 1 85
Wood's Household Magazine 85

" " ''^ with Chromo 100
Working Farmer 1 10
Youth's Companion..new8ubsciibers $1.40; old subscribers.. 1 75

The ahove includes postage under the new U. S. Law requiring prepayment of postage before mailing.

After suhscription to a club paper through this agency, report non-receipt of your numbers
and other causes of dissatisfaction, irregularities of mails or changes of residences, only to said

paper direct {not to this oflfice).

Remit by P. 0. Order, Draft or Registered Letter. Currency is at risk of mails.

If you wish a receipt or reply, enclose postage stamp for that purpose, otherwise the club papers will be considered a iuflS-
went receipt.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.



RUBAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (and any others in the market not on this llgtj will

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., -Philada.

Allen's, R. L., Diseases of Domestic Animals
Allen's, L. F., Rural Architecture
Allen's, L. F., American Cattle

Allen's, R. L. & L. F., New American Farm Book
American Architect
American Bird Fancier, (Brown's)
American Farmer's Encyclopedia
American Horticultural Annual, paper 50 Cts., cloth

American Weeds and Useful Plants
Apple Culturist, S. E. Todd
Art of Saw Filing
ATchitectnre, Modern American, Cummings & Miller

**
fc Principles and Practice of. By Loring & Jenning

Baker's Fruit Culture
Bassett on Cranberry Culture
Barry's Fruit Garden
Bell's Carpentry made easy
Bement's Poulterer's C mpanion
Bcraent's Rabbit Fancier
Beet Root Sugar
Bicknell's Village Builder, 77 plates
Bommer's Method of Making Manures
Boussingault's, J. B., Rural Economy
Browne s Trees of America
Breck's New Book of Flowers
Bridgeman's American Gardener's AssiEtant
Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual
Bridgeman's Kitcheu Gardener's Instructor
Buist's, Robert. Am. Flower Garden Directory
Buist's, Robert, Family Kitchen Gardener
Burr's Field and Garden Vegetables of America
Carpenter and Joiner (R. Riddell)
Carpenter and Joiner's Hand Book, (Holly)
Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide
Chemistry of the Farm, (Nichols)
Cleveland's Villas and Cottages
Cobbett's American Gardener
Cole's, S. W., American Fruit Book
Cole's American Veterinarian
Cooper's Rural Hours
CopeJand's Country Life
Dadd's, Geo. H., American Cattle Doctor
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor
Dana's, Samuel H.,Muck Manual
Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, (2 vols)

Darwin's Inseotiverous Plants
DeVoe's Market Assistant
Downings, A. J., Landscape Gardening
Downing's Cottage Residences
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America,
Downing's Rural Essajs
Downing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden
DuBreuil's Vineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden)
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Cranberry
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide
Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees
EDioii's Fruit Growers' Hand Book, paper, 60 cents, cloih
Farm Talk, (Brackett)
Farming for Boys
Field's, Thomas W., PearCulture
Five Acres too Much, (illustrattd)
Flagg's European Vineyards
Flax Culture '

Flint, Chas. L . on Grasses
Flint's Milch Cows
Fowler's Homes for All
Frink Forester's Fish and Fishing, 8 vo. 100 engravings..
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen, 8 vo
French's Farm Drainage •

Fuller's Grape CulturLst
Fuller's Small Fruit Culture „
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist
Fulton on Peach Culture
Gentry'.s Lite Histories of Birds, Ist vol
Gray's How Plants Grow
Gray's Manual of Botany
Gray's Manual, Botany and Lessons, in one vol
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany
Green on Trout Culiure
Gregory on Squashes, paper
Guernon on Milch Cows
Guide to Fortune
Harazthy's Grape Culture and Wine Making
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. $4 ; col. eug's..
Harris on the Pig
Hatfield's American House Carpenter
Henderson's T'ractieal Floriculture
Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure
Henderson's Gardening for Profit
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers
Hoopes on Evergreens
Hooper's Dog and Gun, paper .30 cents, cloth
Hop-culture
How to Buy a Farm, and Where to Find One

?1 00
1 60
2 50
2 50
7 00

30
6 00
75

1 75
1 50

75

10 00
12 00
4 00

30
2 50
5 00
2 00

30
1 50

12 00
25

1 60
6 00
1 75
2 50
1 00
1 00
1 50
1 00
5 00
7 00

75
75

1 25
4 00

75
75
75

2 00
00

1 50
1 50
1 25
6 00
7 00
2 50
6 50
3 no

5 00
3 50
2 00
2 00

75
1 50
1 50
1 00
1 00
1 50
1 25
1 50
1 50
50

2 50
2 50
1 50
3 50
3 00

1 50
1 50
1 50

25
1 50
1 50
2 00
1 2.5

2 25
4 00
2 50
1 00
30
75

1 00
6 00
6 50
1 50
3 50
1 50
1 50
1 50
1 75
3 on

60
40

1 75

How to Manage a Building Association
How to Paint
Hunter and Trapper
Hussman's Grapes and Wines
Jacquts' Manual of the House
Jacques' Manuel of the Garden
Jennings' Cattle Doctor
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poultry
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary
Johnson's How Crops Feed
Johnson's How Crops Grow
Johnson's Peat and its uses
Johnston's Elements of Ag. Chemistry and Geology
Johnston's, J. S. W., Agricultural Chemistry
Kemp's Landscape Gaiiiening
Klippart's Farm Drainage
Langstroth, Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee
Leuchars' How to Build Hot-houses
Leibig's, Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry
Louden's Encylopa?dia of Plants
Lyman's Cotton-culturo
McMahon's American Gardener
Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmers
Mechanics' Companion (Nicholson)
Meehan's Ornamental Trees
Mileson the Horse's Foot
Miner's, T. B., Bee-keeper's Manual
Mohron the Grape-vine
Money in the Garden
My Vineyard at Lakeview
My Farm of fidgewood
My Ten-rod Farm
North American Sylva, 5 vols., 156 coh jJates, in 30 parts,

" " unbound
" " Half Turkey Antique, gilt

full " •'

Nichol's Chemistry of the Farm and Sea
Norton's, J' hn P., Elements of Scientific Agriculture
Norris' Fish-cnlture
Onion-culture
Our Farm of Four Acres
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects cloth
Paul's Book of Roses
Paul's Rose Garden
Paxton's Botanical IMctionary
Pardee on Strawberry-culture
Parkman's Book of Roses
Parsons, Samuel B., on the Rose
Peat and its Uses •. i...

Pear-culture, Fields
Pedder's, James, Farmer's Land-measurer
Percheron Horse
Peterson's Preserving, Pickling and Canning Fruit
Phin's Open-air Grape Culture, and Wine Making....^....
Quinn's Pear-cult ure*for Profit
Quinby's Jlysteiios of Bee-keeping Explained
Randall's Sheep Husbandry
Ra"dairs Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry
Rand's Bulbs ,

Band's Flowers for Parlor and Garden
Rand's Popular Flowers and how to Cultivate them
Rand's Flower Garden
Band's Orchid Culture ,

Riddeirs Architect
Ropp's Commercial Calculator, cloth $1, Morocco Tuck
Rose Culturist paper
Robbins', R ,

Produce and Ready Reckoner
Saunders' Domestic Poultry, paper 40 cloth
Saxton's Hand Books, in four series, each ;

Schenck's Gardener's Text-book
Scribner's Ready Reckoner and Log-book
Srong's Cultivation of the Grape
Ten Acres Enough
Thomas, .1. J., P'arm Implements
Thomas, J. J., Fiuit-culturist ; old ed. S3 00; new edition,
Ville's Chemical Manures
Warder's American Pomology

" Hedges and Evergreens
Waring's Drainage for Profit and Health

" Elements of Agriculture
" Earth Closets

Webster's Dictionary, Unabridged
Well's Every Man his own Lawyer
Williams, li. S., on Stove & Greenhouse Plants, 2 vols., lU'd
Williams, B. ,S., on Select Ferns and Lycopods
Williams, B. S., Orchid Grower's Manual
Window Gardening
White's Gardening for the South

" Cranberry Culture
Wood's Class Bocik of Botany
Workingman's Way to Wealth
Wright's Practit'al Poultry Keeper
Youatt on the Horse
Youman's Household Science...' ...

82 00
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Index to Advertisements.
AdTertlters are requesttd lo havt ordert in hand aj bablt as

POSSiBf.K. (^fi'j rfcriitd a/ter the 23rd of each month cannot be

IN3URKD insfrtii/n in the next issue.

Allen S, L A Co., Thiladelphia, Pa „ 11

Babbit B. T., Now York 14
Bother J. R. 4 A.,Cllnlon, Iowa, ih
Bassett Win. F., Haniinontun. N J „ 18
Baversdorfer M. M. A Co., Philadelphia 8
BeUeviie Nursery Co , Paterson, N. J 8
Benson A Biirpi>e, Phila., Pa 20
Bridgenian A., New York city ^ 17
Biilst R., Philadi-lphia, Pa 19,20
Butz Paul A Son, New Castle, Pa 18
Cadness John, Flushine, L. I., Now York 7

Chidester W. H., New York city 17
Collius, John S. Mooreslown, N. J M
Curran J. F. H A Co., New York 11
Detroit Seed Co., Detroit, .Mich 14
Dewey U. M.. Rochester, N. Y.... „. 4
Dick John, Phila 6, ly
Dickey Samuel, Oxford, Pa 'lii

Dingee A Conard Co., West Grove, Pa .'."
•_'

Douglas Robert A Sons, Waukcgan, 111 ^
Dreer Henry A.. Philadelphia 4 l,s

Elder Walter, Philadelphia ' U
Qlis Chas. R., New Y'ork city ; y
Elliott Benj. A. A Co., Pittsburgh, Pa ^ 17
Elverson A Sherwood, New Brighton, Pa 17
EUwanger A Barry, Rochester, N. Y 6 cover
Ferry D. M. A Co., Detroit, Mich H
Fleming James, New York city 20
Gregory James J. H., Marblehead, Mass 4
Hargi-, A Souimer, Quiney, 111 g
Harris Wm. K., Philadelphia, Pa ."

4
Haggerty James, Poughkeepsie, N Y K
Hance A. A Son, Red Bank.N. J 4,6,11 14 1.5

Henderson Peter A Co., New York !....' 1

Hews A. H. A Co., No. Cambridge, Mass 8
Hinrichs C. F. A., New Y'ork city "'

20
Hitchings A Co., New York city 3
Hooker II. E. A Bro , Rochester, N. Y .'."

14
Hoopes Bro. A Thomas, West Chester, Pa 4, 1.5

Hoopes Joshua, Wimington, Del '21
Hovey A Co .Boston, Mass 17
Hubbard I. S , Fredonla, N. Y »'.!!!!!!.'." 8
Jaquot A. Henry A C. Hugo, Jacksonville, Fla .'.""'."

9
Jordan, J. M. A Bro., St. Louis, Mo 10
Knauth, Nachod A Kuhne, New York ','.','.*.! cover
Kreupper Vuiceslas, Naples, It:ily .'

yj
Lane C. F.. Koshkonong, Wis ...'..'.

""',
17

Lonsdale Eidwin, Germantown, Pa !.....". 11
Lord's Horticultural Works, Irvington, New York....... ........! 7
Lynei£ichard, Philadelphia

(j

Marot fbas. H., Phila 12, 16, 19, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24
Meehan Thomas, Germantown, Philadelphia 4, 9, 12 15
Michel Henry A Co., St. Louis, Mo !....' i.s

Miller A Hayes, Phila, Pa 4 a i.^

Miller A Hunt, Chicago, 111 .'..,' 20
Moon Wra. H., Morrisville, Pa

,

."!....".".' .0
Murdoch John R. A A , Pittsburgh, Pa 17
Murphy John, Dansville, N. Y 20
Nauz, Neuner A Co

, Louisville, Ky "..'.'..»•. 19
N. Y. Slate Paint Co., New Y'ork city 15
Nimmo Alexander, Brooklyn, New York 12
Nordyke C. A., Richmond, Ind ....'. 23
Octoraro Nursery, Oxford, Pa 15
Parsons, R. B. A Co., Flushing, N. Y 26
Parsons S. B. A Sons, Flushing, New York cover
Parry Wm., Cinnaraiason, N. J 19
Polk A Hyatt, Odessa, Delaware „ 18
Peters Randolph, Wilmington, Del '. 14
I-'rai;tical Farmer, Philadelphia 14
Roe E. P., CornwaP-on-Hudson, N. Y 2f)

Raoux C, New York city 6
Roberts Josiah H., Malvern, Pa .'

.', 19
Rolker A. A Sons, New York city Fly-leaf
Rommel A. B. A Co., Pittston, Pa 19
Saul John, Washington, D. C - 11
Scribner A Co., New York city 6
Scollay John A., Brooklyn, N. Y 9
Scott D.W ACo., Galena, 111 12
Sherwood John A Son, Bristol, Pa 9
Shumway R. H., Rockford, 111 '..... 14
Smith A Lynch, Boston, Mass ^
Smith W. C.Suffield, Conn ''.'.

19
Spooner Wm. H , Boston, Mass 1.5

StelTens N., New Y'ork city . 4
Straiton & Storm, New Y'ork city 1.5

Sutherland William, Philadelphia, Pa 18
rhornburn J. M. A Co., New York City cover
Transon P A E., Orleans, France, cover
Trowbridge F , Milford, Conn 19

Verdler Chas. Jr., Rue Bandrlcourt, Parii, France 11
Vick James, Rochester, N. Y U
Weathered A Chcrevoy, N. Y. City IB
Werner Wm. C, PalnPsvillu, Ohio 28
White John, Jersey City, N. J „ 19
Williams A. K., Rlcbniond Ind 9
Wood Edmund M., BoHdn, Massachusetts IS

SITUATION WANTEdT
By a young man, aged 34, as Propaijat'r in a private or Commer-

cial establishment. Can speak both Knglish and German. Eight
years' experience in one of the largcit establisliments of the West.
Has thorough knowledge of the cultivation and propagation of
Greenhouse and Bedding Plants, Shrubs, Roses, Ac. ; also the
arrangement of bouquets and lloral designs. Best references fur-

nished. Address,
WM. C. WKKNKK,

fcbi Box 716. Paine8viile, Lake Co., Ohio.

SITUATION Wanted as Gardener or Farmer, by a Scotchman
married, no family, has a practical knowledge of the culture

and general management of hot and cold Graperies, Greenhouse
pb

, _
knowlodge of farmin
employer
N. V.

lants, vegetables, &c.; also, a successful experience as to a general

Address W. A. R., White Plains, Westchester County,
six years' satisfactory reference from late

For Situations Wanted, see page 20.

R. B. PARSONS & CO.,
Offer Ko»e» in pots of fine varieties, at 87 per 100. Khododen-
drons of the best har ly sorts. Chinese Azaleas, a large stock in

vory fine condition, and of the btst sorts,25 cts. to$i. Cainelliaja-
ponica, a large collection in superb condition, 25 cts. to $1.
Hardy Azaleas, the choicest deciduous shrubs. Magnolias,
both Chinese and Japan, at very low rates.

We invite the attention of

NURSERYMEN and DEALERS
To our general stock, both Deciduous und Evergreen, which is

very large and complete. Tlie rarer Evergreens, as well as the

old st'\ndard sorts, we grow in large quantity. Flowering
Shrubs we offer at low rates. Our Purple Beecli, grafted

from really purple-leaved trees are very fine.

Our Office and Greenhouses being at the location once occupied by
the old house of Parsons & Co., (now dissolved), of which the head
of this firm was a member, visitors will find it quUo accessible

l^rom either the Bridge or Main St. Railroad Stations. P"or Cata-

logues, address, R. B. PAKSONS & CO.,
Bownft Ave.,

Febi2 P. O. Box, 99. Flushing, N. Y.

Strawberry Plants,
Thirty odd varieties.

RASPBERRY PLANTS,
Fourteen varieties.

Currant, Gooseberry and Blackberry plants for sale by E. P. ROE,
author of " Manual on the Culture of Small Fruits," '"Play and
Profit in My Garden," &c. Send for a Circular.

E. P. RO»^,
Cornwall-on-Hudson, Orange Co., N. Y,

Yorkshire, Berkshire, Essex, Poland China, and Chester
WHITE SWINE, of unsurpassed excellence. Alderney, Ayr-
shire and Shorthorn Cattle, Southdown and Cotswold SHEEP.
Imported and Prize POULTRY, and PIGEONS bred on 8
FARMS. DOGS, Ac. New dej^criptive circular free. Elegant
new Catalogue with cuts from life of our stock, 20c. Seeds,
Treks, Plants, Fertilizers, Implemets, Ac. C PACKAGES
seeJs, free, as samples, for two 3c. stamps. Benson A Burpee,
successors to W. Atlee Burpee, Seed Warehouse, 223 Church
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. octl2

GARDENING FOR THE SOUTH, or HOW TO GROW
VEGETABLES AND FRUITS.

By Wm. N. Whitk.

Containing instructions and hints in formation and management
of Gardens, Soils and improvement, manures and their sources, ro-

tation, hot-beds, cold frames, pits, propagation, budding and graft-

ing, pruning and training, transplanting, mulching, shading and
watering, protection, garden implements, insects and vermin. Vege-
tables, Fruits, description, varieties and culture. Illustrated, 444
pages, i2mo. Cloth. Price J2.00. Sent by mail, post-paid, on re-

oept of price. Address. CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.



SEED WAREHOUSE
lo J oil II JSitreet, rNe\^' Yoi-U.

NEW PRICED DESCRII'TIVE CATALOGUES OF

VEGETABLE & AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
ALSO NEW FLOWER SEED CATALOGUE

IPOK. 1877
Ready for mailing free to all applicants tjanS

P. & E. TRANSON,

NURSERIES,
ORLEANS, FRANCE,

Beg to inform their friends and customers generally that their

NEW LIST FOR 1876 AND 1877,
Is now ready, and may be had on application to

MESSRS. KNAUTH, NACHOD & KUHNE,

113 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
This Catalogue contains Prices of all the P^RUIT TREE STOCKS; an extensive list of FRUIl

TREES, New and Hardy ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, CLIMBERS, the Hardiest and Best CONI-
FERS, ROSES on their own roots. Also, SMALL CONIFERS, DECIDI^OUS and EVERGREEN
ORNAMENTAL TREES, one or two years' Seedlings, most useful for Nurserymen.

J8@°°N. B.—The greatest attention given to packing. oct5

IMPORTANT TO FLORISTS.

LILY OF THE VALLEY PIPS.
Just arrived, the finest lot of 3-year old, strong Lily of the Valley Pips—per thousand, J20.

A higher rate will be charged for a less number than one thousand. To Florists requiring from
10,000 and upwards, a special rate will be made.

FLORIDA MOSS for decorating, $3 per barrel.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,
febl 15 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.



S. B. PARSONS & SONS,

fxjTJSI3:iitc3-, Lonsra- isla-Istid, isr.^x^.

Have rcceivfd two Awards from (Ik U. S. Centennial Commission, for "Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs," aiul for " Ferns." Tlii.s is a recop;nition of their extensive collection of

riaiits of o\tiy description for ornanu-nting house or jiroiincls. Great pains are taken to obtain

everytliiiiir <>f value for tliis purpose to he found in the World, and they are prepared to say that

for completeness, rareness and beauty this collection is seldom excelled.

Of these plants a certain numVicr, not hardy in this climate, are kept in Greenhouses and
may be sent out at any time during the winter. The following are a few to which we would
particularly call tlu> attention of piurchasers, both wholesale and retail.

Camellia japonica. An extensive collection of all sizes in very large assortment and
splendid health.

Chinese Azaleas. A large stock of all kinds and sizes in fine healtli and well set with buds.

Roses of certain of the best Ever-blooming sorts selected and potted for this purpose.

Ferns. A large a.ssortment of the best kinds including some very rare and beautiful.

Citrus, grafted plants of nearly 100 varieties of Oranges, Lemons, &c.

Aucubas, Gardenias in variety, Magnolias of the best evergreen kinds, Palms and many
others which we have not room to name here, but refer for further information to our Catalogues,

sent by mail gratis on application.

We are now prepared to offer the rare and beautiful Japanese Maples, at greatly reduced

prices, and will furnish next Spring good plants from $1.50 to $5.00 each, according to the kind.

Those who wish to visit the Nurseries will always find either one of the proprietors, or J. R. Trumpy, the well-knowD

propagator of the old eflfel)lishnient. They can take the ferries at 34th Street or James' Slip, which connect with the railroad,

leaving the first a quarter of an hour, and the last half an hour before theJAepartnre of trains, which make the transit in

half an hour. The Nursery may W reached from the stations by carriages free of charge.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

SHRUBS, ROSES AND PLANTS,

Q^tlemen improving their grounds, Orchardists, Landscape Gardeners, Nurserymen and

Dealers in Trees, will find our stock of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES.

the largest, and the collection the most extensive and complete in the United States. Full par-

ticular given in the following Catalogues, which will be sent to our old customers free, to others,

who £fcc\ose stamps, as below :

No. 1.—FRUITS, 60 pages with Colored Plate, 15 Cts.; plain, 10 Cts.

No. 2.—ORNAMENTAL TREES, Shrubs, Evergreens, Roses, Etc., 124 pages, 50
illustrations, and a fine colored plate of Roses, 25 Cts., plain, 15 Cts.

No. 3.—GREEN and HOT-HOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS, Free.

No. 4.—WHOLESALE, Free. No. 5.—LIST of NEW ROSES, Free.

Address,

ROCHESTER. N. Y.k
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The Gardener's Monthly
AND HORTICULTURIST.

EDITED BY THOMAS MEEHAN,
Assisted by au able <orps of AMERICAN ami KOKKKiN CORRESPONDENTS.

It i» publinJied Oil the first of every month, at the office, No. 814 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA-
DELPHIA, where all Business communications should be addressed.
Communications for the Etlitor should be addressed : Thom.\s Meehan, Germantown, Philada.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Postage paid, $2.10.

TERMS OF



CHOICE SEEDS
OF FINEST VARIETY AND CHOICEST aUALlTY

OF THIS YEAR'S GROWTH,
FROM BEST EUROPEAN GROWERS.

FLOWER SEEDS A SPECIALTV

SELECT STOCIC OIST h:j^:n"id

BY

MWQWST MmMMM # &0M,
32 READE ST., NEIV YORK.

p. O. BOX 899,

WHOLESALE DEALERS ONLY.

CATALOGUES MAILED ON APPLICATION.

We also oiler to the trade from stock on hand, Pine Lily of the Valley Pips, Couvallaria

majalis alba, the best kind for early forcing; also all kinds of Spring Bulbs, such as Tuberoses,

Gladiolus, Lilies, Spirea, Caladium esculentuni, &c. Likewise a full line of

ELORISTS' SUPPLIES,
such i\A Baskets of Wire Designs, Bouquet Papers, Immortelles. Tin foil reduced to 28 cents per

pound
;
quantities, 20 cents.

Import Orders of D^Uck and other Btclbs solicited.



THE SUBSCRIBERS OFFER

SEASONABLE SEEDS
FOR HOT-BED SOWING,

All of Prime quality. Especial attention is invited to two varieties of Cabbage
recently introduced by them, viz :

Bloomsdale Early Market. Bloomsdale Early Drumhead.
(Maturing in July). (M.ituring in Augu.it).

A bingle tnal of these will establish their worth for market purposes and family use. A p.ipcr of each will hr mailed FO/^ TRIAL
on receipt of TWENTY CENTS, and in addition, WITHOUT CHARGE, a smaller piper of the IJI.OOMSDAr.K BRUNSWICK
CABBAGE, (maturing in July)—the latter not yet offered forsale. Seed of the BLOOMSDAI.K BULI.OCK HKAUT, a fine

early »ort, of surpa.ssing excellence, not yet yet offered, will be ready in August. Market Gardeners will please make a note of it.

DAVID LANDRETH & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fall of 1876 and Spring- of 1877.
<»» — -

One old and one new subscriber for $J.20 the two,

or two new subscribers for $J.20 the two, •

••

ALL our SUBSCRIBERS who can HONESTLY RECOMMEND THIS
MAGAZINE, from their own experience, are kindly requested

to INVITE THEIR FRIENDS to

AKB #|ARDENER'S
MONTHLY.

TAKE M.
HE U

Edited By THOMAS MEEHAN.

"F O "S^ T IH IB AMATEUR, CULTIVATOR, BOTANIST,
j_ v^ j-v/ NATURALIST, and the LOVER of the

COUNTRY.
:R» O 'Rj T IE3I IE FLORIST, POMOLOGIST, ARBORICUL-

TURIST, NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN &
DEALER.

IIF O T?j T IE3I IE LANDSCAPE GARDENER, GENTLE-* ^^ MAN'S GARDENER, MARKET GAR-
DENER, COLLECTOR and EXHIBITOR
of FLOWERS and FRUITS.
MAN, WOMAN or CHILD, who loves to

GROW a TREE, or watch a PET
PLANT in a WINDOW.

SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.10 PER ANNUM,
S1.05 for 6 months; 70 cts. for 4 months; 53 cts. for 3 months.

Send us ONE NEW NAME, if you can, WITH YOUR OWN, and a Draft or
Money Order of $3.20 FOR THE TWO.

Aho any SUBSCRIBEK'wlio has already renewed his subscription and paid, at $2.10 may order a NEW
subscriber, at the rate of $3.20 /or the two by remitting the additio)ial $1.10 to balance, and oblige, unth

thanksfor past favors ami efforts, respectfully,

CHARLES H. MAROT, PublisJier,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

n ill III.

^T" SEE FIRST PAGE, FACING COVER



THE HOB TICULTUBAL ADVEBTISEB.

Pliristi ,ri©»
We offer the following extract from our Retail and "Wholesale lists of

SHEDS, PLANTS,
AND FLORISTS' REQUISITES.

NEW OR SCARCE FLOWER SEEDS.

Verbena, from our own collection, a pkt. $ .25

Coleus, " " "

Ivy-leaved Geranium, " "

Zonal
Apple-scented " "

Balsam, extra double white, "

Climbing Fern, "

Assorted *'
"

Cyclamen Persicum giganteum, "

Primula Chenensis, single in var.
"

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

1.00

.30

Twelve packets Pansy Seeds, as shown
in colored plate in tlie January number
of Gardener's Monthly, per set v^y^. $1.50

Begonia. Tuberous rooted, a pkt. 1.00

Petunia, Double, " .50
" " new fringed, a pkt. 1.00

Centaurea, Candida and Gymno-
carpa, a pkt. . . .25

Cineraria, New Double, a pkt. 1.00

Primula Chenensis, " " .75

NEW VEGETABLE SEEDS.

Crawford's Half-dwarf Celery, a pkt. .50 1 Tomato, " Little Gem," a pkt. .25

Henderson's Summer Cabbage, " .50 1 Cucumber, Russian Netted, "
J25

NEW OR SCARCE PLANTS.
each, 50 to 75c. I Fuchsia racemosa, each $1 to |2
" $1 to $Z Forcing Pink, "Lord Lyons,"

"

50c
"

$5 1 Scarlet flowered Rose Geranium, each, 50o

PLANTS IN QUANTITY.

Coleus, 25 best sorts, $ 6 per 100 Verbenas
Eualia japonica variegata, 12 " "

Fuchsias, 12 market sorts, . 6 " "

Geranium, "Happy Thought," 16 " "

Roses, monthly, 50 leading sorts,

according to size, from $6 to |25

Carnation, " Snow "White,"
Eulalia japonica zebrina.
Hydrangea, ' Thos. Hogg,"

Smilax, fine plants per 100

VEGETABLE PLANTS.

Linnaeus
$7.50 per 1000

$20.00 " "

strong,

Named in 60 varieties,



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISER.

Large Greenhouses full of Roses Alone.

Large Greenhouses full of Roses Alone.

Large Greenhouses full of Roses Alone.

Eosfis for Florists, Roses for Florists, tes for Florists.

PRICES DOWN TO HARD PAN. PRICES DOWN TO HARD PAN. PRICES
DOWN TO HARD PAN.

JjosES OF Best (juality, Finest ^orts, in Perfect Health.
STRONG, VIGOROUS, WELL ESTABLISHED PLANTS FROM 3 in. POTS.
STRONG, VIGOROUS, VTELL ESTABLISHED PLANTS FROM 3 in. POTS.
STRONG, VIGOROUS. WELL ESTABLISHED PLANTS FROM 3 in- POTS.

rice $7 per Hundred, $60 per Thousand,

rice $7 per Hundred, $60 per Thousand,

rice $7 per Hundred, $60 per Thousand.
When sent to distant points by Mail, Postage must be added at the rate of 40c. per lOO, or »3 per 1000.

A Strong Plant of the splendid New Yellow Tea Rose, PERLE DES JARDINS, presented

FREE for every remittance.

Our STOCK is so large we can generally give PURCHAHERS their
choice of varieties, except in very special cases,

AT THESE PRICES. AT THESE PRICES. AT THESE PRICES.

LET US KNOW THE VARIETIES YOU PREFER, AND WE WILL ENDEAVOR TO ACCOVIMODATE.
LET us KNOW THE VARIETIES YOU PREFER, AND WE WILL ENDEAVOR TO ACCOMMODATE.
LET us KNOW THE VARIETIES YOU PREFER, AND WE WILL ENDEAVOR TO ACCOMMODATE.

We make Roses a Great Specialty, and are Selling Rapidly.

WE GROW T^/^OT^O BY nPHOUSANDS AND Tl/r:
E GROW Kl iNr N BY I HOUSANDS AND l/h
E GKOW JLVv/kJJUVJ BY 1 HOUSANDS AND ITl]

TLLIONS.
ILLIONS.
.IL.L.IONS.

We are Strong on Florists' Roses named below and hundreds of others.

We are Strong on Florists' Roses named below and hundreds of others.

We are Strong on Florists' Roses named below and hundreds of others.

SEE VARIETIES NAMED AND

CHOOSE FOR YOURSELF, CHoose for Yonrself, CHOOSE FOR YOURSELF,
Mad. Margottin La Pactole Herniosa Luciillufi— Marii> ( iuillut Brabant—Devomensis Chrouiatella (True).

Agrippina, Sat'rano, Jean d'arc —Bonbon Queen—Aurora—Isabella Sprunt—Bon .Silene—Mad Daniazine—Mad'lle Rachel

—

Marie Sisley, Reine de Portugal, Malmaison, Emp. Russia, Regalis, Bougere, Mad. Falcot—Arch Duke Charles, Bella, Belle

—

Fleur d'Arzens—Souv'r d'un Amie, Mad. Bravy—La France, Perle de Lyon, &c., &c.

NO CHARGE FOR BOXES OR PACKING, SAFE CARRIAGE GUARANTEED.
CHARGE FOR BOXES OR PACKING, SAFE CARRIAGE GUARANTEED.
CHARGE FOR BOXES OR PACKING, SAFE CARRIAGE GUARANTEED.

ROSES
Shipped Safely by Express at all times; no danger from Frost or Heat.
Shipped Safely by Express at all times; no danger from Frost or Heat.
Shipped Safely by Express at all times; no danger from Frost or Heat.

"WHO APPLY.
"WHO APPIjY.
"WHO APPLY.

ORDERS SOLICITED. ORDERS SOLICITED. ORDERS SOLICITED.
ADDRESS THE

ROSE GROWERS,
WEST GROV£), CHESTER CO., PA,



THE HOE TIC UL TUBA L AD VER TTSER.

est.a.:^I-iIsi3:eid is-4=4=.

No. 233 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK.

HOT-WATER

APPARATUS

for HEATING

GREEN-HOUSES, &c.

Ulnstrated Catalogue aud List of Eeferences and Keduced

Prices, sent on receipt of postage—6 cents.

ATED [ire-Boa Bq



THE IIORTIGULTURAL ADVERTISER.

NEW DOUBLE GERANIUM
BISHOP WOOD,

TTie upper pct.ils carmme scRrlct. lowrr petal* Tiolet rose—* new
•olor in double Gcraiiiuini; habit is dwarf and comp.ict

;
small

foliage; truss is large, borne in grc.it profusion, wellabore the foliage.

Now ready and for sale by the grower. I'rice, Si each : J9 per dor.;

•5 P" S dozen. KiiU description n>;iile'' frrc on ;ipplicalion.

V7U. K. HARRIS,
Idecs 5501 Darby Koad, Philadelphia, Fa.

$200 IN PREMIUMS.
For the largest amMint of fniit produced in 1R78, from i>lants set the

coming season of the famous

Col. Cheney Strawberry.
The hardiest, most prc(!uc:tive, largest, h;indsGmest and moat deli-

cious strawberry in cultivation; (orig. stock of A. M. Purdy). Plants

by mail, post paid, 25 cts. per dor ; $\ per 100 ; by expresa, J5 per

1000, $33 per 10.000.

Rockland Fruit Farm Annual containing full partlcnlarK aeot

Free. Address,

J. E. REMSBURQ,

I ,My aanual Catalogue of Vegetrible and Flower Seed for 1877 will,

be ready by January, and sent free to all who apply. Customers

of last season need not write for it. I oflTer one of the largest collec-

tions of vegetatle seed ever sent out by any seed house in America,

a large portion of which were grown on my si.i seed farms. Printed
directions for cultivalion on every package. All seed sold from

my establishment warranted to be both fresh and true to name ; so

lar, that should it prove otherwise I will refill the order gratis. As

the original introducer of the Hubbard and Marblehead Squashes,

the Marblehead Cabbages, and a score of other new vegatables, I

iBTite the patronage of all who are anxious to have their seed

fresh, true, and 0/ the very best strain. New Vegetables a
Specialty.

decs JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

FOUR CRAND PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED OUR
EXHIBIT AT THE CENTENNIAL.

Blins's Illustrated heed Cntnlosriie vaA
Aiimteiir's Guide to the Flower and Kitclien
Garden. 200 \my:e^, iiiclndiim- tevpral Inindrea

finely exeriiti-d eiiHTavinM'''. and : beautifully
colored Liibocriipli. S.'S CenlF.

Rli<<s'<t Illu>'trnted Gnrdeiier's Almanac
and Abridged Cntiilocue. 136iap-<R. Embracea
a Monthly Calendiir i-i Orerat'onF. .nnd a Pnre List

of all the leadintc Gnrden. Field and Flower
Seeds, profusely illustrated, -with brief directions

for their culture. 10 C'ent«.

Bliiis's lllusfrnted Potato Cntalojriie cpn-
tains alist ol n(iO Varieties, mid nnieh useful infor-

mation upon their eultivation, 1 t'eiit!*.

Regular custoincr.'i supplied gratis. Address

P. O. Box. B. K. BI;TS!S & SONS,
No. 5713. S-4 Barclay St., New York.

Crrape Vines.
Grown especially for the tr.ide and planters in quantity. Con-

cord (large stock, cheap), Martha, Delaware, Ives, Hartford
Prolific, Clinton, Salem, Wilder, Agawam, Taylor, etc , etc.

Also a large assortment of NE\V varieties. 1 ua'iiy, best; prices

lowl A descriptive catalogue mailed to all at)plicarts mch2

A. HANCE & SON,
Nurseryraen & Florists, Red Bank, N. J.

tmchl Atchison, Kan.

1877 1877

DREER'S GARDEN CALENDER,
Contains descriptive and price list of Vegetable, Flower and

Grass Seeds, Plants, Rulbs, Novelties, and every GARDEN RE-
QUISITE. Beautifully illusttatcd

HENRY A. DREER, 714 Chestnut St., Phila.

N. STEFFEN'S WIRE WORKS,
SSB E. 21st St. New York.

Manufacturer of all deaigni for FLORISTS. Wreaths, Cro«M»,

Crowns, Heart*, Anchors, Pillars, Columns, Monumenti, Bella,

Composure, Faith, Hope aad Charity, Harps and Lyrea, Am.

Leaning and Upright

Send for Price List. jan S.

THE BESTLANn
"^^ LOWEST PRICES. ^^
Bend for Pamphlet of the Reliable Burlington Road.

Address, Laid CcEmi:sicrer,B. i U, E. E.
'

|k| BURLINGTON, IOWA.
,1—

f*'0

IN The UNITED STATtO

A f\r\f\ C\r\f\ of Concord, i year, 815(0 $20 per 1,000; «

l,\JvyV/«V/VJV/ year, I2S to J30. All other varieties cheap,

mchi Dr. H. SCHKODEK, Bloomington, lU.

11.01. 20 Vcrt.tn
Geraniums. 91 .00.

i0-AUo. all sorts of Friut ai

(•{•Cfttalo^e, fr€c. 2;ld jeai

STOBKS, HARRISON & CO.,

Fainesville, Lake Co.. Ohio.

LONDON GARDENERS CHRONICLE
Will be furnished, post-paid, direct to subscribers in the U. S. for

S7 50 per year. Specimen Nos. 3 cent stamp. Apply to

novtt CHAS. H. MAROT, Agent. 814 Chestnut St.. PhiU
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SMITM J- m ¥M€m..§
Manufacturers of Patent Improved

m mm stira fliIM

AND

PATElfT PORTABLE CELLULAR EIRE BOX

BASE BURNER BOILER
Greenhouses, Graperies, Conservatories, Propagating Houses, Forcing Pits, Public and Private

Buildings, Schools, Drying Rooms and Heating Water for Baths.

ALSO KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND
Expansion Tanks, Evaporating Pans, Stop Valves, Cast-iron Pipe, Elt^pws, Tees, Branches, Pip«

Chaire, and everything necessary, of the best material, for Greenhouse Heating.

Smith & Lynch 's Improved Ventilating Apparatus, for opening and closing ventilating Sa«b,

on roof or sides of greenhouses and graperies.

Descriptive illustrated circular, with reference, and price list furnished on application to

17 bo"W"k:ei^ sti^eet,
febl2 BOSTON, MASS.
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FOR SALE.
A RARE CHANCE TO GET INTO A GOOD

PAYING BUSINESS AT ONCE.
On account of nn entire failure of (he health of our managing

partner, we feel compelled to offer our entire Nursery for sale. We
have a large established trade, all over the West, North and
South, anil the •' St.ir Nurseries" arc well and favorably known all
over the United States. Si.xly acres closely planted with choice
stock, within the limits of Quincy, 111., a live city ot 35,000 inhab-
itants. Location and shipping facilities unsurpassed East or West
Twenty thousand dollars worth of salable stock now ready for the
Spring trade, and a market for all of it.

For further particulars address the proprietors,

HARGIS & SOMMER,
jan3 Star Nurseries, Quincy. 111.

JOHN DICK'S PATENT BOILER.

Economy, Simplicity and Durability. The Prize Medal of the
Centennial Commission was awarded for this Boiler. Send to us for
Testimonials from those who use it.

lanp
JOHN DICK, Florist,

53d and Darby Road, Phila., Pa.

MV YORK CITY,
P. 0. Box 2956,

REPRESENTS IN THE UNITED STATES:
Messrs. E.H. KREL'VGE & SON, Nerserymen, Seedsmen and

Florists. Haarlem, HolLind
Messrs. JOHN STEWART & SONS, Nurserymen, Seedsmen and

Florists, Dund'^e, Scotland
Messrs PETER S. ROBERTSON & C().,Nurserymen,Secdsmen
and Florists, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Messrs. LEVAVASSEUR & FILS, Nurserymen and Florists,
Ussy, France.

Mr. ANDRE LEROY, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist, An-
gers, France.

Mr. GRANGER, Rose Grower, Suisncs, France.
Mr. EUGE.^fE VERDIER FILS AINE. Florist ; New Gladiolu-

ses, koses, Paeonias, etc , a specialty, Paris. France.
Mr. V. LEMOINE, Florist; new varieties of Plants a specialty,
Nancy, France.

Mr. ALEG.\TIERE, Florist; new varieties of Plants a specialty,
Lyon, France.

Messrs. C. PLATZ & SON, Seedsmen, Erfurt, Prussia.
Mr. WILHELM BUECHNER, Seed Grower, Erfurt, Prassia,

And many other European Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists,
•whose Catalogues will be sent to all applicants, free of expense.

Pear Seed Crop, 1876, For Sale.

$150.00 per 100 lbs.

$1.75 per lb.

ROS^
By mail, post paid, Inn own n>n(>.) 2.") ci-iit» itplooe, $2.00

per do/.i-n. l.arK" l)l.itil« (liudfli-d or i>n own rnotnl bjr
oxi)roHHut i)ureh«»<>rH oxpi'iisii fill omuIh apictf. ?4 (K) i>er
doz.'u. Tin" iiioMt hclccl ciillfc-liuii in Aiiifrica.
8ond for CulaloKue.

EILWANGER & BARRY. Rochester, N.Y..

Osage Orange Plants.
Of prime quality and very cheap. Special rates by the 10,000 and
upwards. A full assortment of HEDGE PLANTS. For Price-
lists, address

A. HANCB & SON,
mchi NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS. RED BANK, N. J.

R. laVNXSX,
Rear of 428 Walnut Street, Philada.

Manufacturer of Plain and l-'ancy Wire-work, for Floristsi
Wreaths, C'rosses, Stars, Crowns, Hearts, Anchors, Birds, Lambs,
Gipsy Baskets, Hanging Baskets, Flower Stands, &c.

aiig68«ND FOR PRICE LIST.

^** ESTABLISHED 1791. <

Plants, Trees, Shrubs.
.MIIIHKSS

FLUSHING, N. Y.

CHERRY-TREES
APPLE-TREES
PEACH-TREES
EVERGREENS

A General Line of

NURSEBY STOCK,
s( Id Low, at the

Morris Nursenes.

Address,

GEO ACHELIS,
West Chester, Pa.

WHITE WATER LILY.
NVMPHIA OUORATA. Strong roots uf this fragrant Lily, for

planting in ponds or tubs, with printed instructions for growing, 25
cents each ; $2 per doz, free bv mail.

mch2 MANN BROS., Randolph, Mass., Box 130.

Cut Flowers to the Trade
ROSES A SPECIALTY.

Carnations, Lilies, Violet.*, Bouvardia, Lily of
the Valley, Heliotrope, (fee.

Parties requiring a REGULAR SUPPLY,
will find it to their advantage to correspond.

EXPRESS SIX TIMES A DAY.
Orders bj Telegpraph promptly attended to.

JAMES HAGGERTY,
jan4 POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
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CIRCULAR.

Japa

the: TVEiVr

nese White Flowering
HYDMANGEA,

"THOMAS HOGG."
We have great pleasure in announcing to the Horticultural world, that the distribution of this fine plant, the most superb'novelty in

plants ever introduced into this country, will commence on October Ist, 1876. It has received the unqualified admiration of all Amer-
ican and European Florists and Nurserymen who have seen it in flower.

Orders will be received at the following rates :

One Plant $5. Where 12 Plants are taken, S additional sent.
23 " " " 5
50 " " " 12
100 " " " 25

This, the finest of all Hydrangeias, was sent to the United States by Mr. Thomas Hogg, from Japan. It has been exhibited in flow
er at the Massachusetts Horticultural Society weekly meeting in Boston, where it took the Society's silver medal for new plants ; and
also, at the New York Horticultural Society's monthly meeting in May. In the reporf of that meeting to the " American Agriculturist,"
by Mr. Peter Henderson, he says :

—" We think it safe to say, that no ornamental plant ever introduced exceeds this in value."

It belongs to the Hortensia section of the family, but is a far more free and abundant bloomer than any other, for the Florist, and for
all decorative purposes it will be invaluable; the flowers are of the purest white, of very firm texture, and continues in flower for a great
length of time. It will no doubt prove quite as hardy as the old Hortensias.

All ordering 12 plants, or more, will get a large plant included in the number, at regular rates,) suitable for exhibition next spring.

All orders must be sent toJOHN CADNESS, Flushing, L. I., N. Y.

Cash must accompany the order, and all remittances by Draft or Post Office Order, or Bank Cheque, as we cannot be responsible fcr
the safety of greenbacks by mail.

Flushing, Long Island, N. Y., Sept.
JOHN

1st, 1876.
CADNESS.

tOCtI2

B-

^5?'
%i'^

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their Construction a Specialty. Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. |^" Send for Catalogue. Address,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
Irvington-on-Hudson, New York.jiiaei2
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LARCHES, EVERGREENS!
LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

BOTH SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED TREES.
AU grown from seed on our uwn griniiiJ^, and better and cheaper than ini[) irted ^tock.

EUROPEAN LARCH AND EVERGREEN TREE SEEDS,
by the ounce, pound and loo pounds. Send for Catalogue.

ROBERT DOUGLAS & SONS,
tsep9 WaukecA"! HI-

BELLEVUE
NURSE R.Y
COMPANY.

NEW DOUB1.E ZONALE PEI-AKGONirM,"WOM)EBrtJI.." The
finest Orange Scarlet, Double Pelargoiiiiim jtt intrcductd, will be in immense
demnnd as a beddirp pl.int. Price fjom March ist, 50 cents each. |5 per dozea.
Verbenas from Cutting Bed, 81. 50 per hundred, $10 per ihcusand; stock
plants. $4 per hiiiidrod J^ss prr thousand Also an immense stock of the best double
and single TELARGONIUMS, at very low rates. Send for Trade Circular.

Address the

BELLEVUE NURSERY CO.,

mchl H. E. Chitty, Supt. PATERSON, N. J.

GRAPE TINES.
Also GRAPE ^WOOD and CUTTINGS. LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

Ail leading yarielies in large supply. K.xtra Quality. True to name. Special rates to Agents, Dealers and Nurserymen. Our
list of customers now embiaces nearlv all the leading nur^ervraen in the country, to who»i we would refer tho.se not acquainted

with our stock. Descriptive Catalogue and Price List JFree. T.' 8. HUBBAK1>, Fredonia, N. T. auglO

^zmomQM
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Sent free on application.

Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States,

No. Cambridge^ Mass.

M. M. BAYERSDORFER & CO.,

Importers of Every description of

BOUQUET PAPERS.
Plain White Satin for Bridal Bouquets. Fa»cy Lace for Weddings. Recep-

tions, Parties. Italiens, Pasted Cartons, Inimortpfles in great varieties ; Greea
Moss, Fiench Dried Grasses and Flowers. Tin Foil. Prize Medal of Cincinnati
]«dustrial Exp(isiii<iii of 1873 awardt-d to us for the best display of P>ouquet
Papers. Illustrated Catalogue luraishtd 00 application.

feb 56 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Cascade Rose Nursery.
YOUNG ROSES, in the very choicest varieties, fine healthy pla»t« rooted last Sun;;r.cr

;
price, t6.50 per

ioo.$6o per looo. Gl. de Dijon, Devoniensis, Marie Guillot, Aline Sisley Shirley Hibberd, Souv'r d'un

Ami. Safrano, Bon Silene, Luxembourg, Countess Labarthc, M. Neil, Mad. Cecil Berthed, A. Aubert,

Hermoda. Malmaison. &c., &c.
NE'W ROSES of 1876. Abel Carriere, Duchessc de Vallambrosa. Dingee Conard, Mad. F. Jamin,

Mad. P. Linijler M ss Hq^^^ard. Rev J. B. M Cam-n, See. &o. Prices low.
NEW GERANIUMS of 1877. Lemoines, Alegatiere's and those of other Continental raisers—new

styles, nrw colors, ereat improvements.
NEW GERANIUMS of 1876. Superb Novelties, dwarf, bushy, short-jointed, with large pips in

immense trusses, combining all the requisites for first-class market plants. 81.50 per doz., $io.oo per 100.

Trv 'hem !

VERBENAS ! VERBENAS ! VERBENAS ! in immense quantities, fine, healthy, luxuriant plants.

Trade List to Florists and Descriptive A.. K. "WXI-.Ij-X A.1MLS,
Catalogue to all on application. tdecu • Richmond, Ind.

ani lentilil
FOR THE SPRING OF 1877.

We are now prepared to fill orders to the trade from choice, healthy, young stock of jo varieties ; Cactus, 100 varieties ; Begonias, xo

new varieties; Coleus, 5 new varieties; Oleanders, jo varieties ; new Hybiscus, also Caladiums, Aloes, Agaves, Yuccas, Young Palms
and Dracaenas, Choice Ever-blooming Roses, hardy flowering Shrubs and Ornamental Vines. Send for Price List and Catalogue. Address

mch3 L. B. CASE, Richmond, Ind.

ELLIS' BAp^NTTMr FOR WARMING ^?Ka5?f.tSr;sSss;
U IviN li\ Lr Heating Water for Public Baths, Baptisteries, &c., by Hot

Q T T "P O Water or by Steam.

Estimates and Circulars furnished, t.sep.12. 182 CENTRE STREET, NEW YORK.

A GREAT ACQUISITION!
John Sherwood & Son, offer to the growers of Cut Flowers for market a limited supply of the New Heliotrope, " Nameless."
This Heliotrope surpasses all other varieties in constancy and profusion of bloom. It is a strong, vigorous grower, but bushy and com-

pact in .shape, bearing a large compact truss of flowers, of a beautiful light blue color. As soon as known more generally, this variety

will undoubtedly be grown for cut flowers in preference to any other. An eminent grower of cut flowers says, " 1 would rather grow this

variety for one cent per head than any other for three cents." Strong plants in 4-in. pots, Ji each, 6 for $$ ; strong plants, in 3in pots, 50
cents each, 7 for $3 ; strong plants grown especially for shipping jy mail, 50 cents each. Address

nov6 Terms Cash. JOHN SHER\^OOD & SON, Bristol, Pa.

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

For Warming and Ventilating Dwellings., Greenhouses.^ Graperies., Forcing

Pits, Drying Rooms., Heating Water for Public Baths, S^c.

Th5« Boiler is perfectly self-cleaning, simple, economical »nd powerful, having more eflfectire surface into less space than any Boiler in

the market. Scollay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, &c., to De obtained of all Seedsmen, Florisu, &c
Send f»r Circular and References. nov.ia

351 Adams Street, Brooklyn, New York.

PEAR CULTURE FOR PROFIT.
DV P. T. QUINN.

2A practical Horticulturist and author of "Money in the Garden."
Containin.e practical method of raising Pears intelligently and with

best results ; character of soil, best mode of preparing it; best varie-

ties to select under existing conditions ; best mode of planting, prun-
ing, fertilizing, grafting, and utilizing the ground before the trees come
into bearing, and fin.-iliy, gathering and packing for market Illus-

trated with practical cuts on pruning and grafting, distance table and
orchard record. 136 pages, 12 mo, cloth. Price ;Ji. Sentbymail,
post-paid on receipt cf price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

Chamserops, Latanias,
and CYCAS REVOLUTA ; Ferns, Agaves, Yuccas, Magnolias,
Gardenias, Callas, and all kinds of

SEMI-TROPICAL PLANTS,
Greenhouse Plants, Roses, Tubeijoses, and a great collection of Bed-

ding Plants. Address,

A. HENRY & C. HUGO JAQUOT,
dec3 Jacksonville, Florida.
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Jordan's Patent Wrought Iron Water Healer.
A NEW PRINCIPLE.

Tlie bttilers are constructed of horizontal jn^jes of tlie same inside dianieicr a.s those llial form
the heating jiipes, therehy producing a very rapid circulation of the water.

LKNOTll SEVK.N FKET. DESCRIPTION.
No. 1 shows a side view of one-half section, with U steam

propeller. Also shows sections of chimney, ash-pit, and brick
arch around the boiler, with downward tlraft to chimney.

No. 2 shows end view, with rear end closed with pipes; ash-
pit below and brick arch above.

No. 3 shows boiler before it is set in the brick, with a few
pipes broken away, to show the steam generator.

The improvements claimed are: a larger heating surface,
as comijared to the amount of water in the boiler; a more
rapid circulation ofwaterbythe use of steam generator to

move the water ; a larger tire-hole, so that soft coal can be
used and not obstruct the draft; and cheapness.

Extracts from the Patent, No. 173,300, Dated

February 8th, 1876.

By making the pipes throughout the whole length of the
boiler and heater of the same interior diameter there is an
even flow through the pipe at all parts, and no shoulders in

the pipe to cause any check to the tlow.

It is obvious that the boiler-pipes being exactly the same
interior size as the radiator and connecting-])ipes, a new and
quite valuable result is obtained, as the sinuiltaneous move-
ment of the water is insured through the whole series of

pipes at the same speed, thus preventing any eddy and dead
water.

The U-formed steam water propeller, by descending into

the furnace and entering the water-pipe at an inclination,

causes a circulation in the water-pipes almost immediately
the fire is lighted, and before the water has time to become

heated in the water-pipes. The end bends of the water-pipes, which close partially the back of the

fire-space, receive the full blast of the products of consumption.

TRUTHS TO BE CONSIDERED.

If water moves rapidly into and out of the furnace it must carry off the heat rapidly into the

room to be heated, thereby saving the fuel. The front is of iron and can be easily removed to

clean out dust, &c.
SETTING THE BOILER.

Build foundation wall 12 inches wide, so the pipes will set about 1^ inches inside the walls, and
3 inches above the grate bars ; let the boiler rest on one lire brick at front and one at rear. Let

the rear bridge wall for the grate bars he heavy and raise above the grate bars about 10 inches to

one foot, and of fire brick. The Chimney should be started from the bottom of the furnace, and
be at least 25 feet high, and an opening at least one foot sqare.

PRICE OF BOILERS (of wrought ibom, with iron front asd grate bars.)

amall boilers without sra'c bars or iron front,... $2.i to 8"i0 each.
No. 1 to heat 500 to ToU leet of pipe '.

8 75 00 "
" 2 " 750 " lOiK) " " • luO.OO "
" i

" 1000 '• 1500 ' 125.00 "

No. 4 to heat 1900 to 2000 feet of pipe $175.00 each
" 5 " " 2000 " 3000 " " " 225.00 "
" 6 " " 3000 " 5000 " " " 300.00 "

VaWes for 4 inch pipe 10.00 "

Large boilers made to order. Where no iron front or grate bars are wanted, 10 per cent, de-

ducted.
Water-pipe and all kinds of fittings at present 30 per cent, off the card prices.

Men furnished to put up the furnace and contracts taken to heat any building, and can be placed
irhere hot air furnace has been used.

We have had seventeen years experience in handling water heaters, and can guarantee our work.

m«y.l2

JORDAN & BRO.,

612 Olive Street, St- Louis, Mo.
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Catalogue of New, Rare
AND

BEAUTIFUL PLANTS,
will be ready in February with a colored plate of the

NEW STRIPED ROSE,
BEAUTY OF GLAZBNWOOD.

AHYHRID TEA, one of a most distinct and novel kind. The
ground tint is a lovely golden yell )w, darker than, but after the

style of, Madame Falcot, each petal being distinctly striped, and
flaked with a bright carmine, as often seen in the coloration of some
Tulips, the buds, before expanding, being boldly and beautifully

marked with crimson. It is impossible to convey by description the
marking and beauty of this charming Rose; but it is, without doubt,
the most striking novelty introduced fur years.

"A Rose of golden-yellow, s*riped and flaked with scarlet
or vermlion sounds like a dream or a fairy tale ; it is,

nevertheless, a reality."—H. Curtis, in Thk Garden.

New Roses—The finest new French and English Varieties.

New Double Poiiisettia—A superb plant.

New Hydrangea, " Thomas HoGf;
"

Ne'W Tuberous Rooted Begonias—From Lemoine, Van
Houtte. &c.

New^ and Beautiful Pelargoniums.
With an immense stock of new and beautiful plants well grown

—all of which are offc;red at low rares.

Catalogues and plate free to Customers—to others lo cents—or

a plain copy to all applicants free.

ROSES.
An immense stock of all the standard varieties grown in pots.

CHEAP.

NEWFRUITS.
New Pears, Peaches, Strawberries, &c.
Ne^F Shrubs and Ornamental Trees, with a large general

Nursery Stock— Fruit Trees, Evergreens, &c., Norway Spruce,
Austrian Hine, Silver Fir. and other Small Evergreens, Fruit Tree
Stocks, &c,. suitable for Nurserymen.

CATALOGUES mailed to applicants.

JOHN SAUL,
feb3 WASHINGTON, D. C.

»J>J
^4>^

Ztsc/f'

<5

Will be
ailed

o all appli-
c.ints OM re-
ijit of 25cts.

This is one of tlw
Jr\rg(stCATlI,OGCKS
ubli>hed, contains
lut 2.'in p.iges, over

10 fine eiigravincs, two
Icjjiuit colored pliites, aiKi

„..es full descriptions, pvi'Ts

and directions for phintiiij;

.er 1200 Viirieties of Vegetiible

1 Flower Seeds. Beddins; I'hmt.f,

r ItD-ies, ic, and i.s iiiviiluaMe to

Farmer, Giudetier A Florist. .Address,

).M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Mich.

3Qr Abridged Priced fatalnjiie FREE to all .^pplirants.

GANARGUA HYBRID RASPBERRY. The
originator of this highly popular variety of berry, ofiers well rooted
tip plants for the spring of 1877, 3' '^^ following prices : $1 for 10;

S6 per 100; j>4oper*ooo. For description send lor circular S B.
KATKAMIER, Farmington, Ontario Co., N. Y. tmchi

"WALTER ELDER,
Landscape and Jobbing Gardener,

1231 Rodman Street, Philadtlfhia

Atteada to all branctaea of his busiaew o« reaMmable t«MM.

New PEACHES.
PEACH TREES A SPECIALTY.

Alexander's Early, Amsden's June, Steadly, Leatherbury's
Late, Tuckahoe Late, Bilyue's Late Octoberi Bilyue's Com-
et) Brandywine, and a host of other NEW varieties of merit.

A descriptive Catalogue mailed to all applicants.

A. HANCB & SON.,
mchi NURSERYMEN AN D FLORISTS, RED BANK, N. J.

Allen's Planet

SILVER

I^EDAC
Hand Seed Drills and A\Tieel Hoes, have also

received the Centennial Medal, and the Erfiirt
Medal, Germany; in addition to very numerous
iirst prizes at Slate and County Fairs. Our machines
are still further improved for 1877. Send for full

Descriptive Price-£is(, containing also our New Horse
Hoe, ^'Iron A<je" Cnltivator, Wood frame Cultivator,

Hand Garden Plow, Paris Green Duster, Transplanting

Hoes, etc. Every Farmer shotild have a copy, and we
want a live agent in every town. If your dealers do not

keep our goods, send for new terms to agents and chihs.

S. L. Allen & Co., 119 S. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Special Gleaii Offer. Florists' Ml to tlie Trale.

Abutilon "Boule dc neige," pure white, free blooming i 00

1.50

PER 10 PEK too

2.00

2.00

I -50

Begonias for Winter-flowering, 4 varieties

Bouvardia Humboldtii corymbiflora
(Special rates per 1000.)

Echeveria secunda glauca
Fuchsia procumbens (trailing Fuchsia) . 2.50

" all the leading early flowering kinds, fine

plants ......
Geranium " Gen'l Grant," best scarlet for massing

" " assorted, 870 per 1.000
" "Madcline,"new and beautiful strong plants 2 50
" " extra strong, 50 c. each.

Heliotrope "Juliette," the very best market variety

Lagerstroemia Indica(new crimson crape myrtle) 1 00
Nertera depressa (scarlet berried plant, used during

the past season in the London Parks as a carpet
bedding plant) .... 1.50

Primula sinensis, red and white . . . 1.50

Verbenas, fine plants, perfectly free from disease,

25 plants in 2=; varieties for $i.=;o

Address EDWIN LONSDAtE, Florist,
dccq Germantown)

10.00

8.00

8.00
6.00
8.00

20.00

8.0*

3.00

Fhlla.

APPLE TREES.
25 000 well grown and thrifty, comprising all the leading varieties.

Prices low Orders for Baldwin alone at prices that defy competition

Send for trade-list.

RAKBSTRAW & PYLB,
mch2 WILLOW DALE, CHESTER CO, PA.

Peach & Cherry Trees
40 000 Peach, 4 to 6 ft , largelv of Crawfords Early and Late,

a.ooo Cherry, 5 to 7 ft.

And a general assortment of Nursery Stock. Prices moderate.

Send for trade-list.

RAKESTRAW & PYLB,
mch2 WILLOW DALE, CHESTER CO., PA.
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HOOKER NURSERIES
1 JS 7 7

Fruit and Ornamental Trees.
QrapeViuea, Roses, Currants, Gooseberries, Evergreens,

.
crown with special reference to tlie wunta of

PLANTERS, NURSERYMEN and DEALERS.
Send for my Descriptive and Wholesale Catalo'^Mies, and lay Circular n{

BRIGHTON GRAPE VINES and SPECIALTIES.

GERMANTOWN NURSERIES,
PHILADELPHIA.

Q0R<1AS LANE STATION, CHESTNUT IHLL HAILKOAD. Loss than One Hour from the Centre of Philadelphia.

Those who desire to purchase largely, either for their own planting or to »ell again, are invited to examine the extensile
«to«k of

FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS,
Grown at the Germantown Nurseriei. And those who need but A FEW ARTICLES, will lind all ages and nixt-s to »«lect from.

A special feature of the business, is the raising of

Nursery Stock and Seedling Forest Trees
FOR DISTANT SHIPMENT. Many of these can be supplied by the millions at verv low rates. Address, for CATALOGUES or
information,

THOMAS MEEHAN, Germantowri Nurseries, Phila.

(Late of the Firm of Nimmo <fe ScoUay.)

NEWLY IMPROVED HOT WATER BOILER,

Wells Drove, Pumps of all kinds, Hydraulic Rams, &c., Garden Sun-Diais.
Agent for Joseph Kelly's Never Drj- Vapor Pans, for all kinds of Hot Air Furnaces, Baltimore Heaters, &c.

CHEAPEST AND BEST BOILER, &c., IN THE MARKET.
^®~ Please send for Circular for explanation, etc., before you male cup your mind to purchase elsewhere.

Sep 12
p. S.—Be sure y«u get mc rijjnt'nuinber.

335 Adams Street, Brooklyn, N. Y
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VITABAN CONSXSRVATORIXSS,

SPRING—1877.
The Proprietors call special attention to their extensive and well-grown stock of Plants for

the present season, amon<^ which they particularly note the following :

Ne-w Dwarf free-blooming Abutilons in variety. New Tuberous rooted Bego-
nias, Carnation Wellesley Beauty, Bronze and Gold Bedding Zonale Pelargo-
nium EARL ROSLYN. which proved during the last unusually dry summer the best of
its class, the brilliancy and distinct outlines of its colors increasing with the intensity of the

sun-light, and appearing to be more fully developed thereby. Of this superb variety we hold the

largest stock in the United States, and offer it at very moderate price for so choice a novelty.

Double Dwarf Zonale Pelargoniums. The importations of last season have proved for

their prolitic blooming qualities, dwarf compact habit of growth and peculiarly attractive and novel

colors, of the highest merit, and we are now able to offer them at greatly reduced rates.

DOUBLE IVY-LEAVED GERANIUM, King Albert. This remarkable novelty ia a,

free-growing, ivy-leaved Geranium, with double flowers of a purplish rose or mauve color, v&rf
distinct and desirable as a basket or vase plant.

Pelargonium Queen Victoria. PELARGONIUM BEAUTY OF OXTON. This is

the latest addition to the new class of Regal Pelargoniums. Upper petals rich maroon; centre

rose; all the petals being margined with pure white; flowers large and full, having the appearance
of being semi-double, and a most beautiful and extraordinary novelty, far surpassing all the showy
and fancy varieties at present in cultivation, both as regards its elegance and lasting quality

of its blossoms.

ROSES. Our stock of Eoses in pots, including many of the choicest novelties is larger than
ever before, and of the leading popular sorts we have many thousands in 2 and 4-inch pota
which we sell to the Trade in quantities at very low prices.

CLEMATIS. Of these elegant climbers so fast coming into public favor, we have a large

collection of the finest varieties; good sized plants for immediate blooming.

RHODODENDRONS.
We ftre receiving a large imporfation from the unrivallfd colli elion of W'm. A. Waterer, whose exhibition of them at

the Centennial causfd so irnich sensation. Our knowledge of ihe hahits aiid jjeculiaiitits of these now popular flo-wering
•hrubs will reiider it safe for purchasers to leave the selection of variiits to our judgment, mtrely istating the purpose aad
situation for which they are required.

CUT FLOWERS.
Bon Silene, Safrano, IsahellaSprunt, Marechal Neil, Genera! Jacquimenot, and other Kofe Buds ; together with CarnatioDSt

Violets. Stnil;ix atiH Ferns, shipprd to all the N^w England, Middle and Western States, and Canada.
OUR METHOD OF I'ACKIKG i nabUs us to guaianK e tluii s-afe unival in funinicr and Winter. We make the growth

of Koses lor tlieir Buds a
.'i

i tiali\ .and 1 y studious o>servati(>n in our))iactical experience we have been enabled to perfect our-
selves in ilieir growth, lortiiig and luanagt nunt. so as to produce flowers with long stems, covered with fined* an foliage, with
buds of superior color and texture. We furnished Ihe leading florists of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, during the recent
Olidajs, with the preater part of all the Marf clial Neil Roses usid by thim

Defcriptions of the above and many other desirable plants, will be found in the utw edition of our Catalogue which may be
bad on application.

EDMUND M. WOOD & CO.
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Raspberry Plants
IN LARGE SUPPLY.

BRANDYWlNK.truc, PHILADKI.I'III A, HIGH I.AND HAR-
DY, ItRlNRI.KS DKANGK, T.I.AeK CAP Varieties, &c . Ac.

DELAWAKK, GANARGUA, THWACK, CUITIBKRT and

other NEW sorts. A Descriptive Catalogue mailed to all applicants

A. hanch:: & son,
Nurserymen & Florists, Red Bank, N. J.

-^.-i>v,i>/./^;vi-

mi^'^ '-: f\

ARE PLANTED BY A MILLION PEOPLE IN AMERICA. SEE

Tick's Catalogue—300 Illustrations, only 2 cents.

Vick's Floral Guide, Quarterly, ii cents a year.

Tick's Flower and Vegetable Garden, 50 cents; with
elegant cloth covers, Si. 00.

All my publications are printed in English and German.

dec4 Address, JAMES VICK, Rochester, N.Y.

A FIFTY-PAGE CATALOGUE.
WHAT and HOW to PLANT

;

describing all the v.aluable new early and late PEACHES, and new
long-keeping Winter Apples, Pears, Quinces, Grapes, Siiiall Fruits,

Evergreens, Ornamental Trees and Shrubbery. A laige stock of all

items usually found in a FIRST-CLASS NURSERY, all of which

will be sold for less than half the usual retail price. Catalogue

mailed gratis to all applicants

Apple and Peach Trees by Mail—75 varieties of apples to

select from, including my popular list of long keepers. No charge

for packing or postage. See Catalogue.

KANROLPH PETERS,
feb3 Great Northern and Southern Nurseries, Wilmington, Del.

SXJPtF'r.XJS STOCK. ^
The following Stock at low prices. Send for trade list with special

rates.

100,000 No. 1 and No. 2 Peaches, Choice Kind.
40,000 Irish Juniper, 4 inches to 6 feet.

20,000 Norway Spruce, 2 to 6 feet.

10,000 Carolina Poplar, 4 to 5 feet.

5 000 " " 8 to 10 feet.
10,'000 Silver Maple. 8 to 10 feet.

100,0 Brandywme Raspberry.
150,000 Wilson's Albany Strawberry.
300,000 Conover's Colossal Asparagus, 2 years.

4,000 Early Richmond Cherry, 2 years. No. 1.

3,000 " " " lyear. No. 1.

150,000 No. 1 Osage Orange, extra large.

feb3 RANDOLPH PETERS, Wilmington, Delaware.

Best SEEDS E^^^
grown. Clieaiiestor will

rci 1111(1. "Wurnmted true
& fresh & .sent express
liaid or bv mail. Send for

IJeaiUifiri free Illustra-

ted Seed CatalofTue and
Garden (Juide & admire

Hundreds of nice enjiravings.
Address, R. H. SHUMWAY

BOCKFORD, ILLINOIS.
Never IJiiy

Poor Skeds

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS.
Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries, Currants, Grapes, As-

paragus Roots, &c. Prices low. Send for Circular.

JOHN S. COLLINS,
^ttf MOORESTOWN, N. J.

THE NEW ROCHELLE.
Havinga fine stuck of this wonderful R.Tspbcrry, I now offer it to

the public for the first time. After sev< ral years experience with
this Raspberry, I find it perfectly hard), a strong and healthy grow-
er, and will produce more than twice as much fiiiit as other known
varieties. Fruit large, of good flavor, and bears carri.Tge well.

Per 1>o/.i:n—for well-rootcd tips, 86; one year, transplanted, ^10
Send for a Circular. S. P. CA k PEN lEK,

tmcha New Rochelle. N. Y.

NEW
Salvia IVI?rmorata Nana.

'I'liis valuable pl.nnt was raised by Hinky 1'fisthr. It is very
remarkable for its dwarfness and compact growth, not growing any
higher than 14 inches; and its unusually free flowering habit. It pro-
duces when quite young, spikes of the most brilliant marmorated
(lowers of white and scarlet, comes perfectly true from cuttings, and
will prove one of our best bedding and market plants.

Price, 50c. each ; $5 a doz.; $35 a 100.

Young Carnations and Bouvardias, Callas, Caladium es-
culentum. Clematis, Dicentra spectabilis. Oranges, Pam-
pas Grass, and a general collectioe of Bedding Plants. Address

G. ALTORFER,
nicli2 West Chester, Pa.

TREES and PLANTS.
We offer for the Sprin/ trade 300,000 Fruit trees, assorted ; 200,000

Grape vines, and small fruits ; 200,000 Evergretns, i to 6 ft. high,
chcaji; 2,000.000 No, i Osage plants; 50000 Ornamental trees,

Roses and Shrubs, also Stocks Grafts, Cuttings, Cions, Plants,
Bulbs, Osage and Apple Seeds, etc., etc. Agents for Louis Leroy,
Angers, France. Nurserymen and dealers can have their orders
filled complete. Address, HAKGIS & SOM>IER,
mchi Star Nurseries, Quincy, 111.

DOUBLE TUBEROSE~~BULBS.
Very superior in quality.
First Quality Large Flowering Bulbs.

Second Quality Flowering Kulhs.

A few hundred Extra Large Bulbs,

If sent by mail, 20 cts. per doz., extra.

Send for Catalogue and Price-list of New and Rare Plants.

PAUL BUTZ & SON,
mch2 "CROTON FLORAL GARDENS," NEW CASTLE, PA.

Doz
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LAEGE APPLES,
DWARF AND STANDARD

AND

Extra Size Grape Vines,
of leading desirable market varieties at low rates.

T. G. YEOMANS & SONS,
mchi WALWORTH, WAYNE CO., N. Y.

'IT' ta EVERGREENS. Vines, Nursery Stock,

X^IIOb a. half price. Send for free catalogue.^^" "^ Address J.JENKINS,
Grape and Seedling Nursery, Winona, Columbiana Co., Ohio.

• WANTED TO EXCHANGE
Balsam Fir i ft., Irish Juniper, 3 ft., nice stock, for one and two
year first-class Osage Orange plants. Price list and descriptive cata-
logue free. Address Octoraro Nursery, Oxford, Chester Co.,

Pa., box 30. febi

$
one: t^qt^'l.a.t^

$
Spooner's Gardening Guide for 1877,
And Spooner's special collection, 30 varieties choice Flower
Seeds, or 25 varieties selected Vegetable Seeds, mailed to

any address dh receipt of 8i oo ; or the guide free to applicants.

WM. H. SPOONER, Boston, Mass.

NZSlTir FRUITS.
19 New Peaches, 7 New Raspberries, 13 New Grapes, 25

New Strawberries, New Plums, New Apples, New Pears,
New Blackberries, &c., together with all the Standard varieties,

are offered at lowest prices in A. HANCE & SON'S Catalogue
(descriptive and illustrated) of Fruits of Spring of 1877. Send for it.

Address, mchi.

A. HANCE & SON,
Nurserymen & Florists, Red Bank, N. J.

TOBACCO STEMS,
For Fumigating purposes, for sale in bales of about 400 lbs.,

free on boat or cars at So per bale, or three bales for $12 on one
order.

STRAITON & STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

aagl2 New York City.

Peacli Stones
AND OTHER

FRUIT SEEDS.
Notwithstanding the general scarcity of Fruit Seeds this sea-

son we expect to furnish our customers with full supplies at our
sual low prices ; but solicit

EAELT ORDERS.

THOMAS MEEHAN,
sep GERMANTOWN, PHILA.

PROTECT YOUR BUILDINGS.
Which may be done with one fourth the usual

expsnse, by using our

PATENT SLATE PAINT
(Fifteen Years Established.)

MIXED READY FOR USE.

Fire-proof, Water-proof, Durable,
Economical and Ornamental.

" NEW KOCHELLE."—The wonderful Raspberry. Send for

a circular. S. P. CARPENTER, New Rochelle, N. Y. mch2

A roof may be covered with a verj- cheap shingle, and by appli-

cation of this slate be made to last from 20 to 25 years. Old
roofs can be patched and coated, looking much better and lasting

longer than new shingles without the slate, for

One-third the Cost of Ke-shingling.
The expense of slating new shingles is only about the cost of

simply laying them. The paint is fire- proof against sparks or
flying embers, as may be easily tested by any one.

IT STOPS EVERY LEAK,
and for tin or iron has no equal, as it expands by heat, contracts by
cold, and never cracks nor scales. Roofs covered with Tar
Sheathing Felt can be made water-tight at a small expense, and
preserved for many years.

This Slate Paint is

EXTBEMELY CHEAP.
Two gallons will cover a nundred square feet of shingle roof, while

on tin, iron, felt, matched boards, or any smooth surface, from two
quarts to one gallon are required to 100 square feet of surface, and
although the paint has a heavy body it is easily applied with a brush.

JSTo Tar is used in this Composition,
therefore it neither cracks in Winter, nor runs in Summer.
On decayed shingles, it fills up the holes and pores, and gives a

new substantial roof that will last for years. Curled or
WARPED shingles it brings to their places, and keeps them there. It

fills up all holes in felt roofs, stops the leaks—and although a

slow dryer, rain does not affect it a few hours after applying. As
nearly all paints that are black contain tar, be sure you obtain our

genuine article, which (for shingle roofs) is

CHOCOLATE COLOR,
when first applied, changing in about a month to a uniform slate

color, and is, to all intents and purposes slate. On
TIN ROOFS

our red color is usually preferred, as one coat is equal to five of

any ordinary paint. For
BRICK WALLS

Our bright red is the only reliable Slate Paint ever introduced

that will efiectually prevent dampness from penetrating and discolor-

ing the plaster.

These paints are also largely used on out-houses and fences, or as

a priming coat on fine buildings.

Our only colors are Chocolate, Red, Bright Red, and
Orange.

NEW YORK CASH PRICE LIST.
1 Gallon, can and box ^i 50
2

" "
2 35

S "
"

5 50
10 " keg 9 50
20 " half barrel 16 00
40 " one barrel 30 00
ID lbs. , cement for bad leaks i 25
We have in stock of our own manufacture, roofing materials, etc.,

at the following low prices :

1000 rolls extra Rubber Roofing, at 3 cents per square foot. (Or
we will furnish Rubber Roofing, Nails, Caps, and Slate Paint

for an entire new roof, at 4j^ cents per square foot.)

2000 rolls 2-ply Tarred Roofing Felt, at ij^ cents per square foot.

3000 rolls 3-ply Tarred Roofing Felt, at 2% cents per square foot.

200 rolls Tarred Sheathing, at ^ cent per square foot.

50:0 gallons fine Enamel Paint, mixed ready for use, on inside or

outside work, at 82 per gallon, all shades.

1000 Bbls Slate Flour per bbl. ^3 00

1000 " Soaps tone Flour " 300
1000 " Grafton Mineral " 3 00

1000 " Metallic Paint, dry " 3 00
Special prices per ton or car-load lots.

All orders must be accompanied with the money, or subject to 30
days draft on well known parties.

N. Y. SLATE PAINT COMPANY,
102 & 104 Maiden Lane, New York.

feb3
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WEATHERED <& CHEREVOY'S

Patent Boilers

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

j^isTiD iiivd:^:E^O"V":E]iD

HOT WATER APPARATUS.
No. 46^Marion Street, between Spring and Prince, New York.

(TWO BLOCKS EAST OF BROADWAY.)

ForlWarming and Ventilating Public Buildings, Private Dwellings, Greenhouses,
Graperies, Forcing Pits, Drying Rooms, and Heating Water for Public Baths.

Fig. 1 is an outside view. Fig. 2 is a vertical section through the centre.

The following arc a few names of Oentlemen who have our Boiler in use:

Thos. Drake, Esq., Gerinantnwn, Pa.

Simon Cameron, Esq., Harrisburg, P».

J. D. Cameron, Esq.. Harrisburg, Pa.

Thos. Carter, Esq., Raleigh, N.C.
J. H. Dunham, Esq., Chicago, 111.

Jaa. B. Waller, Esq., " "

W. J. Gordon, Esq., Cleveland, Ohio.

Geo. Stanley, Esq., " "

Harris Jaynes, Esq., " "

Geo. W. Cuyler, Esq., Palmyra. N. T.
D. M. Osborn. Esq., Auburn. N. Y.
John B. Dutcher. Esq., Pawliner, N. T.
A. M. Allerton, Esq., Bronxville, N. Y.
Robert Hoe. Esq., Tarrytown, N. Y.
Peter Hoe, Esq.,

" "

George Lewis, Esq., " "

Wm. H. Drew, Croton Falls, "

Hon. James Y. Smith. Providence, R, I.

Philip Caswell, Esq., Newport, R. I.

Alfred Smith, Esq., " "

Wm.Findlay. Esq., " "

E. Learned, Esq , Pittsfield. Mass.
D. O. Mills, Esq., San Francisco, Cal.

W. L. Ferris, Esq., Westchester, N. Y.

D. H. Haight, Esq., Goshen. N. Y
F. Newhold, Esq., Newark, N. Ji

James T. Closson, Esq.. Flainfield N. J.

Daniel W. Coit, Esq., Norwich, Conn.
J. F. Slater, Esq

,

" "

H. W. Collender, Esq., Darien, "

Chaa. P. Palmer, Esq., Stonington, "

Wm. D. Black, Esq , New Milford, Conn.
Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, Irviugton, N. Y.
H. F. Spauldlng, Esq., Riverdale, "

S. D. Babcock, Esq.,
" "

Percy R. Pyne, " *

Elisha Brooks, Esq., Inwood, "

Camille Marie, Esq., ''
"

A. F. Smith, Esq., Fort Washington, "

R. M. Olyphant, Esq., Dobb's Fvrry, "

Clarkson N. Potter, Esq., New Rochelle, "

Chas. D. Dickey, Msq.. West Farms, "
Wm. Matthews, P3sq., Harrison, "

William Chorlton, Esq , New Brighton, S. L
F. H. Wolcott, Esq , Astoria, L. I.

Bailev Leach, Esq., " "

Hon.'W. B. Ogden, H"gh Bridge, N. Y.
Peter Moller, I-^sq., 29.t Fifth Ave., New York City.
Wm. Moller, Esq , G West 20th St., " "

John Moller, Esq., 127 East 54th St., " "

John Moller, Esq. 8 East 37th St.,
" "

Ch. Moller, Esq., 42'> W!i.shington St., " "

Henry B. Laidlaw. Esq., .33 Pine St., " "
George W. Lane, Esq .93 Front St., " "

J. P. Robinson. Esq.. 14 Coenties Slip,
" "

J. B Colgate, Esq., 47 Wall St..
" "*

John B.Trevor, Esq., 47 Wall St.,
" "

Charles Rutlcr. Esq., 12 " " "

Richard Arnold. Esq., 309 Canal St.. New York City.

Jas M. Constable, Esq.. 309 Canal St..
" "

W. T. Garner, Esq. Gl Worth St., N. Y. City.

Please send for Circular with list of References and Reduced Prices to

THOMAS W. WEATHERED, 46 Marion Street, N. Y
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TRE]M[ON*r
BOTANIC GARDENS,

Tremont, New York City.
NEW AND RARE

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
^«^

:iDS, PALMS AND F
of CHARGE.

ORCHIDS, PALMS AND FERNS.
CATALOGUES sent FREE of CHARGE.

tmch9

SEEDS.
My Annual Priced Catalogues are now readj'

and mailed free to all applicants. They contain
all the leading and most popular sorts of

VEGETABLE, FIELD,
AND

including all the most desirable novelties of the
pafet season.

ALFRED BRIDGEWAN.
feb4 876 Broadway, near 18th St., N Y.

ROCHESTER

OUR NEW CATALOGUES
OF

RHf I
^jmniiEio

AND PLANTS,
Will be mailed free on application to

JOHN R.& A. MURDOCH,
Nurserymen, Florists and Seedsmen,

PITTSBURGH, PA.febi

COMMERCIAL
NURSERIES.

HARDY TKEES, SHRUBS, VINES and PLANTS, per dozen, loo, and looo New Spring Price List now ready and
»ent free to all applicants. Ornamental Catalogue, (\ lustrated) lo cts.: Fruit do. (with colored plate; 6 cts.; free to customers.
ji^j^We offer our usual large assortment of Standard and Dvv.irf and Ornamental frees, etc., and callattention this Spring to the followiiur

SPECIALTIES.
PEAR TREES. New and Scarce Varieties, including the.Mt. Vernon, Beurre Clairgeau, B. Busc, Souv.de Con-

gees, [ I year.) Winter Nclis, etc.
Empress Eugenie Cherry, (a splendid sort,) and other new and vaUmble Fruit Trees.
Magnolias, x beautiful lot of grafted znnd -^ vear old trees, including Soulangeana, Speciosa and the new Lenne.
The new Birches,/ e , Purple Leaf, Fastigiate and Elegans peudula.
Cut Leaf Sumach, and other new and rate things.

ROSES.
In cveiy variety, one of the largestand best stocks in the country. (Send for our Special Circubr.)

SURPLUS STOCK.-To the Trade.

We offor the following articles when ordered in l.irge quantities, at very low prices (given on application for Special Circular) i. e.

Dw.\rf Ap;)Ies (on Paradise Stock) ; Stand-l'ears 2d class, good; Mount. Ash ; Lindens. Chestnuts, European and American ; Poplars*
Larches-. English and American Gooseberries; Arbor ViiEes. Siberian, American, Tom Thumb and Hovey's Golden—all fine plants
Dw-irf Pines: Balsam and Eurjp:an Silver Firs :

Norway Spruces : Hemlocks: Irish Junipers—(all these evergreens of excedent fortD
and color) A special reason for selling this Surplus Stock Cheap. Address,

mch2
W. S. LITTLE,

OOMMEBCIAL NURSERIES, ROCHESTER, N. Y-
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ItA h ADV E U IISE II.

LARGE AND SELECT LbT OF ROSES
W'c i.flTer fine plants comprising ivcr sno of the lalc.st and choicest KlNl'S, ^rown on their OWN ROOTS
and now ready for delivery, i year, fine plants, grown in 4 and 5 inch puts.

Hy. IVrp. niKl NolscltfH, W.T.OO per do/,., *2().0<) jx-r lOO
Teiisuiul Chiiui, '-J.r.O •• •' IH.OO ••

\V»'Ciin nlso .supply all lli.' iM;\V and HKsr V.MilKTI KS ol

Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Evergreen and Deciduous,
For plaining in Lawn-s, Yards, Ac.

ROSE and PLANT CATALOGUP> sent on recoipt of ."^ct postaRO stamp.

tfebS MILLER & HAYES, Mt. Airy Nurseries, Philadelphia.

DOUBLE TUBEROSE BULBS.
xoo

84.00
3.00
5.CO
10.00

1000

J30.00
20.00

Very .superior in quality. U07..

First Quality Large Flowering Bulbs, 8 75
Second Quality Flowering Hulbs, .50

A few hundred FX'l'RA Large Pulbs, i.oo

Dwarf Pearl, ist quality Flowering Bulbs, 1.50
If sent by Mail 25 cents per dozen Extra

MILLER & HAYES,
loct6 5774 Germantown Avenue, Philadelphia,

ROS£:S BY 'D/LA.J.J^.
' We .iflfer from our list conipris'iig over 500 varieties, io,0')0 well-

rooted young Roses ready for .Spring planting.

I
Our Selection, $1.50 p«T Doz. ; $8 00 per 100.

I

Buyers " 2.00 " " 10.00 "
]

If ordered by the loo, must be sent by express f)r frei^;ht ; too

heavy for mailing. Catalogues f'snt on receint of 3 cent
postage stamp. WILI.KK & HAYKS,
tieb3 Mount Airy, Philadelpnia, Pa.

International Exhibition.
PHILADELPHTA, 1876.

Grand Centennial Medal
AWARDED TO

5774 Germantown Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR THE FOLLOWING EXHIBITS. (Six in number.)

Premium No. I. Roses. "A collection of Roses, embracing 300 varieties, selected for rarity and
adajjtability ; a very choice exhibit."

Premium No. 2. Evergreens. "A select exhibit of Choice Ornamental Trees and Shrubs."
Premium No. 3. Tree Ferns. " Cyathea Medularis

;
good cultured exhibits."

Premium No. 4. Ornamental Plants. " Circular bed admirably arranged with decorative and
ornamental foliage plants. Displaying contrasts of color and peculiarities of growth in a
truly artistic manner." "Display of the highext perfection in artistic grouping^

Premium No. 5. Plans for Improving Residences. "Working plan and a planting map for

laying out the grounds of a country residence, treated in detail with reference to economical
arrangement of accessories, and evidencing study in the production of landscape effect by the
selection and disposition of trees and shrubs of suitable kind and character."

Premium No. *>. Designs for Parterres. "Skill in designing and planting flower-beds and
especially the harmonious and contrasting arrangement of colored foliage and flowers. Also
superior cultivation and management of the same."

The above are true copies of the Jurors' reports, certified bv Francis A. Walker, Chief of the

Bureau of Awards. " MILLER & HAYES.
Note.—There were no higher premiums awarded to any exhibitors in their resi^ective classes.

SELOVER & WILLARD,

Dealers in all kinds of Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Small Fruits, Slirabs, Roses, Orna-
mental Trees, Greenhouse and Bedding Plants. Trees packed in the best of order. Correspondence solicited.

inch2 GENEVA, N. Y.
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FLOWEE POTS BY THE MILLION!
r.ie BEST, CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE FLOWER

POTS in tl)e MARKET.
Also a full line of

kes, Faoc| Plowei Pots, Haogiog Baskeis, 4c.,

At the

NEW BRIGHTON

Flowei Pot and leffa-Cotta

WJRK3.
lUustrated^Catalogue on appli-

cation.

ELVERSON & SHERWOOD, New Brighton, Pa.A'Jdress,

YOU WTANT A "LADY"
to make you happy ! The finest large, extra early, WHITE GRAPE known. Ripens middle of August. Hardy, healthy
productive , and everywhere reliable. Nine years tested, and approved by the best Horticulturist in the Union. Strong one year
plants |i. 50 single; $i5perdo7..; Sioo per loo. Two years plants, $2 single

; J20 per doz.; $150 per 100, pre-paid by mail or express.

CircuLirs and price-list of 60 varieties of Grapes free.

mch2 GEO. W. CAMPBELL, Delaware, Ohio.

FANNY and RALPH
Ooode's beautiful ne w Seedling Geraniums are now offered

for the first time to the public by

MILLER & HUNT.
Read these testimonials from men well known

to every Florist in the United States.

" From my experience with Fanny the past season, I have no
hesitation in pronouncing it the best Geranium in every respect of
its color, in commerce in this country. It is a splendid pot plant, a
first-class bedder, a good grower and a very free bloomer. Holds
its petals well and retains its color both of foliage and flower under
the hottest sun. Flowers large, of excellent shape and g»od sub-
stance, of a very rich, high salmon color
"Ralph is a remarkable variety of the Nosegay class ; it is a strong
compact grower, a very free bloomer, a good bedder and carries the
largest tru.sses of any Geranium known to me. It is a splendid
variety." WM. WHITE, Supt. Ellis Park, Chicago.

" It is with much pleasure I testify to the genera! good qualities of
the Bronze Zonale Geranium, P'anny, raised by John Goode & Co.,
having had it under my cultivation during my engagement with
that gentleman, and have also closely observed its merits the past
•eason. As a bedding plant it proved itself the finest of its class,

from among seventy-five different sorts with which I am acquainted.
It has a fine large pip of good form; bold truss; an immense
bloomer at all seasons. I consider it unequalled.
"I do not care how high the bedding qualities of Ralph arc

Mated ; its merits cannot be overdrawn"
WM. FANCOURT, Manager Chicago Floricultuial Co.

Price, $1 each
; $9 per doz.; $5 per \ doz.

The above to;?ether with the finest and cheap-
est stock of Verbenas and Beddinfx Plants in the
West. For sale l)y,

MILLER & HQNT,
Wrights Grove, Chicago, HL

:^

SOMETHING NBW !

Send for NORDYKE'S BEAUTIFUL
CATALOGUE of

ILLUSTRATED

VEGETABLE, GREENHOUSE

n
P'or Spring of 1877. I'ree, or with 2 p.ickets ( h'lrc flower seeds, 10

cts. Address C. A. NORDYKE, Florist,

mchtf Lock Box 1389 RICH.MOND. IND.

Strawberry Plants,
BY THE 100, 1,000, OR 10,000.
Monarch of the West, Chas. Downing. Col. Cheney, Ju-

conda. true, Kentucky, Seth Boyden, Wilson's Albany, etc.

.•\ls.) Great American, Cumberland, Triumph, Duchesse,
Capt. Jack, Duncan, Prouty's Seedling, Kerrs's Prolific,
Sterling, and nearly twenty ither N EW varieties. A descrip-
tive Catalogue mailed to all applicants.

A. HANCE & SON,
mch3 NURSERYMEN & FLORISTS, RED BANK, N. J.

Small Fruits, Larq« Fruits Plants
Best varieties; lowest rates. PKACH TREES, &c. loo.ooo
Strawberry Plants for Si. Send for Catalogue.
mch.l JNO. S. COLLINS, Mookbstown, N. J.
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HENRY MICHEL & CO.,

SeedsBien and Florists
107 N. FirTH ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

BULBS- TUBEKOSK, 1>AHI,IAS, A>IAU"\XI.IS,

CALADIUMS, &o.

Amaryllis Kormosisima (Jacobca Lily)
" Rosea

Caladium Ksculentum (extra large)
" " (good roots)

Dahlias, over loo nam<;d v.irieiies '.strong roots

Ismenc Calathina (extra strong,
Phycella obtusa
Tuberose Pearl (extra large, selected)

" (good flowering buds)
" " (selected sets)
" Double (extra large)
" " 'fljweriug bulbs)
" Single (extra large;
" " (flowering bulbs)
" Variegated foliage

Tigndia Conchirtora
Paeonia Sinensis, in ten varitties

" " fragrans (fragrant double Pink)
Funkia Cocrulea ana Grandiflora
Yucca filamentosa (strong good tops)
Oleanders, double pink, 2 It.

Ferns adiantum, Capellis veneris (true) .

Calla Eihiopica (in 3in. pots)
Gladiolus Brenchleyensis

" Mixed

(Wholesale Price List furnished to Dealers.)

Our Flower and Garden Scea Catalogues are now ready for free
distnbuticn. Address,

HENRY MICHEL & CO.,

107 N. 5th St., St. Louis, Mo.

I'UK too
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New Monthly Carnation
"Mrs. JOIIFFE."

This is a most invaluable variety to the Florist, giving him a pale
pink or flesh color that he does not find in any flower except a deep
colored Lady Hume or Town's Blush Camellia. It is of
excellent habit, a )ree and bushy (not tall) grower, very fragrant and
most desirable in every respect. It wns much admired by the trade
and has received a Certificate of Merit trcm the New York
Horticultural Society. Price, 50 cents each; $4 per doz.

WUJLIAM BENNETT, Clarksou St., Flatbush, L,. I.

mch3 Or. Box 191 Brooklyn, N. Y.

BRAC^NAS, CROTOXS
.KHO OTHER

Ornamental Foliage Plants,
WELL ADAPTED FOK

CONSERVATORY DECORATION.
Catalogues of the above including a fine collection of Stove

Plants, Cypripediums, Small Valms, &c., &c., free on ap-
plication.

WILLIAM BENNETT, Clarkson St., Flatbush, L. I.

mcha Or Box 191 BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Choice Selected Field. Flower, Tree, Grass, Herb
Vegetable and Honey Plants. Garden and Apiarian Imple-
ments and Supplies. Agricultural Books, &c. Our new Descrip-
tive Catalogue sent free.

Address carefully,

C. F. LANE'S
N-W-Apiary and Seed Warehouse,

febi2 Koshkonoiisr, Wis.

5000 ROSES.
iilSO per 1000, or $20 per 100.

The most popular sorts grown, from hard-wood cuttings. Fine,

strong stuck, well rooted in 5 and 6-inch pots. Catalogues and Cir-

culars free. Address,

mch2 S. H. PURPLE, Columbia, Pa.

First, Second and Third Class.

Grape Vines, Honey Locust. Kilmnrnocks, Evergreens, Hough-
ton's Gooseberry, &c.,at L.OW Kates.

THOS. WRIGHT & CO., Nurserymen,
mchil ROCHKSTEK, N. Y.

Thomas Wright. R. B. Flagler.

Fslion': New IvMi hipm,
The EELIANCE and EAKLY PKOLIFIC.

Being now introduced for the first time to the public. We recom-

mend them as being the largest, niLSt hardy, vigorous and produc-

tive Ked Raspberry ever offered for sale. Send for Catalogue.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
ntcba Woodbury, N. J.

(tjCn CF\ Agents' Profits Per week.—Will prove it or for-

u)9 1 UU feit S500. New articles just patented. Samples
sew free to all. Address W. H. CHIDESTER, 218 Fulton St.,h .Y.

GALVANIZED STEEL BARBED

WEM€E WIMM,
This wire makes the cheapest, most durable and most efficieflt

Fence that can be put up. We call the attention of

FARMERS
And all others needing fencing, to the comparative cost jf this aa<l

other fencing.

Four Board Fence per rod, $a.oo

Sp:it or Cedar Rail " a.00
Virginia Worm Fence per rod, 1.50

Galvanized Steel Barbed Wire Fence, 84.

Send for Circular giving all particulars,

THE SELLERS MF'G CO.,

707 Market St.. Phila.mch3

spe:cija.i«ti£:s.
Apple and Crab Apple, 5 to 7 and 7 to 8 feet

Cherry, 5 to 7 and 7 to B ft., very fine.
" (Dukes and Morellos) 4 to 6 and 6 to 7 ft.

Pear, (Home grown), Standard and Dwarf, 3 to 5 and 5 to 6 ft.

Quince, (^Angers), for stools, 2 to 4 ft., very cheap.
" (Orange), 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 ft.

Maple, Silver and Sugar, all sizes, e.xtra fine and cheap.
'• Norway, 6 to a and g to 10 ft.

Norway Spruce and Salsani Fir, 3, 4 and 5 ft., fine trees.

Austrian and Scotch Pine, 4, 5, and 6 ft., very cheap.
Irish and Swedish Juniper, 2, 3, 4 and 5 ft., fine trees imd

very cheap.
American, Siberian, Globe, Golden and Pyranaidal*

Arbor Vitals.
Honey Locust, 2 years, extra fine, Osage Orange, i yr. cheap.
Grape Vines, Martha. 2 and 3 yr. transplanted, cheap.
Currants, Gooseberries, Koses and Shrubbery^
Tuberoses, Gladiolus, Caladiums, and Caniia Bulba*
Asparagus Roots, Seeel Potatoes! Peerless and Snow flake).

Liberal inducements ctTered on much ol the above stock. Price*
upon applies, tion.

mchi H. M. ENGLE & SON, Marietta, Pa^

FOR STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS
STRAWBERRY PLANTS,

Grape Vines, Raspberries, Blackberries, Currants, Goo.seberries,

Seed Potatoes, Garden Seeds, <ic, send for my New Catalogue.

Free to all. Address, F. M. HEXAMEK,
mchi New Castle, Westchester Co., N.Y.

New Rochelle Raspberry.
A new seedling of wondertul promise, will produce 500 bushels to

the acre. Lanes as hardy as an oak, fruit very large, fine Havered,
commands a high price in market. Send for descriptive list

and certificates from Charles Downing, Wm. Patry, aid manv
others who have seen this wonderful Raspberry. 12 plants will

produce enough for a good sized family. 1 plant, 75 c; 6, 1^3.50 ; 19,

«6; 100, I35. W. S. CAKPENTEK & SON,
mchtf Rye. "Westchester Co., N.T«

1#,®@® W^ffteaas
Strong Healthy Plants, no rust. In the best named v.\i ietics.

A. B. ROMMEL & CO.
mchi Pittston, Pa.

.All the best varieties. 200,000 Star and Monarch ol the West
Strawberry at $2 per looi-—genuine; if any doubt, payriieni may b«
deterred till proven by their fiuit. The ground must be chared and
the plants too valuable to Le wasted. unclu

SILAS WALTON, Moorestown, N. J.

A Young Man, capable of acting as assistant in ;> garden whcrv
vegetables of all kinds are grown, and also general greenhouse plantsj

one who knows how to do anything in the above 1 ne uhen called on
to do so. Address, giving past experience, nationality, xgt, etc.,

D. E. HOWATT, R.v: c c.-^s Stock. Fafv,

mchi Jobstown, Burlirtton Co.., N./,
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15,000 VERBENAS.
S3o por 1000 or «i4 por 100.

Fine, sturdy, healthy vil.uits. in j^inch polB Stroncly of scarlets
and crimsons. Other Greenhouse and Nur»ery Stock in pro-
portion No charge for packinj;. Address,

Tnch2 S. H. PURPLE, Columbia, Pa.

500 Varieties of Potatoes,
The I^rcrst Collection in the World, for which th<-

GRAND CENTKNNIAL PRIZK MKUAL
and niploma were awarded. One tuber of each variety, correctly
labeled, carefully packed, ex pressage or postage prepaid, for ^100.
Catalogue of Seeds, Potatoes, Small Fruits, etc . tree AdHress
mchi F. M. IIKXAMKR,

New Cnstle, We8(cli«-st<'r Co., N.Y.

BOUQUET GREEN FOR SALE.
We have on hand at present a fine lot of H.niquct Green, which

we wish to dispose of at f,2 per barr;I well packed, delivered here
to freight house, also our booking orders for next Fall shipments.
Can supply any quantity from one barrel to five hundred.

TOTTEN & SCHAFER. Florists.
mch Circnlar St, & Lake Av., Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Martha and Telegraph Vines.
FirsKlass,? years and all other leading sorts. Address,

mchl ENQLB & BRO., Marietta. Pa.

5000 INo 1
One and two years Cherry, Victoria and White Grape Currants.
Very low.
mclil ENGLE & BRO., Marietta, Pa.

IMPORTANT TO

NURSERYMEN,
Gentlemen :— 1 beg leave to state that I offer for Spring trade the

most extensive stock of Standard and Dwarf Apple, Standard and
Dwarf Pear, Plum, Chrrry and Peach Trees ever oflTcred in this

market. Also Small Fniits and Fruit-tree Seedlings and Slock», at

prices that chal'enge competition for the same quality of Stock. I

would respectfully ask particular attention to my extensive and
complete slock of Standard Pear trees.

Digging and Packing done in the best possible manner. No pains
will be spared to insure satisfaction. Correspondence solicited.

Ple.ase addre.ss,

JOHN MURPHY,
feb2 DANSVIM.i;, I.IV. CO., N. T.

To hm]mi, Florist: and hbm.
Ki'W is a good time to plant small Trees and we have a large

tock CO sell at very low pri-:es.

1,000,000 Evergreen and Deciduous Trees, once and
twice tran^-p'anted.

1,000,000 Evergrreen and Deciduous Trees, from open
pasture land
100,000 Osage Orange, -> yrs trans and twice cut back.
200,000 Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Currants, and other

small Fniits

Large Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c , also manufacturer
of Beecroft's Wheel-Hoe ind Hand-VVecder, which are death to
weeds without hard work Everybody likes them thai have given
them a trial Wholesale and Descriptive l'dt:iloguc> mailed free.

THOMAS JACKSON, Nurseryman,
mchi PORTLAND, M E.

The New Seedling Peaches.
Earliest exhibited at the Centennial ^"^

"WILDER, SAUNDERS, & DOWNING.
A few I vr. old trees for sale Address,

mchi H. M. ENGLE & SON, Marietta^ Pa.

UrW ^TYT r^ °* Visiting Cards, Papeteries and Novelties.

WLIII ulILJJU Send 3Ct. stamp for samples and price-list to

mchi DAVIS & CO., Jekmvn, Pa.

I
-.(Yi lYn Fniil.

("HI KvcTfrrt«n.

I
500.000 C.rMn-houM,

Bedding Plants, eto

rce Catalogues Free. 23d VeM. 400 Acres. J3 Crecn-houjcj.

STORES, HARRISON t CO., Paisc«tili.f, Liks Coumtt, Ohio

Maial of Small Frail Ciirfi,
By E. P ROE,

(" The chapter on picking and marketing is eminently practical

ad sensible
'

—

American Agriculturist i

How to raise and market Strawberries, Raspberries, Currants,

Gooseberries, Blackberries, &c. 82 pages, 8 vo., paper, price 50
cents. Mailed post paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHA.S. H, MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

PRACnCAL LANDSCAPE
GARDENING

Hy F. R. Kl.LIoTl.

Designed for City and Suburban Residenc-s, and Country School-

Houses; containing designs fo lots and grounds from a lot 30
by 100, to a forty acre plot. Each plan is drawn to scale,

with schedule to each, showing where each tree, shrub, &c.,

should be planted; condensed instructions for forming and caring

for lawns; buildirg of roads; turfing, protection, pninmg and care

of trees; making cuttings, evergreens, hedges, screens, &c. Con-
densed descriptions of all the leading trees and shrubs ; soil and po-

sition in which they should be grown. Illustrations of ground plans,

elevations, trees, shnibs, winter gardening. &c. 96 pp., 8 vo. cloth.

Price 81.50. Sent by mail on receipt of price Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

100,000 Silver IVIaples.
And other Shade Trees, cheaper than the cheapest. 10 to n fi»t,

thrifty and fine. Alsoimmense quantities of

ARBOR VIT/ES AND JUNIPERS.

S. H. PURPLE,
mch2 Columbia, Pa.

200,000 PICKI-ES
Per acre, can be grown fmm the

Green Prolific Cucumber Seed.
25 cts. per ounce ; S3 per jimnd. by mail Descriptive Catalogue

of Seeds, Seed Potatoes and Small Fruits free. Address
F. M. HEXAMER,

mchi New Castle, Westchester Co., N. X.

The Gardener's Monthly.
THE FOLLOWING

BACK NUMBERS
WANTED, IN

GOOD CONDITION.
April, 1860.
January, 1870.
March, "
July, "

October, 1870. August, 1874.
December, " December, "
January, 1873. January, 1875.
January, 1874. December, "

January, 1876.

Receivable in exchange on Subscription account, or exchangeable

for other n-mbers not in above list. Send numbers prepaid by

mail and advise the publisher Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut, St., Phila.
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1. New, best, earliest Giants, @ 50 francs, gold per kilo.

3, Early seed of Neapolitan Giants, @ 40 francs, gold per kilo.

3. HalWate seed of " " @ 35 " " " "

SffiiGm ®e©ffii
I. Marzaiola,Whitc, early, very small (Nocera)7frs gold per kilo.

«. Maggiaiola, " (May), small, " " "
3. Aostegra, " (August) verj' large

,

" " "
4. Delia Hocca, Red, late, (Salerno) " " "

S- Sangulgna, Blood-red, latest, " " "
I would also beg to call the attention of the trade to the ORANGE

TR£ES, which I export: height of trunk, i^ to 2 metres; di-

ameter of trunk, 4 to 6 centimetres. Price, 10 francs each, package
extra.

VINCESrAO KKEUPPER, Horticulteur,

lUxporter of Seeds and Plants, at Naples, Italy.
tfeb6

VERBENAS, 30 VARIETIES.
Free from Rust, Greenhouse and Bedding Plants, Cut
Floirers, for the Trade. Orders by mail or telegraph. Address

SAMUEL DICKEY, Oxford, Pa.
tfebs Phila. & Bait. C. R. R.

ioTOOO VERBENAS,
EXTRA STRONG PLANTS.

«4.00 PER HUNDRED.
1000 Prime Roses and Cinerarias,

S15.00 PER HUNDRED.
A. B. ROMMEL & CO., Florists,

Pittston, Euzerne County, Pa.

PEI^A^Cn TREES.
One year, 4 to 6 ft. stocky, general assortment. NOR-

WAY, SUGAR and SLLVER MAPLES, all sizes. APRI-
COTS, one and two vears.CHERRY, two vears, •; to o ft RED
DUTCH CURRANTS. ARBORVIT.^S, AMERICAN,
SIBERIAN, and HOVEY'S GOLDEN, all sizes. IRISH
JUNIPERS, I to 5 ft. HEMLOCKS, bushy, 2 ft. slock of best
quality, and offered ]pw.

P. b.—A Post Office is now established at Malvern, P. R. R.,
adjoining the Nursery, which is our P. O., Express, and Freight
Station. Paoli the former office heine one mile away. [febtf

JOSIAH A. ROBERTS, Malvern, Chester Co., Pa.

From propagating bods, Plants perfectly healthy.

Send for Wholesale Price List, free.

H. C. SMITH,
Suffield, Conn.

January ist, 1877.

FREE TO ALL.
Our Illustrated Catalogue of Plants,

Seeds, Bulbs, Shrubs, Trees, &c., with fine

Colored Plate. Prices low and satisfaction

guaranteed. Address,

NANZ, NEUNER & CO.,
iieb2 Louisville, Ky.

Bedding Plants.
A large stock of the newer Roses, Geraniums, Petunias,

Dahlias, &c. VERBENAS a SPECIALTY. First

premiums awarded wherever e.xhibited. My Spring Catalogue and
Wholesale Price List sent free to all applicants.

tfebi

JOHN WHITE, Florist,

Communapaw Ave., Jersey City. N. J.

POMONA NURSERY MLLI-IONS of trees

and Plants Capt.
Jack and Great American, the best Strawberries. Ten acres

of Brandy-wine (Susqueco) Raspberries, yielded last summer
$4,338. Send for Catalogue. WM. PARRY, Cinnaminson, N.J.
feb3

BACK VOLUMES
OF THE

Gardener's Monthly
Can still be had in numbers, per year
Bound in neat cloth cases, including numbers,
" " Roan " "

30 Grreenliouses
100,000 FEET OF GLASS.

TO THE TRADE.
My Price List of Plants is now ready and will be forwarded free

on application. Address,

JOHN DICK,
Helendale Nursery,

<ebz 53d and Darby Road, Philadelphia, Pa.

$2 lO

3 00

3 'S

Delivered postage free.

Or mail us your own numbers, and have them bound in cloth cases

for 90 cents. Returned to you bound postage free. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
AS Propagator of Greenhouse Plants in variety. Shrubs, Roses,

and Evergreens. Also understands the management of Win-
ter flowering plants Address, PROPAGATOR, Gardener't
Monthly Office.

BY a matried man, no children, with satisfactory reference aa

Gardener of experience and ability in all branches of in and
out-door gardening for pleasure and profit, forcing plants and fruits,

laying out grounds tastefully, managing place given to his charge ;

is strictly sober, industrious and honest. H. L. M. No. 402 Fifth

Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

BY a thorough Practical Gardener, Scotchman, married; under-

stands ciiltivation and forcing of Flowers, Fruits and Vegeta-
bles, Greenhouses, Hot and Cold Graperies, Fruit Houses, &c.;

twenty years' experience in this country and Europe, having had
full charge of one first-class place 11 years. Best references. Ad-
dress R. G , New Castle P. O., Pa.

BY a young married Gardener (Protestantl, competent to take

charge of Greenhouses, Graperies, &c., or a first-class private

place ; 20 years' experience in Germany and this country, and well

recommended. Will be disengaged by 21st of March Address
G.\RDENER, care of Gcrold Altorfer, Florist, West Chester,

Chester County, Penna.

BY a Frenchman, aged 38 years, married, no family ; long experi-

ence in America. Would like a gocd, steady, private place.

I

Understands Greenhouse Plants, Grapery, Fruits, Flowers, Vegeta-
bles and Hot-beds. Is a good working man, honest, sober, and can

give the best references. Prefers the North. Address VICTOR
HENRY, Gardener, Rochester, N Y.

BY an American, single, wishes a situation as Gardener; under-

stands plain Vegetable and Flower Gardening, and the general

work of a country place ; would go as assistant on a first class

place; good reference. Address F. M.-ilN, 1021 Vine St., Phila.

AS Gardener in a private or commercial establishment; many
years practical experience in both ; can furnish first-class

reference ; no objection to any part of the country. Address

N. B. G., 1527 Lawrence St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BY a German Gardener, single, in a private or commercial es-

tablishment; 7 years' experience, five in Germany, and three

in the United States ; is thoroughly competent in Flower gardening,

Propagating, &c.; has good references, which he begs to have an
opportunity to submit. Address JOHN WASATKO, 914 Ran-
dolph St., Philadelphia.

BY a young man, single, as Propagator and Plantsman, or to

manage a gentleman's private gardens, and glass structures

;

13 years practical experience in Hortticulture. Floral designs ar-

ranged on mast approved principles. References exchanged. Ad-
dress R. E B., Station B., Jersey City, New Jersey.
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THE
A Hygroscope for 50 cents.

CHEMICAL HYGROSCOPE.
This iiulicator of !itiiios|ilii'rii' luuisturf is as lucuratf as th^

costly Gilt's. Kuuius luatcd liy tuniaci's or slovc» are almost in
Tarialilj- sodry as to hv daiiia|,'iiig not only to liculth bul to fur
nitiire. Some pi'nplt' take the consequences olliers kei'p water
on the heater. The lIvKroscope bhows at a glance w lu ther the
air is too dry or not.
Sent by mail for 50 cents. Address,

Kbit CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phlludelphla.

^^vJ^^^^^*^*'

DVERTISINC AGENTS
l;^e W. FOURTH ^-^J

K^i^ IN e IN NAT I Qo^— ESTIMATES -
FURNISHED FREE.

SEND rOR OUR
MANUAL-

ers

THE ABBOTT

Pocket Microscope
an instrument of icrtat

practicil usefnhieps to
Teacliers, Fai-iiicrw,

ITIercliaittM, Me-
cliaiiiffK, Pliysi-
(iaii»>, Botaiii»iti>t,
ITIiiiers, and many
otheri'. It is the best

u III evt 1 iiiVeii el fur exaiuiiiin<j FlOW"
Seeds, Plants, r/inerals,

Engravings, Bank Notes, Fabrics,
Etc. By means of a ca<je, accompanying each In-
strument, one can examine all kinds of In-
sects or Worms "live. The

EYE OF A FLY,
or other irgect of like Mze, can be readily seen.
It is simple in construction and easy to opcraic.
One of these iutereptin^^ Iiis'rnments oii>;ht to
be in every family. We hav:- made arrangements
to furnish the JPocket Microscope at the
manufacturer's prke, $1.50. It will be Bent pot-
paid, to any reader of this Paper desiring it, on
receipt of price, or m y be had at this office.

Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY.
ROPP'S EASY CALCULATOR
Is a new publication that must prove of incalculable btntfit to

Farmers, Mechanicsand Business men. \\.\s so ra/>id &n<l original
as to startle the most scholarly , and yet so siinj'iea.wdpractical that
the most illite>ate in figures can instantaneously become his own
accountant. It enables thousands to accompliOt ia a minute what
they they could not learn to calculate in many months.
The first part containing an entirely new system of Tables which

shows oirt.^/rt«Cf the exact values of all kinds of Grain, Stock, Hay,
Coal, Lumber Merchandise, etc., fromi7«f/(??<7zrfup to a car load,3.tv\
for any price which the market is likely to reach ; the Intereit on
any sum for any tin e at 6, 7, 8, and 10 p r cent. ; coriect measure
ment of all kinds ol Lumber, Saw Logs, Cisterns. Tanks, Granaiies,
Bins, Wagon Beds, Cum Cribs; a Time, Wages, and many other
V£.luablet;.bles.

The Second part is ^.practical Aiithmetic, and embodies a simple
mathematical principle which enables awj one fumiliar with the fun-
damental rules to become a lightning calculator ; and by which
over /je(; M;>(/i of the figures and labor required by the ordinary
methods, andyVrtc//'o?/.s with their intricacies, arc entirely avoided
The work is nicely printed on fine tinted paper, is well and ele-

gantly bound in pocket-book shape and is accompanied by a Silicate
Sla«e,Memorandum and Pocket for papers. It is by far the most com-
plete, comprehensive and convenient pocket manual ever published.
PRICES : Bouud in Kussia Leather, Gilded, «3.00;

Morocco, »1.50; Fiue English Cloth, iiJil.OO.

i,
Sent post paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Thila.

Fruit Or wers' Hand-Book.
By r. U.Elliott, author ol "Western Fruit (i rowers' Guide,"

(one of tlifbest posted men on the subject in the United Slates).
<'ont:iins the iiraeliee on all sul>jectt connectid with fruit grow-
ing. The book ia made for those who grow fruit for their own
iLse. Also an Appeudi.x, eoDtuininK matter relating to the so*
lection and culture of Ornamental Trees, Hoses, I'lants, Ac.
Illustrated with Vi woodcuts, i:fO pages, ICiuo cloth, Vl, p»»

per, 00 cts. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address C. U. MAKUT, 814 Chestnut St., Phlla.

HowTo Paint
A Now Work by a Practical Painter, design

ed for tho asc of TradoMinen, lUccliaiilca,
.llcrcliaiitw. FarnicrH, and as a Guide to Pro-
reMnloiial PaintcrM. Containing a Plain Com-
mon-Sense Statement of the Methods employed by
Painters to produce satisfactory results In Plain
and Fancy Pal ill I iig of every description, iuclud

ing Porntiilas for ITIlxln<; Paint in Oil or

Water, Tools required, etc. This is Jnst the Book
needed by any person having anything to paint, and
makes

"Every Mar /lis Own Painter."
Full Directions (c Jsing White Lead-Lam p>

Ulack—Greer - Yellow— Brown— Wlilt-
InK— Glue- Pumice Stone — Splritu ot
Turi>entin» — Oils— Varulttkes— Furni-
ture Varnish — i^Illli Paint— Preparln;;
Kalsomlnc, etc.

Paint for Outbuildings
— Whitewasli—Paste for Paper-IIan;;ing—
ffan'^in*; Papei--<>raiiiln<; in Oak, ITIaple,

Kosetvood, ISliick Walnut— Staiiiinj;—
Dccalcomaiiia— ^YlakiiiK Rustic I'ictures
— Paiiitin:; Flo»» er-Stands— Rosewood
Polisli — Varnish I iijj Furniture— Wax-
In;; t uriiiture-C'loaitin;; Paint—

Paint for Farming Tools
-for rHaclilnery—Houseliold Fixtures, etc.

To Paint a Farm Wagon
— to Re-Variiisii a Carriisjje to make Plas-
ter Ca»t.<t. The work is neatly printed, with illus-

trations wherever they can serve to make the subject

plainer, and it will save many times its cost

yearly. Every family should possess a copy. E*rico

oy mail, post-paid, $1.

CHARLES H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa

NURSERYMAN'S
DIRECTORY
of 1877.;;

A reference book of the Nurserymen, Florists, Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, &c., for the United Stales. Alphabetically arranged by
States and Post Offices. 310 pages, 8vo. Price Jio.oo Mailed,

post paid, on receipt of price, i- > ((•>

4®»A few copies of the Directory cf 1876 may still i>e had for ^5.
Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut St., Phila.
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N. W. Ayer ^ Son,

ADVERTISING AGENTS,
HAVE REMOVED

— TO THE—

Times Building, Chestnut and Eighth Sts., Philadelphia.

Commencing business early in 1869, we first located at 530 Arch street, as the representatives

of the Philadelphia Religious Weeklies, which up to that time wjre comparatively unknown
to advertisers. Our anticipations did not then extend beyond a comfortable businehS on the
ele-veu papers comprising our first list; but in tlie fall of the same year, so encouraging had
been our success, that we determined to extend the sphere of our operations to include the
papers published in the vicinity of Philadelphia, and in order to secure a more central location

removed to 719 Sansom street. Here our business continued to develop very satisfactorily. In
January, 1S72, we leased the premises Ko. 733 Sansom street, thereby securing very commodious
rooms, the number and size of which were gradually extended as growth of business demanded
enlarged accommodations, until we finally occui)i( d more than half of the entire building, and
had our employees scattered over three diiierent floors. Learning the intention of the publishers
of The Times to erect their present building, we at once commenced with them the negotiations

whicli resulted in such changes of their plans and specifications as were needed to make for us

the most commodious accommodations. We are now located at the intersection of the two lead-

ing business thoroughfares of Philadelphia, in one of the most prominent and attractive buildings
in the city, having a frontage of fifty feet on f'hestnut street, and eighty-four on t'outh Eighth
street. The entire second floor and a part of the third liave been specially constructed to suit our
wants, and with their elaborate fittings make the most elegant and convenient offices that liave

ever been arranged for the advertising business. We are thus enabled to bring the difljerent

departments of our business into immediate connection, and thereby concentrate our working
force, so that we nf)w possess all the accommodations which experience has shown to be
requisite or desirable. Our employees number twi'nii/ : and we frequently find this force

scarcely adequate to accomplisli the "work.
This brief sketch will suffice to show that from a very small beginning oiir agency hux

rapidly grown to be one of tile largest of its Kind in tUe C'OI'NTltY.
Oiir entire business is thoroughly systematized, and our facilities for its transaction are

unsurpassed. We keep the leading papers of the country constantly on file; and our special
contracts with them are so numerous and favorable that we can offer the very lowest prices for
advertising, and to responsiljle parties the most advantageous terms of settlemeiu. We have no
canvassfrs' commissions tn pay. but employ our men entirely on salary, giving at once to the adver-
tiser all the discount that can be afforded. We are at all times pleased to furnish promptly and
without charge, estimates showing the cost of advertising in any paper or list of papers, and
guarantee the strict fulfillment of all orders entrusted to our care. It cnsts ttntluny to get our

figures ; and it will pay every advertiser to do so before contracting for any newspaper advertising.

AYER & SON'S MANUAL
For Advertisers, an elegantly printed book of I'-JS ro;, al cictavo iniues. is sunt postiiaid, upon
application, to all who contemjilate advertising. It contains carelully prepared lists of leading
daily, weekly, and monthly newspapers in the United States and Canada, with valuable
information rogardint; circulation and ailvertising rates, so arranged and classified as to enable
an advertiser to select without difllculty the mediums be.st suited to any particular jmrpose. It

telLs how, wlu-n, and where to advertise wisely and cheaply, and will enable you to secure the
largest amount of advertising for the h ast aniount of money. SeiiU for it. We al.so publish

THE ADVERTISER'S GUIDE,
A Quarterly UlaKJXziiie, devoted to the Interests of AdvortiserR ami Newspaper

Publishers. Fifty Cents per Year, postpaid.
Each number is well filled with interesting and instructive reading matter, together

with valuable information regarding new: jtapers. Our aim is !> di.sseminate a more general
knowledge of newspaper advertising and the advanta.ges to lie giiiTU'd by it. We therefore make
the following ofler: to all persons advertising ilirough this agency to tlie amount of FIVE
DOIiliARS, we will send the Advertiser's Guide, postpaid, without further charge.

OUR PRINTING OFFICE.
We have our own printing-oflue. we!l filled with tyjie p''cnliarly adapted to the proper

dLsplay of advertisements, and keep tliree mcii cmployeti e.^chisively on tlic work arising from
our advertising business. We are tlius enabled to furnish, without expen.'-e to the advertiser, a
proof showing ju~t how the copy desired will look in type. Our compositors luvving for years
made this brancli of type-setting a study, know liow to reiluce an advertisement into the small-
est compa,ss consistent with its proper di.splay. and thus enable us to secure to an udvertiser the
largest amount of publicity in the Icjvt posfeilile .v; iicc and consequetuly for the smallest expen-
diture of money. .Ml these advantages we offer free <( charge, to tho.se who avail tliemselves
Of our unsurpassed facilities, and shall be gli"l to correspond with all who contemplate the
expenditure of any money in newspaper advertising.

Our offices are at all t'mes open for insnection.iind v,c (:;\e ple;\-nre in show ;ng their inside
workings to any who may call. In conclusion allow us t i asl; thiit you

^CT ^IIQ FQTJMtiTSr BEFORE MAKING ANY
v^c. I vJUrv to I imn 1 c. advertising contracts.

Advi:p.ti-iki Agknts,

Times Building, Ches-tnut and Eighth Streets. Philadelphia.
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CLUB PAPERS AT NET PRICES,
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

TO REMIT IN CLUBBING any of tlie followinj; liat with the
Gardener's Monthly select suoh

•AS VDU witfli, foot vip tlie prices aiincxiMl and add TWO DOLLARS
for the MONTHLY to the total.

Ameiioan Agriculturist $1 20
* Farmer 1 35
" Artisan 1 60
• Builder 2 60

Naturalist 3 25
" Odd Fellow 1 60

Appleton'g Journal 2 50
Arthur's Home Magazine 2 35
Atlantic Monthly 3 45
Boston Cultivator 2 60
Building Association Journal 75

" Societies Gazette, London, Kngland 1 35
Bucks County Intelligencer, old Subscribers 82 60, new 2 10
California Horticulturist, 2 75
Central Union Agriculturist and Chromo 1 70
Children's Friend 1 35

" Hour 1 10
Colman'B Rural World .'

1 85
Country Gentleman 2 10
Demorest'B Magazine 2 60
Eclectic Magazine 4 60
Every Saturday 4 60
Farmer's Home Journal 2 60
Frank Leslie's Ladies' Magazine 3 10

" Review 2 10
Galaxy 3 4.5

Germantown Telegraph, old subscribers 82 50, new 2 20
Godey's Lady's Book 2 25
Graphic, (Daily), per ytar 9 50
Hall's Journal of Health 1 50
Harper's Bazar 3 45

Magazine 3 45
" Weekly 3 45

Hearth and Home 2 00
Herald of Health 1 60
Household 85
Iowa Homestead 1 60
Journal of Chemistry 1 10

" of the Farm 85
Journal of Materia Medica 1 10
Kansas Farmer 1 35
Lady's Floral Cabinet, with Chromo 1 10
Ladies' Repository 3 35
Leslie's Lady's Journal 3 60
Li ppincott's Magazine 3 25
Littell's Living Age 7 60
London Garden 8 75
London Gardener's Chronicle 7 50

Maine Farmer |2 10
Manufacturer and Builder 1 86
Maryland Farmer „ 1 36
Ma.ssachusetts Ploughman 2 60
IMitropolitan „,. 1 86
Milling Journal _ 1 86
Moore's Rural New Yorker 2 35
Nation 4 75
National Baptist 2 36
New England Farmer 2 35

" " Homestead 2 10
New York Evangelist 2 60
New York Methodist 2 20

" Post, Weekly. $1.50; Semi-Weekly 2 60
" Times, Wotklv, SI .50; Semi-Weekly 2 60
" Tribune, Weekly, $1.50 : Semi-Weekly 2 60
" World, Weekly; $1-50; Semi-Weekly 2 60

North-Western Farmer 1 10
Nursery _ 1 20
Ohio Farmer 1 85
Old and New 3 60
Our Hume Journal 2 26
Park's Floral Gazette 70
Pcnn Monthly 2 10
Peter's Musical Monthly 2 60
Peterson's Magazine 1 70
Philadelphia Weekly Press 1 60
Phrenological Journal 2 85
Poultry World 1 10
Popular Science Monthly 4 60
Practical Farmer, (Weekly) _ 1 60
Prairie Farmer „. 1 60
Purdy's Small Fruit Recorder 86
Saint Nicholas 2 60
Saturday Evening Post 1 76
Scientific American 2 76
.Scientific Farmer 86
Scribner's Monthly 8 45
Southern Cultivator 1 86
Southern Planter and Farmer 1 86
Waverly Magazine 4 60
Western Agriculturist 85
Western Farmer 1 86

Rural 1 85
Wood's Household Magazine 86

" " '^ with Chromo -.100
Working Farmer 1 10
Youth's Companion..new subscribers $1.40; old subscribers.. 1 75

The above includes postage under the new U. S. Law requiring prepaynient of postage before mailing.

After subscription to a club paper through this agency, report non-receipt of your numbers
and other causes of dissatisfaction, irregularities of mails or changes of residences, only to said

paper direcfj^not to this office).

Remitoby P. O. Order, Draft or Registered Letter. Currency is at risk of mails.

It you wish a receipt or reply, enclose postage stamp for that purpose, otherwise the club papers will be considered a suffi-

cient receipt.

Addresa CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,



RUBAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (and any others in the market not on this l?st) will

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., -Pailada.

Allen's, K. L., Diseases of Domestic Animal? 81 00

Allen's, L. F., Rural Architecture 1 GO

Allen's, L. F., American Cattle 2 50
Allen's, B. L. & L. F.. New American Farm Book 2 50
American Architect 7 00

American Bird Fancier, (Brown's) 80

American Farmer's Encyclopedia 6 00

American Weeds and Useful Platts.'. 1 75
Apple Culturist, S. E. Todd 1 50
Art of Saw Filing 75

Architecture, Modern American, Cummings & Miller 10 00
" IP Principles and Practice of. By Loring & Jenning 12 00

Baker's Fruit Culture 4 00
Bassett on Cranberry Culture 30

Barry's Fruit Garden 2 50

Bell's Carpentry made easy 5 00
Bement's Poulterer's C mpanion 2 00
Bement's Rabbit Fancier 30

Beet Root Sugar 1 50
Birknell's Village Builder, 77 plates 12 00
Bommcr's Method of Making Manures 25
Boussingault's, J. B., Rural Economy 1 60
Browne's Trees of America 6 00
Breck's New Book of Flowers 1 75
Bridgeman's American Gardener's Assistant 2 50
Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual 1 00
Bridgeman's Kitchen Gardener's Instructor ... 1 00
Buisl's, Robert, Am. Flower Garden Directory 1 50

• Buist's, Robert, Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Burr's Field and Garden Vegetables of America, 5 00
Carpenter and Joiner (R. Riddell) 7 00
Carpenterand Joiner's Hand Book, (Holly) 75
Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide 75
Chemistry of the Farm, (Nichols) 1 25
Cleveland's Villas and Cottages 4 00
Cobbett's American Gardener 75
Cole's, S. W., American Fruit Book 75
Cole's American Veterinarian 73
Cooper's Rural Hours 2 00
CoptJand's Country Life .'i 00
Dadd's, Geo. H., American Cattle Doctor 1 50
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1 50
Dana's, Samuel H., Muck Manual 1 25
Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, (2 vols) 6 00
Darwin's Insectiverous Plants 7 00
DeVoe's Market Assistant 2 60
Downing s, A. J., Landscape Gardening 6 50
Downing's Cottage Residences .3 00
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, 5 00
Downing's Rural Essajs ... 3 50
Downing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden 2 00
DuBreuil's Vineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden) 2 00
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Cranberry. 75
Hliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Elliott s Landscape Gardening, 1 50
Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees 1 50
Klliotl's Fruit Growers' Hand Book, paper, 60 cents, cloth 1 00
Farm Talk, fBraekett) 1 00
Farming for Boys 1 50
Field's, Thomas W., PearCulture .'.

1 25
Five Acres too Much, (illustrattd) 1 .50

Flagg's European Vineyards 1 r>0

Flarx Culture * 50
Flint, Chas. L. on Grasses 2 50
Flint's Milch Cows 2 50
Fowler's Homes for All 1 go
Fr ink Forester's Fish and Fishing, 8 vo. 100 engravings.. 3 50
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen, 8 vo 3 00
French's Farm Drainage • 1 50
Fuller's Grape Culturist .'

i 50
Fuller's Small Fruit Culture „ 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist 1 50
Fulton on Peach Culture 1 50
Gentry's Lite Histories of Birds, 1st vol 2 00
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 2.5

Gray's Manual of Botany 2 25
Gray's Manual, Botany and Lessons, in one vol 4 00
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 2 50
Green on Trout Culture 1 OO
Gregory on Squashes, paper 30
Guernon on Milch Cows 75
Guide to Fortune .'.'.... 1 oO
Harazthy's Grape Culture and Wino Making 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. 8-1 ; col. eng's.. 6 50
Harris on the Pig 1 50
Hatfield's American House Carpenter 3 so
Henderson's Practical Floriculture 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Profit 1 50
Herbert's Hints to Hor.sekeepers 1 7,5
Hoopes on Evergreens 3 oo
Hooper's Dog and Gun. paper 30 cents, cloth .."......... CO
Hofi-culture 40
How to Buy a Farm, and Where to Find One 1 75

How to Manage a Building Association 82 OO
How to Paint 1 00
Hunter and Trapper 1 OO
Hussman's Grapes and Win&s ;.... 1 50
Jacques' Manual of the House 1 50
Jarqucs' Manuel of IheGarden 1 75
Jennings' Cattle Doctor 1 75
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases 1 75
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poullry 1 75
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary 3 50
Johnson's How Crops Feed 2 OO
Johnson's llow Crops Grow 2 00
Johnson's Peat and its uses 1 25
Johnston's Elements of Ag. Chen)istry and Geology 1 -50

Johnston's, J. S. W., Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Kemp's Landscape Ganiening 2 50
Klippart's Farm Drainage 1 75
Langstroth, Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee 2 OO
Leuehars' How to Build Hot-houses 1 50
Leibig's, Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry 75
Louden's Encylopsedia of Plants 20 00
Lyman's Cotton-culture 1 50
McMahon's American Gardener 2 25
Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmers 90
Mechanics' Companion (Nicholson) 8 00
Meehan's Ornamental "Trees 76
Mileson the Horse's Foot 75
Miner's, T. B., Bee-keeper's Manual 1 25
Mohronthe Grape-vine 1 00
Money in the Garden 1 50
My Vineyard at Lakfview 1 25
My Farm of fidgewood 1 75
My Ten-rod Farm 50
North American Sylva, 5 vols., 156 coli plates, in 30 parts,

" " unbound 60 00
" " Half Turkey Antique, gilt 70 OO
" " full " " 75 00

Nichol's Chemistry of the Farm and Sea 1 25
Norton's, Ji hn P., Elements of Scientific Agriculture 75
Norris' Fish-cnlture 1 75
Onion-culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres 1 25
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects cloth 6 00
Paul's Book of Roses 60
Paul's Rose Garden ,...„. 3 00
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary 15 00
Pardee on Strawberry-culture 75
Parkman's Book of Roses 1 50
Parsons, Samuel B., on the Rose 1 50
Peat and its Uses _... I 25
Pear-culture, Fields 1 25
Pedder's, James, Farmer's Land-measurer 60
Percheron Horse 1 00
Peterson's Preserving, Pickling and Canning Fruit 50
Phin's Open-air Grape Culture, and Wine Making 1 50
Quiun's Pear-culture for Profit 1 00
Quinby's IMysteries of Bee-keeping Explained 1 50
Randall's Sheep Husbandry 1 50
Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00
Rand's Bulbs 1 -50

Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden 3 00
Rand's Popular Flowers and how to Cultivate them I 25
Rand's Garden Flowers 2 50
Rand's Orchid Culture 3 ,50

Rand's Rhododendrons 1 50
Ropp's Commercial Calculator, cloth $1, Morocco Tuck 2 00
Rose Culturist paper 30
Robbins', R , Produce and Ready Reckoner 75
Saunders' Domestic Poultry, paper 40 clo'h 75
Saxton's Hand Books, in fourscries, each 1 .50

Pchenck's Gardener's Text-book 7.5

Scribner's Ready Reckoner and Log-book 30
Strong's Cultivation of the Grape S 00
Ten Acres Enough 1 50
Thomas, J. J., Farm Implements 1 50
Thomas, J. J., Fruit-culturist ; old ed., 88 00; new edition, 3 75
Villc's Chotuical Manures 1 25
Warder's American Pomology 3 00

" Hedges and Evergreens 1 -50

Waring's Drainage for Profit and Health 1 50
" Elements of Agriculture 1 00
" Earth Closets 50

Webster's Dictionary, Unabridged 12 00
Will's Everv Man his own Lawyer 2 00
Williams, B. S., on Stove & Greenhouse Plants, 2 vol.s., Ill'd 5 00
Williams, B. S., on Select Ferns and Lycopods 2 5*
Williams, B. S., Orchid Grower's Manual 2 "")

Window Gardening 1 50
White's Ganiening for the South 2 00

" Cranl)errv Culture 1 25
Wood's Class Boc^k of Botany .3 50
Workingnian's Way to Wealth 75
Wright's Practical Poultry Keeper 2 00
Youatt on the Horse 1 "5

Youman's Household Science ...• 2 00
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GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.
B^ G»o. W. Johnson, Editor of " Cottage Gardener."

Describins the I'lantJ, Fniils and Vegetables desirable for the

Garden and explaining the terms and opcr.itions employed in

their cultivation. New Edition, with a su plcmcnt, including the

new plants and varieties. 910 pages, 12mo, cloth, fine print. Trice,

<3 so Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. I

ROSE GARDEN.
!

By Wm, Paul, F. K. H. 8.

Embracing History of llio Rose ; format ion of Rosarium ;
detail-

ed Bccount of praoticf for .successfiil cultivation ; arranRcmcnt in

natural groups of most csteemtnl varieties, Engli.sh and Foreign,

In the most eminent Gardens ; with full description and remarks

on origin an 1 mode of culture. Numerous illustrations. 2)G

pages, l^oyal 8vo, cloth. Price 83.00. Sent by ma '1 post-paid

on receipt of price. Address CHAS. H. 1^1AROT,
8U Chesliuit St., Phila.

TEN FINE

'POT GROWN ROSES
' iny selection") mailed for one dollar. !..ii:li lot will have oneplant
of CRANSTON'S new harJy CRIMaON BEDDEB.

I

R. BUIST, Nurseryman,
"WOODLAND AVE., PHILA.

B TJ Xj B S,
By Eoward Stragub Rand, Ju.

A treatise on Hardy and Tender Bulbs and Tubers. 357 page*,
izmo, clolh. Price, ^1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt

of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut Street, PhiladclphU.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE.
By Wm. Paotl, F.R.H.S.

The rationale of Rose cultivation in a nut-shell. Intended to

place within a small compass all that is neccssaiy for the successful

cultivation of the " Queen of Flowers." 83 pages, izmo, paper-

boards. Prict, CO cenL<;. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of

Dricc. Address,'^
CHAS. H MAROT.

8t4 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

AMERICAN FLOWER GARDEN DIRECTORY.
By Robert Riii.st.

With practical directions for the (ulture of Plants in Flowor-
Garden, Hot-House, tirccii House, Rooms, or Parlor Windows,
for ever;' month of the vear. Instructions for erectini; Hot-
house, Green-house, and laying out a Flower garden. Instruc-

tion for cultivating, projiagating, pruning niid training Uio
Grap) vine and description of best sorts for the open air. 842

pages, 12mo, cloth. Price 81 50. Sent by mail post paid on receipt

bf price. CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut St. Phil*.

CHOICE STOV[ m mmmi punts, American gardener's assistant
'I

By Benj. S. Williams, F. it. H. S.

With descriptions of upwards of eleven hundred species and
varieties. Instruct ions for their cultivation and mod of manage-
ment. Illustrated with colored frontispiece aud numerous
splendid illustrations. 68G pages, 2 vols., 12mo, clolh Price

S5.00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. II. MAROT.
811 Chestnut St, Phila.

ORCHID GROWER'S MANUAL.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Containing brief descriptions of over 800 species and varieties,

with notices of times of flowering, approved modes of treatment

and practical instructions on general culture. Remarks on heat,

moisture, soil, seasons of growth and rest suited to the several species.

Enlarged' edition with illustrations. 300 pages, i2mo, cloth. Price,

S2.5O Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. II. MAROT,
814 Che.slnut Street, Philadelphia.

SELECT FERNS AND LYCOPODS.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Comprising descriptions of 950 choice species and varieties, Brit-

ish and Exotic, with directions for their management in the Tropical,

Temperate and Hardy Fernery, with numerous beautiful fuU-p.age

Illustrations. 353 pages, izmo, cloth. Price, ^2.50. Sent by mail

post-paid on receipt of price.^
Address, CHAS. H. MAROT.

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,

lanual of Botany of tlie Kortlieru nnltel States.

By ASA Gray.
Including the district east of the Mississippi and north of Carolina

and Tennessee. Arranged according to the Natural System. Illus-

trated with 20 plates of Sedges, Gra-ses, Ferns, &c. 703 pages,

8vo, half-arabesque cloth sides. Price, jSa. 25. Sent by mail post-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

By Thomi\,s Bridgeman.
Containing complete practical directions for the cultivation of

Vegetables, Flowers, Fruit Trees and Grapevines. Illu.strated.

629 pages, 12rno, cloth. Price $2.50. Sent by mail post-paid on
receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chcbtnut St.. Phila.

GARDENING FOR PLEASURE.
ny PETER UKNDERSON.

A guide to the Amateur in the

FRUIT, VEGETABLE and FLOWER GARDEN.
With full directions for the

Greenhouse, Conservatory and Window-Garden.
Illustrated. 250 Pages, 12nio, cloth. Price $1.50. Sent hj

mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., PhU*.

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
BY PETER HEXI)1;R.S0N.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of the

MARKET AND FAMILY GARDEN.
New and enlarged edition. Illustrated 27G Pages, 12mo, cloth.

Price, $1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phil».

PRACTICAL FLORICULTURE.
By Peter Henderson.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of

FLORISTS' PLANTS,
for the Amateur and Pro/essicmal Florist. Illustrated. 188 pages.

i2mo, cloth. Price, ^1.50. Sent by mad post-paid on receipt ««

price.
Address, CHAS H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

WINDOW GARDENING.
By Henry T. Williams.

Devoted specially to the Culture of Fliwers and Ornamental
Plants for In-door vse a/id Parlor Decoration. Splendidly illus-

trated. 300 pages, incd. Svo, cloth. Price 81.50. Sent by mail
post-paVd oD receipt ol price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

GARDENING BY MYSELF.
1 By Anna Warner.
' Containing Hints and Experiences under heading of each

month in the year. Illustrated. 16mo, 223 pages, cloth. Prioo

$1.25. Bent by mail post-paid on receipt of piice.

Addr«8B CHAS H. MAROT,
814 Cbestnat St , Plula.
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PARSONS ON THE ROSE.
By Samuel B. Parsons.

A treatise on the Propagation, Culture and History of the
Bose. Illustrat.ed. 215 pages 12mo, cloth. Price $1.50. Sent.

by mall post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

BOOK OF ROSES.
By Francis Parkman.

Description, Cultivation and Propagation. Beautifully illus-

trated. 225 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price SI. 50. Sent by mail
post-paid on re<3eipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT.

814 Chestnut St., PhUa.

GRAPE CULTURALIST.
By Andrew S. Fuller.

A treatise on the Cultivation of the Native Grape. Illustrated.
286 pages 12mo, cloth. Price $150. Sent by mail post-paid on
receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

AMERICAN FRUIT CULTURIST.
BY JOHN J. THOMAS.

Practical directions for the Cultivation of Fruit Trees in the

NURSERY. ORCHARD AND GARDEN.
Descriptions of the principal American and Foreign varieties,'

Plain Edition, 480 engravings, 611 pages, 12 mo. Price, $3.0tt

Mailed post-paid on receipt of price.

f^- Kxtra Edition, 576 pages, heavy paper, fine cloth, 508

Illustrations and chromo frontispiece; mailed, for $3.75."®!)

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 ChestiM: St., Phils*

SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST.
BY ANDREW S. FULLER.

Giving Description, History, Cultivation, Propagation, Dis-
eases, &c.

Beautifully Illustrated.

Yorkshire, Berkshire, Essex, Poland China, and Chester
WHITE SWINE, of unsurpassed excellence. Alderney, Ayr-
shire and Shorthorn Cattle, Southdown and Cotawold SHEEP.
Imported and Prize POULTRY, and PIGEONS bred on 3
FARMS. DOGS, Ac. New descriptive circular free. Elegant
new Catalogue with cuts from life of our stock, 20c. Seeds,
Trees, Plants, Fertilizers, Impleuets, Ac. 6 PACKAGIS
seeds, free, as famples, for two 3c. stamps. Benson & Burpee,
successors to W. Atlee Burpee, Seed Warehouse, 223 Church
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. octl2

HOW PLANTS GROW.
By Asa Gray, M. D.

A simple Introduction to Structural Botany, with a Popnlar
Flora, or an arrangement and description of Common Plants.
both wild and cultivated. Illustrated with 500 wood engravings.
233 pages, large 16mo, half-arabesque, paper sides. Price $125.
Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chebtnut St., Phl]^

ORNAMENTAL TREES.
By Thomas Meehan.

An American Hand-Book, containing the personal observa-
tions of iho author. 257 pages, 24mo, cloth. Price 75 cts. Sent
by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., FMla.

BOOK OF EVERGREENS.
By Josiah Hoopes.

A practical treatise on the Coniferae or Cone-bearing plants.
Handsomely illustrated. 435 pages, l2mo, cloth. Price $3.00-
Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., PhUa.

LAWN AND SHADE TREES.
By F. R. Elliott.

Deciduous and Evergreen Trees and Shrubs, for planting in

Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries, &c., &c. Illustrated. 125 pages,

i2mo, cloth. Price, $1.50. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of
276 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price Sl.50. Sent by mail, post-paid price,

on receipt of price. Address. Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
CHAS. H. MAROT,. 814 Chestnut St., Phila. 8,^ Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

HOW TO MANAGE BUILDING ASSOCIATIONS.
By Edmund Wkiglev.

Being a Director's Guide and Secretary's Assistant, with forms
for Keeping Books .ind Accounts, also rules, examples and explana-
tions illustrating the various plans of working. 211 pages, i2rao,

doth. Price, $2.co. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CLASS BOOK OF BOTANY.
By Alphonso Wood, A. M.

Being outlines of the Structure, Physiology and Classification of
Plants ; with a Flora of the United States and Canada. 832 pages,

8vo, half arabesque cloth sides. Price, $2-S°- Sent by mail pcst-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

WORKING MAN'S WAY TO WEALTH. HOW TO LAY OUT A GARDEN
By Edmund WrIGLEY. I

By Edward Kemp.
A pr-vctical treatise on BuUdhtr Associations, what they are. and , ^ general guide in Choosing, Formin.ix and Improving

hoTuto use them. ic8 pages, i6mo, cloth. Price, 75 cents. Sent ^^i^
(from a quarter-acre to a hundr d ac^cs lu extent), wi

by mail post-paid on receipt of price reference to both design and execution. Illustrated with n
AH.ii-Pco rHAQ vs TVTi-pr»x mcrous plans, sections and sketches. 403 pacrcs, 12mo. clotAddress, CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CARPENTRY MADE EASY,
OK, THE SCIENCE AND ART OF BUILDING.

By W. E. Bell, Architect.
A new and improved system, i-pecific instructions for Balloon

Frames, Bam Frames, Mill Fr.nmes, Warehouses, Church Spires,
&c. Also, System of Bridge Builsling. Bill-;, Estimates of Cost and
valuable tables. Illustrated liy 38 plates and nearly 200 figures. 134
pasjes, 8vo, cloth. Price, S5.00. Sent by mail po^t paid on receipt
of price. Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

plans, sections and sketches. 403 pages, 12mo, cloth.
Price $2..50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of pri c.

Address CHAS. H. M.'iROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS.
By Chas. Darwin.

With copious descriptive contents and index. Ulustratod.
462 pages, 12mo, cloih. Price 87.00.

Sjnt by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAEOT.
614 Cbostnut St., PhOa.
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Index to Advertisements.
AtlTertlsers iirf requrstal to have orders in hnnJ cu Baki.Y as

pOesiULK. CO/ii/ recfiidl aftrr l/ie 23rd 0/ tach month cannot be

msURKli inseriiun in (he next istue.

Achelis God., Wi»t Chister, Ta
Allen S. L. A Co., Philadelphia, Ta II

Altorfer (i , Wtsl Hiester. I':i U
Ayer N. W. & Sun, 1 hilaiUliihia 25

Babbil B. T, N.w York 14

Bather J. H. A A.Clinlon, Iowa 2ii

Bassett Wiu. K., Hauinioulon. N J 20

Bayersdorfer M. M. A to., Philadelphia 8

Bellevue Nursi ry Co , ralersou, N. J 8

Bennett \Vm., H'uthush, L 1 21

Benson A Hurpre, I'hila , Pa 29

Bllsa B. K. A ong. New York lity 4

Bridgeman A., Ntw York city 17

Buist K, Philii 28

Buah J.S., New Y'ork city 17

Butz Paul A Son, New Castle, Pa 14, 20

C^duess John, Flushing, L. I., New York 7

Campbell Geo. W., Delaware, O Is

Carpenters. P., New Roehelle, N. Y 14, V)

C^se L. B., Riehniond, Ind 9

Carpenter W. S. A "^on, Rye, N. Y' 21

Chidester W. H., New Y'ork city 21

Collins, John S. Moorestown, N. J 14, VJ

Dick John, Phila 0,2:!

Dickey Samuel, Oxford, Pa 23

Dingee A Conard Co , West Grove, Pa 2

Douglas Robert A Sons, Waukegan, 111 »

Dreer Henry A., Philadelphia 4,20

Elder Walter, Philadelphia 11

Ellis Chas. R , New Y'ork city 9

Elverson A Sherwood, New Brighton, Pa I'J

Ellwanger A Barry, Rochester, N. Y 6, cover

Engle A Bro., Marietta, Pa.. 22

Engle H. W. A Son, Marietta, Pa 21, 2.'

Ferry D. M. A Co., Detroit, Mich II

Freehnian E.N. A Bros., Cincinnati, 24

Gibson A Bennett, Woodbury, N.J 21

Gregory James J. H ,
Marblehead, Mass 4

Hargi^ASonimer, Quincy.Ill 4,14

Harris Wra. K., Philadelphia, Pa 4

Hacgerty James, Poughkeepsie, N Y fi

Hance A. A Son, Red Bank, N, J 4, 6, 11, 14, 15, 19

Heikes Nurseries Co , Dayton, 14

Henderson Peter A Co., New York 1

Hews A. H. A Co., No. Cambridge, Mass 8

HexamerF M, New Castle, N. Y 21,22

Hltchings A Co., New York city 3

Hooker H. E. A Bro , Rochester, N. Y 12

Howatt D. E., Johnstown, N. J 21

Hubbard T. S ,
Fredonia, N. Y „ 8

Jackson Thos., Portland, Me 22

Jaquot A. Henry A C. Hugo, Jacksonville, Fla 9

Jenkins J., Winona, 15

Jordan, J. M. A Bro., St. Louis, Mo 10

KatkamierS. B., Farmingfon, N. Y 11

King A Murray, Flushing, N. Y 6

Kreupper Vuiceslas, Naj/les, Itnly 2.3

LaneC. F., Koshkonoug, Wis 21

Landreth David A Sons., Philadelphia Fly-lea'

Little W.S., Rochester, N. Y 17

Lonsdale Edwin, Germantown, Pa 11

Lord's Horticultural Works, Irvington, New York 7

Lynex Richard, Philadelphia (i

Mann Bros., Randolph, Mass 6

Marot Chas. H., Phila 4, 9, 23, 24, 30

Meehan Thomas, Germantown, Philadelphia 12,15

Michel Henry A Co., St. Louis, Mo 20

Miller A Hayes, Phila , Pa 18

Miller A Hunt, Chicago, 111 19

Murdoch John R.A A , Pittsburgh. Pa 17

Murphy John, Dansville, N. Y 22

Nauz, Neuner A Co., Louisville, Ky „.. 2.S

N. Y. Slate Paint Co., New Y'ork city 15

Kimmo Alexander, Brooklyn, New York 12

NordykeC. A., Richmond, Ind 19

Octoraro Nursery, Oxford, Pa 13

Parsons, R. B. A Co., Flushing, N. Y 30

Parsons S. B. A Sons, Flushing, New York cover

Parry Wm., Cinnaminson, N. J 23

Peters Randolph, Wilmington, Del 14

Polk A Hyatt, Odessa, Delaware 2o

Phoenix F. K., Kloomiugton, 111 14

Purple S H.Columbia, Pa 21,22

Roe E. P.,Cornwal'-on-Hudson, N. Y 30

Rakestraw A Pyle, Willow Dale, Pa 11

Rauux C, New York city 6

Remsburg J. C, Atchison, Kan 4

Roberta Josiah H., Malvern, Pa 23

Rolker A. A Sons, New York city Fly-leaf

Rommel A. H A Co., Pittstou, Pa 21,23
•Saul John, Washington, DC - U
.S. Hers Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia 21
Silover A Wilard, (Jeueva, N Y 18
.Scollay John A., Brooklyn. N. Y 9
Schroder Dr. 11., Ulooiulngton, III 4
Sherwood John A Son, Uristol, Pa 9
Sliumway H II., Rockford, 111 14
Smith A Lynch, Hostou, Mass 5
.^-niilh II C, SutlJeld, Conn 28
S|>ooner Wm. H , Boston,.Mass 15
Siell'eus N., New York city 4
Storrs, Harrison A Co , PainesviUe, 4,22
Siraiton & Storm, New York city 15
Sutherland William, Philadelphia, Pa 20
I'hornburn J. M. A Co., New Y'>rk City cover
Totten A Scbafer, Saratoga, N. Y 22
Vick James, Rochester, N. Y 14
Walton Silas, Moorestown, N. Y 21
Weathered A Cherevoy, N. Y. City IB
White John, Jersey City, N. J 23
Williams A. K., Richmond, Ind 9
Wood I'xlmund M., Boston, .Massachusetts 18
Wright Geo. W , Sioux City. Iowa 30
Wright Thos. A Co.. Rochester, N. Y 21
YeomansT. G., Walworth. N. Y 15

For Situations Wanted, see page 23.

THl llDlESIdHED,
With ten acres of valuable fruit land, well stocked with fruit, from
Apples to Strawberries ; located near a city on the Mississippi river,

with 12,000 inhabitants, desires to associate with him an honest,

sober and industrious Gardener—one who could take part interest in

the land would be preferred. Address,

mchl Box 220, Hamilton, Illinois.

Wanted by a respectable Married Man, aged 38, a situation as

above. Thoroughly competent in every branch of his business. A
successful cultivator of Grapes, and all hot-house productions. Can
take charge of the farm in connection. First class reference. Ad-
dress, Gardener, 532 Hudson St., Elmira, N. Y. mchl

A Practical Florist,
"A SINGLE MAN."

mchl .\ddress,

GEO. H. WRIGHT, Sioux City, Iowa-

R. B. PARSONS &ncO.,
Offer Roses in pots of fine varieties, at $7 per 100. Rliododen-
drons of the best bar 1y sorts. Cliinese Azaleas, a large stock in

vor>' fine. condition, and of the best sorts, 25 cts. to8i. Camelliaja-
ponica, a large collection in superb condition, as cts. to $1.
Uardy Azaleas, the choicest deciduous shrubs. Magnolias^
both Chinese and Japan, at very low rates.

We invite the attention of

NURSERYMEN and DEALERS
To our general stock, both Deciduous and Evergreen, which is

very large and complete. The r.irer Evergreens, as well as the

old standard sorts, we grow in large quantity. FlOTverlng
Shrubs we offer at low rates. Our Purple Beecli, grafted

from really purple-leaved trees are very fine.

Our Othce and Greenhouses being at the location once occupied by
the old house of Parsons & Co., (now dissolved), of which the head
of this firm was a member, visitors will find it quite accessible

from either the Bridge or M.iin St. Railroad Stations. For Cata-
logues, address, R. B. PARSONS & CO.,

Bowne Ave.,
Febi2 P. O. Box, 99. Flushing, N. Y.

Strawberry Plants,
Thirty odd varieties.

RASPBERRY PLANTS,
Fourteen varieties.

Currant, Gooseberry and Blackberry plants for saleby E. P. ROE,
author of " Manual on the Culture of Small Fruits," ''Play and
Profit in My Garden," &c. Send for a Circular.

E. P. ROF,
Coniwall-uu-Hudsou, Orange Co., N. IT.



SEED WAREHOUSE
15 Joliii ftS^tr-eet. I>fevr Yorli.

NEW PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOC.rES OF

VEGETABLE & AGRICULTURAL SEiEDS,
ALSO NEW FLOWBE SEED CATALOQUE

FOlEb 1877
Ready for mailing free to all applicants. tjanS

removal! removal !

HITCHIITGS & CO, New York,
Have removed their Office and Factory to

No. 233 Mercer St., bet. Bleecker and Amity Sts.

Where with ^reatlv increased facilities they will continue the manufacture and sale of their

PATENT GREBiSTHOUSB HEATING APPARATUS, comprising

:

CORRUGATED FIRE-BOX BOILERS,
CONICAL BOILERS,

IMPROVED SADDLE BOILERS,
BASE-BURNING WATER HEATERS,

Heating Pipes, Pipe Fittings, Expansion Tanks, Stop-Valves, Evaporating Pans, etc., etc.

Everything necessary for Greenhouse Heaters

SASH LIFTING APPARATUS, LIFTING BODS, Etc.

Send six cents postage for Catalogue.

HITOHIIVG^S Ac CO.,
Office and Factory, No. 233 Mercer Street,)

[new YORK.
tmchS Foundry, 33rd Street and 11th Avenue,)

SEEDS OP BOTANICAL CURIOSITIES.
AQUILEGIA CCERULEA, delicate blue, per paper, 10c.

ERYNGIUM LEAVENWORTHII, very rare, per paper, 25c.

LIATRIS PYCNOSTACHYA, beautiful, per paper, . . 10c.

PENSTEMON COBCE A, very rare, per paper, 25c.
SEOUNDIFLORUS, very rare, per paper, . 25c.

MENTZBLIA ORNATA, Prairie Lily, per paper, 25c.

GLAUCIUM LUTEUM, for Edgings, per paper, .... 25c.
For description of above send for our Catalogue ofFLOWER SEEDS. We also send upon

application our Catalogue of SPRING BULBS -our Catalogue of Vegetable and Agricultural

Seeds, and our Catalogue of Tree and Shrub Seeds.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,

mohl 15 JOHN ST., NEW YOBK.



RHODODENDRONS,
HARDY AZALEAS, MAGNOLIAS, ROSES,

CimESE AZALEAS AND CAMELLIAS
In Lnrixe (^hiantitios.

OBIAMEITIIL TREES AND SHRUBS, FRyiT TREES AND HEDGE PLANTS,

in large assortment, at juii-es suited to the times. We take great pleasure in ofTering to all buyers
a large and well assorted stock in line condition for transplanting. Gentlemen laying out New
Grounds or improving Old Places can find hero all they desire, with advice from tTiirty years'
experience. Particular attention is paid to

and the best of the late introductions, with many never before in the trade are offered for sale.

Of these we would now call attention to the

in many varieties, some with highly colored leaves, from a puie white variegation to pink and
dark piirple, and others with leaves as finely cut as lace. They are offered at the greatly reduced
price of $1.50 to $5.00 each, according to the kind.

Catalogues sent free on application. Visits particularly requested at the Nurseries, where can
always be found one of the proprietors, or J. R. Trumpy,. the well known propagator of the old
establishment. Boats connecting with the Railroad, leave New York from James' Slip, half-hour,
and 34th Street, a quarter of an hour before the departure of trains, which make the transit in

haTf an hour. The Nurseries mav be reached bv carriage free of charge.

S. B. PARSONS & SONS,
Kio«««ia ^u«-«««-i««^ FLUSHING, Long Island.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

SHRUBS, ROSES AND PLANTS,

Gentlemen improving their grounds, Orchardists, Landscape Gardeners, Nurserymen and

Dealers in Trees, will find our stock of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES.
the largest, and the collection the most ejftensive and complete in the United States. Full par-

ticulars given in the following Catalogues, which will be sent to our old customers free, to others,

who enclo.se stamp.«, as below :

No. 1.—FRUITS, 60 pages with Colored Plate, 15 Cts.; plain, 10 Cte.

No. 2.—ORNAMENTAL TREES, Shrubs, Evergreens, Roses, Etc., 124 pages, 50
illustrations, and a fine colored plate of Roses, 25 Cts., plain, 15 Cts.

No. 3.—GREEN and HOT-HOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS, Free.

No. 4.—WHOLESALE, Free. No. 5.-LIST of NEW ROSES, Free.

Address,

XIOCHESTER. N. Y.&
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The Gardener's Monthly
AND HORTICULTURIST.

EDITED BY THOMAS MEEHAN,
AssLsted by au able Corps of AMEKU'AN and KUKEKiN (ORREtSl'ONDENTS.

It. is publi.slieil Oil tlie finst of every month, attlie office, No. 814 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA-
DELPHI.\, where all BusrxK.s.s comiuunicatioiis .slioiild he iulch-e.ssed.

CommuiiicutionB for the Eilitor sliouUl he lukhe.s.sed : Tiio.M.vs Meeiian, Ctermantown, Philada.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Postage paid, $2.10.

TERMS OF



CHOICE SEEDS
OF FINEST VARIETY AND CHOICEST OUALITY

OF THIS YEAR'S GROWTH,
FROM BEST EUROPEAN GROWERS.

FLOWER SEEDS A SPECIAITT

BY

32 READE ST., NEW YORK.
P. O. BOX 899.

WHOLESALE DEALERS ONLY.

CATALOGUES MAILED ON APPLICATION

^f

We also offer to the trade IVoin stock on hand, Pine Lily of the Valley Pips, Convallaria

majalis alba, the best kind for early forcing; also all kinds of Spring Bulbs, such as Tuberoses,

Gladiolus, Lilies, Spiroa, Caladium esculentum, &c. Likewise a full line of

FLORISTS' SUPPLIES,
such as Baskets of Wire Designs, Bouquet Papers, Immortelles. Tin foil reduced to 23 cents per

pound; quantities, 20 cents.

Import Orders of D^ctch and other Bttlbs solicited.



MARKET GARDENERS
A.M>

Others Needing Garden Seeds,
Would do well to purchase their supplies ;il LATNfDRETH'8, the Oldest

Seed Mouse, anil the must cxieiisivc growers of Garden Seeds in America.

Four Centennial Medals and Three Special Prizes
were iwarded to this house by diflTercnt committees at the late Centennial Exhibition, for their exhibits of

GARDEN SEEDS, CEREALS, FIELD SEEDS, and CATTLE FEEDING ROOTS,

All of their own production.

DAVID LANDRETH & SONS,
Nos. 21 and 23 South Sixth St., bet. Market and Chestnut Sts., Philada.

Fall of 1876 and Spring of 1877.
«»>

0?te old and one new sichscriber for $3.20 the two,

or two new subscribers for $J.20 the two.
««.

ALL our SUBSCRIBERS who can HONESTLY RECOMMEND THIS
MAGAZINE, from their own experience, are kindly requested

to INVITE THEIR FRIENDS to

AKE GARDENER'S
MONTHLY.HE If

Edited By THOMAS MEEHAN.

IF O lE^ T IE3I E AMATEUR, CULTIVATOR, BOTANIST,
NATURALIST, and the LOVER of the
COUNTRY.

:F O IE^ T in. IB FLORIST, POMOLOGIST, ARBORICUL-
TURIST, NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN &
DEALER.^ O lE^ T IE3I IB LANDSCAPE GARDENER, GENTLE-
MAN'S GARDENER, MARKET GAR-
DENER, COLLECTOR and EXHIBITOR
of FLOWERS and FRUITS.
MAN, WOMAN or CHILD, who loves to

GROW a TREE, or watch a PET
PLANT in a WINDOW.

SINGLE SUBSCRIPTIO?^ PRICE, $2.10 PER ANNUM,
S1.05 for 6 months; 70 cts. for 4 months; 53 cts. for 3 months.

Sand us ONE NEW NAME, if you can, WITH YOUR OWN, and a Draft or
Money Order of $3.20 FOR THE TWO.

Aho any SUBSCRIBER who has already renewed his subscription and paid, at $2.10 may order a NEW
subscriber, at the rate of $3.20 for the two by remitting the additional $1.10 to balance, and oblige, toith

thanks for past favors and efforts, respectfully,

CHARLES H. MAROT, rtiblisher,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

^r SEE FIRST PAGE, FACING COVER



TEE HOBTIGULTUBAL ADVEBTISEB.

We ofter the following extract from our Retail .and Wholesale lists of

SEEDS, PLANTS,
ANP FLORISTS' REQUISITES.

NEW OR SCARCE FLOWER SEEDS.

Twelve packets Pansy Seeds, as shown
in colored plate in tlie January number
of .Gardener's Monthly, per set . ^1.50

Begonia. Tuberous rooted, a pkt. 1.00

Petunia, Double, " .-50

" " new fringed, a pkt. 1.00

Centaurea, Candida and Gymno-
carpa, a pkt. . . .25

Cineraria, New Double, a pkt. 1.00

Primula Chenensis, " " .75

NEW VEGETABLE SEEDS.

Crawford's Half-dwarf Celery, a pkt. .50 I Tomato, " Little Gem,"
Henderson's Summer Cabbage, " .50 I Cucumber, Russian Netted,

NEW OR SCARCE PLANTS.

Verbena, from our own collection, a pkt. $ .25

Coleus, " " " " " .25

Ivy-leaved Geranium, " " .25

Zonal •• " .25

Apple-scented " " .25

Balsam, extia double white, " .25

Climbing Fern, " .25

Assorted " " .25

Cyclamen Persicum giganteum, "
1.00

Primula Chenensis, single in var. " .30

a pkl .25

.25

Carnation, " Snow "White," each, 50 to 75c.

Eulalia japonica zebrina, " $1 to $3

Hydrangea, '' Thos. Hogg," " $o

Fuchsia racemosa, each $1 to $2
Forcing Pink, "Lord Lyons,"" 50c
Scarlet flowered Rose Geranium, each, 50c

Coleus, 25 best sorts,

Eualia japonica variegata, 12

Fuchsias, 12 market sorts, . 6 " "

Geranium, "Happy Thought," 16 " "

Roses, monthly, 50 leading sorts,

according to size, from $6 to $25 "

Smilax, fine plants $4 per 100

PLANTS IN QUANTITY.
$ 6 per 100 Verbenas. Named in 60 varieties,

$o per set,

To special name or spe-
cial color,

In twelve best market
sorts,

Mixed without name or
color.

5 per 100

5 " "

VEGETABLE PLANTS.

Cold Frame Early Cabbage Linnaeus Rhubarb, roots

and Lettuce plants $7.50 per 1000 strong, $12.00 per ICO

EarlyErfut Cauliflower col,d

frame, $20.00 " "

Combined Wholesale Lists from which the above is an extract mailed free on application to

Florists, Market Gardeners or Dealers.

Our Combined Catalogue for 1877, of Everything for the GARDEN, numbering 175 pages,

with Colored Plate sent Free to all our customers of past years, or to i)urchascrs of our books,

either " Gardening for Profit," " Practical Floriculture," or "Gardening for Pleasure,"
(Price $1.50 each, sent free, by mail), to others on receipt of 25c.

->4

SEEDSMEN, MARKET GARDENERS AND FLORISTS,

35 CORTLANDT ST.. NEW YORK.
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

!

to Um M
they can get

lie followi
0"

At $7 per 100, $60 per 1000,

.-. .-. .1. .- .-. .-- .-. ^^ — . >. ^ » .. .> .^ .^ » «.. ^ .« .^ »
_,j

*JJU[ ^liij i" -' T' 4^ i^ ' »' '* "" ir^t-tr^ *' »- »- t' »^ -^r' "

La FRANCE, MARIE GUILLOT, DEVONIENSIS,

MALMAISON, PERLE de LYON, HERMOSA,
MARL- NIEL, ALINE SISLEY, FALCOT,

SAFRANO, ISABELLA SPRUNT, BON SILENE,

DUCHESSE DE BRABANT, AND OTHERS.

If lyM to DISTANT POINTS. t::T :ZZl\-™-
SEND for LISTS. ADDRESS,

DINGEE & CONARD CO.,

ROSE GROWERS.
I, Chester Co., Pa.
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^X-^CUINGS s, Co

a No. 233 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK.

HOT-WATER

APPARATUS

for HEATING

GREEN -HOUSES, &c.

Illustrated Catalogue and List of Keferences and Reduced

Prices, sent on receipt of postage- 6 cents.
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NEW DOUBLE GERANIUM
BISHOP WOOD,

The upper petals carnuiK- scarlii, lower petals violet rose—a new
color in double Geraniums; habit is dwarf and compact ; small

foliage ; truss is large, borne in great profusion, well above the foliage.

Now ready and for sale by the Rrower. Price, 8i each : p) per doz.;

$5 per % dozen. Full descripii. n niai'c' free on application.

WM. K. HARRIS,
Idecs fiSOl Darby Koad, riiiladelplila, Pa.

My annual Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seed for 1877 will.

be ready by January, and sent free to all who apply. Customers

of last season need not write for it. I offer one of the largest collec-

tions of vegetable seed ever sent out by any seed house in America,

a large portion of which were grown on my six seed farms. Printed
directions for cultivation on every package. All s«d sold from

my establishment warranted to be both fresh and true to name ; so

faur, that should it prove otherwise I will refill the order gratis. As
die original introducer of the Hubbard and Marblehead Squashes,

the Marblehead Cabbages, and a score of other new vegatables, I

invite the patronage of all who are anxious to have their seed

fresh, true, and of the very best strain. New Vegetables a
Specialty.

decs JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

AYER & SON'S W^I^.B.
A complete gn ide to n dvert isers. A

»

ir }la '> « ./<> nrmil.—
A necessity to all who advertise. Ijxii.iville Coinmrrrial.
—The most complete and reliable work of tiro kind.
l't:/fhur'/ (iazette. — Sent f^rec to all who advertise.

N\A/ AYKR Ad^ertis.ng jnTKS mjILDING,
iWinASON rtoKNTS, I PHILADKLPIIIA.

<;«•! our KstiiiiaH- before making any advertising
ci>ntracts. Our business is large. Facilities unsur-
passed. Prices tlie lowest. Terms the best-

Grape Vines.
Grown especially for the tr.'ide and planters in quantity. Con-

cord (large stock, cheap), Martha, Delaware, Ives, Hartford
Prolific, Clinton, Salem, Wilder, Agawam, Taylor, etc., etc

Also a large assortment of NEW varieties 1 ualiiy, best; prices

lowl A descriptive catalogue iriioled to yll .Tpplicarits mcha

A. HANCE & SON.
Nurserymen & Florists, Red Bank, N. J.

THE AMERICAN
Steamship Company of Philadelphia. Phdadelphia and Liverpool

Line. The only Trans-Atlantic line sailing under the American
Flag. Sailing every Thursday from Philadelphia, and Wednesday

firom Liverpool

THE EED STAR LINE,
Carrying the Belgian and United States Mails. Sailing every

twelve days, alternately from Philadelphia and NewYork. Direct

and only
To ANTWERP.

The American and Red Star Lines beinji under one management.

Excursion Tickets are good to return by either, thus saving the ex-

pense and annoyance of re crossing the Channel.

For rates of passage and eeneral information apply to

apltf PETER WRIGHT & SUNS, Pliila., Gen'l Agents.

LONDON GARDENERS CHRONICLE
Will be furnished, post-paid, direct to subscribers in the U. S. for

»7 50 per year. Apply to

oovtt CH AS. H. MAROT, Agent, 814 Chestnut St., Philm.

R. BUIST, NURSERYMAN,
Darby Road, Philadelphia,

Offers CLEMATIS,
All the lino .sort.s, :i;:;() to $.")(• per ]o(); $1 to $9
per dozen.

BON SILENE ROSES,
From pots :it !?<; per KM). tapll

YjS' fRE^H & f^'

1877 1877

DREER'S GARDEN CALENDER,
Contains descriptive and price list of Vegetable, Flower and

Gr.ass Seeds, Plants, Kulbs, Novelties, and every GARDKN RE-
QUISITE. Beautifully illustrated

HENRY A. DREER, 714 Chestnut St., Phila.

G-i^JLiPE "V"iisr:His.
A f\r\(\ C\l\r\ of Concord, i year,Si5 lo $20 p.r i ,coo ; 2

l,V/\JVjUiJv/ year, f2S to $30 All other varieties cheap.

mch2 T>r. H. SCHRODER, Bloomington, 111.

ul 2000 milps, ponta^ frr? : 12 RoM«,
BMlict or Bcd.tinj I'bnij. Jl.W. 10

ATti-pafjeCaUIotnie. fr*^- 100 other tbini^. cheap,
cnial Trrts. Shnibd.ctc AH>

13 grcca-botuc*.

nro Fruit.

Three C3t:ilogUi

Bedding I'Untfl, eto.

400 Acre*. 13 Ore«n.lMUse9.

>gIOB£S, UARRISOX A CO., Paumtilu, Laui Counn, Oau.

MY
Wholesale and Retail Catalogues of

EVERGrREENS, ETC.,
Mailed to all Ai')'licants.

Wm. C.Wilson,
Astoria, L. I. C,

apU New York City Office- 43 West 14th St.

HOVEY'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

Of New and Rare Plants for 1877.
Mailed free on application.

apU 53 N. Market St., Boston, Mass.
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Manufacturers of Patent Improved

WtaMe §fllttl3F fijg §81 ^elifi fIm pille?

AND

PITEIT PORTABLE CELLTJLIR FIRE BOX

BASE BURNER BOILER
Greenhouses, Graperies, Conservatories, Propagating Houses, Forcing Pits, Public and Private

Buildings, Schools, Drj'ing Rooms and Heating Water for Baths.

ALSO KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND
Expansion Tanks, Evaporating Pans, Stop Valves, Cast-iron Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Branches, Pipe

Chairs, and everything necessary, of the best material, for Greenhouse Heating.

Smith & Lj'nch's Improved Ventilating Apparatus, for opening and closing ventilating Sash,

on roof or sides of greenhouses and graperies.

Descriptive illustrated circular, with reference, and price list furnished on application to

snfH-rH (£ ImYnch,

febl2 BOSTON, MASS.
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FOR
A SPLENDID OPPOETUNITY !

SALE ! A HALF INTEREST R©
I

A praclic.il Inisiiicss in:in of rcpiilation and character havmj; a
few thousand dollars can secure an interest in the ahovc wcll-eslah-
lished concern. The grcenhmises are ten in number, located on the
Grand Boulevard, the great highway lo the South Parks. No more
desirable or atlraclivc location anywhere. Kiveof them are 20 x 100
feet; four of ihein 11 x ico feet, and one 6 x i«) Icet. They are
fitted up with es-iry modern appliance and are heated with two of
Excell's Celebrated 'I'libular Saddle Boilers, and in all respects are
the most complete and elegant greenhouses in the West. 'I'hey are
now well stocked with saleable and .seasonable plants, ready for the
aiarket. and a rare chance is now offered to step into an established
paying business. For full particulars, address,

KOBKRT EXCEI.L,.
Cliicag^o Floriciiltural Co.,

tapl4 38tli St. and Grand Itoulevar.l, Chicago.

By m&U, pott paid, Ion own root") 25 ccmiIh apiece, $1.00
per dozen. I.argo plants (bud<li-<l or on own roolBl by
oxpro8«at jiurohiiBcrd oipoiiao 5(1 ii-ntu aiiii'cp, $4.(10 per
do7.«D. Tli<> iDo.si Ki-lrct collft-lioii in Anifrim.
Head fo .,lal..Kl:

JOHN DICK'S PATENT BOILER.

Economy, Simplicity and Durability. The Prize Medal of the
Centennial Commission was awarded for this Boiler. Send to us for
Testimonials from those who use it.

|an9
JOHN DICK, Florist,

53ci and Darby Road, Phila., Pa.

'1 m\t^Ammtmmm^

mW YORK CITY,

P. 0. Box 2956,

REPRESENTS IN THE UNITED STATES:

Messrs E. H. KREL\GE & SON, Nerserymen, Seedsmen and
Florists, Haarlem, Holland

Messrs. JOHN STKWART & SONS, Nurserymen, Seedsmen and
Florists, Dundee, Scotland

Messrs PETER S. ROBERTSON & CO.,Nurserymen,Seedsmen
and Florists. Edinburgh, Scotland.

Messrs. LEVAVASSEUR & FILS, Nurserymen and Florists,

Ussy, France.
Mr. ANDRE LEROY, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist, An-

gers, France.
Mr. GRANGER, Rose Grower, Suisnes, France.
Mr. EUGENE VERDIER FILS AINE. Florist; New Gladiolu-

ses, Roses, Paeonias, etc , a specialty, Paris, F"ranee.
Mr. V. LEMOINE, Florist; new varieties of Plants a specialty,

Nancy, France.
Mr. ALEGATIERE, Florist; new varieties of Plants a specialty,

Lyon, France.
Messrs. C. PLATZ & SON, Seedsmen. Erfurt, Prussia.

Mr. WILHELM BUECHNER, Seed Grower, Erfurt, Prussia.

And many other European Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists,

whose Catalogues will be sent to all applicants, free of expense.

Pear Seed Crop, 1876, For Sale.

$150.00 per 100 lbs.

$1.75 per lb.

ELLWANGER & BARRY, R.ci,«ter,N.Y. ,^^^^^^^^^^ '3

Osage Orange Plants.
Of prime quality and very cheap Special rates by the 10,000 and
upwards. A full a.ssortment of HEDGE PLANTS. For Pric©-
lisLs, address

A. HANCE & SON,
mchz NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS, RED BANK, N.J.

Rear of 428 Walnut Street, Philada.

Manufacturer of Plain and Fancy Wire-work, for Floristsi
Wreaths, Crosses, Stars, Crowns, Hearts, Anchors, Birds, Lambs,
Gipsy Baskets, Hanging Baskets, Flower Stands, &c.

BtND FOR PRICE LIST. aug6

^^ ESTABLISHKD 1791. <\

Plants, Trees, Shrubs.
.\niiRKss

FLUSHING, N. Y.

CHERRY-TREES
APPLE-TREES
PEACH-TREES
EVERGREENS

A General Line of

NURSERY STOCK,
s(ld Low, at the

Wlofns Nufsenes.

Address,

GEO ACHELIS,
West Chester, Pa.

WHITE WATER LILY.
NYMPHL'X ODORATA. Strong roots of this fragrant Lily, for

planting in ponds or tubs, with printed instructions for growing, 35

cents each
; $2 per doz, free hv mail.

mch2 MANX BROS., Randolph, Mass., Box 130.

Cut Flowers to the Trade

ROSES A SPECIALTY.
Carnations, Lilies, Violets, Bouvardia, Lily of

the Valley, Heliotrope, Szc.

Parties requiring a REGULAR SUPPLY,
will find it to their advantage to correspond.

EXPRESS SIX TIMES A DAY.
Orders by Telegraph promptly attended to.

JAMES HAGGERTY,
jan4 POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.
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Japanese White Flowering
HYDMANGEA,

"THOMAS HOGG."
We have great pleasure in announcing to the Horticultural world, that the distribution of this fine plant, the most superb novelty in

plants ever introduced into this country, will commence on October 1st, 1876. It has received the unqualified admiration of all Amer-
lean and European Florists and Nurserymen who have seen it in flower.

Orders will be received at the following rates :

One Large Flowering Plant, *5. Second Size, $3. 3 additional sent.
7

15
30

It has been exhibited in flow

Where 1 2 plants are taken
23
50

" 100 " "

Small plants struck last September, $12 per dozen, J80 per hundred.

This, the finest of all Hydrangeias, was sent to the United States by Mr. Thomas Hogg, from Japan
er at the Massachusetts Horticultural Society weekly meeting in Boston, where it took the Society's silver medal for new plants ; and
also, at the New York Horticultural Society's monthly meeting in May. In the reporf of that meeting to the " American Agriculturist,"
by Mr. Peter Henderson, he says :

—" We think it safe to say, that no ornamental plant ever introduced exceeds this in value."

It belongs to the Hortensia section of the family, but is a far :uore free and abundant bloomer than any other.

I have a fine lot of Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora, 2 year strong flowering plants. 25c. per 100, $2 per 1000 ; 2d size, per
100, ISC.

All orders must be sent to JOHN CADNESS, Flushing, L. I., N. Y.

Cash must accompany the order, and all remittances by Draft or Post Office Order, or Bank Cheque, as we cannot be responsible fiw
the safety ofgreenbacks by mail.

JOHN CADNESS.
Flushing, Long Island, N. Y., April 1st, 1877. tOCtI2

^«fi'-!iw*^fr '

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their Construction a Specialty. Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY, t^" Send for Catalogue. Address,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
joneiz Irvington-on-Hudson, New York.
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LARCHES, EVERGREENS

!

LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.
BOTH SEEDLINGS AND TRANSPLANTED TREES.
All grown frum sec<l >>n our own groiiiuU, and better and chcajier tlian imp irtcd stock.

EUROPEAN LARCH AND EVERGREEN TREE SEEDS,
bv the ounce, pound .md loo pounds. Send for Catalogue.

ROBERT DOUGLAS & SONS,
tsep9 Waukegan, 111.

SELOVER &. WILLARD,

aiMisltm itreet Nviaflei.
Dealers in all kinds of Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Small Fruits, Shrubs, Roses, Orna-

mental Trees, Greenhouse and Bedding Plants. Trees packed in the best of order. Correspondence solicited.

mch2 GENEVA, N. Y.

GRAPE VINES.
Also GRAPE WOOD and CUTTINGS. LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

All leading varieties in large sujiplj-. Extra Quality. True to name. Special rates to Agents, Dealers and Nurserymen.
_
Oar

list of customers now embtaces nearly all the leading nurserymen in the country, to whom we would refer those not acquainted
With our stock. Descriptive Catalogue and Price List Free. T. S. HUBBARD, Fredonia, N. Y. auglO

21000000 ^i^

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Sent free on application.

A. H. HIZliVS & CO.,

Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States,

Ho. Cambridge^ MasSi

M. M. BAYERSDORFER & CO.,

Importers of Every description of

BOUQUET PAPERS.
Plain White Satin for Bridal Bouquets. Fancy Lace for Weddings, Recep-

tions, Parties. Italicns, Pasted Cartons, Immorteiles in great varieties ; Green
Moss, French Dried Grasses and Flowers. Tin Foil. Prize Medal of Cincinnati
Industrial E.xposiiion of 1873 awarded to us for the best display of Bouquet
Papers. Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application.

feb 56 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Cascade Rose Nursery.
YOUNG ROSES, in the very choicest varieties, fine healthy plants rooted last Summer

;
price, 36.50 per

100,860 per 1000. Gl. de Uijon, Devoniensis, Marie Guillot, Aline Sisley Shirley Hibberd, Souv'r d'un

Ami, Sairano, Bon Silene, Luxembourg, Countess Labarthe, M. Neil, Mad. Cecil Berthod, A. Aubert,

Hermosa, Malmaison. &c , &c.
NEW KOSES of 1876. Abel Carriere, Duchesse de Vallambrosa, Dingee Conard, Mad. F. Jamin,

Mad. P. Langier Miss Has-Jard. Rev J. B. M Camm, he &c. Prices low.
NEW GERANIUMS of 1877. Lemoines, Alegatiere's and those of other Continental raisers—new-

styles, new colors, great improvements.
NEW GERANIUMS of 1876. Superb Novelties, dwarf, bushy, short-jointed, with large pips in

immense trusses, combining all the requisites for first-class market plants. 81.50 per duz., Sio 00 per 100.

VERBENAS ! VERBENAS ! VERBENAS ! Fine, healthy, luxuriant plants, ^4 per 100, $yj per 1000

Trade List to Florists and Descriptive A.. K. "WlLIjilA.M[$>.
Catalogue to all on application. tdeci2 Richmond, Ind.

©w, lare ami leauIlM Planfe
FOR THE SPRING OF 1877.

We are now prepared to fill orders to the trade from choice, healthy, young stock of 50 varieties Cactus ; 100 varieties Begonias ;
10

new varieties Coleus
; 5 new varieties Oleanders ; 10 varieties new Hybiscus ; also Caladiums, Aloes, Agaves, Yuccas, Young Palms

and Dracaenas, Choice Ever-blooming Roses, hardy flowering Shrubs and Ornamental Vines. Send for Price List and Catalogue. Address

mchS L. B. CASE, Richmond, Ind.

ELLIS' B
ASK
URNING
OILER.

Estimates and Circulars furnished, t.sep.12. 182 CENTRE

I7nD ^XrADMTMr Dwellings, Greenhouses, Graper-

rUK YVAKiYlllNVJ ies, Forcing Fits, Drying Rooms

Heating Water for Public Baths, Baptisteries, Ac., by Hot

Water or by Steam.

STREET, NEW YORK.

ImiM M\ii Pips anil lik for kikm M%
' JOHN G. WILSON, 71 Centre St., N. Y. City.

Report on Awards:—The undersigned, having examined the product herein described, respectfully recommends the same to the

United States Centennial Commission for Award, fcr the following reasons, viz :

—

The Corrugated Pipe, extending the radiating surface causes the heat to be radiated at a lower temperature, an important point in all

artificially heated atmospheres, either for plant or animal life. A Boiler, upright cylinder, with coil in fire chamber, large fire surface, and
compact in size : therefore economical for a Boiler of its class. W. D. BRACKENRIDGE, Judge.

(GEO. THURBER,
Group Judges:-^ F. PENTLAND, FRANCIS A. WALKER, Chief of Bureau of Awards.

(WM. SAUNDERS.
Given by authority of the U. S. Centennial Commission,

tapis

A. T. GOSHORN, Director General.

J. R. HAWLEY, Preisdent.

J. L. CAMPBELL, Secretary.

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

For Warming and Ventilating Dwellings., Greenhouses., Graperies., Forcing

Fits, Drying Booms, Heating Water for Public Baths, ^c.

This Boiler is perfectly self-cleaning, simple, economical : nd powerful, having more effective surface into less space than any Boiler

the market. Scollay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, &c., to oe obtained of all Seedsmen, Florists, &c
Send f«r Circular and References. nov.12

351 Adams Street, Brooklyn, New York.

PEAR CULTURE FOR PROFIT.
liV P T. QUINN.

A practical Horticulturist and author of "Money in the Garden "

Containing practical method of raising Pears intelligently and w ith

best results ; character of soil, b-;st mode of preparing it; best varie-

ties to select under existing conditions ; best mode uf planting, prun-
ing, fertilizing, grafting, and utilizing the ground before the trees dime
into bearing, and finally, gathering and packing for market. Illus-

trated with practical cuts on pruning and grafting, distance table and
orchard record. 136 pages, i? mo, ck'th. Price Ji. Sent by mail,

post-paid on receipt of price. Address,
CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

Chamserops, Latanias,
and CYCAS REVOLUTA; Ferns, Agaves, Yuccas, Magnolia*,
Gardenias, Crllas, and all kinds of

SEMI-TROPICAL PLANTS,
Greenhouse Plants, Roses, Tuberoses, and a great collection of Bed-

ding Plants. Address,

A. HENRY & C. HUGO JAQUOT,
dec6 Jacksonville, Florida.
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Jordan's Patent Wrought Iron Water Healer.
A NEW PRINCIPLE.

The boilers ;iro lonstnu'tod ol' liori/mitul i)i|)(\s ol'tlu^ same inside diameter aa those that form
the heating {)i])cs, tliercby producing a very rapid ciiculation olllie water.

LKNOTU SKVRN KEKT. DESCRIPTION.
No. 1 allows a side view of one-half section, with U steam

: propeller. Also shows sections of chimney, ash-pit, and brick

\ arch around the boiler, with downward draft to chimney.
No. 2 shows end view, with rear end closed with pipes ; ash-

pit below and brick arch above.

No. 3 shows boiler before it is set in the brick, with a few
pipes broken away, to show the steam generator.

The improvements claimed are: a larger heating surface,
as comi)ared to the amount of water in the boiler; a more
rapid circulation of water by the use of steam generator to
move the water ; a larger fire-hole, so that soft coal can be
used and not obstruct the draft; and cheapness.

Extracts from the Patent, No. 173,300, Dated

February 8th, 1876.

By making the pipes throughout the whole length of the
boiler and heater of the same interior diameter there is an
even flow through the pipe at all parts, and no shoulders in

the pipe to cause any check to the How.

It is obvious that the boiler-pipes being exactly the same
interior size as the radiator and connecting-pipes, a new and
quite valuable result is obtained, as the simultaneous move-
ment of the water is insured through the whole series of

pipes at the same speed, thus preventing any eddy and dead
water.

The U-formed steam water propeller, by descending into

the furnace and entering the water-pipe at an inclination,

causes a circulation in the Avater-jjipes almost immediately
the fire is lighted, and before the water has time to become

heated in the water-pipes. The end bends of the water-pipes, which close partially the back of the

fire-space, receive the full blast of the products of consumption.

TBUTHS TO BE CONSIDERED.
If water moves rapidly into and out of the furnace it must carry off the heat rapidly into the

room to be heated, thereby saving the fuel. The front is of iron and can be easily removed to

clean out dust, &c.
SETTING THE BOILER.

Build foundation wall 12 inches wide, so the pipes will set al)0Ut 1^ inches inside the walls, and
3 inches above the grate bars; let the boiler rest on one fire brick at front and one at rear. Let
the rear bridge wall for the grate bars he heavy and raise above the grate bars about 10 inches to

one foot, and of fire brick. The Chimney should be started from the bottom of the furnace, and
be at least 25 feet high, and an opening at least one foot sqare.

PRICE OF BOILERS (of wrought iron, with iron front and gratb bars.)

Sioall boilers without grate bars or iron Iront ... $2.'> to $50 each.
No. 1 to heat 50i) to 7o(t leel of pipe '. $75 00 "
" 2 •' 750 " 1000 " " ' 100.00 "
* 3 " 1000 " 1500 " " " 125.00 "

No. 4 to beat 1900 to 2000 feet of pipe $175.00 each
" 5 " " 2000 " 3000 " " " 225.00 "
" 6 " " 3000 ' 5000 " " " 800.00 "
Valves for 4 inch pipe 10.00 "

Large boilers made to order. Where no iron front or grate bars are wanted, 10 per cent, de-

ducted.
Water-pipe and all kinds of fittings at present 30 per cent, off the card prices.

Men furnished to put up the furnace and contracts taken to heat any building, and can be placed
where hot air furnace has been used.
We have had seventeen years expej'ience in handling water heaters, and can guarantee our work.

may.12

JORDAN & BRO.,

612 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
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Catalogite of New, Rare
AND

BEmiFUL PLANTS,
will be ready in February with a colored plate of the

NEW STRIPED ROSE,
BEAUTY OF GLAZBNWOOD.

A HYBRID TEA. one of a most distinct and novel kind. The
ground tint is a lovely golden yellow, darker than, but after the

style of. Madame F'alcot, each petal being distinctly striped, and
flaked with a bright carmine, as often seen in the coloration of some
Tulips, the buds, before expanding, being boldly and beautifully

marked with crimson. It is impossible to convey by description the
marking and beauty of this charming Rose; but it is, without doubt,
the most striking novelty introduced for years.

"A Rose of golden-yellow, s'riped and flaked with scarlet
or vermlion sounds like a dream or a fairy tale ; it is,

nevertheless, a reality."—H. Curtis, in The Garden.

New Roses—The finest new French and English Varieties.

Ne-w Double Poinsettia—A superb plant.

New Hydrangea, " Thomas Hogg "

New Tuberous Rooted Begonias—From Lemoine, Van
Houtte. &c.

New^ and Beautiful Pelargoniums.
With an immense stock of new and beautiful plants well grown

— all of which are offered at low rales.

Catalogues and plate free to Customers—to others lo cents—or

a plain copy to all applicants free.

ROSES.
An immense stock of all the standard varieties gro\<'n in pots.

CHEAP.

NEWFRUITS.
New Pears, Peaches, Strawberries, &c.
New Shrubs and Ornamental Trees, with a large general

Nursery Stock— Fruit Trees, Evergreens, &c., Norway Spruce,
Austrian Pine, Silvor Fir. ard other Small Evergreens, Fruit Tree
Stocks, &c,. suitable for Nurserymen.

CATALOGUES m.iiled to applicants.

10,000 VERBENAS.
Fine, Strong, Healthy Plants—$30 per 100. All kinds of
bedding out plants. Also, a lot of Irish Junipers, from 3 to 4 ft.

high, from J20 to $40 per 100.

tapltf M. CLARK, Florist, "West Chester, Pa.

feb3

JOHN SAUL,
WASHINGTON, D.

ONE STXIOM^G S1VIIX.AX Pr.A.NT
Sent free by mail for 20 cents; 6 for Sl.OO.

The following Catalogues will be sent on application as follows :

Nos I and 2 on receipt of 10 cents each. Nos. 3, 4, 5. and 6, free.

No 1. Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Fruit, Orna-
mental, and Evergreen Trees, Shrubs, etc., etc., 50 pages ready
February ist.

No. 2, Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of Greenhouse and
Stove Plants, Bedding and Herbaceous Plants, 50 pages, ready
February 15th.

No. 3. Wholesale Catalogue of Fruit, Ornamental and Evergreen
Trees, etc., ready Sept 15th.

No. 4. Wholesale Catalogue of Roses, Bedding Plants, etc.,

ready Oct. i

No. 5. Wholesale Catalogue of Bedding Plants, ready Feb. 15th.

No. 6. Wholesale Catalogue of Surplus Stock, ready May ist.

apli I. C. WOOD & BROTHER, Fishkill, N. Y.

Of Pamphlets on Botany, Horticulture, &c., now ready.

E. P. BOON, Agt., 86 Nassau St., N. Y.

WAIiTEK ELDER,
Ijandscape and Jobbing Gardener,

12:U Rodman Street, PkUadalphia

Attends to all branohai of his business on reasonable terms.

RUE'S HAND CULTIVATOR
A SF FD DKILL

^ , _, ,

„ MANUF'D
H ' -. '.| BYO

I
X. 1

Highest prize at Centennial for the Best Hand Cultivator.

GEO. W. RUE, Hamilton, 0.

Allen's Planet Jr.

SILVER

MEDAL
Hand Seed Drills and \\^^eel Hoes, have also

received the Ceiiteniiial Medal, and the Erfurt
Medal, Germany; in addition to very numerous
first prizes at State a7id County Fairs. Our machines
are still further improved for 1877. Send for fuli

Descriptive Price-list, containing also our JVew Horse
Hoe, '^Iron Afie" Cultivator, Wood frame Cultivator,

Hand Garden Plow, Paris Green Duster, TranspJantini}

Hoes, etc. Every Farmer should have a copy, and we
want a live agent in every town. If your dealers do not

keep our goods, seiid for new terms to pqents and clvhs.

S. L. Allen & Co., 119 S. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

M08AICULTURE.
Plants for Massing, Ribbon Borders, &c., &c. Alternantheras,

jEcheverias, Centaureas, Glaucum, Golden Feather, &c , &c.

GERANIUMS, Gen'l Grant, and assorted.

CAMELLIA STOCKS, for Grafting.

ROSES,
Bon Silene. Isabella Sprurt, and Safrano in 2^ and 3-inch pots.

Also, several hundred Hybrid Perpetual Boses, dormant,
strong Plants.

Price and varieties on application Send for Wholesale Price

List. Address,

EDWIN LONSDALE, Florist,
Germantown, (Station G,} PHILADEtPHIA.deep

APPLE TREES.
25,000 well grown and thrifty, comprising all the leading varieties.

Prices low Orders for Baldwin alone at prices that defy competition

Send for trade-list.

mchs

RAKESTRAW & PYLE,
WILLOW DALE, CHESTER CO. PA.

Peach & Cherry Trees
40,000 Peach, 4 to 6 ft , largelv of Crawfords Early and Late.

a,ooo Cherry, 5 to 7 ft.

And a general assortment of Nursery Stock. Prices moderate.

Send for trade-list.

RAKESTRA^^ & PYLE,
rachz WILLOW DALE, CHESTER CO., PA.
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I^PAM l¥lB@Mllffii«
We oflfer ihe (allowing lilt of Evergreens at very low rates for cash. One year transplanlcil cuttings kept fnin^

^inter. Retinospora plumosa, K. plunio&a aurea, R. ericoidet, R. lycopodiodes, R. siiuarro!.a, R. n.ma,

slila and A, ccphaloiiica, Taxus huccata, Golden Dwarf and others. Address. ,

Wi
Pol

novb

m frost during the past
and others. Abiet

JOHN SHERWOOD & SON, Bristol, Pa.

f^YOU 1?VANT A "LADY
to mnke yoii Impp.v ! The finest large. e.vtr.i early, WIIITK <;UAI»K known. Ripens middle of August. Hardy, healthy

productive, "and everywhere reliable. Nine years tested, and approved by the best Horiiculturisi in the Union. Strong one year

plants >i.5o single ; $15 jier doz.: Sioo per ion. Two years plants, $2 single
; jfzo per do? ; $150 per 100, pre-paid by mail or express.

Circulars and price-list of 60 varieties of Grapes free.

mch2 GEO. W. CAMPBELL, Delaware, Ohio.

GERMANTOWN NURSERIES,
PHILADELPHIA.

(lORGAS LANE STATION, CHESTNUT HILL RAILROAD. Less Ihau One Hour from the Centre of Philadelphia.

Those who desire to purchase largely, either for their own planting or to sell again, are invited to examine the extenaiT*

stook of

FRUIT, SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS,
Orown at the Germantowu Nurseries. And those who need but A FEW ARTICLES, will lind all ages and sizes to select from.

A special feature of the busines,s, is the raising of

Nursery Stock and Seedling Forest Trees

FOR DISTANT SHIPMENT. Many of those can be supplied by the millions at very low rates. Address, (or CATALOGUES or

Information,

THOMAS MEEHAN, Germantown Nurseries, Phila.

(Late of the Firm of Nimmo & Scollay.)

NEWLY IMPROVED HOT WATER BOILER,

Wells Drove, Pumps of all kinds, Hydraulic Rams, &c.. Garden Sun-Dials.

Aeentfor Toseph Kelly's Never Dry Vapor Pans, for all kinds of Hot Air Furnaces, Baltimore Heaters, &c.

CHEAPEST AND BEST BOILER, &c., IN THE MARKET.
iO- Please send for Circular for explanation, etc., before you mak <up your mind to purchase elsewhere.

Sep 12 335 Adams Street, Brooklyn, N. Y
p. S.—B* &urc yuu get mc ngni'number.

I
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^. LARGE AND SELECT LIST OF ROSES
u^

i

We offer fine plants comprising over 500 of the latest and choicest KINDS, grown on their OWN ROOTS
anj now ready for dehvery. i year, fine plants, grown in 4 and 5 inch pots.

Hy. Perp. and Noisettes, «3.00 per doz., S30.00 per 100
Teas and Cliina, 2,50 " " 18.00 " "

We can also supply all the NEW and BEST VARIETIES of

Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Evergreen and Deciduous,
For planting in Lawns, Yards, etc.

ROSE and PLANT CATALOGUE ^ sent on receipt of Sot postage stamp.

tfebS MILLER & HAYES, Mt. Airy Nurseries, Philadelphia.

EEMOVAL

!

REMOVAL

!

mTCHIUGS I CO., Hew ?ork,
Have removed their Office and Factory to

No. 233 Mercer St., bet. Bleecker and Amity Sts.

Where witli trreatlv incroased facilities they will continue the manufacture and sale of their

PATENT GREENHOUSE HEATING APPARATUS, comprising

:

CORRUGATED FIRE-BOX BOILERS,
CONICAL BOILERS,

IMPROVED SADDLE BOILERS,
BASE-BURNING WATER HEATERS,

Heating Pipes, Pipe Fittings, Expansion Tanks, Stop-Valves, Evaporating Pans, etc., etc.

Everything necessary for Greenhouse Heaters.

SASH LIFTING APPARATUS, LIFTING MODS, Etc,

Send six cents postage for Catalogue.

Office and Factory, No. 233 Mercer Street,

tmchS Foundry, 33rd Street and 11th Avenue,
NEW YORK.

FLOWER POTS BY THE IILLION!
The BEST, CHEAPEST and MOST DURABLE FLOWER

POTS in the MARKET.
Also a full line of

Vases, Fancj Flower Pots, Hanging Baskets, ic„

At the

NEW BRIGHTON

Flower Pol and lerra-Cotta

WORKS.
Illustrated Catalogue on appli-

cation.

ELVERSON & SHERWOOD, New Brighton, Pa,febtf Address,
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PLANTS Sk"
Uy Mall niicl Kxprcss. Now Catalogue, Free.

ELLWA

N

{\VA\k l^AURY. '^^'^T

Siri'nj; l\',t>its CiVwenA /ret of coit safely per

mail at your doer. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Splendid as-

sortment of

ROSKS.

7 for |i.oo

15 for J2.00. Send

for jV<r!K Citalasw 0/ PUnls.

PAUL BUTZ & SON, " Croton

Floral Gardens," New Castle, PaPa. tfeb4

Raspberry Plants
IN LARGE SUPPLY.

BRANDYWINE. true. PH1LAUELPHI.\, HIGHLAND HAR-
DY, BRINKLE'S ORANGE, BLACK CAP Varieties. &c., &c.

DELAWARE, GANARGUA, THWACK, CUIIIBERT and

other NEW sorts. A Descriptive Catalogue mailed to all applicants

A. HANCE & SON,
Nurserymen & Florists, Red Bank, N. J.

Everybody want? them, as they do not have to be renewed each

year, like other plants. Collections by mail at SSl.OO, $2.00,
83.00, and S5.00, to any part of the country.

Send for descriptive catalogue, which is sent free by

apla WOOLSON & CO., Passaic, N. J.

A FIFTY-PAGE CATALOGUE.
WB.A.T1 and HOW to PLANT

;

describing all the va'uable new early and late PEACHES, and new
long-keeping Winter Apples, Fears, Quinces, Grapes. Small Fruits,

Everereens Ornamental Trees and Shrubbery. A large stock of all

items usually found in a FIRST-CLAS.S NURSERY, all of which

will be sold fjr less than half the usual retail price. Catalogue

mailed gratis to all applicants

Apple and Peach Trees by 3lail—75 varieties of apples to

select from, including my popular list of long keepers No charge

for packing or postage. See Catalogue.

RANDOLPH PETERS,
feb3 Great Northern and Southern Nurseries, Wilmington, Del.

SXJRFT.XJS STOCK. .^
The following Stock at low prices. Send for trade list with special

rates.

100 000 No. 1 and No. 2 Peaches, Choice Kind.
40,000 Irish Juniper, 4 inches to 6 feet.

20000 Norway Spruce, 2 to 6 feet

10 000 Carolina Poplar, 4 to 5 feet.
5' 000 " " 8 to 10 feet.

10,000 Silver Map'e. 8 to 10 feet.

100,0 O Brandywme Raspberry.
150 000 Wilson's Albany Strawberry.
300*000 Conover's Colossal Asparagus, 2 years.

4 boo Early Richmond Cherry, 2 years. No. 1.

3*000 " " " 1 year. No. 1.

150,000 No. 1 Osage Orauee. extra large.

feb3 RANDOLPH PETERS, Wilmington, Delaware.

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS.
Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberrifs, Currants, Grapes, As-

paragus Roots &c. Prices low. Send for Circular.

JOHN S. COLLINS,
^t^f MOORESTOWN, N. J.

.A^ I\evr I^nspl>er*ry,
THE NEW ROCHELLE,

Having a fine sti>ck of this wonderful Raspberry, I now offer it to

the public for the first time. After several years experience with

this Raspberry, I find it perfectly hardy, a strong and healthy grow-

er, and will produce more than twice as much fruit as other known
variitie.s. I-ruit large, of good flavor, and bears carriage well.

F'bk I>iizr.N—for wcll-rootcd tips, $6; one year, transplanted, fio
Send for a Circular. S. P. CARPENTER,

tnich3 New Rochelle , N. Y.

NEW
Salvia Mrrmorata Nana.
This valuable plant w:.s rai^^cd by Hinhv Pfisthk. h is very

remarkable lor its dwarfness and compact growth, not growing any
higher than 14 inches; and its unusually free flowering habit. It pro-
duces when quite young, spikes of the most brilliant marmorated
flowers of white and scarlet, comes perfectly true from cuttings, and
will prove one of our best bedding and market plants.

Price, 50c. each
; $5 a doz.

; $35 a 100.

Young Cartiations and Bouvardias, Callas, Caladium es-
culentum, Clematis, Dicentra spectabilis, Oranges, Pam-
pas Grass, and a general collectioc of Bedding Plants. Address

G. ALTORFER,
inch2 West Chester, Pa.

TWO NEW

RASPBERRIES,
Eariy Prolific and Reliance, Seedlings from the Philadelphia;

larger, handsomer, better and more productive than the parent.

C^nes erect, smooth and perfectly hardy. Send for Catalogue.

apU WM. PARRY, Cinnaminson, N. J.

DOUBLE TUBEROSE BULBS.
Very superior in quality.
First Quality Large Flowering Bulbs.
Second Quality Flowiring Hulhs,

A few hundred Extra Large Bulbs,
If sent by mail, zo cis. per doz., extra.

Send for Catalogue and Price-list of New and Rare Plants.

PAUL BUTZ & SON,
mcha "CROTON FLORAL GARDENS," NEW CASTLE, PA.

Doz
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LARGE APPLES,
DWARF AND STANDARD

AND

Lxtra Size Grape Vines,
of leading desirable market varieties at low rates.

T. G. YEOMANS & SONS,
mchi WALWORTH, WAYNE CO., N. Y.

^»TP 41 EVERGRFENS, Vines, Nursery Stock,

1^1 w\- 1 HALF PRICE. Send for free catalogue.*'^^'" "• Address J.JENKINS,
Grape and Seedling Nursery, Winona, Columbiana Co., Ohio.

A. FETAT THOXTSA.ND
a years, is to 20 in., at $12 ; 2d class good roots, cut back, at $5

fer 1000. 3bbls.cones Cedar Lebanon, $1 per pk. $6 per bbl.

loney Locust seed, 50 cts. per lb. New Catalpa, best Speciosa,

|2forio. White Mulberry, 4 tt, $s per 100. Downing, i year

grafted, $15 per 100. Calycanthus Floridus. one year seedlings, $15
per looo. Prouty's Seedling Strawberry takes the place of Wilson,

$2 per 100. Will exchange above and many other seedlings for

Orange 0«inc®- ^ H. FOSTER,
t.apli Babylon Nurseries, L.. I., N. Y.

TRFPQ Plants. Spring Lists free. F. K. PHOENIX,

$

Bloomington Nursery, 111.

OIME X30L.I..A.fl
$

Spooner's Gardening Guide for 1877,
And Spooner's special collection. 30 varieties choice Flower
Seeds, or 25 varieties selected Vegetable Seeds, mailed to

any address on receipt of $i oo ; or the guide free to applicants.

WM. H. SPOONER, Boston, Mass.

YOUR NAME PRINTED on 40 Mixed Cards for lo cents.

STEVENS BROS., Northford Conn. t

TOBACCO STEMS,
For Fumigating purposes, for sale in bales of about 400 fts.,

free on boat or cars at So per bale, or three bales for $12 on one
order,

STRAITON & STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

augl2 New York City.

AND OTHER

FRUIT SEEDS.
Notwithstanding the general scarcity of Fruit Seeds this sea-

son we expect to furnish our customers with full supplies at our
usual low irices ; but solicit

EARLY ORDERS.

THOMAS MEEHAN,
sep GERMANTOWN, PHILA.
" NEW ROCHELrE."—The wonderful Ra.spberry. Send for

k circular. S. P. CARPENTER, New Rochellc, N. V. mcha

PROTECT YOUR BUILDINGS.
Which may be done with one- fourth the usual

expense, by using our

PATENT SLATE PAINT
(Fifteen Years Established.)

MIXED READY FOR USE.

Fire-proof, Water-proof, Durable,

Economical and Ornamental.

A roof may be covered with a ver>' cheap shingle, and by appli-

cation of this slate be made to last from 20 to 25 years. Old
roofs can be patched and coated, looking much better and lasting

longer than new shingles without the slate, for

One-third the Coat of Ke-shingling.

The expense of slating new shingles is only about the cost of

simply laying them. The paint is fire proof against sparks or

flying embers, as may be easily tested by any one.

IT STOPS EVERY LEAK,
and for tin or iron has no equal, as it expands by heat, contracts by
cold, and never cracks nor scales. Roofs covered with Tar
Sheathing Felt can be made water-tight at a small expense, and
preserved for many years.

This Slate Paint is

EXTBEMELY CHEAP.
Two gallons will cover a nundred square feet of shingle roof, while

on tin, iron, felt, matched boards, or any smooth surface, from two

quarts to one gallon are required to ico square feet of surface, and

although the paint has a heavy body it is easily applied with a brush.

No Tar is used in this Composition,
therefore it neither cracks in Winter, nor nms in Summer.
On decayed shingles, it fills up the holes and pores, and gives a

new substantial roof that will last for years. Curled or
WARPED shingles it brings to their places, and keeps them there. It

fills up all holes in felt roofs, stops the leaks—and although a

slow dryer, rain does not affect it a few hours after applying. As
nearly all paints that are black contain tar, be sure you obtain our

genuine article, which (for shingle roofs) is

CHOCOLATE COLOR,
when first applied, changing in about a month to a uniform slate

color, and is, to all intents and purposes slate. On
TIN ROOFS

our red color is usually preferred, as one coat is equal to five of

any ordinary paint. For
BRICK "WALLS

Our BRIGHT RED is the only reliable Slate Paint ever introduced

that will effectually prevent dampness from penetrating and discolor-

ing the plaster.

These paints are also largely used on out houses and fences, or as

a priming coat on fine buildings.

Our only colors are Chocolatb, Red, Bright Red, and
Orange.

NEW YORK CASH PRICE LIST.
1 Gallon, can and box $1 50

2 " " 2 3S

5 " "
5 50

10 '• keg 9 SO
20 " half barrel 16 00

40 " one barrel 30 00
lo lbs., cement for bad leaks i 2$

We have in stock of our own manufacture, roofing materials, etc.,

at the following low prices :

1000 rolls extra Rubber Roofing, at 3 cents per square foot. (Or
we will furnish Rubber Roofing, Nails, Caps, and Slate Paint

for an entire new roof, at 4H cents per .•quare foot.)

2000 rolls 2-ply Tarred Roofing Felt, at 1^ cents per square foot.

3000 rolls 3-ply Tarred Roofing Felt, at 2>^ cents per square foot.

200 rolls Tarred Sheathing, at J4 cent per square foot.

50- o gallons fine Enamel Paint, mixed ready for use, on inside or

outside work, at 82 per gallon, all shades.

1000 Bbls Slate Flour per bbl. (3 00

1000 " Soap tone Flour " 300
1000 " Grafton Mineral " 300
1000 " Metallic Paint, dry " 300

Special prices per ton or car-load lots.

All orders must be accompanied with the money, or subject to 30

days draft on well known parties.

N. Y. SLATE PAINT COMPANY,

feh3

102 & 104 Maiden Lane, New York.
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WEATHERED <& CHEREVOY'S

Patent Boilers

Fig. 1. Pig. 2.

HOT WATER APPARATUS,
No. 46 Marion Street, between Spring and Prince, New York.

(TWO BLOCKS EAST OF BROADWAY.)

For Warming and Ventilatinor Public Buildings, Private Dwellings, Greenhouses,
Graperies, Forcing Pits, Drying Rooms, and Heating Water for Public Baths.

Fig- 1 is an outside view. Fig. 2 is a vertical section through the centre.

The following are a few names of Oentlemen who have our Boiler in use:

Thos. Drake, Esq., Germantown, Pa.

Simon Cameron, Esq., Harrisbiirg, Pa.

J D. Cameron, Esq.. Harrisburg, Pa.

Thos. Carter, Esq., Pvaleigh, N.C.

J. H. Dunham, Esq., Chicago, 111.

Jas. B. Waller, Esq.. " "

W. J. Gordon, Esq., Cleveland, Ohio.

Geo. Stanley, Est}.,
" "

Harris Jaynes, E.sq., " "

Geo. W. Cnyler, Esq., Palmyra, N. Y.

D. M. Osborn. Esq., Auburn, N. Y.

John B. Dutcher. Esq., Pawling, N. Y.

A. M. AUerton, Esq., Bronxville, N. Y.
Robert Hoe, Esq., Tarrytown, N. Y.

Peter Hoe, Esq.,
" "

George Lewis, Esq., " "

Wm. H. Drew, Croton Falls, "

Hon. James Y. Smith, Providence. R. 1.

Philip Caswell, Esq., Newport, R. I.

Alfred Smith, Esq., " "

Wm. Findlay.Esq., " "

E. Learned, Esq , Pittsfield, Mass.

D. O. Mills, Rsq., San Francisco, Cal.

W. L. FeriTJs, Esq., We.stchester, N. Y.

D. H. Hai^ht. Esq., Goshen. N. Y
F. Newbold, Esq., Newark, N. Ji

James T. Closson, Esq.. Plainfield N. J.

Daniel W. Coit, Esq., Norwich, Conn.

J. F. Slater, Esq
,

" "

H. W. Collender, Esq., Darien, "

Chas. P. Palmer, Esq., Stonington, "

Wra. D. Black, Esq^, New Milford, Conn.
Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, Irvington, N. Y.
H. F. Spaulding, E.sq., Riverdale, "

S. D. Babcoek, Esq.,
"

Percy R. Pyne, " "

Elisha Brooks, Esq., Inwood, "

Camille Marie, Esq., ''
"

A. F. Smith, Esq., Fort Washington, "

R. Jil. Olyphant, ISsq., Dobb's Ferry, "

Clarkson N. Potter, Esq., New Rochelle, "

Chas. D. Dickey, Esq.. VVest Farms, "
Wm. Matthews, Esq., Harrison, "

William Chorlton, Esq , New Brighton, S. L
F. H. Wolcott, Esq , Astoria, L. I.

Bailev Leach, Esq., " ''

Hon.'W. B. Ogden, H'gh Bridge, N. Y.
Peter Moller, Esq., 29.5 Fifth Ave., New York City.

Wm. Moller, Esq , 6 West 2(lth St.,

John Moller, Esq., 127 East 54th St.,

John Moller, Esq. 8 East 37th St.,

Ch. Moller, Esq., 42*5 Washington St.,

Henry B. Laidlaw, Esq., .33 Pine St.,

George W. Lane, Esq .93 Front St.,

J. P. Robinson. E.sq., 14 Coenties Slip,

J. B. Colgate, &q., 47 Wall St..

John B. Trevor, Esq., 47 Wall St.,

Charles Butler. Esq., 12 "

Richard Arnold. I-lsq , 309 Canal St., New York Cljr.

Jas M. Constable, Esq., 309 Canal St.,
" "

W. T. Garner, Esq. 61 Worth St., N. Y. City.

Please send for Circular with list of References and Reduced Prices to

THOMAS W. WEATHERED, 46 Marion Street, N. Y.
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BOTANIC GARDENS,
Tremont, New York City.

NEW AND RARE

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, PALMS AND FERNS.

CATALOGUES sent FREE of CHARGE.

tmchlCi I0MM s* Bwsm^

SEEDS.
My Annual Priced Catalogues are now ready

and mailed free to all applicants. They contain
all the leading and most popular sorts of

VEGETABLE, FIELD,
FLO"W"EK^ SEIEIIDS.
including all the most desirable novelties of the
pafet season.

ALFRED BRIDGEMAN.
feb4 876 Broadway, near 18th St., N Y.

ROCHESTER

OUR NEW CATALOGUES
OF

4abUPi pAliIIP
AND PLANTS,

Will be mailed free on application to

JOHN R, & A, MURDOCH,
Nurserymen, Florists and Seedsmen,

feb3 PITTSBURGH, PA.

COMMERCIAL
NURSERIES.

HARDY TB£ES, SHRUBS, VINES and PLANTS, per dozen, loo, and looo New Spring Price List now ready and
sent free to all applicants. Ornamental Catalogue, (i lustrated) lo cts.; Fruit do. (with colored plate^ 6 cts.; free to customers.

We offer our usual large assortment of Standard and Dwirf and Ornamental frees, etc., and callattention this Spring to the following

SPECIALTIES.
FEAR TREES, New and Scarce Varieties, including iheMt. Vernon, Beurre Clairgean, B. Bosc, Souv.de Coa-

gres, ( r year,) Winter N^lis, etc.
Enapress Eugenie Cherry, (a splendid sort,) and other new and valuable Fruit Trees.

Magaolia», :i beautiful lot of grafted 2 and ? year old trees, including Soulangeana, Speoiosa and the new L^nne.
The new Birches,/ e , Purple Leaf, Fastigiate und Elegans peudula.
Cut Leaf Sumach, and other new and rate things.

ROSES.
\ti eveiy variety, one of the largest and best stocks in the country. (Send for our Special Circular.)

SURPLUS STOCK.-To the Trade.

We offer the following articles when ordered in large quantities, at very low prices fgiven on application for Special Circular) i. g..

Dwarf Apples Con Paradise Stock) ; Stxnd-l'ears 2d class, good; Mount. Ash ; Lindens, Chestnuts, European and American ; Poplars,

Larches; English and American Gooselierries ; Arbor Viiaes. Siberian, American, Tom Thumb and Hovey's Golden—all fine plants;

Dwarf Pines; Balsam and European Silv.;r Firs : Norway Spruces; Hemlocks: Irish Junipers—(all these evergreens of excellent fotw

and color). A special reason for selling this Surplus Stock Cheap. Address,

mohS
W. S. LITTLE,

COMMERCIAL NURSERIES, ROCHESTER, N. Y:
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ROSES BY 1VIA.II-.

Wc ,.lTcr (luin ..ur list c mu)ri-.'ng ' ve J'o varieties, 10,000 well-

roowd young K> scs rcaiiy torSi.ri.in iil..iU.i)g.

Om- .--eleetion. $1.50 p<r Doz. ; $8 00 per 100
Buyers " 2.00 " " 10.00 "_ .

If ordered by the lOo, must Lc sent by express or frelRht
;
too

:avy for nu-iiling. Catalogues r e.'i/ o" repf''"* r f 3 cent

Mount A'ry, Philadeipuia, Pa.

hea
postage stamp
t(eb3

Cpncprd Vine©,
1 year No. i—^i6 per lu .

Jv00 Seedlings
I year, No. i—^20 per looo.

apU JOHN GP.A.VETT, Lancaster, Ohio.

SOMETHINQ NEW!
Send for NORDYKE'S lJE.4.l3TirUI. II.LUSTRATED
CATALOGUE of

VEGETABLE, GREENHOUSE

n
Fur Spring af itij. Free, or with 2 packets rhoVe flower se-ds, lo

ct^ Address C. A. NORUYKE, Florist,

mchtf Lock Box 1389. RICHMOND. IND

Strawberry Plants,

BY THE 100, 1,000, OR 10,000.
Monarch of the West, Chas. Downing, Col. Cheney, Ju-

conda, true, Kentucky, Seth Boyden, Wilson's Albany, etc.

Also Great American, Cumberland, Triumph, Duchesse.

Capt Jack, Duncan, Prouty's Seedling, Kerrs's Prolific,

Sterling, and nearly twenty nher NEW varieties. A de.scrip-

tive Catalogue mailed to all applicants.

A. HANCB & SON,
NURSERYMEN & FLORISTS, RED BANK, N. J.mch3

Small Fruits, Large Fruits, Plants
Best varieties; lowest rates. PEACH TREES, &c. lOO ooo

Strawberry Plants for $ioo. Send for Catalogue.

nich.3 JNO. S. COLLINS, Mookkstown, N. J.

Fine young plants all nicely colored, $6 per no, $50 per 1000.

Extra Fine Double Tuberose Bulbs, 85 per 100; $^o per 1000.

H. W. HALES,
aph Spring Ave. Gardens, Ridgewood, N. J.

sale!

With full stock of Flowers and Plants on one acre of superior land,

»et out with Fruit Trees and Bushes. Is doing a good business, but

must be sold to settle the estate of John M. Shinn, deceased.

JAMES LIPPINCOTT, Attorney for the Heirs,

Mount Holly, New Jersey.

vi:iniE\As. :i() rjnn:TTj:s.
Kr<>o from KiiKt, (•r<>cii)ii>iiHu und Itt'ilding I'laiitH, Cat
Flowcm, tor ilic Trad«'. < )r'-rs hv n.iijl or f^ ui.ipli. Address

.SAMUEL DlCKEY. Oxford, i'a.

tfcb5 f hil.i. *i H.ilt. C. R. R.

VEGETABLE

POULTRY FARM,
OF TWFNTY-SEVEN ACRES,

From which 1^1500 worth of vegetaliles can be sold each year at the

village. Warm, early soil, e;isy tn work and under good cultiva-

tion. For a market garden farm it cannot be equalled forihe money
—Choice fruit in variety, pr iducing good crops A Mream fon

which is a niill-privilege) affords facilities for br eding water-fowl,

and the privilege may become valuable as the .site for a factory. The
buildings are excellent, comprising a i-story house of 14 rooms with
L and pLiz/.a painted and blinded. The house alone costjijsooto
build Barn 24 feet long with c.irriage-hoiise attached. Two ex-

cclent henneries with set boilers—and fir a model chicken farm this

is worthy the particular attention of parlies about engaging in the

poultry business ; beautifu'ly located, high and healthy. Shade
trees in front. Price only J2700 ; $700 cash—^located 20 miles from
Boston. This(No. 8651, on page 45) and over 1000 other estates in

Massachusetts, fully described in Couttlry Homes, a book of 120

pages, illustrated; mailed for 3 cent stamps (none mailed free), or

obtained free at the New England Farm Agency, 24 Trcmont Row,
Boston, M.iss.

<pl3 GEO H. CHAPIN.

THE ALBANY SEED STORE, '{^
PRICE feKNICKEKBOCKSR, successors to

/. P. D U.W>8^p^SS
' teSir

FEESH AND KELIABLE SEED MAIL.
Send address on a postal card for our Spring Catalogue, contain-

ing 96 pages and 250 illustrations.

Apli 80 State St., Albany, N. Y.

20,000 Verbenas
Of the best varieties, including the best shades of color. The

Plants are fine and healthy. .\lso, a general collection of Green-

house and Bedding Plants. Send for Piice List.

apl2 WM. i^. BRINTON, Christiana, Pa.

1877.
ODESSA AVIiSJlJilES.

We offer a Large and well selected stock of

I>EA.CH XFIEES.
Also, Pear, Apple, Plum, Quince, Ornamental

and Shade Trees.
LAKGB STOCK OH

OSAGE ORANGE, also, SMALL FRUIT PLANTS,

Gooseberry, Currant, Grape Vine, Easpberry, Black-

berry and Strawberry.

General assortment of Nursery Stock.

fi^g_ Send for Price List. Address,

feb3 POLK & HYATT, Odessa, Delaware.

MPW ^TVT P^ °' ^'^'''"B Cards. Papeteries and Novelties.

illJlV Ul IliritJ Send 3Ct. stamp for samples and price-list to

mchi DAVIS 8: CO., Jhkmyn, Pa.
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ACn f.C\ Agents' Profits Per week.—Will prove it or for-

(pO I OU feit $500. Ntw articles just patented Samples
sent free to all. Addr.ss W. H.CHIUESTER.

218 Fulton St. ,N.Y.

WILLIAM SUTHERLAND,
Horticultural Agent,

Florist, Laiitecape and Practical GarJeuer
Twen;y-first .St., bel. Green, Philadelphia.

Fruit. Shade, and Ornament il frees, Evergreens, Grape Vines,

Roses, and a general assortment of Greenhouse and Bedding Plants.

Boquets and Floral Decorations furnished. Gardening in all its

branches. Plans and Estimates made, and Corresponf^ence
solicited. All Garden and Greenhouse Requisites supplied. First-

class references given on demand. feb3

SEW aai BAB!

PLANTS
TO THE TRADE.

Amorphophallus Riveri, strong tubers, ptr doz.
' " 2d size, " "

Bambusa Aurea, Dwarf golden striped bamboo, per doz.
" Simonsi argentea tall silver stnped " " "

Caladium, Fancy varieties, dry tubers of the following
named var etii-s, p^r 100 . . . .

Canna, Prest. Faivre. The highest colored leaved
V rieiy. per r,o7.,

Colocasia Batavieiisis, much darker leaves and stem
than C l-sculenta, growing quite as large, per 100

Cordyline indivisa, 2 test, per doz.
Ferns. '1 he following choice sorts in 3-in. pots, per 100
Golden and Silvery sorts, Pteris rubra venia, Pteris

tricolor, P. Nemoralis, P. Argyrea, the best sorts of Adian-
tiims. &c.. &c.
Geraniuin<4, Liaxton's I/atest! The Ghost, Real

Double White, each
" L.axton's Latest ! Wilfred, Fine Double

White. eHch ....
" Louis Boutard, large bright double

orance salmon, , I great improvement on
As;( Grav ....

" Meteor Flagg, double crimson scarlet,

per'ection . .

" Noeniie, bluish pink, large white centre
Ed^vard Sequin, rich crimson shaded

vermi irm ....
Apple Scented, fine young plants seed-

In g< per loj ....
Latania Borboiiica, plants 2 to 3 fans, per doz. .

" 3t05 " "
.

Naegelias (Gesneria). Six newer sorts, splendid foliage

and fl ^wers. oer dr z. . . ,

Oleander, New Double 'White; Madoni grandiflora,
" Purouiea nli^n I loiiM'- niirple, p'-r doz

Pelargonium, New Double or Regal—Beauty of
Oxton, e.-<ch,

" New Double or Regal—Prince of
Novelties, per doz.

" New Double or Regal — Capt.
Raikes, per doz. ....

Petunia, Dreer's Strain of New Double Varieties.
Set of 77: in advance of any firmer
introductions, many finely fringed stock
planis, per 100. if 10 00

, per doz.
Foinsettia, new, double, strong young plants, each
Yucca Recurva, fine three year old plants, per doz.

For Novelties and oldir sorts, send for Dreer's Garden
dar for 1877, now ready and mailed free.

3.00
4.00

4.00

6.00

3.00

7.00

5.00

7-50

3 00
2.50

300

•75

4.00

6 00

I 50
2.30

3 00

Caleo-

febi

HENRY A. DREER,
Seedsman and Florist,

714 Chestnut Street, Phila.

New Monthly Carnation
"Miss. JOl IFFE."

This is a most invaluable variety to the Florist, giving him a pale
pink or flesh color that he does not find in any flower <^xcepl a deep
colored Lady Hume or Town's Blush Camellia. It is of
excellent habit, a Iree and bushy ( not till, gr^ wer, very fr<igrantand
most desirable in every respect. It w is much admired by the trade
and has received a Certificate of Merit frcm the A'ew York
Horticultural Society. I'rice, 50 ccr.ts each; $4 per doz.

WLLL,IAM BENNETT, Clarkson St., Flatbush, L,. I.

mch3 Or, Box 191 Brooklyn, N. Y.

DRAC-ffiNAS, CROTONS
AND OTHEK

Ornamental Foliage Plants,
WTLL ADAI'TFIl F. .,.

OR FOK

CONSERVATORY DECORATION.
New Double Poinsettia, 75 c to $1 each, according to size.

Catalogues of the above including a fine collection of Stove
Plants, Cypripediums, Siuall Palms, <S;c., &c., free on ap-
plication.

WILLIAM BENNETT, Clarkson St., Flatbush, L. I.

mchs Or Box 191 BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Choice Selected Field. Flower, Tree, Grass, Herb
Vegetable and Honey Plants. Garden and Apiarian Imple-
ments and Supplies. Agricultural Books, &.c. Our new Descrip-
tive Catalogue sent free.

Address carefully,

C. p. LANE'S
N-W-Apiary and Seed Warehouse,

febi2 Koshkonong, Wis.

5000 ROSES.
«180 per 1000, or S80 per 100.

The most popular sorts grown, from hard-wood cuttings. Fine,
strong stf ck, well rooted in 5 and 6-inch pots. Catalogues and Cir-

culars free. Address,

inch: S. H. PURPLE, Columbia, Pa.

Fdton's Isw M\ii liipm,
The RELIANCE and EARLY PROLIFIC.

Being now introduced for the first time to the publ-.c. \Ve recom-
mend them as being the large'it. m^ st hardy, vigi rous and produc-
tive Red Raspberry ever i.flf-rtd for sale. Send fur Catalogtie.

GIBSON & BENNETT,
mcha Woodbury, N. J.

Greenhouses
100,000 FEET OP GLASS.

TO THE TRADE.
My Price List of Plants is row ready and will be forwarded free

on application. Address,

JOHN DICK,
Helendale Nursery,

feb3 S3d and Darby Road, Philadelphia, Pa.
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HUSi'Vr and BABS:
Bedding Plants.
A Urge stock of ilic newer Roses, Gernniums, Pwtunina.

Dahlias, Ac. VERBENAS a aPECIALTY. first

premiums awardc 1 whcrcV' r cxhibitcil. My Spring Calll^igue aUid

Wholciale Price List tent free to all applicants.

JOHN WHITE, Florist,

fcbia Communapaw Ave., Jersey City. N. J.

GALVANIZED STEEL BARBEI

FE^€E WIEE,
This wire m.ikcs the chc.tpcst, most durable and most elficleci

Fence that can be put up. \^'e call the attention of

FARMERS
And all others needing fencing, to tlie comparative cost of this and
other fencing.

Four Board Fence per rod, ^i oo
Spit or Cedar Rail " 200
Virginia Worm Fence per rod, i 50
Galvanized Steel B.-vrbed Wire Fence, 84

Scad for Circular giving all p.irticulars,

THE SELLERS MF'G CO.,

707 Market St., Phila.nicli3

New Rochelle Raspberry.
A t»ew see Ilins; of wonderful promise, will produce 500 bushels to

the acre, (.'anes ns hardy as an oak, fruit very brge, tine flavcrcd
commands a high price in market Send for descriptive list

and certilicatL-s from Charles Downing, Wm. Parry, ai d many
others who have seen this wonderful Raspberry. 12 ]ilants will
produce enough for a good sized family, t plant, 75 c; 6, ^3-50 ; >^

|6: 100, I35.
W. S. CARPENTER St, SON,

mchtf Kye, Westchester Co., N.T.

15,000 VERBENAS.
«35 per 1000 or .«4 per 100.

Fine, sturdy, healthy plants in 25^-inch pois Strongly of scaHets
and crimsons. Other Greenhouse aid Nursery Stock in pro-
portion. No charge for packing. Address,

mch2 S. H. PURPLE, Columbia, Pa.

To \\w\m\ Florists \\i \\km.
Now is a good t -me to plant small Trees and we have a large

stock to sell at very l:iw pi ices.

1,000,000 Evergreen and Deciduous Trees, once and
twice tr.-inN.pl.mtci.

1,000,000 Eversreen and Deciduous Trees, from open
p.siitre land.

100,000 Osase Orange, t yrs trans, and twice rut back.
200,000 Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Currants, and other

small Kruits.

Large Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c , also mnnufacrurcr
of Beecroft's Wheel-He e ind Hand-Wecder, which are death to
weeds without hard work. Evcivbudy likes them thai have given
them ft tri.'.l W'hnlesale .-ind I'esrriptive C.-it.l o^u'-s mailed free

THOMAS JACKSON, Nurseryman,
mchz PORTLAND, ME.

FEA^CH TFtEESr
One year. 4 to 6 tt stocky, fjeneral assortment. NOR-

WAY, SUGAR and SILVER MAPLES, all sizes APRI-
COTS, one and two ver.rs CHERRY, two vvars .; fo q ft REDDUTCH CURRANTS. ARl'.OKVIT.ES, AMERICAN,
SIBERIAN, and HOVEY'S GOI,DKN,a!l si^es IRISH
JUNIPEKS, 1 to 5 ft. HE31LOCKS, bushy, 2 ft. stock of best
quality, and offered low.

P- S —A Post Office is now established at Malvern, P. R. R.,
adjoining the Nursery, which is our P. O., Express, and Freight
Station. P.ToH ihe former 'ffice '>eine one mile .Tw.TV Itebtf

JOSIAH A. ROBERTS, Malvern, Chester Co., Pa.

Cauliflower Beedse
I New, best, earliest Giants, (pi 50 francs. Rold per kilo.
i. Karly seed of Neapolitan Giai tx, @ 40 francs, gold per Ulu.
3. H ilf-l.-.ie seed of " "

(ri) (5 '• " " '

QsEifoii %%%^m.
J. Marzaioln, White, early, very small tNoccra)7frs gold per kilo.

3. M8f£Ki>->ola, " 'May;, small, " " "

J. A<5Stegra, " A s'ust) very large, " " "
4. l^ella Rocca, Red, Lite, (Salerno) " " "
5. S> nRtii^na, Hlond-red, latest, " " "

1 vw.uldalso bcRtocidl iheattenfon of the tradeto the ORANOJB
TREES, which 1 export: height of trunk, i ^ to 2 metres; di-

ameter of trunk, 4 to ft centimetres. Price. 10 Irancs each, package
extra.

VINCESI.AO KREUPPER, Horticulteur,

Exporter of Seeds aud Plants,at Naplf s, Italy.
tfeb6

- ^t^to^ ..<i

New Ilhistrnted and Descriptive Catnlotnie.
The newest end best Band Sred Drills, HVi^ef fine, (larden
Plo'r, Home Hoe, CitUiralorit Anparatinn and Corn Knhen,
TraiiKiilanthig Hoes, etc. Live agents ought to sell to
every Farmer. S. I.,. Allen & Co., 119 S. 4th St., PbUa.

100,000 STlver^aples.
And otTer Shade Trees, cheaper than the che.ipest. 10 to t2 feet,

thrifty and fine. Alsoimmense qu.^ntities of

ARBOR VIT.ES AND JUNIPERS.

S. H. PURPLE,
mcha Columbia, Pa.

PO P^~0N A NURSERY a^,5^Kr 1:^
Jack and Great American, the best Strawberries. Ten acres
of Brcindy7vine .SuMiueco) Ra^pl)crrics. yielded last summer
iSl.aaS. Send for Catalogue. WM. PARRY, Cinnaminson, N J.
feb3

BACK VOLUMES
OF 1 HE

Gardener's Monthly
Can stiU be had in numbers, per year . . . 5210
Bound in neat cloth cases, including numbers, . . 3 00
" " Roan " "

. . 3.15

Delivered postage free.

Or m;oI us your own numbers, and have them bound in cloth cases
for 90 cen's. Returned to you bound postage free. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street,

Philadelpliia.

laiil of Small Fmit GDllrer
By E. P. ROE,

1" The chapter on plcl.ms; and maiketing is eminently practical
»'id sensible."

—

American Agriculturist.')
How to raise and market Strawberries, Raspberries, Currants,

Gooseberries, Blackberries, &c. 82 pages, 8 vo., p?per, price 50
cent"^. Mailed post-paid on receipt ol price. Adc'ress,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.
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ORCHIDS.
I offer Plants of each of the following species :

—
Aerides odoratum with 13 leaves, ;Jio , Acineta superba, $2:

Bletia hyacintha, $1 ; Calanthe Veitchii, 83 ; C.vestita rubra, 82;

C. vestita lutea, 82 ; Catteleya crispa. 86 ; C. Lodige^ii, 85 ; i Mos-
siaeaurea,i2 bulbs, $is : i Mossiae, 18 bulbs, $15 ; i Mossise.g bulbs.

$7; I C. Skinnerii. 5 bulbs, 58 : i C trianiae, 6 bulbs, $$; i C
Walkeriana or bulbosa, $5 ; i Chysis bractescens, $5 ; Colog>'ne

cristata, 40 bulbs, ^20; Dendrubium calceolaria, 83; D. Cam-
bridgeanum, $4 ; D. Chrysanthum, 83; D. fimbriatum, $2; D.
formosamgiganteum,gs ; D speciosum. ^3 ; D. nobile, large spe-

cimens, 810 and 8^0 ; D Pierardii latifolium. 83; D Pulchellum J2;
D. moschatum, $2 ; D. sanguinolentiim superbum, $j ; D. Japoni-
cum, $1 ; D. Wardianum, 85; Epidendrum ciliare, 52 : Eriopsis

biloba, $4 ; Houletia spc, 81 ; Gongora spc. 82 ; Lselia albida, 82;
L.anceps, ^3: also a large specimen with over 40 bulbs, ;j2o; L.

autumnalis, $2 ; L. majalis, $2 ; L. Perrinii, $^ ; L. purpurata, 86 :

Lycaste Deppii, $2 ; L. crenata, $1 ; Odontoglossum grande, $2.50:
O. Alexandra, $3 , Oncidium sphacelatum, §2 : Phalaenopsis Schil-

leriana, J20 ; P. amibilis, $20 ; P, grandiflora, 515 ; Phajus Grandi-
folius, jji ; P. Maculatus, j!3 : Saccolobium giganteum, 810 ; Soph-
ronites grandiflora, 82 ; Stanhopea insignis. JJ2 ; Vauda tricolor, 7

leaves, 810 ; Vanilla aromatica, $3 ; Bolbophyllum careyanum, 83 :

Catasetum tridenlatum, ;^3.

Todoea Supurba, fine plants, J3 to $t. Musa ensete strong, 3 ft

b'g^> $^ each : the Trade supplied Schizostylis coccinnea, a

lovely new winter-blooming conservatory or window plant of the

easiest culture, requiring only to be planted out in Spring and lifted

in Autumn ; beautiful scarlet fliwers, 2 inches across, 25 to 50 cts.

Adiantum Farleyense, 50 cts, jfi and upwards. Imported seed-
ling tuberous Begonias, large bulbs, mixed colors, 35 cts. each
Laimnocharis Humboldtii, 25 cts. t'istia stratiotes, a curious and
floating aquatic, 25 cts.

DIPLOMA and MEDAL awarded for ORCHIDS and

TODCEAS at the CENTENNIAL,.

tapli

EDMUND D. STURTEVANT,

Bordento\rn, New Jersey.

FMWiT, smmBM,
And ORNAMENTAL TREES,

Grape Vines, Shrubbery, &c. A Large Stock of
American and Siberian Arborvittes, all sizes, *

VERY LOW.
Norway Maple, 5 to 11 ft., Silver Maple, 3 to

14 ft. Also, a large Stock of Norway Fir, 1 to 4
ft. in heiglit. 30,000 Norway Fir, 1 to li ft., 2
years transplanted. Send for prices.

apll WM. P. BRINTON, Christiana, Pa.

The Trade supplied at low rates, by the hundred or thousand
Send ior prices and descriptive list to

HENRY MICHEL & CO.,

apl2 107 North Fifth St., St., Louis, Mr.

VERBENAS,
rS.^ersiawm

Fine, healthy plants of Vcrberaas. White, scarlet and fine

mixed. ^4perioo. Geianlums, Z male and double varieties. 40
sorts, 86 per 100 ; Coleus, 12 varieties, fb per 100.

BATCHELDEK & THORPE, Florists,

Detroit Street, Cleveland, O.
apli Box 154,-Station A.

C. p. A. HINRICH«,
29, 31 and 33 Park Place, New York City,

HYACINTH AND BULB GLASSES.

DECORATED

FLOWER POTS,

LAVA, MAJOLICA, &c., &c. Vasea,

Iron Sections for Flower Beds. Lawn,

Fish and Flower Stands. Floating Ani-

mals for Aquaria. Botton hole Bouquet

Holders. Only and Original GERMAN
STUI ENT LAMP for Conservatories.

Send for Prices to above address. dec6eom

Tuberoses

!

Single or Double. Flowering Bulbs, ^20
per.iooo; No 2 Bulbs, J15 per 1000,

Address,

A. K. WILLIAMS,
Richmond, Ind.

SMILAX!
strong, Young Plants By MaiL

100, $3 ; 500, $13; 1000, $25.

ROBERT J. SibDALL,
Germantown, Pa.

apll P. O. Address, Station G, Philadelphia.

POUR GRAND PRIZE MEDALS.
Awarded our Exhibit at the Centennial.

2000 Varieties Rare and Beautiful Flower Seeds.

500 Varieties Choice Vegetable Seeds.
500 varieties Seed Potatoes.
Selected Seeds of ;dl the lead ns and improved varieties of

Root and Forage Crops for Field :md Sugar Beets, Corn,
Turnips, Ruta Itaga, Culture, consistinc oi Carrots, Man-
jjel Wurtzel. Grass Seeds, etc . Fertiliz-ers, Garden
Tools, Small Fruits, Floweriug Plants, and uihei Requi-
sites for the Farm and Garden.
A cr.mplete descriptive and priced list of the above, with direc-

tions for mlture, will be found in
. ... ,

Bliss* Illustrated Seed Catalogue snd Amateur'*
Guide tn th<: Flower and Kitchen Garden, 216 pagts, price

35 Cents. **"

Bliss' Illustrated Gardener's Almanac and Abridged
Catalogue. 136 pages with Monthly CaltnJar of Operations. lO
Cents. . ,.

- "^

Bliss' Illustrated Potato Catalogue, cont.airs a list of

500 Vanet:-s,and much useful information upon their cultivation.

10 Cents. Address, ,^
p r.ox B. K. BUSS & SONS,
No. 5712. 34 Barclay St., New York.
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A Hygroscopu for 50 cents.

THE CHEMICAL HYGROSCOPE.
Tins iiulicaliir (iT ;iliiiii>)ihiTic inuUliiit' is us h^mii utr sw tin

ooetly Kiios. K"<>iiis \\< and by ruriiacrs or siovt s ari' aliiKisI in

variaMy mjdry as tn In- (l»iiia:;iiiK not only lo licaltli liiil to lur
nitiiri'. SiiiK' pi"i[)lc iiiko llic <oiis<'<|iH'iut s olhi-rs kc n wai'i
on till' lu'Btor. 'i'h'" Hvurosooiio rliows at u glance m hither llii

ftlr is tcioilry or iinl.

S<nt liy mail lor 50 cciita. Address,

febtf CHAS. U. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

}^i0^''^^^^B^O^j

DVERIISIN&AI/ENIS
;^e'vv^ FOURTHS^

— ESTIMATi.S —
FURNISHED FREE.

m
SEND FOR OUR
- MANUAL-

THE ABBOTT

Pocket Microscope
Is an ^netrument of great

practic' 1 usifiiliieiss to
Teaoliorx, Farmrrs,

(-Iiaiii<-H, I'Dij'si-
' ciaiiK, BotaiilittM,
ITIIiicrK, and niunv
other?. Iti-: thelicf^t

1 M-i. u ii' III ever ii:ven*f'(l f,,r exainiuinu' FIOW-
ers, Seeds, Plants, IVtinerals,
Engravings, Bank Notes, Fabrics,
E'c. By meiiis of a cag;fi, accompanying ciich Iii-

i-triimeut, on.! cm examine all kiuds of |n"
sects f" Worms "I'Ve. The

EYE OF A FLY,
or other insect of like fize, can be readily seen.
It is simple in cnn^'rurtion and easy to operate.
One of these inte.'f!<unt( Iiisirnmeiits oufrht to
be in every familr. We hav'» marie a-rantjements
to ftirnich tlie Pocket itilc'r©scope at the
manufacturer's priie. ^1.50. I' will he ^nt. post-
paid, t'> anv reader of this Paper desiring it, on
receipt of price, or m y be had at this office.

' CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St.. Phila.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY.
ROPP'S EASY CALCULATOR
Ii a new publication that must prove of incalcuUible benefit to
Farmers, Mechanics and Business men. It i- so rapid 3iX\A original
aa to startle the most scholarly , and yet so simple aw^practical that
the most illiterate in figures can insiantanousiy become his o«n
aM:countant. It enables thousands to accompli ,h ia a minute what
ihey they could not learn Xf> calculate in many months.
The first part containing .nn entirely new system of Tables which

shows at aglance the exact values of all kinds of Grain, Stock, Hay.
Coal,Lumber Merchandise, etc., t>cmo«^/o«?)a'up to a carloaJ,a.\\A
for any price which the maiket is likely to reach ; the Interesl on
any sum for any tiire at 6, 7, 8, anl 10 p r cent. ; conect measure-
ment of all kinds ol L iniber. Saw Logs. Listerns. Tanks. Granaiies,
Bins, W.->gon Beds, Corn Cribs; a lime. Wages, and many other
valuable tables.

The Second part is a/>-ac//ca/.4.iiihmetic, and embodies a simple
mathematical principle which enable=: any one fiimiliar with the fun-
damental rules to Lec^me a lightning calculator; and by which
over ijiio M/ra'jcf the figiires and labor reejuired by the ordinary
methods, andyVac;zo«.rwith their intricacie';, are entirely avoidid
The work is nicely printed on fine tinte-d p iper. is well and ele

gantly bound in p.icket-bock shape and i> accompanied by a Silicate
Slate, Memorandum and Pocket f-^r papers It is by fsr the most com-
plete, crmprehf-n^ive and convenient pocket maru.il ever published.
PRICES : Bound in Russia Leather, Gilded, S2.00 ;

Morocco, SI.50; Fine English Cloth, iljil.OO.

i Seat post paid on receipt of price, Ad<iress,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Fblla.

Fruit Cvwers* llatuJ-Iiook.
By r. R. Elliott, author o> •'West, rn 1nut f;r.i«.>rii' Guide,

"

(one ol ih (11 si |Misl<(l III !! on tiic siibj. ci in the L'liilcd Slatc.i).
< 'on 111 ills the praclUc on all subjects e..niicTi< d wiih fruit urow-
lii({. The hook ia made for tlpLS.' who crow fruit lor ihtlr own
use. .\lsiiuii .\ppi iidi.x, ci'iitaiiiiiu' iiialter relaliiiK to the hO.
lecihiii and culture ot Oriia'iieiiial Trees, Koses, I'laiitK. Ac,
lUiiNii If.) with 1.') wood (ii!;.. UiO pa-.», Kiiiio cloih,*l; pa-

per, 00 ct». Si III hy mail po«i-i aid 011 receipt of jirlce.

Address C. U. MAROT, HU Chcatntit St., Phlla.

liBBiltilifUnH
A New Work by a Practical Painter, design

ed for the nse of TrnileMincii, .Tlcrliaiilo,
ITIercliantH. FnrmcrN, and asa(iuide to Pro-
renwioiial PaliitcrM. Containing a Plain (Jom-

tnon-Sense Statement of the Metho.ls employed hy

Painters to produce satisfactory results in I'luln
and Kaiicy PaIiilIii:rorevery description, iuclud

Ing PoriaiilaN for Ifllxlii:; Paint in Oil or

Water, Tools required, etc. This Is jnst the Book
needed by any person having anything to paint, aod
makes

"Every Mar His Own Painter."
Full Directions fr c'siiig While Lead -l^anip>

Klack—(;rcor - Yellow - llrowii— Wlilt-
liiff— Glue- Pumice Stone — Splrltn of
'S'lirpcntln : — Oiln — VariilMlien -- Kiirul>
ture VaritlNli — iTIIJk Paliit— Preparing
KalMoiulne, etc.

Paint for Outbuildings
— Whitcwauli—Paste for I»aper»Haii.'rliis—

Haii<;liiKPaper-(;raliiin::-in Oak, ITI 11 pie,

KoMetvood, Bliick \laliiiit— .staliilii:;—

Decalcoinaiila— ITIakin:; ItiiMtic l'lctiire«

— Paiiitiii:! Floxter-SiaiidN — Iloneivood
PoIImIi — A'ariili^liliia; Piiriiltnre — Wax-

« Ins F iiriiitnrc—<'leaiiiii;r Paint—

Paint for Farming Tools
-for ITIaclilnery-IIoiiNeliold FIxtiircM, etc

To Paint a Farm Wagon
—to He-VariilNli a <'arrlj>}re—to make PlaN-

ter t'ai»lN. The work is neatly printed, with illui*-

trations wherever they CJiii serve to make the niibjecl

plainer, and it will save iiiaiiy tlineH its cost

yearly. Every family should possess a copy. Prlc«

•T mail, post-paid, $1.

ClIAULES H. 3IAKOT,

814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa

NURSERYMAN'S
DIRECTORY
of 1877.

A reference book of the Nurserymen, Klorists, Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, 81c., for the United Slates, Alphabetically arranged by
States and Post ClfTices. 310 p:.ges, 8vo. 1 rice Jio.oo Mailed,
post-paid, on receipt of price,

US' A. few copies of the Directory cf 1876 may still be had for ^5.
Address, CHAS. H, MAROT,

814 'Chestnut St,, Phila.



RUEAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (and any others in the market not on this IJgt) will

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., Philada.

Allen's, R. L., Diseases of Domestic Animal?
Allen's, L. F , Rural Architecture
Allen's, L. F., American Cattle

Allen's, B. L. & L. F. New American Farm Book
American Architect
American Bird Fancier, (Brown's)
American Farmer's Encyclopedia
American Weeds and Useful Placts
Apple Culturist, S. E. Todd
Art of Saw Filing
A i-chitecture, Modern American, Cummlngs & Miller

^ C Principks and Practice of, By Loring & Jenning
Baker's Fruit Culture
Bassett on Cranberry Culture
Barry's Fruit Garden
Bell's Carpentry made easy
Bcment's Poulterer's C, mpaniou
Bement's Babbit Fancier
Beet Root Sugar
Bicknell's Village Builder, 77 plates

Bommer's Method of Making Manures
Boussingault's, J. B., Rural Economy
Browne^s Trees of America
Breck's New Book of Flowers ,

Bridgeman's American Gardener's Assistant

Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual
Bridgeman's Kitchen Gardener's Instructor

Buisl's, Robert. Am. Flower Gurden Directory
Buist's, Robert, Family Kitchen Gardener
Burr's Field and Garden Vegetables of America
Carpenter and Joiner (^R.Riddell)

Carpenterand Joiner's Hand Book, (Holly)

Chorlton's Crrape Grower's Guide
Chrmistr>' of the Farm, (Nichols)

Cleveland's Villas and Cottages
Cobbett's American Gardener :

Cole's, S. W., American Fruit Book
Cole's American Veterinarian
Cooper's Rural Hours
Cop ^land's Country Life

Dadd's, Gen.H., American Cattle Doctor
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor
Dana's, Samuel H., Muck Manual
Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, (2 vols)

D.I rwin's Inseetiverous Plants
DeVoe's Market Assistant

Downing s, A. J., Landscape Gardening
Downing's Cottage Residences
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America,
Downing's Rural Essa'' s ...

Dowuing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden
DuBreuil's Vineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden)
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Cranl)erry
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide
Elliott s Landscape Gardening,
Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees
tJiioti's i; ruit orrowers Hana iiook, paper, 60 cents, cioth
Farm Talk, (Brackett)
Farming for Boys
Field's, Thomas W., PearCulturo
Five Acres too Much, (illustrati d)
Flagg's European Vineyards
Flax Culture *
Flint, Chas. L . on Grasses
Flint's Milch Cows
Fowler's IIom'"3 for All
Frink Forester's Fish and Fi.shing, 8 vo. 100 engravings..
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen, 8 vo
French's Farm Drainage •

Fuller's Grape Culturist
Fuller's Small Fruit Culture „
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist
Fulton on Peach Culture
Gentry's Lite Histories of Birds, 1st vol
Gray's How Plants Grow
Gray's Manual of Botany
Gray's Manual, Botany and Lessons, in one vol
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany
Green on Trout Culiure
Gregory on Squashes, paper
Guernon on Milch Cows
Guide to Fortune
Harazthy's Grape Culture aud Wine Making
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. $4 ; col. eng's..
Harris on the Pig
Hatfield's American House Carpenter
Henderson's Practieal Fl'^riculture
Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure
Henderson's Gard.-niDg for Profit ;

Herl>ert's Hints to Horsekeepers
Hoopcs on Evergreens
Hooper's Dog and Gun, paper 30 cents, cloth ;

Hop-culture
How to Buy a Farm, and Where to Find One

81 00
1 GO
2 50
2 50
7 00

30
6 00
1 75
1 50

75

10 00
12 00
4 00

30
2 50
5 00
2 00

30
1 50
12 00

25
1 60
6 00
1 75
2 50
1 00
1 00
1 50
1 00
5 00
7 00

75
75

1 25
4 00

75
75
75

2 00
5 00
1 50
1 50
1 25

, 6 00
7 00
2 50
6 50
3 (10

5 CO
3 50
2 00
2 00

75
1 50
1 50
1 50
1 00
1 00
1 50
1 25
1 50
1 50
51

2 50
2 50
1 50
3 50
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 50
20

1 50
1 50
2 00
1 2.J

2 25
4 00
2 50
1 00
30
75

1 00
5 00
6 50
1 50
3 50
1 50
1 50
1 50
1 75
3 Oil

CO
40

1 75

How to Manage a Building Association 82 00
How to Pa'nl 1 00
Hunter and Trapper 1 00
Hussman's Grapes and Wines 1 50
Jacques' Manual of the House 1 50
Jai ques' Manuel of the Garden 1 75
Jennings' Cattle Doctor 1 75
Jennings on the liorse and his Dite;ises 1 75
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poul'ry 1 75
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary 3 50
Johnson's How Crops Feed 2 00
Johnson's How Crops Grow 2 00
Johnson's Peat and its uses 1 25

Johnston's Elements of Ag. Chemistry and Geology 1 50

Johnston's, J. S. W., Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Kemp's Landscape Gardening 2 60
Klippart's Farm Drainage 1 75
Langstroih, Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee 2 00
Leuchars' How to Build Hot-houses 1 50
Leibig's, Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry 75
Louden's Encylopa;dia of Plants 20 00

Lyman's Cotton-culture 1 50
McMahon's American Gardener 2 25

Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmers 90
Mechanics' Companion (Nicholson) 3 00
Mechan's Ornamental Trees 76
Mileson the Horse's Foot 75
Miner's, T. B., Bee-keeper's Manual 1 25

Mohronthe Grape-vine 1 00
Money in the Garden 1 50
My Vineyard at Lak' view 1 25

My Farm of fidgewood 1 75
Mv Ten-rod Farm 50
North American Sylva, 5 vols., 156 coh plates, in 30 parts,

'• " unbound 60 00
" Half Turkey Antique, gut 70 OC

full " •• 75 00
Nichol's Chemistry of the Farm and Sea 1 25
Norton's, Ji hn P.,' Elements of Scientific Agriculture 75

Norris' Fish-cnlture 1 75
Onion-culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres 1 25
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects cloth 6 00
Paul's Book of Roses 60
Paul's Rose Garden 3 00
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary 15 00
Pardee on Strawberry-culture 75
Parkman's Book of Roses 1 56

Parsons, Samuel B., on the Rose 1 50
Peat and its Uses — 1 25
Pear-culture, Fields 1 25

Pedder's, James. Farmer's Land-measurer 60
Percheron Horse 1 00
Peterson's Preserving, Pickling and Canning Fruit 50
Phin's Open-air Grape Culture, and Wine Making 1 50
Quiun's Piar-culture for Profit 1 00
Quinby's Mysteries of Bee-keeping Explained 1 50
Randall's Sliecp Husbandrv 1 50
Ra-dall'a Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00

Rand's Bulbs 1 50

Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden.... 3 00
Baud's Pupular Flowers and how to Cultivate them t 25

Band's Garden Flowers 2 50
Baud's Orchid Culture 3 50
Band's Bhododendrons 1 50
Bopp's Commercial Calculator, cloth 81, Morocco Tuck 2 00
Bose Culturist pap r 30
Bobbins', B , Produce and Ready Reckoner 75
Saunders' Domestic Poultry, paper 40 cl h 75
Saxton's Hand Books, in foursi ries, each 1 50
Pchcnck's Gardener's Text-book 75'

Scribner's Ready Reckoner and Log-b ok SO-

S'rong's Cultivation of the Grape 3 00
Ten Acres Enough 1 50
Thomas, J. J., Farm Implements 1 50
Thomas, J. J., Fi uit-culturist ; old ed.. 83 00 ; new edition, " 7.^

Vill(''s Clieniical Manures 1 25
Warder s American Pomology ; 3 00

" Hedges and Evergreens 150
Waring's Drainage for Profit and Health 1 50

" Elements of Agriculture 1 00
" Earth Closets 50

Webster's Dictionary, Unabridged 12 00
W ll's Everv Man hisownLawver 2 00
Williams, B. S., on Stove & Greenhouse Plants, 2 vols., lll'd 5 00
Williams, B. S., on Ss'lcct Ferns and Lycopods 2 50

Williams, B. S., Orchid Grower's Manual 2 51

Window Gardening 1 60
White's Gardecing for the South 2 00

" Cranberry Culture 1 26
Wood's Class Book of Botany 3 60
Workingman's Way to Wealth 75
Wright's Practi-al Poultrv Keeper 2 00

Youalt on the Horse 1 "S

Youman's Household Science...- 2 00
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CLUB PAPERS AT NET PRICES,
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

TO EEMIT IN CLUBBING
a.<< vou wi.sii,

••my of tlic* folloniiip list with tlie

Gardener's Monthly select such
fi.ot up tlu^ prices aniirxcd and add TWO DOLIjARS

for the MONTHLY to the total.

American Agrifulluiisi $1 20
F;iiin.>r 1 as

"
Arti-;iii 1 60
Biiildor 2 61)

Naturalii-t 3 25
Old F.llow 1 60

Appleton's Juiiinnl 2 50
Arthur's Home Magazine 2 H5
Atlantic Monthly 3 45
Boston Cultivato'r 2 60
Building Asf^ociatlon Journal 75

" Societies Gazette, London, England 1 35
Bucks County IntelliKencer, old Sunscribers 82 60, new 2 10
California Horticulturist 2 75
Central Union Agriculturist and Chromo 1 70
Children's Friend 1 .35

" Hour 1 10
Colman's Rural World 1 85
Country Gentleman 2 10
Demorest's Magazine 2 60
Eclectic Magazine 4 60
Every Saturday 4 60
Fanner's Home Journal 2 60
Frank L?slie'8 Ladies' Magazine 3 10

" ReTiew 2 10
Galaxy 3 45
Gennantown Telegraph, old subscribers $2 50, new 2 20
Godey'8 Lady's Rjok 2 25
('Taphic, (Daily), per ytar 9 50
Hall's Journal of Health 1 50
Harper's Ba«ar 3 45

Magazine 3 45
" Weekly 3 45

Hearth and Home 2 00
Herald of Health 1 60
Household 85
Iowa Homes'ead « 1 60
Journal of Chemistry 1 10

" of Ihe Farm 85
Joarnal of Materia Medica 1 10
Kansas Farmer 1 35
Lady's Floral Cabinet, with Chromo 1 10
Ladies' Repository 3 35
Leslie's Lady's Journal 3 60
Lippincott's Magazine 3 25
Llttell's Living Age 7 60
London Garden 8 75
London Gardener's Chronicle 7 60

Maine Farmer f! 10

Mnnufa:;tur.'r and Builder 1 8g

Maryland Farmer „ 1 33
Massachusetts Ploughman 2 60
M. tropolltan 1 86
Milling Journal 1 85
Moore's Rural New Yorker 2 35
Nation 4 75
National Baptist 2 35
New England Farmer 2 35

" " Homestead 2 10

New York Evangelist 2 60
New York Meth'dist 2 20

" Post, Weekly, $l.fi0; Serai-Weekly 2 60
" Times, Weekly, 81.50; Semi-Weekly 2 60

• " Tribune Weekly, 81.50; Semi-Weekly 2 60
" " World, Weekly; 81-50; Semi-Weekly 2 60

North-Westeru Farmer 1 10
Nursery _ 1 20
Ohio Farmer 1 8^
Old and New 3 60
Our Home Journal 2 25
Park's Floral Gazette 70
Penn Monthly 2 10
Peter's Musical Monthly 2 60
Peterson's Magazine _ 1 70
Philadelphia Weekly Press 1 60
PhrenoloL'ical Journal 2 K
Poultry World 1 00
Popular Science Monthly 4 60
Practical Farmer, (Weekly) _ 1 60
Prairie Farmer _. 1 69
Purdy's Small Fruit Recorder 85
Saint Nicholas 2 60
Saturday Evening Post 1 76
Scientific American 2 75
Scientific Farmer 85
Scrihner's Monthly 8 45
Southern Cultivator 1 85
Southern Planter and Farmer 1 85
Waverly Mafjazine 4 60
Western Agriculturist 85
Western Farmer 1 85

Rural 1 85
Wood's Household Magazine 85

" " " with Chromo ^. 1 00
Working Farmer _.. 1 10
Youth's CompanioD..new subscribers S1.40; old subscribers- 1 7f

The above includes postage under the new U. S. Law requiring; prepayment of postage before moling.

After s'.ilwseription to a club paper through this agency, report non-receipt of your numbers
and other causes of dissatisfaction, irregularities of mails or changes of residences, only to taid

paper direct [not to this office).

Remit by P. O. Order, Draft or Registered Letter. Currency is at risk of mails.

If you wish a receipt or reply, enclose postage stamp for that purpoee, otherwise the club papers will be considered a soffi-
•lent reeeipt.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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PARSONS ON THE ROSE.
By Samuel B. Parsons.

A treatise on the Propagation, Culture and Hiptory of the
Rose. Illustrated. 215 pages 12mo, cloth. Price $1.50. Sent,

by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAEOT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

BOOK OF ROSES.
By Francis Parkinan.

Description, Cultivation ard Propagation. Beautifully illus-

trated. 225 pages, 12mo, cloih. Price SI. 50. Sent by mail
post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT.

814 Chestnut St., Phila,

GRAPE CULTURALIST.
By Andrew S. Fuller.

A treatise on the Cultivation of the Native Grape. Illustrated.
286 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price $1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on
receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

AMERICAN FRUIT CULTURIST.
BY JOHN J. THOMAS.

Practical directions for the Cultivation of Fruit Trees in the

NURSERY, ORCHARD AND GARDEN.
Descriptions of the principal American aii'l Foreign varictir-^,

Plain Edition, 480 engritviDgs, 511 pages, 12 mo. Price, $3.00

Mailed post-paid on receipt of price.

SkB'i^tTa, Edition, 576 pages, heavy paper, fine cloth, 506

illustrations and chromo frontispiece; mailed, for 13.75.'v 3

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestou . St., Phils'

SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST.
BY ANDREW S. FULLER.

Giving Description, History, Cultivation, Propagation, Dis-
eases, &c.

Beautifully Illustrated.

276 pages, 12nio, cloth. Price 51.50. Sent by mail, post-paid
on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

HOW TO MANAGE BUILDING ASSOCIATIONS.
JJv ri>MUND WkIGLEV.

Being a Director's Guide and Secrel.iry's Assistant, with forms
for Keeping Books -nnd Accounts, also rules, examples and explana-
tions illustrating the various plans of working. 211 pages, i2mo,
cloth. Price, ^2. 00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
S14 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

WORKING MAN'S WAY TO WEALTH.
By Edmund Wrigley.

Yorkshire, Berkshire. Essex, Poland China, smd Chester
WHITE SWINE, of unsurpassed excellence. Alderney, Ayr-
shire and Shortlioru Cattle, Southdown and Cotswold SHEEP.
Imported and Prize POULTRY, and PIGFON'S bred on 3
FARMS. DOGS, Ac. New dcbcriptive circular free. Eleganl
new Catalogue with ; -'.ts from life of our stock, 20e. Seeds,
Trkes, Plants, Fertilizers, Implemets, tic. 6 PACKAGES
seeJs, free, as samples, for two 3c. stamps. Benson & Burpee,
successors to W. Ailee Burpee, Seed Warehouse, 223 Church
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. octl2

HOW PLANTS GROW.
By Asa Gray, M. D.

A simple Introduction to Structural Botany, with a Popular
Flora, or an arrangement and description of Common Plants,
both wild and cultivated. Illustrated with 500 wood engravings.
233 page.s, large ICmo, half-arabesque, paper sides. Price $1 25.

Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Cheatnut St., Phila.

ORNAMENTAL TREES.
By Thomas Meelian.

An American Iland-Book, containing the personal observa-
tions of iho author. 257 pages, 24mo, cloth. Price 7.3 ct.s. Sent
by mail post-paid on i-eceipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

BOOK OF EVERGREENS.
By Josiali Hoopes.

A practical treatise on the Coniferte or Cone-bearing plants.
Handsomely illustrated. 43-J pages, 12mo, cloth. Price |3.0c-

Sent by mail post-paid on rfcoipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Ches(;nut St., Phila.

LAWN AND SHADE TREES.
By F. R. Elliott.

Deciduous .and Evergreen Trees and Shrubs, for planting in.

Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries, &c., &c. Illustrated. 125 pages,

i2rao, cloth. Price, ^1.50. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of

price.
Address, CH.\S. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CLASS BOOK OF BOTANY.
By Alphonso Wood, A. M.

Being outlines of the Structure, Physiology and Classification of

Plants : with a Flora of the United States and Canada. 832 pages,

8 vo, half arabesque cloth sides. Price, I3. 50. Sent by mail post-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

HOW TO LkX OUT A GARDEN.
By KiUvard Kemp.

\vr^ct^cAir^^Us^,,nBuilMnff Associations, what they are, and ,
A general guide in Choo.siny, Forming and Improving an Es-

hou^tousethoH. io8 pages, i6mo, cloth. Price, 7s cents. Sent t»lLlL''f'?\,:\'l"\"''iT:?!-'^.
^"- '^

''""'^'''' ''^^^^^^

by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
8:4 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

hundr-d ;

reference to both dK.sigu and execution. Illustrated with nu-
merous plans, sections and ."ketches. 403 pages, ]2mo, cloth.

Price S2..50. Sent by mail po.st-paid on receir^t of pri 0.

Addi-.ss CHAS. H.MAUOT,
814 t hestnut .-st., PhUa.

CARPENTRY MADE EASY,
OR. THE SCIENCE AND ART OF BUILDING. INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS.ByW. E. Bell, Architect.
A new and improved system, bpecific instructions for Balloon I*y Clia!;. Darwin.

Frames, Barn Frames, Mill Frames, Warehouses, Church Spires,' With copious descriptive contents and index. Illustrated.
&c. Also, System of Bridge Building, Bills, Estimates of Cost and 462 pagrs, r2mo, clolli. l-'rice87.00.
valuable tables. Illustrated by 38 plates and nearly 200 figures. 134 Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price,
pages, 8vo, cbth. Price, $5.00. Sent by mail po=;tpaid_on receipt

j

'

\ddress CHAS H MAB©T
of price. Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 811 Chestnut St.. Phila.
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GARDENERS' DICTIONARY
By Geo. W. Johnson, Editor of " Cottage Gardener."

Describing the Plants, Fruits and Vegetables desirable for the

Garden, and explaining the terms :ind ipcriitions employed in

their cultivation. New Edition, with a supplement, including the

new plants and varieties. 910 pages, izmo, cloth, fine prin

I3.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

ROSE GARDEN.
By AVm. r.iul, F. R. II. S.

Embraciiifrlli.storvof the Kosc ; loruiation of Rosarium -idctail-

ed account of practice for successful cuUivatiou ;
arraugement in

natural groups of most esteemed varieties, English and Foreipn,

in the most eminent Gardens ; with full description and remarks
j

on orifiin an 1 mode of culture. Numerous illustrations. 2JG

pages. Royal 8vo, cloth. Price S3.00. Sent by mail post-paid!

on receipt ofprice. Address CHA.S. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURK
By Wm. Paul, F.R.H.S.

The rationale of Rose cultivation in a nut-shell. Intended to

place within a small compass :dl that is necessary for the successful

cultivation of the " Queen of Flowers." 83 pages, i2mo, paper-

boards. Price, 60 cents. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of

price. Address,
CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

PeESEBVINE, PICKLING HUD CUNNING FeOIT.
ItV iMkS. M. K. PETl'.RSfiN.

Containing a choice collection of receipts of Preserving, Pickling,

and Canning Fruits, many of iheni being original from house wives

"i'ri'ce"
|of experience. 72 pages, i6mo, Cloth. Price 50 cents. Sent by

I

mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., PhiU.

By Edward Spraguk Rand, Jh.

A treatise on Hardy and Tender Bulbs and Tubers. 357 page.?,

i2mo, cloth. Price, ^1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt

of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

AMERICAN FLOWER GARDEN DIRECTORY^
By Robert Buist.

With practical directions for the Culture of Plants in Flower-
Garden, Hot-House, Greeu-House, Rooms, or Parlor Windows,
for ever/ month of the year. Instructions for erecting Hot-
house, Green-house, and laying out a Flower garden. Instruc-

tion for cultivating, propagating, pruning and training the
Grap3 vine and description of best sorts for the 0])en air. 342

pages, 12mo, cloth. Price SI •'K). Sent by mail post paid on receipt

of price. CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St. Phila.

CHOICE STM UNO GIIEENHOOSE PUNTS,
By Benj. S. Williams, F. il. H. S.

With descriptions of upwards of eleven hundred species and
varieties. Instructions for their cultivation and mod • of manage-
ment. Illustrated with colored frontispiece and numerous
splendid illustrations. 6S6 pages, 2 vols., 12mo, cloth. Price
$5.00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut .St , Phila.

ORCHID GROWER'S MANUAL.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Containing brief descriptions of over 800 species and varieties,

with notices of times of flowering, approved modes of treatment

and practical instructions on general culture. Remarks on heat,

moisture, soil . seasons of growth and rest suited to the several species.

Enlarged edition with illustrations. 300 pages, i2mo, cloth. Price,

*2..=iO. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. M.VROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

SELECT FERNS AND LYCOPODS.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Comprising descriptions of 950 choice species and varieties, Brit-

ish and Exotic, with directions for their management in the Tropical,

Temperate .and Hardy Fernery, with numerous beautiful full-page

illustrations. 353 pages, i2mo, cloth. Price, ^2.50. Sent by mail

post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

AMERICAN GARDENER'S ASSISTANT.
By Thonius Briil^eniau.

Containing complefe practical directions for the cultivation of
Vegetables, F"lowers, Fruit Trees and Grapevines. Illustrated.
529 pages, 12mo. cloth. Price $2.50. Sent by mail post-paid on
receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Che.^tnut St., Phila.

GARDENING FOR PLEASURE.
BY PETER HENDERSON.

A guide to the Amateur in the

FRUIT, VEGETABLE and FLOWER GARDEN.
With full directions for the

Greenhouse, Conservatory and "Window-Garden.
Illustrated. 250 Pages, iL'mo, cloth. Price $1.50. Sent by

mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
by I'KTKR hendeijson.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of the

MARKET AND FAMILY GARDEN.
New and enlarged edition. Illustrated. 276 Pages, 12mo, cloth.

Price, 81..50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MABOT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

Manual of Botaii? of tie Nortlierii Uuitetl States,' practical floriculture.
By Asa Gray.

Including the district east of the Mississippi and north of Carolina]

and Tennessee. Arranged according to the Natural System. Illus-

trated with 20 plates of Sedges, Grases, Ferns, &c. 703 pages,

8vo, half-arabesque cloth sides. Price, $2.25. Sent by mail post-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,

WINDOW GARDENING.
By Henry T. Williams.

Devoted specially to the Culture of Flowers and Ornamental
Plants for In-door use and Parlor Decoration. Splendidly illus-

trated. 300 pages, med. 8vo, cloth. Price S1.50. Sent by mail
post-paid on receipt of pr'ce.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

By Petek Henderson.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of

FLORLSTS' PLANTS,
for the Amateur and Pro/essionul Florist. Illustrated. 288 pages,

i2mo, cloth, Price, Ji. 50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of

price.
Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

I
GARDENING BY MYSELF.

1

By Anna Warner.
1

Containing Hints and Experiences under heading of each

month in the year. Illustrated. 16mo, 22.3 pages, cloth. Price

$1.25. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

I

Address CHAS H. MAROT,
I 814 Chestnut St., PhJU.
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NEW VARIETIES POTATOES.
No. l.-CBNTENNIAL.

A seedling of the we'I-known Brownell's Beauty, crossed with the

White Peach Blow. Shape, round, symmetrical, very handsome,
skin, deep red ; flesh, white, fine grain, of superior quality ; medium
early.

No. 2.-SUPERIOR.
Of the same parentage a^ the preceding Tubers, oval, kidney-

shaped ; skin very smooth, of a deip red color; eyes few and
small; medium early ; vtry productive, ,in exxellent keeper—and
retains its mealiness and fine table quality c'uring the entire season.

A Certificate of Merit was awarded this variety at the late Inter-

national Potato Show in England.

No. 3.-IMPROVED PEACH BLCW.
A cross between the well-known [ersey Peach Blow and the E.m-

celsior, resembling the Peach Blow in appearance In quality and
earliness it far excels that variety and will produce double the

quantity.
Either of the above varieties will be mailed, post-paid, per lb.,

Ji.oo ; 3 lbs. to one address, $2,50

RUBY.
A new red, kidney-shaped potato, from the Early Rose, hybrid-

ized with the White Peach Blow. The shape is oblong, slightly

flattened, resembling that of the Early Rose. Eyes slightly sunken
;

flesh white, fine grained, firm, and of excellent flavor. Tubers of
medium size. The time of maturity is the same as that of the
Early Rose, and it is equally productive.

Prices of Ai^pha and Ruby :

Per pound 75 cts., 3 lbs to one address, JS2.00 by mail, postpaid.
By express, charges paid by purchaser, i peck, fa 00 ; half bushel,

J3.00 ; I bushel, $5.00; i bbl. 12 go.

SNO'WPLAKE.
Beautiful in appearance—superior in quality—early— ripening a

few days later than the Early Rose—very productive. Price : per
pound, 60 cents , 2 pounds to one address, ^1,00, by mail, prepaid.
By express or freight, I peck, $1.50 ; J4 bush., 82.50 ; i bush., ^4 ;

I barrel, ^8
For a ful! description of the above, with many other desirable

varieties, see our Potato Catalogue.

The Great Centennial Exbibit.
500 Named Varieties Potatoes.

The largest collection in the world, for which was awarded the
Grand Centennial Prize Medal and Diploma.
One Tuber each of the entire collection, correctly labeled and

carefully packed, express or postage prepaid :

500 varieties, $100; 250 varieties, ^50 ; 100 varieties, $25 : 50
varieties, ^15 ; 25 varieties. $8.

Bliss| Illustrated Potato Catalogue containing a des-
criptive list of all the new varieties recently introduced, with many
other desirable sorts, beautifully illustrated ; also most useful infor-
mation upon the cultivation of this valuable esculent. 10 ceilts«

Address,

apli B. K. BLISS & SONS. 34 Barclay St., New York.

I am prepared this Spring as heretofore to

furnish large quantities of NativeEvergreens
to Nurserymen and others for cash,or in ex-
change for first-class Nursery Stock.

75,000 Transplanted Norway Spruce •

20,000 Scotch Pine. 50,000 Hemlock
will be sold low. Samples furnished with
prices bv request. All about i foot high

—

nice ':mpact plants

L. B. CHAPMAN,
53 Ve.sey St., N. Y. CUj.

OF

PRACnCAL LANDSCAPE
GARDENING

By F. R. Elliott.

Designed for City and Suburban Residences, and Country School-

Houses; containing designs fo lots and grounds, from a lot 30
by 100, to a forty acre plot. Each plan is drawn to scale,

with schedule to each, showing where each tree, shrub, &c.,

should be planted; condensed instructions for forming and caring

for lawns; buildirg of roads; turfing, protection, pruning and care

of trees; making cuttings, evergreens, hedges, screens, &c. Con-
densed descriptions of all the leading trees and shrubs ; soil and po-
sition in which they should be grown. Illustrations of ground plans,

elevations, trees, shrubs, winter gardening, &c. 96 pp., 8 vo. cloth.

Price $1.50. Sent by mail on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

The Gardener's Monthly.
THE FOLLOWING

BACK NUMBERS
WANTED, IN

GOOD CONDITION.
April, 1860. October, 1870. August, 1874.
January, 1870. December, " December, "
March, " January, 1873. January, 1875.
July, " January, 1874. December, "

January, 1876.

Receivable in exchange on Subseription accotmt, or exchangeable

for other numbers not in above list. Send numbers prepaid by
mail and advise the publisher Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut, St., Fhila.

SITUATIONS WAJVTED.

BY a young man, strictly temperate (German), as Superintendent

or Propagator in a good commercial establishment; has ex-

perience in growing all kinds of Greenhouse, Hot-house and bed-

ding plants. Palms, Ferns, Croton. &c.; would be willing to take

charge of any good private establishment ; distance no object. Ad-
dress S. W., care of William Konig, Nos. 148 and 150 Vine street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

A Practical Gardener, understands the care of Greenhouse and

Grapery; has 18 years experience; can give first-class refer-

ences from last employer. Address J. L., care of Robert Buist, Jr.,

922 Market street, Philadelphia.

AS Gardener, by a married man, with first-class references ; un-

derstands Greenhouses, Graperies, Vegetables, and all that

belongs to Gardening. Address J. B. L., Gardener's Monthly

office.

BY an Englishman, a situation as Head Gardener ; is a first-class

Orchid Grower and general Plantsman, and well up in every

branch of the profession. A commercial place not objected to. No
objection to the South. Address J. D., care of Mr. Chitty, Belle-

vue Nursery Co., Paterson, N. I

BY a Gardener, first-class, from England; thoroughly under-

stands the culture of Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Propagation and forcing of Roses, Florists' Plants of all kinds; the

beautiful arrangement of Flower Gardens, the man.igement of

Lawns, Fruit and Vegetable crops, and all matters connected with

Horticulture ; has taken many prizes and diplomas in this country
;

highest references and testimonials from last employers ; would

not object to manage a nursery or florist's business. Address

T. Cliff, 259 Plum street, Cincinnati, Ohio. apl.2

BV a first-class Gardener, married, to take charge of a private

place. Also, a first class Gardener, single, to take charge of

a private place. Also, a Coachman wishes a sitaution. All with un-

exceptionable references. Apply or address, care of Wm Suther-

and, Horticulturist, 27St street, below Green, Philadelphia.

HCORBETT, age 25, single; is at liberty to accept a situation,

. private or commercial ; 12 years experience in good places,

is well informed in plant-growing for the commercial trade, and the

cultivation of plants of a higher order; has practical knowledge of

Graperies, arrangement of cut flowers, &c.. is highly recommended

by his former employer as being a first class florist and strictly

sober man ; references given and required. Address CORBETT &
WILSON, Florists, College Hill, Hamilton Co., Ohio.
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INSl'RKD imerlion in the next issue.
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Lord's Horticultural Works, Irviugton, New Y'ork 7
Lonsdale Edwin, Germantown, Pa 11
Lynex Richard, Philadelphia G
Mann Bros., Randolph, Mass G
Marot Chas. H., Phila 4_ 9^ 20, 27
Meehan Thomas, Germantown. Philadelphia '....'.12,15

Michel Henry A Co., St. Louis, Mo '

21
Miller A Hayes, Phila., Pa 13. is
Murdoch John R. A A., Pittsburgh. Pa ..' 17
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Nimmo Alexander, Brooklyn, New York 12
Nordyke C. A., Richmond, Ind IS
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Parry Wm., CInnaminson, N. J 14. 20
Peters Randolph, Wilmington, Del '

14
Polk A Hyatt, OUessa, Delaware 18
Phoenix F. K., Bloomiogton, 111 .."... ]i
Price A Knickerbocker, Albany, New York IS
Purple S H , Coliimbia, Pa 19,20
Roe E. P.,Cornwal -on-Hudsiin, N. Y '28
Rakestraw A Pyle, Willow Dale, Pa 11
Raoux C, New York city 6
Roberts Josiah H.. Malvern, Pa 20
Rolker A. A Sr>ns, New York city Fly-ieaf
Rue Geo. W., Hamilton. O 11

Saul John, WHshiiigton, 1). C - 11
Sellers Manufaeturing Co., Philadelphia 20
Seldver A Wiliard, (iencva, N. Y 8
Scollay John A., Hrooklyn, N. Y 9
Schroder Dr. H., BloomiiigloD, 111 4
Sherwood John A Son, Bri.stol, Pa 12
Siddall Robert J., Ciermantown, Pa 21
Smith A Lynch. Boston, Mass 6
Spooiier Wm. H , Boston, .Mass 15
Htorrs, Harrison A Co , Paiiiesville, 4
Stevens Bros., Norlhford, (?onn 15
Siraiton & Storm, New York city 15
Sturtevant Edmund I).. Mordentown, N J 21
Sutherland William, Philadelphia, Pa 19
Weathered A Cherevoy, N. Y. City IG
White John, Jersey City, N. J ._ 20
Williams A. K., Richmond, Ind W. 9, 21
Wilson John G., New York City 9
Wilson WinC, Astoria, L I. C 4
Wood Edmund M., Boston, Massachusetts cover
Wood I. C. A Bro., Fi^hkill, N. Y 11
Woolson A Co., Pa.ssaio. N J 14
Wright Peter A Sons, Philadelphia 4
YeomansT. G. A Sons, Walworth, N. Y 16

For Situations Wanted, see page S7.

To engage In the cultivation of Nursery Stock and Small Fruits.

Only those who are willing to devote money, or time and money,
need apply. A location in ihe (Connecticut valley prefered. Refer-
ences given and required. Address,

C. W. J.,

apli Nth. Hadley, Hampshire Co., Mass.

By a married man as Gardener, having good practical experience

at the business in all its departments, and not afraid of hard work.

Can be well recommended by last employers. Address,

GARDENEK,
aph Ash and Elm Sts., New Bedford, Mass.

Of standing, ability and experience, wants a first-class

situation, either private or commercial, good management, trust and
responsibility warranted. The best references given Address at

first, HORTICLXTOR,
apltf Care, Charles H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

R. B. PARSONS & CO.,
Offer Roses in pots of fine varieties, at $7 per 100. Rhododen-
drons of the best hardy sorts. Chinese Azaleas, a large stock in

vory fine condition, and of the best sorts. 25 cts. to8i. Camelliaja-
ponica, a large collection in superb condition, as cts. to ^i.

Hardy Azaleas, the choicest deciduous shrubs. Sfajpiolias,
both Chinese and Japan, at very low rates.

Wc invite the attention of

NUKSERYMEN and DEALERS
To our general stock, both Deciduous and Evergreen, which is

very large and complete. The r.irer Evergreens, as well as the

old standard sorts, we grow in large quantity. Flowering
Shrubs we offer at low rates. Our Purple Beech, grafted

from really purple-leaved trees are very fine.

Our Office and Greenhouses being at the location once occupied by
the old house of Parsons & Co., (now dissolved), of which the head
of this firm was a member, visitors will find it quite accessible

from either the Bridge or Main St. Railroad Stations. For Cata-
logues, address, R. B. PARSONS & CO., »

Bowne Ave.,
Febi2 P. O. Box, 99. Flushing, N. Y.

Strawberry Plants,
Thirty odd varieties.

RASPBERRY PLANTS,
Fourteen varieties.

Currant, Gooseberry and Blackberry p'ants for saleby E. P. ROE,
author of " Manual on the Culture of Small Fruits," "Play and
Profit in My Garden," &c. Send for a Circular.

E. P. ROF,
febtf Corn\vall-oii-Hudsoii, Orange Co., N. Y.
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RHODODENDRONS,
HARDY AZALEAS, MAGNOLIAS, ROSES,

CHOESE AZALEAS AND CAMELLIAS

OBIUMEITIiL IBEES AND SHBUBS, "FBOlf IB[[S UNB B[OG[ PUiTS,

in lartje avssortment, at i^rices suited to the times. We take great pleasure in offering t« all buyers

a lar^e and well assorted stock in fine condition for transplanting. Gentlemen laying out New
Grounds or aiproving Old Places can find hero all they desire, with advice from thirty years'

e.xjiericni'e. Particular attention is paid to

and the best of the late introductions, with many never before in the trade are offered for sale.

Of these wc would now call attention to the

in manv varieties, some with highly colored leaves, from a pure white variegation to pink and

dark purple, and others with leaves' as finely cut as lace. They are offered at the greatly reduced

pri ce of $1.50 to $5.00 each, according to the kind.

Catalogues sent free on application. Visits particularly requested at the Nurseries, where can

always be found one of the proprietors, or J. R. Trumpy. the well known propagator of the old

estal)li.-<hment. Boats connecting with the Railroad, leave Kew York from James' Slip, half-hour,

and 34th Street, a quarter of an hour before the departure of trains, which make the transit in

half an hour. The Nurseries mav he reached bv carriage free of charge.

S. B. PAESONS & SONS,
Ki«#o»a W-tt*-©©*-*©*, FLUSHING, Long Island.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

SHRUBS, ROSES AND PLANTS,

Gentlemen improving their gi»ounds, Orchardisis, Landscape Gardeners, Nurserymen and

Dealers in Treesj, will find our stock of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES.

the largest, and the collection the most extensive and complete in the United States. Full par-

ticulars given in the following Catalogues, which will be sent to our old customers free, to others,

who enclose stamps, as helow :

No. 1.—FRUITS, 60 pages with Colored Plate, 15 Cts.; plain, 10 Cts.

No. 2.—ORNAMENTAL TREES, Shrubs, Evergreens, Roses, Etc., 124 pages, 50

illustrations, and a fine colored plate of Roses, 25 Cts., plain, 15 Cts.

No.S.-GREEN and HOT-HOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS, Free.

No, 4.—WHOLESALE, Free. No. 5.—LIST of NEW ROSES, Free.

Address,

ROCHESTER, IM. Y.
.1

&
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The Gardener's Monthly
AND HORTICULTURIST.

EDITED BY THOMAS MEEHAN,

Assisted by an able Corps of AMERICAN and FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS.

It is published on the first of every month, attho office, No. 814 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA-

DELPHIA, where all Busines.s communications should be addre.ssed.

Communications for the Editor should be addressed : Thomas Meehan, Germantown, Philada.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Postage paid, $2.10.

TERMS OF



REMOVAL !

NEW YORK,
Remove their Warehouse on May 1st, to

44 Dey Street,
BETAVEEN CHURCH AND GREENWICH STS.

The Trade is invited to inspect their well assorted Stock of

FLORISTS' SUPPLIES in an Us branches,

FLOAATBR BASKETS,
Imported, and of THEIR OWN MAKE, the BEST in the market.

FLOWEE SEEDS AITO BULBS
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

WHOLESALE DEALEES ONLY.

Catalog7ies 7nailed to the Trade^ Free 07i application.

Arv-a-n-fo -P/-^T* AUG. VAN GEBRT, Ghent ;—Horticulturist,
g^tJllbb lUl JOS. SCHWARTZ, Lyons, France ;—Rose Grower,

Who solicit the American orders for Fall importation, early in IMay or June, if possihle.

Send us your IMPORT ORDERS now for Dutch and Roman Hyacinths, Tulips,

Narcissus, Crocus, Lilies of all kinds. Lily of the Valley forcing pips, and other

Bulbs. They will be rilled under the personal supervision of one of our hrni.

Address

:

AtrC^ST JJOX-KEJJ * SOWS,
p. O. Box 899, NEW YORK



THE SUBSCRIBERS OFFER

'mm^9
IN GREAT VARIETY.

LONG BLOOD RED BEET for CATTLE FEEDING.— The best sort for the purpose;
growiiii; (Mitiri'lv under ground, it liotter resists die diouiilit nnd does not Ix'citnKi woodv.
SUGAR BEETS, MANGOLD ^WURTZEL BEETS and CARROT SEEDS of

ap|)r'ivcd varieties.

COLLOSSAL ASPARAGUS ROOTS.—5()0,000 extra laige two-year (jld Roots of our own
growiiiL:, by tlio single hiuubed or by tbe tliousand.

mchl2 DAVID LANDRETH ^ SONS, PHILADELPHIA.

Fall of 1876 and Spring- of 1877.
««>

One old a7id one new sitbscriber for $3.20 the two,

or two nezu subsaibers for $J 20 the two.
r^.

ALL our SUBSCRIBERS who can HONESTLY RECOMMEND THIS
MAGAZINE, from their own experience, are kindly requested

to INVITE THEIR FRIENDS to

T
AKB
HE 6

ARDENER'S
MONTHLY.

Edited By THOMAS MEEHAN.

FOK. THIE AMATEUR, CULTIVATOR, BOTANIST,
NATURALIST, and the LOVER of the

FOK. THE
FOI^ TECE

COUNTRY.
FLORIST, POMOLOGIST, ARBORICUL-
TURIST, NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN &
DEALER.
LANDSCAPE GARDENER, GENTLE-
MAN'S GARDENER, MARKET GAR-
DENER, COLLECTOR and EXHIBITOR
of FLOWERS and FRUITS.
MAN, WOMAN or CHILD, who loves to

GROW a TREE, or watch a PET
PLANT in a WINDOW.

SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.10 PER ANNUM,
SI.05 for 6 months; 70 cts. for 4 months; 53 cts. for 3 months.

S2nd us ONE NEW NAME, if you can, WITH YOUR OWN, and a Dralt or
Money Order of $3.20 FOR THE TWO.

Also any SUBSCRIBER who has already renewed his subscription and paid, at $2.10 may order a NEW
subscriber, at the rate of $S.20 for the two by remittiruj the additional $1.10 to balance, and oblige, with

thanks for past favors and efforts, respectfully,

CHABLBS H. MAROT, Publisher,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

I^r SEE FIRST PAGE, FACING COVER
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We ofter the following extract from our Retail and "Wholesale lists of

SEEDS, PLANTS,
AND FLORISTS' REQUISITES.

NEW OR SCARCE FLOWER SEED?.

Twelve packets Pansy Seeds, as shown
in colored plate in the January number
of Gardener'H Monthly, per set . $1.50

Begonia. Tuberous rooted, a pkt. 1.00

Petunia, Double, " .50
" " new fringed, a pkt. 1.00

Centaurea, Candida and Gymno-
carpa, a pkt. . . .25

Cineraria, New Double, a pkt. 1.00

Primula Chenensis, " " .75

Verbena, from our own collection, a pkt. % .25
Coleus, " " " " "

.25

Ivy-leaved Geranium, " "
.25

Zonal " "
.25

Apple-scented " "
.25

Balsam, extra double white, "
.25

Climbing Fern, "
.25

Assorted •'
"

.25

Cyclamen Persicum giganteum, " 1.00

.30

.25

.25

Primula Chenensis, single in var

NEW VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Crawford's Half-dwarf Celery, a pkt. .50 1 Tomato, " Little Gem," a pkt,

Henderson's Summer Cabbage, " .50 ! Cucumber, Russian Netted, "

NEW OR SCARCE PLANTS.
Carnation, " Snow "White," each, 50 to 75c.

|

Fuchsia racemosa, each $1 to $i
Eulalia japonica zebrina, " $1 to $3 ; Forcing Pink, "Lord Lyons,"" 50c
Hydrangea, '• Thos. Hogg," " $5 |

Scarlet flowered Rose G ranium, each, 60c

PLANTS IN QUANTITY.
$ 6 per 100 VerbenasColeus, 25 best sorts,

Eualia japonica variegata, 12

Fuchsias, 12 market sorts, . 6 " "

Geranium, "Happy Thought," 16 " "

Roses, monthly, 50 leading sorts,

according to size, from $6 to $25 " "

Smilax, fine plants $4 per 100

Named in 60 varieties,

$3 per set, 5 per 100
To special name or spe-
cial color, 5 " "

In twelve best market
sorts, 4 " "

Mixed without name or
color, 3 " "

VEGETABLE PLANTS.
Linnaeus Rhubarb,

strong,

roots

$12.00 per 100
Cold Frame Early Cabbage
and Lettuce plants $7.50 per 1000

Early Erfut Cauliflower cold
frame, $20.00 " "

Coml)ined Wholesale Lists from which the above is an extract mailed free on application to
Florists, Market Gardeners or Dealers.

Our Combined Catalogue for 1877, of Everything for the GARDEN, numbering 175 pages,
with Colored Plate sent Free to all our customers of past years, or to purchasers of our books,
either " Gardening for Profit," " Practical Floriculture," or "Gardening for Pleasure,"
(Price $1.50 each, sent free, by mail), to others on receipt of 25c.

J^^y/£^^u^e^^it?v^
SEEDSMEN, MARKET GARDENERS AND FLORISTS,

35 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.
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to know tliat

llieycanget

lie followi g

At $7 per 100, $60 per 1000,

40 c. per HUNDRED
J $3.00 " THOUSAND

ADDITIONAL,
If Dy Mall to DISTANT POINTS

La FRANCE, MARIE GUILLOT, DEVONIENSIS,

MALMAISON, PERLE de LYON, HERMOSA,
MARL- NIEL, ALINE SISLEY, FALCOT,

SAFRANO, ISABELLA SPRUNT, BON SILENE,

DUCHESSE DE BRABANT, AND OTHERS.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!

Will ADD to EVERY ORDER SENT by EXPRESS

/o pay Express Chargesiffief

To all Points east of the Rocky Mountains.

SEND for LISTS. ADDRESS,

DINGEB & CONARD CO.,
ROSE GROWERS,

West Grove, Chester Co., Pa,
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t

No. 233 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK.

HOT-WATER

APPARATUS

for HEATING

GREEN -HOUSES, &c.

DlnBtrated Catalogue and List of Eeferences and Eeduced

Prices, sent on receipt of postage—6 cents.
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I. New, best, earliest Giants, (a! 50 francs, gold per Uilo.

a. Early seed of Ne.ipolitan Giants, (fi) 40 francs, gold per kilo.

3. Halhlate seed of " " @ 35 " " " "

i)

Qmiom ^@s€® «
1- Marzaiola,\\'hitc, early, very small (Nocera)7frs. gold per kilo.

». Maggiaiola, " (May), small, " " "
3. Aostegra, " (August) very large, " " "
4. Delia Hocca, Red. Lite, (Salerno)" " "
5. Sanguigna, niood-red, latest, " " "

I winildalso beg to call iheattent;onof the trade to the OKANGE
TRK£S, which I export: height of trunk, iJ4 to 2 metres; di-
ameter of trunk, 4 to 6 centimetres. Price, 10 Iran

extra.
VINCESLAO KREUPPER, Horticalteur,

Exporter of Seeds and Plants, at Naples, Italy.
tfebfi

rics each, package

ATth a OUIlO ForAavertiHers
A complete (tnide to advertisers. AVir Haven Journal.^
A necessity to all who advertise. I^uifviUf Commercial.
—The most complete and reliable work of the kind.
FiKthurg Gazelle. — Sent free to all who advertise.

N\k] AYKK Advertising JliMES BUILDING,
iVVirtASON nCKNTS, I PHILADELPHIA.

(iot our EHtiinnte before making any advertising
contracts. Our business is large. Facilities unsur-
passed. Prices the lowest. Terms the best.

The Trade supplied at low rates, by the hundred or thousand.
Send for prices and descriptive list to

HENRY MICHEL & CO.,

apla 107 North Fifth St., St. Louis, Mo.

MY
Wholesale and Retail Catalogues of

Mailed to all Applicants.

Wm. C.Wilson,
Astoria, L. I. C,

apU New York City Office- 43 West 14th St.

THE AMERICAN
Steamship Company of Philadelphia. Philadelphia and Liverpool

Line. The only Trans-Atlantic line sailing under the American
Flag* Sailing every Thursday from Philadelphia, and Wednesday
from Liverpool.

THE EED STAR LINE,
Carrying the Belgian and United Slates Mails. Sailing every

twelve days, alternately from Philadelphia and New York. Direct

a nd only
To ANTWERP.

The American and Red Star Lines being under one management,
Excursion Tickets are good to return by either, thus saving the ex

pense and annoyance of re-cros.sing the Channel.

For rates of passage and general information apply to

apltf PETER WRIGHT & SONS, Phila., Gen'l Agents.

LONDON GARDENERS CHRONICLE
Will be furnished, post-paid, direct to subscribers in the U. S. for

S7 50 per year. Apply to

novtf CHAS. H. MAROT, Agent, 814 Chestnut St., PhiUt.

IP I ^^ ^^ I ^\ I I ^> at J12 per 1000. 3 bbls. cones Ce-r iL\/R I L/WO liar Lebanon. |i par pk. |6 per bbl.

Honey Locust seed, 50 cts. per lb. New Catalpa, best Speciosa,
Ja for 10. White Mulberry, 4 ft, jfs per 100. Downing,! year
3 to 4 ft. 820 per 100.

Prouiy's Scedlinj; Strawberry takes the place of Wilson, J15 per
i(o. Will exchange above and many other seedlings for

Orange <>uince. P H. FOSTER,
t apli Babylon Nurseries, JL. I., N. Y.

Bedding- Plants.
A large stock of the new cr Roses, Geraniums, Fetuniaa,

Dahlias, &c. VERBENAS a SPECIALTY, First
premiums awarded wherevr exhibited. My Spring Catalogue aa4
Wholesale Price List sent free to all applicants.

JOHN WHITE, Florist,

tfebia Oommunapaw Ave., Jersey City. If. J.

fRE^H K R>

1877 1877

DREER'S GARDEN CALENDER,
Contains descriptive and price list of Vegetable, Flower and

Grass Seeds, Plants, Bulbs, Novelties, and every GARDEN RE-
QUISITE. Beautifully illustrated

HENRY A. DREER, 714 Chestnut St., Phila.

A PAIR OP VARIEGATED ALOES.
Must be large size of specimen plants. Apply to

mayi J.W.SHERWOOD, No. 109 S. 7th St., Phila

POMONA NURSERY MLLLION8 of trtw
and PlanU. Capt.

Jack and Great American, the best Strawberries. Ten acr»s
of Bramiywhie (Susquecoj Raspberries, yielded last sumnkcr
$4,338. Send for Catalogue. WM. PARRY, Cinnamingon, N J.
fcb3

New Monthly Carnation
"Miss. JOl^IEEE."

This is a most invaluable variety to the Florist, giving him a pale
pink or flesh color that he does not find in any flower except a deep
colored Lady Hume or Town's Blush Camellia. It is of
excellent habit, a free and bushy (not tall) grower, very fragrant and
most desirable in every respect. It w.is much admired by the trade
and has received a Certificate of Merit from the New York
Horticultural Society. Price, 50 cents each; ^4 per doz.

WLLLIAM BENNETT, Clarkson St., Flatbush, L,. I.

mch3 Or. Box 191 Brooklyn, N. Y.

Choice Selected Field. Flower, Tree, Grass, Herb
Vegetable and Honey Plants. Garden and Apiarian Implc-
ments and Supplies. Agricultural Books, &c. Our new Descrfp-
tive Catalogue sent free.

Address carefully,

C. F. LANE'S
N-"W"-Apiary and Seed Warehouse,

rebi2 Koslikonong, Wis.
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Manufacturers of Patent Improved

Bill §ei«jn Fltte

AND

PATENT PORTABLE CELLULAR PIRE BOX

BASE BURNER BOILER
Greenhouses, Graperies, Conservatories, Propagating Houses, Forcing Pits, Public and Private

Buildings, Schools, Drying Kooms and -Heating Water for Baths.

u^^iter.^^

ALSO KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND
Expansion Tanks, Evaporating Pans, Stop Valves, Cast-iron Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Branches, Pipe

Chairs, and everything necessary, of the best material, for Greenhouse Heat'.ag.

Smith & Lynch's Improved Ventilating Apparatus, for opening and closing ventilating Sash,

on roof or sides of greenhouses and graperies.

Descriptive illustrated circular, with reference, and price list furnished on api)lication t«

SMITH €£ ImYNCH,

febl2 BOSTON, MASS.
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A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY !

FOR SALE ! A HALF INTEREST

ClicapFlorlcnliilEslaisiBit
A t>r.iClK'al I'U^iness man of rcpiitatinii and ch.irnctcr having a

few thousand dollars can seciip; an interest in the ab >ve wcll-csiah-
li^hed concern. The greenhiuscs are ten in number, located on the
Grand Boulevard, the great highway to the Suuth I'arks. No more
desirable or altrnctive location anywhere. Fiveof them are an x loo
feel: 'our of them ii x ico feet, and one 6 x 1.0 lect. They are
fitted up with everj- modern appliance and are heated with two of
Eiceil's Celebrated Tubular Saddle Boilers, and in all respects arc
the most complete and elegant greenhouses in the West They are
now well slocked with saleable and seasonable planis, ready for the
market, and a rare chance is now offered to step into an established
paying business. For fuil particulars, address,

ROBKKT EXCELL,
Cliicajjo FloriciiUural Co.,

tapU 38th St. and Ornixl liuiilevurl, Chicago.

JOHN DICK'S PATENT BOILER.

Economy, Simplicity and Durability. The Prize Medal of tlie

Centennial CommiMion was awarded for this Boiler. Send to us fir

Testimonials from those who use it.

jarg
JOHN DICK, Florist,

53d and Darby Road, Phila., Pa.

ORCHIDS.
The subscriber has for sale a very choice col

lection of Orchids, principally East Indian varie-
ties, viz: jErides, Dendrobiiini, Phaheiiopsis,
Vandas, Saccolabinnis, <fcc , will he sold low for

cash during the next three months.

A. F. CHATFiELD'S

EXOTIC NURSERY,
maytf.

ALBANY, N. Y.

TO NURSERYMEN.
The undersigned has for Sale, or Exchnnee for Evergreens or

other Nur>ery Stock, several hundred AGAVES, in fifty or sixty
varieties, many of them rare and choice, and in all sizes from small
plants to extra large specimen-;. For particulars address.

mayl
R. H. RATHBUN,

South Amboy, N. J.

FliOEISf*s ¥hkm
TO LET OR FOR SALE I

A large Dwelling-house, containing ten rooms and a kitchen, also

four large Greenhouses and eight lots of good land. Rent
cheap and long lease. Inquire on the premises of

Mrs. PETIT, I6lst and Union Ave.,
mayi Morrisania, Kew York City

RO
By mull, po-tt pnid, (on own root^) 2.^) crnt» apiece, tlOO

per dozin. I.argo plunts (huddcd or on own roolal bjT

cipremal purchanors rxpftnse bu conla aiiitco, f4.(iO per
dor.cD. Tlie iiioNt McU-ot rollectiou in Auierica.

EILWANGER & BARRY, Rochede,, n.y. .

Osage Orange Plants.
Ot prime quality and very cheap Sptci.d rates by the 10,000 and
upwards. A full assortment of HEDGE Pl^ANTS. For Pric»-
lists, address

A. HANCE & SON,
mayif NURSERYMEN AND ILOKISTS, RED BANK, N.J.

Rear of 428 Walnut Street, Philada.

Manufacturer of Plain and Fanoy 'Wire-work, for Florista}
Wreaths, Crosses, Stars, Crowns, hearts. Anchors, Birds, Lambs,
Gipsy Baskets, Hanging Baskets, Flower Stands, &c.

8«ND FOR PRICE LIST. aug«

C. p. A. HINRICH«,
29, 31 and 33 Park Place, New York City,

HYACINTH AND BULB GLASSES.
DECORATED

FLOWER POTS,
QLAVA,MAJ(JLICA,&c.,&c. Vases,

Iron Sections for Flower Beds (as cut.)

Lawn, Fi>h and Flower Stands. Float-

ing Animals for Aqi. iria. Botton hole

Bouquet Holders. Only and Oiiginal

GERMAN STUl-ENT LAMP for

Conservatories

Send fur Prices to above address.

dcc6eoin

UTAH
READY IN JUNE.

ERYTHRONIUM GRANDIFLORUM

FRITILLARIA PUDICA,
two of the most beautiful of Utah Spring Flowering Bulbs, and
found to be ad.ipted to eastern culture

PRICE: $3 per 100, $25 per 1000.

Letters with remittances addressed to

A. L. SLLER,
Care of John Reading, Salt Lake City, Utah,

will meet with prompt attention ;
or to

may2] A. L. SILER, Ranch P. C, Utah.

CHARLES J. POWER,

SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
Greenhouse, I'edding and miscellaneous plants. Flowers and

Floral Decorations, for Parties, Weddings, and Funerals, furnished

and ariangcd to order. may>
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Japan

the: rvii:w

ese White Flowering
HYDRANGEA,

"THOMAS HOGG."
We have great pleasure in announcing to the Horticultural world, that the distribution of this fine plant, the most superb novelty ia

plants ever introduced into this country, will comm -nee on October 1st, 1876. It has received the unqualified admiration of all Amer.
{can and Europe:^n Florist? and Nurserymen who have seen it in flower.

Orders will be received at the following rates :

One Large Flowering Plant, 95. Second Size, $3. Where 13 plants are taken 3 additional sent-
25
50
100

7
15
30

Small plants struck last September, $12 per dozen, $io per hundred.

This, the finest of all Hydrangeias, was sent to the United States by Mr. Thomas Hogg, from Japan It has been exhibited ! flow
er at the Massachusetts Horticultural Society weekly meeting in Boston, where it took the Society's silver medal for new plants ; and
also, at the New York Horticultural Society's monthly meeting in May. In the reporf of that meeting to the " American Agriculturist,"
by Mr. Peter Henderson, he says :

—" We think it safe to say, that no ornamental plant ever introduced exceeds this in value."

It belongs to the Hortensia section of the family, but is a f r more free and abundant bloomer than any other.

1 have a fine lot of Hydrangea panicalatagrandiflora, 2 year strong flowering plants $25 per 100, $200 per 1000; 2d liie,
per loo, J15.

All orders must be sent to JOHN CADNESS, Flushing, L. I., N. Y.

Cash must accompany the order, and all remittances by Draft or Post Office ©rder, or Bank Cheque, as we cannot be respoosible km
the safety of greenbacks by mail.

JOHN CADNESS.
Flushing, Long Island, N. Y., April 1st, 1877. tOCtI2

'^h^

^V.#

^4if;^.-.

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their Construction a Specialty. Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. |^^ Send for Catalogue. Address,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
jnnei2 Irvington-on-Hudson, New York.
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LARGE AND SELECT LIST OF ROSES
We oft'er fine I'lams comprisinj; over 500 of the latest and chuiocst KINDS, prown on iheir OWN ROOTS
and now ready for delivery. 1 year, fine plants, Kfi'wn in 4 ;inil =; inch puis.

Ily. I'orp. anil NolHottes, 93.00 per tloz., W^O.OO per 100
TuaH ami China, 2.50 •• •• 18.OO •• •<

\\\- i'iiii also siii.ply all Ih.- NKW and RICS T VA KI K I'l KS of

Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Evergreen and Deciduous,
For planting in Lawns, Yards, Ac.

ROSE and PLANT CATAIvOGUi:-! sonl on reoeijit of 3«t postage stamp.

(may! MILLER & HAYES, Mt. Airy Nurseries, Philadelphia.

DOUBLE TUBEROSE BULBS.
Very superior in quality, Doz. 100 1000
First Quality Large Flowering Bulbs, $ .75 {^4.00 830.00
Second Quality Flowering Bulbs, .50 3.00 20.00

A few hundred EXTRA Large Bulbs, i.oo 5.00

Dwarf Pearl, 1st quality Flowering Bulbs, 1 .50 10.00

If sent by Mail 25 cents per dozen Extra.
MILLER & HAYES,

mayi 5774 Germantown Avenue, Philadelphia.

We offer from our list comprising over 500 varieties, 10,000 wall-

rooted young Roses ready forSpriiij; planting.

Our Selection, $1.50 per Doz ; $8 GO per 100.
Buyers " 2.00 " " 10.00 "

If ordered by the too, must be sent by express or freight; to*

heavy for mailing. Catalogues sent on receipt of 3 cent
postage stamp. MILT.ER & HAYES,
mayi Mount Airy, Philadelpnia, Pa.

LARCHES, EVERGREENS!
LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

BOTH SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED TREES.
All grown from seed on our own ground^, and better and cheaper than imp^rted stock.

EUROPEAN LARCH AND EVERGREEN TREE SEEDS,
by the ounce, pound and loo pounds. Send for Catalog\ie.

ROBERT DOUGLAS & SONS,
Uiif9 Waukegan, III.

-i: EDOOjQ0Orl>

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Sent free on application.

-^

^

^IN STOCK^I^
'i^^

Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States,

A. H. HSWS <£ GO.^ No. Cambridge, Mass.

M. M. BAYERSDORFER & CO.,

Importers of Every description of

BOUQUET PAPERS.
Plain White Satin for Bridal Bouquets. Fancy Lace for Weddings, Recep-

tions, Parties. Italiens, Pasted Cartons, Immortelles in great varietifs ; Green
Moss, French Dried Grasses and Flowers. Tin Foil. Prize Medal of Cincinnati
Industrial Exposition of 187.3 awarded to us for the best display of Bouquet
Papers. Illustrated Catalogtio t'urnishpd on application.

feb 56 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Cascade Rose Nursery.
TOUNG ROSES, in the very choicest varieties, fine healthy plants rooted last Summer

;
price, $6.50 per

ioo,S6o per luoo. Gl. de Dijon, Devoniensis, Marie Guillot, Aline Sisley Shirley Hibberd, Souv'r d'un
Ami, Satrano, Bon Silene, Luxembourg, Countess Labarthe, M. Neil, Mad. Cecil Berthod, A. Aubett,
Hermosa, Malmaison. &c , &c.NEW ROSES of 1876. Abel Carriere, Duchesse de Vallambrosa, Dingee Conard, Mad. F. Jamia,
Mad P. Langier. Miss Hassard, Rev J. B. M Camm, &c.. &c. Prices low.

NEW GERANIUMS of 1877. Lemoines, Alegatiere's and those of other Continental raisers—new
styles, new colors, ereat improvements.

NEW GERANIUMS of 1876. Superb Novelties, dwarf, bushy, short-jointed, with large pips in

immense trusses, combining: all the requisites for first-class market plants. 81.50 per doz., $10 00 per 100.

VERBENAS ! VERBENAS ! VERBENAS ! Fine, healthy, luxuriant plants, I4 per 100, $30 per 1000
Trade List to Florists and Descriptive A., K. 'VST'XLLIA-lWLSi,

Catalogue to all on application. tdeciz Richinond, Ind.

TOBACCO STEMS, i fiH flf M MA UWl
For Fumigating purposes, for sale in bales of about 400 fcs.,

free on boat or cars at 85 per bale, or three bales for $12 on one
order. •

STRAITON & STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

aagl2 New York City.

By E. P. ROE,
{" The chapter on picking and marketing is eminently practical

lad sensible."

—

American Agriculturist.')

How to raise and market Strawberries, Raspberries, Currants,

Gooseberries, Blackberries, &c. 82 pages, 8 vo., paper, price jo

seots. Mailed post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ELLIS' B
Estimates and Circulars furnished.

MDMTMr^ FOR WARMING ""^Slf^^^'^^^^l^*
U KiNI liN Lj Heating Water for Public Baths, Baptisteries, &c., by Hot

O T T PR Water or by Steam.

t.sep.l2 182 CENTRE STREET, NjSW YORK.

Corrugate Hsating Pipe anil Sdkr (or \\\\im\\ Heatisg,

JOHN G. WILSON, 222 Centre St., N. Y. City.
Report on Awards:— The undersigned, having examined the product herein described, respectfully recomm;nds the ss me to the

United States Centennial Commission for Award, for the following reasons, viz ;

—

The Corrugated Pipe, extending the radiating surface causes the heat to be radiated at a lower temperature, an important point in all

artificially heated atmospheres, either for plant or animal life. A Boiler, upright cylinder, with coil in fire chamber, large fire surface, and
compact in size : therefore economical for a Boiler of its class. W. D. BRACKENRIDGE, Judge.

(GEO. THURBER,
Group Judges : ^ F. PENTLAND. FRANCIS A. WALKER, Chief of Bureau of Awards.

I WM. SAUNDERS.
Given by authority of the U. S. Centennial Commission, A. T. GOSHORN, Director General.

J. R. HAWLEY, Preisdent.

tapis J. L. CAMPBELL, Secretary.

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

For Warming and Ventilating Dwellings^ Greenhouses^ Graperies^ Forcing

Pits, Drying Rooms, Heating Water 'for Public Baths, ^c.

This Boiler is perfectly self-cleaning, simple, economical ?nd powerful, having more effective surface into less space than any Boiler

the market. ScoUay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, &c., to oe obtained of all Seedsmen, Florists, &c.

Send f<»r Circular and References. nov.12

351 Adams Street, Brooklyn, New York.

PEAR CULTURE FOR PROFIT.
BY P T. QUINN.

A practical Horticulturist and authir of "Money in the Garden."
Containing practical method of raising Pears intelligently and with

best results ; character of soil, best mode of preparing it; best varie-

ties to select under existing conditions ; best mode uf planting, prun-
ing, fertilizing, grafting, and utilizing the ground before the trees come
into bearing, and finally, gathering and packing for market Illus-

trated with practical cuts on pruning and grafting, distance table and
orchard record. 136 pages, 12 mo. cloth. Price ;Ji. Sent by mail,
post-paid on receipt cf price. Address,

CHAS. H MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

Chamserops, Latanias,
and CYCAS REVOLUTA ; Ferns, Agaves, Yuccas, Magnolia*,
Gardenias, Callas, and all kinds of

SEMI-TROPICAL PLANTS,
Greenhouse Plants, Roses, Tuberoses, and a great collection of Bed-
ding Plants. Address,

ALEXANDER HENRY. Box, 677,
decti Jacksonville, Florida.
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COIN-SILVER
Gold Premiums

GIVEN AWAY
To Every Subscriber of This Paper!!

(ONSISTIXQ <IK

Klo$;ant ox<rn-|>lato«l TARI.i: .SII.VFKWARK,
siK'li a« 87.00 <'iiHlor<«. liiiivos 8(>.00 por sel,

Forks $15.00. SpooiiM $-1.50 por no^ .\ii|ikiii-

Kiii;;^ $°i.50 a p:iir, Kiip^Hr-ICow in, {i'ol'i-

liii««l,llll <»!' l:ilONl slyl<> of I>:ilt<>rii,

TO EVERY SUBSCRIBER FREE.

Silver and Gold sroods luniishod underthis Promhim Proposition are from the well known
and reliable Eii'jjle Gold and Silver Pliitins Company, (inciniiati, Ohio. Under a very favor-
able proposition from tlie above well known house, all regular patrons of tliis pajur can se-
cure a useful and beautiful, as well as a verv valuable Premi\im, in the shape of a hand-
some set of EXTRA PLATED SILVER SPOONS, *'qiial to the best artiele of
the l<iu(l sold in this eonnlrv lor Sl.'iO per set. And, in n'l.lilion, EACH SPOON
WILL BE HANDSOMELY ENGRAVED WITH YOUR MONOGRAM
INITIAL. All who are entitl<-d to reeeive this ele{;ant and iiselnl I'reniiuin (an do
so on eomplianee with the foUowini; eondiiions: Send yonr name and post-oftiee addres.s,
with your express office, to the Kaixle Gold and Silver Platinfj; Company^ CincinTuUi, Ohio,
together w itli the following Premium Order, and inclose with your order 7.5 cents to pay cost
of engraving your initial.s, express charges, boxing, and packing, and you will receive by
return express ;or mail, if you have no ex|ire.ss onicel a full set of extra plated SilverSpoons
FREE OF ANY CHARGE. All express ana packing charges are covered by the 75
cents, and the Spoons will be delivered to you FREE. If J'O'i do not desire to have the
Spoons engraved, you are only required to send 6it cents, to pay expres.sage and boxinjj.
The order must in all cases be sent, to indicate that you are entitled to this Premium, as this
very liberal ofler is not extended to any who is not a natron of this paper. The retail price
of this set of spoons is $4.50, as the following letter will show : ;_

OpncB 09 F.AGLK GoLD AND Sll.VBR PLATING COMPANY. CINCINNATI, OlIIO.
^e nsHuro all subscribers that the goods contracted for are drHtcIass ia cverv ri.-8['ect, und ihat our retail price for

the Spoons is $4.50 per set. M'e will in uo case reta^ibem at a less price or seii'l iheui iu single sets to any one who
d^»es not send the required " Order," showing that th^sender is a patron of this paper.

(TT" All orders must be sent to above flrm. EioLi Goto and Siltke Plating Company.

ItK.in <'AREFIIL.I-Y.—If you prefer as a Premium our 87.00 CASTOR, or 8.'.. 00
set of SIX FORKS, we will furnish you with the Castor on receipt of SI. .50, and the
Forks upon receii)t of Sl.On; this includes the cost of picking, boxing, postage, and express
cliari,'es; or we will furnish you any of the other goods named on same terms. Thus de-
livering to you the goods free of any expense, as a Premium, at cost of packing and ex-
press charges, etc.

PREMIUM SILVER ORDER.
8®~Premiiiin Silverware: Warranted Extra Silver Plate. "©a

Ti> the Esigle Oold an<l Silver Plating ('<».. I'inoinnati, O.: TIiIm m* t.i crriirv
that I am a .siitwciii'tr of the piiper from which I have cut tiiis Older, ami am entitled, under vuiir
premium arransemenl, to a full set of extra-plated ."^ilver Spoons, with my inilialu engraved
thereon, or other .'Silverware which I may order herewith. I inclose herewith 75 cenlH, to pay
express, iiaoking, hnxin^', and engraving charges.

DOfOn receipt of tliis Older, we hereby agree to relnrn to the sender, express 4>r innillni;
oliai-jjes prepaid in full, a fiilUet of »ix ofonr extra-plated Silver .'Spoons, with Ihe iiiilinls of
the sender, or any other initials desired, engraved thereon, or our $7.00 ('astor on receipt Of $l..'iO.

8^"This Order will be honored by us for ninety days from the date of this paper, after which
it will be null and void. [Signed] Eaoi.f. (Joi.d and Silver Pi.atIn'j Co., Cincinnati. O.

.At no time iu ih.* history of roanufacture-i has Silver Plated Ware attained so high a perfection as at the present
dav. These poods, iu appearance and for practical use, are as good as solid .Silverware, and much preferred by manv
families. This offer can not long be held open. Those who de^ire tlieni are urged to iiuuiediatelv send and i

to themselves the Immense advantages oflered hv Ibis compau.v for securine the be.n Silver PInl.d War., vel offered
on such favorable terms. (Xj" Address all orders lo Eaiele Gold and Silver I'Intlne Co . Clnclnnntl, Ohio.
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To FLORISTS and CAPITALISTS !

A Rare CMics for Mestiifiit

!

For Sale as a Whole or in Parts.

Twonty-six acres, fine qu:ility of land, on Market St , between
four and five miles ficm Market St. Bridge, Philadelphia. With
Stone Mansion, Barn and Stabliag, Ice House, Tenant Hou^e, 12

Greenhouses built of stone in the best manner and heated with hot-

water, throughout. The new improvements cost Twenty Thou-and
Dollars, and th- whole property is offered at the rate unimproved
land is brini;ing in the neighborhood, and at a rate per arre less than
has been offered for an unimproved pinion of this property It is

the first high ground west of Ph 1 iHeiphia ; is a beautiful place and
must advance rapidly in value But little c ish required For par-
ticulars apply to

PENNOCK BROS., or ISAAC L. MILLER,
tmaya 1514 Chestnut St , Pliila. 705 Walnut St , Phila.

m HIi¥
GHENT, (BELGIUM.)

J. Vanderswaelnften's English Trade Catalogue for

1877, is now ready. ^VVnolesa)e and Retail.) Containing descrip

lively the Choicest, New, Rare, and beautiful Lilies, Aza-
leas, Camellias, Rhoclodeiitlrons, Palms, Ornamental
Plants, Winter and Spring Flowering Plants, &c., &c.,
can be had gratis and post tree on appl Ciiion
N. B.—Two-cent Postsl Cards may circulate. mayi

Geranium Madeleine.
This handsome Ger.inium which proved so good a bedder under

the great heat of last Summer, will be sent by mail free to any
address, at 50 cents each, or 15 fijr 85.

m.aytf

THOMAS MEBHAN,
Germantown Nurseries, Philadelphia.

NURSERYMAN'S
DIRECTORY
of 1877.

A reference book uf the Nurserymen, Florists. Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, &c., for the United States, Alphabalically arranged by
States and Post Offices. 310 p.iges, 8vo. Price Jio.oo Marled,
post-paid, on receipt of price.

4®~A few copies of the Directory cf 1876 may still be had far J5.
Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chest-nut St., Phila.

C t: iVTA REA (JANJ}IOU

M

.

Strong Plants, grown in large 3-ia pots, $\o per ico ; Si 50 per
f'oz. New Double (Jeranium, " Biihop Wood," undoubtedly the
finest Geranium in cultivation. Strong Plants, $1 e.ich

; S9 per doz.

(A specimen of the above celebrated Geranium can be seen in the
window of Messrs. Pcnnock Bros., Florists, i;i4 Chestnut Street!.

A'so a large and fine st'^ck of all kinds of Bedding Pl.ints on hand ;

prices low. Descriptive Catalogue of Niw, Rare and P ipular Plants
mailed free on application.

WM. K. HARRIS, Florist,
mayi 5501 Darby Road. Philailelphia.

PIXmES !
Dr. Brown's Herbal Ointment Suppositories are guaranteed to

eureany case of Piles that can be found in the United States. A sam
pic box of these Suppositories will be sent free by mail to any suf-

ferer on receipt of twenty cents, to prenav po^tase and packing.
Regular price $1. Address, Dr. O. PHKLPS BROWN,

21 Grand St., Jersey City, N. J.mayi

WALTER ELDER,
Landscape and Jobbing Gardener,

12^1 Rodman Strut, Philad«lp\i»

Attends to all branches of bis bouaoeM on reasonable terms.

New Double Geranium,
" CONARD KIRCHNER."

This new variety, resembling the "Asa Gray," in style of flower
and growth, is of a brilliant scarlet color ; an excellent bedder.

Please see notice by Mr. Meehan in April number of Gardener'

t

Monthly. Strong Plants, 75 cents
; J6 per doz.

t.mayi

CONARD KIRCHNER,
21st and Alleghany Ave., Phila.

10,000 VERBENAS.
Fine, Strong, Healthy Plants -$30 per 1000.

All kinds ol bedding; out plants.

tapltf M. CLARK, Florist, West Chester, Pa.

NEW "FIOCHEI-I-^ FtASF»BEFlFlY
Produces ^ioo bu. to the acre Send for Circular and ('ertificates, from
Downing, Party and others. 1,000,000 Strawberry plants, new
varieties. Send for Catalogue
mayi W. S. CARPENTER & SON,

RYE, Westchester Co , N. Y.

Allen's Planet Jr

SILVER

MEDAL'
Hand Seed DrUls and Wheel Hoes, have also

received the Centetiiiial Medal, and the Erfurt
Medal, Germany; in addition to very numerous
first prizes at State and Cnunty Fairs. Our machines
are still further improved for 1S77. Send for fuU
.Descriptive Price-List, conis.mm^ also our Nevi Horse
Hoe, ''Iron Aqe" Cidtivatnr, Wood frame Cultivator,

Hand Garden Plow, Paris Green Duster, Transjylantinp

Hoes. etc. Every Farmer should have a copy, and we
want a live agent in every town. If your dealers do not

keep our goods, send for new terms to arjents and clubs.

S. L. Allen & Co., 119 S. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

M08AICULTURE.
Plants for Massing, Ribbon Borders, &c., &c. Alternantheraa,

.lEcheverias, Centaurens, Glaucum, Golden Feather, &.c , &c.

GERANIUMS, Gen'l Grant, and assorted.

CAMELLIA STOCKS, for Grafting.

ROSES,
Bon Silene Isabella Sprurt. and Safrano in 2% and 3-inch pots.

Also, severrd hundred Hybrid Peri>etual Roses, dormant,
strong Plants.
Pr ce and varieties on application Send for Wholesale Price

List. Addre-s,

decg

EDWIN LONSDALE, Florist,
Germantown, (Station GJ PHILADELPHIA.

ITALIAN BEES FOR SALE !

In Movable, Coinb-observing Hives.
Addr, ss,

mayt C. LUTTGENS, 245 North Ninth Street, Phila.

15 000 Roses for Sale.
Glorie de Dijon, Marestlial N^ il, l.amarque. Apply to

WM. J. McCORMICK,
mayi Broad and Fisher's Lane, Philadelphia.

Small Fruits, Large Fruits, Plants
Best varieties; lowest rates. I'L-iCH TKKKS, &c. 100,000
Strawberry Plants for $100. Send for Catalogue.
mch.3 JNO. S. COLLINS, Moorestown, N. J.
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GRAPE VINES.
Aleo GRAPE WOOD and CUTTINGS. LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

AM loa<Hns varieties in largo supjily. I'xira (iuiility. True (o iiiiine. Special rat.s to Agi'tits, Deal.TH and NurHorymen. Our
U8l or ciist.iniers MOW eml.iaefs n.'arly all 111.- l.adiiiK' nurserymen in the country, to whom we would refer tlioge not acquainted
with our stocte. Descriptive CHtHltt^ne an<l I»rice Ll»t Tree. T." S. Ill'llUA HI), Fredonla, N. Y. auglO

I NEW EXCELSIOR

'LAWN MOWER.
IT HAS THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY

LAWN MOWER IN THE WORLD.
It has been adopted, and can he seen in practical operation on Central

Park and all the other City Parks, New Yotk ; Government
Grounds and City Parks, Washington ; Boston Cummon,
Itoston ; Prospect Park, lirooklyn , and on almost every prominent
Park throughout the United Stateg and Canada.
THE GREAT TRIAL of Lawn Mowers was held in New York City

June 25th, 1874. There the Excelsior came into competition with all the

nest Lawn Mowers in the world, and was awarded the HIGHEST PRE-
MIUM.
Four sizes for hand-power ; four sires for horse oower.
Prices from »14 to S200. EVERY MACHINE WARRANTED.
Address

CHADBOEN&COLDWELLM'PGCO.
Send for Circular. Newburgh, N. Y.

N. B We call special attention to our new HORSE MOWER.
Gears entirely covered and weicht reduced 200 lbs. It is the LIGHTEST
and BEST HORSE MOWER EVER MADE. may.

(Late of the Firm of Nimmo & Scollay.)

NEWLY IMPROVED HOT WATER BOILER,

Wells Drove, Pumps of all kinds, Hydraulic Rams, &c., Garden Sun-Dials.
Agent for Joseph Kelly's Never Dry Vapor Pans, for all kinds of Hot Air Furnaces, Baltimore Heaters, &c.

CHEAPEST AND BEST BOILER. &c., IN THE MARKET.
9S' Please send for Circular for explanation, etc., before you mak < up your mind to purchase elsewhere.

Sep 12
p s - Dl SMro y«u Kct cue ngBi numbM'.

335 Adams Street, Brooklyn, N. Y
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CLUB PAPERS AT NET PRICES,
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

TO REMIT IN CLUBBING any of the following list with the
Gardener's Monthly select such

as you wish, foot up the prices annexed and add TWO DOLLARS
for the MONTHLY to the total.

American Agriculturist $1
" Farmer 1
" Artisan 1
" Builder 2
" Naturalist 3
" Odd Fellow 1

Appleton's Journal 2

Arthur's Home Magazine 2
Atlantic Monthly 3
Boston Cultivator 2

Building Association Journal
" Societies Gazette, London, England 1

Bucks County Intelligencer, old Subscribers $2 60, new 2

California Horticulturist, 2

Central Union Agriculturist and Chromo 1

Children's Friend 1
" Hour 1

Colman's Kural World 1

Country Gentleman 2

Demorest's Magazine 2

Eclectic Magazine. 4
Every Saturday 4
Farmer's Home Journal 2

Frank Leslie's Ladies' Magazine 3
" Review 2

Galaxy 3
Gtermantown Telegraph, old subscribers $2 50, new 2
Grodey's Lady's Book 2

Graphic, (Daily), per year 9
Hall's Journal of Health 1

Harper's Bazar 3
" Magazine 3
" Weekly 3

Hearth and Home 2

Herald of Health 1

Household
Iowa Homes'^ad 1

Journal of Chemistry 1
" of the Farm

Journal of Materia Medica 1

Kansas Farmer 1

Lady's Floral Cabinet, with Chromo 1

Ladies' Repository 3

Leslie's Lady's Journal 3
Lippincott's Magazine 3

Littell's Living Age 7

London Garden , 8

London Gardener's Chronicle 7

20 |Maine Farmer $2 10
35 Manufacturer and Builder 1 85
60 Maryland Farmer _ 1 35

Massachusetts Ploughman 2 60
Metropolitan 1 85
Milling Journal 1 85
Moore's Rural New Yorker „ 2 35
Nation 4 75
National Baptist 2 35
New England Farmer 2 35

" " Homestead 2 10
New York Evangelist 2 60
New York Methodist 2 20

" Post, Weekly, 81.50; Semi-Weekly 2 60
" Times, Weekly, 81.50; Semi-Weekly 2 60

' " Tribune, Weekly, 81.50 ; Semi-Weekly 2 60
" World, Weekly; $1-50; Semi-Weekly 2 60

Northwestern Farmer 1 10
Nursery 1 20
Ohio Farmer 1 85
Old and New 3 60
Our Home Journal 2 25
Park's Floral Gazette 70
Penn Monthly 2 10
Peter's Musical Monthly 2 60
Peterson's Magazine 1 70
Philadelphia Weekly Press 1 60
Phrenological Journal 2 35
Poultry World 1 00
Popular Science Monthly 4 60
Practical Farmer, (Weekly) 1 60
Prairie Farmer 1 69
Purdy's Small Fruit Recorder 85
Saint'Nicholas 2 60
Saturday Evening Postf. ^.... 1 75

85 'Scientific American *.... 2 75
60 jScientific Farmer 85
10 iScribner's Monthly 3 45

Southern Cultivator 1 85
Southern Planter and Farmer 1 85
Waverly Magazine 4 60
Western Agriculturist 85
Western Farmer 1 85

Rural 1 85
Wood's Household Magazine 85

" " ' with Chromo 1 00
Working Farmer 1 10
Youth's Companion..new subscribers $1.40; old subscribers.. 1 75

The above includes postage under the new U. S. Law requiring prepayment of postage before mailing.

After subscription to a club paper through this agency, report non-receipt of your numbers
and other causes of dissatisfaction, irregularities of mails or changes of residences, only to said

paper direct [not to this office).

Remit by P. 0. Order, Draft or Registered Letter. Currency is at risk of mails.

If you wish a receipt or reply, enclose postage stamp for that purpose, otherwise the club papers will be considered a suffi*

cient receipt.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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PLANTS r.L"
By Mall and K.ipreis. New Catalogup, Free.

ELLWAMIKR k l^ARKV. ""^T^i^

Slroiig I'/ants dt.\\veTi.d yree o/" cost safely per

mail at your door. Satisfaction

i;ii»rantced. Splemlid as-

sortin «>iit of

^^^ HOSES.

7 for Ji.oo ;

15 for Jj.oo. Send

for yeiu Qilalog-ue 0/ Plants

PAUL BUTZ & SON, " Croton
Floral Gardens," New Castle, Pa. tfcb4

—
|[fc

strong i

i;ii»r.nntced.

^s
THE ALBANY SEED STORE, ^^^
PRICE & KNICKERBOCKER, successors to

.P.DOUW 8i CO;

IKESH AND RELIABLE SEED BY MAIL.
Send address on a postal card for our Spring Catalogue, contain-

ine 06 rages and 250 illustrations

ApU 80 State St., Albany, N.Y.

20,000 Verbenas
Of the best varietie', including the best shades of color. The

Plants are fine and he.ilthy. Also, a general collection of Green-

house and Bedding Plants. Send for Pi ice List.

apl2 WM. P. BRINTON, Christiana, Pa.

VEGETABLE

POULTRY FARM,
OF TWENTY-SEVEN ACRES.

From which $1500 worth of vegetables can be sold each year at the

Tillage. Warm, early soil, easy to work and under good cultiva-

tion. For A market garden farm it cannot be equalled forthe monty
—Choice fruit in \ariety, producing good crops. A stream (on

which is a niid-privilcge) aflfords f.tcilities for breeding waterfowl,

and the privilege may become valuable as the site for a f.ictory. The
buildings are excellent. comprising a 2-story house of 14 rooms with

L and piazza painted and blinded. The house alone costjjsooto

build Barn 24 feet long wiih carriage-house attached. Two ex-

celent henneries with set boilers—and for a model chicken farm this

is woi thy the particular attention of parties about engaging in the

poultry business ; beautifu ly located, high and healthy. Shade

trees in front. Price only 8.^700 ; $700 cash—located 20 miles from

Boston. This(No. 8651, on page 45) and over 1000 other estates in

Massachusetts, fully described in Country Homes, a book of 120

pages, illustrated: mailed for 3 cent stamps (none mailed free), or

obtained free at the New England Farm Agency, 24 Tremont Kow,
Boston, Mass.
apl3 GEO H. CHAPIN.

How to Raise Fruitg.
By Thomas Grf.gg.

A Hand-bock of Fruit Cu'lure, being a Guide to the proper Culti-

ration and Management of Fruit Trees, and of Grapes and Small

Fruits. 184 pages. i2nio, cloth, fully illu trated. Price J t.00.

Sent bv Mail, post-paid, on receipt of prce.
[Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Phdadelphia.

THE NEW ROCHEIjLE,
Having a fine stock of tliis wonderful Raspberry, I now offer it ta

the public for the first time. After »ev. ral years expe:iince with
this K.xspberry, I find it perfectly hardy, a strong and healthy grow-
er, and will produce mure than twice as much fruit as •ther known
varieties. Fruit large, ofgrod fl.ivor. and bears carriage veil.

Pkr Dozen— for well-rooted tips, |6; one year, transplanted, fi»
Send for a Circular. S. P. CAKI'ENTEK,

tmch3 New Rochelle, N. T.

VEHJiKNA S, 3O VARIKTIBs7
Free from Rust, Greenhouse and Bedding Plantx, Cat
I'Towers, lor the Trade. ( )r lers l.y mail or teit-cr.ipli. Addrcst

SAMUEL, VICKEY, Oxford, Pa.
tfebs Phila. & B.ilt. C. R. R J

^EEDSr
My Annual Prifod Cutalt)o;ue.s are now read/

and mailed free to all applicants. They contain
all tlic leadini^ and most popular .sort.s of

VEGETABLE, FIELD,
FLO'WEIE^ SE1E1I3S,
including all the most desirable novelties of the
piibt season.

ALFRED BRIDGEMAN.
feb4 876 Broadway, near 18th St , N. Y.

Strawberry Plants,
BY THE 100, 1,000, OR 10,000.
Monarch of the West, Chas. Downing. Col Cheney, Jl«

conda. true, Kentucky, Seth Boyden, Wilson's Albany, etc.

Also Great American, Cumberland, Triumph, Duchessr,
Capt. Jack, Duncan, Prouty's Seedling. Kerrs's Prolific,
Sterling and nearly twenty oiht:r NEW varieties. A descrip-
tive Catalogue mailed to all applicants.

m«ytf

A. HANCB & SON,
NURSERYMEN e^ FLORISTS, RED BANK, N. J.

DRACSNAS, CROTONS
AND OTHER

Ornamental Foliage Plants,
WELL ADAPTED FUK

CONSERVATORY DECORATION.
New Double Poinseltia, 75 c to $1 each, according to size.

Cat.ili gu'S ot' the above inchulinc a fine collection of StOTO
Plants, Cypripediums, Small Palms, &c., &c., free on ap-
pliciition.

WILLIAM BENNETT, Clarkson St.. Flatbush.L. I.

mch3 Or Box 191 BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Everybody w.ints them, as they do pot have to be rem wtd eai h
year, like other p'ants. Collections by mail at SI.00, iSZ.OO,
$3.00, and S.'J.OO, to at>y part of the country.

Send for descriptive catalogue, which is sent free by

apli WOOLSON & CO., PaBsaio, N. J.



RUBAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (andany others in the market not on this^mt) win

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., '^hilada.

Allen's, R. L., Diseases of Domestic Animal?
Allen's, L. F, Rural Architecture
Allen's, L. F., American Cattle

Allen's, R. L. & L. F. Ntw American Farm Book
American Architect
American Bird Fancier, (Brown's)
American Farmer's Encyclcpedia
American Weeds and Useful Plaala
Apple Culturist, S E. Todd
Art of Saw Filing
Architecture, Modern Amcricpn.Cummings & Miller

" ^ Principles and Practice of, By Loriug & Jenning
Baker's Fruit Culture
Bassett on Cranberry Culture
Barry's Fruit Garden
Bell's Carpentry made easy
Bcment's Poulterer's C mpanion
Bement's Rabbit Fancier
Beet Root Sugar
Bicknell's Village Builder, 77 plates

Bommer's Method of Making Manures
Boussingaiilt's, J. B., Rural Economy ...

Browne's Trees of America. -

Breck's New Book of Flowers
Bridgeman's American Gardener's Assiiitant

Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Mrvnual
Bridgeman's Kitchen Gardener's Instructor ...

Buisl's, Robert. Am. Flower GiircLen Directory
Biiist's, Robert, Family Kitchen Gardener
Burr's Field aud Garden "Vegetables of America
Carpenter and Joiner (.R. Riddell)

Carpenterand Joiner's Hand Book, (Holly)

Cborlton's Grape Grower's Guide ,

Chemistry of the Farm, (Nichols)
Cleveland's Villas and Cottages
Cobbett's American Gardener
Cole's, S. "W., American Fruit Book
(dole's American Veterinarian
Cooper's Rural Hours
Copoland's Country Life

Dadd's, Geo. U, American Cattle Doctor
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor
Dana's, Samuel H., Muck Manual
Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, (2 vols)

Darwin's Insectiverous Plants
DcVoe's Market Assistant
Downing s, A. J., Landscape Gardening
Downing's Cottage Residences
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America,
Downing's Rural E.ssa- s

Downing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden
DuBreuil's Vineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden)
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Crannerry
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide..."
Elliott s Landscape Gardening,
Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees
Kllioti's i'ruit Growers Hand iiook, paper, 60 cents, cloth
Farm Talk. fBrackett)
Farming for Boys
Field's, Thomas W., Pear Culture
Five Acres too Much, (illustratid)
Flagg's European Vineyards
Flax Culture *
nint, Chas. L . on Grasses
Flint's Milch Cow.s
Fowler's Homi-s for All....

Frink Forester's Fish and Fisliing, 8 vo. 100 engravings..
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen, 8 vo
French's Farm Drainage •

Fuller's Grape Culturist
Fuller's Small Fruit Culture „
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist
Fulton on Peach Culture...^
Gentry's Lite Histories of Birds, 1st vol
Gray's How Plants Grow
Gray's Manual of Botany
Gray's Manual, Botany and L"s-ons, in one vol
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany
Green on Trout Culiure
Gregory on Squashes, paper
Guernon on Milch Cows
Guide to Fortune
Harazthy's Grape Culture and Wino Making
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. $4 ; col. eng's..
Harris on the Pig
Hatfield's American House Carpenter
Henderson's Practical Flerlculture
Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure
Henderson's Gardening for Profit
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers
Hoopes on Evercreens
Hooper's Dog and Gun. paper 30 cents, cloth
Hop-culture
.How to Buy a Farm, and Where to Plod One

fl CO
1 60
2 50
2 50
7 00

30
6 00
1 75
1 50

75
10 00
12 00
4 00

30
2 50
5 00
2 00

30
1 50

12 00
25

1 60
6 00
1 75
2 50
1 00
1 00
1 50
1 00
5 00
7 CO

75

75
1 25
4 00

75
75
75

2 00
5 00
1 50
1 50
1 25
6 00
7 00
2 50
6 50
3 ro
5 00
3 50
2 00
2 00

75
1 50
1 50
1 50
1 00
1 00
1 50
1 25
1 5:)

1 .'iO

51
2 50
2 50
1 50
3 50
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 50
20

1 50
1 50
2 00
1 2-0

2 25
4 00
2 .''O

1 00
30
75

1 00
5 00
6 50
1 60
3 50
1 50
1 ,^0

1 50
1 75
3 Of)

CO
40

1 76

How to Manage a Building Association $2 09
How to Pa'ni 1 Of
Hunter and Trapper 1 06
Hussman's Grapes and Wines 1 69
Jacquts' Manual of the House 1 CO
Jai ques' Manuel of the Garden 1 75
.Jennings' Cattle Doctor 1 78
Jtnnings on the Horse and his Diseases 1 75
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poul ry 1 75
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary 3 50
Johnson's IIow Crops Feed 2 06
Johnson's How Crops Grow 2 00
Johnson's Peat and its uses „ 1 25
Johnston's Elements of Ag. Chemistry and Geology 1 60
Johnston's, J. S. W., A^'ricultural Chemistry 1 76
K' inp's Landscape Gardening 2 60
Klippart's Farm Drainage 1 75
Langstroth, Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee 2 00
Leuehars' How to Build Hot-houses 1 50
liCibig's, Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry 75
Louden's Encylopadia of Plants 20 00

Lyman's Cotton-culture 1 60
McMahon's American Gardener 2 2S

Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmers 90
Mechanics' Companion (Nicholson) 3 08
Mechan's Ornamental Trees %
Mileson the Horse'sFoot 75
Miner's, T. B., Bee-keeper's Manual 1 '2&

Mohronthe Grape-vine... 1 00
Money in the Garden 1 50
My Vineyard at Lakpview 1 25

My Farm of £dgewood 1 75

My Ten-rod Farm 50
North American Sylva, 5 vols., 156 coL

i
lates, in 30 parts,

" " untiound 66 00
" Half Turkey Antique, gilt 70 OC

full " •' 73 00
Nichol's Chemistry of the Farm and Sea 1 25
Norton's. J' hn P., Elements of Scientific Agriculture 75
Norris' Fish-cnlture 1 75
Onion-culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres 1 25
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects cloth 6 00
Paul's Book of Roses / 60
Paul's Rose Clarden 3 00
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary 15 00
Pardee on Strawberry-culture 75
Parkraan's Book of Roses 1 59
Parsons, Samuel B., on the Rose 1 60
Peat and its Uses _... 1 25
Pear-culture, Field-- 1 25
Pcddrr's, James. Farmer's Land-measurer 69
I'ercheron Horse 1 00
Peterson's Preserviiig, Pitkling and Canning Fruit 50
Phil's Oiieu-air Crape Cnlime, and Wine Making 1 50
Quiun's Pear-culture for Pn fit , 1 00
Quiniiy's Mysteries <'f Bee-keeping Explained 1 S)
Randall's Sheep Husbandry 1 50
Ra dall's Fine Wool Shi.epHusluudiv ' 'l'>

R.-\Dd's Bulbs .'. 1 5>

Rand's Fl iwers tor Parlor and Gudi-n 3 tii)

Raiul's l'upul<tr 1' lowers and how to Cultivate them t 2")

Rand's f'larden Flowers 2 M
Rand's Orchid Culture 3 rr>

Rand's Rhododendrons 1 50
R ipp's Commercial Calculator, cl<.th $1, Morocco Tuck 2 00
Ro.se CuUi'rist pap r 30
Robbins', R , Produce and Ready Reckoner 7S
Saunders' Domes; ii' Poultry, paper 40.. .. cl !i 75
Saxton's Hand Books, in !• urs'-ries, each 1 50
Pehenek's Gardener's Text-boi.k 75
•Scribner's Ready Reckoner and Log b ok 3'

S rongs Cultivation of the Gr.ipe 3 00
Ton Acres Enough 1 50
Tliomas, J. J., Farm Ini|ilements 1 50
Thomas, J. J., Fiuit-culturist ; old ed. 53 00; new edition, "< 7-

Ville's Chemical Manures....! 1 25
Warder's American Pomology 3 00

" Hedges and Evergreens 1 50
Waring's Prainago for Profit and Health 1 58

" Elements of Agriculture 1 00
" Earth Closets 59

Webster's Dictionary, Unabridged 12 (lO

W' il's Everv Man his own Lawyer 2 00
AViiliams, B. S., on Stove & Greenhouse Plants, 2 vols., lll'd 5 00
Williams, B. S., on Select Ferns and Lycopods 2 51

Williams, B. S., Orchid Grower's Manual 2 .'|

Window Gardening 1 50
White's Gardening for the South 2 00

" Cranberry Culture 1 ?5
Wood's Class Book of Botany 3 59
Workingman's Way to Wealth 75
Wright's Practi-al I'oultry Keeper 2 00
Youatton the Horse 1 75

Yououui's Household Science ...- S 00
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WEATHERED <& CHEREVOY'S

Patent Bojlers

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

HOT WATER APPARATUS,
No. 46 Marion Street, between Spring and Prince, New York.

(TWO BLOCKS EAST OF BROADWAY.)

For Warming and Ventilatinor Public Buildings, Private Qwellings, Greenhouses,
Graperies, Forcing Pits, Drying Rooms, and Heating Water for Public Baths.

Fig. 1 is an outside view. Fig. 2 is a vertical section through the centre.

The following are a few names of Oentlemen who have our Boiler in use:

Thos. Drake, Esq., Germantown, Pa.

Simon Cameron, Esq., Harrisburg, Pa.

J. D. Cameron, &q.. Harri.sburg, Pa.

Thos. Carter, Esq., Raleigh, N.C.

J. H. Dunham, Esq., Chicago, 111.

Jas. B. Waller, Esq., " "

W. J. Gordon, Esq., Cleveland, Ohio.

Geo. Stanley, Esq., " "

Harris Jaynes, Esq., " "

Geo. W. Cuyler, Esq., Palmyra, N. Y.

D. M. Osborn. Esq., Auburn, N. Y.

John B. Dutcher. Esq., Pawling, N. Y.

A. M. AUerton, Esq., Bronxville, N. Y.
Robert Hoe, Esq., Tarrytown, N. Y.
Peter Hoe, Esq.,

" "

George Lewis, Esq., " "

Wm. H. Drew,Croton Falls, "

Hon. James Y. Smith, Providence, R. I.

Philip Caswell, Esq., Newport, R. I.

Alfred Smith, Esq., "

Wm. Findlay. Esq., " "

E. Learned, Esq , Pittsfield, Mass.

D. O. Mills, Esq., San Francisco, Cal.

W. L. Fernis, Es(i., Westchester, N. Y.

D. H. Haig'ht, Esq., Goshen, N. Y
F. Newbold, Esq., Newark, N. J.

James T. Closson, Esq.. Plainfield N. J.

Daniel W. Colt, Esq., Norwich, Conn.

J. F. Slater, Esq.,
" "

H. W. Collender, Esq., Darien, "

Chas. P. Palmer, Esq., Stonington, "

Wm. D. Black, Esq , New Milford, Conn.
Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, Irvington, N. Y.
H. F. Spaulding, Esq., Riverdale,

"

S. D. Babcock, Esq.,
" "

Percy R. Pyne, " "

Elisha Brooks, Esq., Inwood, **

Camille Marie, Esq., " "

A. F. Smith, Esq., Fort Washington, "

R. M. Olyphant, Esq., Dobb's Ferry, "
Clarkson N. Potter, Esq., New Rochelle, "

Chas. D. Dickey, Esq., West Farms, "

Wm. Matthew.^, Esq., Harrison, "

William Chorlton, Esq , New Brighton, 8. L
F. H. Wolcott, Esq , Astoria, L. L
Bailey Leach, I'>q., "

"

Hon. W. B. Ogden, H=gh Bridge, N. Y.
Peter Moller, Esq., 295 Fitth Ave., New York City.

Wm. Moller, Esq ,6 West20th St., " "

John Moller, Esq., 127 East 54th St., " "

John Moller, Esq.. 8 East 37th St.,
" "

Ch. Moller, Esq., 426 Washington St., " "

Henry B. Laidlaw, Esq., 33 Pine St., " "
.

George W. Lane, Esq.. 93 Front St., " "

J. P. Robinson. Eiq., 14 Coenties Slip,
" "

J. B. Colgate, Esq., 47 Wall St.,
" ''

John B.Trevor, Esq., 47 Wall St.,
" "

Charles Butler. Esq., 12 " " "

Richard Arnold, Rsq , 309 Canal St., New York df.
Jas M. Constable, Esq., 309 Canal St.,

" "

W. T. Garner, Esq. 61 Worth St., N. Y. City.

Please send for Circular with list of References and Reduced Prices to

THOMAS W. WEATHERED, 46 Marion Street, IS, Y.
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TRSIKEOMT
BOTANIC GARDENS,

Tremont, New York City.
NEW AND RAEE

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, PALMS AND FERNS.

CATALOGUES sent FREE of CHARGE.

tmchlO

A VALUABLE PREMIUM GIFT
TO EVERY PATRON OF THIS PAPER!

Cut out this Coupon aud send to the Stuart Iinportiug Co. for redemption.
DDrMTTTWr nflTTDflM on receipt of this coupon, together with Fifty Cents to pav for Ex-
r UlJ lUl U in. U U U r U IN 1

P'"*^^^ O"" Mailing charges, we will send FRKE, an elegant

EUSSIA LEATHER POCKET-BOOK, pateTt'^ock.
and with ANY INITIAL LETTER DESIRED, neatly stamped in Gold. (Retail price, $1.30.)

This Coupon is good only nikett days from the date of this paper.

(Signed) STUART IMPORTING CO., 569 Broadway, New York.

Wanted ! to Rent Greenhouses

!

In some good location for local trade. Address,
mayi GORDON SHELBY, L. B. 817 Springfield, Ohio.

GALVANIZED STEEL BARBED

FMJ¥€M WIMM.
This wire makes the cheapest, most durable and most efficient

Fence that can be put up. We call the attention of

FARMERS
And all others needing fencing, to the comparative cost of this and
other fencing.

Four Board Fence per rod, ^2.00
Split or Cedar Rail " 2.00
Virginia Worm Fence per rod, 1.50
Galvanized Steel Barbed Wire Fence, 84

Send for Circular giving all particulars,

THE SELLERS MF'G CO.,
mch3 707 Market St.. Phila.

BACK VOLUMES
OF THE

Gardener's Monthly
Can still be had in numbers, per year
Bound in neat cloth cases, including numbers,
" " Roan " " 3 00

3-15

Delivered postage free.

Or mad us your own numbers, and have them bound in cloth cases
for 90 cenls. Returned to you bound postage free. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
BY JAMES HOGG.

A complete guide to the cultivation of Vegetables, containing
thorough instructions for Sowing, PlantiuL' and Cultivating all kinds
of Vegetables ; with plain directions for preparing, manuring and
tilling the soil to suit each plant ; including also a summary of the
work to be done in a vegetable garden during each month of the
year. 137 pages, i6mo, cloth. Illustrated. Price 50 cents; sent
by mail, post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

Yorkshire, Berkshire. Essex, Poland China, and Chester
WHITE SWINE, of unsurpassed excellence. Alderney, Ayr-
shire and Shorthorn Cattle, Southdown and Cotswold SHEEP.
Imported and Prize POULTRY, and PIGEONS bred on 3
FARMS. DOGS, &c. New descriptive circular free. Elegant
new Catalogue with cuts from life of our stock, 20c. Skeds,
Trees, Plants, Fertilizers, Implemets, &c. 6 PACKAGES
seeds, free, as samples, for two 3c. stamps. Benson & Burpee,
successors to W. Atlee Burpee, Seed Warehouse, 223 Church
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ocll2

PRACTICAL "landscape
GARDENING

By F. R. Elliott.

Designed for City and Suburban Residences, and Country School-
Houses; containing designs fo lots and grounds, from a lot 30
by 100, to a forty-acre plot. Each plan is drawn to scale,

with schedule to each, showing where each tree, shrub, &c.,
should be planted ; condensed instructions for forming and caring
for lawns: building ol roads; turfing, protection, pruning and care
of trees; making cuttings, evergreens, hedges, screens, &c. Con-
densed descriptions of all the leading trees and shrubs ; soil and po-
sition in which they should be grown. Illustrations of ground plans,
elevations, trees, shrubs, winter gardening, &c. 96 pp., ,S vo. cloth.

Price Si. 50. Sent by mail on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
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Lynex Richard, Philadelphia '..'.'.'... 6
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Power, Charles J., South Framinghani.'Mass ......." 6
Price A Knickerbocker. Albanv. New York... .... 14
Rathbun, R. H, South Ainboy.'N J 6
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18
Rolker A. A Sons, New York city .'.'.'".

.Fl'v-'leaf
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Sellers JIanufacturing Co., Philadelphia 17
Shelby, Gordon, Springfield, () 17
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6
Smith A Lynch, Boston. Mass '

,<;

Slraiton & Storm, New York city 9
Stuart Importing Co., New York city 17
Vanderswaelmen, J , Ghent. Belgium i]
Weathered A Cherevoy, N. Y. City ..........'." ifi

White John, Jersey City, N. J ..... 4
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Wilson John G., New York City
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Wilson Wm. C, Astoria. L I. C ........ 4
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Wright Peter A Sons, Philadelphia 4

SITUATIONS W^ANTED.

A First class Gardener, perfectly competent, wishes a situation as
Propagator and Ceneral Manager of a Horticultural Establish-

ment
;
can come well recommended. Address GARDENER

Harding P. O., Luzerne Co., Pa.
'

BY an active and obliging young man ; single ; with best of refer-
ences. .Many years practical experience in the cultivation of

stove, greenhouse plants, florists' stock, hot and cold grapery,
(lower and vegetable gardens ; well accompliiihed in all branches o»
the business. Either nrivate or commercial csuiblishmcnt ; s|K:akk
English, F"rench, and some German; willing ti> go to any part of
the coimtry. Address, HORTICULTURIST, Gardener's
Monthly OtTice

By a yoimg man between 18 and 19 years of age, in a Greenhouse
Establishment; ha.s had three years experience at the business with
competent men ; is at present in a small place, but wishes to change
to a larger one; has good character for reliability and sobriety.
References given and required. Address, MRS. CHARLES W.
HALL. Catonsville P O , Md.

TO ladies, gentlemen, or florists, reipiiring a gardener of long ex-
perience in the culture and forcing of all kinds of fruits,flowers

and vegetables. The beautiful arrangement of flower gardens, the
management of lawns and all that belongs to the care and good
keeping of a gentleman's place. Was formerly propagator and
plant grower at the Crystal Palace, also at Royal Palace Gardens,
Kensington, and several nurseries in England; can be highly recom-
mended by the gentleman who brought him to this country, for
ability and faithful services ; is an abstainer. Address, J. CLIFF,
54 East 41st St., New York.

TO Florists.—By an active.sober, single man, wifh good references,
well up in the culture of st()ve,hard and soft wooded plants, roses,

ev-rgrcens, jsc, in and out-door department, and understands
thoroughly the management of a commercial establishment. Ad-
dress, A. W. B. N., Gardener s Monthly Office, 814 Chestnut St ,

Philadelphia.

BY a young man, speaks English and German. Many years ex-
perience as Nurseryman. Also understands the management

of Orchids, Small Fruits and Farming. References given. Address
K , care of Aug. Spitzmiller, No. 588 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.

BY a young man (American), wants a situation as gardener or
florist ; understands the care of greenhouses and bedding

plants ; also understands the full management of market gardening
in all its branches. Address, R. A. D., care of John Pearson, Flor-
ist, Storms Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

HCORBETT, age 25, single; is at liberty to accept a situation,

• private or commercial ; 12 years experience in good places,
is well informed in plant-growing for the commercial trade, and the
cultivation of plants of a higher order; has practical knowledge of
Graperies, arrangement ot cut flowers, &c., is highly recommended
by his former employer as being a first class florist and strictly

sober man ; references given and required. Address CORBETT &
WILSON, Florists, College Hill, H.imilton Co., Ohio.

Of standing, ability and experience, wants a first-class

situation, either private or commercial, good management, trust and
responsibility warranted. The best references given. Address at

first, HOBTICULTOR,
apltf Care, Charles H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

R. B. PARSONS & CO.,
Offer Roses in pots of fine varieties, at 87 per 100. Rhododen-
drons of the best harrly sorts. Cliinese Azaleas, a large stock in

voryfine condition, and of thebcst sorts.25 cts. to8i. Camelliaja-
ponica, a large collection in superb condition, 25 cts. to Ji.
Hardy Azaleas, the choicest deciduous shrubs. Blag^olias,
both Chinese and Japan, at very low rates.

We invite the attention of

NURSERYMEN and DEALERS
Toour general stock, both Deciduous and Everjfreen, which is

very large and complete. The rarer Everjfreens, as well as the
old st-tndard sorts, we grow in large (juantity. FlOTvering
Shrubs we offer at low rates. Our Purple Beech, grafted

from really purple-leaved trees are very fine.

Our Office and Greenhouses being at the location once occupied by
the old house of Parsons & Co., (now dissolved), of which the head
of this firm was a member, visitors will find it (juite accessible

from either the Bridge or Main St. Railroad Stations. For Cata-
logues, address, R. It. PARSONS & CO.,

Bowne Ave.,
Febi2 P.O. Box, 99. Flushing, N. Y.

Strawberry Plants,
Thirty odd varieties.

RASPBERRY PLANTS,
Fourteen varieties.

Currant, Gooseberry and Blackberry plants for sale by E. P. ROE,
author of " Manual on the Culture of Small Fruits," " Play and
Profit in My Garden," &c. Send for a Circular.

E. P. ROE,
febtf Comwall-on-Hudsoii, Orange Co., N. Y,



WABAN CONSZSRVATORIES.

SPRING—1877
The Proprietors call special attention to their extensive and well-grown stock of Plants for

the present season, among which they particularly note the following :

New Dwarf free-blooming Abutilons in variety. New Tuberous rooted Bego-
nias, Carnation "Wellesley Beauty, Bronze and Gold Bedding Zonale Pelargo-
nium EARL ROSLYN. which proved during the last unusually dry summer the best of
its class, the brilliancy and distinct outlines of its colors increasing with the intensity of the
sun-light, and appearing to be more fully developed thereby. Of this superb variety we hold the
largest stock in the United States, and offer it at very moderate price for so choice a novelty.

Double Dwarf Zonale Pelargoniums. The importations of last season have proved for

their prolific blooming qualities, dwarf compact habit of growth and peculiarl}- attractive and noA'd
eolors, of the highest merit, and we are now able to offer them at greatly reduced rates.

DOUBLE IVY-LEAVED GERANIUM, King Albert. This remarkable novelty is a
free-growing, ivy-leaved Geranium, with double flowers of a purplish rose or mauve color, rery
distinct and desirable as a basket or vase plant.

Pelargonium Queen Victoria. PELARGONIUM BEAUTY OP OXTON. This is

the latest addition to the new class of Regal Pelargoniums. Upper petals rich maroon ; centre
rose; all the petals being margined with pure white; flowers large and full, having the appearance
of being semi-double, and a most beautiful and extraordinary novelty, far surpassing all the showy
and fancy varieties at present in cultivation, both as regards its elegance and lasting quality

of its blossoms.

ROSES. Our stock of Roses in pots, including many of the choicest novelties is larger than
ever before, and of the leading popular sorts we have many thousands in 2 and 4-inch pot*
which we sell to the Trade in quantities at very low prices.

CLEMATIS. Of these elegant climbers so fost coming into public favor, we have a Iwge
eollection of the finest varieties; good sized plants for immediate blooming.

RHODODENDRONS.
We are receiving a large irujiortafion from the unrivalled collcctiou ol "Wm. A. Waterer, whose exliibition of them at

the Centennial caused so uiuch sensation. Our knowledge of the habits and peculiarities of these now popular flowering
shrubs will render it safe for purchasers to leave the selection of rarities to our Judgment, merely ttating the purpose and
situation for which they are required.

CUT FLOWERS.
Bon Silene.Safraoo, Isabella Sprunt, Marecbal Neil, General Jacquiinenot, and other Rose Buds ; together with Carnations,

Violets, Smilax and Ferns, sbippi-d to all the N".\f Englaud, Middle and Western States, and Canada.
OUR METHOD OF I'ACKING enables us to guarantee their safe arrival in Summer and Winter. We make the growth

of Koses for their Buds a specialty, and by studious observation in our practical experience we have been enabled to perfect our-
selves in their growth, forcing and management, so as to produce flowers with long stems, covered with fine clean foliage, with
buds of superior color and texture. We furnished the leading florists of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, during the recent
olidays, with the greater part of all the Marechal Neil Roses used by them.

Descriptions of the above and many other desirable plants, will be found in the new edition of our Catalogue which may b«
had on application.

EDMUND M. WOOD & CO.



RHODODENDRONS,
HARDY AZALEAS, MAGNOLIAS, ROSES,

CHIIfESE AZALEAS AND CAMELLIAS

OfiNllMENUL IfiEES UNO mm, FRlilf TREES UNO HEDGE PUSTS,
in large assortment, at ])rices suitoil to the times. We take great pleasure in offering to all buyers
a large and well assorted stock in tine condition for transplanting. Gentlemen laying out New
Grounds or improving Old Places ran find here all they desire, with advice from thirty years'
experience. Particular attention is paid to

and the best of the late introductions, with many never before in the trade are offered for sale.
Of these we would now call attention to the

jjflLPArrEiSE ivEA.Pi^£:s
in many varieties, some with highly colored leases, from a pure white variegation to pink and
dark purple, and others w ith leaves as finely cut as lace. They are offered at the greatly reduced
price of $1.50 to $5.00 each, according to the kind.

Catalogues sent free on application. Visits particularly requested at the Nurseries, where can
always be found one of the proprietors, or J. R. Trumpy.. the well known propagator of the old
establishment. Boats connecting with the Railroad, leave New York from James' Slip, half-hour,
and 34th Street, a quarter of an hour before the departure of trains, which make the transit in
half an hour. The Nurseries may be reached by carriage free of charge.

S. B. PARSONS & SONS,
Sl9S«n« )9'i»«-S0rle»^ FLUSHING, Long Island.

REMOVAL ! REMOVAL

!

HITCEIITGS & CO., Hew Tork,
Have removed their Office and Factory to

No. 233 Mercer St., bet. Bleecker and Amity Sts.

Where with greatlv increased facilities they will continue the manufacture and sale of their
PATENT GREENHOUSE HEATING APPARATUS, comprising:

CORRUGATED FIRE-BOX BOILERS,
CONICAL BOILERS,

IMPROVED SADDLE BOILERS,
BASE-BURNING WATER HEATERS,

Heating Pipes, Pipe Fittings, Expansion Tanks, Stop-Valves, Evaporating Pans, etc., etc.

Everything necessary for Greenhouse Heaters

SASH LIFTING APPARATUS, LUTING BODS, Etc.

Send six cents postage for Catalogue.

OflSce and Factory, No. 233 Mercer Street,
NEW YORK.

tmch3 Foundry, 33rd Street and lltli Avenue,
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NEW YORK,
Have removed their Warehouse May 1st) to

44 DBY Street,
BETWEEN CHUECH AND GREENWICH STS.

The Tvade is invited to insiiect their well assorted Stock of

FLORISTS SXJPPLIBS in aU its branches,

FLOWER BASKETS,
Imported, and of THEIR OWN MAKE, the BEST in the market.

FLOWER SEEDS AHD BtTLBS
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

WHOLESALE DEALEES ONLY.

Catalogues ^nailed to the Trade, Free on application.

Acponfc -TrfcT* AUG. VAN GEERT, Ghent;—Horticulturist,•^StJllUO lUl JOS. SCHWARTZ, Lyons, France ;-Rose Grower,

Who solicit the American orders for Fall importation, early in May or June, if possible.

Address

:

AtrctrsT SIOX.KSB & solo's^
p. O. Box 899, NEW YORK.



THE SUBSCniBERS OFFER

asonaM© Beeis,
IN GREAT VARIETY.

LONG BLOOD RED BEET tor CATTLE FEEDING.— Tlio best sort for the purpose;

erowii e (•n'ii''l\ under grround, it licttcr resists thr didiiulit and docs not luMMnic woodv.

SUGAR BEETS, MANGOLD "WURTZEL BEETS and CARROT SEEDS of

approvi'd vaiiclirs.

^ COLLOSSAL ASPARAGUS ROOTS.—.")(X),000 extra large two-year old Roots of our own
growiiig, by Ibe siiii^lo hundred or by tlie lliousiind.

mchl2 DAVID LANDRETH & SONS, PHILADELPHIA.

Fall of 1876 and Spring or187T
<»>

07ie old and one new stibscriber for $J.20 the two,

or two new subscribers for $3^20 the two.

ALL our SUBSCRIBERS who can HONESTLY RECOMMEND THIS
MAGAZINE, from their own experience, are kindly requested

to INVITE THEIR FRIENDS to

AKB GARDENER'S
MONTHLY.

TAKE |«.
HE If

Edited By THOMAS MEEHAN.

IFT O "R, mE3I IE AMATEUR, CULTIVATOR, BOTANIST,
-^ ^^ NATURALIST, and the LOVER of the

COUNTRY.
-cp O T?j T HC E FLORIST, POMOLOGIST, ARBORICUL-
-^ ^-^ "^^ TURIST, NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN &

DEALER.
TPO T?7 T IrL IB LANDSCAPE GARDENER, GENTLE-^ y^ ^\j -X- MAN'S GARDENER, MARKET GAR-

DENER, COLLECTOR and EXHIBITOR
of FLOWERS and FRUITS.
MAN, WOMAN or CHILD, who loves to

GROW a TREE, or watch a PET
PLANT in a WINDOW.

SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. $2.10 PER ANNUM,
91.05 for 6 months; 70 cts. for 1 months; 53 cts. for 3 months.

S^'nd us ONE NEW NAME, if you can, WITH YOUR OWN, and a Draft or
Money Order of $3.20 FOR THE TWO.

aIso any SUBSCRIBER who luii already renewed hk subscription and paid, at $2.10 may order a NEW
gubscriber, at the rate of $S.20 for the two by remifting the additional $1.10 to balance, and oblige, with

thanksfor -past favors and efforts, respectfully,

CHARLES H. MAROT, Publisher,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

^r SEE FIRST PAGE, FACING COVER



TEE HOB TIGULTUBAL ADVEBTISEB.

% Pliriils # Karket flariemer
We offer the follo-\ving extract from our Retail and "Wholesale lists of

SEEDS, PLANTS,
AND FLORISTS' REQUISITES.

NEW OR SCARCE FLOWER SEEDS.

Twelve packets Pansy Seeds, as shown
in colored plate in the January number
of Gardener's Monthly, per set . $1.50

" ~ " 1.00

.50

1.00

.25

1.00

.75

Verbena, from our own collection, a i^kt. $ .25
Coleus, " " "

Ivy-leaved Geranium, " "

Zonal " "

Apple-scented " "

Balsam, extra double white, "

Climbing Fern, "

Assorted •' "

Cyclamen Persicum giganteum, "

Primula Chenensis, single in var. "

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

1.00

.30

a pkt. .25

.25

Begonia. Tuberous rooted, a pkt.

Petunia, Double, "

" " new fringed, a pkt

Centaurea, Candida and Gymno-
carpa, a pkt.

Cineraria, New Double, a pkt.

Primula Chenensis, " "

NEW VEGETABLE SEEDS.

Crawford's Half-dwarf Celery, a pkt. .50 I Tomato, "Little Gem,"
Henderson's Summer Cabbage, " .50 1 Cucumber, Russian Netted,

NEW OR SCARCE PLANTS.
Carnation, " Snow White," each, 50 to 75c.

|

Fuchsia racemosa, each $1 to $2
Eulalia japonica zebrina, " $1 to $3 ; Forcing Pink, "Lord Lyons,"" 50c
Hydrangea, '• Thos. Hogg," " $5 I

Scarlet flowered Rose Geranium, each, 60c

PLANTS TN QUANTITY.
Verbenas. Named in 60 varieties,

$o per set.

To special name or spe-
cial color,

In twelve best market
sorts,

Coleus, 25 best sorts, $ 6 per 100

Bualia japonica variegata, 12 " "

Fuchsias, 12 market sorts, . 6 " "

Geranium, "Happy Thought," 16 " "

Roses, monthly, 50 leading sorts,

according to size, from
Smilax, fine plants

to $25 " "

$-^ per 100

5 per 100

" Mixed without name or
color, 3 " "

VEGETABLE PLANTS.
L inn 86u s Rhubarb, roots

strong, $12.00 per 100
Cold Frame Early Cabbage
and Lettuce plants $7.50 per 1000

Early Brfut Cauliflower cold
fi-ame, $20.00 " "

Combined Wholesale Lists from which the above is an extract mailed free on application to
Florists, Market Gardeners or Dealers.

Our Combined Catalogue for 1S77, of Everything for the GARDEN, numbering 175 pages,

ei

(P

Uur vjombmca uaiaiogue lor i.^( i , oi juverytmng^ lor uie cr.a.xvijjiiN , numoermg itiy pages
ivith Colored Plato sent Free to all our customers of past years, or to purchasers of our books]
jither " Gardening for Profit," " Practical Floriculture," or "Gardening for Pleasure,''
[Price $1.50 each, sent free, by mail), to others on receipt of 25c.

I^^̂̂ y-^^^

SEEDSMEN, MARKET GARDENERS AND FLORISTS,

35 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.



THE HOUTlGULTUliAL ADVER'l ISEK.

TM "TheMe"
For its LIBERAL SUPPORT in response to our MAY OFFER, CROWDING us
with ORDERS, and taxing the UTMOST ABILITY of our WHOLE FORCE.
We desire to FILL EVERY ORDER so LIBERALLY and TVELL, that PUR-
CHASERS will be MORE THAN SATISFIED!

By 1 $7.00 per Hundred,

EXPRESS I AND

""*
J $6000 per Thousand.

, 40 c. per HUNDRED;
[ ADDITIONAL.

J $3.00 " THOUSAND

Our tJnpreoedented Offer for Majr!

I

pPir« IiOImIIW ^0 P^y Express
mm. to I

To all Points east of the Rocky Mountains, " is appreciated, and -will be

CONTINUED for JUNJES !

CONTINUED for JUNE ! I

La FRANCE, MARIE GUILLOT, DEVONIENSIS,
MALMAISON, PERLE de LYON, HERMOSA,
MAR'L NIfcJL, ALINE SISLEY, FALCOT,
SAFRANO, ISABELLA SPRUNT, BON SILENE,

DUCHESSE de BRABANT, AND OTHERS.

SEND for LISTS. ADDRESS.

DINQEE & CONARD CO.,
ROSE GROWERS,

West Grove, Chester Co., Pa.



THE HOR TIG UL TUBAL AD VER TIBER.

/^^^

No. 233 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK.

HOT-WATER

APPARATUS

for HEATINCr

GREEN -HOUSES, &c

Illustrated Catalogue and List of References and Keduced

Prices, sent on receipt of postage 6 cents.



THE UORTICULTVRAL ADVEHTISES.

I. New, best, earliest Giants, (ii) 50 francs, gold per kilo.

3, Early seed of Neapolitan Giants, (>i> 40 francs, cold per kilo.

3. Hall-late seed of " "
(a) 35 " " " "

Galea iS6@€i.
1. Marzaiola.Whitt, early, very small (Noccra)7frs. gold per kilo.

a. MaKRiaiola, " (May), small, " " "
3. Aoslegra, " (August) very large, " " "
4. Uella Hocca, Rcvl. late, (Salerno)" " "
5. SanKUiKQd, Bloodred, latest, " " "

1 wonlilalso bcplocall iheattention ofthe trade to the ORANG£
TREES, which I export: height of tnmk, lU to 2 metres; di-
ameter of trunk, 4 to 6 centimetres. Price, 10 francs each, package
extra.

VINCESLAO KREUrrER, Hortlculteiir,

Exporter of Seeds and Plants, at Naples, Italy.
tfeb6

ATth & OUIl O For Advertisers
Aconiploteifuidetondvertisers. J\>ir Ilaceu Journal.—
A necessity to nil who advertise, r^uiyville Coniinrrrial.
—The most complete and reliable work of the kind.
I'iltfhurg Gazfllr. — Sent i'ri-V to nil who advert isi-.

N\A/ AVER Advertising TI.MKS BUILDING,
iVVirtASON AGP^NTS, I PHILADELPHIA.

<Jet our E.stiinnte before makingnny advertising
contracts. Our business is large. Facilities uusur-
pa6fi«d. Prices the lowest. Terms the best.

MY
Wholesale and Retail Catalogues of

I

Mailed to all Applicants.

Wm. C.Wilson,
Astoria, L. I, C

apl4 New York City Offlce-43 "\Ves( 141h St.

THE AMERICAN
Steamship Company of Philadelphia. Philadelphia and Liverpool
Line. The only Trans-Atlantic line sailing under the American
Flag. Sailing every Thursday from Philadelphia, and Wednesday
from Liverpool.

THE EED STAR LINE,
Carrying the Belgian and United States Mails. Sailing every
twelve days, alternately from Philadelphia and NewYork. Direct
and only

To ANTWERP.
The American and Red Star Lines being under one management,

Excursion Tickets are good to return by either, thus saving the ex-
pense and annoyance of re crosMng the Channel.
For rates of passage and eeneral information apply to

apltf PETER WRIGHT & SONS, Phils., Gen'l Agents.

LONDON GARDENERS CHRONICLE
Willbe furnished, post-paid, direct to subscribers in the U. S. for

S7 50 per year. Apply to

novtt CHAS. H. MAROT, Agent, 814 Chestnut St., Pkilt.

A HISTORY OF

The United States of America
BY JOSIAH W. LEEDS.

Including some important (acts mostly omitted in the smaller his-
tories. Designed for general reading and for academies. Brought
down to the year 1876. 468 pp , 12 mo. cloth, toned pape». Price,

I1.75. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS H. MAROT. 81, Chestnut St., Phila.

Bedding- Plants.
A large stock of the newer Hoses, Qeraniums, Petunias,

Dahlias, &c. VERBENAS a SPECIALTY. First
premiums awarded whcrcverc.xhibitcd. My Spring Cat^logxic and
Wholesale Price List sent free to all applicants.

JOHN WHITE, Plorist,

febi3 Communapaw Ave., Jersey City. N. J.

Best A CheappKt. Jonhs' Portable l,awn Sprinklet,
il U. water lica.l,

;(! loirriKiitt'.^ur-

uiil lAiwnr, (iiir-

't*^iA,Fl'nverOT Straw-
I bftTTi Unit, etc. A
lj'at/-ji/ non-cl(>Kgin|[;
jdiKtributinK nozzle i«

UBCil on luDc, * held
FIRMI.T vritioilT.or
|at AJ(Y anolk, Br

4TKNT SI'INni.K.
•-I" (No. 1 uprmy), %XX>:

. . ,
„-"l$"),$0. Weight, •

I'rei'aid bi/ iiuiU tn tnii/_i'nrt of I SjDr'rtcta. extra. Krjrrrsfed

Onlff C'irculant. Stvli-H

'/{"(ullMyl.sfpruy), »,

m.l I'l ,..,

;

•<:'• (larRC "ir'J.IO. Weight,

5

lt)i.

C.O.D. Order of WaLaVouTH Mf(i. CO., BOSTON.MASS.
uf Dealers, or GEO. E. J EN KS, Patentee, Concord, N.H.

BOUVAROIAS!
For planting out:—Davisonii. Elegans
and Leiantha. Good plants at

$4.00 per HUNDRED I

junei GEO. S. WOODRUFF, Mt. Airy, Phila.

Choice Selected Field. Flower, Tree, Grass, Herb
Vegetable and Honey Plants. Garden and Apiarian Impl^
ments and Supplies. Agricultural Bofks, &c. Our new Descrip-
tive Catalogue sent free.

Address carefully,

C. F. LANE'S
N-W-Apiary and Seed Warehouse,

febi2 Koshkonong, Wis.

BON SILENE, SAFRANO, &C..
Fine young plants for growing or for flowering ne.\t Winter—cheap.

BOUVARDIAS,
HOGARTH, ELEGANS & DAVISONII.

Piice List on application.

EDWIN LONSDALE,
dec9 Germantown, Phila,

FOR SALE
A.a? h:a.lf cost.
The Greenhouse formerly owned by Mr. Thomas F. Gerrard>
and advertised in this JouJnal. Price ."#1500. Address,

Greenhouses, 877 Euclid Ave.,
June Cleveland, Ohio«



THE HORTIGULTURAL ADVEBTISER.

Medal atid Diploma awarded by the U. S. Cen-
tennial Commission, 1876, to

Manufacturers of Patent Improved

AND

PATENT PORTABLE CELLULAR EIRE BOX

BASE BURNER BOILER
Greenhouses, Graperies, Conservatories, Propagating Houses, Forcing Pits, Public and Privftfce

Buildings, Schools, Drying Rooms and Heating Water for Baths.

ALSO KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND
Expansion Tanks, Evaporating Pans, Stop Valves, Cass-iron Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Branches, Pipe

Chairs, and everything necessary, of the best material, for Greenhouse Heating.

Smith & Lynch 's Improved Ventilating Apparatus, for opening and closing ventilating Saab,

on roof or sides of greenhouses and graperies.

Judges Report on awards, with descriptive illustrated circular containing testimonials and

reference. Also price list furnished on application to

febl2 BOSTON, MASS.



THE HOli TICUL TUBA L A D VER TISER.

A SPLENDID OPPOETUNITY !

FOR SALE ! A HALF INTEREST

CMcapFlorlciiiifalEstalilisMfiit
A pr.iciiral liu.'incss mnn of rc|iiitation nnd character haviriR a

few thousand doUais, can secure an interest in the above wcll-esiab-

lished concern. 'I'he grecnhuusos arc ten in number, located on the
Grand Boulevard, the great highway to the South Parks. No more
desirable cr attractive location anywhere. Fiveof them are ao x loo
feet : four of them ii x ico feet, and one 6 x loo feet. They are
fitted up with every modern appliance and are heated with two of
Excell's Celebrated Tubular Saddle Boilers, and in all respects are
the roost complete and elegant greenhouses in the West. They are
now well stocked with saleable and seasonable plants, ready for the
market, and a rare chance is now offered to step into an established
paying business. For full particulars, address,

ROBKRT EXCELL,
Chicago Floricultural Co.,

tapt4 S8tb St. and Grand Iloulevard, Chicago.

JOHN DICK'S PATENT BOILER.

Economy, Simplicity and Durability. The Prize Medal of the
Centennial Commission was awarded for this Boiler. Send to us for
Testimonials from those who use it.

|m9
JOHN DICK, Florist,

53d and Darby Road, Phila., Pa.

ORCHIDS.
The subscriber has for sale a very choice col-

lection of Orchids, principally East Indian varie-
ties, viz : iErides, Dendrobium, Phalsenopsis,
Vandas, Saccolabiums, &c., will be sold low for
cash during the next three months.

A. F. CHATFIELD'S

EXOTIC NUESERY,
maytf.

ALBANY, N. Y.

THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF THB

NUESEETMEN, SEEDSMEN aM FLORISTS,

Will be held at the Exposition Building at Chicago, beginningWed-
nesday, June 20, at lo a. M., and continuing three days. Head-
quarters at Grand Pacific Hotel, which will give reduced rates to all

attending the meeting. Reduced rates of R. R. fare will be had
from the leading railroads. Further information may be obtained
by addressing any of the following officers :

E. MOODY, President, Lockport, N. Y.
D. \V. SCOTT, Secretary, Galena, 111.

T. S. HUBBARD, Fredonia, N.Y.,1
L. K. SCOFIELD. PVctport, III., VE.vec Committee.

junei J. .J. HARRISON. Painesville.Ohio,)

To FLORISTS and CAPITALISTS

A fori t!
For Sale as a Whole or in Parts.

Twenty-six acres, fine (jualiiy of land, on Market St , between
four and five miles from Market SI. Bridge, Philadelphia. With
Stone Mansion, Barn and Stabling, Ice House, Tenant House, 11

Greenhouses built of stone in the best manner and healed with hot-

water, throughout. The new improvements cost Twenty Thousand
Dollars, and the whole property is offered at the rate unimproved
land is bringing in the neighborhood, and at a rate per acre less tlmn
has been offered for an unimproved portion of this property It i»

the first high ground west of Philadelphia; is a beautiful place and
must advance rapidly in value. But little cash required. For par-

ticulars apply to

PENNOCK BROS., or ISAAC L. MILLEB.
tmay2 1514 Chestnut St., Phila. 705 Walnut St., Phil*.

Osage Orange Plants.
Of prime quality and very cheap Special rales by the 10,000 and
upwards. A full assortment of HEDGE PLANTS. For Price-

lists, address

A. HANCE & SON,
maytf NURSERYMEN AND FLORISTS. RED BANK, N. J.

Rear of 428 "Walnut Street, Philada.

Manufacturer of Plain and Fancy Wire-work, for Floristst
Wreaths, Crosses, Stars, Crowns, Hearts, Anchors, Birds, Lambs,
Gipsy Baskets, Hanging Baskets, Flower Stands, &c.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. aug6

UTAH
READY IN JUNE.

ERYTHRONIUM GRANDIFLORUM

FRITILLARIA PUDICA,
two of the most beautiful of Utah Spring Flowering Bulbs, and
found to be adapted to eastern culture

PRICE: $3 per 100, $25 per 1000.

Letters with remittances addressed to

A. L. SLLER,
Care of John Reading, Salt Lake City, Utah,

will meet with prompt attention ; or to

may2] A. L. SILER, Ranch P. O., Utah.

CHARLES J. POWER,

9

SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
Greenhouse, Bedding and miscellaneous plants. Flowers and

Floral Decorations, for Parties, Weddings, and Funerals, furnished
and arranged to order. may2

How to Raise Fruits.
By Thomas Gregg.

A Hand-book of Fruit Culture, being a Guide to the proper Culti-

vation and Management of Fruit Trees, and of Grapes and Small
Fruits. 184 pages. i2mo, cloth, fully illustrated. Price Ji.oo.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
8r4 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISER.

Japa

the: :xe:^v

nese White Flowering
HYDMANGEA,

"THOMAS HOGG."
We have great pleasure in announcing to the Horticultural world, that the distribution of this fine plant, the most superb novelty in

Slante ever introduced into this country, will comm-nceon October 1st, 1876. It has received the unqualified admiration of all Amer-
lan and European Florists and Nurserymen who have seen it in flower.

Orders will be received at the following rates :

One Large Flowering Plant, S3. Second Size, #3. Where 12 plants are taken
25
50
100 "

Small plants struck last September, ^12 per dozen, J80 per hundred.

This, the finest of all Hydrangeias, was sent to the United States by Mr. Thomas Hogg, from Japan
er at the Massachusetts Horticultural Society weekly meeting in Boston, where it took the Society's silver medal for new plants ; and
also, at the New York Horticultural Society's monthly meeting in May. In the reporf of that meeting to the " American Agriculturist,"
by Mi. Peter Henderson, he says :

—'• We think it safe to say, that no ornamental plant ever introduced exceeds this in value."

It belongs to the Hortensia section of the family, but is a far more free and abundant bloomer than any other.

I have a fine lot of Hydrangea paniculata g^'andiflora, 2 year strong flowering plants $25 per 100, $200 per 1000 ; 2d size,
per 100, $15.

All orders must be sent toJOHN CADNESS, Flushing, L. I., N. Y.

Cash must accompany the order, and all remittances by Draft or Post Oflice Order, or Bank Cheque, as we cannot be responsible for
the safety ofgreenbacks by mail.

JOHN CADNESS.
Flushing, Long Island, N. Y., April 1st, 1877. tocti2

3 additional sent-
7

15
30 " "

It has been exhibited ia flow

-^t^

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their Donstruction a Specialty. Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. J^" Send for Catalogue. Address,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
Jiinei2 Irvington-on-Hudson, New York.



THE 110 li Tl C UL TUliA L AD VER TISEli.

FOI^ THIE IP^LL OIP 1877.

GERMANTOWN NURSERI^^ PHILADA.,
Being well atUiptcd to the healthy gritw th of Seedlings, we inorease this ilepartment from year to

year, with our incroasing trade.

Our Apple Stocks, Mazzard Stocks & Osag? Plants
are well known and annually ai^prcciated, and the young .seedling.s now promise to lie of their usual

superiority. Those who may want to purchase in huge (piantities for this Fall's delivery, are

invited to call and examine, or correspond.

tjune4 Gorgas Lane Station, Chestnut Hill R. R., Germantown, is close to the Nursery.

BOTANIC G-ARDENS,
Tremont, New York City.

NEW AND RARE

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, PALMS AND FERNS.

CATALOGUES sent FKEE of ( 11 ARGK.

tmchlO

-i- 2ooaooo:=ii^

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Sent free on application.

A. H. HEWS ^ GO.;p

Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States,

No. Cambridge^ MasSi

M. M. BAYERSDORFER & CO.,

Importers of Every description of

BOUQUET PAPERS.
Plain White Satin for Bridal Bouquets. Fancy I^ace for Weddings, Recep-

tions, Parties. Italiens, Pasted Cartons, Immortelles in great Tarieties ; Green
Moss, French Dried Grasses and Flowers. Tin Foil. Prize Medal of Cincinnati
Industrial ExposiMon of 1873 awarded to us for the best display of Bouquet
Papers. Lllnstrated Catalogue furnished on application.

feb 56 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISER.

Cascade Rose Nursery.
TOUNG ROSES, in the very choicest varieties, fine healthy planfs rooted last Summer ; price, 86.50 per

]Oo,S6o per 1000. Gl. (Je Dijon, Devoniensis, Marie Guillot. Aline Sisley Shirley Hibberd, Souv'r d'un
Ami, Safrani), Bon Silene, Luxembourg, Countess Labarthe, M. Neil, Mad. Cecil Berthed, A. Aubeit,
Hermosa, Malmaison. &c , &c.

NEW ROSES of 1876. Abel Carriere, Duchesse de Vallambrosa. Dingee Conard, Mad. F. Jamin,
Mad. P. Langier Miss Hassard. Rev J. B. M Camm, ?ic.. &c. Prices low.

NEW GERANIUMS of 1877. Lemoines, Alegatiere's and those of other Continental raisers—new
styles, new colors, sreat improvements.

NEW GERANIUMS of 1876. Superb Novelties, dwarf, bushy, short-jointed, with large pips in

immense trusses, combining all the reijiiisites for first-class market plants. 81.50 per doz., $10 00 per 100.

VERBENAS ! VERBENAS ! VERBENAS I Fine, healthy, luxuriant plants, J4 per 100, $30 per 1000
Trade List to Florists and Descriptive A.. X£. ^SATXlaljIA3WLS,

Catalogue to all on application. tdeci2 Richmond, Ind.

TOBACCO STEMS,
, ImI of Sill FM UWl

For Fumigating purposes, for sale in bales of about 400 fi)s.,

frepon boat or cars at 85 per bale, or three bales for $12 on one
order.

STRAITON & STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

ftiigl2 New York City.

By E. P. ROE,
("The chapter on picking and marketing is eminently practical

•md sensible."

—

American Agriculturist.)

How to raise and market Strawberries, Ra.spberries, Currants,

Gooseberries, Blackberries, &c. 82 pages, 8 vo., paper, price 50
sents. Mailed post paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Fhila.

ELLIS' B
Estimates and Circulars furnished.

ASE
URNING
OILER.

17AT) \\1 A D MTISIP Dwellings, Greenhouses, Graper-

rUrV YVArviVliiNU ies, Forcing pits, Drying Room*

Heating Water for Public Baths, Baptisteries, ic, by Hot

Water or by Steam.

t.sep.l2 182 CENTRE STREET, NEW YORK.

GorrugatsU Isatiiis Pipe aaH Soikr !or Greenkss M%
JOHN G. WILSON, 222 Centre St., N. Y. City.

Report on Awards:—The undersigned, having examined the product herein described, respectfully recommends the s? me to the

United States Centennial Commission for Award, for the following reasons, viz :

—

Tlie Ctrrugated Pipe, extending the radiating surface causes the heat to be radiated at a lower temperature, an important point in all

artificially heated atmospheres, either for plant or animal life. A Boiler, upright cylinder, with coil in fire chamber, large fire surface, and

compact in size ; therefore economical for a Boiler of its class. W. D. BRACKiiNRIDGE, Judge.
(GEO. THURBER,

Group Judges-; F. PENTLAND, FRANCIS A. WALKER, Chief of Bureau of Awards.
(WM. SAUNDERS.

Given by authority of the U. S. Centennial Commission, A. T. GOSHORN, Director General.

J. R. HAWLEY, Preisdent.

laplj J. L. CAMPBELL, Secretary.

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

For Warming and Ventilating Dwellings^ Greenhouses^ Graperies., Forcing

Fits, Drying Booms, Heating Water for Public Baths, S^c.

This Boiler is perfectly self-cleaning, simple, economical End powerful, having more effective surface into less space than any Boiler

the market. Scollay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, &c., to oe obtained of all Seedsmen, Florists, &A,

Send f«r Circular and Reference?. nov.12

351 Adams Street, Brooklyn, New York.

PEAR CULTURE FOR PROFIT.
BY P. T. QUINN.

A practical Horticulturist and author of "Money in the Garden."
Containing practical method of raising Pears intelligently and with

best results; character of soil, best mode of preparing it; best varie-

ties to select under existing conditions ; best mode of planting, prun-
ing, fertilizing, grafting, and utilizing the ground before the trees come
Into bearing, and finally, gathering and packing for market. Illus-

trated with practical cuts on pruning and grafting, distance table and
orchard record. 136 pages, 12 mo, cloth. Price $1. Sentbymail,
po*t-pa>d en receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phile.

AMERICAN FRUIT CULTURIST.
BY JOHN J. THOMAS.

Practical directions lor the Cultivation of Fruit Trees in the

NURSERY. ORCHARD AND GARDEN.
Despriptionsof the principal American and Foreign varieties,

Plain Edition, 480 engravings, 511 pages, 12 mo. Price, $3.0Q

Mailed post-paid on receipt of price.

9gr Kxtra Edition, 576 pages, heavy paper, fine cloth, 60$

illustrations and chromo frontispiece; mailed, for 83.75.'«ia

Address CHAS. H. MABOT, SUChestnu St.. Phils*
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SEEDLING RASPBERRIES,
Reliance and Karly Prolitic—Large and Superior. Two in-
ches in circumference; 8 years tested. Grown in p its for June
planting; will yield a crop of fruit one year sooner than if plant-
ing is deferred till Fill. Jjperdoi in pots by express, C. O. D.
Plant now and save a year.

WM. PARRY, Pomona Nursery,
jm" Cinnaininson, N. J

VEGETABLE

POULTRY FARM,
OF TWENTY-SEVEN ACRES,

From which I1500 worth of vegetables can be sold each year at the
Tillage. Warm, early soil, easy to work and under good cultiva-
tion. For a market garden farm it cannot be equalled for the money—Choice fruit in variety, producing good crops. A stream (on
which is a mill-privilege) affords facilities for breeding water-fowl,
and the privilege may become valuable as the site for a factory. The
buildings are excellent, comprising a 2-story house of 14 rooms with
L and piazza painted and blinded. The house alone cost $3500 to
build. Bam 24 feet long with carriage-house attached. Two ex-
celent henneries with set boilers—and for a model chicken farm this
is worthy the particular attention of parties abo\it engaging in the
poultry business ; beautifully located, high and healthy. Shade
trees in front. Price only 82700

; $700 cash—located 20 miles from
Boston. This(No. 8651, on page 45)and over 1000 other estates in
Massachusetts, fully described in Country Homes, a book of 120
pages, illustrated ; mailed for 3-cent stamps (none mailed free), or
obtained free at the New England Farm Agency, 24 Tremont Row,
Boston, Mass.
apb GEO. H. CHAPIN.

VERBKJVAS. :iO VARIETIES.
Tree from KuhI, OrtMMiliouHe and ItedtlliiK Plants, Cut
l''lower8, for the Trade. Or'lrrs by nrnil or tclccraph. Addrcs*

SAHUISL DICKEY, Oxford, Pa.
tfebs Phila. & Bait. C. R. R.

NURSERYMAN'S
DIRECTORY
of 1877.

A reference book of the Nurserymen, Florists, Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, &c., for the United States. Alphabetically arranged by
States and Post Offices. 310 pages, 8vo. Price ^10.00 Mailea,
post-paid, on receipt of price.

SSr A. few copies of the Dirtctory cf 1876 may still be had for $5.
Addre<ts, CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut St., Phila.

10,000 VERBENAS.
Fine, Strong, Healthy Plants -$30 per 1000.
All kinds of beddiiit^ out plantt^.

tepltf M. CLARK, Florist. West Chester, Pa.

'WALTER ELDER,
Landscape and Jobbing Gardener,

IT-n Roiiman Street, PhUwltiphia
Attends to all branches of his btisiness on reasoBab)<^ teime.

Strawberry Plants,
BY THE 100, 1,000, OR 10,000.
Monarch of the West, Chas. Downing. Col. Cheney, Ju-

conda, tnie, Kentucky, Seth Boyden, Wilson's Albany, etc.

Also Great American, Cumberland, Triumph, Duchesse,
Capt. Jack, Duncan, Prouty's Seedling, Kerrs's Prolific,

Sterling, and nearly twenty other NEW varietio*. A descrip-

tive Catalogue mailed to all applicants.

A. HANCE & SON,
maytf NURSERYMEN & FLORISTS, RED BANK, N. J.

Allen's Planet

SILVER

MEDAL
Hand Sce<l Drills and AV^lecl Hots, have filso

received the C'eiitcniiial Medal, and llic Krfurt
Medal, Germany: in addition to very numerous
first prizes at State and County Fairs. Our machines
are still further improved for 1S77. Send for full

Descriptive Price-list, containing also onr Xetv Horse
Hoe, ''Iron Af/e" Cultivator, Wood frame niltirnfnr.

Hand Garden Plow, Paris Green Duster, Transplanting

Hoes, etc. Even/ Farmer sliotild have a copy, and we
want a lire ar/eiit in every town. If your dealei-s do not

keep our goods, send for new terms to arients and chil>s.

S. L: Allen & Co., 119 S. Fourth St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

LAWN MOWER.
IT HAS THE LARGEST SALE OP ANY

LAWN MOWER IN THE WORLD.
It has been adopted, and can be seen in practical operation on Central

Park and all the other City Park.s, New York ; Government
Grounds and City Parks, Washington ; Boston Common,
Boston ; Prospect Park, Brooklj-ii , and on almost every prominent
Park throuphoui the United States and Canada.
THE GREAT TRIAL of Lawn Mowers was held in New York City

June 25th, 1874. There the Excelsior came into competition with all the

best Lawn Mowers in the world, and was awarded the HIGHEST PRE-
MIUM
Four sizes for hand-power : four sizes for hnrse power.

Prices from «14 to »200. EVERY MACHINE WARRANTED.
Address

CHADBM&COLDWELLMT'GCO,
Send for Circular. Newburgh, N. Y.

N. B We call special attention to our new HORSE MOWER.
Gears entirely covered and weight reduced 200 ft)s. It is the LIGHTEST
and BEST HORSE MOWER EVER MADE. may
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WEATHERED & CHEREVOY'S

Patent Boilers

Fig Pig. 2.

HOT WATER APPARATUS,
No. 46 Marion Street, between Spring- and Prince, New York.

(TWO BLOCKS EAST OF BROADWAY.)

For Warming- and Ventilating Public Buildings, Private Dwellings, Greenhouses,
Graperies, Forcing Pits, Drying Rooms, and HeatingWater for Public Baths.

Fig. 1 is an outside view. Fig. 2 is a vertical section through the centre.

The following are a few names of Oentlemen who have our Boiler in use:

Thos. Drake, Esq., Germantown, Pa.
Simon Cameron, Esq., Harrisburg, Pa.
J. D. Cameron, Esq.. Harrisburg, Pa.
Thos. Carter, Esq., Raluigii, N. C.
J. H. Dunliam, Esq., Ciiicago, III.

Jas. B. Waller, Esq.,

W. J. Gordon, Esq., Cleveland, Ohio.
Geo. Stanley, Esq., " "

Harris Jaynes, Esq., " "

Geo. W. Cuyler, Esq., Palmyra, N. Y.
D. M. Osborn. Esq., Auburn, N. Y.
John B. Dutcher. Esq., Pawling, N. Y.
A. M. Allerton, Esq., Bronxville, N. Y.
Robert Hoe, Esq., Tarrytown, N. Y.
Peter Hoe, Esq., '' "

George Lewis, Esq. , " "

Wm. H. Drew, Croton Falls, "

Hon. James Y. Smith, Providence, R. I.

Philip Caswell, Esq., Newport, R. I.

Alfred Smith, Esq.,

Wm. Findlay, Esq., " "

E. Learned, Esq., Pittsiield, Mass.
D. O. Mills, Esq., San Francisco, Cal.

W. L. Feniis, Esq., Westchester, N. Y.
D. H. Haightj^E.sq., Goshen, N. Y
F. Newbold, Esq., Newark, N. Ji

James T. Closson, Esq., Plainfield N. J.

Daniel W. Coit, Esq., Norwich, Conn.
J. F. Slater, Esq., " "

H. W. Collender, Esq., Darien, "

Chas. P. Palmer, Esq., Stonington, "

Wm. D. Black, Esq , New Milford, Conn.
Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, Irvington, N. Y.
H. F. Spaulding, Esq., Riverdate, "

S. D. Babcock, Esq., " "

Percy R. Pyne, " "

Elisha Brooks, Esq., Inwood, "

Camille Marie, Esq., ''
"

A. F. Smith, Esq., Fort Washington, "

R. M. Olyphant, Esq., Dobb's Ferry, "
Clarkson N. Potter, Esq., New Rochelle, "

Chas. D. Dickey, Esq., West Farms, "
Wm. Matthews, Esq., Harri.son, "

William Chorlton, Esq., New Brighton, S. L
F. H. Wolcott, Esq , Astoria, L. 1.

Bailev Leach, Esq., " ''

Hon.'W. B. Ogden, H'gh Bridge, N. Y.
Peter Moller, Esq., 295 Fifth Ave., New York City.
Wm. Moller, Esq., 6 West 20th St., " "

John Moller, Esq., 127 East 54th St., " "

John Moller, Esq.. 8 East 37th St.,
" "

Ch. Moller, Esq., 426 Washington St., " "

Henry B. Laidlaw, Esq., 33 Pine St., " "
George W. Lane, Esq., 93 Front St., " "

J. P. Robinson, Esq., 14 Coenties Slip, " "

J. B. Colgate, Ii:8q., 47 Wall St.,

John B. Trevor, Esq., 47 Wall St.,
" «

Charles Butler, Esq., 12 " " *

Richard Arnold. Esq., 309 Canal St., New York Cltf .

Jas. M. Constable, Esq., 309 Canal St.,
" "

W. T. Garner, Esq. 61 Worth St., N. Y. City.

Please send for Circular with list of References and Reduced Prices to

THOMAS W. WEATHERED, 46 Marion Street, N. T.
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CLUB PAPERS AT NET PRICES,
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

TO REMIT IN CLUBBING any of the followiiifj list with the
Gardener's Monthly select such

lis you wish, foot up tlio prices aiuicxcd ami add TWO DOLLARS
for the MONTHLY to the total.

American Agriculturist $1 20
" Farmer 1 85
" Artisan 1 60
" Builder 2 HO
" Naturalist 3 25
" Odd Fellow 1 GO

Appleton's Journal 2 50
Arthur's Home Magazine 2 X5

Atlantic Monthly 3 45

Boston Cultivator 2 60

Building Association Journal 75
" Societies Gazette, London, P^ngland 1 35

Bucks County Intelligencer, old Suuscribers $2 60, new 2 10

California Horticulturist 2 75

Central Union Agriculturist and Chromo 1 70

Children's Friend 1 .•«

Hour 1 10

Colman's Rural World 1 85
Country Gentleman 2 10

Demorest's Magazine 2 60
Eclectic Magazine 4 GO
Every Saturday 4 60
Farmer's Home Journal 2 60
Frank Leslie's Ladies' Magazine 3 10

" Review 2 10

Galaxy 3 45
Germantown Telegraph, old subscribers $2 50, new 2 20
Godey's Lady's Book 2 25
• raphic, f Daily), per year 9 50
Hall's Journal of Health 1 50

Harper's Baxar 3 45
" Magazine 3 45
" Weekly 3 45

Hearth and Home 2 00

Herald of Health. 1 GO
Household 85

Iowa HomesK ad 1 GO

Journal of Chemistry 1 10
" of the Farm 85

Journal of Materia Medica 1 10

Kansas Farmer 1 35

Lady's Floral Cablnut, with Chromo 1 10

Ladies' Repository 3 35
IvCslie's Lady's Journal ^ 3 GO

Lippincott's Magazine 3 25

Littell's Living Age 7 60

London Garden 8 75

London Gardener's Chronicle 7 50

Maine F"armer
Manufacturer and Builder
Maryland Farmer _
Massachusetts Ploughman
Mitropolitan
Milling Journal
Moore's Rural New Yorker
Nation
National Baptist
New England Farmer

" " Homestead
New York Evangelist
New York Meth'dist

" Post, Weekly. 81. SO; .Semi-Weekly
' " Times, Weekly, Sl.50; Semi-Weekly

" Tribune, Weekly, 81.50; Semi-Weekly
" World, Weekly; 81-50; Semi-Weekly

North-Western Farmer
Nursery
Ohio Farmer
Old and New
Our Home Journal
Park's Floral Gazette
Penn M<mthly
Peter's Musical Monthly
Peterson's Magazine
Philadelphia Weekly Press
Phrenological Journal
Poultry World
Popular Science Monthly
Practical Farmer, (Weekly)
Prairie Farmer
Purdv's Small Fruit Recorder
Saint Nicholas
Saturday Evening Post
.Scientific American
.Scientific P'arnier

Scribner's Monthly
Southern Cultivator
Southern Planter and Farmer
Waverly Magazine
Western Agriculturist
Western Farmer

Rural
Wood's Household Magazine

" '" with Chroino
Working Farmer
Youth's Companion..uew subscribers $1.40; old subscribers

.n 1«

. 1 83

. 1 35

. 2 60
, 1 86
. 1 85
. 2 35
, 4 75
, 2 35
. 2 35
, 2 10

, 2 60
. 2 20
. 2 60
. 2 60
. 2 60
. 2 60
. 1 10
. 1 20
. 1 85
3 60

, 2 25
70

. 2 10

. 2 60

. 1 70
, 1 60
, 2 35

1 00
. 4 60
. 1 60

1 60
85

. 2 60
1 75

, 2 75
85

. 3 45
, 1 85
, 1 85
, 4 60

85
, 1 85
1 85
85

, 1 00
, 1 10
. 1 75

The above includes postage under the new U. S. Law requiring prepayment of postage before mailing.

After subscription to a club paper through this agency, report non-reccipt of your numbers

and other causes of dissatisfaction, irregularities of mails or changes of residences, only to said

paper direct [not to this office).

Remit by P. 0. Order, Drafl or Registered Letter. Currency is at risk of mails.

r^'^gjlf you wish a receipt or reply, enclose postage stamp for that purpose, otherwise the club papers will be considered ft Buffl*

oient receipt.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.
By Geo. W. Johnson, Editor of " Cottage Gardener."

Describing the Plants, Fruits and Vegetables desirable for the

Garden, and e.xplaining the terms and operations employed in

their cultivation. New Edition, with a supplement, including the

new plants and varieties. 910 pages, i2mo, cloth, fine print. Price,

^3.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

ROSE GARDEN.
By Wm. Paul, F. R. H. S.

EJmbracing History of the Rose ; formation of Rosarium; detail-

ed account of practice for successful cultivation ; arrangement in
natural groups of most esteemed varieties, English and Foreign,
in the most eminent Gardens ; with full description and remarks
on origin an 1 mode of culture. Numerous illustrations. 256 ,

pages, Royal 8vo, cloth. Price $3.00. Sent by mail post-paid
on receipt ofprice. Address CHAS. H. MAROT,

1

814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE.
By Wm. Paul, F.R.H.S.

The rationale of Rose cultivation in a nut-shell. Intended to

place within a small compass all that is necessary for the successful

cultivation of the " Queen of Flowers." 83 pages, i2mo, paper-
boards. Price, 60 cents. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of
price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

jPBESERVING, PICKLING UNO CHINING FRUIT,
By Mrs. M. E. Pethrson.

Containing a choice collection of receipts of Preserving, Pickling,
and Canning Fruits, many of them being original from house wives
of experience. 72 pages, i6mo. Cloth. Price 50 cents. Sent by
mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
ai4 Ckestmit St., PhiU.

B -CJ L B S^
By Edward Spragub Rand, Jk.

A treatise on Hardy and Tender Bulbs and Tubers. 357 pages,
iimo, cloth. Price, J1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt
of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

AMERICAN FLOWER GARDEN DIRECTORY.
By Robert Buist.

With practical directions for the Culture of Plants in Flower-
Gard. n, Hot-House, Green-House, Rooms, or Parlor Windows,
for ever:,- month of the year. Instructions for erecting Hot-
house, Green-house, and laying out a Flower garden. Instruc-
tion for cultivating, propagating, pruning and training the
Grapj vine and description of best sorts for the open air. 342
pages. 12mo, cloth. Price $1 50. Sent by mail post paid on receipt
of priee. CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut St. Phila.

CHOICE STOVE UNO GREENHOOSE PUNTS, American gardener's assistant.'I

By Benj. S. WUUams, F. B. H. S.

With descriptions of upwards of eleven hundred species and
Tarieties. Instructions for their cultivation and mod of manage-
ment. Illustrated with colored frontispiece and numerous
splendid illustrations. 686 pages, 2 vols., 12mo, cloth. Price
$5.00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut St , Phila.

ORCHID GROWER'S MANUAL.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Containing brief descriptions of over 800 species and varieties,

with notices of times of flowering, approved modes of treatment
and practical instructions on general culture. Remarks on heat,

moisture, soil, seasons of growth and rest suited to the several species.

Enlarged edition with illustrations. 300 pages, izmo, cloth. Price,

^2.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
8x4 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

SELECT FERNS AND LYCOPODS.
By Benjamin S, Williams, F.R.H.S.

Comprising descriptions of 950 choice species and varieties, Brit-

ish and Exotic, with directions for their management in the Tropical,
Temperate and Hardy Fernery, with numerous beautiful full-page
illustrations. 353 pages, i2mo, cloth. Price, ^2.50. Sent by mail
post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

By Thomas Bridgeman.
Containing complele practical directions for the cultivation of

Vegetables, Flowers, Fruit Trees and Grapevines. Illustrated.
629 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price $2.50. Sent by mail post-paid on
receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

GARDENING FOR PLEASURE.
BY PETER HENDEBSON.

A guide to the Amateur in the

FRUIT, VEGETABLE and FLOWER GARDEN.
With full directions for the

Greenhouse, Conservatory and Window-Garden.
Illustrated. 2.iO Pages, 12mo, cloth. Price $1.50. Sent by

mail post-paid on receipt of price.
Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
BT PETER HENDERSON.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of the

MARKET AND FAMILY GARDEN.
New and enlarged edition. Illustrated. 27G Pages, 12mo, cloth.
Price, $1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Cheetnut St., Phlla.

Mannal of Botany of tie Nortieru United States, practical floriculture.
By Asa Gray,

Including the district east of the Mississippi and north of Carolina
and Tennessee. Arranged according to the Natural System. Illus-
trated with 20 plates of Sedges, Gra-ses, Ferns, &c. 703 pages,
8vo, half-arabesque cloth sides. Price, 1^2.25. Sent by mail post-
paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

WINDOW GARDENING.
By Henry T. Williams.

o,^7'"i?^
^PS'^ially to the Culture of Flowers and Ornamental

Plants for In-door vse and Parlor Decoration. Splendidly illus-
trated. 300 pages, med. 8vo, cloth. Price «1.60. gent by mail
post-paid on rtceipt of price.

AddreM CHAS. H. MAEOT,
8U Cheetnut St

, Phila.

By Pbtbr Henderson.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of

FLORISTS' PLANTS,
for the Amateur and Pro/essional Florist. Illustrated. j88 pages,
jzmo, cloth. Price, $1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of
price.

Address, CHAS H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GARDENING BY MYSELF.
""

By Anna Warner.
Containing Hints and Experiences under heading of each

month in the year. Illustrated. 16mo, 2:2-3 pages, cloth. Price
$1.25. S«nt by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St , Phaa.
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Index to Advertisements.

Advertisers are requested to have orders in hand as early as

POSSIBLE. Cb/))/ received after the 'I'ird of each month cannot be

IMSURKD insertion in the next isstie.

Aliens, h. it Co., Phihidolpliia, Pa 10

Ayer N. W. A Son, thiladolphia 4

Bayer.sdorfcr M. M. A Co., Philadelphia 8

Beuson A Hiirpoo, Phila , Pa 14

Bush J. S.. Mow York city 8

Cftdness John, Flushinc.'l... T., New York 7

Chadboru A Coldwell M Tg Co., Newbnrgh, N. Y 10

Chapin Goo. H , Boston, Mass 10
Chatlield, A. F., Albany. N. Y 6
Clark M., West Clioster, Pa 10

Dick John. Phila
Dickey Samuel, Oxtord, Pa 10

DinRee A Conard Co.. West Grove, Pa 2
Elder Walter, Philadelphia 10

Ellis Chas. K., New York city 9

Excell Kohort, ChicaRO, 111 G

Gerrard Thomas F , ('leveHnd, 4

Hauce A. A Sou, Rod Bank, N.J 6, 10

Henderson Peter & Co., New York ;. 1

Hews A. 11. A Co., No. Cambridge, Mass 8

Hitehings A Co., New Y'ork city 3

Jenks Geo. E. Concord, N. H 4
Kreupper Vuieoslas, Naples, Itsly 4
Lane C. F..Koshkonong, Wis 4
Landreth David A Sons., Philadelphia Fly-leaf
Lord's Horticultural Works, Irvington, NewY'ork 7

Lonsdale Edwin, Germautown, Pa '. 4
Lynex Richard. Philadelphia 6

MarotChas. H., Phila 4,6,9,11, 14
Meehan Thomas. Germantown, Philadelphia 8
Nimmo Alexander, Brooklyn, New York cover
Parsons, R. B. A Co., Flushing, N. Y 14
Parsons S. B. & Sons. Flushing, New York cover
Parry Wm., Cinuamiuson, N. J 10
Pennock Bros ,—Isaac L. Miller, Phll.i 6

Power, Charles J., South Framingham, Mas? 6

Koe E. P., Cornwal'-on-Hudson, N. Y 14
Rolker A. A Sons, New York city Fly-leaf
Scollay John A., Brooklyn. N. Y 9
Siler, A. L. Ranch P. 0., Utah 6
Smith A Lynch, Boston, Mass 5
Straiton & Storm, New York city 9
Weathered A Cherevoy, N. Y. City 11
White John, Jersey City, N. J 4

Williams A. K., Richmond, Ind 9
Wilson .Tohn G., New Y'ork City 9

Wilson Wm. C., Astoria. L. I. G 4
WoodruUGeo. S.. Mt. Airv, Phila 4
Wright Peter A Sons, Philadelphia 4

SITUATIONS WANTED.

A position as Head Gardener or Superintendent of some Cerr.e-

tery or large country place by a man thoroughly acquainted
with all branches of horticulture, both in-doors and out. Can take
whole direction of an estate, lay out and superintend work ; is ac-
customed to the charge of men and willing to work himself. Or. as
partner in some well-established Nursery, Horticultural or Floral
Business of .inyljdcpartment, of which would take entire charge.
Highest references given. Address, HORTICULTURIST, care of
Geo. Such, Esq., South Amboy, N. J.

WANTED.—Situation as book-keeper by a person at present
employed in similar capacity at a large nursery. Would pre-

fer an engagement where his whole time would not be required at

office duties—filling up odd time out of doors, so as to acquire some
practical knowledge of the business. Address " INQUISITOR,
Red Bank, N.J. To be called for."

BY a young man, speaks English and German ; single ; 28 years
of age, to takeeharge ot a fruit farm or private place. Ref-

erences exchanged. Distance no objection. Address K., care of
Aug. Spitzmiller, 588 Main St., BuflTalo, N. Y.

BY a young man between 18 and 19 years of age, in a greenhouse
establishment. Hashad more than 3 years'experience with relia-

ble men; isquickathandling plants andcancome wellrecommended.
Good character for reliability and sobriety. Willing to go to any part
of the country. Address, JNO. L. RUSSELL, Catonsville, Md.

BY a French Swiss Gardener; married, one child. Fifteen
years' experience in Europe and ten in the United States.

Thoroughly competent in all branches : improvement of grounds,
greenhouse and hot-house plants, grapery—both inside and outside
culture, and vegetables. Best of reference furnished from present
employer. Will accept situation in any department. Address,
C. S. L.,care of Mr. Guerinot, Florist, Maiden, Mass., or Mr.
Doogue, 849 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

R. B. PARSONSr& CO.,
OlVcr lloHes in pots of fine v.Tri'-ties, al 87 per nx>. Rhododon-
drons oftlic best hardy sorts. ClUneso Axaleas, a large stock in

very fine Condition, and of the best Sorts, 25 cts, to 81. Cainelliaja-
poiiica, a large collection in superb condition, 2s els. to $1.
llardy A/.aloas, the choicest deciduous .shrubs. Magnolias,
both Chinese and Japan, at very low rates.

W<: invite the iillcution of

NUKSERYMEN and DEALERS
To our general stock, both Deciduous and Kverjjreen, which is

very large and complete. '1 he rarer Evergfreens, as well as the
old st-indard sorts, we grow in large quantity. Flowering
Shrubs we oflfer at low rates. Our Purple Beech, grafted
from really purple-leaved trees are very fine.

Our Office and Greenhouses being at the location once occupied by
the old house of Parsons & Co., (now dissolved), of which the head
of this firm was a member, visitors will find it quite accessible
from either the Bridge or Main St. Railroad Stations. For Cata-
logues, address, 11. B. PARSONS & CO.,

Bowne Ave.,
Febi2 P.O. Box, 99. Flushing, N. T.

Strawberry Plants,
Thirty odd varieties.

RASPBERRY PLANTS,
Fourteen varieties.

Currant. Gooseberry and Blackberry plants for sale by E. P. ROE,
author of " Manual on the Culture of Small Fruits," "Play and
Profit in My Garden," &c. Send for a Circular.

• E. P. ROE,
febtf Cornwall-on-Hudson, Orange Co., N. ¥,

Yorkshire, Berkshire, Essex, Poland China, and Chester
WHITE .SWINE, of unsurpassed excellence. Alderney, Ayr-
shire and Shorthorn Cattle, Southdown and Cotswold SHEEP.
Imported and Prize POULTRY, and PIGEONS bred on 3
FARMS. DOGS, Ac. New descriptive circular free. Elegant
new Catalogue with cuts from life of our stock, 20c. Seeds,
Trees, Pl.4Nt.s, Fertilizers, Implemets, Ac. 6 PACKAGES
seeds, free, as samples, for two 3e. stamps. Benson A Burpee,
successors to W. Atlee Burpee, Seed Warehouse, 223 Church
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. octl2

Of standing, ability and experience, wants a first-class

situation, either private or commercial, good management, trust and
responsibility warranted. The best references given. Address at

first, HORTICLXTOK,
apltf Care, Charles H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
BY JAMES HOGG.

A complete giiide to the cultivation of Vegetables, containing
thorough instructions for Sowing, Plantint: and Cultivating all kindl
of Vegetables ; with plain directions for preparing, manuring and
tilling the soil to suit each plant ; including also a summary of the
work to be done in a vegetable garden during each montli of the
year. 137 pages, i6mo., cloth. Illustrated. Price 50 cents; sent
by mail, post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAKOT, 814 Chestnut St.. Phila.

BACK VOLUMES
OF THE

Gardener's Monthly
Can still be had in numbers, per year
Bound in neat cloth cases, including numbers,

" " Roan " "

$2 10
3 00
3-15

Delivered postage free.

Or mail us your own numbers, and have them bound in cloth cases
forgo cents. Returned to you bound postage free. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia.



RUBAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (and any others in the market not on this list) will

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price.. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., ?hilada.

Allen's, R. L., Diseases of Domestic Animals
Allen's, L. F., Bural Architecture
Allen's, L. F., American Cattle

Allen's, E. L. & L. F. New American Farm Book
American Architect
American Bird Fancier, (Brown's)
American Farmer's Encyclopedia :

American Weeds and Useful Platts
Apple Culturist, S. E. Todd
Art of Saw Filing
Architecture.Modern American, Cummings & Miller

>* Principles and Practice of, By Loring & Jenning
Baker's Fruit Culture
Bassett on Cranberry Culture
Barry's Fruit Garden
Bell's Carpentry made easy
Bcment's Poulterer's C. mpaniou
Bement's Rabbit Fancier
Beet Root Sugar
Bicknell's Village Builder, 77 plates

Bommer's Method of Making Manures
Boussingault's, J. B., Rural Economy
Browne's Trees of America •

Breck's New Book of Flowers
Bridgeman's American Gardener's Assistant

Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual
Bridgeman's Kitchen Gardeners Instructor

Buist's, Robert. Am. Flower Garden Directory
Buist's, Robert, Family Kitchen Gardener
Burr's Field snd Garden Vegetables of America
Carijenter and Joiner (R.RiddcU)
Carpenter and Joiner's Hand Book, (IloHy)

Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide
Ch'-mistry of the Farm, (Nichols)

Cleveland's Villas and Cottages
Cobbett's American Gardener
Cole's, S. W., American Fruit Book
Cole's American Veterinarian
Cooper's Rural Hours
Cop^'land's Country Life

Dadd's, Geo. H., American Cattle Doctor
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor
Dana's, Samuel H., Muck Manual
Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, (2 vols)

Darwin's Insectiverous Plants
DeVoe's Market Assistant

Downing s, A. J., Landscape Gardening
Downing's Cottage Residences
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America,
Downing's Rural Essa^^s

D iwuing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden
DuBreuil's Vineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden)
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Cranberry
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide
Elliott s Landscape Gardening,
Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees
liilioii's i'ruit ijrrowers Kanu iiook, paper, 60 cents, cioih
Farm Talk, (Brackett)
Farming for Boys
Field's, 'Thomas W., Pear Culture
Five Acres too Much, (illustratul)

Flagg's European Vineyards
Flax Culture .'.

Flint, Chas. L . on Grasses
Flint's Milch Cows
Fowler's Homfs for All
Frink Forester's Fieh and Fishing, 8 vo. 100 engravings..
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen, 8 to....;....

French's Farm Drainage •

Fuller's Grape Culturist
Fuller's Small Fruit Culture _
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist
Fulton on Peach Culture....
Gentry's Lite Histories of Birds, 1st vol
Giay's H'>w Plants Grow
Gray's Manual of Botany
Oray's Manual, Botany and Lessons, in one yol
(iray's School and Field Book of Botany
Green on Trotit Culiure
Gregory on Squashes, paper
Guernon on Milch Cows
(Juide to Fortune
Harnzthy's Grape Culture and Wine Making
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo.^; col. eiig's..

Hirris on the Pig
Hut field's American House Carpenter
llendorson's Practical Fl'^riculture
Hcn'lerson's Gardening for Pleasure
irlendCTSon's Gardening for Profit
Herbert's Hints to Horsekecpcrs
Hoopcs on Evergreens
Hooper's Dog and Gun. paper 30 cents, cloth
Hop-culture
How to Buy a Farm, and Where to Find One

«1 00
1 60

2 50
2 50
7 00

30
6 00
1 75
1 50

75
10 00
12 00
4 00

30
2 50
5 00
2 00

30
1 50
12 00

25
1 60
6 00
1 75
2 50
1 00
1 00
1 50
1 00
5 00
7 00

75
75

1 25
4 00

75
75
75

2 00

5 00

1 50
1 50
1 25

, 6 00
7 00
2 50
6 50
3 ro
5 ro

3 50
2 00
2 00

1 00
1 00
1 50
1 25
] 50
1 .10

51
2 50
2 50
1 50
3 50
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 50
20

1 r.o

1 50
2 00
1 25

2 25
4 00
2 ro
1 00

,S'l

75
1 00
5 00
6 50
1 60
3 50
1 50
1 r.o

1 .^.0

1 75
3 00
CO
40

1 75

How to Manage a Building Association $2 00
How to Pai'nt 1 00
Hunter and Trapper 1 00
Hussman's Grapes and Wines 1 50
Jacques' Manual of the House 1 50
Jai ques' Manuel of the Garden 1 75
Jennings' Cattle Doctor 1 75
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases 1 75
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poul ry 1 75
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary 3 50
Johnson's How Crops Feed 2 00
Johnson's How Crops Grow 2 00
Johnson's Peat and its uses 1 25
Johnston's Elements of Ag. Chemistry and Geology 1 50
Johnston's, J. S. W., Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Kemp's Landscape Gardening 2 50
Klippart's Farm Drainage 1 75
Langstroth, Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee 2 00
Leuchars' How to Build Hot-houses 1 50
liCibig's. Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry 75
Loudon's Encylopijedia of Plants 20 00

Lyman's Cotton-culture 1 60
McMahon's American Gardener 2 25
Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmers 90
Mechanics' Companion (Nicholson) 3 00
Meehan's Ornamental 'Trees 76
Mileson the Horse's Foot 76
Miner's, T. B., Bee-keeper's Manual 1 36
Mohrouthe Grape-vine 1 00

Money in the Garden 1 50

My Vineyard at Lakeview 1 25

My Farm of Fdgewood... 1 75

My Ten-rod Farm 50
North American Sylva, 5 vols., 156 coL i lates, in 30 parts,

" " unbound 60 00
" H.ilf Turkey Antique, gilt..'. 70 OC

" " full " " 75 00
Niehol's Chemistry of the Farm and Sea 1 25
Norton's, J' hn P., Elements of Scientific Agriculture 75
Norris' Fisli-cnlture 1 75
Onion-culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres 1 25
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects cloth 6 00
Paul's Book of Roses - 60
Paul's Rose Garden 3 00
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary 15 00
Pardee on Strawberry-culture 75
Parkman's Book of Roses 1 50
Parsons, Samuel B., on the Rose 1 60
Peat and its Uses ;.... 1 25
Pear-culture, Fields 1 25
Pedder's, James, Farmer's Land-measurer 60
Percheron Horse 1 00
Peterson's Preserving, Pickling and Canning Fruit 50
Phin'sOpen-air Grape Culiure, and Wine Making 1 50
Quiun's Pear-culture for Profit 1 W)
Quinby's Mysteries of Bee-keeping Explained 1 SO
Randall's Sheep Husbandry 1 50
Ra-dall'a Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00
R.-\nd's Bulbs 1 50

Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden 3 00
Rand's Popular t lowers and how to Cultivate them 1 25

Rand's Garden Flowers 2 50
Rand's Orchid Culture 3 50
Rand's Rhododendrons 1 50
Rupp's Commercial Calculator, cloth $1, Morocco Tuck 2 00
Rose Culturist pap'r .30

Robbins', R , Produce and Ready Reckoner 75
Saunders' Domestic Poultry, paper 40 cloth 75
Saxton's Hand Books, in fourseries, each 1 50
Schenck's Gardener's Text-book 75
Scribner's Ready Reckoner and Log-book 3m
S'rong's Cultivation of the Grape 3 00
"Ten Acres Enough 1 50
Thomas, J. J., Farm Implements 1 50
Thomas, J. J., Fruit-culturist ; old ed., 83 00; new wlifion. 3 7.'i

Ville's Chemical Manures 1 25
Warder 8 American Pomology 3 00

" Hedges and Evergreens 1 50
Waring's Prainage for Profit and Health 1 50

" Elements of Agriculture 1 00
" Earth Closets 50

Webster's Dictionary, Unabridged 12 00
W ^I's Everv Man hi<own Lawyer 2 00
Williams, B. S., on Stove & Greenhouse Plants, 2 vols., Hl'd 5 00
Williams, B. S., on Select Ferns and I.ycopods 2 50
Williams, B. S, Orchid Grower's Maniial 2 5J
Window Gardening 1 50
White's Gardening for the South 2 00

" Cr.Tnberrv CiiU\ire 1 25

Wood's CKass BorikofBotanv 3 50
Workingman's Way to Wealth 75

Wiight's Practi cil Poultrv Keeper 2 00
Youatt on the Horse 1 '6

Y''ouman's Household Science ...- ^00



RHODODENDRONS,
HARDY AZALEAS, MAGNOLIAS, ROSES,

CHINESE AZALEAS AlfD CAMELLIAS
Iti Large Qiiiuitilics.

oRNiiiNTm mil m shrubs, m\] nm m heoge punts,

in lars^c assort mont, at iiriccs suitetl to the times. We take great pleasure in ofTering to all l)uyer8

a lartie and well assorted stock in line condition for transplanting. Gentlemen laying out New
Grounds or imiiroving Old Places ran lind here all they desire, with advice from thirty yeai-s'

experience. Particular attention is paid to

nnd the best of the late introduction.s, with many never before in the trade are oflered for sale.

Of tliese we would now call attention to the

JAFA.NESE IVIAFI-ES
in many varieties, some with highly colored leaves, from a pure white variegation to pink and

dark pxirple, and others with leaves as liiiely cut as lace. They are oflered at the greatly reduced

price of $1.50 to $5.00 each, according to the kind.

Catalogues sent free on application. Visits j)a)ticularly requested at the Nurseries, where can

always 'be found one of the ])roi>rietors, or J. R. Tkumi'Y; the well known propagator of the old

establishment. Boats connecting with the Railroad, leave New York from James' Slip, half-hour,

and 34th Street, a quarter of ai\ hour before the departure of trains, which make the transit in

half an hour. The Nurseries mav be reached by carriage free of chargs.

S. B. PARSONS & SONS,
IKinn^nu UuT^i^Ti^Mf FLUSHING, Long Island.

(Late of the Firm of Nimmo & Scollay.)

NEWLY IMPROVED HOT WATER BOILER,

Wells Drove, Pumps of all kinds, Hydraulic Rams, &c.. Garden Sun-Dials.

Aeent for Joseph Kelly's Never T)r\' Vapor Pans, for all kinds of Hot Air Furnaces, Ualtimore Fleaters, &c.

CHEAPEST AND BEST BOILER. &c., IN rHt MAKKET.
«S- Please send for Circular for explanation, etc., before you mak < up your mind to purchase elsewhere.

sep 12 335 Adams Street, Brooklyn, N, Y
P S —Be sure you gcL mc rigrn number.
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The Gardener's Monthly
AND HORTICULTURIST.

EDITED BY THOMAS MEEHAN,

Assisted by an able '"orps of AMERICAN and FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS.

It is published on the first of every month, atUie office, No. 814 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA-
DELPHIA, where all Business communication.«< should be addressed.

Communications for the Editor should be addressed : Tiiom.\s Meehan, Germantown, Philada.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Postage paid, $2.10.

TERMS OF



NEW YORK,
Have removed their Warehouse (May 1st) to

44 DEY Street,
BETWEEN CHURCH AND GREENWICH STS.

The Trade is invited to inspect their well assorted Stock of

FLORISTS SXJPPXjIElfe m an its branches,

FLOWER BASKETS,
Imported, and of THEIR OWN MAKE, the BEST in the market.

aOWEE SEEDS AHD BtJLBS
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

WHOLESALE DEALERS ONLY.

Catalogues 7nailed to the Trade, Free on application.

A rv/rk-rk -i-a fXr* AUG. VAN GBERT, Ghent ;—Horticulturist,
.£Xg t^JJL bo iUl JOS. SCHWARTZ, Lyons, France ;—Rose Grower,

Who solicit the American orders for Fall importation, early in May or June, if possible.

Address

:

p. O. Box 890, NEW TOEK.



Turnip Seeds -Turnip Seeds -Turnip Seeds

. I (LANDRETHS'
Brown DV'LANDRETHS'

^
I LANDRETHS' UusQi'tasseJ,

Tlic most approved varieties for Table and Stock-feeding,
to Dealers on application.

?. flnJii !

Uusiimas^Gil. , ..
!

Low teyonj Precetot.

in l|lialliy
l

Uusoruassed. In f:iC5 ,

Low lieyou} Precedent.

Low beyond Preceient.

Wholesale Trade Prices

DAVID LANDRETH & SONS,
inchl2

FRUIT AND BREAD.
A Natural and Scientific Diet.

BY GISTAV SCHLICKEYSBN.

Translated from the German by M. L. Holbrook, M.D. In-
tended to show what is the natural food of man ; to lead him to be-
come a living child of nature ; to simplify and beautify his manner
ofliving , to emancipate women from the dnuigery of the kitchen ;

to lead to increased use of fruit ; to diminish the use of flesh, and
where possible, to do away with its use altogether ; to improve the
health and add to the enjoyments and value of life. Cloth, 250
pages; i2mo. illustrated. Price, Ji.00. Sent by mail post-paid on
receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE.
By Wm. Paul, F.R.H.S.

I

The rationale of Rose cultivation in a nut-shell. Intended to
place within a small compass all that is necessary for the successfiJ.
cultivation of the " Queen of Flowers." 83 pages, 12mo, .paper-
boards. Price, 60 cents. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of
price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CHOICE STOVE UNO GREENHOOSE PUNTS,
By Benj. S. TFilliams, F. B. H. S.

^^ , . ,
With descriptions of upwards of eleven hundred species and

T-T/^WT Tr\ l<CllO^ ||I-M111^0 varieties. Instructions for their cultivation and ino<l.> of manage-
J-XV^W IjyJ XVCtllOC J! X tlXLid* ment. Illustrated with colored frontispiece and iiumerou*

By Thomas Grtcc 'iP'j?"*^'^ illustrations. 686 pages, 2 vols., 12mo, cloth. Price

A Hand-book of Fruft Cu'ltTre^teing a g" ide to the proper Culti- ~

^''- ^'^' ^^ ^^^
^f^^''"' '''^^^1 'S'IrAROTration and Management of Fruit Trees, and of Grapes and SmaU 1

Aaaresa CUAbH MAROT
Fruits. 184 pages. i2mo, cloth, fully illustrated. Price $i.00.

'

,p ;

•, - ,

BH Chestnut St
,
Phila.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.
1

Addresi, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

NURSERYMAN'S
DIRECTORY
of 1877.

A reference book of the Nurserymen, Florists, Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, &c., for the United States. Alphabetically arranged by
States and Post Offices. 310 pages, 8vo. Price |io.oo Matlea,
post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS.H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phite.

GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.
Bl Gbo. W. Johnson, Editor of " Cottage Gardener."

Describing the Plants, Fruits and Vegetables desirable for the
Garden, and explaining the terms and operations employed in

their cultivation. New Edition, with a supplement, including the
new plants and varieties. 910 pages, i2mo, cloth, fine print. Price,

1^.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

ROSE GARDEN.
By Wm. Paul, F. R. H. S.

ORCHID GROWER'S MANUAL.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Containing brief descriptions of over 800 species and varieties,

with notices of times of flowering, approved modes of treatment
and practical instructions >on general culture. Remarks on heat,

moisture, soil, seasons of growth and rest suited to the several species.

Enlarged edition with illustrations. 300 pages, i2mo, cloth. Price,

$'^.tiO. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. ' .'

SELECT FERNS AND LYCOPODS.
I

By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.
I Comprising descriptions of 950 choice species and varieties, Brit-

ish and Exotic, with directions for their management in the Tropical,

i

Temperate and Hardy Fernery, with numerous beautiful full-page

[illustrations. 353 pages, i2mo, cloth. Price, J2. 60. Sent by mail
I
post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GARDENING FOR PLEASURE.
BY PETER HENDERSON.

A guide to the Amateur in the

FRUIT, VEGETABLE and FLOWER GARDEN.
With full dircction.s for the

Greenhouse, Conservatory and Window-Garden.
Illustrated. 250 Page.s, 12mo, cloth. Price 81..50. Sent by

mail post-paid on receipt of price.
Address CHA.S. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
Embracing History of the Rose ; formation of Rosarium ; detail-

ed account of practice for successful cultivation ; arrangement in
natural groups of most esteemed varieties, English and Foreign,
in the most eminent Gardens ; with full description and remarks
on origin and mode of culture. Numerous illustrations. 256 I

pages, Royal 8vo, cloth. Price 83.00. Sent by mail ]X)st-paid
' New and enlarged edition. Illustrated. 276 Page.s, 12mo, cloth,

on receipt ofprice. Address CHAS. H. MAROT, I Price, Sl.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

814 Chestnut St., 'Phila. I Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut .St., PhUa,

BV PETER HENDERSON.
A Guide to the successful cultivation of the

MARKET AND FAMILY GARDEN.

t^" SEE PIBST PAGE, FACING COVER



TEE HORTIGULTUBAL ADVEBTISER.

We offer the following extract from our Retail and Wholesale lists of

SEjEDS, PLANTS,
AND FLORISTS' REQUISITES.

NEW OR SCARCE FLOWER SEEDS.

Twelve packets Pansy Seeds, as shown
in colored plate in the January number
of Gardener's Monthly, per set . $1.50

Begonia, Tuberous rooted, a pkt. 1.00

Petunia, Double, " .50
" " ne-w fringed, a pkt, 1.00

Centaurea, Candida and Gymno-
carpa, a pkt. . . .25

Cineraria, Ne'w Double, a pkt. 1.00

Primula Chenensis, " "' .75

NEW VEGETABLE SEEDS.

Crawford's Half-dwarf Celery, a pkt. .50
[

Tomato, "Little Gem,"
Henderson's Summer Cabbage, " .50 ! Cucumber, Russian Netted,

NEW OR SCARCE PLANTS.
Carnation, " Snow "White," each, 50 to 75c

Verbena, from our own collection, a j)kt. $ .25
Coleus, " " " " " .25

Ivy-leaved Geranium, " " .26

Zonal " " .25
Apple-scented " " .25

Balsam, extra double white, " .25

Climbing Fern, " .25

Assorted ' " .25

Cyclamen Persicum giganteum, "
1.00

Primula Chenensis, single in var. " .30

a jjkt. .26

.25

Eulalia japonica zebrina,
Hydrangea, " Thos. Hogg,"

Coleus, 25 best sorts,

Bualia japonica variegata, 1

2

Fuchsias, 12 market sorts, . 6 " "

Geranium, "Happy Thought," 16 " "

Roses, monthly, 50 leading sorts,

according to size, from $6 to $25 " "

Smilax, fine plants $4 per 100

Fuchsia racemosa, each $1 to $t
$lto$3 Forcing Pink, "Lord Lyons,"' 50c

Scarlet flowered Rose Goranium, each, 50c

PLANTS IN QUANTITY.
$ 6 per 100 Verbenas. Named in 60 varieties,

$3 per set, 5 per 100
" To special name or spe-

cial color, 5 " "
" In twelve best market

sorts, 4 " "
" Mixed without name or

color, 3 " "

VEGETABLE PLANTS.
Linnaeus Rhubarb,

strong,

roots

$12.00 per 100
Cold Frame Early Cabbage
and Lettuce plants $7.50 per 1000

Early Brfut Cauliflower cold
frame, $20.00

"

Combined Wholesale Lists from which the above is an extract mailed free on application to

Florists, Market Gardeners or Dealers.

Our Combined Catalogue for 1S77, of Everything for the GARDEN, numbering 175 pages,

with Colored Plate sent Free to all our customers of ])ast years, or to purchasers of our books,

either " Gardening for Profit," "Practical Floriculture," or "Gardening for Pleasure,"
(Price $1.50 each, sent free, by mail), to others on receipt of 25c.

T^kS^^^^n^etd^?}:^^

SEEDSMEN, MARKET GARDENERS AND FLORISTS,

35 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERT ISER.

Roses!! Roses!!!
After very heavy sales—extending over the busiest Spring months—we still offer our custoiners

A Quarter of a Million Eo$e$

!

TO SELECT PROM.

Our Assortment, particularly of Monthly Roses, is still full and unbroken, and in-

cludes the

fIneit itrts i®p ftel m
It is reasonable we should EXCEL IN ROSES, because we devote EXCLUSIVE

ATTENTION TO ROSES ONLY—running FORTY HOUSES ON ROSES ALONE.
It follow?; that -we can offer Purchasers unusual inducements. We aim to grow the

most desirable sorts in such large quantities, that we can generally give Florists

their choice of varieties at prices named.

BY EXPRESS:

$7.00 per 100; $60.00 per 1000.
BY MAIL:

$7.40 per 100; $63.00 per 1000.
We pack light—Without Charge—and GUARANTEE Safe Carriage.

8@°" Terms :— Ch.s/i vnth the order. Remit by bank draft, postal order on West Grove P. 0., Pa.

or by Registered letter.

Florists, who buy ROSES to stock up and grow for sale, say that our STRONG, VIGOR-
OUS PLANTS pay them better than larger ones costing twice the money. They start

quickly, grow rapidly and come into Market about as soon.

Send for Price Lists. Address,

THE IlINaEE &. CONAED CO..

July 12 WEST GROVE, CHESTER CO., PA.



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISER.

[ESfcST^^IBIjISHEXD lS-4=-4:.]

HITCHINGS & CO.,

No, 233 Mercer Street,;
Between Bleecker and West 3cl Streets,

NEW YORK.
Offer their very Large Stock; of

5/\D DLEBoi

(^'
At prices lower than at any time

within the past thirty years.
Lfi*^:

p^ Patent Corrugated Fire Box Boilers,^

Conical Boilers,

Saddle Boilers and

Base Burning Water Heaters;

Heating Pipes and Pipe Fittings

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND SIZE.

SASH-LIFTINaAPPARATUS
OF MOST APPROVED FORMS.

^r^

Send 6 cents -postage for Catalogue, References
and List of Prices.

l,pUs™pH30),8j^^^ %

J^.wjmy-ln ^^_



THE no n TIC UL TUBAL AD VER TISEB.

9)©auliflowei^ ^ee€gi
I. New, best, earliest Giants, @ 50 francs, gold per kilo.

a. Early seed v( Neapolitan Giants, (S^ 40 francs, gold per kilo.

3. HalHlate seed of " " (if 15 " " " "

I. Mnrzaiola.Whitt, early, very small (Nocera)7 frs. gold per kilo.

1. MagKiaiola, " (May), sm.-ill, " " "
3. Aostegra, " (August) very large, " " "
4. Delia Hocca, Red, late, (Salerno) " " "
5. Sanguigna, Blood-red, latest, " " "

I wi'uldalso bciitocall the attention of the trade to the ORANGE
TRK£St which I export : height of trunk, iJ4 to 2 metres; di-
ameter of trunk, 4 to 6 centimetres. Price, 10 francs each, package
• xtra.

VINCESI.AO KKEUrrKR, HortlcuUeur,
Exporter of Seeds and Plants, at Naples, Italy.

tfeb6

ATth (k OUI1O For Advertisers
A complete Biiide to advertisers. .V'lr Ilnv, u Journal.

—

A necessity to .ill whoadvHrtise. Lniii.^riUr CiiinmfrrUil.
—The mcst complete and reliable work of the kind.
IHllshurg Gai't(r. ^Svnt free to all who advertise.

NXA/ AVKR Advertising JI.ME.S BUILDING,
iVViMaSON nOENTS, I PHIL.\I)KLPniA!

Get our Kstiiiinle before making any advertising
contracts. Our buf^iness is large. Facilitiea unsui^
passed. Prices the lowest. Terms the best-

iMY

Wholesale and Retail Catalogues of

ElVJEFtGrFtSEINS, ETC.,
Mailed to am. .Aiilicams.

Wm. C.Wilson,
^PU

Astoria, L. I. C,
New York City Office- 43 West 14th St.

THE AMERICAN
Steamship Company of Philadelphia. Philadelphia and Liverpool
Line. The only Trans-Atlantic line sailing imdcr the American
Flag. Sailing every Thursday from Philadelphia, and Wednesday
from Liverpool.

THE EED STAR LINE-,
Carrying the Belgian and United States Mails. Sailing every
twelve days, alternately from Philadelphia and NewVork. Direct
and only

To ANTWERP.
The American and Red Star Lines being under one management,

Excursion Tickets are good to return by either, thus saving the ex-
pense and annoyance of re crossing the Channel.

For rates of passage and general information apply to
apltf PETER WRIGHT & SONS, Phila., Gen'l Agents.

LONDON GARDENERS CHRONICLE
Will be furnished, post-paid, direct to subscribers in the U. S. for

87 50 per year. Apply to

aovtf CHAS. H. MAROT, Agent, 814 Chestnut St., PhiU.

STRAWBERRIES.
The Largest and Best. Plant this Kail and save a year. Capt.

Jack, Great Amcrican,Crescent Seedling and others, grown in pots
for Fall planting, will yield a full crop of fruit next June, one year
sooner than if planting is deferred till next Spring.

RELIANCE
and Susqueco Brandywine Raspberries. Ten acres yielded 1^4338.
Send for Catalogues.

jy3 WM. PARRY, Cinnamin.son, N. J.

^rSrVr And »A«{«
Bedding- Plants.
A large slock of the newer Roses, Geraniums, Petunias,

Dahlias, Ac. VERBENA8 a BPECIALTY. Fir^t

remiums awarded wherever exhibited. My Spring Catilogtie and
holesale Price List sent free to all aiiplicants.

JOHN WHITE, Florist,

Communapaw Ave., Jer.sey City. N. J.

^

tfeb6

Choice Selected Field. Flower, Tree, Grass, Herb
Vegetable and Honey PlantH. fiardcn and Apiarian Imple-
ments and Supplies. Agricultural Books, &c. Our new Descrip-
tive Catalogue sent (ree.

Address carefully,

C. F. LANE'S
N-W-Apiary and Seed Warehouse,

febi2 Koshkonong, Wis.

BON SILENE, SAFRANO, &C..
Fine young plants for growing or for flowering next Winter—cheap.

BOUVARDIAS,
HOGARTH, ELBGANS & DAVISONII.

I'tice List on application.

decO

EDWIN LONSDALE,
Germantown, Phila.

BUDS! BUDS!
We offer the following buds of PEACH TREES, &c., packed

free, by mail, postage pre-paid at 100 rates, by express at 1000
rates, named below :

RIGG'S RED MAY,
TrCKAHOE LATE,

JARRELL'S LATE WHITE,
$1..'>0 per 100; !»10.00 per 1000.

SLEEPER'S DWARF. HANCE'S WEEPING,
ISS.OO per 100.

BILYEU'S LATE OCTOBER IJilyeu's Comet),
LEATHKRIIIKY'S LATE,

BRANOYWINE (Peter's Seedling, No. 1),
NANTICOKE, STEADY.

CHRISTINA, NEWINGTON FREE,
WILKINS. OAKLAND,

GEARY'S HOLD ON.
SHIPLEY'S LATE RED.

$1.00 per 100; «5.00 per 1000.
75 OTHER VARIETIES OF PEACHES.
De Caradenc, Wild Goose, Newmans, Langsdon, Miner and

eight other Ne\v American Plums, 81 per 100; J5 per 1000.
GOLDEN DROP, %^ per 100
Six other v.Trieties of APRICOTS, 75 c. per 100 ; ;f3pert0oo.
NECTARINES, eight varieties, 7; c. per 100 : 83 per looo.
tf^ Send for Price List giving varieties in full, and

other information.

A HANCE & SON,
july2 Nurserymen and Florists, Red Bank, N.J

WALTER ELDER,
Landscape and Jobbing Gardener,

12:U Rodman Street, PhUadtlphia,

Attends to all branches of his business on reasonable terras.
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Medal and Diploma awarded by the U. S. Cen-
tennial Commission, 1876, to

Manufacturers of Patent Improved

in 8e I

AND

PITEIT PORTABLE CELLULAR EIRE BOX

BASE BURNER BOILER
Greenhouses, Graperies, Conservatories, Propagating Houses, Forcing Pits, Public and Private

Buildings, Schools, Dr3'ing Rooms and Heating Water for Baths.

ALSO KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND
Expansion Tanks, Evaporating Pans, Stop Valves, Cass-iron Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Branches, Pipe

Chairs, and everything necessary, of the best material, for Greenhouse Heating.

Sniith & Lynch'a Improved Ventilating Apparatus, for opening and closing ventilating Sash,

on roof or sides of greenhouses and graperies.

Judges Report on awards, with descriptive illustrated circular containing testimonials and
reference. Also price list furnished on application to

febl2 BOSTON, MASS.
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All the standard sorts. Price 75 cents per tb.

Postage paid. And all otlior seeds for sowing
in the Autumn. For sale by

—

ALFRED BRIDGEMAX,
firowor, Impdilcr and Dealer in all -tiuidanl

Veptai, Grass & Flower M\
No. 876 BROADWAY,

2<1 door above 18th St., N. Y.

Catalogues on application. julyS

JOHN DICK'S PATENT BOILER.

Economy, Simplicity and Durability. The Prize Medal of the
Centennial Commission was awarded for this Boiler. Send to us for

Testimonials from those who use it.

Jang
JOHN DICK, Florist,

53d and Darby Road, Phila., Pa.

ORCHIDS.
The subscriber has for sale a very choice col-

lection of Orchids, principally East Indian varie-
ties, viz : brides, Dendrobium, Phaltenopsis,
Vandas, Saccolabiums, &c., will be sold low for

cash during the next three months.

A. F. CHATFIELD'S

EXOTIC NURSERY,
maytf.

ALBANY, N. Y.

FOR
A SPLENDID OPPOETUNITY !

SALE ! A HALF INTEREST

CtoapHoriciltolEstaisieit
A practical business man of reputation and character having a

few thousand dollars can secure an interest in the above well-estab-
lished concern. The greenhouses are ten in number, located on the
Grand Boulevard, the great highway to the South Harks. No more
desirable or attractive location anywhere. Fiveof them are2o x loo
feet; four of them ii x ico feet, and one 6 x loo feet. They are
fitted up with ever>' modern appliance and are heated with two of
Excell's Celebrated Tubular Saddle Boilers, and in all respects are
the most complete and elegant greenhouses in the West. They are
now well stocked with saleable and seasonable plants, ready for the
market, and a rare chance is now offered to step into an established
paying business. For full particulars, address,

ROBKRT EXCEI.I.,
Chicago Floricultural Co.,

tapU 38th St. and Grand Boulevard, Chicago.

THE CHURCH UNION.
Thb National ()k(;an op thosd laboking pom thb actual,

vi8iblb unity of evangulical ubluntbrs.

I*abli8hed Weekly at

No. 22 Beekman Street, New York.

E. B. G R A N N I S,

PUIILISHER.

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS :

Joseph T. Duryea, D. D.

Howard Crosby, D. D.

Samuel D. Burchard, D. D.

J. Hyatt Smith, D. D.
Rev. Thomas J. Melish.

Rev. Edward P. Ingersoll.

Rev. Anson G. Chester.

Smith's Bible Dictionary.
J017 pp. Finely Illustrated.

CONYBEARE & HOWSON'S

LIFE jlND EPISTLES OF ST.^PAUL,

Beautifully Illustrated,

OVER 900 PAGES.

These volumes are the result of the finest scholarship, the deepest

research and the most cultured piety of the present age.

They have been particularly recommended as important aids to

an understanding of Holy Scripture, by the leading divines of

Every Evangelical Denomination.

To the Pastor, Sunday-School Teacher, and every careful student of

the Bible they are indispensab'e.

Each of these Books sells at Eetail for $4.50.

OUR PRICES.
The paper alone, one year,

*' and either book,
" and both books,

82.50
4.60
6.00

VEKY LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Specimen Copies of tlie Church Onion, Freei

CLUB RATES.
We will send the Church Union to clubs on the following terms:

Five copies, one year for - - 810.00
Ten copies, .< « . - 18.00
Twenty copies '• •< - - 34.OO

No premiums or commissions to Clubs.

BOOKS BY MAIL POSTPAID.
Address,

E. B GRANNIS,
july6 Church Union, New York.
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Japan

the: ivew

ese White Flowering
HYDMANGEA,

"THOMAS HOGG."
We h«Te great pleasure in announcing to the Horticultural world, that the distribution of this fine plant, the most superb novelty in

planU erer introduced into this country, will commence on October 1st, 1876. It has received the unqualified admiration of all Amcr>
{«an and European Florists and Nurserymen who have seen it in flower.

Orders will be received at the following rates :

Oae I.arg:e Flowering Plant, S5. Second Size, $3. Where 12 plants are taken 3 additional lent-
25 " •

7 " "

50 " " 15
" 100 " •« 30 " "

Small plants struck last September, ^I3 per dozen, ^8o per hundred.

This, the finest of all Hydrangeias, was sent to the United States by Mr. Thomas Hogg, from Japan. It kas been exhibited i> 8o»
er at the Massachusetts Horticultural Society weekly meeting in Boston, where it took the Society's silver medal for new plants ; and
also, at the New York Horticultural Society's monthly meeting in May. In the reporf of that meeting to the " American Agriculturist,"
by Mr. Peter Henderson, he says :

—" We think it safe to say, that no ornamental plant ever introduced exceeds this in value."

It belongs to the Hortensia section of the family, but is a fir more free and abundant bloomer than any other.

I have a fine lot of Hydrangea paniculata grrandiflora, 2 year strong flowering plants. $2$ per 100, |2oo per 1000; ad size,
per TOO, ^15.

All orders must be sent to JOHN CADNESS, Flushing, L. I., N. Y.

Cash must accompany the order, and all remittances by Draft or Post Office Order, or Bank Cheque, as we cannot be responsible fot
the safety ofgreenbacks by mail.

JOHN CADNESS.
Flushing, Long Island, N. Y,, April 1st, 1877. toctia

<<-?

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their nonstruction a Specialty. Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY, t^" Send for Catalogue. Address,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
jane I

2

Irvington-on-Hudson, New York.
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-fo:r the fjllij o:p 1877.

GERMANTOWN NURSERIES, PHILADA.,

Beinp well adapted to the beiilthy growth of Seedlings, we iiuTense this depart niciit from year to

year, with our imroasing (ratio.

Our Mazzard Slocks & Osage Plants
are well known ami annually appreciated, and the young seedlings now promise to he of their usual

superiority. Those who niay want to purchase in large quantities for this Fall's delivery, are

invited to call and examine, or eorre-spond.

tjune4 Gorgas Lane Station, Chestnut Hill R. R., Germantown, is close to the Nursery.

TRZSIXEON'T'
BOTANIC CtARDENS,

Tremont, New York City.
NEW AND RAKE

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
:iDS, PALMS AND F
of CHARGE.

ORCHIDS, PALMS AND FERNS.
CATALOGUES sent FREE of CHARGE.

tmchlO

2000^00:!^

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Seni free on application.

A. H. HEIWS & GO.^

Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States,

IVTo. Gaznbridge^ MasSi

M. M. BAYERSDORFER & CO.,

Importers of Every description of

BOUQUET PAPERS.
I'luin White i^atiii for Bridal Bouquets. Fmicy Lace for Weddings, Recep-

I i'us. Parties. Italiens, Pa.^ted CartoD.s, Iniinorteiles in great varieties ; Green
.\.'js«, I'rench Dried Grasses and Flowers. Tin Foil. Prize Medal of Cincinnati
Industrial Exposii ion of 1873 awarded to us for the best display of Bouquet
Papers. IllHStrated Catalogue furnished on application.

feb 56 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Cascade Rose Nursery.
YOUNG ROSES, in the very choicest varieties, fine healthy plants rooted last Summer ; price, 86.50 per

100, ?6o per 1000. Gl. de Dijon, Devoniensis, Marie Guillot, Aline Sislcy Shirley Hibberd, Souv'r d'un
Ami, Safrano, Bon Silene, Luxembourg, Countess Labarthc, M. Neil, Mad. Cecil Berthed, A. Aubert,
Hermosa, Malmaison. &c., &c.

NEW ROSES of 1876. Abel Carriere, Duchesse de Vallambrosa. Dingee Conard, Mad. F. Jamin.
Mad. P. Langier Miss Hassard, Rev J. B. M Camm, &c.. &c. Prices low.

NEW GERANIUMS of 1877. Lemoiues, Alegatiere's and those of other Continental raisers—new
styles, new colors, great improvements.

NEW GERANIUMS of 1876. Superb Novelties, dwarf, bushy, short-jointed, with large pips in

immense trusses, combining all the requisites for first-class market plants. $1.50 per doz., 810 00 per 100.

VERBENAS ! VERBENAS ! VERBENAS ! Fine, healthy, lu.xuriant plants, J4 per 100, $30 per 1000

Trade List to Florists and Descriptive A.- JK. 'Vt^J.'La'LMXA.'Ci/l&y
Catalogue to all on application. tdeci2 Richmond, Ind>

ELLIS' B:
FOR WARMING '^irst'teat^fu'ryl^g^^'SL''

Heating Water for Public Baths, Baptisteries, ic, by Hot
Water or by Steam.

ASE
URNING
'oiler.

Estimates and Circulars furnished, t.sep.12. 182 CENTRE STREET, NEW YORK.

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

For Warming and Ventilating Dwellings^ Greenhouses^ Gra-peries^ Forcing

PitSy Drying Hooms, Heating Water for Public Baths, ^c.

This Boiler is perfectly self-cleaning, simple, economical fnd powerful, having more effective surface into less space than any Boiler

the market. Scollay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, <Se., to De obtained of all Seedsmen, Florists, Sic.

S«nd fi»r Circular and References. nov.12

351 Adams Street, Brooklyn, New York.

TOBACCO STEMS,
For Fumigating purpfses, for sale in bales of about 400 fcs.,

free on boat or cars at 55 per bale, or three bales for 812 on one
Older.

STRAITON & STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

»agl3 New York City.

F*l^.^]>'X^J!5ft
GREAT AMERICAN, Beauty, Pioneer, Cumberland Tri-

umph. CAPT. JACK, Prouty's Seedling. Margaret, Scipse,
DUCHESSE, Crescent Seedling and SEVENTY-FIVE other
varieties.

Send for Circular.

A. HANCE & SON.
july2 Nurserymen and Florist.s, Red Bank, N. J.

We offer Splendid Plants !

of WHITE VERBENAS, at !S3.5 per 1000 ; S4 per 100.

OTHER VARIETIES, S4 per 100.

Mixed Double and Single Geraniums, 85 per 100 in 2J4 snd 3-in.

pot«.

BATCHELDBR & THORPE,
jyi B<)x 154, Station "A," Cleveland, O.

FOR SALE !

Florist Establishment I

30 Miles from Nctt York City.

Dwelling-house, nine Rooms and Attic, Cellar under Hous«.

1 Marechal NielRose House, 115x16.

1 Carnation House, 115x30.
1 Bon Silene Rose House, 100x22.
1 Safrano " 100x22.
1 Marechal Niel " 50x16.
Work Shop, Potting Sheds, Stable,

Barn, Store-house, &c.

Six acres of land, abundant supply of water, houses heated with
Hitching's Boilers, all in good cojidition and working order.

Terms, $5,000 Cash,
$iS,000 to remain on bond and Mortgage.

Address for further particulars to

julyi

P. O. Box, 4831 ; New York City.

10,000 VERBENAS.
Fine, Strong, Healthy Plants -$3<) per 1(¥)0.

All kinds (^f l)e(l(lin<; out plants.

tapltf M. CLARK. Florist, West Chester, Pa.
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R. laVNEX,
Rear of 428 Walnut Street, Philada.

Manufacturer of Plain and Fancy Wire-work, for Florintai
Wreaths, Crosses, Stars, Crowns, hearts, Anchors, Bints, Lainbi,
Gipsy 13askels, Hanging Itaskets, Flower Stands, &c.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. aug6

A fine stock of the above, ditrercnt sizes,

mostly Double White, well sot with buds, cheap.

R. SCOTT,
july3 755 S. 19th St., Philada.

X^TT' A IT'NESS RKLIEVED. No medicine.
-*-^ -—^-^r^- M^ Book free. G. J. WOOD, Madison, Ind

Cataiog\ies ten cents.

PRACTICAL 'landscape
GARDENING

By F. R. Elliott.

Designed for City and Suburban Residences, and Country School-
Houses; containing designs fo lots and grounds, from a lot 30
by 100, to a forty acre plot. Each plan is drawn to scale,
with schedule to each, showing where each tree, shrub, &c.,
should be planted; condensed instructions for forming and caring
for lawns; building ol roads; turfing, protection, pruning and care
of trees ; making cuttings, evergreens, hedges, screens, &c. Con-
densed descriptions of all the leading trees and shrubs ; soil and po-
sition in which they should be grown. Illustrations of ground plans
elevations, trees, shrubs, winter gardening. &c. 96 pp., 8 vo, cloth.
Price 81.50. Sent by mail on receipt of price Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A Hygroscope for 50 cents.

THE CHEMICAL HYGROSCOPE.
This indicator of atmospheric moisture is as accurate as the

costly ones. Rooms heated by furnaces or stoves are almost in-
variably so dry as to be damagini; not onljito health but to fur-
niture. Some people take the consequences others keep water
on the heater. The Hvgroscope thows at a glance whether the
air is too dry or not.

Sent by mail for 50 cents. Address,

febtf CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia.

Fruit Or ivers' Ilfnid-Book.
By F.R.Elliott, author ot "Western Fruit f; rowers' Guide,''
(one of I h> best posted men on the subject in the United States).
Contains the practice on all subjects connected with fruitgrow-
ing. The book is made for those who grow fruit for their own
use. Also an Appendix, containing matter relating to the se-

lection and culture of Ornamental Trees, Roses, Plants, itc.

Illustrated with 4.5 wood-cuts, 130 pages, 16ino cloth, SI; pa-
per, 60 cts. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address C. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., PMla.

The Gardener's Monthly.
THE FOLl,<)WIN(;

BACK NUMBERS
WANTED, IN

GOOD CONDITION.
April, 18G0. October, 1870. AuKuttt, 1874.
January, 1870. De<-«'inber, " December, "
March, " January, 1873. January, 1875.
July, " January, 1874. December, "

January, 1876.
Receivable in exchange on Subseription account, or exchangeable

for other nL<mbers not in above list. Send numbers prepaid by
mail and advise the publisher Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 CheHtnut, St., Phlla.

THE ABBOTT

Pocket Microscope
Is an ^netrumcnt of great

practic.ll usefuliiecB to
Teacliers, Fariners,

ITIeroliaiitK, IHe-
<-liaiii<-N, PIiyNl"

' oiaiiw, Botaiiiitts,
miiicrN, and many
others. Ills the best

In^llll.ll^nt ever invented for examining FIOW~
ers, Seeds, Plants, Minerals,
Engravings, Bank Notes, Fabrics,
Etc. By means of a cage, accompanying each In-

t'trument, one can examine all kinds of |n"
sects or Worms alive. The

EYE OF A FLY,
or other insect of like fize, can be readily seen.
It is simple in construction and easy to operate.
One of these interestintc Instruments oucht to

be in every family. We have made arrangements
to furnish the Pocket Microscope at the
manufacturer's price, $1.50. It will bo sent, post-
paid, to any reader of this Paper desiring it, on
receipt of price, or m.y be had al this office.

Addre.ss,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., PhUa.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY.
ROPP'S EASY CALCULATOR
Is a new publication that must prove of incalculable benefit to

Farmers, Mechanicsand Business men. It is so ra/iV/ and £>r/^'«a/

as to startle the most scholarly , and yet so simplesx\& practical \^a\.

the most illiterate in figures can instantaneously become his own
accountant. It enables thousands to accomplish ia a minute what
they they could not learn to calculate in many months.
The first part containing an entirely ne\c system of Tables which

shows at aglance the exact values of all kinds of Grain, Stock, Hay,
Coal,Lumber Merchandise, etc., fi:om^«<f/o?<na'up to a car loadflXiA

for any price which the market is likely to reach ; the Interest on
any sum for any time at 6, 7, 8, and 10 p r cent. ; conect measure-
ment of all kinds ol Lumber, Saw Logs, Cisterns, Tanks, Granaiies,

Bins, Wagon Beds, Corn Cribs; a Time, Wages, and many other

va'uable tables.

The Second part \%3. practical Aiithmctic, and embodies a simplo
mathematical principle which enables any one familiar with the fun-

damental rules to become a lightning calculator; and by which
over /w;) i'/i/>(!'i' of the figures and labor retiuired by the ordinary

methods, zx\Afractions ^•\\^\ their intricacies, are entirely avoided.
The work is nicely printed on fine tinted paper, is well and ele-

gantly bound in pocket-book shape and is accompanied by a Silicate

Slate, Memorandum and Pocket fcr papers It is by far the most com-
plete, comprehen'-ive and convenient pocket manual ever published.

PRICES: Bound in Russia I-eather, Gilded, 82.00;
Morocco, $1.50; Fine English Cloth, 81.00.

Sejit post paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Pbila.
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CLUB PAPERS AT NET PRICES,
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

TO REMIT IN CLUBBING any of the following list with the
Gardener's Monthly select such

as you wish, foot up the prices annexed and add TWO DOLLARS
for the MONTHLY to the total.

American Agricultuiiat SI 20
" Farmer 1 35
" Artisan 1 60
" Builder 2 60
" Naturalist 3 25
" Odd Fellow 1 60

Appleton's Journal 2 50
Arthur's Home Magazine 2 35
Atlantic Monthly 3 45
Boston Cultivator 2 60
Building Association Journal 75

" Societies Gazette, London, England 1 35
Bucks County Intelligencer, old Subscribers 82 60, new 2 10
California Horticulturist, 2 75
Central Union Agriculturist and Chromo 1 70
Children's Friend 1 35

" Hour 1 10
Colman's Eural World ."

1 85
Country Gentleman 2 10
Demorest's Magazine 2 60
Ekilectic Magazine 4 60
Every Saturday 4 60
Farmer's Home Journal 2 60
Frank Leslie's Ladies' Magazine 3 10

" Review 2 10
Galaxy 3 45
iJennantown Telegraph, old subscribers $2 50, new 2 20
Godev's Lady's Book 2 25
(iraphic, (Daily), per year 9 50
Hall's Journal of Health 1 50
Harper's Batar 3 45

Magazine 3 45
" Weekly 3 45

Hearth and Home 2 00
Herald of Health 1 60
Household 85
Iowa Homestead 1 60
Journal of Chemistry 1 10

" of the Farm 85
Journal of Materia Medica 1 10
Kansas Farmer 1 35
Lady's Floral Cabinet, with Chromo 1 10
Ladies' Repository - 3 35
Leslie's Lady's Journal 3 60
Llppincott's Magazine 3 25
Littell's Living Age 7 60
London Garden

, 8 75
London Gardener's Chronicle 7 50

Maine Farmer $1 10
Manufacturer and Builder 1 8S
Maryland Farmer _ 1 35
Massachusetts Ploughman „. 2 60
Metropolitan 1 85
Milling Journal _ 1 85
Moore's Rural New Yorker „^ 2 35
Nation
National Baptist
New England Farmer

" " Homestead
New York Evangelist
New York Methodist

" Post, Weekly, $1.50; Semi-Weekly
" Times, Weekly, $1.50; Semi-Weekly
" Tribune, Weekly, $1.50 ; Semi-Weekly
" World, Weekly; $1-50; Semi-Weekly

North-Western Farmer
Nursery
Ohio Farmer
Old and New
Our Home Journal
Park's Floral Gazette
Penn Monthly
Peter's Musical Monthly
Peterson's Magazine „
Philadelphia Weekly Press
Phrenological Journal
Poultry World
Popular Science Monthly
Practical Farmer, (Weekly)
Prairie Farmer
Purdy's Small Fruit Recorder
Saint Nicholas
Saturday Evening Post
Scientific American
Scientific Farmer
Scribner's Monthly
Soutliern Cultivator
Southern Planter and Farmer
Waverly Magazine
Western Agriculturist
Western Farmer

" Rural
Wood's Household Magazine

" " ' with Chromo
Working Farmer
Youth's Companion..new subscribers $1.40; old sul^ribers..

4 76
2 35
2 35
2 10
2 60
2 20
2 60
2 60
2 60
2 60
1 10
1 20
1 85
3 60
2 25
70

2 10
2 60
1 70
1 60
2 85
1 00
4 60
1 60
1 60

85
2 60
1 75
2 76

85
S4S
1 85
1 85
4 60

85
1 85
1 85
85

1 00
1 10
1 75

The ahove includes postage under the new U. S. Law requiring prepayment of postage before mailing.

After subscription to a club paper through this agency, report non-receipt of your numbers
and other causes of dissatisfaction, irregularities of mails or changes of residences, only to said

paper direct {not to this office).

Remit by P. 0. Order, Draft or Registered Letter. Currency is at risk of mails.

If you wish a receipt or reply, enclose postage stamp for that purpose, otherwise the club papers will be considered a suffix
olent receipt.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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C. F. A. HINRICH8,
29, 31 and 33 Park Place, New York City,

HYACINTH AND BULB GLASSES.
i)i:coKATi:i>

FLOWER POTS,
I
LAVA, MAJOLICA, &c.,&c. Vases,

) Iron Sections for Flower Beds (as cut.)

Lawn, Fish and Flower Stands. Float-

ing Animals for Aquaria. Botton hole

Bouquet Holders. Only and Original

GERMAN STUDENT LAMP for

Conservatories.

Send for Prices to above address.

decCeom

1[»1 Of Small Fri CillM
By E. P. ROE,

("The chapter on picking and marketing is eminently practical

and sensible."

—

American Agyicullurisi.)
How to raise and market Strawberries, Raspberries, Currants.

Goosefcerries, Blackberries, &c. 82 pages, 8 vo., paper, price 50
OCDts. Mailed post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., PhUa.

PEAR CULTURE FOR PROFIT.
BY P. T. QUINN.

A practical Horticulturist and author of "Money in the Garden."
Containing practical method of raising Pears intelligently and with

best results ; character of soil, best mode of preparing it; best varie-

ties to select under existing conditions ; best mode of planting, prun-

ing, fertilizing, grafting, and utilizing the ground before the trees come
into bearing, and finally, gathering and packing for market. Illus-

trated with practical cuts on pruning and grafting, distance table and
orchard record. 136 pages, 12 mo, cloth. Price $1. Sentbynfail,

post-paid on receipt of price. Address,
CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

PRESERVIKG, PICKLING AND CANNING FHUIL
By Mrs. M. E. Pethrson.

Containing a choice collection of receipts of Preserving, Pickling,

and Canning Fruits, many of them being original from house wives

of experience. 72 pages, i6mo. Cloth. Price 50 cents. Sent by
mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Addreis, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., PhUa.

PRACTICAL FLORICULTURE.
Bt Peter Henderson.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of

FLORISTS' PLANTS,
for the Amateur and Fro/essianal Florist. Illustrated. 288 pages,

lamo, cloth. Price, Ji. 50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of

Address, CHAS H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GARDENING BY MYSELF.
By Anna Warner.

Containing Hints and E.^poriences under heading of each
uontli in the year. Illustrated. 16mo, 22.3 pages, cloth. Price

$1.25. Sent hy mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., PhUa.

AMERICAN FLOWER GARDEN DIRECTORY.
By Robert Buist.

With practical directions for the Culture of Plants In Flower-
Gurdcn, Hot-House, Green-House, Koonis, or Parlor Windows,
for ever;' month of the veiir. Instructionn for erecting Hot-
house, Green-house, and laying out a Flower pardeu. Instruc-

tion for cultivating, propagating, pruning and training the
Grapj vine and description of best sorts for the open air. 842

pages, 12uio, cloth. Price 81 51). Sent by mail )>ost jiaid on receipt

of price. CHAS.,H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St. Phila.

HowToPaiiit
A Now Work by a Practical Painter, deslfju

ed for the nee of TradcHiueii, ITIcoliaiilcit,

inercl»aiit«. I'arineriu, and as n Guiile 10 Pro-
fessional Painters. CoDtainin<; a Plain Com-

mon-Sonse Statement of the Methods employetl by

Painters to prodnce satisfactory results in Plain
and Fancy Painting of every deBcription, iuclud

in^ Formulas for ITIIxiii:; Paint in Oil or

Water, Tools required, etc. This la Jnnt the Book

needed by any person having anything to palm, and

makes

"Every Mar His Own Painter."
Full Directions fc Jsing WUIte IjCad-Lanjp-

Black—Greer -Yello^v — Brown—Wlilt-
InK — Glne- Puinlcc Stone — Spirits i>i

Turpcutlr ! — Oils — Varulslies — Furni-
ture Varuisli — Milk Paint — Preparing
Kalsomliie, etc.

Paint for Outbuildings
— Wlilte^vasli—Paste for Paper-HanKlnar-
Hanging Paper-Graining in Oak, Maple,
Rosewood, Black Walnut— Staining—
Decalcomaula—ITIakIng Bustle Pictures
— Painting Flower-Stands — Rosewood
Polisli — Varnisliing Furniture— Wax-
ing l« urniture—rieanlng Paint—

Paint for Farming Tools
-forlWaclilncry-Household Fixtures, etc

To Paint a Farm Wagon
—to Re-Varnisli a Carriage—to make Plas>

ter Casts. The work is neatly printed, with illus-

trations wherever they can serve to make the subject

plainer, and it will save inauy times its coel

yoarly. Every family should possess a copy. Price

VI mail, poet-paid, $1.

CHARLES H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa

WINDOW GARDENING. AMERICAN GARDENER'S ASSISTANT.
By Thomas Bridgeinan,By Henry T. Williams.

|

Devoted specially to the Culture of Flowers and Ornamental Containing complete practical directions for the cultivation of
Plants for In-door use and Parlor Decoration. Splendidly illus- Vegetables, Flowers, Fruit Trees and Grapevines. Illustrated,
trated. 300 pages, med. 8vo, cloth. Price $1.60. Sent by mail 529 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price $2.50. Sent by mail post-paid on
post-paid on receipt of price.

i receipt of price.
Address CHAS. H. MAROT,

( Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
614 Chestnut St., PhUa. 8)4 Chestnut St., Phila.
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PARSONS ON THE ROSE.
By Samuel B. Parsons.

A treatise on the Propagation, Culture and History of the
Rose. Illustrated. 215 pages 12mo, cloth. Price 51.50. Sent,

by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., PhUa.

BOOK OF ROSES.
By Francis Parkman.

Description, Cultivation and Propagation. Beautifully illus-

trated. 225 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price SI 50. S ut by uiail
post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT.

814 Chestnut St., Phila.

GRAPE CULTURALIST.
By Andrew S. Fuller.

A treatise on the Cultivation of the Native Grape. Illustrated.
286 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price 81.50. Sent by mail post-paid on
receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

Manual of Botany of tie Nortliern United States.
By Asa Gray.

Including the district east of the Mississippi and north of Carolina
and Tennessee. Arranged according to the Natural System. Illus-

trated with 2o plates of Sedges, Grasses, Ferns, &c. 703 pages,
8vo, half-arabesque cloth sides. Price, J2.25. Sent by mail post-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST.
BY ANDREW S. PULLER.

Giving Description, History, Cultivation, Propagation, Dis-
eases, &c.

Beautifully Illustrated.

276 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price $1.50. Sent by mail, post-paid
«n receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

HOW TO MANAGE BUILDING ASSOCIATIONS.
By Edmund Wriglev.

Being a Director's Guide and Secretary's Assistant, with forms
for Keeping Books and Accounts, also rules, examples and explana-
tions illustrating the various plans of working. 211 pages, izmo,
cloth. Price, J2.00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

WORKING MAN'S WAY TO WEALTH.
By Edmund Wrigley.

B TJ L B S-
By Edward Spraguk Rand, Jr.

A treatise on Hardy and Tender Bulbs and Tubers. 357 pages,
i2mo, cloth. Price, J1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt
of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

HOW PLANTS GROW.
By Asa Gray, M. D,

A simple Introduction to Structural Botany, with a Popular
Flora, or an arrangement and description of Common Plants.
both wild and cultivated. Illustrated with 500 wood engravings.
233 pages, large IGmo, half-arabesque, paper sides. Price $1.25.
Sent bv mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ORNAMENTAL TREES.
By Thomas Meehan.

An American Hand-Book, containing the personal obserra-
tions of ihe author. 257 pages, 24mo, cloth. Price 75 cts. Sent
by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phil».

BOOK OF EVERGREENS.
By Jo.siah Hoopes.

A practical treatise on the Coniferse or Cone-bearing plants.
Handsomely illustrated. 435 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price $3.00-
Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS, H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

LAWN AND SHADE TREES.
By F. R. Elliott.

Deciduous and Evergreen Trees and Shrubs, for planting In

Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries, &c., &c. Illustrated. 125 pages,

i2mo, cloth. Price, ^1.50. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of

price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CLASS BOOK OF BOTANY.
By Alphonso Wood, A. M.

Being outlines of the Structure, Physiology and Classification of

Plants ; with a Flora of the United States and Canada. 832 pages,

8vo, halfarabesque cloth sides. Price, ^3.50. Sent by mail post-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

HOW TO LAY OUT A GARDEN.
By Edward Kemp.

A practical treatise on Building Associations, ivhat thty are, and A general guide in Choosing, Forming and Improving an Es-
hoivto use them. 108 pages, i6mo, cloth. Price, 75 cents. Sent ,

^ate (from a quarter-acre to_ a hundred acres in extent )^ with
by mail post-paid on receipt of price

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CARPENTRY MADE EASY,
OR, THE SCIENCE AND ART OF BUILDING.

ByW. E. BisLL, Architect.
A new and improved system. Specific instructions for Balloon

Frames, Barn Frames, Mill Frames, Waruhouses, Church Spires,

reference to both design and execution. Illustrated with nu»
raerous plans, sections and .sketches. 403 pages, 12mo, cloth.

Price $2.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS.
By Chas. Darwin.

.j „ .. /--T. ., T, ,.• ' ^^ * ! With copious descriptive contents and index
"",

i^ VV^*^??,°'
Bridge BuilJing, Bills, Estimates of Cost and 452 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price $7.00.

valuable tables. Illustrated by 38 plates and nearly 200 figures. 134
~^^'- ' -

'

pages, 8vo, cloth. Price, $5.00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt
of price. Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Illustrated.

Sent"by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Pblla.
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A
SITUATIONS WANTED.

position as Head Gardener or Superintendent of some Cetr.e-

tery or large country place by a man thoroughly acquainted

with all branches of horticulture, both in-doors and out. Can take

whole direction of an estate, lay out and superintend work ; is ac-

customed to the charge of men and willing to work himself. Or. as

partner in some well-established Nursery, Horticultural or Floral

Business of any department, of which would take entire charge.

Highest references given. Address, HORTICULTURIST, care of

Geo. Such, Esq., South Amboy, N. J.

BY a young, industrious gardener, 23 years of age, single man,
German.on a gentleman's place, or as foreman or assistant in

a commercial establishment. He has had 7 years' experience in

this country and understands gardening in all its branches. Address

K. A. WITZLEBEN, care of John B. Keller, Florist, South Ave-

nue 280 Rochester, N. Y.

BY a married man, wife and one child, to take charge of a first-

class private or Florists' establishment, where trustworthy man
is desired ; thoroughly competent in growing fl jwering and foliage,

stove and greenhouse plants ; well up in propagating roses, &c ,

and any decoration work ; well recommended. Address C. J. L.,

Care of Mr. William Doogue, Florist, Floral Place, 849 Washington
Street, Boston. Mass.

11 7ANTED—The privilege of making anyone agood offer, who
V\ has good business qualifications and a small capital, desiring

to engage in business Address,

julyi Drawer No. 5, Clinton, Mo.

A HISTOBY OF

The United States of America
BY JOSIAH W. LEEDS.

Including some important facts mostly omitted in the smaller his-

tories. Designed for general reading and for academies. Brought

down to the year 1876. 468 pp , 12 mo. cloth, toned paper. Price,

|i.7S. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of .price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

R. B. PARSONS Sl CO.,
OtTrr lloHes in poi-^ of fine v.irirtic^, ;u $7 per 100. llhoiloden-
dr«>nH uf the best hardy sorts. Chinese Azaleaft, a large stock In

vory fine condition, and of the best sorts, 25 cLs. toSi. Camelliaja-
poiilca, a large collection in superb condition, 25 cts. to $1.
Uurdy Azalean, the choicest deciduous shrubs. Magnoliaa,
both Chinese and Japan, at very low rates.

We invite the attention of

NURSERYMEN and DEALERS
To our general stock, both Dec!<luouH .ind Kvergreen, which U
very large and complete. '1 he rarer Everffreens, as well as the
old st-xndard sorts, we grow in large qii:iiuity. KlowerlUK
.Shrubs we ofTcr at low rates. Our Purple Beech, grafted
from really piirjjle-lcaved trees are very fine.

Our Office and Greenhouses being at the location once occupied by
the old house of Parsons & Co., (now dissolved), of which the head
of this firm was a member, visitors will find it quite accessible

from either the Bridge or Main St. Railroad Stations. For Cata-
logues, address, K. B. PAKSONS & CO.,

Bowne Ave.,
Febi2 P.O. Box, 99. Flushing, N. T.

Strawberry Plants,
Thirty odd varieties.

RASPBERRY PLANTS,
Fourteen varieties.

Currant, Gooseberry and Blackberry plants for saleby E. P. ROE.
author of " Manual on the Culture of Small Fniits,' "Play ana
Profit in My Garden," &c. Send for a Circular.

E. P. ROE,
febtf CornwaU-on-Hudson, Orange Co., N. T,

Yorkshire, Berkshire, Essex, Poland China, and Cheater
WHITE swine;, of unsurpassed excellence. Alderney, Ayr-
shire and Shorthorn Cattle, Southdown and Cotswold SHEEP.
Imported and Prize POULTRY, and PIGEONS bred on 8
FARMS. DOGS, Ac. New dojcriptive circular free. Elegant
new Catalogue with cuts from life of our stock, 20c. Skeds,
Trees, Plants, Fkrtilizers, Implkmets, Ac. 6 PACKAGES
seeJs, free, as samples, for two 3c. stamps. Benson A Burpee,
successors to W. Atlee Burpee, Seed Warehouse, 223 Church
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. octl2

Of standing, ability and experience, wants a first-clas*

situation, either private or commercial, good management, trust and
responsibility warranted. The best references given. Address at

first, HORTICUtTOK,
apltf Care, Charles H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
BY JAMES HOCG.

A complete guide to the cultivation of Vegetables, containing
thorough instructions for Sowing, Planting and Cultivating all kinds
of Vegetables ; with plain directions for preparing, manuring and
tilling the soil to suit each plant ; including also a summary of the
work to be done in a vegetable garden during each month of the

year. 137 pages, i6mo , cloth. Illustrated. Price 50 cents ; sent

by mail, post-paid on receipt of price. Address,
CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phfla.

BACK VOLUMES
OF THE

Gardener's Monthly
Can still be had in numbers, per year
Bound in neat cloth cases, including numbers,
" " Roan " "

$3 10

3 00
••

. . 3.1S

Delivered postage free.

Or mail us your own numbers, and have them bound in cloth case*
for 90 cents. Returned to you bound postage free. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia.



RUBAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (and any others in the market not on this \ht) will

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., Philada.

Allen's, R. L, Diseases of Domestic AnimalF 81 00

Allen's, L. F , Rural Architecture 1 60
Allen's, L. F., American Cattle 2 50
Allen's, R. L. & L. F.. New American Farm Book 2 50
American Architect 7 00
American Bird Fancier, (Brown's) 30
American Farmer's Encyclopedia 6 00

American Weeds and Useful Plants 1 75
Apple Culturist. S E. Todd 1 50
Art of Saw Filinp 75

A''chit'''^ture, Modern American, Cummiiigs & Miller 10 00
" 1^ Principlea and Practice of. By Loring & Jenning 12 00

Baker's Fruit Culture 4 00

Bassett en Cranberry Culture 30

Barry's Fruit Garden 2 50
Bell's Carpentry made easy 5 00
Bcment's Poulterer's C. mpanion 2 00
Bement's Rabbit Fancier 30

Beet Root Sugar 1 50

Bifeknell's Village Builder, 77 plates ; 12 00

Boramer's Method oi MatinR Manures 25

Boussingault's, J. B., Rural liconomy 1 60
Browne's Trees of America 6 00
Breck's New Book of Flowers 1 To

Bridgeman'3 American Gardcujer's Assi'.tant 2 50
Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual 1 00

Bridgeman's Kitchen Gardentr's Instructor 1 00
Buisi's, Robert. Am. Flower Garden Directory , 1 -50

Buist's, Robert, Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Burr's Field and Garden Vegetables of America -5 00
Carpenter and Joiner (R. Riddell) 7 00
Carpenter and Joiners Hand Book, (Holly) 75

Cliorlton's Grape Grower's Guide 75

Chmistry of the Farm, (^Nichols) 1 25
Cleveland's Villas and Cottages 4 00
Cobbett's American Gardener •. 75
•^ole's, S. W., American Fruit Book 75
Cole's American Veterinarian 75
Cooper's Rural Hours 2 00
Copaland's Country Life 5 00
Dadd's, Geo. H., American Cattle Doctor 1 50
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1 .50

Dana's, Samuel H., Muck Manual 1 25
Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants. (2 vols) 6 00
D.nrwin's Insectiverous Plants 7 00
DeVoc's Market Assistant 2 50
Downing .s, A. J., Landscape Gardening 6 50
Downing's Cottage Residence.s 3 ro
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, 5 CO
Downing's Rural Essa' s 3 -30

D .wuing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden 2 00
DuBreuil's Vineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden) 2 00
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Cranberry 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Elliott s Landscape Gardening 1 .50

Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees 1 50
r .loti's i; ruit ijrrowers Haiiu lioofc, paper, 60 ctuls, c.ulti 1 uo
Farm Talk. (Brackett) 1 OO
Farminjr for Boys 1 .=50

Field's, Thomas W., PearCulturc ] 25
Five Acres too Much, lillustrat. d) 1 .Ti

Flagg's European A'^ineyards in)
Flax Culture ®. .-, i

Flint, Chas. L . on Grasses 2 50
Flint's Milch Cows 2 50
Fowlr-r's Hom's for All 1

.- >

Frink Forester's Fjsh and Fishing, 8 vo. 100 engravings.. 3 :. i

Frank Foresters Manual for Young .Sportsmen, 8 vo 3 (/>

French's Farm Drainage ] ."o

Fuller's Grape Culturist .'

j .^o

Fuller's Small Fruit Culture 1 .-,0

Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Fu ler's Forest Tree Culturist 1 r>i)

Fulton on Peach Culture 1 ."o

Gentry's Lite Histories of Birds, 1st vol li 00
Gray's How Plants (irow 1 25
Gray's Manual of Botany 2 '2'>

Gray's Manual, Botany and L';.-<?od8, in one vol 4 oo
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 2 fO
Green on Trout Culture 1 oo
Gregory on Squashes, pajier 30
Guernon on Milch Cows "j^

Guide to Fortune .'...'.'.."
1 00

Harazthy's Grape Culture and Wine Making 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. 84 ; col. eng's.. 6 50
Harris on the Pig ] 50
Hatfield's American Hou.se Carpenter 3 ."io

Henderson's Practical Floriculture 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Profit '.

i .50

Herbert's Hints to Hor.sekeepers 1 7.5

Ifoopes on Evergreens 3 00
Hooper's Dog and Gun. paper 30 cents, cloth

'.

60
Hop-culture 40
How to Buy a Farm, and Where to Find One I 76

How to Manage a Building Association
How to Paint
Hunter and Trapper
Hussman's Grapes and Wines
Jacques' Manual of the House
Jiuques' Manuel of the Garden
Jennings' Cattle Doctor
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poulry
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary
Johnson's How Crops Feed
Johnson's How Crops Grow
Johnson's Peat and its u.ses

Johnston's Elements of Ag. CheniLstry and Geology
Johnston's, J. S. W., Agricultural Chemistry
Kemp's Landscape Gardening
iClippart's Farm Drainage
Langstroth. Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee
Leucharfi' How to Build Hot-houses
Leibig's, Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry
Louden's Encylopiedia of Plants .'

Lyman's Cotton-culture
McMahon's American Gardener
Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmers
Mechanics' Companion (Nicholson)
Meehan's Ornamental Trees
Mileson the Horse's Foot
Miner's, T. B., Bee-keeper's Manual
Mohr on the Grape-vine
Money in the Garden
My Vineyard at Lakpview
My Farm of £dgewood
^[y Ten-rod Farm „

North American Sylva, 5 vols., 156 col. plates, in 30 parts,
'" " unbound
" " Half Turkey Antique, gilt
" " full " •'

Nichol's Chemistry of the Farm and Sea
Norton's. John P., Elements of Scientific Agriculture
Norris' Fish-cnlturo
Onion-culture
Our Farm of Four Acres
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects. cloth
Paul's Book of Roses ,

Paul's Rose (Tarden
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary
Pardee on Strawberry-culture
Parkman's Book of Roses
Parsons, Samuel B., ou the Rose
Peat and its U.sc3

Pear-culture, Field"
Pcddcr's, James. Farmer's Land-measurer
Percheron Hrrse
Peterson's Preserving, Pickling and Canning Fruit
Phin's Open-air Grape Culture, and Wine Making
Quiun's Pear-culture for Prcfit
tiuinby's Mysteries of Bee-keeping Espkimd
Randall's Sheep Husbaudrv
Ra dall'sFine Wool Shiop llushandiy
R.ind's Bulbs
Rand's Fl.iwers lor Parlor and Garden
Rand's i^opular Mowers and how to Cultivate them
Rand's Garden Flowers
Rand's Orchii- Culture „ „
Rand's Rhododendrons
Ropp's Ccmmercial Calculator, cloth ft, Morocco Tuck
Rose Culturist pap'

r

Robbins', R ,
PhhIuci' and Ready Reckoner

Saunders' Douiesii'^ Poultry, pajxu' 40 tl,. li

Saxton's Hand Books, in f(,ursi-ries, each
Pchenck's Gardener's Text-book
Rcribner's Ready Reckoner and Log-b ok
S rong's Cultivation of the Grjpe
Ten Acres Enough
Thomas, .7. J., Farm Implements
Thoma.s, J. J., Fiuit-culturist ; old ed.. $3 00; new edition.
Ville's Chemical Manures
Warder s American Pomology

Hedges and Evergreens
Waring's Drainage for Profit and Health .>

" Elements of Agriculture
" Earth aosets

Webster's Dictionary, I'nahridged
Well's Everv Man hisown Lawyer
Williams, B. S., on Stove & (irfeenhouse Plants, 2 vols., lll'd

Williams, B. S., on Select Ferns and Lycopods
Williams, B. S., Orchid Grower's Manual
Window Gardening
White's Gardening for the South

" Cranberry Culture
Wood's Class Book of Botauy
Workingman's Way to Wealth
Wright's Practical Poultry Keeper....
Youatt on the Horse
Youman's Bonsehold Science ...•

S2 00
1 00
1 00
1 50
1 50
1 75
1 75
1 75
1 75
3 50
2 00
2 00
1 25
1 50
1 75
2 50
1 75
2 00
1 50
75

20 00
1 50
2 25
90

3 00
78
75

1 25
1 00
1 50
1 25
1 75

50

GO 00
70 OC
75 00
1 25
75

1 76
20

1 25
6 00
60

3 00
15 00

75
1 nn

1 50
1 26
1 '25

60
1 00
50

1 50
1 00
1 So
1 50
I 00
1 50

3 on
..1 r,

2 so
3 Pi

1 53
2 OH

30

1 50
75
3'

3 00
1 50
1 50

1 25
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 00
50

12 00
2 00
6 00
2 5)

2 Hi
1 50
2 00
1 25
3 50

75
2 00
1 "5

2 00



SUMMER PLANTING
We have kept in po«s and otherwise, so that they may be transi'lanlcd safely during the Summer,the following rare and choice varie-

ties of HARDY TREES A^NTi SHFIXJBS.
Rhododendrons,
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NEW YORK,

f

SEEDS, BULBS,
Grasses and Florists' Supplies.

Our Fall Bulb Catalogue, now re.idy, will be mailed on application. Extract of leading quota-
tions for the Trade. Less quantities than one hundred will be charged at dozen rates.

Hyaciitis Billis ii Ilitire for Early Forcii:
RED, Single, Doz.,

WHITE,
BLUE,
YELLO^W "

All Colors, mixed '

$1.00; per 100, $7.00. Double, doz.

1.05; " 7.25.

1.00; " 7.00.

.95; " 6.50.

.95; " 6.50.

100 Choice Named Hyacinths in 10 varieties, our choice, $12.75 per 100 only.

250 " " '
" 25 " " " 33.50 " 250 "

$1.10
;
per 100, $7.50.

1.15

;

" 7.75.

1.15

;

" 7.75.

1.75

;

" 12.00.

1.00; " 7.00.

Buyers' Selection of Choice Names will be charged as per Catalogue. Growers of Hyacinth
Bulbs report the crop this year partly degenerated on account of the unfavorable season. We can
however furnish the best to be had since our W. Rolker, while abroad, attended personally to the
careful selection of our importations.

TULIPS, early mixed, single, dozen, 20 cts.; per 100, $1.25. Double, dozen, 30 cts.; per 100, $2.00

for forcing, bright colors only, colors separate ; single dozen. 40 cts.; per 100, $2.50.

100 Choice Named, in 10 varieties, our selection, $4.00 per 100 only.
250 *•

" " 25 " " " 12.00 "

CROCUS. Colors separate or in mixture, 50 cts. per 100.

ROMAN HYACINTHS. 90 cts. per dozen ; $G.OO per 100 ; $55.00 per 1000.

LILY OP THE VALLEY, delivered end of November to December, three years old,

Prime; 100 pips @ $3.00 ; 1000 pips (oi $25.00 ; 100 clumps @ $35.00.

Dried Flowers and Grass Price List will be found on our Bulb Catalogue.

Address, P. O. Box 899, NEW YORK.



Turnip Seeds-T-jrnip Seeds-Turnip Seeds

Brown Dy ,

undreths; In Quality , Mmmn Inm
\

low m\^ Prccew.

Unsurpassed • . .
i Low Icyoiiil Precejent.

.Ai^norTuc in piw
,

UDsiiiTOi In Fries ;
'. ;" ;;LAINDRETHS' ^ ^ i Uusnrpasscd. Low tieyonfl PreceW.

The most a})iiiovc'(i varieties tor Table Aiui Stock-feeding. Wholesale Trade Prices
to Dealers on apj)lieatioii.

DAVID LANDRETH & SONS,
nitl)li2 PHILADELPHIA, PA.

. -FRUIT AND BREAD.
A Natural and Scientific Diet.

BY GrSTAV SCHLICK8YSEN.

Translated from the German by M. L. Holbrook, M.D. In-
tended to show what is the natural food of man ; to lead him to be
come a living child of nature ; to simplify and beautify his manner
ofliving, to emancipate women from the drudgery of the kitchen :

to lead to inrreased use of fruit ; to diminish the use of flesh, and
where possible, to do away with its use altogether ; to improve the
health and add to the enjoyments and value of life. Cloth, 250
pages; i2mo. illustrated. Price, $1.00. Sent by mail postpaid on
receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE.
By Wm. Paul, F.R.H.S.

The rationale of Rose cultivation in a nut-shell. Intended to

place within a small compass all that is necessary for the successful
cultivation of the " Queen of Flowers." 83 pages, lamo, paptr-
boards. Price, 60 cents. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of
price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CHOICE STOVE AKO GREENHflOSE PLANTS,
By Benj.S. Williams, F.K. H.S.

^—. __ , ,
' With descriptions of upwards of eleven hundred species and

I—I ^TTTT Tr\ nQlCO TrT»m4"0 varieties, instructions for their cultivation and mode of manage-
J.JL\JW \J\J JLl/dlXOC X X UXLOa ment. Illustrated with colored frontispiece and numerous

splendid illustrations. 686 pages, 2 vols., 12mo, cloth. Price
$5.00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. 11. MAROT.
814 Chestnut St , Phila.

By Thomas Gregg.
A Hand-book of Fruit Culture, being a Guide to the proper Culti-

vation and Management of Fruit Trees, and of Grapes and Small
Fruits. 184 pages. lamo, cloth, fully illustrated. Price Ji.00.
Sent by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

NURSERYMAN'S
DIRECTORY
of 1877.

A reference book of the Nurserymen, Florists, Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, &c., for the United States. Alphabetically arranged by
States and Post Offices. 310 pages, 8vo. Price Jio.oo MaHed,
post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phiia.

GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.
By Gbo. W. Johnson, Editor of " Cottage Gardener."

Describing the Plants, Fruits and Vegetables desirable for the
Garden, and explaining the terms and operations employed in

their cultivation. New Edition, with a supplement, including the
new plants and varieties. 910 pages, i2mo, cloth, fine print. Price,

^3.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

ORCHID GROWER'S MANUAL.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Containing brief descriptions of over 800 species and varieties,

with notices of times of flowering, approved modes of treatment
and practical instructions on general culture. Remarks on heat,

moisture, soil, seasons of growth and rest suited to the several species.

Enlarged edition with illustrations. 300 pages, i2mo, cloth. Price,

S2.,50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
8:4 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

SELECT FERNS AND LYCOPODS.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Comprising descriptions of 950 choice species and varieties, Brit-

ish and Exotic, with directions for their management in the Tropical,

Temperate and Hardy Fernery, with numerous beautiful full-page

illustrations. 353 pages, i2mo, cloth. Price, $2.50. Sent by mail
post-paid on receipt of price.

Address. CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GARDENING I^OR PLEASURE.
BY PETER HENDERSON.

A guide to the Amateur in the

FRUIT, VEGETABLE and FLOWER GARDEN.
With full directions for the

Greenhouse, Conservatory and Window-Garden.
Illustrated. 2.50 Pages, 12nio, cloth. Price 81.50. Sent by

mail post-paid on receipt of price.
Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ROSE GARDEN.
By Wm. Paul, F. B. H. .S.

Embracing History of the Rose ; formation of Rosarium ; detail-
ed account of practice for successful cultivation ; arrangement in
natural groups of most esteemed varieties, English and Foreign,

'

in the most eminent Gardens ; with full description and remarks MARKET
on origin an i mode of culture. Numerous illustrations. 256 I

pages, Royal 8vo, cloth. Price $3.00. Sent by mail post-paid ' New and enlarged edition. Illustrated. 276 Pages, 12mo, cloth,
ou receipt ofprice. Address CHAS. H. MAROT,

j

Price, $1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

814 Chestnut St., Phila.
|

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut .St., Phila.

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
BY PETER HENDERSON.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of the

AND FAMILY GARDEN.

l^" SEE FIRST PAGE, PACING COVER



THE HOB TIOULTUBAL ADVEBTISEB.

Arket flmri^meiX© ritniii
We offer the following extract from our Retail and Wholesale lisits of

SESDS AND PLANTS.
€^S^^4s^ * M^vf 'Ct^^^^ ^^t Wt'p^inin^ ^#^#

FOR PRESENT AND FALL SOWING.
Auricula, from prize flowers

Azalea Indies, finest mixed, from a choice collection
Balsam, double white. ....

" double, extra choice, mixed.
Carnation, Extra Choice Bizarre and Flake. These are
saved from the finest stage varieties

Carnation, Perpetual or Tree. From the best collection

extant . . . . . . .

Carnation, Monthly, Fine Double German, mixed
> From named flowers

Cinereria. From the finest varieties only
Centaurea Candidissima ....

" Clementei ....
" Gymnocarpa . . .

Cobea Scandens, purple climber, per oz. $2.50 .

Cyclamen Persicum, Extra Choice Mixed. This hai

been saved from one of the finest collections in Europe
Erica .......
Fuchsia, Double Varieties. Extra Choice mixed

Per Pkt.

15 Fuchsia, Single Varieties, Extra Choice, mixed.
Geranium Zonale. Finest Mixed. Saved from our
own collection of upwards of fifty varieties.

Geranium Pelargonium. Large-flowered, extra choice
hybridized ......

Geranium Pelargonium. Faney, extra choice hybridized
Geranium, Variegated Leaved. Many beautiful varieties
Hollyhock, extra choice double, finest mixed
Mimulus, finest blotched and spotted hybrids
Pansy, English. Very fine mixed. Per ounce, $$
Pansy, English, extra choice show mixed. From a superb

cjllection. Per ounce, Jio
Pansy, Emperor William. A valuable new variety.
Pau.sy, White Treasure Valuable new variety .

Picotee Pink, Extra Choice Mixed .

Primula Japonica, New Japanese Primrose.
Smilax. Per ounce, $3 .

Stocks, a splendid assortment of all the best varieties
Wallflower, improved varieties, mixed

Per Pkt.

30

SPECIALTIES IN FLOWER SEEDS.
Verbena, from our own collection, which can be seen side

by side, now on our grounds, with imported, and is really

'superior. Per ounce, $5 ....
Petunia, Double, New Fringed
Lyogodium Scandens. Japanese Climbing Fern. A

most graceful plant, growing from one to fifty feet as
desired. Quite as easy of culture as the Smila.x, and
no doubt will be used extensively for sim.ilar uses in dec-

orating ; although climbing, when supported by strings

or wires, it can be used with equal advantage as a droop-
ing plant, for baskets or vases

Apple (Scented) Geranium. We have secured a fine

supply of this usually scarce variety

Per Pkt. Per Pkt

75
Double Cineraria, very choice
Cyclamen Persicum Giganteum. A great improve
ment over the old sorts, each flower measuring from 2 to
25^ inches in length. ....

Primula Sinensis Fimbriata. Double red
" White

" " " " Mixed" " " Single Red .

" " " White
" " " " Mixed

Our seed of these is saved from one of the best English collections
and is much superior to the ordinary run of Primulas.

*

75
75

75

75
30
30
30

NEW FANCY PANSIES.
This superb strain of Pansy, so admirably shown in the colored plate of our Catalogue for this year, we can supply to the trade nut

up in sealed packets for retailing, at the following prices :
'

Buyer's selection of any single packet (by number) ....... ^ .lO
Or the the entire collection of 12 packets, as shown in colored plate .... i.oo

This stock of Pansy (in mixture) will prove very valuable to Florists. To such it will be furnished for ^5 per quarter ounce crop of
1877. Our Pansies took the first premiums at New York Horticultural Societies' Exhibition in May of this year, and were pronounced
the finest variety ever before exhibited.

CELERY PLANTS.
Per 1,000.

Henderson's Dwarf White $5 00
Sandringham D"warf "White 5 00
Boston Market 5 00
Large White Solid 5 00
Leviathan White 5 00
Hood's Dwarf Red 5 00
Celeriac (Tiirniii-Rooted Celery) 7 50

HENDERSON'S HALF DWARF CELERY,

Per 5,ooo

$20 00
20 00
20 00
20 00
20 00

(NEW.)

Per lo.ooo.

$30 00
30 00
30 00
80 00
30 00

When blanched, it is of rather a yellowish white, and is entirely solid, possessing the nutty flavor peculiar to the dwarf kinds while
it has much more vigor of growth, surpassing most of the large growing sorts in weight of bunch when grown under the same conditions
We think it the best Celer>- grown, either for private use or for market.

Price per 1,000, $7.50; per 5,000, $30.00; per 10,000, $40.00,

lA^^/^h^etd-t?vY^
SEEDSMEN, MARKET GARDENERS AND FLORISTS,

35 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERUSER.

FLORISTS find it a GREAT ADVANTAGE to be ABLE to RE-
PLENISH their Rose Stock at ANY TIME THAT SUITS BEST. We
SHIP ROSES THE YEAR ROUND, and always guarantee SAFE
CARRIAGE. The excellent QUALITY of our Goods and our LIBE-
RAL and SATISFACTORY way of DOING BUSINESS-are fast con-
vincing the TRADE—that it PAYS better to BUY ROSES of US than
to GROW THEM, PARTICULARLY where HOUSE ROOM IS
SCARCE, and GLASS needed for OTHER PURPOSES.
After very heavy sales—extending over the busiest Spring months—we still offer our customers

A Quarter of a Million Eoses

!

TO SELECT FROM.

Our Assortment, particularly of Monthly Roses, is still full and unbroken, and in-

cludes the

m®it mm mwMM i
It is reasonable we should EXCEL IN ROSES, because we devote EXCLUSIVE'

ATTENTION TO ROSES ONLY—running FORTY HOUSES ON ROSES ALONE.
It follows that -we can offer Purchasers unusual inducements. We aim to grow the

most desirable sorts in such large quantities, that we can generally give Florists

their choice of varieties at prices named.

BY EXPRESS:

$7.00 per 100; 60.00 per 1000.
BY MAn.:

$7.40 per 100; $63.00 per 1000.
"We pack light—Without Charge—and GUARANTEE Safe Carriage.

JJ^" Terms :

—

Cas^h with the order. Remit by bank draft, postal order on West Grove P. 0., Pa.

or by Registered letter.

Send for Price Lists. Address,

TEE BINQEE & CONAED CO.,

July 1

2

WEST GROVE, CHESTER CO., PA.



THE HOB TIGULTUBAL ADVEBTISEB.

HITCHINGS'& CO.,

No. 233 Mercer Street,
Between Bleecker and West 3d Streets,

NEW YORK.
OfFer their very Large Stock of

i sAD DIE

(^
At prices lower than at any time

within the past thirty years. \'^

6^ Patent Corrugated Fire Box Boilers, =3^

Conical Boilers,

Saddle Boilers and

Base Burning Water Heaters;

Heating Pipes and Pipe Fittings

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND SIZE,

SASH-LIFTINaAPPARATUS
OF MOST APPROVED FORMS.

Send 6 cents postage for Catalogue. References

and List of Prices.

a=^__ccn

y/.w/^if-Sn



THE HORTIGULTUHAL ADVERTISER

M. M. BAYERSDORFER & CO.
56 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

We heu to call the attention of the WHOLESALE and RETAIL TRADE
in FLORISTS' GOODS to onr well assorted stock for tlio Fall season :

BOUQUET PAPERS (Italiens),
Plain White Edges. Gold and Silver Edges, Pusted Cartons, White Satin for
Bridal Bouquets, Fancy Lace Papers for Weddings, Receptions and Parties.

IMMORTELLES,
(Original bunches, selected by one of our firm.]
and all colors.

White

DRIED GRASSES AND FLOWERS,
In great varieties and styles; very suitable for ornamental purposes.

BASKETS,
Brown varnished Willow Baskets, \^nieat Straw and White and Gil
Baskets.

ORNAMENTAL GRASS BOUQUETS,
FRENCH GREEN MOSSES,

TIN FOIL, best in Market,
WIRE DESIGNS for CUT FLOWERS.

Prire Medal of Cincinnati Industrial Exposition of 1873; Medal and Diploma of International Exposi-
tion of 1877 "For best display 0/ Bouquet Papers." f*.".

.

Send orders eaily in Fall. Illustrated Catalogue furnished gratis on application. t.aug.tf

New Plants ! ! Latest Novelties ! !

!

We will offer to the Trade about Oct. i, the following new plants of our Spring importation ; they were
first introduced in Europe this Spring; most of them have flowered on our- grounds and we can attest to
their great superiority. We will issue our Trade List about September i, and should any dealer fail to rtceive
it, we will forward hiin a copy on .Tpplicnlion.NEW DOUBLE IVY LEAF GERANIUMS. La Fiancee, Lucie Lemoine and Renoncule. New
colors in this novtl class Flowers very large and double.NEW ZONALE GERANIUMS. (Double and Single) New French and English varieties now
offered for the first time in this country ; flowers of distinct colors borne in immense trusses, on strong stems.
A New Class of GERANIUMS, vi?.: cross lictween the Ivy Leaf and Zonalc varieties, new and distinct.NEW HELIOTROPES, LANTANAS, &c., &c.

tdecl2

CASCADE ROSE NURSERY.
A. K. WILLIAMS, Richmond, Ind.

Tuberoses for ^Winter Flo^w^ering !

We have on hand a very superior lot of TUBEROSE.S for FLORISTS' use for late planting, which we offer at the folloving low
prices: 50 Cents per dozen; $2.50 per 100; !$20.00 per 1000.
PEARL TUBEROSES, 75 Cents per dozen; $4.00 per 100; #30.00 per lOOO.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
t.augi No. 34 Barclay Street, New York.

GRAPE VINES.
Also GRAPE "WOOD and CUTTINGS. LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

All leading varieties in l.-trge supply. Extra Quality. True to name. Special rates to Agents, Dealers, and Nurserymen. Our
list of customers now embr.tces nearly all the leading nurservmen in the country, to whom we would refer those not acquainted with our
Stock. Descriptive Catalogue and Price List Free, T. S. HUBBARD, Fredouia, N. Y. augj



THE EORTIGULTURAL ADVERTISER.

Medal and Diploma awarded by the U. S. Cen
tennial Commission, 1876, to

SMITM ^^ LYM€m..
Manufacturers of Patent Improved

AND

PATEIfT PORTABLE CELLITLIR EIRE BOX

BASE BURNER BOILER
Greenhouses, Graperies, Conservatories, Propagating Houses, Forcing Pits, Public and Privale

Buildings, Schools, Drying Rooms and Heating Water for Baths.

I

ALSO KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND
Expansion Tanks, Evaporating Pans, Stop Valves, Cass-iron Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Bi-anches, Pipe

Chairs, and everything necessary, of the best material, for Greenhouse Heating.

Smith & Lynch's Improved Ventilating Apparatus, for opening and closing ventilating Sash,

on roof or sides of greenhouses and graperies.

Judges Report on awards, with descriptive illustrated circular containing to.><timonials and

reference. Also price list furnished on apjilication to

17 BO"WICEie/ STIS/EET,
febl2 BOSTON, MASS.

/



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISER.

f
All the standanl sorts. Price 7-"> cents per fti.

Postage piiid. And all otlicr seeds for sowing
in the Autuinii. I'^or s.ilc liy—

ALFRED BRIDGHMAN,
Orowci', Iniportcr and Donlor in all -tandard

Veietai, Grass & Flower M\
No. 876 BROADWAY,

3<i door above 18th St., N. Y.

l®~Catalogues on application. tjulyS

JOHN DICK'S PATENT BOILER

@@fl ITHL CHURCH UNION.
The National ()K(.an up ihusk ladoking por thb actual,

visidlh unity op evangelicai. bblibvbms.

riibliHhed Weekly at

No. 22 Beekman Street, New York.

Economy, Simplicity and Durability. The Prize Medal of the
Centennial Commission was awarded for this Boiler. Send to us for

Testimonials from those whn use it.

tan9
JOHN DICK, Florist,

53d and Darby Road, Phila., Pa.

ORCHIDS.
The subscriber has for sale a very choice col-

lection of Orchids, principally East Indian varie-
ties, viz : brides, Dendrobiuni, Phalsenopsis,
Vandas, Saccolabiums, &c., will be sold low for

cash during the next three months.

A. F. CHATFIELD'S

EXOTIC NURSERY,
maytf.

ALBANY, N. Y.

CHINESE PRIMROSES I

Extra Strong winter blooming plants in 4in.

pots. Per dozen, So.oO
;
per l(iO. $25.

J. D. MONBLL, Florist,
augS Hudson, N.Y.

MIXER'S GREAT PROLIFIC STRAWBERRY.
This new Seedling surpasses all other varieties in productiveness,

the fruit lying in heaps around the plants I Berries «ix inches in

circumference— quality unsurpassed—ready in August and Septem-
ber—J2 a dozen by mail ; three dozen, J5. Or, only ten cents
each by express, if twenty-five or more are ordered. Circulars with
full details free—fruit described by clergymen and other highly res-

pect.ible citizens—no deception. Agents supplied free who get

up a small club. I also offer a few hundred plants of the " Great
American " Strawberry, berries from which measured nine in-
ches in circumference I T. B. Miner fex-editor of the Rural
American), Linden, Union Co., New Jersey. t.augz

E. B. G R A N N I S,

PURLISHIiR.

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS :

Joseph T. Duryea, D. D.

Howard Crosby, D. D.

Samuel D. Burchard, D. D.
J. Hyatt Smith, D. D.
Rev. Thomas J. Melish.

Rev. Edward P. Ingersoll.

Rev. Anson G, Chester.

Smith's Bible Oiclionary.
1017 pp. Finely Illustrated.

CONYBEARE & HOWSON'S

LIFE/ND EPISTLES OF ST, PAUL.
Beautifully Illustrated,

OVER 900 PAGES.

These volumes are the result of the finest scholarship, the deepest
research and the most cultured piety of the present age.

They have been particularly recommended as important aids to

an imderstanding of Holy Scripture, by the leading divines of

Every Evangelical Denomiination.

To the Pastor, Sunday-School Teacher, and every careful student of

the Bible they are indispensable.

Each of these Books sells at Retail for $4.50.

OUK PRICE3S.

The paper alone, one year,
'' and eitlier book,
<• and both books,

S3.50
4.50
6.00

VEEY LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Specimen Copies of the Chorch Union, Ffee,

CLUB RATES.
We will send the Church Union to clubs on the following terms:

Five copies, one year for - - *10.00
Ten copies, «• <« . - 18.00
Twenty copies •« <• - - 34.OO

No premiums or commissions to Clubs. ^

BOOKS BY MAIL POSTPAID.
Address,

B. B GRANNIS,
july6 Church Union, New York.
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Japanese White Flowering
HYDMANGEA,

"THOMAS HOGG."
We have great pleasure in announcing to the Horticultural world, that the distribution of this fine plant, the most superb novelty in

plants ever introduced into this country, will commence on October Ist, 1876. It has received the unqualified admiration of all Amer»
loan and European Florists and Nurserymen who have seen it in flower.

Orders will be received at the following rates :

One Large Flowering Plant, S5. Second Size, $3. Where 12 plants are taken
25
50
100 " '«

Small plants struck last September, $12 per dozen, $So per hundred.

This, the finest of all Hydrangeias, was sent to the United States by Mr. Thomas Hogg, from Japan.
er at the MassachusetLs Horticultural Society weekly meeting in Boston, where it took the Society's silver medal for new plants ; and
also, at the New York Horticultural Society's monthly meeting in May. In the reporf of that meeting to the " American Agriculturist,"
by Mr. Peter Henderson, he says :

—
'" We think it safe to say, that no ornamental plant ever introduced exceeds this in value."

It belongs to the Hortensia section of the family, but is a far more free and abundant bloomer than any other.

I have a fine lot of Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora, 2 year strong flowering plants. J25 per 100, J200 per 1000; 2d sire,
per 100, ^15.

All orders must be sent toJOHN CABNESS, Flushing, L. I., N. Y.

Cash must accompany the order, and all remittances by Draft or Post Ofiice Order, or Bank Cheque, as we cannot be responsible tot
the safety ofgreenbacks by mail.

JOHN CADNESS.
Flushing, Long Island, N. Y., April 1st, 1877.

'

toctia

3 additional sent>
7

15 "
30 " "

It has been exhibited ia flow

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their Honstruction a Specialty. Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. J^" Send for Catalogue. Address,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
|anei2 Irvington-on-Hudson, New York*
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-FQ-R, t:h:e fjlijL o:f 1877.

GERMANTOWN NURSERi^^ PHILADA.,
Being well uda^ited to tho henltliy growth of Scedliii ,'s, we iiurease this department from year to

year, witli our iiun-asiiiLj; trade.

Our Mazzard Slocks & Osage Plants
are well known and annually appreciated, and the youn^seedlinLrs now jiroiniseto he of their usual
superiority. Those wlio may want to purchase in larj^e (piantilies for tliis Fall's deliveiy, are
invited to call antl examine, or correspond.

tjune4 Gorgas Lane Station, Chestnut Hill R. R., Germantown, is close to the Nursery.

TRISIXIONT
BOTANIC GARDENS,

Tremont, New York City.
NEW AND RARE

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, PALMS AND FERNS.

CATALOGUES scut FREE of CPIAKCiE.

tmchlO majr &* bwsm^

* 2000000:*-

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Sent free on application.

*^

i-zes.

*IN STOCK^i>

Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States.

A^ H. HEWS & GO.^ No. Cambridge, Mass.

vJOECIsr J^, SCOLLA.-^,

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

For Warming and Ventilating Dwellings, Greenhouses, Graperies, Forcing

Pits, Drying Booms, Heating Water for Public Baths, S^c.

This Boiler is perfectly self-cleaning, simple, economical : nd powerful, having more effective surface into less space than any Boiler

the market. Scollay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, &c., to De obtained of all Seedsmen, Florists, &c.
Send fer Circular and References. nov. 12

351 Adaras Street, Brooklyn, New York.
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In quantities to suit, at small cost. Alexander,
Amsden, Steady, and general market varieties.

A splendid lot of trees, the best I have ever

grown, for sale low,—at Paoli Nursery. . Also
general Nursery Stock.

JOSIAH A ROBERTS,
t.aug.tf Malvern, Chester Co., Pa.

We offer in large quantities.

Apples, Crabs, Plums, Peaches

CHERRIES, and SMALL FRUITS,

Including the new and prominent sorts, at lowest

rates.

augo DAYTON, OHIO.

•1 /^rv Bill-heads, 100 Cards, 100 Envelopes,
•*-^^^ withjyour business printed ; the lot sent

post-paid, $1.50. Kurtz & Bro., S. E. Cor. oth and
Chestnut, Philadelphia, Pa.

AVER & SON':

We Offer for sale or Mm
FREB OF CHARGES BY MAIL,

PASSIFLOKA GRENADILLA, »2,00 each.
" EDULIS, 1.00 "

Fruits, very delicious, now ripe, 50 cents each. Packets ofSeeds

of the above named kinds, 2!; cents each.

WIGANDIA MAGNIFICA, fresh, per pkt 25 cents. Send
money by postage stamps.
We ask kindly of Wholesale Nurserymen to send Catalogues.

GR£L<K & WEINHOLD,
Box 233, L.OS Angeles, Cal.

MANUAL
For .V<lverti««'r»

A complete guide to ad vert 1 sits. Xrti- Hm , n .JouriuiL—
A necessity to all wlio adverti.se. Jji'iixiille CoiinncrrirJ.
—The most complete and reliable work of the kind.
rUlshurd Gazette.— Sent t'rt'e to .t11 who advertise.

N\A/ AYJClt Advertising TIMES BUILDING,
iVViActSON nUKNTS, I PHILADELPHIA.

Get imr E.sfiiiiate befi>re making any advertising
contracts. Our business is large. Facilities unsur-
passed. Prices the lowest. Terms the best.

THE AMERICAN
Steamship Company of Philadelphia. Philadelphia and Liverpool
Line. The only Trans-Atlantic line sailing under the American
Flag< Sailmg every Thursday from Philadelphia, and Wednesday
from Liverpool.

THE EED STAR LINE,
Carrying the Belgian and United States Mails, Sailing every
twelve days, alternately from Philadelphia and NewYork. Direct
a nd only

To ANTWERP.
The American and Red Star Lines being under one management,

E.xcursion Tickets are good to return by either, thus saving the ex-
pense and annoyance of re-crossing the Channel.

For rates of passage and general information apply to

apltf PETER WRIGHT & SONS, Pliila., Gen'l Agents.

LONDON GARDENERS CHRONICLE

Will be furnished, post-paid, direct to subscribers in the U. S. for

$7 50 per year. Apply to

novtf CHAS. H. MAROT, Agent, 814 Chestnut St., PhiU.

STRAWBERRIES.
The Largest and Best. Plant this Fall and save a year. Capt.

Jack, Great \merican,Crescent Seedling and others, grown in pots
for Fall planting, will yield a full crop of fruit next June, one year
sooner than if planting is deferrel till next Spring.

RELIANCE
and Susqueco Brandywine Rcispbcrries. Ten acres yielded ^4338.
Send for Catalogues.

jy3 WM. PARRY, Cinnaminson, N. J.

Choice Selected Field. Flower, Tree, Grass, Herb
Vegetable and Honey Plants. Garden and Apiarian Imple-

ments and Supplies. Agricultural Books, &c. Our new Descrip-

tive Catalogue sent free.

Address carefully,

C. F. LANE'S
N-W-Apiary and Seed Warehouse,

febi2 Koshkonong, Wis.

BON SILENE, SAFRANO, &C.,
Fine young plants for growing or for flowering next Winter—cheap.

BOUVARDIAS,
HOGARTH, ELEGANS & DAVISONH.

Price List on application.

EDWIN LONSDALE,
dec9 Germantown, Phila.

BODSTIDDS!
We offer the following buds of PEACH TREES, &c., packed

free, by mail, postage pre-paid at 100 rates, by express at 1000

rates, named below :

BRIGG'S RED MAY,
TUCKAHOE LATE,

JARRELL'S LATE WHITE,
»1.50 per 100; SIO.OO per 1000.

SLEEPER'S DWARF, HANCE'S WEEPING,
S.3.00 per 100.

BILYEU'S LATE OCTOBER Bilyeu's Comet),
LEATHERBUKY'S LATE,

BRANDYWINE (Peter's Seedling, No. 1),

NANTICOKE. STEADY.
CHRISTINA. NEWINGTON FREE,

WILKINS, OAKLAND,
GEAKY'S HOLD ON,

SHIPLEY'S LATE RED,
«1.00 per 100; *.5.00 per 1000.

75 OTHER VAKIKTIES OF PEACHES.
De Caradenc, Wild Goose, Newmans, Langsdon; Miner an

eight other New American Plums. 81 per 100; J5 per 1000.

GOLDEN DROP, #, per mo
Si.v other varieties of APRICOTS, 75 c per 100: $3periooo.

NECTARINES, eight varieties, 7s c. per uv. : $3 per 1000.

0^ Send for Price List giving varieties in full, and
other information.

A HANCE «& SON,
julyz Nurserymen and Florists, Red Bank, N.J

WALTER ELDER,
Landscape and Jobbing Gardener,

12S1 Rodman Slrt^ei, Philadelphia,

Attends to all branches of his business on reasonable teFrus.
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Rear of 428 Walnut Street, Philada.
Manufacturer of Plain and F'ancy Wire-work, for Florlstai
Wreaths, Crosses, Stars, Crowns, Hearts, Anchors, Hints, Lainbi,
Gips^' Baskets, Hanging Baskets, Kluwer Stands, &c.

»END FOR PRICE LIST. augft

A line stock of the above, ditrerout sizos,

mostly Double White, well set with buds, theap.

R. SCOTT,
july8 755 S. 19th St.. Philada.

Ol^-^ ^ LT'NESS BELIEVED. No medicine.
-*-^ -^^- *- Book free. G. J. WOOD. Madison, Ind

'of EVe^Y DES.CR_lPT10r{.

CataLogaes ten cents.

PRACilCAL 'landscape
GARDENING

bv h. R. Ki.LUjTi.

Designed for City and Suburban Residences, and Country School-
Houses; containing designs fo lots and grounds, from a lot 30
by 100, to a forty acre plot. Each plan is drawn to scale,

with schedule to each, showing where each tree, shrub, &c.,
should be planted; condensed instructions for forming and caring
for lawns; building of roads; turfing, protection, pruning and care
of trees ; making cuttings, evergreens, hedges, screens, &c. Con-
densed descriptions of all the leadirg trees and shrubs ; soil and po-
sition in which they should be grown. Illustrations of ground plans
elevations, trees, shrubs, winter gardening, &c. 96 pp., 8 vo. cloth.
Price 81.50. Sent by mail on receipt of price Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A Hygroscope for 50 cents.

THE CHEMICAL HYGROSCOPE.
This indicator of atmospheric moisture is as accurate as the

costly ones. Rooms heated by furnaces or stoves are almost in-
Tariably sodry a.s to be damaging not only to health but to fur-

niture. Some people take the consequences others keep water
on the heater. The Hvtrroscope bhows at a glance whether the
air is too dry or not.

Sent by mail for 50 cents. Address,

febtf CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Fruit Or ivers* I/nnfl-Book.
By F. K.Elliott, author o' "Western Kruit Growers' Guide,''
(one of the best posted men on the subject in the United States).

Contains the practice on all subjects connected wilh fruitgrow-
ing. The book is made for those who grow fruit for their own
use. Also an Appendix, coutainine matter relating to the s«
lection and culture of Ornamental Trees, Roses, Plants, &c.
Illustrated wilh 4-5 wood-cuts, 130 pages, IGmo cloth, $1; pa-

pw, 60 ct8. Sent by mail po.st-paid on receipt of price.

Address C. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

The Gardener's Monthly.
IIIK 1 (Jl.I.OWl.Ni;

BACK JNUMBERS
WAN! EU, I.N

GOOD CONDITION.
April, 1K(><>

Jiiiitiiiry, 18~U.
Alurch, "

July,

<)rtob«T, 1870.
l)«'C«'IllblT, "
January, 1873.
January, 1874.

Aiiu'UHt. 1874.
l)«-c«'inber, "
January, 187S.
DeiM'niber, "
Jauuary, 1816«

Receivable in exchange on Subscription account, or cxchangeabla
for other nvnibcrs not in above list. Send numbers prepaid by
mail and advise the publisher Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut, .St., Phlla.

THE ABBOTT

Pocket Microscope
Is an .nptrument of great

practic.'il usefiiliiefs to

TeaclicrN, FarinerM,
ITIer<-liaiitH, Me-
clisiiiicN, l»li>«l-
oiaiiM, BoiaiiistH,
ITIIiierM, and nianv
others. It is thebet-t

lii-ii HUH 111 ever inyentcd for examiiiinLT FIOVW"
ers, Seeds, Plants, Minerals,
Engravings, Bank Notes, Fabrics,
Etc. By means of a cas^e, accompanying each In-
ftniment, one ciin examine all kinds of |n"
sects or Worms alive. The

EYE OF A FLY,
or other insect of like fize, can be readily eeen.
It is simple in cnni-trnction and ea?y to operate.
One of these iiiterei>iin<j Insiruments ought to
be in every family. We have made arrantjeraent*
to furnish the Pocket Ittlcrosfope at the
manufacturer's price, ^L.'jfl. It will be went, post-
paid, to any reader of this Pai>er desiring it, on
receipt of price, or m .y be had al this office.

Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY.
ROPP'S EASY CALCULATOR
Is a new publication that must prove of incalculable benefit to

Farmers, Mechanics and Business men. It \i so ra^iti and original
as to startle the most scholarly , and yet so j/w/Z^and/rar/zVa/ that

the most illiterate in figures can instantaneously become his own
accountant. It enables thousands to accoiiiplish ia a minute what
they they could not learn to calculate in many months.
The first part containing an entirely new system of Tables which

shows at aglance the exact values of all kinds ol Grain, Stock, Hay,
Coal,Lumber Merchandise, etc., Uomotie /•oundu^ to a car load,znd
for any price which the market is likely to reach; the Intereit on
any sum for any time at 6, 7, 8, and 10 p r cent. ; coriect measure-
ment of all kinds of Lumber, Saw Logs, Cisterns, Tanks, Granaiies,
Bins, Wagon Beds, Com Cribs; a Time, Wages, and many other
valuable tables.

'I'he Second part is a /raf/?Vrt/ Arithmetic, and embodies a simple
mathematical principle which enables rt/y one familiar with the fun-

damental rules to become a lightning calculator ; and by which
over /leo /A/Vi/.v of the figures and labor required by the ordinary

methods, andyV<if//<?«i with their intricacies, are entirely avoided.
The work is nicely printed on fine tinted paper, is well and ele-

gantly bound in pocket-book shape and is accompanied by a Silicate

Slade, Memorandum and Pocket for papers It is by far the most com-
plete, comprehensive and convenient pocket manual ever published.

PRICES : liouud in Russia Leather, Gilded, 82.00 ;

Morocco, !)fll..50; Fine English Cloth, iSil.OO.

Sent post paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut .St., PhiU.
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We offer for Fall the finest lot of 2, 3 and 4 years STANDARD
PEARS in the country. A large assortment of new and stand-
ard varieties ; among them are

40,000 BARTLBTTS,
30,000 CLAPP'S FAVORITE,

25,000 FLEMISH BEAUTY,
15,000 BEAU. D'ANJOU.

10,000 SHELDON.
Also. APPLES, CHERRIES, PLUMS, DWARF PEARS,
PEACHES, ORANGES, QUINCES, and other Nursery
Stock. Prices low

RICHARDSON & NICHOLAS,
tjuly.tf GENEVA, N. Y.

wane

FRUIT AND
ORNAMENTAL

LARGE STOCK. LO"W RATES.
STANDARD PEAR TREES A SPECIALTY.

Send stamp for Trade List. AGENTS WANTED.
E. MOODY & SONS, Lockport, N. Y.

Niagara Nursbribs. Established 1839. auga

F^L^^iN'r'js^

Qi%

To be disposed of, a Plant Seed and Bouquet BuslnesB in
one of the best locations South of the Potouiac, to a man with
small Capital. This is a chance seldom to be found ; every satis-
faction guaranteed. Apply to

t.augi DANIEL BARKER, Norfolk, Va.

TOBACCO STEMS,
For Fumigating purposes, for sale in bales of about 400 fts
free on boat or cars at 85 per bale, or three bales for 812 on one
order.

STRAITON & STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

New York City.augia

ipe^ch: btjids
100 Choice Varieties, cheap by mail. Alio a large assortment oif
general Nursery Stock. SendJfor list.

aug I J> CAPPS & SON, Mt. Pulaski, 111.

THE NEW SEEDLING PEACHES
Wilder, Saunders, and Downing. Centennial award
granted. Earliest exhibited. Trees and Buds tor sSkXe.

H. M. ENGLE & SON, Marietta, Pa.

GREAT AMERICAN, Beauty, Pioneer, Cumberland Tri-
umph, CAPT. JACK, Prouty's Seedling, Margaret, Scipse,

DUCHESSE, Crescent Seedling, Forest Rose, Sterling and
SEVENTY-FIVE other varieties.

Send for Circular.

A. HANCE & SON.
july2 Nurserymen and Florists, Red Bank, N. J.

For Sale or Lease
One of the best FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL estab-

hihments SOUTH of the OHIO. For particulars Address,
W. T. HATCH, Nashville, Tenn.

ELLIS' B
ASE FOR WARMTNf^ D^emngs, Greenhouses, Grarer-

lIRMTlSir' * '-'A*- T'-n-ivlUmU ies, Forcing Pits, Drying Room
KJ l^l\ll\\J Heating Water for Public Baths, Baptisteries, Ac., by Hot

OILER. Water or by Steam.

Estimates and Circulars furnished, t.sep.12. 182 CENTRE STREET,iNEW YORK.

THOS.J.MYERS

PATENT BOIL[BS

AND

lot Mil ipp&ratus

FOK HEATINt;

Greenhouses,

Hot-Houses,

Conservatories, &c.

THOMSSJjyERUSON,

_ 1162 FassyDDt A7e,,

PHILADELPHIA.

Please send for Descriptive Circu-

lar and Price List. aug
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CLUB PAPERS AT NET PRICES,
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

TO EEMIT IN CLUBBING
;U5 you wisli, foot

any of tli<^ following list with the
Gardener's Monthly select such

up the prices annex, d and add TWO DOLLARS
for the MONTHLY to the total.

American Agriculturist 81 20
Farmer 1 ZH

" Artisan _ 1 60
" Builder 2 60
" Katuralist 3 25

Odd Fellow 1 60
Appleton'B Journal 2 50
Arthur's Home Magazine 2 35
Atlantic Monthly 3 45
Boston Cultivator 2 60
Building Association Journal 75

" Societies Gazette, London, England 1 35

Bucks County Intelligencer, old Subscribers S2 60, new 2 10
California Horticulturist, 2 75
Central tJnion Agriculturist aud Chromo 1 70
Children's Friend 1 35

" Hour 1 10
Colman's Rural World 1 85
Country Gentleman 2 10
Demorest's Magazine 2 60
Eclectic Magazine 4 60
Every Saturday 4 60
Farmer's Home Journal 2 60
Frank Leslie's Ladies' Magazine ; 3 10

" Review 2 10
Galaxy 3 45
Germantown Telegraph, old subscribers 32 50, new 2 20
Godev's Lady's Book 2 25
(graphic, (Daily), per year 9 .50

Hall's Journal of Health 1 50
Harper's Baaar 3 45

" Magazine 3 45
" Weekly 3 45

Hearth and Home 2 00
Herald of Health 1 60
Household 85
Iowa Homestead 1 60
Journal of Chemistry 1 10

" of the Farm 85
Journal of Materia Medica 1 10
Kansas Farmer „ 1 35
Lady's Floral Cabinet, with Chromo 1 10
Ladies' Repository 3 35
Leslie's Lady's Journal 3 60
Lippincott's Magazine 3 25
Littell's Living Age 7 60
London Garden , 8 75

London Gardener's Chronicle 7 50

Maine Farmer S2 10
Manufacturer and Builder 1 89
Maryland Farmer „ 1 85
Massachusetts Ploughman 2 GO
Metropolitan 1 86
MillLug Journal _ 1 86
Moure's Rural New Yorker 2 36
Nation 4 76
[National Baptist 2 36
New England Farmer 2 86

" " Homestead 2 10
New York Evangelist 2 60
New York Methodist 2 20

1
" " Post, Weekly, ?1..50; Semi- Weekly....; 2 60

!
' " Times, Weekly, 81.50; Semi-Weekly 2 60

I

' " Tribune, Weekly, $1..50; Semi-Weekly 2 60
t

" " World, Weekly; 81-50; Semi-Weekly 2 60
North-Western Farmer 1 10
Nursery 1 20
Ohio Farmer 1 85
Old and New 3 60
Our Home Journal 2 25
Park's Floral Gazette 70
Penn Monthly 2 10
Peter's Musical Monthly 2 60
Peterson's Magazine 1 70
Philadelphia Weekly Press 1 60
I'hrenological Journal >. 2 86
Poultry World 1 00
Popular Science Monthly 4 60
Practical Farmer, (Weekly) 1 60
Prairie Farmer 1 6#
Punly's Small Fruit Recorder 86
Saint Nicholas 2 60
Saturday Evening Post 1 75
Scientific American 2 75
Scientific Farmer 85
Scribner's Monthly 3 45
Southern Cultivator 1 85
Southern Planter and Farmer 1 85
Waverly Magazine 4 60
Western Agriculturist 85
Western Farmer 1 85

Rural 1 50
Wood's Household Magazine 86

" " " with Chromo 100
Working Farmer 1 lu

Young Folk's Monthly „ 90
Youth's Companion..new subscribers 81.40; old subscribers.. 1 7i

The above includes postage under the new U. S. Law requiring prepayment of pbstage before mailing.

After subscription to a club paper through this agency, report non-receipt of your numbers

and other causes of dissatisfaction, irregularities of mails or changes of residences, only to said

paper direct {not to this ofl&ce).

Remit by P. 0. Order, Draft or Registered Letter. Currency is at risk of mails.

If you wish a receipt or reply, enclose postage stamp for that purpose, otherwise the club papers will be considered a 8uffi«

eient receipt.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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MY
Wholesale and Retail Catalogues of

GrfifiionsB aid Beflflii Plaits,

EVSftGREEZlVS, ETC.,
Mailed to all Applicants.

Wm. C. Wilson,
Astoria, L. I. C,

apl4 New York City Office—43 West. 14th St.

GRAPE CULTURALIST.
B)- Andrew S. Fuller.

A treatise on the Cultivation of the Native Grape. Illustrated.
286 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price 81.50. Sent by mail post-paid on
receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

Manual of Botany of tlie Nortliern Ilnltel States.

By Asa Gray.
Including the district east of the Mississippi and north of Carolina

and Tennessee. Arranged according to the Natural System. Illus-

trated with 20 plates of Sedges, Grasses, Ferns, &c. 703 pages,
8vo, half-arabesque cloth sides. Price, JJ2.2S. Sent by mail post-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST.
BY ANDREW S. FULLER.

Giving Description, History, Cultivation, Propagation, Dis-
eases, Ac.

Beautifully Illustrated.

276 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price Sl.50. Sent by mail, post-paid
on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

m\N JO MANAGE BUILDING ASSOCIATIONS.
By Edmund Wrigley.

Being a Director's Guide and Secretary's Assistant, with forms
for Keeping Books and Accounts, also rules, examples and explana-
tions illustrating the various plans of working. 211 pages, i2mo,
cloth. Price, $2.00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

WORKING MAN'S WAY TO WEALTH.
By Edmund Wrigley.

A practical treatise on Building Associations, what they are, and
how to use them . 108 pages, i6mo, cloth. Price, 75 cents. Sent
by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CARPENTRY MADE EASY,
OR, THE SCIENCE AND ART OF BUILDING.

By W. E. Bell, Architect.
A new and improved system. Specific instructions for Balloon

Frames, Bam Frames, Mill Frames, Warehouses, Church Spires,
&c. Also, System of Bridge Building, Bills, Estimates of Cost and
valuable tables. Illustrated by 38 plates and nearly 200 figures. 134
pages, 8vo, cloth. Price, J5.00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt
of price. Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

BTJ LBS.
By Edward Spragub Rand, Jk.

A treatise on Hardy and Tender Bulbs and Tubers. 357 pages,
i2mo, cloth. Price, J1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt
oi price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

HOW PLANTS GROW.
By A.sa Gray, M. D.

A simple ilntroduction to Structural Botany, with a Popular
Flora, or an arrangement and description of Common Plants.
both wild and cultivated. Illustrated with 500 wood engravings.
23.3 pages, large 16mo, half-arabesque, paper sides. Price SI 25.

Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chebtnut St., Phila.

ORNAMENTAL TREES.
By Thomas Meehan.

An American Hand-Book, containing the personal observa-
tions of the author. 257 pages, 24mo, cloth. Price 75 cts. Sent
by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

BOOK OF EVERGREENS.
By Josiah Hoopes.

A practical treatise on the Coniferse or Cone-bearing plants.
Handsomely illustrated. 435 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price $3.00-
Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

LAWN AND SHADE TREES.
By F. R. Elliott.

Deciduous and Evergreen Trees and Shrubs, for planting in

Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries, &c., &c. Illustrated. 125 pages,

i2mo, cloth. Price, lii.50. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of

price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CLASS BOOK OF BOTANY.
By Alphonso Wood, A. M.

Being outlines of the Structure, Physiology and Classification of
Plants ; with a Flora of the United States and Canada. 832 pages,

8vo, halfarabesque cloth sides. Price, ^3.50. Sent by mail post-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

HOW TO LAY OUT A GARDEN.
By Edward Kemp.

A general guide in Choosing, Formint; and Improving an Es-
tate (from a quarter-acre to a hundred acre.s iu extent), with
reference to both design aud execution. Illustrated with nu-
merous plans, sections and sketches. 403 pages, 12mo, cloth.

Price 82.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS.
By Chas. Darwin.

With copious descriptive contents and index. Illustrated.

462 pages, 12mo, cloth. Price 87.00.

Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.
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Index to Advertisements.
Advertlner* ar« reqtifsUil to tiair orders in hand aa kaki.y as

POSSliii.E. 0»/'.v recfivfd atirr the 'I'fird of each month cantwt be
IKSURKI) insfrti'un in the nej't is.rtie.

Ayer N. W. A Sun, I liihuKlphia 'J

Barkt-r Piiniel, Norfolk, V;i 11

BayersdorftT M. M. A Co., PhiladelphiH 4

Benson A BuriK'C, I'hila , Pii 14

Bliss B. K. A Sons NewYork 4

Bridgenian A., New York city G

Bush J.S.. New York city 8

Cadness John, KlushinK, L. I., New York ^ 7

Capps J. A Son., Ml. Pulaski, 111 11

Chatfield, A. F., Albany, N. V ~ 6

Dick John. Phila 6

Dingee A Conard Co , West Grove, Pa » 2

Elder Walter, Philadelphia 9

Ellis Chas. R., New York city 11

Engle H M. A Son, Marietta, Pa _ II

Grannis, E. B.. New York 6

Grelk A Weinhold, Los Angeles, Cal 9

Hance A 4 Son, Red Bank. N, J 9, 10, 11

Hatch W. T., Nashville. 'IVnn 11

Henderson Peter 4 Co., New York 1

Hews A. H. 4 Co., No. Catubridge, Mass 8

Heikes Nurseries Co . Dayton, Ohio 9
Hitchings A Co., New York oity 3

Hubbard T. S., Kredonia. N. Y _ 4

Kurtz A Bro., Philadelphia. Pa 9

Lane C. F., Koshkonoug, Wis 9

Landreth David A Sons , Philadelphia Fly-leaf
Lon.'idale Edwin, Gennantown, Phila 9

Lord's Horticultur.'xl Works, Irvington, NewYork 7

Lynex Richard, Philadelphia 10

Nlarot Chas. H., Phila 9, 10. 12, 13, 14, Fly-leaf
Meehan Thomas. Germantown, Philadelphia S

Miner T. B., Linden, N. J fi

Monell J D., Hudson, N. Y G

Moody E. A Sons, Lockport, N. Y 10
Myers Thomas J., Philadelphia 11

Nimmo Alexander, Brooklyn, New York cover
Parsons, R. B. A Co., Flushing, N. Y 14

Parsons S. B. A Sons, Flushing, New York cover
Parry Wm . CinnamlnsoD, N. J 9

Richardson A Nicholas. Geneva, N. Y 10

Roberts Josiah A., Malvern, Pa 9

Roe E. P., Cornwal'-on-Hudson, N. Y 14

Rolker A. A Sons, New York city Fly-leaf

Scollay John A., Brooklyn. N. Y 8

Scott R., Phila 10

Smith A Lynch, Boston, Mass 5

StraitOD & Storm, New York city 11

Williams A. K., Richmond Ifd 4

Wilson Win C, Astoria. L I. C 13

Wood G. J., Madison, Ind 10

Wright Peter A Sons, Philadelphia 9

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
BY JAMES HOGG.

A complete guide to the cultivation of Vegetables, containing
thorough instructions for Sowing, Plantini and Cultivating all kinds
of Vegetables ; with plain directions for preparing, manuring and
tilling the soil to suit each plant ; including also a summary of the
work to be done in a vegetable garden during each month of the

year. 137 pages, i6mo , cloth. Illustrated. Price 50 cents; sent

by mail, post paid on receipt of price. Address,
CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

BACK VOLUMES
OF THE

Gardener's Monthly
Can still be had in numbers, per year
Bound in neat cloth cases, including numbers,
" " Roan " "

82 10

3 00
3.15

Delivered postage free.

Or mail us your own numbers, and have them bound in cloth cases
for 90 cents. Returned to you bound postage free. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia.

R. B. PARSONS Sl CO.,
Offer KuHeH in pul^ of t'liic varieties, al $7 per luo. Kliododen-
droilH of the best hardy sorts. ChiiieHe AzaleaH. a large stock in
vuiy fine condition, and of the bcti sorts, 25 cLs. to Si. Cauielliajl^
puiiicu, a large collection in superb condition, as els. to ^i.
llurdy AzaleaH, the choicest deciduous shrub*. Magnolias,
both Chinese and Japan, al very low rates.

We invite the attention of

NURSERYMEN and DEALERS
To our general stock, boili DecidiiouH and Kvcrg;reen, which I*

very large and complete. The rarer Kverg^reeim, as well as the
old sf»ndard sorts, we grow in large i|u.iiiiity. Klowerlng
Sliruba we offer at low rates. Our Purple Beech, grafted
from really purple-leaved trees are very fine.

Our Oliice and Greenhouses being at the location once occupied by
the old house of Parsons & Co., (now dissolved), of which the head
of this firm was a member, visitors will find it quite accessible
from either th-^ Bridge or Main St. Railroad Stations. For Cata-
logues, address, K. B. PARSONS & CO.,

Bowne Ave.,
Febu P. O. Box, 99. FluBhing, N. T.

Strawberry Plants,
Thirty odd varieties.

RASPBERRY PLANTS,
Fourteen varieties.

Currant, Gooseberry and Blackberry plants for saleby E. P. ROE.
author of " Manual on the Culture of Small Fruits," "Play ana
Profit in My Garden," &c. Send for a Circular.

E. P. ROE,
febtf Cornwall-on-Hudson, Orange Co., N. T.

Yorkshire, Berkshire, Essex, Poland China, and Chester
WHITE SWINE, of unsurpassed excellence. Alderney, Ayr-
shire and Shi<rthorn Cattle, Southdown and Cotswold SHEliP.
Imported and Prize POULTRY, and PIGEONS bred on 8
FARMS. DtXiS, Ac. New descriptive circular free. Elegant
new Catalogue with cuts from life of our stock, 20c. Skeds,
Trees, Plants, Fkktilizeks, Implemkts, Ac. 6 PACKAGES
seeJs, free, as haiuples, /or two 3c stamps. Benson A Burpee,
successors to W. Atlee Burpee, Seed Warehouse, 223 Church
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. octl2

SITUATIONS WANTED.

A position as Head Gardener or Superintendent of some Ceme-
tery or large country place by a man thoroughly acquainted

with all branches of horticulture, both in-doors and out. Can take
whole direction of an estate, lay out and superintend work ; is ac-

customed to the charge of men and willing to work himself. Or. as
partner in some well established Nursery, Horticultural or Floral

Business of any department, of which would take entire charge.
Highest references given Address, HORTICULTURIST, care of
Geo. Such, Esq , South Amboy, N J. augtf

BY a P'rench-Swiss first-class Gardener ; married, one child ; 25
years' experience : 15 years in Europe and 10 in this country.

Ihoroughly competent in all branches of horticulture ; understands
propagating roses, &c. and treatinciit of Greenhouse plants, Fruits,

Trees and Vegetables. Will accept a situation in any department or

as foreman in commercial place. Address, JULIUS LICHTEN-
HAHN, Maiden, Mass.

BY a Practical Gardener, of standing, ability and experience,
thoroughly well acquainted with the care and management of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Hot and Cold Grapery—general
management of gentleman's private place. Best of reference from
last employer. Address, M. C. R., care of W. J. Vass, Columbia
St., Dorchester, Boston, Mass aug2

BY an active obliging and sober young man, with good refer-

ence. W up in the cultivation of Stove, Hard and Soft

Wooded Plants, Roses, Evergreens, Forcing Fruits, &c. In and
o\it-door, and Nursery Department also. Understands thoroughly
the management of either private or commercial establishment.

Distance no object. Address, N. B. G., 223 North Fourth Street,

Pliiladelphia, Pa.

AN Experienced Gardener, with good recommendation, wants a
situation as foreman in a commercial business. Address,

HORTICULTURIS T, 420 N. 8th St., Philadelphia.

BY a First-class Gardener with best of References, either in a
private or commercial establishment. Apply or address,

GARDENER, care Wm. Sutherland, list St. bel. Green. Phila.

WANTED.—A GAKDENER and WIPE
Without children, can find a home near Philadelphia for the Win-
ter, after October 1st. A permanent home may be secured to a res-
ponsible and wonKiNG man and wife. Address, Work and
Home, Gardener' s Monthly Oflfice, Phila.



RURAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (and any others in the market not on this l^stj will

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., -Philada.

Allen's, R. L., Diseases of Domestic Animals
Allen's, L. F., Rural Architecture
Allen's, L. F., American Cattle

Allen's, R. L. & L. F. New American Farm Book
American Architect
American Bird Fancier, (Brown's)
American Farmer's EQCyclopedia
American Weeds and Useful Plants
Apple Culturist, S E. Todd...

Art of Saw Filing

A rchitecture, Modern American, Cummings & Miller

Principles and Practice of, By Loring & Jenning
Baker's Fruit Culture
Bassett on Cranberry Culture
Barry's Fruit Garden
Bell's Carpentry made easy
Bement's Poulterer's G mpanion
Bement's Rabbit Fancier
Beet Root Sugar
Bicknell's Village Builder, 77 plates

Bommer's Method of Making Manures
Boussingault's, J. B., Rural Economy
Browne's Trees of America
Break's New Book of Flowers
Bridgeman's American Gardener's Assistant
Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual
Bridgeman's Kitchen Gardener's Instructor
Buist's, Robert, Am. Flower Garden Directory
Buist's, Robert, Family Kitchen Gardener
Bun's Field and Garden Vegetables of America
Carpenter and Joiner (R. Riddell)

Carpenter and Joiner's Hand Book, (Holly)

Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide
Chemistrj' of the Farm, (Nichols)

Cleveland's Villas and Cottages
Cobbett's American Gardener .•.

Cole's, S. W., American Fruit Book
Cole's American Veterinarian
Cooper's Rural Hours
Copeland's Country Life

Dadd's, Geo. H., American Cattle Doctor
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor
Dana's, Samuel H.,Muck Manual *.

Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, (2 vols)

Darwin's Insectivorous Plants
DeVoe's Market Assistant
Downing s, A. J., Landscape Gardening
Downing's Cottage Residences
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America,
Downing's Rural Essays
Downing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden
DuBreuil's Vineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden)
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Cranberry
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide
Elliott s Landscape Gardening,
Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees
Elliott's Fruit Vjrowers' Hana Book, paper, 60 cents, cioth
Farm Talk, (Brackett)
Farming for Boys
Field's, Thomas W., PearCulture
Five Acres too Much, (illustratt d)
Flagg's European Vineyards
Flax Culture
Flint, Chas. L . on Grasses
Flint's Milch Cows
Fowler's Homes for All ,

Frink Forester's Fish and Fishing, 8 vo'. 100 engravings..
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen, 8 vo
French's Farm Drainage •

Fuller's Grape Culturist
Fuller's Small Fruit Culture „
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist
Fulton on Peach Culture
Gentry's Lite Histories of Birds, Ist vol
Gray's How Plants Grow
Gray's Manual of Botany
Gray's Manual, Botany and Lessons, in one vol
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany
Green on Trout Culture
Gregory on Squashes, paper
Guernon on Milch Cows
Guide to Fortune
Harazthy's Grape Culture and Wine Making
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. ^ ; col. eug's..
Harris on the Pig
Hatfield's American House Carpenter
Henderson's Practieal Floriculture
Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure
Henderson's Gardening for Profit
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers
Hoopes on Evergreens
Hooper's Dog and Gun, paper 30 cents, cloth
Hop-culture
How to Buy a Farm, and Where to Find One

$1 00
1 CO
2 50
2 50
7 00

30
6 00
1 75
1 50

75
10 00
12 00
4 00

30
2 50
5 00
2 00

30
1 50

12 00
25

1 60
6 00
1 75
2 50
1 00
1 00
1 50
1 00
5 00
7 00

75
75

1 25
4 00

75
75
75

2 00
5 00
1 50
1 50
1 25
6 00
7 00
2 50
6 50
3 00
5 00
3 50
2 00
2 00

75
1 60
1 50
1 50
1 00
1 00
1 50
1 25
1 50
1 50
50

2 50
2 50
1 50
3 50
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 50
20

1 50
1 50
2 00
1 25
2 25i

4 00
2 60
1 00
30
75

1 00
5 00
6 50
1 50
8 50
1 50
1 50
1 50
1 75
3 00
60
40

1 75

How to Manage a Building Association 82 00
How to Pajnl 1 00
Hunter and Trapper 1 OO
Hussman's Grapes and Wines 1 50
Jacques' Manual of the House 1 50
Jacques' Manuel of theGarden 1 75
Jennings' Cattle Doctor 1 75
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases 1 75
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poul'ry 1 75
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary 3 50
Johnson's How Crops Feed 2 OO
Johnson's How Crops Grow 2 00
Johnson's Peat and its uses 1 25
Johnston's Elements of Ag. Chemistry and Geology 1 50
Johnston's, J. S. W., Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Kemp's Landscape Gatidening 2 50
Klippart's Farm Drainage 1 75
Laugstroth. Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee 2 OO
Leuchars' How to Build Hot-houses 1 50
Leibig's, Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry 75
Louden's Encylopuedia of Plants 20 00
Lyman's Cotton-culture 1 50
McJIahon's American Gardener 2 25
Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmtrs 90
Mechanics' Companion (Nicholson) 3 00
Meehan's Ornamental Trees 76
Mileson the Horse's Foot 75
Miner's, T. B., Bee-keeper's Manual 1 25
Mohronthe Grape-vine 1 00
Money in the Garden 1 50
My Vineyard at Lakeview .- 1 25
My Farm of Edgewood 1 75
My Ten-rod Farm -.... 50
North American Sylva, 5 vols., 156 coL plates, in 30 parts,

" " unbound 60 00
Half Turkey Antique, gilt 70 OC
full " •' 75 00

Nichol's Chemistry of the Farm and Sea 1 25
Norton's, John P.," Elements of Scientific Agriculture 75
Norris' Fish-culture 1 75
Onion-culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres 1 25
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects cloth 6 00
Paul's Book of Roses *-. 60
Paul's Rose Garden 3 00
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary 15 00
Pardee on Strawberry-culture 75
Parkman's Book of Roses 1 50
Parsons, Samuel B., on the Rose 1 50-

Peat and its Uses 1 25
Pear-culture, Fields 1 ?5
Peddcr's, James, Farmer's Land-measurer 60
Percheron Horse 1 OO
Peterson's Preserving, Pickling and Canning Fruit 50
Phin's Open-air Grape Culture, and Wine Making 1 50
Quinn's Pear-culture for Profit 1 OO
Quinby's Mysteries of Bee-keeping Explained 1 50
Randall's Sl'ieep Husbandry 1 50
Ra-dall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00
Rand's Bulbs 1 50
Rand's Fl (wcrs for Parlor and Garden 3 OO
Baud's fopuiar 1< lowers and how to Cultivate them 1 '2>

Rand's Gar4en Flowers
Rand's Orchid Culture
Rand's Rhododendrons
Ropp's Commercial Calculator, cloth $1, Morocco Tuck
Rose Culturist papfr
Robbins', R , Produce and Ready Reckoner
Saunders' Domestic Poultry, paper 40 clo h
Saxton's Hand Books, in fourseries, each
iSchenck's Gardener's Text-book
Scribner's Ready Reckoner and Log-book
Strong's Cultivation of the Grape
Ten Acres Enough
Thomas, .7. J., Farm Implements
Thomas, J. J., Fruit-culturist; old ed., $3 00; new edition,
A'ille's Chemical Manures
Warder's American Pomology

" Hedges and Evergreens
Waring's Drainage for Profit and Health .

" Elements of Agriculture
" Earth Closets

Webster's Dictionary, Unabridged
Well's Every Man his own Lawyer
AVilliams, B. S., on Stove & Greenhouse Plants, 2 vols., Ill'd

Williams, B. S., on SelectFcrns and Lycopods
Williams, B. S., Orchid Grower's Manual
Window Gardening
White's Gardening for the South

" Cranberry Culture
Wood's Class Book of Botany
Workingman's Way to Wealth
Wright's Practical Poultry Keeper
Youatt on the Horse
Youman's Household Science....-

2 50
3 5(»

1 50
2 0»
30
75
75

1 50
75
30

3 00
1 50
1 50
S 7.'i

1 25
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 00
60

12 09
2 00
5 OO
2 50
2 50
1 60
2 00
1 25
3 50
75

2 00
1 75
2 00



SUMMER PLANTING
Ijnii (I f.ifi ly (luiiin ilu Si;iiiii;iT,tlie lolli w ing r:irc and choice varie-

JA.ND SHRXJBS.
Maple, purple-leaved Sycamore .75

" Sh-wedler's purple-leaved
Norway l.(X)

Mountain Ash, Oak-leaved .76
" Silvery .75

Oak, cut-leaved 1.50
" golden-leaved, most beautiful 2.00
" Japanese, v(3ry rare and fine 3.00
" purple-leaved 1.50
" Silver, variegated-leaved 1.50

Salisburia, variegated-leaved 1.00

Weigela Lavallei .50

Wistaria, Japan white-flowering .75
" " double-flowering l.oO
" " early white "

.75

JAPANtSK WAPLKS of ten ur twelve kinds, perfectly hardy, with bright green leaves, exquisitely cut like lace, and variegated

wl th white, led, purple, and golden colors, $1.50 to f6.oo.
We also cffer as usual a rimarkably fine stock of well-grcwn 'bnsliy plants in vigorous health, of

OAivi£:i:«i:.iAS and cmN£:s£: azjAlL.£:j^s,
and a fire lot of Koses in pets of the b(.st everblooming sons, Ferns, Oranges, I.rmons, &c., in largs vatitty, Aucubas, Gar-
denias, Evergreen Magnolias, Palms, and many ether Half-hardy Plants, as named in cur Catulcgiies, copies of which
will be sent free. Visits are particularly rtques-led at the Nurserits.vhere can always be fcund one of the proprietors, orj R.TRUMPY.lhe
well-known propagator of the old establishment. Boats connecting with the Bailrtad, leave New York from James' Slip, half an hour,

and 34th Street, a quarter of an hour belore the departure of trains, which make the transit in half an hour. The Nurseries may be
reached by carriage, free of charge.

$. a. ¥>Alisons <9« so»r$^
KISSBNA NURSERIES, FLUSHING, Long Island.

We have kept in j".|s and 1. thi r» ise, so th^it
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NEW YORK,

S, BULBS,
Grasses and Florists' Supplies.

Our Fall Bulb Catalogue, now read}', will be mailed on application. Extract of leading quota-
tions for tbe Trade. Less quantities than one hundred will be charged at dozen rat^s.

Hyaclitls Bil ii iilirfi for Early Forcii;
RED, Single, Doz., $1.00 ;

per 100, $7.00. Double, doz., $1.10 ; per 100, $7.50.
WHITE, " 105; " 7.25. " 1.15; " 7.75.
BLUE, " 1.00; «' 7.00. " 1.15; " 7.75.
YELLOW " .95; " 6.50. " 1.75; " 12.00.
All Colors, mixed " .95; " 6.50. " 1.00; " 7.00.

100 Choice Named Hyacinths in 10 varieties, our choice, $12.75 per 100 only.
250 " " '

" 25 " " " 33.50 " 250 "

Buyers' Selection of Choice Names will be charijed as per Catalogue. Growers of Hyacinth
Buibs report the crop this year partly degenerated on account of the unfavorable season. We can
however furnish the best to be had since our W. Ecilker, while abroad, attended personally to the
careful selection of our importations.

TULIPS, early mixed, single, dozen, 20 cts.; per 100, $1.25. Double, dozen, 30 cts.; per 100, $2.00
for forcing, bright colors only, colors separate; single dozen. 40 cts.; per 100,12.50.

100 Choice Named, in 10 varieties, our selection, $4.00 per 10 J only.
250 '•

" " 25 " " " 12.00 " '• "

CROCUS. Colors separate or in mixture, 50 cts. per 100.

ROMAN HYACINTHS. 90 cts. per dozen
; $().00 per 100; $55.00 per 1000.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, delivered end of November to December, three years old
Prime; lUO pips (rn $3.00 ; lUOO i)ips @ $25.00 ; 100 clumps @ $35.00.

'

B@°- Dried Flowers and Grass Price List will be found on our Bulb Catalogue.

Address, P. O. Box 899, NEW YORK.



Cabbage Seed ! Cabbage Seed !

!

FOR AUTUMN SOWING.
The L.indrelhs* offer several sorts of Cabbage Seed for Autumn sowing which are worthy of

attention.

MARKET GARDENERS and owners of family gardens, who will send their address plainly

written on a postal card, sh.iil have in return, without charge, an abridged treatise on the CABBAGE
FAMILY, recently published by the subscribers.

mchi2 DAVID LANDRETH & SONS, 21 and 23 S. Sixth St., Phila.

FRUIT AND BREAD.
A Natural and Scientific Diet.

BY OISTAV SCHLICKEYSFN.

Translated from the German by M. L. Holbrook, M.D. In-

tended to show what is the natuial food of man ; tf) lead him to be-

come a living child of nature : to simplify and beautify his manner
of living , to emancipate ifomen from the drudgery ot the kitchen

;

to lead to increased use of fruit ; to diminish the use of fle>h, and
where possible, to do away with its use altogether ; to improve the

health and add to the enjoyments and value of life. Cloth, 250
pages ; nmo. illustrated. Price, |i.oo. Sent by mail post paid on
receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila

How to Raise Fruits.
I'V Tllli.MAS Gki^gg.

A Hand-book of Fniit Culture, being a Guide to the proper Culti-

vation and Management of Fruit 'I'rees. and of Grapes and Small
Fruits. 184 pages. 1 2mo, cloth, fully illustrated. Price J i.00.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

NURSERYMAN'S
DIRECTORY
of 1877.

A reference book of the Nurserymen, Florists, Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, &c., for the United States. Alphabetically arranged by

States and Post Offices. 310 paues, 8vo. Price Jio.oo Mailed,
post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.
By Gbo. W. Johnson, Editor of " Cottage Gardener."

Describing the Plants, Fruits and Vegetables desirable for the

Garden, and explaining the terms and operations employed in

their cultivation. New Edition, with a su plement, ii.cluding the

new plants and varieties. 910 pages, i2mo, cloth, fine print. Price,

^3.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

ROSE GARDEN.
By Wm. Paul, F. R. H. S.

Embracing History of the Rose ; lorniation of Rosarium ;
detail-

ed account of practice for successful cultivation ; arrangement in

natural groups of most esteemed varieties, English and Foreign,
in the inost eminent Gardens ; with full description and remarks
on origin an > mode of culture. Numerous illustrations. 2o6
pages, Royal 8vo, cloth. Price S3.UU. Sent by ma'l post-paid
on receipt ofprice. Address CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE.
By Wm. Paul, F.R.H.S.

The rationale of Rose cultivation in a nut-shell. Intended to

place within a small comp.^ss all that i.s necessary for the successful

cultivation of the " CJueen of Flowers." 83 pages, 12010, paper-
boards. Price, 60 cents. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of
price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CHOICE STOVE SNO GREENHOOSE PUNTS,
Ity IJeiij. S. WilliamH, F. it. M. S.

With descriptions of upwards of eleven liuiidnd species and
varieties. I n^truot ions for t icir cultivation and nu.d t f inanaL-e-
nient. Illustrated wilii colored fronti.spiece and iiumprout
splendid illustrations. fiSG pages, 2 vols., l.'mo, cloth. Price
$5.00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS il. MAROT.
814 Chestnut .St , Phila.

ORCHID GROWER'S MANUAL.
By Benjami-n S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Containing brief descriptions of over 800 species and varieties,

with notices uf times of flowering, approved modes of treatment
and practical instructions on general Culture. Remarks on heat,

moisture, .soil, seasons of growth and rest suited to the several species.

Enlarged edition with illustrations. 300 pages, izmo, cloth. Price,

i2.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of^ price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

SELECT FERNS AND LYCOPODS.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Comprising descriptions of 9^0 choice species and varieties, Brit-

ish and Exotic, with directions for their management in the Tropical,

Temperate and Hardy Fernery, with numerous beautiful full-page

illustrations. 353 pages, i2mo, cloth, price, ;J2. 50. Sent by mail

post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GARDENING FOR PLEASURE.
BY PF.TFR HENDERSON.

A guide to the Anatour in t^-e

FRUIT, VEGETABLE and FLOWER GARDEN.
With full directions for the

Greenhouse, Conservatory and W-ndow-Garden.
Illustrated. 2.50 Pag"s, Pimo, cloth. Price 81.50. Sent by

mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MABOT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
BY' PETER HE.VDI'llSON.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of the

MARKET AND FAMILY GARDEN.
New and enlarged edition. Illustrated 270 Page.s, 12mo, cloth.
Price, ^1.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt ol price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

^r^ SEE FIRST PAGE. PACIJMG COVEH



THE BOB TIG UL TUBAL ADVERTISEB.

To flofMi & Maffe®t iafieners
We offer the folloAving extract from our Retail and Wholesale lists of

SEEDS AND PLANTS.
uSeed^j * w^w cr^f ^^ w^T n^yj^i^* ty«^*

FOR PRESENT AND FALL SOWING.

Auricula, ff^m prize flowers

Azalea Indicai finest mixed, from a choice collection

Balsam, double white. ....
" double, extra choice, mixed.

Carnation, Extra C'hoice Bizarre and Flake. These are

saved from the finest stage varieties

Carnation, Perpetual or Tree. From the best collection

extant . . . . .

Carnation, Monthly, Fine Double German, mixed
t From named flowers

Cinereria. From the finest varieties only
Centaurea Candiiiissima ....

•< Clementei ....
" Gyinnocarpa .

•

. .

Cobea Scandens, purple climber, peroz. $2,50 .

Cyclamen Persicum, Fxtra Choice Mixed. This has
been saved from one ot the finest collections in Europe

Erica ..,..,.
Fucbeia, Double Varieties, Extra Choice mixed

Per Pkt.

15

IS

5
IS

Fuchsia, Single Varieties, Extra Choice, mixed.
Geranium Zonale. Fmest Mixed. Saved from our
own C'lllcciion of upwards of fifty varieties

Geranium Pelargonium. Large-flowered, extra choice
hybridized .....

Geranium Pelargonium. Fancy, extra choice hybridized.
Geranium, Variegated Leaved. Maiy beautiful varieties
Hollyhock, extra choice double, finest mixed
Mimulus, finest blotctied and spotted hybiids
Pansy, English. Very fine mixed. Per ounce, ^5
Pansy, English, extra choice show mixed. From a superb

c (Uection. Per ounce, Jio
Pansy, Emperor William. A valuable new variety.

Pansy, V^ hi te Treasure Valuable new variety .

Picotee Pink, Extra Choice Mixed
Primula Japonica, New Japanese Primrose.
Smilax. Per ounce, $3 .

Stocks, a splendid assortment of all the best varieties

Wallflower, improved varieties, mixed

Per Pkt.

30

SPECIALTIES IN FLOWER SEEDS.
Verbena, from our own collection, which can be seen side

- by side, now on our grounds, with imported, and is really

superior. Per ounce, $5 ....
Petunia. Double, New Fringed
tyogodiuna Scandens. Japanese Climbing Fern. A

most graceful plant, growing from one to hfty feet as

desired. Quite as easy of culture as the Smilax, and
no doubt will be used extensively for similar uses in dec-

orating ; although climbing, when supported by strings

or wires, it can be used with equal advantage as a droop-
i"g plant, for baskets or vases

Apple (Scented) Geranium. We have secured a fine

supply of this usually scarce variety

Per Pkt. Per Pkt

7S
Double Cineraria, very choice .

Cyclamen Persicum Giganteum. A great improve
ment over the eld sons, each flower measuring from 2 to
7% inches in length. ....

Primula Sinensis Fimbriata. Double red
White

" " " " Mixed
" " " Single Red .

" " " " White
" " " " Mixed

Our seed of these is sived from one of the best English collections,
and ts much superior to the ordinary run of Primulas.

NEW FANCY PANSIE3.
This superb strain of Pansy, so admirably shewn in the colored plite of our Catalogue for this year, we can supply to the trade, put

tip in sealed packets for retailing, at the following prices :

Buyer's selection of any single packet (by number) ....... J .10

Or the the entire collection of 12 packets, as shown in colored plate .... 100
This stock of Pansy (in mixture; will prove very valuable to Florists To such it will be furnished for $$ per quarter ounce, crop of

1877. Our Pansies took the first premiums at New York Horticultural Societies' Exhibition in May of tins year, and were pronounced
the finest variety ever before exhibited.

500,000 Strawberry Plants
Now ready, POT L..41'ERS of the f llowing Strawberries :

SETH BOYDBN. MONARCH OP THE WEST,
TRIUMPH De GAND, JUOUNDA, WILSON AND CHAMPION,

PRICE, S3.00 per HUNDRED ; «25.00 per THOUSAND.

Lartrer quantities at sn'-cial r^trs. PUnted at any time in September in this latitude, from these pot-grown layers, th'y will give A
FULLi CROP NEXT SE.-iSON Instrtictions, giving our simple and certain mode of culture, with full descriptive list of vaiietles
mailed free. Ret lil and Wholesale Catalogues of Bulbs, Winter-flowcring Plants, free on application.

SEEDSMEN, MARKET GARDENERS AND FLORISTS,

35 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK
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ROSES,
ROSES,

FLORISTS find it a GREAT ADVANTAGE to be ABLE to RE-
PLENISH their Rose Stock at ANY TIME THAT SUITS BEST. We
SHIP ROSES THE YEAR ROUND, and always guarantee SAFE
CARRIAGE. The excellent QUALITY of our Goods and our LIBE-
RAL and SATISFACTORY way of DOING BUSINESS-are fast con-
vincing the TRADE—that it PAYS better to BUY ROSES of US than
to GROW THEM, PARTICULARLY where HOUSE ROOM IS
SCARCE, and GLASS needed for OTHER PURPOSES.
Having found by experience that Roses of the size usually grown in 3-in pots

give best satisfaction to Florists, -we confine ourselves to this size only, and offer

no other. Our plants being gro"wn in ordinary soil without manure, are sure to
start vigorously and require no petting. Having an abundance of strong working
Roots, they can be shaken out for packing with entire safety. Our Roses now
ready for the Fall Trade, are EXTRA STRONG and PERFECTLY HEALTHY,
they cannot fail to give more than usual satisfaction to purchasers. Our as-
sortment,—particularly of Monthly or Ever-blooming Roses is full and unbroken,
and includes the

FINEST SORTS FOR FLORISTS' USZ.
It is reasonable we should EXCEL IN ROSES, because we devote EXCLUSIVE

ATTENTION TO ROSES ONLY—ruimin- FORTY HOUSES ON ROSES ALONE.
It follows that we can offer Purchasers unusual inducements. We aim to jrrow the

most desirable sorts in such large quantities, that we can generally give Florists
their choice of varieties at prices named.

BY EXPRESS:

$7.00 per 100; 60.00 per 1000.
BY MAIL:

$7.40 per 100; $63.00 per 1000.
We pack light—"Without Charge—and GUARANTEE Safe Carriage.

J8@° Terms :

—

Cash with the order. Remit by bank draft, postal order on West Grove P. O., Pa.

or by Registered letter.

Send for Descriptive Price Lists, free. Address,

THE DINaEE & CONARD CO.,

>uiyi2 WEST GROVE, CHESTER CO., PA.
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HITCHINGS & CO.,

No, 233 Mercer Street,
Between Bleecker and West 3d Streets,

NEW YORK.
Offer their very Large Stools of

At prices lower than at any time
within the past thirty years.

Patent Corrugated Fire Box Boilers,

Conical Boilers,

Saddle Boilers and

Base Burning Water Heaters;

Heating Pipes and Pipe Fittings

OF EVERY DESCBIPTION AND SIZE,

SASH-LIFTINQAPPARATUS
OF MOST APPROVED FORMS.

Sand 6 cents postage for Catalogue, References
and List of Prices.
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M. M, BAYERSDORFER & CO.
56 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
\V(> l.po: to call iho nttontion of the WHOLESALE and RETAIL TllADE

in FLORISTS' GOODS to our well assorted stock for tlio Fall season :

BOUQUET PAPERS (Italiens),
ria in White EdL;es. (Jold and Silver Edges, Pasted Cartons, White Satin for
Bridal Bouquets, Fancy Lace Papers lor Weddings, Receptions and Parties.

IMMORTELLES,
(Original bunches, selected by one of our firm.]
and all colors.

White

DRIED GRASSES AND FLOWET?S,
In great varieties and styles; very suitable for ornamental purposes.

BASKETS,
Brown varnished Willow Baskets, Wheat Straw and White and Gilt

Baskets.

ORNAMENTAL GRASS BOUQUETS,
FRENCH GREfiJM MOS ES,

TIN FOIL, best in Market,
WIRE DESIGNS for CUT FLOWERS.

Pri^e Medal of Cincinnati Industrial Exposition of 1873; Medal and Diploma of International Exposi-
tion of 1877 "For best display of Bouguet Pa/>ers."

Send orders eaily in Fall. Illustrated Catalogue furnished gratis on application. t.aug.tf

Mew Plaatii® i&atest. aicveitle®.
We will offer to the Trade about Oct. i, the following new plants of our Spring impirtation ; they were

first introduced inVurope this Spring; most of them have fl>wered on our grounds and we can attest to

thfir great superiority. We will issue our Trade List about Septeml>er i, and should any dealer fail to reCLive

it, we will forwnrH him a c'lpv on appl'C.Ttinn.

NEW DOUBLE IVY LEAF GERANIUMS. La Fiancee, Lucie Lemoine and Renoncule. New
colr-r'i in this nn%'i-l cla«s Klowers very large and double.
NEW ZONALE GERANIUMS. (UouMe and bingle) New French and English varieties now

oflTcri d for the first timi- in thi-. rr unt-y; flowers of distinct colors borne in immense trusses, on strong stems.

A New Class of GERANIUMS, vi?.: cross betwet n the Ivy Leaf and Zunale varieties, new and distinct.

NEW UfcLlOTROrES, LANTANAS, &c., &c. tdcci2

CASCADE ROSE NURSERY, A. K.WILLIAMS, Richmond, lud.

Washington Street Nurseries,
Dea'ers in all kinds of standard ?ind Dwarf Fruit Trees, Grape Vine.s, Small Fruits, Shrubs, Roses, Orna-

mental Trees, Greenhouse and Beddiujj Flants. Trees pacltcd in the Ijest order. Corrcspomicncc solicited.

sep2 GENEVA, N. Y.

GRAPE VINES.
Also GRAPE WOOD and CUTTINGS. LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

All le.iding %arieties in h'.rge supply. Extra Quality. True to na-ne Special rates to Asents. Dealers, and Nurserj'men. Our
list of customers now embr ices nearly all the l-:iding nursen men in the country, ti w'lom we woul \ refer ih >se not acqu.iirted with our

stock Descriptive Catalogue and Price List Free.
'

T. 8. HUBBARD, Fredouia, N. Y. augio
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Medal and Diploma awarded by the U. S. Cen-
tennial Commission, 1876, to

Manufacturers of Patent Improved

Rrtallg Selittki I'irs pui ^etiira flue Boiltr

AND

PATEST PORTABLE CELLTJLAR EIRE BOX

BASE BURNER BOILER
Greenhuuses, Graperies, Conservatories, Propagating Houses, Forcing Pits, Public and Private

Buildings, Schools, Drying Rooms and Heating Water for Baths.

ALSO KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND
Expansion Tanks, Evaporating Pans, Stop Valves, Cass-iron Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Branches, Pipe

Chairs, and everything necessary, of the best material, for Greenhouse Heating.

Smith ife Lynch's Improved Ventilafting Apparatus, for opening and closing ventilating Sash^

on roof or sides of greenhouses and graperies.

Judges Report on awards, with descriptive illustrated circular containing testimonials and
reference. Also price list furnished on application to

17 BQ-VT-KIEI^ STK/EET,
febl2 BOSTON, MASS.
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i^

9
All tlu' slaiuliud e;orts. I'rioe 7"> ceuttj ])er lb.

Postage paid. Aiul all other seetls for sowing
in the AutDiiiii. Fur smIo liy—

ALFRED BRIDGEMAN,
Grower, Importer and Dealer in all -tandard

Veielai, Grass & Flower Seeds,
No. 876 BR0ADV7AY,

2tl door Hbove 18th St., N. Y.

Catalogues on application. tjulyS

JOHN DICK'S PATENT BOILER.

Economy, Simplicity and Durability. The Prize Medal of the
Centennial Commiision was awarded for this Boiler. Send to us for

Testimonials from those who use it.

lang
JOHN DICK, Florist,

53d and Darby Road, Phila., Pa.

ORCHIDS.
The subscriber has for sale a verj' choice col-

lection of Orchids, prineijjally East Indian varie-

ties, viz : -brides, Dendrobium, Phalaenopsis,

Vandas, Saccolabiums, <fcc., will be sold low for

cash during the next three months.

A. F. CHATFIELD'S

EXOTIC NURSERY,
naytf.

ALBANY, N. Y.

CHINESE PRIMROSES I

Extra Strong winter blooming ]il;vnts in 4in.

pots. Per dozen, $3.r)(l
;
per lOU, $i3.

J. D. MONBLL, Florist,
augo Hudson, N.Y.

MINER'S GREAT PROLIFIC STRAWBERRY.
This new Needling >urpASses all other varieties in productiveness,

the fruit lying in heaps around the plants I Berries six inches in

circumference—quality unsurpassed— ready in August and Septem-
ber—$2 a dozen by mail ; three dozen, $5. Or, only ten cents
each by express, if twenty-five or more are ordered. Circulars with
full details free—truit described by clergymen and other highly res-

pectable citizens—no deception. Agents supplied free who get

up a small club. I also offer a few hundred plants of the '• Great
American " Strawberry, berries from which measured nine in-
ches in circumference ! T. B. Miner ^ex-editor of the Rural
American), Linden, Union Co., New Jersej'. t.aug2

THE CHURCH UNION.
Thk National Okoan op thosb ladokino hor thk actval,

visiblb unity of evangblical uelievbks.

rubliHhed Weekly at

No. 22 Beekman Street, New York.

E. B. G R A N N I S,

Fllll.ISIII R.

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS:

Joseph T. Duryea, D. D.

Howard Crosby, D. D.

Samuel D. Burchard, D. D.

J. Hyatt Smith, D. D.

Rev. Thomas J. Melish.

Rev. Edward P. IngersoU.
Rev. Anson G. Chester.

Smith's Bible Dictionary.
1017 pp. Finely Illustrated.

CONYBEARE & HOWSON'S

LIFE }M EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL.
Beautifully Illustrated,

OVER 900 PAGES.

These volumes are the result of the finest scholarship, the deepest
research and the most cultured piety of the present age.

They ha\'e been particularly recommended as important aids to

an understanding of Holy Scripture, by the leading divines of

Every Evangelical Denomination.

To the Pastor, Sunday-School Teacher, and every careful student of

the Bible they are indispensable.

Each of these Books sells at Eetail for $4.50.

OUR PRICES.
The paper alone, one year,

'* and either book,
<• and both books,

SS.60
4.50
6.00

VEEY LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Specimen Copies of tlie Ctiofcli Ooion, Free.

CLUB RATES.
We will send the Church Union to clubs on the following term*:

Five copies, one year for
Ten copies, <• << . .

Twenty copies '< " - -

No premiums or commissions to Clubs.

BOOKS BY MAIL POSTPAID.
Address,

B. B GRANNIS,
july6 Church Union, New York.

sio.oo
18.00
34.00
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Japanese White Flowering
HYDJtiANGEA,

"THOMAS HOGG."
We have great pleasure in announcing to the Horticultural world, that the distribution of this fine plant, the most superb novelty in

plants ever introduced into this country, will comm;nceon October 1st, 1876. It has received the unqualified admiration of all Amer«
lean and European p'lorists and Nurserymen who have seen it in flower.

Orders will be received at the following rates :

One Liarge Flowering Plant, S3. Second Size, $3. Where 1 2 plants are taken
25
50
100 " ''

Small plants struck last September, J12 per dozen, ^80 per hundred.

This, the finest of all Hydrangeias, was sent to the United States by Mr. Thomas Hogg, from Japan.
er at the Massachusetts Horticultural Society weekly meeting in Boston, where it took the Society's silver medal for new plants ; and
also, at the New York Horticultural Society's monthly meeting in May. In the reporf of that meeting to the " American Agriculturist,"
by Mr. Peter Henderson, he says :

—
'• We think it safe to say, that no ornamental plant ever introduced e.xceeds this in value."

It belongs to the Hortensia section of the family, but is a far more free and abundant bloomer than any other.

I have a fine lot of Hydrangea paniculata srrandiflora, 2 year strong flowering plants. J25 per 100, J200 per 1000; 2d size,
per 100, J15.

All orders must be sent to JOHN CABNESS, Flushing, L. I., N, Y.

Cash must accompany the order, and all remittances by Draft or Post Office Order, or Bank Cheque, as we cannot be responsible for
the safety ofgreenbacks by mail.

JOHN CADNESS.
Flushing, Long Island, N. Y., April 1st, 1877. tocti2

3 additional sent*
7

15 "
30

It has been exhibited i> flow

s^-^ - >^,

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their Construction a Specialty. Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY, f^" Send for Catalogue. Address,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
|afiei2 Irvington-on-Hudson, New York«
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FO]E^ OTHIE FJ^XjXj O^B" 1877.

GERMANTOwiSr NURSEM^ PHILADA.,
Being well adapteil to l\\v lienltliy gr<)wUi of Soetlliivjj^^, wo iiicreA.sc tlii^ department from year to
year, with our iiun-asini: tiadi".

Our Mazzard Stocks & Osage Plants
are well known and annually apprccinted, and the young seedling's uuw pruniisc to We of their usual
superiority. Those who may want to purchase in hirge ([uantilies for this Fall's delivery, are
invited to call and examine, or correspond.

tjune4 Gorgas Lane Station, Chestnut Hill R. R., Germantown, is close to the Nursery.

TREIXEONT
BOTANIC GARDENS,

Tremont, New York City.
NEW AND RARE

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, PALMS AND FERNS.

CATALOGUES sent FKEE of ('HAR(;E.

tmchlO jr0M^ s^ Bwsm^

* 2j000O00:=l-

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES*

Sent free on application

-^

i-zes.
^:S55|it

l-IN STOCK-:i>
:^:^

Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States.

A. H« HKWS <£; CO., - - Wo. Cambridge, Mass.

croHcisr a.. scolxjA.-y",

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

«

For Warming and Ventilating Dwellings^ Greenhouses^ Graperies^ Forcing

Fits, Drying Rooms^ Heating Water for Public Baths, ^c.

This Boiler is perfectly self-cleaning, simple, economical ; nd powerful, having more effective surface into less space than any Boiler
the market. Scollay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, &c., to oe obtained of all Seedsmen, Florists, &c.
Send fair Circular and Reference?. nov.12

351 Adams Street, Brooklyn, New York,
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In quantities to suit, at small cost. Alexander,
Amsden, Steady, and general market varieties.

A splendid lot ot" trees, the best I have ever
grown, for sale low,—at Paoli Nursery. Also
general Nursery Stock.

JOSIAH A ROBERTS,
t.aug.tf Malvern, Chetter Co., Pa.

fEllf f11
We offer in large quantities.

Apples, Crabs, Plums, Peaches

CHERRIES, and SMALL FRUITS,

Including the new and prominent sorts, at lowest

rates.

aug3 DAYTON, OHIO.

1QQ Billheads, 100 Cards, 100 Envelopes,
"'-^^ ^^ withjyour business printed ; the lot sent
post-paid, II 50. Kurtz & Bro., S. E. Cor. 5th and
Chestnut, Philadelphia, Pa. augi2

nlCn W OUIlO ForAdvoitisors
A complete (jviifieto ailvertisers. .Ve;/- Hiiv,:it .liuir-inil.—
A necessity to a 11 who advertise. I.onisriHe fonimerrUil.
—The most complete and reliable work of the kind.
FiU.ihnrt) Gazntle.— fiivnt Iree to all who advPrtite.

N\A/ AYER Advertising TI\TES BUILDING,
iVViM&SON nUENTS, I PHILADFXPHIA.

Get OUT EstSinate before making any advertising
contncts. Our business is large. Facilities unsur-
passed. Prices the lowest. Terms the best.

THE AMERICAN
Steamship Company of Philadelphia. Philadelphia and Liverpool
Line. The only Trans-.Atlantic line sailing undrr the American
Flag. Sailing every Thursday from Philadelphia, and Wednesday
from Liverpool.

THE BED STAR LINE,
Carrying the Belgian and United States Mails. Sailing everj-

twelvedays, alternately from Philadelphia andNewYork. Direct
and only

To ANTWERP.
The American and Red Star Lines beiny under one management.

Excursion Tickets are good to return by either, thus saving the ex-

pense and annoyance of re crossing the Channel.
For rates of nassTee and eeneral inform:iiion apply to

apltf PETEK WRIGHT & SONS, Phila., Gen'l Agents.

STRAWBERRIBS.
The Largest and Best. PlatH this Fall and save a year. Capt.

Jack, Great \merican,Cre';cent Seed ing and others, grown in pots

for Fall planting, will yield a full crup of fruit next June, one year
sooner than if planting is deferred till next Spring.

RELIANCE
and Susqiieco Brandywine Raspberr.es. Ten acres yielded ;J!4338.

Send for Catalogues.

jy3 WM. PARRY, Cinnaminson, N. J.

Also, Weep'ng Cherries, and i general ass irfnent of Nurse'y StocV,
for sale, cheap, lor ca^h at the Morris Nurseries.

STOCK.
THE LrARGEST AND FINEST STOCK of PEARS

and PLUMS in this COUNTRY.
Also Standard Apples, Cherries and all varieties of Nursery

Stock of the finest quality at prices that will make it an object

for every nurseryman and dealer to correspond with us or call befoie

purchasing.

SMITH & POWELL,
sep2 SYRACUSE. N. Y.

Choice Selected Field. Flower, Tree, Grass, Herb
Vegetable and Honey Plants. Garden and Apiarian Imple-

ments and Supplies. Agricultural Books, &c. Our new Descrip-

tive C.italogue sent free.

Address carefully,

C. F. LANE'S
N-W-Apiary and Seed Warehouse,

febi Koshkonong, Wis.

APRICOT AND PEAR.
My trees of the above are unusually fine— Best varieties—Pi ices

low. Also a full A-s^rtment of othertrecs and hardy plants.

EDWIN ALLEN,
sep3 New Burnswick, (Nurseries,) N. J.

To Gardeners and Florists

!

ATTENTION SOLICITED !

A. FtARE OPi-OFfcXUNITY.
Having decided to retire from active business, I offer my choice,

selected, and extt nsive stock of Greenhouse and Bedding Plants,

Hoses, S-c , fjr sale on easy, favorable terms, with the lease of my
Greenhouse for one or more years, togethei with the good-will of the

business. Located on the Chicago, Turlington & Quincy R. R., 30

miles west of Chicago in a tlouri^hi^g town, and at a convenient

point for shipping to all pirts of the country ; having an extended

wholesale trade in this and various c ther States. The convenient

distance from Chicago gives reLidy m.irUet for flowers in their sea-

-on. The houses are in good condition, heated wiih Hilching's Hot
Water Apparatus. Parties rlesiring 10 establish themselves in a good

and profitable bu>iness, will consult their interests by inquiring into

the matter. It is the most f ivorable time of the year to enter upon

the business, for stocking the houses with such plants as will be

most dcsinible for the coming Fall, Winter and Spring tride. For

further particulars, inquire either in person or by letter of
LEWIS ELLSWORTH,

sepi Froprietor of the Du Page Co. Nurseries, N;iperville, 111.

sepz GEORGE ACHELIS, West Chester, Pa.

FO K TH E" H O U S E ^
The Autumn No. of Vick's Floral Guide,
Containing descriptions of Hyacinths, Tulips. Lilie.», and all Bulbs

and Seeds for E;dl Planting in the Garden and forWintcr Flowers in

the House—j"^' published and sent free to all. Address,

sep2 JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. Y.
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The I,nri:«'>t hikI most ( <>iii|>U>t<- Slo. k ol I ruit hiuI
OniHiiK-iitHl Trf<s ill tin- V. S. Trie oil <atiiloj;ueN sent
asfollowH: No 1. Kriiiis »iih colored pi.. u- 15 i_ciiL>>

. plain lo
CIS. Su. 2,OrnamenLal Trees, &c.. with plate, 25 ceiils; plain 15
centv No 3, Greenhouse : No 4, Whulesalo, and No. 6, l.iit of
New K.scs. Free. .AiLlr-s:,. tsepti

ELLWANGER & BARRY
I Rochester. N. Y-

R. ImTTNEX,
Rear of 428 "Walnut Street, Philada.

Manufacturer of Plain and Fancy Wire-work, for Florists;
Wreaths, Crosses, Stars, Crowns, Hearts, Anchors, Kirds, Lambs,
Gipsy Baskets, Hanging Baskets, Flower Stand.s, &c.

BEND FOR PRICE LIST.

0Ami
A fine stock of the above, different sizes,

mostly Double White, well sot witli buds, cheap.

R. SCOTT,
july3 755 S. 19th St., Philada.

STANDARD PEARS.
Wr offer for Fall the finest lot of a, 3 and 4 years STANDARD

PKAIW in the cuuntry. A large asaoriment of new and slaod-
.ird Villi, tio ; ainon); them :irc

40,000 BARTLETTS,
30.000 CLAFP'S FAVORITE,

25,000 FLEMISH BEAUTY,
15,000 BEAU. D'ANJOU,

10,000 SHELDON.
AUo, APPLKS, CHKKRIKS. PLl'M.S, DWAKK PEARS,
PEACHES, «)KAN<;E CJl'lNCE, ajul other Nursery
Stock. I'rios Inw

RICHARDSON & NICHOLAS.
tjuly.tf GENEVA, N. Y.

FRUIT AND
ORNAMENTAL

LARGE STOCK. LOW RATES.
STANDARD PEAR TR1>KS A SPECIALTY,

Send stamp for Trade List. AGKN Ih WANTLD.
E, MOODY & SONS, Lockport, N. Y.

Niagara Nursbries. tstublished 1839. aug2

augft

Pres't De Graw, large plants $8 perioo
La Puiite and Edwardsii 10 <<

Verj' strong plants in 4 in pots jjo per 100
1 year seedlings 3-in " 5 <<

BOUVARDIAS, Davisonii and Elegans |ioASi2 "
Chrvsanthemums, best white varieties.large clumpN ?S & «io "
Send for Fall Price List of Winter Blooming Plants

sep4
SKED, PADDOCK & CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio,

THE NEW BOUVARDIAS
" Humbuldti Corymbiflora and Caiulidissima."

A lot ol fine plants for sale in l;^rft or small i|n..nfti-s Also
other desirable stock. ROBERT J. SIDDALL,, '

s^Pt'o Station G, Philadelphia

ProfllF SeeiDi MuMi
1 have a few thousand plants of this new and valuable Strawberry

for sale. Planted this season will give a large yield next year.
From many individu lis located in different .States, Jiasi, IVest,

North and South, who have fruited the Prouty Seedling the past
season. I have received the highest commendations o( its superi-
ority for fruitfulness, large size, flavor and market quality. Orders
promptly filled and forwarded by mail or express as deiired. Circu-
lars »ent on application.

LEWIS ELLSWORTH,
sept Proprietor of the Du Page Co. Nurseries, Naperville, 111.

TOBACCO STEMS,
For Fumigating purposes, for sale in bales of about 400 lbs.
free on boat or cars at $0 per bale, or three bales lor 812 on one
order.

angl2

STRAITON & STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

New York City.

TRESXSS

FIRST CLASS APPLE TREES !

Three years old : eh-aper than ever offered. All leading varieties.

Will exrhanee for Pear, Cherry and Plum trees. Also, a fine

lot of No. 1 Apple Stocks. Cheap. Address,

sep2
L. KAUFFMAN,

Iowa City, low^a.

» ^ 1^'' /k fJ^NESS RELIEVED. No mpdicine.-^-'--^-^^ - Book free. G. .I. WOOD, Madison, Ind.

THE NEW SEEDLING PEACHES
Wilder,
granted.

Saundern, and Downing. Centennial
Earliest exhibited. Trees and Buds for sale

award

H. M. ENGLE & SON, Marietta, Pa.

^9p ELEGANT CARDS, no two alike, with name, loc.
post paid. J. B. Hustkd, Nassau, N. Y.

WALTER ELDER,
Landscape and Jobbing Gardener,

\TM Roflman Street, Philadelphia

Attends to all branches of his Inisiness on reasonable terms.

PUBLIC SALE.
Of a Large and Valuable Collection of Plants.

Comprising the collection of

MacKenzie's Horticultural Establishment,
Broad and Columbia Ave., Philada.

Will be offered at Public Sale, onWednesday, September 19th, 1877.

Large, fine specimens of the Camellia Japonica, Azalia Indicq,,

Palms, AgaveS, and a general collection of Hot-house and Green-
house plants. They will be soltJin lots to suit purchasers.

Also a lot of Greenhouse Sash.

sepi

M. THOMAS & SONS,
Auctioneers,

ForWinter Blooming in pots. Also from open ground. Hybrid Per-
petual. Moss, Tea. China and Prairie Roses, at low prices. Send
for W^holesale Catalogue.

sep 2 WILLLA>I H. MOOIT, MorrisTlHe, Pa.
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TO THE TRADE I

HOVE? &. CO.,
Offer ior sale a ver>- extensive stock of Winter Flowering Plants as follows :

6000 Bouvardias, 4 varieties, white, pink, crimion and scarlet.

8000 Monthly Carnations, Boule de Neige, La Purite, President

Degraw, Peerless, Edwardsii, &c.

loooo Roses, Bon Silene, Saffrano, Marechal Neil, Glorie de Dijon,

• &c.

1000 Epacris paludosa, in 4 and 8 in. pots,

xooo Erica densa cafBce and 6 otKer varieties.

1000 Hydrangea Hortensia and Thos. Hogg.

2000 Golden Tricolor Geraniums, including 25 of the finest varieties,

loooo Pansiet, the finest Prize strain, very large flow«rs, strong

planu.

1000 Winter-flowering Begenias, all the best varieties.

loooTuberous-rooted BegoBias,fine for bedding and Spring floweri»g.

5000 Ferns, such as Pteris Agyria, tremula, cretica, Adiantums, 8

varieties, and 20 other sorts.

6oeo Smilax, fine plants in 3-in. pots.

2000 Eupatrriums— Mexicana, arborea, salicifolia, grandiflora, &c.

1500 Stevia serrata, compacta and variegata.

5000 Camellia; Mrs. Anne Marie Hovey, having four distinct colors

on each plant.

Sooo Azalias, embracing 150 of the very best varieties.

300 Lapageria rosea, all sizes many in fine flower.

1000 Abutilon—Boule de Neige, Darwinii, Ameum maculatum, the

finest variegated of all.

Soo Double White Primulas in 4 inch pots.

1500 Dracena Cooperil, Amabilis, Shepherdii, Youngii, Imperialis,

&c.

500 Crotons, finely colored, in 6 varieties.

ALSO,

loooo Ampelopsis Veitchii, fine plant in 3-in pots.

5000 Hgdrangea paniculata.all strong flowering plants,

8000 Lilium Longiflorum, fine, strong bulbs for forcing.

1000 Lilium Melpomene, the finest of the Japan Lilies.

1000 Tritoma uvaria grandiflora, strong flowering roots.

1000 Gen'l Jacquiminot Roses, in 4-in. pots.

1000 Chinese Palm, fin», strong plants, nearly or quite hardy.

6000 Echeveria rosacea, secunda glauca, pumila, &c., the finest sorts

for carpet bedding.

1500 Semperviviums, perfectly hardy, in 30 var.

500 Nymphasa coerulia,or Blue Lily,will flower easily in Summer in

open air.

1000 Yucca stricta, perfectly hardy fnd very showy.

500 Agaves, in 10 of the finest varieties.

500 Epiphyllum truncatumand violaceune.

5000 Retinospora plumosa amea, fine trees, from 4 to 24 in. high.

300 Golden Arbor Vits, Geo. Peabody, bcauliful.

I

200 Rhododendron, 4 to 8 ft. high, and same in diameter, with hun-

dreds of flower buds.

500 Euonymus radicans variegata, dwarf-growing, hardy and fine

for edgings.

loooo Dahliis, the newest prize varieties.

1000 Vanegated Ivies in 10 varieties.

2000 Peonies, in 80 of the finest varieties.

With a general asiortment of Greenhouse, Hot-house and Hardy Plants of all descriptions. To purchasers in large quantities, prices

low. Catalogues sent free to all applicants. Address,

t.sep

HOVEY & CO.,

16 S. Market Street, Boston, Massachusetts,

YOUNG & ELLIOTT'S
"Wholesale and Retail Catalogues of Bulbs, Florists' Goods, &c., &c., for the Cur-

rent Season, are now ready and will be sent free by mail to all who apply, at 12 Courtlandt

St., N. Y. ROMAN HYACINTHS a speciality.

HORTICULTURAL SALES ROOMS, 12 Courtlandt St., New York, William Elliott,

Auctioneer. REGULAR AUCTION SALES of Stove, Greenhouse.Winter-blooming

Plants, Dutch Bulbs, Hardy Trees, Roses, Shrubs, «&c., every TUESDAY and FRI-

DAY. Detailed notices of Sales sent on application. sep2
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TORENIA FOURNERI
Quite a rare plant from Cochin -China, blooming" the whole Season; stands the sun per-

fectly. Adapted for House Culture, Window Gardening, or Bedding Out. Color, back of

the flower, blue ; upper portion, mauve ; sides and lip, very deep purple; centre, orange;

a beautiful combination.

Plants by mail, <;i each. The following celebrated Florists have purchased plants :—W. C. Wilson,

Isaac Buchanan, James Ritchie, John Dick, W. K. Harris, and others.

t.8ep2
R. BUIST, 67th and Woodland Ave,, PHILADA,

Greatest Novelty ad of tlis Greatest Value.

PELAKGONroM iWM,

]'he whole floral world iiuw sees the value of Master Christine, Jeau Sisley, Jeal-
ousy, and others wliich I have sent out from lime to time, but none uf these can for a mo-
ment be compared with the above for any purpose for which the Zonale is used, and we are
equally lamiliur with the uselulness of Vesuvius ; ihis is in evtry way almost identical

both in habit and growth, excepting that every flower Comes beauliiully aid distinctly

striped and flaked, like a carnation, and its sale and propagation will never cease until it is

seen on evtry window.

Carried off the First Prize as the most distinct colored variety in cultivation at the Pel-
argonium Show ht Id last Juueat the Royal Horticultural Gardens. South Kensington. Post
Iree, 31s. The most complete 'sr ft- wooded) catalogue ever published, p st free

H. CANNELL, Swanley Kent, England.

Offlce of GERTS, LUMBARD & CO., Manufacturers ar.d Importers of Brushes,

Chicago, June zi, 1877.

Ukar Sir ;—The plants sent by you came to hand in very good order; your system of
packing cannot be improved on. If you will notify me when •• New Lile " is to be sent out,

or you may send me one. and I will remit dead or alive.

Respectfully, Yours,

H. LUMBARD, 176 Randolph Street.

THOS.J.MYEIiS

mm BoiL[es

.iND

Hot Water Apparatus

FOK HEATIN'/

*'*J;si.PMui.

Greenhouses,

Hot-Houses,

Conservatories, &c.

THOMIISJJTOUOII,

1162 Fassyml Ave,

PHILADELPHIA.

Please send for Descriptive Circu-

lar and Price Li^t. augtl
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WASHINGTON, D. C.

The undersigned offers a fine stock of the fol-

lowing at low rates :

Pears, — Souvenirs du Congress, Pitmaston
Duchesse, and other new sorts, &c., a heavy
stock of fine trees.

New^Peaches: Alexander,Amsden's June
&C., also the fine new late varieties.

Fruit Trees, of all kinds an extensive Stock,
viz.: Plums, Cherries, Apricots, Apples,
suitable to the South, &c.

Grape Vines, Strawberries. Raspberries,
&c., new sorts Evergreens, New Orna-
mental Trees, New Shrubs, &c.. Small
sizes, suitable lor Nurserymen, as well as

large Stock in great variety.

DUTCH BULBS.
Large importations direct from the leading grow-

ers in Holland. First quality bulbs : Hyacinths,
Lilies, Tulips, &c. New and rare Greenhouse
Plants, Winter-blooming Plants.

Pelargoniums.—A large stock of the new,
choice varieties.

New Roses.—Duchess of Edinburg, Perle
des Jardins, &c., with an immense stock
of finest varieties grown in pots in open
ground.

New Wisterias, New Clematis, Gerani-
ums, Primulas, &c.
Catalogues mailed to applicants.

JOHN SAUL, Washington, D. C.

1,000 OOO WILSON'S ALBANY,CHAS.
DOWNING and KENTUCKY STRAW-
BERRY PLANTS, warranted pure, at $2.50

per 1000.

100,000 APPLE TREES, i year old. i to

2\ feet high, well-rooted and very nice.

10,000 PEACH TREES.
Also a general variety of Nursery Stock.

N. P. BROOKS,
(Successor to Calkins & Brooks),

BRICKSBURG NURSERIES,
t.sepi BRICKSBURG, N. J.

W. & T. SMITH,
9

GENEVA, NEW YORK,
Offer at

STANDARD and DWARF FRUIT
TREES,

GRAPE VINES and SMALL FRUITS,
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Vines.

ROSES and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
Correspondence solicited and Price Lists fur-

nished on application. sep2

.A.I^li:X. TV I 111 j\JLO,
(Late of the Firm of Nimmo & ScoUay.;)

PATENT IMPROVED HOT WATER BOILERS,

SoleManufactiirorniul Principal Dor.ot cf FULLER'S PREPARED VIVUM, the COLO-
RADO POTATO BUG DESTROYER and FERTILIZER.

4i^.Please send for Circular 'or explanation, etc., before you n ak « up y >iir miid to purchase els

Sep 12
P S —Bt sure yo I -ci int nsni number.

335 Adams Street, Brooklyn, N, Y
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It is well known to all Nurserymen and Dealers

that no tree delivers so well or gives customers so

good satisfaction, as a good, clean, bright, first-

class two year old. I offer for the ?'all Trade :

200,000 Standard Pear Trees, 2 years

old, 4 to 5 ft. and 5 to 6 ft. high ; very stocky

and well furnished. The largest and best stock

of its age in the State.

50,000 Dwarf Pear Trees, 2 years old
;

very strong.

50,000 Cherry Trees, 2 years old ; very

stocky fine trees; on Mazzard or Mahaleb roots,

as desired.

30,000 Plum Trees, 2 years old, 4 to 5 ft.

and 5 to 6 ft. high ; very stocky ; Lombard in

large quantity.

Also a full assortment of Apple and Peach trees.

Ornamental trees, shrubs, &c. Nurserymen and

Dealers will do well to examine this stock before

purchasing elsewhere.

Special Inducements will be given to those

buymg m large quantities. Wholesale Trade List

free to all applicants, and all letters of inquiry

promptly and cheerfully answered. Address,

E. H. PRATT,
sep3 Dansville, Livingston Co., N. Y.

ROMAN

HYACINTHS !

DUTCH BULBS,

STANDARD ROSES,
PEAR SEEDS,

Immortelles in bunches, and Wreaths,

&c., «&c.

For Price List, apply to,

C. RAOUX,
sepi2 76 Park Place, New York.

A THKEE-ACUK LOT, nt Urb.ina, Ohio. The improye-
menl con^'st.s ol a (iottil DwflUiiK, .t collection nf Fruit TreCB,
Oraix' ViiiCH, OrnuiiK-ntal Tr«!«'n ;incl .Shrubbrry, half
acre III AN|>arii(;i>>*> -i>inc (iliiss Structureit, with .i collection of
Good I'lHiitH. 1'rice, Asa.SOO. VV ill be sold at Auction the
latter part of September, it not sold before that time. For particu-
lars address,

tsepi JAMES TAYLOR, Urbana, O.

ALL KINDS OF

FRUIT PLANTS,
For

Market or Garden.
125 varieties of Peaches, 75 varieties of Grapes, too rarieties of

Strawberries, Ac. Catalogvie, 10 cts.

septf A. HANCE A SON, Red Bank, N. J.

2000 lbs. best quality. Now is the time to lay
in bark cheap for next year's budding.

H. E. HOOKER,
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 1877.sep2

Winter Blooming Plants
And STOCK for FLORISTS.

Abutilons, Astilbe, Azaleas, Begonias, Bouvar-
dias. Carnations, Dielytra, Primulas, Roses,Violets,
&c., &c.

Smilax, Ferns, Double Poinsettia, Ficus Parcelli,

Dracaenas, Cissus discolor, Fuchsias, Aquilegia
Chrysantha, Torenia Asiatica, &c., &c. All of
which are in excellent health. Send for Price

List, free to all applicants.

EDWIN LONSDALE, Florist,

sep9 Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

CHESCENT SEEDLING and CREAT AMEeiCAN
STRAWBERRY PLANTS.

Also other Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries and Concord
Grapes. Send for Circular.

WM. F. BASSETT,
Nurseryman and Florist,

sep2 Bellevue Ave. Nursery, Hamnionton, N. J.

The Locust Plague in the Uniteil States.

By Charles V. Riley, M. A., Ph.D., State Entomologist of Missouri.

Being more particu'arly a treatise on the Rocky Mountain Locust
or 60 called Grasshopper.as it occurs east of the Rocky Mountains.
'^\\\ipraclica' recommendations iox \Ks, destruction. 236 pp : izmo.
cloth and 45 illustrations. Will be sent by mail, postage free, for

J1.50, on receipt of price. Address,
CHAS. H. MAROr, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.
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TUBEROSES.
60,000 of the Finest, Ijargest, Southern grown Tuberoses can

be supplied at $20 per looo. Guaranteed largest Balbs in the

market. Address,

tsep2 F. GOEBELS, 413 3d Street, Memphis, Tenn.

MAPLE TREES—5 to 15 feet. Silver, Sugar,

t\J\J\J and Norway: with a general stock of Fruit and
Ornamental Trees. Prices to suit the times. G.W.Thompson,
Stelton, N. J. "P2

20,000

To Nurserymen and Dealers-
Your attention is respectfully asked to my extensive stock of

FRUIT TREES.
superior quality offered for

FAI.L TRADE,
at prices that CHALLENGE COMPETITION on same
quality of stock. The past favorable season has produced an ex-

ceedingly fine growth of well-matured wood, making the stock de-

sirable in every particu'ar.

To parties who cannot conveniently see the stock, I would refer

for intormation as to its extent and quality to several respectable

Nurserymen and Dealers from different parts of the country who
called lately and saw it. The advantages of selecting from an exten-

sive stock and good assortment should not be overlooked by pur-

chasers. The following figures will give some idea of the amount
of stock I offer at present, viz.: 200,000 Standard Apple, 30,000

Dwf Apple, 80,000 Std. Pear, 35,000 Dwf. Pear, a5,ooo

Cherry, 5.000 Plum, 2,000 Orange Quince, 2,000 Horse-chestnut.

In addition to above I am prepared to furnish Peach Trees in large

or small orders either from this State or Delaware, at the lowest

possible rates. Also Seedlings and stocks for Nurserymen, both
Foreign and Domestic. Digging and packing done in best possible

manner. Charge for packing very moderate. Please call and ex-

amine stock, or address for particulars,

JOHN BIURPHY, Uansville, Liv. Co., N. Y.

DECIDUOUS TREES.
MAPLES.—Sugar, Norway, Silver and Ash-leaved. KLMS.

—A*h. Linden and Poplar; 8 to 15 ft. At very low figures. Send

for Wholesale Catalogue.

sep2

WILLIAM H. MOON,
Morrisville, Fa.

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA
GRANDIl'LOKA, from i to 2% feet. Other Shruoberj' in great

variety. „
sepi W. H. MOON, Morrisville, Pa.

BOUQUET GREEN for SALE !

We are Booking orders for Bouquet Green at present, 10 barrels and

over, 82 per barrel ; less quantity, $2 50 per barrel ;
delivered to

New York and Philadelphia, 82.50 and 83 per barrel.

sep2 TOT 1 EN & SCHAFER, Florists, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

PEACH TREES.
We oflfer to the trade a large supply of Tery fine Peach

Trees : also a large stock of splendid two and three year Apple,

Wild Goose and other Plum Trees, Apricots, Nectarines, one and
two year Grape Vines; also other Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

Vines, Shrubs, Roses, &c , &c. Send for price list.

THE TEBO NURSERIES CO.,
sept2 Clinton, Henry County, Mo.

C. F. A. HINRICHS,
29, 31 and 33 Park Place, New York City,

HYACINTH AND BULB GLASSES.
«C^--^---*v« DECORATED

FLOWER POTS,
LAVA, MAJOLICA, &c.,&c. Vases,

Iron Sections for Flower Beds (as cut.)

Lawn, Fish and Flower Stands. Float-

ing Animals for Aquaria. Botton hole

Bouquet Holders. Only and Origin*

GERMAN STUDENT LAMP for

Conservatories.

Send for Prices to above address.

dec6eom

NURSERIES,
50,0^0 PEACH TREES,

20,0c O APPLE TREES,
10.000 CHERRY TREES,

And a General Assortment of Ornamental Trees,

Small Fruits and Hedge Plants ; for sale at bot-

tom prices and of superior quality. Address,

RAKESTRAW & PYLE,
sepi "WilloT^ Dale, Chester Co., Pa.

Grand Triumph in Horticulture.
Glorious renults of a Cseful Life ; climax »lmo«t reached:

EELTON'S NEW BERRIES, Cinderella and Conti-
nental Strawberries ; Early l^olilic and Reliance
Raspberries. The four best beiring, best carrying, best
selling, best paying Market Berries.

Illustrated Circular and Price-li«t eivinp history iind fnll de-
scription. Free to all. GIBSON & BENNETT,
sep3 Nurserymen an4 Fruit Growers, Woodbury, N. J.

LONDON GARDENER'S CHRONICLE
Will be furnished, post-paid, direct to subscribers in the U. S. for

87 50 per year. Apply to

Dovtf CHAS. H. MAROT, Agent, 814 Chestnut St., Philm.

By Mail on Receipt of Price.

Speak Quickly if you Want Them.
Thomas J. J . Farm Implements
Planters' Guide
Donaldson's Manures, Grass and Farming
Downing's Rural Essays

" Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, i copy at

Woodward's Graperies

Cfir sty's Chemistry of Agriculture

Anderson's Agricultural Chemistrj-

Liebeg's " "

Beet Culture and Beet Sugar, by Childs

French's Faim Drainage
Beecher's H. W.. Fruit, Flowers and Farming
Chorlton's Grape Growers' Guide
Landreth's Johnson's Dictionary

Henderson's Gardening for Profit

Fisher on the Vine and Wine Making
Lurbatz's Vine Dresser's Guide
Kern's Practical Landscape Gardening
Buist's Kose Culturist

Wood's Class-book of Botany
" Object Lessons in Botany

Gray's How Plants Grow

Addresi, CHAS. H MAROT, Gardener's Monthly

'Iml of Small Mt Ciire.
By E. P. ROE,

(" The chapter on picking and marketing is eminently practical

^^A',cr^!:\\i\K."—American Agriculturist.)

How to raise and market Strawberries, Raspberries, Currants,

Gooseberries, Blackberries, &c. 82 pages, 8 vo., paper, price 50

««nle. Mailed post paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Cbsstniit St., FliiUi»

%\ 00
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PEAR CULTURE FOR PROFIT.
11 V r T yl'lNN

A practictl Horticulturist .iml aiiih <t of 'Muney in the Oardcn "

Containinc practical method of raising Tears intelligently and « ith

best results: character of soil, hcst nioJc of preparing it; bc>l varie-

ties to select under existing I'ondiiions ; best mode .f planting, prun-

ing fertilizing, grafting, and utilizing the ground before the trees come

Into' bearing, and tinalTy gathering ;ind packing for market H'l's-

traled with practical cuts on pruning and grafting, distance lableand

orchard record 136 pages, la mo, cloth Price |i. Sent by mail,

pist-paid on receipt .f price. Address,
*^

L'HAS H. MAROl. 814 Chestnut St., PhilK.

mmm, mvm m canning feuii.

I'.Y Mks. M. E. Pbtukson.

Containing a choice collection of receipts of Preserving, Pickling,

and Canning Fruits, many of them being original from house wivei

of experience. 72 pages, i6mo. Cloth. Price 50 cents. Sent by

mail, post-paid, on receipt of price

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St , Phlla.

BACK VOLUMES
OF THE

Gardener's Monthly
Can still be had in numbers, per year . . 82 10

Bound in neat cloth cases, including numbers, . . 3 00
" " Roan " "

• • 3-'S

Delivered postage free.

Or mail us your own numbers, and have them bound in cloth cases

forgo cents. Returned to you bound postage free. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia.

PRAcncAL 'landscape
GARDENING

By F. K. Elliott.

Designed for City and Suburban Residences, and Country School-

Houses; containing designs fo lots and grounds from a lot 30

by 100, to a forty acre plot. Each plan is drawn to scale,

with schedule to each, showing where each tree, shrub, &c.,

should be planted; condensed instructions for forming and coring

for lawns; buildirg ot roads; turfing, protection, pruning and care

of trees; making cuttings, evergreens, hedges, screens, &c. Con-

densed descriptions of all the leading trees and shrubs ; soil and po-

sition in which they should be grown. Illustrations of ground plans

elevations, trees, shnins, winter gardening. &c. 96 pp. 8 vo. cloth.

Price $1.50. Sent by mail on receipt of price Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A Hygroscope for 50 cents.

THE CHEMICAL HYGROSCOPE.
This indicator of atinosplipric moisture is as accurate as the

costly ones. Rooms heated by furnaces or stoves are almost in-

variably so dry as to be damaging not only to health but to fur-

niture.' Some people take the consequences others keep water

OB the heater. The Hygroscope shows at a glance whether the

air is too dry or not.

Sent by niail tor 50 cents. Address,

feUf CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Fruit Gr nvers* Hand-Book.
By r. K.Elliott, author o! "Western Fruit Growers' Guide,'

(one of th" best posted men on the subject in the United States).

Contains the practice on all subjects connected with fruit grow-

ing. The book is made for those who grow fruit for their own
use. Also an Appendi-K, containing matter relating to the se

lection and culture of Ornamental Trees, Roses, Plants, fee.

lUusirnu-d with 45 wood-cuts, 130 pages, IGino cloth, SI; pa-

per, 60 cts. Sent by mail po.^t-paid on receipt of price.

Address C. H. MABOT, 814 Chestnut St., Phil*.

The Gardener's Monthly.
'111I-: FOi.i.nuiNt;

BACK NUMBERS
WANTED, IX

GOOD CONDITION.
April, 18(>(). October, JSTO. Aii;;ilKt, 1874.
Jiiiiiiary, 18«0. lJ«'c«'inber, " l>eceinl>er, •'

Murob," " Jamiary, 1873. Jamiary, 1876.
July, *' ' Jumiury, 1874. l>»;ct'iiiber, •'

January, 1870.

Receivable in exchange on Subscription account, or exchangeable
for other nvmbers not in above list. Send numbers prepaid by
mail and advise the publisher Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut, St., Phils.

THE ABBOTT

Pocket Microscope
..netrument of great

ticl uscfiiliieps to
Teaolierx, Farmers,

]TI<>ri-liai»l«, Me-
t-liaiiicK, I'liy^i-

' ciaiiN, IIo(anIi!>tM,
ITI|ncri!>, and many
others. It is the beet

liisti u.uriil ever iiiTented for examining FlOW"
ers, Seeds, Plants, Minerals,
Engravings, Bank Notes, Fabrics,
Etc. By menna of a caje, accotnpauyina; each Iii-

frtriimeiit, one cm examine all kinds of \t\~
sects or Worms alivt;- The

EYE OF A FLY,
or other insect of like Kize, can be readily seen.
It is simple in con-irurtiim and easy to opi rate.

One of these intereftin;; IiiSiriiments ought to

be in every famih-. We liav- made arangeraentg
to fiiniii^h the PocTtet Microscope at the

manufacturer's price, til. 50. I' will be cent, po-t-
paid,t> any reader of this Paper desiring it, on
receiptor price, or m y be had at this office.

Address,

CHAS. H MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY.
ROPP'S EASY CALCULATOR
Is a new publication that must prove of incalculable benefit to

Farmers, Mechanics and Business men. \{.\i so rapid d^x\A original
as to startle the most scholarly , and yet so siiiip/eanA^ractica/ that

the most illiterate in figures can instantaneously become his own
accountant. It enables thousands to accomplish ia a minute what
they they could not learn to calculate in many months.
1 he first part containing an entirely rtew system of Tables which

shows at aglance the exact values of all kinds of Grain, Stock, Hay,
Coal, Lumber Merchandise, etc., fromt;«^/(j;/7lf/up to a car load,2^nA

for any price which the market is likely to reach ; the Interest on
any sum for any time at 6, 7, 8, and 10 p r cent. ; corect measure-
ment of all kinds ot Lumber, Saw Logs, Cisterns. Tanks. Granaiies,

l'.i;is. Wagon Beds, Corn Cribs; a Time, Wages, and many other
va'uable tables.

The Second part isa/»-(jc/'/crt/ Aiithmetic, and embodies a simple
mathematical principle which enables aK_y one f^miliar with the fun-

damental rules to become a lightning calculator ; and by which
over ;'7«o ^AjVo'i' of the figures and labor required by the ordinary

methods, andyVrtr//o».s- with their intricacies, are entirely avoided.
'1 he work is nicely printed on fine tinted paper, is well and ele-

gandy bound in pocket-book shape and is accompanied by a Silicate

Slate,Memorandum and Pocket for papers It is by far the most com-
plete. comDreh>»n-ive and crnvenieni pocket mainial ever published.

PRICES : Bound in Kussia Leather, Gilded, S2.00

;

Morocco, iSl.60; Fnie Ku^lish Cloth, SSI.00.
Sent post paid on receipt of price. Address, i

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.
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JMux'sery Cards,
.8^" Send for Circular and conditions of insertion under this

heading. "©ft

FARLEY, Ai\DEKSOW & CO.,
Nursery, Union Springs, N. Y.

P. i±. FOSTEK, '

Nurseryman, Babylon, N. Y.

HOOFES, BRO. & 'rSbM-AS.
~

Nursery niea and Florists, West Chester, Pa. t

ED wTnXcTnS DALE,
\

Nurseryman, Germantown, Phila.

THOIMAS MEEHAN,
Nursery and Tree Seeds. Germantown, Phila.

R. a. PARisoi\a & CO.,
Trees and Plants, Flushing, N. Y.

E. H. PKATl\
Pear Trees, Dansville, Liv. Co., N Y.

HOW TO MANAGE BUILDING ASSOCIATIONS.
By Bdmund Wkigley.

Being a Director's Guide and Secretary's Assistant, with forms

for Keeping Books rind Accounts, also rules, examples and explana-

tions illustrating the various plans of working. 211 pages, i2mo,
cluth. Price, ^2 CO. Seat by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

WORKING MAN'S WAY TO WEALTH.
By Edmund Wrigley.

A practical treatise on Building Associations, what they are, and
kmvto jtse them. ic8 pages, i6mo, cloth. Price, 75 cents. Sent
by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Ckestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CARPENTRY MADE EASY,
OR, THE SCIENCE AND ART OF BUILDING.

By W. E. Beli-, Architect.
A new and improved system. Specific instructions for Balloon

Frames, Barn Frames, Mill Frames, Warehouses, Church Spires,
&c. Also, System of Bridge Building. Bills, Estimates of Cost and
valuable tables. Illustrated liy 38 plates and nearly 200 figures. 134
pages, 8vo, cloth. Price, f 5.00. Sent Viy mail po^t paid on receipt
of price. Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GREAT INDUCEMENTS.
Nurserymen and Dealers will save money by not order-

ing until yiiu write to us for special prices. State how much you
want and the terms, and we will give you prices that will astonish

sep2

HARGIS & SOMMER,
Quincy, 111.

To the Trade at about one third the prices quoted by
the leading nurseries of the country. On i>lum roots
and as handsome trees as you ever <lelivered.

sep2 A. L. iriMALL, Kantsakee, 111.

Trees and Vines.
Apple, Pear, Plum, Cherry. Peach, Quince, Orna-

mental Trees and Shrubs, Grapes. Currants, Goose-
berries, Raspberries, Blackberries, Bulbs, Plants,
Seeds, Cuttings &c., at Wliolesaie. very cheap. Write for
special Xaw i)rices.

HAKGIS & SOMMER,
sep2 .Star Nur.series. Quincy, 111.

BOOK OF EVERGREENS.
By Josiah Hoopes.

A practical treatise on the Conifers or Cone-bearing plants.
Handsomely illustrated. 435 pages, I'inio, cloth. Price S3.U0-
Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

GRAPE CULTURALIST.
By Andrew S. Fuller.

A treatis- on the CuUivationof the Native Grape
28() pages, I2mo, cloth. Price $1 50. Sent by mail

LAWN AND SHADE TREES.
By F. R.. Elliott.

Deciduous and Evergreen Trees and Shrubs, for planting in

Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries, &c., &c. Illustrated. 125 pages,

i2mo, cloth. Price, J 1. 50. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of

price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Sueet, Philadelphia.

receipt of price.

Address

Illustrated.

poil-paid on

CHAS. IL MAROT,
8U Cliestnut St., .Phila.

CLASS BOfc)K OF BOTANY.
By Alphonso Wood, A. M.

Being outlines of the Structure, Physiology and Classification of

Plants ; with a Flora of the United States and Canada. 832 pages,

8vo, half arabesque cloth sides. Price, $3.50. Sent by mail post-

paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Manual of Botany of tlie Nortliern United States.
By A.SA Gray.

Including the difttrict east of the Mississippi and north of Carolina
and Tennessee. Arranged according to the Natural System. Illus-

trated with 20 plates of Sedges, Gra ses. Ferns, &c. 703 pages,
Svo, half-arabestjiie cloth sides. Price, ^.25. Sent by mail post-
paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
S14 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

HOW TO LAY OUT A GARDEN.
By Ed'ward Kemp.

A general guide in CI oosiug, Fornrng and Improving an Fs-
tate (from a cjuarter-acre to a luiiidr d acres in extent 1, with
reference to both d ?si.5n and execution. Illu.st^aicd with nu-
merous jilans, sections and sketches. 40.3 pages, ]2mo, cloth.

Price $2..')0. Sent by mail post-paid on reeei|it nf pri e.

Address CIIAS. lI.MAltOT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

SMALL FRUIT CULTURIST.
|

BY ANDREW S. FULLER.
!

Giving Description, History, Cultivation, Propagation, Dis-
eases, &c.

Beautifully Illustrated.

276 jiages. 12nio, cluUi. Price Sl-50. Sent by mail, post-paid
on receipt 01 price. Address, I

CHAS. U. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Pliila.

INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS.
By Chas. Darwin.

With copious descriptive contents and index. Illustrated.

4G2 pages, l2mo,cloih. I'ricefT.OO.

Sent by mail post-paid 011 receijit of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Pliila.
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Indox to Advertisements.
Advertiser* are reiiuesled to have orders in hand tu Rari.Y as

POSSliii.K. <1>I'!/ recrired ti/ler the '2'ird uf each month caunol be

INSlilti:n insertion in the next i.i.nie.

Ailiflis George. West Ch.ster. Pa 9

Allen Kdwlii, New Uruiiswick, N.J 9

Aver N. W. A S.)ii. I liihulelphia 9

Bnsitett Will. K . Hainiiiouton, N. J 14

Bayersdorfer M. M. >t Co., Philadelpliiii 4

Benson A Burp.e. I'liila , Pa 18

BridKeinan A., New York citv 6

Brooks N. P.. Hrlckst.urg.N.'Y 13
Biiist R , Philadelphia 11

Bush J.S.. New York city 8
Cadiies-s John, Flushing, L. I., New York 7

C»nnell H .Swaiilev Kent. Eng 11

ChRtfield, A. P., Alimnv. N. Y 6
Dick John. Phila ' 6

Dingee & Omard Co . West Grove, Pa 2
Elder Walter. Philadelphia 10
Kll.sworlh Lewis, Naperville, 111 9, 10

Kllwauger A Barrv, Koehesler, N. Y 10

EuKle H. M. A Son . Marietta, Pa 10

Gihson A Bennett. Woodhurry, N J. 15

Goehels F . Meinfihis, Tenn 15

Grannis, E. B., New Y"ork 6

Haiice A. A Son, Red Bauk. N. J 14

Ilargi.i A Somiuer, Quincy, III 17

Henderson Peter A Co., New York 1

Hews A. H. A Co., No. Cambridge, Mass 8

Heikes Nurseries Co , Dayton, Ohio 9
HinrichsC. F. .V., New York city 15

Hitchings A Co., New Y'ork city 3

HooKer H. E , Rochester, N. Y 14
Hovey A Co., Boston, Mass 11

Hubbard T. S.. Fredouia, N. Y _ 4
Husted J B., Na^8au, N. Y 10
Kaulfinan L , Iowa City, Iowa in
Kurtz A Bro., Philadelphia. Pa 9

Lane C. F.. Koshkouong, Wis 9
i.,andreth David A Sons., Philadelphia Fly-lea*
Lonsdale Kd»in,Gerniantown, Phila 14

Lord's Horticultural Works, Irvington, New York 7

Lynex Richard, Philadelphia 10

Marot Chas. H., Phila 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, Fly-leal
Meehan Thomas. Gerniantown, Philadelphia 8

MincrT. B., Linden, N J 6

Monell J. D., Hudson, N. Y ^ fi

Moody E. A .-sons, Lockport, N. Y 10
Moon, Wm II. Morrisville, Pa 10, 15, 15

Murphy John. Dansville. N. Y 15
Myers Thomas J., Philadelphia 11

Ni'mmo Alexander, Brooklyn, New York 13
Nurserymen's Cards 17

Parsons, R. B. A Co., Flushing, N. Y 18

Par.ioiis S. B. A Sous, Flushing, New York cover
Parry Wni , Cinnaininson, N. J 9

Pratt E. H., Dansville. N. Y 14
Rakestraw A Pyle, Willow Dale, Pa l.°i

Raoux C, New York . 14

Richardson A Nicholas, Geneva, N. Y 10
Roberts Josiah A , Malvern, Pa 9

Roe E. P.Cornwal -on-Hudson, N. Y 18
Rolker A. A Sons, New York city Fly-leaf
Saul John, Washington, D. C 13

ScoUay John A., hrooklyu. N. Y 8

Scott R., Phila 10
Selover A Willard, Geneva, N. Y 4

Siddall Robert J., Philadephia 10
Sked, Paddock & Co , Cleveland, O 10
Small A L., Kankakee, 111 17

Smith A Lynch, Boston, Mass 5
Smith A Powell, Syracuse. N Y 9
Smith W. A T., Ge'neva, N. Y 13
Siraiton & Storm, New York city 10
Taylor James, Urhana, 14
'1 he Tebo Nurseries Co., Clinton, Mo 15

Thomas M. A Sons, Philadelphia 10

Thompson E. W., Slelton.N. J l.'i

Thornburn J. M A Co., New York cover
Totten A Schafer, Saratoga Springs, NY 15

Vick James, Rorhester, N. Y'' 9

Williams A. K., llithmond, Ind 4
Wood G. J., Madison, Ind 10
Wright Peter A Sons, Philadelphia 9

Young A Elliott, New York 11

An Assistant in Greenhouse at moderate salary, who has had e.xpe-

rience in Rose gnwine. with other general commercial stock. Ad-
dress, Greenhouses, Office of Gardener's Monthly sepi

CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS.
Our slock of these is this year In unusually fine conditiuii. The

CamcUi.is arc well furnished with Flower buds, and arc in excellent

health '1 he Chinese Aza'easare also of very superior quality, and
under our treatment produce flowers ol unusually large size.

We have the best ntw sorts and can uffer plants from 25 cts. up-
wards. Evergreens can now be safely moved, as well as Ghent
Azale-is and Rhododendrons Our plants of these are always of fine

quality. We invitr the attention of

NURSERYMEN and DEALERS
To our general stock, boili UecidiioiiH ami Kvergreen, which is

very large and complete. Our Roses on their own rooLs, both i

antl 2 years, arc in very fine con'liliun, and at low rates.

Our t )Hice and Greenhouses being at the location once occupied by
the old house of i'arsons & Co ,

(now dissolved), of which the head
of this firm was a memtier. visitors will find it quite accessible
•from either the Bridge or Main St. Railroad Stations. For Cata-
logues, address,

R. B. PARSONS & CO.,
Bowne Ave.

Febi2 P. O. H()X,Q9. I'TuHliini;, N. Y,

Strawberry Plants,
Thirty odd varieties.

RASPBERRY PLANTS,
Fourteen varieties.

Currant, Gooseberry and Blackberry plants for saleby E. P. ROE,
author of " Manual on the Culture of Sinall Fruits," "Play and
Profit in My Garden," &c. Send for a Circular.

E. P. ROE,
lebtf Comiivall-on-Hudson, Orange Co., M. T.

Yorksliire, Berkshire. Essex, Poland China, and Chester
WHITE SVVINE, ot unsurpassed excellence. Alderney, Ayr-
shire and Shorthorn Cattle, Southdown and Cotswold SHEEP.
Imported and Prize POULTRY, and PIGEONS bred on 3
FARMS. DOGS, Ac. New descriptive circular free. Elegant
new Catalogue with cuts from life of our stock, 20c. Sbkps,
Trees, Plants, Fkrtilizeks, Implemkts, Ac. 6 PACKAiiE-S
seels, free, as samples, for two 3c. stamps. Benson A Burpee,
successors to W. Atlee Burpee, Seed Warehouse, 223 Church
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ocil2

SITUATIONS WANTED.

A position as Head Gardener or Superintendent of some Cen.e-

tery or large country place by a man thoroughly acquainted

with all branches of horticulture, both in-doors and out. Can t.ike

while direction of an estate, lay out and superintend work ; is ac-

customed to the charge of men and willing to work himself Or. as

partner in some well-established Nursery, Horticultural or Floral

Husiness of any department, of which would take entire charge.

Highest references given. Address, HOK 1 ICULTURIST, care of

(jeo. Such, Esq., South Amboy, N. J. aiigtf

TO FLORISTS :— By a single man Wanted a situation, to take

charge of a commercial place ; well versed in the cultivation of

Stove, Greenhouse, and Bedding Plants, Roses. Coniferas, elc;

also, In and Out door Department, and understand thoroughly the

routine of a commercial establishment. Address, J. K., 2011 Mer-
vine St., Philada., Pa.

BY a professional Gardener, young man ; wanted, a situation in

either commercial or private establishment, many practical

years' experience in both ; can furnish first class reference, and
speaks several languages ; distance no object. Address, P. M. K.,

919 Melon St., Phila., Pa.

BY a single man ; 12 years practical experience in Horticulture;

thoroughly understands the management of a commercial estab-

lishment, or private gentleman's place, the culture and forcing of all

kinds of Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables ; is at present employed;

but wishes to make a change in (jctober; no objections to

any part of the country ; first-class references from leading florists

and private gentlemen. Address B. B., Florist, Gardener's
Monthly Office, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

AS P'irst class Gardener, single ; 23 years' experience in England

and United States; understands the laying out of Grounds.

Hot and Cold Graperies, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c., &c
,

best of references. Address, H J. B., care Wm. Grassie, Green
and Johnson Sts., Germantown, Phila.

By a young gardener, married man; competent, satisfactory re-

ference as gardener of experience and ability in all branches of

In and Out-door Gardening in private or commercial establishment

;

forcing plants and fruits, laying out grounds, tastefully managing
place given his charge ; is strictly sober, industrious and honest ; 5

years' experience in Europe, 3 in United States. John Wasatko,

from First National Bank, Upper Sundusky, Ohio.



RURAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (and any others in the market not on this mtj will'

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., Philada.

Allen's, R. L., Diseases of Domestic AniTsalF $1 00

Allen's, L. F , Rural Architecture 1 60

Allen's, L. F., American Cattle 2 50

Allen's, R. L. & L. F.. New American F'arm Book 2 50
American Architect 7 00

American Bird Fancier, (Brown's) 30

American Farmer's Encyclopedia 6 00

American Weeds and UsefulPlacis 1 75
Apple Culturist, S E. Todd 1 50

Art of Saw Filing ; 75

Architecture, Modern American, Cummings & Miller 10 00
" Principles and Practice of, By Loring & Jenning 12 00

Baker's Fruit Culture 4 00

Bassett on Cranberry Culture 30

Barry's Fruit Garden 2 50

Bell's Carpentry made easy 5 00

Bement's Poulterer's C mpanion 2 00

Bement's Rabbit Fancier 30

Beet Root Sugar 1 50

Eicknell's Village Builder, 77 platrs 12 00

Boramer's Method ol Making Manures 25

Boussingault's, J. B., Rural Economy 1 60

Browne's Trees of America 6 00

Breek's New Book of Flowers 1 75

Bridgeman's American Gardener's Assistant 2 50
Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual 1 00
Bridgeman's Kitchen Gardener's Instructor 1 00
Buisi's, Robert, Am. Flov or (harden Directory 1 50

Buist's, Robert, Family lI^trliL-n Gardener 1 00

Burr's F'ield and Garden Vr^'i'tables of America 5 00
Carpenter and Joiner (R.Kiddell) 7 00

Carpenter and Joiner's Hand Book, (Holly) 75

Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide 75
Chemistry of the Farm, (Nichols) 1 25
Cleveland's Villas and Cottages 4 00
Cobbett's American Gardener .•. 75
Cole's, S. W., American Fruit Book 75
Cole's American Veterinarian 75
Cooper's Rural Hours. ». 2 00
Copeland's Country Life 5 00
Dadd's, Geo. H., American Cattle Doctor 1 50
Dadd's Modern Horse Ductor 1 50
Dana's, Samuel H., Muck Manual 1 25
Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, (2 vols) 6 00
Darwin's I nsectiverous Plants ». 7 00
DeVoe's Market Assistant 2 50
Downing s, A. J., Landscape Gardening 6 50
Downing's Cottage Residences 3 00
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, 5 00
Downing's Rural Essa\ s 3 50
Downing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden 2 00
DuBreuil's Vineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden) 2 00
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Cranberry 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Elliott s Landscape Gardening,. „ 1 50
Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees 1 50
kJ lion's t'ruit Growers' Uaua iiook, paper, 60 cents, cloih 1 00
Farm Talk, (Brackett) 1 00
Farming for Boys 1 50
Field's, Thomas W., PearCulture 1 25
Five Acres too Much, (illustrattd) 1 50
Flagg's European Vineyards 1 50
Flax Culture * 50
Flint, Chas. L . on Grasses 2 50
Flint's Milch Cows 2 50
Fowler's Homes for All 1 50
Frink Forester's Fish and Fishing, 8 vo. 100 engravings.. 3 50
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen, 8 vo 3 00
French's Farm Drainage • 1 50
Fuller's Grape Culturist 1 50
Fuller's Small Fruit Culture „ 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist 1 50
Fulton on Peach Culture 1 50
Gentry's Lite Histories of Birdi, Ist vol 2 00
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 25
Gray's Manual of Botany 2 25
Gray's Manual, Botany and Lessons, in one vol 4 00
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 2 50
Green on Trout Culture ^.._ 1 OO
Gregory on Squashes, paper .'. 30
Guernon on Milch Cows . 75
Guidle to Fortune 1 oO
Harazthy's Grape Culture and AVine Making 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. $4 ; col. •ng's.. 6 50
Harris on the Pig 1 50
Hatfield's American House Carpenter 8 50
Henderson's Practieal Floriculture 1 ,50

Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Profit 1 50
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75
Hoopes on Evergreens 3 oO
Hooper's Dog and Gun, paper 30 cents, cloth 60
Hop-culture 40
How to Buy a Farm.and Where to Find One 1 75

How to Manage a Building Association
How to Paini
Hunter and Trapper
Hussman's Grapes and Wines
Jacques' Manual of the House „
Jacques' Manuel of the Garden
Jennings' Cattle Doctor
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poultry
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary
Johnson's How Crops Feed
Johnson's How Crops Grow
Johnson's Peat and its uses
Johnston's Elements of Ag. Chemistry and Geology
Johnston's, J. S. W., Agricultural Chemistry
Kemp's Landscape Gardening
Klippart's Farm Drainage
Langstroth, Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee
Leuchars' How to Build Hot-houses
Leibig's, Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry
Louden's Encylopsedia of Plants
Lyman's Cotton-culture
McMahon's American Gardener
Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmers
Mechanics' Companion (Nicholson)
Meehan's Ornamental Trees
Mileson the Horse's Foot
Miner's, T. B., Bee-keeper's Manual
Mohron the Grape-vine
Money in the Garden
My Vineyard at Lakeview
My Farm of Edgewood
My Ten-rod Farm .-.

North American Sylva, 5 vols., 156 col; plates, in 30 parts,
" " unbound

' " Half Turkey Antique, gUt
" " full " •'

Nichol's Chemistry of the Farm and Sea
Norton's, John P., Elements of Scientific Agriculture
Norris' Fish-cnlture
Onion-culture
Our Farm of Four Acres
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects cloth
Paul's Book of Roses ,

Paul's Rose Garden
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary
Pardee on Strawberry-culture
Parkman's Book of Roses
Parsons, Samuel B., on the Rose
Peat and its Uses.

82 00
1 00
1 (xy

1 50
1 50
1 75
1 75
1 75
1 7&
3 50-

2 00
2 00
1 25
1 50
1 75-

250
1 75
2 00
1 50
75.

20 00
1 50<
2 25
90'

3 00'

76
75-

1 25-

1 00
1 50
1 25
1 75
50

Pear-culture, Fields
Pedder's, James, Farmer's Land-measurer
Percheron Horse
Peterson's Preserving, Pickling and Canning Fruit
Phin's Open-air Grape Culture, and Wine Making
Quiun's Pear-culture for Profit

Quinby's Mysteries of Bee-keeping Explained
Randall's Slieep Husbandry
Rat3dairs Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry
Rand's Bulbs
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden
Rand's Popular Flowers and how to Cultivate them
Rand's Garden Flowers
Rand's Orchid Culture
Rand's Rhododendrons _

Ropp's Commercial Calculator, cloth $1, Morocco 'Tuck
Rose Culturist paper
Bobbins', R., Produce and Ready Reckoner
Saunders' Domestic Poultry, paper 40 cloth
Saxton's Hand Books, in fourseries, each
Schenck's Gardener's Text-book
Scribner's Ready Reckoner and Log-book
Strong's Cultivation of the Grape
Ten Acres Enough
Thomas, J. J., Farm Implements
Thomas, J. J., Fruit-culturist ; old ed., S3 00 ; new edition,
Ville's Chemical Manures
Warder's American Pomology

" Hedges and Evergreens
Waring's Drainage for Profit and Health

" Elements of Agriculture
" Earth Closets

Webster's Dictionary, Unabridged
Well's Every Man his own Lawyer
Williams, B. S., on Stove A Greenhouse Plants, 2 vols., Ill'd

Williams, B. S., on Select Ferns and Lycopods
Williams, B. S., Orchid Grower's Manual
Window Gardening
White's Gardening for the South

" Cranberry Culture
Wood's Class Book of Botany
Workingman's Way to Wealth
Wright's Practical Poultry Keeper
Youatt on the Horse
Youman'a Household Science....-

60 00
70 OC
75 00
1 25
75

1 75
20

1 25
6 00
60

3 OO'

15 0»
75-

1 60
1 50-

1 25
1 25
60

1 00
50

1 50
1 00
1 50
1 50
1 00
1 50
3 00 .

..1 25 .

2 50
3 5»
1 50
2 00
30
75
75

1 50
75-

30
3 00
1 50
1 50
s ?'•

1 25
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 00
50

12 09
2 00
5 00
2 50
2 5«
1 60
2 00
1 25
3 50
75

2 00
1 76
2 00.



RHODODENDRONS AND EVERGREENS,
In Inif'c quantities at prices suited to the times. VVc would call the attention of all purchasers to our
Splendid Stock of thtse plants which are now in the highest state of health and vigor, and ready
for ininudiaie slnpnient. We are especially prepared for sending to great distances, for, after

long experience, our mode of packing is now so peifected, that plants have been known to remain in

the box nearly two months without injury.

;
^.We have also a large and fine collection of the best

iix,t NEW AND RARE PLANTS,
Which are kept in pots and may be sent out at any time of the year. These include the exquisitely

beautiful

JAPANESE MAPLES
At REDUCED PRICES, which are now thoroughly proved to be hardy as an oak, and show great vari-

ety in the form and color of their leaves, some being finely cut like lace, and others of a ileep, purple
color, or variegated with white, yellow or pink.

We b^ve also a well-grown stock of all the known kinds of Oranges, Lemons and Limes, and also

Ferns, Aucubas, Gardenias, Palms, Evergreens, Magnolias, and many other Half-hardy Plants, suita-

ble for plantmg out in the South, as named in our catalogues, which are sent free.

Visits are particularly requested at the Nurseries, where can always be found one of the proprietors, or J. R. Trumpv, the
well-known propagator ol the old eslaMis-hmtnt. Boats ctrncciirg viih ihc Railrcad, leave New S ork frcni J?mis' Slip, hall an hour,
and 34th Street, a quarter of an hour before the departure of trains, which make the transit in half an hour. The Nurseries may be
reached by carriage, free of charge.

KISSENA NURSERIES, FLUSHING, Long Island.

TO FLORISTS

SEED DEALERS,
We offer the following very finest quality imported Bulbs

—

NET CASH :

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
$6.00 per 100

; $50.00 per 1000.

LILIUM CANDIDUM,
$5 50 per 100

; $45.00 per 1000.

LILIUM LONGIFLORUM,
$5.50 per 100

; $45.00 per 1000.

Our new Descriptive Priced Catalogue of Bulbs is now ready for mailing, free to applicants.

J. M. THORNBURN & CO.,
sep 15 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.
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TERMS OF
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NEW YORK,

Grasses and Florists' Supplies.

Immortelles, Moss, Foil, Bouquet Papers, &c., &c.

Our Fall Bulb Catalogue, now ready, will be mailed on application. Extract of leading quota-
tions for the Trade. Less quantities than one hundred will lie charged at dozen rates.

. HyaciDtlis Biillis ii iitire for Early Forcli:
BED, Single, Doz., $1.00
WHITE, " 1.05

BLUE, " 1.00

TELLOW " .95

All Colors, mixed " .95

;

per 100, $7.00. Double, doz.

7.25.

7.00.

6.50.

6.50.

100 Choice Named Hyacinths in 10 varieties, our choice, $12.75 per 100 only.

250 " " ' " 25 " " " 33.50 " 25 3 "

$1.10

;



Cabbage Seed ! Cabbage Seed !

!

FOR AUTUMN SOWJNG.
The Landreths' offer several sorts of Cabbage Seed for Autumn sowing which are worthy of

attention.

MARKET GARDENERS and owners of family gardens, who will send their address plainly

written on a postal card, shall have in return, without charge, an abridged treatise on the CABBAGE
FAMILY, recently published by the subscribers.

mchi2 DAVID LA.NDRETH & SONS, 21 and 23 S. Sixth St., Phila.

FRUIT AND BREAD. •

A Natural and Scientiflc Diet.

UY r.fSTAV SCHLICKHYSHN.

Translated from the German by M. L.. Holbrook, M.D. In

tended to show what is the natural food of man ; to lead him to be

come a living child of nature ; to simjilify and beautify his manntr
ofliving , to emancipate women ffom the drudgery of the kitchen

,

to lead to increased use of fruit ; to diminish the use of flesh, ami
where possible, to do away with its use altogether ; to improve th'-

health and add to the enjoyments and value of life. Cloth, 250
pages; izmo. illustrated. Price, $1.00. Sent by mail post paid on
receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE.
By Wm. Paul, F.R.H.S.

The rationale of Rose cultivation in a nut-shell. Intended to

place within a small compass all that is necessary for the successful

cultivation of the " Queen of Flowers." 83 pages, izmo, paper-

boards. Price, GO cents. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of

price. Address,
CHAS. H. MAROT,

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

How to Raise Fruits.
Bv Thomas Gregg.

A Hand-book of Fruit Culture, being a Guide to the proper Culti-
[

vation and Management of Fruit Trees, and of Grapes and Smnh
Fruits. 184 pages. i2nio, cloth, fully illustrated. Price Ji 00,

|

Sent by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. I

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
j

814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

NURSERYMAN'S
DIRECTORY
of 1877.

A reference book of the Nurserymen, Florists, Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, &c., for the United States. Alphabetically arranged by

States and Post OflSces. 310 pages, 8vo. Price Jio. 00 Madei:
post-paid, on receipt of price.

CHOICE STOVE UNO GOEENHOOSE PUNTS,
By Benj. S. AVilliams, Y. li. H. S.

With descrijitions of upwards of eleven hundred species and
varieties. Instructions fortheircultivation and luod-of nianage-
meut. Illustrated with colored frontispiece and numerous
splendid illustrations. 68G pages, 2 vols., 12ino, cloth. Price
85.00. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CUAS. II. MAROT.
814 Chestnut St . Phila.

ORCHID GROWER'S MANUAE.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

I Containing brief descriptions of over 800 species and varieties,
' with notices of times of flowering, approved modes of treatment

and practical instructions on general culture. Remarks on heat,

moisture, soil, seasons of growth and rest suited to the several species.

Enlarged edition with illustrations. 300 pages, i2mo, cloth. Price,

*.!.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. 11. .MAROT.
814 Chestnut Street, Phil.idelphia.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phils.

GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.
By Gbo. W. Johnson, Editor of " Cottage Gardener."

Describing the Plants, Fruits and Vegetables dcsir.ible for the

Garden, and explaining the terms and operations employed in

their cultivation. New Edition, with a su plement, including the

new plants and varieties. 910 pages, i2mo, cloth, fine print. Price,

$3.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

SELECT FERNS AND LYCOPODS.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Comprising descrijjtions of 950 choice species and varieties, Brit-

ish and Exotic, with directions for their management in the Tropical,

Temperate and Hardy Fernery, with numerous beautiful full-page

illustrations. 353 pages, i2ino, cloth. Price, J2. 50. Sent by mail

post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GARDENING FOR PLEASURE.
BY PETER HENDERSON.

A puide to the \n'ateur in the

FRUIT, VEGETABLE and FLOWER GARDEN.
With full directions for the

Greenhouse, Conservatory and Window-Garden.
Illustrated. 2.=iO P.ages, 12uio, eloth. Price 81..50. Sent by-

mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ROSE GARDEN.
By Wm. Paul, F. K. H. .S.

EmbracingHistory of the Rose ; formation of Rosarium ; detail-

ed account of practice for successful cultivation; arrangement in
natural groups of most esteemed varieties, English and Foreign,
in the most eminent Gardens ; with full descriji'ioa and remarks MARKET AND
on origin an 1 mode of culture. Numerous illustratious. 25G ... , , , ,... .,,, , ,-

-

- New and enlari^ed edition. Illustrated

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
BY PETER HENDERSON.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of the

FAMILY GARDEN.
27C Pages, 12mo, cloth.pages, Royal Svo, cloth. Price 83.00. Sent by mail post-paid ^ew ana eniargea eaition lllustratca. ^70 rages, rJm(

on receipt ofprice. Address CHAS. H. MAROT, ^"*=®' ^^•^'^- ^'^^^ ^y ^^^^'^ post-paid on receipt of price.

814 Chestnut St., PhUa. Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

J^=° SEE FIE ST PAGE. FACING COVER
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We offer the following extract from our Retail and Wholesale lists of

SEKDS AND PLANTS
^^Se^d#^ ^ Sr^^w Cr<^^^^ F<^r Fl#3ri#*s^ V^-^^*

FOR PRESENT AND FALL SOWING.

Auricula, from prize flowers
Azalea Indica, finest mixed, from a choice collection
Balsam, double white. ....

" double, e.vtra choice, mixed.
Carnation, Extra Choice Bizarre and Flake. These are
saved from the finest stage varieties

Carnation, Perpetual or Tree. From the best collection

extant . . . . . . .

Carnation, Monthly, Fine Double German, mixed
From named flc)wers

Cinereria. From the finest varieties only
Centaurea Candidissima ....

" Clenientei ....
" Oymnocarpa .

•
. .

Cobea Scandens, purple climber, per oz. $2.50 .

Cyclamen Per.sicum, E.xtra Choice Mixed. This has
been saved from one of the finest collections in Europe

Erica .......
Fuchsia, Double Varieties, Extra Choice mixed

Per Pkt.

IS

15

5

15

Fuchsia, Single Varieties, Extra Choice, mixed.
Geranium Zonale. Finest Mixed. Saved from our
own collection of upwards of fitly varieties.

Geranium Pelargonium. Large-flowcred, extra choice
hybridized .....

Geranium Pelargonium. Fancy, extra choice hybridized
Geranium, Variegated Leaved. Many beautiful varieties
Hollyliock, extra choice double, finest mi.xed
Mimulus, finest blotched and spotted hybrids
Pansy, English. Very fine mixed. Per ounce, J5
Pansy, English, extra choice show mixed. From a superb

Cjllection. Per ounce, JiSio

Pansy, Emperor William. A valuable new variety.

Pansy, White Treasure. Valuable new variety .

Picotee Pink, Extra Choice Mixed .

Primula Japonica, New Japanese Primrose.
Suiilax. Per ounce, $^ .

Stocks, a splendid assortment of all the best varieties

Wallflower, improved varieties, mi.\ed

Per Pkt.

SPECIALTIES' IN FLOWER SEEDS.
Verbena, from our own collection, which can be seen side

- by side, now on ourgrounds, with imported, and is really

superior. Per ounce, $s ....
Petunia, Double, New Fringed
Liyogodium Scandens. Japanese Climbing Fern. A

most graceful plant, growing from one to fifty feet as

desired. Quite as easy of culture as the Smilax, and
no doubt will be used extensively for similar uses in dec-
orating ; although climbing, when supported by strings

or wires, it can be used with equal advantage as a droop-
ing plant, for baskets or vases

Apple (Scented) Geranium. We have secured a tine

supply of this usually scarce variety . .
,

.

Per Pkt. Per Pkt
Double Cineraria, very choice
Cyclamen Persicum Giganteum. A great improve-
ment over the old sorts, each flower measuring from 2 to

25^ inches in length. .....
Primula Sinensis Fimbriata. Double red

" White
" " " " Mixed .

" " " Single Red .

White .

" " " " Mixed
Our seed of these is saved from one of the best English collections

and is much superior to the ordinary run of Primulas.

NEW FANCY PANSIES.
This superb strain of Pansy, so admirably shown in the colored pL<te of our Catalogue for this year, we can supply to the trade, put

up in sealed packets for retailing, at the following prices :

Buyer's selection of any single packet (by number) ....... J .lo

Or the the entire collection of 12 packets, as shown in colored plate .... x.oo

This stock of Pansy (in mixture) will prove very valuable to Florists. To such it will be fiirnished for $$ per quarter ounce, crop of
1877. Our Pansies took the first premiums at New York Horticultural Societies' Exhibition in May of this year, and were pronounced
the finest variety ever before exhibited.

500,000 Strawberry Plants
Now ready, POT LAYERS of the following Strawberries :

SETH BOYDEN, MONARCH OF THE WEST,
TRIUMPH De GAND, JUCUNDA, WILSON AND CHAMPION,

PRICE, $3.00 per HUNDRED ; $85.00 per THOUSAND.

Larger quantities at special rates. Planted at any time in September in this latitude, from these pot-grown layers, they will give A
FULLi CROP NEXT SEASON. Instructions, giving our simple and certain mode of culture, with full descriptive list of varieties
mailed free. Retail and Wholesale Catalogues of Bulbs, Winter-flowering Plants, free on application.

SEEDSMEN, MARKET GARDENERS AND FLORISTS,

35 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.
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ROSBSl
ROSES FROM OPEN GROUND—SPECIAL NOTICE FOR FALL.

Wc have a line .stock of Devoiiicnsi.s—At^rippinn, Safraiio, James S])runt, jNIalniaison, Mad.
Harpottin, Tlieresa Sotli, Kcjialis, Is. Sprunt, Brabant, and many f)tl)er best sorts—STRONG
PLa'nTS from OREN ground, which can be Inrnislied WHEN DESIRED,—at same price as

the Pot Roses as named below.

FLORISTS find it a GREAT ADVANTAGE to be ABLE to RE-
PLENISH their Rose Stock at ANY TIME THAT SUITS BEST. We
SHIP ROSES THE YEAR ROUND, and always guarantee SAFE
CARRIAGE. The excellent QUALITY of our Goods and our LIBE-
RAL and SATISFACTORY way of DOING BUSINESS-are fast con-
vincing the TRADE—that it PAYS better to BUY ROSES of US than
to GROW THEM, PARTICULARLY where HOUSE ROOM IS
SCARCE, and GLASS needed for OTHER PURPOSES.
Having found by experience that Roses of 4he size usually grown in 3-in -pots

give best satisfaction to Florists, we confine ourselves to this size only, and offer

no other. Our plants being grown in ordinarjT- soil without manure, are sure to
start vigorously and require no petting. Having an abundance of strong working
Roots, they can be shaken out for packing with entire safety. Our Roses now-
ready for the Fall Trade, are EXTRA STRONG and PERFECTLY HEALTHY,
they cannot fail to give more than usual satisfaction to. purchasers. Our as-
sortment,—particularly of Monthly or Ever-blooming Roses is full and unbroken,
and includes the

FINEST SORTS FOR FLORISTS' USi:.

It is reasnnablp wo should EXCEL IN ROSES, liocause we devote EXCLUSIVE
ATTENTION TO ROSES ONLY—running FORTY HOUSES ON ROSES ALONE.
It follows that we can offer Purchasers unusual inducements. We aim to grow the

most desirable sorts in such large quantities, that we can generally give Florists
their choice of varieties at prices named.

BY EXPRESS

$7.00 per 100; 60.00 per 1000.
BY MAIL:

$7.40 per 100; $63.00 per 1000.
"We pack light—Without Charge—and GUARANTEE Safe Carriage.

JS®" Terms :

—

Cunh xcith the order. Remit by bank draft, postal order on West Grove P. 0., Pa.

or by Registered letter.

Send for Descriptive Price List?, free. Address,

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.,

julyi2 WEST GROVE, CHESTER CO., PA.
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[E!fc3T^es.:BI-iIS5X3:EXD 1844.1

l^^

HITCHINGS & CO.,

No. 233 Mercer Street,''

Between Bleecker and West 3d Streets,

NEW YORK.
Offer theii' very I<»rge Stock of

At prices lower than at any time

within the past thirty years.
V T r^ r\

Ipt Patent Corrugated Fire Box Boilers

Conical Boilers,

Saddle Boilers and

Base Burning Water Heaters;

Heating Pipes and Pipe Fittings

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND SIZE.

SASH-LIFTINGAPPARATUS
OF MOST APPROVED FORMS.

Send 6 cents postage for Catalogue, References

and List of Prices.

.O:^:

m
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M. M. BAYERSDORFER & CO.
56 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

\V.> 1.0- t.. call tho attontion of the WIK )LESALE and RETAIL TRADE
in FLORISTS' GOODS to our well assorted stock for the Fall season :

BOUQUET PAPERS Jtaliens),
-Plain White Edges, Gold and Silver Edges, Pasted Cartons, White Satin for

Bridal Bouciuets, Fancy Lace Papers for Weddings, lieceptions and Parties.

IMMORTELLES,
(OriginjiJ bundles, selected by one of our firm.)

and all coloi's.

White

DRIED GRASSES AND FLOWERS,
In great varieties and styles; very suitable for ornamental purposes.

BASKETS,
Brown varnished Willow Baskets, Wheat Straw and White and Gil

Baskets.

ORNAMENTAL GRASS BOUQUETS,
FRENCH GREEN MOS ES,

TIN FOIL, best in Market,
WIRE DESIGNS for CUT FLOWERS.

Prize Medal of Cincinnati Industrial Exposition of 1873; Medal and Diploma of International Exposi-
tion of 1877 "For best display 0/ Bouquet Papers

y

Send orders eaily in Fall. Illustrated Catalogue furnished gratis on application. t.aug.tf

Our INTovelties for 1877.
We now offer to the Trade the following new plants of our Spring importation ; they were first introduced

in Europe this Spring. Most of them have flowered on our grounds and we can attest to their great supe-
riority.

NEW ZONALE G-ERANIUMS (douhle and single). New I'rench and English varieties now
offered for the first time in this country ; flowers of distinct colors, borne freely in immense tnisies.

NEW DOUBLE IVF-LBAVED GERANIUMS.—La France, Lucie Lemoine and Renon-
cule. New colors in this novel class; flowers very large and double.

> NEW CLASS OF GERANIUMS, viz.: cross between the Ivy Leaf and Zonale varieties, new
and distinct.

NEW HELIOTROPES, LANTANAS, &C., &C. Fall trade list sent to all applicants.

tdtci2 CASCADE ROSE NURSEBY. A. K. WILLIAMS, Richmond, Md-

Washington Street Nurseries,
Dea'ers in all kinds of standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Small Fruits, Shrubs, Roses, Orna-

mental Trees, Greenhouse and Bedding Plants. Trees packed in the best order. Correspondence solicited.

3ep2 GENEVA, N. Y.

GRAPE VINES.
Also GRAPE WOOD and CUTTINGS. LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

All leading varieties in large supply. Extra Quality. True to name. Special rates to Agents, Dealers, and Nurserymen. Our
list of customers now embraces ni;arly all the leading nurserymen in the country, to whom we would refer those not acquainted with our
stock. Descriptive Catalogue and Price List Free. T. S. HUBB.'VRD, Fredonia, N. Y. augio
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Medal and Diploma awarded by the U. S. Cen
tennial Commission, 1876, to

Manufacturers of Patent Improved

AND

PITEIT PORTABLE CELLULAR HRE BOX

BASE BURNER BOILER
Greenhouses, Graperies, Conservatories, Propagating Houses, Forcing Pits, Public and Private

Buildings, Schools, Drying Eooms and Heating Water for Baths.

ALSO KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND
Expansion Tanks, Evaporating Pans, Stop Valves, Cass-iron Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Branches, Pipe
Chairs, and everything necessary, of the best material, for Greenhouse Heating.

Smith cfe Lynch's Improved Ventilating Apparatus, for opening and closing ventilating Sash,

on roof or sides of greenhouses and graperies.

Judges Report on awards, with descriptive illustrated circular containing testimonials and
reference. Also price list furnished on application to

SltfEITH <£ ZjiirNCII,

17 BO'V^KZEK. STI^BET,
febl2 BOSTON, MASS.
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INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, THE CHURCH UNION.
Centennial Grounds, Philadelphia.

The Liirjiost, Grandest, ami >Iost Complete ICxliibl-

tiuii In the WorWl.

A GRAND DISPLAY OF

Poniological Proiucis anil VegelaMes,

Will lake i.L.ce

October 3d to 5th.

Larfce Pr^'tniums offered, and special inducements to Ex-
hibitors from .(11 uarts of the country.

For Preniiiiin Lists and further inlorniation, address the Manager.

CHAS. W. GRKENE,
tocti Manager.

TAe LOCUSTPLAGUE
In the United .States : being more particularly a treatise on

The Rocky Mountain Locust, or so-called Grasshoppen
As it occurs East of the Rocky Muuntuins.

With Practical Recommendations for its Destruction.

By Chas. V. RiLBY, M. A., Ph. D ,

State Etomologist of Missouri; Chief of the U. S. Entomological

Commission ; Lecturer on Entomology in various colleges ;

Author of " Potato Pests," &c.

A book that will interest and benefit every Farmer in the land !

A book that is of special interest to the people cf the West ! A
book of great interest to scientific men I A book that every Ento-

mologist should read 1 A book that all persons may read with pro-

fit 1 A book that should be everywhere disseminated ! A book
containing 236 pages, with 45 illustrations.

Cloth, 81.15; Paper, St. 00. Sent by mail, prepaid, upon receipt

of price. Address, Rand, McNally & Co., Publisheis, Chicago,

Illinois. _^

A. F. CHATFIELD'S

EXOTIC NURSERY,
ALBANY, N. Y.

ORCHIDS.
A very choice collection of Orchid.s, princi-

pally East Indian varieties, viz : brides, Den
drobium, Phalrenopsis, Vandas. Saceolabinnis,

&c., will be .sold low for casli during Sci)tcniber

and October.
maytf.

CHINESE PRIMROSES I

Extra Strong winter blooming jilants in 4in.

pots. Per dozen, $.'>..")()
;
per KiO, $25.

J. D. MONELL, Florist,
aug3 Hudson, N.Y.

A HISTORY OF

The United States of America
BY JOSIAH W. LEEDS.

Including some important facts mostly omitted in the smaller his-

tories. Designed for general reading and for academies Brought
down to the year 1876. 468 pp , 12 mo. cloth, toned paper. Price,

^1.75. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St , Phila.

Tub National Oki.an of thosu lahokini; i'Ok thh actual

visiBLB t;NiTV or Evangblical bblibvbks.

rnblished Weekly at

No. 22 Beeknaan Street, New York.

E. B. G R A N N I S,

PllULISHKR.

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS :

Joseph T. Duryea, D. D.

Howard Crosby, D. D.

Samuel D. Burchard, D. D.

J. Hyatt Smith, D. D.
Rev. Thomas J. Melish.

Rev. Edward P. Ingersoll.

Rev. Anson G. Chester.

Smith's Bible Dictionary.
1017 pp. Finely Illustrated.

CONVBEARE & HOWSON'S

LIFE/ND EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL.
BemitifuUy Illustrated,

OVER 900 PAGES.

These volumes are the result bf the finest scholarship, the deepest
research and the most cultured piety of the present age.

They have been particularly recommended as important aids to

an understanding of Holy Scripture, by the leading divines of

Every Evangelical Denomination.

To the Pastor, Sunday -School Teacher, and every careful student of
the Bible they are indispensable.

Each of these Books sells at Ketail for $4.50.

OUB PKICES.
The paper alone, one year,

'' and either book,
" an<l both books,

.«3.50
4.60
6.00

VEEY LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Specimen Copies of the Chufch Uoion, Pfee.

CLUB BATES.
We will send the Chi;rch Union to clubs on the following terms:

Five copies, one year for - - SIO.OO
Ten copie.s, < << - . 18.0O
Twenty copies '< i< . . 34.00

No I r.;iniuras cr commissions to Clubs.

BOOKS BY MAIL POSTPAID.
Address,

B. B GRANNIS,
julyG Church Union, New York.
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P. & E. TRANSON,

NURSERIES,
ORLEANS. FRANCE,

Beg to inform their friends and customers generally that their

NE^W LIST FOR 1877 and 1878
Is now ready, and may be had on application to

Messrs. KNAUTfi, NACHOD & KUHNE,
113 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

This Catalogue contains Prices of all the FRUIT TREE STOCltS ;
an extensive list of FRUIT

TREES, New and Hardy ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, CLIMBERS, the Hardiest and Best CONI-
FERS, ROSES on their'own roots. Also, SMALL CONIFERS, DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN
ORNAMENTAL TREES, one' or two years' Seedlings, most useful for Nurserymen.

B^"" N. B.—The greatest attention given to packing. oct3

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their Construction a Specialty, Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. 1^=" Send for Catalogue. Address,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
JQnei2 irvington-on-Hudson, New York.
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100,000 I«arge Plants—Roses I

,, c',0^ .i^i*^^^k-i^ "^'y present stock of Strong Rose Plants, all propagated
"(iS?'*'- '*~i^t^ ^^^8-' '^'O"^ cuttings, and grown upon their own roots, is very large

ind complete. I offer to Nurserymen, dealers and
Planters, who want stock of good size as well as fine

varieties, strong, two-year old plants of the following classes
at very low raf^s :

Hardy Hybrid Perpetuals, Mosses, Climbers,
Tea Roses, Noisettes, Bourbons, Chinas, and their

hybrids.

Small plants of all the above at prices to correspond with the size, and as low as they can be had
elsewhere. .Send for my prices before you give your orders.

Hooker Nurseries, H E. HOOKER,
octi Rochester. N. Y. Sept. loth, 1877.

TRisiyioN^r
BOTANIC GARDENS,

Tremont, New York City.
NEW AND RARE

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, PALMS AND F£RXS.

CATALOGUES sent FKEE of CHARdE.

tmchlO

^1
^ 20OQDO(H>

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Sent free on application.

€r]FSTOCK=l^

Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States.

A. H. HXSlTirS d£ CO.^ No, CambridgCy Mass,

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

For Waitning and Ventilaiing Dwellings^ Greenhouses., Graperies., Forcing

Pits., Drying Rooms, Heating Water for Public Baths, ^c.

This Boileris perfectly self-cleaning, simple, economical f nd powerful, having more effective surface into less space than any Boiler

the market. ScoUay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, &c., to oe obtained of all Seedsmen, Florists, &c.
Send far Circular and References. nov.12

351 Adams Street, Brooklyn, New York.
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By 100, 1,000 or 10,000 Grown on New Soil, Strong
and Vigorous. ALEXANDER, AMSDEN, STEADLY,
CRAWFORD'S, OLD MIXON, and 18 other kinds at

lower rates. 10,000 BRANDYWINE RASPBER-
RIES Cheap. Nursery at Malvern, P. R. R.

taugtf

JOSIAH A. ROBERTS,
Malvern, Pa.

fiiif fiiiii
We offer in large quantities,

Apples, Crabs, Plums, Peaches

CHERRIES, and SMALL FRUITS,

Including the new and prominent sorts, at lowest

rates.

aug3 DAYTON, OHIO.

1 f^Q Bill-heads, 100 Cards, 100 Envelopes,
•*-^^^>J withlyour business printed ; the lot sent
post-paid, $1..5d. Kurtz & Bro., S. E. Cor. 5th and
Chestnut, Philadelphia, Pa. augi2

MANUAL
Por Advertisers

Acoraplete guide toadvertisers. yew Hnit^ii Ju-.ryial.—
A necessity to all whi) advertise. T.-iuisviUe CoiinueTc^nJ.
—The most complete and reliable work of the kind.
ritt»b'n-rj Gazetif. — ficnt ("ree to ;'ll who advertise.

NU/ AYER A dvert-s.ng JI'.TES BUILDING,
.VVirti-soN Mgknts, I Philadelphia!

(ii't our Esriiiiafe beiore making any advertisinfj
contr-'.cts. Onr bu'iiness is large. Facilities unsur-
passed. Prices the lowest. Terms the best-

THE AMERICAN
Steamship Company of Philadelphia. Philadelphia and Liverpool
Line. The only Trans-Atlantic line sailing under the American
Flag. Sailing every Thursday from Philadelphia, and Wednesday
from Liverpool.

THE EED STAE LINE,
Carrying the Belgian and United States Maik Sailing every
twelve days, alternately from Philadelphia and NewYork. Direct
and only

To ANTWERP.
The American and Red Star Lines heinj; undi;r one management,

E.xcursion Tickets are good to return by either, thus saving the ex-
pense and annoyance of re cros-ing the Channel.

For rates of passage and general information apply to

apltf PETER WRIGHT & SONS, Phila., Gen'l Agents.

Brighton Grape Vines !

I offer at low prices, various sizes ot Brighton Grape Vines, pro-
pagated from the original vine now growing upon my grounds,where
it has produced more than ico fine bunches this season (the fifth

year after planting). Send to head-quarters for vines and descrip-

tive circular.

Rochester, Sept. lo, 1877.

H. B. HOOKER.

Also, Weeping Ch-rries, and.i general ass'irtinent of Nursery Stock,
for sale, cheap, for cash at the Morris Nurseries.

STOCK.
THE LARGEST AND FINEST STOCK of PEARS

and PLUMS in this COUNTRY.
Also Standard Apples, Cherries and all varieties of Nursery

Stock of the finest quality at prices that will make it an object

for every nurseryman and dealer to correspond with us or call before

purchasing.

SMITH & POWELL,
SYRACUSE. N. Y.

Choice Selected Field. Flower, Tree, Grass, Herb
Vegetable and Honey Plants. Garden and Apiarian Imple-
ments and Supplies. Agricultural Books, &c. Our new Descrip-
tive Catalogue sent free.

Address carefully,

C. F. LANE'S
N-"W-Apiary and Seed Warehouse,

febi2 Koshkonong, Wis.

APRICOT AND PEAR.
My trees of the above are unusually fine— Best varieties—Prices

low. Also a full Assortment of othertrees and hardy plants.

EDWIN ALLEN,
sep3 New Burns"wick, (Nurseries,) N. J.

C. F. A. HINRICHS,
29, 31 & 33 Park I'lace, New York City.

HYACINTH AND BULB GLASSES,
DECORATED FLOWER POTS. LAVA, MAJOLICA, .^c, &c.
Vases, Iron Sections for Flower Beds. Lawn, Fish and Flower
Stands, Floating animals for Aquaria. Buttonhole Bouquet Hold-
ers. Only and Original GERMAN STUDENT LAMP for Con-
servatories Send tor prices to above address. 0Ct3

sep2 GEORGE ACHELIS, West Chester, Pa.

"^ HroR TH €'H OU S E <^

The Autumn No. of Vice's Floral Guide,
C'r^ntaining descriptions of Hyacinths. Tulips. 1 ilie". and all Bulbs

and Seeds for F:.I1 Pl.-inting in the Garden and f.rWinter Flowers in

the House—just published anci sent free to all. Address,

sep2 JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. Y.
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To the Trade I
Horticnltnral Kstablisliinont of CH. VIJYLSTCKE

j

at I.OOCIlKIsrY. n, ir <;ilKNT, ltl<:i><;iU.^I.
One ol the lar.m'st Nursvrios ,.f Ok- coiimiy. Crownetl

with the Great I'ri/.*' of Iloiiois nt the Interiiatiunal and
llniversul Kxliibition .1 Amsterdam, 12 April, 1877
Larc slock of AmiM-iciiii I'lauts, perfect shape and strength.CHOICKST l.ATKST VAKIKTIKS.

25,000 IlyUritl Kliutlodoiiilroiis, named varieties covered
will, l„„U.

15,000 Ka]mi!i Latifoliii, named varieties covered with buds.
15,000 Ilartly (;heiit and American AzaleaK, named va-

ritlies covered with buds
10,000 AzaleaR Mallis, beautiful varieties covered with buds.

e>ur C.italo>;ue will be forwarded gratis rn aoplication. It con-
t.Tins als.T price and description of ,ur CAMKLMAS, AZAL,EA
INDICA, IJUT.BOUS BKGONIAS, DUTCH FLOWER
ROOTS, &c., &c , &C. Steamers depart eviry week from Ant-
werp to the principal towns of the United States

CH. VUYLSTCKB, Horticulteur,
toct LOOCHRISTY-I.EZ-tJANl), IJELGIUM.

Rear of 428 Walnut Street, Philada.
Manufacturer of Plain and Fancy Wire-work, for Florists;
Wreaths, Crosses, Stars, Crowns, Hearts, Anchors, Birds, Lambs,
Gipsy Baskets, Hanging Baskets, Flower Stands, &c.

8€ND FOR PRICE LIST. aug6

Pres't De Graw, large plants 88 per loo
La Purite and Edwardsii lo "

siy[:iijA.x:.
Vcrj' strong plants in 4 in pots «io per 100
1 year seedlings 3-i(i " 5 •<

BOUVARDIAS, Davisonii and Elegans 510 A 812 "
Chrysanihemums. best white varieties.large clumps a;.'^ & «io "
Send for Fall Price List of Winter Blooniini Plants

SKED, PADDOCK & CO.,
seP4 Cleveland, Ohio,

TOBACCO STEMS,
For Fumigating purp'-ses. for sale in bales of about 400 lbs
free on boat or cur.s at 85 per bale, or three bales lor 812 on one
order.

augl2

STRAITON & STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

New York City.

Roses, Greeiitase&Bfiii Plaits
I offer for sale at wholesale and retail a very large and fine stock

otKoses, Bedding and Greenhouse Plants, Pajjnias, Dahlias and
other Bulbous roots, at extreme low prices. Correspondence solic-
ited.

FRANK LUDLOW,
Lessee of the Greenhouse Department of tl-e

Du Page County Nurseries,
Sept. 15th, 1877. NaperviUe, 111.

octi]

TO THJE JE^UBlYo^
Having leased for a term of years to Mr Frank Ludlow, the

Greenhoiise Dep.xrtment of the Du Page County Nurseries I take
pleasure in presenting Mr Ludlow as one eminently qualified as a
practical g.irdener and florist.
Asking a continuance of the extensive patronage heretofore en-joyed by myself.

LEWIS ELSWORTH,
Proprietor of the

Du Pag-e County Nurseries,
octi] SepL 15th, 1877. Naperville, 111.

PEARS.
\ye offer for Fall the finest lot of 2, 3 and 4 years STANDARD

PEARS in the country. A large assortment of new and stand-
ard varieties; among them .ire

40,000 BARTLETTS,
30.000 CLAPP'S FAVORITE,

25,000 FLEMISH BEAUTY,
15,000 BEAU. D'ANJOU.

10,000 SHELDON.
Also, APPLES. CHERRIES, PI.l MS, DWARF PEARS,
PEACHES, ORANGE (jUINCE, and other Nursery
Stock. Prices low

RICHARDSON & NICHOLAS,
tjuly.tf <;eneya, n. y.

FIRST CLASS APPLE TREES !

Three years old ; cheaper than ever offered. All leading varieties.

Will exchange for Pear, Cherry and Plum trees. Also, a fine

lot of No. 1 Apple Stocks, Cheap. Address,

L. KAUFFMAN,
sep2 Iowa City, Iowa.

OJ)^-* /^ f_(^NESS RELIEVED. No medicine.
^-^-^rM- * Book free. (}. .1. WOOD, Madison, Ind.

"WALTER ELDEB,
Landscape and Jobbing Gardener,

12:!1 Rodman Sireet, Philadelphia^

Attends to all branches of his business on reasonable terms.

Mmi
ForWinter Bloominu in pots. Also from open ground. Hybrid Per-
petual. Moss. Tea. China and Prairie Roses, at low prices. Send
for Wholesale Catalogue.

sep 2 WILLIAM H. MOON, Morrisville, Pa.

IN THE RIGHT
LATBTUDE

2S

ARUNDA CONSPICUA*
Strong Roots, 50 CIS. each ; J5.00 p r doz.

DAVID SAUNDERS, Whitney ville. New Haven, Conn.

J ELEGANT tJ.A.kDS, no twj alike, with name, lOJ ; or 15

fcomic Photos or Actn sses, I'C; or so Fine Scroll Cards, 20

jjstyles, no name, lOC, post-paid.
""

octi2 J. B. HusTBD, Nassau, N. Y
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N^IA FOUB.NERI
Quite a rare plant from Cochin-China, blooming the whole Season ; stands the sun per-

fectly. Adapted for House Culture, Window Gardening", or Bedding Out. Color, back of

the flower, blue ; upper portion, mauve ; sides and lip, very deep purple; centre, orange;

a beautiful combination.

Plants by mail, $i each. The following celebrated Florists have purchased plants :—W. C.Wilson,

Isaac Buchanan, James Ritchie, John Dick, W. K. Harris, and others.

R, BUIST, 67th and Woodland Ave., PHILADA.

YOUNG^dfe ELL.IOTT^S
Wholesale and Retail Catalogues of Bulbs, Florists' Goods, &c., &c., for the Cur-

rent Season, are now ready and will be sent free by mail to all who apply, at 12 Courtlandt

St., N. Y. ROMAN HYACINTHS a speciality.

W&WMG & EJLLmTW'8
HORTICULTURAL SALES ROOMS, 12 Courtlandt St., New York, William Elliott,

Auctioneer. REGULAR AUCTION SALES of Stove, Greenhouse.Winter-blooming

Plants, Dutch Bulbs, Hardy Trees, Roses, Shrubs, &c., every TUESDAY and FRI-

DAY. Detailed notices of Sales sent on application. sep2

m\
f

TULIPS, .

Crocus, Lilies

An'd all other Bulbs for planting in the

autumn ; also Bulb Glasses, Fancy F ower
Pots, Fern Cases, Rustic Work and Winter
Flowering Piants.

The Largest and Finest Assortment
in the Country.

PRICES MODERATE.
Descriptive Catalogues mailed to all applicants free.

HENRY A. DREER,
octi 714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Plants for Winter Blooming.
Per doz. Per too.

CARNATIONS, Strong from field, bushy, JJ3.00 $15.00
BOUVAROIA. " 5 in. pots, " 3.00 18.00

EUPATOKIUM, " " "
3 00 18.00

STEVIA, " " open field.very bushy 3 00 18.00

KOSES, Bon Silene, Safrano & others,

in iin. pots, bushy, .... 3.00 18.00
MILLER & HAYES,

octz Mount Airy Nurseries. Philadelphia.

SHADE TREES.
Norway Maples, 6 to 8, 8 to 10, 10 to 12 ft.

Sugar " 6 to 8, 8 to 10, 10 to 12 ft.

Silver '' 6 to 8, 8 to 10, 10 to 12 ft.

Linden, American, 6 to 8. 8 to 10 ft.

EVERGREENS.
Norway Fir, fromg in to m ft.

Palms, from 2 ft to 8 ft.

American Arborvitse, 2 't, to 6 ft.

Siberian " i}.^ ft. to 4 ft.

Irlsli Juniper, 2 ft. to 6 ft.

These trees are good and thrifty, have all been lately transplanted
and are in the best possible condition for transpl-^nting, this Fall or

next. Have a large stock and will make the prices very low for

cash. Prices given on application W P. BRINTON,
octi Christiana, Lancaster Co., Pa.

Winter Blooming Plants
BOUVARDIAS,

CARNATIONS,
ROSES,

VIOLETS, &c., &c.

PRICE LIST NOW READY.
Free to all applicants.

sepO Gerraantown, Phila., Pa.
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Climbing Burning Bush
(Euonymus radicans)

A hardy evergreen creeper, attaching itself to trees, buildings, fences,&c.,

as the evergreen ivy does in England, has long been a desideratum in

American gardens. This beautiful plant in some measure will take its

place, and everybody should have a few plants. It is a beautiful plant in a

garden as a dwarf evergreen bush, even when there is nothing de-

sirable for it to cover.

We will send ten j)lants by mail, postage free, for jjSi.oo.

THOMAS MEBHAN,

CClf Germantown Nurseries, Philadelphia, Pa.

We offer fine plants from our List comprising over 500 varie'ies of the latest and choicest Roses, grown on

their own roots and now ready for delivery.

Hy. Perp. and Teas, one year, $3.00 per doz., «18.00 per 100.
« two years, 4.00 •' 2.5.OO "

Young plants per mail, 1..50 " 10 00 "

We can also supply all the New and Best Varieties of

Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Evergreen and Deciduous.
Fire Specimen Plants—for planting in Lawns, Yards, &c.

Catai-ogues sent on rece'pt of 3Ct. postage ^tanip. octi

MILLER & HAYES, Mt. Airy Nurseries, Philadelphia.

Deep culture, heavy growth, i year, No. 1,^4 per 1000, $35 per 10,000. MAZZARD CHERRY STOCKS, 10,000, $^o. CON-
CORD GRAPE VINES, I yea.. Nu.i, #15; 2 years,$i5; 3 years. )$35 per 1000. CONNOVEH'S ASPARAGU3,2 years,

io,oco, $20. Sugar Mitple, Magnolia, Calycanthus, Chestnut, luhp, Linden and Walnut .Seedlings, &c., bedded and thrice transplanted

Evergreens Send for Price Lists.

J. JENKINS, Grape and Seedling Nursery,
octi Winona, Columbiana Co., Ohio.

THOS.J.KIYERS

mm m\m
AND

lot M\\ AppLralus

FOR HEATING

Greenhouses,

Hot-Houses,

Conservatories, &c.

"•"esLPim*

TllOMIISJ.MI[fiSUfli,

1162 Passpiit Atc,

PHILADELPHIA.

Please send for Descriptive Circu-

lar and Price List. augtf
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WASHINGTON, D. C.
The undersigned ofifers a fine stock of the fol-

lowing at low rates :

Pears. — Souvenirs du Congress, Pitmaston
Duchesse, and other new sorts, &c., a heavy
stock of fine trees.

NewPeaches: Alexander,Amsden's June,
&c., also the fine new late varieties.

Fruit Trees, of all kinds an extensive Stock,
viz.: Plums, Cherries, Apricots, Apples,
suitable to the South, &c.

Grape Vines, Stra-wberries, Raspberries,
&c., new sorts Evergreens, New Orna-
mental Trees, New Shrubs, &c.. Small
sizes, suitable for Nurserymen, as well as

large Stock in great variety.

DUTCH BULBS.
Large importations direct from the leading grow-

ers in Holland. First quality bulbs : Hyacinths,
Lilies, Tulips, Sec. New and rare Greenhouse
Plants, Winter-blooming Plants.

Pelargoniums.—A large stock of the new,
choice varieties.

New Roses.—Duchess of Edinburg, Perle
^des Jardins, &c., with an immense stock

of finest varieties grown in pots in open
ground.

New "Wisterias, New Clematis, Gerani-
ums, Primulas, &c.
Catalogues mailed to applicants.

JOHN SAUL, Washington, D. C.

A MANUAL OP

ViilTAlIil PLANfi
HOW TO GROW CABBAGE PLANTS in any

locality, in any quantity, free from FLEAS, MAG-
GOTS, and CLUB ROOT !

How to construct and manage a Fire Hot Bed at

less cost and with greater satisfaction than the
common manure bed.
How to grow all kinds of Early and Late Vege-

table Plants cheaply and surely.
Many Valuable New Ideas, based on long experience, and never

before divulged,' will be found in our NEW MANUAL OF VEGE-
TABLE PLANTS, sent to any address, for ONE DOLLAR. Cir-

cular giving table of contents, tree to postal card address.

TILLINGHAST BROTHERS,
oct3 La Plume, Luzerne Co., Pa.

GENEVA, NEW YORK,
Offer at

LOVT FFtlCES,
STANDARD and DWARF FRUIT

TREES,
GRAPE VINES and SMALL FRUITS,

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Vines.

ROSES and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
Correspondence solicited and Price Lists fur-

nished on application. sep2

(Late of the Firm of Nimmo & Scollay.)

PATENT IMPROVED HOT WATER BOILERS,

Sole Manufacturer and Principal Depot of FULLER'S PREPARED VIVUM, the COLO-
RADO POTATO BUG DESTROYER and FERTILIZER.

iO®*.Please send for Circul.-:r for explanation, etc., before you mak tup your mind to purchase elsewhere.

Sep 12
P. S.—Be sure you get me ngnt number.

335 Adams Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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It is well known to all Nurserymen and Dealers

that no tree delivers so well or gives customers so

good satisfaction, as a good, clean, bright, first-

class two year old. 1 offer for the Fall Trade :

200,000 Standard Pear Trees, 2 years

old, 4 to 5 ft. and 5 to 6 ft. high ;
very stocky

and well furnished. The largest and best stock

of its age in the State.

50,000 Dwarf Pear Trees, 2 years old
;

very strong.

50,000 Cherry Trees, 2 years old; very

stocky tine trees; on Mazzard or Mahaleb roots,

as desired.

30,000 Plum Trees, 2 years old, 4 to 5 ft.

and 5 to 6 ft. high ; very stocky ;
Lombard in

large quantity.

Also a full assortment of Apple and Peach trees.

Ornamental trees, shrubs, &c. Nurserymen and

Dealers will do well to examine this stock before

purchasing elsewhere.

Special Inducements will be given to those

buying in large quantities. Wholesale Trade List

free to all applicants, and all letters of inquiry

promptly and cheerfully answered. Address,

sep3

E. H. PRATT,
Dansville. Livingston Co., N. Y.

"ROMAN

DUTCH BULBS,

STANDARD ROSES,
PEAR SEEDS,

Immortelles in bunches, and Wreaths,

&c., &c.

For Price List, apply to,

C. EAOUX,

ALL KINDS OF

FRUIT
A N 1>

PLANTS,
For

Market or Garden.
125 varieties of Peaches, 75 varieties of Grapes, 100 varieties of

Strawberries, &c. Catalogue, 10 cts.

septf A. HANCE & SON, Red Bank, N. J.

Sass Bark.
2000 lbs. best quality. Now is the time to lay

in bark cheap for next year's budding.

H. E. HOOKER,
Rochester, N, Y., Aug. 1877.?ep2

Exlra Stroi Db Grai Caritis,
S8 OD per 100, and ED WARDSII oi same ciu.ility for ^lo oo
per 100. Also, in due time, fljwers uf the above aiul other colors

for FLORIS IS in largf quantities and on reasonable terms.

Rose Buds, Eouvardias, &C., are also offered.

THOS. P. SEAL,
octi 9th mo. 21st, 1877. Unicnville, Chester Co., Pa.

'31^S i
Extra Strong, from open Ground, $12 per 100

Strong Plants " 8 "

In 2}'^\n. pots, Spring Struck, 6 "

I
De Graw, La Purite, &.C.,

Marenta BiCOlor, fine for Ferneries,

|i2 per 100

GEO. S. WOODRUFF,
Station G, Mt. Airy, Philadelphia.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

mm\ SEEDLING and GREAT

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
Also other Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries and Concord
Grapes. Send for Circular.

WM. P. BASSETT,

sepi2 76 Park Place, New York.

5ep2

Nurseryman and Florist,
Eellevuc Ave. Nursery, Hauimonlon, N. J.

Ills ]mi[ Plaps in k Unitsd M%
By Charles V. Riley, M.A., Ph.D., State Entomologist of Missouii.

Being more particularly a treatise on the Rocky Mountain Locust
or so called Grasshopper,as it occurs east of the Rocky Mountains.
\^'\\\vfiraclical recommendations for its destruction. 236 pp.; i2mo.
cloth and 45 illustrations. Will be sent by mail, postage free, for

Si. 25, on receipt of price. Address,
CHAS. H. MAROr, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.
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TUBEROSES.
50,000 of the Finest, Largest, Southern grown Tuberoses can

be supplied at ;g2o per looo. Guarauteed largest Bulbs in the

market. Address,

tsep2 F. GOEBELS, 413 2il Street, Memphis, Tenn.

PEACH TREES.
We offer to the trade a large supply of very tine Peach

Trees ; also a large stock of splendid two and three year Apple,
Wild GooSe and other Plum Trees, Apricots, Nectarines, one and
two year Grape Vines; also other Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
Vines, Shrubs, Roses, &c.. &c. Send for price list.

THE TEBO NURSEKIES CO.,
sept2 Clinton, Henry County, Mo.

Grand Triumph in Horticulture.
Glorious results of a Useful Life ; climax almost reached:

FELTON'S NEW BERRIES, Cinderella and Conti-
nental Strawberries ; Early Prolitic and Reliance
Raspberries. The four best be.iring, best carrying, best
selling, best paying Market Berries.

Illustrated Circular and Price-list giving history and full de-
scription. Free to all. GIBSON & BENNETT,
sep3 Nurserymen and Fruit Growers, Woodbury, N. J.

^^[i lilnds ofj^^^^

Cataloauss lOcents.

AUTUMN, 1877.
SPECIAL OFFER TO THE TRADE.

Agapanthus Uinbellatus, strong, ptr doz. 8300
Ardisia Granulata, very strong, well covered with ber-

ries, per oz . . 5 00
Bauibusa Aui-ea, Dwarf, gol en striped Bamboo, verj'

strong, per doz. . . 3 00
Cyclamen persicum, goo(^flowering bulbs, per 100 15 00

' " extra strong,
" 20 00

Geranium Apiile, Seeding plants,
"

5 00
" Double Zouale.—The best set of the l.Ttest

introductions, whii-h should be propagated by every flor-

ist—Asteroid, Aug.Villamne, Ed. Leqiiin.Eng.
Boudoir,Louis Boutard, Mad Thibaut, Meteor
Flagg, Noemie, The Ghost and Wilfred.—The
set ot ten . 2 co

Lygodium Scandens, Japanese Creeping Fern, 2^in. pot,
per 100 . . .

Maiden Hair Fern, for florists' use, per 100

Pelargonium, New Double or Regal.
" Beauty of Oxtou, strong, 3in. pots, per doz.
" Captain Raikes, " " "

" Queen V^ictoria, " " "
" Prince of Novelties, ' " "

" Shaw,from our choice collection, fine plants, 100 1000
Petunias, Double, a splendid set, 12 var., per doz. i .so

Send i r Wholesale List of Plants and liulbous Roots.

HENSy A. DKEER, Seedsman and Florist,
octi No, 714 Chestnut St., Phila.

on nnn ^API^E trees—5 to is feet. Silver, Sugar
*i\jf\J\J\J and Norway; with a general stock of Fruit and

5 00
5 00

3 00

3 00

50

Ornamental Trees. Prices to suit the times
Stelton, N. J

G. W. Thompson
sep2

To Gardeners and Florists.
My Fall Catalogne of Novelties and Wholesale Trade List is now

ready, and will be mailed free to all on application. My Catalogue
contains a description of Torenia Fourneri, Geranium Jeanrie Reed
(a seedling of mine of great merit) and many other new Plants of

value. In my Wholesale Trade List 1 have quoted my stock very
low. Respectfully,

WM. K. HARRIS,
oct2 5501 Darby Road, Phila,, Pa.

DECIDUOUS TREES.
maples Sugar, Norway, Silver and Ash-leaved. ELMS.

^Ath, Linden and Poplar; 8 to 15 ft. At very low figures. Send
for Wholesale Catalogue.

WILLIAM H. MOON,
sep2 Morrisville, Pa.

BOUQUET GREEN for SALE !

We are Booking orders for Bouquet Green at present, 10 barrels and
over, $2 per barrel ; less quantity, ga 50 per barrel ; delivered to

New York and Philadelphia, $2.50 and $3 per barrel.

sep2 TOT I EN & SCHAFER, Florists, Saratoga Springs, N.Y,

"^^bTooming carnations
Large Plants, ready to flower, of White, Rose, Yellow, and Va-

riegated varieties, labeled, by mail, pre-paid: 2 for 50c.; 5 for

SI ; 13 for SS2. Extra Large Plants by ex/oess, S(3 per dozen,

8S10 per hundred.

" NEW PEARL " TUBEROSE
First Qual'tv Flowering Bulbs (tdl January) : sSl per

dozen ; «4 per 100 ; «25 per 1000. If sent by riiaii, 25c. per
doz. e.itra.

CUTTINGS OF GERANIUMS
By mail: Single Flowered or Zjnale, a fine assortment of
varieties, 50c. per doz,; Double, a choice collection of varieties,

including "New Jeivel,^' 60c. per doz : Scented, consisting of

''Lady Plymouth " and all the best varieties, 60c. per doz.

CHAS. T. STARR, Avondale, Chester Co., Pa.

EVER-BLOOIVIING ROSES
GROWN EXPRESSLY FOR WINTER USE.

All the best varieties for sale. Also Smila.x, Boiiv.irdias, and
other desirable stock. ROBERT J. SIDDAl L,
septi2 St uion G, Philadelphia.

Pres't De Graw, Edwardsii, and La Purite.

CLEIVIATIS,
p'lammula, Jackmanni, Viticella rubra grandifl^^ra, and other sorts.

Dicentra spectabilis, strong plants. Bouvardias, four sorjs. Cype-
rus alternifolius variegata, Lomaria gibba, Dracaenas, Figus elas-

tica, Roses, Violets, and many other new and rare pbnts
Apply to GEROIjD AL.TORPER,

oct« West Chester, Pa.

i
Great American, Durantl Beawty, Cumberland
Triumph, Cinderella, Continental, and all Best Straw-
berries, Early Prolific, Reliance, Brandywine, and all

Best Raspberries ; Wilson's Early and all best Blackberries
;

also Currants, Grapes, Peach Trees, &c. &c., all reliable.

and at HARD PAN prices. Send for Price List, .and oblige,

JOHN S. COLLINS,
octtf Moorestown, N.J.

Strong Plants, ijt^ per doz ; $20 per 100.

oct2 DAVID SAUNDERS, Whitneyville, New Haven. Conn.

The NEW EARLY PEACHES in dormant bud,\^7'IL-

DER, SAUNDERS ami DOWNING. One-vear old trees

of aMSDEN, ALEXANDER and BRIGGS' MAY,
EARLY BEATRICE and the LEADING OLD
VARIETIES. The yellows are unknown here. The J\EW
and LEADIN ^T VARIETIES are all grown and proved on

mv grounds. Notice,—Trees or buds for Spring use should be

ordered before January ist. Address,

octa D. S. MYER, Horticulturist, Bridgeville, Del.
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PRACTICAL HINTS
On the selection and use nf tli'-

MICROSCOPE,
Intended for beginners, by John Phin.

Editor of the Am. Journal of Microscopy. Enlarged edition.

Profusely illustrated; i8i pp., iimo, cloth : price, 75 cts. Mailed
post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT. 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

THE
Henrietta Raspft'
A new Seedling. PERFECTLY HAKDY. No protection

for five winters ; mercury 24' Delow zero t\v> seasons. Htren Rrow-
inginVirginia two yea.s. LiARGE SIZE, ENORMOUS-
LY RODUCTIVE, BERRIES 3% INCHES
around. Send for circular

G. H. & J. H. HALE,
octi .South Glaistoiibury, Conn.

3000 Engraviiijis; 1840 Pages Quarto.
10,000 Words and Mt-ani>i^s >iot in othcy Dictionaries.

FOUR PAGES COLORED PLATES
INVALUABLE IN ANY FAMILY,

^ND IN ANY SCHOOL.
More than 30,000 copies have been placed in the public schools

of the United States.

Recommended by State Superintendents of Schools in 30 difTer-

ent States
The Sale of Webster's Dictionaries is 30 times as great as the

sale of any otlur series of Dictionaries

Contains 3000 Illustrations, nearly three times as many as any
Other Dicti'iiary.

[ftS" LOOK AT the three pictures of a Ship, on page 17S1.

—

these alone illustrate the meaning of more thanlOO words and terms
far better than they can be defined in words.]

"August i,. 1877 The Dictionary used in the Government
Printing-Office, is Webster's Unabridged."

Published by G. & C. MEKKIAM, Springfield, Mass.

GREAT INDUCEMENTS.
Nurserymen and Dealers will save money by not order-

ing until you write to us for special prices. State how much you
want and the terms, and we will give you prices that will astonish

you.

HARGIS & SOMMER,
sep2 Quincy, 111.

To tlie Trade at about one-third the prices quoted by
, the leading nurseries of the country. On plum roots
and as handsome trees as you ever delivered

sep2 A. L. SMALL, Kankakee, 111.

Trees and Vines.
Apple, rear, Plum, Cherry, Peach, Quince, Orna-

mental Trees and Shrubs, Grapes, Currants, Goose-
berries, Kaspberries, Blackberries, Bulbs, Plants,
Seeds, Cuttings, &c., at Wholesale, very cheap. Write for
special lo\v prices.

HARGIS & SOMMEK,
sep2 Star Nurseries. Quincy, 111.

LONDON GARDENERS CHRONICLE
Will be furnished, post-paid, direct to subscribers in the U. S. for

$7 50 per year. Apply to

novtf CHAS. H. MAROT, Agent. 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

HSLxLT^^^i^Y Cards*
Hii' Send fur Circul.ir and conditions of insertion undir this

heading. -(it

WM. F. BASSETT,
Nurseryman, Hammonton, N. J.

wTt. bell.
Florist, Franklin, Pa.

CHAS BLACK & BRO.,
Nurseryman, Hightstown, N. J.

JOHN DICK,
Nurseryman and Florist, Philadelphia, Pa.

FARLEY, XwDERSON & CO.,
Nursery, Union Springs, N. Y.

P. H. foster;
Nurserym.iu, Habylon, N. Y.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS
Nurserymen and Florists, West Chester, Pa.

EDWIN LONSDALE,
Nurseryman, Germantown, Phila.

THOMAS MEEHAN,
Nursery and Tree Seeds, Germantown, Phila.

RTIB. PARsbiM S & GO..
Trees ami I'lauts, Flushing, N, Y.

RANDOLPH PETER S^
Nurseryman, Wilmington, Del

e; H. PRATT.
Pear Trees, Dansville, L Co.,N. Y.

. TRANSOU & CO..
Nurserymen, Humboldt, Tenn.

#1
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PEAR CULTURE FOR PROFIT.
BY P. T. QUINN.

A practical Horticulturist and author of 'Money in the Garden."
Containing practical method ofraising Pears intelligently and with

best results ; character of soil, best mode of preparing it; best varie-

ties to select under existing conditions ; best mode of planting, prun-
ing, fertilizing, grafting, and utilizing the ground before the trees come
into bearing, and finally, gathering and packing for market. Illus-

trated with practicalcuts on pruning and grafting, distance table and
orchard record. 136 pages, 12 mo, cloth. Price Ji. Sent by mail,
post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

PRESERVIKG, PICKLIIG AND CANIIING FRUIT,
By Mrs. M. E. Pbthrson.

Containing a choice collection of receipts of Preserving, Pickling,

and Canning Fruits, many of them being original from house wives
of experience. 72 pages, i6mo. Cloth. Price 50 cents. Sent by
mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila

BACK VOLUMES
OF THE

Gardener's Monthly
Can still be had in numbers, per year
Bound in neat cloth cases, including numbers,
" " Roan " "

$2 10

3 00
• • 3-15

Delivered postage free.

Or mail us your own numbers, and have them bound in cloth cases
for 90 cents. Returned to you bound postage free. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia«

OF

PRACTICAL LANDSCAPE
GARDENING

By F. R. Elliott.

Designed for City and Suburban Residences, and Country School-
Houses; containing designs fo lots and grounds, from a lot 30
by 100, to a forty acre plot. Each plan is drawn to scale,

with schedule to each, showing where each tree, shrub, &c.,
should be planted; condensed instructicms for forming and caring
for lawns; building of roads; turfing, protection, pruning and cart
of trees; making cuttings, evergreens, hedges, screens, &c. Con-
densed descriptions of all the leading trees and shrubs ; soil and po-
sition in which they should be grown. Illustrations of ground plans
elevations, trees, shrubs, winter gardening, &c. 96 pp., 8 vo. cloth

Price 81.50. Sent by mail on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A Hygroscope for 50 cents.

THE CHEMICAL HYGROSCOPE.
This indicator of atmospheric moisture is as accurate as the

costly ones. Rooms heated by furnaces or stoves are almost in-

variably so dry as to be damaging not only to health but to fur-

niture. Some people take the consequences others keep water
on the heater. The Hygroscope hhows at a glance whether the-

air is too dry or not.

Sent by mail for 50 cents. Address,

febtf CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia.

The Gardener's Monthly.
THE FOLLOWING

BACK NUMBERS
WANTED, IN

GOOD CONDITION.
April, 1860. October, 1870. August, 1874.
January, 1870. December, " December, *«

March, " January, 1873. January, 1875.
July, " January, 1874. December, "

January, 1876.

Receivable in exchange on Subscription account, or exchangeable

for other ni-mbers not in above list. S»nd numbers prepaid by
mail and advise the publisher Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut, St., Phila.

Fruit Gnwers* Hand-Book.
By F. R.Elliott, author of "Western Fruit (Jrowers' Guide,''
(one of the best posted men on the subject in the United States).
Contains the practice on all subjects connected with fruitgrow-
ing. The book is made for those who grow fruit for their own
use. Also an Appendix, containine matter relating to the se
lection and culture of Ornamental Trees, Roses, Plants, &c.
Illustrated with 45 wood-cuts, 130 pages, 16mo cloth, $1; pa-

per, 60 cts. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address C. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

THE ABBOTT

Pocket Microscope
Is an ...nstrument of great
practicnl usefulness to
Teacliers, Farmers,

]TIer<liai»ts, Me-
chanios, Pliysi-

I ciaiiM, Botaiii)»t!S,
iniiiers, and many
others. It is the best

lusliumeiil ever iiiTented fcjr e.xamiiiint; FlOW
ers, Seeds, Plants, IWinerals,
Engravings, Bank Notes, Fabrics,
Etc. By means of a cage, accompaiiying; each In-

etrument, one ciin examine all kinds of |n"
sects or Worms "live. The

EYE OF A FLY,
orother insect of like Mze, can be readily 8een.

It is simple in consuuction and easy to operate.

One of these iuterestln;? Instruments ought tO'

be in every familv. We have made arrangements
to furnish the Pocket Microscope at the

manufacturer's price, $1..50. It will be sent, post-

paid, to any reader of this Paper desiring it, on
receipt of price, or m y be had at this office.

Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY.
ROPP'S EASY CALCULATOR
Is a new publication that must prove of incalculable benefit to

Farmers, Mechanics and Business men. It is so ra/'V-'and original

as to startle the most scholarly , and yet so simj>ie a.\\ii J>raclical t.\\a.t

the most illiterate in figures can instantaneously become his own
accountant. It enables thousands to accomplish ia a minute what
they they could not learn to calculate in many months.
The first part containing an entirely new system of Tables which

shows at aglance the exact values of all kinds of Grain, Stock, Hay,
Coal,Lumber Merchandise, etc., from£7Ke'/^an£/up to a car load,^vA
for any price which the market is likely to reach ; the Interest on
any sum for any time at 6, 7, 8, and 10 p r cent. ; correct measure-
ment of all klncls of Lumber, Saw Logs, Cisterns, Tanks, Granaiies,

Bins, Wagon Beds, Corn Cribs; a Time, Wages, and many other
valuable tables.

The Second part is a/racZ/Va/ Arithmetic, and embodies a simple
mathematical principle which enables any one familiar with the fun-

damental rules to become a lightning calculator ; and by which
over /7W MiV^j of the figures and labor required by the ordinary

methods, andyVac/Zawj- with their intricacies, are entirely avoided.

The work is nicely printed on fine tinted paper, is well and ele-

gantly bound in pocket-book shape and is accompanied by a Silicate

Slade, Memorandum and Pocket for papers. It is by far the most com-
plete, comprehensive and convenient pocket manual ever published.

PRICKS: Bound in Russia Leather, Gilded, «(2.00;
Morocco, )S1.60; Fine £nglish Cloth, $1.00.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., PbiU.
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Index to Advertisements.

Advertisers art requested to have orders in hand as Eari.v as

POSSllti.K. Copy received after the 2'.Wd of each month cannot be

INSURED interlion in the next issue.

Achelis GoorRO. West rhostor. Pa H

Allen Edwin, Now Uninswick, N. J
AltorrerGcrold. West Clieitpr, Pa 15
Ayer N. W. A Son, T liilad-'Iphia 9
Basset! Wni. F. Hannnouton, N. J 14
Bayersdorfer M. M. A Co., Philadelphin 4

Brinton W P . Lancaster Co., Pa 11

Buist R , ri)ilad.>lphia 11

Bush J.S.. New y>.rk city 8

Collins, John S., Moorestown, N. J 15
Cliatfield, A F., Albani. X. Y fi

DIngee A Couard ("o , west Grove, Pa 2
DreerllinrvA . Pliila 11,15
Elder Walter, riiiladelpliia 10
Elsworth Lewis. Naperville, 111 10
Olbson A Bennett. Wondburry, N.J.. 15
Goebels F , Meniidiis.Tenn.. .'

15
Grannis, E. B.. New York
Hale G. H A .T. H , South Glastonbury, Conn IG
HanceA. & Son, Red Bank. N.J 14. 15
Harris Wm K . Pbila 15
Ilarftis A Sonimcr, Quincy, 111 16
Henderson Peter i Co., New York 1

Hews A. H. it Co., No. CanibridRe, Mass 8
Heikes Nurseries Co . Dayton, Ohio 9
Hinrichs C. F. A., New York city 9
Hitcliinjts & Co.. New York citv..'. 3
Hoo "er H. E , Rochester, N. V. 8, 9, 14
Hubbard T. S., Fredouia, N. Y _ 4
HustedJ. B., Nassau. N.y 10
International Exhibition, Phila 6
Jenkins J., Winona. Columbiana Co., 12
KauH'nian L . Iowa City, Towa 10
Knautb, Nachod <% Kuhiie Me.ssrs., New York city 7

Kurtz & Bro., Philadelphia. Pa 9
Lane C. F..Koshkonong, Wis 9
Landreth David & Sons., Philadelphia Fly-leaf
Lonsdale Edwin, Gertnantown, Phila .'... 11
I.K)rd's Horticultural Works, Irvington, New York 7
Lynex Richard, Philadelphia 10
Ludlow Frank, >apfrville, III 10
Marot Chas. H., Phila 6, 14, 16, 17, Fly-leaf
Meehan Thomas, Germantown. Philadelphia 12
Merriam G. & CSpringfild, Mass 10
Miller & Hayes, Mt. Airy Nurseries, Phila 11, 12
Monell J D., Hudson. N. Y fi

Moon. Wm. H.. Morrisville, Pa 10, 15, 15
Mvers Thomas J., Philadelphia 12
Myer D S.. Bridgeville. Del 15
Nimmo Alexander. Brooklyn, New York 13
Nurserymen's Cards 10
Parsois S. B. & Sons, Flushing, New York cover
Parsons, R. B. & Co.. Flushing, N. Y IS
Pratt E H.,Darsvine. N. Y 14
Rand, McNally & Co.. Chicago, 111 G
Raoux C, New York 14
Richardson & Nicholas. Geneva. N. Y 10
Roberts Josiah A., Malvern. Pa 9

Roe R. P., Cornwal -on-Hudson. N. Y 18
Rolker A. & .Sons, New York city , ...Fly-leaf

Saul John, AVashington. D. C 13

Saunners David, New Haven. Conn 10, 15

Scollay John A.. Brooklyn. N. Y S

Seal Thos. F . Chester Co., Pa 14

Selover & Willard. Geneva, N. Y 4

Siddall Robert J, Philadelphia 15

Sked. Paddocl & Co., Cleveland. O 10
Small A L., Kankakee, 111 16

Smith & Lynch, Boston, Mass 5
Smith <t Powell. Svracuse. X' Y 9

Smith W. & T., Geneva, N. Y 13
Starr Chas. T., Chester Co., Pa 15

Straiton & Storm, New York city 10

The Tebo Nurseries Co., Clinton, Mo 15

Thompson G. W.. Stelton.N J 15

Thorburn J M. & Co., New York cover
Tillinxhast Bros

,
Luzerne Co., Pa 13

Totten A Schafer, Saratoga Springs, NY 15

Transon P. A E., Orleans, France 7

Vick James, Rorhester, N. Y 9

Vuvlstcke Ch , Loochristy-les-Gand, Belgium 10

Williams A. K., Richmoiid, Ind 4

Wood G. J , Madison, Ind 10
Woodruff Geo. S., Mt Airy. Phila 14

Wri<Tht Peter <t Sons, Philadelphia 9

You iig & Elliott, New York 11

CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS
Our stock of tliesc is this year in uiuisimlly fine condition. 'llic

I Camellias arc well fiirnislieil with Flower buds, and arc in excellent

health 'i he Chinese Aza'easare also of very superior quality, and
under our treatment produce flowers ol unusually large size.

We have the best new sorts and can offer plants from 25 cts. up-
wards. Evergreens can now be safelv moved, as well as Ghent
Azale-»s and Rhododendrons. Our plants of these are always of fine

quality. We invil- the attention of

NURSERYMEN and DEALERS
Toour general stock, Ijolli l)cci<luous .uid Kverjirccn, which is

very large and complete. Our Roses on their own roots, both t

and 2 years, are in very fine condition, and at low rates.

Our Office and Greenhouses being at thelocation once occupied by
the old house of Parsons & Co

,
(now dissolved), of which the head

of this firm was a member, visitors will find it quite accessible

from cither the Bridge or Main St. Railroad Stations. For Cata-
logues, address,

R. B. PARSONS Sl CO.,
Bowne Ave.,

Febi2 P. O. Box, 99. Flushing, N. Y.

Strawberry Plants,
Thirty odd varieties.

RASPBERRY PLANTS.
Fourteen varieties.

Currant, Gooseberrj' and Blackberry plants for saleby E. P. ROE,
author of " Manual on the Culture of Small Fruits," "Play and
Profit in My Garden," &c. Send for a Circular.

E. P. ROE,
febtf Cornivall-on-Hudsoi», Orange Co., N. T.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

A position as Head Gardener or Superintendent of some Ceme-
tery or large country pbce by a man thoroughly acquainted

with all branches of horticulture, both in-doors and out. Can take

whale direction of an estate, lay out and superintend work ; is ac-

customed to the charge of men and willing to work himself Or. as

partner in some well-established Nursery, Horticultural or Floral

Business of any department, of which would take entire charge.

Highest references given. Address, HORTICULTURIST, care of

Geo. Such, Esq , South Amboy, N.J. augtf

W.VNTED.

—

.\ situ:ition by a single man 28 years of age : thor-

oughly competent in the management of a commercial or pri-

vate establishment ; the propagating and growing of all kinds of

plants, fruits and vegetables, forcing, &c. Reasonable wages ac-

cepted ; most satisfactory references given. Address, A. G B,,

Gardener's Monthly Office, 814 Chestnut -St., Phila.

TO Florists and Nurserymen.—A man of first-class ability as

Propagator of soft or hard-wooded plants, and grower of

stove and greenhouse pi mts wants an engagement. Is thoroughly

versed in the general routine and management of a florist's es-

tablishment ; has been accustomed to grow plants and cut flowers

for the New York market ; can grow Orchids if required. Refer-

ences from present and former employers. Address, A. B., Fair

View, Bergen Co., N. J.

WANTED.—By a young, unmarried man, a situation in a com-
mercial or private greenhouse or botanic garden; is a thor-

ough, practical , and scientific florist ; not afraid of work ; unexcep-

tionable reference. Address, Horticulturist, Lock box 123, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. oct2

BY an Englishman.~a situation as gardener ; married, without

family ; age 40 ; thoroughly competent in every department of

his business ; 25 years experience in England and America. Good
reference can be given. Address, X. Y., Post Office, CheUnut Hill,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED.

—

K situation as Gardener, by the undersigned, mar-
rie '. no children, who thoroughly understands the manage-

ment of Greenhouses, Propagating and Kitchen Garden. Best of

references. PETER K AMP, 1205 North 26th St., Phila.

BY a Scotch Gardener, single; has had long experience in Europe
and this country'; is well up in cultivation of Greenhouse apd

Hot-house Plants, Graperies, Fruits and Vegetable Gardening ; can
give best reference from last situation of nine years' duration; would
prefer a private place. SAMUEL BAIRD, Ithaca, Tompkins Co.,

N. Y.

FIR3T-CL.\SS Gardener and Florist, competent in the manage-
ment of any Florist's place ; will give g' od recommendations;

single; wishes a situation as propagator and general manager. Ad-
dress, F., Gardener, 927 Sartain St ,

Phila.



RUEAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (and any others in the market not on this ihq ^11

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., "^hilada.

Allen's, R. L., Diseases of Domestic Animal? 81 CO
Allen's, L. F , Rural Architecture 1 GO
Allen's, L. F, American Cattle 2 50
Allen's, R. L. & L. F. New American Faim Book 2 50
American Architect 7 00
American Bird Fancier, (Brown's; 30

American Farmer's Encyclopedia 6 00
American Weeds and Useful Plants 1 75
Apple Culturist, S E.Todd 1 50
Art of Saw Filing 75

Ai-chitecture, Modern American, Cummings & Miller 10 00
•• Principles and Practice of, By Loring & Jenning 12 00

Baker's Fruit Culture 4 00

Rassett rn Cranberry Culture 30

Barry's Fruit Garden 2 50
Ball's Carpentry made easy 5 00
Bemcnt's Poulterer's C mpanion 2 00

Bcmenl's Rabbit Fancier 30

Beet Root Sugar 1 50
Bicknell's Village Builder, 77 plates 12 00
Bommer's Method of Matins; Manures 25

Boussinganlt's, J. B., Bi ra! Economy 1 60

Browne's Trees of Amcri. a 6 00
Breck's New Book of r'lowv 1 s 1 75

Bridgeman's American (!ardcner's Assistant 2 50
Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual 1 00
Bridgeman's Kitchen Gardener's Instructor 1 00
Buisi's, Robert. Am. Flower Garden Directory 1 50
Buist's, Robert, Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Burr's Field and Garden Vegetables of America 5 00
Carpenter and Joiner (R.Riddell) 7 00
Carpenterand Joiner's Hand Book, (Holly) 75
Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide 75

Chfmistry of the Farm, (Nichols) 1 25
Cleveland's Villas and Cottages 4 00
Cobbett's American Gardener .•. 75
Cole's, S. W., American Fruit Book 75
Cole's American Veterinarian 75
Cooper's Rural Hours 2 00
Cop^land's Country Life 5 00
Dadd's, Geo. H., American Cattle Doctor 1 50
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1 50
Dana's, Samuel H., Muck Manual 1 25
Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, (2 vols) 6 00
Darwin's I nsectiverous Plants 7 00
DeVoe's Market Assistant 2 50
Downing s, A. J., Landscape Gardening .-. 6 50
Downing's Cottage Residences 3 00
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, 5 00
Downing's Rural Essa^ s ... 3 50
Dowuing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden 2 00
DuBreuil's Vineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden) 2 00
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Cranberry. 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Elliott s Landscape Gardening, \ 50
Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees 1 50
ii^Uioii's fruit Growers Hana Hook, paper, 60 cents, cloih 1 Oo
Farm Talk, rBrackett) 1 00
Farming for Boys 1 50
Field's, Thomas W., PearCulture 1 25
Five Acres too Much, (illnstrati d) 1 50
Flagg's European ^Vineyards 1 .")0

Flax Culture .. : ,5)

Flint, Chas. L . on Grasses 2 50
Flint's Milch Cows 2 50
Fowlfr's Hom^s for All 1 50
Frink Forester's Fish and Fishing, 8 vo. 100 engravings.. 3 50
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen, 8 vo 3 00
French's Farm Drainage • 1 50
Fuller's Grape Culturist 1 50
Fuller's Small Fruit Culture 1 5o
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist 1 50
Fulton on Peach Culture. ..^ 1 50
Gentry's Lile Histories of Birds, Ist vol 2. 00
Gray's How Plants Grow X 25
Gray's Manual of Botany '.

2 25
Gray's Manual, Botany and Lessons, in one vol..... 4 00
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 2 50
Green on Trout Culture 1 oo
Gregory on Squashes, paper 30
Guernon on Milch Cows 75
Guide to Fortune 1 oO
Harazthy's Grape Culture and Wine Making 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. S4 ; col. eng's.. 6 50
Harris on the Pig 1 50
Hatfield's American House Carpenter 3 50
Henderson's Practical Floriculture 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Profit 1 50
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75
Hoopes on Evergreens 3 oo
Hooper's Dog and Gun, paper 30 cents, cloth 60
Hop-culture 40
How to Buy a Farm, and Where to Find One 1 75

How to Manage a Building Association
How to Pa'ni
Hunter and Trapper
Hussman's Grapes and Wines
Jacquts' Manual of the House
Ja( ques' Manuel of theGarden
Jennings' Cattle Doctor
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poulry
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary
Johnson's How Crops Feed
Johnson's How Crops Grow
Johnson's Peat and its uses
Johnston's Elements of Ag. Chemistry and Geology
Johnston's, J. S. W., Agricultural Chemistry
Kemp's Landscape Gardening
Klippart's Farm Drainage
Langstrolh, Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee
Leuchars' How to Build Hot-houses
Leibig's, Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry
Louden's Encylopaedia of Plants
Lyman's Cotton-culture
McMahon's American Gardener
Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmers
Mechanics' Companion (Nicholson)
Meehan's Ornamental "Trees

Mileson the Horse's Foot
Miner's, T.B., Bee-keeper's Manual
Mohron the Grape-vine
Money in the Garden
My Vineyard at Lakfview ;

My Farm of Edgewood
My Ten-rod Farm .-.

North American Sylva, 5 vols., 156 col; plates, in 30 parts,
" " unbound
' '• Half Turkey Antique, gut

full " •'

Nichol's Chemistry of the Farm and Sea
Norton's, J( hn P.,' Elements of Scientific Agriculture
Norris' Fish-cnlluro
Onion-culture
Our Farm of Four Acres
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects cloth
Paul's Book ot Roses r.

Paul's Rose Garden
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary
Pardee on Strawberry-culture
Parkman's Book of Roses
Parsons, Samuel B., on the Rose
Peat and its Uses
Pear-culture, Field'^

Pedder's, James, Farmer's Land-measurer
Percheron Horse
Peterson's Preserving, Pickling and Canning Flrmt
Phin's Open-air Grape Culture, and Wine Making
Quiun's Pear-culture for Profit
Quinby's ^[rsteries of Bee-keeping Explained
Randall's Sheep Husbandry
Randall's Fine Wool Sheep" Husbandry
Rand's Bulbs
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden
Rand's Popular Flowers and how to Cultivate them
Rand's Garden Flowers
Rand's Orchid Culture
Rand's Rhododendrons _

Ropp's Commercial Calculator, cloth 81, Morocco Tuck
Rose Culturist papT
Robbins', R , Produce and Ready Reckoner
Saunders' Domestic Poultry, paper 40 clo h
Saxton's Hand Books, in four scries, each
."chenck's Gardener's Text-book
Scribner's Ready Reckoner and Log-book
Sirong's Cultivation of the Gcape
Ten Acres Enough
Thomas,.!. J., Farm Implements
Thomas, J. J., Fruitrculturist ; old ed., $3 00; new edition,
Ville's Chemical Manures
Warder's American Pomology

" Hedges and Evergreens
Waring's Drainage for Profit and Health

" Elements of Agriculture
" Earth Closets '.

Webster's Dictionary, Unabridged
Well's Every Man his own Lawyer
Williams, B. S., on Stove & Greenhouse Plants, 2 vols., lll'd
Williams, B. S., on Select Ferns and Lycopods
Williams, B. S., Orchid Grower's Manual
Window Gardening
White's Gardening for the South

" Cranberry Culture
Wood's Class Book of Botany
Workingman's Way to Wealth
Wright's Practical Poultry Keeper
Youatt on the Horse
Youman's Household Science....-

$2 00
1 00
1 00
1 50
1 £0
1 75
1 75
1 75
1 75
3 50
2 00
2 00

'

1 25
1 50
1 75:
2 60.
1 75:
2 00'
1 50!
75;

20 00'

1 60,
2 25-

90
3 00

76;
76'

1 25
1 00
1 60
1 25
1 76

50

60 00
70 OC
75 00
1 25
75

1 76
20

1 25
6 00
60

3 00
15 00

75
1 50
1 50
1 25
1 26
60

1 00
50

1 50
1 00
1 50
1 50
1 on
1 50
3 OA

..1 -25

2 50
3 5'»

1 50
2 00
30
75

75
1 50
75

;3n
%00
1 50
1 50
a 7.i

1 25
3 00
1 50
1 50
1 00
50

12 0»
2 00
5 00
2 60
269
1 60
2 00
1 25
3 50
75

2 00
1 75
2 00



mtm
By pl.iiuing in (lie Fall your trees will hccome better established nntl you will save lime.

r, &» PAWiSQ^YS &
OF THK

Eissena Nurseries, Flushing, N. Y.,
Offer a vrry l;.rre an^^ rrre variety of OKNAMENTAL TPEE8 mpH SHRITBS, FRUIT TREES, and UEIHiE PLANTS
at VERT l.OW I'KICKS, suited to ilie units. Rll<)Ut»DENI)RONS, beautiful I oih in tolii.ve and flower. GHENT AZA-LEAS Mid >1A<1M)L1AS. in vcy large varif IV i .i" i e 'uuiibheii in yuod grafted f.laiits at SI.50 each.
ROSES CHINESE A/ALEAS, pur" CAMELLIAS are offered in larce quantity and variety, and of very thrifty growth
Well known hardy iJEClIiLOLS TREES can be luinishcd at 60 to 76 cents each.

The following beautiful and rarely seen varieties of DECIDU- I Variegated leaved Althea
OCS TREES, Rraftt-d plants, can be furnished of good sizes at Spiraei arisefolia.

one Uullar and a half each
Purple Beech.
Weeping do.
Cut-leaved do.
Purple Birch.

'Weeping do.

Cut-!eaved do.
Scarlet Horsechestnut.
American Weeping Willow
Kilmarnock do
Purple Hazel.
Japan Judas Tree.

Eagle Claw Maple.
Schwedlcr's Purple do.
Purple Oak.
Variegated do.

Pyramidal do.
Chinese Cypress.
American Weeping do.
Silver Linden.
New Yellow-barked do.
Purple Elm.
Pyramidal do.

opulifolia aurea.
New Japan Snowball
Wt'ige'a Lavallii.

Cut-leaved Sumac.
Siuartia pentagynia.
Lilac Emudii.
" Josikca.

Rhodotypiis kerrioidcs.

The following good HEUGE PLANTS are offered at the low
rate of ten d. 'liars per 100 :

Evergreen Thorn. Japan Quince.
~ "

"
VitaeCalifornia Privet. Arbor

And youn^ shrubs in variety

Well known hardy DECIDUOUS SHRUBS can be furnished
at 35 cents each.

The following more rare and beautiful varieties can be furnished
at 50 cents each :

Purple Berberry.
Daphne cneorum.
Eleagnus Japan Silver-leaved.
Exochorda grandiflora.

Hydrangea, oak-leaved.
"

paniculata.
Dwarf Horse Chestnut.
Double Chinese Plum.

For the new JAPANESE PLANTS, some of which are not
grown elsewhere, either in this country or in Europe, see the Cata
l^ue^

1 he JAPANESE DWAKF 3IAPLES, beautiful for their
richly colored foliage and lace-hke leaves, can be furnished at

SI.50 to S5 each^

CATALOGUES sent FREE, and all articles delivered/r-w
to any putjiic conveyance in Kew York City

FLUSHING is one hour from New York Citv, and carr'apes at

the Flushing depot will take visitors to the KI8SENA NURSE-
RIES, free of cha ge.

TO FLORISTS
AND

SEED DEALERS,
We ofifer the following very finest quality imported Bulbs—NET CASH :

ROMAN HYACINTHS,
$6.00 per 100

; $50.00 per 1000.

LILIUM CANDIDUM,
$5 50 per 100 ; $45.00 per 1000.

LILIUM LONGIFLORUM,
$5.50 per 100

; $45.00 per 1000.

Our new Descriptive Priced Catalogue of Bulbs is now ready for mailing, free to applicants.

J. M. THORBURN & CO..
sep 15 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.
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The Gardener's Monthly
AND HORTICULTURIST.

EDITED BY THOMAS MEEHAN,

Assisted by an able Corps of AMERICAN aud FOUEIGN CORRESPONDENTS.

It is published on the first of every month, at the office, No. 814 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA-

DELPHIA, where all Business coinmunications should be addressed.

Communications for the Editor should be addressed: Thomas Mp:EnAN, Germantown, Philada.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Fostage paid, $2.10.

TERMS OF



MW&WBT BSlMEM # &§MB,

»1¥ SfBill

»

NEW YORK,

SEEDS, BULBS,
And Florists' Supplies.

FALL CATALOGUE of Bouquet Papers, Grasses, Moss, Immortelles, Baskets, Wire De-
signs, Foil, &c., &c., will be mailed free on application ; contains all the latest Novelties in this

line.

Our special BULB CATALOGUE, containing a full line of Fall Bulbs, will be mailed free on
application.

Our SEED CATALOGUE, containing a full line of FLOWER and VEGETABLE
SEEDS, will be issued in December next, and mailed free on application.

Is called to our fine Stock of Imported Lily of the Valley pips and clumps, Lilium longiflo-
rum, lancifolium, roseum, rubrum and monstrosum album, Spirea japonica,
(Astilba) clumps, Narcissus, paper white, &c.

HYACINTH VASES,
The moat elegant room decoration for the Winter. One

bulb will grow upwards into the air, the other bulb

downwards into the water and bloom in the water (as

shown in adjoining cut), giving a grand efl'ect.

Price, including two suitable bulbs,

$3.00 PER VASE-PACKING INCLUDED.

Full directions how to grow will be furnished with

each Vase.

Address,

P. O. Box 899, NEW YORE.



Cabbage Seed ! Cabbage Seed !

!

FOR AUTUMN SOWING.
The Landreths' offer several sorts of Cabbage Seed for Autumn sowing which are worthy of

attention.

MARKET GARDENERS and owners of family gardens, who will send their address plainlv
written on a postal card, shall have in return, without charge, ai^ abridged treatise on the CABBAGE
FAMILY, recently published by the subscribers.

mchi2 DAVID LANDRETH & SONS, 21 and 23 S. Sixth St., Phila.

FRUIT AND BREAD.
A Nataral and Scientific Diet.

BY CISTAV SCHLICKKYSBN.

Translated from the German by M. L. Holbrook, M.D. In-
tended to show what is the natural food of man ; to lead him to be-
come a living child of nature ; to simplify and beautify his manner
ofliving , to emancipate women from the drudgery of the kitchen

;

to lead to increased use of fniit ; to diminish the use of flesh, and
where possible, to do away with its use altogether ; to improve the
health and add to the enjoyments and value of life. Cloth, 250
pages; i2mo. illustrated. Price, Ji.00. Sent by mail post-paid on
receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

How to Eaise Fruits.
By Thomas Gkf.gg.

A Hand-book of Fruit Culture, being a Guide to the proper Culti-
vation and Management of Fruit Trees, and of Grapes and Small
Fruits. 184 pages. i2mo, cloth, fully illustrated. Price ^i.00.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

NURSERYMAN'S

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE.
By Wm. Paul, F.R.H.S.

I

The rationale of Rose cultivation in a nut-shell. Intended to

place within a small compass all that is necessary for the successful

cultivation of the " Queen of Flowers." 83 pages, i2mo, paper-
boards. Price, 60 cents. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of
price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CHOICE STOV[ m GREEIHOUSE PUNTS
By Benj. S. "Williams, F. R. H. S.

With descriptions of upwards of eleven hundred species and
varieties. Instructions for their cultivation and mod of mauagc-
ment. Illustrated with colored frontispiece and numerous
splendid illustrations. 686 pages, 2 vols., 12mo, cloth. Price
85.00. Seat by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut tit., Phila,

DIRECTORY
of 1877.

A reference book of the Nurserymen, Florists, Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, &c., for the United States. Alphabetically arranged by
States and Post Offices. 310 pages, 8vo. Price Jio.oo Mailed,
post-paid, on receipt of price.

ORCHID GROWER'S MANUAL.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Containing brief descriptions of over 800 species and varieties,

with notices of times of flowering, approved modes of treatment

and practical instructions on general culture. Remarks on heat,

moisture, soil, seasons o( growth and rest suited to the several species.

Enlarged edition with illustrations. 300 pages, i2mo, cloth. Price,

I2.5O. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Address. CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.
Bv Gbo. W. Johnson, Editor of " Cottage Gardener."

Describing the Plants, Fruits and Vegetables desirable for the

Garden, and explaining the terms and operations employed in

their cultivation. New Edition, with a supplement, including the

new plants and varieties. 910 pages, i2mo, cloth, fine print. Price,

^3.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
S14 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

SELECT FERNS AND LYCOPODS.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Comprising descriptions of 950 choice species and varieties, Brit-

ish and Exotic, with directions for their management in the Tropical,

Temperate and Hardy Fernery, with numerous beautiful full-page

illustrations. 353 pages, i2mo, cloth. Price, j(2.50. Sent by mail

post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GARDENING FOR PLEASURE.
BY PETER HENDERSON.

A guide to the A.mateur in the

FRUIT, VEGETABLE and FLOWER GARDEN.
With full directions for the

Greenhouse, Conservatory and 'Window-Garden.
Illustrated, 2.50 Pages, 12ni(), cloth. Price Sl.50. Sent by

mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ROSE GARDEN.
By "Wm. Paul, F. R. H. S.

Embracing History of the Rose ; formation of Rosarium ; detail-
j

ed account of practice for successful cultivation ; arrangement in
|

natural groups of most esteemed varieties, English and Foreign, i

In the most eminent Gardens ; with full description and remarks

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
BY PHTER HENDERSON.

A Guide to the successful cultivation of the

MARKET AND FAMILY GARDEN.
cloth.^L.°j'^RLar« T^^'fl'^

"""p*
v!-«-?in°'*'Q''"f i!''''*nn'*'^'; ^"^^ ' New and enlarged edition. Illustrated. 276 Pages, 12mo,

pages, Royal 8vo, cloth. Price 83.00. Sent by mail post-paid
, tj,;„„ o, rn o^„t v . „„:i „» sa , -^t ,r _: „

on receipt ofpric4. Address CHA.S. 11 MAROT, Price, 81.50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

814 Chestnut St., Phila.
|

Address CHAS. H. MAEOT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

t^" SEE FIRST PAGE. PACING COVER



THE HOB TIGULTUBAL ADVEBTISER.

If 70U wish to grow Vegetables for sale*

read

Gardening for Profit!
If you wish to become a Commercial Florist,

read

Practical Floriculture!
If you wish to Garden for Amusement or

for Home Use only, read

Gardening for Pleasure!
ALL BT

Peter Henderson.
Price $1.50 each, jtost-paid, by mail.

•

Our Combined Catalogue for 1876, of

EVERYTHING
FOR THE

GARDEN!
Sent Free to all Applicants.

Our large Illn?trated Catalogues of Seedi
and Plants, numbering 175 patres, and con-
taining 2 colored plates, sent witiiout charge
to purchasers of any of the above three
books. Sent to all others on receiptof 50
cents.

35 Cortlandt Street,

NEW YORK.

^^0^'^^lh^tL
ypiciALLisTor PLANTS BULBS &c for

SPECIAL LIST; OF SEEDS ROOTS &C. FOR

SPECIAL LiSTOF VEGETABLE andFLOWER SEEDS FOR

SEiai|tL£RS

JJ CoMant/tSt

A HISTOKY OF

The United States of America
BY JOSIAH W. LEEDS.

Including some important facts mostly omitted in the smaller his-
tories. Designed for general reading and for academies Brought
down t« the year 1876 468 pp , 12 mj. cloth, toned paper. Price,

^1.75. Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 8i^ Chestnut St., Phils

The Locust \\m\ in tlie \ii\i States.

By Charles V. Riley, MA., Ph.D., State Entomologiilof Missouii

Being more particularly a treatise on the Rocky Mountain Locust
or so called Grasshopper,as it occurs east of the Rocky Mountains.
'^\\!tipr».cltca' recommendations for its destruction 236 pp ; i2mo.
cloth and 45 illustrations. Will be sent by mail, postage free, for

J1.25, on receiot of price. Address,
CHAS. H. MARC T, 814 Chestnut St.Phila.

By K. V. ROK,
("Tl=e chapter on picking and marketing is eminently practical

and sensible."

—

American Agriculturist ")

How to raise and market Strawberries, Raspberries, Currants,
Gooseberries, Blackberries, &c. 82 pages, 8 vo., paper, price 50
cents. Mailed post paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., PhUa.

PRACTICAL HINTS
Ou the selection and use of the

MICROSCOPE,
Intended for beginner.^, by John Phin,

Editor of the Am. Journal of Microscopy. Enlarged edition.
Profusely illustrated ; 181 pp., ijmo, cloth

; price, 75 cts. Mailed
post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H . MAROT. 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

By Mail on Receipt of Price.

Speak Quickly if you Want Them.
Thomas J. J , Farm Implements

' American Fruit Culturist
Planters' Guide
Donaldson's Manures, Grass and Farming
Downing's Rural Essays

I'
Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, i copy at

Downlng'sLa dscape Gardening, J4 Turkey at
Woodward's Graperies
Christy's Chemistry of Agriculture
Anderson's Agricultural Chemistry
Liebeg's " "

Beet Culture and Beet Sugar, by Childs
French's Fa-m Urain.igc
Beecher's H VV., Fruit, Flowers and Farming
Chorlton's Grape Growers' Guide, i copy at

Landrelh's Johnson's Dictionary-
Henderson's Gardening for Profit

I

Fisher on the Vine and Wine Making
]

Leuchars on H jt Houses
! Lurbatz's Vine Dresser's Guide
Buist's Ro-c Culturist

' Wood's Class-book of Botany
i

" Object Lessons in Botany
Gray's How Plants Grow

I
Farmer.^' Encyclopaidia, one copy at

Marazathy's Grape Culture and Wine Makine
Mead's " " '• " • '
Burr's Field and Garden Vegttables of America

Address, CHAS H MaROT, Gardener s Monthly

$1 00
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ROSES
ROSES FROM OPEN GROUND—SPECIAL NOTICE FOR PALL.

We have a fine stock of Devoniensis —Agrippina, Safrano, James Sprunt, Malmaison, Mad.
Alai-o'otthi Theresa Soth, Regalis, Is. Sprunt, Brabant, and many other best sorts—STRONG
PLANTS FROM OPEN GROUND, which can be furnished WHEN DESIRED,—at same price as

the Pot Roses named below.

FLORISTS find it a GREAT ADVANTAGE to be ABLE to RE-
PLENISH their Rose Stock at ANY TIME THAT SUITS BEST. We
SHIP ROSES THE YEAR ROUND, and always guarantee SAFE
CARRIAGE. The excellent QUALITY of our Goods and our LIBE-
RAL and SATISFACTORY way of DOING BUSINESS-are fast con-
vincing the TRADE—that it PAYS better to BUY ROSES of US than
to GROW THEM, PARTICULARLY where HOUSE ROOM IS
SCARCE, and GLASS needed for OTHER PURPOSES.
Having found by experience that Roses of the size usually grown in 3-in pots

give best satisfaction to Florists, we confine ourselves to this size only, and offer

no other. Our plants being grov/n in ordinary soil without manure, are sure to

start vigorously and require no petting. Having an abundance of strong working
Roots they can be shaken out for packing with entire safety. Our Roses now
ready for the Fall Trade, are EXTRA STRONG and PERFECTLY HEALTHY,
they cannot fail to give more than usual satisfaction to purchasers. Our as-

sortment,—particularly of Monthly or B v er-blooming Roses is full and unbroken,
and includes the

FINEST SORTS FOR FLORISTS' USE.
Tt is reasonable we should EXCEL IN ROSES, liemuse we devote EXCLUSIVE

ATTENTION TO ROSES ONLY—running FORTY HOUSES ON ROSES ALONE.
It follows that we can offer Purchasers unusual inducements, ^^'e aiin_ to grow the

most desirable sorts in such large quantities, that we can generally give Florists

their choice of varieties at prices named.

B Y EXPRESS

:

$7.00 per 100; 60.00 per 1000.
BY MAIL :

$7.40 per 100; $63.00 per 1000.
We pack light—Without Charge—and GUARANTEE Safe Carriage.

Terms :

—

Canh ivith the order. Remit by bank draft, postal order on West Grove P. 0., Pa.,

or by registered letter.

Send for Descriptive Price ListK.free. Address,

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.,

juiyi2 WEST GROVE, CHESTER CO., PA.



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISER.

n

(^

HITCHINGS & CO.,

No, 233 Mercer Street,/^
Between Bleecker and West 3d Streets,

NEW YORK.
OfFer their very L»rge Stocli of

Gm-iiisB HeatiBi Aparams,

At prices lower than at any time

within the past thirty years.

Patent Corrugated Fire Box Boilers

Conical Boilers,

Saddle Boilers and

Base Burning Water Heaters;

Heating Pipes and Pipe Fittings

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND SIZE.

SASH-LIFTINOAPPARATUS
OF MOST APPROVED FORMS.

Send 6 cents postage for Catalogue, Reference*

and List of Prices.

L^^J



THE HORTICULTURAL ADVERTISER.

M. M. BAYERSDORFER & CO.
56 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Wo be- to call the attention of the WHOLESALE and RETAIL TRADE
1 II FLORISTS' GOODS to our well assorted stock for the Fall season :

BOUQUET PAPERS Jtaliens),
I'lain White Edy;es, Gold and Silver Edges, Pasted Cartons, White Satin for

Bridal Bouquets, Fancy Lace Papers for Weddings, Receptions and Parties.

IMMORTELLES.
(Original bunches, selected by one of our firm.]

and all colors.

White

DRIED GRASSES AND FLOWERS,
In <;rent varieties and styles; very suitable for ornamental purposes.

BASKETS,
Brown varnished Willow Baskets, Wheat Straw and White and Gilt

Baskets.

ORNAMENTAL GRASS BOUQUETS,
FRENCH GREEN MOS ES,

TIN FOIL, best in Market,
WIRE DESIGNS for CUT FLOWERS.

Prize Medal of Cincinnati Industrial Exposition of 1873; Medal and Diploma of International Exposi-
tion of 1877 "For best display 0/ Bouguel Papers."
Send orders early in Fall. Illustrated Catalogue furnished gratis on application. t aug.tf

YOUNG ROSES. NEW PLANTS.
\S'e li.ive a fine, thrifty stock of Young Ro.ses, ready for immediate shipping. They can be supplied

ill i;reut varii-ty ; annng others the following sorts in quantity, viz : Bon Silene, Devoniensis, Comtesse La-
b irthe. H -rm )sa. Homer, Isabella Sprunt, La France, La Pactole, La Tulipe, Laurette, Malmaison.Safrano,
Shirley, Hibbarrl. Tri de Luxembourg, White Tea, &c., &c. Price, $6 per 100; 850 per 1000.

NEW GEBANIUMS of 1877. The very latest introductions in every way superior and the very
finest V irioii'^s inrh; marlcet. They are of our Spring importation and were at that timejust ofiFcred for sale in

the Ennpe-in mark t

VKRBENAS. -Well established, healthy plants in 2-in pots, perfectly free from rust or mildew ; an ex-

cellent list ot va-ieties. Price 82-50 per 100 ; $20 per 1000.

We have 'luring (he p ist se ison made extensive additions to ourglass, and thereby greatly increased our fa-

cilities for pro ^as.iting md growing good Roses and Plants. We think we are now prepared to supply our

castomers with even a better grade of stock than heretofore. Fall Trade List on application.

Cascade Rose Nursery. A. K, "WILLIAMS, Richmond, Ind.

To Gardeners and Florists.
My Fall Catalogue of Novelties and Wholesale Trade List is now

ready, and will be mailed free to all on application. My Catalogue

contains a description of Torenia Fourneri, Geranium Jeannie Reed
(a seedling of mine of great nieritj and many other new Plants of

value. In my Wholesale Trade List I have quoted my stock very

low. Respectfully,

WM. K. HARRIS,

OCt2 5501 Darby Road, Phila., Pa.

3,000

(Climbing liurniiig Bush.)

Ji.ooperdaz; J7.00 per 100 per mail. Lsrgc plants, 30c, each
;

$3.00 per doz. For sale by

MILLER & HAYES,
Mount Airy Nurseries, Phila., Pa.

GRAPE VINES.
Also GRAPE WOOD and CUTTINGS. LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

All leading varieties in 1 irge supply. Ev:tra Quality. True to nane. Special rates to Agents, Dealers, and Nurserymen. Our
list of customers now embric-s a;ai-ly all the hading nurserymen ia the country, to whom we wiuld refer those not acquainted with our

stock. Descriptive Catalogue and Price IA%\, Free. T. S. HUBB.4.BD, Fredonia, N. Y. augio
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Medal and Diploma awarded by the U, S. Cen-

tennial Commission, 1876, to

AND

PATEUT PORTABLE CELLULAR EIRE BOX

BASE BURNER BOILER
Greenhouses, Graperies, Conservatories, Propagating Houses, Forcing Pits, Public and Private

Buildings, Schools, Drying Rooms and Heating Water for Baths.

ALSO KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND
Expansion Tanks, Evaporating Pans, Stop Valves, Cast-iron Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Branches, Pipe

Chairs, and everything necessary, of the best material, for Greenhouse Heating.

Smith & Lynch's Improved Ventilating Apparatus, for opening and closing ventilating Sash,

on roof or sides of greenhouses and graperies.

Judges Report on awards, with descriptive illustrated circular containing testimonials and

reference. Also price list furnished on application to

SMITH <£ IaYNGII,

febl2 BOSTON, MASS.
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JUST PUBLISHED.

THE

P.V

B. S. WILLIAMS, F.R.H.S.

Fifth Edition.

With beautifully colored frontispiece of " Odonto-
glossum Vexillarium " by " Sevfreyns," and up-
ward of 40 page engravings on wood.
The above WDrk is now enlarged to 336 pages, and entirely re-

vised, contains descriptions of upward of Nine Hundred and Thirty
species and varieties of Orchidaceous Plants proved to be woithy of
cultivation, t^'gether with Notices of their Times of Flowering, and
most approved modes of treatment; al>o, Plain and Practical In-

structions rclatingto the General Culture of Orchids ; andrcmirkson
the Heat, Moisture, Soil, Seasons of Growth and Rest best suited to

the several species

Post 8vo. Cloth, Price $2.50.
Post Free, $3.00.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
tnovi Upper Hollo-way, London, Eng.

The LOCUSTPLAGUE
In the United States : being more particularly a treatise on

TIte Rocky Mountain Locust, or so-called Grasshopper,
As it occurs East of the Rocky Mountains,

With Practical Recommendations for its Destruction.

By Chas. V. Riley, M. A., Ph. D
,

State Etomologist of Missouri; Chief of the U. S. Entomological
Commission ; Lecturer on Entomology in various colleges

;

Author of " Potato Pests," &c.

A book that will interest and benefit every Farmer in the land !

A book that is of speci.il interest to the people of the West ! A
book of great interest to scientific men I A book that every Ento-
mologist should read I A book that all persons may read with pro-

fit ! A book that should be everj'where disseminated ! A book
containing 236 pajes, with 45 illustrations.

Cloth, Si.25; Paper, $1 00. Sent by mail, prepaid, upon receipt

of price. Address, Rand, McNally & Co., Publishers, Chicago,
Illinois. oct3

A. F. CHATFiELD'S

EXOTIC NUESBRY,
ALBANY, N. Y.

ORCHIDS.
A very choice collection of Orchids, i^rinci-

pally East Indian varieties, viz: iErides, Den
drobium, Phalaenopsis, Vandas, Saccolabiums,
&c., will be sold low for cash during September
and October.

maytf.

THL CHURCH UNION.
The National Okgan op thosk lauoiung for the actual,

VISIlll.B UNITY OF EVANOKUCAI, URLIKVBRS.

Piibllshetl Weekly at

No. 22 Beekman Street, New York.

E. B. G R A N N I S,

PUIII.ISHER.

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS:

Joseph T. Duryea, D. D.

Howard Crosby, D. D.

Samuel D. Burchard, D. D.
J. Hyatt Smith, D. D.
Rev. Thomas J. Melish.

Rev. Edward P. Ingersoll.

Rev. Anson G. Chester.

Smith's Bible Diclionary.
1017 pp. Finely 111 istr.ited.

CONYBEARE & HOWSON'S

LIFE }M EPISTLES OF ST, PAUL.
Bemitiftilly Illustrated,

OVER 90n PAGBS.

These volumes are the reshlt of the finest scholarship, the deepest
research and the most cultured piety of the p-esent age.

They have been particularly recommended as important aids to

an understanding of Holy Scripture, by the leading divines of

Every Evangelical Denomination.

To the Pastor, Sunday-School Teacher, and every careful student of

the Bible they are indispensable.

Eacli of these Eooks sells at Eeta
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P. & E. TRANSON,

NURSERIES,
ORLEANS. FRANCE,

Beg to inform their friends and customers generally that tlieir

NEW LIST FOR 1877 and 1878
Is now ready, and may be had on a])plication lo

Messrs. KNAUTH, NAGHOD & KUHNE,
113 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

This Catalogue contains Prices of all the FRUIT TREE STOCKS ; an extensive list of FRUIT
TREES, New and Hardv ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, CLLMBERS, the Hardiest and Best CONI-
FERS, ROSES on their own roots. Also, SMALL CONIFERS, DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN
ORNAMENTAL TREES, one or two years' Seedlings, most useful for Nurserymen.

S^^ N. B.—The greatest attention given to packing. oct3

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their Construction a Specialty. Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. |^^ Send for Catalogue. Address,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
jaDei2 Irvington-on-Hudson, New York.
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50,000 DOUBLE TUBEROSE BULBS.
doz. loo looo

First Quality Large Flowering Bulbs, $ 75 $^ 00 J25 oo
Seconil Quality Flowering Bulbs, 50 3 00 15 00
A few hundred KXTRA Large Bulbs i 00 5 co
Dwarf Pearl, 1st iiuality Flowering Bulbs, 1 00 8 00

If sent by Mail. 25 cents per dozen. Extra Special prices given
to the iraae for large quantities if taken this fall.

The />ast season having been mostfavorable for the growth of
Sulbs,-,i'e can sufiply the lar^ist and best Bulbs ever sent cutfront
our astab/isliinent nov6
_MILI,KK & HA\KS, 5774 Ocruiaiitown Ave.,Phila.

Marshall Pear !

Kas been thoroughly tested another year im Lf ng Island. Has
taken first premium two years in succession at Suffolk Co. F:iir, as
the be-it seedling ; lipe ten days after Hartlett. Has kept this year
until Oct. "th. I year, stands 3 to 4 It, 75c. Pro|i:>gaii.d and for
sale by

P. H. FOSTER.
nov2 Babylon Nursery, Suffolk Co., N.Y.

From open ground— Monthlies, Hybrids. and Climbers—very cheap;
alSo, small Roses from 3-in. pots. Florists' Stock of Greenhouse
and Bedding Plants. Tuberose Bulbs in immense quantities. Flo-
rets of Carnation I'inks, by 100 or 1000. Wholesale List free.

Address,
J. T. PHILirS & SON,

nov2 West Orovc, Chester Co., Pa.

GLOXINIAS,
Of the most SELECT KINDS from DENAKY, «ULL, VA N
HOUTTE, and VEITCII, with OUK OWN SPECIAL
SOKTS.at $iopcrico; ^2per doz. NAMED and MAILED.

nov2

R. BUIST, SEN.,
Philadelphia.

BOTANIC GARDENS,
Tremont, New York City.

NEW AND RARE

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, PALMS AND FERNS.

CATALOGUES sent FKEE of CHARGE.

tmchlO J&MM S^ BWSM..

^1^2000000^

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Seni free on application.

'^\

i^
^^IN STaCK^i^

'If^
Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States.

A, H, HEWS ^ CO,y Mo, Cambridge, Mass,

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

For Warmivg ami Ventilating Dwellings., Greenhouses., Graperies^ Forcing

Pits, Drying Booms., Heating Water for Public Baths., ^c.

This Boiler is periectly self-cleaning, simple, economical : nd powerful, having more effective snrface into less space than any Boiler

the market. Scollay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, &c., to oe obtained of all Seedsmen, Florists, &c.

Send fair Circular and Reference*. nov.3

351 Adams Street, Brooklyn, New York.
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By 100, 1,000 or 10,000 Orown on New Soil, Strong
and Vigorous. ALKXANOKH, AMSOKN, STEAULY.
CRAWFORD'S, OLD MCXON, and 18 other kinds at
lower rates. 10,000 liRVNDYWINK RASPBER-
RIES Cheap. Nursery at Malvern, P. R. R.

500 Norway Maples, 10 to 12 feet stock.

taug4

JOSIAH A. ROBERTS,
Malvern, Pa.

AYER & SON'S MANT7AL
For Aelvertiwers

A C(>inpl*'to f?ni<^Q ^>^ advertisers.
A necessity to all who ad vert i^e. )m.-iynllf (iDitmemal.
—The most complete and reliable wurk of tlie kind.
rUlnhiira Gazette. — Scut i'i-<-C to all who advertise.

NW'AVEll A'ivertis:nK JIMKS milLDING,
VVinisON noF,.\TS, I puiladklphia.

C!«"t our ]<;stiiiiatc before making any advertising
contracts. Our t)iisiness is large. Facilities unsur-
passed. Prices the lowest. Terms the best-

THE AMERICAN
Steamship Company of Philadelphia. Philadelphia and Liverpool
Line. The only Trans-.'\llantic line sailing under the American
Flag. Sailing every Thursday from Philadelphia, and Wednesday
from Liverpool.

THE KED STAR LTNF,
Carrying the Belgian and United States Mails. Sailing every
twelve days, alternately from Philadelpliia and NewYork. Direct
and only

To ANTWERP.
'' The American and Red Star Lines bein^ under one management,
Excursion Tickets are good to return by either, thus saving the ex-
pense and annoyance of re cros-ing the Channel.

For rates of passage and general information apply to

apltf PETER WRIGHT & SONS, Phila., Gen'l Agents.

IF YOU WISH TO HAVE

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION,
PHILADELPHIA, 1876.

JUDGES' REPORT; February lo, 1877.

John Dick's Patent Boiler for Heating
Greenhouses —A J'lize Medal wns awardetl
for its adaptabilitj'for the consuin[)tionof Wood,
Goal or Coke, and its cheap and economic ar-

rangement for the purpose specitied.

W. D. Breckenridge, Judge.
Approved by the Group of Judges.

—

Geo. Thorber, W. Saun-
ders, F. Pentland.

F.conomy, Simplicity and Punbilrty. Testimonials from those
who use it. My tracle Cati«logue of Hants is now ready and will

be forwarded free.

JOHN DICK, Florist,
nov 53(1 & Darby Roa<i, I'hila.

TO FLORISTS !

CARNATION BLOOMS in large iiuantitics, now ready to

cut.

WithSMILAX and ROSE BCDS during the Winter.

THOS. F. SEAL,
noTi VnioovUle, Chester Co., Pa.

Your House Plants
flourish this Winter,
obtain

COLBURN'S

EVAPORATORS,
They in't on'y pre-

serve the life of plants,

hut render the hot,

dry air of our houses
healthlul and Sum-
mer-like.

Our cut represents

an Evaporator " B "

on a register face"A."
Send or call for a

circular of testimo-

nials, novi

G.MALCOM, Prop'r, 534 Arch St., Phila.

SZSXSDS!
Choice Selected Eichl, Flower, Tree, Grass, Herb

Vegetable and Honey Plants. Garden and Apiarian Imple-

ments and Supplies. Agricultural Books, &c. Our new Descrip-

tive Catalogue sent free.

Address carefully,

C. F. LANE'S
N-W-Apiary and Seed Warehouse,

febi2 Koshkonong, Wis.

APRICOT AND PEAR.
My trees of the above are vmusually fine— Best varieties—Prices

low. Also a full Assortment ofothertrees and hardy plants.

EDWIN ALLEN,
sep3 New Burnswick, (Nurseries,) N. J.

C. F. A. HINRICHS,
29, 31 & 33 Park I'laco, New York Ci«y.

HYACINTH AND BULB GLASSES,
DECORA'IKD FLOWER POTS. LAVA, MAJOLICA, .^c, &c.
Vases, Iron Sections for Flower Beds. Lawn, Fish and Hower
Stands, Flo:iting animals for Aciiiiria. Buttonhole Boucpict Hold-

ers. Only and Original (iEKMAN STUDENT LAMP for Con-
servatories. Send for prices to above address. oct3

Plants for Winter Blooming.
Per doz. Per loo.

CARNATIONS, Strong from field, bushy, t}<>o jfisoo
BOUVAKDIA. " 5 in. pots, " 3.00 18.00

KUPATOllIUM, " " "
3 o3 18.00

STKVIA, " " opeT\ field,very bushy 3 00 18.00

ROSES, Bon Silene, Safrano & others,

in 4in. pots, bushy, .... j 00 18.00
MILLER & HAYES,

octz Mount Airy Nurseries, Philadelphia.
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FOR SAl iZ: !

A FIRST-CLASS FLORIST BUSI-
NESS, with GREENHOUSES.

Terms easy. For parllciilars, address, "G," 15 jx 66:, Newport,

R. 1. tnovj~ R. I^VNEX,
Rear of 428 Walnut Street, Philada.

Manufacturer of Plain and Fancy 'Wire-work, for Florists;
Wreaths, Crosses, Stars, Crowns, Hearts, Anchors, Birds, Lambs,
Gipsy Baskets, Hanging Baskets, Flower Stands, &c.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. aug6

TOBACCO STSMS,
For Fumigating purposes, for sale in bales of about 400 fts.
free on boat or car.- at ?") per bale, or three hali>s for §12 on one
order,

STRAITON «& STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

«agl2 New York City.

"I^l-*"^ /V f-T'NES.S RELIEVED. No medicine.-"-^ -3-'^^^ -^ Book free^ G. J^VOOD, Madison, Ind

WALTER ELDER,
Ijandscape and Jobbing Gardener,

1231 Rodman Street, P/iilade!phia

Attends to all branches of his business on reasonable terms.

ARUNDO CONSPICUA^
Strong Roots, 50 cts. each ; J5.00 per doz.

oct2 DAVID SAUNDERS, Whitney ville, New Haven, Conn.

23
ELEGANT CARDS, no two alike, wih name, loc; or 15
Comic Photos or Actresses, loc; or 20 Fint Scroll Cards, 20
styles, no name, lOC, post-paid.

octi2 J. B. HusTED, Nassau, N. Y

NEW DOUBLE

Belle (le Cliateuay.

A very large double white fljwer; fragrant, free bloom ir and
good habit. The flowers arc said to mea.sure i inch across.

Well-grown Plants, $1.00 each; Ji^.oo perdjz.

HENRY A. DREER,
Seedsman and Florist,

714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,

Landscape Gardeners,
SMITH & BUTLER,

Newport, Rhode Island.
Plans and estimates given for any part of the country.

novi2

Best Raspberries, three inches
round. Pride of the Hudson, Hen-
rietta, Early Prolific, Reliance,
Winant, Susqiieco. ten acres

yielded $4338. Strawberries, Asparagus, Rhubarb and Fruit Trees.
Send for Catalogue. nov5

WILLIAM PARRY, Cinnaminson, N. J.
ONE SQUARE of GROUND on i6th and Westmoreland
Sts., to LEASE for FLORISTS and LUMBER
YARDS. Apply lo • THOd. MELLOR,
nov2 323 Market Street, Phila., Pa.

Ilr.in(ly«ine (Svi~c|'ie. o, R.ispberries and \Tilson's Early Black*
lierrles from stock that produced the Centennial prize berries; $1.50

Cer 100, |i2 per 1000 ; Kittatiny and Lawton, 8i per 1000; Straw-
irries, Greit American, $1 per 10, J5 per io», C40 per 1000;
Duchesse. Prouty, ;Jio per 1000: Capt. Jack, Cumberland, Triumph,
Jucunda, Sterling, $=, ; Hoyden No. 30, Triomphe de Gand, Vun-
can, 1^4 ; Col. Cheeny, Agriculturist, Champion, $j; Albany,
Monarch of West, Star of West, Chas. Downing, Kentucky, Green
Prolific, ^1. Order now of

JOHN S. COLLINS,
nov Moorestown , N. J.

500,000 APPLE STOCKS.
Lowest rates. Send for Price List. Mimii County Nursery, Louis-
hurj.;, Kansas, E. K. Cai)wallai)i;k, Proprietor. noT4

C\^rZ FASHIONABLE OAaDS no two alike, with
"^ •'^ name, loc. 20 Scroll, with name, UC. post paid.
r J C^ Agents' outfit, loc.

novi2 GEO. I. REED & Co., Nassau. N. Y.

^;?=^y^i? ^inds ^J^Jljy^=:^

/.HAJTcE&^ON', JledBankMJ-
'mmi^^^^ ®''-

Catalogues lOcents.

For AVIXTEK IJLOO.niNG,
Such as Safrauo, Bon ^ilene, Isabella Sprunt, AVhite
Daily, and many other sorts, atS4.5o per 100, until lanu;irj- ist,

1878; or will exchange for Gladiolus,Calla Lilies, Tuberoses,
and Lilies. Address,

INNISFALLBN GREENHOUSES,
novi Springfield, O.

A TRUE FARMERS' PAPER.

SCIENTIFIC FARMER.
In the Interests of Profitable Agriculture.

IT TREATS OF FACTS. IF IS THOROUGHLY PUACITCAL.

Science is I\nowledge . Scientific is Knowing :

only that and nothing less or more.

Every Intelligent Farmer should take it.

Circulates in everj' State.

PRICE ONLY $1.00 A YEAR.
Send stamp for spec^im ;n copy and circular oi special inducements.

nov4 SCIENTIF C FARMiiiR CO . Boston, Mass.

PATTt^TQ Obtained for inventors. Send tor circular.

JTA X Cl Ll X O No charge until Patent is obtained
HENRY J. ENNIS, Solicitor of Patents,

Bo.\ 44*. Washington, D. C.

i
Great American, Durand IJeauty, Cumberland
Triumph, Cinderella, Continental, and all Best Straw-
berries, Early Prolific, Reliance, Brandywiiie, and all

Best Raspberries; Wison's Early and all best Blackberries;

also Currants, Grapes, Peach Trees, l&c. &c., all reliable

and at HARD PAN prices Send for Price List, and oblige,

JOHN S. COLLINS,
octtf Moorestown. N. J.
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Climbing Burning Bush
Euonymus radicams)

A hardy evergreen creeper, attaching itself to trees.buildings.fences.&c,

as the evergreen ivy does in England, has long been a desideratum in

American gardens. This beautiful plant in some measure will take its

place, and everybody should have a few plants. It is a beautiful plant in a

garden as a dwarf evergreen bush, even when there is nothing de-

sirable for it to cover.

We will send ten ])lants by mail, postage free, for $i.oo.

octtf

THOMAS MEBHAN,
Germantown Nurseries, Philadelphia, Pa.

We nffer fine plants from our List comprising over 500 varieties of. the latest and choicest Roses, grown on
thi;ir O'wn roots and now ready for delivery.

Hy. Perp. and Teas, one year, $3.00 per doz., i»18.00 per 100.
" '« two years, 4.00 " 25.00 "

Young plants per mail, 1.50 " 10 00 "

We can also supply all t le New and Best Varieties of

Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Evergreen and Deciduous.
Fine Specimen I-'lants^for planting in Lawns, Ya^ds, &c.

Cataloguf.s sent on receipt of 3Ct postage stamp. octi

MILLER & HAYES, Mt. Airy Nurseries, Philadelphia.

Pres't De Graw, Edwardsii, and La Purite.

Flammula, Jackmanni, Viticella rubra grandiflora, and other sorts.

Dicentra spectabilis, strong piants. Bouvardias, four sorts. Cype-
rus alternifolius variegata, Lomarii gibba, Draca;nas, Figus elas-

tica, Rose.5, Violets, and many other new and rare plants

Apply to GEKOLD AL.TORFEB,
oct2 West Chester, Pa.

Grand Triumph in Horticulture.
Glorious results of a Useful Life; c'imax almost reached:

FKI.TON'S NEW BEKKIE.S, Cinderella and Conti-
nental Strawberries ; Early Prolific and Reliance
Raspberries. The four best beiring, best carrying, best
sealing, best paying Market Berries.

Illustrated Circular and Price-list <jiving history and full de-
scription. Free to all GIBSON" & BENNETT^
sep3 Nurserymen and Fruit Growers, Woodbury, N. J.

THOS.J.MYERS

PJHNT BOIL[eS

ANU

Hot Mw ipp&ratus

FOR HEATING

Greenhouses,

Hot-Houses,

Conservatories, &c.

IWSJJKEBUSON,

1162 Passyiint Atb.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Please send for Descriptive Circu-

lar and Price List. augtf
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Rickett's Seedling Grape.
The Lady WaHliington.

Thi: first one I have everoff^Tcd to the public. Send for Circii.

tnovl

JAMES H. RICKETTS,

_ Newburgh, New York.

ALL KINDS OF

FRUIT PLANTS,
For

Market or Garden.
125 varieties of Peaches, 75 varieties of Grapes, 100 varieties of

Strawberries, &.C. Catalogue, 10 cts.

Siptf A. HANCE & SON, Red Bank, N. J.

Winter Blooming Plants.
BOUVARDIAS,

CARNATIONS,
ROSES,

VIOLETS, &c., &c.

PRICE LIST NOW READY.
Free to all applicants.

sep9 Germantown, Phila., Pa,

AUTUMN, 1877.
SPECIAL OFFER TO THE TRADE.

Agapanthus Uinbellatus, strong, p^r doz. 83 00
Ardi><ia creuulata, very strong, wv 11 covervd with b r-

ries, per ''oz . . 5 ,,0

Bambusa Aurea, Dwarf, gol en striped Bamboo, very
strong, per doz. . . 2 00

Cyclamen persicum, good flowering bulbs, per ico 15 to
extra strong, "

20 00
Geranium Apple, Seed.ing plants.

Double Zonale,—The best set of the latest
introdurtions, whii h should be propagated by every flor-
ist—Asteroid, Aug.Villamne, Ed. L,equin, Eng.
Bandouin, Louis Boutard, Mad Thibaut, Me-
teor Flagg, Noemie, The Ghost and Wilfred.— The set of ten

Lygodium Scandens, Japanese Creeping Fern, aj^in. pot,
per 100

Maiden Hair Fern, for florists' use, per 100
Pelargonium, New Double or Regal.

,

Beauty of Oxton, strong. 3in pots, per doz.
" Captain Raikes, " • "
" Queen Victoria, " " "
" Prince of Novelties, " " "
" From our choice collection, fine plants, too

Petunias, Doublf, a splendid set, 12 var., per lioz i

Send 1 r Wholesale List of Plant, and P.ulbous Roots.HENRY A. DREER, Seedsman and Florist,
oct2 No. 714 Chestnut St., Phila

5 00

5 00
5 00

3 00

3 00

3 00
2 50
10 00
I .so

Strong Plants, $,7, per doz.; $20 per 100.
oct2 DAVID SAUNDERS, Whitneyville, New Haven, Conn.

It is well known to all Nurserymen and Dealers
that no tree delivers so well or gives customers so
good satisfaction, as a good-, clean, bright, first-

class two year old. I offer for the Fall Trade :

200,000 Standard Pear Trees, 2 years
old, 4 to 5 ft. and 5 to 6 ft. high ; very stocky
and well furnished. The largest and best stock
of its age in the State.

50,000 Dwarf Pear Trees, 2 years old
;

very strong.

50,000 Cherry Trees, 2 years old ; very
stocky fine trees; on Mazzard or Mahaleb roots,

as desired.

30,000 Plum Trees, 2 years old, 410 5 ft.

and 5 to 6 ft. high
;

very stocky; Lombard in

large quantity.

Also a full assortment of Apple and Peach trees,

Ornamental trees, shrubs, &c. Nurserymen and
Dealers will do wfll to t.xamine this stock before

purchasing elsewhere.

Special Inducements will be given to those

buying in large quantities. Wholesale Trade List

free to all applicants, and all letters of inquiry

promptly and cheerfully answered. Address,

sep3

E. H. PRATT,
Dansville. Livingston Co., N. Y.

ROMAN

DUTCH BULBS,

STANDARD ROSES,
PEAR SEEDS,

Immortelles in bunches, and Wreaths,

&c., &c.

For Price List, apply to,

C. RAOUX,
scpl2 76 Park Place, New York.
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WASHINGTON, D. C.

The undersigned offers a fine stock of the fol-

lowing at low rates :

Pears. — Souvenirs du Congress. Pilmaston
Duchesse, and other new sorts, &c., a heavy
stock of fine trees.

NewPeaches: Alexander,Amsden's June,
&C., also the fine new late varieties.

Fruit Trees, of all kinds an extensive Stock,
viz.: Plums, Cherries, Apricots, Apples,
suitable to the South, &c.

Grape Vines, Strawberries, Raspberries,
&c., new sorts Evergreens, New Orna-
mental Trees, New Shrubs, &c.. Small
sizes, suitable for Nurserymen, as well as

large Stock in great variety.

DUTCH BULBS.
Large importations direct from the leading grow-

ers in Holland. First quality bulbs : Hyacinths,
Lilies, Tulips, &c. New and rare Gretnhouse
Plants, Winter-bloomin^' Plants.

Pelargoniums.—A large stock of the new,
choice varieties.

New Roses.—Duchess of Edinburg, Perle
des Jardins, &c., with an immense stock
of finest varieties grown in pots in open
ground.

New Wisterias, New Clematis, Gerani-
ums, Primulas, &c.
Catalogues mailed to applicants.

sep3 JOHN SAUL, Washington, D. C.

A MANUAL OF

'MNfl

f

A pair of fine Pea-fowls (male and female), in full plumage;
price $3 oc.

These would be an ornament to any gentleman's place.

novi Strawberry Hill Nurseries, Reading, Pa., A. D. Burnett"

nmm, pickling and cunning fruit,
By Mrs. M. E. Peterson.

Containing a choice collection of receipts of Preserving, Pickling,

and Canning Fruits, many of them being original from house wives
of experience. 72 pages, i6mo. Cloth. Price 50 cents. Sent by
mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phlla.

A Hygroscope for 50 cents.

THE CHEMICAL HYGROSCOPE.
This indicator of atmospheric moisture is as accurate as the

costly ones. Rooms heated by furnaces or stoves are almost in-

variably so dry as to be damaging not only to health but to fur-

niture. Some people take the consequences, others keep water
on the heater. The Hygroscope bhows at a glance whether the
air is too dry or not.

Sent by mail for 50 cents. Address,

febtf CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Fruit Gr ivers' Hand-Book.
By F.R. Elliott, author o' "Western Fruit Growers' Guide,"

(one of thnbesli)osted men on the subject in the United States).

Contains the praclice on all sul'jects connected with fruitgrow-
ing. The book is made for those who grow fruit for their own
use. Also an Appendi.x, containing matter relating to the s«

lection and culture of Ornamental Trees, Roses, Plants, Ac.

Illustrated with 45 woi)d-cuts, 130 pages, ]6ino cloth, 81; pa-

per, 60 cts. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address C. H. MAROT, S14 Chestnut St., Phila.

HOW TO GROW CABBAGE PLANTS in any
locality, in any quantity, free from FLEAS, MAG-
GOTS, and CLUB ROOT !

How to construct and manage a Fire Hot Bed at
less cost and with greater satisfaction than the
common manure bed.
How to grow all kinds of Early and Late Vege-

table Plants cheaply and surely.
Many Valuable New Ideas, based on long experience, and never

before divulged, will be found in our NEW MANUAL OF VEGE-
TABLE PLANTS, sent to .iny address, for ONE DOLLAR. Cir-
cular giving table of contents, free to postal card address.

TILLINGHAST BROTHERS,
oct3 La Plume, Luzerne Co., Pa.

TULIPS,

Crocus, Lilies,

And all other Bulbs for planting in the
autumn ; also Bulb Glasses, Far.cy F ower
Pots, Fern Cases, Rustic Work and Winter
Flowering Piants.

The Largest and Finest Assortment
in tlie Country.

PRICES MODERATE.
Descriptive Catalogues mailed to all applicants free.

HENRY A. DREER,
octi 714 Chestnut St., Piiiladelphia, Pa.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY.
ROPP'S EASY CALCULATOR
Is a new publication that must prove of incalculable benefit to
Farmers, Mechanics and Business men. It \i ^o rapid SiXid original
as to startle the most scholarly , and yet so simp/e a.nApractical thtX
the most illiterate in figures can instantaneously become his own
accountant. It enables thousands to accomplish ia a minute what
they they could not learn to calculate in many months.
1 he first part containing an entirely new system of Tables which

shows at aglance the exact values of all kinds of Grain, Stock, Hay,
Coal,Lumber Merchandise, etc., fromo«;/<7K7ia'up to a car load,2iTkd
for any price which the market is likely to reach ; the Intereit on
any sum for any time at 6, 7, 8, and 10 p 'r cent. ; correct measure-
ment of all kinds of Lumber, Saw Logs, Cisterns, Tanks, Granaiies,
Bins, Wagon Beds, Corn Cribs; a Time, Wages, and many other
valuable tables.

The Second part is a/rarZ/Va/ Arithmetic, and embodies a simple
mathematical principle which enables aw^- o'le familiar with the fun-
damental rules to become a lightning calculator ; and by which
over te'o M:Vrt'j of the figures and labor required by the ordinary
methods, and_/V(irf/'o«j with their intricacies, are entirely avoided.
The work Is nicely printed on fine tinted paper, is well and ele-

gantly bound in pocket-book shape and is accompanied by a Silicate
Slate, Memorandum and Pocket for papers It is by f;ir the most com-
plete, compreh'-ntive and convenient pocket manual ever published.
PRICES: Bound in Russia I>eather, Gilded, 92.00;

Morocco, $1.50; F.ue Kny;lish Cloth, *1.00.
Sent post paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St.. Pliila.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
BY JAMKS HOCG.

A complete guide to the cultivation of Vegetables, containing
tlioroiigh instructions for Sowing, Plantin,' and ^.ultivating all kinds
of Vegetables ; with plain directions for preparing, manuring and
tilling the soil to suit each plant ; including also a summary of the
work t3 be done in a vegetable garden during each month of the
year. 137 p.ages, i6mo , cluth. Illustrated. Price 50 cents; sent
by mail, post paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAKOT, 814 Chestnut St., ^hila.
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IN SPRINGNIELD, MASS.,

A FLORISTS' BUSINESS.
All in good niiiiiing (irder Well stocked. Ksl.iblUhcd is years;

doing a good business. A nice two-story house, lo rooms; fruit

trees of all kinds in bearing the la<t ten years. 35,030 square ft. of

land all good for building lots. (The hor-e cars pass the place every
W hour : five minutes' walk from post oflice.) A large stock of

Shrubs, Roses, Herbaceous Plants, &c. The place at present pays
10 per cent, on $6,000. This will be sold at .1 bargain for some one.

Payments made to suit the times. For further particulars address,

J. SUEEH.VN, Florist, Spriiigtteld, Mass.

Possession given Nov. 15th or ist of Dec ,1877.

P. S.—Fine stock of the new Dairies : (^ueen Victoria and Prin-

cess Alice
;
pure white, extra fine plants I will sell the whole

Stock, about 500, to one person. This stock was brought over this

Spring by the owner, and are true to names,
tnovi J. Sheehan, Administrator.

TUBEROSES.
50,000 of the Finest, Largest, Southern grown Tuberoses can

be supplied at ;$20 per looo. Guaranteed largest Bulbs in the

market. Address,

nova F. GOEBELS, 413 2d Street, Memi»his, Teun.

EVER-BLOOMING ROSES
GROWN EXPKESSLY FOB WINTER USE.

All the b'jst varieties for sale. Also Smilax, Bouv.irdias, and
other desirable stock. ROBERT J. SIDDA L,
septi2 St.tionG, Philadelphia.

The NEW EARLY PEACHES in dormant bud.WIL-
DER, SAUNDERSand DOWNING. One-vear old trees

of aMSDEN, ALEXANDER and BRIGGb' MAY,
EARLY BEATRICE and the LEADING OLD
VARIETIES. The vellows are unknown here. TheisEW
and LBADIN v/ VARIETIES are all grown and proved on

my grounds. Notice,—Trees or buds for Spring use should be

ordered before January 1st. Address,

oct2 D. S. MYER Horticulturist, Bridgeville, Del

m
A few hundred White Carnation plants (De Graw) price, $5 per

100. At the Strawberry Hill Nurseries, Reading, Pa.

nnvi Alex. D. Burnett.

PEAR CULTURE FOR PROFIT.
BY P T. QUINN.

A practical Horticulturist and author o( 'Money in the Garden."

Containing practical method ofraising Pears intelligently and with

best results; character of soil, best mode of preparing it; best varie-

ties to select under existing conditions ; best mode of planting, pnm-
ing,fertilizing,grafting,andutilizingthe ground before the trees come

into bearing, and finally, gathering and packing for market. Illus-

trated with practicalcuts on pruning and grafting, distance table and

orchard record. 136 pages, 12 mo. cloth. Price ;gi. Sentbymail,

post-paid on receipt cf price. Address,
'^ ^ CHAS H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phrla.

The Gardener's Monthly.
THE FOLLOWING

BACK ISUMBERS
WANTED, IN

GOOD CONDITION.
April, I860
January, 1810
March, "

July, "

October, 1870. August, 1874.
December, " December, "
January, 1873. January, 1875.
January, 1874. December, "

January, 1876
Receivable in exchange on Subscription account, or exchangeable

for other numbers not in above list. Send numbers prepaid by

mail and advise the publisher Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut, St., Fhila

Nursery Cards*
<t»" Send for Circular and Conditions of insertion under this

hearli>.g.-(,a

WM. P BASSETT,.
Nurseryman, Hammoiiton, N. J.

W. T. bell;
Florist, Franklin, Pa.

CHAS BLACK & BRO.,
Nurseryman, HIghtstown, N. J.

J. P. BRYANT,
Nurseryman, Princeton, III.

JOHlT DICK,
Nurseryman and Florist, Philadelphia, Pa.

Hr NRY A DREEK^
Seedsman and Florist, Phdadelphia, Pa.

FARLEY, ANDERSOW & CO.,
Nursery, Union Springs, N. Y.

P. H. FOSTER,
Nurseryman, Babylon, N. Y.

HOOPE8, BRO. &"^HO !VIAS
Nurserymen and Florists, West Chester, Pa.

EDWIN LONSDALE,
Nurseryman, Germantown , Phila.

THOMAS MEEHAN,
Nursery and Tree Seeds, Germantown, Hhila.

R. B. PAR!SOX^JS & CO.,
Trees and Plants, Flushing, N. Y.

RANDOL^PH PETER S^
Nurserymap, Wilmington, Del

E. H. PRATT.
Pear Tries, Dansville, Liv. Co.. N. Y.

WM. PARRY,
Pomona Nursery, Cinnaminson, N. J.

jNo: saul;
Nurseryman, Washington, D. C.

B. F. TRANSOU & CO.,
Nurserymen, Humboldt, Tenn.

J. C. VAUGHAN,
Importer and Dealer in Bulbs, Chicago, 111.

E. M. VAIL, V

Nurseryman, Kewanee. 111.

BACK VOLUMES
OF THE

Gardener's Monthly
Can still be had in numbers, per year
I'ound in neat cloth cases, including numbers,
" " Roan " "

82 10

3 00
• • 315

Delivered postage free.

Or mail us your own numbers, and have them bound in cloth cases
for 90 cents. Returned to you bound postage free. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia^

HAND-BOOK
PRACilCAL "'landscape

GARDENING
By F. R. Elliott.

Designed for City and Suburban Residences, and Country School-

Houses; containing designs fo lots and grounds, from a lot 30
by 100, to a forty acre plot. Each plan is drawn to scale,

with schedule to each, showing where each tree, shrub, &c.,

should be planted; condensed instructi'-ns for forming and caring

for lawns; buildirg of roads; turfing, protection, pruning and care

of trees; making cuttings, evergreens, hedges, screens, &c. Con-
densed descriptions of all the leadii.g trees and shrubs ; soil and po-^

sition in which they should be grown. Illustrations of ground plans,

elevations, trees, shrubs, winter gardening, &c. 96 pp., 8 vo. cloth.

Price 81.50. Sent by mail on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
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CLUB PAPERS AT NET PRICES,
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

TO REMIT IN CLUBBING any of the following list with the
Gardener's Monthly select such

as vou wish, foot up the prices annexed and add TWO DOLLARS
for the MONTHLY to the total.

American Agriculturist SI 20
" Farmer 1 35
" Artisan 1 60
" Builder 2 60
" Naturalist 3 25
" Odd Fellow 1 60

Appleton'8 Journal 2 50
Arthur's Home Magazine 2 35
Atlantic Monthly 3 45
Boston Cultivator 2 60
Building Association Journal 75

" Societies Gazette, London, England 1 35
Bucks County Intelligencer, old Subscribers S2 60, new 2 10
California Horticulturist, 2 75
Central Fuion Agriculturist and Chromo 1 70
Children's Friend 1 35

" Hour 1 10

Colman's Rural World 1 85
Country Gentleman 2 10

Demorest's Magazine 2 60
Eclectic Magazine 4 60
Every Saturday 4 60
Farmer's Home Journal 2 60

Frank Leslie's Ladies' Magazine 3 10
" Review 2 10

Galaxy 3 45
Germantown Telegraph, old subscribers $2 50, new 2 20
Godey's Lady's Book 2 25
< raphic, (Daily), per year 9 50
Hall's Journal of Health 1 50
Harper's Bnzar 3 45

" Magazine 3 45
" Weekly 3 45

Hearth and Home 2 00
Herald of Health \ 60
Household 85

Iowa Homesitrad I 60
Journal of Chemistry 1 10

" of the Farm 85
Journal of Mater'a Medica ; 1 10

Kansas Farmer '.

1 35

Lady's Floral Cabinet, with Chromo 1 10

Ladies' Repository 3 35

Leslie's Lady's Journal 3 60
Lippincott's Magazine 3 25

Littell's Living Age 7 60
London Garden , 8 75

London Gardener's Chronicle 7 50

Maine Farmer $2 10
Manufacturer and Builder 1 85
Maryland Farmer „ 1 35
Massachusetts Ploughman 2 60
Metropolitan 1 85
Milling Journal 1 85
Moore's Rural New Yorker 2 35
Nation 4 75
National Baptist 2 35
New England Farmer 2 35

" " Homestead 2 10
New York Evangelist 2 60
New York Methodist 2 20

" Post, Weeklv,$1..^0; Semi-Weekly 2 6o
" Times, Weekly, 81.50; Semi-Weekly 2 6o
" Tribune, Weeklv, 81.50; Semi-Weekly 2 Rq
" World, Weekly;Sl-50; Semi-Weekly 2 6o

North-Western Farmer , 1 Iq
Nursery 1 2o
Ohio Farmer 1 8g
Old and New 3 6o
Our Home Journal '. 2 25
Park's Floral Gazette 7o
Penn Mimtbly 2 Iq
Peter's Musical Monthly 2 60
Peterson's Magazine 1 7o
Philadi'lphia Weekly Press 1 fiQ

Phrenological Journal 2 85
Poultry World 1 Oq
Popular Science Monthly- 4 60
Practical Farmer, (_Weekly) 1 60
Prairie Farmer.. 1 fiQ

Purdy's Small Fruit Recorder 85
Saint Nicholas 2 Rq
.Saturday Evening Post 1 75
Scientific American 2 7g
Scientific Farmer 8g
Scribner's Monthly 3 45
Southern Cultivator .'. 1 85
Southern Planter and Farmer 1 85
Waverly Magazine 4 fig

Western Agriculturist 8g
Western Farmer 1 85

" Rural 1 Sq
Wood's Household Magazine 85

" " ' with Chromo 1 Oq
Working Farmer 1 1q
Young Folk's Monthly Oq
Youth's Companion..new subscribers 81.40; old subscribers.. I 7

The above includes postage under the new U. S. Law requiring prepayment of postage before mailing.

After subscription to a club paper through this agency, report non-receipt of your numbers

and other causes of dissatisfaction, irregularities of mails or changes of residences, only to said

paper direct [not to this office).

Remit by P. 0. Order, Draft or Registered Letter. Currency is at risk of mails.

If you wish a receipt or reply, enclose postage stamp for that purpose, otherwise the club papers will be considered a 8uffl«

cient receipt.

Address CHAS. H, MAROT, 814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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Index to Advertisements.

Advertisers are reqvested to have orders in hand as kaui.v as
POSSlBi.K. Copy received after the 'I'^rd of each month cannot be
INSURED insertion in the next issue.

Allen Edwin, New Brunswick, N. ,T 9

AltorferGiToUi, WestClieHter, Pa 11

AyerN. W. A Son, I hiliulelpliia 9
Baverwlorfer M. M. & Co., Pliiladelphia 4

Buist, Sen. R., Philadelphia 8
Burnett A. 1> Reading, Pa 13, 14

Bush J.S.. New York cii v 8
Cadwallader E. K . Miami County Nursery, Louisburg, Kan.. 10
Chatfield, A. K., Albany, N. Y 6
Collins, John S., Moorestown, N. J 10
Hick John, Philadelphia 9
Dinsee A Conard Co . West Grove, Pa 2
Dreer Henrv A , Phila 10, 12,13
Elder Walter, Philadelphia 10
Ennis Henry J., Washington, D C 10
Foster P. H. , Babylon Nursery, SutTolk Co., K. Y 8
Gibson & Bennett, Woodbury, N.J 11

Gocbels F , Memphis, Teiui. .'

14
Grannis, E. B.. New York C
Hance A A Son, Red Bank, N, J 10, 12
Harris Wni K , Phila 4
Henderson Peter & Co., New York 1

Hews A. H. A Co., No. Cambridge, Mass 8
Hinrichs C F. A., New York city 9
Hitcbings A Co.. New York city 3
Hubbard T. S., Fredouia, N. Y _ 4
Husted J. B . Nassau, N. Y. 10
Innisfallen Greenhouses, Spring(ii;Id, 10, 16
Knauth, Nachod A Kuhne Messrs., New York city 7

Lane C. F.. Koshkonong, Wis 9
Landreth David A Sons., Philadelphia Fly-leaf
Lonsdale Edwin, Gerniantowu, Phila 12
Lord's Horticultural Works, Irvington, New York 7

Lynei Richard. Philadelphia 10
Malcom G., Philadelohia 9
Marot Chas. H., Phila 1, 13, 14, 15, 16, Fly-leaf
Meehan Thomas. Gerniantown, Philadelphia 11

MellorThos., Philadelphia 10
Miller A Hayes, Mt. Airy Nurseries, Phila 4, 8, 9, 11
Mvers Thoniaa J., Philadelphia.. 11
MyerD S„ Bridgoville, Del 14
Nimmo Alexander, Brooklyn, New York cover
Nurserymen's Cards 14
Parry William, Cinnamin.son, N.J 10
P:ir.ions S. B. A Sons, Flushing, New York cover
Parsons, R. B. A Co., Flushing, N. Y 16
Philips J T. A Sou, Chester Co., Pa 8
Pratt E. H., Dansville, N. Y 12
Reed Geo I. A Co-, Nassau. N. Y 10
Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago, HI 6
Raoux C. New York 12
Ricketts James H., Newburgh, N. Y 12
Roberts Josiah A., Malvern, Pa 9
Roe E. P., CornwaP-on-Hudson, N. Y 16
Rolker A. A Sons, New York city Fly-leaf
Saul John, Washington. I). C 13
Sauniters David, New Havpn, Conn 10, 12
Scollay John A., Brooklyn. N. Y 8

Scientific Farmer Co., Boston, Masg 10
Seal Thos. F., Unionville, Chester Co., Pa 9
Sheehan J , Springfield, Mass 14
Siddall Robert J, Philadeiphia 14
Smith A Butler, Newport. R 1 10
Smith A Lyuch, Boston, Mass 5
Siraiton & Storm, New York city 10
Tillinghast Bros., La Plume, Luzerne Co., Pa 13
Transon P. A E., Orleans, France 7
Victoria and Paradise Nur's, Upper Holloway, London, Eng. 6
Williams A. K., Richmond, Ind 4
Wood G. J., Madison, Ind 10
Wright Peter A Sons, Philadelphia 9

TO FLORISTS.
WANTED —A situation as Foreman and Propagator; has a

thorcush knowledge of the business in its several depart
ments, including the Propagation of Plants, the Production of Cut
Flowtrs; has had large p.-actice in the London nurseries, with sev-
eral years in a leading commercial nursery at New York ; is well
conversant with getting up Pianls for Commercial Shipping and
Local Trade ; is active and industrious ; is anxious to secure a posi-
tion in a firm doing a good trade ; married man with small family.
Address,A. B.,Box 54. Astoria P.O., Long Island City, N.Y. novj

WANTED.— .A. younc man to assist in Greenhouses, and also
to get up orders for Shipping. Address, Innisfallen Green-

houses, Springfield, O.

I CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS.
Our stock of these is this year in unusually fine condition. The

Camellias are well furnished with Flower buds, and are in excellent
health '] he Chinese Azaleas are also of very superior quality, and
under our treatment produce flowers of unusually large size.

We have the best ntw sorts and can offer plants from 25 cts. up-
wards. Evergreens can now be safelv moved, as well as Ghent
Azaleis and Rhododendrons. Uur plants of these are always of fine

quality. We invite the attention of

NUESERYMEN and DEALERS
To our general stock, both Deciduoii.s .md Kvergreen, which is

very large and complete. Our Roses on their own roots, both i

and 2 years, are in very fine condition, and at low rates.

Our Office and Greenhouses being at the location once occupied by
the old house of Parsons & Co., (now dissolved), of which the head
of this firm w.is a member, visitors will find it quite accessible
from either the Bridge or Main St. Railroad Stations. For Cata-
logues, address,

R. B. PARSONS & CO.,
Bowne Ave.,

Febi2 P. O. Box, 99. flushing, N. Y.

Strawberry Plants,
Thirty odd varieties.

RASPBERRY PLAN T.
Fourteen varieties.

Currant, Gooseberry and Blackberry plants for saleby E. P. ROE,
author of " Manual on the Culture of Small Fiiiits," "Play and
Profit in My Garden," &c. Send for a Circular.

E. P. ROE,
febtf Cornwall-on-Hudson, Orange Co., N. T,

SITUATIONS WANTED.

A position as Head Gardener or Superintendent of some Ceme-
tery or large country pl.ice by a man thoroughly acquainted

with all branches of horticulture, both in-doors and out. Can take
whole direction of an estate, lay out and superintend work ; is ac-
customed to the charge of men and willing to work himself Or. as
partner in some well established Nursery, Horticultural or Floral

Business of any department, of which would take entire charge.
Highest references given. Address, HORTICULTURIST, care of
Geo. Such, Esq , South Amboy, N.J. augtf

BY an Englishman —a situation as gardener ; married, without
family; age 40; thoroughly competent in every department of

his business ; 25 years experience in EngUnd and America. Good
reference can be given. Address, X. Y., Post Office, Chestnut Hill,

PhiKadelphia, Pa.

BY a First class Gardener ; single man ; understands gardening
in all its branches; would take entire charge of a sma'l farm,

&c.; first-class references. Address, K. E.,413 N. 19th Street,

Philad'a, Pa.

WANTED.— A situation as Clerk in a S.ed Store, or Book-
keeper aiul Shipping Clerk in a Nursery. I have a practical

knowledge of Seeds, P ants. Bulbs, &c. Address, " B,'' John
Blender, Florist, 10 North 12th St., Phila., Pa.

BY a first-class Propag.ator, in a good Nursery or Florist Estab-
lishment Address, Propagator, care Mr. John Saul, Nur-

seryman and Florist, Washington, D. C. nov3

CARPENTRY MADE EASY,
OR, THE SCIENCE AND ART OF BUILDING.

By W. E. Bell, Architect.
A new and improved system. Specific instructions for Balloon

Frames, Barn Frames, Mill Frames, Warehouses, Church Spires,
&c. Also, System of Bridge Building, Bills, Estimates of Cost and
valuable tables. Illustrated by 38 plates and nearly 200 figures. 134
pages, 8vo, clath. Price, $5.00. Sent by mail postpaid on receipt

of price. Address, CHAS. H. M.-VROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

CLASS BOOK OF BOTANY.
By Alphonso Wood, A. M.

Being outlines of the Structure, Physiology and Classification of
Plants ; with a Flora of the United States and Canada. 832 pages,
8vo, half arabesque cloth sides. Price, ^3.50. Sent by mail post-
paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.



RUEAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (and any others in the market not on this Usl) will

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., ?hilada.

Allen's, R. L, Diseases of Domestic Animal? _ 81 00
Allen's, L. F., Rural Architecture 1 60
Allen's, L. F., American Cattle 2 50
Allen's, R. L, & L. F. New American Farm Book 2 50
American Architect 7 00
American Bird Fancier, (Brown's) , ^ 30
American Farmer's Encyclopedia 6 00
American Weeds and Useful Platts 1 75
Apple Culturist, S E. Todd 1 50
Art of Saw Filing 75
Architecture, Modern American. Cummings & Miller 10 00

Principles and Practice of, By Loring & Jcnning 12 00
Baker's Fruit Culture 4 00
Bassett ' n Cranberry Culture 30
Barry's Fruit Garden 2 50
Befl's Carpentry made easy 5 00
Bement's i oiilterer's C mpanion 2 00
B mcnt's Rabbit Fancier 30
Bj( t Root Sugar 1 50
Bickiicll's Village Builder, 77 plates 12 00
Bomnirr's Method ot Making Manures 25
Boussinga'^lt's, J. B., Rural Economy 1 60
Browne's Trees of America 6 00
Breck's New Took of Flowers 1 75
Bridgeman'B Ai;ierican (Jardcner's Assi-tant . 2 50
Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual 1 00
Bridgeman's Kitche;i Gardener s Instructor 1 00
Buisl's, Robert. Am. Flower li.i den Directory 1 50
Buist's, Robert, Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00
Bun's Field and Garden Vegetables of America 5 06
Carpenter and Joiner iR.Riddell) 7 00
Carpenter and Joiner's Hand Book, (Holly) 75
Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide 75
Chemistry of the Farm, (Kichols) 1 25
Cleveland's Villas and Cottages 4 00
Cobbett's American Gardener •. 75
Cole's, S. W., American Fruit Book 75
Cole's American Veterinarian 75
Cooper's Rural Hours 2 00
Copeland's Country Life 5 00
Dadd's, Geo. H., American Cattle Doctor 1 50
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1 50
Dana's, Samuel H., Muck Manual 1 25
Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, (2 vols) 6 00
Darwin's I nsectiverous Plants 7 00
DeVoe's Market Assistant 2 50
Downing s, A. J., Landscape Gardening 6 50
Downing's Cottage Residences 3 00
Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, 5 00
Downing's Rural Essays 3 50
Downing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden 2 00
DuBreuil's A'ineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden) 2 00
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Cranberry 75
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Elliott s Landscape Gardening, 1 .50

Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees 1 50
Elliott's i'ruii Growers Hauu ±iook, paper, 60 oents, cloih. 1 Oy
Farm Talk. (Brackett) 1 oo
Farming for Boys 1 go
Field's, Thomas W., PearCulture 1 25
Five Acres too Much, (illustrattd) 1 50
Flagg's European Vineyards 1 ryj

Flax Culture '.

50
Flint, Chas. L . on Grasses 2 50
Flint's Milch Cows 2 50
Fowler's Homes for All 1 50
Frink Forester's Fish and Fishing, 8 vo. 100 engravings.. 3 50
Frank Forester's Manual for Youiig Sportsmen, 8 vo 3 00
French's Farm Drainage • 1 50
Fuller's Grape Culturist 1 50
Fuller's Small Fruit Culture „ 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturrst 20
Fu'ler's Forest Tree Culturist 1 50
Fulton on Peach Culture 1 50
Gentry's Lite Histories of Birds, Ist vol 2 00
Gray's How Plants Grow 1 25
Gray's Manual of Botany 2 25
Gray's Manual, Botany and Lessons, in one vol 4 00
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 2 60
Green on Trout Culture 1 00
Gregory on Squashes, paper 30
Guernon on Milch Cows 75
Guidteto Fortune 1 00
Harazthy's Grape Culture and Wine Making 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. 84 ; col. eng's.. 6 50
Harris on the Pig 1 50
Hatfield's American House Carpenter 3 50
Henderson's Practical Floriculture 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure 1 60
Henderson's Gardening for Profit 1 60
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75
Hoopes on Evergreens 3 00
Hooper's Dog and Gun, paper 30 cents, cloth 60
Hop-culture 40
How to Buy a Farm, and Where to Find One 1 76

How to Manage a Building AssoclatioD
How to Paint
Hunter and Trapper
Hussman's Grapes and Wines
Jacquts' Manual of the House
Jacques' Manuel of theGarden
Jennings' Cattle Doctor
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poultry
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary
Johnson's How Crops Feed
Johnson's How Crops Grow
Johnson's Peat and its uses
Johnston's Elements of Ag. Chemistry and Geology
Johnston's, J. S. W., Agricultural Chemistry
Kemp's Landscape Gardening
Klippart's Farm Drainage
Langstroth, Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee
Leuchars' How to Build Hot-houses
Leibig's, Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry
Louden's Encyloptedia of Plants
Lyman's Cotton-culture. ..y.

McMahon's American Gardener ».

Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmers
Mechanics' Companion (Nicholson)
Meehan's Ornamental Trees
Mileson the Horse's Foot
Miner's, T. B., Bee-keeper's Manual
Mohrou the Grape-vine
Money in the Garden
My Vineyard at Lakeview ;

My Farm of Edgewood
My Ten-rod Farm .-.

North American Sylva, 5 vols., 156 col: plates, in 30 parts,
" " unbound
" " Half Turkey Antique, gilt

full " •'

Nichol's Chemistry of the Farm and Sea
Norton's, John P., Elements of Scientific Agriciilture
Norris' Fish-culture
Onion-culture
Our Farm of Four Acres
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects cloth
Paul's Book of Roses .

Paul's Rose Garden
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary
Pardee on Strawberry-culture
Parkman's Book of Roses
Parsons, Samuel B., on the Rose
Peat and its Uses '.

Poar-culture, Fields
Pcdder's, .Tames, Farmer's Land-measurer
Percheron Horse
Pet( rson's Pres'^rving, Pickling and Canning Fruit
Phi MS Open air Grape Cullu-e, and Wine Making
QuiuM's Pcar-cultnii' for Profit
Quinliy's Mysteries nf Bee-keeping l::xi)lained
Uaiidall's Slicep Hust-andry
Ra dall's Fine Wool Shiop Hus'Kindry
Rand's Bulbs
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Gaiden
Ratm's {-"opular Flowers and how to Cultivate them
Rand's Garden Flowers
Rand's Orchid Culture
Rand's Rhododendrons _
Ropp's Commercial Calculator, cloth 81, Morocco Tuck
Rose Culturist pap r
Robbins'. R , Produce and Ready Reckoner
Saunders' Domestic Poultry, paper 40 cl.' ii

Saxton's Hand Books, in four.scries, each
Pchenck's Gardener's Text-book
Scribner's Ready Reckoner and Txig book
Strong's Cultivation of the Grjpe....
Ten Acres Enough
Thomas, J. J., Farm Implements
Thomas, J. J., Fruit-culturist ; old ed., $3 00; new edition,
Ville's Chemical Manures

'

Warder's American Pomology
" Hedges and Evergreens

Waring's Drainage for Profit and Health
" Elements of Agriculture
" Earth Closets

Webster's Dictionary, Unabridged
Well's Everv Man his own Lawyer
Williams, B. S., on Stove & Greenhouse Plants, 2 vols., Ill'd
Williams, B. S., on Select Ferns and Lycopods
Williams, B. S., Orchid Grower's Manual
Window Gardening
White's Gardening for the South

" Cranberry Culture
Wood's Class Book of Botany
Workingman's Way to Wealth .".'..'....'.'.'.'."....

Wright's Practical Poultry Keeper
Youatt on the Horse
Youman's Household Science....-

82 00



iisii
(By planting in the Fall, your Irjcs will become better cstablislicd and you will save lime.

)

OF THE

Kissena Nurseries, Flushing*, N. Y.,

Offer a very brre anrt mrc variety of ORNAMENTAL TKKES pnd SHKVBS, FKl-'lT TKtES, and UEDGK PLANTS
at VERY LOW PRirKS, suited to ihe times. RHOUODENHKONS, l)e:iutifnl I oih in loliscc and flower. GHENT AZA-
LEAS and MAGNOLIAS, in very large varirlv <rin I c luini^l.ccl in ptc;l piafted jiaiils at 8tl.50 each.

ROSES, CHINESE AZALEA'S. anH CAMELLIAS are c IT. rtd in laipc quantity and variety, and of very thrilty growth.
Well known hardy DECIOLOL'S TREES can be lurnishtd at 50 to 75 cents each.

The foUowini; be.iuliful and rarely seen varieties of DECIDU-
OUS TREES, grafted plants, can be furnished of good sizes at

one Dollar and a lialf each.
Eagle Clnw Maple.
Schwedlcr's Purple do.

Purple Oak.
Varieg.Tted do.

Pyramidal do.

Purple Beech.
Weeping do.

Cut-leaved do.

Purple Birch.

Weeping do
Cut-leaved do.

Scarlet Horsechestnut.
American Weep'ng Willow.
Kilmarnock do
Purple Hazel.
Japan Judas Tree.

Chinese Cypress.
American Weeping do.
Silver Linden.
New Yellow-barked do.

Purple Elm
Pyramidal do.

Well known hardy DECIDUOUS SHRUBS can be furnished
at 35 cents each.

The following more rare and beautiful varieties can be furnished

at 50 cents each :

Purple Berberry. Hydrangea, oak-leaved.
Daphne cneorum. " panicuUta.
Eleagnus Japan Silver-leaved. Dwarf Horse Chestnut.

Exochorda grandiflora. Double Chinese Plum.

Variegated leaved Althea
Spiraci arixfolia.

" opulifolia aurea.
New Japan Snowball
Weigela Lavallii.

Cut-leaved Sumac.
Stuartia peniagynia.
Lilac Emodii.
" Jcsikea

Rhodotypus kerrioides.

The following good HEIKJE PLANTS are offered at the low
rate of ten dollars per 100 :

Evergreen Thorn. Japan Quince.
VitaeCalifornia Privet. Arbor

And young shrubs in variety

For the new JAPANESE PLANTS, some of which are not
grown elsewhere, either in this country or in Europe, see the Cata-
logue.

The JAPANESE DWAKF MAPLES, beautiful for their

richly colored foliage and lace-like leaves, can be furnished at

!S1.60 to «5 each

CATALOGUES sent FREE, and all articles delivered/r**

to any public conveyance in Nfw York City

FLUSHING is one hour from New York City, and carriaees at

ihe Flushing depot will take visitors to the KISSENA NURSE-
RIES, free of chage.

(Late of the Firm of Nimtno & Scollay.)

PATENT IMPROVED HOT WATER BOILERS,

Sole Manufacturer and Principal Dopot of FULLER'S PREPARED VIVUM, the COLO-
RADO POTATO BUG DESTROYER and FERTILIZER.

^J" Please send for Circular for explanation, etc., before you mak cup your mind to purchase elsewhere.

sep 12 335 Adams Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
P, S.—Be sur<s yuu gcc inc rigni number.
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Edited by Thomas Meehan.

Vol. XIX. No. 228.
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PUBLISHED BY CHARLES H. MAROT,
814 Ohestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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The Gardener's Monthly
AND HORTICULTURIST.

EDITED BY THOMAS MEEHAN,

Assisted by an able Corps of AMERICAN and FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS.

It is published on the first of every month, at the office, No. 814 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA-
DELPHIA, where all Business communications should be addressed.

Communications for the Editor should be addressed : Thomas Meehan, Germantown, Philada.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Postage paid, $2.10.

TERMS OF
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NEW YORK,

AND

FLORISTS' SUPPLIES,

PALL CATALOGUE of Bouquet Papers, Grasses, Moss, Immortelles, Baskets, Wire De-
signs, Foil, &c., &c., will be mailed free on application ; contains all the latest Novelties in this

line.

Our SEED CATALOGUE, containing a full line of FLOWER and VEGETABLE
SEEDS, is issued, and will be mailed free on application.

Is called to our fine Stock of Imporied Lily of the Valley pips and clumps. Lilium longiflo-
rum, lancifolium, roseum, rubrum and monstrosum album, Spirea japonica,
(Astilba) clumps, &c.

A PINE LOT OP

CANNA ROOTS
Por sale, including the

LATEST FRENCH VARIETIES.
Address,

P. O. Box 899. NEW YORK.



Cabbage Seed ! Cabbage Seed !

!

FOB AUTUMN SOWING.
The Landreths' otter several sorts of Cabbage Seed for Autumn sowing which are worthy of

attention.

MARKET GARDENERS and owners of family gardens, who will bend their address plainly

written mp \ jjosial card, sliall have in return, without charge, an abridged treatise on the CABBAGE
FAMILY, recently published by the subscribers.

mchi2 DAVID LA.NDRETH & SONS, 21 and 23 S. Sixth St., Phila.

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE."
By Wm. Paul, F.R.H.S.

The ratioiialo of Rose cultivation in a nut-shell. Intended to

place withm a small compass all that is necessary for the successful
cultivation of the " Queen of Flowers." 83 pages, lamo, paper-
boards. Price, CO cents. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of
price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

or

.\ly annnal I'at.ilozn' of Vegetable and Flower Seed for 1878 wil'

be sent FRI^E in J.inuary, to all who spply. Customers of last

se tson need not write for it. I oflfer one of the largest collections of
vegetable seeds ever sent out by any seed h»use in America, a large

portion of which were grown on my six seed farms. Printed direc-
tionsfor cuitivntion on each package. All seed sold from my es-

tablishment warranted to be hoth fresh and true to name; so far,

that should it prove other >-se I will refill the order gratis As the
original introducer of the Hubbard and Marblehead Squishes, the
Marblehead Cabbages and a score of other new vegetables, I in-

vite the patron.ige of all -who are anxious to have their teed di-

rectlyfrom the irrower . fresh, true, and 0/ the very best strain.
Ne\v Vejjetables a specialty.
decs JAM£S J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

NURSERYMAN'S
DIRECTORY
of 1877.

A reference book of the Nurserj-mcn, Florists, Seedsmen, Tree
Dealers, &c., for the United States. Alphabetically arranged by
Stales and Post Offices. 310 pages, Svo. Price Jio.oo Mailed,
post-paid, on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., Phila.

CHOICE sTov[ m mmm. punts
By Uenj. S. Williain.s, F. it. H. .S.

With de.scriptions of upwards ol' clpvcn liumlrcil .species and
varieties. In><trucl ions fort hoi r cultivation and mod of nianage-
mont. Illuslratnd with colored frontispiece and numerous
splendid illustrations. 68G pages, 2 voLs., I'Jmo, clotli. Prire
S-T.OO. Sent by mail jjost paid on receipt of price.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut !St.„ Phila.

ORCHID GROWER'S MANUAL.
By Benjamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Containing brief descriptions of over 800 species and varieties,

with notices of times of flowering, approved modes of treatment

and practical instructions on general culture. Remarks on heat,

moisture, soil, seasons of growth and rest suited to the several species.

Enlarged edition with illustrations. 300 pages, lamo, cloth. Price,

S2..')0. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GARDENERS' DICTIONARY.
By Geo. W. Johnson, Editor of " Cottage Gardener."

Describing the Plants, Fruits and Vegetables desirable fur the
Garden, and explaining the terms and operations employed in

their cultivation. New Edition, with a su'iplement, including the
new plants and varieties. 910 pages, i2ino, cloth, fine print. Price,

)J3 50. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

ROSE GARDEN.
By Wm. Paul, F. B. H. S.

SELECT FERNS AND LYCOPODS.
By Btniamin S. Williams, F.R.H.S.

Comprising descriptions of 950 choice species and varieties, Brit-

ish and Exotic, with directions for their management in the Tropical,

Temperate and Hardy Fernery, with numerous beautiful full-page

illustrations. 353 pages, lamo, cloth. Price, jja. 50. Sent by mail

post-paid on receipt of price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

GARDENING FOR PLEASURE.
BY PETER HENDERSON.

A guide tQ the A.ti.'atfnir in the

FRUIT, VEGETABLE and FLOWER GARDEN.
With full diri'ction.- for the

Greenhouse, Conservatory and Window-Garden.
Illustrated. 2-50 Page.s, 12ino, cloth. Price $1.50. Sent by

mail post-paid on receipt of price.
Addr.ss CHAS. U. .MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

GARDENING FOR PROFIT.
BY PETER HENDERSOK.

A Guide to the .successful cultivation of the

Embracing History of the Rose ; formation of Rosarium; detail- '

ed account of practice for successful cultivation ; arrangement in I

natural groups of most esteemed varieties, English and Foreign,
in the most eminent Gardens ; with full description and remarks ' MARKET AND FAMILY GARDEN,
on origin an > mode of culture. Numerous illustrations. "ZIC ' „ ,

pages, Royal Svo, cloth. Price 33.00. Sent by maU post-paid I

^^'*^ ^^'^ enlarged edition. Illustrated. 27G Pages, 12mo, cloth,

on receipt of price. Address CHAS. H. MAROT, Price, ?l.oO. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

814 Chestnut St., Phila. Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

13^ SEE FIRST PAGE. FACING COVER



THE HOBTIGULTUBAL ADVEBTISEB.

If you wish to grow Vegetables for Bale
read

Gardening for Profit!
r you wish to become a Commercial Floriat,

read

Practical Floriculture I

If you wish to Garden for Amueement or
for Home Use only, read

Gardening for Pleasure 1

ALL BT

Peter Henderson.
Price $1.50 each, post-paid, by mail.

Our Combined Catalogue for 1876, of

EVERYTHING
TOR THiJ

GARDEN!
Sent Free to all Applicants.

Our large rhift'Titid Catalogues of Sfed$
and riuiii-', nu'riii' r)L>e 175 pa^'es, and cou-
taining 2 colored olar.t., gent without charge
to purchasers of any of the above three
books. Sent to all others on receipt of 50
cents.

35 Cortlandt Street,

NEW TORK.

\ OUR ''

SPECIAL usT OF PLANTS BULBS 8(c.for

SPEClAULISTOF SEEDS ROOTS; &C. FOR

laifetGaracners.

SPECIAL LIST OF VEGETABIEaNdFLOWER SEEDS FOR

SEEDJEAIER?
PeterHENMnsmdCo.

ascortkwfftsr.

HORTICULTURIST,

Rc-ncwals commencing December ist, 1877, or January ist, 1878, remitting $2.10 before January

ist, will be credited with three additional months, that is,—15 months for one year's

eubscription.

Subscribers are requested to send at least one new name with their own, if possible. For

thia attention, we will furnish the two at $3.20 for the year.

Two entirely new subscriptions will be furnished at ^3.20. Mi""''

Agents wanted,—to whom a liberal commission will be allowed, retainable out of subscriptions

secured and forwarded.

Any subscriber who has already renewed his subscription and paid >2.io, may order a new sub-

scriber at rate of %^^.^o the two, by remitting the additional ?i.io to balance, and oblige, with thanks

for past favors and efforts.

All subscribers, at whatever rate, are invited to take advantage ot our list of Club Papers on

another paj;c.
' ^

CHAS. H. MAROT, Publisher, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.
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ROSES!
ROSES FROM OPEN [GROUND—SPECIAL NOTICE FOR FALL.
Wc have a fine stock of Devoniensis—Aprippina, Safrano, James Sprunt, Malmaison, Mad.

Margottiii, Theresa Soth, Regalis, Is. Sprunt, Brahant, and many other hest sorts—»STRONQ
PLANTS FROM OPEN GROUND, which can be furnished WHEN DESIRED,—at same price as

the Pot Roses named below.

FLORISTS find it a GREAT ADVANTAGE to be ABLE to RE-
PLENISH their Rose Stock at ANY TIME THAT SUITS BEST. We
SHIP ROSES THE YEAR ROUND, and always guarantee SAFE
CARRIAGE. The excellent QUALITY of our Goods and our LIBE-
RAL and SATISFACTORY way of DOING BUSINESS—are fast con-
vincing the TRADE—that it PAYS better to BUY ROSES of US than
to GROW THEM, PARTICULARLY where HOUSE ROOM IS
SCARCE, and GLASS needed for OTHER PURPOSES.
Having found by experience that Roses of the siz* usually grown in 3-in pots

give best satisfaction to Florists, -we confine ourselves to this size only, and offer

no other. Our plants being grown in ordinary soil without manure, are sure to
start vigorously and require no petting. Having an abundance of strong working
Roots, they can be shaken out for packing with entire safety. Our Roses now
ready for the Fall Trade, are EXTRA STRONG and PERFECTLY HEALTHY,
they cannot fail to give more than usual satisfaction to purchasers. Our as-
sortment,—particularly of Monthly or Ever-blooming Roses is full and unbroken,
and includes the

FINEST SORTS FOR FLORISTS' USZ.
It is reasonable we should EXCEL IN ROSES, 1-ecanse we devote EXCLUSIVE

ATTENTION TO ROSES ONLY—rnnniu^' FORTY HOUSES ON ROSES ALONE.
It follows that we can offer Purchasers unusual inducements. We aim to grow the

most desirable sorts in such large quantities, that we can generally give Florists
their choice of varieties at prices named.

BY EXPRESS:

$7.00 per 100; 60.00 per 1000.
BY MAIL :

$7.40 per 100; $63.00 per 1000.
We pack light—Without Charge—and GUARANTEE Safe Carriage.

5@" Terms :

—

Caah with the order. Remit by bank draft, postal order on West Grove P. 0., Pa.,

or by registered letter.

Send for Descriptive Price Lists, free. Address,

THE mNGEE &. CONARD CO.,

j«l7i2 WEST GROVE, CHESTER CO., PA.
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HITCHINGS & CO.,

No. 233 Mercer Street,
Between Bleecker and West 3cl Streets,

NEW YORK.
Offer their very I^flirge Stock of

i AparatDS,

At prices lower than at any time

within the past thirty years.

Qjz
' ^>

(3t Patent Corrugated Fire Box Boilers, ^T^

Conical Boilers,

Saddle Boilers and

Base Burning Water Heaters;

Heating Pipes and Pipe Fittings

OF EVEBY DESCRIPTION AND SIZE.

SASH-LIFTINQAPPARATUS
OF MOST APPROVED FORMS.

Send 6 cents postage for Catalogue, References

and List of Prices.
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M. M. BAYERSDORFER & CO.
56 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

\V(- I).'- I,, call tlu' :itl(Mitii>n of the WIK )L1-:SALK ami IIETAIL TRADE
n FLORISTS' GOODS to our well assorte.l stock lor tlie Fall season :

BOUQUET PAPERS (Italiens),
riniii Wliite Edges. (Jokl and Silver I<}<l^'e.>^, J'asted Cartons, White Satin for

I{iid;i! Bouqucb*, Fancy Lace Papers for Weddings, Receptions and Parties.

IMMORTELLES,
(Original bunches, selected by one of our Urni.) White
and all colors.

DRIED GRASSES AND FLOWERS,
In great varieties and styles; very suitable for ornamental purpose?.

BASKETS,
Brown varnished Willow Baskets, Wlieat Straw and White and Gilt

Ba.*ket.s.

ORNAMENTAL GRASS BOUQUETS,
FRENCH GREEN MOS ES,

TIN FOIL, best in Market,
WIRE DESIGNS for CUT FLOWERS.

Prize Medal of Cinciniiiili Industrial Exposition of 1873; Medal and Diploma of International Exposi-

tion of 1877 "For best display 0/ Bouquet Papers."

Send orders early in Fall. Illustrated Catalogue furnished gratis on application. t.ang.tf

W*?>

f
"^ We offer fine plants from our List compribing over 500 varieties of the latest and choicest Ro»es, growD o«

their own roots and now ready for delivery.

Hy. Perp. and Teas, one year, 83.00 p«r doi:., S18.00 per 100.
" '• two years, 4.00 " 25.OO

Young plants per mail, 1.50 " 10 00 "

We can also supply all the New awA Ile.«t Varieties of

Hardy Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Evergreen and Deciduous.
Fire Specimen Plants—for planting in Lawns, Yards, &c.

CATAt.riGiii'.s sent on receipt uf 3.:t. postage itanip. noTtxi^l^
MILLER & HAYES, Mt. Airy Nurseries, Philadelphia.

To Gardeners and Florists.
My Fall Catalogue of Novelties and Wholesale Trade List is now

ready, and will be mailed free to all on application. My Catalogue

contains a description of Torenia Fourneri, Geranium Jeanrie Reed
(a seedling of mine of great merit) and many other new Plants of

value. In my \Vholcs;ile Trade List 1 have quoted my stock very

low. Respectfully,

WM. K. HARRIS,

oct2 55GI Darby Road, Phila,, Pa.

3,000

(Climbing Hurni:!g Husli.

Ji.oo per doz
:
;^7.oo pf:r too per mail. Large plants, 30c, each

;

$3.00 per doz For sale hy

MILLER & HAYES,
nov2 Mount Airy Nurseries, Phila., Pa.

GRAPE VINES.
Also GRAPE WOOD and CUTTINGS. LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA.

All leading varieiias in Urge >up;>ly. Extra Quality. True to nane. Special rates to Agents, Dealers, and Nurserymen. Our
Mit of customers now embr.ices nearly all the leading nurserymen in the country, to whom we would refer those not acquainted with our
Mock. DsaoriptiTe Catalogue and Price List Free. T. S. HUBBARD, Fredonia, N. Y. au«to
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Medal and Diploma a-w^arded by the U. S, Cen-
tennial Commission, 1876, to

Manufacturers of Patent Improved

in mm wim W\m mkt
AXD

PATENT PORTABLE CELLULAR EIRE BOX

BASE BURNER BOILER
Greeiihouses, Graperies, Coii.sorvatories, Propagating Houses, Forcing Pits, Public and Private

Buildings, Schools, Drying Rooms and Heating Water for Baths.

^Si^

ALSO KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND
Expansion Tanks, Evaporating Pans. 8top Valves, Cast-iron Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Biamthes, Pipe

Chairs, and everything necessary, of the best material, for Greenhouse Heating.

Smith & Lynch 's Improved Ventilating Apparatus, for opening and closing ventilating Sash,

on roof or sides of greenhouses and graperies.

Judges Report on awards, with descriptive illustrated circular (;ont;iining testimonials and

reference. Also price list furnished on application to

86 BE^EI^Xj"^ STK/BET,
febl2 BOSTON, MASS.
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ANDRE LEROY'S

OTRSEEIES
ANGERS, FRANCE.

The largest and richest of Europe in

f

EK)Xo

\ Iwim \m I

CAMELLIAS, ROSES,

FRUIT TREE STOCKS, &c., &c.

Large culture of Vegetables and Field Seeds,

Bulbs, Flowers, &c.

sept 1

2

C. RAOUX, Agent,

76 Park Place, New York.

The LOCUSTPLA GUE
In the United States : being more particularly a treatise on

The Rockj Mountain Liocust, or so-called Grasshopper,
As it occurs East of the Rocky Mountains.

With Practical Recommendations for its Destruction.

By Chas. V. Riley, M. A., Ph. D.,

State Etomologist of Missouri ; Chief of the U. S. Entomological
Commission; Lecturer on Entomology in various colleges ;

Author of " Potato Pests," &c.

A book that will interest and benefit every Farmer in the land !

A book that is of special interest to the people of the West ! A
book of great interest to scientific men I A book that every Ento-
mologist should read ! A book that all persons may read with pro-
fit 1 A book that should be everywhere disseminated ! A book
containing 236 pages, with 45 illustrations.

Cloth,$i.25; Paper, 8100. Sent by mail, prepaid, upon receipt
of price. Address, Rand, McNally & Co., Publishers, Chicago,
Illinois. oct3

A MANUAL OP

TlilfAEM M'Alf

g

HOW TO GROW CABBAGE PLANTS in any
locality, in any quantity, free from FLEAS, MAG-
GOTS, and CLUB ROOT !

How to construct and manage a Fire Hot Bed at

less cost and with greater satisfaction than the
common manure bed.
How to grow all kinds of Early and Late Vege-

table Plants cheaply and surely.
Many Valuable New Ideas, based on long experience, and never

before divulged, will be found in our NEW MANUAL OF VEGE-
TABLE PLANTS, sent to any address, for ONE DOLLAR. Cir-
cular giving table of contents, free to postal card address.

TILLINGHAST BROTHERS,
oct3 La Plume, Luzerne Co., Pa.

THE CHURCH UNION.
Tub National Urgan of those ladoking hor the actual,

visidlb unity of evangelical ijelibvbrs.

Published Weekly at

No. 22 Beekman Street, New York.

E. B. G R A N N I S,

Publisher.

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS :

Joseph T. Duryea, D. D.

Howard Crosby, D. D.

Samuel D. Burchard, D. D.
J. Hyatt Smith, D. D.
Rev. Thomas J. Melish.

Rev. Edward P. Ingersoll.

Rev. Anson G. Chester.

Smith's Bible Dictionary.
1017 pp. Finely Illustrated.

CONYBEARE & HOWSON'S

LIFE jlND EPISTLES OF ST, PAUL.
Beauiifully Illustrated,

OVER 900 PAGES.

These volumes are the result of the finest scholarship, the deepest
research and the most cultured piety of the present age.

They have been particularly recommended as Important aids to
an understanding of Holy Scripture, by the leading divines of

Every Evangelical Denomination.

To the Pastor, Sunday-School Teacher, and every careful student of
the Bible they are indispensable.

Each of these Books sells at Ketail for $4.50.

OUB PRICES.
The paperfalone, one year,

'' and either book,
•< and both books,

4.50
6.00

VEKY LIBEKAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Specimen Copies of tlie Cliufct] Doion, Free.

CLUB BATES.
We will send the Church Union to clubs on the following terms:

Five copies, one year for
Ten copies, << «< . .

Twenty copies »« «< . .

No premiums or commissions to Clubs.

BOOKS BY MAIL POSTPAID.
Address,

E. B. GRANNIS,
july6 Church Union, New York,

SIO.OO
18.00
34.00
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P. & E. TRANSON,

NURSERIES,
ORLEANS. FRANCE,

Beg to inform their friends and customers generally that their

NB^W LIST FOE 1877 and 1878
Is now ready, and may be had on application to

Messrs. K?^AUTH, NACHOD & KUHNB,
113 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

This Catalogue contains Prices of all the FEUIT TREE STOCKS ; an extensive list of FRUIT
TREES, New and Hardv ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, CLIMBERS, the Hardiest and Best CONI-
FERS, ROSES on their own roots. Also, SMALL CONIFERS, DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN
ORNAMENTAL TREES, one or two years' Seedlings, most useful for Nurserymen.

jg@°" N. B.—The greatest attention given to packing. oct3

GREENHOUSES, GRAPERIES, ETC.
Their Oonstruction a Specialty. Experience of 20 Years.

SHIPPED TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY, t^" Send for Catalogue. Addren,

LORD'S HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
)iinei2 Irvington-on-Hudson, New York.
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Climbing Burning Bush
(Euonymus radicans)

A hardy cvi^rjiccn creeper, attachinj^ itself to trees,buildings, fences,&c.,

as the ( \ !.'n;reen ivy does in ICnj^land, has long been a desideratum in

American gardens. This beautiful plant in some measure will take its

place, and everybody should have a few plants. It is a beautiful plant in a

garden as a dwarf evergreen bush, even when there is nothing de-

sirabl<; foi" it to cover.

\^" send ten plants by mail, postage free, for >>i.oo.

THOMAS MBEHAN,

Germantown Nurseries, Philadelphia, Pa.

50,000 DOUBLE TUBEKOSK BULBS.
doz. loo looo

First Quality Large Fl.wering Bulbs, $, 75 $4 0° |25 00

SeCond.Quality F'owering Bulbs. 5° i 00 15 00

A few bundled EXTRA Large Bulb- i 00 5 00

Dwarf Pearl, ist qu dity Flowerinj; Bulbs. 1 00 8 oo'

If sent by Mail. 23 cents per do7;n. Extra. Special prices given

to the trade for large quantities if \uVr'.\ tbis fall.

Thepast season having been »itM avorable for the grouitk of

Bulbs,-.ve can supply the larg.^taiu! /-est Bulbs ever sent outfrom
our tstablishmeut ^ 1?''^

MILLKK & HA'SES, ."i'T* Germantown Ave., Phila.

M&SE&

n

From open ground— Monthlies, Hybrids, and Climbers—very cheap;
also, small Roses from 3-in. pots. Florists' Stock of Greenhouse
and Bedding Plants. Tuberose Bulbs in immense quantities. Flo-
rets of Carnation Pinks, by 100 or 1000. Wholesale List free.

Address,
J. T. PHILIPS & SON,

nova West Grove, Chester Co., Pa.

Marshall Pear !; GLOXINIAS,
Kas been thoroughly tested another year on Lc ng IslancL Has

. o^^t fr^rr rrrvrT^c r tivmakv Tittt t vaV
1 c . .-~:..™ .,„„,.., ,e ;>, c,,,-,-,.<:<:ir.n ai '^iiffiilk ( 'o Far as Of the most SELECT KINDS fro.ii BfcNAKi , IJUL.L, VA.«aken first premium two years in succession at sunoiK ' °- '.'"^> '*'' „^.,~„-,^ , -Vf^iffW .i,ith OITIJ <»\W SiPVCTAT.

the best seedling : lipe ten days .ifterBartlelt. Has kept this year |

HOUTTE, and VEITCH, with OUK OW N !sF*.ClAJj

until Oct. Sth. i year, stands 3 to 4 ft., 75c. Propagated and for

sale by

P. H. FOSTER.
nov2 Babylon Nursery, Suffolk Co., N.Y.

iNTERNATrONAirEXHIBITION7
PHILADELPHIA, 1876.

JUDGES' BEPOKT. February 10, 1877.

John Dick's Patent Boiler for Heating
Greenhouses—A I'rize Medal was awarded
for its adaptability for the consiiniption of Wood,
Goal or Coke, and its clieap and economic ar-

rangement for tlic purpose specified.

W. D. Breckenridge, Judge.
Approved by the Group of Judges,

—

Geo. Thurber, W. Saun-
ders, F. Pentland.

Economy, Simpl'cily and Purability. Testimonials from those
who use it. My trade Catalogue of Plants is now ready and will

be forwarded free.

JOHN DICK, Florist,
nor 63d <& Darby Road, I'hila.

SORTS, at^io per 100; $2 per doz. NAMED and MAILED,

R. BUIST, SEN.,
nov2 Philadelphia.

ATtn & OUllO F.,rA.Uf-rti8er8
Acorapkte guide t'lailvfrtiscrs. ynr llnrm.hxiriial.—
Ancoessit.vtoidl wh.Kiilv.Tt i-t-. 1 4,;, grille Cnmmercial.
—ThR most complfte ;ind rt-lijitiln Wdik of the kind.
ri ...Inir,! r,Vj;<..'V. — SfiU tree to -W « lio iidvprtise.

M \A/ AVKif AdvcrCsii.K X(M1-,S BUILDING,
iNiVViftASON ntJKNTS. I I'lIILADKLPHIA.
<J<'t our Estiiiiale before making any advertising
contrncts. ()ur busines is lari^e. Farilities unsur-
passed. Prices the lowest. Terms the best-

THE AMERICAN^
Steamship Company of Philadelphia. Philadelphia and Liverpool

I

Line. The only Trans-Atlantic line sailing under the American
Flag. Sailmg every Thursday from Philailclpbia, and Wednesday
from Liverpool.

I

THE KED STAR LINE,
j

Carrying the Belgian and United States Mails. Sailing every

twelve days, alternately from Philadelphia and NewYork. Direct

[
and onK'

I To ANTWERP.
i

The American and Red Star Lines being under one management,
I E.xcursion Tickets are good to return by either, thus saving the ex-

pense and annoyance of recrossing the Channel.

I
For rates of passage and ceneral informaiion apph' to

apltf PETER WRIGHT & SONS, Phila., Oen'l AgrentB.

LONDON GARDENERS CHRONICLE
Will be furnished, post-paid, direct to subscribers in the U. S. for

»7 50 per year. Apply to

novt) CHAS. H. MAROT, Agent, 814 Chestnut St., PhiU.
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FOR SAXiK !

A FIRST-CLASS FLORIST BUSI-
NESS, with GREENHOUSES.

Terms easy. For particulars, address, "G," Box 66i, Newport,

R. I. tnov3

R. lairnrKX,
Rear of 428 Walnut Street, Philada.

Manufacturer of Plain and Fancy Wire-work, for Florists}
Wreaths, Crosses, Stars, Crowns, Hearts, Anchors, Birds, Lambs,
Gipsy Baskets, Hanging Baskets, Flower Stands, &c.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST. augf

TOBACCO STEMS,
For Fumigating purp'^st's. for sale in bales of about 400 lbs.

freeon boat or cars at f-^ ikt bale, or three bales for J12 on one
order,

STRAITON & STORM,
178 & 180 Pearl Street,

»aglZ New York City.

WALTER EliDER,
Iiandscape and Jobbing Gardener,

1231 Rodman SIreel, Philadelphia

Attends to all braafhes of his business on reasonable tenns.

Bramdywine (Susqueco) R.<.-;pberries and Wilson'". Karly Black-

berries from stock that produced the Centennial prize herries ; $1.50
per too, ^12 per 1000 ; Kittatiny and Lawton, $3 per 1000 ; Straw-
berries, Great America*, ^i per 10, ^5 per 100, <40 per 1000;

Duchesse, Prouly, Jio per 1000; Capt.Jack, Cumberland,Triumph,
Jucunda, Sterling, J? ; Boyden No. 30, Triomphe de Gand, Dun-
can, ^4 ; Col. Cheeny, Agriculturist, Champion, ^3; Albany,
Monarch of West, Star of West, Chas. Downing. Kentucky, Green
Prolific, $7. Order now of

JOHN S. COLLINS,
novtf Moorestown, N. J.

500,000 APPLE STOCKS.
Lowest rates

burg, Kansas.
Send for Price List. Miami County Nurserj', Louis-

E. F. Cadwallauer, Proptietor. nov4

25 FASHIOJN ABLE CARDS no two alike, with

name, 10c. «o Scroll, with name, 10c. post paid.

Ag;nts' outfit, loc.

n o V 1

2

GEO. I. REED & Co., Nassau, N. Y.

Landscape Gardeners,
SMITH & BUTLER,

Newport, Rhode Island.

Plans and estimates giren for any part of the country.

no»i2

Choice Selerted Field, Flower, Tree, Grass, Herl>
Vegetable ami Honey Plants. Garden and Apiarian Imple-
ments and Supplies. Agricultural Books, &c. Our new Descrip-
tive Catalogue sent free

Address carefidly,

C. p. LANE'S
N-"W-Apiary and Seed Warehouse,

fcbi2 Koshkonong, Wis.

POMii USEE! iiSil3"l
yieliied ^4338 Strawberries, Asparagus, Rhubarb and Fruit Irees.

Send for Catalogue. novs

WILLIAM PARRY, Cinnaminson, N. J.

ONE b<anARE of^ROUWDon i6th and W-stni Ireland

Sw., to LEASE for FLORISTS and LUMBER
YARDS. Apply to THOS. MELLOR,
noT» 323 Market Street, Phi 1 a . Pa.

-ff-^ Ttj"^ /% l-T^NESS KELIEVEO. Ncrnieiil'iue.
J._# JH^ ^*- *- Book free. G. J. WOOD, MadisoB, Ind.

25^
ELEGANT C.\RDS. no two alike, with name, loc; or 15

Comic Photos or Actresses, loc; or 20 Fine Scroll Cards, 20
tyles, no name, ioc.,po.st-paid.

octiz J. B. HtisrEu, Nassau, N. Y.

p A 'Pr M'TPQ Obtained for inventors. .Send for circular.

JrA X £lil 1 O No charge until Patent is obtained

HENRY J. KNNIS, Solicit.

Box 442, Was
of Patents,
linuton, D. C.

A

C. F, A. HINRICHS,
20, 31 & 33 Park Plato, New York City.

HYACINTH AND BULB GLASSES,
DECORATED FLOWER POTS, LAVA, MAJOLICA, Ac, I'tc.

Va.ses, Iron Sections for Flower Beds. I^wn, Fish and Flower
Stands, Floating animals for Aqu iria. Buttonhole B.-)uquct Hold-
ers. Otily and Original GERMAN STUDENT LAMP for Con-
servatories. Send for prices to above address. oct3

Plants for Winter Blooming.
Per dfi

CARNATIONS, Strong from field, bushy, ^3 00 i^i5 00
BOIIVAUIHA. " 5 in. pots, '• 3.00 18.00

EUPATOKIUM, " " "
3 oj 18.00

STETIA, " " open field,very bushy 3 00 18,00

BOSKS, Bon Silene, SafranoSc others,

in 4in. P">(s, b«shy, .... 3.00 18.00
MIM.ER & HAVKS.

ect3 Mount Airy Nurseries, Philadcljihia.

Great American, Diirand Beauty, t^uinberland

Triumph, Ciuderella, Coiitiuental, and »ll Best Straw-
berries, Early Prolilic, Reliance, Brantlywiue, and all

Best Raspberries ; Wilson's Early and all best Blackberries;

also Currants, Grapes, Peach Trees, l&c. &c., all reliable

and at HARD PAN prices Send for Price List, and oblige,

JOHN S. COLLINS,
octif Moorestown, N. J.~ TUBSBOSSS:
50,000 of the Finest, Largest, Southern grown Tuberoses can

be supplied at $20 per looo. Guaranteed larjccst Bulbs in the

market. Address,

ovj F. GOEBELS, 413 2d Street, Mompliis, Tenn.

EVER-BLOOMING ROSES
GROWN EXPRESSLY FOR W.TJVTER USE.

All the b-'st v.ivi-.l;c.s for sale. Also Smilax, Bouv irdias, and
other desirable stock. ROBERT J. S.IDDAI L.
septiz St:)tiou (}, I'hiladelphla.
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FOR SALE!
A rare chance, very cheap. Three Greenhouses on one of the

leading streets of the city of Washington, D. C. A fine stock of

Bedding and Flowering Plants. Reason for selling,—failing kealth.

A fine place. ^3,500, cash. Address,

JACOB HUSTER, Florist,
tdec2 Sixth St., N. E., bet. G and H Sts., Washington, D. C.

'^JIll Tcinds of2^^4=^

AT FAIR PRICES.
1*5 Varieties of Peaches 75 Varieties of Grapes.

100 Varieties of Strawberries, etc , etc.

Illustrated Priced Catalogues of both Fruit and Orna-
mental Trees and Plants,_/«// o/valuablt in/erniation , will be
forwarded on receipt often cents.

A. HANCE & SON, Red Bank, N.J.

In Watertown,N.Y., the half interest of a Florist's Business Well
stocked and in good running order, will be sold at a bargain for

cash. For particulars addre.ss,

deci GUSTAVUS SCHOENFELD.Watertown, N.Y.

ROBUSTA !
Beautiful, fern-like foliage, useful for in-door or out-d«or decora-

tion (in Summer), 25 cents each; ^2. 50 per doz.; ^15 per 100. And
other desirable Stock, for FUrists, in-luding Cape Jesa-
inine (fine plants), Torenia asiatlca, Cissus discolor. Ger-
aniums—all the standard kinds—in small pots Fuchsias, in 4-

inch pots, with lots of cuttings—early flowering kinds.

Send for price list.

sep9

EDWIN LONSDALE,
Florist,

Germantown, Phila., Pa.

G£T THE BEST

BEST HOLIDAY GIFT
For Parent, Child, Teacher, Pastor, Friend,

"The best practical English Dictionary extant."

—

London Quarterly Review, Oct. 1873
"August 4, 1877. The Dictionary used in the Government Print-

ing Office is Webster's Unabridged,"
" Indispensable to every stu-lent of the English language."

—

M. R. Waite, Chief Justice United States.

Published by G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Mass.

Stronj; Vine*. Also all other lead-
ing varieties and novelties.

ENGINE & BRO.,
dec I Marietta, Pa.

FRENCH STOCKS.
L, PAILLET,

MWRSBMWM^^»
At Chatenay, near Paris,

ESTABLISHED, 1827.

Begs to inform his customers that he offars for this season an tm
mense lot of fine

FRUIT TREE STOCKS,
of every description and choice, sueh as Pears, Quinces, Mahaleb,
Plums, common Cherries, Doucin, Paradise Apple Stocks. Also a
large quantity of

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs and Ever-
green Stocks,

All at very low prices and an immense lot of

ROSES,
of Everi' size and description. Standards, Half-Standards,
Dwarfs, and on their own roots, and a large quantity S. Mal-
maison, La France, and B«ngales assorted; also, Ne'W
Roses of this season. Gladiolus in large quantities. Mag-
nolia soulangeana, Tevrtan, Speciosa, cordata, macro-
phylla and others. Magnolia Lenne,—a large quantity of

this fine Magnolia is disposable (the true variety from graft). Mag-
nolia oxoniensis ana double Nantais (two fine double flower-

ing varieties). Also, Magnolia la Galissoniere and grandl-
flora. Tree and Sinensis Paeonies, the best selection in

Europe. Clematis, 50 varieties, also Clematis from seed
cropped of best Tarieties, at cheap prices. Petula alba
foliis purpureis, disposable by L-irge quantities.

NEW VIOLAS.
V. BELLE DE CHATENAY. The new double whiteViola,

awarded the first class certificate by the Horticultural Society of

France L. Paillet has offered tbi« magnificent Viola for the first

time in last Spring; the flowers are of pure white, most delicately

perfumed and of immense size and very double. Price,- Young
plants. £=; p-r 100 : strong plants. £• per 100.

V. ODORATA, with rose flowers Cquita new), flower very

abundantly, flowers of fine rose color. Price,—£3 perdoz.,£i2 per

100.

V. the CZAR, with white flower. This variety is quite alike to the

well known old variety with blue flower ; it differs only by the color.

The white Czar is a very large flower, blooms very freely, has fine

large foliage on very long stem, and nicely perfumed, and is of the

purest white color. Price,—Young plants, £2 per 100 ; strong

plants, £4 per 100.

N. B.—For other varieties of VIOLA and others, see list and

prices of Catalogue and lists sent on application.

The best care and attention is given to tha packing.

Orders may be sent to L. Paillet direct, or to his agents, Din-
gelsledt & CO., 27 William St., New York. Deposits

of money or values may be sent direct to L. Paillet, or to his agents,

where catalogues and lists can be had. tdeC3

The Great Bloomington Nursery,
Founded and managed by Mr. Franklin K. Phoenix, has now
passed into my possession, and the immense assortment of Nursery

stock must be disposed of
I OFFER FOR CASH

APPLE SEEDLINGS, (For Grafting).

1,000 First-cla«s for $ 3 o<>

10,000 " " »7 o«

100,000
" " 26000

1 ,000 Second class for 2 00

10 000 " " 1600
APPLE SCIONS, (Our Assortment).

1,00c Good Varieties $ ' *••

10,000
" ' "*

APPLE ROOT GRAFTS, (Best Assortment).
1,000 Assoried for I 3 5<»

10,000 " 30 oo

100,000 " 29000
An immense stock of choice A^^le Treei, Ptach, Cherry. Pear,

Plum, Evergreens , Ornamental and Shade Trees, Hidge Plants,

<5r>f for sale at prices which defy competition. Address, "WIL-
LIAM F. BAIRD (Trustee), Bloomington, III. decS
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Journal of Microscopy.
THE MlL'ROSCdPE his now become such an important .i<.

distant in Science, Medicine, and the Indiistial Arts, th;it no intel-

ligent person c:iii sffyrd to be without a knowledge of the best meth-
ods of using it, and of the advances m;ule by its cmployni iii

THE rOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY aims to give this know-
ledge in simple, but thoroui;hly accurate and trustworthy form. It

addresses itself to the Naturalist, the 'J'cacher, the Stu.ient, the
Physician, and the general reader, and it is so simjilc, practical
and thorough, that it may prove to the advantage of ever>' .>nc own-
ing even a pocket magnifier to take it.

It is puMished monthly, and is printed on good paper, and well
illustrated

It is now in its third year, and has met with very gener.il favor,
so much so, that at the request of more than tWo-thirds of our sub-
scribers, we have doubled its size. Subscription, $1.00 per year.

^~ Vo's. I and II, handsomely bound in cloth, with gilt title,

Ji.jj each. Vols. I and II, b)und. and Vol. Ill in numbers as is-
sued, ^(2.50.

:
'. for free specimen ropy. .Address,

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF MICROSCOPY,
^'^<^l Box 4875, New York City.

ATTENTION,

FARMERS
Send for a Specimen Copy of the

PRACTICAL FARMER,
.Established 1855.)

The Oldest, I.,argest, Most Enterprisine:, Instructive,
and Valuable Agricultural, Live Stock and

Family Journal in America.

It is a 64-Columii "Weekly Paper.
Acknowledged authority on all agricultural topics, and leads the
van of American Agricultural Journalism. Has the largest and
ablest corps of Regular Contributors ever employed on an agricul-
tural paper, under an able and experienced Editorial Management,
who spare no expense or labor to add everything possible to its
value.

Subscription Terms Reduced for 1878.

$-i 00
I 75
I 50

in the

PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.

Single subscriptions (51 issues)
In clubs of two, do
In clubs of three do only

Making it the cheapest first-class AgriouItur.tl Weekly
country.

Liberal Premiums or C;ish Commissions t'.. Club Agents.
Specimen Copies Sent Free. Address,

PRACTICAL PARMER,
518 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PDO-

Each Number contains Thirty-two P.-vges of reading, many
fine Wood Cut lUustr^itions, and one Colored Plate. A beauti-
ful Garden Magazine, printed on elegant paper, and full ofinforma-
tion._ In English and German, Price, ?r 25 a year ; five copies, $5.
Vick's Flower and Vegetable Garden, 50 cents in paper

covers
; in elegant cloth covers |r.oo.

Vick's Catalogue,—3c o lUu-lrations, only 2 cents. Address,

deci JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. Y.

GIFT
Ca I'Al

<, <|. On
..I r: FREE

Sl-Nl) PARK'S FLURAL MAGA-
ZINE, a beautiful Monthly: 16 papp^, tinted

paper, richly ill>i'-trutc<l, all about Hewers,

y 50 Its a yar. Simple for stamp ['"i-niiALIple fo

tJKO. W. PARK, Mt. Veriwn, O.

<P C 7 O r| AGENT'S prjfits per week.
kOO/.DU ielt$>03.

#>
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Nursery Cards.
i^~ Send for Circular and xoi)Jitioiis of insertion undtr this

heading."®a

WM. F. BASS'ETT.
Nursery m.-.n, Hammonton, N. J.

W. T. BELL,
Florist, Franklin, Pa.

CHAS. BLACK & BRO.,
Nurseryman, Hightstown, N. J.

J. p. BRYANT,
Nurseryman, Princeton, 111.

8. E. BYERS,
Florist, Houstan, Tixas.

A. M. C. JONGKiNDT~CONlNCKr
Nurseryman, Dcdemsvaart, Nelh.

JOHN dick", 7
Nurseryman and Florist, Philadelphia, P.< .

HEMRY A DliEEH,
Seedsman and P'lorist, Philadelphia, Pa.

FARLEY, AISIUERSON & CO.,
Nursery, Uni_>n Springs, N. Y

THOMAS^ MEEHAN;
Nursery .nul Tree Seeds, Oermantown, Phil

WmTTARRY."
Pomona Nur?ery, Cinnaminson, N. J.

BANDOLPH PETERS,
Nurseryman, Wilmington, Del

JNO. SAUL,
^

Nurseryman, Wathington, D. C.

B. F. TRANSOU & CO.,
Nurserymen, Humboldt, Tenn.

E. MTVAfiiV^
Nurseryman, Kewanee, 111.

J~C7VAUGHA»r~^ 7!
Importer and Dealer in Bulbs, Chicago, 111.

WmTwatBon.
Nurseryman, Henham, Texas.

ZZAND-BOOK

PRACTICAL "landscape
GARDENING

By F. R. Elliott.
Designed for City and .Suburban Residences, and Country School-

Houses; containing designs fo lots «nd grounds, from a lot 30
by 100, to a forty acre plot. Each plan is drawn to scale,

with schedule to each, showing where each tree, shrub, &c.,
should be planted; condensed instructions .'or forming and caring
for lawns; buildirg of roads; turfing, protection, pruning and care
of trees; making cuttings, evergreens, hedges, screens, &c. Con-
densed descriptions of all the leading trees and shrubs ; .loil and po-
sition in which they should be grown. Illustrations of ground plans,

elevations, trees, shrubs, winter gardening. &c. 96 pp., 8 to, cloth.

Price $1.50. Sent by mail on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT.
814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

h Locust Pip iii tb Med States.

By Charles V. Riley, M.A., Ph.D., Slate Entomologistof Missouri.

Being more particularly a treatise on the Kocky Mountain Locust
•r so-called Grasshopper,as it occurs east of the Rocky Mountains.
"^'w^ipractical recommendations for fts destruction 236 pp ; lamo.
cloth and 45 illustrations. Will be .%ent by mail, postage free, for

^1.35, on receipt of price. Address,
CHAS. 11. MAROr, 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

lial of Small Frail Cflltim.
IJy K. 1'. ROK,

^"The chapter on picking and marketing is eminently practical

and sensible."

—

American Agriculturist.)
How to raise and market Strawberries, Raspberries, Currants,

Gooseberries, Blackberries, &c. 82 pages, 8 vo., paper, price 50
oents. Mailed post paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. U. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Flula.

PRACTICAL HINYs~~
On the selection and use of the

MICROSCOPE,
Intended for beginners, by John Phin.

Editor of the Am. Journal of Microscopy. Enlarged eoitioD.

Profusely illustrated ; i8t pp., i2mo, cloth : price, 75 ct.s. Mailed
post-paid on receipt of price. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT. 814 Chestnut St., Phila.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY.
ROPP'S EASY CALCULATOR
Is a new publication that must prove of incalculable benefit to

Farmers, Mechanics and Business men. It is so rti/i./ and ^r/^Vm/
as to startle the most scholarly , and yet so simplej-mifiracticmirhtt.
the most illiterate in figures can instantaneously become his own
accountant. It enables thousands to accomplish ia a minute what
they they could not learn to calculate in many months.
The first part containing an entirely new sysie»t ut' Tables whick

shows at aglance the exact values of all kinds of ijrain. Stock, Hay,
Coal,LuniVjer Mtrchandise,etc., fromo«^/t>«n«i\ip to a car load,t:DA
for any price which the market is likely to reach ; ihe Intere&t 00
any sum for any time at 6, 7, 8, and jo p r cent. ; correct measure-
ment of all kinds o< Lumber, Saw Logs, Cisterns, I'anks, Granaiies,
Bins, Wagon Beds, Corn Cribs; a Time. Wages, and many other
valuable tables.

The Secondpart is a /raf/rVa/ Arithmetic, and embodies a timpl*
mathematical principle which enables fl«^ oKe familiar with the fun-

damental rules to become a lightning lalculater ; and by whick
over two thirds of the figures and labor required by the ordinary
methods, ind/ractions-m'w.'h their intricacies, are entirely avoidti.
The work is nicely printed on fine tinted paper, is well and ele-

gantly bound in pocket-book ihape and is accompanied by a Silicate

Slate,Memorandum and Pocket for papers. It is by far the most com-
plete, comprehensive and convenient pocket manual ever published.

PRICES : Bouud in Russia Leather, Gilded, •2.00;
Morocco, «1.50; Fi>e Knglihli CJotb, Sl.OO.
Sent po>-t paid on recaipt of pricf. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
8141 Cbestnvt gt., PUta.

PRESERVIKG, PICKLIill Ai Vmil FROIT,
By Mks. M. E. Pbtekson.

Containing a choice collection of receipts of Preserving, Pickling,
and Canning Fruits, many of them being original from house wives
of experience. 72 pages, i6mo. Cloth. Price 50 cents. Sent by
mail, post-paid, on receipt ef price.

Address, CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut St., PhlU.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
BY JAMfS HOSG.

A complete guide to the cultivation of Vegetable?;, ••ntainitif

thorough instructions for Sowing, Plantin-; and Cultivating all kinds
of Vegetables; with plain directions for preparing, manuring and
tilling the soil to suit each plant ; including also a summary of the
work to be done in a vegtt.ible garden during each month of the

year. 137 pages, i6mo , cicth. Illustrated. Price 50 cants; sent

by mail, post-paid on receipt of price. Address,
CHAS. H MAROT, 814 Chestnut St.. Phila.

A Hygroscope for 50 cents.

THE CHEMICAL HYGROSCOPE.
This indicator of vdnospheric moisture is as accurate as the

costly ones. R(joiii-'! In ated by furnaces or stoves are almost in-
Tarittbly sodry as to b- damaging not only to health but to fur-

niture. Some poople take the cousequeiices, others kepp water
on the heater. Th.- Hygroscope bhows at a glance whetner the
air is too dry or not.

Sent by mail lor .50 cents. Address,

febtf CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Ftnilf Gr wers' Hand-Book.
By F. K. i:iliott, author of "Wo.stern Fruit Growers' Guide,"
(one of till- bi'sl posted men on the subject In the United Slates).

(ontnin> Llie prailieo on all subjects ion nected with fruitgrow-
ing. Thr book is made for those who grow fruit for their own
use. Also au Appeudi.v, contaiuinu matter relating to the s«
lection and culture of Ornamental Trees, R<ises, Plants, .ti'.

IlUistratrd with 45 wood-cuts, 130 page?, l6mo cloth, 4l; pa-
pw, CO cts. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt of price.

Addraw C. H. MAROT, '^14 C hestiiul St., Phila.
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CLUB PAPERS AT NET PRICES,
ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.

TO REMIT IN CLUBBING "SL&Z's^^Z^lZS^^
as you wish, foot up the prices auTiexed and add TWO DOLLARS

for the MONTHLY to the total.

AxnerIo»n Agriculturist 81 20
" Farmer ^ <>5

" Artisan 1 GO

Builder 2 60

" Naturalist 3 25
<• Odd Fellow 1 60

Appleton's Journal..... 2 50

Arthur's Home Magazine ^ f
Atlantic Monthly ^

*o

Boston Cultivator * 60

Building Association Journal.... •••••••••;
, H" Societies Gazette, London, England 1 35

Bucts County Intelligencer, old Subscriber* $2 60, new 2 10

California Horticulturist....... 2 75

Central Union Agriculturist and Chromo 1 70

Children's Friend 1 35
" Hour 1 10

Colman's Rural World 1 85

Country Gentleman - ^ 10

Demorest's Magazine z bu

Eclectic Magazine * oU

Every Saturday • * eo

Farmer's Home Journal ^ 60

Frank Leslie's Ladies' Magazine 3 10

" Review 2 10

Galaxy ^ ^
Germantown Telegraph, old subscribers 82 50, new 2 20

Godey's Lady's Book 2 25

Graphic, (Daily), per year 9 50

Hall's Journal of Health 1 50

Harper's Baaar 3 45

" Magazine ^ *o

Weekly 3 *5

Hearth and Home 2 00

Herald of Health 1 60

Household «o

Iowa Homestead ]
"U

Journal of Chemistry l i"

" of the Farm °5

Journal of Materia Medica 1 10

Kansas Farmer ...•. 1 35

Lady's Floral Cabinet, with Chromo 1 10

Ladies' Repository 3 35

Leslie's Lady's Journal 3 60

Lippincott's Magazine ^ fO

LIttell's Living Age 7 60

London Garden > ° 'J^

London Gardener's Chronicle ' oo

Maine Farmer |C W
Manufacturer and Builder 1 8$
Maryland Farmer - „. 1 85
Massachusetts Ploughman 2 69
Metropolitan 1 8S
Milling Journal „ 1 85
Moore's Rural New Yorker 2 35
Nation
National Baptist
New England Farmer

" " Homestead
New York Evangelist
New York Methodist

" " Post, Weekly, 81.80; Semi-Weeklr
" Times, Weekly, 81.50; Semi-Weekly

'• " Tribune, Weekly, 81-50; Semi-Weekly ,

" World, Weekly; 81-50; Semi-Weekly
,

North-Western Farmer „.,

Nursery
Ohio Farmer
Old and New ,

Our Home Journal
Park's Floral Gazette
Penn Monthly
Peter's Musical Monthly

,

Peterson's Magazine
Philadelphia Weekly Pres8» ,

Phrenological Journal
Poultry World
Popular Science Monthly ,

Practical Farmer, (Weekly)
Prairie Farmer
Purdy's Small Fruit Recorder
Saint Nicholas
Saturday Evening Post
Scientific American
Scientific Farmer ,

Scribner's Monthly
Southern Cultivator

,

Southern Planter and Farmer
Waverly Magazine
Western Agriculturist
Western Farmer

Rural
Wood's Household Magazine

,

" " '' with Chromo.....
Working Farmer
Young Folk's Monthly
Youth's Companion..new subscribers 81.40; old subscribers.

4 75
2 85
2 85
2 10
2 60
2 20
2 60
2 60
2 60
2 60
1 10
1 20
1 85
3 60
225
70

2 10
260
1 70
1 60
285
1 00
4 60
1 60
1 6§
85

2 60
1 75
2 76

85
8 45
1 85
1 85
4 60
85

1 85
1 60
86

1 00
1 10
90

1 75

The above includes postage under the new U. S. Law requiring prepayment of postage before mailing.

After subscription to a club paper through this agency, report non-receipt of your numbers

and other causes of dissatisfaction, irregularities of mails or changes of residences, only to said

paper direct {not to this office).

'Remit by P. 0. Order, Draft or Registered Letter. Currency is at risk of mails.

If you wish a receipt or reply, encloss postage stamp for that purpose, otherwise the club papers will be conddered a •«£&•

elent receipt.

Address CHAS. H. MAROT, 814 Chestnut Street, Philade^hia.



RUBAL AND PRACTICAL BOOKS, (and any others in the market not on this Ust) will

be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt of price.. Address Chas. H. Marot, 814 Chestnut St., ^hilada.

Allen's, R. L., Diseases of Domestic Animal? 81 00

Allen's, L. F., Rural Architecture 1 60

Allen's, L. F., American Cattle 2 50

Allen's, R. L. & L. F. New American Farm Book 2 50

American Architect 7 00

American Bird Fancier, (Brown's) 30

American Farmer's Encyclopedia 6 00

American Weeds and Useful Plarils .". 1 75

Apple Culturist, S. E. Todd 1 50

Art of Saw Filing 75

A rchitecture, Modern American, Cummings & Miller 10 00
" Principles and Practice of, By Loring & Jenning 12 00

Baker's Fruit Culture 4 00

Bassett on Cranberry Culture 30

Barry's Fruit Garden 2 50

Bell's Carpentry made easy 5 00

Bcment's Poulterer's Ci mpanion 2 00

Bemcnt's Rabbit Fancier 30

Beet Root Sugar 1 50

Bicknell's Village Builder, 77 plates 12 00

Bommer's Method of Making Manures 25

Boussingault's, J. B., Rural Economy 1 60

Bro^vne's Trees of America 6 00

Breck's New Book of Flowers 1 75

Bridgeman's American Gardener's Assietant 2 50

Bridgeman's Fruit Cultivator's Manual 1 00

Bridgeman's Kitchen Gardener's Instructor 1 00

Buisi's, Robert, Am. Flower Garden Directory 1 50

Buist's, Robert, Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00

Burr's Field and Garden Vegetables of America 5 00

Carpenter and Joiner (R. Riddell) 7 00

Carpenter and Joiner's Hand Book, (Holly) 75

Chorlton's Grape Grower's Guide 75

Chemistry of the Farm, (Nichols) 1 25

Cleveland's Villas and Cottages 4 00

Cobbett's American Gardener ". 75

Cole's, S. W., American Fruit Book 75

Cole's American Veterinarian 75

Cooper's Rural Hours 2 00

Copeland's Country Life 5 00

Dadd's, Geo. H., American Cattle Doctor 1 50

Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1 50

Dana's, Samuel H., Muck Manual 1 25

Darwin's Variations of Animals and Plants, (2 vols) 6 00
Dnrwin's Insectiverous Plants 7 00

DoVoe's Market Assistant 2 50
Downing s, A. J., Landscape Gardening 6 50
Downing's Cottage Residences 3 00

Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, 5 00

Downing's Rural E.ssa5s 3 50
Downing's Ladies' Companion to the Garden 2 00
DuBreuil's Vineyard Cultuie, (Dr. Warden) 2 00
Eastwood on Cultivation of the Cranberry. 75
E'l-liott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Elliott s Landscape Gardening, 1 50
Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees 1 50
ElUolt's Fruit Growers Hand Book, paper, 60 ctnts, cloth 1 00
Farm Talk, (Brackett) 1 00
Farming for Boys 1 50
Field's, Thomas W., PearCuIture 1 25
Five Acres too Much, (illustrati d) 1 50
Flagg's European Vineyards 1 50
Flax Culture .'. 50
Flint, Chas. L . on Grasses 2 50
Flint's Milch Cows 2 50
Fowler's Homrs for All 1 50
Frxnk Forester's Fish and Fishing, 8 vo. 100 engravings.. 3 50
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen, 8 vo 3 00
French's Farm Drainage • 1 50
Fuller's Grape Culturist 1 50
Fuller's Small Fruit Culture „ 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturtet 20
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist 1 50
Fulton on Peach Culture 1 50
Gentry's Lite Histories of Birds, Ist vol 2 00
Gray's How Plants Cxrow 1 25
Gray's Manual of Botany 2 25
Gray's Manual, Botany and Lessons, in one vol 4 00
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 2 50
Green on Trout Culture 1 00
Gregory on Squashes, paper 30
Guernon on Milch Cows 75
Guidle to Fortune 1 00
Harazthy's Grape Culture and Wine Making 5 00
Harris' Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. 54 ; col. eng's.. 6 50
Harris on the Pig 1 50
Hatfield's American House Carpenter 3 50
Henderson's Practical Floriculture 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Pleasure 1 50
Henderson's Gardening for Profit 1 50
Herbert's Hints to Horsekeepers 1 75
Hoopes on Evergreens 3 00
Hooper's Dog and Gun, paper 30 cents, cloth 60
Hop-culture 40
How to Buy a Farm, and Where to Find One 1 75

How to Manage a Building Associalion 82 00
How to Paint 1 00
Hunter and Trapper 1 00
Hussman's Grapes and Wines „ 1 50
Jacques' Manual of the House 1 50
Jacques' Manuel of theGarden 1 75
Jennings' Cattle Doctor 1 75
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases 1 75
Jennings' Sheep, Swine and Poultry 1 75
Johnson's Gardener's Dictionary 3 59
Johnson's How Crops Feed 2 00
Johnson's How Crops Grow 2 00
Johnson's Peat and its uses 1 25

Johnston's Elements of Ag. Cheniistry and Geology 1 50

Johnston's, J. 8. W., Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Kemp's Landscape Gardening 2 60
Klippart's Farm Drainage 1 75
Langstroth, Rev. L. L., on the Hive an Honey Bee 2 00
Leuchars' How to Build Hot-houses 1 60
Leibig's, Justus, Familiar Lectures on Chemistry 75

Louden's Encylopaedia of Plants 20 00

Lyman's Cotton-culture 1 50
McMahon's American Gardener 2 25
Mayhew's Practical Book-keeping for Farmers 90
Mechanics' Companion (Nicholson) 3 OO
Meehan's Ornamental 'Trees 76

Mileson the Horse's Foot „ 76
Miner's, T. B., Bee-keeper's Manual 1 25
Mohronthe Grape-vine..... 1 00
Money in theGarden 1 50
My Vineyard at Lakeview : 1 25

My Farm of Edgewood 1 75
My Ten-rod Farm 50
North American Sylva, 5 vols., 156 cob plates, in 30 parts,

" " unbound 60 00
Half Turkey Antique, gilt 70 OC
full " " 75 00

Nichol's Ghemistry of the Farm and Sea 1 25
Norton's, John P., Elements of Scientific Agriculture 75
Norris' Fish-cnlture 1 75
Onion-culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres 1 25
Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects cloth 6 00
Paul's Book of Roses r. 60
Paul's Rose Garden 3 00
Paxton's Botanical Dictionary 15 00
Pardee on Strawberry-culture 75
Parkman's Book of Roses 1 50
Parsons, Samuel B., on the Rose 1 50

Peat and its Uses 1 25

Poar-culture, Fields 1 25

Pedder's, James. Farmer's Land-measurer 60
Percheron Horse 1 00

Peterson's Preserving, Pickling and Canning Fruit 50
Phin's Open-air Grape Culture, and Wine Making 1 50
Quiun's Pear-culture for Profit 1 00
Quinby's Mysteries of Bee-keeping Explained 1 50
Randall's Sheep Hu.sbaudry 1 50
Randall's Fine Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 no

Rand's Bulbs 1 50

Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden 3 00
Rand's Popular Flowers and how to Caltiyate them 1 25

Rand's Garden Flowers 2 50
Rand's Orchid Culture 3 5"

Rand's Rhododendrons 1 50
Ropp's Commercial Calculator, cloth 81, Morocco Tuck 2 00
Rose Culturist paper 30
Robbins', R , Produce and Ready Reckoner 75

Saunders' Domestic Poultry, paper 40 clo h 75

Saxton's Hand Books, in fo'ursories, each 1 50
Pchenck's Gardener's Text-book 75

Seribner's Ready Reckoner and Log-book 3<

Strong's Cultivation of the Grape 3 00
Ton Acres Enough 1 5&
Thomas, J. J., Farm Implements 1 50
Thomas, J. J., Fruit-cuhurist ; old ed., $3 00; new edition, 3 7a

Ville's Chemical Manures 1 25
Warder's American Pomology 3 00

" Hedges iind Evergreens 1 50
Waring's Drainage for Profit and Health 1 50

" Elements of Agriculture 1 00
" Earth Closets 50

Webster's Dictionary, Unabridged 12 0$

Well's Every Man his own Lawyer 2 00
Williams, B. S., on Stove ik Greenhouse Plants, 2 vols., lUM 5 00

Williams, B. S., on Select Ferns and Lycopods 2 5)

Williams, B. S., Orchid Grower's Manual -2 54

Window Gardening 1 50
White's Gardening for the South ^ 2 00

" Cranberry Culture %... 1 25

Wood's Class Book of Botany 3 50
Workingman's Way to Wealth 75

Wright's Practical Poultry Keeper 2 00

Youatt on the Horse 1
'5

Youman's Household Science....* 2 00
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Bii'ist. y«'n. K , riiilacl<lphia 8

Bush J.S.. Now York ciiT coTor
C»dwallailer K F , Mu«ml County Nurtery, [.ouisbiirg, Kan.. 9

CliWestcr W. 11., Nrw York city 12

Collins, John S , Moor^stown, N. J .* 9

Dick John, Philadelphia 8

Dinjcee ACoM»rd Co . West (irove. Pa 2

Elder Walter, Philadelphia 3

Engle A Bro ,
Mari. tta, Pa 10, 11

Ennis Henry J . Wa^^hington, I) C ... « U

Foster P. H.. Hah) Ion Nursery, Sullolk Co., N. Y 8

Foust George, Harneual, N J 10

fiochels F ,Men>i]hi»,Tenn 9

Crannis, E. B.. New York 6

QreRory James J. H , M»rblehead, Mass Fly-leaf

HauceA A .Son, Ri-d Bank. N, J U
HarrU Wm- K . Phila 4

Henderson Peter A Co , New York 1

Hews A. II. A <"o., No. Cambridge, Mats corer

Hinricb.i C F. A. New York city 9

Hitchint;9ACo..New York city 3

Hubbard T.S., Fredoma. N. Y - 4

Hudson J. K .Topeka. Kan 10

Husted J. B , Nassau, N. Y. 9

Huster Jacob. WashiuKlon. P. C 11

Jongkindt A M ('., Conin< k, Tot'.eihaia N'urs .DedemsTeart 10

Knaulh, Nachod A Kuhue Mewrs . New York city 7

LaneC. F., Koshkonong. Wis 9

Landreth Darid A .Sods , Philadelphia Fly-leaf

Lenk George, Waldt^nberg. Saxony 16

Lippineotl James, Moumt Holly, N. J 10

Lonsdale Edwin, Gerniantown, Phila U
Lord's Horticultural Works. Irfington, New York 7

Lynex Richard. Phila<lelplii» 9

Marot Chas. H., PUila 1, 8, 10. 12. 13, 14, 15, 16, Fly-leaf

Meehau Thomas. Germantown, Philadelphia H

MellorThos., Philadelphia 9

Merriam G.Jt.C . Springflelo, Mavs 11

Miller A Hayea, Mt. Airy ^^urserle•, Phila 4, 8, 9

Nimmo Alexander. Brooklyn, New York cOTer
NurserTmen's Cards 13

Paillet L. < hatenay. Krante 11

Park Geo. W.. Mt. Vrrnon 12

Parrr William, Cinnaminsoii. N.J 9

Parsons S. B. A Sons, Flushing, New York cover

Parsons, R. B. A Co , Flushing, N. Y 16

Philips J T. A Son Chester Co., Pa 8

Practical Farmer, Philadelphia 12

Rand, McNally & Co., Chii-«g«, III 6

Raoux C, New York 6

Reed Gee. I. A Co-. Ka-'sau, N. Y 9

Roe E. P.Cornwal -on-iiudson, N. Y 16

Rolker A. A Sons, New Vork city Fly-leaf

Schoenfeld GuslaTus, Watertown, N. Y 11

Stientlfio Farmer (o , Bo-ton, Mass 10

Scollar John A.. Brooklyn, N. Y coTer

Siddal'l HoVjert J, Philadelphia 9,

Skcd. Paddock &<').,< l^veland, O. 10 I

Smith A Butler, Newport. R. 1 9

Smith A Lynch, Boston. Mass ,5 ;

Straiton & Storm, Now York city 9
'

Thorburu J. M. A <'o.. New York city coTcr

Tillinghast Bros , La Plume, Lusserue Co., Pa 6

Transon P. A E., Orleans, France 7
'

Vick Jawci, Rochester, N Y 12

Wood G. J., Madison, Ind S

Wright Peter A Sons.Philadelphia 8
,

Wyman, Jr.. E., Rockford. Ill 10 i

TO FLOKIST.S.

WANTED —A situation as Foreman and Propagator; has a i

thorough knowledge of the business in its several depart-
I

ments, including the Propagation of Plants, the Production of Cut I

Flowers; has had large practice in the London nurseries, with sev-
j

eral years in a leading commercial nurserj- at New York; is well
'

conversant with getting up Plants for Commercial Shipping and
j

Local Ttode; is active and industrious ; is anxious to secure a posi- <

tion in a firm doing a good trade ; married man with small family,
j

Address.A. B.Box 54 Astoria P.O., Long Island City, N.V. nov3 '

CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS.
Our stock of these it this year in unusually fine conditiun. The

Camellias arc well furnished with Flowcr-budk. anil are in excellent
licalth I he Chinese Azalrasare also of ver)' superior quality, and
under our trr ttnieni proituce flowers of unusually large sue.
Wc have ihc best new sorts and can offer plants from as cts. up-

wards. Evergreens caii^ now be safely movtti, as well ai Ghent
Azale-u and Rhododendrons Our plants of thoe are always of fino

<iuality. Wc invltr the attention of

NURSERYMEN and DEALERS
To our general stock, both JDeciduouH and Kver|;reen. which is

»ery large and Complete. Our Roses on then own roots, both i

and a years, are in very fine condition, and at low rates.

Uur OtSce and Greenhouses being at the location once occupied by
the old house of Parsons & Co., (now dissolved), of which the head
of this firm wa.s a member, visitors will find it quite accessible
from either the Bridge or Main St. Railroad Stations. For Cata-
logues, address,

R. B. PARSONS Sl CO.,
Kownc Ave.,

Febu P. O. Box, 99 KluHhing, N. T.

Strawberry Plants,
Thirty odd varieties.

RASPBERRY PLANTS.
Fourteen varieties.

Currant, Gooseberry •ml Hlackbeiry plants for sale by E. P. ROE.
author of " Manual on the Culture of Small \Fruit»,' " Play and
Profit in My Garden," &c. Send for a Circular.

E. P. ROE,
(ebtf Ck>rnir«ll-on-FIudiion, Ormage Co., N. 1.

WA9rr3BiX>
Illustrated Catalogues of all torts of natural Anericaa rustic wark

a'd rustic baskctsi.

GEOBG LKNK,
deci Waldeuberif, .Saxony.

Catalo|aes of fiuits and noTcltlcs of all kinds.

T. BAT£B, XurMryniAn,
deci La>br-*a-llsin, U^ritrim,

SITUATIONS WANTED.

BY a first-class Propagator, in a good Nursery or Florist Estab-
lishment. Address, Propagator, care Mr. Jehm Saul, Nur-

seryman and Florist, Washington, I). C. noT3

WANTED.—A situation to take charge of a gentleman's private

place, by a young man 35 years of age. no chddren ; is well

up in the growing of vegetable* beth for market and private use ;

thoroughly understands the management of a greenhouse, and hot
and cold fratucs , wife will be willing to take charge ef peultry and
attend a dairv if required. References given and requited. Ad-
dress, J S. Rus,sell, Catonsvi'le, P.O. Balto. Ce., Md.

(""ARDENIR, married; wants a simaiion ; understands gar-

1 dening in all its branches ; has lived on the estate of the late

John S. Milchells f r about 14 yars ; in his employment nearly le

years; the beet ai reference will ke given. Please apply or address,
Thomas Hoctor, Tarrytew*, N. V.

BACK VOLUMES
OF THE

Gardener's Monthly
Can still be had in numbers, per year
Bound in neat cloth cases, including numbers,
" " Roan " "

Sa 10

3 00
••

. . 3.15

Delivered postaj^e free.

Or mail us your own numbers, and have them bound in cloth caaea
lor 90 cents. Returned to you bound postage free. Address,

CHAS. H. MAROT,
814 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia.



LILT of the VALLE? PIPS !

Extra Strong Pips of the above for Florists' use, at

$2.50 per 100;
$20.00 per 1000.

Special rates for lots of lo.ooo and upwards.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,

dec I 15 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.

TRXZiaONT*
BOTANIC GARDENS,

Tremont, New York City.
NEW AND RARE

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ORCHIDS, PALMS AND FERNS.

CATALOGUES sent FREE of CHARGE.

tmchlO I&MJ^ JV M&SM*

"^^ftii

^1
-i- 2000,000.4-

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Sent free on application.

>I-IN STOCKS
^^^

Low freights from Boston

allow us to compete with any

Pottery in the United States,

JELn H. HBWS & GO.^ - - No. Cambridge^ Mass.

IMPROVED HOT WATER APPARATUS,
Patented September 17, 1872.

For Warming and Ventilating Dwellings^ Grernhouses^ Graperies, Forcing

Fits, Drying Rooms, Heating Water for Public Baths, ^c.

This Boiler is perfectly self-cleaning, simple, economical f nd powerful, having more effective surface into less space than any Boiler

the market. Scollay's Patent Plant Sprinkler, for Window Gardening, <Sc., to oe obtained of all Seedsmen, Florists, &c.
Send fer Circular and References. nov.3

351 Adams Street, Brooklyn, New York.



CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS
In the highest state of health and vigor. In large quantities and at low prices.

Also, a weli-erown stock of all the known kinds of Oranges, Lemons and Limes, Ferns,
Auculas, Gardenias, Palms, Evergreens, Maanolias, and many other Half-Hardy
Plants.

\Vc have on hand a lar„'e and v.ry complete assortment of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL
TREES AND SHRUBS
In the best condition for transplanting. Send for our Catalogues and make your selections.

Visits are particularly requested at the Nurseries, where can always be found one of the proprietors,

or J. R. TRUMPY, the well-known propagator of the old establishment. Boats connecting with
the Railroad, leave New York from James' Slip, half an hour, and 34lh Street, a quarter of an
hour before the departure of trains, which make the transit in half an hour. The Nurseries may be
reached by carriage, free of charge.

CATALOGUES FREE.

PARSONS & SONS CO., (liihited.)

FORMERLY

S. B. PARSONS & SONS,
KISSENA NURSERIES, FLUSHING, NEW YORK.

(Late of the Firm of Ndmmo & ScoUay.)

PATENT IMPROVED HOT WATER BOILERS,

PRIZE MEDAL AND DIPLOMA AWARDED THIS BOILER AT THE
CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

as- Please send for Circular for explanation, etc., before you make up your mind to purchase elsewhere.

Sep 12 1204 De Graw Street, near Nostrand Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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